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H’wood Bettis on TV Comedy Upbeat,
But Hedges With Even More Westerns
Vancouver, Feb. 4. . ThA large German population of
this city is outraged at KVOS-.TV,
Bellingham, Wash.. station across
the border, that's been showing
films depicting Hitler’s followers
in odious light. Video outlet, al¬
though U. S. based, derives con¬
siderable revenue from Canadian
sponsors and, ^ consequently,; can¬
not shrug off such complaints.
Squawks have been lodged
against the station for showing.
Warner Bros, film, “Edge of Dark¬
ness’* and, subsequently, Vohn
Steinbeck’s “The Moon Is Down,”
In the first instance, Dr. H. F.
Liebrecht* German consul here,
•declared that the film depicted
Germans “not like normal people,
more like criminals, sadists Or
even idiots,” Dr. Liebrecht wrote
to Dave Mintz, KVOS-TV’s general
manager, and latter said no of¬
fense was intended.
German diplomat, maintained
that he received more thbn 100
letters protesting * exhibition of
“Edge of Darkness** and that Ger¬
man immigrants* “children were
beaten up,” and vilified after film
had been viewed on tv.
Officials of the tv station, al¬
though not wishing to offend their
‘■foreign*’ audience, take position,
that if one were to edit such films,
“you might as well ask us to kill
‘Mutiny, on the Bounty* because
Bligh was a vicious Englishman.”
Leaders of local German colony,
from time to time, have fought the
(Continued on page 71)

Kermit Bloomgarden, producer'
of “Look Homeward, Angel,” has a
deal in the works for the Sale of
a substantial interest in the produc¬
tion -on a capital gain baste. He’s
also understood to be considering A
similar proposition for “The Music
Man.**
. i
The “Angel” deal reportedly
calls for Theatrical Interests Plan,
ah investment syndicate headed by
Theodore Ritter,* to buy 20% of the
show from Bloorngarden for $100,(000. Also, Theatre 200, a syndicate
headed by Edward Specter, Is to
buy another 5% from the producer
for $25,000'
Thus, Bloomgarden will dispose
of 25% of the show, representing
sbmewhat more than half his in¬
terest, for $125,000. Theatre 200 is
already: partnered with Bloomgardtn in the operation, with co-pro¬
ducer billing.; The syndicate is; also,
a hacker ofthe show, with a $46,425
investment. TIP is also a major in¬
vestor, with a $10,000 slice.
“Angel’’ cost. over. $143,000 to
produce and is netting about $7,000
a week.

An Eisay
H. ALLEN SMITH

The reason I want to be on
one of these tv quiz shows and
win some money is that-when
the m.c. says to me, ‘’What
you going to do with the
money? ”, why then I will say
to him, “I will tell you if, first,
yo3f tell me what you’re going
to do with all the money you
get put of this program.”
The End

But Regret It
Protestant and Jewish spokes¬
men* reacted with surprise last
week to a Roman Catholic state*
ment deploring the lack of inter*
denominational support for the ob^
jectives and activities of the Na¬
tional Legion of Decency.
Their comments, over and over
again* reflected the feeliiig that,
if the Legion no longer enjoyed
wide support, the fault had to be
attributed primarily to the Gathp^
lie position and the Legion’s de¬
terminedly hegativistic outlook.
Issue originally was raised by
Father ’ Thurston Davis, editor of
the Jesuit weekly, America, speak¬
ing at the film industry Commun¬
ion Breakfast in New York. Father
Davis nqted. the once powerful
support the Legion had had from
(Continued on page 72)

Trouble? That’s for Hollywood;
for cafes, for television,- or paysee, not the legitimate today:
Broadway’s round aietdr play¬
houses, “the fabulous invalid” of
yesteryear, is thriving. An Unujpual
number of hits have been regis¬
tered. so far this season..
The Broadway legit season is
turning out to be the biggest in
many years. In contrast to the
generally negative: feeling in the
trade last .fall*, after the;, more or
less customary .flurry of mediocre
offerings, it’s figured there are
nipre new smash hits on the boards
tham&'t any time in recent memory.
Thus far, seven solid sellout
shows have opened this season,
and at least two more are antici¬
pated in the next few weeks. In
addition, four new entries are do¬
ing profitable business and are ap¬
parently set to continue indefi¬
nitely.
Bolstering the hew^season sue*
cesses are three holdover produc¬
tions .stiil playing to capacity
trade, plus four other holdover
hits apparently set to continue im
definitely. There have been relaT
tiveiy few quick flops involving
large losses.
Among the new season smashes
are two musicals And five straight
plays. The four healthy-looking
other new entries are also straight
shows. Of the three capacity pro*
Auctions from previous seasons,
tWo are musicals and one a
straight play. Of the holdover
hits, two are tuners and two
straight plays.
The new musical smashes are
“Jamaica” and “Music Man” and
the smash straight plays are “Dgrk
at the Top of the Stairs,” ‘Look
Homeward, Ahgei,” “Time Re¬
membered,” “Two for the Sea.. (Continued, on page 77)

TV: Tiny Vision*
Toledo, Feb. 4.
Slurs and slams at television
by theatre operators and film
showmen are not; new, but
with the “old*- movies eating
the “new** movies alive, Fred
Lentz of the Miracle-Mile
Drive-In near here. is carrying
this line in all his newspaper
ads:
“This film will not be shown
on TV (Tiny Vision) for seven
years”

(Also Body) On
NBC’s taking no chances on foul¬
ing up the new-found affluence and
influence of the -‘Tonight” show.
For some time the network’s been
disturbed over the. burlesque showovertones on the late night entry;
particularly on the Tuesday night
guestings of Elsa Maxwell. The:
climax came last week, during the
two-week, “tenuring’* of Jonathan
Winters* subbing for £aar, when
Princeton pundit Ashley Montague
did a guest stint which provoked
a 200-letter protest over the mate¬
rial used on the show..
NBC then went into action. The
web’s top program command called
in producer Perry Cross and told
him, in effect, tq “clean it up or
we’ll clean it up for you.” That
(Continued on page 79)

Yank Shoestring-&-Private-CharUy
mm s
Unless Congress belatedly okays
additional, desperately need e d
funds, U: S! talent participation for
the 26-week mil of the Brussels
World Fair, opening this April, will
have to depend upon private make¬
shift promotion and philanthropy,
H6w much of the latter lias already
been called upon is becoming evi¬
dent.
While still hopeful that key man
Rep, John J. Rooney (Democrat,
Brooklyn) will respond to the plea
that American prestige visVa-vis
Russia is at stake. Micella .Cisney,
coordinator of performing arts un¬
der Commissioner-General Howard
S. Cullman, has secured help from
various sources in lining up some
11 events to augment the four
N. Y. City Center <• shows, as pre¬
viously revealed, which Are under

Jean Dalrymple’s personal coordi¬
nation.
American talent in some cases is
donating its services or accepting
.per diem minimum costs in Brus¬
sels. Certain events have been
“caught on the: fly” coming from
or going to other European book¬
ings, as is the case with Louis
Armstrong Who is making Another
of his many Continental tours and
will climax America Day (July 4,
and also Satchmp’s birthday), for
Which purpose the Expo’s own
stadium (70,000 capacity) Will be
utilized;
Armstrong dates in Brussels,, as
those of Count Basie and Sarah
Vaughan, Will be via a tleup with
the Newport Jazz Festival, the lat¬
ter acting as impresario.
A prime break for the U. S, is;

the agreement with Magna to stage
its European premiere of the
Rodgers-HAmmerstein film, “South
Pacific” during the month of May,
at practically eost-of-installation for
the Todd-AQ .gear.
NBC will pay part of the trans¬
port rehearsal and make-ready ex¬
pense for the world premiere at
the expa of • Gian-Carlo Menotti’s
new opera* “Maria Golovin.*’ Its
American debut will follow next
season on tv; Menotti will stage.
Another deal lined up by Miss
Cisney (A legit and video “stage
director by profession) will bring
Jerome Robbins* special modern
dance troupe of 12 from the New
Arts Festival at Spoleto, Italy, to
Brussels, en route back to U. S. To
cover the fares from Italy to Bel(Continued on page 10)

Major telefilm producers are bet*
ting heavily that there will be a
resurgence of comedy series next
season, with over 20% of pilots
now under production or planned
for spring selling falling into the
comedy niche.
Upcoming comedy pilots far out¬
distance the number available for
spring selling last season, accord¬
ing to a significant sampling of the
majority of telefilm houses. Oaters,
due to the success of the shoot-emups this season, will be on top of
the. pilot heap in numbers, as ex¬
pected.
But despite the acknowledged
ride the westerns are expected to
get next year, there appears to be
a big push for the comedy pilots,
which, in numbers, lag only about
5% behind in the sage brush cate¬
gory. The clicks in comedy skeins
are hard to come by, but the win¬
ning jackpot is high, as exemplified
by the giant Desilu firm today, the
“Phil Silvers* Show,” etc. That's
one reason for the “go for broke”
“laugh-skein” gamble.
Other weffjsupplied categories in¬
clude drama, action adventure, and
mystery-detective, with the re¬
mainder of the field represented
by relatively scattered shots. The
sample includes the breakdown of
pilots from the following houses:
MCA’s Revue; CBS Film Sales;
Screen Gems; National Telefilm
Associates; Television Programs of
America; 20th-Fox’s TCF; Metro
TV; Warner Bros.; Official Films
and Guild.
Of the over 50 pilots repre(Continued on page 21)

Bing’s 5-Yr. TV
Bing Crosby and CBSTV a
negotiating a new longterm co
tract covering both special* telei
sion appearances and radio excl
sivity. Deal is still in the prelii
inary stages, hut it envisions
specified number of appearanc
on the web per year over a fb
year span; Deal is limited
radio-tv, and although Crosbj
reps had indicated they’d like Cl
to help* finance his motion pietu;
activities,-the web has nixed th
aspect
For the. past few years, Crosl
hasn’t been under any contractu
ties in* television to the networ
though he*s restricted his activity
to CBS except for an occasion
guest shot. elsewhere (as wit
Frank Sinatra on ABC this se
son). Every one of his appea;
ances has been the result of
separate negotiation and deal wit
CJBS or a sponsor. New deal woul
eliminate such one-shot negeti
tions.
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AUCTION ESTATE OF
Sex Aisles m Old FOiiis a New TV TO MRS.
CHAS.RINGLING
Over British Pix Industry—And Soon
Headache Cut‘Camera,’ Hide’Harlow
Sarasota, Feb. ,4.
Estate of the late Edith Conway
Ringling, widow of Charles Ringling, one of the founders of the
Ringling Bros. Circus, .will be auc¬
tioned off here starting Feb.! 22.
First parcel, comprising 33,200
acres located southeast of Sarasota
and bordering Myakka sStafe Park,
is subject to an upset price of $70
an acre; Second, package will, be
the Ringling residence with 21V&
acres bounded by BayshOre Rd.
and facing Sarasota Bay, along
with 52 lots and a large plot, in
the commercial area of Ringling
Blvd. '
Personal effects of the residence
will be offered Feb.- 24. Nearly
.700 lots are listed in the catalog.
Sale had been ordered by the
executor of the estate.

“I Am a Camera," the Julie Har- f—“r—•
-' ■ ' " "
•'
rls-Shelley Winters starrer now beclng prepped for tv distribution,
will undergo some changes at the
Option of local stations.
The pic when initially distrib¬
uted got a "Condemned" rating
from the Catholic Legion of De¬
cency and failed to receive the Mo¬
The impact of a single hit disk
tion Picture Assn, of America code on a singer’s career is again vivid¬
seal. Fred Schwartz, prexy of Dis¬ ly underlined in the case of Sam
tributors Corp. of America, said Cooke, who clicked with “You
that, at the option of the local sta¬ Send Me" on the indie Keen la¬
tion, a prolog or epilog will be bel. Cooke, a 23-year-old Chica¬
added, and references to abortion goan who previously performed
and menstruation will be toned with the. Soul Steerers, a gospel
down. He said the .film today group, stepped from a $200-a-week
would receive the MPAA seal, for sailary into a $5,000 and over week¬
the production code has been ly bracket shortly after the disk
amended lifting the blanket ref¬
erence to abortion in motion pic¬ broke.
For the. past couple of months,
tures.
The Christopher IsherwOod story Cooke has been getting steady
was adapted for a legit play on bookings in a string of clubs across
Broadway prior to the filming of the country, in addition to guest
the pic. It concerns the plight of a shots on such video shows as "The j
hapless, mixed-up girl living in. the Big Record," Steve Allen’s show
post-World War I decadence of and the Howard Miller series,
By P. VERNON
yesterday (Tues.), he started' on a J
Germany.
Tbl Aviv, Jan. 28.
The prolog or epilog would be one-niter tour in a package put to¬
Preparations
are in full swing
added to nail down the fact that gether by Feld Attractions. He’s
the girl suffered retributions. for also hooked for the Copacabana, for the celebration of Israel’s 10th
Anni
as
a
State
which runs from
her loose living. That was one of N. Y.
April through June. All artistic
the bone of contentions when the
Cooke broke In on the Special¬
Legion and the MPAA nixed the ty Records, label, a Coast outfit, talent Available in the country will
pic. The DCA topper pointed out but his contract was bought but be mustered-—orchestras, soloists,
that there have been other Legion- by "Bumps" Blackwell, an arrang¬ dance groups,. ballet and theatres.
Some governments have offered, to
condemned pix telecast on tv, In¬ er, who set up the Keen deal.
send performers: and troupes to Is¬
cluding “Bitter Rice," "Anna" and
rael as special tourist attractions..
"Forever Amber," many ofvabich
Paris, may send the Comedie
were toned down at the discretion
Franchise and the U. S. may offer
of the station.
the Ballet Theatre. Israel, oh the
He credited, the television medi¬
other hand, will send some of its
um for hot being as "controlled"
best talent to other countries to
by the Legion as the motion pic¬
perform. The Youth Symphony
Dallas, Feb. 4.
ture industry. -He added he was
Mob hysteria from
SRO will play at the Brussels Musical
willing to make all the previous ex¬
plained changes when the pic was crowd greeted Tommy Sands at Youth Fest, the Army Orchestra
has been invited to Holland* and
initially released but got a turnthe Palace, Interstate’s midtown Ffonce, the Inbal Dancers will con¬
(Continued on page 79)
deluxer, t Saturday (1), when he tinue on its foreign tour and folk
p. .’d at opening of his first fea¬ dance groups will appear..at the
ture film, “Sing, Boy, Sing." Brussels World Fair.
In Israel, artistic offerings and
Youngster was crowded on his
airpox-t arrival, at the Adolphus folklore, events will be seen not
Hotel lobby when he hoisted four- only in the cities but also in the
Dore Schary, currently riding year-old Eddie Garay, a heart vic¬ smallest villages. Concerts and
with a click Broadway play in' tim, to light: the heart lamp, theartical performances will be
"Sunrise At Campobello,” is re¬ launching the local Heart Fund given also at the large. Jeerusalem
Convention Centre, where a rep¬
turning to Hollywood next Wednes¬ campaign.
resentative 10th Anni exhibition is
day <12) to activate his new in¬
But when he walked on stage
dependent film company, Schary at the Palace (capacity 2,250) the being prepared. Space in the larg¬
Productions. He’s negotiating for a overflow teenage crowd flooded er hotels- throughout the country
play property which he’ll adapt tfee aisles and attendants were has been almost .fully booked from
into a film for distribution via tasked to keep the screaming fans abroad for the festival period.
United Artists.
‘ Schary, meantime, is still col¬ off the stage* as emcee Wayne
lecting a $100,000 a year from Mack endeavored to conduct a
Loew’s on the $1,000,000 settle¬ q-and-a session between Sands and
ment of his studio pact as vice-! four local deejays.
Four policemen were called to
prexy in charge of production.
Memphis, Feb. 4.
get Sands out of the theatre, and
Lee Gordon. is putting together
some 800 screaming, hysterical a closed-circuit theatre "Farewell
fans almost broke up the escort;
to Elvis Presley" show for which
Ted Wick, Sands’ personal man¬ Presley will get $200,000 guarantee
Lps Angeles, Feb. 4.
Latest Broadway and tunefilm ager, . said the p; a. tour, with the before he’s inducted into the Army.
singer to hit the saloon circuit is opening of "Sing, Boy, Sing/’ con¬
Promoter expects to get some¬
tinues, after dates' at the. Para¬ where, between 200 to 250 theatres,
John Raitt.
He’ll make his nitery debut next mount* Nashville (2) , and the throughout U. S. into closed-circuit
October at the Cocoanut Grove Malco, Memphis. (3), in Texas at TV hookup, with about 700,000
here and follow it with a date at the Paramount,. Austin (4); Metros seats in all.; Seats will: sell for $1
the Mapes in Reno, Negotiations politan,- Houston -751; Aztec, San. : apiece.
now are underway for a stand at Antonio 16) and the Fox, Atlanta
the Waldorf-Astoria in New York. (7);
Brit. Woos Betty Grable,

Sam Cooke Finds Single

On One-Nighters, Video

For 10th Anni

TOMMY SANDS DRAWS
SCREAMING TEENERS

HIT DRAMATIST SCHARY
NOW TACKLING DA PIC

BUNDLE OF BANKNOTES
SPEEDS ARMY’S ELVIS

John Raitt Into Cafes

Borge ind Tommy Sands
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-London, Feb. 4.
Betty Grable is being paged for
a billtopping stint at the London
Palladium, later this year. Norman
Payne of Music Corp of America’s
London office, said that a deal was
being negotiated now. He also in¬
timated. that Victor Borge was
dickering a return to this country
in the spring for a series of .bnenighters, probably at Rank-owned
picture theatres.
Liberace will be making a re¬
turn visit to Britain early in April
for a tour of Rank houses, opening
in London at the Dominion on
Easter Sunday. Another possible
Yank* headliner to- make the trip
across the Atlantic for personal ap¬
pearances is Tommy Sands.

Cameron Mitchell Is
A Stand-Infor Father,
In ‘Inherit* at York, Pa.

-J:

York, Pa., Feb, 4.
Cameron Mitchell, here to visit
his family and plug his current
Universal picture,. “All Mine to
Give," took over on 24 hours notice
last Friday night (31) as Matthew
Harrison Brady in a: York .Little
Theatre production of "Inherit the
Wind." He substituted for' his
father, 67-year-old Rev. Charles W.
Mitzell, who was 111.
The film and legit actor went
through three. rehearsals with the
local amateur troupe, but. confessed
that the performance was “a kind
of nightmare.” He described the
Brady role, patterned after the
late William Jennings Bryan, as a
"great part, but not for me." He
said bis father would have been
"the perfect Bryan-—he is the
man.”
Mitchell, the youngest of seven
children of Rev. and Mrs. Mitzell*
will continue in the YLT show
through next Saturday (8), then
go to New York for a television
appearance for Kraft. He’s set to
play the Siamese monarch next
summer in the Los--Angeles and
San Francisco Civic . Light Opera
production of "The King and I,"
and will shave his head for the as¬
signment.

PAUL ROBESON HOPES
BOOKING BAN ENDING

London, Feb. 4.
Although asserting that he did.
not believe that nationalization of
the picture industry would work.
Sir Tom O’Brien, A^.P., in a speech
at Birmingham, indicated that the
sooner the industry was taken over
by the government the better.
Sir Tom, who is general secre¬
tary of the National Assn, of The¬
atrical and Kine Employees; and
who has initiated a meeting of in¬
dustry toppers to discuss the latest
crisis in British studios, pointed
out that in the first fortnight of
the year, 1,000 men had lost their
jobs in film production, most of
them craftsmen and trained peo¬
ple. All over the country, he noted,
picture theatres Were closing down
and there was only one answer to
the lack of leadership in the in¬
dustry—"we should take it away
from them,"
“I, personally, do not believe i
the nationalization of the film in¬
dustry," noted the union topper,
"but if they go on turning their
theatres into Bart-time theatres
and declaring redundancies—bver
4,000 people have lost their jobs
in the past seven years—and we
are to see the human.factor in the
picture theatres In Britain degrad¬
ed month, by month, then the.
sooner the industry is taken from
them the better."
Sir Tom also hit out at the high
incidence Of admission taxes. Un¬
less the three main political par¬
ties, he opined, realized that they
were. milking the industry of its
life blood, the British film trade
would die very quickly. There was
:a need for bigger and better pix.
The public could not be expect¬
ed- to pay money “to see tripe"
whether it came from Hollywood
or Pine wood. Good films were ber
ing made in Britain, but there: were
not enough. The industry, was be¬
ing robbed at the boxoffice of $84,000,000 a year by the Treasury,
and until British producers could
get a good return-they would con¬
tinue to make fewer films and
worse films.
Of his meeting with industry
toppers, he commented: "Expect
no magic rabbits from a magic
hat.’’ There would be no miracles
arising.

Oakland, Feb. 4.
Paul Robeson, jiow veering bn
60, will sing Feb. 9 in the Oak¬
land Auditorium, which is: city
owned. That fact in itself is un¬
usual since the Negro has been a
boxoffice nix for about 10 years.
More significant still his concert is
getting normal newspaper, and ra¬
dio buildup in Bay area.
Robeson sees the change as an
omen that the two countries will
get together musically-—meaning
the U. S. and U. S.'S. R.
Singer has made a-number of ap¬
pearances in California churches
recently but big halls have not
been .open to him.
Robeson’s still verbotten In many
arenas—-Frisco's 3,500-seat munici¬
pally owned Opera House and mu¬
nicipally owned Civic Auditorium
are two examples—but he’s hopeful
such bans will, melt away. Only
opposition to his singing (as a kickFrankfurt, Jan. 28.
6ff for Negro History Week) in , Mario Lanza, who made "Seven
(Continued on page ?9)
Hills of Rome” for Metro, in Rome,,
is rebuilding his fame in Europe
Show Biz Names Bantered and; also is making some extra
pocket money, by making a con¬
In GM Salaries’ Probe cert tour of Europe before he
Washington, Feb. 4.
returns to his home in Hollywood.
It was a tense moment at last*
Lanza went first to England for
week’s hearing of the Senate Anti- several concert playdates when- he
Monopoly Subcommittee. Senator finished the filmization in Rome,
Estes Kefauver, of Tennessee, the and is slated to tour Germany late
chairman, leaned forward,, pointed this month through February. 9.
a finger at Harlow Curtice, presi¬ He has dates in Munich, Stuttgart,
dent of General Motors* and di¬ Wiesbaden, Hamburg, Kiel, Han¬
rected him to supply for the com¬ nover and Nuernberg, at outstand¬
mittee records, the. income of all ing concert halls ..in each city.
General Motors, executives before Then he will proceed to Paris for
and after Income taxes.
several other songfests.
Senator EVerett Dirksen, of
Illinois, interrupted Kefauver to
Lanza’s U.K. Dates
say* “if that is done, T also want
Edinburgh, Feb. 4.
Mr. Curtice to supply the same in¬
Mario Lanza, on a new tour of
formation for such well known fig¬
ures as Elvis Presley, the cele¬ British cities, is set to sing in. 3,000brated torso shaker from Tennes¬ seater Usher Hall here March 25.
He. will also star at Caird Hall,
see."
N
Dundee.
A little taken aback, Kefauver
Other dates are skedded for Eng¬
interjected, "I don’t know any¬ lish
cities of Bristol (March 4),
body else in Tennessee who makes
Manchester,
Liverpool, Birming¬
as much as Elvis Presley.”
ham and Newcastle. A repeat show
I Dirksen thought, a moment. and at St. Andrew’s Hall, Glasgow, is
(Continued on page 71)
also a possibility.

LANZA TOURS EUROPE
TO HELP B O. DRAW
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GRISLY BOWLING: WITH HEADS
pig Shoot-’Em-Up

JvUL
By GENE ARNEEL
Film and theatre business has its uncertainties, and that’s for cer¬
tain, but a roundup of the gross business’racked up by nine of the
principal corporations, makes it clear that there’s much important money
still within reach.
Gross business per se is not important to earnings statements; it’s
the income left after expenses and taxes that , counts.; But it does point
up the vast fiscal scope of the film operations.
For the nine companies listed the total revenues in 1957 climbed to
$1,025,200!000. The 1956 tally was $993,300*000.
This primarily is picture and theatre money, substantially less of
the. lion’s share haying been contributed by subsidiaries in allied fields
(such as music) and-unrelated branches such , as Stanley Warner’s In¬
ternational Latex. Exception, of course,^ is American BroadcastingParamount Theatres where the tv returns, rate high.
The 1957 total tally is over $1,000,000,000, as noted, but obviously
wiir still go higher as other returns are in. Not clocked, as. yet, for ex..ample* are United Artists, RKO Theatres, Republic and Allied Artists.
Following is the breakdown on gross business accumulated by most
of the top film companies during fiscal 1957. Figures followed by an
“E” are estimates, others are official!
1957
1956
$ 77,600,000
. .$ 72*400,000
Universal .....
206*800,000
AB-PT
. . 208,000,000
91,100,000
;. 106,600,000
Col
.........
172,000,000
... 160,000,000
. Loewis .......
93,300,000
loo.ooo.ooO
paramount
58,900,000
59,700,000
Nat's Theatres
:96,100,000
115,100,000
Stan Warner
121,000,000
125,000,000
20th-Fox
76*700,000
79,200,000
Warners
993,300*000 ’
1,025^00,000

Warners Preps A

Rank’s Extended Time
To 20th Product Ends

Alllll.

LP ami HiFi
Edinburgh,; Feb. 4;
Long-playing disks are among
the: problems facing the film in¬
dustry today, according; to Jim
Poole* leading indie exhiir here.
He said, in a talk to Edinburgh
Film Guild, that teenagers Were
finding the coin to buy expensive
long-playing disks, and that, in Engr
land*. skiffle groups and coffee-bars
with their hi-fi record-players, were
taking a further toll of the cinema
public.
Oh tv, he said, the factors which
the. cinema had principally to con¬
tend with were the natural lazi¬
ness of: the ; public, reluctance to
leave a comfortable chair.
“Even the price of bus. fares
nowadays is a factor in stopping
people from going to the cinema,"
he said.
'
'59 FAR EAST FESTIVAL
Kido Suggests Wise For Tanks To
Participate
The Americans will be invited to/
participate in the 1959 Far East
Film Festival, Shirb Kido, prez of
the Motion Picture Assn, of Japan,
said in Gotham last week;. The
1958 fest will be held in Manila in
March.
Kido reported that thought had
been given to an international film,
fest in Tokyo a la Cannes and
Venice, but disclosed that the In¬
ternational Federation of Film
Producer Assns. hadn’t, given its
okay yet.
Japanese exec, noting falling
American grosses in Japan, sug¬
gested that it would be. a good idea
to stage an American film week in
Tokyo to stimulate interest in the;
Hollywood releases. His company,
ShochikU, both produces films and
runs theatres.-

Extended playing time for topgrossing 20th-Fox pictures will be
granted by the Rank circuits, under
the new arrangement which will
see Rank and the independents
splitting 20th’s studio-produced
films 50-50. Indies will continue to
get all of 20th’s British quota pix.
. Deal was concluded in London
recently by the Rank Organization,
20th prexy Spyros P. SkoUras. and
Murray Silverstone, 20th Interna¬
tional prez.
.Question of extended playing
time; was one of the causes for the
original split between 20th and
Rank, with 20th channelling its re¬
leases to the indies. _ However, in - George Jessel, the only lifetime
member of. the. Screen
quite a number of non-competitive honorary
Writers branch of the Writers
situations. Rank did book the 20th Guild, Will be the speaker at the
films.:
,
annual Writers' dinner March 12 at
Silverstone said lait week; that the Moulin Rouge, L.A.
the new arrangement made sense
“because !times have changed’’ and
also because, the British indies
couldn’t absorb all of the 20th
product! He said Rank would play:
‘‘South Pacific" in Todd-AO at the
Dominion Theatre, London.

Part and parcel of the companies’
desire to effect economies in their
...overseas setups, Warner Bros, is
understood-readying to close five
of its nine British exchanges.
At the same time, 20th-Fox and
Metro may extend their current
arrangement under which 20th dis¬
tributes the Metro product in
Trinidad and Ecuador add Metro
reciprocates for 20th in. Austria.
Divvying'up is based on: the com¬
panies’ comparatiive standing in
Britain.
Arrangement has worked out so.
well that it may be applied to some
other small markets where the two
companies feel it makes little sense
to maintain separate organizations.
. In Britain, Warner Bros, and
Metro recently denied, reports of a
distribution merger. The exchange
closings, decided bn by Wolfe
Cohen, WB International topper,
point to a different policy which
is identical with that of Universal,
i.e* contraction without loss of
identity.
Other distributors. feel that a,
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
company can operate efficiently in
After seeing Japanese film, "The
Britain with only four exchanges
Seven
Samurai,’’
at Canon. The¬
and the WB move may be followed
by others. U is handled in Britain atre, screenwriter Louis Morheim
figured
it
would
make a good
by the Rank Organization.
American picture, so bought U. S.
rights for $2,500,
Now his agent, Paul Small
<oa
>
Artists Ltd:, is on verge of sign¬
ing deal . .whereby Morheim will
produce film, to be adapted as a
western, for Yul Brynner’s indie
company, with Morheim as pro¬
ducer.
. .
Morheim Will receive $10,000
In a switch- from the policy that cash for property, also $1,000
has prevailed since the Mike Todd week as producer. Additionally,
production was. first , sent into re¬ has 5%' of net on .film, to be
lease oVer a year ago. United Art¬ United Artists release. Brynner
ists is actively considering the will star in film.
presentation of “Around the World
in 80 Days’’ on a continuous-run,
SCREEN MUSICALS SHRINK
strip-ticket basis. Picture, which
has opened in 116 situations so far Only Nine Due Vs. 19 Last Season
in either the Todd-AO or print—Freed’s Slant
down versions, right along has
been, shown as a hard-ticket road¬
Hollywood* Feb. 4.
show with performances liipited to
Majoir studios will make only
one each night and matinees on nine , musicals during 1958 as
Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sun¬ against 19 last year, in a record
days. . _
low number of tuned-up pix*
Distributor currently is testing
Reason is attributed by Metro
the.film for conventional exhibition producer Arthur Freed: “It’s hard¬
at Loew’s Theatre, Louisville. Playr er to find properties of the. stand¬
ing continuous run at a scale of 90c ard you want to make. And there1
to $1.50 (the jump in price takes hasn’t been any great new; talent
effect at 4 p.m.), “80 Days’' opened created for musicals.”
at the house last Friday (31) and
In breakdown of studios, 20th*;
grossed $9,200 in the first three Fox will make two musicals out
* days. This is regarded as plenty; of 40; Metro three out of 33; Par¬
high (actually, a record for a UA amount* two out of 22; Warner ,
picture) and doubtless, will lead to Bros, one; Columbia Pictures*
' (C ont i nued^

JAPANESE PLOT TO

Chicago, Feb. 4.
Maybe it’s the tv influence.
Indie! plark Theatre, Loop-^
situated, is going the route*
of the oaters for 'February,
with seven westerns skedded
between today (Tues.) and Feb.
25. All seven are re-runs.
. House, in the midst of its
25th ahni, plays a different
pairing each day.

Reshaping of the industry, via
drastic personnel reductions, con¬
tinued this week. The homeofficq
operation, mainly involved with ac¬
tivities of distribution, Was seri¬
ously affected as Warner Bros.,
Universal. and Metro lopped vet¬
eran staffers off ;the payroll.
At WB and Metro, where sub¬
stantial cuts have already been
made among lower-echelon staffers,
the trimming spread to second ech¬
elon Executives, many of whom
have been connected with the com*
panies from 25 to 30 years. The
dropping of these staffers probably
represents the end of an era for
the film .business. Many of the
execs farewelied during the Iasi
week go back to the pioneering
days of the industry. For many,
their only association with the film
biz has been with the companies
they now are leaving.
At WB, the new swing of tht
head-chopper fell on Friday (31).
Handed notices were Ralph Budd.
chief of the personnel department
and a Warnerite for 27 years;
Joseph Spray, print departmen!
executive and former head of WB’i
Ace Laboratory, in Brooklyn; N. J.
•Fessler, a vet exec in the purchas¬
ing department; John Florio, boss
of the sound department; Albert
Howson, in charge of censorship
activities and a veteran WB em¬
ployee, and H. O. Robinson, a sales
department veteran.
It’s now thought WB .plans to
reduce its homeoffice staff to about
300. At one time, the homeoffice
operatiofi employed 1,400 people.
It’s understood that as an addi¬
tional economy measure, WB plans
to sublet the one floor (sixth) of
its new headquarters at 666 Fifth
Ave. The company recently moved
into the building and contracted
for two floors of space, There are
indications, too, that more flesh
will be expended.
Metro Talent Dept.
At Metro, the entire eastern tal¬
ent department was eliminated
during the past week. Notice was
given Al Altman, eastern talent
chief for more than 30 years.
Dudley Wilkinson, Altman’s aide;
Sidney Phillips* vet head of the
play department since the Goldwyn
Go. days and sometime partner
with Loew’s in its legit ventures,
secretaries and clerks in the depart¬
ment were also pinkslipped. Story
and purchasing departments are
under the surgical scrutiny.
At Universal, the contract de¬
partment was virtually eliminated
as 20 employees were dropped on
Friday. Also as part of its drastic
economy moves, U may sublet an
entire floor of its 445 Park Ave.
headquarters. Other money-saving
gimmicks introduced by U include
th& elimination of the teletype ser¬
vice between New York and the
Cftast and the issuance of salary
payments on a bi-monthly basis in¬
stead of weekly. Previously U had
been quietly lopping off two or
three employees each week.
Except for a cutdown in its pubad department, dismissals at Para¬
mount have been kept quiet. How¬
ever, the company has been slowly
reducing its staff on a piecemeal
basis. In addition, employees who
leave voluntarily for various rea¬
sons are not being replaced.
As far can be determined, Col¬
umbia, 20th-Fox and United Artists
continue to hold the line. Em¬
ployees at Col and 20th, observing
what is happening to their col¬
leagues, are jittery, UA’s employees
alone perhaps are in an enviable
position. No cuts havg been made
and none are anticipated. As mat¬
ter of fact, the company, which has
expanded into music and records,
has been adding staffers in recent
weeks. Vulnerable elsewhere the
pub-ad department at U. A. appar¬
ently has “comfort” from on high.

Of Loew’s Shares
George Killion, member of the
Loew’s board of directors, has pur¬
chased an additional 29,660 shares
of the corporation’s common stock
on the open market, bringing his
total holdings to 30,600 shares.
According to Wall Street sources,
Killion had been planning to ac¬
quire close to 100,000 shares in lim¬
ited blocks over a period of" time.
However, the trading price went up
and this is said to. have discour¬
aged him. The issue hit $44 per
share last Week, up from a low of
$11.25.

ALL-LIVE OSCAR CAST;
80 CELEBS LINED'UP
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Oscar telecast over NBC this
year will be entirely live, sans
filmed cut-ins as in previous years*
according to Jerry Wald, producer
of this year’s show. Barring lastchanges that “require otherwise*’’
entire 90-minute program will be
beamed live from Stage of the Pantages Theatre, March 26.
For
first time, too, there will be no
N.Y. cut-iris.
Approximately 80: of Hollywood’s
top names will appear bn show,
many of Whom never before have
been on_ ty. Among these long
holdouts' are Clark Gable, Mitzi
Gaynor, Gregory Peck, Sophia
Loren. Ingrid Bergman also has
promised to be present for show.
There will be six emcees.

National Boxoffice Survey

Trade Holds Big; ‘Peyton’ New Champ, ‘Sayonara’
2d, *80 Days’ 3d, ‘Yeller’ 4th, ‘Wonders’ 5th

Trade at major key cities covered
by Variety continues amazingly
sturdy in current session, with
many theatres still showing hand¬
some profit from pix they launched
for" the year-end holidays. Some
cpmmunities had severe cold*, snow-.storms and rein, but biz did not
seem to be hurt excepting in rare
cases.
“Peyton place” (30th) edges up
this round to take over No. .1 spot
by a small margin. It had. been
second and right behind “Saydnara” (WB) for weeks. “Sayohara”
is a close second curreritly,
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
again is landing in third, spot, with
indications of moving higher soon.
“Old Yeller" (BV) is up sharply
from seventh to fourth. position,
highest, it has been in weekly rat¬
ings.
“Seven Wonders of: World"
(Cinerama) is soaring to fifth spot
as compared with 10th last week.
“Raintree County” (M-G) is finish¬
ing sixth. “Don’t Go Near Water,”
also from Metro, is landing seventh
money. .
“God Created Woman” (Kings) is
capturing eighth position, despite
some heavy competition.. “Search'
For Paradise” (Cinerama) is ninth
while “Tarnished, Angels” (U)
round out the Top 10 list.
“Gervaise" (Cont) and “Quiet
American” (UA), latter a newie, are.
the runner-up films this round '
“Wild Is Wind" (Par), still play¬
ing the same four keys, hints that
it Will go places once, out in more
general release';
“Farewell To
Arms’? (20th), also new, is great in
Chi, fair in N.Y., sock in Portland
and .Qker in L,A. , “Seven. Hills of

Rome” (M-G), another newcomer*
looms big in N.Y. jX Radio City
Music Hall, trim in ‘Portland, good
in Cleveland and hot in Boston.
“Man in Shadow” (U), okay in
Louisville, looks mild yi Denver.
“Damn Citizen/’ from same com¬
pany, shapes good in Pitt and nice
in Detroit. “Safecracker” (M-G)
is jpoderate in K.C. “Viking Wom¬
en and Seal Serpent” (AI)r fat m
Chi, is rated* good in Detroit.
"10 Commandments” (Par) still
is in the chips in L.A. and N.Y.
"Razzia” (Kass), good m Frisco, is
big in Boston. “Deep Six” (WB) is
nice in Portland! “Teeriage Fran¬
kenstein” (AI) is okay in Same city.
“Witness For Prosecution” (UA).
Which opens at N. Y. Astor and
Plaza this week, continues sturdy
in L.A.
“Hunchback of Notre
Dame” (AA) is fast in K.C.
“All At Sea” (M-G), hotsy in Bos¬
ton, shapes solid in Cincy. “Tall
Stranger” (AA), good in Omaha,
looms fancy in Chi.
“Bridge of River KWai” (Col)
still is smash to capacity in three
cities where playing so far. “Rodan” (DCA), stout in Chi, is pleas¬
ing in K.C.
{Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9)

New Tarzan’ at Metro

Hollywood, Feb. 4. j
Sol Lesser is reentering produce
tion with “Tarzan’s Fight For Life,” f Paramount board at a New York
fpr Metro release on $1,000,000 meeting Monday (3) declared the
budget. Film to star Gordon Scott. regular quarterly dividend of 50c
Ric rolls next Week under direc¬ per share on the common stock.
tion of. Bruce Humberstone. Eva
It’s payable March 14 to stock¬
Brent plays opposite.
holders of record on Feb. 28.

j

Par Makes It 50c
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Indie Producers WiDBe Sorry
If Majors Fold’—Otto Preminger

Ry FRED HIFT

Italy’s Gina Lollobrigida blew into town last week to help
- exploit “Beautiful But Dangerous” and declared herself a free
J
'
Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
woman, under contract to no one. She was immediately contra¬
Washington, Feb.-4. ,+ . -—-*-——
National Theatres Inc. took a
dicted by a. representative of Howard Hughes who said the Italian
The greatest catastrophe that
.
y n ,
sharp, downward dip for 13 weeks
star was definitely, under contract to Hughes and that the option
could happen to the wotion mure ^ayCDara,
1^1011 Beat',
ended Dec. 24,: 1957, first quarter
for her future services was up' to Hughes.
industry would he _ liquidation of
D
.** hain, 1958 fiscal
a
exy
In fact, “Beautiful But Dangerous” is Owned by the former RKO
g*
Jinx ef 7-Wk. St Paul
Elmbr C. Rhoden reveals. Consoliboss for the U. S., where it’s distributed by 2Uth-Fox. According
of independent producer JOtto
dated net income for Outfit and its
:to Maleno Malenoiti, the producer of the film,. Hughes has no
Preminger.
Strike of NeWSDIDerS^ voting,dohtrolled siibsids, including
financial interest in it..
,
fold would be rough on the indie
OUUM Vl
gaih?^rpm di^ositiori pf real esThe Hughes rep, who was conspicuously present when Miss Lolloproducers, he warned.
St. Paul* Feb- 4.
tate, .arniounted to $65,401, or two
brigida met the press, said not only was the Italian star under con¬
He deplored sneering, attacks on
The strike against them having cents per share on the 2,699,486
tract, but Hughes planned to .discuss-other pictures with her
the majors by independents, and been settled, the two Bidder- shares of common stock outstandwhen she reached the Coast.
thought such attacks hurt entire owned newspapers, the Dispatch jpg .
As far as Miss Loliobrigida was concerned, she was set to make
industry.
and Pioneer Press, are resuming
,>
combared with ■ S572 913
only one picture, “Solomon and. Sheba,” which King Vidor will.
“I‘ want to .he part of a big in- publication this week after, having orFg£ p6? shPare,dfor corlelpond’
direct in July. She’ll coproduce with Edward Small and Arthur
dustry, not just one of a lot of been closed down forseven weeks, jug. «darter of last year. Of these
Hornblow.
“Beautiful But Dangerous” was due to open in Boston early in
small, independents. We heed the
t?ha£dkimhf?n1,r wppW amounts, Rhoden said, earnings de¬
1957 but was pulled.at the last moment when it turned out that the
big studios. We need them to pro- ara
^ rived from sale of real estate, less
picture couldn’t get a Code seal. Difficulty has now been elim¬
vide a steady flow of pictures for W,*™!applicable Federal income taxes,
inated yia.,the trimming of a love scene.
the theatres. We need them to -S;? rfnri?*
$179,000, equal to 6c per
maintain the expensive studios and thaL during their entire engage- shate> f0r 1957 period, as against
Why is there a crisis in the Italian film biz? ‘‘It’s mostly a crisis
an adequate supply of technicians ments^ the city's- regular, dailies $140000 equivalent to 5c per share,
of men and ideas,” said Miss Lollobrigida. ' Also,' the public has
become more difficult to please.
and their knowhow.” __
for Wjiar
Similar 1956^period.
1956 period.
Both pictures racked up muchj *0T
As for the general press, it showed the most interest in a Paris
longer than - expected runs and
In a letter , to stockholders, Rho-[ comment
that Miss Lollobrigida’s bosom is “too much and is badly
*1 1 *1
•
f)
theirgrossesfarexceeded. expec- denreported the drop from predisplayed.” Answered Miss Lollobrigida, smoothing down her al¬
H VTIiniflATI IIVIIHT
tations and-were much larger than yi?us year s first quarter was attribready tightfitting woolen dress (with a high neck): “It doesn’tLA1UU1UU11.1/jf 1111 •
normal in relation td the Mihne- litable to *a .decrease in attendance.
matter!”
_
_
. . _~ ' _
•
**
apolis grosses for the same.attrac- However, he added. At Christmas

Sayonara,’ ‘Peyton’ Beat
Jinx of 7-Wk. St Paul

f
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Minneapolis, Feb. 4.
Industrv optimists here_and
„ fill
-• .
there still are a. few arepointing
out that when in. some quarters

tions,- according to Charles . Winchell, president-general manager
of the local theatres in which the
pictures played;
Minneapolis grosses practically
always far outdistance those of St.
Paul in the 'Paramount theatres
and the chain head always figures
as “normal” for this city ascertain
percentage of the other twin’s take,
Tt^e percentage in the case of the
aforementioned pictures washigher, says WincheU.

a number of important motion’pictures were released,, and as A
result our grosses improved to the
previous year’s level. It is hoped
that,-; with better attractions now
available, the. current quarter will
be comparable to that of a year

More Partner and Pal Than Slave,
Sidney Phillips From M-G to Legit

Gross income from theatre admissions and other sources amount- - —— - ■ -:-Elimination of the talent team
ed to $11,961,910 for first quarter niimv mprn CDfiMCADC
in Laew's New York office includes
period ended Dec. 24, according JlNULMuCK JlUlljUlld
Sidney Phiffips, head of play proto Rhoden, as against . $14,848,105
CliffAilC’ DI7 niuri C duction and probably the only exexhibition’s future is believed fo be
'
~
’ for corresponding 13 weeks of last
jllYlUrij D\L I ANtiLiJ ecutive of his kind in the picture
in peril "there never before has]
««
has
V ‘
• *1
1 pear*yearL
TO.., ..
j„ciTO»e 4-u«lia-v1tc biz. Technically, Phillips, was not
With the
an employe, but worked on a drawbeen nearly a time locally in all rOVAfllF rfflTllAfYAfl
,, Rhoden reported that many facfocuseri on business build ng ■1^a

'iSs.'sssrssss Mct= rarofly ^nvuegefl
rnviiegea
P
g
u
s* “Itaoeohsly.
U«Sj
“Itaohonsly.
And, paradoxically perhaps or
having significance as an answer
to current calamity howKng and the
just-revealed Sindlinger dire fore-

Instead of the usual 90c after 5 S^f^?rcopy^,fht,-ow?«fs?1. .
p. m/ There never before here
™51"NtGOTIATE OR DIE'
have been nearly so many advanced
1 ■
"^h Court for
___

oid yei

“I’ve never known a time when
the public here has had such a
voracious appetite for motion pic¬
tures,” asserts Charles Wincheli,
Minnesota Amusement Co. ( United
Paramount circuit) president-gen¬
eral manager.

American-International
Ducks Legion Setup
National Legion of Decency,
through an official in the national
headquarters at New1 York, has
charged that American-Interna¬
tional “has not provided the agency
with prints of some films prior to
their release despite repeated re¬
quests,” per. story appearing, in
Catholic papers.
Reference is to “thrill movies,”
with titros like, “I -Was a Teenage
Frankenstein” “Motorcycle Gang”
and '‘Sorority Girl.”

Broadway

agent handling dramatic sketches
j with A1 Lewis. He jumped into
talking pictures early aiid agented
such personages as Edward G.
Robirisoni Jeanne Eagels, P. G.
Wodehouse, El Brendel, Barry
Connors and the late Ring Lardrier.
Phillips joined Metro 25 years
ago, always refused bids to move to
the studio and says, “I had a lot
of fun with Leo the Lion.”
phimps win continue his interest ^ legit. production, but will
mafce an early scram this spring to
his rural retreat at Saugerties,

SM

“Les Girls” since the year’s turn
.finished a very successful eightweek run and'“Legend of the Lost”
just turned in a four-stanza engage¬
ment.

against

^
:
:
1
'
CUTS CLARK SERVICE
the same category as literary crit- er, otherwise it will degenerate
—_—
icism m which writers are permit- into a. social club,” said the forted to* quote a great deal more of mer RKO and 20th-Fox producer Buena Vista Handles Own Billing
In Philadelphia
the original material than would now i producer at TCF-TV the
-—
otherwise be permitted.
20th tv subsid.
’
Philadelphia, Feb. 4.
^_,
~
■
Buena Vista’s district offices are
now handling its own' billing and
LI TL... D*
A 1
f> lf
collections of film rentals, in Philly and Washington. Clark Film
Service is no longer acting as agent
Picture business throughout most of the United States has taken
fpr the d^tributing company
a firmer tone. Responsible sources in distribution this week re¬
The servicing of pnirts will con*
lated that a rise became noticeable at around Jan. 15 and has been
tinue through Clark. Film.
maintained since.
-----Upped income is limited to about a. dozen productions and, of

V

rp, .
..
4. 4. 1
v
u
cision which the U S SuPremp cently contracted, Rhoden stated.
The spending total has been.
must makVwitMn the nSt ^ also said that NT is continuing
heiped to zoom oecause^two movies ^°w weeksL_how fa^ ^av Parndv t0 make "diligent efforts’’ to dis¬
have $2.65 tops, another a |2 ?5 and burlesque go in satirizhigfilm? P°se of non-profitable theatres and

' here they e having thelr
f;
_
. 44C.
,r J
Downtown - Seven Wonders , of
the World” is in its 78th week;
“Around the World in 80 DafS,” its
30th; “Peyton Place” and “Don’t
Go Near the Water,” their sixth;
“Sayonara” and “Aiid God Created

account

stage plays expected
of Ms selection
he would on
be
»Dartners.. withJ Metro
paJnert ^un ^
t
u Though departing the Metro
home office March 1 (he long occupied Louis B Mayer’s in-town
office known in the trade as the
niusic room hqcause It included a
P»ano to sodth Mayer), Phillips still
has one more possible legit coproduction
deal t pending with
Motro. He put up $2,500 legit adVance and $5,000 film option
(Metro coin) for a play to he written by Edward Chodrov (still unfinished and untitled) some, months
ago.
Phillips and Metro were assoT
ciated in “Teahouse of the. August
Moon,” “Tender Trap” and “Command Decision,” among others,
Phillips on his own has been investbr or producer in-a variety of
other works[ including “Seven
Year Itch,” “No Time for Serr
geants,” “My Three Angels” and
“Long Day’s Journey Into Night.”
He’s currently invested in the. incoming; Leland Hayward production of Norman Krasna’s “Who’s
That Lady I Saw You With.”
originally a single In. vaudeville
rhe piayedL B.-F. Keith’s Palace in
1914)f phimps was iater a vaude

, .1
.1
«...
_
Among these, he said, were the
V ilrn
ilrn Pvstf/siAfM L
I/» ‘ Asian
Asian flu
flu epidemic,
epidemic, more
more acute
acute
J.1I10 l,r||||*|j|J||
ljl||0
I, ifllCISIIl 1%
IV :I shortage
shortage; of outstanding films and a
Vl ,UVIWIIIJ
greater impact from television as
_
a result of major studios making
P7 fl £
•
0ld films available.
newvBO
UClCHSO
FCC is expected shortly to take
SnnewUW
U6I6I1S6
that since-the
since -the new year s advent
wv action ori
on National Theatre^ aonlu
annlu
the amount of money spent here
.
.
t ■ _cf„_ «*f
_
tranefor
oh moviegoing has set by far a new
S
^ an*vml
®f,.-|
Washington, Feb. 4, . 9,att^/hLswAa?tv
v
1
alltime high for any period of simiThe future of a good portioh of
1
lar length;
the art of
on a. de- ^
™dio,:
xelength"
of parody hangs on

Even in the neighborhoods recj3king long runs are being
chalked up simultaneously giving
further emphasis to the amazing
local extent of the moviegoing
fu 5
sP®nduJg-. /rFo^ example,
the British How to Murder a Rich
Uncle is ^ going into its seventh
week and the German^08/15 into
their seventh and fifth weeks, ^re-

ing

& Co.,
CoP bus!ness
analvsts speciai
speefal&
busmess analysts
izing in film problems, has organized a new motion picture division
which will have as its purpose the
holding of ticket-selling workshops
on a local level throughout the
country. Heading the new division
as a vice president will be M L.
“Mike” Simons, former exhibitor
relations director for Metro.
The idea for the ticket selling
workshop stems from a similar program conducted during 1954-55 by
Metro under Simons’ direction.
The program, as conceived by the
Sindlinger organization, would consist of holding all-day meetings in
each exchange center. At these
sessions, industry trends will Re
presented as gathered.by the Sindlinger interview service. Main objective of the sessions, however,
Will be specific diseussions and
plans on how to. sell tickets and
get audiences back to the theatres.
Various experts from various fields
of promotion will address exhibitors.
Stanley Tishk, client, supervisor
of Sindlinger’s weekly theatre service, will assist Simons in the program. Simons will join Walter V.
Marxmeyer Jr. ffi-the Sindlinger
office just opened In New York.

^he caseJ^on appeal by ilenny
and CBS from decisions for MGM
in both the IT. S. District Court
and U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
MGM; won an injunction in 1953,
bcirring CBS from airing on tv
“Autolight,” a filmed parody of
the
melodrama.
“Gaslight”
in
. which Ingrid Bergman, Charles
Boyer and Joseph Cotten starred,

Hollywood, Feb. 4.„
Screen' Producers Guild is faced
with a choice of developing into a
bargaining power or. folding, de¬
dares SPG member producer Stanl®y Rubin, who 'emphasizes the
guild must take action to see that
producers will get a chunk of any
post-1948 theatrical films going to
tv as well is residuals in telepix.

*“And
—And Then
then Biz
de Gets
bets Better

course, hasn’t reached any overwhelming proportions. But none¬
theless any kind of increase at all is heartening and the (current
upbeat is particularly so since actually a falloff is anticipated fol¬
lowing the year-end holidays.
Current boxoffice situation has a peculiar twist. It’s found that
the first, and second weeks of a film’s key-city run may not com¬
pare well with a previous picture which had been figured to match
it in values. However, the later weeks of the engagement are
picking up to higher levels: than achieved with the comparable
picture in corresponding periods.
Drawing .good money; currently are “Bridge on the RiveT KWai”
id most areas,: “Peyton Place” throughout the country, “Farewell
to Arms” except for a couple of soft, spots, “Legend of the Lost”
(fair enough), “Witness for the Prosecution” (which builds as the
run is extended), “Sayonara” (plenty strong all. over) and “Old
Yeller.” Last named, a Disney entry, is doing remarkably well.
These wrere the new releases most prominently mentioned by
sales execs. Also given a verbal play, were “Rairitrce County,”
which is proving itself a better contender (meaning, not such an
ecnomic disaster) as had been anticipated in some: quarters, and
the still-going on “Around the World in 80 Days” and “Ten Coni-**
mandments.”
^
Business checkup with sales execs brought the opinion, from one
distributioh v.p. that the competitive effects of back-number maferiat featuires on television; has been a matter much .overplayed
in the industry of late.

N. Y.

Arch Levy Steps Up

Arch Levy, youthful veteran of
the Radio City Music Hall organi¬
zation, this week moved up to the
boxoffice treasurer, position. He
takes the place long held by Ar¬
thur. Clary, who retired under age
stipulations at the Hall..
Fred Kellers moves up to LevyJs
former post.

N. Y. to Europe
Americo Aboaf
Clair Bloom
Sandra Dee
Mike Kaplan
John O’Hare .
Ted Richmond
Miiko Taka |
Roy Thomson;
William Wyler
Sam Zimbalist.

Europe to N. Y.
Roger L. Stevens

L. A. to N. Y.
George Axelrod;
Tokuho Aztiina
Samuel Bronston
Linda Darnell .
Sumner Locke Elliot
Alan Jay Lemer
Robin Anne Levinson
Regina Lindenbaum
AnatOle Litvak
Frederick Lpewe
Kenneth MacKenna
Patricia Neal
John Saxon
Sylvia . Sidney

N. Y. to L. A.
Geraldine Brooks
Bob Hope
,R. R. Kaufman
Rouben Mamoulian
Grocho Marx —
Arthur; Penn
Lester “Welch

nCTDIES
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2d Prombe of TV Protection
Circuit owner Walter Reade Jr. in his alter ego as a film dis¬
tributor has lined up with 20th Century-Fox in promising theatres
a minimal five-year clearance protection against any selloff to
-television syndication.
Reade controls Continental Distributing Co.: which handles an
array of foreign features.

Calculated “leak’’ to the lay
press of a Sindlinger survey
gloomily spelling out the c-a-t-a-st-r-o-p-h-e of Hollywood’s selloff
of pre-1948 “old” films iriay have
been a major-jolt, and/or lesson,
to the studios. The question is:
were the bankers equally reached?
The data, as played up, presum¬
ably removes all remaining doubt
that the film industry is cannibaliz¬
ing itself, the “old” films eating
the “new” films alive. For the.
studios; or the bankers, to flood
television with additional hundreds
and thousands of recent releases
would be, it Is now dramatically
clear, an open slap in the face to
the protests of> exhibitors and cir¬
cuits and a sneer at the counsel, of
showmen generallyA selloff to syndicators of post-.
1948 product would be “liquida¬
tion’’ in its most disturbing, form.
So think many trade observers.
Moreover it would value the dollars
paid by syndicates as more trust¬
worthy, more certain than the
dollars possible via theatre re¬
issue of the very, same films.
This point, made some issues
back by Variety ;s germane to:
the whole. rationale of dumping
residual rights: the absolute top
yield of tv syndication playoff to
the distribuitor-originator is $100,000, and many negatives fall far
short, of that, where?" theatrical
reissues often. : too $250,000 in
“found” new rental money. In
one current instance the take will
be close to $800,000. namely “Reap
The Wild Wind” (Paramount).

London, Feb. 4. 4
With acceptance by the KinematoU’s Amortization Rate
graph Renters Society here yester- j
day (Mon.), the entire British film
Universal amortizes its fea¬
industry has now adopted a plan to <
ture productions over a 60week period, according to the
control the release of theatrical
company’s financial report.
productions, on television.
The company writes off 48%
Scheme provides for a levy to be
after 13 Weeks of release,
charged theatres which gross a
78.25%
after 26 weeks, 90.25%
minimum of $560 weely. This tax
after 39 weeks, 97% after 52
is to be taken before the amount
weeks,
and 100% after 60
of film rental paid the distributors
weeks.
is computed..
It's expected to
yield a an industry fund of $1,500,000 to $2,000,000 annually and will
be used to reimburse producers
who otherwise would unload their
pictures, to tv.
American film companies re¬
portedly have okayed the plan and
further agreed to exclude ;the
United Kingdom territory from
During its 1957 fiscal period,
future contracts for sale of their
back-number features, to tv inter¬ Universal included television in¬
ests.
come of $692,000 as part of the
Scheme' can’t halt the tv’ing of company’s earnings. This sum was
product already disposed of by the
realized from the rental of the
producers but is aimed to prevent
future deals. Any. producer violate video syndication via Screen Gems,
ing the pact will face a total boy¬ Columbia’s subsidiary.
cott by the' Cinematograph Ex¬
Under the terms of the agree¬
hibitors Assn, of Great Britain and ment with Screen Gems, which Col
Ireland.
has guaranteed. U receiyes an An¬
nual minimum income of $2,000,000
for the first year and $3,000,000
for the ensuing six years of the
seven-year deal which ends
June 30; 1964, for a total of
$20,000,000.
According to the company, a pro
rata share of the annual minimum
tv income is taken into operations
each monthly accounting period.
Hollywood, Feb. 4.,
There is no .contemplation by The $692,000 which U received and
Loew’s, according to prexy Joseph is entered in its financial report,
•R. Vogel, to release to tele any of represents tv income from July 1,
the company’s. post-’48 pictures. 1957, when the deal with Screen
Quite the contrary, says Vogel, he’d Gems was set; to Nov. 2, 1957, end
like to see everything done to keep of the company’s 1957 fiscal period.
the post-’48 libraries from going to
the electronic competition.
Like mahy others in the trade,
Vogel sees the sale or lease to tv
of the later films as being ruinous
to the motion picture boxoffice.
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Claude Heilman, onetime as¬
Ul ECHELON'S WAGES
sistant manager., of the Chinese
Theatre here and later associated
Rackmil $125,000—DafT $105,000— with j. Arthur Rank, has set up
Blumberg $78,000
Vintage Productions to make "‘This
Earth Is Mine” with a budget of
Top-echelon executives of Uni¬ $3,006,000:
It will be made
versal received total remuneration Todd-AO and Technicolor for road¬
of $878,210 for the 1957 fiscal year, show release in March, 1959, with
according to-the company’s proxy general release to follow the next
statement for the annual stock¬ year.
holders’ meeting on March 12.
„ Film will be co-produced by
Heading the list is prexy Milton Casey Robinson who has written
R. Rackmil with $125,000. Alfred the screenplay from Alice Tisdale
E. Daff, executive vp., is down for Hobart’s novel “The Cup and the
$105,000. Others salaries are: Nate Sword,”
»
Blumberg, chairman of the hoard,
$78,000; John J. O’Connor, v.p.,
$57,200, and Edward Muhl,. v.p.
and studio chief, $104,000.
Employments agreements
of
Blumberg, dated Jujy 15, 1952,
and as amended Sept. 14,1955, and
of Rackmil, dated May 1, 1956, pro¬
vide that in the case of incapacitat*
ingi illness of six consecutive
Banking groups reportedly have
months, the company may termi¬
been making various propositions
nate the employment, in Which case
Blumberg will continue to receive to Milton R. Rackmil, president
two-thirds of his salary and Rack- of Universal, to. “liquidate” the
mil may elect to serve in an ad¬ company. Despite the pressure
visory capacity at :one-half his sal¬ from the financial sources, Rackary. Blumberg’s agreement ends
Dec* 31. 1960, and Rackmil’s April mil is understood to be resisting
the suggestions. However, so far he
28, 1936.
has not been: able, to come up with
All the officers listed also par¬
A formula relating to the future
ticipate in the company’s group in¬
operation of the company.
surance under a plan covering all
Despite a reduction in earnings
employees of the company. Ap:
during
the 1957 fiscal period, U’s
proximately 50% of the premium
of the life insurance policy in the financial position is still strong. As
a
matter
of fact, the company ap¬
face of amount of $75,000 is borne
by the company. In no case, how¬ pears to he a lot . better off than
many
of
its competitors. There, is
ever, does the contribution of the
company on behalf of any one offi- no Comparison, for example,, be¬
tween
the
positions of ^dew’s and
or director exceed $500.

TV Rent Via Col

Claude Heilman, Producer

“Suicide” Fear

Tomlinsons Big If: With Potent
Film Colleagues He Might Have
Secured Control; Loews Heeds Him

~

Financial Then in Manhattan have
remarked that' in-trade protests
against the. original (ore-48 prod¬
uct) disposals to video were only
mildly and sporadically articulated.
But at present the clamor is
unmistakable, the issue sharply
drawn. The words “suicide” and
“choking” have been underlined.
If is no longer possible to be blithe
about the situation pr jolly that tv
provides a lump sum bonanza. The
cost of the so-called bonanza is
now recognized as dubious fortune.
Any 1958 pressure to sell the
relatively new pictures—soecifiically. those made after 1948—might
now predictably damage the distribs themselves, along with the
entire industry. The Sindlinger
report stated emphatically, that
everyone .connected with the busi¬
ness would lose—indeed, a sub¬
stantial part of American theatrical
exhibition would evaporate—if the
at home public is offered the.
“modern” films on tv for free.
It’s in the light of this that
stockholders' along with important
bank investors, so long as they
have the best Interests of the film
corporations in mind; must refrain
from any agitation for “new” pic¬
ture divestitures to tv. .
..
Exec insiders, who are particu¬
larly privy to Wall. Street , maneu¬
vering, state . that the bankers who
have, become so;prominent in the
(Continued on pbge 16)

By HY HOLLINGER

U*s Credit at 41/2%
Universal entered a new
credit-agreement in 1957 and
borrowed $10,000,000.
This
agreement, which replaced, a
1955 deal, calls for U to pay
4Vfc% interest and a service
charge of Va% per annum on
the $l6,000,00frloan, borrowed
from t)ie First National Bank
of Boston and the Guaranty
Trust Co. of N. Y.
The loan is repayable in 16
quarterly
installments
of
$390,625
e a C*,
beginning
March 15, 1959, und $3,750,000
on March 15, 1963,

Despite the halt in production
and the uncertainty over the com¬
pany’s future, Universal ragged up
net earnings'of $2,843,833, equal to
$2.83 per share, for the fiscal year
ended Nov. 2, 1957. For the pre¬
ceding year, the net earnings were
$3,993,146, equivalent to $4.06 per
share.
Film rentals and sales for the 1957
fiscal period, according to the an¬
nual report sent stockholders this
week, were $72,44i,757 as com¬
pared with $77,609,698 for the
previous fiscal stanza. A total of
$3,000,000 was set aside-for Fed¬
eral income taxes for the most re¬
cent period as against $2,880,000
for 1956.
Despite the decrease in earnings,,
the book-value of the company’s
common stock was listed at $29
per share for 1957 as compared
with $27.04 for 1956. The com¬
pany’s net working capital for 1957
was $36,414,000 as compared with
£30,633,000 for 1956, Total cost of
pictures completed hut not re¬
leased was listed at $9,703,583, In
the previous year, the total was
$4,794,880 at the end of the fiscal
year.
In his statement to stockholders,
prexy Milton R. Rackmil notes that
several of the company’s releases
met with wide public acceptance
“which is reflected: in the gross
Warnings derived in the domestic
market.”
At the same time, he
points but that U, as well as the
other film companies, faced a re¬
duction in b.o. receipts and a con¬
sequent reduction in film rentals
from the domestic market. He
stressed, that the anticipated up¬
beat in the summer months did not
materialize and that this condi¬
tion is reflected in the earnings.
Only reference made by Rackmil
to the drastic cutback at U is in
the statement that “business con¬
ditions in the industry make neces(Continued on page 77)

Rackmil Resists Banker Pressure
To Fast-Buck Liquidate Universal
Universal, Yet Loew’s at least ap- i
pears to have a'plan of operation. |
Although U has a backlog of 32
completed pictures, which could
conceivably carry the company
through 'early 1959, it’s doubted
that these pictures are of strong
enough calibre for Universal to
rack up important earnings during
1958, One or two of them, how¬
ever, may. click and If they do, U
will be able to weather 1958;
It’s stressed, however, that. U
cannot stand pat and merely wait
for the release of its. completed
pictures. A plan of operation, it’s
:felt, must be devised quickly , if
the company intends to maintain its
former position in the industry.
There are reports that there has
been a falling out among U’s top-

Loew’s distribution operation,
which has been costing the com¬
pany
approximately $25,000,000
annually, has been brought down
to slightly less than $20,000,000.
At present, the company is aiming
to reduce it to $15,000,000, a sum
that would make Loew’s operation
comparable to that of the other
major film companies.
^
Studio operations have been re¬
duced some $4,000,000 annually
and the activities of the Interna¬
tional company have been cut
about $1,300,000.
The company’s huge operating
nut "has been attributed to the
dynasty that has long run the com¬
pany.
Although Joseph Tomlin¬
son, the Canadian industrialist who
recently challenged the manage¬
ment, has frequently been pictured
as a villain, it’s obvious enough
that his pressure played an im¬
portant part in bringing about the
economies which prwcy Joseph R.
Vogel is introducing.
Some bbr
servers feel that if Tomlinson had
been allied from the beginning
with solid and respected picture
people, he would have had no dif¬
ficulty in taking control of the
company. At any rate* a number
of the changes demanded by Tom¬
linson have been accepted and
executed. In addition, it’s expect¬
ed that many more cost reductions
will be made, with possibly an¬
other $5,000,000 to $6,000,000 be¬
ing lopped off annually in the stu¬
dio operation.
Settlements haVe been made
with, a substantial number of topechelon high priced executives.
This alone has saved the company
over $1,000,000 annually. In ad¬
dition, members of the so-called “old guard” who are remaining
with, the company for an undeter¬
mined period have taken salary
slices of as much as 50%.
Playing a key role, in bringing
down expenditures and cutting , ex¬
penses
has
been
Robert
H.
O’Brien, the new financial v.p. who
succeeded Charles C. Moskowitz.
Working under the direction of
Vogel, O’Brieh is said to have
emerged the “strong man” in the
trimming activity. He has made
the suggestions on how the cuts
could be made without impairing
the company’s ability to operate
successfully.

Its British Studio
Loew’s reportedly is weighing
the possibility of unloading some
of its foreign properties, including
the MGM British studios and thea¬
tres in London.
Robert H. O’Brien, the company’s
financial v.p. who has been play¬
ing a key role in bolstering Loew’s
financial status, is presently in
London surveying the situation.
With O’Brien in London is Charles
Barry, in charge of the company’s
television activities. Barry is at¬
tempting to peddle some of Metro’s
telepix to British television and is
also looking oyer the possibility
of producing some of the com¬
pany’s tr series in England.

echelon brass. This conflict; it’s
said, revolves mainly about the
type of pictures the company has
been making in the last several
years. By blockbuster standards,
these have been small pictures. In
less competitive, times, these films,
made at budget prices, served U
well and gave the company a profit¬
able operation. However, when the
cost of these so-called routine pic¬
tures began to increase steadily
and the b.o. returns began to fall,
it represented a danger signal for
Universal.
The
poor
results
Board of directors of Stanley
achieved by U’s pictures during
the summer months and the early Warner Corp. declared a dividend
fall apparently called for an im¬ of 25c per share on the Company’s
mediate hialt of the company’s pro¬ common stock.
Melon is payable Feb. 25 to
duction activities and a reappraisal
of its product output.
| stockholders of record Feb,. 10.
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At time, when leaders of the industry are calling for the revital¬
ization of old-fashioned showmanship in. the promotion of pictures,
the film companies are paring their field publicity staffs to the'
bone" The permanent field man who covered a specific territory
may be headed for extinction.
*
Except for United Artists, where Mori Krushen is operating with
a force of 14 field representatives, the peak for the company,
the other companies are down to a handful. Metro, which about
three years ago had a staff of about 32; is now down to six. War¬
ner Bros, is operating with only five, men in the field, Columbia
with seven, Paramount with six. Universal with four, and 20thFox with nine.
With less pictures to publicize; the film companies apparently
feel there is no longer a need to retain an expensive permanent
staff throughout the country to bally routine pictures! For the
blockbusters and special films, the majority of the companies,
"usually hire freelancers to hit the road. These: specialists are
readily available and most of them shift from company tp com¬
pany as a new, big picture is ready for release, During the recent
economy wave, almost all of the companies have made drastic
cuts in their field representatives;
__~

:

Vogel in Precedents
(For Loew Head) Talk
To Allied at Louisville

Capone’s -Untouchables’
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Producer Stanley Rubin and
Ray Stark of Associated Art¬
ists Productions are negotiat¬
ing for film rights to “The Un¬
touchables,” by the late Elliott
•Ness.
Tome tells the true story of
the Dept, of Justice crushing
the Al Capone gang in' Chicago
in the years 1929-1931.. Rubin,
and Stark are negotiating with
executors of estate of. Ness,
who died last year. . If negotia¬
tions jell, Rubin will take a
leave of absence from TCFTV, where he is a vidpix pro¬
ducer, to produce the film for
AAP.

Surprise speaker at the closing
banquet at Allied States Assn.’s
annual
drive-in
convention ' in
Louisville Feb. 11-13 will be Loew’s
prexy Joseph. R. Vogel. This is
believed the first time that a
Loew’s topper, with the possible
exception of founder Marcus Loew,
has appeared: before an exhibitor’s
group.•
Ini hailing Vogel, who will speak
on the evening of Feb. 13 at thd
Kentucky Hotel, Allied notes that
it “is impressed, by the quiet com¬
petence. with which Mr. Vogel is
striving, not only to preserve
Loew’s, but ‘ to restore it to its
former eminence as a producing
and distributing .organization.”
Vogel’s decision to appear at the
Allied meet also serves as an oc¬
casion for the exhib group to say
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
some nice things about a pair of
Overall production budget of
N.
Filin Category Bill film company toppers, regarded as $1,500,000 has been set by Elmer
an unusual acknowledgement from Rhoden Jr. for the Series Of 10
Albany, Feb. 4.
usually militaht Allied. Cited are low-budget exploitation films he’ll
New York State would be re¬
Vogel and 20th-Fox prexy Spyros make under his imperial. Produc¬
quired, to classify films under
Skouras, both of whose back¬ tions banner. All will be shot in
three categories,,for licensing,
grounds have been in exhibition. Eastman color.
and exhibitors showing the
Allied notes that not. all theatreFirst on the slate is “Daddy-O,
features would have to. “riote”
men who became chief executives teenage story to star Sandra Giles
the classification in all adver- .
of film companies remember with and for which Rhoden is dickering
tising, under the terms of a bill ; sympathy or understanding “the
for. accordionist Dick Contino for
sponsored by Senator William
problems of theatreowners,” but the male lead. Other films slated
T. Conklin and Assemblyman
that Allied is "proud” of Vogel and are “Teen Age Vampire,” “Johnnyl
Luigi
Ri
Maraud,
Kings
Skouras—“two
great
exhibitors Sundown,” “Little Joe, the Wrang¬
County Republicans.
who have reached the top .in . two
ler,” “The Red Satellite,” “Horror
Required, -if law passed,,
top-notch companies arid still , re¬
From Space,” “Foxhole,” “The Last
would be-a tag films as suitable;
member that they were once theaPlatoon,” “Pink T-Bird/’ “Grand
for:; (a) general patronage;
tremen.”
Motel,” “River Boy” and “Black
(b) adults and adolescents; (c)
Skouras received his pat on the Swamp.” Half of the films, will be
adults only.”__
_
back for ordering the. reprint of shot here and half On location in
“A Showman’s Guide for Better Kansas City.
Business,’’ originally prepared by
Rhoden has signed Miss Giles to
What Allied describes as the
20th pub-ad v.p. Charles Einfeld a four year contract and plans to
“hardy perennials — terms and
in 1950. The exhib org found that develop a stable of about 15 con¬
availabilities” will again be mueh
it,was a “valuable, compendiup* of tract players:
in evidence as a discussion topic at
the art and practice of showman¬
Rhoden, who is also prexy of the Louisville meet.
The exhib
ship,” and Allied asked 20th if it
Commonwealth Theatres, disclosed org points out that while current
had any Copies available. Although
that
the
chain
has
acquired
21
reports
indicate
a
b.o.
upbeat, it
As
ammunition
against
the. the booklet was out of print, 20th
claims of Perry N. Selheimer, a agreed , to order additional copies, more theatres in the last two and notes that these “rosy reports” are
Philadelphia stockbroker who is according to Allied. The booklet brie-half months and now numbers coming from first-run theatres in
challenging the management in a will fie distributed to exhibitors at 102 houses. Business for the cir¬ large cities which are showing pic¬
cuit, he said, is 18% ahead of the tures on roadshow or on extended
proxy tiff, Milo J. Sutliff, president the drive-in meet!
runs. Of concern to Allied, how¬
Allied, pointing out. that dis¬ previous year!
of Cinerama Productions Corp.,
ever, are the terms and availabili¬
cites an analysis of the: company’s tribution methods, policies and
FOX, PHILLY'S NEW OWNER ties of these pictures for the sub¬
prospects by. The Value Line, an practices need overhauling and re¬
sequent-run, small town and drive, ~
Philadelphia/Feb. 4.
investment service published by appraisal, are hopeful that Vogel
“Availabilities and
Fox Bldg., including the Fox in theatres.
the Wall St4 firm of Arnold Bern- and Skouras^-because of- their
knowledge of theatre operations Theatre, built in 1923 by producer terms,” Allied comments, “may
hard & Co.
seem
old
hat,
hut they are fore¬
William
Fox>
has
been
sold
to
a
Sutliff specifically counteracts and problems—‘will take an active
most in the minds of exhibitors
Selheimer charge that the stock¬ part and not leave all exhibitor syndicate for $1,250,000.
struggling to save, the theatres for
:
The.
.
2,500-seat
house,.
one
of
contacts
and
all
decisions
to
sales
holders’ investment-would be worth
themselves and a film market for
less “a year from now” calling at¬ managers arid the company law¬ Philly’s largest, was leased back
the distributors.”
1 to the National Theatres.
tention to The Value Line’s state¬ yers.”
The exhib. group is placing a
ment that “prospects for the new
great deal of importance on “a
fiscal year are perhaps the bright¬
symposium on showmanship” which
est in the company’s history.”
will be presented at the conven¬
• In a proxy solicitation to share¬
tion.
The board of directors of
holders, Sutliff terms Selheimer’s
Allied,
which meets just prior to
campaign as “rule or ruin” and as¬
the convention, will weigh the Mo¬
sures the investors that their stake
tion
Picture
Assn, of America—
in “Cinerama Productions “is not
Council of Motion Picture Organ¬
in ‘danger, despite the pessimistic
izations—T
h
e
a t r e Owners
of
predictions of Mr. Selheimer.”
Although it looms: as the grand- these counts and iristructecl SkojiSelheimer, a director of the com¬ daddy of all private antitrust suits ras to talk tip. This he’ll presum¬ America’s proposed business build¬
ing campaign.
Referring to the
pany who has not been nominated against the distributors, the $101,- ably do upon further examination
campaign as the “industry’s best
for reelection at the annual-meet¬ 000,600 Skouras Theatres' action by the defendants.
kept secret,” Allied board chair¬
ing on Tuesday (11), says his ob* against most distributors and RKO
Meanwhile, attorney spokesmen
man Abram F. Myers says Allied’s
jective is accomplish the following; Theatres will be enmeshed in. pre¬ made the point that the actual trial
board would attempt to determine
Obtain; pre-emptive rights for trial maneuvers for at least another is not likely to hit the calendar
if the industry’s drive will be of
stockholders in connection with couple of years. This is the opinion until at least i960 because of-the
any value to the theatres that make
940,000 shares of authorized but of a couple of. lawyers who were vast amount of paper work and outup Allied’s membership.
unissued stock of the company.
Involved in the case this week as of-court activity still due. Many
New Officers
Immediately file an arbitration the New York Federal Court de¬ more motions, for example, likely
suit against Stanley Warner:'for cided on a preliminary count con¬ are to be made and considered, it
New officers, to be selected by
$10,000,000 which,.-he claims, is cerning George Skouras,* head of was said. One lawyer also under¬ the hoard, will be named at the
due Cinprama Productions for vari¬ the plaintiff circuit.
lined that the “case is six years old Louisville meet.
Other subjects
ous reasons.
Granting a motion made by the now and we still haven’t made scheduled for discussion include: a
Obtain representation on the defendants, Judge Frederick Van much progress with it.”
group insurance plan to be pre¬
Original complaint alleged that sented by Ben Marcus; the increas¬
board for those who actually own Pelt Bryan instructed Skouras. to
stock or represent large blocks. , provide the answers to 422 ques¬ the Skouras circuit was denied, a ing number of roadshows and spe¬
Start payment immediately to tions which the companies had sub¬ proper crack at product in the N.Y. cially handled pictures; complaints
stockholders (as a liquidating divi¬ mitted to him. Heretofore the cir¬ area due to a conspiracy among about the Dept, of Justice under
dend) all funds received from earn¬ cuit operator ref used to answer the the distribs (excepting 20th) and the consent decrees; an inquiry
the RKO and Loew’s circuits. '
ings, recovery from suits, exchange queries on various grounds.
into the production plans of the
Laew’s subsequently settled its film companies, especially Warner
He balked at questions, put'to
of assets, etc.
Selheimer hag not presented a him in the course of the defend-, end of the action and is no longer, Bros, and Universal; the failure of
slate of board members, but urges ants’ examination which related to a defendant. RKO circuit on the COMPO to hold a meeting at
holders of a substantial number of the Skouras chain and its operation other hand slapped Skouras with, a which Allied representatives would
shares to notify him if they wish in comparison, with independent counter-claim, demanding dismissal be seated; review of the arbitra¬
to serve on the board. Selheimer theatres, claiming this was not of the original suit and damages of tion negotiations; the status of
charges .that the despite the' suc¬ relevant to the case. He refused to $41,250,000 from both Skouras.and cooperation between various in¬
cess of Cinerama pictures since discuss the Skouras circuit’s rela¬ 20th, lyhich also was named a de¬ dustry groups, and the nature of a
1952 — during which more than tionship with- 20th-Fox because fendant. In this maneuver, dated report to be made to the Senate
Nov. 2, 1953, RKO alleged that it Select Committee on Small Busi¬
$59,000,000 was grossed—the stock¬ 20th is not a defendant.
holders have not received divi¬
Exec also didn’t want to discuss was the. victim of product-availabil¬ ness concerning Allied’s efforts to
dends "nor is there any immediate an ificome pooling, arrangeihent he ity discrimination at the hands of cany into effect the committee's
had at one time with his brothers, Skouras and 20th.
prospect of dividends.”
recommendations.
RKO further beefed that it had
The management, .on the. other Spyros ,P. Skouras;. . president of
The equipment show ’at the
hand, points out that more than 20th, and the late Charles P. Skou¬ to surrender 35% of its interests drive-in meet, with 80 booths as-,
$10,500,000 invested. in pictures ras, who had been head of National in six theatres in the Bronx, N.Y., signed to 60 manufacturers, is ex¬
in order to obtain pictures from pected to be the largest ever held
and theatre openings has been paid Theatres..
at a drjve-ifi .meet.-.
The jurist ruled relevftpcy oh all 20th..

Average Theatre Operator'So-Whaf

Jr. Rhoden’s Budget TO;
Seeks Squeeze-Box Youth

staffs by several film companies
has been greeted with only indif¬
ference by many exhibitors. . Bat¬
ter explain that the bally, mer¬
chants concerned themselves only
With “big Openings" and their ef¬
forts could hardly produce results
for the subsequent runs and situa¬
tions in small Cities.
This situation came to the light
—the exhibs’ “so what?” attitude
—when members of the bally
fraternity, fighting the employ¬
ment battle .with the distributors,
sought exhibitor support,
The head of an eastern circuit
and a figure prominent in exhib
organizational Work told the exploiteers, frankly, they wouldn’t be
missed. It was regrettable that in¬
dustry employees were being dis¬
missed, the field, men, were told,
but the exhibs claimed unawareness of their work.
This .is only one side of ‘ the
Story, of course. Exploitation reps
concede, of cOurse, that they
haven’t been in immediate touch
with exhibs except for the most
part those in important, key-city
situations or when i territory is
blanketed via saturation bookings.
However, they insist, the benefits
of the big bally openings accrue
to runs all down the line.
Companies themselves are high
on the values of field men but in
at least a couple of cases are veer¬
ing to ai policy of hiring them on
an on-and-off basis. Plan is to em¬
ploy full field staffs pnly When
pictures are ready for heavy tub
thumping rather than keeping
them on the payroll permanently.

Radio Program Director
Manages Ft, Worth House
—.
Fort Worth, Feb. 4.
William Cox, owner of the old
Majestic Theatre here, has recenty
completed a $10,000 renovation
program. Improvements included
a new curtain, new flooring,, paint¬
ing of the interior and exterior.
Jack Henderson, former program
director of KCUL, has been named
manager of the house.
Henderson has announced that
he is working to book convention
sessions as well as stage shows.

'CONFIDENTIAL TAG
Metro Mulls Merits of Lee
Mortimer’s Squawk
Metro’s legal department has
taken Under advisement the protest
Of N, Y. Mirror columnist Lee
Mortimer about the use Of the title
“High School Confidential” for an
upcoming Albert Zugsmith pro¬
duction.
In a letter to M-G, Mortimer as¬
serted that he would regard the
use of such a title as an infringe¬
ment of his rights. He pointed
out that he and the late Jack Lait
had co-authored such books as
"Chicago Confidential,” “Wash¬
ington Confidential” and “U.S.A.
Confidential.’’
....
In addition, Mortimer noted that
he had employed various: variations
of the. “Confidential” title in col¬
umns, magazines articles and lec¬
tures.

Independent drive-in operators
are becoming concerned about the
invasion of the ozoner field by the
formerly divorced circuits.
This
is indicated by Allied States
Assn, on the eve of. the exhibitor
organization’s annual drive-in con¬
vention in Louisville. As a re¬
sult, it’s expected that some form
of action protesting "the big-scale
entry of the formerly-affiliated
circuits will be made at the dxivein meet which starts Tuesday Ul).
Allied charges that the divorced
circuits and the Government rep¬
resent the indie operator’s “ad¬
versary” in cases involving appli¬
cations for new drive-ins by the
chains. Allied points out that the
divorced circuits may not acquire
additional theatres vexcept upon
application to the U. S. District
Court and must prove that such
acquisitions will not unduly - re¬
strain trade. According to* Allied,
the Dept, of Justice invariably
takes the position that it has no ob¬
jection to the proposed acquisi¬
tions, Allied adds that the D. of J.
opposes any move-by affected ex¬
hibitors to intervene. Exhibs, Al¬
lied says, are only allowed to ap¬
pear as amicus cUriae (friend of
court), “but that is a hollow privi¬
lege/’ The subject of the Govern¬
ment’s position as well as' the
chains’ entry into the drive-in field
will be an important topic at the
convention. In recent years, Loew’s
National Theatres and several of
the other divorced circuits have
acquired drive-ins.
Allied, which is already on rec¬
ord as favoring a specific clear¬
ance for theatres over films re¬
leased to tv, is expected to supplant
this resolution, passed at its regu¬
lar annual convention, with one
appealing to the film companies
individually “to discontinue .all
Sales to tv.”

V.

Sudiff In New Reply
To Selheimer Points Re
Cinerama Cites Study

Antitrusters Looks Like Imie-Chewer

off.
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PICTURE GROSSES

J^Ariett

Longrans Still Bolster LA.; ‘Peyton
Leader at Smash $33,000, ‘Sayonara’
Hot $20,400, ‘Raintree’ 71G, 8 Spots
Los Angeles, Feb. 4. 4Extended-runs are giving- local
first-runs a fairly rosy hue this
round, with "Peyton Place" con¬
tinuing to hold the b.o. lead at
smash $33,000, playing at the Los
Estimated Total Gross
Angeles in third week and eighth
This Week . ....... $579,500
session in three other houses. None
(Based on 27 theatres)
of three new bills is. envincing
Last Y$ar : . ..$546,800
mtfch strength.
(Based on 24 theatres)
"Last Paradise”-"Man on Prowl"
looks thin $11,000 in three thea¬
tres. "Man in Shadow" paired with
"That Night" is rated slow $10,000
In three locations. "Going Steady”
and "Crash Landing” pair is dull
$8,000 in two houses.
“Sayonara” is heading for a
hotsy $20,400 in sixth Hollywood
Paramount round, where first five
days of current week topped cor¬
Pittsburgh, Feb. 4.
responding period of' previous
Holdovers continue to dominate
stanza. "Raintree County” hit a the Golden Triangle with three
hefty $17,000 in second frame in long-runs, "Sayonara” at Stanley,
two houses with six nabes bring¬
“Peyton Place” at Harris arid
ing a fine $71,000 total.
"Raintree County” at- Penn, cur¬
"Don't Go Near Water” shapes
rently doing almost as well as in
beefy $14,700 in sixth at Pantages,
previous session.
All • three will
"Witness For Prosecution” is rated
stick again.
Only, new entry is
strong. $10,400 in seventh week at
"Damn Citizen” at Fulton, being
Warner Beverly. "10 Command¬
rated just so-so. Terrific seventh
ments” looms good $12,500 in 15th
weekend for "And God Created
frame, two sites.
Three hard-ticket pix are hold¬ Woman” at Squirrel Hill insures at
least another fortnight for this pic.
ing very strongly.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Hlllstreet, New Fox, Ritz (RKOFulton (Shea) (1,700; 80-$1.25)—
FWC) (2,752; 965; 1,320; 90-$1.50) "Damn Citizen” (UJ. Okay notices
—"Man in Shadow” (U) and "That but competition from clicking h.o.’s
Night” tU). Slow $10,000. Last at other downtown spots is too
week, Hillstreet with Iris, "Long much; so-so $4,500. Last week, 2d
Haul” (Col), "Hard Man” (Col),: of "Tarnished Angels” (U), $4,000
$7,800. New Fox with Downtown in 5 days.
Paramount, . "Tarnished Angels”
Guild (Green) (500; 85-$1.25)—
1U), "Flood Tide” (U), $12,700.
"Escapade” (DCA) and "Panic In
Ritz, "Three Faces of Eve” (20th),
Parlor” (DCA) (3d wk).
Slipping
"Heaven
Knows,
Mr. Allison”
under $2,000 on the windup. Last
(20th) (reissues), $2,400.
week, $2,250.
Downtoam
Paramount,
Iris
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 90>$L50)
(ABPT-FWC) (3,300; 825; 90-$1.50)
— “Going Steady”
(Col)
and — ‘Peyton Place” (20th) (4th wk).
"Crash Landing” (Col). DUU $8,000. Staying power is phenomenal;
Orpheum, Hollywood, Uptown Hardly a downward, rippled. Will
(Metropolitan-FWC) (2,213; 756; do at least great $15,000 this ses¬
1,715; 90-$1.50)—‘Last Paradise” sion as against $15,500 last week.
(Indie) and "Man on Prowl” (UA). May even last out the month.
Thin $11,000. Last week, "Paths of
Penn (UA) (3,300; 90-$1.50)—
Glory” (UA), . "Girl Black Stock¬ ‘‘Raintree County” (M-G) (3d. wk).
ings” (UA) $15,000.
Proving a pleasant , surprise, with,
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$i.50) nice $15,000 shaping for week. Last
—"Quiet American” (UA) (2d wk). week, $14,500; naturally stays on.
Pale $2,200. Last week, $2,700.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 85-$1.25)
State, Hawaii (UATC-G&S) <2,404; 1,106; 90-$1.50) — "Raintree —“God Created Woman” (Kings)
Cobnty”. (M-G) (2d wjt). Hefty (7th wk). Still batting but record
after record at this nabe arter. Will
$17,000. Last week, $23,200.
Hollywood Paramount (F&M) 1,- hold to $4,000. Last week, $4,200;
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 90-$1.50)—
(Contlnued onpag6 22)
"Sayonara” (WB) (5th wk).
Wal¬
loping weekends are the answer'
here, and this one won’t be an ex¬
ception.
Should have; no. trouble
doing $17,000, amazing at this stage
Of a run here. Last week, $19,500.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300;
$1.20-$2.40)—"Search for Paradise"
(Cinerama) (17th wk). Sharp up¬
Baltimore, Feb. 4.
turn coming right out of blue to en¬
Grosses Were back to fairish this courage management after a gener¬
frame with holdovers in most ally listless run so far. Solid $10,houses. Standout is "Don’t Go
000 or near. Last week, $7,500.
Near Water" which \yas rated hefty
in second week at the Hip. "Peyton
Place” was okay in sixth frame at
Century arid "Sayonara” was warm
in same week at Stanley. "Tar¬
nished Angels” is fair in second at
the New. "Raintree County’’ looms
nice at the Film Centre in fifth
round.
Egtfmsttes for This Week
Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50Minneapolis, Feb- 4.
$1.50)—"Peyton Place” (20th) (6th
It’s again the long-repeated story
Wk): Sock $9,000 after same for
Of holdovers still dominating the
previous week
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50- loop. This time fresh entries are
$1,25) — "God Created Woman” limited to a pair, "Quiet Ameri¬
(Kings) (12th wk). Neat $3,400 can” and "Eighteen and Anxious/’
neither doing smash biz. "Quiet”
after near same last week.
Film Centre (Rappaport) (890; is garnering some critical acclaim.
50-$1.50)—“Raintree County” (M-G) This constricts almost to a mini¬
(5th wk). Fine $8,600. Last week, mum, the entertainment choice of
that considerable segment - of the
8 000
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- public which already has enjbyed
$1.25)—“Nana” (Indie) (3d wk). the lohgrun pix and Ualts any big
influx downtown.
Nice $3,800. Second was ditto.
Hard-ticket' offerings,
“Seven
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300;
50-$1.25)—“Don’t Go. Near Water" Wonders of World” and “Around
(M-G (2d wk). Hefty $11,000 after the World in 80 Days,’’ are in their
78th and 30th weeks, respectively.
$14,000 opener.
Mayfair (Fruchtman) (1.600; 50- It’s the six rounds for "Peyton
$L25)—"Flesh is Weak" (DCA) (3d Place” and "Don’t Go Near Water”;
wk). Nice $5,500 afterr $6,000 in the fifth for “Sayonara” and “And
God Created Woman” and a movesecond.
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50- over for “Old Yeller:” All of these
$1.25)—"Tarnished Angels” (U) (2d have been prospering mightily.
Estimates for This Week
wk).
Mild $5,000 after $10,000
opener.
Academy ‘ (Mann) (947; $1.50Playhouse (Schwaber) (460; 50- $2.65)—"Around World” (UA) (30th
$1.25)—“Uncle Vanya” (Indie) (2d wk). Eighth month a stone’s throw
wk>.
Lively $4,000 after $4,200 away. Stout $8,000. Last week;
opener, >
$8,500.
Stanley (SW) (3,200; 50-$1.50)—
Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150;
"Sayonara” (WB) (6th wk). Warm $1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders”
$10,000 after $12,000 in fifth.
(Cinerama) (78th wk). Announce¬
Town (SW - Cinerama) (1,125; ment of final weeks stirring up
$1.25-$2.25) •— “Seven Wonders of trade. Smash $11,000. Last week,
World” (Cinerama) (6th wk). Oke $9,000,
$7,500 after $8,500 in fifth.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; -85-90)—

Balto Sfows Up; ‘Water’
Hot $11,000,2d, 'Angels’
5G, ‘Peyton’ 9G in 6th

'Raintree’ 20G Tops
D.G.; 'Bonjoin^ Hot 14G
Washington, Feb. 4.
Snow dealt its usual crippling
blow to the main stem b.o; on Sat¬
urday, but most houses bounced
back on Sunday. "Raintree County,”
in move over from the Ontario,
where it never got off ground at
roadshow scale and schedule, is
pacing the. town with, boffo trade
at Columbia. "Bonjour /Tristesse”
looms fast at the Trans-Lux. "Sayonara” shapes in sixth week at two
houses.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW>
(1,490; 1,000; 9O-$1.50) — “Sayon¬
ara” (WB). (6th wk). Fine $17,500.
Last week, $19,000.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 90-$1.25>—
"Legend of. Lost” (UA) (2d wk).
Slow $12,000 after $18,000 opener.
Columbia
(Loew)
(1,154; 90$1.25)—-"Raintree County” (M-G)
(2d run). Sizzling $20,000 to top
city and house record. Weekend
b.o. Absolute capacity. Last-week,
"Eighteen and Anxious” (Rep),
$2,500 for 5 days at regular scale.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 85-$1.25)—
"Old Yeller” (BV) (2d wk). Bright
$13,000. Last week $17,000.
Palace (Loew) (2,350; 90-$1.50)—
"Peyton Place” (20th) (7th wk).
Brisk $14,000 after $15,000 in sixth.
Holds on.
Plaza (T-L) (275; 90-$1.50)—"God
Created Woman”. (Kings) (13th wk).
Robust $5,500 for third consecutive,
week Stays.
Translux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.50)r"Bonjour Tristesse” . (Col). Fast
$14,000 despite mixed critical re¬
action. Holds. Last week, “Pal
Joey” (Col) (12th wk), $3,000.
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.25-$3)^“Around World” (UA) (44th wk).
Big $10,000. Last week, $10,500.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300;
$1.20-$2.40)—“Search for Paradise”
(Cinerama) (4th wk). Busy $14,000.
Last week, $15,000. Holds.
I
.

W Trim $10,000,
‘Safecracker’ tight 7G
Kansas City, Feb. 4.
Town continues to hold its big
ones, and only the few newcomers
are not so exciting. "Old Yeller”
at Tower looks good, while "Safe¬
cracker” at the' Midland is very
moderate. "Raintree County” in
sixth week at Roxy is good enough
to hold again. "Sayonara” is still
good in fifth week at Paramount.
"Peyton Place,” on moveover at
the Fairway, still is hefty in second
round at this spot. Snowfall Friday
night hurt trade -that day.
Estimates for This Week
Fairway (Fox Midwest) (700; 90$1.25) — "Peyton Place” (20th)
(m-o.) (2d wk). Hearty $4,500. Last
week; coupled with Uptown and
Granada.
Glen (Dickinson) (700; 75-90)—
“Bob and Sally” (Indie) and "She
Shoulda Said No” (Indie) (9th wk).
Steady $1,000. Last week, same.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25)
—"How! To Murder Rich Uncle”
(Col) (6th wk). Unusually good
$1,000. Last week, $1,200.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-90)—
"Safecracker” (MrG) and /‘Man on
(Continued on page 22)

.s;‘American
Teyton Tall 8G, 6th
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‘Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G) 16th
wk). This one has been a corker
for the Berger showhbuse and still
is. Big $6,000. Last week, same.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-90)—"18
and Anxious” (Rep). Tall $7,500.
Last week, "Jamboree” (WB) and
“Greeri-Eyed Blonde” (WB), $5,500.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; $1.25$1.50)—"Sayonara” (WB) (5th wk).
They keep on announcing the
“final: week” and it still hangs on.
Happy $8,000. Last week, $9,000 in
6 days, theatre having been rented
for "Miracle of.Marcelino” for one
day. . Moves over to Lyric.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 7590)—“Quiet American” (UA). Mod¬
est $6,000. Last week, "Old Yeller”
(BV), $14,000.
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-90)—
“Old Yeller” (BV) (m.o.). Here
after a big initial Orpheum stanza,
Potent $9,000. Last week, "Mid¬
night Story” (U) and "Land of Un¬
known.” (U), $3,500 at 65c-85c scale.
State (Par) (2,300; $1.25-$1.50)—
"Peyton Place” (20th) (6th wk).
Public refuses to permit it to de¬
part. . Hefty $8,000.
Last week,
$9j000.
Suburban World (Marin) (800; 85)
—“08/15” (Indie) (4th wk). Virile
$1,500. Last week, $2,000.
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)—
"God Created Woman” (4th wk).
Sock $6,000. Last Week, $6,100.

Wednesday, February 5, 1958

Teller Smash 14G, Cincy; ‘Peyton’
WowlOG, 6th, ‘Sayonara Same, 5th
Key City Gross.es
Estimated Total Gross
This Week __$2,691,100
(Based on 22. cities and 247
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ....... $2,839,400
(Based on 23 cities and 244
theatres.)**

Philly; ‘Dobbs’ 8G
Philadelphia, Feb. 4.
Saturday -snowstorm
which
brought hazardous driving is mak¬
ing for an offish boxbffice week
despite
Thursday
and
Friday
public school holiday. "Ft. Dobbs”"Green - Eyed Blonde” . c c m b o
looks only fair at Goldirian. How¬
ever, most blue-chip pix are hold¬
ing up well. "Darby’s Rangers”
shapes swift in second Stanley
week. “Raintree County” is big In
fifth Midtown stanza. "Don’t Go
Near Water” is in a like category
also in fifth at Arcadia. The real
smasheroo, though, is “Peyton
Place” in fifth at the Fox. “Bonjour
Tristesse” still is sluggish at Mastbaurii although doing much better
than forecast opening round.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)—
‘Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G) (5th
wk). Perked to big $12,000. Last
week, $11,200.
Boyd
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,340;
$1.20-$2.8Q)—“Search for Paradise”
(Cinerama) (18th wk). Solid $9,000
or over. Last week, $9,500.
Fox (National) (1,250; 65-$1.25)
—"Peyton Place” (20thl (5th wk).
Sock. $23,000. Last week, $25,000.
Goldman (Goldman) '(2,500; 65$1.25) —"ForJ Dobbs” (WB) and
“Green-Eyed Blonde” (WB). Fair
$8,000 or near. Last week, "Long
Haul” (Col) and “Hard Man/ (Col),
$7;000.
Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75$1.25) — (closed Sundays) — "Cast
Dark Shadow” (Indie) (3d wk).
Fair $2,700. Last week, $3,100.
Mastbanm (SW) (4,370; 99-$l,49)
— "Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) (2d
wk). Thin $9,000. Last week, $13,300, way over hopes but still mild.
Mldtown (Goldman) (1,000; 99-,
$1.89) — “Raintree County” (M-G)
(5th wk). Holding at big $12,000.
L.aSl week, $12,000..
Randolph (Goldman) (1,250; 65$1.25)—“Sayonara” (WB) (6th wk).
Fancy $19,000. Last week, $21,000.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80)—
‘Darby’s Rangers” (WB) (2d wk).
Swift $12,000. Last week, $15,000.
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)—
Old Yeller” (BV) (6th wk). Bright
$7,500. Last week, $8,500.
Trans-Lux (T-D (500; 99-$1.80)
“Quiet American” (UA) (2d wk).
Slow $4,500. Last week, $6,000.
Stndio (Goldberg) (499; 99-$1.49)
—"Wild Oat” (Indie). Mild $3,100.
Last week, “Sins Casanova” (Indie)
and "Forbidden Desire’’ (Indie),
$4,000.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 99-$1.49)—
Spanish Affair” (Indie) and “Safecraker” (M-G). Dim $5,000. Last
week, reissues.
World (Pathe) (500; 99-$1.49) —•
“Miss Julie” (Indie) (2d wk). Lean
$2,300. Last week, $3,300.

‘ARMS’LOFTY $14,000,
PORT.;‘HILLS’TRIM 8G
Portland, Ore^ Feb. 4.
Biz at first-runs continues in high
gear currently after a great take
at all spots during most of January.
Ace newcomer is "Farewell To
Arms," which sees a lofty session
in Sight at the Fox. "Deep Six” is
rated fine at Orpheum while "Sev¬
en Hills of Rome” shapes irim at
Broadway.
“Old Yeller” looms
lusty at Paramount. “And God Cre¬
ated Woman” is pushing higher to
sockeroo takes, day-dating two arty,
houses:
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,875; $1$1.50)—“Seven Hills of Rome”
(M-G) and ‘‘Affair In Havana”
(AA). Trim $8,000. Last week,
"Raintree County” (M-G) (5th wk);
6 200
fine Arts (Foster) (425; $1.25)—
‘God Created Woman” (Kings) (2d
wk), also Guild. Pushed to sock
$6,000, Last Week, $5,100.
Guild (Foster) (400; _$1.25) —
“God Created Woman” (Kings) (2d
(Continued on page 221
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Cincinnati, Feb. 4;
. Old Yeller,’’ only new bill at
Cincy first-runs, looms sock at
Keith’s this week to top the mara¬
thon of holdovers which are plenty
solid in fifth and sixth 'weeks,
‘Peyton Place” and “Raintree
County" are carded for seventh
stanzas after big sixth week. “Say¬
onara” is likely to carry into sixth
round at Albee. "Around World in
80 Days” looms to take on steam in
34th week and prolong the run advertitod to end Feb. 12. Hard-ticket
"Search for Paradise” continues
stout in ninth week.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.50)—
"Sayonara” (WB) (5th wk). Swell
$10,000 following $11,000 fourth
frame.
Capitol (SW-Cinerarap) <1,376;
$l.-20-$2.65)—"Search for Paradise”
(Cinerama) (9th wk). Hefty $14500, Same last week. Extra Satur¬
day Shows for school groups from
Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky sold
out to early April.:
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 90-$1.50)—
“Raintree County!’ (M-G) (6th wk).
Great $8,000 on heels of $8,500 last
week. Holds.
Guild (Vance) (300; 50-90)—“All
At Sea” (M-G) (6th wk). Fat $1,700.
Last week, ditto.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$ 1.25)—
Old YelI6r” (BV). Sock $14,000.
Holds on. Last week, “Hunchback
Notre Dame” (AA), at 75-$1.25)
scale, $7,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 90-$1.50)—
Peyton Place” (20th) (6th wk).
Solid $10;000. Last week, $11,000.
CffiVC 909111

Valley (Wiethe) (1,300; $1.50$2.50) — “Around World" (UA)
(34th Wk) Picking up to big $11,000 after $9,000 33d round. Run
may be extended.

‘Peyton’ Socko $21,000,
Frisco; better’ Big 16G,
‘Sayonara’ 12G in 6th
. San Francisco, Feb. 4.
Frisco first-runs are holding nice¬
ly this stanza, with “Old Yeller/*
“Peyton Place,” “Sayonara” and
’Don’t Go Near Water” all going
in great style. "Deep Six”* shapes
okay . at • the St. Francis While
"Quiet American” , is rated mild.
"Raintree County” now is de¬
scribed as a good weekend pic, be¬
ing in sixth session. "God Created
Woman” and “Gervaise” shape
dandy at the arties.
.Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 90$1.25)—“Old Yeller” (BV) and
“Spanish Affair” (Par).
Fancy
$16,000 or over. Last Week, "Man
In Shadow” (U) and "Doctor At
Large” (U), $7,500.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
"Peyton Place” (20th) (2d wk).
Sock $21,000. Last week, $28,500.
Warfield (Loew) (2,6$6; 90-$1.25)
—"Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G)
(7th wk).
Slick $8,200.
Last
week, $9,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$1.25)
—"Sayonara”
(WB)
(6th
wk).
Great $12,000. Last week, $13,000.
St. Franeis (Par) (1,400; 90-$1.25)
—“Deep Six” (WB) and "Parson
and Outlaw” (WB) (2d wk) Okay
$8,500. Last week, $12,000.
Orpheum (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—
Seven Wonders of World” (Cine¬
rama) (63d wk).
Good $14,500.
Last week, $13,500.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1/207;
90-$1.25)—"Quiet American” (UA)
and . “Buckskin . Lady” (UA) (2d
wk).
Mild $5,500:
Last week,
$6,200.
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $l.50-$2)—
‘Raintree County* (M-G) (6th wk).
Nice $5,500. Last week, $6,000.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1.50)—
God Created Woman” (Indie) (6th
wk). . Sock $6,000.
Last week,
$7,000.
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1.50)—
God Created Woman” (Indie) (6th
wk).. Smash $5,000.
Last week,
6 000
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (364; $1.25)
s—“Pather Panchali” (Indie) (6th
wk).
Okay $2,000.
Last week,
$1,500.
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $i:25)—
‘Smallest Show On Earth” (Times).
Big $6,500. Last Week, "Razzia”
(Kass) (4th wk), $2,500.
Coronet (United California)
(1,250; $1.50-$3.75) — “A r o u n d
World In 80 Days” (UA) (58th wk).
Big $14,500, Last week, $14,000.
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1.10)—“Raz¬
zia* (Kass) and “Red Inn” (Indie).
Oke $1,500. Last week, "His First
Affair” (Indie) and "On Bowery”
(Indie) (2d wk), $1/200.
Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774;
$1.25^1.50)—“Gervaise1*
(C o n t)
(5th wk). Fast $4;500. Last week,
$5,500.

$,

.
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PICTURE GROSSES

Holdovers Help Chi; diking’ Sturdy
^eW^
Lanza Big 150G, Teen Frankenstein
$11,000, 'Arms Sockeroo 44G in 2d,
Uodaii’ Slick 24G, ‘Water 21G, 6th Ifglflii Not So Scary 23G, TarewelT 7SG. 2d
substantial ta^^stui'prevan
currently although there is only

Chicago, Feb. 4.
Sturdy holdovers should con¬
tinue to buttress Loop biz in cur¬
rent frame, although cracks are
showing in a couple of second-week
major spots. Action and art pix
make up the new entries, with first
round of “Last Bridge” at World
reaching hotsy $5,400. “Manfish”
and “Buckskin Lady” in first Mon¬
roe session shapes okay $4,200.
Garrick's opener of "Viking Wom¬
an and Sea Serpent” and “As¬
tounding She Monster” looks fat
$11,000.
“Farewell to Arms,” boff in Ori¬
ental opener, is softening but still
looks great in second stanza. “Tar¬
nished Angels,” in second at State. Lake, is rated fair. “Rodan” is
. lively in second Woods canto^Tall
Stranger”-“Oregon Passage” duo
. expects a fancy Roosevelt second
week.
. “God Created Woman” in sixth
at the Loop still looks sockeroo.
“Wild is Wind” in seventh Esquire
term
little change
ehaUffc from
from its
term show«
shows little
okav Dace ROadshows^ar# health v
okay pace. Roadshows are healthy,
save for “Raintree Coiintv's ” bkav
£vf5s1rwe7JnArScViSteK
y
in 15th week at McVickers.
* Estimates £r
fta? Sta
This Week
(30^00*1 RO)
Chicago (B&K) (3,900;
90-$1.80)
ChKieo
(3^900, 90-$1.80).
—“Sayonara”
wkl Hefty
Mo^wvft0n*i'a (WB)
(WBV (6th
(6thwkL
$33,000. Last week, $43,000.
Esquire. (H&E Balaban) (1,350;
$1 2^Sllo)—,Wil(fls
Wind”1(Par)
$1.25-$1.50)—“Wild
Is Wind”
(Par)
wk) Good $7500
(7th wk).
$7,500. Last weS
week,
S7
Last week,
$7 000
000
ririlrk (B&K) (850; on-ti
Garrick
90-$1.25)—
*‘V?ktog^^wimen^aid^efserpSt”
“Viking
Women and Sea Serpent”
(AD and “Astounding She Monster”
(AI). Fat $11,000 or near. Last

"

fare ishelpiug Broad- mtW $8,000 after $T,000 In regular

Estimates Are Net

“Farewe” IfArms^/cInter' S&
X^Ll^SUh St. (TrL) (550;
"Tarnished AneSs” shares okay in being Ughtened by a surplus of $1.25-$1.65)—‘Story of Vicki” (BV)
Film gross estimates as re¬
;SiSa” .SS! overly extended longruns.
Top (2d wk). First round ended yesported herewith from the vari¬
COTnty’^ls rated fa^CT iS neu cofnef is “Seven Hills of Horne” terday (Tues.) was surprisingly big
ous key cities, are net; i.e.f
mS& St theBuffal“y
to hit $10.600.
Last week, on secondwithout usual tax. Distrib¬
^
. _*■ ,
big $150,000 m first session at the runs.
utors share on net take, when,
Estimates for. This Week
Music Hall. Naturally it is holding
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$1.80)
playing percentage,'hence the
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500;- 90-$1.25> over. “Teenage Frankenstein,” the — “Beautiful
But
Dangerous**
estimated figures are net in¬
—“Raintree County” (M-G) (2d other principal newcomer, is head- (20th). Opens today (Wed.). In
come.
wk). Fancy $15,000. Last week* ing for a fair $23,000 opening week ahead, “Enemy Below” (20th) (6th
The parenthetic admission
$22,200.
„
at the Paramount. It also stays on. Wk). was fair $9,000. Fifth wat
prices, however, as indicated,
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70-)
Second week of “Farewell To ^00*
T
„
include the U. S. amusement
90) — “Fort Dobbs”. (WB) and Arms” with stageshow looks
tax.
“Crooked Sky” (Indie).
Strong hold at fair $75,000 at the Roxy, fj:?0*;--,. ,ory °l
{BY)
$14,000.
Last
week,
“Teenage“Bqhjour Tristesse” shapes modest
Frankenstein” (AI). and “Blood of $25,000 or close in third round at
a***!/^ (Mr?'
Dracula” (AI), $13,000.
the Capitol.
X4 0OD
<M“Q) (6lh wk_4
Center (AB-PT) (2,000; 90-$1.25)
“Bridge on River Kwai” still was
Palace’ (RKO) (1700' $l-$3) _
—.“Sayonara” (WB) (6th wk-5 capacity $34,500 in seventh frame “Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (8th
days). Fine $8,500. Last week, just ended at the Palace. Pic goes wk). Seventh round ended Iasi
$9,700.
into eighth week today (Wed.) with night (Tues.) was capacity $34.50$
Lafayette (Basil) (3.000; 70-90)— seats selling to June 10.
for 10 performances. The sixth
“Tarnished Angels” (U) and '“Slim
“Raintree County” looks to push was same for like- number of
PrAviH»nn» Teh a
Carter” (U) (2d wk). Okay $9,000 to a big $19,000 in present (7th) shows.
rroyiaence, r co. *.
]T y
ei a nnn
i .ten., at »k.
- n .im
in $KaI Odeon (Rank) (854; $1.25-$2.75)
the State/
“ , ‘ 7 ’
„ , Last week, $12,000.
stanza
State. It also is in thief
the
Strand s“ Quiet American
is.
(UA.TC) (2.900' 90-$1.25) seventh week at the Plaza where —“Henry V” (Rank). Opens today
only new bill here but . it looms
°.n^ n^v hill herebut. itlooms _“Peyton Place” (20th)’(5th wk) only fair $4,700 looms for 6-day (Wed.). On two-a-day* reservedS,0WMSe^n?
°*f Majestic,
Jp*eyt®n SturdW$10^^Lastwwk
$12®‘ round. “Witness For Prosecution.” seat policy. Last week,‘‘Graf Spee”
Place” still Is weef
sock at
sturdy $itJ,uoo. Last week, $1A5(H]
-S&f ll
_at'. .Majptte. *2*
^ 'replaces at the Plaza tomorrow (Rank) (5th wk-11 days), light
Albee’s “Old Yeller” looms big in
Tech (SW - Cinerama) (1,200
Albee?^ 2H Jelleru
?! m
(Thurs.). “Enemy Below” was mild $"200 despite previews. “Henry
seshtof
Paradise
second. Third sesb
of “Raintree
Raintree $1.2O-$2.40)—“Search
$1.2O-$2.40)—- Search for
f orParadise
*6 non-in sixth, week at the Mav- V” was given sepcial preem last
County” at State is happy.
(Cinerama) (18th wk).
wk).. Mild $7,50C
$7,500. fajr where •“Beautiful But Dan- night (Tues.).
*
EsUmates
Closes Feb. 18. Last, week, $8,000
^Wimount^AB-PT) <3,665; $1Estimates for This Week

to

Tl?^-W S

Teller Lush 13G,
ftov.;‘Peyton’18G

Albee (RKO) (2.200; 65-80)—“Old
Yeller” (BV) and ^Gunfire
“Gunfire at Indian Gap..
(Indie)
^ian
^aP
(Indie) (2d
(2d wk).
wk). Big
Big
$13,000. First
A12’.006First week
week $15,500.
$15,500 _ _
Elmwood Snyder)
Snyder) ?745;^2-$2
50)
. Flmwood
<745; $2-$2.50
77-^rouw^2yldi1^
(17th . wk). Steady

$7,500.

(wj vs

y n

t
\ntAAih
ulllOOin
UI11VVUI

Teller’Smooth
VnllAV
ICIlCl

“Paths of Glory” is heading for
fairish $14,000 in final (6th) frame
at the Victoria. “Wild Is Wind”
looms modest $14,000 in current
..(8th) week at the Astor, with “Wit-

T^na|r Frankenstem (AI) (2d wk). First session
fn.ded yesterday (Tues. was onjr
fau* $23,000. In ahead, “Tarmshed
Angels” (U) 13d wk-9 days) $23,500.

Last

^rlty'to'fMAI) SF&
(3d wk) »
no/*'Ito'S'isW)
(2.200;
5&JSWS
**»«».
03K 9g-$i.25)MtMKb?
7
Kn?
y
i
; 1
W ’ *
’ '’ “Peyton
‘‘Peyton Place” (20th) (2d wk).

V1V.VW. MFiMrau

JlOjWlv, 1 OfOlltO
So.’suSra af <g |r“ ?^thtow^?3c^10W## «
ner. It is how in the 20th week. Th®
t ^ r
. . . ...
„^
Radio City Music Hall (RockefelToronto, Feb. 4.
“Gervaise” picked up to ‘ smash
rrMid
rvomikoO n 200- 90 Sock $18,000 after■ $20,000 in first.
generally good here this $8,800 in the 12th session at the
,2£^* z2~~A Sf^fn
ki
‘‘Nnah’^Ark” IlndieV (reState (Loew) (3,200; 65-80)-rBiz is generaUy
'°‘r"Ome (M-G) and stagefA'nevTnd ^ipi.iana qff?v’' (nol) “Raintree County”” (M-G) (3d wk). roundi,
round, bulk of strength coming Baronet while holding at great
corid was $13,000. from holdoversand longruns. “Old $6,100 at 250-seat Fifth Avenue
nnnnnS
•looks.
‘ Snpk XI fi non rist week °“Winches- Happy $10,000. Second
holdovers-and
lal Realty) (2,200; Yeller” looms nice in three houses Cinema in third week.
/“H?*
* S.
rS’ (in
Strand
National
■
65-80) — “Quiet American”
American** (UA) while the oldie* “Modem
"Modem Times,”
Estimates for This Week
sto«Show
Towne./
nZwv vieo*
6,l°° Jpr
ftSvSn (fioft- on ti Km
and “Saint Joan”
Joan" (UA). Slow $4,- is rated big at 693-seat Towne.
’liH Mncf I iirplv’’ “Tflrni«hpH Ancrplc" lnnlrc fine in
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300, 75-$2)— $1,304,990 grand total on run,
“ri7 rr;ated WomSn” (Kinesle^) 000. Last week, “Girl Most Likely” “Tarnished Angels” looks fine in
e InJaDin’-fU) sec^Untow^Sion^Savo^r^ “Wild ^Wind” (Par) (Sth-finai wk). second best ever here. Alltime
(6thdwS Hrftv^lS Swelk (U) and “Escapade
In Japan
Japan” (U),
(U), second Uptown session. “Saybriafa”
e in
Sinara This round winding up today (Wed.) hjgh mark of $1,391,000 was regin nnn '
' y * ’
’* ?5,000.
is smash in third stanza at Im$11,000.
^
__
MriaL -D^i’t Gn NP^^W^Pr”^ Iooks to hit okay J^.OOO. Seventh istered by “Great Caruso” (M-G)
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25Ste^bieto third^atL^e^s1 “Enf was $13,000. “Witness For Prose- to 10 weeks.
$3.30)—“Raintree . County” (M-G)
myBelow”1 shapes fancy'in*se^ufd
(UA)
opens
tomorrow
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1^5-$3.50>
(15th wk).
Okay $12,300.
Last vnuvu vuuii yiv.vwj
rirUOn
Wooir P
"
'
rinurs.;. day-dating
aay-aaung with
wun Plaza.
I'laza.
—/uruunu World
wona in 80
ou Days”
uays (UA)
vuaj
Carlton Week
V
(Thure.),
—“Around
week, $14,000.
9
n . on
) lir
OOP
V(L f' •
™ L
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) (69th wk). T^ie 68th session finished
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 57-79)—
Det! W01081) WOW ZjU.
Estimates for This Week
(550; $1.25-$1.80) — “Adultress” yesterday (Tues.) was capacity $37,“Manfish” (UA)r “Buckskin Lady**
■*
„
Carlton (Rank) (2,318; 60-$l)— (times) (4th wk). Third session
(Continued on page 22)
(UA).
Okay $4,200. Last week,;
^PAvfnn’ ^WaII
Sfll “Enemy Below” (20th) (2nd wk). ended Sunday (2) held at good
__
•‘Hell Ship Mutiny” (Rep) and
I Cjiyil JffCU LbUf dill Fine $9,000 or over. Last week, $8,600. Second was-$9,800.
_
. ^
A .
•‘Hell Canyon Outlaws’* (Rep),
Detroit, Feb. 4.
4,
$13,000.
Baronet (Reade)
(430; $1.25- *WnnnArc’
flAO
$4,200.
.
. Another, great Week
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro, $1.70)—“Gervaise"
(Coht)
(13th
ll UmiCI o UlCdl iflLl^UvU)
week is . in prosOriental (Indie) (3;400; $1.25- pect for downtowm houses. with State (Taylor) (1,054; 995; 698; 694; wk). The 12th stanza ended'Sun- w
/>1 _A,
II_ 1 CP
$2)—“Farewell To Arms" (20th) strong holdovers-mainly the rea- 50-75)— “Decision Against Time” day (2) perked to smash $8,800.
tlcVC., lllllS ItCp 13Ut
(2d wk). Great $44,000. Last week, son.
Fifty-eight we ek s a go . (M-G) and “Hired Gun" (M-G). So- Hth was $8,400. Now playing daym
.
t w
inn nr
$59,000.
“Around World in 80 Days” opened so $10,000. Last week, "Jatobbree” date with Fifth Ave. Cinema where
I fiVlOIl RIOT l.lli. VHn
Palace (SW - Cinerama) (1,434; at the United Artists and took In (WB) and “Hard Man” (Col), its now in fourth round.
J
^
^
$1.25-$3.40) — “Seven Wonders of $28,646 the first week.
It looks $12,000.
; Capitol. (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
Cleveland, Feb. 4.
World” (Cinerama) (59th wk). Nice like that, figure will be nearly
ffnllvwnnd Palace Runnvmedc
“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) (4th
Main strength at boxoffice cur$18,300. Last week, $18,500.
equalled in this, the final session. fFP) n oftn- *1 ?Rf>- i ifi'iTn-Si)- wk). Third round ended last night rently is centered in longruns just
(B&K) (1,400; 75-90)— “Seven
Wonders of World” ends a “rtid Yeller” (rv)
nnn (Tues-) was fair $25,000 or close, as it has been since right after
Roosevelt (BAK)
“Seven. Wonders,
(RV) Ni?p
Nice «ir
$18000
“Escapade in Japan*’
Japan’’ The second was $28,500.
“Cow- first of year although some of the
“Tall Stranger” (AA) and “Oregon 79-week stay at Music Hall, also on Last week ‘‘Escapade
Passage”
(AA) (2d
(2d wk).
wk). Fancy
Fancy $12,$12,- a
a smash
smash note,
note, this
this week.
week.
I fL^weeK,
_r.scapaqe^
m Japan
Passage” (AA)
(rkO) and
and’“Finder
Of Guilt”
Guilt”
TCol) { hoy” (Col) is supposed to come, in newcomers are ^strong.
“Seven
cKonob‘‘And; (RKO)
“Finger of
tCol),
000.“ Xast week, $19,700, way over God Created Woman” shapes torter^ S14_0ft0_
e140(uj ■
ger 01
■
>
’• next.
Wonders of World” looms great m
estimate.
rific m tthrd at Trans-Liix Krim ^ Hyland (Rank) (1357'$1)—“How
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.8Qr first full Week at Palace while
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- “Peyton Place”^‘ at, the Fox and to Mtorder 'Rich 'Uncle” (Coil (2d $».30)—“10-^ Commandments” (Par)
Seveh Hjlk of Rome” is rated
$1.80) — “Tarnished Angels” (U) “Sayonara” at the Michigan are wk)
Good $5^
(65th wk). This session looks to
at State. “Peyton Place” stiU
(2d wk) Fair $19,500r Last week, having speko fifth weeks.
New- agxjAQ
■ ’
’ reach good $30,000 for customary J®. great in sixth Hipp session.
$21400
comer “Dai
Citizen”
$21400.
Citizen” at the
Tmn«rial (FPl (3 344- 75-$l 25)— 15 performances. The 64th week Sam^ week for
‘Sayonara” is
Surf
Snrf (H&E Balaban) (685: $1,501 [Palms
Palms looms nice in opening «s^ronara?* (WB) ($a y^/Socko -was $34*200,*ver .hopes.
—“Admirable Crichton” (ColT (2d
(2d;. round. :
$24 000. L«et week $28 000.
Fifth Ave. Cinema (R&B) (250;
str°ng at Emb^sy onimtial
Estimates for This.
This Week
^ International (Taylor; 557; $li— $L80)^-‘‘Geryaise” (Cent) (4th wk). ™^nd_
Don t. 9° N^ar _\Vater
(Continued on page 22)
■•■v. •
--Fox (Fox-Detroit).. (5,000; $1.25- “Blue Murder at St. Trinian’s” Third
frame
ended
yesterday sna^s oj^y m s^th stanza at the
Stillman.
PM
I
f^ce” -l^th) <5th ,(IFD). (Oth^wk), Good $3,500. Last
thi.
'ing $6,900 in second week.
Estimates for This Week
Wk).” sw-ell $22,000 or close. Last week, $4,000.
75-$1.25)—
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Allen (S-W) (3,800; 90-$1.50)—
. r , A,
. mr aaa
week, $24,700,
.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,098;• 75-$l.25)—
•” (M-G)
(M-G) (3d
(3d —‘Gates of Pans” (Lopert) (4th “Sayonara” (WB) (6th wkh Sturdy
Slip fin W OkA pf" IhS OflO
Michigan United Detroit) (4,000; “Don’t Go Near Water”
JlldUUW URCtil tpil,UUU,
90.«1.50)i_“Sayonara” (WB) (5th wk). : Big $12,000.
Last Week,
week, 'wk). Third week, concluded Mon- $13,000, Last week, $16,000.
day (3) was brisk $7,900. Second
Embassy (Community) (1,200; 70‘DjutIah’ CnnA ftf Clli v/k). Terrific $20,000. Last week, $16,000.
i.75r$2A0)— was $8,300.
90) — “Naked Hills” (AA) and
eyton uOOfl OU, Jlfl $23;000.
TIvoU (FP) <955; $1.75-$2.40)—
Days” (UA)
Embassy (Guild) (582; 75-90)— “Across Bridge” (Rank). Strong
TmiWiilP Feb 4
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)— “Around World in 80 Days”
(UA)
(U) and “Flood
j?PA) $6,800; Last week, “Satchmo” (UA>
Wicket nace^at downtown^houses “Damn Citizen”.
Citizen’/CUland
“Mood (25th wk). Steady $8,500. Last “G,old^
Wicxet pace at
ai downtown
aowmown houses
Iiuuscs Tide„ (U}:
$Q nnn
Wrcket
Fine $16,000.
Last week $9,000.
(7th wk). Sixth week finished Mon- and “Black Stockings” (UA), $4,000.
'The^e'factors week, "Long Haul” (Col) and “ReToWne (Taylor) (693; $1>—“Mod- day (3) Was fancy $10,000.
The
Continental (Art Theatre Guild)
. peratures_and snow These toctors
Warb0w” (Col), same.
erri Times” (UA) (reissue). Big fifth was $8,500.
(850; $1.25) — “Devil’s General”
»ManritoPRhatftow»ah5tokfv^ it' toe
Madison (UD) (1.900; 90-$1,50)— $5,000. Last week, “Time Lock”
55th St. Playhouse TMoss) (300; (DCA) (2d wk). Oke $1,400. . Last
Man to Shadow ^
“Old Yeller” (BV) (3d wk). Solid (IFD), $3,000.
$1.25-$1.80) — “Bolshoi
Ballet” week, $2,500.
$16,000. Last week, $18,000.
University (FP) a,233; $1.50- (Rank)' (8th .wk).
Seventh round
Heights Art (Art Theatre Guiid)
beon aPsr witht^^stweek ♦ BroadWay-Capitol (UD) (3,500; $2.40)—“This is Cinerama” (Cine- ended last night.(Tues.) was mild (925; $1,25)—“God Created WomWith God Created Woman.
Pey- 9Q.$125)_“Viking Women and Sea rama) (15th wk). Fast $11,000, Last $4,600 or near. Sixth was $4,500. an” (Kings) (6th wk). Big $3,800.
ton Place*
good m fifth at the
{indie) and “Astounding week, $12,000.
'
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1,75)— Last week, $6,000.
ThkWeek
She Monster” (Indie).
Good
Uptown (Loew) (2,098; 60-$ D— “SpanishAffair” (Par). OpenstoHipp (Telem’t) (3,700; $05_ Estimates for Thls Weex ^ ^ . $15,000. Last week, “Flesh Is "Tarnished Angels” (U) (2d wk). day (Wed.). In ahead, “Ship Was $1.50)—“Peyton Place” (20th) (6th
(1000^5 $L25) ^ ‘God Created
(Continued'on page 22)
Nice $7,000. Last week, $11,000. Loaded” (Brest) (2d wk-10 days), wk). Great $13,000. Last week,
$15,000. .
Woman” (Kings) (2d wk). Excellent
Lower Mall (Community) (500;
$10,000, same as first week.
60-90)—’‘Miller’s Beautiful Wife”
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 50-85)
(20th). Good $2,400. Last week,
—“Man In Shadow” (U) and “This
“Third Key” (Rank), $2,700.
Is Russia” (U). Oke $5,000. Last
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.50)
week, “Girl Most Likely” (U),
—^Around World” (UA) (34th wk).
6 000
Good $9,000. Last week, $10,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (UA) (3,600; SO¬
Palace (SW - Cinerama) (1,520:
BS)—“Quiet American” (UA) and
$1.25-$2.40) -— “Seven Wonders of
"Valerie” (UA). Drab $5,500. Last
World” (Cinerama). Great $21,000.
week, “Long Haul”. (Col) and “De¬
First five days was $12,500.
cision at SunddW* (Col), $7,500.
State (Loew) <3,500; 70-90)—
Mary Ann (People’s (1,000; 85“Seven Hills” (M-G). Nice $15,000.
$1.25)—‘Sayopara” (WB) (6th wk).
Last week, “Tarnished Angel” (U),
Likely oke $4,500 after 5th week’s
$34,500.
$5,500.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 90-$1.20)
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 85—‘‘Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G)
$1.25)—"Peyton Place” (20th) (5th
(6th wk). Oke $6,000. Last week,
wk).
Good $8,000 after fourth
$7,000.
week’s $9,500.

Citizen' Crisp $16,000,
Det; ‘Woman’ Wow 23G,
‘Peyton* SweU 22G, 5th
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French Ministry Asks Refund of $6,000 from ‘Broken
Date’ Ballet-—Critics and Politicians Pan It
4—-—-—-:-—.

Paris, Feb. 4.
Parliamentary fuss has been
raised with respect to some $6,000
In government ‘‘subsidy” given to
the producers of the new ballet,
♦‘The Broken Date” written by
"bestselling novelist Francoise Sa¬
gan. Min&try of National Education
cancelled following the questions
of Pierre de Leotard of the As¬
sembly and other clamor that in
financially-harassed France it was.
absurd to give tax money to a
prosperous author, a successful
painter, Bernard Buffet, and a
well-to-do director, Roger Vadim.
“Subsidy” is not supposed to go
to people enjoying both fame and
fortune from their own activities.
De Leotard, head of a parliamen¬
tary committee concerned with .the
current labor crises of the nation¬
alized
theatres
(Comedie-Francaise, Theatre National Populaire,
Opera, Opera-Comique), felt that
the money Could have been used
for more worthwhile purposes than
a ballet which held trump cards
already on its name values.. Though
money was handed out primarily as
a cultural gambit, sjnce the ballet
tried out in Monte Carlo, goes to
England and may end up in the
U. S. De Leotard felt there were
many more less publicized groups
of more important cultural signif¬
icance.
Meanwhile the Sagan ballet got
bad reviews here but its curio val¬
ues may produce good two Week
run, and it may pay off addition¬
ally on foreign bookings.
Ministry of National Education,
the state org which granted the
original figure, explained cancel¬
lation on' grounds the original
scenario, presented to obtain the
subsidy, differed greatly from the
final ballet. The Ministry said that
the very substance, meaning and
character of the original had been
disfbrted in the stagings
The
amount had been paid. Ministry
ordered a reimbursement.

GRANADA FESTIVAL
SETS ART TALENT
Madrid, Jan. 28.
The annual; Granada Music and
Ballet Festival will this year high¬
light ManueT de Falla's opera "La
vida breve” with Victoria de los
Angeles in the lead. Work was re¬
vived last fall by N. Y. City Center
Opera. Antonio and his Spanish
Ballet Will also appear in this opus.
Other features Of the coming
June 20 to July 4 fest include re¬
citals by Arthur Rubinstein and
Andres Segovia, symphonic con¬
certs by Spain’s National Orches¬
tra and the Stuttgart Chamber Or¬
chestra under the direction of Karl
Munchinger and an American bal¬
let company to be announced
shortly.
Festival is sponsored by govern-,
ment’s Direction General de Bellas
Artes and is recognized by the Eu¬
ropean Association of international
Music Festivals.

Queen to See Preem of
‘Dunkirk’ in London
London, Feb. 4..
The Queen and the Duke- of
Edinburgh are to attend the world
preem of “Dunkirk “ made by Eal¬
ing for Metro release, at the Em¬
pire, Leicester Square, March 201
-Entire opening night take is being
donated to the Fund of the Sol¬
diers; Sailors and Airmen Families
Assn.
Ope of the biggest films ever to
be made in Britain, “Dunkirk”, has
a Cast, including servicemen, of
more than 4,000. It was produced
by Sir Michael Bailcon and. directed
by Leslie Norman, with D^jchael
Forlong as associate producer.
Leads are played by 'John Mills,
Richard Attenborough and Bernard
Lee. Because the Dunkirk skyline
had been restored, most of the eva¬
cuation scenes were filmed in the
South Coast of England.

Record Fix Prod,
Belgrade, Jan. 28.
A record production in the Yugo¬
slav Motion Picture industry was
achieved in 1957 according to the
Film Producers Society. A spokes¬
man for cthe society said that on
the basis Of current, calculations,
there will be 14 feature pix made
this year.
%The co-productions now in the
process of completion, include
■'Aleksa Dundic” with Russia; “The
White Blue Road” with the Italian,
French and German co-op, and
“La Tour—Prends Guard” with the
French. The three completed, co¬
productions are:
“When
Love
Conies” and “Mihail Strogov” with
French partners; and “Bread and
Salt,” German.
A new record was made in the
production’ of shorts with 119 at
the'end of October. Currently anr
other 76 shorts are in various
stakes of . production.
It is stressed by the society that
two trends showed up in this year’s
film production in Yugoslavia. Of
the total feature films made during,
this year half are based oh sub¬
jects having a contemporary theme.
The other saw four color features
coming to the* fore.
“If Is Not
Easy to Get Married” was the first
tinter made in this country. Color
also has spread ..to documentary
pix.
The new government economic
laws for the protection of domestic¬
ally-produced films also greatly
contributed to . increased produc¬
tion of. films.
One measure- re¬
quires every picture house to show
domestic films on a .fixed per¬
centage.

GU Theatres Unloading
Unwanted Film Houses

Frankfurt, Feb. 4.
Kenneth Spencer who has
had a considerable success in
German grand opera and who
lives permanently abroad has
no intention Of giving up his
U.S.
citizenship.
This was
wrongly stated in a roundup
on. German opera printed in
. Variety?S Anni. He will even¬
tually brave America when he
feels the time
careerwise.
;
Meanwhile he’s happy to be
an American; and his son, bom *
in Paris, is also one.

A rundown of what the upcoming (April to October) Brussels World’s
Fair terms ‘‘Times Square to Red Square” talerft of stagehand Concert
hall from participating nations during their national days (dates of
the nationaldays immediately follow the name of each countr^):
Austria—May 7, Vienna Philharmonic.
Canada—The 60-man CBC Symphohy Orchestra, conducted by Geof¬
frey Waddington, in first overseas appearance; no date set yet, but
carded for late August as part of troupe's European itinerary (prob¬
ably London, Paris, Amsterdam, Berlin, Vienna, Florence); to feature
Canadian guest soloists and native composers:
Czechoslovakia—July 23-24, Skupa Marionette Theatre, pageants by
the Sulk Folklore Ensemble, concerts by the Czech Philharmonic:
England—July 10-11-12; July 10, Sir Malcolm Sargent conducting the
BBC Orchestra and Huddersfield Choir in Holst’s “Planets” and Sir
William Walton’s “Belshazzar’s Feast”; 11th, in Elgar’s “Dream of Gcrontius”; 12th, Scottish Guards Orchestra in concerts of pop and semiclassical music. May 26, Royal Ballet.
Finland—May 21, popular dances, by the Jalkanen Group and con¬
certs by the Univ. of Helsinki Choir.
France—July 8-9; July 8, Paris Opera Ballet; 9th, plays of the French
theatre Hay the Comedie Francaise. Sept. 25, concert of Contemporary
music and a play produced by Jean-Louis Barrault.
Hungary—May 2, Sept. 17; May 2, Cordes Tatray Quartet, the Wood¬
wind Quintet of Budapest and the Hungarian Opera in works by Zoltan Kodaly, Bela Bartok, Ferenc Farkas; Sept, 17, concerts by stars of
the Hungarian Opera and program of songs and dances by the Hun¬
garian Popular Ensemble.
=
Iran—Sept. 4, an original ballet
Japan—May 13, operetta, ballet and Kabukl dancers.
Soviet Union—Aug. 11-12-13 (schedule not officially confirmed as
yet), Bolshoi Ballet, Moscow Art Theatre and concerts under Dmitri
Shostakovich.
Switzerland—June 29, July 3l, Aug. 1; June 29, the Scfcauspielhaus
of Zurich in “Romulus,” new play by Friedrich Durrenmatt; the Stadttheater of Basle in first performance of “Titus Feuerfuchs” by Hein¬
rich SUtermeister; July 31, Ernest Ansermet conducting the Orchestra
of the Swiss Romande; Aug. 1, folklore processions and patriotic pag¬
eant. Sept. 5, special performance of Frank Martin’s choral work, “Le
Vin Herbe” by the Chamber Orchestra of Lausanne under Victor Desarzens.
United States—July 2-3-4, concerts by the Philadelphia Orchestra
under Eugene Ormandy with Isaac Stem as soloist, and ballet by toe
American Ballet Theatre starring Nora Kaye and Eric Bruhn.
Yugoslavia—June 27-28, Ballet of Belgrade in works by Baranovio
and Bartok, concerts by the Belgrade Philharmonic with soprano Zinka
Milanov, the Mixed Choir of the Yugoslav Army and chamber music
by the soloists of Zagreb led, by Antonio Janigro.
(Majority Of foregoing events to be held in 2,000-seat and 500-seat
auditorium and an open-air esplanade in the Belgian Section. The U.S.
and the Soviet Union, with 1,1200-seat and 1,500-seat theatres adjoin¬
ing their respective pavilions, are planning, supplementary theatre, con¬
cert, ballet and film presentations through toe run Of the fair;v April
17 to Oct. 19. At Intervals between major national celebrations, a series
of International festivals of performing arts sponsored by Belgium as
host nation.)

Biz Needing Czar
By ERICK GORRICK
. Sydney, Jan. 28.
Majority of Down Under filmites
agree that the local picture scene
needs a top-ranking executive with
plenty of show biz know-how to
take control of the industry in
behalf of both exhibitor and dis¬
tributor interests, with a financial
holding in neither groups.
Principal chores of a No. 1 man,
according to many showmen, would
be tp introduce new methods to
win a dwindling public back to
cineman boxpffhe, talk turkey to
any exhibitor or distributor dealing
from the bottom' of. the deck,
prevent political moguls continuing
the idea, that the film industry is
a goose with an unlimited store
of “golden” eggs, via an overplay
of taxation, . combat the slaps at
pix by the Church, to nip ip the
bud pronto giveaway rackets by
certain exhibs to fight for Sabbath
film shows and to generally set
the cinema house in order.
Showmen admit that such a pic¬
ture Miracle Man may be hard to
locate in this territory with its
limited population. Nevertheless,
they point out, if the industry is
willing to kick, in with the right
sort of coin, such a man of Will
Hays’ stature, would be unearthed
to guide the film industry out Of
the morass it has gotten itself into
because of its Rip Van Winkle
attitude towards powerful and
virile Opposition,
Many Down Under showmen
frankly admit that glamor quit the
local scene when pen-and-ink men
introduce limited budgets cover¬
ing publicity-exploitation, brought
in chain store operation methods,
had Staffs give an account of the
number of powder room supplies
used weekly, and nixed an overplay
of front-of-house hally-hoo, figur¬
ing that a few posters and oneinch newspaper display ads were
sufficient to sell a production.
Glamor came back into the
Aussie Show biz scene with
“Around World in 80 Days,” mainly
because Mike Todd said there was
no limit on the coin to be used
for bally. Now local showmen have
been bitten by the ballyhoo bug.
paramount steps .into the bally¬
hoo for “10 Commandments,” due
for. the Prince Edward here next
March on two-a-day and upped
scale. There will he big bally, too,
for such pix as “Bridge on River
Kwai” (Col) and “Peyton Place”
(20th).
.
Here McIntyre, topper of Uni¬
versal-international here, has been
mentioned; as suitable for the
Miracle Man role.

Sydney, Jan. 28.
Greater Union Theatres, under
the chairmanship of Norman B.
Rydge, is understood readying to
turn
over
certain
so-called
Rome, Jan. 28.
“fringe houses to selected man¬
; In. one of the rare decisions in
agers foi* operation on a family
Tel Aviv, Jan. 28.
favor
of
the
claimant
in a plagiar¬
A Jerusalem court has ordered house basis.
ism case; Rome courts have voted
the owners of the local Eden Cin¬
“Fringe” cinemas are . those un¬ a decision in favor of writer Gio¬
ema to supply six free tickets near: economical to run oii a loop setup
vanni Cbmmisso. He claimed that
the centre of the house for each because they are regarded as be¬
a feature pic of some years back,
performance for the next five years ing on the fringe of good show ter¬
“Anni Facili” (Easy Years), had
to the heirs of a late American ritory. Via low overhead, plus re¬
been" lifted, front his book, “Cincitizen, Albert L. Floyd. Floyd duced staff, these cinemas would ismo a Roma.” .
leased the estate to the present be okay under solo management.
Court decision ordered the film
managers 12 years ago on the con¬ GUT some time ago reset a house
company,
Ponti
DeLaurentiis
dition that six ducats be made at Lane Cove, nearby family su¬
Prods., to pay Commisso damages
available at any time they are burb, with the Hoyts’ circuit doing
totaling the entire take of the fea¬
asked for. The court granted the likewise at Neutral Bay with sat¬ ture during its release.
Magis¬
heirs permission to pass the seats isfactory results. GUT will now go trate, after comparing the book
to anyone else but forbade their ahead unloading, several other arid the film, found them “of such
sale.
“fringe” houses. .
an identity of representation (so
Another lawsuit involving a
A spokesman said that , the up¬ as to constitute) a ' single idea,
cinema was heard in the small beat Of tele here (sets are re¬ which, constitutes toe revelation of
town of Affula, Israel, where the ported as selling at the rate of $2,- plagiary of a high juridic degree,”
council had close'd down a third 000,000 per month), had nothing (Pic (and book) were based on the
cinema claiming that tWo houses whatever to do with. this unloading adventures amid Roman bureauc¬
were enough for the citizens of plan.
Exhibs see a bright year racy and with the red tape of a
that community. The court ordered ahead for the Aussie cinema setup Sicilian.
Film was produced in
the city to issue a license to open with the outstanding product com¬ 1953 and released in this country
the cinema.
ing in now.
by Paramount . Films.

Israeli Court Orders
Cinema to Grant Passes

‘Nationality Days’ At Brussels

Scribe Wins Plagiarism
Action in Rome Court

International
International Experimental Film Festival, April 21-27, with awards to
cinematic devices contributing most to future development of the film;
World Film Festival, May 20 to Juno 13, best films of 1957; survey of
the motion.picture from, its beginnings to the present, concluding with
a gold medal award to “the best film °f all time,” Oct. 12-18; concerts
of martial music by leading military bands; International Meeting of
Youth Orchestras; July 13-20; Festival of Experiental Music, presenting
experiments in the field of electronic reproduction of music, Oct. 5-10;
International Festival of Marionette Theatres, displaying skills of the
world’s leading puppeteers; May 17, July. 26, Sept. 27; International
Festival of University Theatres, surveying contemporary trends in the
dramatic arts. Aug. 2-9..

s

U.S. Shoestring-&-Private Charity
Continued from page 1
gium Miss Cisney promoted $3,000
|

from the Norman Fund.
Transportation Was the stagger¬
ing item to get around; since round

trip stands $900 per head. In the
Case of the Yale U.’s drama depart¬
ment production of Archibald MacLeish’s “JB” the make-do financing
calls for the troupe to play U. S.
Army installations in Europe,
thereby entitling it to military
plane transport both ways.
International Cultural Exchange
(State Dept.) found $60,000 to fi¬
nance the Julliard Orchestra which
will make the U. S. competitive to
all other nations In the “youth
music” side of the expo. Harry
Belafonte comes under the head of
a philantrophist, donating his ser¬
vices for four concerts in Septem! her with his entourage. Apparently
America’s “Little Theatre” move¬
ment, something which does not
exist in ahy other country, will
have a company at Brussels. Unless
some Congressibnal money is. avail¬
able these 4rassrobters will travel
under funds raised by themselves
on Main Street, U. S. A.
American Ballet Theatre is . re¬
ported another of the events on
Miss C i s n e y ’ s schedule. Here,
again, advantage is taking of the
company’s presence overseas on
another State Dept. tour.
Richard Griffith of the N. Y.
Museum of Modern .Art and a
committee is selecting a program
of documentary films illustrating
life in. America and it’s hoped the
producers will deadhead the nega¬
tives.
The operating funds of the U. S.
Pavillion and Theatre were cut to
$800,000 .(buildings cost over $10,-

000,000) and of this sum $200,000
went at once to equip them with
curtains, lights and jso on. A main
item of expense will be transport
from N. Y. of the City Center party
of 85 which, under Miss Dalrymple
will offer “CarousCl,” “Susannah”
“Our Town” and “Glass Menag¬
erie.” With* these four eyents, plus
the 11-odd of Miss Cisney’s'negoti¬
ation, the U. S. participation still
has a lot to go to fill the 26-week
time span. Hence the hope that
Congress will rise to the need so
that American will not have to
.shoestring it against Russia’s shootthe-bankroll plan.
As the U. S. plan to date began
to piece together last week, her
doctor ordered Miss Cisney to im¬
mediately rest. In doing so she
drew the laurel of “immeasurable”
achievement from Cullman who
hailed her as “a lady Atlas,”

London, Jan; 28.
Jack Cardiff, one of Britain’s top
cameramen (he. was on such pix
as “African Queen” and “War and
Peace”), will direct his first Brit¬
ish feature film, following some
directorial stints on the Continent.
Cardiff’s debut as director will be
for Zonic Productions on “Intent
to Kill” drama starring Richard
Todd and Betsy Blake.
Location work* will be done , in
Montreal.
Cardiff and producer
Adrian Worker, have flown there
for a looksee. “Intent” is a sus¬
pense drama about a political, fac¬
tion seeking to bump off a South
American president, arid will, he
released by 20th-Fox.
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Aussie Biz Upbeat At
Cinema Attributed To
Lighter Type of Fare

Cdlas ROes La Scala, Too
Milan, Feb. 4.
Maria Meneghinl Callas’ recent “open letter” to the Italian pub¬
lic, which most observers here have interpreted as an open at¬
tack on La Scala, her home base, has had widespread repercus¬
sions throughout Italy. Milano opera showcase is said to be con¬
templating possible disciplinary action.
Pointedly, the Greek soprano in her appeal refuted accusations
regarding her walkouts of performances at Vienna and Edinburgh
on the basis that She personally was not legally held to them (as
had been claimed) by contract with the La Scala. Other comments
by the diva were more specifically directed at the Scala organiza¬
tion itself, and at reports blaming her—and not the theatre—for
organizational deficiencies resulting in two previous ‘‘Callas af¬
fairs.”
i
The La Scala management is expected to meet soon to discuss
action on the controversy raised by the singer, and to study a re¬
port which is to be presented to the Mayor of Milano, Virgilio Fer¬
rari.
Milan Opera circles also expressed surprise at the singer’s reported statements on a U.S. video show to the effect that she was ■
glad that things had gone the way they did, and that the recent
Rome incident had shown her that she was necessary to the public.

Sydney, Jan. 28.
Upward biz trend at the cinema
boxoffice in Aussie is seen as re¬
flecting a swing to the “let’s for¬
get” type of product, with thumbs
down oh War, westerns and prob¬
lem pix. , Top exhibs say. that if
Hollywood can contiqpe to supply
this lighter type of product, biz
here will continue on the upgrade
irrespective of what tele has to
offer.
That films have not lost their
appeal with* the masses is strongly
indicated by the trade Currently
being done*; here with “Love in
Afternoon” (UA), “April Love”
(20th), “to Girls” (M-G), “Don’t
Go Near JYater” (M-G), “Around
W&rld in B0 Days” (U-A), ‘Carry
On, Admiral” (U), “Affair to Re¬
member” (20th) and “My Man God¬
frey” (U),
Showmen , here want to forget
the last half of 1957 with its over¬
play of shot-and-shell, trigger^
', cowboys, and blatant sex.
_ te the summer heat, a long
drought,
and
disastrous
hush*
fires, tv, late-closing saloons and
plush clubs, good pix arc pulling
the patrons and the marquees are
maihly carrying^ the tab of Yank
fare, indicating that Hollywood is
doing alright for itself in the An¬
tipodes,
*

France Sees Yank Film
Italo Solons
Check M-G Tie Many Staffs in Europe S
To Cinecitta
Rome, Jan. 28.
.Metro’s imminent occupancy of
Rome’s Cinecitta Studios; for the

making

of “Ben Hur” has been the
subject of an interrogation^ in the
Italian Chamber of Deputies. *A'
congressman, Mario Calabro, has
officially queried the government
regarding the recent pacts, linking
Metro and the Cinecitta setup, his
Implication being that the Yank
production would practically mo-,
nopolize the available studio space,
thus leaving little or nothing for
Use by Italo producers.
Specifically,
Calabro
asked
whether (1) Cineeitta would, be
reserved for the exclusive use of
the Metro unit during the films,
shooting sked here; (2) lipw many
sound stages have been reserved
for “Ben Hur” and how. many will
remain for use by local filmmakers;
and (3), if and in what measure the
use of Italo actors, Workers. End
technicians has been guaranteed. •
The Mefro-Cinecitta agreements
were, signed some time ago. They
concern both the use of technical
facilities as well as the labor rela¬
tions angles via a‘ pact between
Metro and the democratic Italian
labor unions.
While it’s known that the Italian
Aim toppers would prefer foreign
pix made here to be co-produced
(“Ben Hur” is exclusively a Metro
project), an industry spokesman,
nevertheless expressed surprise at
the interrogation by Calabro. - He
- indicated that while no release
coin would be forthcoming front the
“Ben Hur” enterprise the local pic
Industry should be delighted by
the employment opportunity of¬
fered extras, workers and techni¬
cians "by the Yank, production,
especially in view of the current
critical period in which the local
film Industry finds itself.

CLASSICAL & JAZZ
TURNS FOR STRATFORD
Stratford, Ont., Feb. 4
“The.Beggar’s Opera;” the Fes¬
tival Singers and Vancouver-bpm
bass-baritone Donald Bell will top
the roster at the four-week Music
Festival here next summer. Wilbur
de Paris, Errol Garner, Carmen
McRae, Billy Taylor and Canadianborn Moe Hoffman will be the jazz
toppers.' Latter's. “Swinging Shep¬
herd Blues” is a rising hit on Ju¬
bilee.
Folk music will be represented
by Marais and Miranda, Richard
Dyer ? Bennett and
Canadians
Jacques Lebresque aud Emma Caslor. Noah Greenberg will conduct
the N. Y. Pro Muslca-in two con¬
certs of Renaissance and Baroque
period music. All programs will be
in the air conditioned Avon Thea¬
tre, a film house, instead of pre¬
vious Concert Hall.
Tom Brown will stage and Louis
Applebaum conduct •’Beggar's
Opera” for 12 performances. It’s
the Frederick Austin version of
John Gay’s work, and ran nearly
four years In London in the 20’s.
Donald Bell will fly in from Ger¬
many, where he’ll be touring at
time.

i

Paris, Febi 4.
With both optimistic and pessi¬
mistic; prognostications oh the fu¬
ture of Hollywood and films regu¬
lar trade patter, Yank reps of
American major companies: here
are also getting into the act. As
Hollywood majors tighten belts,
prototypes feel that the same might
follow in the overseas branches.
However, there is breast beating
here because all feel that the
Yank place in international marts
is assured. This does not preclude
realignment and retrenchment be¬
cause of get-tough policies from
Continental countries, the Com¬
mon Film Mart. and stricter quoth
Conditions.
. U. S. reps opine, in some cases,that companies probably eventu¬
ally will have to begin streamlin¬
ing their offices abroad in order to
cut overhead.' Old talks of merg¬
er are afloat again. RKO has not;
yet cut its staff .drastically; and
is picking up foreign and Yank j
indie films -for its quotas.
But
some great changes
expected
soon.
Some sources point out that.
American films still take top per*!
centages in all the leading Con¬
tinental markets; and will continue,
to do so since U. S. pix, via dubr
bing, publicity, star;; names; and
blockbusters, are staple items. But
growing big scale European pro¬
duction, plus more inter-Conti¬
nental reciprocation with needed
screen space, may mean more
squeezes on the Yanks. For ex¬
ample, in Paris there is a big
problem of getting good firstrun
outlets since burgeoning Gallic
production has tied up many of |
the lucrative houses. At any rate,
with 50% of Yank grossers coming,
from abroad, the foreign biz may ■
get greater priorities.

Madrid, Feb. 4.
Two gala theatre openings give
evidence of continuing legit vital¬
ity and growing public favor. New
Teatro Goya has posthumous wofk
of Jacinto Benavente, “El Bufon de
Hamlet,” starring Manual Dicenta,
Maria Guerrero and Berta Riaza.^
Alberto Closas is presenting his*
versiop of the Italian modern mus¬
ical, “Buona Notte, Bettina” at the
Teatro Cbmedia.
Inauguration of the dernier cri
Teatro Goya marks a legit exodus
from the confining back streets ad¬
jacent to the main stem Gran Via
to the newer and more spacious
nabe that extends from Cafe Gijpn
to the Velasquez limits of . Calle
Goya. In addition to Goya and the
one-year old Teatro Recoletos fac¬
ing the egghead Cafe Gijpn, a
former theatre in new legit area;
Beatrlz, which operated as a film
salon for years, reverts back to:
legit in March when Tennessee
Williams’ *‘Rose Tattoo” ip given a
Spanish adaptation.
Legit expansion is not without
its growing pains. Theatre circles
here report several major com¬
panies are no longer meeting pay¬
rolls, adding that house units are
maladmihistered by an excess of
non-professional staffers.

EADY FUND NOW LOOKS
TO GROSS $6,700,000
London, Feb, 4
The government estimate that
the statutory Eady Fund, would
gross over $10,000,000 in its first
year is not being justified by re¬
turns. The latest figures Indicate
that* the Fund will net little more
than $6,700,000 in the current
year.
The gap between estimate and
performance is largely due to the
serious sharp decline in paid ad¬
missions, which has affected pic¬
ture theatres throughout the coun¬
try. In the first 10 weeks of the
statutory levy, collections into the
Fund have been well below $1,400,000. The rate of distribution,
however, has increased from
22V6% to 30%.

Hangary Buys U. S. Pix
Paris, Jan. 28;
Marc ‘ Spiegel, Motion Picture
Export Assn, rep until Feb. 1
when Fred Gronich takes over, re¬
cently concluded a sale of 10 pix
to Hungary. Films will be paid
for with dollars in ;N. Y., the aver¬
age being ebout $3,000 per pic.
Most pix are fairly recent ones,
with comedies and musicals pre¬
dominating.
Like Poland, with
which Siegel also recently con¬
cluded a pact, the accent seems to
be on escapism.
Spiegel told
Variety that Poland and Hungary
would be the only satellites with
which the MPEA would deal.

Constant Coincidence
l

Lebanon, Pa.

Editor, Variety :
It was only natural for me when
I was planning a trip last year to
Vienna, Austria, on a stoiy assign¬
ment, to turn to Variety. . Figur¬
ing anyone who writes for your
publication knows the local scene,
I telephoned your correspondent,
Emil Maass,'when I arrived in
yienna. I identified myself and
asked if. I could see him.
“I’ll be right oyer,” he said.
In no time he walked into the
lounge of the Hotel Bristol where
I was . staying.
“How are things ^on Cumberland
Street?” he immeditely asked.
“How is the Bon Ton Store doing?
Do you still use that red streamer
on the front pajge of the Daily
News?”
7
Well, you can imagine my re¬
action to this bombardment of
purely . Lebanon,
Pennsylvania,
references!
Yes, Emil Maass had lived in
Lebanon many years ago.
. It’s a small world, thanks to
Variety.
And thanks to Maass, I
learned much afbout Vienna in a
relatively short time.

Ted Gress,
City Editor,
Daily News.
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Deal Falls Through On
Old Vaudery in London;
Lew Lake Remains as Op
London, Jan. 28.
Lew Lake, owner of the Collins
Music Hall, one of London’s oldest
vauderies, which recently threat¬
ened to go dark, told Variety that
a deal to sell the theatre to fair¬
ground magnate John Collins was
being held up because of “one or
two complications.”
Collins, who despite his name
has no previous connection with
the vaudery, put up $14,000 as a
deposit on the property several
months ago. /At that time, permis¬
sion was being sought from the
London County Council by a firm
of millers to convert the theatre
into a warehouse and offices. The
fairground operator stepped in and
made a bid to buy the vaude house
With the intention of operating it
himself.
Since then, Lake is reported to
have had a change of heart about
disposing of the property, and had
decided that whatever happened, he
would continue to run the theatre
himself. Lake admitted that sev¬
eral snags had cropped up which
had cooled down the deal some¬
what,, and added that if it finally
went cold, he would keep the vaud¬
ery alive. .
Meanwhile, another music hall
which put the shutters, up recently,
the Camberwell Palace . Theatre,
continues to remain dark despite
a plea from the Variety Artists’
Federation to the local Council to
support a scheme which could
agin "'make it operational..
The
theatre is to be converted into a
supermarket:

Best’ Awards In
Spain*Film Biz
Madrid, Feb. 4.
Sindicato Nacional del Espectaculo selected the. annual San Juan
Bosco winners" with the two main
325,000 peseta Oscars
($7,500)
awarded to “...Y Elegio el Infierno” (I Chose Hell) for the film
best reflecting Spain’s reigning
political and religious convictions,
and to “Ultimo CupJe” (Last Song)
as the quality standard hearer dur¬
ing 1957.
Three additional feature film
cash kudos went to “Amanecer en
Puerto Oscuro” (Dawn on the
Malaga Coast), “La Puerta Abierta”
(Open Door) and “Los Angeles delVolante” (Cab Drivers).'
In
the
documentary
class,
“Goya,”
“Garden
Music”
and
“Green Coast” each received $500
in local currency.
Sarita Montiel, credited as prin¬
cipal . ingredient for prodigious
“Ultimo Cuple” box-office mara¬
thon, was declared ineligible for
best actress designation; Spanish
stir had acquired Mexican nation¬
ality during early career years.
Emma Penella and Paco Rabal won
best performance laurels.
Saenz de Heredia was named
best director, Lucas and Gallardo
screenwriting team was singled out
in the scribbling department while
principal technical honors went to
cameraman Manuel Berenger, art
director Andre Simont and music
composer Lembergh.
Awards were made at the San
Juan Bosco dinner, in the presence
of government personalities, sindi¬
cato chiefs and an outpouring of
film industry celebs.

Pub Scares Off Thug
Norwich, Vt., Feb, 4.
A newspaperman was right on
the spot when a lone gunman at¬
tempted to rob the Exeter Street
Theatre here.
The intruder fled empty-handed
when he saw Walter C. Paine, pub¬
lisher of The Valley News in West
Lebanon, N. H:, approach the
: house.
A wild shot narrowly missed the
l cashier.

London, Jan. 28.
A week of snow, ice and intense
cold did not seriously hurt returns
at first-run situations here al¬
though it affected the take at some
of the long-running pix. -However,
Around World in 80 Days,” “10
Commandments/’ “Cinerama Hol¬
iday” and “Bridge on the River
Kwai” all . continued in the big
money stakes while newcomers like
"Pal Joey” and “Jailhouse Rock’*
made a distinct impact on the b.o,
“Commandments/’ in its ' ninth
Plaza round, hit a fancy $18,000, a
slight dip over the previous week
but still very big. This applies also
to “80 Days,” where the 30th frame
was close to $14,000. “Cinerama
Holiday,” on its second anniversarystanza, grossed a smash $15,000 in
the 104th session.
“Pal Joey,” which in its opening
frame broke the Leicester Square
Theatre house record, still is great
at $12,500 in third round. “River
Kwai,” in its second West End
stint, grossed a boff $12,000 in its
fourth week at the Odeon, Marble
Arch.

“Jailhouse Rock” looks fancy
$14,000 at Empire in second round.
Other sturdy entries include “Cow¬
boy,” sturdy $11,000 or more in its
first frame at the Odeon, Leicester
Square and “Enemy Below/’ which
continues stout $8,500 hi third
Carlton week.
Estimates for Last Week
Astoria (CMA)
(1.474; $1.20$2.15):. — “Around World” (UA)
(30th wk). Almost $14,000, great
for length of run.
Carlton* (20th) (1,128; 70-$2.15)—
“Enemy Below” (20th) (3d wk).
Stout $8,500 or near. Last week,
$9,800.
“Naked
Earth”
(20 th)
preems Jan. 30.
Casino (Indie) (1.337; 70-$2,15)—
“Cinerama Holiday” (Robin) (104th
wk).
Second anniversary ended
with smash $15,000. Stays on until;
Feb. 22 when “Seven Wonders of
World” (Cinerama) set to follow
Feb. 26.
Empire (M-G) (3.099; 55-S1.70)—
“Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) (2d wk).
Fancy $14,000 or near. First week,
$15,000. “I Accuse’’ (M-G) due
Jan. 30.
Gaumont (CMA) 1.500; 50-$1.70)
—“Blue Murder at St Trinian’s”
(BL) (6th wk). Almost $8,500, big
for time of run.
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,376; 50-$1.70)—“Pal Joey” (Col)
(3d wk). Smash $12,500 or near.
Second was $13,000, “Witness for
Prosecution” (UA) moves in Jan. 30.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50$1.70)—“Legend of Lost” (UA).
Heading for steady $7,500. .
,
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$1.70)—“Cowboy” (Col).
Brisk $11,000. “Tale of Two Cities'*
(Rank) due in Feb. 6.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2.200; 50-$1.70)—“Bridge on the
River Kwai” (Col) (4th wk). Boff
$12,000. Third was $12,600. “Pal
Joey” is due Jan. 31.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 95-$2.80)—
“10 Commandments” (Par) (9th
wk). Smash $18,000, Stays indef.
. Rialto (20th) (592; 50-$1.3(j)—
“No Down Payment” (20th) (2d
wk). Steady $4,500. First Week
was $5,300.
Ritz (M-G) (432; 50-$1.30> —
‘’Prince and Showgirl” (WB), Av¬
erage $2,000 or near.
Studio One (APT) (600; 30-$1.20>
—“Perri” (Disney) (6th wk). Good
$2,700. Fifth was $2,900. Holds.
Warner (WB) (1.785; 50-$1.70)—
“Chase Crooked Shadow” (ABP)
(2d wk). Steady $7,000 or near.
First week wbs $7,800. Stay*? a
third frames with “Sayonara” (WB)
set to follow Feb. 6.

Iturbi Plays in Israel

1

Tel Aviv, Jan. 28.
Overflow audience hailed the.
first appearance here-of conduc¬
tor-pianist Jose Iturbi, when he
conducted the Israel Philharmonic
at the Frederic R. Mann Audito¬
rium. The Israeli orch seemed not
quite up to. the brilliance de¬
manded by the guest, though he
spoke flatteringly of the group.
Maestro Iturbi will play concerts
in Jerusalem and Haifa in addition
to two more in Tel Aviv on the
trip.
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Film Cos/ Ad Outlay Drops in 17
Columbia has become disen¬
chanted' with Times Square. Filin

Terming the occasion “historic,”*
Eric A. Johnston, president of Mo¬
tion Picture Assn, of America, yes¬
terday (Tues.) told a press Confer¬
ence in New. York that the industry
Is ready to move with its longpending, so-called business build¬
ing program.
Samuel Rosen, speaking in the
absence of Ernest Stellings, presi¬
dent of Theatre Owners of Amer¬
ica, stated that exhibition will put
up its share of required financing,
amounting to. $1,150,000 to be com¬
puted on basis of one-half of L%
of last year’s film rentals. Rosen
said he would pledge such dona¬
tions in behalf of his own. circuit
(Stanley Warner) along with United
Paramount and National Theatres,
adding that Loew’s and RKO are
“ready to go along.” Distributors
are committed to match the exhib
money dollar for dollar.
’
Sol A. Schwartz, president Of
RKO chains, said he’d participate
as indicated but injected; a note of
disapproval with the program so
far as fostership is concerned.
Schwartz objected to the TOA
identity With the project, prefer¬
ring instead that it be billed only
as an all-industry endeavor. Cir¬
cuit exec, who reminded that RKO
is not a TOA member, said he saw
no point in public announcements
about TOA being in, and Ailed
States being out, for this would
communicate to public disharmony
that exists.
Herman Levy, counsel for TOA,
disclosed that Stellings had dic¬
tated a press statement anent the
desire for' all exhibitors to join the
campaign. Again Schwartz raised
an objection, asking no statements
from any individual but simply a
description of the project as be¬
ing under the aegis of the entire
industry.
Levy advised, Schwartz to issue
a similar statement for RKO, and
emphasized that TOA is not claim¬
ing author. Abe Montague, repping
both MPAA and the Council of Mo¬
tion picture Organizations, said
TOA’s position was merely; one of
participating organization.
Breakdown on how the total in¬
dustry fund (of $2,300,000) is to be
expended was given by Roger
Lewis, former chairman of the
MPAA’s ad-pub directors commit¬
tee,. Appropriation of $950,000 is
for newspaper advertising in cities
of 50,000 or more. Ads are to apper weekly, beginning in April,
and while specific pictures are not
to be mentioned, film companies
are free to place their own ad¬
jacent paid-for copy.
A radio campaign is to be. ex¬
tended nationally at a cost of
$300,000.
The. Oscar telecast is figured at
$570,000 to $600,000, the latter de¬
signed to preclude local spot com¬
mercials.
The broad field of public rela¬
tions is itemized at $150,000, and
costs of administration, production,
etc., $250,000.
COMPO will be used “to the
fullest .extent,” said Montague.
Participants at the huddle said
the campaign is to be continuous,
not limited to a one-shot try.

N.Y.’S BEEKMAN LOOMS
AS FUTURE FIRST-RUN
Beekman Theatre, N.Y., plush
second-run house on the East side,
likely will switch to a firstrun po¬
licy, Clem Perry, v.p. and general
manager of the Rugoff & Becker
circuit, reported last week.
Perry noted that the theatre was
'doing “very nice” business in its
expanding neighborhood, and that
he was “in no hurry” to change the
policy.
However, he said, if
enough firstrun product can be
lined up, the Beekman probably
will go firstrun..
There had been a good deal of
pressure on Perry for some time
to turn the Beekman into a firstrun release house, providing an¬
other outlet for foreign films.
Henry Sherek, British legit man¬
ager, is writing his memoirs, which
will be called "Not in Front of the
Children.”

Attendance Figures Up
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Elmer C. Rhoden National
Theatres prexy, reported film
theatre attendance in South¬
ern California over last week¬
end comparable to last year’s
corresponding figure. Big pix
released during holiday season
has resulted in “.marked im¬
provement.”

"Run9 Up Front
Chicago; Feb. 4..
Belief of some industryites that
film page newspaper advertising
has lost its pull-power is disputed
here by Ed Seguin, ad-pub topper
for the Balaban & Katz circuit. His
stand, in substance: If tickets aren’t
moving, don’t blame the pageblame the copy. “Ads,” he states,
“have to. create enough, wantrtosee to get them (patrons); out.”
Seguin cited the opening last
Thanksgiving of “Sad Sack" at the
Chicago Theatre, B&K flagship.
Only advance ads ran the day be¬
fore on amusement pages, and pic
grossed sock $12,000 its first day.
Issue arose over 20th-Fox’ $40,000 ad outlay for Its “Farewell to.
Arms” preem here at the indie Ori¬
ental.
Campaign, personally
helmed by Charles Einfeld, com¬
pany’s ad chief, called for important
expenditures on news and women’s
pages in Chi dailies, as well as in
nabe gazettes and radio spot sat¬
uration. In Seguin’s view, ads for
the pic which, ran on news and
women’s pages "got lost” because
they weren’t composed for those
(Continued on page 18)
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company, reportedly is so fed up
with the losses sustained in this
NeW York showcase belt that the
future likely will see relatively
rare instances where a Col produc¬
tion is opened at one of the firstrun houses.
Various other distributors in
past have been disgruntled with
the economics of first-run engage¬
ments in Gotham. The result was
that the Broadway spots were by¬
passed with certain kind of prod¬
uct—specifically, . the
"nervous
’A’ ” feature that lent itself to
saturation bookings in the neigh¬
borhood circuits.
: But these were booked
a
more: or less one-shot basis, where¬
as Col is thinking in terms of near¬
ly a total avoidance of the show¬
cases. In other words, Broadway
will undergo a blackout in large
part so fair as Col is concerned.
Film Corporation’s new hands-off
Broadway thinking stems from the
fact, that of all of its pictures to
open at a first-run in the past sev¬
eral months only one showed a
profit. This was “Pal Joey,” at
the ; Capitol. Even the widely ac¬
claimed and elsewhere-successful
“Operation Madball” wound up at
a deficit. At the Palace, “Bridge
on the River Kwai” will come out
on top but on a long-haul booking
basis..
•
Looking doubtful, presently, is
!‘Bonjours Tristesse” despite a sub¬
stantial ad. campaign for the Capi¬
tol run. (it’s also hardly a secret
that Col did a burn over the re-.|
views, given this Otto Preminger
entry.)
Cause behind the fiscal hardship
in the first-run; area is two-fold:
(1), promotional activity to the ex¬
tent deemed necessary means an
outlay of $20,000 to $25,000 in the
minimum; (2), to this must be add¬
ed
theatre
overhead
expense,
which is regarded as unrealistically
high.
A majbr' consideration in past
years was the "prestige,r t6 be got¬
ten opt °t a New York first-run
showcasing but the . importance of
this is now lessening in the minds
of some film execs/

The ‘Orderly’ Man
Minneapolis, Feb.. 4.
Edward L. Hyman, United^
Paramount vice president, is
coming to Minneapolis March
13 to tell this territory’s exhi¬
bitors about the progress that
has been made toward “order¬
ly” spacing of top Hollywood
pictures and what it should
mean to exhibition.
All of the area’s theatreowners will he invited to attend
the meeting at which United
Paramount’s Northwest circuit
(Minnesota Amusement Co.)
will be the host

Downbeat Stories
Need Constructive
Counter-Views
The spotlight is op the film in¬
dustry-in the lay press, Holly¬
wood’s woes have been played up
in page one news stories and spe¬
cial features interpreting the “de¬
cline.” Examples are N.Y. Times
featuring of Sindlinger report de¬
tailing the effect of the sale of fea¬
ture pictures to television, N.Y.
Herald Tribune’s William Zinnser’s
three-part Sunday analysis of the
industry, Jess Steam’s series in the
N.Y. Daily News, add in Ronald
Reagan’s testimony before a Con¬
gressional tax committee as head
of the Screen Actors Guild.
The industry’s reaction was typi¬
cal of its traditional ostrich-like
attitude. Most frequent comment
was "why do they have to do this
to;-us?” Although the picture biz
has long appealed to newspapers
as an outlet for its publicity, it is
quick to cry "foul” when the fourth
estate undertakes a realistic ap(Continued on page 16)
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Heorst’s Gedimun On ‘Soles-At-Any-Price’
(All U.S. Biz Suffers Narrowing Ratio of Profit to Volume)
M*- By ROBERT J. LANDRY »♦+♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
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Some significant and arresting statements were" Mansfield,” this contestant is only not the grand
Uttered at the Edgewater Beach Hotel. (Chicago!
winner, but in fact, a loser by Comparison.
Jan. 20 by H. James Gediman, exec veep of Hears!
Gediman does not sneak up oh his point which
Advertising Service. His audience was the News¬
is that present merchandizing procedures are “the
paper Advertising Executives Assn.
Gediman’s;
craziest” and that advertising expenditures today
remarks were not, of course,, aimed at the film inexceed the payroll in many companies and even
dustry, but at aU industry. Still the application and ./the cost of raw materials, as Clarence Eldredge
logic to. pictures in its present travail is not obscure.
_vstated..not long since to the Assn, of National Adver¬
“Headlong pursuit of salesrat-any-price” must be,
tisers.
said the Hearstman, “abruptly reconstituted and
Advertising,/Gediman stressed, ought always to
squared with Certain- fundamentals.”
Note this
be the direct, personal, responsibility of top man¬
crack:
agement: It cannot be otherwise in the context of
narrowing margins of profit despite'’ Increasing
“There is plenty of soom in business for
total sales.
showmanship, but American industry is hot.
Variety now speaking: the film business has tra¬
Show Business, and Show Business is' not Aynery
ditionally depended upOn newspaper space to put
can Industry ”
over
its point-of-sale messages. Radio and televi¬
Theatre and circuit operators will scarcely fail
sion remain, to this day, “controversial” amongrthe
to nod understanding^ when Gediman remarks that
exploiters
of current screen offerings. Miracle“Tv is a medium that can be viewed by the public
working air saturation campaigns, despite the bril¬
With a detachment verging on boredom.” This, of
liancy of Terry Turner in New England and the
shimmer of Gordon McLendon In Texas, are not
generally emulated. Hence, there is a certain af¬
New Use of Copy
finity between the newspapers and the picture industpr in that (a) they respect each other and (b)
.
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
they recognize a common competitor ini video.
Sales chief, of 20th-Fox, Alex Harrison, de¬
Gediman talks ticket-selling language when he
plores oldfashioned fixations, of film sell and
says,
lVc “the arrival of goods at the giyen market for
thinks blind repetition at this time of threat to
retail sale means they have been sent to sales fac¬
the business’ very survival is '“suicidal.”
tories; tLjy are at this point like the raw material
. He expands some of his known ideas. Use of
that enters the plants Where the goods were made.
theatre page instead of imaginative run-of-paNewspapers are part of the accelerating and process¬
per throws too much dependence on “copy,”
ing machinery for the manufacture of those sales.”
Cah the ad steal the whole amusement page?
Gediman, also X-rays psychological behavior de¬
If not, it isn’t doing the big job.
velopments in the researching of distribution prob¬
; New uses of newspapers is in order.
lems and referred to “almost comic-opera termin¬
ology” spoon-fed to the gentry by self-appointed
course, is no neW: point. For 25 years newspapers
Yogi. He wondered if the Yogi have any awareness
and magazines, not to mention outdoor display, have
or appreciation of publishing—where every item of
pot-shotted at the strange appeal to the advertiser
every single issue is entirely different from the
of playing angel to entertainment. Gediman’s way
issue before. “The New York Times on a Sunday
of saying the same is this “Television brings but
Will set copy and print 18,467 individual ads in
the impresario.lurking beneath the thin insulation of.
one Issue.” He speculated aloud at the Chicago
the sponsor’s; business practicality. It is also, by
meeting whether newspapers needed more “psych¬
conjugal contagion, frequently encountered in his
ological mystique” to. make themselves more glamor¬
wife.’’
ous via-a-vis video? “We are telling the truth, but is
For a further fillup on the theme he comments
it. exciting?”
that
businessman is sometimes puzzled at the
Nothing could be more pertinent to current jit¬
intricacies of television giveaway programs. Though, ters in the film industry than Gediman’s remark
a contestant collects “a Buick, a refrigerator, a life¬
about business in general: “The* executive throne
time annuity and two weeks in Acapulco with Jayne
is becoming an uneasy chair.”

Continuing a trend of recent
years, advertising by the major film
companies in national magazine*
and the Sunday newspaper supple¬
ments dropped again in 1957.
To an- extent, this reflects the
fewer number of pictures in re¬
lease, but primarily it’s indicative
of. economies in ad. spending and
the feeling that more is to. be
gained in pointrof-sale newspaper
splurges.
Statistics made a v ail a b 1 e by
Publishers Information Bureau to
Variety show that the companies
spent a* total of $3,082,415 in ad¬
vertising in the mags and supple¬
ments. This compares to $3,517,007
in 1956 aiid $3,634^553 f in 1955.
However? for most of 1957, the fig¬
ures aren’t precisely comparable to
1956 since the companies lost some
outlets with the fold of Collier’s,
the Woman’s Home Companion and
some other mags.
Most striking drop is registered
i ’57 by the Sunday supplements.
Film ad expenditures in that media
hit a new low last year, with only
$353,942, of which This Week got
the major share with $155)240. In
195&, the supps got $378,232 and
the year before $576,185. At one
time, in 1952, the supplements got
close tq $800,000, and that year the
total mag and supplement take
from films ran to $4,425,313,
Mag Spending
Tn the magazine field alone, the
1957 film outlay was $2,728,473
against $3,138,775 in ’56. Back in
1950 that same total ran to
$3 996 612,
The .mag field still sees the week¬
lies and bi-weeklies ahead, with
Life, Time, Newsweek, the Satur-.
day Evening Post* etc. garnering
$1,226,436 last year. Life’s share
dropped from $599:100 in 1956 to
$467,430 in ’57 and Time, too, went
down, to $19,300 from $31,630.
Women’s mags last year got
$527,008 with McCalls leading the
field with $177,163 and Seventeen
showing a slight improvement to
$97,270 from $76,600. Total for/he
women’s mags in ’56 was $490,805.
General monthlies (Argosy, Es¬
quire, Readers Digest, etc.) got
$242,994 last year,. Which is about
the same as in 1956. Fan mags im¬
proved to $724,935 from $668,8981
Film companies continue to iff?
nore wide mag areas, such as the.
home publications, youth,' business,
farm, outdoor and sports, mechan¬
ics and science, etc.
Metro Topped
While the detailed compilation
of ad expenditures is available only
for the 11 months of Jan. through
Nov., 1957, PlB figures clearly
show that Metro is the ad leader
for the year. It spent $778,214 6n
17 films in the mags and $52,865 in
the supplements. By contrast. Uni¬
versal, Which in the past has rated
high, spent only $363,571 in the
mags and not a penny in the supp&
That total covered 15 films.
-At Metro, “Les Girls” got the
biggest ride With an expenditure
of $210)247 in the mags, “Silk
Stockings” rated $24,351 in the
mags and $52,865 in the supps.
Paramount’* mag ad. outlay for
“Ten Commandments” is put at
$22,164, indicating tfie amount of
free space garnered by the film. At
20th-Fox, “Island in the Sun” was
plugged $14,485 worth in the mags
and $117,250 worth in the supple¬
ments and “Hatful of Rain.” got a
$93,057 ride in both the mags and
the Sunday supplements.
United Artists splurged. $96,733
worth on. the Hecht-Lancaster re¬
lease, “Sweet Smell of Success”
and Warner Brothers spent $72,479
advertising “Spirit of St. Louis” in
the mags, dittoing with $71,960 for
“Sayonara.” Allied Artists spent
$95,012 on “Love in the Afternoon”
and Columbia invested $72,825 in
magazine ads for “Jeanne Eagles.”
Compilation makes it clear that the
companies tend to support their
“nervous” films,' allowing the suc¬
cesses to skate along on their own
momentum.
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82,000,000 READERS MONTHLY!
[ these columns appear in LOOK, MCCALL’S, GOOD HOUSEKEEPING,
[ COSMOPOLITAN, REDBOOK, SEVENTEEN, PARENTS’ TRUE STORY ‘
, And

Mon s Roar Column in THE SATURDAY EVENING POST

PICTURE
OF THE MONTH

“The only Hell is being unable to love...”
So says Yul Brynner as Dmitri, most
passionate of “The Brothers Karamaaov”,
in a fiery scene from the filming of this
mighty novel. He is speaking to Grushenka,
the pliant beauty craved by his own father.
She brushes a kiss across Dmitri’s lips.
Whispering:
“That's all I have—being able to love.
When you came in tonight, I thought my
heart would hurst. I wanted you'so much.
And then I saw your eyes...arid the pis¬
tols...were you really going to shoot me?”

This scene has a lusty excitement. So
does the entire story of the exploding emo¬
tions of the Karamazovs—father and sons
—their loves; their friends, their enemies.
Writer-director Richard Brooks' adapta¬
tion and the throbbing performances of a
large all-star cast faithfully follow the
many moods of master story-teller,
Dostoyevsky,
According to producer Pandro S. Ber¬
man, more than half of the large Avon
Production budget went to acquire the ex¬
actly right stars. Brynner is magnificent in
his latest role since his Award-winning
“The King and I”. Maria Schell, already
Earned as a great international actress,
wins new acclaim with her role of earthy,
vital Grushenka and Claire Bloom’s cling¬
ing, suddenly awakened Katya solidifies
her popularity with audiences. Others elo¬
quently present in this sprawling canvas
are: Lee J. Cobb, Albert Salmi,;Richard,
Basehart and William Shatner.
M-G-M has planned “The Brothers
Karamazov" for ten years. As the result
unfolded before us in Metrocolor, we were
glad thdy waited for the perfect creative
combination of technicians and cast.
No list of the cast is complete without
inentioning one more person. The viewer.
It is not too muclrto say that anyone who
has ever loved; hated, prayed, sacrificed,
raged, or plotted revenge.. .must find some
part of himself or herself here. The best
part, the worst part. Or both.
As all men are brothers, so are ail men
and women “The Brothers Karamazov”. It
is a distinct and distinguished achieve¬
ment.
P.S. “Get more out of life... go out to a
movief”

“Merry Andrew" in two happy words is
Danny Kaye. And this new Sol C. Siegel
production from M-G-M in CinemaScope
and Metrocolor is Danny's first picture in
three years. [
Danny has lots of most agreeable co-star¬
ring company to help with the high-flying
hilarity, Extra added distractions like lovely
Pier Angeli. And the celebrated basso,
Baccaloni, who made his comedy debut in
“Full of Life". As well as Robert Coote of
“My Fair Lady" fame, together with Noel
Purcell and Patricia Cutts.

But most of all, the story is decidedly off
the beaten sound track for even the biggest
of musical comedies, It also happens to be
very funny, with scope for all of Danny’s
ten-foot-tall talents. He is Andrew Larabee*
shy-guy schoolteacher in an exclusive boys'
school who, while searching for a fabled
Roman treasure, pitches camp on a site
claimed by a traveling circus.
Danny as a lion-tamer ... Danny in . top
hat and tails on the flying trapeze. . .Danny
as a chin-up “stout fella" who tries to teach
manners to five volatile Gallini Brothers
who own a circus...are just a few of the
justly heralded Kaye-O’s.
Michael Kidd, making his director debut,
puts the same dash and pace into the roman¬
tics. and plot antics as into the dance se¬
quences for which he's been known hitherto.
Based on a story by Paul Gallico, Isobel
Lennart's and I. A. L. Diamond’s screen¬
play keeps everybody hot and humming.
Speaking of humming, the songs (music
by Saul Chaplin, the associate producer,
and lyrics by Johnny Mercer) alternately
jump,, soothe,, astound and titillate. Of the
eight tunes, we bring to our mind’s ear: the
ballad**You Can't Always Have What You,
Want", the happy-go-lickety “Everything
is Tickety Boo", the pantomimed “Pipes of
Pan", the patter delight “The Square of the
Hypotenuse", and “Buona Fortuha’’, whose
bacchanalian flavor so robustly co-features
BaccalOni.
“Merry Andrew" is aptly named. Not just
something for everybody. But just about
everything for everybody—all wrapped up
ih a big.bright Metrocolor package. A con¬
tinuous flow of fun. fun. fun.

ONLY
M-G-M
DOES
ITS
M-G-M alone highlights
its vast advertising penetra¬
tion with regular monthly
columns in top national
magazines.
Now the mighty “THE
BROTHERS KARAMAZOV";
next “MERRY ANDREW"
for your Happy Easter
Holiday Attraction.
These famed columns com¬
mand preferred attention,
up front, with no other ads
permitted, on the most-read
“Table of Contents” page.
They are rated “best-read of
their size” by the scientific
Starch surveys.
Just part of the big build¬
up for TWO bountiful block¬
busters from M-G-M...

"THE BROTHERS
KARAMAZOV”
"MERRY ’ANDREW”
P.S.

“SEVEN HILLS OF ROME”
BIG AT MUSIC HALL, N.Y.!
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Downbeat Stories

‘Sayonara andTeytonPlace’Pacers;
‘Water/ ‘Raintree/ Teller: 4,5,

—— Continued from page 14 as
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DJS.-D.S.S.R. at Standing Gallop
In arranging the cultural exchange treaty with the Russians the
U. S. Government was simply opening a channel of communication
between private American industry and the tightly controlled
Soviet monopoly. Turner Shelton, head of the motion picture divi¬
sion of the U. S. Information Agency, said Monday (3).
Shelton took an important part in the negotiations with the
Russians re the film part ofthe agreement which, he emphasized j
-carefully avoids the terms “exchange” and “reciprocity.”
“What We have impressed on the'Soviets is that there must be
a basis of equality in our film dealings with' them,” he held.
“Obviously, such an equality does not exist now, with their features
coming into the TJ, S. unhindered while none of our pictures have
been sold to Russia since. 1948. The main aim is to get discussions
going regarding the sale of our films to the Soviets: and that can
only be done by'equalizing the current imbalance.”
Shelton said that. In his extensive contacts With the Russian
negotiators, it appeared to him that they had"finally abandoned
the idea that the American industry must, (be could) guarantee
wide distribution of Russian pictures In the States before Russia
bought American films.
e
Significance of the new cultural agreement is that, “for the first
time,” the American Government officially favors the sale of films
to the Soviets.

praisal of co'nditions in the Industoy. To be sure, not ail the com¬
ments in the lay press have accu¬
rate. However; there is: ho overall
industry bureau or group that can,
-undertake the task of setting the
reeprd straight.
(Variety’^
regular weekly
On a small scale, individuals
hoxofiice reports are summar¬
and such , organizations as the Mo¬
ized each month, retrospective¬
tion Picture Assn, of America and
ly. Based on an average of 24
the Council of Motion Picture
1. “Sayonara” (WB).
key situations, the source data
Organizations have attempted to
2. “Peyton Place” (20th).
constitute an adequate sam¬
serve as a public relations connec¬
3. “Around World” (UA).
pling of curTent releases hut is.
tion- for the industry, but it’s felt
4. “Near Water” (M-G).
not, of course, fully definite.'
that their efforts have barely
5. “Baintree” (M-G).
An index of relative grossing
scratched the surface. In general
6
.
“Old
Yeller”
(BV).
strength in the U. S.-Canada
picture biz woefully lacks overall
7. “7 Wonders” (Cinerama).
market, the monthly report
public relations outlook and liason
8
.
^Created
Woman**
(Kings).
does not pretend to express
With publishers.
9. “Paradise” (Cinerama).
total rentals.)
10. “Legend of Lost” (UA).
As an example of what should
have been, done on industry basis
1L
“Enemy
Below”
(20th).
By MIKE WEAB
12. “Sad Sack” (Par).
is perhaps demonstrated by a re¬
After the gloomy boxoffice 'tid¬
cent experience of Ernie Einerling,
ings in December, exhibitors be¬
pub-ad chief of Loew's Theatres:
“Deep Six” (WB) has shown up
gan to wonder if the bottom had" okay on two engagements to date. Emerling, a frequent observer of
not sprung a lethal leak. But the; ‘ “My Man Godfrey” (U) did well press handling of film news, makes
it his business to write to pub¬
glowing January ^results . changed enough in adding fresh coin to lishers, editors and reporters when
all' that. In fact, most key cities land as runner-up film one Week. their newspapers carry either good
ThatV. N.Y. Film Companies’ Evaluation of State
reported the greatest intake for ‘10 Commandments” (Par), which or bad things about the picture in¬
has. finished major first-run date dustry. Recently he noticed a com¬
Dept. Pact With Moscow
the first month of a new fear in excepting in L.A. andN.Y., is start¬
ment in a midwest paper that it’s
the last four or five years.* Some
ing to drag in amazing coin from too bid that the film, companies dp
idea of the upsurge is obtained
Smaller keys and top subsequent- not include that particular city on
“It’s nothing more tlfen an expressed an opinion that networks
from the fact that the first four runs in bigger cities.
the itinerary for star tours. This agreement to agree.”
might find themselves become tools
highest grossing pictures 'amassed
comment prompted Emerlmg to
‘Jamboree”
(WB)
chipped
in
That’s
how an executive at one of an Administration’s foreign pol¬
the huge total of better than $6,write to the paper that the film com¬ of the film companies last week icy. However, Government spokes¬
©00,000 for the 31-day period in with some good to okay engage¬
“Rbdan’\ (DCA) came panies would be more than happy characterized the new Russo-Amer-. men say they have discussed the
the 23 representative key cities ments.
through with startling big grosses to send stars to that city if; the lo¬ ican cultural exchange pact under matter with broadcasting officials,
covered by Variety.
in keys where given all-out. bally. cal newspapers were more cooper¬ which the Soviets are to buy and have promises of considerable,
“Sayonara” (WB) was cham¬
“Razzia” (Kass) came through ative. He pointed out that every American features and documen¬ support*
pion at the wickets' last month
with good to big returns in sev¬ time .any performers were sent to taries.
The agreement also provides for
with better than $2,000,000 gross. J
eral spots:“Paths of Glory” (UA), the city, they were brushed off by
At the Motion Picture Export exchanges of theatrical, dance,
Pic hit the fantastic gross figure;
just getting .started, hints of doing the dailies.
Assn, nothing was known on choral* and other groups, includ¬
cf $714,000 in the year-end holi¬
He
indicated
that
star
tours
ate
very well with some sock openings
symphony
orchestras
and
day Week. It was closely followed,
Costly and therefore the thesps are whether or . not the Russians now, ing
during the? year-end holidays..
understood and appreciated the im¬ great soloists in. the performing
by “Peyton Place” (20th). Both pix
sent only to cities where they cari
still were running on extended-run
be. assured of the cooperation of possibility of the kind of “recipro¬ arts:
engagements as the month ended.
Also written into the deal is an
the local; press.; Emerling’s letter city”* on which they’ve insisted in
“Around the World in 80 Days”
brought a. prompt reply from the the past. It was said that the State agreement to study direct plane
(UA) slipped back ,to third posi¬
publisher of the news organization Dept, has “impressed” this on the flights between this country and
Soviet negotiators during the talks. Russia.
tion in the face of the great trade
S Continued from page 5 rssssi- which has a virtual monopoly in
MPEA prexy Eric Johnston has
done by these two newcomers. ‘‘80
the city. The publisher noted that
hardly 'advocate the paper had changed its policy agreed to head up the negotiating
Days” had finished first for seven industry
Johnston tb Dicker
team
which is to discuss terms
‘quick profit” tv sales for. another and would be happy to cover the
different months prior to this.
Washington, Feb. 4.
“Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G) reason. They're fearful of becom¬ activities of visiting personalities. and conditions with the Russians
in
the.
film
field.
He’s
expected
to
State
Dept, formally announced
This
achievement,
on
the
sur¬
was a strong fourth-place winner, ing identified as “liquidators” (a
face, may seem insignificant, but have his first meeting this.week, last Wednesday (29) that Eric
this comedy about naval men show¬
term loathed. in financial circles) if expanded on a nation-wide basis though he’s been busy in his new Johnston had been appointed to
ing surprising strength during the
year-end
holidays.
“Raintree and advocacy of tv sellouts could by an overall industry p.r. group, job of publicizing the Administra¬ head the U. S. film interests in
tion’s foreign aid program.
negotiations between the . U. S.
County,” also from Metro, climbed easily give them such identifica¬ it can- accomplish a great deal, it’s
Prior efforts to Come to an un¬ and the Soviet Union for the sale
up to fifth position when released tion. In other words the big money felt; in' improving the industry’s
relationship
with
the
nation’s
and
purchase of entertainment mo¬
derstanding
With
the
Russians
re
on continuous run policy in most men haVe their personal reputa¬
press; Downbeat Stories, it’s noted films have. foundered on (1.) the tion pictures.
localities.
tions -at stake.
can be counteracted with facts and question of price, and (2.) the is¬
He
will work in cooperation with
‘God Created Bardot*
Also looming importantly are a figures that will show that perhaps sue of reciprocity. In 1948, Eric leaders of the distributors and ex¬
“Old Yeller” (BV) wound up
conditions aren’t as dire as they Johnston, negotiated a film- deal porters of American films and
sixth, getting an unusually large couple of intra-trade factors.
seem and that Hollywood, as. a with Moscow for the sale of Amer¬ those who Want to import Soviet
All old pictures, of course, can’t source of theatrical films, is still
juve play.
“Seven Wonders of
ican films in blocks of 20 for$lv- films.
World” (Cinerama) dropped: down be thrown on the theatre re-run a living and breathing centre.
[000,000 per package. The Russians
' to seventh place. It was fifth in market. But some can “clean up”
The industry, always feels that it balked at the price and, eventual¬
December.
“And Gdd Created
is the one singled out by the press.
ly, couldn’t make up their fiiinds
Woman” <Kings) managed to cop pier Disney’s “Bambi” and “Cin¬ However, recent stories in news¬
on more than-seven films but of
eighth position, being the first derella” each of Which drew over papers
have
spotlighted
the
a list of 200 submitted to them.
French pic to achieve such high $1,500,000 on repeat.
troubles of the automobile and air¬
Again, in late 1950, Johnston
Related to the whole problem Is craft industries. Yet these indus¬
rating in Variety's list in years.
wrath
of
the
Hollywood
talent
toured the Iron Curtain countries
tries'
have,
not
put
out
the;
“unfair”
“Search for Paradise” (Ciner¬
guilds.
All
are
vigorously
opposed
discussing
film deals and: stopped
sign. It's stressed that the picture
ama), which already has proved
that it is not another “Wonders,” to feeding the television beast. biz ^miist. take a realistic view of in Moscow, where “reciprocity”
They
feel
library
sales
would
mean
again
proved
the stumbling block.
what is. happening, if a n£ws story
wound up ninth- "Legend of Lost”
(UA) landed 10th money, rather a death blow to the production end hits. the facts on the nose, there (In New York, the feeling at
of
industry.
It's
conceivable
that
the
companies
is that the new
appears to be no sense in trying to
amazing in view of the crix barbs
these film colony groups, who have disprove it. However, it’s felt that State Dept, exchange pact consti¬
In some cities,
an asserted right to participate in a realistic effort must be made tn tutes little more than an agreement
The U. S. Government in no way
“Enemy Below” (20th) Copped
the proceeds from tv - sales, might present the positive, side when it on principle. Executives note that wishes to dictate to the film in¬
11th place while “Sad Sack” (Par),
demand such a large percentage exists. It is in this department that Soviet features are freely imported dustry What' types of filnis should
which was very big the final week
as to make the deals economically. the industry appears to be woefully but enjoy limited circulation sim¬ be. sold to the Soviet Union,
in December, rounds out the Unfeasible for the distribs.
laeking.
ply because,' like other foreign though the Government is willing
Golden Dozen. “Sack” found the
films, they .are of limited appeal. to offer “advice” ?if asked for it.
competition from big blockbusters
It’s questioned toxwhat extent even That’s the word from Turner Shelrather tough to haiidle, but man¬
the distributors could “force” Rus¬ ton, head of the motion picture
aged to cop a fifth place one week
sian releases into theatres.)
section for the TJ. S. Information
in JanUary.
In the radio-tv field, the agree¬ Agency.
“Tarnished Angels” (U-); “Germent calls for .the following:
Asked about reports that'' the
vaise” (Cont) and “Pal Joey”
An exchange of radio and televi¬ agency had nixed the export of
(Col) were the runner-up films. Oak Lawn Exhib Angry—Queries U.S. Tax Bureau
sion broadcasts on science, tech¬ certain films to. countries in which
Last-named was second in Decem¬
nology, industry, agriculture, edu¬ the International Media Guarantee
10c Is Rental for Gear, Not Part of Admission
ber.
cation, public health, and sports.
program is operative, i*e. Yugo¬
While the lineup of new prod¬
Regular exchanges of transcribed slavia, Turkey, etc,, Shelton said
uct does not shape as strongly as
Efforts by 20th-Fox to partici¬ charge and is not considered to be classical, folk and contemporary this was a horse of a different
the year-end fare, there are sev¬
part of the amount paid for admis¬ music on tape and records, and ex¬ color in that the Media Guarantee
eral promising entries. “Farewell pate in the drive-in rental of in-car sion to your theatre.”
change of filmed musical, literary, plan was supported by public
to Arms” (20th) looms as stand¬ heaters during the winter months
Wrote Kohlberg in the wire: theatrical and similar television monies and it Was the agency’s
out newcomer on the basis of has drawn an angry complaint from
“The author of this new-effort to productions.
function to protect the interests of
three or four • initial playdates.
For the future, and in principle, the U. S.
Stanford S. Kohlberg ;whb operates discourage a new source of reve“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col), at
the Starlite ozoner at Oak Lawn, ; hue from the drive-in theatres. Who an agreement for an exchange of
However,
said
Shelton,
the
present playing in only three key Ill. Kohlberg' also is president of have been closed during this sea¬ broadcasts bn international politi¬
number of pictures turned down
cities, looks to make a mint of
Standord Industries which dis¬ son in previous years,, has made a cal '‘problems* No agreement has by the; USIA on that basis was
money for the company. It is still
been
reached
on
the
jamming
of
very
serious
error
and
should
be
tributes the Bernz-O-Matic In-Car
small, perhaps no more than 100
running schedule capacity in N.Y.
reprimanded.”
our broadcasts to Russia.
heaters. .
out of a total of some 1,500 titles
at the Palace, with seats being sold
Exchange of sound record and submitted.
In a wire to 20th prexy Spyros P.
At 20th, the explanation is
past Easter, already.
1
telecasting equipment.
that it insists on sharing in any
Skouras, Kohlberg said the 20th
"Wild Is Wind” (Par) also looks demand was “disappointing and
Exchange of delegations of spe¬
revenue from sales or services
like a comer, judging from its detrimental? to winter operations
that, are not optional fqr pa¬
cialists to study production of pro¬
strong showings in three or four of drive-ins> He said he had been
trons and 20th holds that the
grams, techniques, manufacture of
test
engagements
last
month. successful in convincing over 50
in-car heaters at the drive-ins
equipment, etc.
*
“Quiet American” (UA) so far has ozonCrs to keep open during, the
Government officials admit We
must be rented by anyone
been a bit uneven.
“Flesh Is cpld season and that the 20th move
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
coming to see the show. Were
ate walking on eggs on this section
Weak” (DCA) shows some prom¬ “may discourage a few thousand
William Mueller, head of the
their rental optional, 20th
and it would be impossible for us
ise.
more drive-ins from risking winter
wouldn’t ask to share in it, a
to monitor Russia properly to de¬ Warner Bros, sound department
• “Long Haul” (Col), a bit spotty operation.”
.
company exec stated. He addtermine whether it is giving our for the past TO years and -a 31year
la date, has done nicely in a
In connection with his wire,
red that, in several instances,
material the same kind of playing vet of the company, has exited and
is being replaced by Georg*
Ccuple of keys.
The same com¬ Kohlberg said the excise tax branch
the. drive-ins. had dropped
time we give theirs.
pany’s release, “Bonjour Tristesse,” of the U. S. Treasury had been
their regular prices, from 75c.
Jt Was also admitted that the Groves, of the sound department.
Also leaving WB are Mueller’s
is disappointing thus . far.
How¬ consulted and had replied that “the
to 50c, and had charged cus¬
final decision on what to offer on
ever, it has been tested only in charge of 10c for the use of the
tomers an extra. 25c. for the
the air must be made by the net¬ assistants, Sid Ryan, Jeny Best
heater.
two key cities, N.Y. and Pliilly. heater is in the nature of a. rental
works and stations. Newsmen here and Lloyd Goldsmith.

Jannary’s B.O. Boffs

Liquidators

If They Want It,
Coast Can Get

20th-Fox Seeks % of Heater Fee

MUELLER & AIDES EXIT
WB’S SOUND DEPT
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Paramount 'Presents
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MaMiE VAN DorM
"produced by VVi-Li.iANf HPE^t-SER-O'
Directed by GeoRge SeatoN
Written by FAY and MiCHAee KANiN
A "Paramount "ReJease

CLASS BY
ITSELF
Because They’re
In A Class
By Themselves!

This is one of those truly great boxoffice comedies which can truly be said
to be "in a class by itself." Exhibitors
will long remember its blockbusting
business as audiences will long
remember its rib-busting fun.
These tremendous boxoffice ingre¬
dients speak for themselves: CLARK
GABLE as a hard-headed editor whose

Spread the slogan!

Get more out of life. . . Go out to a moviel

arm's been twisted to try some night
school Journalism ... DORIS DAY as
the marriage-minded gal who takes
on teaching gay dog Gable some
new tricks.
'58's Very Forward Look in Comedy
.is among the most powerful ticket¬
selling pictures ever produced by
PERLBERG-SEATON.
SONGS: "Teacher’s Pet" * "Teacher’s Pet Mambo"
“The Girl Who invented Rock and Roll”

is_PlttUHES

Producers on Color t Widescreen;
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Carnegie Claims Bias, Sues
Plaza, UJL and Loped;
Ignored on Trosecntion’
Antitrust suit charging United
Artists with illegally favoring the
Plaza Theatre in . regard to “art”
pictures was filed in Federal Dis¬
trict Court Monday. (3) by Little
Carnegie Inc,, operators of the Lit¬
tle Carnegie Theatre,
Named
as
defendants
were
United Artists Corp.,. Robert S.
Benjamin, William Heineman and
Arthur B. Krim (all UA execs);
Robert Dowling, head of City In¬
vesting, the 58th St. Playhouse Inc.,
operators of the: Plaza; Max Felierman and Ilya Eopert, both of Lopert Films.
... V
Action claimed the defendants
had personally conspired among
one another to see that UA-.would
turn over its ait product to the
Plaza without giving the Little
Carnegie a chance to acquire it.
it charged that UA had refused to
let the Little Carnegie bid or
negotiate for a specific film,' “Wit¬
ness forrthe Prosecution,” which js
opening
day-and-date tomorrow
(Thurs.) at the Plaza, and Astor
theatres.
The Little Carnegie asked the
court to enjoin UA from licensing
any feature to the Plaza unless
other art house have an equal op¬
portunity to negotiate for it.
It
also asked for damages sustained,
Le. the court would set the amount.
Suit was filed for the Little Carne¬
gie by Monroe Stein.
It held the defendants were* in
violation pf. the anti-trust laws,
having offered "Witness” to the
Plaza exclusively without permit¬
ting the Little Camegie ta either
negotiate for a firstrun booking or
even see the film.
Suit further , asked the cburt to
enjoin Fellerman from accepting
employment from UA until he has
ceased all employment from Lopert; : Fellerman works for Lopert
Films, but books the Astor and Vic¬
toria theatres, which are operated
by UA.

The American companies have♦
nixed a patent claim of Hans Karl ;
Baby Sitter Slant
Opfermann, a German inventor,
Who claims that Hollywood’s Color
Cleveland, Feb. 4.
and widescreen films are using a
The Play; House has a special
deal for young couples who
principle he originated.
can’t afford to hire a baby,
Opfermann says he has a color
sitter and alsu attend the
arrangement, graded according to
theatre. Every Tuesday and.
the color values of given subsects
Wednesday night, Couples who
arranged at specified distances
have, the price of two admis¬
from a camera, that will create
sions will have, their baby sit¬
depth on the screen. He patented
ter fees paid.
the idea back in 1942 In Germany.
Also two tickets will be
The German Zeiss company at one ,
given the baby Sitter plus 50c
point fought the . patent, but .then
in cash for the baby sitter's
made a deal with him.
travel expenses via Cleveland
The American companies agree
.Transit'
that the Opfermann theory is valid,
and that they are in fact using it.
However, they claim that the pat¬
ent “lacks novelty” and that, even
if Opfermann should sue, the pat¬
ent claim would be found to be so
restrictive in nature as to be use-;
less to him.
Two facts have yet to be estab¬
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
lished. The first is whether the
This year, once its own planned'
Opfermann patent is good andrsec- extensive feature production pro¬
ond, whether it has “been infringed. gram has gotten well underway,
The companies have their doubts Metro will throw open its studio to
on the first and deny the second. independents on a rental basis.
Opfermann is currently in New Loew’s prexy Josep R. Vogel not
York. He was informed of the com¬ only disclosed this intention to
panies’ rejection of his claims last keep the vast Culver . City plant, as
week via the Motion Picture Assn, active as possible, but added that
©f America.
it’s his company’s intention to
make it financially practical and
attractive for independent pro¬
ducers to avail themselves of
Metro’s extensive facilities.
Vogel pointed to the fact that
Metro is one of the most complete
studios in the world, much less
this area. “There isn’t anything
that a producer might want that
Columbia will release 35 fea¬ isn’t available right oh this lot,”
tures, in addition to “The Bridge Vogel said and then added that
on the River Kwai”—set for spe¬ Metro will be able to at least meet,;
cial release—during seven-month if not better, the “cost factor” in¬
period of February through Au¬ dependents are presented with at
gust. Number is said to be one of other rental studios.
the largest ever distributed by Co¬
in reply to reports that Loew’s
lumbia in a similar period.
-was contemplating selling off some
Washington, Feb. 4.
Broken down, lineup of releases; of its Culver City Teal estate, VOgel
Senator- Paul Douglas (D., Ill.)
includes nine during February and | said that the rstudio has several
March, 16 during April-June and parcels of land it could sell off, has declared limited area war on
10 in July and August. Total of 13 “but every offer we get is always two films which he thinks should
of the 35 Will be in color, seven in higher than the previous one.” The not be shown at a time of juvenile
Cinemascope and one in Techni- company prexy added that it’s pos¬ delinquency. Subject of his dis¬
sible that sooner or later an offer affection are "I Was a Teen Age
rama. Schedule is as follows:
Frankenstein”
and
“Blood
of
February: “Bonjour Tristesse,” will cdme along, that’s so attrac¬
Dracula” which are paired as a
“Crash Landing,” “Going Steady,” tive, particularly if the company
twin
bill
in
two
theatres
in
subur¬
needs
cash,
it
won’t
be
feasible
to
“The World Was His Jury/’ “How
turn it down, but meanwhile the ban Arlington County, Va.
to Murder a Rich Uncle.”
real estate can only get more valu¬ . In a telegram to the Arlington
March: “Cowboy,” “Bitter Vic¬
able with the passage of time.
County Board, Douglas asserted:
tory," “Curse of the Demon,” “The
Also in the possible future of
"In view of the terrible outbursts
True Story of Lynn Stuart.”
the Metro studio is an Oil drilling of juvenile crime, movies such as
April: “this Angry Age,” “The project. Geologists say there’s a
these , are advertised as being
Goddess,”
“Screaming
Mimi,” valuable pool under and around would seem to be a pandering to
“Let’s Rock,” “Paradise Lagoon,” the studio property, and the most
and a. stimulent of the sadistic im¬
“High Flight,” “Ghost of the China likely place to drill, the experts
pulses of impressionable boys and
Sea.”
told Vogel, is right under the stu-r girls.”
The Senator described
May: “Tank Force,” "Gideon of dio’s .parking lot facing the Thill- himself as “horrified” by the ads.
Scotland Yard,” “The Lineup.”
berg Building.
Wade Pearson, who manages the
June: “Revenge of Franken¬
theatres and several others in
stein,” “The Camp on Blood Is¬
Northern Virginia, wired Douglas,
land,” "The Seventh Voyage of
“the pictures are being pretty well
Sirtbad” “The Case Against Brook¬
received. We are not responsible
lyn.” “She Played with Fire,”
for the advertising.”
“Apache Territory.”
Metro is an unbeat mood—judg¬
July: “The Key,” “Gunman’s
ing from the handouts issued daily
Walk,” “The Whole Truth,” “For¬
from the company’s abbreviated
bidden Island,” “Outlaws of Paint¬
N.Y. publicity department. Hardly
ed Canyon,” “Pretty Boy Floyd.”
a day goes by without a fanfare
Atlanta, Feb. 4.
.
August: “Me and the Colonel,”
about the company’s new produc¬
“The Name’s Buchanan,” “Juke
David O. SelznickV “Farewell to
tion plans and the b.o. results of;
Box Jamboree,” “The Snorkel;”
its pictures currently playing in Arms/’ got off to a running start
theatres. Such enthusiasm, hash’t Thursday _<30) at Roxy under a
been noticed since Metro’s trou¬ l combo grind-hard ticket policy.
bles started more than two years Rock Hudson, Jennifer Jones, Vit¬
torio de Sica starrer is being shown
ago.
Dan Terrell’s N.Y. $taff will have twice, in continuous shows in after¬
you know, for example, that “talk noons at $1.25 for all seats. One
of the industry are the excellent showing at night has all seats re¬
grosses being chalked up by ‘Don’t served,- going at $1.65 for main
. Chicago, Feb. 4.
Go Near, the Water.’” According floor , and $1.25 for balcony. Roxy
Paramount’s “Wild iso Wind” will to the company, the picture has has L0Q6 se^ts, house having been
-reach its first outlying run here taken in $3,000,000 in 198 first-run trimmed down to that 'number
With only one deletion and not two, engagements. “Raintree County,.” when'.. Cinerama took . over and
as originally demanded by Chicago despite the so-so notices, is also ■yanked out more than 1,000 seats
Police Censor ^Board in exchange big one; Metro says. It’s claimed, to make way for. its three booths
for a white ticket permitting juye that in the first 50 index cities the rand other necegsary equipage.
trade.
picture has $1,500,000 for a total - Loews Grand Theatre has sched¬
Only excision. for. the nabes is of 121 weeks of playing time. It’s uled Metro’s .“Raintree County”
the . birth of a lamb, scene. This said to be grossing approximately for opening Thursday (6). Theatre
and a shot of Anna Magnaiii enter¬ the same as “Teahouse of the Aug-: had the Elizabeth Taylor, Mont¬
ing Tony Franciosa’s bedroom ust Moon” and “High . Society,” gomery, Clift; Eva Marie Saint spec¬
prompted the censor board to give two of the company’s top releases tacular,. filmed in Metro’s new
pic a pink ticket (adults only) for in recent years, and beating “Black¬ Camera 65 process, scheduled ear¬
its current firstrun at the Par- board Jungle.” M-G is also high on lier in January, but held off While
owned Esquire, where “Wind” is the Mario Lanza starrer, “Seven mulling a policy, including pos¬
expected to show for a record- Hills of Rome,” which is said to sibility of road showing. It was de¬
breaking minimum of eight Weeks. have topped the opening day gross cided to' grind “Raintree” and
Now in its seventh Esquire of “The Great Caruso,” which, prices have been set at 90c for
round, film goes to at ’■ ast £0 holds the all-time record for total daytime sessions and $1.25 for
nabes starting Feb. 21.
gross at the Radio City Music Hall. nights.

• To Irnfies, Vogel Han;
May Sell Some of Land

SENATOR RAPS AD COPY
FOR HORROR FILMS

DAN TERRELL SOUNDS
FIFE ON/NEW METRO’

Grind By Day, Reserved
Policy Nights for ‘Arms’ j

Dicker With Cop Censors
For Juvenile Okay On

ITednetdayt February S, 1958
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Japs MayMoveTiIm Week’to Paris;
Ponder Own N.Y. Office & Showcase
Ed Seguin’
Continued from pace 14

w japan may shift its annual film
week from New York to Paris next
year, Shiro Kido, prez of the Mo¬
tion Picture Assn, of Japan and of
the Shochiku Co., said in New York
this week.

sections. They simply were filmpage layouts, and Seguin doubts
they contributed much, in propor¬
tion to their cost, to “Farewell’s”
smash first round here.
B&K, he said, has used other
pages often in the -past, but “in
addition to, not at the sacrifice of,
amusement pages.” Working with
a $20,000 budget for “Solid Gold
Cadillac’s” bow last October at the
Chicago, Seguin made sizable space
buys on the financial and women’s
pages, but tailored his ads especi¬
ally for those positions. Even so, '
Seguin feels, “we didn’t help our¬
selves” with those buys.
Seguin also took cognizance of
the make-the-most-with-what-youhave theme exhibitors have been
hearing. He pointed to ads for
“Tall Stranger”-“Oregon Passage”
combo at the Roosevelt, one of two
B&K action houses in the Loop.
Copy was headlined, ’TWO of the
BIGGEST!’ Only the theatre screen
can bring ’em this size .. . bigger’n
life ... real as life in Cinemascope
and color.”

Universal Mgt Avainst
Proposal Rat Directors
Most Own Shares in Co.

The second Japanese film week
at the Museum of Modem Art end¬
ed last week (31) and the Japanese
delegation felt_that it had been a
success- both via press attention
garnered and via commercial of¬
fers for some Of the pictures
shown.
Kido said he thought the Amer¬
ican market represented a consid¬
erable export potential for the
Japanese industry "in ai few. years,”
but said that, for the pioment, Eu¬
rope probably looked more interesting. That’s ihe reason why, in
1959, the film week may be set
for Paris.”
Kido reported that he was still
actively examining the New York
"art” theatre situation with a view
to renting a house as a showcase
for Japanese films. The Japanese
plan seems to be to get part of the
playing time in an established out¬
let. They had originally hoped to
get four months out of the year
at the Pathe-owned Paris Theatre.
However, the house is not availble
to them;
.
Japanese industry probably will
open an office iii New York, Kido
said. Through it, more information
about current Japanese production
will be channelled into the States.
Office will also screen pix for the
distributors.
Kido leaves New York for Lon¬
don today (Wed.) to start on a sixweek tour that will take him
through Europe to the Near and
Far East. On the trip, he will in¬
vestigate the possibility of show¬
cases for Japanese films and-also
the distribution situation. He’s due
back in Tokyo March 16.

The management of Universal is
opposed to a resolution, which Will
be presented to the stockholders at
the annual meeting on March 12,
requiring that every director shall
own at least 100 shafts of common
or preferred stock of the company.
Resolution, included at the insist-,
ence of minority stockholders
Lewis and John Gilbert, excludes
those directors who have been
elected as the nominees of Decca
Records, which owns 754,885 shares
of common stock, constituting
77.2390 of the voting securities.
In asking stockholders to oppose
the. Gilberts’ resolution, the man¬
!:
Berlin* Feb. 4.
agement said it does not believe
Berlin. Senate has recommended
that financial investment in the !
to the foreign ministry at Bonn
company should be made a deter¬
that the Soviet Union be invited to
mining factor in the ^qualification
participate in this year’s Berlin
of an individual to serve as a
International Film Festival.
director of the company. The com¬
The West German government
pany, the management says, might,
.so far hasn’t taken a position on
as a result, be deprived of the
the recommendation. Presumably,
services of persons who can make
the decision will have to be made
valuable contributions to the com¬
at a high political level.
pany as directors.
Till now; neither the Russians
The Gilberts, familiar figure* at nor any of the Communist nations
corporation stockholder meetings, have been asked to show their
have for many years campaigned films in Berlin.
for stock ownership among direc¬
tors. According to the proxy: state¬
ment, the directors of Universal
own a total of 116.shares of com-:
mon stock and 180 Of preferred
stock. However four of the direc¬
tors—Milton Rackmii, Albert. A.
Garthwaite, Harold I. Thorp and
Samuel H.
Vallance—are
also
Seattle, Feb. 4.
directors of Decca Records.
>
Paramount Theatre reverts to
Company has a total of 50,140 Evergreen Circuit Feb. 6th which
shares of 4V4% cumulative pre¬ leaves Stanley Warner’s1 Cinerama
ferred stock and 927,254 Shares of operation 10 days to move out its
common stock outstanding:;
equipment, following closing of the
In addition to the directors hbuse
as
a
Cinerama
outlet.
named, board members tip for re- Evergreen Theatre&’will then start
election include Nate Blumberg, conversion to regular picture polAlfred E. Daff, Preston Davie, John jicy, details to be revealed later.
O’Connor, Budd Rogers and Daniel Not determined as to when re¬
M. She^ffer..
opening will he possible.
Normal seating is over 3,000, the
city’s largest cinema, but cut.
down for cinerama to 1,282. For¬
mer seating capacity will be re¬
stored.

Soviet May Get

Restore 1,282 Seats Of
Cinerama to Capacity
(3,000) at Seattle Par

HISTORICAL NOVELS
HAVE PASSED HEYDAY

Honolulu, Feb. 4.
Novel sales generally are down,
rion-fiction is up—and television
actually serves to stimulate inter¬
est in reading and book-buying. So
says Eric Swenson* senior editor of
the W. W, Norton Co. who flew in
to act as “midwife” as author Wil¬
liam Lederer finished his latest
book “The Ugly American.”
“The Francoise Sagan sort of
things are doing well, while the
heyday of the historical romance
is over,” Swenson told inter¬
viewers.
*
/•
.
Asked if he recommended that
writers have an agent, Swenson rer
plied: "About 90% of them do—
and should. An author needs an
agent as soon as his manuscript is
accepted for publication.”

The Man Says
Chicago, Feb. 4.
Elm Theatre, suburban Elmwood
Park indie, has pulled a switch by
reverting to a seven-day operation
after four years as a weekendsonly house. Upswing at the boxoffice of late, coupled with a san¬
guine biz outlook by owner Basil
Charuhas, are-said to have prompt¬
ed the move.
Elm, which Charuhas built in
1937, is undergoing considerable
refurbishing.. New drapes, curtains
and a wider screen are already in,
with lobby touches and the canopy
next in line. Cost will total about
$5,000 when completed.

Wednesday, February 5, 1958
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BB SHARPSHOOTER

(Business Building,
of course)

What's dll the shootin' about?
Why is the Prize Baby posing for this picture with his sights set on
your boxoffice?
Simply to remind you that he's doing it every day of the week—and
furnish the proof that he's hitting the target with the most success at
the least cost!
Yet, the Prize Baby is only as good as his high calibre ammunition
—42.9 gauge trailers*—by far, the most surefire in the entire show¬
manship arsenal!

20
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Film Reviews
Continued -from page 6 ;

Spanish Affair
players who ate unknown to Amer¬
ican audiences. Hence, the pic¬
ture’s potential will have to be
fiuilt largely upon word-of-mouth.
The Richard Collins screenplay,
for the most part, is merely a de¬
vice to bring the vistas of Madrid,
Barcelona, El Escorial, Toledo,
Segovia, the Costa Brava country
and Tbssa de Mars before the cam¬
eras. “Guides” on this Cook’s tour
are Kiley. an American architect
in Spain on business, and Carmen
Sevilla who accompanies him as an
interpreter. A Madrid office work¬
er of gypsy ancestry, she agrees to
go along, tor a daily fee.
Naturally. Jose Guardiola, a
gypsy to whom Miss Sevilla is en¬
gaged, feels that her business trip
with Kiley is certainly no old
Spanish custom,. Accordingly he
trails the Couple for the. prime pur¬
pose of killing the American.
There’s an element of suspense ip
the chase that develops. But it’s
more than obvious that Kiley and
Miss. Sevilla will soon discover a
mutual affection and it's also clear
that .Guardiola will* eventually be.
left at the romantic post.
Under Donald Siegel's brisk di¬
rection, cast turns in some credita¬
ble performances. Kiley is the:
man-—quiet, taciturn, yet redblooded enough when the occasion calls
for it. Miss Sevilla, a top European
star, represents ideal casting in the
girl’s role. Her sexy carriage, plus
her ability to sing and dance, are
amply showcased. With suitable,
vehicles, she could well become the
Spanish equivalent of Brigitte
Bardot.
Capable support for this Englishdialog release is provided by Jesus
Tordesillas as a Madrid associate
of Kiley’s, Jose Marco Davo as Miss
Sevilla’s father and Rafael Farina
as a flamenco singer, among others.
Top asset is the physical values
provided by producer Odium who
co-produced this venture
with
Spain’s CEA Studios and indie
film-maker Benito Perojo.
As
aforementioned the color photogra¬
phy of Sam Leavitt is outstanding.
Also enhancing the overall Iber¬
ian atmosphere are Daniele Amfitheatrof’s score, art direction of
Hal Pereira and Tambi Larsen as
well as the sound recording by
Harry Lindgren: and Winston Leverett. Tom McAdoo’s editing is
good as are other technical credits.
Mack David and Amfitheatrof au¬
thored “The Flaming Rose,” a soso ballad which Miss Sevilla ap¬
pealingly sings.Gilb.

I Accuse!

imprisonment oh Devil’s Island,
Friends fighting to restore his tar¬
nished honor force a re-trial. For
political reasons, lie is offered a
pardon and, a broken man, he ac¬
cepts though it means .-that he is
branded as a. traitor' In the end,
the real culprit confesses and Drey¬
fus returns to theArmy in triumph,
Jose Ferrer has taken on the
heavy task of playing both therole
of Dreyfus "and of directing. His
performance is a wily, ’ impeccable
one, but it comes from the intellect
rather than. the heart and rarely
causes pity. He makes Dreyfus a
staid, almostrfanatical patriot and,
with great subtlety, suggests a
mental torture of the victim.
Ferrer has directed methodically
and with immense attention to. de¬
tail in characterization. The action
is throughout rather static, but the
court scenes are pregnant1 with,
drama, thanks to a' literate screen¬
play by Gore Vidal'.
Ferrer is backed up by a topranking .cast arid critical hods must
go' at least to a number of dis¬
tinguished players; Anton Wai¬
brook, the- real culprit, gives n
splendid performance—suave,, deb¬
onair and fascinating.: And equally
impressive is Donald Wolfit as the
Army’s top guy who claims that

more important than the fate of
one man. Emlyn Williams, as Zola;
David Farrar, as Dreyfus’s brother;
Leo Genn, as the officer who be¬
lieves in his innocence; #arry An¬
drews, Herbert Lomr. George Couloiiris, Felix Aylirier and Peter
filing are also standouts iri a large, fwell-balanced cast Viveca Lind¬
Crash Landing
fors plays Dreyfus’s wife—the only
prominent woman in the cast—and
Talk overshadows action in
she handles both the gaiety arid the
ovfer-plotted melodrama about
sadness of the role with dignity.
a trans-atlantic plane ditching.
Technically, the film is okay.
Routine . destination.
Though “Accuse” may not appeal
to mass audiences, it has a strength
Columbia release of Clover Production.
and purpose which bring fresh Sam Katzman producer. Stars Gary Mer.rill, Nancy Davis? features Irene Hervey,
lustre to a well-tried story;
Roger Smith. Directed by Fred F. Sears.
Rich. . Screenplay. . Fred Freiberger; camera,

The Gypsy And The
Gentleman —
(BRITISH—COLOR)
Lusty costume ineller which
breaks rib. new ground but is
swept along by some fine per¬
formances; should sing sweet
b.o. music,
London. Jan. 28.
Rank Film Distributors release of Rank
(Maurice Cowan) production.. Stars Melina
Mercouri, . Keith MicheU, Flora Robson.
Directed by Joseph Losey. Screenplay hy
Janet Greenfrom Nina Warner Hooke’s
novel, “Darkness I Leave You”; camera.
Jack Hildyard; editor, Reginald Beck;,
music, Hans May. At Odeon, Leicester
Square. London, Jan. 15, '58. Running
time, 107 MINS:
Melina Mercouri
BeUe ..
...... Keith MicheU
Deverill ..
Jess ......
Patrick McGoohan
,. . June Laverick
Sarah
John
..
..... Lyndon Brook
...... Flora Robsoir
Mrs. Haggard :..
....... Clare Austin
Vanessa
,
Helen Haye
Lady Ayrton' ....
..... Newton Blick
Ruddock::
..Mervyn Johns
Brook
_.. John Salew
Duffin
_
.. Catherine FeUer
Hattie ........ Laurence Naismith
Forrester
..... Louis'. Aquiliha
GOCO___
. . ..

Benjamin. H. Kline; music. Mischa Bakaleinikoff; editor. Jerome Thoms. Pre¬
viewed •. Jan. 23, ?58. Running time, 7*
MINS.
Steve-Williams .,...Gary Merrill
Helen Williams ............ Nancy Davis
Bernice. Willouby
; Irene Hejrvey
John Smlthback.-....Roger Smith
Nancy Arthur _......... Bek- Nelson
Ann Thatcher ............. Jewell Lain
Howard Whitney..... .Sheridan Comerate
Jed Sutton ............... Richard Newton
Arthur .White
Richard Keith
Mrs. Ortega
,... 1_Celia Lovsky
Maurice Stanley ...V..... Lewis' Martin
Calvin Havelick .......-... Hal Torey.
PhU Burton ,............ John McNamara
Adele. Burton
:...... Dayle - Rodney
Carlos Ortego
Rodolfo Hoyos
Barrie WiUiams ..
....;. ... Kim Chamey
Teddy Burton —
Robin Warga
Red
.Robert Whiteside
Mel .................Ronald Green

“Crash Landing,” a Clover, pro¬
duction for Columbia, is an attempt
to duplicate on a small budget the
kind. of story and excitement con¬
Standout stellar cast in a
tained' in “The High. And The
dramatic story based on fa¬
Mighty,”
Sam KatZman’s produc¬
mous Dreyfus case makes
tion, directed by Fred F., Sears,
this a sound b.o. prospect for
does not come off, mostly because
thoughtful audiences.
there is more talk than: action with
the result that the dangers inher¬
London, Feb. 4.
ent in a crippled plane past the
Metro production (Sam Ziirbalist) and
release. Stars Jose Ferrer, Anton Walpoint of no return in the Atlantic
brook. Viveca Lindfors, Leo Genn, Emlyn
do not come over well to the
Williams, David Farrar, Donald Wolfit,
audience.. Starring Gary Merrill
Herbert Lom. Directed, by Jose Ferrer.
Screenplay, Gore Vidal, from book by
Harking, back to the British film and Nancy Davis, it's below par for
Nicholas Halasz; editor, FraDk' Clarke;
camera, F. A. Young; music. William days of such successful pix as “The the Katzman pennant,
Fred Freiberger’s script has
Alwyn. At Metro Private Theatre, London. Wicked Lady" and “The Mail in
Banning time,. 99 MINS.
Grey,” there Is genuine reason to assembled the customary contrast¬
Alfred Dreyfus
- Jose Ferr-ir
Major Esterliazy. Anton Waibrook believe that “Gypsy” may. make an ing characters called for in this
Of “Grand Hotel” theme.
Lucie Dreyfus ....'.. . Viveca Lindfors equal financial sweep in Britain. kind
Major. Picquart ........
Leo Genn
this is a dusty, There is the pilot, Gary Merrill, a
EtnileZola .. Emlyn Williams Nevertheless;
Mathieu Dreyfus. ....... ... David Farrar sprawling, no-holds-barred costume martinet in his job and his home,
General Mercier. ... .Donald .Wolfit melodrama, which utilizes every who pains his wife,. Nancy Davis;
Major Du Paty De Clam
Herbert Lom
by his insistence that his musicMajor Henry ........
Harry' Andrews possible cliche in the romantic
Edgar Demange.... ... Felix Aylmer “meller” hook. Yet it has appeal loving son, young Kim Charney,
‘
»
Georges Clemenceau
Peter Uling because of its simple attack on also be a boy of action.
Colonel Sandherr . George Coulouris
.The passengers include: a retired
Colonel Van Schwarzkoppen
Carl Jaffe b.o. potentiality; It gets away with
Bcrtillon .Rvic Pphlmann it because. a good cast plays it for businessman, Ldwis Martin, who
Drumont ...
- John Qhandos more than it is worth. The slightest has never really lived attracted to
Prosecutor (1st
reyfus Trio'
a
pretty
school-teacher,
Irene
Ernest Clarke case of “tongue-in-cheek” and this
Judge.:.. . —...... Anthony Ireland. old-fashioned drama would have Hervey, who might correct that
oversight. Richard Keith is. the
Prosecutor < sterhazy Trial) John Phillips
Judge
..
Laurence Kaismith fallen flat, on its face.
rugged tycoon up from the streets
Some indication of the type of
Prosecutor (2d Dreyfus
Michael Hordern film it is can perhaps be indicated who delights iri bullying his Har¬
vard-bred associate, Hal Toirey;
Judge__
Keith Pyott
Capt. Avril ........... .... Ronald Howard by the fact that the hero is a who in turn turns, to. drink. An
Capt. Brossard__
Charles ..Gray roistering: aristocratic playboy of
Capt. Leblanc ...... .... Michael Anthony the Regency period with the un¬ elderly Portuguese grandmother,
Capt. Lauth
. - Arthur Howard
C.eliA Lovsky, is on her first flight
English Publisher .; Michael Trubshawe likely, but. inevitable name of Sir to America to see her grandchild
President of France ..... Malcolm Keen Paul DeverilL With a huge estate
dren; there, is a Greek Orthodox
and no dough* he is embarked on
The drama of the Dreyfus case, a squander-lust round of pleasure priest in his imposing robes played
one of the greatest miscarriages of which consists mainly of gambling, by Frederich Ledebur-and two
chorus girls, Joan Bradshaw and
justice in history, has once again wenching and hitting the bottle.
Brandy Bryan, among others.
captured the imagination of the
About to enter .into a loveless,
Nobody gets killed when the
film producers and the latest ver¬ but profitable marriage, he be¬
plane
ditches after rendezvousing
sion, “I Accuse!” makes strong, if comes, involved with a fiery gypsywith a U.S. destroyer arid nobody
plodding entertainment. A top golddigger who so intrigues him
is hurt. The outcome is supposed
stellar cast has been assembled to that he marries her. She -is not
to. show ; how the experience has
do justice to .a story which st'll unnaturally rightly provoked when,
changed ail those involved. The
commands interest, even if famil¬ she finds that he has no money, but
interest and effectiveness is pre¬
iarity has robbed it of much, of its many debts. From then on, the film mised On throwing together odd
initial impact. Both in Britain and is. a disarming piece, of mumbo- types; chorus girl and priest, busi¬
U.S. “I Accuse!” should prove a jumbo which involves a lot of rid¬ nessman arid teacher. But it is
worthwhile booking for intelligent ing and face-slapping, vandalism, done, with language so rich, in
audiences.
forging of a---will,.kidnapping of an cliches that the characters are just
Briefly, the story concerns, the heiress
arid,
similar
rollicking that, not real people. The late
plight of a Jewish staff officer of hokum,
_.
Fred Sears’ direction is best wheri.
the French Army who is unjustly
__o.
.„.. he is free of the script to impro¬
This
over-long film comes startaccused of .treason, found gui’ty linglytolife .when.the'gyhsyrplayed vise.
througlv being framed-to save the = by Melina. Mercouri, is on the.
The cast does a capable job
Army’s face, and'condemricd to life1 Screen.. HiS^e Js a flashing, person-kunder the circumstances and tech(BRITISH—C’SCOPE)
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ality-plus actress with blazing eyes,
a wide smile and all the Impudence:
in the World; She strides through
the film like a hopped-up Lady
Macbeth, spreading sex, sin and
sorrow with art abandon that will
leave all but the most avid fan
completely exhausted. Miss Mer¬
couri, in , previous more subtle
films, had proved her talent. In
“The Gypsy” she has a field day,
bringing, a verve to a tired script
for which the director and pro¬
ducer should be highly grateful.
And apparently she inspired the
.remainder of the cast to similar
zest. ;
.Keith- MicheU plays -the infat¬
uated rake at a hell-for-leather pace
while Patrick McGoohan, as the
gypsy in league with him, tutns in
a four-star piece of villainy. By
contrast. Flora Robson, as a dis¬
tinguished actress; June Laverick,.
as the innocent girl Who suffers
because. of her brother’s infatua¬
tion for Miss Mercouri, and Lyifdon Brook; as her rather dull
doctor-suitor are rather in a minor
key...There are also some shrewd
little performances by Mervyn
Johns; as a rascally lawyer; New¬
ton. Blick, as a local squire; arid
Catherine Feller, as a housemaid.
Since, the .dialogue in such fre¬
netic items rarely reaches a dis¬
tinguished level of sophistication,
director Joseph Losey has sensibly
played for situation and. emotional
violence. The atmosphere of the
period has been faithfully evoked
both. in costume and by Relph
Brintbn’s art work and Jack; Hildyard’s color photography. Only
once does the film break down
technically. That is wheri the stars
are hurled to their death in a river
as their , coach breaks through a
bridge.
•
Rich.

nical credits are by and large good.
There are some deflciences that
detract, however. Shots of “Lisbon”
air port were obviously taken at
Los Angeles and no trouble has
been taken to disguise this fact
with background planes clearly
marked “Western Air Lines,” etc.
Also, in the sea rescue scene, the
rim of the studio tank is plainly
visible in the rear of the actiori.

tain exploitational values, but lack
of draw names and only a middling
interesting .plotline keep it from
anything more than ~a routine en.
try for smaller program situations.
Rawlins, who also directs from
the Milton Subotsky screenplay,
doesn’t clothe his characters with
much sympathy, particularly role
Pow.
enacted by Jeffery Lynn, a middleaged man harassed by an extrava¬
Going Steady
gant, wife who goes to her hardboiled brother for a loan to pay his
big insurance premium. Out at sea
Bright, funny exploitation item,
between Miami and Nassau, where
dealing in light-handed, man¬
pair
discuss
the
request
on
ner with parent-teenage prob¬
brother's fishing boat, a storm
lems. Good prospects.
comes up and craft founders
Brother gets back to mainland
Hollywood, Jari, 29.
okay, but Lynn is washed up oh a
Columbia release of . Clover Production.
Stars Molly Bee. Alan Reed Jr,t co-*tars: small cay where he finds Leila
Irene Hervey, Bill Goodwin; features Ken
Miller, Susan Easter, Linda Watkins, Barry, and he sets up a partnership
Byron Foulger, Hugh Sanders, Florence m operation of a holiday resort A
Ravenel,-Ralph Moody, Produced, by. Sam romance develops* but after an in¬
Katzman. Directed by Fred F. Sears,
Screenplay, Budd Grossman; from a story surance investigator locates miss¬
by Budd Grossman, Sumner A. Long; ing. man Lynn returns to his wife
camera, Benjamin H. Kline; music, Mischa while young femme marries a for¬
Bakaleinikoff; editor, Charles Nelson.
Previewed at the studio, Jan. 27, ’5?, mer sweetheart.
Running time, 82 MINS.
Lynn appears overly stern in his
Julie Ann ....Molly Bee
Calvin Potter .. Alan Reed Jr. role, but Miss Barry makes a nice
Gordon Turner ....... Bill Goodwin impression. Balance of top roles,
Grace Turner :..
Irene Hervey portrayed! by Peter Donat as lat¬
Woody Simmons. Ken Miller
boy friend, Doin Gibson,
Olive Nelson .,...-. Susan Easter ter’s
Aunt Lola ............... Linda Watkins Roger Clark and Jane Hartley, are
Mr. Potter.
Bvron Foulger
Mr: Ahern ...
Hugh Sanders stoic. Hubert Smith and His Coral
Mrs. Potter ..Florence Ravenel Islanders, dish up some rhythmic
Justice of the Peace........Ralph Moody calypso tunes.
Arthur Priestley ...;-.. .Carlyle Mitchell
.
. Technical credits are adequate.
Bright and breezy as the teen- ihcluding^Harry W. Smith’s piiotogagers it chronicles -“Going Steadv” ,
editing by David Rawlins.
.- Whit.
has a sharp, attractive title for the
younger set it is aimed at and
should, more than satisfy the kids
Fort Bowie
as a presentation of their attitudes
and problems. The Sam Katzman
Fast Cavalry-Indians actioner
production for Columbia, directed
for good response. in western
by Fred F. Sears, actually has a
market.
rather serious story—a secret mar¬

riage between high school seniors
and the situations arising out of an
immediate pregnancy.
Handled as farce, the lines are
pointed and funny, and the adults
shown are presented with as much
sympathy and intelligence as the
youngsters. With Molly Bee and
young Alan Reed Jr. top-starred,
“Going Steady” will be a strong
exploitation item. It is to be tearped
wiih the same outfit’s “Crash Land¬
ing” as a package.
If thefe is a weakness in Budd
Grossman's screenplay, which is
from an original story he coauthored with Sunnier A. Long, is
that it is short on plot. The story
is episodic with the feel of a TV
comedy series about it, proceeding
from one minor crisis or laughline
to another without really building
to any genuine climax. But the
episodes are amusing in them¬
selves as young Miss Bee persuades
her parents. Bill Goodwin and
Irene Hervey, to allow her to ac¬
company the high school basket¬
ball team on an. out-of-town game
then secretly iriarries her “steady,”
Alan Reed Jr., while away. The
situations are routine: son-in-law
irioving in
with
father-in-law;
father-in-law choking over son-inlaw’s gift , of cigars; double mean¬
ings and misunderstandings when
Miss Bee discovers she's pregnant.
But Grossman has set up good
laugh situations arid contrived a
great many funny lines. The late
Fred Sear's direction paces the
show so that all possible filri is
extracted from both lines and sit¬
uations.
Miss Bee does no singing in the
picture itself but she delivers a
warm interpretation of an unusu¬
ally good title song (by Fred
Karger and Richard Quine) behind
the main titles. Her acting is nat¬
ural and Ingratiating. Reed, in his
debut in a major role, shows him¬
self a good-looking man with a
flair for comedy who also. acquits
himself ably in the few serious
moments: Most of the comedy rests
on Bill Goodwin and Irene Hervey
arid the two veterans handle it with
ease and charm. They also generate
a pleasant mood with appealing
scenes of. middle-aged romance.
Others in the cast who stand out
include Ken Miller, Susan Easter,
Linda Watkins, arid Hugh Sanders.
The slick technical credits in¬
clude Benjamin H. Kline's camera
work, editing by Charles Nelson
and John Livadary's sound.

Pow.

Lost Lagoon
United Artist* release of John Rawlins
production. Stars Jeffrey Lynn; features
Peter Donat, Lelia Barry. Directed by
Rawlins. Screenplay, Milton Subotsky;.
camera’, Harry W. Smith; editor, David
Rawlins; music,. Hubert Smith,. Terry
Brannon; Previewed Jan. 27, '58. Run¬
ning time, .80 MINS.
Charlie WalkCr...; Jeffrey Lynn
David Burnham ....:.. Peter Donat
Elizabeth Moore ............. Leila Barry
Bernadine Walker ......... Jane Hartley
Millard Cauley ......... ... . Roger Clairk
Mr. Beakins
Don Gibson
Colima ........ Celeste Robinson
Natives..Stanley. Seymour, Isabelle Jones

The Caribbean, where this John
Rawlins production was filmed,
provides the backdrop for this
story of a mail reported lost at sea
who eiribarks upon a new life on a
tropical island; Subject carries cer-

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
United
Artists .release. . of
Aubrey
Schenck production. Stars Ben Johnson.
Jan Harrison, Kent Taylor, Jana Davi;
features Larry Chance, J. Iaii Douglas.
Directed by Howard W. Koch. Screen¬
play, Maurice Tombragel; camen-i, Carl
E. Guthrie; editor; John A. Bushelman;
music, Les Baxter. Previewed Jan. 29,
'58. Running time, 80 MINS.
Captain Thompson^.....Ben Johnson
AlRson Garrett
. Jan Harrison.
Colonel Garrett
Kent Tavlor
Chenzana
...
Jane Davi
Vlctorio ..... . ...........
Larry Chance
Major-Wharton .......... J. Ian Douglas
Sergeant Kukus
Peter Mamakos
Lt. Maywood
Jerry Frank
Mrs, Maywood .;
. Barbara Parry
A Gentleman .Ed Hinton
A Sergeant ... . Johnny Western

Bel-Air’s ^vrap-up release for
United Artists comes through
exciting U.S; Cavalry-Indians yarn
which may expect okay reception
in the western market; Good situa¬
tions are developed arid film car-'
ries the type of fast- action to keep
outdoor fans engaged.
Director Howard W. Koch’s unfoldment of the Aubrey Schenck
production is punchy as he makes
handsome use of the troopers’ con¬
stant clashes with the Apaches, the
Maurice Tombragel screenplay de¬
velops conflict between Kent Tay¬
lor, commandant of Fort Bowie, and
Ben Johnson, one of his officers
whom he wrongfully; thinks has
been romancing his beautiful wife.
Jari Harrison. This element com¬
bined with the military action
makes for" a well-playing melo¬
drama that allows good perform¬
ances right, down the.line.
Film gets off to an unusual start
when a detachment of Cavalry
under an ambitious major, a politi¬
cal appointee on his first patrol,
slaughters a band of Indians about
to surrender peacefully. Johnson,
a captain under' this officer, is
helpless to prevent the cold¬
blooded killing, which tees off the
Apaches’ campaign of revenge.
After the colonel’s wife falsely tells
her husband, whom she no longer
loves, that Johnson had tried to
make love, to her while bringing
her back to the fort from TucsOn,
Johnson is sent on the suicidal
mission of finding the Indian leader
to demand his surrender. A switch
is made from usual films of thi
category by having the cavalry
storm their own fort,after Indians
have captured it.
Johnson delivers acceptably and
Taylor handles, his colonel role
well. Miss Harrison, a. .blonde
looker, is. convincing as. the wife,
who wants only to get away from
the frontier that frightens her, hut
who returns to her husband’s side
as they face death together in the.
Indian attack. Jana . Davi is effec¬
tive as an Apache girl in love with:
Johnson, P. Ian Douglas creditably
portrays the politically-appointed
officer wiped out with his whole
detachment when he misjudges
Indian strategy, and Larry Chance
is strongly cast as Victorio, Apache,
chief. Peter Mamakos alscr scores
as a sergeant.
Technical departments are com¬
petently executed, leading off with
Carl E. Guthrie’s photography, Les
Baxter’s music score arid John A.
JBushelman's editing.
White.
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r•Japanese ‘Weds’ Better-JutOddlyKckedj
. Japan’s second annual film, festi¬
val, which wound up six nights of
screening (over two weeks) at
Manhattan's Museum of Modern
Art last week (31), spotlighted
continuing technical and artistic
improvements in the Japanese out¬
put and reflected the measure of
“westernization” that has become
characteristic of postwar Japanese
life.
*
Though there was criticism, par¬
ticularly. of the product selec¬
tion, and Some walkouts, observers
generally found the festival su¬
perior in content and arrange¬
ments to last year. Tied in with
the visit of six Japanese stars, it
was a publicity boon to the Japa¬
nese.
The Tokyo delegation reported
that independents had initiated
talk for several of the films ex¬
hibited, which contrasts with last
year when there were virtually no
negotiations. Rising American in¬
terest in “offbeat”. pix in part is
credited for the renewed attention

U. S. distributors have been giving
the Japanese attractions.
Inasmuch as the. Japanese them¬
selves had dubbed the event a
“commercial” one, designed. pri¬
marily to. stimulate interest within
the trade, lack of proper editing
for length and the lack of intel¬
ligible subtitles were noticeable
defects.
On the credit side were the truly
extraordinary color effects achieved
in some of the entries,- the com¬
petent camera work , and, in sev¬
eral instances, the delicate nature
of theme and treatment.
I
No Consultation
1
The Americans recognize the
problems faced by the Japanese
in compiling a list of suitable pic¬
tures for such an occasion and
there was a good deal of sympa¬
thetic comment. But many in N. t.
puzzled that the Japanese indus¬
try, iii the light of last, year’s ex¬
perience, didn’t seek, closer con¬
sultation.

Japanese Festival Reviews
Down Town
(JAPANESE)
Toho Co. production. Stari Isuzu Y«mada, Toshiro Mifune, Harunorl Kametani; features Haruo Tanaka, Chieko
Murata, Directed by Yasuki Chiba; from
an original story by Fumlko Hayashi;
camera. Rokuro Nishigaki; music. Akira

Though it is an awkward length,
for American theatres, “Down
Town” is the kind of Japanese film,
that audiences have come to expect
since “Rashomop,” Which paved
the postwar way for Japanese pic¬
tures in the States; It’s an affect¬
ing, tender little; story, acted to
perfection and directed in a simple,
realistic style that scores...
Film tells of a poor but attrac¬
tive. woman who Sells tea. She
strikes up a friendship with a
laborer which, blossoms into a quiet
love. The man, the woman and her
little boy go downtown1 for an out-,
ing and spend the.night in Tokyo.
The next day, when she arrives at
his shack, she finds lie has been
killed in a truck crash..
A wealth of detail has been
woven into this simple story fabric,
and the action is wholly believable
to Western eyes. Isuzu Yamada
gives a warm and. many-faceted
performance that implies a^host of
under-th e-surf ace emotions: To¬
shiro Mifune plays the laborer with
skill and little Harunori Kametani'
is enchanting as the boy.
Director Yasuki Chiba has turned
out a perceptive and Well-balanced,
film that registers. down the line
and his actors act- and react West¬
ern-style/ There is in this picture
a lot of screen poetry as the two
principals shed for a while their
mantle of poverty and enjoy life,
the boy and one another. Via under¬
statement; and fine black-andwhite lensing, this Toho production
is a standout entry..
Hift.
The Temptress
(JAPANESE—COLOR)
Nikkatsu Corp. production: produced by
Masayuki- Takagl, Stars Yumejl Tsukioka,
Ryoji Hayama; features Tadashi Kobayashi,- Ichijiro Obya, Jun. Hamamura, Akitake Khono. Directed by Eisuke Takiza^va;
screenplay,. Tosbio Yazumi from original. story by Kyoka lzumi: Camera (Eastmancolor*. Minoru Ybkoyama. Running time,
•7 MINS.

There is about this Japanese
legend a beauty and simplicity that
makes the film unique in its appeal.
Unfortunately, it falls short of the
kind of enchantment that might
have made it a sock entry for the
art houses. .
Rarely
have
the
Japanese
achieved the kind of color effects
that are on display in. “The Temp¬
tress.” Tint tones, are muted to
perfectly fit the mood of. the story
and often achieve the quality of
paintings., Wilderness setting of
the yarn gives the color camera, a
chance to display its potential to
the fullest.
Star of the piece is the beautiful
Yumeji Tsukioka. Who plays the
temptress, married to a dwarf and
free to love men but hot fall in
love With them; As lovers come
and go; they’re transformed into
animals. There arrives. Ryoji: Hay¬
ama, a young priest, and the story
deals with their mutual attraction.
In the end, she sacrifices herself
for his sake as her home, goes up
in flames.
'
Director Eisiike Takizawa has
caught the unreal quality of the

legend, though some of the . per¬
formances are overdrawn.
The
fascination of this film is in the
visual effects, from the steaming
waters to’ Hayama’s travel through
the forest where leeches drop from
the trees. Too much time is spent
recording the mental agonies of the
priest, capably portrayed by Hay¬
ama;
“The Temptress” is superior
filmmaking in many, respects and
deserves attention on that score.
With some editing, it might be a
possibility for the States, Hift.

According to Shiro Kido,. prez
of the Motion Picture Assn, of
Japan, each of the six participat¬
ing companies picked , two films
and then elicited American opin¬
ions on which of the two was most
suitable.
Entry which occasioned the
greatest surprise and the most neg¬
ative reaction was Shin To.ho’s
“Emperor Meiji and the Great
Russo-Japanese War,” which was
“nationalistic” in tone and poor in
execution.
However, Shin-Toho
had great success with the film in
Japan and had no other picture
available.
'
]
Length of the respective . pic¬
tures, with some running over¬
board and others too short, falling
in between normal American short
subject and full feature length, was.
a subject of comment not only be¬
cause of the difficulty of scheduling
such films, but also because of the
effects on the’viewer. “The Light¬
house,” for instance, with Hideko
Takamine^ Japan’s top star, Was
ably married, suffering a miscar¬
riage in the course of a row, and
then divorced. Next com£s. a hotel
owner and the promise of serenity
blit he turns from her in ambitious
pursuit of his career. Third is a
tailor, who prospers with her aid
but who can’t bear her strongwilled personality and takes up
with a mistress,
.The characters of “Untamed
Woman” are disagreeable to the
extent of precluding audience sym¬
pathy, Story' moves slowly and is
loosely constructed.
Camera work is hardly profes¬
sional; there’s little effort to. segue .
one scene into the next;
. There’s a temptation to ask why
“Untamed Woman” was selected
for showcasing. at the Museum of
Modern Art:
Gene.

rated okay except for its extraordi¬ that is best in Japanese pictures.
The Americans realize that, more
nary length.
“What the Japanese need is a than any other importing country,
good editor,” commented one of Japan must rely on purely "native”
the distributors. “Some of these appeal in crashing the G. S. mar¬
films, if tightened properly, could ket, i.e., no consideration whatever
is given at the time of production
be okay for us.”
Problem, however* isn’t merely whether or not a given film will
Japanese’'
a technical one but a question of appeal in the States.
culture. Pictures,-in themes, di¬ successes here in the past have
rection and acting, reflect the na-; been on originality and, in the
tive environment not only pictori- case of “Gate of Hell,” from the
ally, but also in terms of tempo extraordinary color.
and approach. - The acting in sev¬
There is a feeling that the Japa¬
eral films was mannered for Yank nese'industry would be wise, in
taste. The delineation of “good” future festivals, to adapt itself to
and “evil” was. at times too obvi¬ the known demands of the Ameri¬
ous.
can market both via the selection
“The Lord Takes a Bride,” a of films with a view less to inBride,” a Japanese period comedy, ; dividual company representation.
pleased many because it departed
Attendance ai all of the screen¬
from the heavy emotional tack and ings was heavy, though walkouts
explored into a different, and for attested to the fact that quality
Americans more readily, under¬ and running time didn't always
standable direction. On the other please the audience. One program
hand, the dramatic “Down Town,” Tan fully 180 minutes, with the
billed as a short despite its 59- feature alone (Story of Chikamatminute runningtime, captured all sti) accounting for 102 minutes.

Japanese Stars 'Over-Worked’
Ryo Ikebe Blames Seven Features a' Year Average
On Salaries and 75% Income Tax
By DAVE JAMPEL

Tokyo, Jan, 28.
One of Japan’s leading actors
deblares that the film performers
of this nation are overworked: Ryo
Ikebe, a star at Toho Studios for
17 years, said, “Japanese perform¬
ers play too many roles a year and
Story of Chikamatsu
I don’t like it.”
(JAPANESE)
Enjoying his first real break in
the schedule. in those 17 years,
Daiei Co.- release of Masaichl Nagata
.production. Stars Kazuo Hasegawa. Kyoko
Ikebe compared with envy the two
Kagawa, YokoMinaminda, Eitaro Shindo.
or; three pictures a year averaged
Directed by Kenji Mizoguchi. Screenplay,
Yoshikata Yoda; camera. Kazuo Miyagawa. SSSSS Continued from page .1 ——. by the leading Hollywood players
Presented in N.Y; ai the Museum of. Mod¬
with;
the seven averaged, by their
ern Art during Japanese Film Week, Jan; sented, about^ 25%. are westerns,
30, ’58., Running time, 102 MINS.
20% comedies, 15% . dramas and Japanese counterparts.
10% action adventure. Here’s a
Reasons for the heavy duty of¬
“Story of Chikamatsu” is evi¬ rundown of the list: .
fered by Ikebe are twofold. First,
dently an example of the Japanese
CBS Film Sales: “Border Pa¬ there are too many theatres in Ja¬
tearjerker. Its theme is love and
trol,” adventure;; “Colonel Flack,” pan and aside from the roadshow
the-tragic ending faced by the lov-.
comedy; “Attorney,” drama; “The houses, most bill “double” and
ers caught in an impossible situa¬
Diplomat,” drama* “Firefighters,” : some “triple” features. The other
tion. The tragic . finale is tipped
consideration offered is that the
off early in the picture, as two adventure.. .
National T e.l e f i 1 m Associates: Japanese actor receives a lower
other lovers, accused of adultery,
are ’literally- crucified by the. au¬ “How to Marry a Millionaire,” guarantee than actors of other na¬
comedy; “Man. Without a Gun,” tions and with taxes reaching 75%
thorities.
While there are moments of . ten¬ western, "This Is Alice,” comedy;. for the upper bracket stars, the
derness in the* picture, it is gen¬ “George Jessel’s Showbusiness,” need for an uninterrupted schedule
erally slow-moving and overlong. musical-variety; “U. S. Marshall,” becomes plain.
The trials and tribulations of the western; and “Grand Jury,” drama.
Ikebe cited the average feature
lovers in 17th Century Japan will
Screen Gems: “Tales of Franken¬
at times, seem ludicrous to U.S, au¬ stein” horror; “The Myrna Loy shooting schedule in Japan as 40
diences. Its easy to see; however, Show,” family drama; “My Old days. The result, be stated, is that
that the; film could have been a Man” (Ed Wynn starrer),. family . the cast is overworked and every¬
big hit in its nktive land. It doesn't drama; “Com bat Crrespondent/ body becomes exhausted.
rate as, an entry for U.S-.; con¬ USMC,” adventure; “The Queiil &
A member of the Committee of
sumption.
The Gun;” western; “Dear George,” Actors Assn., Ikebe said this group
Basically, the film has to do with Comedy; and “Ivanhoe,” Costumer, has protested the overwork of the
the undying. love of a clerk and,
Warner .Bros.: “Room for One actor oh several occasions, but that
his boss’ wife. Although the wife,
the organization was not powerful
because of economic circumstances, More,” comedy; “The House of.
Wax,”
horror; “The 49’ers,” west¬ enough to draw the desired re¬
has been sold in marriage to a
action.
wealthy scroll-maker, there is noth¬ ern; “77 Sunset Stri
Guild:- “Sabotage,’’ adventure;.
Ikebe revealed that the Japanese
ing she can do, under the Japanese
tradition of the. time, to dissolve “Dock Crime,”, meller; “Light of actor is contracted for 40 days per
rcle: This, he hushed in an aside,
the union. Both the clerk and the the World,” Bible stories.
Official: “Signal Eleven,” detec-, is interpreted ais 24 hours per day
wife are inevitably drawn into the
association through circumstances tive; ., “Calamity Jane,” western; for 40 hours.
If the shooting
they cannot control. Their love af¬ “Confession,”
offbeat
interview schedule runs over 50 days, he
fair is a stormy and harassed one,, show;. “Western Union,” western; noted, the actor will be compen¬
but. they, cling to each other de¬ “Big Foot Wallace,” western; “The sated. with overtime pay. But this
spite’ the complications.. As they Adventures of the. Invisible Man/’ is. a rarity.
go to their death, they seem almost mystery'.
, Although regulations call for a
happy-—and well -they might con¬
Metro TV: “Masie/V comedy;
sidering what they’ve been through: “Father^ of the Bride;” comedy; eight-hour working day, Ikebe ex¬
■r From the standpoint of Japan¬ “Pesert Rider/’ western; “Min & plained that this is usually re¬
ese pictures, t’opnotch perform¬ Bill,” comedy; “Dramatic Theatre,” spected only for. the first 20 days
ances are ' given by Kazua1 Hase¬
of shooting after which 10 or 12
anthology, “Mystery Theatre."
gawa, Kyoke Kagawa, Yoko Minahours of work each day become
MCA’ Revue: “Cimarron City,”
mida and Eitarb Shindo.
Hall,
western; “Special Agent 7,” myst¬ common.
Actors, like producers, directors
ery; “Focus,” meller; “Yankee Bly,”
Untamed Woman
comedy; and “Secrets of Old and light, technicians, are Con¬
" (JAPANESE) •
tracted
and hsve to follow [an out¬
Baily,” comedy.
Television Programs of America: . lined. program, Ikebe complained.
Toho Co. release. Associate producer,
But
those
working on the picture
“N.
YConfidential,”
mystery-ad¬
Tomoyukl Tanaka,. Stars -Hideko Takamine; features Ken,; Uehara. Masayuki venture; “Cannonball," adventure; who are salaried, such as assistant
Mori, Daisuke Kato. Directed by Mikio
technicians
and stiff members, can
“Dude
Ranch,”
family
situation;
Naruse. Screenplay; Yoko Mizuki; original
story, Shusei Tokuda; camera^ Masao and /‘Thunder Ridge,” family, situa¬ ask for overtime to supplement
Tamai. Reviewed, it Museum of' Modern
tion.
their
low
basic
incomes and the ac- !
Art, N.Y., Jan. 31. Running tiine> 121
20th-Fox’s TCF: “Mother Is A tors and other contracted person¬
Oshima
- Hldelro Takamine
Freshman/’ comedy; “Mr. Belve¬ nel have to comply.
Tsuru-san. ...... • -..„ Ken
Hamaya
-♦ • Masayuki Mon dere,” comedy; “Cameo. Kirby,”
Asked about the standard oneOriada
Daisuke Ka.to and “Transatlantic:”
year contract for film actors in
There are many more than the Japan, Ikebe said, “The fast-rising
A minor item, this is Japanese
50 pilots upcoming. The count by star wants a contract of even less
soap opera that simply fails to gen¬
erate interest, certainly is devoid the end; of the selling season in duration so he can re-contract at
of dramatic impact for U.S. Furr, the summer will run closer to 150. better terms. - “But,” he added,
ther it’s: far Short of Hollywood But these are. a major sampling of “the fading stir would prefer the
the projects already announce^ protection of a longer-term agree*
standards on technical grounds.
.Central figure -is a young lady Others still are in the develop¬ ment.”
who looks for-happiness with three, mental stage with a greenlight for
A veteran of 80 or 90 films,
men in succession .but loses out on production . as soon as interest is I
iIkebe is best known overseas.for
*
each try; Opening has her miser¬ felt, •.*

recent
successes
in
"Madame
White Snike” and “The Snow
Coiintry.”
His recent schedule
break was occasioned by his re¬
turn from Cambodia where he was
on location with Yoshiko (Shirley)
Yamaguchi for "Tales of AngkorVat.”
. Asked to respond to the consen¬
sus of. foreign critics who find the
Japanese product overacted and too
slow Ikebe replied, “Japanese
overact? I don’t think so. I feel
that in modern dramas foreigners
have greater exaggeration than the
Japanese. The exception, however,
is the costume play where we have
a rigid tradition of stage regula¬
tions, sort of an offshoot from the
kabuki, that lends to exaggeration
. . . and most Japanese export picttures. are costume plays/’
As To Pace
On the slow pace, he offered that
it was due to the difference in cul¬
tures. He said, “When a Japanese
enters a house, he opens the door,
takes his shoes off, and only after
five or six bows, is he permitted to
start to greet. But,” Ikebe contin¬
ued, “foreigners can just enter a
room and start to greet.”
Three years ago he started his
own indie company, Ikebe Produc¬
tions, where he doubles from Toho.
This makes him (with S„ Yamamura) only one of two Japanese ac¬
tors who have gone indie. It i$ only,
by the grace 4>i Toho and his long
service for that company that he
has been permitted to go indie. The
top Japanese, moviemaking com¬
panies still hold the industry in the
palms of their hands and can eas¬
ily exterminate a stranger to their
group. Toho distributes for him.
Asked if his company allows its
actors more than 40 days to create
a role, Ikebe replied negatively,
saying,
“It’s
not economically
feaisihle.”

Fred Goldberg Joins U. A.
Fred Goldberg is resigning as
head of the eastern office of the
Blowitz Maskel public relations of¬
fice to become exec assistant to
Roger Lewis, United Artists’ adpub director; effective Feb. 24,
Post is a new one and to tie in
with UA’s plans for an expanding
merchandising program.
Goldberg in past held posts With
Paramount, I.F.E. Releasing Corp.
and the Norton & Condon agency.
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‘HILLS’RUGGED 39G,
HUB; TEYTON’ 20G, 6

Boston, Feb. 4.
Considerable, pickup in business
this frame With big pictures in
since Xmas holding sock, “Peyton
WE NEED FIGHTERS
(Continued from page 8)
468; $I.25-$2.40)—“Sayonara” (WB) Place” at the Memorial and “SayBy S. J. GREGORY
number of drive-ins that we own
(6th wk). Hotsy $20,400. Last week, onara” at the Metropolitan, both
in'sixth stanzas. Newcomer ('Seven
Omaha, Feb. 4.
(President, , Alliance Amus. Get.)
up to 30, which represents a total
$20,700.
Hills of Rome” is whameroo at the
investment of $4,000,000.
A heavy weekend snow took its
Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $1.25- State and Orpheum for lofty take.
Chicago.
toll at downtown first-runs this $1.80)—“Don’t Go Near Water”
We also know that todafr you
During the 40 years: that I have cannot run a newspaper ad and a
session, but two holdovers continue (M-G) (6th wk). Beefy $14,700. “From Hell It. Came” is only fair
at Paramount and Fenway.. Hold¬ been in motion picture, business,
great. They are “Peyton Place” at Last week, $14,000.
trailer and expect-people to come
overs dominate with “Bridge on
Tri-States flagship, the Orpheum
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 90- River Kwai” at Gary bigger in I have made it a practice to mind flocking to your theatre. It requires
and “Old Yeller” at State. Former
$1.75)—“Qld Yeller” (BV) (6th wk). sixth; “Gervaise” holding socko in my own business and not try to showmanship and exploitation and
may even go into a third stanza.
Bangup $6,500. Last week,-$7,200. second at Kenmore; and “Wild is tell the other fellow how to run his. ballyhoo stunts that may not. have
“Tall Stranger”. is good at the
been needed a few years ago.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90- Wind” is great in second at the
Omaha but “Quiet American”.-is
only speak up now because I'
$1:75)—“Witness for Prosecution” Astor.
Operation B.O.
only mild at the Brandeis.
have been stirred up beyond my
(UA) (7th wk). Strong $10,300.
Estimates
for
This
Week
We have rolled up our sleeves
Estimates for This Week
Last week, $9,800.
capacity of silence by reading the and are presently in the midst of
Astor
(B&Q)
(1,372;
90-$1.50)—
Brandeis CRKO) (1,100; 75-90)—
Egyptian (UATC) (1,503; $1:25- "Wild Is Wind” (Par) (2d wk). Slick trade papers’ stories of recent a showmanship drive like we have
"Quiet American” (UA) and “Man
$3.50)—“Bridge ott River Kwai” $14,000. Last week, $15,000.
weeks of panic stricken prophets never had before! It is known as
on PTowl” (UA). Looms dull $2(Col) (7th wk). Smash $19,000.700. Last week, “Esther Costello Last week, $22,000.
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678;90-$l:25> of doom , that predict destruction B.O.B.O. (Boost* Our Box Office).
of this great business of ours.
We are offering attractive cash
Story” (Col) and “Brothers Rico”
—“Old
Yeller”
(BV)
(6th
wk).
Neat
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25(Col), $2,900.
The motion, picture industry has prizes to the top showmen of the
. $2.40)—-“Farewell to Arms”. (20th) $7,500. Last week, $7,500, over
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-90) (7th wk-4 days), Oke $5,000. Last estimate.
been good to me and to my family theatres of Illinois, Indiana, Wis¬
—“Tall Stranger” (AA) and “Bow-; week, $5,400.
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (l,354f through prosperous and critical consin, and the State Of Washing¬
ery Boys Looking for Dangeri’
Los Angeles, Fox Beverly, Loy¬ $1.25-$2.65)—“Search for Para¬ times, and I genuinely believe ton. To properly do the job, we
(AA). Good $5,000. Last week, ola, Vogue (FWC) (2,097; 1*170; dise” (Cinerama) (11th wk). Zippy that it will be good to me in the have instructed our managers to
"Man Godfrey” (Ui; $4,500.
1,248; 825; $1.25-$2.40) — “Peyton: $17,000. Last week, same:
future; and I will fight toward spend more advertising dollars
than their budgets provide.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 90- Place” (20th) (3d Wk), Los Angeles;
Capri (Sack) (990; 9Q-$1.50) — that eventual goal.
$1.25)—“Peyton Place” (20th) (2d th wk. at Others). Smash $33,000 “All At Sea” (M-G) and “invitation
OPERATION ROBO is in full
In the early 30’s, 1 was down for
wk). Fast $10,000 after $17,000 or near. Last week, $34,200.
to Dance” (M-G). Hotsy $15,000. the count, and they were ready to motion now, and it is paying off
|
Four Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1.50) Last week, house, the Copley,
debut.
at the boxoffice. Here are a few
apply
the
smelling
salts,
but
I
\
State (Goldberg) (830; 75-90)— I—“Wild Is Wind” (Par) (8th wk). changed hands and name.
never lost my confidence, which of the stunts that are most suc¬
"Old Yeller” (BV) (2d wk). Big Tidy $3,200. Last week, $2,600. .
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)—!
Downtown, WUtern (SW) (1,757; “Admirable Crichton” (Col) (8th gave me the incentive to fight cessful: sponsored kiddie shows
$6,000. Last week, $10,000.
back
to eventual success.
Cool with the Parent-Teachers Associa¬
2,344; $l;25-$2.50)—“10 Command¬ wk). Seventh week great $8,000.
clear heads are more necessary in tion, dance revues on the stage,
ments” (Par) (15th wk)/ Good $12,Last week, $8,200. .
times of, distress than when times Hollywood premieres, Ki wants
500. Last week, $13,400.
.
Fenway (NET) (1,378; 60-$1.10)—
Warner ' Hollywood (SW-Cineare prosperous. These are critic Clubs buying tickets for the kid¬
“From Hell It Came” (AA) and
i rama) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65)—“Seven
cal times in bur business and we dies to sefe “All Mine To Give,”
“Disembodied” (AA): Slow $4,000.1
Wonders” (Cinerama). Started 35th
public auctions from the stage,
Indianapdlis, Feb. 4.
Last week, “Deep Six” (WB) and must FIGHT BACK! WE NEED
-ton tank: in front of. the theatre
FIGHTERS MORE THAN ORA¬
New policy here of keeping pix week Feb. 2 after big $20,800. last “Wayward Girl” (Rep), $6,500.
for the engagement of “Sad Sack,”
as long as they show a profit re¬ week.
Gary (Sack) (1,340; $1.50-$2.75)— TORS.
Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75the on stage Rock and Roll Show
sults in four holdovers at city’s
“Bridge On River Kwai” (Col) (6th
One
might
ask,
“What
are
you
five major first-runs this stanza. $3.50)—“Around World in 80 Days” wk).. Terrific $21,000. Last week, doing about, it, Mr. Gregory?” of. ’58, space kiddie show with the
of
“War
of the
“Tarnished Angel,” only new entry. (UA) (59th wk). Stout $21,000. Last ditto.
Here are a few positive basic and combination
.
•
Is doing fine at Circle to top city. week, $20,900.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25) fundamental steps that myself and: Worlds’- and "Conquest of Space,”
El- Key (FWC) (861; $1.25-$1.75)
"Around World in 80 Days” is get¬
—“Gervaise” (Cont) (2d wk): Great everyone in our organization have midnite show titled Fright Quake
—“Gervaise”
(Cont)
(4th
wk).
Okay
ting late rush before it closes Feb.
with the Combination of "From
$10,500. Last week, $12,000.
taken to survive in our business.
_
9, with a nice 25th stanza at Lyric. $2,600. Last week, $2,700.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l)
Hell It Canfe” and “Disembodied/*
Crest, Sunset (Lippert-Cohen)
"Peyton Place,” in fifth at the
In the good years from’45 to’50, sneak prevues on top attractions,
—“From
Hell
It
Came”
(AA)
and
“Cabfria”
Indiana, and “Sayonara,” in sixth (800; 540; $1.25-$1:50)
'"Disembodied” (AA). Mild $10,000. instead of declaring dividends, we full page cooperative newspaper
(Indie)
(3d
wk).
Slim
$3,500.
Last
round at Keith’s, are still stout.
Last week, “Deep Six” (WB) and plowed back into, our theatre op¬ ads with merchants, and many
week, $4,000.
"And God Created Woman” also
erations funds for good physical others that are [too numerous to
"Wayward Girl” (Rep), $13,500.
Is running strongly in fifth week at
Saxon (Sack) (1,100; $1.50-$3.30) plants. We remodeled our fronts, mention are, used to stir an ex¬
the Esquire, arty house.
—“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) carpeted, decorated our auditori¬ citement in Our communities and
(43d wk). Bright $17,000. Last ums, improved ouf heating and rejuvenate the desire for our pa¬
Estimates for This Week
week, $16,000;
air-conditioning systems, and! put trons to Come back.
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) 2,800; 70Pilgrim (ATC) (1,700; 60-$l)new marquees and canopies in
90) — “Tarnished Angels” (U).
I say we need FIGHTERS, We
“Beautiful But Dangerous” (20th)
Strong $11,000. Last week, “Deep
Denver, Feb. 4.
j and. “Back; From Dead” (20th). many situations; and as a result, cannot throw in the towel and
today, we do have good, dean, in¬
Six” (WB) and “Gun Battle Monte¬
“Don’t Go Near Water” is easily Opened today (Tues?). Last week,
quit.
Any exhibitor or distributor
viting atmospheres jn our theatres,
rey*’ (AA), $8,000.
the best bet here this round, with “Worid His Jury” (Col) and “Deci¬
that has lost confidence in the mo¬
which are so essential to good Op¬
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 90-$1.25)— a smash session at the . Orpheum. sion at Sundown” (Col), $5,500.
tion picture industry should GET
eration.
"Peyton Place” (20th) (5th wk). It will stay on.
Most first-run
Mayflower (ATC) (689; 60-$l)—
OUT and GET OUT now to allow
Nifty $9,000. Last week, $11,000.
Another forward step was taken the remaining FIGHTERS, that be¬
trade is good to big currently, with “Pal Joey” (Col). House back to
Keith's (C-D) (1,200; 90-$1.25)— five pix holding. “Peyton Place” reruns. Last week, “Razzfa” (Kass) last week, which should demon¬ lieve in oiir business, to do some
"Sayonara” (WB) (6th wk). Big still is big in sixth stanza at Cen¬ and “Triple Deception” (Rank) (3d strate pur firm belief that motion proper planning and clear thinking
tre. “Sayonara” is lofty in fifth wk); big $3,800.
$6,000. Last week, $9,000.
picture business is not only a good and go forward and prosper,
“God
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 75-$1.25) business, hut that it is here to
LoeW’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-90)— round at Paramount.
I am realistic enough to know
"Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G) . (3d Created Woman”, shapes big in -—“Peyton Place” (20th) (6th wk). stay.
We consummated a deal that there will be less indoor theTorrid $20,000. Last week, $21,000, whereby we acquisitioned four I atres; we have closed our share of
wk). Moderate $6,000. Last week, second Tabor frame.
overestimate.
Estimates for This Week
$7,500.
drive-in theatres in Fort Wayne, them.. Drive-in theatres-will con¬
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90- Indiana: Lincolndale, Sunset, Fort
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 70-90)—
Lyric (C-D) (850; $155-$2.20)—
tinue to’ do business, and the the¬
"Around World” (UA). Upbeat to “Old Yeller” (BV) (6th wk). Fine $1.25)—“Sayonara” (WB) (6th wk). Wayne Auto Theatre, and East 30 atres that remain, if they are
Hot $16,000. Last week, $18,000.
$4,500. Last week, $6,000.
nice $10,500. Last week, $9,000.
Drive-In.. This represents a big properly rehabilitated, will gio for¬
Trans-Lux (T-L) (724; 75-$1.25)—
investment in the future, and cer¬ ward and do fine business.
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 90-$1.50>—
“Respectful Prostitute” (Indie) and
tainly we would not have made it
[“Peyton Place” (20th) (6th wk).
“Layer Roy” (Indie). Big $7,800:
The distributors should fight
BROADWAY
Good $10,500;. Last week, $11,000.
if we were afraid of the motion
Last week, “One Summer of Happi¬
back by Concentrating on top qual¬
(Continued from page 9)
Denham (Cockrili) (1,429; 70-90) ness” (Indie) and “Game of Love” picture business or did hot have ity attractions.
The day of the
confidence. This brings the total
700 in 11 performances. The 67th. —“Long Haul” (Col) and “Woman (Times) (reissues), $5,100.
program picture is past. The little
week was. $37,700 for like.number of River” (Col). Fair $7,000. Last
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 75-$1.25)
monster that is lit every living
week, “Girl Most Likely” (U) (2d —“Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G)
of shows.
room provides free what we are
DETROIT
Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)— wk), $7,200.
and “Happy Road” (M-G). Torrid
trying to get an admission for. The
"Raintree County” (M-G) (7th wk-1
Denver (Fox) (2,586; 70-90)— $23,500.. Last week, “Legend of
(Continued from page 9)
public will pay an . admission price
days). Looks to hit fair $4,700 in “Man in. Shadow” (U) and “Apache Lost” . (UA) and "Dalton Girls” Weak” (AIP) and “Blonde in Bond¬
for a top attraction. On this point
current (final) week ending today Warrior”
(20th).
Mild $9,000. (UA) (2d wk-8 days), $10,000.
age” (AIP), $12*000.
the admission price structure
State (Loew) (3,500; 75-$1.25)—
(Wed.). The sixth regular week Last week, “Decision at Sundown”
^United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25was $5,8QO. “Witness for Prosecu¬ (Col) and “Hard Man” (Col), $10,- "Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G) and $3)—"Around World in 80 Days” should be realistic, and we should
not tiy to out price ourselves out
“Happy Road” (M-G). Fat $15,500. (UA). (58th wk).
tion”
(UA)
opens
tomorrow
Ending like it
of business.
Last
-week,
“Legend
of
Lost”
(UA)
(Thurs.).
Esquire (Fox) (742; 70-90)—
started, great $28,500. Last week,
' The advertising departments of
Roxy (Nat’-l. Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.50) “Maid in Baris” (Cont):.
Fine and “Dalton Girls” (UA) (2d wk, $16,158.
days), $5,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25-. the film companies should fight
—“Farewell to Arms” (20th) with $3,000. Last week,. “Deadlier Than
$1.50)—“Don’t Go Near Water” back by allocating their already
stageshow (2d wk). Current stanza Male” -(Cont), ditto.
(M-G) (6th wk). Big splash at $10,- cut advertising dollar more .at the
finishing tomorrow (Thurs.) is. ! Orpheum (RKO) (2k596; 70^$1.25)
000. Last week, $11,000.
heading for fair $75,000. Stays. —“Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G)
local level instead of key first run
(Continued! from page 8)
Music
Hall
(SW - Cinerama) engagements and national cam¬
First was $93,000.
and “Parson and the Outlaw” (Col).
Some fine product was
State (Loew) (3,450; 50-$1.75)— Smash $21,000. Last week, “Rain¬ the Prowl” (UA). Modest $7,000. (1,205; $1.50-$2.65)—‘Seven Won¬ paigns.
"Raintree County” (M-G) (7th wk). tree County” (M-G) (5th wk), Last week, “Don’t Go Near Water” ders” (Cinerama) (79th wk). Won¬ dissipated last year because it did
(M-G) .(5th wk) at $1.25 top, $7,500 derful $22,400. aLst week, $18,600. not receive the proper treatment
Present session binding tomorrow $7,000.
Trans-Lux
Krim
(Trans-Lux)
in
9
days.
^Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 90(Thurs.) looks to push to big $19,and advertising at the local level.
Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194; (1,000;, 90-$1.65)—“God Created
000. The sixth was $18,000.
$1.25)—“Sayonara” (WB) (5th wk).
For surviving, the thinking of
Socko
$1.25-$2) — “Seven Wonders of Woman” (Kings) (3d wk).
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75)— Big $10,000. Last week, $12,000. World” (Cinerama) (23d wk). Lev¬ $23,000 or near.
Last weqk, everyone in our industry should
Tabor (Fox). (930; 70-90)—“God
"Smiles of Summer Night” (Rank)
be \ UpBeat and not.. DownBeat
elled off at oke $7,000. Last week, $21,000.
Created
Woman”
(Kings)
(2d
wk).
(7th wk). The sixth week ended
same.
With UpBeat thinking, enthusiasm,
Sunday (2) was mild $5,200. The Big $6,000. Last week, $8,000:
Paramount: (UP) (1,900; 90-$1.25)
and confidence, we can go forward
Vogue Art (Sher-Shulman) (442;
PORTLAND, ORE.
fifth was $6,100. "Desire Under
—“Sayonara” (WB) (5th wk). Un¬
against all' opposing forces to
75-90)—“Time
of
Desire’
(Indie).
(Continued from page 8)
Elms” (Par) due in next.
usual
for
a
film
to
hold
thB
long
eventual prosperity.
Fine $2,000. Last week, "French
Trans-Lux 52d St (T-L) (540; $1at this , house, $5,000; may stay a wk). Upped to smash $7,000. Last
Are
Funny
Race”
(Cont),
$1,500.
$1.50)—“Old Yeller” (BV) (7th wk).
week, $6,200.
sixth. Last week, $6,000.
Sixth stanza completed yesterday
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50)
Rockhill (Little Art Theatres)
(Tues.) was nice $7,500. Fifth was
(750; .75-90)—“Time of Desire” (In¬ —“Farewell To Arms’,' (20th).. Lofty
CHICAGO
$8,500.
$14,000 or near. Last week, “Say¬
die)
(2d
wk).
Satisfactory
$L200.,
(Continued from-page 9)
Last week, $2,000.
onara” (WB) (4th wk), $10,300.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2)
Chicago, Feb. 4T
wk).
Neat $5,2Q0.
Last week,
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; $1Roxy (Durwood) (879; $i.25—“Paths of Glory” (UA) (6th wkWalter Hoffman, who took over
$1.50)-r-“Raintree County” (M-G) $1.50) ■— “Teenage Frankenstein”
days). This session ending today $5,300.
the post only two months ago, has
Todd's
Cinestage
(Todd)
(1,036;
(6th
wk).
Strong
$5,000.
Last
week,
(AI)
and
“Blood
of
Dracula”
(AD.
(Wed.) looks like fair $14,000; Fifth
Okay $6,000. Last week, “Oregon resigned as Paramount’s ad-pub
was. $i4,500. “Quiet American” $1.75-$3.30)—“Around World in 80 $4,500.
Days” (UA) (44th wk). Tidy $21,200.
Tower (Fox Midwest) (2,000; 75- Passage” (AA) and “Destination chief for the Chicago office. Notice
(UA) opens tomorrow (Thurs,).
Last week, $20,100.
is effective Fob. 7, and no succes¬
90)—‘“Old
Yeller”
(BV).
Good
60,000”: (AA), $5,400.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (.1,600;
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- $10,000. Last week, "Hunchback
Orphenm (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- sor has been named yet.
$1.80-$3.50)—“Search for Paradise” $1.50)—“Don’t Go Near Water”
Notre Dame” (AA), $6,000.
$1:50)—“Deep
Six”
(WB)
and
“The
A desire to "confine activities, to
(Cinerama) (20th wk). The 19th (M-G) (6th wk): Strong $21,000.
Uptown, Granada (Fox Midwest) Green-Eyed Blonde” (WB). Fine the Coast** was Hoffman’s reason
round ended Saturday (1) was solid Last week, $23,000.
(2,043; 1,217; 75-90)—“Hunchback $7,500. Last week, “Peyton Place”, for stepping out He’ll return to
$30,400. The 18th week was $30,600
Woods (Essaness) ^(1,200; 90- Notre Dome” (AA) (m.o.). Fast (20th) (4th wk), $9,800.
in same number of performances.
hie family and home in Seattle,
$1.50)—“Rodan” (DCA) (2d wk). $7,000, better than first week at
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1- where he had similar chores for
World (Times) (400; 95-$1.50)— Swell $24,000. Last week, $43,500. Tower. Last week,. Fairway was $1.50)—“Old Yeller”
(BV) and
**Bride Is Much Too Beautiful” • World (Indie) (606; 90)—“Last also coupled with Uptown and “Outlaw’s Son*’ (UA). Lusty $12,000 Par before coming here.
(Ellis) (3d wk). Second, session fin¬ Bridge” (Union). Sock $5,400. Last Granada
with
“Peyton
Place” or near. Last week, “Quiet Ameri¬
Hoffman spent eight years With
ished Sunday (2) was fine $10,600. week, “Don Giovanni” (DCA) (5th (20th) Cm.o. from Tower) for fancy
can” (UI) and “Ride Back” (UA), Par, and 10 before that with 20thFirst was $14,000.
wk), $3,500.
, $13,000 at; $1.25 top.
Fox.
$7,000.

SNOW SLOUGHS OMAHA;
‘PEYTON’ BIG 106,2D

1

LOS ANGELES
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8

‘Angels’ Bright 11G,
Indpls.; ‘Peyton’ 9G, 5th
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Denver,‘Peyton’ KHG, 6

6

1

8

KANSAS CITY

Walter Hoffman Returns
To Seattle; Native Habitat

8
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23

Formal Debate Over CBS:
Week Ended Tuesday (4)
1957-’58
High
Low
"17% .24%
36%
35%
26%
19%
15%
115
434
10%
22
9%
36%
18%.
40
8%
.13%
18%
29%
30%
25%
30%,.
73
28%
14p

11%
11%
23%,
22%
11%
13%
13
81%
.3%
7%
11%
7
28
11
27
'434,
9
13%
1834
.19%
15
18%
65
16%
91%

Tollvision From American Vaves

Into ToU'If and When’

Y, Stock Exchange
—--0-

; Pay television will have to take

Weekly VoL Weekly Weekly Tiles..
In 100s
High
Low
Close
ABC Vendixir 80
16%
15%
16
Am Br-Par Th 151
15%
14%
15
CBS “A”
90
28%
27
23%
27%.
CBS “B”
54
26%
27%
Col Fix
18
1334
13%
13%
Decca
100
15%
■15“-' ' 15
Disney ...... 231
18%
15%:.
18
Eastman Kdk. 10.5
10534
100%
105%
emi
162
.4%
.4
4%
List Ind. . . . 47
7%
.7%
' 7%
Loew’S ...... 222
14% •
1334
--13%
Nat. Thea... 150
.7%.
3%
734
Paramount .. 191
36%
34%
36%
PhilCO
307
15%
. .13%
15%
RCA
314
35
33%.
35
Republic .... 125
%
.6%
634
Rep,, pfd5
16%
11%
11%
Stanley: War. 68
15%
16%
16
Storer2234
63
23 ,
23
20th-Fox .... 56
245/
.25%.
24%
United Artists; 66
19%
19%
1.7
Univ. Pii... .
7
20%
20
20
Univ:, pfd... *40
68
67
67
Warner Bros. 37
17%
16%
17%
Zenith
•74,
135
,127%
135

"Net
Change
forWk.
..

__

— %.
.+1%
+1%

the best away from free tv pro¬
gramming and won’t limit itself to
hew programming “because there
just isn’t; enough of it;” Richard
S, Salant, v.p. of the . Columbia
Broadcasting System, argued Sun¬
day (2).

Ply mouth-On-the-Line
. Plymouth division of the
Chrysler Corp. held a dealersalesmap closed-circuit tele¬
session on Friday (24) via the
facilities of TNT Tele-Sessions
Inc.
Tele-session, second in
two-mopth period Tor Plym¬
outh: went to dealers and.
salesmen in 41 cities. Telecast
featured sales and advertising
executives of the Chrysler
Corp, as well as the company
tv personalities—Bob Hope,
Lawrence Welk and his orch.
Bill Lundigan, Mary Cost and
others.

— %
+2.34
.+4%.
-f %
— %
— %
— %
+ %
+1%

Washington, Feb. 4.
With time running short to stop
subscription tv (via the broadcast
channels), the House interstate
Commerce
Committee,
under
Chairman Oren Harris tD-Ark.),
meets in executive session Thurs¬

Salant debated; the; toil question
day (6) to chart a legislative
with Bob Hall, a director of Skia; course on feevee which will be ac¬
tron
the WCBS-TY series,
ceptable to Congress and which
“Right Now.”
i
can win speedy approval.
Discussion moved in the by-now
Chairman Harris had intended to
Well-defined orbit * of pros and
cail his Committee together last
cons, but did nail down some spe¬
week on subscription but was di¬
cific points. For instance, Salant
verted by developments In the
said that jbe public eventually
Subcommittee on Legislative Over¬
would emerge the real loser under
+ %
sight which is investigating "
any toll system;
“If pay televi¬
sion begins to'Supplant free tele-operations of the Federal Co.
Vision, CBS Will gor into, pay tele¬
munications Commission and other
I": ^
vision
as
a
matter
of
economic
+ 1%
regulatory agencies. Harris is an
necessity and we expect to do well
— %
ex officio member of the Subcom¬
in It,” he declared, “It Isn’t the
fate of CBS- television that is inmittee in addition to being chair¬
J+-J4 ;
volved, but it’s the fate of free i
man
of the parent Committee.
+7%;
television;
The best free televi¬
Wfiat with the FCC committed
sion will be taken away. .
and
American Stock Exchange
to acting on pay tv applications
fenced off for the carriage trade.”
4%
2% Allied Artists 43
3%
3%
+ %
3%after March 1, the time factor ap¬
In contrast with the arguments
10%
.6% Al’d Art., pfd.
3
7%.
7%
— %
of many theatremen, Salant said j
pears to be the key to wbat Con¬
11%. .6% ~ Assoc. Artists £72
%
.9%
834
+ %
CBS did not oppose wire tv, which
Tulsa,
Feb.
4.
gress—or at least the House—does
i%
% C. & C. Tele
81
7/16
7/16
— 1/16
. %:
would be “just another form of
In the wake of an on-the-air edi¬
33/
6%
3
DuMont Lab. 57
■4%
4%
+ %.
with
the subscription hot potato.
competition.”,
Nevertheless,, he torial opposing toll tv, station
4%
2% Guild Films
150
3%
3
3%
+ % - added, closed circuit-television has KOTV received 2,900 postcards And what the House does will al¬
934,
5% Nat’i Telefilm 49
6%
— %
634
6%
many of the harmful effects on. from the public, all against pay tv. most certainly be determined by
43/
3% Skiatron
253
5%
9
— %
free. television t h a t over-the-air Two hundred of the postcards what the Committee recommends.
4%
4%.
4
834
2%. Technicolor
67
+-%
pay television has:”
came from nearby Bartlesville,
It’s now pretty generally agreed
4%
•4%.
-41/
3% Trans-Lux .., 28
57'
+ %
In his Counter arguments,. Hall Okla., which has the sole subscrip¬
said the fundamental issue was tion tv system in operation cur¬ that time will not permit passage
Over-the-Counter Securities
rently.
qf one of many bills (five more were
“the
American
tradition,
of
free
Bid
Ask
choice.” He recalled that no view¬
The postcards were prompted by introduced last week) banning
Ampex ............
50% 56%
—i34
er would have to purchase pro- ; a. one-minute talk on the issue feevee; Legislation of this kind;
13/
2%
Chesapeake Industries
.—■%
grams unless he wanted to and Tuesday (28) evening by James C. would be sure to run into opposi¬
.2%
Cinerama Prod.
— %
1%
reminded that ‘%e will have to Richdale, prexy and general man¬ tion for two major reasons. Vari¬
8%
734DuMont Broadcasting
.+ %work Very hard to get. the few ager of the tv station. He said, ous members of the Committee are
2%.
2%
Magna Theatre
Ye
programs
that you will, be willing in part, “At this very moment in opposed to Congress taking juris¬
—^
Official. Films
1%
1%:
to purchase.” If pay video doesn’t Washington, Congress is holding diction over regulatory agencies
4%, 4%
U. A, Theatres
work, it won’t stand on its own hearings on the issue of pay tele¬ They are also impressed with argu¬
feet, he argued.
that new development!
vision vs. free television.
You ments
Actual Volume..
Hall also said that' there were are one of 42 million families own¬ should be given the opportunity tc
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co,)
now many unused channels which ing one or more television sets. prove themselves!
subscription-tv could convert to You have invested over. 16 billion . This, however, does not altei
use.
dollars in these sets with the un¬ their basic opposition to, the FCC
Prof. George Williams of N. Y. derstanding of receiving all tele¬ trial authorization, especially ii
vision entertainment free.
Cer¬ nothing is done to guarantee pro¬
United Artists board at a New University Law School was mod¬
tain interests now propose to tection for “free’’ ty during the
York meeting yesterday. (Tties.) erator of the discussion.
charge you for television program^- three-year test period.
Growing
Chicago.
declared the regular quarterly di¬
miiig by means of various devices mail from constituents (particular¬
Editor, Variety:
which would require you to pay- ly in an election year) apparently
vidend of 35c per share: on the.
money in your own home to see weighted against subscription forti¬
As a dyed-in-the-wool movie fan, Common stock. This is payable
their programs . .
For example, fies that opposition.
I am taking this opportunity tp March 28 to holders of record on
you instead of the advertisers
Write you after reading a letter March 14.
The Committee, therefore, seepis
might pay for such programs as
If the guest can’t go to the party
to be left with two courses. One Is
Herbert L. Golden, parent com¬
printed in Variety from James
“Gunsmoke,” “20th Century” and
in his honor, then he’s brought to
a resolution which would express
Alanson Davis, whose letter, ap¬ pany v.p. and president of the
“Playhouse 90” .. . KOTV believes
That’s
the sentiment off Congress against
television, subsidiary, was formally the party By television;
that all television programs should
peared as “Pan Mail. For Eddie
a trial run for subscription until
installed as a -member of the the newest gimmick in closed-cir¬ be free to its viewers.
cuit television:
the question of policy in allowing
Silverman.'*
board,
'.. “We hasten to add that vre are the public channels to be used for
This is “Fan Mail Tor- Eddie
The city of Lansing, Mich.,
not motivated by selfish reasons pay programs is determined. There
planned to honor Jack Wolfram,
Silverman,” although I have never
since bur experience and facilities are strong indications that such a
general manager of: the Oldsmpbile
Would enable us. to adapt very course may be followed in the ac¬
ihet him* However, two of my fa¬
Division of General Motors, as the
quickly to A system of pay tele¬ tion of seven members of the Sen¬
vorite theatres , are the Woods and
. “man of the year” yesterday (Tues.):
vision if that is what the public ate last week in co-sponsoring such
But Wolfram was stuck on busi¬
Esquire in Chicago, and I will rise
wants.”
a resolution.
Now that Stanley Warner has ness in Minneapolis. So, via the
to the occasion to defend either,
The editorial concluded for an
However, the resolution strategy
should circumstances warrant it, as settled its differences with Cine¬ facilities of TNT, Tele-Sessions, a
expression of viewer sentiment via might have its drawbacks. Assum¬
large
screen
projector
was
set
•
up
I feel that they are two of the best rama Productions Corp. and Cine¬
in the Lansing .Civic .Aiiditroium a postcard, with the results for¬ ing the House adopts a resolution,
operated theatres in the nation. In
warded to Washington. By noon
this instance it is the Woods that rama Inc. the .-two companies .tied wbile tv cameras were trained, on (3), 2,900 replies had been, re¬ it would still have to get through
the Senate where the atmosphere
Thus
•I am defending, as I feel.that most in with the Cinerama: operation, .Wolfram in Minneapolis.;
ceived; all opposed to pay tv. The may not be so conducive To accept¬
Wolfram
attended
the
party
as
the
theatre
,
chain
has
launched
a
of. the comments, made by Mr;
foreign expansion program for the originally planned.
i editorial was telecast immediately ance. Chairman Warren G. MagDavis are unjustified;
after the station’s “Award The¬ nuson (D-Wash.) of the Senate
tliree-strip medium.
I am the concert master of the
atre’* presentation of
feature Commerce
Committee,
unlike
Deal has been set for Cinerama
Columbia Broadcasting System stu¬
film.
Chairman Harris, has expressed a
to
open
in
May
at
-the.
Cine
Casino
dio orchestra in Chicago, and find
disposition to favor a test. It will
that movies are a source of relaxa¬ in Buenos Aires, Operation will
Detroit Opposes Feevee
be his Committee which will have
'Minneapolis: Feb. 3.
tion for me before and after re¬ open with the. presentation of “This
Detroit, Feb. 4.
to consider the resolution offered
Firing the .first local guh against
hearsals and shows, so I rarely Is Cinerama,” first picture in the
toll of any of the Twin Cities' tv , . Detroit-area viewers are voting by Sen. Strom Thurmond (D-S.C.),
medium:
miss a new picture,. The many,
100 to 1 against feevee in a poll ret al. It cannot be expected to
This is the first Cinerama: open¬ or radio stations, WCCOrTV, the conducted by WJKB-TV.
many times that I have attended
Latest push for action with the same zeal
Twin Cities’; Columbia Broadcast¬
the Woods have given me ample ing in Argentina. The Cine Casino,
count of ballots showed 3,062 displayed by Harris.
ing Co. affiliate, spent $3*151 for
Opportunity to see screen fare in operated by A. O. Malvestiti, Dr.
against
and
31
for:
Poll
resulted
a full page ad that appeared: in
Because of these difficulties,
an atmosphere that Is conducive to Alberto Apodacea and Egldio Al¬
following a question-and-answer
the morning and evening newspa¬
there’s speculation that the Harris
one’s enjoyment. Neyer have I berto De; Maio, was formerly a
program in which the station’s
pers here.
Committee
may adopt a compro¬
variety
and
vaudeville
house
which
been disturbed by teen-age blabnewscaster Jac LeGdff queried
The ad was a re-pript of excerpts WJKB managing .director. Bill mise course. This would be In the
berlngs and shenanigans in the will be completely refurbished and
nature
of
a
report
summarizing the
remodled
for
Cinerama.
of
the
preface
to
“Free
Television
Woods. This could possibly be at¬
Michaels on the' subject. Michaels, i
Long delay in opening Buenos and the Public,” a warning by explained how pay tv would work Committee’s findings on the testi¬
tributed to alertness on the part of
mony
taken
at
its
recent hearings.
Frank..
Stanton,
CBS
president,
Aires
as
a
Cinerama
outlet
was
its ushers. Another compliment to
technically, listed the pros and
the proposed
pay-as-you- j cons, estimated costs and dis¬ Such a report may conclude: (1)
this movie house is its cleanliness; due to the government ceiling on that
that the question of FCC’s author¬
Watch
video
may
destroy
free
tv.
film
admissions.
However,
the^deal
the aisles are not cluttered withcussed possible programs.
ity to allow subscription is one to
popcorn boxes and paper. The was made possible by a new ruling
Viewers Were requested to send be: decided by the courts; (2) that
many times that I have been in which exempted Cinerama admis¬
their ballots to either WJKB-TV the law empowers the Commission
Wellman
Recruits
Colonel
its men's room have given me the sion prices from, the ceiling oh
or to Rep. John Dingell, Detroit to explore new uses of radio; and
Columbus, Ga.,. Feb. 4.
impression, that Mr. Silverman regular features. As a result, Cine¬
Congressman, who is. a member of (3) that the Commission may au¬
CoL Roy A. Murray, of Fort Ban¬
rama will be able to operate oh a
takes pride in'sanitation.
the Harris Committee on interstate thorize a test but must come to
roadshow basis.
■ ning has been assigned by the Pen¬
and Foreign Commerce which is Congress before granting subscrip¬
From my. observations in the
tagon as military technical adviser
Investigating toll tv.
past I feel that the people respon¬
tion a permanent authorization.
on “Darby’s Rangers,” Warner;
sible for the operation of the
Morris Stei Quits Film Biz
Bros, war drama starring James
Sentiment for such a report, it’s
Woods Theater should be com¬
Toronto, Feb. 4.
| Gamer and Etchika ChoureauV
suggested, may increase as Com¬
Canad ian-Made Feature mittee members have opportunity
mended; I do not; know what is
Morris Stein; .eastern division
Assignment compiled with re-,
going on in the Woods at 7:15 a.m.,
Toronto, Feb. 4.
manager for Famous Players (Ca¬
to study the full record of the tes¬
but It seems to me that anyone nadian),.has formally tendered his quest of Director William Well¬
Internationally-known Toronto timony taken at the hearings. A
who is aware that it's an all-night resignation and will devote all his man, who worked with the same novelist Morley Cailagahan's novel
considerable part of this record,
colbnel when shooting “The Story
theater, and attends a performance
“Now That April’s Here" will be devoted to support of regulated
time to the automobile agency here of GI Joe” back in 1944.
at that unorthodox hour, should of which he is president.
Col. Mqrray. was a battalion com-? filmed here by Klenman-Davidson broadcast subscription as against
expect to find cleaning going on
unregulated wipe feevee, was by¬
Robert Myers, former assistant mander with DarbyA Rangers, Productions. Being cast now,
somewhere.
Callagahan does a sports column passed in the hurry to wind up the
outfit ..of
to Stein, is successor, effective American commando
George Devron
hearings.
for Toronto Telegram.
World
war
II
fame.
Feb.
8.
WBBM-TV
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CIRCUIT VIDEO BRINGS
ABSENT ONE TO PARTY

STANLEY WARNER IN
NEW CINERAMA DEALS
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Gen. MotorsWants a TV fear’
General Motor* ha* , been quietly sounding out top nefum t
executives for the new post of “tv czar” of the giant automobile
company. Post commands v.p. stripes aild a salary reportedlv in
six figures, with quarters at the corporate homeoffice in Detroit
on a next-office basis with GM prexy Harlow Curtice.
Reason for the GM anxiety to get a top network figure to run
its television buying operations, according to reliable sources is
dissatisfaction at the top level with the lack of a unified approach
in the television buying, programming and planning of the huge
corporation. What with GM billings spread through three prin¬
cipal agencies, McManus, John & Adams, D. P. Brother and Campbell-Ewald, with the choice of a fourth for the Buick and corpor¬
ate account still Up ..in the air, GM feels the need for an overall
direction at the top.
Job has already been offered to two prominent.television figures
both of whom have held higher-than-v,p. posts at the' networks’
They’ve already nixed the offer, one. because of longterm con¬
tractual commitments and loyalties, the other because of' semiretired status.
.

Washington, Feb. 4.
The House Subcommittee on
Legislative Oversight, amid fre¬
If, on Feb. 21, Cyril Ritchard
quent wrangling, yesterday (Mon.) shows a brand-new side of his mul¬
opened up a pandora’s box in ques¬ ti-faced talent, the credit will be
tioning the propriety and legality shared by Kajar. Ritchard and a
of the conduct of Federal Commu¬ flock of stars (Anna Maria Albernication Commission Chairman ghetti, Sal Mineo, Dennis King,
John C. Doerfer in collecting com¬ Basil Rathbone, Una Merkel, How¬
pensation from the Government ard Morris) will be making with
and industry for delivering a the Cole Porter-S. J. Perelman
speech in 1954 at a district meeting “Aladdin” on that date for CBSof the National Assn, of Broadcast¬ TV as the “DuPdnt Show of the
Month.”
ers.
Although Doerfer strongly deKajar the Magician has just been
ied that there was anything im- named now-you-see-it-now-youproper in his conduct. Comptroller don’t consultant to the show, or
General Joseph Campbell of the vice-president in charge of Cyril
general accounting office told the (Genie). Ritchard.
subcommittee that he would “dis¬
allow” a claim for per diem by a
Government official who. receives
expenses from the industry.
■f With some sharp modifications
in the number of performers
Questioned by committee coun¬
(mostly musical), American Broad¬
sel Bernard Schwartz, Campbell
JIMMY NELSON
casting
Network has managed to
said. he thought it “improper” for
DANNY O’DAY and FARFEL
retain three of its remaining five
Doerfer to receive an “honorari¬
With HUMPHREY HIGSBYE
live
musical
programs. The net¬
um” for making a speech at. an
Currently TV Spokesman for the
Paul Muni will make one of his work schedule is beirig* shuffled
NAB meeting in Spokane, Wash.
CQ.
“Lucky Dollar,” the new EPI NESTLE
about
to
keep
the three live shows
rare
tv
appearances
on
“Playhouse
Management: .. Directional EnterCampbell ‘&Jso indicated that package already set as a CBS-TV
GAO “would seek reimbursement” daytimer to succeed Garry Moore prises, 200 West 57th Street; New 90” on March 6, playing the lead duhng tjie earlier parts of the
daily
sked.
York;
.
from Doerfer for collecting ' ex¬ in the fall, gets a nighttime berth
Booking: "Mercury Artists Corp. role in “The Last Clear Chance,”
ABN affiliates advisory board,
penses for this trip from the Gov-, on the network next month via 730.
Fifth Avenue, New York. .
original teieplay by A. E. meeting in New Ybrk last week,
eminent.
Brown & Williamson, which has or¬
Hotchner, who adapted the Ernest recommended a greater emphasis,
Campbell differed with an inter- J dered the show for Saturdays at
Hemingway Nick Adams .stories on news shows by the web. An
pretation of the law on which Doer¬ 8:30 starting March 22, replacing
earlier this season for CBS-TV’s affiliate member later reported
fer justified his acceptance of ah “Dick & the Duchess.”
that the web has promised to in¬
'Seven Lively Arts.”
“honorarium” for NAB. GAO, he
clude an early morning news
Situation isn’t a sweetness-&George Roy Hill will direct the roundup of 10 or 15-minutes
said, interpreted the law as ap¬ light one as regards the time pe¬
play, in which Muni stars as a de¬ length a day. Time for the ex¬
plying to private functions, such as riod, since the B&W order is only
a commencement address; and not for alternate weeks, while the net¬
fense lawyer. In his last Broad¬ tended roundup (ABN now offers
way stint, “Inherit the Wind,’’ he five-minute news wrapups in the
to activities involving official du¬ work meanwhile has lost Helene
ties.
played the role of lawyer Clarence morning) will probably be 8.
Curtis and Mogen David Wine as
Diversionary Tactic
Darrow.
the original sponsors in the time
The various changes and cut¬
backs will be In full effect as of
Although Schwartz may have slot. Both bankrollers first indi¬
March 3.
scored a point by Campbell's tes¬ cated to the network that though
As originally planned, Don Mc¬
WOR Radio, N. Y., which recent¬
timony, it appeared that the sub¬ they Were cancelling “Dick,” they’d
Neill will retain his 9 to 10 ;a.m.
committees’. preoccupation with retain the time. Then they re¬ ly Upped its news schedule to 15live slot, but instead of Herb OsCommissioners’ expense accounts versed themselves and dropped the minute newscasts every hour on
Car Anderson backjng him tip from
would amount to little more than time, as well, enabling B&W to
lb to 10:55, it’ll be Jliri Backus in
a diversion far afield from the real come in with the “Lucky Dollar” the hour from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m., did
the morning’s other live show.
purpose of the inquiry. The most order. Show and time, however, so because news broadcasts have
Merv Griffin, who now has a 7:15
that might develop from the cur¬ are still only half sold.
proven to be a very commercial
rent questioning, it seemed, would
Package, which involves in- commodity.
Colgate-Palmolive Co. is fiuying to 8:55 p.m., stanza, will, moye it
over to 1 to 2:55 every afternoon.
be a reexamination and possible home participation as well, as a
Station, topper Robert Leder, Into CBS-TV’s Sunday “Baseball.] He’ll be. replacing Jim. Reeves,
revision of GAO regulations.
studio game, is the CBS-TV choice
Game of the Week,” thus com¬
discloses
that
in
1957
WQR’s
gross
who.
now has the 1 to 2 strip but
plicating still further the: hassle
The question of Doerfer’s “hon¬ to succeed the* Garry Moore show
orarium” occupied most of the when the latter quits as a CBS income from news programming between the network and the is being axed entirely by ABN, and
Backus,
who currently fills out the
hearing and prompted questioning daytime star at the. end of the' was $1,500,000. Cost of talent and minor leagues. Jit’s Colgate’s first
So McNeill,
of the following witnesses: NAB summer. Durward Kirby, who’s facilities to WOR was put at $450,- full-edged network sports. The sked until 2:55.
Backus
and Griffin, with dimin¬
been
the
announcer
and'
comedy
soap company has in the past
prexy Harold E. Fellows; former
NAB veepee Robert K. Richards, foil on the Moore, show for seven 000, leaving the station with a bought pre- or post-game, capsules ished staffs* will be the live show
surrounding football, etc., but emcees.
now a public relations consultant; years, has been signed, to. emcee j neat profit.
Also on March 3, Anderson will
Eight of the top 20 programs hasn’t yet participated in the spon¬
Frank U. Fletcher, Washington the new 10 to 10:30 quiz stri
“Dollar,” which was kinescoped ! oyer a period of years, according to sorship of a sporting event itself. be taking over primarly a deejay
counsel for KWTV (TV) in Okla¬
homa City; Baron Shacklett and by CBS last summer; is based on Leder, have been WOR news
Exact extent of the Colgate par¬ stanza where Griffin now is—at
Oliver Eastland,
subcommittee the old word game of “Ghost,” in shows. “When you consistently ticipation is still to be worked out, 7:15 to 8:55 p.m. Anderson will
which two contestants vie against rank eight of. your news shows in since it would involve a regional sometimes supplement with talent
staff investigators.
supplied by the ABN affils around
From these witnesses, it was es¬ each other to make longer words, the top 20 day and night it repre¬ pattern. Falstaff Brewing, which the country, but whether they’ll
tablished that Doerfer had been with the prize money increasing in sents an equity that you should sponsors a large part of the CBS
proportion
to
the
length
of
the
(Continued on page 50)
consider
to
be
permanent,”
he
Saturday games, cable up with the
invited to substitute for Fellows
idea of the Sunday telecasts and
as speaker at the Spokane meet¬ word. Home audience is brought added.
into
the
game
by
the
device
of
will
sponsor
them
over
most
of
the
WOR originates 150 newscasts
ing, that he made the trip from translating a word into a numeral
weekly, with 120 of them 15 min¬ midwest and south, with CBS-TV
Oklahoma City where he and his
it reaches eight letters. utes in length. -Station employs selling off the rest of the country.
‘ wife were attending the dedication when
Viewers who. have a dollar bill eight fulltime newscasters, 10 full¬ Whether Colgate will take On all
of the KWTV tower, and that NAB whose serial number coincides
time news writers and alsn makes the non-Falstaff markets isn’t
(Continued .on page 50)
with the numerals bir..the screen extensive use of stringers. Sta¬ known yet. If it does, the sale will
send in the bill and get a $50 prize.
tion’s newscasters avoid any com¬ give CBS-TV blanket Sunday cov¬
Moore, incidentaUy, has been so mentary as per station policy and erage, except for the major league
besieged by letters from his fans also are utilized for the commer¬ cities arid minor league home-game
“The Verdict Is Yours,” the new
demanding to know why he’s leav¬ cials as selling personalities.
markets on the telecast dates.
ing that he prepared a .three-page,
Colgate will use the games to simulated-courtroom d ay t i mer
Leder called five-minute, news
(Continued on page 52)
which
CBS-TV
successfully
shows a matter of “expediency,!' push its shaving cream lines.
dictated by sales departments
launched earlier this fall, is now
which do not recognize the value
in the running as an hourlong
of l5^minute hews periods.
weekly nighttime. contender, CBS
Texaco, heretofore a character¬
will cut a kinnie of an hour version
istic “entertainment show” sponsor
of the show within the next ^our
on the networks, may move into
Two of NBC-TV’s “last season”
Exquisite Form Bra’s plans for to six weeks, in time for the start
the news fold with a half-hour shows may make their reentry at
two more television specials this
Sunday news show on CBS-TV. the web this spring—one will for
season have blown up, “and unless cf the spring selling season.
Web has already bought night¬
Texaco has expressed interest in certain. Latter is “Noah’s Ark,”
the lingerie outfit can .‘rustle up
some spare time towards late time rights to the show from Frank
such a project, and CBS-TV is which is set to replace “My Friend
spring, it won’t be represented in Cooper Associates (it had previous¬
currently trying to pin down the Flieka” on the network as of May
Future of CBS^TV’s “The Big television anymore this season. Ex¬ ly purchased only daytime rights),
11.
Qther is “Panic,” the A1
details, including the needed sta¬ Simon. - McCadden . Productions Record” is still up in the air, due quisite Form, which had sponsored and the kinnie will be done by
tion clearances. Program is aimed package, which may serve as the to a tug of war that has developed its first tv special in the fall with the web’s daytime programming
at the Sunday at 6 p.m. period and replacement show for “Sally” between two of the show’s three a Las Vegas show, had planned to dept. As a possible wrinkle, two
remaining sponsors. Pillsbury has bankroll an April 18 hour on-NBC- openings and closings will he done
Would feature Doug Edwards, who starting April 6.
insisting the show be dropped TV with a package toplining Earl bn the kinnie. One will be a regdoes the network’s regular 7:15
If “Panic” gets the nod—and it’s beenApril,
while Oldsmobile is Wilson, Rhonda Fleming and Carol ular
completed-case-in-an-hour.
weekday news show.
lip to sponsors OldGoId and Royal inequally adamant that the show Haney.
The other calls for a carryover
. That Sunday at 6 period has McBee to decide, unused episodes complete the season. Smack in the
Although the first special had technique on which the audience
fluctuated between public affairs of the series, would he shown. middle is the show’s third sponsor.
been on NBC, the web told Exqui¬ won’t be Informed of the verdict
and entertainment for the past Series didn’t run its complete Armour & Co.
site Form last week that it couldn’t bf the case in the telecast until the
several years. It's currently occu¬ cycle last season, and with NBC
Oldsmobiie’s
attitude
stems clear the April 18 time, nor any beginning of the next week’s show,
pied by “Beat the Clock,” though having a stake Tri the.:show, idea is
“The Last Word” is slated to move tn get the remainder of the films from its longtime relationship with other period in April, for that mat¬ at which tiihe an envelop contain¬
into the time period later this off the shelf. If the sponsors de¬ “Record” femcee Patti Page. Miss ter. Since timing waS involved ing the verdict would be ripped
month. However, there’s no net¬ cide against “Panic,” they’ll prob-. Page, who’s starred in her own in the Exquisite Form talent com¬ open and the Verdict read.
work hard-news show on CBS-TV ably go fo** a quiz or audience- show for Olds, did a hangup dealer- mitments, it took the package to
Series, a remake of the old Du¬
relations job for the auto company ABC-TV, which also nixed the of¬ Mont Chicago-originator, “They
from the Friday 7:15 Edwards news participation entry.
show right through Sunday at 11 , “Noah’s Ark” will run in color, at that time, and Olds since has fer on the basis it couldn’t secure Stand Accused,” has been one of
p.m., except lor local news pro¬ as last year, in the co-op 7 to 7:30 felt a strong loyalty toward her and the necessary preemptions. There¬ the fnore successful of the Colum-'
grams, so that it’s figured the 6 Sunday period. It’s the Jack Webb furthermore feels she still does a upon, the bra firm had to notify bia daytimers. . Since it replaced
p.m. show would serve a useful package, which, coincidentally, good selling job for them. Pills¬ tiie Johnny Greenhut-Jack Bertell the Bob Crosby show, it’s reached
purpose. Cunningham & Walsh is “Panic” replaced after the first bury, on the other hand, feels that Television Artists Corp., which a 60% sold-out status and is one
ilm “Record” ratings have slipped packaged the show, that all bets of the top-rated CBS afternoon
reppingJTexaco in the negotiations., cycle last year.
so badly it’s time for a change.
were off.
I entries.

The Great Ritchard

Entries But 40-50 Performers Axed

TV

PAUL MUNI TO STAR
ON TLAYHOUSE 90’

Leder s Leader:

$1,500,000 Gross

Its First 'Game’

Terdict Is Yours’

‘NOAH’S ARK’BACK,
MAYBE TANK,’TOO

‘Big Record’ Fate At

Play At Tug Of War

EXQUISITE FORM
YANKS BRA SPECS

Pfosattr
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CBS Taking a Long, Hard Look
At Burets as Profits Decline;
30 Lopoffs inNews-Pubaffairs

u. i

Backgrounding, the CBS personnel slashes in news A' public
affairs last week, ana possibly serving to spark them, lias been an
unprecedented (for CBS) number of cancellations on the sponsor
side at the network—unprecedented in terms of so many in so
short a time span* In all, six sponsors administered the ake on
time & program commitments in a three-week spanspan, with thre
the pospos¬
By GEORGE. ROSEN
sibility of an eighth doing so this week.
iTpurex,
alteriiate.
^nsiri. temsdves *re
Sponsors aiid shows ihvolved were
Piirex, dropping-its
dropping its alternate-— --—-—---f With the black clouds of recesweek hour in “Perry Mason”; Kellogg,
logg. ankling its alternate-week
glternate-wcek
”*“** >
out “f,B“Pw__
, __
_
sion looming on the television horil-Myers, cutting back an alteralters
0>* rata things «M( It wont;
half-hour in “Big Record”; Bristol-Myers,
Tnat S My M&!
zon, plus declining profits, CBS last
90"; Lever W,
necessary for the D-C. toqulsanate-week half-hour in “Playhousec 90”;
Bros, cancelling
tlonlwys to take It out nn the netChicago, Feb. 4.
week cut loose between 25 and 30
time 4r show on “Our . Miss Brooks,”" and Helen Curtis arid Mogen
Duchess" show*
show.
■RWta'-liy malong the Barrow ReThe following letter from a
news & public affairs personnel.
David, dropping the. time and the! “Dick & the Duchess”
seks of the season, that’s a time
Port look good and inflicting, opTexas televiewer arrived at
While the cutbacks weren’t an exOn the basis of the 26 remaining weeks
00,Q00:
tion time penalties- The. “MadiNBC in Chicago:
pression of panic at. the web by
and talent rap to the web of $9,000,000.
re- ■■■son Aye. Report,”'already grlnd“My mother and I are hava°y means, though it had been hit
On the plus side, there are onlyr two
tWo alternate-week orders re¬
ing an argument Can you
by some devastating sponsor cantristol-Myers and another from
ing away, is beating Barrow to the
placing the defectors, one from Bristol-Myers
help us settle It? In ‘Green
cellations (see senate box), they
sis; comes to around $2,000,000
‘punch.
Toni, This, also on a 26-week basis,
Pastures’ who played the leadwere the result of some intensive
>se recession warnings seem a
A few weeks back at the Wash¬
for time &f program- So that those
ing role? I say it was William
management and efficiency surington powwow of CBS and its
reality at this point._,
__ ...
=================== affiliates, prexy Frank . Stanton
Warfield. My mother says it
Vey*Cutbacks came in two forms—
. ,
^
warned that exercising of the op- ► was Mike Todd . . . ”
k-l,uA ||«4 A %lA«t
tion time: recommendations in the =—————=-= the staffs of three shows were cut
__ __
_
loose when the shows themselves.
HITS UD 9 uffiW
Barrow Network study could cost ‘
r^II^ iL
“Let’s Take a Trip,” “UN in Ac* - “ wr w
”
; that network alone up to $20,000.tion” and “World News Roundup.”
■
000 annually. That’s the Itind of /lYf* rfltK 1111
were axed, and additional personmoney involved these days sipaply 4 AAV A IUW vu
_
nel throughout the news & public
V ‘Where We
I by failure of the networks to sell
Educators Claim CBS-TV
Wo Stand'
I?.—__ _
affairs area in various capacities
. , _
.
their fringe time areas to nationFfimiHfi
sniffers
were topped. The program cutanted Equal Time
al sponsors.
Distorted Picture; Wanted
.1 VlllUlv UUIgVlil
backs came to some 13 people;
—--—,—=--—From the looks of things Barrow
_
other cuts involved 12 to 15 people
i
ii
'»■*•
may be strictly post-mortem.
/P* ^1 ^
Ij ^ ^ . \ and were made among news writers.
CBS-TV’s widely-heralded 90*
Ia77-HAIillV
There’s
h)77-HBnnV TffliAY
Timn
There’S so much prime evening
evening
UllSPIP
ImftQPV I members of the film production
JdLA liaPPJ
nappy tuuv*
IIIUCA
days
minute news special on ‘‘Where
time kicking around these days
VUlOVlt/) HWtJ / ^ 0f CBS News and in the CBS
We Stand” early in January has
Timex Corp. Is
is considering spon- (particularly on half-sponsorshii
half-sponsorship
.
„
■■
. r
.
Talks Dept., which is being reshufaroused some bitter 'controversy soring a second jazz special bn status of shows) that the ad ageriThe cancellation of femme sing- fl(?(L Helen Sioussaf, head of the
from an unexpected quarter—the j^C-TV, following the good re-?£ls>Jn toping their hypothetical ers on the networks has hit an Up- Talks Dept , has been offered the
educators. They’ve taken objec- action to its first sUch special on Madison Aye. Report” at the net- beat tempo with two of them, post 0f assistant to CBS Washing¬
ton. to that short segment of tne. j>ec. 30. If the watch company de- works, are now in a position to Gisele MacKenzie and Rosemary tdn v.p. Joe Ream.
npnffram in which reporter
reDorter Alexr-;
Alexj *• t ’
._j with
.....it the* nrniert
__•_*- ' say:
savr “Why
“Whv should
fihmiM we
wd get ourselves
mirsplvps f!Ionnpv
ppttintir notice
nnticp thatthplr
_
. .. __ 1_
program
ahpad
Clooney, getting
that their
w.'.',
_
Xnder Kendrick lnterviewed some
involved in option time shows, days (and show!) are numbered.
h7?‘T
Alhambra (Cal.) High SehooL stu'
*
with their limited- rtatioi accept^
Seott Paper and Schick, eo-sponSponsor is meanwhile repre^^4? W.
« *h' MacKmizie Show m
course called co-ed cookery.
sented on the web with an aHer- B*,.1?®- prim' perJodfJ
NBC-TV. are dropping the Sator- planned earHer, the actual firings
National Education; Assn, s news- hate-week half-hour on the Steve nothing would give the stations day night entry in March. Since came in the midst of CBS Inc.,
letter. Preview, last week report¬
greater joy, especially in a period both are committed to the time pe- annual management and budget
ed ' that “educators around the
pf economic pinch, than to recap- riod for the balance of the season, surveys, in whibh all divisions bf
country” are concerned that the
ture these time segments, particu- Benton & Bowies and J. Walter the* parent company were given-a
segment and the conclusions
lariy from 10:30 to 11 p.m. and Thompson, the respective client, careful o*o. Though it’s an annual
drawn from it “reflected 'a lesspre-7:30 p.m. slots.
• .
.
agencies, are xm the prowl for a affair, it’s been learned that this
than-fair picture of til®, curriculum
The. ABC brass, meeting.in Mi-, replacement .show.
. year’s meetings were the most fa*
of secondary education in Cali¬
ami a few weeks ago with the AfLever Bros* (Lux) has served tensive ever, with a real decision
fornia and elsewhere.” It also re¬
filiate Adyffory Board, had It notice that they’re dropping the to cut fat wherever possible.
vealed that the Southern Council,
Rosemary Clooney Thursday night
CBS News itself went an a seplegislative arm of the California
y,0"
show on NBC-TV, but they’ll ride arate budgeting operation the first
Teachers Assn., Southern Section,
the shift, of You Asked For It with it Until June rather than of the year, and apart from the debas asked CBS for equal time on
?!i0j
■
a Ji°*u -h61,
scrounge around for another pro- cision to drop the three shows
the basis
basis that
that the
the program
program gave
gave aa
period, Jhey,x^ed
they wanted the «me
time for gram.
the
IJpQII lf|2kTTll1 1101 feri,od’
(which came from network prexy
“distorted and fragmentary picpic¬
1/VIUI 1T1CU UU 1IVI local salev
sale. (NBC
ran up against
----:-;—
(NBC ^*n
------;
—:—Merle Jones), the non-program cuts
lure
the same thing
, ,
were part of a general move to
ture ... of the curriculum.” CBS
tMng the first
first, of the year np - nf.
hasn’t replied
Sid Caesar
Imogene Coca when
llazel Bishop puM
pulled out of Wllh W6SU0SR00S6
when/Hazel
cut down on overhead. CBS News
replied*
Newsletter also quoted Alham- nosedived sorne 10 Trendex rating Sunday at 7 sponsorship of -:“Ong^
«
v.p, Sig Mickelson pointed out.
out,
Ong„
v.p.,
bra High principal Gilbert L. points on their second-week s: out- inal Amateur Hour/’ many stations
fAII fail f Rp Tnn SnrP
rrmtin..^ An naw
2
brother’s report to the school ing on ABC-TV over the weekend, reclaiming the time, with the net- .
1UU V3"
WOtWC
(Cpntmued on page 52)
“board, to the effect that; CBS crews Comic team scored a 15.9 bn Sun- work subsequently forced to co-op
An
Camnftmfv
spent six and a dralf hours there day at 9, with the • NBC-TV the “Flicka” pix).
Vtf kTClipi uvllblLlYllj ««
Sff
««
•
filming all phases of the school’s “Chevy Show” rodeo mopping up
Since last season, CBS, has alThough It has received two tele- IUa llloTV Morflll
activities and curriculum, and that with a 22.1 vs. 20.0 for CBS’ “GE ready been obliged to return the casts in England; one in Canada ill! lllttl ? lTlCll 1111)
Kendrick spent three hours inter- Theatre.” The CaesarrCoca rating. 10:30 to 11. periods to the affiliates and one in Australia, an Aifhur
"
viewing him, but that no part of picture followed the same pattern on Tuesday' and Saturday nights Hailey script, “Course for ColliAT
ni
I n
this interview was used and the as ABC’s Frank Sinatra, who following the exiting of “Do You sion,” won’t be telecast in the U.S.
Na rllCOl VnOP
only material used “gave the im- wowed ’em the first time out but Trust Your Wife” and a Barry &. unless .the approach to the story is
liv ljUvvl uUvv
pression that students at Albam" did a pratfall the following week. Enright ijiuzzer from those fespec- changed to a “don’t-take-it-serious■
bra take only elective subjects
On the weekend specials front, tive time slots. It was also forced tp ly” science-fiction theme. This
Edsel is
is dropping its plans for
represented by co-ed cookery.” Dean Martin walked off with the return 7 to 8 a.m. to the stations, despite the fact that the script had a one-hour spec this month followStrother added that 30 out of 1,030 Saturday night, honors, averaging when the Jimmy Dean .Show col-= Already been. sold to CBS-TV. for ing. its inability to sew up'Mary
boys take the course, and that 0ut to a 23.2 vs. 17.3 for his hour- lapsed from sponsor malnutrition. “Studio One.”
Martin to costar with Bing Crosby
I only 1% of the entire school’s long Lawrence Welk competition.
However, on the face/of things, .. Reason is sponsor sensitivity. It in the special. Miss Martin de¬
student body are enrolled in co-ed versus CBS’s half-hours, Martin NBC may be in for the biggest op- ail started With Westinghouse, the dined the stint on the basis she’s
cookery but 49% are. enrolled in topped Gale Storm, by a 26.3 to tion time blow of all next season. “Stiidio One” sponsor, which tired of the straight-musical duetmathematics courses and 50% in 17.0 score, but lost out to the Just two years ago NBC Was sold scanned the script after it was ting on tv and prefers to do book
science.
“Have Gun; Will Travel” western out clean 10:30 to 11 p.m.,
p.m.* except purchased last June for the show musicals, a probable tipoff she in—^—:--—by 21.5 to 20.0.
On Sunday. Aor Mondays. It had a sponsored by CBS, and decided that from the clined to accept the “Peter Pan”
___#
^
m
“Rumplestiltskin,” the second of Sunday ni^nt bowling show. On content, a viewer could deduce repeat stint on NBC this spring.
Ml/--.
Rl«|l the. Shirley Temple fairy tales, Tuesdays there was “Break the that the U.S. radar system isn’t all particularly in light of Pepsiff l|l"llll lfHIS
scored one of the best Trendexes Bank”; on Wednesdays “Big Town”; it could be. Westinghouse, which Cola’s half sponsorship.
11
v
ever in the 6:30. to 7:30 spot, aver- on Thursday’s “Lux Video Thea- makes radar equipment, decided
' Automaker had made a commitm
n
.
t
1
aging out to 28.0.
“Twentieth tre”; on Fridays the Gillette fights; to hold off on production until it ment with CBS conditional on seVflik l«im A vilnit Century” and “Lassie” registered on Saturdays “Hit Parade.” This could get an Air Force clearance curing Miss Martin. After she de10 i illII fcVc HI IlClI 8.5 and 16.9 respectively oiTTBS, season It’s down to four; nights,, for the script While Westinghouse clined,TEdsel and its agency, Foote,
while ABC local programming, with Sunday, Tuesday and Wednes- didn’t view the script as a sliir on Cone & Belding, make a brief try
“Win-Go” the new Jan Murray averaSe^ t0 10-2*
day bypassed on'national sponsor- itself, It feared the Air Forci^ one ft getting anotheir format but conouizzer"which utilizes a maximum
“Maverick” rose to even-greater ship. It looks a lot worse for ’58- of its better customers, might eluded it couldn’t bring it in quickprize of $250,000, is set to replace dominance the same evening, aver- *59.PauIHahn, prexy of American resent the radar angle.
ly enough, and so notified CBS
the Eve Arden show on CBS-TV; aging a 28.6 in its hour. It topped Tobacco Co. hasn’t been keeping it
Air Force, without giving rea- that the February special was out.
next month with Toni moving in the 7:30 field with a 28.6 vs. 11.7 a secret that he doesn’t want “Hit sons, refused to sanction the script. There’s still a chance, though it’s
as the bankroller Toni will bank- for “Sally” and l3.8 for “Bachelor Parade” back in the Sat. 10:30 Westinghouse then said it Would termed remote, that Edsel may
roll tho chow on an pvprv-week Father” then proceeded to clob- period next season. (Some affils prefer not to use the script even move in with a different one-shot
basis for the first cycle, with CBS- her both Steve Allen and Ed SuUl- yanked the show this: season to after viewing the CBC-TV kine- later in the spring.
TV having the right 'to seU off
(Continued on page 52)
(Continued on page 52)
J
(Continued on page 50)
^alternate-weelT^sponsorship after, gs-—

‘Co-Ed Cookery’ Stirs Up a Stew

_id

Caesar Down,
Shirley Temple,
Dean Martin Hot 01
&

With WeSuOgBOOSe
Yon Can t Be Too Sore

(continued on page 5 >

No Mary Martin,
No Edsel Spec

StehaiSu^U“inrhko
auS
(comedian himself Won’t emcee the
show due to other commitments)
and placed an order on CBS-TV
for the Tuesday at 3:30-• period.
which had been occupied by Lever
Bros, and Shulton the;Eve^Arden
^ L.ever deciped to _pull
^
stet, leavmg_Shult0?i* .^atter J.ast Veek Post®d can"
-ceUation notice for t^ Tuesday
t0 C£S -hat
is still i.nterested in continuing on
the web; but in another period with
another show. Web is still dicker-1
ing with Shulton on another spot.
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Hollywood, -Feb. 4.
Warners
Warners and
and ABC°are'cunrently
ABC are currently
negotiating a deal for a half-hour
action-adventure
action-adventure teleseries
teleseries to
to fob
fob
low “Maverick” Sunday nights.
_- j£
If consummated
consummated it
it would
would give
give
Per
Year
web a strong entry in the 8:30 9
Per Year
p.m.
p.m. time
time slot
slot against
against the
the last
last halfhalfStevfc
hour of Ed Sullivan and StevC
Allen. Both WB and web say they
are aiming for airing to start next
___ J September.;
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TV-FILMS

Australia s TV Tastes Similar to U.S.'
But Budget Limitations Cue More 'Live

[ *An Industrial film producer has taken the unusual step of releasing
an LP version of an original score from one of his films. Producer is
Konstantin Kaiser, prez of Marathon TV Newsreel, which recently
completed "live Miles West,” a 15-minute documentary on the Volkswagen factory at Wolfsburg, Germany, five miles from the East Ger¬
man border, and the effect of ita policies on the German recovery. Doc¬
umentary, filmed In 35m-color and narrated by Kurt Kasznar, Is being
released In color, black and white to American tv stations.
Kaiser was so impressed by the original score for the picture by
Richard Half that he decided to have private pressings made of the
score for distribution to his client and agency list. Work is performed
by the VolkswAgenwerk Symphony Orch. with Half conducting, and is
titled "The Wolfsburg Suite.” Kaiser is now discussing possible com¬
mercial release on a major label.

Australians, brought up on*
American motion pictures, have
Virtually-the same tastes in tele¬
films as Americans, 'with “I Love
Initial Sales on Associated Artists
Lucy” one of the most popular
skeins down under, according, to Productions’ 44Vanguard” feature
film
package were made last week.
Kieth Cairns, manager of the Her¬
Six stations bought the group of 52
ald. Sun station in Melbourne.
full-lengthers which AAP pulled
Cairns, in the U.S. to take a look out of the Warner catalog.
at trends here, his first visit in two
Contracts were pencilled by
years, said *the percentage of live KHF-TV, L. A.; KGHL-TV, Bill¬
and filmed programming on Aus¬ ings, Mont.; KBOI'TV, Boise,
Television Programs of America will hold a sales clinic beginning
tralian stations is about 45% live Idaho; KSHO-TV, Las Vegas; KVIIMonday (10). signalizing the launching of "Tugboat Annie” into syn¬
to 55% on film. Virtually all tele¬ TV, Amarillo, Tex., and KCSJ-TV,
dication in the U.S.
films come from the U.S. He went Pueblo, Colo.
Series now is unwinding in Canada and has been , sold in England,
on to say that Australian® stations
Presiding at the confabs, to be attended by the entire sales force,,
program more live shows than
will be Michael Sillerman, sales v.p.
THE
most stations in the U S., crediting
the comparative higher costs of
HONEY DREAMERS
telefilms as the reason.
Currently on "The Jim Backus
Stations which participated in the financing of Screen Gems’ "Casey
He said Australian stations, cur¬
Show,” Dally-American Broadcast¬ Jones” syndicated series, have received their first check.
ing Network.
rently three in Sydney and three
Group
of stations, including KTTV, Los Angeles, and WPIX, N.Y.,
Records.
Transcriptions
In Melbourne, are limited in what
Mgmt: ART WARD
Direction received 25% in world rights to the series in return for financing.
they can afford to pay for telefilms,
Oxford 7-9034 .
MCA
The
teleblurb
producers
with
Skein
was
placed into syndication for fall airing. Stations slice; in the
explaining that the commercial tv
distribution gross is just beginning to come in.
stations on the average get about large overheads Were hurt as the
result
of
a
very
soft
January,
if
$330 per helf-hour as the program
charge to advertisers. There are MPO Productions is any indication.
In story headed "Battle of Britain in Video” (Page 43 bf Jan. 22
two commercial stations each in MPO, which from July right into
Variety), the last paragraph refers to "277 imported film series.” The
Sydney and Melbourne, as well as December was shooting film com¬
mercials
at
the
rate
of
four
and
number
should have been, of course, 27. Several American distributors
one. government o&o in the sepa¬
five a day and used the equivalent
of tv series phoned thq, London office of this publication alleging that
rate cities.
of four complete camera crews to
they, had received cables from New York and Hollywood pointing out
Applications for tv stations have do it, had to let go of all the extra
that if British tv has room for 277 series—"how come we can’t sell
been made in the cities of Brisbane technical help it hired during the
one?”_.
and Adelaide. The current set rush. Also six office staffers, most
count was put at 100,000 in Mel¬ of whom were extras during the
bourne and 80,000 to 90,000 in six-month flurry and two of whom
Sydney, The government has eased were secretaries, were given walk¬
London, . Feb. 4.
the financial limitation on what ing papers.
A formula devised by Cecil G.
each station can buy in films.
Bernstein,
deputy
chairman of the
MPO
is
currently-working
on
the
Nevertheless, Cairns felt that live
programming rather than, films will basis of two crews during the reg¬ Granada Group (which controls a
commercial
tv
network
as well as
ular
work
week
and
maintains
a
expand, even if the change is slight.
a chain of theatres), which it is
Besides the factor of costs, he said pace of about two commercials a hoped
will
solve
the
controversial
day.
During
January,
company
• While the feasibility of editing
Australian stations'wanted to do
films for tv issue, is ex¬
everything possible to utilize and was utilizing only one working feature
video tape is still some time away,
pected to be adopted by all sec¬
crew every day;
stimulate local talent.
the teleblurb producers are get¬
Falloft
was
due,
agencies tions of the British film industry
American features, too, are be¬ claimed,
Almost In conjunction with the ting nervous. Likewise, advertising
to January being the end this week.
ginning to be telecast. The Herald of a tv advertising cycle and also a
Although no details have been launching of "The a Explorer,” agency film departments;
Sun station in Melbourne rubs time (still continuing, by the Way) released, it is understood that the America’s first earth* satellite,
Advent of tape is expected to
three a week. Station Operation,
sffcSisors- were indefinite Beriistein plan aims to put an end | Trans-Lux released for tv the En¬
only about 15 months old for all. When
to all future film for tv deals by cyclopaedia Britannica Films latest set off a great struggle between
about future program plans.
stations, is not profitable. at’ this
MPO has several cameramen the simple expedient of the in¬ science production "A Trip to the the telefilm producers and the tv
stage, Cairns reported. Advertisers,
dustry providing the cash reim¬ Moon.”
networks. With tape, producers
though, are supporting the more who are permanent members of its bursement which the. producer is
commercial
production staff and
The color film was produced In are mindful, the networks, who now
popular commercial tv stations, the
maintained its staff of department now receiving front, the tv net¬ collaboration with Chicago’s Adler j do most of the live tele commercial
operations of which are strictly heads
throughout the recession. works. In other words, the rights Planetarium and is a forecast as. to
along American lines rather than
work, are in a pretty: good position
to the films would be retained
that of the commercial British tele- Chief electrician* prop boss, the within the industry add would not what can be expected to be tseen to capture the taped commercial.
head
of
the grips and the sound
on the Moon. With the use of. ani¬
casters. The commercial telecasters and shipping
be
available
td
tv
interests.
mation and other photographic! A case in point would be the CBS
toppers were re^
hope that by the second year,
In the main, this scheme is di¬ techniques, there is presented an work on the Chrysler tape blurbs
profits instead of losses will be tained.
rected towards British pictures, illusion of an actual scientific for "Climax” recently, -although
realized.
j most of thie stanza’s comnfercials
which are urgently needed by the rocket ship journey into space.
are normally done live..
Sets in Australia are compara¬
commercial webs because of their
tively high. Under the law, the sets
As a result, film producers are
86% British Quota. It will not af¬
must be manufactured in Australia,
expected to start gearing for tape
fect the ABC-TV-Ealing Films deal
A tv set costs about $450 and, in
shortly-—in some cases, only as soon
I which sparked off. the controversy
addition, viewers must pay a yearly
as a fully-editable tape is devel¬
last fall. Nor will it affect the re¬
Chicago, Feb. 4.
fee of $11. The fee helps to sup¬
oped. Meantime, networks, with
Fred Niles- "Cross Country,” an cent BBC package deal of a library
port the government o&o’s which attempt at networking rural sta¬ of RKO features.
much Ampex and RCA material
are more culture-orientated in tions, is kicking off this week in.
on
hand, have a decided edge in
The plan has already been en¬
taping;
their programming.
45 agricultural' markets. Filmed, dorsed at a special sesh of the gen¬
Minneapolis,
Feb.
4.
But the same tape situation por¬
service show is designed to play eral council of. the.. Cinematograph
Feature films continue to lose tends are real internal hassle at
once a week in either half, of the Exhibitors’ Association and also got
noon hour on what has been incor¬ the nod in principle at a monthly television ground here, giving way ad agencies. The larger agencies
porated as the Cross-Country Net¬ council meeting of the Federation to half-hour syndicated film series maintain substantial telefilm com*
work. Guesting on the first three of British Film Makers last Thurs. among the Twin Cities’ commercial mercial departments, and the fuller
use of tape, especially in the mak¬
shows are Secretary of Agricul¬ (30). It goes before the Kinemato- stations. ,
ing of blurbs; can throw the weight
ture Ezra Benson, American Farm graph Renters’ Society, the British ,
Bureau Federations prexy Charles Film j Producers’ Association and] On the heels of WC CO-T V of authority to the agencies’ live
the
Association.
of
Specialised
(CBS) action instertihg syndicated commercial departments, the ones
Schuman, and Amer ican Dairy
Film Producers during this week. films in place of features in the who now “coordinate” live web
MPO Productions, a New York- Assn, prez Lyman McKee.
commercials*
In 40 markets, the show has spot
based television film producer, is
Monday-through-Friday 10:30 p.m.
negotiating for permanent studio participations by the Charles Pfizer
slot,
WTCN-TV
(ABC)
is
Changing
Co.*
which
bought
a
total
of
902
' space on the Coast. Company in¬
its programming similarly. With
tends to maintain permanent head¬ spots on the web for its chemical
quarters in the east, but says that products through Leo Burnett
the -latter station "Ford Theatre”
j Larry Madison, MPO veep, wing¬ reruns take over and this means a
the amount of work it’s being agency.
asked to do on the Coast is picking
ing to Venezuela for 21 days to limitation of WCCO-TV evening
up. Three times in the past three
lens Reynolds Metals: blurbs .
. movie programming to three and
months MPO crews shipped to the
Coast to do American Gas, Old
Ned Smith gets a nod as creative a half hours oni Saturday and
director at Transfilm; was formerly Sunday.
Gold and Philip Morris Jjlurbs.
Projected syndicated properties
cr&ative chief at Raymond Spector
Marvin Rothenberg, a partner
The non-network KMGM-TV, which would be financed in part by
in MPO and its chief director, said
Metro features continue to kick advertising . . , Charles Barry, Jointly
owned
by
National
Tele¬
station
groups are being eyed by
Metro
TV
v.p.,
ifi
London
.
.
.
ABC
that the Coast provides an abund¬ up some rating dust, as in "Wichita
ance of good outdoor locations, Falls,. Tex., one of the smaller Film Syndication prexy George vision Associates and Metro, has prospective Indies.
gone
in
heavily
during
the
past
Shnpert
returned
from
the
Coast
particularly suited to automotive markets unreeling the Leo the Lion
Projects seeking such financing
... .. Jerry Franken, publicity direc¬ few months for syndicated films,
commercials. He said Hollywood label.
for Television Programs of cutting dowrr on feature pictures. are coming across the desks of
According to American Research tor
has a ‘‘tremendous amount of vary¬
America; due back today (Wed.) However, it still offers by far the ; WPIX (N. Y.) topper Fred Thrower
ing terrain” and California weath¬ Bureau, the first week in December from a short trip to Toronto . . .
er is good for shooting the year found KSYD-TV topping all oppo¬ MCA TV’s "Guy Lombardo Show” most features of any of the Twin and KTTV (L. A J station manager
around. It is not, however, any sition With the following titles will be aired Friday evenings at Cities* tour commercial stations Richard Moore. Both are inter¬
cheaper to lense on the Coast, he ‘‘Bad Bascomb,” "Thirty Seconds 8:30 on WPIX, N. Y. . . . Ted Siles, and it easily boasts the. largest and ested in a numbe&ypf deals, as yet
said.
Over Tokyo,” "Honky Tonk,” director of "Decoy,” has been hired best libraries Of such airlane at¬ not concluded, either separately or
together. The. two Indies,. among
The studio space in Hollywood, "Bataan,” and “Postman Always as producer-director for Official’s tractions locally.
Incidentally, since NTA bought a other station groups, participated
being sought at one of the major Rings Twice.” “Bascomb,” . tele¬ "Signal 11,” marking Official’s
studios, would give MPO a per¬ cast . on a Monday from 4:30 to first entry into tv production . . . large slice of the station and under in the financing of Screen Gems*
manent operating setup there. 6:30 p.m. scored an ARB average WPRO-TV, Providenfce, R. I., has Donald Swartz’s management with "Casey Jones” and Official; Films*
Rothenberg said the plan to set up a of 30.0 for the full two hours. On bought the Trans-Lux Encyclopae¬ much more programming variety, ’’Decoy.”
Britannica Film library . . . its business is reported up 300%
Coast branch was sparked also by the MGM Late Show, "Billy the dia
Sherlee Barish, formerly account from its low point and it is prog:
the fact that this company is finding Kid” beat Lawrence .Welk in a exec
at Official, has joined Regal perlng.
John Newman Exits OF
itself more and more in direct bid¬ close race—-22.2 to 20.8.
Advertising Associates as an ac¬
John Newman has resigned , as
ding competition with Coast-based
On Sunday, KSYD-TV pro¬ count exec.
KSTP-TV (NBC), along with
advertisingrpublicity
director. for
teleblurberies such as Universal.
grammed “Thirty Seconds Over
Mario Castegnaro; known in both WCCO-TV undoubtedly the most Official Films. No : replacement
A couple of the larger east coast Tokyo,”
against
20th-Fox’s European;and
prosperous of the Twin Cities* sta¬
American
film
mar¬
has
been
inked.
houses do Work out of Hollywood, “Laura,” and beat it by a margin kets, leaves shortly for Europe tions, virtually ignores features,
Also departing from Official
Robert. Lawrence Productions es¬ of nearly six to one. At 11 p.m. where he will represent producers showing them only at 10:30 p.m.
tablished a permanent Coast tieup “Thirty Seconds” scored 20.8 of filmed short features and seri¬ Saturdays and Sundays when the Films is Sherlee Barish, account
not too long back and Filmways against 3.5 for "Laura.” At 12, the als. Castegnaro also plans to do "Tonight” network show is off and exec, who has joined Regal Ad*
produces some of its Ford spiels Metro pic held to i.8.2 compared to dubbing for producers represented using only inexpensive and unim¬ •vertising Associates in a similar
on the Coast.
the 2.0 for “Laura.”
by him.
capacity.
portant features then.

AAP’s ‘Vanguard’ Sales

‘Soft Janaary’ Hods
Teleblnrb Producers;
MPO’s Enforced Cuts

fa Solving Issue
On Fdms-forfV

Lotsa Hassling Looms On Taped

NILES’AGGIE P1X
INTO 45 MARKETS

To Syndicated Pix
On Twin Cities TV’ers

They’re Jnst Nuts About
' M-G Pix in Wichita Falls

Pfisenfrr
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Tokyo, Feb. 4.
Skipper John Calvert on what is believed to be the first floating
tv studio landed here for repairs to his 112-foot yacht “Thespian”
which was ravaged $45,000 worth by typhoons off Okinawa.
Actor-producer Calvert,, his actress-wife Ann Cornell, the latr
ter’s mother and a crew of seven who double as tv technicians and
extras are on . an international jaunt filming a series of 39 called
“The Sea Fox” about an American adventurer for sale to U-S. tv.
Stops at Hawaii and Midway had been made before the yacht rail
into the .240 mph -Typhoon Mamie only five weeks after it had
been introduced to Mamie’s sister Typhoon Lola.
Also while regaining land, legs in Tokyo Calvert tried to line, up
bookings for stage engagement which floating troupe performs in
its various ports of call. Show is called “Fantasy” with Calvert, ,
formerly The Falcon of the films, performing as magician with his
wife, crew-cast and a locally hired line of girls. Unit will later
continue to the Philippines, Australia, Southeast Asia, India, the
Middle East, before swinging toward Europe.
Calvert stressed that his filmings are not. tr'a.velbges, but “stor¬
ies that must hold up if they were shot before a blank wall:”
The backgrounds, he pointed out, will, ji^st serve to make the
locations authentic.’
Mostly for the European market he thought he woiild be able to
Splice together in units of three of the series for .feature films.
Individual series stories leave loose plot threads that could be
picked, up and woven. _ i
_
..._

Even the Secretary Goes Under
The offbeat problems of under¬
water shooting were cited by pro¬
ducer Ivan Tors of Ziv’s “Sea
Hunt,” now returned to the COast
to complete another cycle of 13
for the syndicated; skein.
Tors’ location schedule has been
. set up to follow the. sun. to warm
waters. The next cycle of 13 will
he- begun in Mexico, where shoot¬
ing will take place at La Paz, Palmilla and Las Chiuces, cities on
theThilf of California. “Where we
r.eed closeups, or special sea crea¬
tures or. intricate, sets, we work at
Marineland of the Pacific, a ‘sea
theatre’ and marine biology center
about 35 miles from Los Angeles,’'
Tors explained. The series con¬
cerns the adventures of a freelance
ex-Navy frogman, portrayed by
Lloyd Bridges, with much of the
footage Being underwater.
Tors credited cameraman Lamar
Boren for developing a balanced;
Watertight camera apparatus, which
can be utilized at all depths and
.pressures and. which is small
enough to be hand-held by one
man; Without it, most of the un¬
derwater shooting could not be ac¬
complished. Tors worked with
BOren on Tors’ feature. “Underwa¬
ter Warrior” to be released by
Metro.
Some of the things which would
be expected to present serious
problems in underwater producr
tion don’t present any, and vice
versa.
For example, light is adequate at
most depths, particularly at a
'sandy bottom, which reflects-light
(Continued on page 50)

Associated Artists Productions
made a hefty feature film sale to
Australia’s commercial television
stations, claiming that it was the
first
total library placement
abroad by any American distribu¬
tor and that the Aussie pact in
the long haul would be worth.
$1,000,000 to AAP. Norman Katz,
AAP foreign sales boss; disclosed
in New York last week that the
deal was contingent on the ex¬
pansion of the Australian televi¬
sion market, and that as audience
Increases were. made AAP picture
charges would increase accord¬
ingly.
Over 500 Warner Bros, flicks
were sold to Herald Suit Television,
in Melbourne^ and Television
Corp., Sydney, for a station in each
Jit the cities.
t .
Previously, Katz bad sold a.
smaller groitp of Warners and
AAP’s cartoons (Including, the
“Popeyes’’) in Australia.
Katz said that on his last trip
sold-a batch of Warner features to
television tii Hong Kong.

Camel’V1
. Camel Cigarets has inked a re¬
gional deal on NTA’s “Sheriff of
Cbchise;”. picking up six markets.
These include WSB, Atlanta;
WJIM, Lansing; WTUT, Tampa;
WRC, Washington, and WHAS,
Louisville.. The agency is Esty.

New programming for the NTA
Film Network in the form of re¬
runs of the “20th-Fox Hour” will
be launched on March 30.
The net will be comprised of at
least 63 top markets, reaching a
potential of about 85% of rthe tv
homes in the U.S. The 13-week
run of. the “20th-Fox Hour” filmed
shows will be sold under a “double
impact” formula, offering a twin
exposure for. each episode, one
Sunday afternoon:^ arid the other
Wednesday evening.
Price is $15,000 per week; which
includes program and time coSts,
for each advertiser. Maximum of
eight sponsors can be acc.ommo-.
dated under the plan, which pro¬
vides each, advertiser with a min¬
ute for each exposure, plus open¬
ing arid closing billboards. Story
episodes consume 45 minutes pf
the program with the remainder in¬
terwoven with commercials..
All but one of the episodes were
initially telecast by CBS-TV, with
General Electric picking up the
tab in 1955 and ’56. The Ed Wynn
Starrier “The Great American
Hoax,”' included In the package,
was telecast last, season.
In another programming area,
NTA Film NetWork has tempor¬
arily discontinued its ^Premiere
Performance,” which had been
telecast by some 134 stations.

TV-FILMS
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on Contract Tafts
Walter Reade Jr., prez of Walter
Reade Theatres, became the first
exhibitor last week to ennunciate
a do-unto-as-done-to. policy vis-avis producers who sell their post1948 pictures to television. He
declared that his Circuit would; no
longer book the films of any pro¬
ducer who Jet his new pix go to tv.
Asked whether he had discussed
this policy with other theatremen,
Reade emphasized, he had not; “If
we did, we might all end up in
jail,” he cracked.
Reade spoke at a reception at’
which Abe Weiler, a film critic of
the New York Times, handed him
the Joseph Burstyn award for
“Gervaise,” voted the best foreign
language film of the year by the
Independent Motion Picture Dis¬
tributors Assn; Weiler addressed
the independents, noting the. in¬
terrelation between “art” and com¬
merce in the; field.
As far as we are concerned,
“Gervaise” should never be sold
to television, Reade said. Conti¬
nental distributes trie French im¬
port. He pointed out that several
of the Alec Guinness films handled
by Continental were doing “sensav
tional” business in rerelease,
Reade’s action in refusing, to.
book the product of producers who
had sold new films to tv reflects the
feeling among theatremen that, had
they been, more active in the past,
the floodtide of old pix to tv might
have been stemmed; They now
feel .that it is again, up to exhibi¬
tion, through “legitimate” pres¬
sures, to keep the pOst-’48 films
from going on the air.
“The companies still are in busi¬
ness to serve the theatres,” noted,
an exhibitor last week. “Any dis¬
tributor Who clearly understands
that his theatrical business will suf¬
fer if he sells out to television may
think twice before selling, us down
the river.” Of all the majors; only
20th-Fox has stated unequivocally
that it is prepared to withhold its
post-’48 films, from tv. None of the
oher distribs are negotiating, but
they will not go on record as to
their future intentions.
Reade took the initiative once be¬
fore on the tv question. When Re¬
public first sold, he*and some other
metropolitan circuitss refused to
play Rep films.

‘Honeymooners’ Hotter
As a Syndicated Entry
Than as Network Show

Jackie Gleason’s telef ilm-ed
series, ifThe Honeymboners,” which
failed to ride the popularity crest
when networked compared tb
Gleason’s top live performing days,
is enjoying a rating harvest in
syndication;
Now reruned in New York, it’s
the second highest rated shows, ac¬
cording, to January American Re¬
search Bureau figures. First goes,
to Ziv’s new entry “Sea Hunt,”
with a 25.3, trailed by CBS Filin
sales “The Honeymobners.” . In
Boston, Gleason scores a Wallop¬
ing 29.5 on Saturday nights, at
10:30, while in Detroit, for the
same time: period,, ai 25.9 is regis¬
tered, according to Pulse. In other
parts of the country, too, the Glea¬
son -version of . “Home, Sweet
Home” is registering high.. Impor¬
tant regional sponsors of the skein
Chicago,: Feb. 4.
Wilding Picture Productions Inc.; include Clairol and Ronzoni Spa¬
which specializes in filmed com¬ ghetti.
mercials and industrials, made five
executive promotions last week and
gave veep stripes to three.
Independent Television Produc¬
Clinton B. Hatcher, formerly
secretary-treasurer, Was named v.p. tions, London, will begin telecast¬
ing,
of Telestar Films’ ‘.‘The White
in charge of finance, his vacancy
was filled by Flprian. Palac as Hunter” in' April.
Telestar, meanwhile, closed deals
treasurer and Lorraine A. Backey
as secretary. Walter H. Tinkham for “Topper” to WTVN, Colurabiiis.
was promoted to v.p. *n charge of O.; KVOS, Billingham, Washing¬
production* and James H. Con-r ton; WFBR, Indianapolis; KTYU,
stable got his stripes as executive San Francisco, and KPRC, Hous¬
ton, Tex.
producer.

Wilding Ups Five

‘White Hunter’ In London

Who Called That Lady, Etc.
Edythe Rei , v.p. of National
Telefilm Associates, is in the midst
of a hassle with United Airlines
for refusing her passage bn the all¬
male “Executive Flight” from Chi¬
cago to N.Y.
She has filed a complaint with
the Civil /-Aeronautics Board in
Washington against the airline.
Seems NTA’s lady exee was in a
rush to get back to N.Y. from Chi¬
cago. Not knowing she tried to
book a ride aboard tlio “Executive
Flight,” she was informed that the
flight was designed for businessen only. Miffed, she took her case
to the CAB, which is investigat¬
ing.

Change of Heart
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
. Reported reluctance on the part
of . the American Petroleum Insti¬
tute to go into heavy tv expendi¬
tures during an economic recession
resulted in suspension of API’s
plans to produce a pilot hour-long
vidfilm at Metro in commemora¬
tion of oil industry’s centennial
next year.
API, and Metro had agreed orig¬
inally on the pilot, and if they
okayed that an the greenlight on a
series of such films, the entire deal
would have involved several million
dollars. Jack Denove was to have
produced the pilot.
API prexy Frank M Porter said
he was satisfied with the progress
made by Denove and Metro and
that they’ would do any such work,
planned by AP I in future.

NAME ANDERSON TO
NTA B’CAST POST
James W. Anderson, vet broad¬
caster, has been appointed national
sales manager for National Tele¬
film Associates’ broadcast proper¬
ties.
In his new post, Anderson will
be in charge of national sales for
KMGM-TV, the NTA-controlled
station in Minneapolis-St, Paul. He
also will assume the same duties
for WATV and WAAT (radio), in
New Yprk-Newark area, upon the
approval of the NTA purchase by
the Federal Communications Com¬
mission. (WATV deal has been
contested by the New York Board
of Regents, which seeks the sta¬
tion as. an educational outlet..
Anderson will headquarter in
N._ ;Y., reporting to Ted Cott, v.p:
in charge of NTA’s o&o’s. Ander¬
son formerly was with DuMont
Broadcasting where he was general
manager for WTTG, Washington.
Prior to that, for a three-year
period, he was an account exec at:
KTVI, St. Louis.

‘Lucy’s’ Brace Of
Canada Sponsors
Toronto, Feb. 4.
With Canada Packers and Harold
F. Ritchie (health salts and hair
cream) co-sponsoring, “I Love
Lucy” reruns will be carried on a
37-station tv network of the Cana¬
dian Broadcasting Corp, during the
Spring arid Suriimer months at 9
p.m. Mondays through Fridays,
with opening date yesterday (Mori.).
Deal was closed by CockfieldBrown agency.
. Canada Packers has dropped
“Pick the Stars” which, in its
search for Canadian talent, brought
forward Paul Anka, Tommy Com¬
mon, the Haymes Sisters and Lor¬
raine Foreman. Ritchie Continues
with trans-Canada sponsorship of
“Robin Hood”
i

Negotiations between Screen
Actors Guild and film producers
and advertising agencies were ad¬
journed last week until about Feb.
11, after hearing lawyers for the.
American Assn, of Advertising
Agencies insist that SAG’s initial
demands will create turmoil with
advertising budgeting.
SAG’s toppers returned to the
Coast for. about two weeks to re¬
consider their bargaining position.
Contract -between SAG and the
producers and agencies ends March
I, and since the disparity between
demands of the union and the adamarice of producers and the 4 A’s
of advertising some sources are
very fearful of a Strike.
Reminded pf the SAG strike
some five years ago, the one which
established the principle of replay
payments on commercials, agencies
are reportedly stockpiling blurbs
against the posf-March 1 walkout
of actors working in commercials
Strike went on for-three months,
and in addition to putting many
advertisers in short supply on fresh
blurbs the strike wiped out the
annual profits of many teleblurb
producers.
An odd situation exists in the
collective bargaining talks in that
neither the employers nor the la¬
bor groups have their ranks fully
behind them.
SAG described its original de¬
mands as catting for “rate ’in¬
creases ranging from 15 to oyer
100.” Official union demands—,
which the employer groups insisted
were abnormally high—were too
low to satisfy a vocally dissident
body within the union. Several
New York' performers in tele*
blurbing told SAG that it was not
going far enough along in develop¬
ing a formula for getting more
out of nationally-spotted commer¬
cials. This group said that SAG
was collecting fine sums for blurbs
used on network programs but that
employers were still getting almost
unlimited use of blurbs which were
used in national spot. Group fur¬
ther stated that national spot
blurbs are now more widely used
than “program commercials,” and
(Continued on page 52)

Into MCA s Reruns
Extra money mileage on rerun
product is being pursued by MCA
TV via its unique tieups with ma¬
jor’ advertisers, the latest being
the Ford jMotor Co., which took a
short term deal in some 55 mar¬
kets.
Ford, whose commitments are
just being completed, inked the
deal soon after the windup about
two months ago of the Nestle DeCaf deal involving some 55 mar¬
kets. Under the pact. Ford, like
Nestle, guaranteed purchase of
one-minute participations in three
to five MCA rerun shows, depend¬
ing on the size of the market.
The Nestle deal ran over a year,
under the 13-week option agree¬
ment, and was an impetus in the
moving of rerun product from
MCA's. sizable library. The short
term Ford deal served the same
purpose. Similar agreements now
are being hawked by MCA.
MCA also followed a unique
swap pattern to unlock its “Gen¬
eral Electric Theatre” for a rerun
ride via . a deal with Anacin
through the Ted Bates Agency, at
the beginning of this season. High¬
light of the Anacin arrangement
was the sponsor buying the middle
commercial at one-and-a-half time
the normal rate card of the sta¬
tion, in; order to get preferential
slotting. The station, upon re¬
ceipt of the Anacin coin, passed it
along to MCA TV in payment of
the program, with the station get¬
ting to sell the other two spots,
opener and closer, to local spon¬
sors.
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KMYRY400G Sale

TV TechnkiaD Unkms Avert Strike
At Last-Minute; Await Member Poll

Omaha, Feb. 4.- Don W. Burden, prexy of KOIL
here, last week purchased KMYR in
Denver for a price "in excess of
$400,000.” ,
The 5,000 watter in Denver
brings to three the number of radio
outlets' in which Burden is top
stockholder. Other is KWIK at
Pocatello, Idaho.

-- - ---

:
—
Live television’s technical unions, ♦ ■ coming to tentative agreements
CBS-TV SPORTS SPREE
with the networks within less than
24 hours of each other, are going Basketball, Swimming, Golf, Hock¬
ey on March, April Agenda
to present the outcome of the col¬
lective bargaining talks to the
CBS-TV has scheduled a quartet
rank-and-file for ratification. The of one-shot sports events for the
understanding between the Na¬ Weekends from March 15 through
tional Assn, of Broadcast Em¬ April 6, starting with Saturday
telecasts of the National Invita¬
ployees & Technicians and NBC tion Basketball Tourney from
and ABC was reached shortly after Madison Square Garden, N. Y. on
Pontiac last week flipped ;the
the Friday (Jan. 31) strike deadline. March 15 and 22, running through SRO: card on the April 15 Emmy
The International Brotherhood of the NCAA Swimming Champion¬ Awards telecast on NBC-TV with
Electrical Workers left the CBS ships from Ann Arbor on March the purchase of half-sponsorship
bargaining table only a few hours 29 and embracing a two-day, two of the event, now set to run 90
before the midnight deadline and and a half hour pickup of the minutes, from 10 to 11:30. Origi¬
later indicated it was going to take Masters Golf Tourney.from Augus¬ nally, . with a Procter & Gamble
the network’s offer to its member¬ ta, Ga., on April 5 and 6.
deal for 45-miniites of sponsorship,
ship.
Basketball remotes will run on NBC had figured on a one-hour
There were no revolutionary the same days as the last two pro telecast if no other sponsor came
changes made in the terms of . the hockey telecasts of the season for through, or 90 minutes if a co¬
technical employment agreements the web and will follow the icers. sponsor could be found.
by any of the three networks, al¬ Swimming meet and Master’s pick¬ L With the 90-minute format set,
though some of the demands which up1 will bridge the last hockey the New York Chapter of the
the nets did not accede to were game and the start of the Saturday Academy of Television Arts &
considered originally as strike is-. "Baseball Game Of the Week,” Sciences is making some fancy
sues by the unions.
giving the network a Continuous plans on the Gotham eiid of the
Despite limited network prepara¬ string of Saturday sporting events telecast. ATAS is planning to rent
tions in the event of a strike, a since last October. No sponsors on the 7th Regimental Armory on
68th St. & Lexington Ave. as the
walkout by NABET and IBEW any of the four events yet.
origination point for the telecast
could have done immense damage
as well as the - site of the annual
to the web operations, forcing them
awards dinner party. Armory also
in most instances to revert to kine¬
has a balcony seating 2,000, with
scopes of previous programs in
ATAS planning to sell tickets to
lieu of live transmission.. Between
the general public, for those seats.
them, IBEW and NAB^y control
Reason for the Armory plan is
approximately 4,000 network em¬
to avoid last year’s confusion,
ployees.
which
stemmed from a split-loca¬
What evolved out of the NABETtion setup in which the telecast
NBC-ABC and IBEW-CBS meet¬
was
done
from a theatre while the
ings Were moderate increases for
actual ^ dinner party was at the
berth unions. With respect to top
Waldorf-Astoria.
Under the Ar¬
minimums, the result has been
London, Feb. 4.
mory plan, the largerScreen moni¬
that NABET has achieved equity
An
hour-by-hour
survey
con¬
tor,
the
stage,
dinner
and
with IBEW for the first time. ducted by the. Nielsen Television dance, floor would all hetables
under one
Senior technical employees of both Index on the opening night of com¬
roof,
with
spectators
in
the
bal¬
unions will earn a minimum of mercial tv in South Wales and the cony.
$180 weekly.
West of England, showed that the
There is still the possibility that Independent • programs proved
the membership of either union more popular with the new audi¬
could reject the network proposals ence by a ratio of nine to .four
when they. meet for ratification, over the state web.
but historically the rank-and-file ; The first shows to be compared
Dale L. Moudy takes over as as¬
majority has voted in favor of col¬ Came inside kiddieS’ viewing hour
lective bargaining gains the first of <5 p.m. to 6. For the first 30 i sistant to Robert Eastman, prexy
time around.
minutes, BBC-TV attracted 40% of of •: American Broadcasting Net¬
Moudy, who’ll also retain
the audience- against commercial; work.
4-Day Week Issue
his post as director of special sta¬
The big demand by IBBW and tv’s 29%, but the tables were tion services, got his new job in
NABET was the reduction to a turned during the next half-hour the wake of the previous week’s
four-day work week. It was the when the indie aired an adventure top personnel shakeup.
major issue as both unions went series which claimed 46% of the
A new program veep will not be
into the talks with. the. networks, audience over the BBC’s 31%. ^ named to replace Stephen LabunThe commercial outlet’s next
(Continued on page 46)
offering, "Youth Wants To Know,” ski, who quit the radio network
also showed a 12% margin over the when most of-its. live program¬
other channel, but BBC-TV won ming threatened to go Off. La¬
back the majority audience, who bunski has signed oil with Crowellshowed a 5% preference to its Collier Publishing as head of its
program during a commercial radio operations. C-C, which owns
in Los Angeles, plans to
newscast. A televaude show in a KFWB
7 p.m. to 7:30 slot regained the have Labunski also head any.toew
properties
it acquires in broadcast¬
viewers with 45% against the
(Robert Purcell sticks as
state web’s 30%, and .it was here, ing.
general'
manager
of KFWB;)
Despite the shakeup in program¬ at. the peak viewing hours that
After Labunski ankled, ABN’s
ming, American Broadcasting Net¬ commercial tv widened the gap.
research
and
sales
promotion boss
"Emergency-Ward 10,” a twice
work has signed an estimated $950,- weekly series about hospital life* of a few months, Ray Eichmann,
000 worth of billings in the past reaped 61% for indie tv, while also quit to move over to NBC-TV.
His former duties will be cut up
several days. Big piece of* hew biz, state tv viewing dropped to 23%. among Iry Lichtenstein, as director
however, had nothing to do with The next program, a local telequiz of promotion and exploitation;
entitled "One Thousand Poiuiffl
the weekday live program format Word,” put an even bigger dis¬ Henry (Hank) Levinson, sales de¬
at the radio network.
tance between the two channels velopment chief and Larry Pol¬
General Mills inked in the victor with an audience percentage of 63 lock, research boss.
ity of a 26-week deal—at $200,000- over 21. Another adventure series,
—for co-sponsorship of 12 five- "The Count Of Monte Cristo,”
minute weekend news capsules on held On to a 28% lead for the indie
which R. J. Reynolds has the other outlet. A surprising result followed
half. At almost the same time, R. when BBC-TV captured a majorJ. Reynolds renewed for another chunk of viewers while the com¬ . Husband &. wife team of Ray¬
13-weeks—also at about $200,000— mercial. programmers aired a foot¬ mond Scott and Dorothy Collins
on 22 weekend news co-sponsor- ball match, usually a strong at¬ Will headline a new houriong CBS
v ships.
traction to audiences. During , the Radio Sunday musical entry, still
Previously—before the program next 60 minutes the audience untitled, to replace the Web’s "The
changes were made by ABN—Lig¬ swayed the other way to catch Best in Music” (latter, is the sus¬
gett & Myers inked for $250,000 Granada-TV’s feed in show, "Chel¬ taining title for the old "Woolworth of time in Herb Oscar An¬ sea At Nine,” which gave the new worthy Hour”). Show starts Feb;
derson’s morning slot and in Jim programmers a 3% lead. Another 16 in'the 2 to 3 p.m. slot.
Backus’ afternoon strip. L&M took program originating from GranaDeal, set via the Hillard Elkins
two Anderson five-minute segs a da-TV, “What The Papers Say,” office, marks the on-the-air re¬
week, plus two 30-second participa¬ increased the lead to 14%, and uniting, of the team for the first
tions and one five-minuter on finally, a commercial tv newscast time since they# wound their "Hit
Backus plus 30-second participa¬ hung onto the lead with 23% Parade” stint at the end of last
tions. Network said that the buy against 11%,
season on NBC-TV.
will be "readjusted” when the new
program schedule kicks off.
Meantime, Highland Church of
Christ has renewed for 52-weeks
on its religioso half-hour/ Sundays
at 2:30 p.m. Web said the renewal
was worth $300,000.
Vancouver, Feb. 4.
Vancouver video-viewers, exposed by CBUT-TV to "the first
The money figures were pro¬
demonstration of subliminal projection on a North American tv
vided by ABN and the network
network,” just yawned. Station, which flashed “Telephone Now”
said that they were "net” returns,
based on the maximum amount of
every five-six seconds over its 30-minute "Close-Up,” got one phone
time each contract has to run. In
call. Viewer Complained she had not been subliminated.
the past there , has been some con¬
Subliminal ad test, made "to entertain,” produced no surge at
fusion about the difference be¬
telephone exchanges either, said officials, at B. C. Telephone Cb.
tween the radio network’s net and
here. Attempt to subliminate citizens was by courtesy of Sublimi¬
gross figures.
nal Projection C6. of New York and their: electronic gizmo.

I

NBC-T# has prepared an unusual breakdown on the amount a
viewer would have to spend to see sporting events on the spot if
not for the telecasts of such events. Breakdown, which lists prices
in terms of the "best Seat in the house.” i.e., a ringside set in box¬
ing, 50-yard-line, in football, box aeat in baseball, etc., concludes
that, the 135 events telecast by the web in the past year would
have cost a total of $762 to catch, in the flesh. Report doesn’t men¬
tion pay-tv, but the .web makes its point anyway. Breakdown fol¬
lows:
Number
Games Event
Price per Total Cost
Major League Baseball ....
$104.00
World Series .
7
70.00
All-Star Game
^. *
1
10.00
Friday Night -Fights ........
52
310.00
Heavyweight Title Fight ....
1
30.00
Football Games ... ...
13
65.00
Post-Season Football Games .
6.00
7
42.00
Golf Tournaments..
3
21.00
Tennis Tournaments
2
5.00
10.00
Pro Basketball Games
15
4.00
60.00
7
35:00
Bowling Tournament ........
1
5.00

Pontiac Joins P&G On
Emmy Awards Pickup;
Acad’s Fancy Trimmings

MOUDY AS ASSISTANT
TO EASTMAN AT ABC

CBS Radio Scries For
Dorothy Collins, Scott

f

TOTAL EVENTS: 135

TOTAL: $762.00

TV-Radio Sports Reporters Rate
PITT’S PROLIFIC SCMPTER

Abby Mann’s Two-Parter For
CBS-TV, Flock of Other Entries
I

Pittsburgh, >Feb. 4.
Local playwright Ahby (Good¬
man) Mann is rapidly becoming
one of television’s most prolific
. dramatists. He has just finished a
two-parter, "Trial at Nuredkerg,”
for CBS-TV and Producer Herbert
Brodkin; his adaptation of "Sol¬
dier’s Boy” was on “Matinee The¬
atre” last week; "U. S. Steel Hour”
has bought his “Give Me My Son”
for an early production and Mann’s
"Tuesdays and Thursdays” will
turn up on "Studio One” before
the end of the season.
Another Pittsburgh boy, John
Vlahos, wh^« graduated from the
Carnegie Tech Drama School here,
is just as. active in the script de¬
partment. He’s had at Ieast^eight
hour-long dramas presented in last
two or three years and has at least
a couple of others coming up in the
near future.

WINS fading Up
Some Fancy Pulse
From a slow fifth, six or seventh
in the New York radio market
before last .summer, WINS has
creeped into a strongly competitive
position under the aegis Of new
program chief Mel Leeds. Behind
a largely revamped format, the
Indie now runs tie for third in the
critical 6 a m. to noon spread, ac¬
cording to Pulse for January, and
runs only second to WNEW, the
town’s top indie, in the noon to 6
p.m. spread. Between 6 p.m. and
midnight, WINS runs ahead of
everybody.
The station, which runs No. 3. in
New York on the Hoopers, lost to
WNEW’s win and WCBS’ place in
the morning, Tying with WOR,
which previously outranked WINS
by many a point. Afternoons,
Pulse disclosed, WNEW still ran
first, but WINS outdistanced both
WCBS and WOR for Second place.
Alan Freed, WINS rock to’ roll
deejay and always the station’s big
gun, carried the indie to first place
after 6 p.m. All the placements
are based on Pulse’s own.^printed
averages for each of* the six-hour
blocks during the da$
Oh Saturdays, WINS runs mostly
a tie with leader WNEW, losing
out only in the morning segments
by a few points, Sunday, with
WNEW leading again, WINS and
WCBS vary in second and third
place.
Out-Of-The-lnkwell Inc. has.been
authorized to conduct a motion pic¬
tures and broadcasting business in
New York, with capital stock of 300
shares, no par value. Stanley H.
Handman is director and filing at¬
torney^

By JO RANSON
Baseball writers, particularly on
the dailies, are unrealistic in their,
attitude towards radio-tv sports re¬
porters, Cliff Evans said yesterday
(4) on the.eve of his first anniver¬
sary as ^sports editor of NBC-TV’s
“Today” show.
Evans cited the somewhat "hu¬
miliating” fact that radio-tv sportscasters are not permitted in the
press boxes of the major league
ball parks, but thought that one of
these not-too-distant days the mem¬
bers of the fourth estate would
welcome the fifth estaters into the
fold. "Fundamentally, they do the
the same type of work,” Evans said,
"and I see no reason why Sportscasters can’t belong to the Baseball
Writers’ Assn.”
Since his appointment as sports
editor of the "Today” show, Evans
has made it a meeting place for
the who’s who of the sports world
and scored a number of commend¬
able firsts. Fearful of appearing* on
the sports segment of "Today” at
the beginning of the project, sports
celebrities now clamor to get up at
the crack of dawn to do^their bit,
either live or on film.
"The boys know that I try to play
a pretty fast game of ball during
the interviews,” Evans, said, "hut I
r don’t pitch ’em any curves: Conse¬
quently the majority of sports per¬
sonalities are happy to appear on
the ‘Today’ show. In many instances
they refuse to go on other shows
| for a fee, but say yes to us, without
so much as a penny for their
appearance.”
Evans got the job as sports
editor from producer jack Hein.
"What makes this a peach of an
assignment is Hein’s complete un¬
derstanding of sports and what it
means to our audiences,” Evans
said. During the first 12 months on
the job, Evans and'his crew of
three^-camerman, soundman and
lightman—covered virtually every
, sport with the possible exception
of curling and chess, but they’ll
get around to these activities real
soon.
He’s traipsed across the contin(Continued on page 52)

Six Westerns
In ARB Top 10
Six out of the ARB Top 10 shows
for January are westerns, while .the
Top 25 is constituted .of eight of
them, or 32%. • "Wagon Train”
makes the Top 10 for the first jime,
winding up in eighth place, along
with two other NBC westerns,
“Wells Fargo” and ."Restless Gun,”
which placed third and- seventh.
CBS’ "Gunsmoke” leads the pack
in first position, and same web’s
“Have Gun, Will Travel,” is sixth.
ABC’s "Wyatt Earp,” is fourth, and
the network placed two other west¬
erns in the Top 25, "Maverick” in
12th place and ■'’Sugarfoot” in 23d.
• Along with the impact of the
westerns, NBC’s improved status
finds it dominating the Top 25 for
the first time this season. NBC
comes off with 12 out of 25, to 10
for CBS and three (all westerns).
(Continued on page 52)
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Total 1957 billings for the three television networks climbed to
$516,201,566, an increase of 5.6% over 1956 and the first time net¬
work billings have exceeded the half-billion-dpllar mark, according
to figures released this week by Publishers Information Bureau.
Leading the pack, with a 7.19^ increase oyer .last year and a
46.3% share of the three-network total, is CBS-TV, which passed
the quarter-billion mark for the first time with total 12-month bill¬
ings of $239,284,899. In terms of the dollar increase, that’s $15,764,517 over la$t year, highest dollar gain of the three webs though
not the highest percentage gain,
Next Was NBC, which fell short of the $200,000,000 mark,
billings of $193,845,383, representing a 2,9% or $5,924,266 increase
over 1956. NBC hiked its share of the three-web billings to 38:5%;
ABC pulled down the largest percentage gain over last year with
an increase Of 8.3%, equivalent to $6,345;i55, to pull its overall
'57 billings to the $83,071,284 mark, accounting for 15.7% of . the
three.network total. Breakdown follows:.

Of Good Drama, Sez Walter Kerr

By BOB CHANDLER
The renaissance of live televi¬
Television is having an increas¬
ing beneficial effect on the legiti¬
sion appears to be underway al¬
ready,, largely as a consequence, of
CBS Radio racked up $200,000 mate theatre, in the opinion of
Kerr, New York Herald- ■"
the darkening economic picture at in gross sales tins week, all of it- Walter
the networks and among sponsors. in its nighttime-weekend “impact” Tribune drama critic, who also
writes
and
in the theatre
But <far from being greeted with segment plan. Biggest chunk came and doubles directs
tv as drama con¬
delight- by the "live” proponents, from General Mills, which signed sultant for into
"Omnibus.”
And net
the rebirth is causing sohie degree for four impact segs a week for 10 only does television help legit,
of alarm. For it. is bringing in its weeks, to he followed, in May with Kerr, but does so usually atsays
its
six a week for 13 weeks.
for a rash of ty "game” shows:
own expense.
Groye Labs bought a total of
Two deals set for. prime time on
Its
primary
aid
to
legit,
stays
CBS-TV this week are examples. 60 “impacts” starting in March. Kerr, is video’s role as a trainingBrown: .& .. Williamson^ bought Dodge bought four a week for ground for writers; directors and
1957 total
Network
1956 toial
Vc gain.
$ gain
‘Lucky Dollar,” an EPI package four weeks:
$ 76,726,129
$ 83,071,284
ABC
8.3
$ 6,345,155
actors, who either double or grad¬
based
on the old word , game
...
239,284,899
CBS ......
223,520,382
7.1
15/764,517
uate 'onto Broadway. In the case of
"Ghost,” in as the Saturday at 8:30
193,845,383
187,921,123
NBC
2.9
5,924,260.
authors, television has furnished
replacement for “Dick , & the
new blood for the theatre, and if
Duchess.”
And
Toni
purchased
Jan
$516,201,566
$488,167,634
5.6
$28,033,932
TOTAL
in
their first or second attempts,
Murray’s new package. “Win-Go,”;
the television authors tend toward
a quizzer variant of Bingo, and set
“smallness” in their approach,-*,
It on CBS-TV Tuesdays at . 8:30
““they can’t be blamed for that”
as the successor to EVe Arden’s
since there’s some adjustment in
filmed series.
technique necessary in the transi¬
Nor does the story stop there.
tion from the small screen and
"Lucky Dollar” was originally, a
limited time of the television
daytime project, and across the
drama.
street at NBC, several daytimers
More important is the fact that
have already made their way into
these writers have been able'to be¬
CBS-TV
is
cadgbt
right
in
the
Chicago, Feb. 4.
the evening structure, all of them
come writers, "to earn their living
The . trend bas been going the
quizz, audience-participation' or middle of a continuing dispute on while they learned their craft/’
other way for several years, but
game entries.'To name a few, ‘- The the jurisdiction of the network’s in television, and eventually have
WBBM here continues to . stand by
Price Is .Right,” “Treasure Hunt,” remote lighting assignments. And grown to the point.where they can
London, Feb. 4.
“old style" radio, concentrating on
"Tic Tae Dough,” “Truth or Con¬
make a contribution to legit. Sad
Don AmeChe is skedded to arrive sequences.” And judging by their while the International Brother¬ part of it, Kerr observes, is once
live programming and favoring
of Electrical Workers and the
quarter-hour sales to straight spot in Britain tomorrow (Wed,) for a rating successes, hext season can hood
they’ve hit in legit, they never go
International
Alliance
of
Theatrical
participations... This, was a calcu¬ two-week stay during which, time reasonably be expected to produce & Stage Employees fight it out in back to television; it’s a'matter of
lated risk in 1951 when most of j he’ll make a couple of commercial more of the same.
center ring, CBS has been forced prestige and economics.
the stations in the country were] tv appearances.
Reason for the trend is simple to cancel two tv shows.
He doesn’t hold with the opinion
%
paring their budgets with, recorded
enough—shows
are
getting
a
goodthat the television writers’ con¬
His first tv stint will be as the sized audience (and a "family’1
On Sunday (2), CBS-TV assigned tribution to legit has been cast
y music, but WBBM stayed live and
bill topper on Associated Tele¬ audience rather than one particu¬ IBEWV the remote lighting for out of one mold, the often-attacked
itfs paid off.
vision’s, "Sunday Night At the
"Let’s** Take a Trip,” the public
Last year was the CBS AM outlet’s London Palladium,’’ next Sunday lar sex or age group) at half the affairs stanza which is shortly to morbid “slice of life” style. Or at
biggest twelvemonth , to date,' and (9>. The second show will he the price of most of the filmed entries. be cancelled anyhow. Show was to least he points out that much of
And
with
the
new
wrinkle
of
atBroadway’s current drama and
according to Pulse it now ranks ABC-TV second anniversary , pro¬
be done on the S.S. United States,
» second in most time periods among gram, entitled "Many Happy Re¬ home audience-participation, via but the.: IA objected, then went some of its top dramatists—Ten¬
rwrite-in
contests
a
la
"Price
Is
nessee Williams, for example—
Chicago stations. (Ironically, the turns,” which will be. networkedj*]
after and got International Long¬
top-rated is the jukeboxer, WIND.) over the commercial grid on Feb. Right,” “Treasure Hunt,” “Lucky shoremen’s AssU. support and also specialize in that. Kerr doesn’t
see television «s bringing any new
Dollar,”
“Dotto,”
fet
al.,
each
spon¬
From
the profits
standpoint, ,15.
sor buying one of the game entries forced the steamship lines to back dramatic techniques to the theatre
WBBM claims to he "second, if
out.
which haven’t already been tried
is
hopeful
he’s
got
a
runaway
on
not first, in the entire country and
his hands—and his chances are
This, is a direct turnabout Of there, but "after all, the talent is
unquestionably the biggest moneythe really important thing, and
good
at
that.
In
a
time
of
tighten¬
events
of
last
spring.
WCBS-TV,
. maker among owned-and-operated
ing budgets, a low-cost (and therer CBS New York flag, set a .spon¬ television is bringing that into the
‘ stations,” to use the words of a sta¬
fore low-risk) buy which has a sored stanza for a'Waldorf-Astoria theatre.”
tion exec..
chance of taking off. makes a great remote and assigned IATSE men
Same thinking holds for direc¬
Bucking the canned music trend
deal Of sense.
to handle the lighting. IBEW ob¬ tors and actors. In the case of the
has not been inexpensive. WBBM’s
latter,
tv. serves a double function,
jected
that
time
and
the
program
But this is little comfort to. the ad;
operating nut, with most of its
vocates Of live television, who gen¬ was. cancelled. Subsequently CBS by giving gifted young actors the
local programming live, is about
chance to perform in Classic roles
erally
mean
live
dramatics.
As
of
sued
IBEW
and
filed
a
charge
with
40% higher than that of the aver¬
the mojneht, there’s only two. new NLRB and neither part of the which couldn't, for economic rea¬
age station, and- this 'has necessi¬
live hour dramatic entries on the mess is cleared up yet, although sons* be done oh Broadway, and by
tated a rate card averaging 20%
drawing hoards at any of the. webs, NLRB did rule (and IBEW is Con¬ furnishing most actors with tbe
higher than that of the ordinary
opportunity to “grow” simply by
ABC-TV is going to hike its time and one of them is planned as a testing the determination) that virtue of doing so many different
big station. Where spot partici¬
Coast origination (CBS’ “Pursuit”
had the right, in effect, to
pations have become the lifeblood rates next fall. Network said that series of detective stories, which CBS
choose whomeyer.it pleased: to do roles instead of repeating a rela¬
of most AM operations, WBBM the. overall rate card increase will Charles Russell is prepping in remote lighting.
tive few. As an. instance of the
still relies greatly on the sale of be due to the fact that seven or Hollywood). Moreover, there’s the
first point, Kerr points to Christo¬
quartef*hours to individual spon¬ eight ABC affiliates will be getting- strong possibility that the live dra¬ - After “Trip” was cancelled, the pher Plummer’s. performance in
sors, from the firm belief that a more for their time from network matic shows currently on will fade network inserted the kinescope of “Oedipus Rex” on "Omnibus” a
a show on. a trip to the New York
15-minute show With a personal
by season’s end, ‘‘Suspicion,”; for police academy. Web said it is mull¬ couple of seasons ago, "Oedipus”
pitch on a 15-minufe show is bankroliers.
example, which is half live and half ing whether to take action versus. simply couldn’t have been done on
Web
disclosed
that
the
resulting
stronger than an unintegrated
Broadway, but it was done on tv
hike will amount to about a Wo film.
IA the; way it did against IB.
and Plummer was given an ppportranscription.
I What gives the live forces cause
Thinking behind this adherence advance on present. gross time Ifoirworry is that once all the game . CBS, in explaining why it as¬
(Continued on page 46)
to "old style” radio is (1) that ex¬ charges: Currently, for example,, 'shows start to wear thin, the pend-: signed the Waldorf bust to IA and
tensive live programming can win a network charge for a shortterm ulum, instead of swinging to an¬ the S.S., U. S. bust to IB, said the
deal
on
half-hour
of
ABC-TV
air¬
the audiences rejecting jukebox
other live programming form, dra¬ Waldrof show was clearly a matter
radio, (2) that it tends to get adult times runs between $30,000. and matics, will once again gravitate to for-the stagehands to handle, since
nudiences, (3) and that it'tends, to $'32,000. The hike 'Will add about films, with the prestige items in the intended program bad "acts”
and also there was literally a stage
inspire active listening as opposed $300 to the sponsor’s time tab.
Web will be giving a six-month; the live catalog going by the hoards involved in the presentation.
to merely providing background
for some years to come.
music. Every other station in Chi¬ protection on the hike to its bankHtbwever, the ‘Trip” to the ship
cago, save WLS, is mostly record¬ rollers, which will, in effect, put
was, in CBS’ opinion, nothing more
ed, and WLS’ live shows are slant- the increase into action for the
than a question of "simple remote
Screen Gems has set its sixth co¬
fall season. The only stations get¬
lighting,” the kind the web felt production project for next season,
(Continued on page 50)
ting the hike, according to the net¬
might be done for a studio tv show. its first with NBC-TV via an agree¬
work, are those which are "grossly
Web said it even went so far, in ment to turn out a pilot for an
underpriced at present.”
• y
planning the "no act” program, as hourlong series locationed in
Hikes were granted at the' in¬
to avoid going inside the ship’s Florida and based on the files of
sistence of the stations: involved,
auditorium. This, the web errone¬ thafe state’s Sheriffs Assn. Series
it was reported, some of which are
Hollywood, Feb: 4.
ously felt, would avoid .friction is still untitled, bpt it’s ail actioner
among the network's strong mid¬
After a “violent disagreement” with IA.
with authentic backgrounds utiliz¬
west affiliates. ABC-TV wanted to with KCOP’s Tom Duggan, Pamela
ing case histories. Customary cohold rates at their current levels, Mason, wife of actor James Mason,
production arrangements prevail,
however, because via the Qecember has exited Duggan’s nightly show.
with the. web financing the pilot
monthlong Nielsens, the network The disagreement-was over an is¬
Chicago. Feb. 4,
in return for a shortterm option.
Needham, Louis .& Brorby ad moved for the first time in its sue involving alleged . discrimina¬
The Columbia Pictures subsidi¬
agency* having gained eight new history into undisputed cost-per- tion by Negroes against Annary plans to use two lead characters
accounts in i>ast year, racked up 1 000 supremecy. Until then, CBS heuser-Busch here for not hiring
Frank. Cooper office has ac¬ plus guestars in lead roles, reason
record billings in 1957 of $32,- could boast both the highest aud¬ Negro employees-r-an issue which quired rights to two radio and tv being, that it’s otherwise , impossible
902,050, biggest total in the Chi ience circulation for its programs Duggan has been airing for sev¬ oldies and is packaging them for to'film 39 hour shows on schedule
agency’s 33-year history. Net -prof¬ and the highest cost-per-returo. eral weeks, and saying in so doing fall sale..
Properties are'7 "20 Using the same lead character.
its for the year we^fe reported at~l ABC, whose shows have been get¬ Negroes are guilty * of practicing Questions” and "Double or Noth¬ Filming will be dqne throughout
$196,326. NL&B is an employee, ting a greater hupk of the audiefice discrimination.^
ing,”
with
rights
acquired for the Florida, in Miami, Dade County,
owned corporation, with around since last fall, is still not No. 1 by
Mrs. Mason said "Tom and I’had former from originator - emcee the Everglades, Palm Beach, the
any means in overall circulation
60% of the staff holding shares.
Fred
Van
Devanter
and the latter citrus belt, etc,.
a
violent
disagreement.
It
became
.Eight new accounts added in but when it’s time charges (being intolerable for me. to work on the from Bill Dolph.
Screen Gems has already set
past year are American Smelting lower than CBS’ and NBC’) are show.” It’s reported Mrs. Mason
Cooper
office
has
tentative jrtwo similar -coproduction arrange¬
and Refining Co.,'Canadian Indus¬ coupled with audience increases it objected vociferously to what; she deal on “20 Questions” with CBS- ments at ABC and three at CBS.
tries Ltd., Indian Head Mills, In¬ makes for the new selling point. considered a campaign against TV, under which the web has ABC entries are “Frankenstein”
ternational Minerals and Chemical Whether the hikes will affect this Negroes by Duggan.
agreed to do some audio -run- and ‘The Donna Reed Show,”
Corp. (Ac’cent), Lever Bros. status was not determined, especi¬
“We had a flareup on the show throughs on the show and if these while the CBS properties are
(Swan SoapL Thomas J. Lipton ally since the web has not decided and he- told me to get off the prove satisfactory, tp do an audi¬ “Stagecoach,” "Dennis the Menace”
Ltd., Massey-Harris-Ferguspn Inc. yet how to reshape its discount
and ‘Too Young to Go Steady.”
tion kihnie.
show;”
rate.
and Renault Inc.

200G CBS Radio Biz

‘ ’ to
—Or One by Land
And Two by Sea

Chi’s WBBM Bucks Canned-Music

Ameche on Brit TV

ABC-TV to Hie

NBC Screen Gems*
Ha. Sheriff Series

Tom Duggan Show In
Negro Boycott Hassle

Frank Cooper-Reviving
A Couple of Oldies

Wcdneadiy, Febrmry S, 1958

MEDIC No one else in 1958 will offer a program that
approaches medics prestige, production quality and dramatic
content. First run off the network, through CNP exclusively.
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Line Up Talent For
Hylton’s All-Brit TV
Shows (In Air & N.Y.)

***

?»♦ MM

MM »♦♦♦>♦ MM*

The London-to-New York tele¬
show being filmed en route by IJV NEW YORK CITY ...
Jack Hylton will be shown over
Garry Moore subs for vacationing Ed Muifow as host on “Person to
Associated-Rediffusion Feb. 17, and
the one that the London producer! Person” Feb. 14 . . . Allan Sherman, “I’ve Got a Secret” producer, will
will film in New York will be tele-1 be producer and head write? of the Victor Borge CBS-TV special on
cast in. London two weeks later, i.e. Feb. 19, with Henry Morgan and Jack Douglas as writers on the show
on March 1. The U.S. show will be
all-British talent which Hyltons’ and Rod Alexander & Bambi Linn added as guests and Luther Hen¬
New York rep, Fred Harris' is try¬ derson Jr. as conductor. . . David Alexander set to direct five more
ing to line up, including a guest- “Decoy” vidpix after finishing his first for Official Films ... First Dav¬
shot with New York's Mayor Rob¬ id Sarnoff Outstanding Achievement Awards in Science & Engineering
ert F. Wagner; Britishers-in-New
York set are Mary Ure of “Look go to Albert Rose of the technical staff of RCA labs and David K. Bar¬
Back In Anger” and Peter Ustinov ton of the engineering staff of-RCA Defense Electronic Products . . .
of “Romanoff and Juliet.” Alec Bill Fagan, business manager of- the CBS-TV sales dept., named chair¬
Templeton, is being negotiated. man of the television &; radio division of the 1958 maintenance appeal
Sarah Churchill’s Coast commit¬ committee for the George “Junior Republic” at Freeville, N.Y. . . .
ment^ eliminate her. Hylton also! Nancy Kenny, secretary to CBS-TV prez Merle Jones, engaged to Wash¬
wanted AlaiTJay Lemer and Fred¬ ington attorney Robert Bamford ... Gussie Moran sighed to new threeerick Loewe, American songsmiths! year pact as sportscaster at WMGM by program chief Raymond Katz
of -“My Fair Lady” (Rex. Harrison, , . . Jay Barney begins a running role on CBS-TV soaper “Brighter
et al.) but they, too, are tied up Day” tomorrow (Wed.) and is about to commence his third year as Kurt
on the Coast.
_
"
Bonine oh “Romance of Helen. Trent.” Incidentally, “Abe Lincoln in
.Hylton arrives tomorrow (Thurs.) Illinois,” recording ih which Barney participated recently (it stars Rod
with a cast comprising emcee HUey Steiger) Will be aired by Voice of America world-wide (12) keyed to
Green, legiter Lawrence Harvey, Lincoln’s Birthday. The thesp was ulso tapped for a segment of the
Australian colored pianist Winifred Peg Lynch- Alan Bunce “Couple Next Door” airer . . Vince Scully,
Atwell
,whistler-singer Ronnie Dodger sportscaster, is marrying Jfoani Crawford .(non-pro) on Feb. 15.
Ronald and his manager, Steph¬ They’ll honeymoon in Jamaica and then go to Vero Beach, Dodgers*
anie^ Helen Crayford, a four-and- Florida training camp . . . Sydney Rubin, director of* CBS Television
one-half-year-old trumpeter; . Sir Enterprises, to the Coast for two weeks of business . 1 . Dick Heffner,
Donald ^Campbell, the speedboat META program director and “Open Mind” producer-moderator, de¬
and auto racer; and Rosalina Neri, livers the keynote address Saturday (8) before the Junior . Principals
Italian screen, star and singer who Assn, at the Waldorf-Astoria on “The Open Mind and Education” . .
has' appeared in British ty, along , Sam Levenson, who gets “Person to Personned” Feb. 7, speaks at the
with a British technical crew.
[ Sidney Kaufman-Bill Smith show biz course at-the New- School oh Feb.
• The specially equipped BOAC 10 .• . . WCBS’ Bill Leonard finalizing plans for a trip to Puerto Rico
plane isf under -Hylton charter for
a special series for his “The New York. Story” and his WCBS-TV.
these two transatlantic vaudeos. ■« for
“Eye on New York” series . . . Al BryariR CBS-TV manager of office
services, elected the new president of the Passenger Traffic Assn, of
New York , . , Eli Wallach to play the chief executioner in “Climax’s”
Feb. 27 rendition of the Albert Anastasia killing .. . . Galen Drake hosts
novelist MacKinlay Kantor on his Saturday (8) CBS Radio segment
. . . Frank G. Silvernail, BBD&O manager of station relations, to head
the radio-tv section of the public information committee for the N.Y^
1958 Red Cross campaign . . Cliff jpVans, “Today” sports editor, to
cover the Major League baseball convention in Key West this week . ..
Tom O’Brien, vet gabber-commentator, joining WINS to handle both
Walt Disney, who now does 26L| news and deejay stints . . . Dick Clark’s new nighttime stanza launches
“new” hours, and 26 repeats on Saturday (15) at 7:30, with Pat Boone, Jerry Lee Lewis, Connie Francis
ABC - TV’s “Disneyland,” may and the Royal Teens guesting . . . Former WLAK (Lakeland, Fla.) sales¬
change the pattern to 39 and. 13 man Ted Austin to WHLI, Long Island, in similar capacity . . . Gen.
come next fall. This is just one Alfred M. Gruenfher, Red Cross prexy, Radio-TV Exec Society luncheon
of a handful of plans being’mulled speaker today (Wed.)—at the Roosevelt .... . Mutual has replaced the
by the: network and Disney aiid if Don Lee regional web as a member of the Southern California Broad¬
Incomes Off, it will hike the pro¬ casters Assn. Norman Ostby, Mutual’s west coast division manager,
duction nut considerably, a net¬ will represent the net at SCBA , . . WQR Radio has made a new public
work source said.
x
serviqe programming tie, joining the Emergency Weather . Warning
As it stands, Disney'provides the System, in cooperatio^ with various Federal agencies . . . Television
web with 26 first-run ty hours, personality Bill Nimmo is the announcer on the WPIX, N.Y,, Mondayparts of which contain former Dis¬ through-Friday evening news show, whi^h starts Ht 11 p.m.
ney theatrical product. In the re¬
London, Feb. 4.
June Taylor, who went in as pinchhitter for James Starbuck on the
cent past, the network pushed for
Alterations, to the original deal
a plan whereby all the first-run CBS-TV “Big Record” six weeks ago, is now installed as the “official”
set between Robin International
choreographer
of a show . . . Diana Barth sandwiching a “My True
product would be made, specifically
and the BBC for the biggest* filmsStory” stint this week between two appearances on “True Confessions,”
for-tv pact to date in Britain, are
Still unable to find adequate for tv and not contain any theatri¬ both on NBQ Radio*. . . Leslie Barrett, currently in the off-Broadway
being discussed ip London. The space in which to relocate, WABD, cal material.
“Trial of Dmitri Karamazov,” plays Albert Schweitzer op “The Eternal
changes proposed are for the sub¬
Light” Sunday (9) ., . Thomas R. Young appointed ah account exec
stitution of a number of the titles jjs planning to ameliorate the high
With CBS Radio Spot Sales in N.Y.; he’s.ex-WEEl, Boston . . . Marian
originally announced. A Robin cost of living at the 67th St., Man-:
Carr has recorded a' story^for WMCA’s “Let’s Listen to a Story,” a
International spokesman in Lon¬ hattan, TeleCentre by renting out
stint for the Feb. 16 “Eternal Light” and a slidefilm voice track; for
don told Variety that the* present the one remaining unused studio
Seven-Up
. . . Screen Gems, international operations director Bill Finetalks also dealt with the inclusion (except for storage) to a telefilm
shriber
off on a five-week Latin American tour . . Timmy Everett,
of a number of extra pictures to
featured, on Broadway jn “Dark at the Top of the Stairs,” tapped for
producer. Negotiations are going
be covered by the initial pact.
WLIB’s (N. Y.) fifth annual' Fes¬ the lead, in the first of CBS-TV’s new “Suspense” films,: “The Fun
The deal, which was cemented on presently between WABD and a tival of Negro Music and Drama
last December, was for 100 Holly- New York production house for started!; last w&k and will Maker,” which Robert Mulligan will direct.
wood-made feature pictures dating Studio 4.
run .14 days. Lined up are. 140 IN HOLLYWOOD
from pre-war days up till 1955,.
Meanwhile,' WABD utilizes two special shows, including three ma¬
with a figure stated to be well
Who else but Jack Rourke as emcee of arthritis marathon on KTTV
jor public'events, a classical inusic
of
the
other
four
studios
and
rents
over $600,000 involved. The agree¬
concert at Carnegie Hall on Feb. Feb. 16? He has guided most of them ... “You Asked For It” will have
ment grants the state web ty rights two parttime to CBS-TV. CBS, in¬ 8, gospel, concert at Savoy Ball¬ guestars on its changed format. So far set are Esther Williams and ex¬
to the pictures over a period of cidentally, is interested in buying room last Sun: (2) and rock ’n’ roll jock Billy Pearson .. . Fred Beck, humorist-columnist, will emcee nf .
seven years. Majority of the films the TeleCentre for its .own use, session, at Savoy oh Feb. 12. continuous'hours of. Paramount shorts on KCOP ,
. CBS Radio’s
were made under the RKO ban¬ but it is doubtful , for the time There’s nor admission charge for “Frontier Gentleman” went on: the aiif>although the title character
whether- CBS has been willing to these annual WLIB salutes to New wasn’t picked Until two days before. Ah, that’s radio . , . Before return¬
ner.
The Robin spokesman added meet, the $5,000,000 asking , price York metropolitan area’s 1,200,000 ing to his N.Y. base, Howard Barnes, CBS Radio program veepee, *
that similar package deals are be¬ for the TeleGentre’s. 99-year lease. Negroes. /
stalled Frank Paris as assistant to Lucian*Davis,, executive producer
WABD has to get rid of the for¬
ing negotiated with tv outfits in
Carnegie Hall recital will fea¬ for the web in Hollywood . . . Eddie Shaw, mailboy at CBS-TV’s Tele¬
mer warehouse which houses‘ its ture Robert McFerrin, .Met Opera vision City, drew.his second'acting! ilole. He’ll be -getting his own moil,
Belgium. Holland and France?studios and offices. It’s not’only a baritone; Muriel Rahn, soprano the fan kind . . . Jack Benny, rounding 39, starts his 15th consecutive
question of the building haying headliner of “Carmen Jones,” and year on the air 4ext season for American Tobacco. He got a new ticket
been planned for - a full network others. Gospel gathering^ to be long before the old one ran out . . . Mike Dann, prez of Henry Jaffe
operation and not: just a local out¬ aired; over . WLIB,. will have Negro Enterprises, breezing around town to make filming deals for two mys¬
let'but WABD would like to com¬ revivalists Prof. Alex Bradford, tery series he’ll soon be. selling . . / Jack McCoy is giving iip emceeing
bine headquarters with WNEW, its Prof. Charles Taylor, Sunset Ju¬ to peddle his*own packages. After , being around almost as long as tv,;
sister radio station, which DuMont bilee Singers and Skylights.
he deduced there’s no future in it for1 him as an entertainer . . Hal
Broadcasting acquired approxi¬
Al Hibbler, Cannonball Adderly, Lansing shifted his acting'base here from Chicago , . . Producers Jer¬
mately a year ago. WNEW cur¬ Kenny Burrell and Big Al . Sears ry Stagg and Phil Goldstone, whose tv show? were cancelled, are al¬
Chicago, Feb. 4:
rently maintain^ expensive studioFCC has assigned Windy City’s office space at 46th St. and Fifth and band will headline jam session, ready out peddling two new series . ... John Poole, who owns KBIG^
presented in Cooperation with Har¬ Hollywood, would also like to own an FM station in Fresno. His appli¬
last remaining broadcasting fre¬ Ave.
lem branch of Police Athletic cation is on file with FCC . . . Charles Oppenheim', CBS-TV publicity
quency, an FM channel, to the cor.
In looking around for a new League.
poration headed by Louis B; Lee
chief, tightened up the operation here and then scooted back to Man¬
Station ^also will salute Negro hattan.
'
A
which owns WSBC,. a 250-watt home, WABD-WNEW surveyed a
share-time AM:er here. The FM site, at 50th and Third recently, accomplishments’ in legit With
channel is the one vacated here a blit it required to much of a broadcasts built around Negro ver¬ IN CHICAGO .
.
few years* ago by WFJL. All avail¬ technical revamping to accomodate sions of “Waiting for Godot,”
Bill Hohmann leaves WNBQ sales planning department this week''
“House of Flowers/’ “Take a Giant
able AM, FM and tv frequencies a radio and television operation.
Step” and “Lost in the Stars.” In to take over as head of WBBM-TV sales promotion . . . Jerry Healey,
in Chi are now spoken for, al¬
though FCC reveals, it's still pos¬
Ann Arbor, Mich.—-Prof. Garnet addition, station will record glee ex-WWCA, Gary, Ind.y has taken over WIND’S. “Nite Watch,” all night
sible to squeeze another station or R- Garrison, a member of the U. club concerts from Negro colleges. deejay show formerly helmed by Bill Evans ... Dan SOrkln has switched
from WCFL’s all-nighter to the early morning stanza that was previ¬
two in on the AM band.
of Michigan’s Department of
WNBQ director Bill Dally and wife have adopted
Louisville—Milton Met#, WHAS ously Sonny Mars’
By the local FCC count, there Speech faculty since 1947 and di¬
are now 18 FM operations in Chi, rector of television since 1950, has radio and. tv staff announcer, who a'son. .. Two announcers, Mel Galliart and Jack Taylor, ankled WBBMhas
been
on
leave
of
absence,
from
TV
last
week
...
Ethel
Daccardo, ex-Daily News radio-tv editor now
been
named
director
of
broadcast¬
20 AM stations (including sur¬
the station for the past .four with Ndedham, Louis & Brorby, speaking;to fathers Of Edison PTA
rounding towns),, and five tv out¬ ing at the university. IZe will serve months,
has returned to his work as next Tuesday (11) bn the effects of tv on .children . , . WCFL deejay
lets, one of them an educational as the administrative head for both, announcer
and weathercaster. Metz
station. Nighttimes the FM-ers in radio and tv which up to now have.] his been working since the begin¬ Jack Karey, now penning the Saturday record column in Chicago Amer¬
independently with, sepa¬
ican in addition to a weekly opus in five nabe gazettes . . . Andy Amoperation outnumber by far the operated
rate directors. • University's tele- ning; of September, 1957. in the yx’s publicity staff at WTVH, Peoria, won the-“Maverick” contest for
AM stations. There are only eight courses are seen live on WWJ-TV, United Nations Public^Information
of the latter in the'evening, while Detroit, and on many other com¬ Dept: in New York, studying its re¬ ABC affils . . . James Robertson, program manager of- educational sta¬
the entire >FM band is on in the mercial stations throughout the lations with the radio and televi¬ tion WTTW here, named to advisory committee of National-Assn, of
pjn.
'
sion media.
nation via kines.
(Continued on page 46)

Death of Henry (Pete) Salomon*
Jr. at 40 in New York last Saturday
(1) cut short a career whose im¬
pact the television industry was
only beginning to feA> Salomon,
Hollywood, FOb. 4. v
who had already gained* fame as
‘Mickey Mouse Club" Will be
the producer-writer of NBC-TV’s back on ABC-TV next , season but
heralded “Victory at Sfea” series, the economic impost on the web
saw the informational documentary has been, softened. Reported that
program not as a left-field adjunct Slocum Chapin, negotiating for the
web, held out for a reduction in
of network operations but as an the present $4,000,000 for 26 weeks
integral and fundamental element Of originals and as many weeks of
of regular tv programming. He repeats and the agreement reached
was just beginning to put this theo¬ With Roy Disney, prez tof Walt
ry to the test, as director of special Disney Productions, shades, that
projects for NBC, at the time of figure.
his death, caused by a cerebral
'Mickey” is now 65% sponsored.
hemorrhage.
Which, it is understood, allows for
Following his appointment to small; margin of profit for the net¬
the special projects post last May, work.
Salomon went out of his way to.
emphasize the fact that * his unit
reported not to the web's public
affairs dept., but to the network
programming dept. And in fact,
the “Project 20” series which he
created and produced for the net¬
work was given prime' evening
time and not restricted to the Sun¬
day afternoon “intellefctual ghetto”
London, Feb. 4.
of public affairs programming.
£
Commercial tv collared over 80%
At the time of his death, Salo¬
Sunday viewing during Novem¬
mon had several projects in the ber. According to Nielsen Televi¬
fire, among them a six-part series sion Index, indie tv's share of the
of the history of American musical viewing was 85% in London, 84%
comedy, a three-part series on in the Midlands, 80% in the North
modern-day America as viewed and 86% in Scotland,
through Walt Whitman's “Leaves
There has also been an increase
of Grass,” a weekly children's news
the daily amount oL viewing,
series starring author Munro in
Leaf, a comprehensive series on again with commercial, tv claiming
all
the extra audience time, .in¬
the “Democracy vs. Communism”
theme in association with the creases registered in the compare
ative
periods, September to De¬
Rockefeller Bros. Fund, and sev¬
eral more “Project -20” specials. cember, 1957, over the previous,
year,
showed
that there was an
Future of these is indeterminate,
though a kinescope on the chil- upping of .4 hours a day in indie
tv viewing, while the state web
(Continued on page 48)
dropped A in two. of the months.
These figures apply to areas where
there is a choice of channels-—now
around 75% of the 5,750,000 homes
inside the Independent Television
Authority area.

TRIM $4,000,000
‘MICKEY MOUSE’ TAB

Brit. Corn! TVs

BBC’s (DOG Pact

Cost of living by Renting
Out Its Studio Space

WLlB’s 140 Special
Slows for SlA Festival
Of Negro, Music, Drama

Chi’s 18 FM Operations,
20 AM’ers; 5 TV Outlets;

Wednesday, February 5, 1958
SHOWCASE
i COMMENT
With Fanny Hurst, others; Art Arn¬ With David Brink ey, Austin Kip¬
old, announcer
linger, Peter Hackes, Robert Mc¬
Producer: Art Arnold
Cormick
Director: Artie Forrest
Producer: Julian Goodman
30 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 1 p.m.
Director: Ralph Peterson
WABD, New York
25 Mins., Fri., 11:35 p.m. (varies)
When Wendy Barrie and indie NBC-TV, from Washington
Cancellation of the Red Barber
packager Lester Wolf decided to go
segment on NBC-TV
their separate ways. Wolf and his post-fights
Friday nights and subsequent in¬
sidekick Art Arnold whipped up ability of the web to sell a similar
“Showcase" as her afternoon re¬ sports format has enabled NBC
placement on WABD. They hired News boss Bill Me Andrew to get
novelist Fanny Hurst to front a one of his pet projects slotted into
time. “Comment” is what the
roundtable, which was supposed to the
title implies editorialized com¬
feature the stars of Broadway ment or analysis by top newsmen
shows talking about Broadway from the network and elsewhere,
the participants varying each
shows, but what came gurgling off with
week.
that tv screen was an abundance of
Opening segment, which ran long
such thin talk aboyt everything
(and nothing) and such a super¬ due to an early KO in the fighfteaabundance of plugeroos that it took ure, had the web’s David Brinkley,
plenty time to try to figure it all Peter Hackes and Robert McCor¬
mick, along with Washington news¬
out.
letter publisher Austin Kiplinger,
Though the station apparently analyzing the Washington scene
intends for Miss Hurst to keep on from various phases, Brinkley cov¬
one track for a reasonable length ered what he called a “banking
of time, the tv newcomer said on hours as usual” attitude. in D C.,
the air Friday (31), four days after Kiplinger the future tax situation,
she preemed, that it was her Hackes the armed forces, disunity
private intention to remain eman¬ and McCormick other problems in¬
cipated and talk, if she pleased, cluding education. Show was in¬
about “ivory, apes and peacocks'^ terrupted with the announcement
or “leap from crag to crag and not -of the Jupiter C satellite firing, ahd
attempt to unify our topic/’ Her the final few minutes were de¬
philosophy is that she was bring¬ voted to a discussion of that.
ing meaning, into the life of house¬
framed, the problem is tough
wives everywhere: That’s all very to As
swallow in one sitting. Each
well and'gbod; but this party thinks commentator
takes his turn in a
that however good Miss Hurst’s a fulldress analysis, and the tech¬
points of view may be to some peo^ nique is stiff and dry, with no in¬
pie, the station’s point of view— terchange of opinion. Or ideas. Lack
at least on matters relevant to tv Of a central theme which would
—should prevail.
involv.e some difference of: Opinion
Take- that Friday show, for in¬ makes it even tougher, listening.
stance. There’s Miss Hurst, in alb And the immobility Of the closeup
her garrulity; surrounded by actor- camera doesn’t provide any relief
producer Carlos Montalban, a either. It’s good to hear analysis
teacher of charm in the public on. television, particularly when it’s
school system (you heard right— freewheeling and uninhibited In
“charm”- and the editor of House its editorial content. But in the
Beautiful. The subject, the au¬ “Comment” format, it lacks stimu¬
thoress proclaimed, was “standard-j lation. arid animation, arid While
ization.” Now she apparently felt the content isn’t perfiinctory, the
she. had something provocative to technique' is.
Chan.
say about that and she probably did
but she got onto something else
BARKIS
BEAT
(it’s hard to remember what) all
by her lonesome. Her guests sat With Alex Barris, Gloria Lambert,
Jack Duffy, Don Franks, Maggie
with hands in laps and hardly venSt. Clair, Brace Marsh, Phi!
lured even a polite word for at
Nimmori’s Orch
least 13 or 14 minutes. Then,
somewhere in there, unexpected Producer: Norm Jewison
visitors—Mayor Robert* Wagner’s Writers: Frank Peppiatt, Saul Hson, Allan Mannings
frau and Commissioner of Correc¬
tion Anna Kross stumbled On cam¬ 60 Mins.; Wed,, 11:30 p.m.
era. Again it’s very wen and good CBL-TV, from Toronto
in for 13 semi-monthly programs
that, a tv show, has enough freedom
so that important visitors (who ex¬ of 60 mi each, “The Barris Beat”
pected to. observe. from offstage has been..revived.by the Canadian
somewhere) are hustled on to make
their contributions. Mrs. Kross, Broadcasting Corp. but, so far, has
who' seems a strong-willed woman, hot been sponsored and is taking
too. did manage to give some com¬ spot announcements, plus "lowered
petition vocally to Miss Hurst, budget. Last season, “The Barris
but the topic? Think it had sflhiething to do with delinquency and Beat” had alternate weekly 30-min.
the beauty parlor in the Women’s sponsorship of Standard Brands
House of Correction in Manhattan. and Frigidaire. but has been off the!
air since June;
The plethora of plugs by Arnold,
Teeoff had Barriss back as em¬
who wears a board and talks soft¬
ly, was not really tbo noticeable; cee, with'format unchanged and.
using
siich cast standbys of fthe
he did them as if he were anxious
series as Gloria Lambert;
to keep at least his contribution t.oi previous
singer;
Jack Duffy, comedian; and
the volume of words at a consider¬ Phil Nimmon’s
band. However, it’s
ate minimum.
a Barris show what with his
Tie Miss Hurst down and maybe still
patter
exchanges,
the reading of
WABD has the scintillating half- gag -telegrams arid
his “Passe
hour program Miss Hurst thinks it News”
in which he satirizes head¬
is now.
Art.
lined events; His greatest success
was a takeoff on “Front Page Chal¬
lenge,” Canada’s rating leader for
TEEN TIME DANCE PARTY
quiz shows. In this, he used Gloria
With Jim Walton
Lambert, Sammy Sales, Maggie St;
Producer-Director: Ed.Tnrner
Clair arid Larry Mann as panel,
45 Mins.; Wed., 5 p.m.
himself as moderator. Man¬
BOB COLGLAZIER’S RANCH with
nerisms of “Challenge” panel Were
HOUSE & PEPSI COLA
down
pat by their imitators and
WHAS-TV, Louisville
whole Was a coriiedy highlight
jMaking a pitch for the teenagers,
Miss Lambert interpolated such
this WHASrTV production lias songs as "I Wish I Were m Love
come up with an idea which is Again” drid “Glad to be .Unhappy,”
going Over big with the kids; and both over nicely; with: Maggie. St.
Clair in for finale comedy-warbling
judging from sponsor interest, is of “Irving” and in good voice. Don:
registering solidly. Format, is sim¬ Frank was in for debut of a bari¬
ple—just a. group of teenagers in a tone attempting an audition to a
piano and very funny but his
club room act, dancing to recorded, flat
serious “All the Way” fell flat;
music: Jiiri Walton, station an¬ ditto Jack Duffy’s “I Got Plenty; of
nouncer, - m.e/ the shindig in a. Nothin’.” Here are two comics who
fatherly fashion, in fact. his own should cut out the straight stuff.
daughter was chosen in a drawing
Besides lending background to
to carry on one end of a phone the warblers, Phil Nimmon’s orch
conversation with Dale Wright, played a jazz medley; With Walter
Fraternity record vocalist, who Susskind, conductor of the Toronto
chatted from Cincinnati; Walton Syrnphony, in for a guest-interview
then played “She’s Neat/’ Wright’s with Barris arid later at the grand
first platter for the. Fraternity for a Bach interlude. Whole, is an
label; and the youngster was pres¬ excellent late-hour Show/with em¬
ented a complimentary copy of the phasis on relaxed and amusing
record.
comedy.
McStdy.
Bulk of the time is filled by the
teeners, dancing. They go about it
although
the
ratherirestrictScTstage
in dead seriousness. Very little, evi¬
dent of exhibitionists—although a space prevented their getting, too
■■
.
.
Couple < now and then has learned energetic:
Teen Time Dance Party im¬
the trick of staying on camera. TO
break up the floor shuffling rou- pressed as a 45-riiinute sttnza, at
; tine, Walton had as guest a pair which the viewer is permitted to
from “Holiday oh ice,” currently look-in and enjoy agroup of whole¬
playing the Armory. The Mendozas some youngsters have a good tune,
Were on briefly for a q. and a. sesh, while dancing and keeping rhythmic
and must have registered with the steps to the latest pop records.
kids. Tunes like “Lichtensteiner Walton has a paternal attitude
Polka” and others inspired tjfcf toward the doings, and apparently
Wied.
dancers to really do their stuff, enjoys his assignment.

Uasoety
DEAN MARTIN SHOW
With Frank Sinatra, Danny Thom¬
as, Barbara Perry
Producer-Director: Jack Donohue
Writer: Herb Baker
60 Mins.; Sat. (1), 9 pjn.
LIGGETT & MYERS
NBC-TV, from Hollywood
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RUMPELSTILT5KIN
(Shirley Temple’s’ Storybook)
With Shai K. Ophir, John Raltt,
Phyllis Love, Kurt Kasxnar,
Jonathan Hards, Peraell Rob*
erts, John Bleifer, Otto Waldes,
Celia Lovsky, KaryL Ann Traum,
Roy Dean, others
Producer: Alvin Cppperman
Director: Dan Petrie.
Adaptation: Frank Gabfielson
60 Mins.; Sun. (2), 6:30 p.m.
JOHN H. BRECK INC.; NATION¬
AL DAIRY PRODUCTS, HILLS
BROS. COFFEE
NBC-TV, from Hollywood

FROM PRECINCT TO PRESI¬
DENT
(See It Now)
With Harry S. Truman, Edward R.
Murrow
Producers Murrow, Fred W.
Friendly
60 Mins., Sun. (2) 5 pari.
CBS-TV (film)
( McCann-Erickson)
When a skillful interviewer, with
Dean Martin’s second outing
this season with his own show was the grace and know-how of an-Ed
a flip, breezy romp all the way. Murrow, comes face-to-face with an
Backed up l>y Frank Sinatra and articulate subject, with the frank¬
Danny Thomas (who have shows ness and warmth of a Harry S.
of their own on other networks), Truman, you get the kind of show
(N. W. Ayer)
the Martin stanza was an instance that is likely to go down in tv his¬
of some savvy pros being let loose
Chalk up a second smash for
to do their stuff and everything tory. “From Precinct to Presi¬
Storybook.”
neatly falling into place. Herb dent” impressed as another mile¬ “Shirley Temple’s
Baker’s sharply written script, stone in electronic reporting, and Henry Jaffe Enterprises’ teletelling
some slick camera work and a
of
“Rumplestiltskin”
was
superlaflashy production dress supplied a the coming-of-age of the tv inter¬ I tive, even worth a second viewing
view.
solid framework for the talent.
The opening, sequence, in which
Even more, the Munrow-Truman !—high praise today for any tv
Martin corned up “When You’re show dazzles the imagination with effort.
Smiling’’ while Thomas and Sinatra
Maturely dramatized, the old
were shqwn kibitzing in the back¬ its historic possibilities. Sunday’s
ground via Use of a split screen, (2) episode turned back the pages Brothers Grimm fairy tale about
set the freewheeling tone for the of history for an audience which the sporting gnome yjho hires his
whole session. The routines and
magical services for the price of a
song numbers were , smoothly and had lived the events so canpily re¬ child was as-diverting to the adult
cleverly linked together via run¬ constructed through the words and
ning gags, as, for instance, Thomas personality of one of its principal as it was delightful to the child.
cutting into, a Martin 'vocal of “All participants. Its significance to Fantasy was soberly woven into an
Alone” to do his Itald dialect tele¬
earnest drama that was perfectly
phone bit. Martin and Sinatra, had future generations was best ex¬ comprehensible to the towheads.
the best spot on the show together, pressed by Murrow, as he specu¬
with a bevy of Hollywood starlets, lated tm what it would have meant yet never played down to them. It
was a glossy production that sus¬
an 'All-American “look” team, in
a hep sophisticated “I Love1. To to have had such records of past tained a fairy tale aura: the action
Love” song routine. It was; fast, presidents, and his question to moved swiftly, the scenes changed
bright arid just slightly naughty Truirian* “What President would frequently, and the stagehands
In this, respect, Barbara Perry also you choose to see on film? ” (Tru¬ worked unobtrusively.
contributed - a couple of sexy, hipIsraeli pantomimist, "Shai K.
wiggling hoofing routines in addi¬ man’s choice^-Andrew Johnson).
Ophir* was a brilliant choice for
tion to a marathon kissing clinch
‘From Precinct to President” the title role, giving it the proper
with Martin.
packed a dramatic and emotional fascination of the “wee people”
. .Final section of the show was a
any of the window besides., extra-curricular depth as
songfest with the *three principals wallop.
the gamesome Herr Dwarf, who is
doing a rundown of tunes in the dressing or gimmicks which have only half a villian, and for sym¬
Oscar sweepstakes, past and pre¬ marked previous ‘‘See It. Now” pathetic reasons. His desire for a
sent. Martin arid Sinatra hoked up shows.
There were no filmed baby to perpetuate his strange
s.oirie plugs for their own songs
flashbacks—^ name Is touching and even under-'
while Thomas did creditable rendi¬ background. shots,
standable, on the adult level, and
tions on such songs as “Sayonara" nothing but straight q & a’s. The his. early kindness to Elsa (Phyllis
and “Tammy/’ Earlier, Thomas camera played its part by skill¬ Love) temper his later heaviness.
also registered with
Las Vegas fully catching the Truman person¬ The ending, in fact, is almost sad,
gambling monolog.
ality as it swiftly changed moods, when the lonely, dwarf who Can
Plugs for the two L&M' cig sometimes playful, often serious, perpetuate
miracles, like spinning
brands also made maximum use Of always intense.
gold out of straw, returns to the
Sinatra,, to sell Chesterfield (his
The Murrow technique was never ■Black Forest to rock an empty
ABC-TV' sponsor),, and Martin, for so well displayed as in this show, cradle.
the new L&M Oasis line. Heriii.
where it was completely back¬
Phyllis Love is noble and sweet
grounded. to the answers of the as the miller’s daughter who is
MEET MR.
guest. Mature* serious, and with victimized by her father’s boasting
With Carter B. Storr
striking deftness Murrow steered and who turns a neat switch from
Producer: Marlon Dunn
the; .former Chief' Executive back the humble to the stately when
30 Mins.; Tues., 5 p.m.
along the path of his career, almost she puts on the royal Crown. John
CBC, from Ottawa
visibly showing The man stirred by Raitt, the musicomedy star who by
This new weekly show on Cana¬ the
results of his introspection to the original script was supposed to
dian" Broadcasting Corp/s network self-revelation:
were a sing but doesn’t after all, is a regu¬
is a highly promising slice of semi- minimum number There
of questions for lar Prince Charming, as the king,
disguised education. It’$ an in¬ the hour-long show,
but
each
one and Kurt Kasznar turns in an effec¬
triguing approach to the social
sciences, with a “Mr. X” who each Was so cheerfully constructed and tive performance as the pathetic
welt
planned
that,
it
struck
the braggart of a father who saves the
week, will be a man from a civiliza¬
tion, ancient, medieval, modern or jackpot, in frank, full, sometimes day when he accidentally learns
contemporary. Aimed at teenagers, shockingly blunt answers;
RUmplestiltskin’s name. Jonathan
Essentially it was a serious show Harris is properly menacing as the
it should appeal strongly because
of local teacher Carter B. Storr’s probing serious questions. It was gold-grubbing Lord Karscb, and
best.. keynoted by Murrow himself, the minor roles are bandied with
facility for drawing as he talks.
Teeoff Mr. X was an Egyptian, when he pointed out that “no man equal credibility.
intro’d by a cartoon drawn on in history ever rode such a tidal
As the hostess-narrator, Shirley
blackboard—after first a cartoon wave in such: a. short time.” In Temple still has all the bedimpled
of “ourselves,” holding out a hand three months, he pointed opt, Tru¬ charms of her curlylooks days, yet
of friendship which Mr. X viewed man had become President, played somehow it’s not inconsistent that
with suspicion because it wasn’t his role in the end, of war in Eu¬ she gives the theme song a mater¬
his custom and he feared it. rope, in the end of war In Japan,
dimension. Leigh Harline’s
“Where did he live, when, and what helped launch the United States, nal
music is lyrical and
did he do?” were questions, an¬ and seen the beginning of the background
apt, and Dan Petrie’s direction is
nounced and answered, in £ skill¬ atomic age* Each of these momen¬ incisive,
Singular blemish was the
ful fusion of talk, drawing and tous events was relived as Truman closing - Hills
Bros, commercial
Occasional photos of pyramids, spoke.
which seems , to be born of that
temples, etc. . Contrast between
One of the few light moments irritate-them-into-remembering ad¬
Egyptian civilization’s record ran,; came in response to Murriny’s vertising notion—a crown of bad
4100 B.C. - 400 A.D., and our own statement that critics of HST have
taste: on what was otherwise 59
brief one since Columbus, was accused him of being ;o f t e n minutes
of exceptionally good.
sharply illustrated by scrolls of Iprdmpted by petulance.”
Not
Lei.
comparative lengths. Everything denying that he was frequently “out
possible, was related to the present of sorts,” Truman, added that he
day; Storr also went into the why’s never. acted until he was calm. itself. Asked if he would like to
of things, but occasionally iriight “The only time I ever acted when go back to the Senate, he pointed
have knit material a bit tighter. .1 was . out of sorts,” he wryly ad¬ out that he was approached to do
Wound with show of books. , on mitted, “was when I told by a mu¬ so in 1952, but felt it incompatible
subject; then “Next week another sic critic where to get off when he; with his role as President to run
and more ^mysterious Mr. X.”
was unfavorable to my daughter. for lower office. But, he longing¬
Certainly an. easy* yet attentioh- If . I’d have thought about it, I prob¬ ly stated, “I would give anything in
requiring way to give the kids ably
wouldn’t have done it.” This the world to be in the Senate,”
some basic info and lure them to was in reference to his famed let¬ adding, however, that he has no
dig for more. Marion Dunn’s pro¬ ter to Washington Post Critic Paul ambition to unseat the two incum¬
duction was effective arid so/ gen¬ Hume.
bents from his home state.
erally, was Robert Beaudin’s tech¬
Interview reached an impressive
The. show was marked by swift
nical job—though chalk and scroll
sounds and breathing need to be changes of mood and pace, a trib¬ climax in a fast q & a exchange
better. toned down. Storr, no per¬ ute again. to the skill of. Murrow, on world personalities. ' Here are
sonality kid, makes up for .it wijb the consummate humanness of Tru¬ some of Hie Truman appraisals:
Churchill—“One of most agree¬
good voice arid diction, what is man. Never has the former Presi¬
; .'always keeps his
already .a fairly easy manner and dent been revealed more, clearly as able men
his excellent ability and speed as the peculiar -combination of the word.”
a cartoonist. Presumably, he wrote average man and the talented
DeGaulld—“Hard to talk to . „ .
leader than; in this show. He can Never sure he’d keep his word.”
uricredited continuity too.
say, with -a boyish. quality, “I de¬
Card,
Nehru—“Honest but difficult to
cided, when I was 15, that it was deal
with.”
a sissy thing to be a piano player.”
Molotov—“Russians are a pecu¬
Without rancor, he says, “I couldn’t
liar
people
. . , One of the most
find anybody to nominate me. Fi¬
“The . Real McCoys” Is also en¬ nally, Bennett -Clark, my Missouri pig-headed m^p I've ever met.”
tering the lucrative merchandising colleague is the Senate, agreed to
Stalin—‘‘Made a good impres¬
lists. The ABC-TV Series has inked____
da so/' And, firmly, “I don’t sion . . . I didn’t know then he
a deal with Henry . Saperstein to U^H^ men around me who won’t didn’t intend to kepp his promises
arrange food, clothing and game tell the truth as they see it/ Again, ... I don’t think Stalin understood
tieups for thie Walter Brenrian- with moving sincerity, “The Presi¬ when I told him about the A
stairer.
dent, is elected by the whole peo¬ bomb.”
“McCoy” producer Irving Pincus ple. He must be a lobbyist for
Editing several days of inter¬
150 million people.”
made the Saperstein deal.
views to this fast-moving one hour
Truman’s deep sense of the dig¬ show rates kudos. Though there
nity and importance of the office must have been much cutting and
of Presidency was shown through juggling of segments, entire show
More TV Reviews
the entire show. But so, ^odk did unreeled smoothly in perfect se¬
One Page 36
his affection and. longing for his quence arid overall unity of pat¬
first love, the U.S. Senate, reveal tern..
Flor.

Merchandise ‘McCoys’
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HOW HIGH

BIGGEST FEATURE
FILM AUDIENCE
IN NEW YORK
TV HISTORY
Net Movies: "The BeSi's of St. fV3 ary’5-' "The Bullfighter and the Lady." "Claud 2 «?•
Daved,” "Cyrano de Bergerac’/ "The Eve of St Mark,” "High Noon." "The Quiet IVT r..
"Rebecca/’ "The Red Pony." "Sands ©f hvo

"Spellbound." "Tne Third Mdr.

Great Stars: Ingrid Bergman. Gary Cooper, Joseph Gotten. Bing Crosbv Jose Ferrer
loan Fontaine, Cary Grant Grace Kelly. Ray.M.'iland. Robert IV? itch urn. Maureen O ha: a
Layreinie© Oliweer, G^eco-y Peck

Vincent Price. Randolph Scott. John Wavne
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WRCA-TV’s Movie • 4 showing of ‘‘High Noon” drew almost 4 million viewers —the
largest audience in New York television history for a single showing of a feature film.'
So great was its attraction that Movie • 4’s “High Noon” gathered a larger audience
than any other show
network or local -r- on any other station all month.
Consistent scheduling on Movie • 4 of new feature films like “High Noofi,” combined with,
creative live programming like the “Jack Paar Show,” has enabled WRCA-TV. to cap-i
ture conclusively the late-night audiences in New York.
Look at a typical recent two-month period for added evidence of WRCA-TV’s superi-v
ority: the major competition was showing post-’48 films only 24% of the time — while
Movie • 4 presented new product at the rate of 62% ,
Now Movie • 4 has insured continued dominance by signing up the post-f48 library of
Republic Pictures—- the ow^ post-^S movie package in New York, with many features'
which were released in 1956 and 1957.;
Get your share of high ratings—at a low cost—with MOVIE • 4. Price? Package of)
eight 1-minute participating announcements per week—just $5,000.
Call WRCA-TV Sales, or your NBC Spot Sales representative, at Circle 7r8S00,today?

,

SOURCE: New York ARB January 195$

MOVIE•.4’s' success has helped
spark audience increases
throughout WRCA-TV’s entire
schedule* Here’s the picture
of the top two stations for Jan.,
’57 versus Jan., ’58:
DAY

NIGHT TOTAL WEEK

WRCA-TV +16% +21% +20%
Station #2 -8% -13% -11%
Sourc*:

*For example, the Sunday "11th Hour tyew8u
achieved in January the highest rating'
in history for a local news Show —a 40.4
with a 74.5% share of audiencel
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PS&IETY_
The message that , the human race
is debased when it. allows prejudice
to override cowimon sense and tol¬
erance.- For this Rose’s writing
r must take considerable credit,
backed by urgent acting and direc¬
tion which, never let Up in its play
upon the nerves and the-emotions.Eddie Byrne, a considerable and
versatile Irish actor, was first-rate
as the glowering, hate-ridden bully
who organized the mental lynching
party. Peter Dyneley had! less obvi¬
ous! opportunities as the Irian who
stood out against the oppression,
but was always dominant in his
scenes and took over the climax
with great effect.
George Margo as an ape-like
muscle-moron, Neil McCallum as
the youngster who caused all the
bother, Tom Busby as the innocent
victim of mob violence, and An¬
dreas' Melandririos as his pathetic
Puerto Rican father also responded
aririirably to a very good script.
On the distaff side there were less
chances, but; Barbara Lott and
Marianne Renet, as the young girl
Who was . innocently attacked,
brought pathos and sensitivity to a
grim and sombre, theme which
lacked any touch of humor.
Powerful effect was. obtained by
Eddie Byrne’s inquisitions takirig
plarie in the cramped arid offbeat
atmosphere of small caravans and
in this connection T imothy
O’Brien art work could riot be
faulted. Rose, who has. already
proved .himself one of the slickest
Of tv. dramatists, might do well to
dismount, temporarily, from his
hobby horse. Effective though
“Tragedy in a Temporary Town”
was, it offered very little new light
on . the vexed problem of how one
temporarily insane character can
affect a whole community. Rich.

Wednesday, February 5, 195ft

Playhouse 90
though the goods were plentiful,
U.S.S.R. NOW
Elick Moll, who fashioned “The
Director-Narrator: Michael In- cash appeared to be In. short sup¬
Gentleman From Seventh Avenue”
ply. The stores only did any busi¬
frams
...
60 Mins.; Tues. (28), 9:45 pMU
ness at sale time!
"
Myro,
for “Playhouse 90” on CBS-TV last
Associated-Rediffusion, from Lon*
week would be described as a baledon (film)
fa ost (efficient) scriptwriter by the
LOOK
In
any
window
MEETINGS IN BRITAIN
boys in cloaks and suits. Moll had
Directors: Vladimir Osminin, With Joan Miller, Philip Latham,
Mary Merrall, Marjorie Rhodes,
Leonid Kristi
previously demonstrated in “SizeAssociated-Rediffusion, from. Lon¬ '" Jill Williams, David Markham,
man and Son,” the Eddie Cantor
LoiS Maclean, Althea Parker,
don (film)
vehicle, that he can write garment
Campbell
Godley
These two hour-long films, one
Writer: Ted Willis
center dialog with an uncanny ear.
made in Britain and the other in Director:; Peter Cotes ■r"
In his latest endeavor of the pirisSoviet Russia, are the outcome of 60 MinsC Frl., 9 p.m.
and-rieedle trade, he had excellent
an agreement last summer between Associated-Rediffrision' from
support' in all departments, acting,
London
Associated-Rediffusion'and the Tel¬
directing arid production.
From the pen of Ted Willis, who
evision. Studios of Moscow. Under
This was vastly superior to the
large success With
that pact a Russian director came scored
standard tripe1 about goings-on of
to Britain to film with a British “Woman in a Dressing Gown,”
dress riianufacturers. Walter Slezac
both
on
tv
and
as
a
motion
pic¬
in the role of boss man of the
unit and a British director went
frenzied Seventh 'Ave. establish¬
to. Russia to make his film with ture, comes another large-as-life
ment played it superbly we]l. In
Soviet technicians. As part of the play, “Look in Any Window,” com¬
fact, the entire cast with Patricia
missioned specially for Associateddeal, the two finished films are Rediffusion. Willis has the knack
Neal as the designer; Robert Alda
being shown in both countries— of being able to write fluently and
as star salesman with a proclivity
and each side has pledged its word xnowlbdgably about middle class
for pinching female hemispheres;
not to cut the film or alter the folk and human problems, and he’s
Sylvia Sidney, as the psychologycommentary.
lecture-attending' spouse of the
combined both these attributes in
Associated - Rediffusion’s finan¬ “Look in Any Window.” First class
dress manufacturer; Leo Fuchs, as
cial share in the project came to production by Peter Cotes and
the presser, and Larry Dobkin, the
close on $60,000 and that’s fairly good all-round performances by
harassed, production bead, turried
substantial coin by British stand¬ the cast, gave the play maximum
!‘The Gentleman From Seventh
ards for two hour-long documen¬ sincerity and conviction.
Avenue” into a high-grade piece of
tary . shows. The British company,
dramatic goods.
The story probed into the life
however retains the foreign rights of an ordinary married couple who
Story line dealt with. a middleto the program it filmed in Russia ran a small electrical equipment
ager married more than 30 years,
and conceivably there may be con¬ store. Afterill years of marriage,
with, an excellent rating at Dun &
siderable interest in it by television the wife (Joan Miller) still hid the
Bradstreet. but possessed of a long¬
outlets in other countries. The two secret of- an illegitimate child
ing for more cultural pursuits. It
programs received network treat¬ she’d had four years before get¬
carried him into an innocent affair
ment over the British commercial ting, married. Finally her luck ran
with his dress designer and some'
DER
MEISTERDIEB
outlet.
delightful misunderstandings with
out and she had to spill the beans. (The Master Thief)
A fundamental part of the Anglo- Her easy-going, almost henpecked
his wife and teen-age daughter.
With
Maximilian
Schell,
Brigitte
Russian deal was that both sides husband (Philip Latham), fed up
Singer Sewing Machines (who
Grothum. Frich Fiedler, Hugo
would avoid political issues in their with her constant frigidity and
Llridinger, Hertha Kravina, Pe¬ else?) furnished the factory layout,
treatment and that, to some extent, lack of emotion towards him,'took
adding considerably to-the realism
tra
Peters,
Walter!
Bluhm,
Edith
has colored both the finished films. the news as the last straw.
of . Albert Hechong’s sets. Consid¬
Elsholtz, Horst Beck, others
Michael Ingrams, who directed
One fault with Willis’s story was Producer: UFA
erable thought arid taste went into
and narrated ’'U.S.S.R, Now,” the the over-simplified ending .when Director:
the furnishings of the dress manu¬
Yolker
vdn
Collande
film made by A-R in the Soviet all the problems were suddenly Writer: Roland Klemig
facturer’s office and home. But,
Union, spent more than four ironed out arid everything looked 75 Mins.: 8:15 p.m..
above all, the dialog shone and
months in that country and skill¬ set for future marital bliss—toGerman TV, from Bavarian crackled, notably in the scenes be¬
fully avoided most of the conven¬ . gether with the illegitimate daugh¬ West
tween the designing star salesman
Radio (Munich)
tional tourist spots to give an ter as a new member of the house¬
Other standout
This is the second UFA-made and designer.
unusual and mainly absorbing hold. Notable performances by
scenes were the under-played
glimpse, into the interior. Although Joan Miller, Philip Latham arid vidpic shown here. And already drunk bit by Miss Neal;;the bed¬
he introduced a note, of implied Mary Merrall as the sensible moth¬ the reviewer is inclined to wonder: room conversation between hus¬
Criticism, particularly in relation er-in-law.
‘
B ary.
this company has really a peculiar band and wife, and the crip cracks
to the cost of living and the condi¬
taste with regard, to. picking its tv of the salesman jm the make. "
tions under which mahy of the
This offering humanized the gar¬
material. “Cardillac,” UFA’S
Russian people still live, for the TRAGEDY IN A TEMPORARY story
initial vidpic (preemed Nov, 2), was ment industry. It-was Indeed handTOWN
most part he has shown unquali¬
a considerable flop. “Master Thief” tailoring by scriptwriter Moll.
fied enthusiasm for recent achieve¬ With Eddie Byrne, Peter Dyneley, may not be called a flop, but it’s no
Rans.
ments! As his commentary ex¬
George Margo, Robert Robinson, success either. Like ’‘Cardillac,"
Marianne Beriet, Mary Barclay, whose story locale was Paris 1680,
plained, the Russians in 97 years
Lucille Ball-Desi Ariiaz Show
have advanced from Serfdom to
Paul Curran, Andreas Melan- “Master Thief” Is ah, “ancient
It’s , getting more difficult * to
Sputnik.
drinos, Rose Alba, Tom Busby, story” item which calls itself a! “love
Lucy.” The fourth outing of
Barbara Lott, Neil McCallum, “fairy tale for adults after motives, the Ball-Arnaz
Because of his enthusiasm for
caper on CBS-TV
Donald
Morley,
others
the advances that have and are
irom 1,000 and One Night.”
Monday
13) was a - contrived, slap¬
still being achieved. “U.S.S.R. Writer: Reginald Rose '
But: these costume offerings stick affair weak on humorous
Now” may arouse some surprise Directors: Stuart Latham, Dennis just don’t come .off so well op the dialog and which leaned too heavily
Vance
and resentment; its generally
small tv screen. They are mostly on sight situations that seemed to
favorable tone would certainly 75 Mins.; Sun. (2S), 9:35 p.m;
on the dull side. And, despite a
ABCNetwork Production from competent cast, such is the case have been culled from the Mack
make it a controversial attraction
Sennett-Hal Roach days of' silent
Manchester
on 'American channels.
here, Fortunately, this piece doesn’t ! comedy shorts.
From his starting point in Mos¬
Reginald Rose approaches the take itself serious, it makes fUn
Plot, as constructed by Madelyn
cow, Ingrams traveled to Kharkov, tv play technique with a load of of its characters. And that com¬ Martin, Bob Carroll Jr., Bob Schil¬
on to a Black Sea summer resort,
pensates a bit for the compulsory ler and Bob Weiskopf, centered
then on to the city of Tashkent, professional guile. He has violent absence of color and big scenery on a horse, Lucy’s attempts to hide
the capital of Uzbekistan, back to things to say and knows that in which such stories actually require. the horse from DesI (Jimmy Du¬
Moscow where he interviewed Stu¬ the limited scope of tv he must
Story has to do with Abu. del ran te’s classic ^‘What elephant?”
dents in the new university, and make his poirits quickly arid defini¬ Hassan, a handsome lad, who line was .revainped for this one)
then on to Siberia, where he was tively. He cannot afford to miss a comes to Bagdad to take up the and Lucy’s riding the horse in the
the first foreigner to visit Irkutsk, trick by shoddy writing or loose job of a gardener. But his weakthe new city being built by young ; characterization. Taut writing arid ness for beautiful women brings
people on. the frozen wastes. His bold direction must, preferably, be him into several complicated situ¬ flaws, initial show made for solid
finished film—admirably lensed— Staged in an unusual setting, to ations with the result that he be¬ viewing, while the frequent spoofs
is a warm human document; he disguise the fact that he may be comes d thief instead of a gardener. of other Italo teleshows and per¬
has personalized his subject by ploughing fertile, but well-tilled He nearly loses his head in the sonalities provided some fresh
showing the people in their own fields. He must aiso keep a shrewd ending , but. the caliph’s daughter, laUgh material ' previously un¬
homes, at work and at play.
eye on the chance of his tv offer¬ who has taken a crush erf him (and tapped, probably for internal cen¬
The Russian-made film, in con¬ ing being given fresh, profitable vice -versa), takes care; of a happy sorship reasons, by previous Varie¬
ending.
ty stanzas. Best of lot was takeoff
trast, was Surprisingly naive, it life in the film world.
Maximilian Schell, Maria Schell’s on “Lascia o Raddoppia,” the pop¬
emerged as little more than a con¬
“Tiagedy in a Temporary Town,”
ventional travelog, showing the slotted into the Armchair Theatre” brother, plays the title role and ular quizzer, with emcee Mtfce
main sights, of the capital and in¬ series, achieved all these . objec¬ has obviously much fun with it. Bongiorno having tables turned on
cluded visits to Stratfprd-oh-Avon, tives. It was a variation' on the'old Brigitte -GrothUm, a real looker, him in a new contestant- role, and
to Scotland, South Wales and the theme of the danger of mob rule. portrays the stweet caliph’s daugh¬ yhiari neatly ribbing the quiz¬
Isle of Wight, where they inter- It had all been said before but ter. They make an attractive cou¬ master. Tina DeMola and Gianni
viewed J. B. Priestley. Also fea¬ rarely with such effective sadistic ple.' Cast includes several estab¬ Agus inserted some musicomedy
tured are interviews with neighbors force as in “Temporary Town.” Set lished players such as Erich Fied¬ interludes to good effect, while an
of the late George Bernard Shaw, in an American trailer to\ , among ler, Petra Peters, Walter Bluhm, unbilled trio managed a fine and
a couple of farming families and a a bunch of itinerant machine work¬ among others. Direction by Volker laughable imitation of three top
retired railway worker.
ers, it showed the. problems when von Collande is not always smooth Italian showbiz personalities, Tina:
The lack of British .reserve— a little Caesar , sets up in defiarice. but generally, satisfactory arid at Pica, Carlo Dapporto, and Delia
contrary to expectation—was typi¬ of the law. A young girl was leaped: least more adequate than recently Scala. Brief guests stints were
fied by glimpses of a crowd at a upon arid lightly, kissed by a youth with ‘‘Cardillac.” Strangely enough, lurned iri by opera singer Giu¬
football game and also by Vivien; in the woods. Terrified, she show was supposed to run 55 min¬ seppe Di Stefano, who sang a
pc>pular song for a .switch, arid
Leigh leading a protest demonstra¬ screamed, and the little incident utes. It ran 75 minutes, Hans.
Bianca Maria Picqinino, comely tv
tion against the closure of St. became inflamed into a major
announcer whose show is currently
James’ Theatre. There were a so issue.
VIA
DEL
SUCCESSO
off the air. Other numbers filled
glimpses of Margot Fohteyn danc¬
Unthinking bullies, bored by
Walter Chiari, Carlo Campa- show without a lag.
ing at Covent Garden, a shot of the their existence, took over in an With
nini, Tina deMola, Gianni Agus,
But principal burden went to
British Museum library where attempt to find the assailant. The
Marisa
Borroni,
Mike
Bongiorno,
Chian, ably backed .by his long¬
Lenin studied in exile and an in-; girl, an unwilling witness, broke
guests, Beriolazzi Orch.
time partner Carlo Crimpanini, and
terview—in Russian—with the di¬ down and from sheer exhaustion Director: Vito Molinari
the coriiedian milked his chances
rector of the Marx House Library. pinned the guilt on an innocerit 85 Minutes., Sun. 9 p.m.
to the limit in his youthful and
The commentary, never particu¬ boy. Only one man .stood up to the RAI-TV, from Milan
ingratiating way, proving himself
larly imaginative, made an insistent would-be lynchers, arid his task was
This new variety stanza makes once morev to he this country’s
plea for peace between all nations complicated by the fact that it was a welcome addition to. the New
and that sentiment was' introduced his son who bad factually sparked .Year’s weekly fare in this country, most “modem” comic.
Sets, for the first show were
as often as possible. As entertain¬ off the problem. As the innocent helping
consolidate —' RAI -TV’s
ment the Russian-made film was party was being clubbed to death weekend programming punch with functional and apt, while announcer
Marisa
Borroni, was - somewhat
below usual standards.!
he told, the truth and in a scathing 3 solid one and one-quarter hour
As a reflection on the scarcity speech bumbled 'the petty, brutal comedy show. It also provides wasted in the all-star shuffle of
©f consumer goods in Russia, ^the i dictators. It was a specious ending. Walter Chiari with , a fine oppor¬ the opening stanza. Musical, backSoviet-made film in Britain focus¬ It was unbelievable that, an in¬ tunity to display his personality dropping by (invisible) Beriolazzi
sed attention on the well-stockBd flamed mob should so Swiftly and and versatile talents in the (locally) Orchestra was routine. Show helps
fill a much-felt lack. of comedy, pro¬
shops and department stores. But, .weakly capitulate.
new medium.
grams on the Italian telenet.
explained the commentary, al¬
But the message did get over, i Despite some minor lighting!
Hawk.

trotters, in all it was more noise
than comedy.
•
For this outing show called on
Betty rtJrable and Harry Jarhes to
help 'build the situation. Their
contribution was virtually mean¬
ingless except when Miss Grable
showed off her gams in a terp se¬
quence to Arthur Hamilton’s “The
Bayamo.” Trumpeter James got
off some riot licks on this one, too
Show’s steadies, William Frawl
ley and Vivian Vance, assisted i
theu: usual capable manner.
Qros.

George Gobel Show
his juesday night alternation
With Eddie Fisher on NB.C-TV
George Gobel has been an in-andouter. Last week it was an “inner”
and the comedy, while not boist¬
erous, had the feathery touch of
sly humor and sustained, the airy
mood though the guided manner¬
isms of the droll comic. He was
iriore like the little funmaker of
past seasons when his ratings were
double of what he’s now getting.
The show had sharper routining
and better spaced with other ele¬
ments that make up the hour. Ger¬
trude Berg in her “Molly Gold¬
berg” character stepped up the
laughs; Jeff Donriell did well iri a
skit that managed to keep the hu¬
mor perking, and Fisher traded a
few sillies with Gobel that, is by
now stock with his show as well as
Fisher’s. .
On the more serious side were
the songs of Johnny Mathis, a bal-.
lader whose styling has caught the
popular, fancy, and the cyclonic
dances of Barbara Bostock with
four male escorts who heated up
the boards.
Shirley Hariner, a
looker with a voice to match,
seemed to/ be wasted' on one song.
She should be kept around just to
dress up the landscape. Since
Fisher takes a helping of comedy,
it is only natural that Gobel should
invade his province—music. His
production number, “Put a Light
in the Window,” was one of the
show’s high points. Gobel also took
a turn with Mathis arid in a spooL
on Perry Como’s stools they did a
number on ladders. Fisher wrapped
his tonsils around “Begin the Be¬
grime” in his usual easy mariner,
better than most who are reviving
this Cole Porter classic:
Production of Harry Tugend and
Norman Abbott’s direction proved
a blending of skills that gave the
show, its pleasant pace. . Helm.
Matinee Theatre
A hew approach to an old story,
“Love Out Of Town” was hardly
subtle in its telling* but though
midday viewers, may have known
WHAT was going to happen next,
the method and construction of the
William McCleery teleplay was
well aimed at keeping them guess¬
ing HOW.
Totally, it was a satisfying, pro¬
duction; holding up producer McCleery’s reputation for airing topnotch. entertainment during day¬
light hours. Alan Hanson directed
this Sarah Churchill starrer with a
well composed hand of romanticism
and conflict, And Miss Churchill,
showed remarkable skill and
warmth as - an actress caught be¬
tween her own self-will and a de¬
sire to be submissive, Richard An¬
derson, as a critic, turned novice
drama coach, was just light-hearted
enough to cast humor into the pic¬
ture without disturbing his sincer¬
ity. Well cast and appropriate i
feeling were Dennis Patrick, Jean
Carson, Joel Marston, Williain
Keene and Halph Gamble.
With an. unseen background of
_ “Madam Butterfly” stage play.
Miss Churchill portrayed a noted
film star riiaking her bid on the
legitimate stage. When the play
opens out of town, it’s a sure flop,
panned by everyone connected
with it except the director who
feels his feeling and spirit add just
the right note.
Secretly, Miss
ChurchilT contacts Anderson, one
of the panning critics, and the no¬
ble gentleman spends each morn¬
ing from 8 to 9 giving her a few
pointers on how to play the part..
The heroine actually is in love with
the director and wants'to change
her characterization without his be¬
ing aware that it wasn’t born, from
his direction. But he’s too smart;
the plot fails when he refuses the
improveirients; and off he goes to
parts unknown, leaving Miss
Churchill to fall in love with the
debonair critic, which everyone
knew she would do anyway.
Separating the well conceived
segments were a myriad of . com^
mercial interruptions that still
continue to give the .engrossed
harisfrau a chance to start the fire
under the soud.
Ron.
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Here are 26 of the most exciting, adventurous
filmed half hours, perfect for building a top rating
in most any time period! Each adventure of these
world-famed British fighters in India is jam-packed
with thrilling action... with a cast of hundreds.
Now you can own this big budget show locally...
and fpr just the price you can afford!

Write , •. wire ... §

call for details.

TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES
i+i i FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. V.
NEW YORK• DETROIT• CHICAGO 'HOLLYWOOD• NEW ORLEANS* DALLAS

IDEAL FOR
STRIP PROGRAMMING,..
a

%

\

• ' 4 : y fr.

total of l.'K' exciting hail !:■ > i: with these other top-rai-l

SCREEN GEIVIS

h

'JUNGLE JIM
76 Ho

if Hours

JET JACKSON
39 HaH Holts

~'_—----

38

a TV-FILMS

P&RTEfT

_
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J^RIETY - ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart
\

•

time factors, since sets-iri-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may
have it large share and. an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming a* tfie children9s market, 'Abbre¬
viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children's?
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Hus), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W ), western; (Worn),
women9s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬
tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are VHP, Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired.

VARIETY’S weekly chart of cily-by-city ratings of syndicated and run
tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur*
eau on a monthly basis. Cities wiU be rotatedeach Week, with the 10 toprated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.
All ratings are furnished by ARB,. based on the latest reports;
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time-^-day arid
t
TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

PHILADELPHIA

ISTR1BV

STATION

DECEMBER
RATING

DAY AND
TIME

Approx, Set Count—2,000,000

SHARE
(%)

SETS IN 1
USE
|

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

Stations—WRCV (3), WFIL (6), WCAU (10). WVUE (12)

, M-F 6:00-6:30 .. .,....,29.7.... ..... 72.8... ..... 40.8 Waterfront ...........,... .WRCV
Captain David Grief...;... .WRCV
.......27.9..., ..... 689....
, Sat. 7:00-7:30
.CBS........ . . '.Sat, 10:30-11:00 ...... 22.0.... ..... 44.4 ... ..... 49.6 Your Hit Parade......,. .... . WRCV
Worlds Best Movies.;.*. * WFIL
.,_35.9 News-John Daly..
CBS......*..... .Tues., 7:00-7:30 . .......17.4.,.,
.WFIL
.WRCV...
Harbor Command
WFIL.... .:nbc,..
.WCAU
..Sun. 6:30-7:00 . ....... 16.4..,. ..... 423 ...
Newsreel; Weather. .WFIL
. WCAU...
. .TUes. 10:30-11:00 .......16.3.... ... .,°36.6..;.
Boots And paddles. .WRCV
NCAA Football....
• WRCV
.WCAU... ....... .CBS -,
Sat. 5:30-6 00 .. .,.. i,. 15.0..., ..... 48.5..,.
NCAA Football.....__ .WRCV
.WCAU; i. .;... .M&A.......;... . .Sat. 6:30.7:00 . .
14.8,...
Alexander.;;,.
Football Scoreboard.*... .WRCV
Newsreel ..
.WFIL
...Mon. 7:00-7:30 . .;.... 14.8.,.
. WRCV. *.
Gray Ghost........ ..*.,. .WCAU
,WFIL....
. Sun, 6:00-6:30
_.,,14.4,...
..... 31.4 ; Twentieth Century........ WCAU
.WCAU... ......CBS.,
"
Wed. 7:00-7:30 .
-14.3-... ..... 33.5....
42.7 News-John Daly...,....... .WFIL

1. Popeye Theatre (Ch)...:. . WFIL....
2. Highway Pairol (Adv)....... .WCAU...
3. San Francisco Beat (Dr).*... . .WCAU;..
4. The Honeymooners (Co).
5; Silent Service (Adv).
6. Golden Playhouse (Dr)..
7. Annie Oakley (W)....
8. Byline (Adv)...
8. Death Valley Days (W)....,,.
9. TV Readers Digest (Dr),.....
10. Whirlyhirds (Adv)...

DETROIT

Approx. Set Count—-1,610,000

1. Popeye The Sailor (Ch).. . . CKLW...
2. Death Valley Days (W)._ .WWJ_
3. Amos^V Andy (Co)......... WWJ_
4.
5.
6.
7.

Brave Eagle (W)...
The. Honeymooners (Co).....
Highway Patrol (Adv).
Casey Jones (Adv) .........

.CKLW:..
. WJBK... ..... .
. wjSk.
.WWJ....
8. Frontier Doctor (W)........ .WXYZ... ......
9. Sky King (Adv). ... .\ . .WXYZ... .....
10. Last o* the Mohicans <W)... . CKLW

SAN FRANCISCO

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

CBS_.... . . ;
CBS............
Ziv. ......_
H-TV ..
NabiscoV;... . . ...
TPA.,. .. .......

BALTIMORE

4. Brave Eagle (W).......;.WMAR,..
5. Casey Jones (Adv)...........WJZ.....,
6. Death Valley Days (W)....... WBAL...,
7. Studio 57 (Dr)_.........WJZ.
8. Frontier (W)----..... WBAL. ..,
9. Waterfront (Adv)............. WMAR..,
10. Amos ’n’ Andy (Co).WMAR..,
10. Man Behind the Badge (Myst) WMAR...

CINCINNATI

..
..
..
...
..
;.
..
.
..

. . Mon.-Sun. 6:00-6:30 .27.9_ ..... 60.3... .46.3 Frontier Doctor.. .WXYZ .. ....18.0
.Mori. 7:00-7:30 . ...24.5... ..... 55.7,... .44.0 I Led 3 Lives..
.CKLW
9.1
. .Wed. 7:00-7:30
,23.1... ..... 49.1..., ..... 47.0 Don Ameche....
.W^BK ..
Man Behind the Badge... .CKLW . ,...10.7
. .Thurs. 6:30-7:00
....... .20.8... .,
. 55.3... ..... 37.6
WJBK
63
.Sat. 10:30-11:00
.;20.3 ... ..... 393....
WW.T ,,. ,.. .15.7
..Tues. 10:30-1 LOO
.19.3... ..... 42.4....
Basketball
. .WXYZ . ,..,14.0
. Tues, 7:00-7:30
,19.2,.. ..... 42.9:..
State Trooper. . CKLW . ....122
. .Sun. 6:00-6:30 ... .18.0 ... ..... 35.3...
Popeye The Sailor..
CKLW .. ...22.9
. Sun, 6:30-7:00
.173... _ 36.5... w... 47.4 Premiere Film Parade..... .WWJ ... ... .12.4
. ThUrs. 7:00-7:30 ...,... 1*7.0.,. .46.6... ..... 36.5 Michigan Outdoors
_ .WWJ
,.,10.5

. Tues. '6:30-7:00
. .Thurs. . 7:30-8:00
'. Thurs. 6:30-7:00
Thurs; 7:06-7:30
. Wed. 6:30-7:00 ,
..' Thurs: 7:00-7:30
. . Sat. 7:00-7:30 ..
. Mon. 6:30-7:00 .
. .Sat. 10:30-11:00
.. Sat. 6:30-7:00 ..

Stations—KRON (4), KPIX (5), KGO (7)
...26:3...
......255...
..23.5..,
.......21,8.:.
... .>.,21.5...
:; . .
,20.8;..
_20.6 ..
--19.7. ..
.19.4...
.......19.2...

Approx. Set Count—664,500

1. Highway Patrol (Adv)....WMAR,..
2. Men of Annapolis (Adv)...... WMAR.
3. Popeye The Sailor (Ch),..... WJZ

..

8.3
5.4
...,15;8
... .13.5
..,.12.5
....102
....13.3
....13.0
.... 10.8
.... 6.3
.... 4.3
....118
....11.5
9.8
....16:3

Stations—WJBK (2), WWJ (4), WXYZ (7), CKLW (9)

Approx. Set Coimt—1,550,000

Highway Patrol (Adv) .
KRON...
Ziv.:...
:
Search for Adventure (Adv),. .KPIX.... .... Bagnall.v.......
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KRON.,.
. . . ZlV. ... . r
The Honeymooners (Co). .KRON.,. ......CBS..,,,
Harbor Command (Adv>..... .KRON.. *
ZiV.,...,-...
O. Henry Playhouse (Dr). .KPIX,,..
Silent Service (Adv).... .KRON...
Mr. District Attorney (Myst), .KRON...
Ziv....
San Francisco Beat (Dr)....... . KPIX . . ; .... .. CBS. ......... ..
Sheriff of Cochise (W) ..
.KRON...

RATING

1. Highway Patrol (Adv)....., .WKRC........ ; ZiV.. . .. .. .... Sat. 10:30-11:00 . .
2, Dr. Christian (Dr) ......... . WKRC*....... .Ziv.. ... ...... ....Mon. 7:00-7:30
8. Frontier Doctor (W) ...
.WCPO. . H-TV..
. . .. JTri. 10:30-11:00 . .
4. Death Valley Days (W)... .. .WKRC. . Pacific-Borax.. ... Fri. 7:00-7:30 ....
5. Cisco Kid (W)....... WCPO..
. Ziv .....* .Sun. 6:00-6:30 ,...

\ '
..... 49.6 Name That Tune...
.KPIX .. ....13.9
Tic Tac Dough.
.KRON .. .... 17.0
Success Story..... .KGO
9.9
. .,. .20.8
_«. 48.5 6. Henry Playhouse ...... , KPIX
_,12.1
.41.5 Last Of the Mohicans ..*... .KPIX
.21.8
48.5 The Honeymooners.,,... . * .KRON
.51.1
KPTX
. .24.8
..... 43.4 Robin Hood.. .KPIX ... .....15.2
9.7
Biggie Show............. i .KGO
.,24.1
..... 47.2 Ferry Mason.. ... .KPIX

Stations—WMAR (2), WBAL (11), WJZ (13)

.Ziy.,. . , . .;. . .. . . . ;Sat. 7:00^7:30
..Ziv..;*...;..... ..Sat. 10:30*11:00 ......
. AAP. .. . . M-F 4:45-5:00 ..
Sat. & Sun. 5:30-6:00
..CBS ......_ . Sat. 6:30-7:00.. .
.Screen Gems.... . Mon * 7:30-8:00
.Mon.,7:00-7:30 .......
. Pacific-Borax.
..Wed; 10:60-10:30 .....
..MCA....
. NBC.*.......... . Wed. 10:30-11:00 .....
..Mon, 6:30-7:00 .......
..MCA.,..
.CBS........... .. M-F 6:00-6:30 .......
Fri. 6:30-7:00 ........
. MCA...........

Approx. Set Couirf—662,000

..... 53.0...
..... 43.0...
..... 60.3...
..... 44.9...
..... 51.8...
.42.9...
..... 40.3 ...
..... 45.4,.,
..... 51.7...
40.7...

.26 9
.24.5.. ......v;43.1
23,0..

. 46.4 Early Show; Dateline... ...WJZ ...... . .15.3
..18.4
. 56.8 Late Show!....
.... ...WJZ
. 34.4 Conquest .... ....WMAR .... ..11.3

.20.9.. ....... 49.8........ 42.0 Early Show..
.19.5,.
. 52.6
.16,0,. ....... 35.9........ . 44.6 Early Show; Dateline...
.15,4..
. 63.2 This Is Your Life......
.14.1..
. 48.5 U. S, Steel Hour......,
.13.9..
. 37.9 Early Show........ .. ,.
.13.6,.
. 39.9 Early Show...........*
.13,6..
36.1 Early Show.. ... . . .....

....WJZ
..15.2
...WMAR .... . .16.9
...WJZ ...... . .17:5
....WBAL. ,.27.0
....WMAR ...K ..17.0
....WJZ ...... ..18,1
....WJZ ...... ..18.9
....WJZ

...... ..18.1

Stations—WLWT (5), WCPO (9), WKRC (12$
... . 36.8.. ... 63.2..
.... .24.6:. • **.*4>** 53.4..
.... ..24.4..
.....241..

45.5..
6. Kingdom of the Sea (Doc)... .WLWT,
..Guild,.,.,.
Wed. 7:00.7:30 ...,...... 20.1..
46.5.,
7. Annie Oakley (W).
.WCPO..,...., .CBS....*;.. Fri. 6:00-6:30 ..
19.2..
8. Sheriff of Cuchise (W).,,.., , .WKRC.
. Thurs. 7:30-8:00 ;,..19.1..
,,’NTA.
9. Silent Service (Adv)... ..WKRC...,..,...NBC,_
Fri. 7:30-8:00 .... __18,3.. • a* * *.. 38.5.,
10. Secret Journal (Dr):........ .WCPO..__ ,.;mca.'....^*^,,... Tues. 10:30-11:00 . ..18.2.. ....... 48:1;*

Your Hit Parade..
Pantomime-Hit Parade.....
Person to Perstm...
Pantomime Hit Parade.....
Best of MGM .......
Pantomime Hit Parade...»•

.WLWT ... . .18.7
.WCPO .... ... 9.8
.WKRC ... ...22.5
9.0
.WCPO .,

.WLWT
.WCPO
Heading West............. .WLWT
.WCPO
Circus Boy.,......,..*...'
Rin Tin Tin......,.,.....1. .WCPO
Code 3..... .WKRC

...
.... ... 9.7

7.9
.... ...17.7
.... . .22.5
.... .11.8
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TV—It Gets Around
COUNTRIES
Western Europe
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
West Germany..
Italy. ..... ......
Luxembourg
Monaco ........
Netherlands # ...
Norway
Portugal
Saar
Spain
Sweden ........
Switzerland ..
United Kingdoi
Tukoslayia

STATIONS
Dec.
Planned
1957
1958

RECEIVERS
In Use
Dec. 1957
15,000
250,000
100,000
7,000
700,000
1,250,000
700,000
1.400

0,000
200,000
300
4,500
6,0OO

6,000
65,000
30,000

6,000,000
4,000

Latin America
Argentina
Brazil
Chile .........
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Rep.
El Salvador
Guatemala
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Peru
Uruguay
Venezuela.

TOTAL
FAR EAST
Australia
...
Hong Kong (closed circuit)
Japan
...... r...
Korea (South)
Philippines
Thailand

Dotto’s Slotto
“Dotto,” the new Frank Copper
daytimer which was launched on
CBS-TV only two weeks ago, has
been sold in England to the AT.V
commercial .group.
Sy Fischer j
Cooper partner and head of the
N. Y. office, set. “Dotto” and an¬
other Cooper package, “Keep It in
the Family,” currently on ABC-TV,
in the two-show deal with' Lew
Grade and Val Parnell, ATV top¬
pers. “Family” will start within
the month and “Dotto” next Sep¬
tember.
Another property in which the
Cooper office has an interest, “The
Lineup,” was set in England seme
time ago via CBS Film Sales.
While in England, Fischer is also
setting up two co-production deals,
one of which is a series based up¬
on the wartime RAF'which will be
done in association with Ben Ficz,
-a producer at J. Arthur Rank. Ray
Allen, a Cooper client who’s in
England workidg bn the “Dick &
Duchess”, series, will write the
RAF nrolect

WORLD HI SET
1:6D.15Q.

|iWs WABD op Real Live Kick;
53 Hours a Week Sets a Read;
Cheaper Ulan Buying Telefilms

The growth of television over¬
seas, has surpassed previous esti¬
mates, 'according to the U.S. In¬
Four and probably five hew live
formation Agency. Exclusive of
programs will have preemed on
the U S. and Canada, the number
Hit
Master’*
Voice
WABD,
the DuMont New York tv
of tv stations increased from 260
station, in the four weeks up toto 447, and the number of sets
: Detroit, Feb. 4.
Feb,
2fi.
Four of the. shows are
George Washington Trendle,
from 11,500,000 to nearly T6,500.definitely set and the fifth,
000, as of December, 1957.
creator of the “Lone Banger,”
Thursday
night half-hour, is ex¬
feels
tv
gunslingers
are
too
j
It is estimated that by the end of
pected to get the go ahea£ in the
wild and too. uncouth. “You
1956, 610 tv stations will be in op¬
next
few
days.
don’t
need
a.lot
of
bloodshed
eration, and about 22,000.000 sets
to
get fans-^-children
or
With all of the new program"
jn use overseas. Included in these
adults,” said the 73-year-old
schedulings, , the indie video outlet
totals are figures and estimates
former owner of radio station
from Communist bloc countries.
will be running exactly 53 hours
wxyz:
The overseas set count of 16,of iive programming a week by the
, “For years our ratings. (‘Lone
500,000; added to the approximate
17th. That’s as against 61% hours
'Ranger*) indicated that half
41,000,000 set count in the U.S.,
of film.
WABD far and away
our
listeners
were
adults
and
and the 2,650,000 set count in
ranks as the No. 1 live station
this was Without the 'blood
Canada; puts the world tv^set count
among Gotham’s four tv indies.
and thunder of the ‘adult
at 60,150,000, an astronomical fig¬
There is a two-fold reason why
Western.'. The fight* in today’s
ure for a young medium.
WABD plans to expand even more
shows
seem more gruesome.
Highlights of the USAI expan¬
to
live video on a local basis,
If your scripts are good you
sion story for 1957 include:
flaunting the fact that two of its
can have a hero who doesn’t
1. Authorization for an all-com¬
big
nightime live stanzas lost their
go around spitting tobacco
mercial tv station in West Ger¬
bankrolled after the first 13^week
juice.. Nowadays they don’t
many.
| Cycle.
Because WABD has a
glorify
the
leads—they’re
not
2. Continued impressive growth,
| unique problem, the station ex.enough inspiration for chil¬
of the Italian tv network.
| plains, it is actually cheaper to
dren.”
3. Extensive plans for expansion
produce live half-hour stanzas
In 1954, Trendle’s company
in Japan.
than to buy fresh telefilm. Sta¬
sold “The Lone Ranger.” He
4. Great activity, in the construc¬
tion, in kind of carryover from its
says, “I don't watch it much
tion of stations in the Soviet Union;
days as a network flag (for Du¬
On tv, but I’m sure it’s going
relaying Of programs by means of
Mont),
still has three full camera
along fine.”_...
aircraft; reductions in the price of
crews. The more the station were
tv sets.
to.
go
film,
the less the crews would
5. Construction of a large tv
be utilized. But with seven-and-acenter in Peking.
half
hours
a day of pre-dark pro¬
6. Of the 159 new stations ..built
gramming hlone, *the station can
in 1957 in: the Free . World, West¬
amortize
the
cost of the crews over
ern Europe had 141, a tremendous I
the long stretch so that it’s often
increase Of more than 100%. This ?
possible to bring in half-hours for
was.mainly due to an amazing de- >
under $2,000 each.
velopment Of the Italian tv net-:
First-run film runs several hun¬
work from .37 stations to 142 by the,
dred dollars higher in New York,
end of the year. Nine new stations ‘
which leads to the second reason
were added in the Far East, seven;
why the station is pursuing “more
in Latin America, and two in the j
live.” WABD planners—boss Dick
Near East.
!
Since the takeover of bfutual by
Buckley and his seconds-in-coraIn a forward, the USAI stated
the Paul Roberts management
maiid, Bennett Korn and Jack
in its report that the accuracy of
gi oup, the net has been operating
Grogan—figure that the indie can¬
the data is subject to the reliability
iii the'black, With an operational
of the. statistics compiled from var¬
not always compete pricewise with
profit of $24,000 reported from
ious * sources. They are. based on
the
three network o&o’s for new
September through the first of the
official data whenever available;
telefilm product, which automati¬
year.
otherwise, the concensus Of various!
cally means the station has to xeThe. Roberts group took over the
sources is used. Television set fig¬
(Continued on page 48)
ures include estimates of unli¬ net from RKO Teleaadio Pictures
censed or “black” sets whenever last August Losses Tor the first
available. Communist bloc statistics seven, months of 1957, prior to the
. takeover,; was put at $680,000. The
must be regarded with caution.
. See adjoining column Tor run¬ change in the profit picture is at¬
down on country by Country tv sta- . tributable: to paring down ex¬
penses, lopping off shows, the con¬
tion and set count:
centration on spiling five-minute
news segments and the new affili¬
ates contract, featyring the swap
program arrangements. Also con¬
“The Late Show," the pioneer
tributing Was the garnering of WCBS-TV, N. Y. feature film show¬
bluechip accounts' to ride the Mu¬ case, has begun to take a substan¬
tual net and the resurgence of net¬ tial beating at the hands of NBCwork radio as an ad medium.
TV’s Jack Paar "Tonight” show.
Net also recently signed two The December ARB ratings for
Adam young, prexy of the year-long contracts with Liggett & New York gave “Tonight” on
Young reppery. blasted out at the Myers and Bristol-Myers. Tobacco WRCA-TV an edge over “Late
recent “promotion pieces” done by firm, in behalf of L&M filtered Show” for the first time, and this
CBS Radio designed to prove that cigarets, is participating in net’s margin lias been widened in the
mystery-adventure bloc and is January ratings out of ARB to
the network’s . owned and oper¬
sponsoring the Thursday and Fri¬ give “Tonight” a 64% rating ad¬
ated stations have more believaday 5:30 p.m. five-minute news¬ vantage over the features, an un¬
bility.
casts by Westbrook Van Voorhis.
precedented situation in the New
“The dominance of: the modern,
Bristol-Myers, for its Bufferin York late-night market,
concept of radio,” says Young, “is
product has ordered a saturation- . Moreover, the sales picture is
no longer a trend. It is an accom¬
type weekend campaign of news keeping pace with, the success story
plished fact. That is why in every
and news adjacencies over the full of “Tonight,” with WRCA-TV now
one of the top 25 markets, an in¬
MBS. Young & Rubjcam Is the at the SRO point in all of its sta¬
dependent station ranks among the
agency for the drug house, while tion-break
adjacencies
in
the
top three in audience size.”
Dancer, Fitzgerald, .Sample serv¬ 11:15 p.m.-l a.m. time period. New
The Young, reppery has released
ices Liggett & Myers.
sponsors, with 10 and 20-second as
a study, “The Dynamic Change in
In the sports department, nine well as one-minute breaks, include
Radio,” which compares, station
major league baseball clubs, in¬ Ward Baking. Slenderella, Procter
audience rankings in the top 25
cluding the' World champion Mil¬ 8c Gamble, Newport cigs, Pepto
markets, Nov., 1952, versus Nov.,
waukee Braves, are permitting Bismol, Knickerbocker Beer, Coty,
1957. The report shows the com¬ MBS play-by-play broadcasts of
Colgate, Quaker Oats, Bardahl,
manding lead indie .. radio has their hOme games on net’s “Game
taken over .network radio. In 1952 of the Day-” Baseball Show this Dutch Masters Cigars, American
Tobaceo and Manischewitz Wine.
there were 26 network affiliates year for the first time will be run
The ARB ratings, covering the
either in first place or tied for first on a seven-day basis, with no minor
week of Jan. 6-10, give “Tonight”
■ place in the top 25 markets. The league ballgames slated.
- '
| a five-day average of 9.5 and 54.0%
report states that presently 22 net¬
share vs. 5.3 and 33.0% share for
work stations have dropped from
“Late Show.” As for “Tonight” on
first place and 21 indie stations,
a national basis, ARB rates it in
hold coveted positions.
i 91 markets, and the January results
Kansas City, Feb. 4.
Report concludes by saying that
gave it a 7.6 average with 2,200,000
Intensive
speaking
schedule homes, an increase of 23% over
“the evidence should serve to
counter some myths about inde¬ lined up for Bea Johnson. KMBC the previous month alone. The
pendent stations which have arisen director of women’s affairs, virtual¬ December rating came to 6.2, with
from recent promotion pieces done ly has her talking in her - sleep. A the show reaching 1,741,000 homes.
by the networks.
90-day period includes a docket of
WCBS-TV isn’t taking the situa¬
Blair's New Sales Plan
97 talks:
.
tion lying down. It’s scheduled a
Blair TV has come Out with a
The route takes her over thou¬ series of blockbusters for the en¬
new sales plan which . according sands of miles, from. Miami to tire month of February (not just
to Edward P. Shurick, exec veepee Dallas and other points and back rating week, as is customary) and
of the reppery, would allow an ad¬ to KMBC. All while she doubles j is heavily promoting the lineup
vertiser a Monday-through-Friday as afternoon hostess on a two-hour under the title of “Fabulous
February/’
show here, five days per week.
(Continued op page. 48)

Roberts Converts
680G MBS Loss
Int<f24G Profit

Near East, So. Asia
and Africa
Algeria
Cyprus
Egypt
Greece
India
Iran
Iraq ...
Kuwait
Lebanon
Morocco
Saudi. Arab!
Tunisia
Turkey

Communist Bloc
Bulgaria
CzechOslavakia
East Germany
Hungary
Poland
Rumania
USSR
Communist China

RADIO-TELEVISION

Variety

500
160,000.
150,000
2,000
25,000
7,500
2,000,000

Mutual Finally Finds
A Pitt Outlet, But CBS
i
Is Still on the Prowl
Pittsburgh, Feb. 4.
Mutual radio network has found
a Pittsburgh outlet again.
Web
has long been without a steady
local beam, and chances were grow¬
ing dimmer for a connection with
one of the big downtown stations;
when NBC. recently bought WJAS,
now. WAMP, and ABC picked up
KQV. Of three others, KDKA is
a Westinghouse. property and PostGazette’s WWSW and Hearst’s
WCAE prefer to operate as indies.
So Mutual has Just signed with
WMCK In nearby McKeesport;
which has a strong signal into the
met area. Although most of the
stations in and around the fringe
are daytime operations, WMCK
isn’t. It’s a full-timer. Mutual tieup; begins immediately.
Now CBS is the only major net
without a Pittsburgh affiliation,
and it’s still trying desperately to
arrange something but so far with¬
out any success;

late Show’Takes
Count Vs. Tonight’

Adam Young’s Answer
To CBS Radio’s 0&0
Believability: “Nuts’

Busy Bea
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nta’s FAMOUS
• offering?

constant flov

of 'Hall of Fame’ TV Prograi
Here’s a radically different concept in TV station programr
ming,.. that will solve stations’ program needs for years to come!
It’s the program service plan of NTA’s FAMOUS FILMS,
offering quality programming on a subscription basis.
All in all, over 1,000 hours of Hall of Fame Programming,
produced by such distinguished creators of top-flight- entertainment
as ... 20th Century-Fox, David 0. Selznick, J. Arthur Rank, Hal
Roach .. . with Desilu arid other big ones coming up!
And it’s constantly replenished from NTA’s future program¬
ming-library ... giving you a lien on great new programming for

&HEAT HALF
^
|

SEtOWS

FEATURE FTLJMtE

"

*

frommch
fitt$t<wding producers asz

\
|
\

30th Century-Fttt
. David
<
& Arthur Rank

,

"

barring. /

PQt&Bmn.. ifa&mna -

Jtotn Bkmdett 2Wes& Wright _
Sort? Katfeff

Feat Luk<i&

> Sir Alexander Kordcr'

•.. and constantly renewed from N
For the full story, phone, wire or writer

/
tf&t

it

’^fetstidurn^

of almost 1,000 Hours

tuning • • • by subscription!
years ahead. What’s more, it comes to you at a substantial saving
in your present program costs !
You can play this ‘Hall of Fame* Programming as often as
you want, whenever you want. And you’re backed by all of NTA’s
massivd promotional power, too !
Quality? Yes! Assured program flow for years tj) come? Yes,
yes! At a significant saving,'besides? A triple yes! That’s NTA
pioneering new subscription program service plan—giving you the
most of the best for the least—in NTA's new FAMOUS FILMS!

FAMOUS CAEtOONS

.

Inttfvding ike following,
tdUte tutu

./'

'

' '

George Fed Pupp&oon*

0rahtiw<iiti<&
f&+>
SpOfffi&te
' “{Journal Occupations'*

TA's future program, library!
•

FAMOUS FILMS
New York:
10 Columbus Circle, New York, N,YJUdsoii 2-7300

Los Angeles:
8721 Sunset filvd., Hollywood, Calif.
OLympia 2-7222

y

TV-FnLMS
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-ABB FEATURE FILM CHABT

weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Buread's latest reports on-feature films and their competition covers 120 cities, Each
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated.
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market hare been
included in this Vamjetz chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, retease year, original production company- and the-present
distributor, included wherever possible along with the title Attention should be paid
to such factors as the time and day, the high and loir ratings for the measured
Variety's
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P&KIEtfY

PHILADELPHIA

feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p,m. would hardly
have any children vietaers; but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
time period. In the cities where stations tell their feature programming on a multi
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the
total number of showings for the week fa given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor, Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed: features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascertained from a multiplicity of station and other'data.

ARE
BATING

DECEMBER, 1957
COMPETING SHOWS

ARB
bating

HIGH

LOW

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE

World’s Best Movies
Fri. Dec. 6
10:45-12:30 a.m.
WFIL

21.7

23.8

16.5

52.4

Shirley Temple
Sat. Dec. 7
3:30-5:00 p.m.
WCAU

20.3

21.5

183

57.2

3. TARZAN. THE APE MAN—
Johnny Weismuller,
Maureen O’Sullivan,*
1932; MGM; MGM-TV

World’s Best Movies
' Sun. Dec. l s
1:30-3:30 pan.
WFIL

16.0

17.3

13:8

60.2

The Awful Truth, Command
Theatre 1..
....._*. ..WCAU ... ,... 5.3
The Nativity ...--- r. L;.. . WCAU
5.3
Command Theatre No. 2;
WCAU
7,3
The Adventures of Robinson
Crusoe, Film Festival_... .WCAU. ....10.5

4. WATCH ON THE RHINE—
Bette Davis; Paul Lukas; 1943;
Warner Brothers; Associated
Artists Productions

World's Best Movies
Sat. Dec. 7
10:45-12:30 am. —
WFIL

15.4

16.8

13.5

43.5

San Francisco Beat
... . WCAU .... _21.5
News; Sports Corner,,.-.. .WCAU .... ... .16 0
Weather, Beachhead,
Million Dollar Movie.. ..WCAU .... ...12.0

Stage “S”
Tues. Dec. 3
10:45.-12:00 a.m.
WFIL

14.1

15.8

11.5

43.3

Golden Playhouse
WCAU .... ...15.8
News; Weather
_.... . WCAU .... ....16.3
Sports Final; Frankenstein
Meets the Wolf Man,
Shock Theatre.
..WCAU
9.3
Tonight
WRCV
6.9

6. THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO—
Spencer Tracy; Van Johnson,
Robert Walker; 1944;
MGM; MGM-TV

World’s Best Movies
Mon. Dec. 2
10:45-12:30 a.m.
WFIL

.13.0

14.8

11.3

46.8

Suspicion
Vrcv .... ... .18.5
News; Weather
. . WCAU ....
. .13.0
Sports Final; The .Invisible
Man Returns, Shock
Theatre
5.7
. .WCAU

7. THE ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
CRUSOE—
Dan O’Herlihy, James
Fernandez; 1953; United
Artists; United Artists-TV

Film Festival
Sun. Dec. 1
.3:00-5:60 p.m.
WCAU

12.3

14.3

10,5

38.2

Tarzan, The Ape Man,
World’s Best Movies
. WFIL
..17.2
Sunday Afternoon Festival.... . WFIL ..... . . . i6:o
Paul Winchell
......... . WFIL
11.2

Million Dollar Movi
Sat. Dec. 7
11:20-12:45. a.m.
WCAU

12.0

14.0

38.0

Watch on the Rhine,
World’s Best Movies.

WFIL ..... ...15.4

World’s Best Movies
Fri. Dec. 6
12:30-2:00 a.m.
WFIL

10.1

20.5

1.3

71.1

Tonight

WRCV

5:8

9.9

10.8

93

66.4

See the World....... ........ WRCV
Gene Autry......

2.0
5:2

Armchair Theatre
Sup. Dec. 1
2:00-3:00. p.m.
KING

17.8

18.4

17.4

571

Wild Bill Hickok ... KTNT
The Charge of the Light
Brigade, Encore Theatre..... KTNT

Command Performance
Sat. Dec. 7
10:30-12:15 a.m.
KING

155

17;4

13.1

.44.7

Everything Happens at Night,
Premiere Performance..;. *. KTNT .........12.4
Major Studio Preview... KOMO
7.2

Midday Matinee
Sat, Dec. 7
3:00-4:45 pjn.
KING

13.5

14.4

125

64.3

NCAA Football ............. KOMO
Football Scoreboard ........ KOMO
Lone Ranger...
KTNT

4. EVERYTHING HAPPENS AT NIGHT—
Sonja Henle, Ray Milland, Robert
Cummings; 1940; 20th Century
Fox; NTA Film Network

Premiere Performance ’
Sat. Dec. 7
10:30-12:00a.m.
KTNT

12.4

14.1

11.1

33.6

War Against Mrs, Hadley;
Command Performance.. KING.,....155

S. MILDRED PIERCE—
Joan Crawford, Zachary Scott,
Jack Carson, Ann Blyth; 1945; Warner
Brothers; Associated Artists Productions

All Star Movie
Fri. Dec. 6
10:35-12:45 a.m.
KTNT

12,2

13.4

8.2

52,4

World Today... KING
.13.1
Boots £nd Saddles,___
KOMO .........10 2
Whistling in Brooklyn,
Command Performance..
-RING
4.4

4. THE CHARGE OF THE LIGHT
BRIGADE—
Errol Flynn, Olivia De Havilland;
1936; Warner Brothers; Associated
Artists Productions

Encore Theatre
Sum Dec. 1
2:30-4:30 p.m.
KTNT

9.2

10.8

7,9

31.1

The Farmer’s Daughter,
Armchair Theatre
File 7.......
.
This Is the Life.
Omnibus..

7. MOULIN ROUGE—
Jose Ferrer. Zsa Zsa Gabor;
1952; United Artists;
United Artists-TV

Curtaintime
Sun. Dec. 1
10:30-12:45 a.m.
KOMO

8.9

11.5

49

41.8

What’s My. Line...
KTNT
Each Dawn; I Die, Late Show . KTNT

3, MARSHAL OF AMARILLO—
Allan Lane; 1948;
Republic; Hollywood
Television Service

Bar 5 Theatre
Sat. Dec. 7
1:00-2:00 p.m.
KING

8:4

8.5

8.2

41.6

NCAA Football .....

ROMO

7.7.

9. GANGS OF SONORA—
Bob Livingston, Bob Steele;
1941; Republic; Hollywood
Television Service

Bar 5 Theatre
Sat. Dec. 7
2:00-3:00 p.m.
KING

92

8.5

7.9

39.8

NCAA Football.............. KOMO

8.6

Command Performance
Mon. Dec. 2
10:45-12:15 a.m.
KING

78

8,5

5:9

44.3

Suspicion .., KOMO ... -.14.8
Adventures of Robin Hood,
All Star Movie....---- KTNT
45

TME SLOT

TOP It TITLES AND OTHER DATA
1. KING’S ROW—
Ronald Reagon, Ann-Sheridan, Robert
Cummings, Betty Field; 1941; Warner
Brothers; Associated Artists Productions

%. HEIDI—
Shirley Temple, Jean Hersholt,
Arthur Treacher; 1937;
20th Century Fox; NTA

5. TO HAVE AND HAVE NOT—
Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall;
1944; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

9. BEACHHEAD—
Tony Curtis, Mary Murphy, Frank
Lovejoy; 1954; United Artists;
United Artists-TV
9^ CAIRO—
Jeanette MacDonald, Robert
Young, Ethel Waters; 1940;
MGM; MGM-TV ,
19. JESSE JAMES AT BAY—
Roy Roger?; 1940; Republic;
MCA-TV

Roy Rogers Playhouse
Sun. Dec. 1
10:30-11:30 a.m.
WCAU

TOP

Person to Person
WCAU . ...... .35.3
News; Weather.
WCAU ...
Sports Final; The Little
Kidnappers, Million Dollar
9.3
Movie .-v___..., .WCAU
Tonight .. . .. .WRCV
6.9
NCAA Football..... *.... .WRCV .

SEATTLE-TACOMA
1. THE FARMER’S DAUGHTER—
Loretta Young, Joseph.
Cotten; 1947; Selznick
Studio; NTA
2. WAR AGAINST MRS. HADLEY—
Van Johnson, Edward
Arnold, Spring Byington;
1942; MGM; MGM-TV
3. WATERLOO BRIDGE—
Vivien Leigh, Robert
Taylor; 1940; MGM;
MGM-TV

10. MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH—
Edna May Oliver, -Maureen
O’Sullivan, Walter Pidgeon;
1936; MGM; MGM-TV

r

105
89

7,3
3:9
6.9

KING ;... ...18.1
.KING .... ... ,14.9
KING .... .,. ■; 10.5
KOMO ...
...

... -235
6.2

PANORAMA POTOMAC One of a series of impressions of Washington by T. Miyashita. Commis¬
sioned by

WTOP TELEVISION at Broadcast House, Washington> D.C. Operated^ by The Washington

Post Broadcast DivisionRepresented by CBS television Spot Sales* (Reprints available on request.)
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NBC’s Thra-Tbe-Niglit
Y & R s Bob Mountain Sees
Alert With Footage On
U. S. Satellite Launching
Increasing Return to Live TV;
-On Other Ad Agency Fronts
By JACK BERNSTEIN
approximately $50,000 will not be
Robert
Mountain,
Young- & adopted by the agencies, say the
Rubicam’s veepee in charge of ad men. Most of the agency top¬
radio^tv. predicts there will be an pers admit that the report served
increasing return to live television to awaken the industry but readiily
by the tv industry and bases his poipt out that Madison Ave.. is: a
opinion oh the present high cost street of tradition and will con¬
of production.
He believes tape tinue to use the" commission sys¬
"will partially answer the cost prob¬ tem, The general feeling is if any
lem because of its residual bene¬ change is to come about, it will be
in the Way the media system bills.
fits.
Shorts: NBC said to be feeling
He said “as long as the cost fac¬
out
sorrie ad agencies oh possible
tor in television is paramount, and
in the interests arid desires of ad¬ hike of time rates to riational ad¬
vertisers.
.
vertisers to bring good entertain¬
BBDO reported to have laid off
ment to the public, the return of
over
1Q0
people
on the Revlon ac¬
live television is logical.’' Mountain
feels live tv offers more to the count formerly handled by the
agency.
Agency
toppers say faint
public, artistically arid.is easier on
the sponsor’s > purse strings. While so.
he said he would still back a good
Charles Boland, veep iii. charge
film show (the fact that a show is of radio-tv at Parkson. has penned
live doesn't override all consider¬ “Iceland & Greenland.” Book to
ations) “economically speaking,, in be published by Doubleday and:
.live tv the costs of the programs will sell for $1.50.
are reduced approximately oneTwo annual scholarships of $200
third compared to film shows.”
each for Univ, Qf Washington ad¬
‘ At the present time live tele¬ vertising students are being award¬
vision is unattractive to name per¬ ed by Pudget Sound. Council;
formers because they get nothing American Assn, of Advertising
beyond, the original performance. Agencies.
It’s first such scholar¬
Taped shows, will provide the stars ship program to be undertaken by
■ith residual benefits and the ad¬ any council of the national trade
vertiser and the public alike will association of advertising agencies
be benefited by artists giving live- according to Donald Kraft, chair¬
simulated performances.”
man of the Pudget Sound Coun¬
George Haight, veepee in charge cil.
of radio and tv at McCann-Erick- j
“Freedom Is Not Free” is theme
son, feels that taped shows are j of. Advertising Council’s eight an¬
Some two years off and that many nual public service campaign , pn
mechanical difficulties have to be j behalf of Crusade for Freedom.
ironed out. He said at the pres- j Advertising
material
prepared
ent time there is no method, to j gratis by Ted Bates,
edit or cut tape and that Ampex j
Richard
Lockman
has
been
has to lick other technical prob-i
named general manager of Eniil
lems before the System will be j
Mogul.
adopted by the tv industry.
Agency Exploitation Role
The agency . role in exploiting
clients’ tv shows increases by the
By LES BROWN
year and it's now one of the as¬
signed tasks of the agency. James s; W. O. Yocum and Merritt R. C.
McCaffrey, veepee in charge of . Schoenfeld joined H: W.. Kastor &
radio-tv at Ogilivy, Benson &' Sons agency last week as vfce:
Mather, likened exploitation to presidents. Yokufn had previously
buying an insurance policy for a been account exec with .McCannclient “It's a matter of protecting Erickson, and Schoenfeld was fdc=_
your dollar investment. When you merly a.e. with C. L- Miller Co.
Compton Advertising, for Heilelay Out $3,000,000! or so for the
sponsor to bring his story to the man Old Style beer, is; merchan¬
public it pays you |o-spend a small dising “Sea Hunt” in its nine mid-,
proportion • of thi$ money to be west: markets with skin diving ex¬
sure you’re drawipg the interest hibitions and displays in sporting
of the public.” The agency recently goods stores^ Compton is mapping
hired a public relations firm to a big. summer promotion forsudsplug the “Sid Ceasar Show” which ery and the telefilm series.
For the Edsel account, Foote,
returned to the airwaves..
Exploitation by the agencies Cone & Beldirig publicist A1 Weis-;
still runs quite a bit less than the man took Bob Horton of “Wagon
publicity costs spent by the film Train” to Detroit,. Pittsburgh; New
industry and. by the legitimate the¬ York, New Orleans, arid Lake
atre, which shell out approximate¬ Charles, La., forJEdsel promo and
ly 10 to 15% of their total pro¬ “March of Dimes” telethon ap¬
duction costs. Bests estimates say pearances.
the agencies spend in the neigh¬ , Mohr & Eicoff Inc. (formerly
borhood of 2% of the client money Mohr Associates) has opened Chi
offices with Alvin Eicoff, chairman
in plugging the tv wares.
of the board, as exec veep in.
Prior to the time that a tv show
charge Of the Windy City office,;
is initially ethered, the agency
B. Richard Elam Jr., ek-Fultori
toppers meet with the networks to
Morrissey, named merchandising
determine the amount of selling a
manager for Buchen Co.
show is going to need. The webs
Herbert Baker Advertising
in most instances give the agencies
plucked Electro-Voice hi fidelity
a number of gratis ads to plug
products account.
shows and later on give special at¬
Advertising Coimcil set to launch
tention to shows, whith-baye not
eighth annual public service cam¬
gotten off the ground or have
paign next month' in .behalf of Cru¬
sagged.
sade for Freedom Inc. with a prpTelevision shows are. pitched^ via grara^to promote contributions to
print media, tune-in ads, and by Radio Free Europe.
special promotions such as the
most recent gimmick employed by
Young & Rubicam to promote
“Alfred Hitchcock Presents.” The
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
agency ran an ad. in one of the
A1 Kabaker, head of Compton’s
leading New York papers request¬
Hollywood operation, dispatched
ing a grave digger.
The ad
Joe Agnello to Phoenix to produce
swamped the agency’s office with
the open golf tournament spon¬
potential grave diggers who were
sored by Wright (air coolers).
anxious to bury a replica of Alfred j
Chet Glassley, formerly with
Hitchcock in the sands of Florida j
Four Star Films, joined Leo Bar¬
in a “you find it and win a. prize !
nett
as producer of film commer¬
contest.”
;
cials.
Campaigns such as those are Chet Brouwer,- onetime with
being dreamed up by nearly all the : N. W. Ayer in Hollywood, will be
major agencies which have taken | sure of his eats. He bought into
on publicity staffs with the sole , a cafe in La Jolla, Cal.
purpose of making the trade press i
and the public aware of the fact I
that a particular program should ;
Pittsburgh—John Hierlihy, an
be and can be seen at a certai ' NBC trainee in New York for sev¬
hour.
eral years, has been sent here to
become program supervisor': for
Frey R port
WA.MP, forrner WJAS which net¬
The recommendations of the work recently bought, Hierlihy re¬
Frey report which was underwrite places Bill Babcock, who held down
ten b\ members of the Assn, of i that post under previous manage¬
Nation •’I Advertisers at a cost of i ment for more than a decade.

J

Chi Agencies

H’wood Agencies

inside Stuff—Radio-TV

Controversial book title, “Love Is a Four Letter Word,” is causing
radio, tv and syndicate interviewers to turn down attractive socialite
author Anita Rowe Block even though conservative Doubleday, her
Launching of the first American publisher, suggested using the eyebrow-raising title of one of the
satellite, at Cape Canaveral last Fri¬ stories as the book title.
=
day (31) also catapulted NBC ifito
Tex arid Jinx’s videoshow tackled “Love” with Mary Margaret
out-sputniking the Other networks
with spot news and subsequent fol¬ McBride turning in an interview with Mrs. Block. While one WNYC
show rejected an interview on .title basis, another—this a literary type
lowups via its radio-tv facilities.
: NBC-TV flashed the news of the program and independently run—taped an interview with the author,
rocket at 10:51:30 p: m., seven min¬ without mention of double-entendre. Publishers think it’s the first
utes ahead of ABC-TV. CBS-TV time, a book title, rather than its contents, stirred up so much fuss.
Payoff is author’s explanation of title: What Is love? It is many
. didn’t carry the satellite launching
story over the network until the different things to many different people—orily thing constant about It
is
it’s a four-letter word.
next morning: For some reason,
it didn’t break into Edward T. Murrow’s “Person to Person” on Friday
“Quill and the Gun,” new western which Old Gold and Chemstrand
(10:30-11 p. m.).
WCBS-TV, lo¬ will sponsor on Friday nights on NBC-TV (it’s the "Court of Last Re¬
cally, aire'd a bulletin of the lunch¬ sort” replacement), was sold on the basis of a reedited pilot film,- ac¬
ing at II p. m.
cording to packagers Goodson-Todman. Reference in last week’s
Another “first” was Chalked, up Variety made the point that the pilot had been peddled last spring
by NBC-TV when its films of the and shown on “The Web” summer replacement show. But Goodsonlaunching were seen at 2:06 a. m: Todman point out that the pilot,sold to OG iand Chemstrand was a re*
Saturday from WFGA-TV, Jackson¬ vision of the original in which a hew opening and closing scene, as
ville, after a harum-scarum air¬ well as two other scenes in the film, were filrried during the fall and
plane and car dash to the studio edited into the pilot in Deceipber, with the Original, scenes involved
with the unprocessed footage,
eliminated.
NBC kept the network open be¬
yond its regular signoff so that
The Monday through Friday stripped “The Living Blackboard,” pre¬
viewers could see the pictures of
sented by the Metropolitan Educational Television Assn, in coopera¬
.the major news event. First sound
tion
with the Board of Education, on WPIX, N.Y., in the morning, has
of the satellite signal also was aired
over NBC Radio at 11:45 p. m. with been revamped. “The Science Club” takes over on Mondays, a show
aimed
to iriiplement the fifth and sixth grade science curriculum;
an assist from RCA Communica¬
tions at Riverhead, L, I:. NBC “Something to Do” on Tuesdays, geared to suggest worthwhile activi¬
News also broke into its “Tonight” ties for youngsters; “Books and Busy Hands,” Wednesdays, on arts arid
show at 12:20 a. m. to present the crafts; “Let’s Dance,” Thursdays, featuring dances throughout the
world; “Dollars and Sense,” Fridays, on the economy of the country
signal on tv.
Weekend coverage of the historic intended for high school students.

event was extensive bri all rietworks
with commentators and newscasters
.offering interviews^ panel discus¬
sions, etc., with key figures in the
massive
undertaking.
Locally,
WMCA monitored Radio Moscow
and thus kept its listeners in¬
formed on Soviet Russia’s scant
coverage of the Jupiter-C launch¬
ingInvolved in.the wild journey to
deliver the NBC films were corre¬
spondent Roy Neal and the two
Cameraman, Toin Priestly and Jes¬
se Sabin, who shot the
tual
launching.

Completing its first month of “live” programihing in . honor of its
10th anniversary, WEWS, Cleveland, featured personal appearances
by Bishop Fulton J. Sheen and James C. Petrillo, head of the musicians
union.
The Bishop’s appearance concluded an hour-long studio presentai tion and it wound up with the Bishop asking for donations “of tens”
to mark the anniversary—“10 pennies, $10, etc.” WEWS’ General
Manager James Hanrahan kicked off the pledges with $1,000 in pennies
and total contributions are expected to be over $15,000 to be given to
the. Society for the Propagation of the Faith.
Petrillo’s appearance honored the station’s showing of the. Cleve¬
land Symphony. Orchestra. It was announced that Director George
Szell had turned his fee be donated to the Musical Arts Association
for the orchestra’s pension fund. His fee, $1,500 was matched by
Hanrahan.

P&G WINDFALL FOR
LANCASTER UHFER

Only performer who ever did an imitation of an egg frying at a.
command performance for British royalty (King George VI, who loved
it) now lives in Toronto and works in tv. He’s Erie Christmas, cur¬
rently in the Toronto-filmed series “Tugboat Annie.” Christmas Is
his real name, arid he’s capitalized on it by directing and acting in a
Xmas panto “Mother Goose,” which played Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa,
London, Ont., and Winnipeg a few years ago.

. Procter, & Gamble has shifted its
daytime CBS-TV program business
off WGAL-TV, Lancaster, Pa., “V”
outlet, and switched to “U” station
WHP-TV, Harrisburg. Soap outfit
WBKB, the ABC-TV O&o in Chicago, gave the Chicago Sun-Times a
has substituted most of the NBCgratis 21-spot salute last Friday (30) with congratulatory announce¬
TV daytiirie lineUp on WGAL.
WHP-TV has picked up daytime ments all day anent the gazette’s new off-Michigan Ave. plant. Spots
soaps which include “Search For read, “Today WBKB salutes, the Chicago. Sun-Times on the occasion
Tomorrow^” “Guiding- Light,” “As of the dedication of its new building, one of the most modern In the
The World Turns,” “Brighter Day,” country' Hats off to the Sun-Times, a great paper in a great city!”
Sun-Times and WBKB have a time-for-space reciprocal trade pact.
and "Edge of Night.” Switchover
is scheduled for Feb. 17.
Writers Guild of America, on a grant from the Johan J. Smit Foun¬
dation, is offering two prizes of $2,500 each for video scripts froiri 1957
and 1958 which “make the most valuable contribution to huriian
understanding and peace.” The 1957 entry deadline will be Feb. 15.
Smit is a Dutch diamond dealer who came to the U.S. after World.
War II. Erik Barnouw, WGA national chairman, also, of Dutch lineage,
Chicago, Feb. 4:.
arranged
for the award.
George T. Rodman leaves the

Rodman Exits Chi For
KGO-TV Slot in Frisco

ABC - shop yin Chi on Feb. 14
to become director of advertising,
promotion and press information at
KGO-TV, San Francisco, station
over which John H. Mitchell fs the
ABC veep in. charge. In Chicago,
Rodman had been assistant to Ell
Heniy, director of ad-promo-press
activities, for the central division
and station WBKB. Mitchell him¬
self came to Frisco from the Chi
plant,-where, several years ago, he
had' been v:p. and general manager.
Rodman joined. ABC in 1953 as a
publicity writer.
Jim Ascher is
being moved up in the Chi opera¬
tion to plug the vacancy.

The new television rating service announced last week, by M. A.
Wallach Research, lias been named TPI Ratings, Miles Waliach, prexjr
of the research firm, stated the initials TPI were intended to describe
the telephone-personal interview feature of the new service*
TPI was created by'Wallach in collaboration with George J. Abrams,'
veepee of Revlon and chairman of the radio-tv committee of the
Assn, of National Advertisers. It is designed according to, Wallach
.to determine the size and composition of audiences,, commercial remem¬
brance and channel-to-channel movements.
What may be the first course devoted to international television prograriiming will be given at Columbia U. by Bill Berns starting Feb. 6.
Berns, currently on leave from' NBC and managing the Jones Beach
Amphitheatre on Long Island, teaches a regular tv programming course
but has decided, in light of .the composition of his classes and his
familiarity with overseas video, to devote the. semester torthe inter¬
national aspect of programming. He’ll work with the -united-.Na¬
tions and the Overseas Press Club in some of the lecture arrange¬
ments.

KIRO-TV Set to Bow
Seattle,. Feb. 4.
If all goes well, weatherwiseV
Seattle’s new tv station, KIRO-TV;
Channel 7, will be on the air by
Sat. (8). If weather doesn’t coop¬
erate, (so antenna can be hoisted
to top of transmitting tower; start
may be delayed about A week, sta¬
tion .riiahager Miller Robertson
said. KIRO will be CBS-TV outlet
here.
. Robertson, formerly with WTCNTV, Minneapolis,, said staff, was
virtually complete, with promotiori
manager only post in top echelon
not filled. From WTCN are pro¬
gram manager Fred H, Kaufman,
Chris Wedes, program assistant
and children's shows, and Eugene
Wecker, in charge of filiris.
Recruits from local 'stations in¬
clude
Bob
Gordon,
formerly
KQMO-TV production . manager,
Toni Towey, formerly program di¬
rector,KTVW as a producer, James
Morris, also KTVW, as chief en¬
gineer.

f

New tack in radio audience promotion finds WCBS, the CBS Radio
flagship in New York, going whole-hog for television even to the firsttime use of animated coinmercials to plug AM, Station has Ordered
three eight-second animated spots from the Terrytoons Division of.
; CBS Television Film Sales which will plug the station’s “Jack Sterling
Show,” “Lanny Ross Show” and “Jim Lowe’s Hideaway.”
The three spots are scheduled for a saturation campaign of 25 ex¬
posures per week on sister station WCBS-TV. There’s no expenditure
for time, involved, since the Stations have worked out a free cross¬
plug arrangement. WCBS plans eventually to foot the bill for ani¬
mated blurbs covering .all its local shows.
Keystone Broadcasting System is celebrating its 18th aririi this week
as a network of 1,027 affiliated stations in the grassroots areas, KBS
today has 48 sponsors representing 100 products. Edwin R. Peterson,
senior v,P: of Keystone, anticipates the signing of the 1,100 .affil by the
end «f the year.
Westinghouse Broadcasting President Donald McGarinon will be fea¬
tured speaker at Feb. 13-14-15 meeting pf 11th annual Western Radio
arid TV Conference in Frisco. NBC producer Brice Howard will also
address meeting of radio-tv execs and educators from seven Western
states.
•
Program: cochairmen are Pede Worth, KCBS program director, and
George A. Willey, of Stanford U.’s radio-tv department.
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48 Saturday and Sunday games, both away and at home, plus the tele¬
casting of six night games out-of-town. In case of double headers, pnly
the first1, game will be aired. Still to. be decided by the Indians the
sponsors, Sohio and Carlings Beer, are the station and the chief an¬
nouncer. Jim Britt who did the games last year on WEWS has stepped
Continued from page 32
out', . . Tom O’Connell, Plain Dealer tv-radio columnist, joins WEWS
Educational Broadcasters . . . “March of Dimes’" telethon on WISN-TV, sales . ; . Richard McKinney, formerly WTVN film director, signed to
Milwaukee, tapped $77,000 in pledges. Among the emcees were ABN’s similar post by KYW . . . Terry . Considine added to WERE publicity
Herb Oscar Anderson and KMGM-TV’s Fred Vant Hull.
staff ... Linn Sheldon doing half-hour of fun and. frolic on‘KYW-TV
Saturday 4 p.m. . . . Ed Fisher, ex-WHIZ, added to WJW-TV announc¬
ing staff ... Dpug Adair does news and John Fitzgerald sports on crossState _,and territorial winners of Voice of Democracy scriptwriting the-board WJW-TV 6:30 p.m. news stint.
contest will make the rounds of local and network shows, during a fourday capital tour beginning Feb. 8 .. . John Daly emceed National Press
" Donald J. Kramer, formerly in the news department of WJIM, Lans¬
Club inaugural ceremonies, introducing such guests as Vice President
Nixon, film star Gina Lqllobrigida, and Chief Justice Earl Warren . . . ' ing, and on the staff of WKAR-TV, East Lansing, now is the new assist¬
ant
program aqd production manager of tv. for WWJ ,.. “Detroit Band¬
WTOP adds 337 Warner cartoons, largest cartoon library available
from any major Hollywood studio, to its extensive film stockpile . . . stand,” is a new WJBK-TV entry. in the 5 p.m. cross-the-board slot
Half-hour
show will feature 50 teenage couples who will dance and
Billy Johnson, WTTG-DuMont personality, received special commenda¬
tion from Marine Corps for his sock returns in Christmas toy drive talk to guest celebs. Dale Young* WJBKvTV staff announcer, will be
host ..... . John Lee, WXYZ-TV program director, is vacationing in Eu¬
, .. Local chapter of American Women in Radio and Television Invited
rope . .... Sportscaster. Don Wattrick has sold his. interest in WHRV in
to special screening of “Bridge on River Kwai,” plus “Kill the Ivy,”
Ann Arbor ... ; Huge cake sent to WXYZ disk jockey Fred Wolfe- at
documentary on government’s security program, {it Motion Picture As¬
opening of supermarket where station’s broadcasting studios used to
sociation of America h.q. . . . Curtis Prior upped from merchandise
be was toted to the kids at Children’s Hospital by Ed McKenzie, anoth¬
manager to account exec for WRC ... Radio statiod WWDC will air
er WXYZ disk jockey.
12 pre-season exhibition baseball games of Washington Senators begin¬
ning March 8 . . . Joe McCaffrey, ABC newscaster, missed hi& first’
“Celebrity Parade” (WMAL-TV) show in 178 weeks because of illness
•
Milt Grant, WTTG d. j., forming his own record company td mark¬
Confident that the ABC’s new season lineup bf network shows puts
et his new song, among others.
it. in an advantageous position, WTCN-TV, its local affiliate, is wag¬
ing a big advertising campaign via billboards, newspapers and window
cards with the- “Break the TV Channel Habit” watchword, the avowed
First act of “A Touch, of the Sun,” starring Michael Redgrave , and purpose being to wean dialers away from its four competing stations
here,
including the NBC and CBS; affiliates. Ratings gains already have
Diana Wynyard, which opened at th€ Saville Theatre, London, last
. Addressing the Minneapolis Traffic Club, Dr. J. €.
Friday. (31), to be televised over the state Web from the theatre hext been scored
Schwarcalder,
hew Twin Cities’ educational station KTCA-TV general
Tues. (11) . . . Associated Television’s twice weekly serial about hos¬
pital life, “Emergency—Ward 10,” notched /a century with last Fri¬ manager, painting a glowing picture of educational tv’s futyre, pre¬
day’s (31) episode ... TWW, the new commercial tv outlet serving dicted that during next 10 years, with school population probably
South Wales and the West of England, hopes to be airing full length doubling and an inability to build enough schools to handle the situa¬
plays from its own studios for the commercial grid by file summer... . tion adequately, there’il be Increasing dependence on educational tv
The Don Cossack Chorus and Dancers topped the bill of Associated to supply the deficiency. In this connection, he pointed out that re¬
Television’s “Sunday Night At The Palladium,” (2) . . . Athene Seyler search Shows people often learn faster via video, and always as fast,
made her commercial tv bow in an ABC-TV production of ai new com¬ as they do by standard teaching methods ... . Through WTCN-TV ef¬
forts ABC network had two of its shows’ stars, Jim Backus and Michael
edy, “Night of the Ding Dong,” by Ralph W. Peterson, last Sun. (2).
Ansara (the Cochise of “Broken Arrow”) playing prominent roles in
the St. Paul Winter Carnival celebration . . . KMGM-TV and WTCNTV starting last-hour horror movie sprees. Former just has bought 26
Biggest topic of gab around Frisco radio stations all week was 50,- of the, shockers for Friday 11 p.m. “Shockoramas” and WTCN-TV 52
000-watt KCBS’s axing of Bill Weaver, oldest freelance talent (eight “Shock Theatre” features* including “Frankenstein” and “Dracula.”
and a half years) at the CBS cnand-o flagship: Weaver, departs Feb.
24, and his 6-6:55 a.m., 12:15-12:30 p.m. and 2:30-3:30 p.m! daily slots
will all be filled by Dave McElhatton, shifted over from the . American
Airlines’ “Music Till Dawn” ightbeat Weaver says, he doesn’t know
what hit him, that station management told him it was a little bit of
an economy move, a little bit of rating trouble, says he has nothing
Continued from pane 28 ;
lined up either with another CBS outlet or the network and is really
unhappy about one aspect—the name. Bill Weaver, belongs to KCBS in but thereafter, neither, pressed it afforded senior technicians ap¬
the Frisco area for the next four years, which means he’U have to go to the point, of walkout. The four- proximately $10 more apiece each
back to using his real moniker. Bill Ward. Axing, however, indicates day week, according to the unions, week. IBEW got a 2Vfe%~or $5
KCBS is taking hard look at its programming, may go in for less gab was vital in counterbalancing the weekly increase for senior em¬
and soft-sell shows (a la Godfrey), more- deejay-cum-records style with effective of automation. Labor ployees at CBS, so that both
pitch toward younger, audience . . . KRON took delivery on $90j000 feared that automation would cause1 unions will get $180 in top miniworth of Ampex videotape recorders ... ABC’s Edward P. Morgan ad¬ heavy layoffs in the near future, mums When the nCw pacts are
dress Frisco Council for Civic Unity on civil rights . .. . New salesman and employee groups wanted to in¬ signed.
It takes four years, under the
for Oakland's KTVU (Channel 2) is Glenn W. Maehl, ex-KFRC, Frisco sure additional employment via a
. . . KNBC news editor Ed Amow had a close Call on a runaway cable- four-day (27Vfc to 32-h'our) work old contracts, for ' IBEW and
car . . . Rusty Draper will replace vacationing Don Sherwood on KGO- week. Rank-and-file could still NABET men to reach top wage,
make, this an issue before ratifying but CBS, NBC and ABC each
TV, starting Feb: 12.
agreed to reduce the. escalator
present agreements.
Old contracts for both unions clause to three years.. An IBEW
terminated at midnight Friday. By spokesman in Washington conced¬
KETV appointed Pleskach & Smith agency to handle its trade and Saturday morning, NABET, which ed that, on lower levels,” some
consumers promotion advertising . . . Arch Andrews, former WOW
was threatening to strike no more members, would be getting in¬
<L j.t shifted to KOWH . .. Lois Kakle handling kitchen show duties for than a dozen hours before, canie' creases of .$30 a Week, as the re¬
sult of the new escalator clause,
KHOL-TV at Holdrege, Neb— . Jack Saffdler, former KOWH announc¬
around and decided to take their
er here now managing WQAM in Miami, renewed his membership in gains to the membership for a vote, bringing their WagCs immediately
Ak-Saf-Ben, local civic org, and Omaha Legion Post No; 1 . . . Sandy which is expected to take place up from $141 to' $180.
There are some 1,400 IBEWians
Jackson, d. j. for KOWH the past eight years, upped to station’s pro-, within the next few days.
working at CBS. Union said that
gram director. He’ll continue his spinning chores , , . Bob Wilson hand-,
NABET was meeting with NBC 300 members or thereabouts would
ling mike duties for KETV’s Sunday bowling shows in addition to his:
and CBS in. Boston and IBEW and be benefitting from the escalator
Sports Final production nightly . . . KMTV added a new sports show,
CBS had simultaneous dickers go¬ clause in one. degree or another.
“Time Out,” featuring Cal Kirshen. Program is sandwiched in between
ing, on in Washington, D.C. From The . .rest, union said, are already
pro and Big 10 basketball games on Saturday afternoons and gives
the way that the five participating at top scale, (CBS estimated that
scores of games in progress around nation . . . KELO-TV, Sioux Falls/
parties proved constantly aware of with other wage benefits it was
night news personnel includes Bert Coons, Weather; Jim Burt, sports;
what was. transpiring in the other granting an overall wage increase
and Paul Beckstrand and Will Carlson, announcers . . 7"Jerry Granger
locale* it was fairly evident that of 5% to IBEW.)
is spprtscasting for KHO^TV, Holdrege, Neb.
the unions, on the one hand, and
NABET, in pinning down the
the networks on the other, were video tape jurisdiction that NBC
periodically comparing notes of and ABC gave it two years ago,
Phil Sheridan, WFIL’s “Mr. Rise ’N Shine” celebrates fifth anni (6) their respective collective bargain¬ Was granted jurisdiction on taped
With a 6-9 a.m. party in the grand ballroom of the Bellevue-Stratford ing talks,
remote tv programs within a
Hotel, benefit of the Heart Fund. Jim Backus guests . . . John Franklin
As a matter of fact, the reported radius of 200 miles of any NBC .or
has new morning weather show in one of the five-minute breaks of agreement between IB and CBS ABC owned & operated station.
NBC’s “Today.” Franklin has been in local radio for 21 years, the past was cited as a reason; why NABET CBS said later that this clause was
10 as a WRCV newsman ... Chet Huntley, NBC newscaster, winner decided to accept similar- terms written into its IBEW contract in
of the La Salle College 10th annual award for “outstanding Work in the next day instead of striking. 1956, thereby placing both unions
the field of journalism” (3) .. , WIP’s new 5,000 wait transmitter sked- Quoting a network source,, the on an even-Steven. tape basis,
ded for operation this fall. . . Former local radio actor Marty Brendan IBEW-CBS bargaining had con¬ since they already had tape juris¬
now doing a. “Mr. and Mrs.” show with wife Kathy,* on WRHM, Holly¬ tinued “placidly” for most of the diction on studio-produced shows.
wood . . WPEN disk jockey Bud Brees has organized Rebb Music Pub¬ two-week duration of the D. C.
NABET, just before negotiations
lishing Co. .... . Gunnar Back, news director at WFIL-TV for two years, meeting: NABET and ABC and began, felt that another key mat-,
NBC had begun talks several days ter was that of pension and health
has had his contract renewed.
earlier and, at one point in time, benefits at ABC. NBC has already
the. union openly declared that the got a plan going for NABET em¬
networks were anywhere but near ployees* while ABC had none. The
Portia. Nelson, starring at Gold Key Room, cut a number of comedy to an agreement on NABET de¬ outcome of the talks was that ABC
sketches with Rege Cordic & Co. for their early morning show on mands:
promised to pay a week’s salary
KDKA . . , Lois Hale Kaplan added to Feldman-Kahn agency staff. Her
Apparently, When IBEW. left for each year of employment that
husband. Dr. Abraham Kaplan, of Buenos Aires, is studying cardio the meeting Friday afternoon, it a NABET man has had at the net¬
vascular surgery research at U. of Pittsburgh .. .Boh Harris, from Erie, was'not sure of the next step, al¬ work when he retires at . age 65.
new publicity director for Ch. 9 in Steubenville, O., replacing Bill Mc- though NABETJhad the impression^ This is similar to NBC’s severance:
Clinton, who has come on to WIIC here in a similar capacity . . . Carl that , everything was Wrapped up pay setup. CBS pointed out that
It Was only on while it doesn’t have an employee
Y. Coriall, formerly of WMCK in McKeesport, has been appointed, com¬ in Washington:
mercial manager of WRTA in Altoona . . . Jay Michael, WCAE deejay,. Monday (3) that CBS discovered retirement plan like NBC’s, it does
IBEW
was
going
to
take the CBS “have a variation of our own.”
back on the job again after undergoing major surgery on his foot . . .
KgKA announcer Jim Williams and his wife have dated the stork again terms to its membership for a
NABET won group insurance
vote,
signifying
that
the
union had and paid hospitalization at both
. ..: Jon Arthur, Ch. 2’s am. strip man, has moved the family here from.
Connecticut , . . Local girl Shirley Jones set for guestint on Frank Sin¬ accepted the offers. IBEW’s eight NBC and ABC. There were fewer
atra show Feb. 14 ... ■. Edith Hingley celebrated 28th anni at KDKA;and locals are voting now. The Chi details available about the 'pro¬
John Scigliano his 23rd ; .
Charles S. Brown added to WCAE sales and L. A. locals were, expected to posed IBEW pact than there were
have a determination -by today and about NABET’s.
staff.
r
tonight (Wed.) the New York local
In lieu of a four-daiy week,
will halve an 8- p.m. meeting of its NABET got the' two networks to
members.
promise that “any layoffs caused
NABET and Westinghouse Broadcasting continue to negotiate over ... IBEW has always been a few by automation must be on a sixa new contract replacing the two-year agreement that expired Jan. 31. dollars ahead of NABET on wages. month notice and When layoff oc¬
Although strike threats were voiced by NABET negotiations are Con¬ However, NABET bargained its curs the member laid off will re¬
tinuing, with wage Clauses the key to a new settlement;. . . Cleveland way into a 6% wage increase (on ceive three months’ pay plus sever¬
Indians announced this year’s telecasting schedule will Include 54 tilts; all levels of employment) which ance pay.”
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Radio Review
VOICE IN THE NIGHT
(Shrinking Skull)

With Sydney Gross
Producer-Director: Mel Leeds
30 Mins.; Fri., Sat., Son., Midnight
WINS, New York
“Voice in the Night” is a dilly of
a weekend radio show, a surefire
means of enticing suspense fans
and scaring the pants off the rest
of the listenership. On future
nights, the program will normally
run a half-hour past midnight, but
the opener, on Saturday (1) morn¬
ing, ran 55 minutes, in order to
give Sydney Gross a chance to run
all the way through F. Marion
Crawford’s terrif first-person short
story, “The Shrinking Skull.”
Gross, whose faint cockney Ac¬
cents are normally applied to jazz
programs, acted as the reader, and
he did this type of scare content
extremely well. Format of the
show, devised by Mel Leeds, WINS
program chief, is very simple: just
the reading of famous mystery
short stories,, backed by occasional
somid effects and an organ accom¬
paniment.
“Skull” began as a complicated,
low key work that rather confused
the casual listener, but after the
morbid mood was established; the
narrative improved in pace and
thrills, and flashed through a se¬
ries of climaxes that made listnenr
sit up and take notice. Only major
block to a near-perfect latenlght
radio show on the premiere was
the injudicious use of the organ
(probably on tape). Which was al¬
ways there hut hardly a help in
accenting the menacing nuances
of the story.
Art.

Radio Followup
Church of the Air
Ancient Hebraic, melodies and a
number of modern Israeli, songs
were interwoven . to advantage in
this special “Sabbath for Israel”
program, Sunday (1) morning on
CBS Radio. . It was a half-hour
show of special appeal to those of
the Jewish faith.
Music for the service was pro¬
vided by the Stephen S. Wise Free
Synagogue Choir, under the direc¬
tion of Dr. A. W. Binder. Rabbi
Ario' S. Hyams, of the Temple
Beth Sholom of Roslyri Heights,
L.I., was the speaker, rendering a
sermon, titled “IsraeVs. Psalm of
the New Life.” He paid a convinc¬
ing tribute to the 10th anniversary
of the State of Israel.
Horo.

SSS Continued from page 29

tunity to advance his career con¬
siderably by virtue of his perform¬
ance. .
In the case of the average actor,
on Broadway, he learns a role and
“after two weeks he stops learning.
From that point on, the most im¬
portant thing for him to do Is to
keep repeating his role the same
way.” But constant work in new
roles is what gives an actor matur¬
ity and dimension, and-television
can’t help: but be a help to the thea¬
tre In enabling its actors to gain
this type of experience, says Kerr.
He’s hopeful too, that television
will be beneficial oh the other side
of the stage, at the audience level*
“Television can’t hurt the theatre’s
audience; when the movies drained
away the pdpular legit audience,
it left a hard, loyal core of theatre¬
goers. If in subsequent years they
haven’t been pulled away, there’s
no chance that television will do it
now.” On the other side of the
ledger, there is the possibility that
tv Will lead to the growth of the
theatre
audience.
He
reasons
thtisly:
“In the early days of radio,
everyone was afraid the phono*
graph record was going to disap*
pear, because radio was . giving all
that music away for nothing over
the air. But as radio began to flood
the air with symphony, record sales
began to go up, and the record in¬
dustry is now 10 times the size it
was then. . People learn to like good
things by being exposed to them*
They learn there’s a great, deal of
pleasure to be gotten from a gqpd
play, simply by virtue of its being
good, and likewise, less pleasure
to be gotten from a play that’s not
well done. I think there is enough
good drama on tv—and I’m not
saying there isn’t plenty that’s bad
—to raise the standards of the pub¬
lic and to heighten their apprecia¬
tion of good drama. And this may
eventually lead some of them into
the live theatre.”

... not when you buy WCAU-TV
The once familiar Indian Head may be out of sight.,. but its buying power isn’t out of range when you consider
these WCAU-TV figures:
SPOTS—3

(2B,

1A)..

TOTAL RATING*-61.8.......... COST—$1200....

COST PER 100** IMPRESSIONS—5c

For just a bagful of nickels, you can gain low. cost access to more than half of the TV homes in Philadelphia..
creating 2,406,251 viewer impressions.
Spend your nickels wisely... maybe they can’t buy a good cigar or a cup of coffee.., but they can still buy a
lot of business for you on WCAU-TV.

WCAU-TV
... the station that means business in Philadelphia
Represented Nationally by CBS-TV Spot Salet

*1957 November ARB
**or as Madison Avenue would figure: 1000 viewer impressions for 50$
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Peter Salomon

4

; Continued- from, page 32 ;
dren’s show had already been
made, Bill Nichols had already put
the musical comedy series into pro¬
duction, and Bob Graff had already
been assigned to produce the series
on Communism. But what with the
special projects unit haying been
SO; much a one-man inspiration, its
entire future may be up in the air.
Salomon entered radio writing
immediately after . his graduation
from Harvard in 1939, combining
this with freelance writing for the
Providence 'Journal.
After join¬
ing the Navy early in the War as
a yeoman, he was commissioned
an ensign and produced “The Vic¬
tory Hour” for the Navy on net¬
work radio. Thereafter, he spent
six years with historian . Samuel
Eliot Morison working on a 14. volume history of IT. S. naval op¬
erations, doing on-the-spot combat
research during the war and ad¬
ditional work afterwards.
After rejoining NBC, he con¬
ceived the idea of “Victory at Sea,”
which got warm support at the

network. NBC prexy Robert Sarnoff, at that time head of the NBC
Kim Division, was the series'
strongest backer and served on the
show as executive producer,. .With
Salomon as producer-writer, Rich¬
ard Rodgers as composer arid Isaac
Kleirierman (now a CBS public af¬
fairs associate producer) , as editor.
Series, which ran for 26 weeks ori
Saturday afternoons, was an im¬
mediate sensation and in subse¬
quent syndicated reruns more than
recovered its cost. Meanwhile* the
LP condensation Of Rodgers* score
has become one of the bestselling
items, in the RCA catalog. A the¬
atrical version of the series, how¬
ever. Was less successful.
From “Victory at Sea,” Saloinori
went on to produce “Project 20,”
a series of one-hour specials on
20th Century life and its great
ideological movements and leaders,
included in the series was “Night¬
mare . in Red,” “The Twisted
Cross,” “The Great War,” “The
Jaz? Age,’* “The Innocent Years,’
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“Call-to Freedom”: and “Three,
Two, One,.. Zero.” It was while
working on these programs that
Salomon was tapped for the.special
projects job.
Ambitious schedule set up by
Salomon for his unit so impressed
the network that it proceeded to
duplicate his special projects oper¬
ation by the creation of a similar
unit to function ill the entertain¬
ment field, and assigned Jess Oppenheimer to head it up. Salo¬
mon's operation, though, had an-,
other influence at the network in
that it shrank the web’s public af¬
fairs dept. into a skeleton opera¬
tion (it had already been stripped
of responsibility over NBC News),
and, . ironically, pubaffairs.i v.p.
Davidson Tayldr had severed his
NBC ties only three weeks before.
Salomon's death.
Salomon is survived by his
mother, a sister and brother.
. Louisville—Bill Tillery, former
producer of several WHAS radio
programs, has been named to the
neWly created position of director
of WHAS-TV Continuity. Tillery,
a nine-year, veteran in radio work,
has been with WHAS since March,
1956.

WARD Swing To ‘Live!
■ Continued from pace 39 ;

main at best No. 4 station in the
market
WABD has not deferred com¬
pletely to live from here on in.
Station, in a cost-saving tieup With
two other stations* has lately
bought
“Bengal Lancers”
and
“Medic.”
Both series had their
first runs on network.
So far,
however, WARD has not hotly
contested for brand new syndi¬
cated product, which is generally
more costly.
Last week,
WABD replaced
Wendy Barrie with a new half-hour
strip brought in by Miss Barrie’s
former producer Lester Wolf. It’s
a half-hour roundtable discourse,
at b p.m. which currently stars
novelist Fannie Hurst.
*A second new show, one not an¬
nounced yet, will be a 3 to 3:30
cross-the-board audience partici-]
pation stanza, followed by the 3:30
to 4:30 “Bingo-at-Home” strip,
which begins the 17th.
A new Tuesday night half-hour,
“Put It In Writing” will kick off

Feb. 25. Sandy Becker, who does
two daily kid shows on WABD, will
emcee the handwriting analysis
course, and he’ll be joined each
week by a series of different
graphology experts.
Show is a
Philomel package, sold to station
by Hillard Elkins agency.
Hy. Gardner is switching mo-,
mentarily from WRCA to WABD to
do a Wednesday at 8:3Q live inter¬
view sesh, and a new live variety
package is earmarked for Thursday
at 8:30.
Daytime sked looks this Way:
Becker from 8 to 10 daily; “Roiriper
Room” from 11:30 to 12:30; Herb
Sheldon from 12:30 to 1 (with a

Action
Besides going to live pro¬
graming as much as possible,
WABD isr changing its. face
under the. Richard Buckley
mahageirient in other ways.
By Friday (7), WABD will
have eight salesman, a record
number for the station, and
six of them were hired withi
the
past
few months . by
Buckley. The other two remain
from among the five salesmen
there when Buckley topk over.
format change expected shortly);
“Showcase” at 1; the new audi¬
ence show at 3; “BlrigO” from 3:30
to 4:30; Sheldon in “Studio Party”
from 5 to 6; Fred Scott (half livehalf film) with “Bugs Bunriy” to
6:30, and Becker (ditto half live,
etc.) with “Looney Tunes’’ until 7.
The nighttime station sked
ranges in live content; Monday,
with from 9:30 to 11 filled with
fights, etc., Is the heaviest in live
at the moment.
(Every night,
Monday through Friday;. WABD
has an 11 to midnight hour of in¬
terviews encased in “Probe” and
“nightbeat.”)
Then there is the
new Tues.-Wed.-Thurs. 8:30 trio,
“Put It In Writing," Gardner and
thie. upcoming
variety
format;
Thursday there is also , live wres¬
tling from 9 to 11. Friday at 10
Art Ford’s “Greenwich Village
Party,” the first live-variety format
done by the station since it went
local froril network a few years
back, remains , but without its ini¬
tial sponsor.

PRE-SETTING

90R LIGHTING CONTROL

Continued from page 39
schedule of 20 announcements, 10
one-minute announcements and 10
chain breaks bn the Blair list, for
slifhtly more than the average
time. and. talent cost on orie day¬
time network quarter hour.
H-R Representatives named Rob¬
ert V. Meany, formerly of BBDO*
as
presentations
director
and
upped Martin Goldberg to director
of audience and market analysis.
Meany formerly handled presenta¬
tions and analyses for BBDO’s re¬
search department. Goldberg was
supervisor of ratings for ABCradio.
Morton A. Barrett upped to sec¬
retary of the Bolling Co, He also
assiunes title of director of sales
development.
Carlos Franco, vet agency man
who joined Forjoe, station reps,
has. been upped to executive veepee.
He reports to Joe Bloom,
prexy of outfit.

CBS ‘Search’ Soaper
Gets Prod. Overhaul
N0WI FOR THE FIRST TIME...
,..
...
YOUR CUE SHEET DIRECTLY CONTROLS ALlI USHTIKG QKUITS FOR M HUMBER OF P8ESUS

- Vjt

v

J
}

CrioHvi Engfnnnring for

Living T/ioof/o 6/,..^

LUMITRON

DIVISION

ME]

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO,
2248 STEIN WAV

LONG ISLAND CITY 5, N. Y.'\

♦

AStorta

84200

“Search for Tomorrow*” the
CBS-TV soaper, is undergoing a
virtually complete personnel changOver on the production side. Char¬
les Irving, who created the soaper
with Roy Wmsor, has resigned as
exec producer due to his commit¬
ment on the NBC-TV “Kitty
Foyle” serial; Frank Dodge is re?
placing Myron Golden as producer;
Frank and Doris Hursley, Coast
writers, are being brought in to
handle scripting chores; and the
directorial setup has been changed
to permit three alternate directors,
Ian Martin, Leonard Valerita arid
Ira Sirker, with alternate director
Hal Cooper exiting.
Also, Terry O’Sullivan, who
starred in the series for three
years, is returning to the show in
his original role. . Karl Weber, who
replaced O’Sullivan some months
back* is leaving the cast.
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YEARS
A tradition in management
60

Sixty years ago, tlie principles of dedicated management and the
credo of managerial, responsibility were laid down by tbe founder of
this Agency, William Morris.
These principles bave never changed—that the careers of its clients are
its prime responsibility—^ that the end result of their creative efforts
“and all assets so, built are splely, and completely the client’s property.
Its sixty years of growth is the most eloquent tribute to the prin¬
ciples and integrity of its founder.
And thus the worlds oldest theatrical agency turns the corner into

1958 with great confidence for its clients, alert to changing con¬
ditions, with its experienced manpower buttressed by progressive
young men growing up with the organization to preserve and per¬
petuate the spirit which from its beginning has been its inspiration.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,
NEW YORK
"

BEVERLY BILLS

CHICAGO
:★

LONDON

PARIS

inc.
ROME

Z'S&fEfr

RADIO-TELEVISION
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Lotsa Golf Tourneys
On NBC-TYs Roster

Doerfer’s Testimony

WBBM
; Continued from pace 25 ;

— PeDegrm Warns
H Of ‘SfiMing

.

—
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(If ^CK
’
1
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ed to rural tastes. WBBM has
If f t jlinPflllVTIlJ
paid him $575 for expenses at Spo-; a scintilla of. evidence of improper
worked towards building up strong.
V1 wmwvi
kane.
influence of any kind affecting my
local personalities with rigid rules
rh.
_ . .
Chicago, Feb.
Although NAB ha<f listed the independence of judgment.”
about what they should and should
cmcago,
J?eb. 4.
4.
A
caution
agamst
selling
and
item as expenses, Doerfer test!-. Detailing his service in Govern*
not be-^i.e., according to the previA caution agamst selling and
fied that he^broke it down into, ment since 1924 and as a Gommis0usly quoted exec, “sincere, fami- buying air time strictly via the
two parts: $300 as an “honorari- sioner since 1946, Hyde declared:
ly-type guys . . . not flippant, no sliderule was voiced here by Frank
inn” for delivering the speech and “I hope my whole career, my charpitchmen, no smart guys and no E ppiieffrln vn of the H-R *ta$275 for his wife’s travel expenses, acter and my reputation are not to
characters.”
*
.®
'p*
,
,
Various documents were intro- be attacked and judged on the
statio“ stafts over 20 aWa™>
«ppenes, who stated it thus:
Juced in evidence in connection basis of charges which seem to gapped up practicallyset, the U.S. f ers> five continuity writers, five “If we continue to play at the numtrip They included a question whether
.
cn . cftrch. producer-writers (and two addi- bers game, we may all be replaced
with this trip.
wnetner Ii have
nave in
m some
some Open,, m June
a for Doer- instances,
instancesinvolving
trivial
So far, there s no sponsorship *
,
wpp1r»nxv
arrant by fa
,a single Univac machine.”
weekends), two arrangpayment by NAB tic?,
of $141
in
volving trivial
fers‘ hotel bill
iers‘
hill in Spokane a pay- amounts, properly construed gov^eer^ set far' mosf Tam ers’ and two orchestras, not to
Pellegrin, speaking before .the
ment by KWTV of $165 to Ameri- emmental regulations concerning o.Shanter wiu h/carried a„ tw0 mention a large news department Chi Broadcast Advertising Club
can Airlines for passage to Okla- per diem allowances; and that I Recessive Sundays from 6 to 7 which services both WBBM and last Thursday (30), laid the onus
horna
of will
successive
irom oiv
maintains **
a *6r
much on
noma City,
i^ny, aa payment
payment by
ny NAB ui.
-— not be
-- charged with miscon- nm
* .the ^muuys
Vegas tourney,
which WBBM_Ty
--*• v It
-- even *>»***«..«
mi slideruling not so **•«'-**
< the
$575 to R. M. Brown of Portland, duct simply for my interest and benefits the Damon Runyon Cancer full-time program development de- time buyer as on the stations
.1
__.
Wllhnpllflss
t/1
obtain
information
_
.
■
_
.
J
__
..
.
nurfmdnt
in
tho
norenn
rtf
A»-f
-P^il
in
‘Wriviiio
iha
atfahrioi
Ore , then district director.
willingness to obtain information Fund^3 to 4 on a Sunday; National partment in the person of Art fail to “provide the agencies with
TWrfPi* attpmntprt to interruDt and understanding m the area of 0
’^
Saturday Latter will be Thomas, and uses writers even for meaningful and up-to-date informs,u?st!™1ng o“ SigS/W ^
2^S£»wSS513rita
dtttar shows ,T*re are five tion. about themselves/'. To^mauy
to PYniain hk nnci tion and contact With theoperation toiirnev As for +he US Onen recorded music shows on the sta- broadcast salesmen, he said, are
of the various services.”
SwSiXwsM.E
.nScH* a&ertagiS- . linSlrm «?» weekdays from signon to 11:30 content with citing only the rattion
but chairman Morgan Moulder of 1116 yari0US services'” .
XVm., but each runs only 15 min- ings service or services which rep¬
s e rt i n g “categorically and commitment on that also.
(D-Mo.) refused to allow any deutes long and one of these is the resent them most favorably, inparture from the order of proced- without, any reservation ^whatso--—-_
Howard Miller network show^for stead of presenting area coverage
tire
He'insisted over the pro- ever that no one has attempted ni* iir II i
i
■
Wrigley
Gum.
Except for the statistics, proof of coverage, qualtests of several subcommittee to influence his decisions before E|| WaDaCIL DOD Aftieche
moming soapers and the Miller itative analyses of their audiences,
members, that Doerfer was not the FCC, Hyde expressed ^ephfid|
_
> n ,
i
show,
station
doesn’t
have a canned special package rates and other
con- ence that examination of the sub|]|t0 tODiaX rOrtraYal
“on trial” and that he was not con¬
show until 3:45 p.m.
specific data that might outsell a
ducting “a courtroom proceeding.” committee memorandum will^ show
J #
Biggest live segment Is in the rating,
Doerfer Hits at Schwartz
mornings for virtually a solid three
As director of a survey for NaWhen he was permitted to testi?
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
hours, and nearly all of the quar- tional Assn.
Assn, of Broadcasters in
fy, Doerfer read a statement in
Eli Wallach has been signed to ter hours are single sponsored. 1940 on the station information
which
he; lasiwu.
lashed out
w-nicu ne:
uui at
«i. Schwartz
owutfuu •
(Q._
play
ilay the lead in “The Albert Ana- “Gold Coast Show,” however, is needs of advertising agencies, Pelfor his
his authorship
authorship of
of the
the subcomsubcom¬
for
063 1111111
stasia
tasia Story
Story”” on CBS-TV “Climax” not only a spot catcher hut is a legrin has been compiling data on
mittee
mittee memorandum
memorandum which
which leaked
leaked _
.
..
.
...
series Feb. 27, about the gangster skit built around ET?s, and it’s the subject ever since. “Time buyto the
press and
and brought
brought on
on the
the —. ; Continued
to
the press
Continued from
from page
page 2\;
27^ . . siain recently in Manhattan. Also loaded with ’em.
ers will continue to rely on ratpresent hearings. Asserting his rays. Using exceptionally fast film set for the drama ft Don Ameche,
It’s rare for local radio, and even ings,” he"says, “as long as that i
•

- Continued from page 24

'

'

NfcC-TV ft scheduling telecast
of at least four major golf tournaments through the spring and summer, with the possibility of additional tournament coverage now in
negotiation. Definitely on the slate
are' the National Open out of
Tulsa, June 14; the Las Vegas
Tournament of Champions, April
27; the Tam O Shanter out of Chi-

^^^

Of Albert AnaStaSW |

cs, stan ^
ine recutations bv Srtiohs ind
innuendo1'’ Doerfer called the
’’the work
of a
who
memo “^he
wo7k of
. man
men ,ri>«
either does
does not
not understand or does
does
wish to understand the responnot w-ish
sibilities of the FCC’’
sibiliUes
FCC.’’
Doprfpr
rharepd Schwartz
Schwartz with
Doerfer Charged
with
„„ i
•empTnyinTomisIbn
to create
employing
omission to_
create
doubts as to his integrity “I resent
hi^met^d and his-inference/^he
said “I know* that I accepted these
leverfl Sndred dollar^ara rea
Slu honurkrium for'dUUvery'of
an address in Spokane as I accepted honarariums ori other occa
sfons. jnkrn)\v11tlfat0the0statuteCensions.
I know that the statute en-

(DuPont Super 4; which is 13 times who will play the role of a news
fas‘er ttan •«««»»; Wa<*-Mt commentator.
'vhite!’ Tors continued,’ weknow
it is the first appearance on
anylhl"«. we can
see with
uur r«W».
own •‘Climax?' fqr each. Show will tee
Ctt-'tt.
Pjtth.tttf
eyes, the
bettm’.
off the series to be produced by
eyes41,6 camera ean see better,
“Costuming, which should he a Eva Wolas, under supervision of
simple matter of outfitting every- William Dozier, in charge of live
°neWith lungs, fins,‘wet suits’and programs at CBS.
hoods,
sometimes
ho^ds’’ T.
sometimes presents
presents headheadWel* is negotiating -for Michel
aches- The neoprene suits must be Ray to play the lead in its-March
«tted ^ery carefully. If hot. they 6 ^C1 Jax/' “The Little Thief.”
a^sor^ t<?Q muci1 water an<i
story of an Italian moppet in Rome
come heavy enough to send a man who plots to get himself adopted
to ?*» bottom- .Start*' *» «* * by an America Couple.
’ .
serious danger. .Killer sharks that
CBS is negotiating for James
might attack a surface swimmer MacArthur for the male lead in
ignore one
one. belopi
iKinely Stage,”
Stage/' od
on its
its"Studio
W1U J^nure
ueiUW the surface. “The
‘The Lonely
“Studio

acted by Congress permitted me to
do so.”
Regarding the charge of “fraternization” with the industry. Doerfer testified: "Your counsel assumes that a public official could
be improperly influenced by a
.luncheon.^ a dinner or a stay at a
hotel where he is attending a pub^
lie function: If the public officials
of America could so easily be influenced, then God save the Republic,”
Doerfer also blasted Schwartz

“Whenever w-e shoot underwater.
both John Florea, my associate
producer, and I go down with the
director, cameraman, lighting man
and actor-divers.
My secretary
and.
actorgoes with us, too. She’s Zale Parry. an expert diver who set the
women’s depth record in 1954. and
probably the only secretary in the
world who has taken dictation on
a slate,, 30 feet under the Pacific.”
Years
hack, Tors, produced
‘s T.^a«k’
ce Fiction Theatre* for Ziv.
“Science
-—--

sioners accepting color tv sets and

---

ABC Radio

singers havee been
been retained
retained for
for the
the
Backus
and
Griffin
McNeill„
Backus
and
Griffin
stanzas,
, _n musicians
. .
,
gut the 17
17 to
to 20
20 musicians and
and
two
singerss who
who
worrk
the Jim
Jim
_wi_ ___
....^ worrk
_ the
Reeves stanza
iza and
and the
the 21
21 sidemen
sidemen
two warblers Anderson now
uses wiu.be'aie^?
let go. Remaining live
shows stay at full performer
strength. Then too, the news department will ultimately be adding
some staffed*
staffers to assimilate the
added work load eiivisioned
envisioned for
that department.

Brickhouse will also direct the
Tribune stations’ sports depart¬
ment, which numbers announcers
Lou Boudreau, Vince Lloyd, Jack
Quinlan, and Lloyd Pettit, and
wrjters Jack Rosenberg and Frank
KnrrhS JacK nosenDer8 ana rranx
Korch.
,
. . ,
Brickhouse joined WGN in 1940
and f?r tJe Vast
years has done
Lhe Play-by-play for both ^Chicago
baseball
baseba11 teams °n
on WGN-TV.
Tolr^o
T.J™

Rri<;tol-Mver<; New.s SeR that department

I

_L-

Time after time In city after city

ZIV SHOWS RATE GREAT!

^1 HIGHWAY PATROL. ...2L4
^2 HARBOR COMMAND... 18.2
Oct. ’57 Pulse Report of
Top Syndicated Shows

ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS INC.

AiaOJeDerger laKCS
Kiddleberger
lakes

On Added ABC Chores
I dent ^and* controller^forVA iC^is'

presi • vicinity of $16,000 per week tor
tod
presi-

Business' ^ do the l«*W»tatal
^
,ugs for Bristol-Myers
BristohMyers when the
plugs
firm -starts
starts sponsorship Feb. 10 of
firra
“Pockethnnk News” nn NRC Radio.
“Pocketbook News
News^
”1 will be aired
Mondays from 9:30 to 9:40 p.m. as
a feature of “Nightline.”
Program’s purchase was announced yesterday (4) by Lee H ‘
UriStOl,
PUDllC re^
TeBristol, JF.,
Jr., aiTeCtOr
director OI
of public
lations of Bristol-Myers Productions Division, and Matthew j.
Gulligan, y.p,- in charge of NBC
Radio. Mrs. Soss wiU Integrate
company’s commercials into program matter. Bristol will appear on
the first show and other company
execs will be heardT oh subsequent

IN MILWAUKEE...

ZIV SHOWS1
PACK
|

JACK BRICKHOUSE’S
5-YEAR WGN PACT

One in Hollywood” Series Feb. 24.
Yarn, by Bob Dozier, is about an
actress-mother of a teenage son.
Barry Sullivan, Patricia Neal,
Ray_Danton.
Dick Foran and
_
Amanda Blake have been set to
star in “Tide of Corruption,” on
“Studio One” Feb. 17. Yarn is
about a Senate committee investigating the gambling racket,
■ ;
’
_——~_
Wilma
SflCC^ ^piaff^
^100^-011
WllmA Sflc/
(In
UlUDa
IfUUW mQ&o
iTOO 1 n,5^ Ufl
Rricfnl-MvArC NaWQ W

Jlimmyy Stewart Partner J jj Wilma Soss, founder and
In Purchase of KJM Shareholders in American

personal use "Tfie facts are/' he
BraMsnort Tex,
T« Feb.
Feb 4
Brazosport,
4.
Brazosport,
said, that tv sets from industry
77
°“- Tex.,
^ Fely 4.
have been used by Commissioners
Bill Schueler, prez of KBRZ
to obtain Information and observe here, has announced that a new
practices in the industry almost corporation, of which he is prez,
prez.
from the beginning of tv broadcast- has purchased KJIM, Fort Worth.
ing. They have had developmental Associated with Schueler in the
monochrome sets of different man-- new firm ft, Jimmy. Stewart* the
ufacturers, sets with converters, film star. Others are Paul Taft of
louviaiuijtuiui sets
scia and
duu others.”
uuici^aiuuaiuu, associated
aasuwtucw with KGULikuvulaboratory color
Houston,
In anticipation of testimony, TV, and F. Kirk Johnson of Fort
Comrs. Rosel Hyde and Robert T. Worth.
Bartley issued statements in reply
iSale of the station is subject to
to implications regarding their con- the approval of the Federal Com-*
duct emphatically denying, that any munications Commission. Ken. Ferof his acts as a government official gusoh, who has been general manjustify charges of “official miscon- ager of the local station for the
duct,” Hyde challenged the sub- past four years, will continue as
rnmmiHon 4<Ar om>oTio a1c*a 4^ >;LA„r___
_2 _ ^ vrvinrir
committee “or anyone else to show I operating head
of KBRZ.

rare for tv, but the station uses all they have to work from.”
four of five studios every morning
—---*
and a total of 27 people in the «a/ivr nDTriTlVAlICr’C
first three hours of the day includ- JACK BACKHOUSE S
writers, producers, performers
r urin n/ril DAPT
and musicians.
JJ'IlAK WIlW lALI
,
, ,
, ——
.
—v .
Chicago, Feb.
4.
Chicago,
1 eh. 4.
WGN Inc.,
ARC Rai||||
™GN
Inc., whose
whose radio
radio and
and tv
tv
stations have
have lately
lately been
been jockeyjockey¬
MRU 113016
stations
—; continued
paee 24 ;= ing for. commanding position in
Continued from page
sports locally,
locally, last
week advanced
sports
last week
advanced
its cause
have live musical support the net- its
cause another
another notch
notch with
with the
the
signing of
of announcer
announcer Jack
BrickW«rt did not tty.
signing
Jack BnckIn all. some 40 to' 50 performers !lou?f t0 a,Ile^' fiyc-yeer contract,
were reportedly, given their notice ®eside?, doing
play-by-play
of
by ABN.
ABN,
Th«e orchs,
orchs. and the Si “ ^.1^di-et*1 the
Three

*

The nature of the savings via the
upcoming 11^“.
retrenchments TK.'^
was not
S*
fhey are
nre said to
disclosed, but they
“verv substantial”
substantial ”
be “very
==s^=g^'Uf
!■

L

WOStlKRCllOIISO

■ ■
i Continue* from page 25;
annna
li rev
scope Tr.
In December It
scope*
Pecember* ft reverted
ba<* to Halley* who had been paid
fbr ft by CBS. Subsequent efforts
to sell it In the U.S. have'met with
resistance hv KOnn?nr* who nrpfpr
f
^ P
P
t0 flVOld Government disapproval.
Some sponsors, however, have told
««
*« ..
i’
« *. .
Hailey that'
a science-fiction
appreach might take off the stigma,
and he’* considering
such
a
change,
“7*
Course is setin 1962 and^tells
the story of a Presidential flight
toi Moscow oh a peace mission at a
war between the U.S.
and Russia is imminent. After
leaving the States and while en
route, the President learns that a
bomb has been directed at the
U.S., and faces the decision as to
whether to Intercept it with the
Presidential plane and destroy
himself and the bomb; or to risk
its landing in the States. Iipplication is that radar wouldn't help
avert a disaster.
Hailey, Incidentally, has turned
down offers from Doubleday and
Knopf to turn his “Studio One”
two-parter, “No Deadly Medicine,”
into a novel, first because he flnds
it easier to write in dramatic form
and second because he hasn't the
time. He planes to England April
18 to do some research for a new
script on Scotland Yard and also
to help the BBC-TV stage “Medicine” He's also dickering for a
Broadway stage version of “Medicine,” which starred Lee J. Cobb.,

adding
to h“s
other i°L
that
of
**«'!* *<>
hi*
jobsnetwork^
that.of
coordinate
forother
all the
network's
coordinator
for^^allthe
owned
operated radio
radio stations.
stations*
owned &
& operated
I
°?s‘
He’ll be responsible for “policy
de¬
po.hcy de"
cisions” and will act as trouble¬
shooter when the radio network
has a problem, to be ironed out
with the o&o’s.
. It -was generally believed that
the overall responsibility for o&o’s
fell about four months ago to Robert Eastman, prexy of American
Br?-adc1asti1i8 Network, the ABC
-network radio diyision. But it was
explained that Eastman never actuaUy had direct supervision over
*be stations, but was “on hand to
fflVA Jlf^virA,, fn fVio nJtrn nnorofnrc
Wve/dvjce
to the o&o operators,
nTnrad‘2, CQ‘
cw"?.1,1,
o
eS, officer)
«m0IJ
Siegels (ABC top financial
among the ABC tv o&o’s.
——^
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BRIGHTEST, FUNNIEST
COMEDY PACKAGE ON TV
— Billboard, January 20, 1958

WRCf

[9%
WCSH-TV

w&e-tv

If* Ce5

W/

RKO-LEON ERROL
Here's how to capture your transition audience—with TV's
first truly funny film series. Featuring Leon Errol-*
the hilarious comedian of rubber-legged fame—this ft
the program fare ideal for 5:30 or 7:00 p.m.

Highly

merchandizable and flexible for strip programming, the
RKO-LEON ERROL COMEDIES have that unbeatable combination room shaking laughter with all-family appeal.

GUILD

FILMS
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MUSIC

'll.Y.: FIX ktlTrade Groups Join Yank
pi) |M m
In Support of Tax on Jukeboxes
Arnold Maxin, MGM Records-4
-4- The international music business
is rallying behind some leading
new prexy, is gearing for a closer
By HERM SCHOENFELD
Lucky Brushoff
U. S. organizations in support of
tie between the diskery and Metro’s
With all of the major, film com¬
amending the U. S. Copyright Act.
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
musical output. He’s instituting a
panies
now
already
in
or
getting
The disk bug . has now caught Hearings on the bill to withdraw
The, Robert AllenrAl Stillman
into disk operations, the music biz Jose Ferrer. The stage and pic
program of disk and film coordina¬
tune, "It’s Not For Me TO
1C the exemption of jukeboxes from
is shaping as a two-way street— actor-director hiked a lorigtermer
tion for mutual promotion, of the
sr the music licensing provisions of
Say,” is now figured as having
Broadway and Vine. It’s a tale of with MGM Records last week.
M&M disks and the MGM films,
the Copyright Act, introduced by
a better chance At a "Best
two disk cities strictly on the hopAccording to Arnold Maxin,
Q* Sen. .Joseph C. O’Mahoney (D.,
Song” nomination for an Acadr
Maxin has blueprinted a release
and-go.
diskery’s new prexy, Ferrer will be Wyo.), will get underway Feb. 19
program not only on the studio’s
emy Award as a result, of an
: Hollywood’s weight in the disk grooved as a crooner and a reader.
. . before the Senate subcommittee
filmusicals but on background mu¬
Academy booboo in not listing
biz, while still second to New York, Maxin currently is looking into the
on Patents, Trademarks and Copyit on the eligibility sheet.
sic from non-musicals as well; Each
has been rapidly increasing in re¬ availability of Edmond Rostand’s
pic album release wilL be support¬
Discovery of the mistake
cent yeats, Capitol Record$, which “Cyrano de Bergerac” as an album rights.
Last week, the French perfbrmcued telegrams to each of 160
ed by special promotion and ex¬
was founded on the Coast, has be¬ project for Ferrer. ,A few years
v; ing rights society, the Societe des
music, branch members, there¬
ploitation on the disk jockey, deal¬
come the nucleus of a flourishing ago, Ferrer Was teamed with his Auteurs, Compositeurs et Editeurs
by .calling the song to their
er and coinbox levels. Special win¬
industry that now sees such labels wife Rosemary CloonCy on a Co¬ de Musique (SACEM), made repredow and counter displays tying in
attention and giving it a prom¬
out west as. Dot, a Paramount Pic¬ lumbia Records disking.
. sentations before the U. S. State
inence it wouldn’t have, had in
the picture and the theatre will be
tures’ subsid; Imperial, in a buyout
Dept, in behalf, of the bill. Jeanroutine listing. Sprig is from
placed by diskery’s distributors and
deal with Columbia Pictures;
Loup Toumier, SACEM’s U. S.
Bryria Productions’ “Lizzie.”
salesmen.
Liberty, and a flock of other indies..
rep.,' urged that the Statp Dept,
Numerically, there are as many
A pic playdate service will sup¬
support the bill on the grounds of
labels operating on the Coast as in
ply distributors and local music
international reciprocity.
N. Y., but New York still has the
shops with complete information
Tournier’s arguments in behalf
edge dollarwise because it is the
onjall film bookings in their areas,;
of the O’Mahoney amendments are
headquarters of SUch majors as
with specific instructions on whom
seconded by virtually every other
RCA Victor, Columbia and Decca.
to contact for dealer-exhibitor Co¬
performing rights society in the
Reflecting the Coast music up¬
ordination. ■; More pic albums will
j world,
These foreign licensing
beat is the recent move by the
be sent to radio stations and more
(
groups point out that while Amer¬
Harry
Fox
office,
publishers’
agent
fieldmen used to carry out the
ican songwriters and publishers
.and trustee, to set. Up a Los An¬
disk-film coppdinafting project:
collect from performances in over
geles office for the collection of;
Some of the non-musical films
rl seas jukeboxes, there are no recipRCA Victor has.'thrown a snarl
mechanical royalties. At the same
that MGM plans to issue as sound¬
id rocal collections made frem the
into Columbia Records’ projected
time,
the
Songwriters
Protective
track sets include "The High Cost
p. same source here,
The strength of the disk clubs is Assn, is giving its Coast steering original cast album of "Oh Cap¬
Of Loving,” “High School Confi¬
e.
It’s understood that a representcommittee more authority to han¬ tain” by withholding Abbe Lane.
dential,” "Ben Hur” and "Tom now reaching tremendous dimen¬ dle problems on the spot.
)r ative if the U. S. State Dept, will
Thrush
is
firmly
pacted
to
Victor
Thumb.” Maxin also plans a pop sions. Indicative of the phenome¬
ie testify before the Seriate commit¬
and
the
diskery
isn’t
giving
her
the
The
film
companies’
move-in
on
singles drive to help along the pic nal potential .in the. club operation the disk biz. has been accelerating: greenlight for the Col excursion.
tee to voice the sentiments of the
is the currerit response to the
product.
d foreign licensing, bodies,
Col, however, * going ahead
RCA Victor Society of Great Mu¬ A few months ago. United Artists
iAmerican Society of Composers,
with
the.
package
with
Eileen
Rod¬
formed
its
own
disk
and
publishing
sic, operated via Book-of-the;S Authors & Publishers, meantime, is
Month. Click of the classical club ' subsids, while Columbia, in its deal gers, a Col. thrush, set to wax Miss
11 marshalling support for the bill
Lane’s,
songs.
The
Col
album
will
with
Lew
Chudd,
Imperial
Records
has cued talk that Victor may soon
ie from its own members/and sympaTony. Randall, Jacqueline
bow. with a Similar operation for chief, is following the pattern feature
Ejs thetic groups. Among the groups
which Paramount adopted in, buy¬ McKeever and Susan Johnson. Mi$s
POP LP’S:
td supporting the bill are the Ameriing out Raridy Wood’s Dot label Johnson, incidentally, terminated
In three weeks, the response to and. retaining him as the diskery’s her RCA Victor pact when diskery
•y
(Continued on page 58)
the initial BOM offer of the com¬ chief.
refused to give the okay for the
plete set of Beethoven symphonies,
A new disk company is due to he Col grooving.
as batoned by Arturo Toscanini,
shortly by 20th CeriturySimilar original cast album prob¬
London, Feb. 4.. has outstripped the most optimis¬ set up
although there’s still a possi¬ lem occurred a few years ago on
Jukeboxes are catching on rapid¬ tic estimates. While 100,000 sets Fox,
bility of a buyout of an existing "Call Me Madam,” In that instance
ly in Britain. Estimates indicate were originally manufactured, sub¬ label. It’s understood that Warner Victor was on the “havenot” end.
that they are being installed at the scribers to the club are now around Bros, is; also studying possible eri- Diskery
had pactCd for the 'origirate of about 300 a month in res¬
(Continued on page 60)
(Continued on page 58)
(Continued on page 58)
taurants, pubs, pin table arcades
and coffee houses. The trend is a
After a one-day strike, the Na¬
natural reaction to the public’s
tional Assn, of Broadcast Eriiall-time peak interest in disks, but
- ployees & Technicians reached a
has not yet reached the stage where
deal with RCA Victor Monday (3)
diskettes are concentrating oh
night covering 71 engineers, tech¬
jukes as bigtime outlets.
nicians, shipping and receiving
Of the 8,000 estimated jukeboxes
Clerks and material handlers at
In Britain at the present trine, the
the New York and Chicago record¬
majority are confined to rural dis¬
Survey of retail sheet music
ing studios.
'
tricts with a surprisingly small
best 'sellers based on reports
It’s understood that NABET’s
number in the large towns and
obtained from leading stores in
terms for the recording crew were
cities. Reason for this is reported
13 cities and; showing com¬
substantially the same as the deal,
to be due-to the lack of certain
parative sales rating for this ■;
for the broadcast engineers in the
social, ameneties in the- secluded
and. Iasi, week;
union’s
parallel negotiations with
communities.
Central - meeting
* ASCAP
t BMI
the NBC network. Pay hikes will
places fQr the teenagers in these
range around 6%. NABET also
out-of-the-way spots are cafes, sim¬
won the right to have jurisdiction.
ilar to soda fountains in the States,
National
over Victor’s Hollywood recording
where the youngsters .gather in
Rating
studios when they open operations.
the evenings. For the owners of
The one-day strike on Monday
This Last
these eateries; the jukebox has
did not materially affect Victor’s
wk. wk.
Title and Publisher
proved a boon but the smalltimers
recording sessions since super¬
still find the cost of the machines,
visory personnel took over in the
varying between around $1,400 and
,1
1 , .*AP)il Love (Feist).......
4
studios. Strike was staged after
$2,500, prohibitive.
.
2 ; T.All the Way (Maraville)..
5
the company rejected union’s de¬
mands for wage increases of 159b
3
3
iSugartime (Nor-Va-JaC).,:. 1
to 50% and a four-day work week.
4
8 ^Silvery Moon (Joy). . .3 ’
r-4• • ♦Liechtensteiner (Burl.)...
7
-/ ^
iq . . tAround the World (Young).. 8
7
6 .. .tRauncby : (H&R), .. . .... ...... »„
7
5
8
9 tAt the Hop (SMW),:...,.,. .,
.. 6 ....
i
9
14 *Catch a Falling.Star (Fisher) 2
In
"plague on both your
10
11 r~ fPeggy Sue (N-V-J-Peer)....
'"■.•4' ., . 6
houses” decision, Judge Sylvester
J.. Ryan in N. Y. Federal Court
IIA 5 ^Fascination (Southern)...... ...
. . . 10 10
A meeting to elect permanent
last week dismissed .suits, and
officers of the recently formed
9
.. 9
11B 7. f Kisses Sweeter (Folkways),. . .
counter-suits, involving over $500,-1
Assn,
of Independent Music Pub¬
W “
tWhy Don’t (Hollis)..,.. /... 6
000, between Affiliated Music En¬
lishers, scheduled for Monday (3),
14
12 *Till (Chappell) , i;....., ; .. ..
terprises and Sesac Inc., both priwas postponed due to a poor turn¬
. . * Pretend Don’t See (Meadow) - 9
vately-owned licensing societies.
out. Out of 21 charter members,
AJ^wted Music. brought a $300,• reps of only riine firms showed up.
OOQ suit against- Sesac, charging
Joe Csida, temporary prexy of
monopolistic practices” in its mu¬
the outfit and one of its organizasic licencing operation, whild Sesac
tional sparkplugs, moved to delay
*°ught to recover $250,000 from
the elections to a Feb. 13 luncheon
meeting in N. Y. At the same
Affiliated Music on the-grounds of
unfair competition.”
time, a "committee on issues” will
be
set up to determine what ques¬
Judge Ryan said that "there Is
Subscription
Newsstands
tions the AIMP is to tackle. The
no doubt that the plaintiff (AffiliAIMp is generally regarded as
ated) was seeking to,free the pub¬
sympathetic to Broadcast Music
lishers from the defendant’s (Sesac)
Inc., although its members gen¬
grip in order to place them with¬
erally have affiliates in both BMI
in its own grip.” Both Affiliated
and ASCAP.
and Sesac have been active in li¬
Per Year
Per Copy
The call for Monday’s meeting
censing the so-called "Shaped Note
also disclosed the dues schedule of
Gospel Music,” a special form of
the new organization. Dues range
music notation designed for those
from. $1,600 annually for a top
not able to read conventional
firm, down to> $200.
music.

Jose Ferrer on Disks

Cols ‘Oh Nuts!’

BOM Booms For
RCA; 200,000 Join

For Abbe on W

Jukeboxes Take
Big Hold in Brit.

: NABET-RCA Pact
: After 1-Day Hah

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

J

Fed’l Judge Dismisses
j
2-Way Action Between
Sesac, Affiliated Music

Indie Music Org Can’t
Get Off the Ground; Not
Ennf on Hand to Elect
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Jocks, Jukes and Diski

(Compiled by Sam Goody’s, leading New York disk retailer.
■ tphose global mail order operation reflects not only the national
market, but internationally).
Artist
Title
Label
1. Original Cast
Capitol
The Music Man
2- Original Cast
Columbia
West Side Story.
3. Original Cast
Columbia
My Fair Lady
Capitol
4. Meredith Willson
The Music Man
Decca
5. Sound Track
Around World 80 Days
Dot
6. Pat Boone
Greatest Hits
Columbia
7. Johnny Mathis
Warm
Verve
8. Ella Fitzgerald
Sings Rodgers & Hart
Columbia
9. Sound Track
Pajama Game
CoUuribia
10, Errol Garner
Other Voices
Epic
11, Lester Lanin
At the Tiffany Ball
Capitol .
12. Frank Sinatra
Caine Fly With Me
RCA Victor
Calypso
13. Harry Belafonte
Capitol
Love,. Is the Thing
14. Nat King Cole
Vanguard
At Carnegie Hall
15. The Weavers
Capitol
Pal Joey
16. Sound Track
Folkways
Favorite Ballads
IT. Pete Seeger
Kapp
'Fabulous Forties
18. Roger Williams
London
Film Encores
19. Mantovani
RCA Victor
Jamaica
20. Original Cast

-By BERM SCHOENFELD*
Tony Perkins (RCA Victor):
“INDIAN GIVER” (Pant), a cute
teenage-slanted tune with a good
lyric peg* gets a highly pleasing
ride by Tony Perkins who makes
the most of his limited vocal equip¬
ment. “JUST BEING OF AGE”
(Hill & Ranget) is another solid
ballad for the contemporary mar¬
ket.
Les Baxter Orch (Capitol):
“LOVE THEME FROM *A FARE¬
WELL TO ARMS*” (Feistt), a
lush pic song, is dressed up in a
glistening waltz arrangement for
big returns.
“DANCE FROM
‘BON JOUR TRISTESSE’ ” (Carl'ott), another film tune; has a
charming lilt which Baxter spot¬
lights via a sopraho sax sound.
Hugo & Luigi (Roulette): “76
TROMBONES”
(Frank*), from
“The Music Man” score, gets a
rousing orch and choral version in
march tempo. This slice could put
this number over. “TWILIGHT

“PARKING” (Starritet) is another
attractive rhythm side.
The Modernaiges (Coral): "ACT
TOUR AGE” (Daniels*) is an okay
teenage-slanted number delivered
in the approved rocking style by a
legitimate vocal ensemble. “AS
LONG AST HAVE YOU*' (Gladys*)
is a slow-tempoed entry, but with
less immediate impact.
The Titans (Imperial): “DON’T
YOU JUST KNOW IT" (Acet) is
a laughing record idea set to a
rocking’beat with strong impact
as delivered by this combo. “CAN
IT BE” (Venicet) is familiar
rhythm material.
Betsy' Jones (K a p-p): “I’VE
LEARNED" (Regentt), a mildly
rocking tune with a good lytic for
the genre, is handled attractively
by this country-flavored songstress.
“COUNTRY WALTZ” (Harman*)
is an okay ballad in the “Tennessee
Waltz” tradition.
Floyd Cramer (RCA Victor):

Best Bets

LAWRENCE WELK
And His CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
3rd Consecutiye; Year
Dodge Dancing Party.
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 RE, E.S.T.
For Dodge Dealers of America
Top Tunes and New Talent
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10: 30 pm, E.S.T.
Dodge and Plymouth
Coral Records
Thesaurus Transcriptions

“STAY BY MY SIDE"' (Jay &
Ceet) is a slow ballad in the same
r&b groove.
: The Majors (Felsted): “ROCKIN’
THE BOOGIE” (Regentt), a blend
of the boogie wobgie and rock ’n’
roll beats, shapes up as a promis¬
ing. instrumental as performed, by
this crew. “BLUE SUNSET” “Re¬
gentt) is a smooth instrumental
similar in mood, to “Canadian Sun¬
set.”
Randy Sparks .(Verve): “WALK¬
IN’ THE LOW ROAD" (Sparrow*)
is a fine country tune delivered in
“FLIP FLOP AND BOP” (Acuff- appealing tenor style. “JAMAICA
Roset) is a toe-tapping item that FISHERMAN” (Oakland*) is a
gets a driving piano workout with
(Continued on page 60)
some lpwdown sax backing. A good
sound due for lots of spins. “SO¬
PHISTICATED SWING” (Mills*)
gets a fine lightly swinging slice.
Sammy Hagan & The Viscounts
(Capitol): “TAIL LIGHT”' (Caden¬
za*) is. another, teenage-slahied
t
Boston, Feb. 4.
tune with a rocking beat handled
Erroll Garner became the first
in standardized style by this, combo.
“SNUGGLE BUNNY” (Ariest)- is solo jazz performer to sell out Bos¬
the Uptempo side with no particu¬ ton Symphony - Hall here Friday
lar lyric significance.
(31) night when he grossed $9,000.
Norman Luboff Choir (Colum¬
bia): “THE MORNING OF MONT¬ Sellout, at a $3.85 top, included
the
sale of 200 seats on the stage.
MARTRE” (Livingston &. Evans*),
The Garner concert ‘was pro¬
from the “Oh Captain” score, is
moted
by jazz impresario George
an attractive but special piece of
showtune material, smoothly deliv¬ Wein who has a/followup date with
ered by this vocal ensemble. the pianist in Philadelphia’s Town
“JUST ONE ‘OLAY’” (Walton*) Hall this Saturday (8).
goes nowhere.
The Tyrones (Decca): “GIG¬
GLES” (Mutual*) is another rock¬
ing tune with a laughing peg and Neb. Ballroom Ops Elect
Omaha, Feb. 4,
this one does generate chuckles-ror
giggles. “BROKE DOWN
Floyd Paul of Arlington last
BABY” (Valleybrobk*) is routine week was elected prexy of the Ne¬
rocking stuff.
braska Ballroom Operators Assn.
The Midnighters- (Federa 1):
Other officers are Dale King,
“DADDY'S LITTLE BABY" (Jay
& Ceet) is an authentic-sounding Norfolk, v.p.; Charles Malec,
Omaha,
secretary, and Phil Vacha,
rhythm . & blues , entry belted in
backroom style by this combo. Schuyler, treasurer.

TONY PERKINS .. . .................. . INDIAN GIVER
(RCA Victor)
... . . Just Being of Age
LES BAXTER .. LOVE THEME FROM “FAREWELL TO ARM$”
(Capitol)
.. .Dance from “Bonjour Tristesse”
HUGO & LUIGI .........
.... ■■■. .76 TROMBONES
.....— .. Twilight in Tennessee
(Roulette)
..
DANNY & THE JUNIORS ROCK 'N* ROLL IS HERE TO STAY
(ABC-Pardmoiint)
... School BpU Romafice
THE SHIRRELS..
I MET HIM ON A SUNDAY,
(Tiara) ...
i .1 Wantt You tp Be My Boyfriend ^
IN TENNESSEE” (Planetary*) is
an easily gaited ballad with a
pleasing oatune flavor.
Danny & The Juniors (ABCParamount): “ROCKIN’ ROLL IS
HERE TO STAY” (Singulart)
could develop into "the “John
Brown's Body” of the current teen¬
age generation. A political mani¬
festo about rock, this item has_ a
good beat and a lyric that the juves
may start singing back to their
elders, particularly that line about,
“rock ’n' roll will always be, it'll
go down in history.” “SCHOOL
BOY ROMANCE” (Singulart) is
another teenage slanted tune which
doesn’t blaze any new trails.
The Shirrels (Tiara): “I MET
HIM ON A SUNDAY” (LUdlowt),
a rocking ballad With a fresh beat
and a cute lyric, is sold to the hilt
via this new combo. “I WANT YOU
TO BE MY BOYFRIEND” (HolUst)
is in a .more routine groove.
Mario Lanza (RCA Victor): “ARR1VEDERCI ROMA” (Reg Connel¬
ly*), featured in the “Seven Hills
of Rome” pic, is socked across with
Lanza's trademarked tenor pipes.
Even though running against the
tide of current pop tastes, - this
could be a big one. “YOUNGER
THAN SPRINGTIME” (Chappell*),
from the “South Pacific” score, is
another classy side for changCrofpace programming.
Jimmy Dean (Columbia): “MAR¬
IN’ MY MIND UP” (Korwint), a
catching tune with an amusing
lyric, is bounced neatly in country
style by Jimmy Dean. “STAR¬
LIGHT STARBRIGHT” (Dominiont) is a pleasing ballad * with a
simple, oldfashioned type of. lyric.
Four Aces \Decca): “ROCK AND
ROLL RHAPSODY” (Trinityt),
which is about as far removed from
the rock *nr roll idiom as one can
get, is an offbeat idea with good
chances via the Four Aces’ rendi¬
tion. “I WISH I MAY I WISH I
MIGHT” (Bluegrasst) is a strong
uptempo ballad marked by stand¬
out instrumental 'backing.
Warren Miller (United Artists):
“EVERYBODY’S GOT A BABY
BUT ME” (Unartf) is an okay item,
projected with the approved rock¬
abilly mannerisms by this new
singer. “SAY YOU’LL BE TRUE”
(Unartf) is a good slow folkstyled
ballad.
Roger Williams (Kapp): “ARRIVEDERCI ROMA” (Reg Connelly*)
gets another crackerjack cover via
Roger Williams' pianistes and
chorus and orch under Hal Kanner.
“THE SENTIMENTAL TOUCH”
(Oxford*) is an excellently pro¬
duced, attractively swinging num¬
ber, also with choral ensemble.
The Emeralds. (ABC-Paramount):
“YOU BELONG TO MY HEART’'
(Peerf) is in the hands of a rock
*n’ roll group with a lead singer
who can Just about articulate the
lyrics. Which probably won’t pre¬
vent the kids from spinning it.
“THE ONE I ADORE” (PamcofV
is a routine item, the lead singer’s
dietjon again sticking out like a
sore thumb.
. . '
Dee & Patty (Mercury): “FIRST
DATE” (Starritet), a country tune
with a teenage peg. is vocalled with
a winn'ing simplicity by this duo.

Album Reviews

BOSTON REAL GONE ON
GARNER; SYMPH6GSR0

Danny it Juniors .. . .ABC-Par
{Bill Justis ........ .....Phillips
.-■{ Billy Vaughan .... .....Dot
.(Ernie Freeman .... ... .Imperial

1. AT THE HOP (3)
2. RAUNCHY (9) v
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
JO.

Mario Lanza: “Seven Hills of
Rome*’ (RCA Victor): One of the
highlights of RCA Victor’s current
pic soundtrack splash, this pack¬
age,. on one side, presents Mario
Lanza vocalistics, in Metrols “Seven
Hills of Rome” pic .and, on the
other, in an -unrelated songalog.
In the “Seven Hills” track, Lanza's
operatic pipes are in fine fettle oh
an attractive program of pops, such
as the title song, “Arriyederci
Roma,” and “Come Dance’ With
Me,” plus a light calypso item and
a Verdi aria. High mark is one long
sequence in which Lanza does ex¬
cellent takeoffs on Perry Como,
Frankie Laine, Dean Martin and
Louis Armstrong.
Other releases in: the recent flood
of Hollywood soundtrack sets in¬
clude GeOrge Auric’s score for
“Bonjour Tristesse” and Franz
Waxnian’s music for . “Peyton
Place’’; both on the RCA Victor
label; and George Dunning’s score
for “The Cowboy” on Decca. Au¬
ric’s score is marked by one power¬
ful jazz sequence with an unbilled
dixieland combo, Juliette Greco’s
vocal of the title song, and a
charming traditional dance theme.
“The Peyton Place” set is more in
the idiom of Hollywood atmos¬
pheric music, but containing a
couple of lilting thematic strains
which unify the work. “The Cow¬
boy” score is a . highly listenable
roundup of western motifs. per¬
formed in vivid color by the studio
orch under Morris Stoloff’s bftton.
In a genre related to pio sound¬
tracks, the Gerald Wiggins Trio, a
Coast outfit on the Specialty label,
jazzes up Victor Young’s score for
“Aronnd Hie World In 80 Days.”
Wiggins on pTanO, with drum and
bass accompaniment, is an alwaysswinging performer with a rich

McGuire 'Sisters •
Pat Boone-..
Jerry Lea Lewis ...
Billy Vaughn .....
Crescendos .......,
Silhouettes .......
Buddy Holly .....
Diamonds ......... ....Mercury

SUGARTIME (3)
APRIL LOVE (11)
. J...............
GREAT BALLS OF FIRE (5)
SAIL ALONG SILVERY MOON (2)
OH JULIE
GET A JOB
PEGGY SUE (2)
THE STROLL (1) ................. -

Second Group
ALL THE WAY
I’LL COME RUNNING BACK
YOU SEND ME- .............. ..
DON'T LET GO
FOR SENTIMENTAL REASONS
DON’T
STOOD UP
CATCH A FALLING STAR
KISSES SWEETER THAN WINE
YOU ARE MY DESTINY ,.

Frank Sinatra. .....Capitol
Sam Cooks .....
.Teresa Brewer ... .'.. •.. .Coral
R6y Hamilton ....
Sam Cooke .......
Blvis Presley ...... ......Victor
Ricky Nelson ...... ....Imperial
Perry Como
......Victor
Jimmie Rodgers ... ... Roulette
Paul Anka.. . . ABC-Par

{Figures in ?parentheses indicate number of weeks song.has been in the Top 101

Gar¬
ner’s.
Boyd Raeburn Orch: “Teeii
Rock’’ (Columbia). * If the kids
want the rocking heat, Boyd Rae-:
burn gives it to them, hut with
some musical sense to the pound¬
ing rhythms. In this set, -Raeburn
and a sharply trained big band are
turned loose on 10 standards up¬
dated for the contemporary juve
market, plus two new items. The
beat, for the most part, is laid
down with; a rocklike insistence
for easy dancing, but the overlay¬
ing sound has a variety of shad¬
ings which overcome the montonous effect of straight rock ’n’ rolL
Ginnie Powell impresses with her
sinuous vocals of “I Gotta Right
To Sing The Blues,” and “Wanna
Do Nothing All Day.” The band is
tops on “Yesterdays,” “There's A
Small Hotel” and “Beachcomber.”
Tab Hunter-Peggy King-Jarmil*
Novotna: “Hans Brinkeri (Dot).
This original cast album version of
the upcoming NBC-TV “Hallmark
Hall of Fame” adaptation of this
children’s classic has some -tune¬
ful and clever material by song¬
writer Hugh Martin performed by,
a solid cast. “I. Happen To Love
You,” sung by Peggy King, is a
standout ballad with pop chances.
“I’m A Very Lucky Boy,” delivered
by Sheila Smith and Vinny Conrod,
has a catching lyric, while Tab
Hunter has a couple of neat songs
in “Ice” and “The More The Mer¬
rier,” arid with Miss King, in
“Clop, Clop, Clop” and “Hello
Springtime.”
Jarmila NOvotna
d. e livers a i lullaby, “Trinka
Brinker,” in polished style.
Jon! James: “Ti Voglio Bene” (I
Love You) (MGM>. In this set, Joni
James returns to ancestral sotig
sources with a program of Italian
oldies. In her familiar relaxed bal¬
lad style. Miss James registers on
numbers like “I Have But One
Heart,” “Non Dimenticar,” “Anerna E Core,” “Arrivederci Roma”
and “Dicitencello VUie,” with both
Italian and English lyrics. Several
songs are sung only with Italian
lyrics and the songstress seems to
display a special sensitivity to this
material David Terry’s orch backs
up ably.
“Julie Wilson at the St. Regis”
(Vik). Recorded during a perform¬
ance at the Maisonette of the St.
Regis Hotel in N.Y. last year, this
package is a potpourri of sophisti?
eated songs., delivered in hep style
by a songstress whose additional
visual impact is suggested hp color
photo on Ihe jacket Her tubes,
some of them slightly naughtly, in¬
clude “Twelve Good Men and
True,” “Every Baby Needs a Da: Da
Daddy,”„ “Too Naive/’ “I-Refuse
To Rock and Roll,” “Unathletie
Me,” “A WOman Without Experi¬
ence” and “A Bad Bad Woman”
(but Some good good company),
and others.
i
“The Soul of Haiti” (Vanguard).
This is an offbeat collection of
Haitian songs fit magic, love and.
voodoo ritual powerfully delivered
by Jean Vincent. Vincent’s vocals
are backed up with some compel¬
ling drum and flute sounds sup¬
plied by the Alberto Socarras orch.
1 “Catch The Brass Ring” (Micros
sonic). Via some hi-fi recording
techniques, this package captures
the familiar sound of a Carousel or¬
gan. This collection of tunes, in¬
cluding such items as “You Can’t
Be True,” “The Dickey Bird Song,”
“Wfriffenpoof Song,” “Too Fat
Polka” and a couple of marches,
was recorded at a Coney' Island
merry-go-round and has everything
blit the smell of sugar candy and
hot corn.
“This Troubadors In Spain”
(Continued on page 58)
melodic style akin to, EitoII
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British Disk Bestsellers
London, Feb. 4.
Jailhouse Rock ...... Presiey:
(RCA)
Story Of My Life . .. Holliday
(Columbia)
Oh! Boy -V.. Crickets
(VoguerCoral)
All The'Way ■....._Sinatra .(Capitol)
.
Great Balls Of Fire.... Lewis
(London)
Making Eyes. .Adams & Otis
(Capitol)
"
My Special Angel. M. Vaughan.
(HMV) ;
Kisses Sweeter ..,.. .Rodgers
(Columbia)
Peggy Sue . . ...,.. ,... . Holly
(Vogue-Coral)
April Love .. ........ .Boone :
(London)

•

nfilAlL JI1MI

1
2
3
4A
4B
6
7

8
0
lOA
10B
12
13
14A
14B
16
17
18.
19
20A
20B
22
23.
24
25

^SILHOUETTES (Ember)
Get a Job-.. : v ......._
i 4 6
DANNY & JUNIORS (ABC-Par)
1
At the Hop ....... 2
CRESCENDOS (Nasco).
'2 *4
18
Oh Julie_
McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral)
8
3
Sugartime ....._ ......
DIAMONDS (Mercury)
2
5
The Stroll . . . . .
BILLY & LILLIE (Swan)
5
7
Lah Dee Dab...
_
ROYAL TEENS (ABC-Par)
10
19
3
Short Shorts.... .
FRANKIE AVALON (Chancellor).
Dede Dinah.;.
6
i :s
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
I Beg of You.
.
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
?
...
Sail Along Silvery Moon ..
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
3
8 Don't .... 9
PERRY COMO (Victor)
7
17
Catch a Falling StarRICKY NELSON (Imperial)
13
StOOd Up.;...,/;.. .
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
I
6
March from River Kwai ... .
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
10
Waiting in School.. -. . ... 7
FOUR PREPS (Capitol)
Twenty-six Miles/.FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
11
8
Witchcraft*
..
BUDDY HOLLY (Coral)
12
Peggy Sue---;
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par)
5
25
Yon Are My Destiny..;....
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
14
All the Way.---...-....
CANTELS (End)
..
5
Maybe •. .
6 ....
PAT BOONE (Dot)
15 f April Love...
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
21
Twelfth of Never.....
CRICKETS * (Brunswick)
/ Oh
Bdy.'.;...;..:...;.
WILL GLAHE (London)
Liechtensteiner Polka..
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The projected move by the Song¬
writers’ Protective Assn, to set up
a central agency for the collection
of song cleffer royalties has re¬
ceived an overwhelming endorse¬
ment from SPA members. In re¬
sponse to a questionnaire mailed
early last week to oyer 2,700 SPA
tunesmiths by prexy Burton Lane,
over one-half of the membership,
including; many top ranking songsmiths, /has already replied, with
over 90% okaying the proposal to
set up an office which would deal
for the songwriters on a collective
basis, except for performance
rights, which are licensed through
ASCAP and BMI.
At present, music publishers pay
sheet music and disk royalties to
the individual songwriter. The clef¬
fer, under terms of the basic SPA
agreement, has the right to ask for
an audit of the publishers’ book
and SPA also maintains the right
to conduct periodic spot checks of
the books. Under the projected
setup, the SPA agency would col¬
lect for all cleffers subscribing to.
the plan via direct dealings with
the publishers.
Some fears that the SPA plan
intends to bypass the publishers by
having songwriters collect at the
source, such as frcm the disk com¬
panies, are without tjasis, according
to SPA execs. SPA would only be
exercising a right it already has,
namely to collect for its members
upon request, without taking on
any additional authority over song
properties.
One publishing exec pointed out
that the basic fact of the music
business is that the publisher, and
not the songwriter, owns the copy¬
right and hence retains the right
to license and collect for the vari¬
ous uses. The new SPA project
does not impinge on the publisher’s
ownership of the copyright, he
said. But, he stated, there are
Straws in the wind indicating that
the songwriters are thinking of cut¬
ting into the publishers’ ownership
of copyrights. “When that day
comes,” hte said, “they’ll have a
real- fight on their hands.”.
In the meantime, backed by the
support of the SPA ranks, there
is no question any more that some
sort of collection agency will be
set up within a relatively short
time.
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Dallas, Feb. 4.
The White Rock Record Co. has
been* formed here by three local
disk jockeys, Jim Lowe, Carl Reves
and Chuck Duncan, all of them
heard here on WRH, Dallas’ munic¬
ipal radio outlet.
First released Is by Tommy Hud¬
son and the SaVoys with “Rock-it”
backed by “Walkin' the Stroll.”
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Dallas Disk Jockeys
Set Up Own Diskery
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New York-

VARIETY
Survey of retail <dtsk best
sellers based on reports ob¬
tained from leading stores in
22 cities and showing Com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
✓

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Norman Granz, head of Verve!
Records, has created a new post
of artists & repertoire chief for
the label with Barney Kessell tak¬
ing over the job. Verve plans to
concentrate on rock ’n’ roll for its
sihyle releases. Assisting Kessell
in the a&r department will be Gil
Farfield and Bunny Botkin, who
records for Verve under the Fra¬
ternity Bros. tag.
Granz. is kicking, off his six-week
European jazz concert tour in
Brussels Feb. 12. Headlining will
be Ella Fitzgerald and Oscar Peter¬
son. Meantime, Paul Weston is in
a deal to work with Granz, initial
assignment, being Miss Fitzgerald’s,
album of “Irving Berlin’s Song-,
book.”
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While the European disk biz
climbing, the foreign-lan¬
guage platter market in the
U S. has all blit disappeared,
except for the Spanish-speak¬
ing areas. With immigration
into the U.S. declining to a
trickle in recent years, so: has
the activity in Italian, Swedish,
Norwegian and German disks,
once a healthy slice of the
total American market. The
recent influx . from Puerto
Rico has, however,- maintained
a good sales level for
Span¬
ish-oriented platters.
Occasional calls . are received
by the major companies for
other foreign language disks, .
but these are so few that it’s,
no longer worth while to press
them. •'

Verve Seb A&R Dept.
With Kessell as Head

Tokyo’s Sudden Run On
Mile. Francois’ ‘Epics’

Tokyo, Jan. 29.
Personal appearances here . by
French singer Jacqueline Francois
sent crowds .. scurrying to record
marts and caused a sellout of her
disk of “Chiehs Perdus Sans Col¬
lier” and three other numbers on
Epic label.
* Sales spurt highlights the wave
Of chanson popularity in Japan
with many native singers learning
‘Gross(Iy) Exaggerated'
to mouth sorrowful French ditties.
London, Feb. 4.
Field also gives devotees an egotis¬
Outspoken British bandleader tical lift because they feel it is at
Johnny Dankworth, who recently least one cut above the. pop song
cancelled out of an Ahglo-U.S. level.

Int’I Dish Scorecard-

Cleveland

ing out gold records indiscrimi¬
nately for alleged -1,000,000 flat¬
ter sales, has made it a virtually
meaningless tribute.
It’s no longer a trade secret, she
adds, that the companies claim
1,000,000 sales, when it’s really
only 600,000 or 700,000; as a peg
to get the disk performer, an extra
promotional fillip for a shot on one
of the tv musical Variety shows.
There’s also a big difference be¬
tween a ‘‘record company’s 1,000,000” and.a "“publisher’s 1,000,000/’
The publisher’s figure repre¬
sents mechanical royalties paid oin
actual disk sales.
Miss, Morgan suggests that the
disk industry form its own com¬
mittee, a la-Hollywood’s Academy
of Arts & Sciences, to give awards
for disks of merit and. achieve¬
ment. And if .awards are to be
given for thV 1,000,000 seller, the.
figure; should be authenticated be¬
fore there’s hoopla on the gold
disk.
Miss Morgan says that she’s, cur-;
rentjy nearing the. 1,000,000 sales'
mark herself for "Fascination” on
the Kapp label.

band Swap because the terms didn’t
suit him, had some more Outspok¬
en observations to make about the
disk business recently in an article
in the Daily Express., He wrote that
the public was being taken for a
ride by the .diskeries, because
sometimes reports of the numbers
of records sold were “grossly” ex¬
aggerated.
“More than one artist,” he. al¬
leged, “who has been presented
with the . coveted.; 1,000,OQO-sale
golden disk has later found that
to be rather bad at arithmetic, and
a 1,000,000 dwindles to less than
half that number. The truth leaks
out. when the royalty returns for
the tune are calculated.”

Louisville

Jane Morgan is against the disk
industry’s current gold standard.
The Kapp Records thrush believes
that the
diskeries, by hand¬

Denver Dry Goods Co.)

nimuiliiuiiliimili

y—(Katz Drugs)

‘Gold Awards’ No ‘Fascination’
To Jane Morgan, Who Pans ’Em

12

Washington, Feb. 4.
The fight of Los Angeles Local
47 of the. American Federation of
Musicians to prevent royalties and
reuse payments for work by its
members from going into the AFM
Musicians’ Performance Fund has
reached the Supreme Court..
Appeals from the California Su¬
preme Court ruling in favor of
Local 47 have been filed by CBS,
NBC, California National Produc¬
tions (NBC subsidiary), Loew’slnc.,
Republic Pictures and its Holly¬
wood Television {Service, RCA, and
Capitol, Decca and Coral Records.
The appellants contend that the
California state courts had no right
to handle the cases in the first
place, and that the actions should
have been in the ^Federal' courts
throughout.
They paid the royalties to Sam¬
uel R. Rosenbaum of New York,
named trustee for the Performance
Fund, which provides free con¬
certs. The appellants pointed out
in their brief that Rosenbaum
could not be touched by the Cali¬
fornia courts since he remained
in New York, although he is a key
figure in the matter.
They said they had to pay the
royalties to Rosenbaum, instead of
to the Local 47 members as addi¬
tional salary, under their contract
with the AFM. If they should pay
the royalties to Local 47, as the
California courts direct, the appel¬
lants, argued they would not be
protected “against being compelled
to- pay the same obligation a sec¬
ond time under a judgment in an
action in another state, brought by
Rosenbaum.”

ord Talent and Tu
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Needs To Cut Prices For Mass Market
The European disk biz, now potential of the British territory
climbing in a boom that’s parallel¬ alone is revealed in the fact that
ing the one in the U. S., is due for Belaforite’s “Mary’s Boy Child”
further tremendous advances once sold over 1,400,000 copies in Eng¬
prices come down, according to land before Christmas and is still
George Prutting, recently appoint¬ a big. seller in that country.
ed manager of the RCA Interna¬
Prutting also reported that busi¬
tional record division and who has ness is expanding rapidly on the
returned from a four-week o.o. of other end of the globe, in Japan,
RCA affiliates on the Continent where RCA has a tieup with the
Iii several countries, he reported, Victor Nippon label. Paradoxical
prices have already dropped slight¬ fact about the Japanese market is
ly, with resulting sales increases, the strength of classical disks.
but disk tabs in Europe arid Eng¬ Prutting estimated that , the clas¬
land are still very high relative to sics, the Occidental-type, account
the U. S. market.
for well over 20% of the total
RCA Victor, which is marking Japanese disk gross. _
the first year of Its distribution
Prutting took over the top spot
tieup with British Decca and Tel- in the RCA international disk di¬
dec, disclosed that Victor affiliates vision. at the outset of’ this year,
and ' subsids in Europe tripled replacing Pat Kennedy who exited
their assigned sales quotas during; the company for another business.
1957. Top U. S. names abroad,
Harry Belaforite followed by Elvis
Presley, are both Victor artists and
were in large part responsible for
last year’s click of the Victor
disks..
While abroad, Prutting
wrapped up a distribution deal
Joe Sherman, Epic’s new artists
with the Hede Nielsen Fabriker in & repertoire chief, has started the
Denmark, which plugged the last reshaping of diskery’s roster with
gap in Victor’s western European his, first signing. Joining Epic un¬
distribution network.
der Sherman are Jimmy Breedlove
Indicative the1 upsurge of the and Ersel Hickey.
overseas market was the advance
Breedlove previously recorded
Order received by British Decca for Atlantic and CapitoT; while
for the. Elvis Presiey “Jailhouse Hickey comes, to the label via a
Rock” release*
Prutting- stated master buy. Sherman plans to
that orders were received for 270,- bring Hickey,, a guitarist, in from
000 copies in advance of the re¬ his Buffalo home, to exploit the.
lease, a figure which set a new first disk arid prep new recording
peak for that market. The sales sessions.

ABC-Paramount continued on its
master-buying kick with the pur¬
chase last week of the Eddie Piatt
orch’s slicing of “Tequila,” The
instrumental had been a hot bid¬
ding Item among several labels for
the past Week.
Diskery in recent months has
clicked with stich master-buys as
“At The Hop.” and “Short Shorts.”.

Joe Sherman’s Inaugural
Pacting for Epic Label

Pubs Ask High Ct.
To Nix Hearing On
Goody Decision
Washington, Feb. 4.
The Supreme Court-was asked
last week by a group of , music pub¬
lishers to refuse an appeal hear¬
ing to Sam Goodyi of New York,
perhaps the nation’s largest retail¬
er of cut-rate phonograph records.
Goody is being sued for damages
for alleged “bootlegging” of copy¬
right music: He lost a decision in
the Federal Court of Appeals and
riow has asked the Supreme Court
to give him a hearing. He is ac¬
cused, of selling bootlegged records
taken off the air and reproduced
by one Joseph Krug. Via then at¬
torney* Julian T.. Abeles, the copy-,
right owners—Shapiro Bernstein;
Gershwin Publishing Corp., Ed¬
ward B. Marks Music, Miller Mu¬
sic, Lewis. Music and. Mutual Mu¬
sic Society—say Krug made unauf
thorized recordings of radio and
television musical performances of
(Continued on page' 58)

Disk Yen For Legit Scores Started
With ‘Fair Lady ; Livingston & Evans
♦

Feldman Quits ASCAP
Samuel Feldman, assistant to
Jules M. Collins, ASCAP’s sales
manager, has resigned after 22
years with the Society.
Due to an old leg injury, Feld¬
man was unable to do the extensive
traveling required by the job. His
duties are being distributed among
other members of Collins’ staff.

On Dead Singer’s Life|
Louisville, Feb. 4.
Release, of a recorded song about
the life of the late Jimmy Osborne,
country music vocalist, has been
prohibited by a local judge. A tem¬
porary injunction against C. L. Mc¬
Daniel; owner of the Mac Record¬
ing Co. arid Mutual Advertisers|
of Kentucky was issued after fe
recent hearing.
"
. \
Mrs., Leora Mae Osborne, the
singer’s widow, had asked the order
on behalf of herself and Osborne’s,
two minor sons. She claimed .re¬
lease of the song was an invasion
of her privacy. Damages of $10,000 were asked on the grounds the
song already had been played over
some radio stations. Judge Lampe
said he was convinced the disk
was made, for private gain arid that
it must recall certain tragic events
of the singer’s , death. Osborne
killed himself last. year.
.

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLEBS
-JsarietySurvey of retail album best
sellers based on reports from leading stores und showing comparative
ratings for this week and last.
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Artist* Label, Title

Ss

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
:
Wartn(CL 1078)..-......:
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
Original Cast COL 5090)....., 3
AROUND THE WORLD (Decca)
Soundtracks (DL 9046). ..
. 2
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
'
Ricky (Imp 9048)............ •.... 1
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Come Fly With Me (W 920).. ...
PAL JOEY (Capitol)
Soundtrack (W 012)5
PAT BOONE (Dot)
Pat’s Great Hits (DLP 3071) .. • 4
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
One of Those Things (W 903).. 6
-TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capitol)
Hymns (T 756).. . .
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000)..
MANTOVANI (London)
Film Encores (LL 1700).
KING & I (Capitol)
-Soundtrack (W 740)... 7
APRIL LOVE (Dot)
Soundtrack (DLP 9000) .. ;... 8
OKLAHOMA (Capitol)
Soundtrack (SAO 595)--.,FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) ..
Where Arc You? (W 855) .. •:> 10
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)
Jimmie Rodgers (R 25020)... . ■, -. JANE MORGAN (Kapp)
Fascination (ItfCL 1066).....^
RAY CONIFF (Columbia)
*S Marvelous (CL 1074).....
.."
WEST SIDE STORY (Columbia)
Original Cast (OL 5230). :.....
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
Mitch!s Marches (CL 1102)..., ..
GOGI GRANT (Victor)
Helen: Morgan Story (LQC1030) .:
TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capitol)
Spirituals (T 818) :. .
DAKOTA STATON (Capitol)
Late Show (T876)....
MARY MARTIN (Capitol)
Annie Get Your Gun (W 913).: ..
MU?IC MAN (Capitol)
Original Cast (WAO 990)......
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Elvis Presleys
“Sides of March’

Elvis Presley’s last disk session
before being inducted into the
U-S- Army in March is being set
up this week on the Coast by Steve
16 Sholes.-RCA Victor’s pop artists &
—repertoire chief. Sholes is ex1 pected to get as many sides into
—
the can as possible while in Holly¬
wood, although Presley’s induction
*6 does not mean that he can’t record
on his leaves and othfcr time-off
14 periods.
! Since joining the Victor label a
12 .couple of years ago, Presley has
—
cracked all ^modern sales records
for the business. Virtually every
—
disk he has put out has passed the
1,000,000 mark, while his “Don’t
Be Cruel” platter has reached the
5,000,000 marker worldwide. Pres8 ley, incidentally, was brought into
the Victor fold by Sholes who
7
bought out his contract from Sun
Records for $35,000.
18

2

The Alan Jay Lerner-Frederick
;Loewe score for “My Fair Lady”
has put the recording iudustry in
tune with show scores. That’S, the
opinion of vet filmusical writers.
Jay Livingston & Ray Evans who
bowed on Broadway last night
(Tues.) with their score for “Oh
Captain.”
In the pre-“MFL” days, recordings of showtunes, for the most
part, were confined to the com¬
pany with the original cast album
rights. This. disk company would
issue singles from the score and
some other albums in addition to
the cast set, while the other companies turned their mikes in other
directions.
“MFL,” however,
changed the picture.
Columbia Records had the orig¬
inal cast set and complemented it
with an instrumental version by
Percy Faith aqd a dance, treat¬
ment by Sammy Kiaye, but the
other diskeries, majors and indies
alike, didn’t. let It go this time.
More, than 20 other albums in the
instrumental, jazz and vocal veiris
have been issued since the “MFL”
preem.
A similar pattern applies to the
current record company, attitude
towards Meredith Willsori’s “The
Music Man.” Capitol has'the orig¬
inal cast but more than a dozen
other albums of the score are
scheduled. These include a Stah
Freeman workover via Columbia
and- Jimmy Giuffre’s jazz treat¬
ment on Atlantic.
According to Livingston &
Evans, this marks a new aware¬
ness on the part of the record
companies as to the- value of an
album tieup wi£h a successful
Broadway tuner. Not only do the
sets take off in New York, the
point of origination, but in the
grassroots, too, where hinterlanders are getting an indoctrination
in Broadway product via extensive
newspaper arid magazine coverage.
That’s why Philip Bloom, who’s
handling public relations for “Oh
Captai
has mapped out a cross¬
country deejay tour to plug the
singles from the score and the al¬
bums which will include an orig¬
inal cast set out of Columbia.
Livingston &, Evans, with sev¬
eral Academy Awards under their
belt and in the running for the
upcoming accolade with “Sammy,”
like the showtune trick because it
allows more freedom of expres¬
sion. “In the theatre,” they say,
”you have authority and control
over your material. And although
a showtune is more esoteric than
a film song, the recording com¬
panies are now going for showtunes more than pic songs.”
As far as. a showtune becoming
a hit goes, the songsinith duo be¬
lieves that it’s mostly “accidental.”
“A showtune is written with an
eye and. ear to the production
value as a whole and not as a sin¬
gle entity.” However, they’ve re¬
written the lyrics.to.several tunes
from the show to make them more
acceptable for recordings and air
play.
Among the worked-over
tunes are “Femininity” and “We’re
Not Children.”
On the question of roctf ’n’ roll
treatments of their tunes, the
writers are against it. “Artistic
integrity,” they say, “is more im¬
portant than a hit record.”
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InfI Groups Aid Copyright
; Continued from pace 53 ;

can Bar. Assn., American "Patent
Law Assn., the General Federation
of Women’s Clubs and the National
Music Council.
Banging on opposition to the bill
will be the jukebox operators, or¬
ganized into the Music Operators
of America, and the disk industry,
via the Record Industry Assh. of
America. Their basic argument is
that the disk industry not only pays
royalties to the publishers and
songwriters but that disks are the
most important medium through
which songs are made and sold.
At this stage, nobody knows how
much money Would be involved In
the licensing of .the jukebox indus¬
try. ASCAP' has repeatedly as¬
serted that it would agree to a
nominal licensing fee if the bill is
1- - - ‘
11
'
11

passed, while the jukebox opera¬
tors insist that ASCAP wants to
tax them out of business. But
with an estimated 500,000, orrnore,
jukeboxes in operation, even a
nominal fee of $10 per year would
add up to a substantial source of
revenue for the Society.

—. Continned from page 53

try into the disk biz. The Loew’s
company has been in the disk field
over 10 years via theMGM label.
Universal Pictures is in the .disk
biz, of course, by virtue of its own¬
ership by Decca Records..
Hollywood’s importance as a disk

Wednesday, Febrnary 5, 1958 .

Centre has been greatly enhanced
in recent years by the click of nu¬
merous soundtrack albums. Capitol
Records has had a solid string of
soundtrack hits, as has Decca in
the last few years. More recently,
Columbia Records has clicked with
film score sets; while RCA Victor
revamped its.entire Coast setup in
order to be a factor in this pic
soundtrack market.
. Aside from the .major companies
in both New York and Los Angeles,
there’s Chicago with Mectiry Rec¬
ords and San Francisco with Fan¬
tasy and pacific Jazz. Nashville has
Sun Records, an important indie,
but that City was hit with the de¬
parture of the Dot label from Ten¬
nessee to Hollywood.

Jack Mills to Mex

Inside Stuff—I

Tunesmith Pat Ballard believes he has discovered a new way to get
a song in a picture. Getting off the elevator at the wrong floor Ballard
entered Dave Dreyer’s office at. 1650 B’way (a floor above Ballard’s
office) and ad libbed, “I’ve got a demo here of a new country song
called ’Somewhere There’s Sunshine,’” Dreyer took a listen and a
week later the tune was spotted in a key plot-position in the upcoming
Ferlin Husky picture, “The Boy from Tennessee” (Paramount), with
Husky’s Capitol recording'scheduled for March release. "My advice to
ASCAPefs is always have a demo under your jacket—-and then get
absentminded,” says Ballard.
In a move to promote one of its new; releases, A1 Taylor & His Poo¬
dles' slice of “The SwiVel,” United Artists has ti^d up with the Ar¬
thur Murray studios for the creation of a new dance around the “Swiv¬
el” beat. UA is distributing 250,000 hoofing diagrams to various teen¬
age centers, while the Murray staff is planning to deinonstrate the step
on teenage-slanted tv shows and at school record hops.

Jack/Mills, prexy of Mills Music,
Decca Records has Issued a revised edition vof its educational catalog
left for Mexico City on the first
leg of Latino trek that will take in which platters in different categories are listed for the convenience
him through Acapulco, Taxco, San of schools. Each listing is accompanied by a recommendation for the
appropriate grade in which it can be used. Decca is distributing the
Jose de Puruna and Havana.
catalog to schools, colleges, libraries and retailers which do educa¬
tional business.
*■
In the battle over “Fair Trade” laws in San Francisco, one of the dis¬
count stores fighting the distributors’ right to maintain list ^prices is
California Record City, not California Music City as erratumed in
Variety Jan. 29.
=^=====4----—*-—--
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Goody Decision

Connie Francis
SMASHING THROUGH FOR A HIT

See her * |
first
Dick Clerk |
Saturday

<011

WHO'S
SORRY NOW
Night

4

ABC TV
*. Shew
Feb* 15th.

B/W YOU WERE ONLY FOOLING (While I Was Falling In Love)
K 12563

WHOLE LOTTA HIT from

CLICKING IN ALL MARKETSI

Marvin
Rainwater

Kartunes

— Continued from page 57 s
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leadings compositions by special
artists.
Krug was specifically
named ufor bootlegging of Glenn
Miller recordings taken off the air.
importance of this suit, say the
publishers, is that it will determine
their legal right to go after re¬
sponsible retail dealers of bootleg
music.
They explained to the
court that the manufacturers of
such records are “Invariably irre¬
sponsible individuals with no busi¬
ness address” and nothing they
can be sued for. The only request
of the legitimate manufacturer,
they fold the High Court, “is to
proceed against the dealers who are
primarily responsible for the suc¬
cess of this illegal operation.”
The bootleg record situation,
they said, “is rapidly mushroom¬
ing into a serious threat” to the
copyright owners.

Macon, Ga., .Feb. 4.
American Legion Post No. 3 and
Steve Cole’s band. sponsored a
dance last week (31) for the bene¬
fit of N. J. (Nel) Zeiman, 27, of the
Bronx, N. Y., drummer , in the Ray
Eberle orch who was critically in¬
jured in an auto crash .which took
the lives of three other members
of the Eberle band. Dance was to
raise funds to pay Zelman’s hospi¬
tal and medical expenses.
Head-on crash in which Zeiman
was injured occurred near Wrightsville, Ga., while members of crew
were headed for Marianna, Fla,, to
play a dance engagement at Air
Force Base there. Two others be¬
sides three musicians died, in the
collision. Zeiman has been uncon¬
scious most of the time since the
accident.

Album Reviews

Sid N. Cottin has been upped to
sales manager at the indie Golden
Crest label. He has ibeen ad-mer¬
chandising manager of the diskery
since its inception a little over a
year ago.
Cottin already is out on a threeweek trip visiting GC’s distributor
setup around the country.

GC Promotes Cottin
= Continued from page 54 ==

(Kapp), The Troubadors, a small
combo which generates a big
sound, slickly covers the familar
Spanish musical scene In this set.
Playing with tasteful simplicity,
this stringed crew, with occasional
whistling choruses, dishes Tip such
items as the “Habanera” from Car¬
men, “Media Luz,” “The Breeze
and I/’ “La Paloma,” “Jealousle,”
“Granada” and.other songs of equal
calibre. The Troubadors have cut
also sliced similar “Cook’s Tour”
albums for Kapp, with locales be¬
ing Rome, Hawaii and the land of
the Gypsies.
“Old Yeller” (Disneyland). Taken
from Walt Disney’s “Old Yeller”
pic soundtrack, this package is
slanted for the kiddie market. In
addition to the background music,
this set features the complete story
of this film with dialog and narra¬
tion by Fess Parker and Dorothy
McGuire, and barking by the dog,
Old Yeller, Jerome Courtland han¬
dles the title song vocal pleasingly.
Herm.

‘Oh Captain*
2/Continued

WHOLE LOHA
BABY BON’T GO
K 12609 on 4S & 78 rmp

We Graduate)
K 12598

iwy ‘

Benefit in Macon, Ga., For
Injured Eberle Drummer

from page 53
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nal cast rights to the Irving Ber¬
lin tuner, but Decca Records with¬
held the services of show’s star
Ethel Merman. Victor Issued the
original cast set with Dinah Shore
plnchhltting for Miss Merman. Dec¬
ca came up with an album of the
show’s tunes cut by Miss Merman
and Dick Haymes.
Now, Victor is planning its own
album of the “Oh Captain” Score
featuring Abbe Lane. Score for
the show, which bowed on Broad¬
way last night (Tues.) , was written
by Jerry Livingston and Ray Evans.
On another original cast album
front, Columbia is still up in the
air on “The Body Beautiful.” Tuner
by Jerry Boch and Sheldon Harnicked opened to mixed notices on
Broadway two weeks ago. Col is
now waiting for evidence of a run
before it commits Itself to an origi¬
nal cast grooving session. The
legituner features Mindy Carson, a
Col pactee.

RAIN'IK! r c O! ’N"I '

THE SONG OF

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

From SWEDEN . . . the CAPTIVATING

SWEDISH
POLKA
RON GOODWIN
on CAPITOL

GENE WISNIEWSKI
on DANA
end ethers , .

,

MaUMUSIC.be.

DESIRE
UNDER
THE ELMS
ELMER BERNSTEIN
Dot Records
FAMOUS

MUSIC

CORPORATION
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SOPHISTICATED SWING

MARLIN GREENE^WALP TO THE DANCE^MARLENE

SOCK! DENNIS FARNON^THeKrOM PEYTON PLACEoVIENNA BONGO
47/SO-7U*

Century FoX production of “Peyton Place")

LOU MONTEswsANGELIHMAZY MARY
Witch far that* HBC-TV network shows Ineolor and blaek-snd-whtte...THE PERRY COMO SHOW, THE GEORGE
60BEL SHOW, THE EDDIE FISHER SHOW, THE PRICE IS RIQHT. TIC TAC D0U0H...sll sponsored
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MUSIC

U&rieSt

On The Upbeat
New York
Dec Anthony taking over as Tony
Bennett’s personal manager
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Lieber of
Pan American Distributing Corp.
are the winners in Epic’s Concertgebouw promotion contest. They
get a trip to Europe to visit Epic’s
affiliate. Philips, and will attend
some Concertgebouw recording
sessions ... Jubilee set eight LP’s
for February release . . . Lee Konitz Quartet currently at the Half
Note, new jazz spot in Greenwich
Village . . . The Four Voices head¬
line benefit show Feb. 16 at St.
Vincent de Paul Infant’s Home,
Providence, R. I. . . Fred Smith,
Herbie Alpert and Lou Adler have
been added to Rex Productions’
a&r staff.

Hollywood

f^RI^TY Scoreboard
OF

, . . Bassist Eugene Wright replac¬
ing Norman Bates for Dave Brubeck Quartet’s European toUr.

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Chicago
Cindy & Lindy set for two weeks
at the Houston Crescendo starting!
Feb. 26 . . v ErroU Garner returns
to the Blue Note March 2 for a
pair . . , Barbara Carroll Trio in
a two-weeker at Van Orman Hotel,
Ft. Wayne, openihg May 19 . . .
Stan Getz into the Casino for a
week Feb.. 11 . . . Dolores Hadkins
will be at Eddys’ in K. C. for a
pair starting March 7, followed
March 21 by Gogi Grant, also for
two. Rusty Draper dated there for
May 9
. . MuehlebachHotel in
K. C. gets Ginny Simms Feb. 14
for two weeks.
•]

London
Vocalist Larry Turner has quit
the Dave Shand band which is resi¬
dent at the Savoy Hotel... A dixie¬
land outfit fronted by clarinetist
Bernie Stanton skedded to open at
Winston’s Club
. . Trumpeter
Freddy Randall h^s disbanded his
group on doctors orders to rest a
strained lung ... Baritone saxist
Joe Temperley has joined - the
Humphrey Lyttelton band.
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Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with' Variety .The positions resulting'from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks ) and three ways in the case of tunes Ccoin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music),

Pittsburgh
Janet Noel Ferrell, organist at
the Ankara Lounge for several
months, has temporarily withdrawn
to devote all her time during the
next eight weeks to her new job as
"head of radio-tv dept, in U. of
Pittsburgh public relations divi¬
sion. Expects to return to Ankara
April 1. . . Hal. Curtis band has
signed a one-yeaF management
contract with the Maurice Spitalny
office .
. Bob Wetzel, trumpet
man, has joined the Baron Elliott
prch . . . Bernie Armstrong, long¬
time director of KDKA radio staff
band who quit as an active
musician to go into the hi-fi busi¬
ness,. first in Miami and then here,
has left the-Concerto Room to head
up the organ dept, of Miller Pianos
ih South Hills district.

TALENT
POSITIONS

Decca acquired soundtrack
rights to Hugo Friedhofer’s - score
for 20th’s “The Young Lions,” his
fourth soundtrack to be albumized
in a year . . . Margie Rayburn back
following a 20-city trek to promote
her Liberty disk -of "Smoochin”
and “Ooh-What A Doll” . . . Earl
Holliman hitting coast dee jays
plugging his Prep disking, “No¬
Philadelphia
body Knows How I Feel.” ... Julie
London recording title tune for
Three Philly deejays have plat¬
Universal’s “Voice In The Mirror” ters riding high: Larry Brown
in which she costars with Richard (WPEN), ”At the Hop,” Jocko Hen¬
Denning;
derson (ex-WDAS), “Tear Drops,”
and Kai Williams (WDAS), “Get a
Job” . .Charlie Gracie now on .au.
San Francisco
personal tour in the midwest , . .
Dave & Iola Brubeck reviewed Gene Krupa’s agents have can¬
jazz critic Ralph J. 'Gleason’s new celled this month’s weekend book¬
book, “Jam Session,” for Gleason’s ings at the Red Hill Inn. They
paper, the Chronicle-r-gave it hefty claim drummer has a cold. Car-'
praise, too . . Dick Swig sighed men McRae opens at the Jersey
Julie Wilson for a four-week date spot (7) . . . Ray Charles into the
at the Fairmont’s Venetian Room Club Bel-Aire, Chester (3-8) ..... .
this summer ... Marty Marsala ill Sandy Stewart inked for three. . . Dick Saltzman’s group—Vince week run on the Garry Moore show
Guaraldi, Norman Bates, Eddie (3-24) . . Jody Sands had goingDuran — replaced The Master- away party at Chancellor Hall be¬
sounds at the Jazz Showcase . . . fore taking off Jor Australia . . .
Blackhawk has the George Shear¬ Mike Pedicin working Tunick’s
ing Quintet booked Feb. 10-24, Showbar (3-8) . . . A1 Raymond
Billy Taylor Trio March 4-18, A1 band has its first release on Ju¬
Hibbler April 24 .. . Johnny Mathis bilee Records . . . The Platters
. Dizzy .Gil¬
set for Oakland, Berkeley And San into Sciola’s (10)
Jose concerts Feb. 20, 23 and 24 lespie plays the Showboat (3-8;
. . . Max Roach current at Pep’s.

BOMClub
Continued from page,33
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the 200,000 marker, with applica¬
tions still flowing in by the bagful.
Response to the BOM. offer, a $35
set for $4, is understood to have
been the biggest in ROM’s history,
exceeding any of the reactions to
the expensive book dividends. In
the short period of existence, the
Victor-BOM operation already has
become the1* biggest classical club
in existence. Figures on Colum¬
bia’s LP disk club, covering every-

2 New Record Labels on the Way...
(For High Class Stuff)
and

HOP RECORDS
(For Stuff That Sells)
These labels are owned by fat Ballard, and
are for the presentation of his own songs.

Suite MO, 1650 Broadway, New York 19
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TUNE
ARTIST AND LABEL
DANNY & JUNIORS (ABC-Par) .
SILHOUETTES (Ember)...
ELVIS PRESLEY (Vicjpr)
Oh Juliet
McGUIRe SISTERS (Coral) _... ........ Sugartimef
CRESCENDOS (Nasco) ....... ........ Don’tf
Along Silvery Moonf
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) ....,........ J(Sail
Raunchy!
(Stood Upf
-'{Waitin' Iri Schoolf
DIAMONDS (Mercury) __ ... The Strollf
PAT BOONE (Dot) ......_.,......... April Love*
PERRY COMO (Victor)___...___
Catch A Falling Star*
RICKY NELSON (Imperial) ......

TUNES
TUNE
PUBLISHER
fAT THE HOP ....
fSUGARTIME ..
..... Nor-Va-Jak
* APJIL LOVEr—“April Love”._ ............;.......... i.. Feist
fGETA JOB....
*SyUL ALONG SILVERY MOON
Joy
♦ALL THE WAY—“Joker Is Wild”-F
fOH JULIE....
fRAUNCHY ..
*CATCH A'FALLING STAR_
.;..
Marvin
fSTROLL.... . ••
Meridian
(*ASCAP fBMI F-Films)

thing .from longhair to . jazz, have
been a closely guarded trade, se¬
cret, but that it has been clicking
is guaranteed.
. Victor execs look forward to a
membership of 506,000 in the club
once the figures become stabilized.
With book club operations report¬
ing a very high percentage of sub¬
scriber-fulfillment of their end of
the bargain, that means that sev¬
eral hundred thousand customers
will be buying at least six classical
LPs, at $4:98 each, over the next
year.
While the clubs are appealing
mostly to armchair buyers via ex¬
tensive consumer advertising, disk
retailers are also cashing in on this
phase 6f the disk boom. With re¬
tailers getting 20% on each sale
made . by - club subscribers which
they sign Up/^some dealers have
been conducting vigorous cam¬
paigns in behalf of the clubs. One
out-of-town dealer signed up over
1,000 ihembers to the Victor-BOM
clubr-

sound.
“TEMPTATION” (Robsome spins due to the frantic a wonderful
bins*), the oldie, is set in the seasonal song
current “stroll” tempo and. the kids
will spin this side for dancing;
STYNE AND CAHN'S
+ ASCAP. t BMI.
>

EXTENDED PLAY DISKS
Will Glahe Orch: “Beer Garden
Musik” (London). The click of
“Lichtensteiner Polka” has cued
this followup by Germany’s Will
Glahe’s accordion orch. This set
of instrumentals includes one
standard, “TaVern In The Town,”
plus such items as “Hot Pretzels,”
“Drinking Song” and “One Two
Drink Up.”
“The Kids (RCA Victor). This
is entirely a juve set,, from the
delivery to the target point. The
songs run the rock ’n‘ roll gamut
of uptempo material and although
only four items are included, the
monotonous character is flagrant.
“Elvis and Me,” “So. Shy,” “Please
Don’t Nag”: and “Juke Box Is
Broken.”
★*

cahn
MUSIC
COMPANY

AUDITIONING

, .

for male Vocal fri
Sojn* exp.
1^24.
Willing to work Hard.
Knowledge of guitar req. Can offor groat malarial. Ideas, and op*
pprtuniry for record contract.
Phone: UL 3-7603. Bklyn.
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Jocks, Jukes
= Continued from page 54 —

conventional calypso item not
calculated to revive this trend.
Lenny Perna (Chancellor):
‘LOVE IS A WONDERFUL
THING” (Debmar*);, a bouncing
ballad with a lyric that doesn’t
stray from the cliches, is brightly
projected by Lenny Perna’s vocal
and choral backing. “LET’S TRY
AGAIN” (Rambedt) is. par for the
rock ’n* roll course.
Mel Tillis (Columbia): “TEEN
AGE . WEDDING” (Cedarwoodt),
which is nothing more than the
title implies, is sold With a neat
rockabilly vocal. “LONELY
STREET” (Peert) is a tear-jerking
ballad in the sarnie idiom.
Marty Wyler Quartet (Planet X):
* CHALYPSO. NO. 8” (Jamat), a
jumping instrumental, could earn

QUARTETTE

*

Featuring PAUL DESMOND

I

12 WEEK WORLD TOUR

*

Starting Feb. 0 In LONDON to be Followed by Other Cities In GREAT I
BRITAIN, GERMANY. HOLLAND, BELGIUM. SCANDANAVIA,
I
POLAND, INDIA and the NEAR EAST
J

Columbia Recording Artists

*

[—ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATIONJOE GLASER, Pres.
745 Fifth Ave. 203 N. Wabash Ave.
New York 22. N.Y.
Chicago. III.
Phene:
Phone:
PLaia *-4405
CEntral 4-9451

407 Lincoln Rd.
Miami Beach, Fla.
Phene:
JEffarson 0-0383

«61f Sunset Blvd
H'wOod 44, Calif.
PhanOLyMpla 24940 »
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Deauville s Romance With Casanova
And Leonidoff Off; Fla. Spot Takes
Heavy Loss, Eyes (01d Familiar Acts
By LARY SOLLOWAY
Miami Beach, Feb. 4.
First attempt by a plush new
hotel to launch a “big production”
idea to meet the competition of
established rivals with a name
policy, ended in dismal failure last
week when the 600-room Deauville.
announced shutdown of its Casa¬
nova Room and end of the Leoh
Leonidoff revue installed there.
The cafe is now being' redone to
make it more appropriate for a
straight act policy, if and when the
operators are able to pact top tal¬
ent which they feel is now needed
to bring the spot into the nitdty
contention this season.
Estimated loss taken by the
Deauville runs well into a six fig¬
ure. Leonidoff had re-worked the
original plans for the room, and
installed a flyer-stage (another first
for hotels); hydraulically operated
side balconies,, steam and steel
curtains, and other advanced elec¬
tronic devices that ran* into heavy
tabs. The orch was placed in a
comer of the layout, 20 or more
feet from the stage, necessitating
sacrifice of a substantial portion of.
table locations and cutting down
on the original o.ver-600 capacity.
Additibn of backstage crews and
special lighting men added to the
production budget. Thus, where
management had sought to cut
down on the. sky-high payoffs
needed for name attractions, they
found their weekly costs soaring
into the high brackets they had
originally sought to avoid.
Nothing to ‘Sell*
Adding to the flop. Was lack of
any outstanding act or novelty
that might have brought them in
via the word-of-mouth route, an
important biz-puller factor in. this
area. The costuming was original
and colorful, but was just a dressup of an odd assortment of talent
that did not jell into a payoff
whole. The result was mote suit¬
able to a film presentation house
than a high-tab cafe.
Following redesign of the stage(Continued on page 68)

Chris Folcker, Swedish
Mery Impresario, in U.S.
On Name Talent Safari
The Beras Restaurant, Stock¬
holm, one of the largest niteries
in Europe, has just about run . out
of European headliners and is now
foraging for names in the U.S.
Chris Folcker, manager of the spot,
is currently in New York, eyeing
acts as well as preferring offers to
names, and will start a cross coun¬
try tour in search of suitable acts.
Following a stay in New York,
Folcker will start ogling perform¬
ers in Miami, thence to New Or¬
leans, Dallas, Hollywood, Chicago
and back to New "York. He has
hopes of getting a sizable lineup
before returning to Europe.
Folcker. is looking primarily for
acts on the way up and one that
can build in Sweden, It doesn’t
necessarily hatfe to be a name, but
one with a name potential. He feels
that, with proper advertising and
exploitation, a good performer can
be built up to name status for- his
purposes, Folcker : has had some
similar experience in that direction.
When cafe entertainment became
legal in Sweden in 1955, he bought
Patachou, unknown in his environs,
and in short order became an at¬
traction in that part of the world.
She has since played, several. en¬
gagements at the Berns. Bulk of
his headliners have been from
France, but that’s only coincident¬
al, he says, since language is no
barrier in the cafe, and an act
singing in any language can be¬
come a hit. He pointed to Amalia
(Continued on page. 68)

Mrs. Geo. 1
Mrs. George A. Hamid, wife of
the head of the GAC-Hamid talent
agency, is recovering in an Orlan¬
do, Fla., hospital from a heart at¬
tack suffered two weeks ago in Vir¬
ginia.
Mrs. Hamid is at Orange Memo¬
rial Hospital in Orlando.
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Marie McDonald Sues
Fairmont, S.F., for 150G
San Francisco, Feb; 4.
Singer Marie McDonald sued
Ben Swig’s Fairmont Hotel for
$150,000 in. Superior Court last
week (3D, claiming injuries she
suffered opening night of her fourr
week engagement at the hotel's
Venetian Room have made it im¬
possible for her to fulfill $35,000
worth • of contracts in th U. S. and
abroad.
Suit filed by lawyer Lou Ashe
claims she took a tumble onstage,
damaging her body and 'legs, and
causing a-vein inflammation and
other injuries not yet diagnosed.
Suit maintains management failed
to provide a “reasonable safe
place” for her act, that accident .oc¬
curred opening night during her
second show.
(Miss McDonald had been; pain¬
fully burned by spilling hot tea
on herself a couple of hours be¬
fore opening.)

‘Capades’ Wham
New Haven, Feb. 4:
‘Ice Capades” pulled record fig¬
ures for its 10-performance, seVenday stand at the Arena here last
week, (23-29). A good advance
quickly built to SRQ when word
of show’s merit got around.: Crowd
pull totalled close to 37,000 which
meant, at $4.80 top, a gross of
$407,000, smash biz.
Ice show tour is ahead of 1956-57
season to date, with a sensational
$500,000 take in Boston being the
b.o, high spot so far.
New on the route this year is
Milwaukee, yet to bn played (April
14-20), while St. Paul has been
axed froiff the list. Unit finds road
nut (transportation, housing, etc.)
considerably upped this year, but
increased business is offsetting that
wallop..
Cast topper Ronnie Robertson
missed final two show's via a pulled
tendon. Nate WaUey, quondam
skating act turned company man¬
ager, still handling latter assign¬
ment.

‘Sveng&li Act’ No Aid
To B.O. in Vancouver
Vancouver, Feb, 4.
A boniface doubling in hypno¬
tism might well have an edge on
other bistro bossmen. When Macombo’s operator Bill McGonigal
caught Greek singer Jitnmy Melas,
lately here, showing a nervous
tendency to sharp his high notes,
he whammed his act and re-im¬
posed perfect pitching—relieving
his orch’s anguished ears at the
same time. Sequel is, backstoppers
are happy while Melas swears
those highs are coming out flat.
McGonigal’s hypnotic powers—
he's, a practitioner here—are no
hypo to his hospice’s midweek
wickets, however, and biz is slow,
as with town’s other clubs. Week¬
ends are active.

Buenos; 1st Tour
Of Sticks in Arg.
.Buenos Aires, Jan. 28. *
Here for the first time since
1951, “Holiday on Ice,” opened at
the Luna Park Stadium after a
24-hour postponement due to a
chief engineer breaking a leg.
This delayed setting up the tank,
while a replacement was flown
down from the U. S. Fortunately,
the incidence of accidents is much
less than might be expected in
shows of this kind.
-.. The company crossed to South
America by boat from South Africa
in November, and has since played
Brazil and Montevideo, Uruguay.
A flood of gimmicks were encoun-.
tered in Porto Alegre, the tank
being held up by frontier guards,
necessitating another being flown
in by plane from the U. S., while
the company hung around inactive.
Then, as might be . expected to
happen when an outdoor date is
played, the rain poured down for
days. Altogether Porto Alegre
cost promoter Victor Sturdivant
around .$.12,500. Business was also
(Continued on page 68)

Variety Fields Attention Focussed On
AGVA Board Meet Next Tues. (11);
m
Palace, Buffalo, Into Pix;
Burlesquery Since.1925
Buffalo, Feb. .4.
The Palace, which has presented
burlesque continuously here since
1925, is scrapping stageshows in¬
definitely and will revert to indie
first-run novelty picture policy.
Under management of Dewey
Michaels, house has been a long¬
standing hurley spot operating on
a . year-round^ basis and catering
largely to Canadian and upper New
York State patronage. Spot has al¬
ways been something of a show biz
anomaly, heaviest business being
registered regularly during sum¬
mer months; Recent upping of
price of stage talent by the Ameri¬
can Guild of Variety Artists, with
no corresponding rise in patronage,
has reportedly led to burlesque
demise and change to flicker policy.

Entratter Named
Prexy of Sands
Jack Entratter, a major partner
and producer of the Sands Hotel,
Las Vegas, has been elected presi¬
dent of the inn, succeeding the
late Jake. Freedman. Carl Cohen,
also, a shareholder, was named
veepee.
Entratter originally set up the
hotel and was its first general
manager and producer. Last year
he relinquished the management,
chores to Archie Loveland, who
moved over from the nearby El
Rancho, to devote his major atten¬
tion to production of the shows.
He’s now helming the. entire
operation.

Nags Win for Neb.

The national board meeting of
the American Guild of Variety
Artists which starts Tuesday (11)
at the Hotel New Yorker,. N.Y., is
expected t6 be the most fiery: in
years.
The roster of outside
speakers—one already scheduled,
with others seeking an airingare expected to produce enough
fireworks} to keep the sparks going.
for' a long time. Much of the
spotlight will focus
national
administrative secretary Jackie
Bright, ilia post that 'pays$26,000
per annum.
The major part of the fireworks
shapes up on discussion of the
settlement of the libel award to
former eastern regional director
Dick Jones - against Bright . via
$20,000 from the AGVA: treasury.
Although the national board voted
for the award by mail and replyby collect-telegram poll, several
board members have since de¬
clared that they were not notified
of the true status of the situation.
Some had been unaware, because
cf the language of the resolution
presented them along with letters
of explanation, that, the case
brought by<> Jones against the
union; national , board members,
and the Associated Actors and
Artistes of America had been
thrown out of court on the ground
that since the union didn’t approve
of the libelous publication, it
wasn’t responsible. Therefore, the.
court ruled that Bright and his
immediate predecessor, Jack Ir¬
ving, were solely responsible for
the libel. According to the letter
accompanying the. referendum, it
was interpreted by some that sett¬
lement Of this matter, plus a pend¬
ing injunctive suit (which didn't
ask monetary damages by Jones)
for $20,000 would end all claims
by. Jones against the union and
tl;e national board, neither of
which was a litigant In the action.
There is also expected to be
some sharp questioning about the
total, cost of the action, including
legal fees, which are substantial.
Some important blasts are ex(Continued on page 68)

Omaha,-Feb.. 4.
Nebraska State Fair Board’s 1957
-Louisville, Feb. 4,
financial
report
last
week via secre¬
“Holiday Oh Ice,” which closed
a week's engagement with two tary Edwin Schultz revealed that
shows Sunday (2) at Jefferson the horserace pari-mutuels once
County Armory, was down about again kept the exposition in the
15%; from last year in attendance black
Total receipts for all activities
and gross. The take in 1957 was
of the fair, including the mutuels,
over $100,000.
Chicago, Feb. 4.
Three days of cold, rainy weath¬ rentals and fair tickets, were
Club DeLisa, southSide blacker, snow and icy streets are blamed $734,535, against expenses of
for this slump at the wickets. $706,930. Schultz estimated that and-tan nitery which incubated
Show received excellent reviews the 15-day horse program netted some well-known talent along the
Way, calls it quits after its fourth
here.
around $136,000.
and final show Feb. 16. It has been
in continuous operation since 1933,
when the four DeLisa brothers—
Michael, Louis, James and John—
launched it with the repeal of Pro¬
hibition,
Deaths- of Michael, a year, ago,
and Louis last Jan. 2 are given as
the reason for shuttering. A spokes¬
the case of the recording group, “very big. at the California State man for the club said it was “too
much to handle” for the surviving
the “pull” , period may be short— fair, for instance.”
“they are as good as their last
Because the number of * A’ stars brothers. However, persistent re¬
platter.’’
particularly among those who have ports had it that the nitery’s books
{-not been around fairs for years, had been showing too much red
Como & Uncle Sam
Perry Como would be the big¬ is relatively small, Hamid stated, ink.
gest magnet at fairs, if he were “Fair societies are now buying
Besides its revues, which in¬
available, Hamid said. “We handle shows. ' They are not paying so cluded a line and the Red Saunders
him, but there is no chance that much attention. to percentage orch, DeLisa was noted here in re¬
Como will play expositions now,” deals.” Hamid considered this a cent years for its gaudy Monday
morning breakfasts, which followed
the impresario explained. “There healthy sign.
is no reason for Perry to -accept
the last Sunday show and usually
Johnny Mathis* String
fair, bookings, his tax situation
He plans to book Johhny Mathis, ran for hours.
being what . it . is. The same holds a recording star whose salary has
Among the better known cafe
for several other stars.”
mushroomed, into four fairs. These names to have been started by the
What about Patti Page? She probably will include Reading, Pa.,. DeLisa are •Billy Eckstine (circa
played some fair dates, several Louisville and New York. The 1938), Lurlean Hunter, mimi#
years ago and might accept two Everly Bros, will also play fair George Kirby, and Lonnie Sattin.
or three this season, Hamid said. dates as well as the long-estab¬
Spot’s capacity is 1,000, with
The showman pointed out that lished Andrew Sisters.
policy of three shows nightly and
Wax stars popular with teen¬ a iourth on Saturday and Sunday.
some stars may: wait to see what
happens, as summer rolls in and agers are pretty certain to do
moves ahead, as to the general business outdoors, Hamid opined.
economic picture. They naturally He did emphasize the fickleness of
will be looking for the best possi¬ teenage tastes.
“Three years ago, Johnnie Ray
ble terms and certain fair societies
Glasgow, Feb. 4.
may hold back them decisions, too, was the idol of teenagers,” Hamid
John H. Harris, prexy of “Ice
remarked. “When I played him at Capades,” planed in here last week
on headliners, he observed.
. Hpmid did assert, without equiv¬ the Steel Pier in Atlantic City last to eye performers for his U. S. and
ocation, that “Only the ‘A’ stars, summer, they did not seem to know Canada treks. He is mulling, a
from television, will be outdoor he was there.”
“Salute to Scotland” production
boxoffice clicks this year. The
“Teenagers control, run show number featuring Scot pipers and
’B’ headliners will not mean much. business today,” observed Hamid dancers.
Fair patrons are tiring of the in a tone that seemed to: balance
Harris, after auditions at local
latter.”,
disgust with philosophical accep- ice rink, said: “British girl skaters
. A star whom Hamid had heard tansce. He seemed to he indicating, have the happy knack of being
might play “one or two fairs” is, without saying so, that, after all, both hard workers and good to loot
Nat ,Kipg,. £ple-, JHe would hej
-Continued on page
atnu-thfe-ieeJ'*,*..

Weather Raps -Holiday’

Chi’s Longtime DeLisa
Throwing in the Towel;
Launched Negro Talent

County Fairs In The TVAge:
From Bible To ‘Thing In Box5
By JAMES. A. CONNERS
Albany, Feb. 4.
“There will be fairs as long as
babies are boro and children grow
up; they' come down to us from
Biblical times.” So George A.
Hamid, head of GAC-Bamid, told
Variety in his suite at the Shera¬
ton-Ten Eyck Hotel during, the
70th annual meeting of the New
York State Assn, of Agricultural
Fair Societies, held last week. .
Television—“that thing in the
box,” pointing to a set—Is “the
most significant development in
the entertainment' field during my
50 years of trouping, promoting
and booking,” he said. “The imv
pact of television has been far
greater than that of the develop¬
ment of radio,'or the arrival of
the talking motion picture,’’: Hamid
continued. “Television is with us
everywhere; we can’t escape it. We.
must learn to'live with it.”
There are the things about tv
which Hamid does not like; its
overnight creation of stars, without
the long training and the gradual
polish which performers and topflights of yesteryear were^required
to gain; aiid the ballooning of sal¬
aries, These objections also apply
to the music-recordihg field, Hamid
emphasized.
However, both media produce
“names” which can be potent out¬
door attractions, hp, cleclared. In

Harris’ Scot Ice Prowl
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AGVA Adjourns Case Vs. Lamonte
To Give Atty. Leeway for Defense

Hub Mayfair Relights
Boston, Feb. 4.
The Mayfair nitery reopened
last week after a refurbishing, job
in which the bar, previously re¬
moved, was put back in the center
of the dinirig floor.
NeW billing for the club is "Mayfair Music Bar” and policy is con¬
tinuous entertainment. The bill
for current week is Sabah, Oriental
terp; Joe Sherriff, emcee; Cedrone
& Mitchell, and a five-girl line.
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James Roosevelt 3 Others Front
in
+

Congressmen James Roosevelt
of California and Herbert Zelenko
of New York will be associated in
an ambitious San Juan, Puerto
Rico, 50-acre amusement-gambling
casino-hotel-motel operation being
primed under the name of Carolina
Corp. Roosevelt would be hoard
chairman, Zelenko a director; Al¬
bert P. Dicker, Washington inves¬
tor, president; arid Harry Stein¬
berg, also Washington, secretarytreasurer.
Latter is one of the
largest liquor dealers in the U. S.
.and former owner of Shirley
'Foods, just absorbed by the Grand
Union food chai ?
Ziggy Lane, singer-composer and
head of Carousel Records, will ,
supervise public relations, scout
entertainment potentials and pro¬
duce the shows. Vet Las Vegas and
Riviera (New Jersey) producer Bill
Miller may also be associated as a
producer.
Carolina Corp. takes its name
from an area in the San Juan sec¬
tor but the resort itself has not
yet been billed. Plans call for a
500-room hotel, a motel, a casino,
rides and games, amusement park,
paVillion, iceskating, swimming
pool and playground area, and an
outdoor dancefloor and stage.
Resort will be situated on. the
beachfront adjoining the new air¬
port; Property has been leased for
\ years and plans call for com¬
pletion within 12rl4 months from
now. It is primed for year-round,
all-weather operation and intended
for owner-management, not sub- <
leasing.

The case of the executive board ♦of the American Guild of Variety Sons of the Ould Sod
Crew Cuts’ Phimister Out
Artists, against dancer Victor LaOf Act on Mother’s Death
Prefer Auld Lang Syne
nionte has been adjourned to a la¬
Regina, Sask., Feb. 4,
Glasgow, Feb. 4.
ter date. Lamonte had been
Marsh Phimister, m.c. with the
Robert Wilson, Scot singer,: is
charged with... making derogatory
Crew
Cuts,
cancelled his appear¬
planning
a
summer
trek
of
onestatements about the administra¬
ance with the group in Yorkton,
tion on a number of occasions, un¬ nighters through Ireland, opening
Sask.,
and
flew
home to Winnipeg
in
the
northern
counties
and
work¬
der the general heading of "con¬
because of the death of his mother.
duct. unbecoming a member.” Date ing over the'border into Eire. Unit
Word
was
received
just before
will
perform
from
Sunday
'night
for the new hearing hasn’t been
show time. The date was the last
to Friday, with Saturdays Off,
set.
on
a
Western
Canadian
tour.
According
to
Wilson,
top
favor¬
Several instances of accusations
Last November a Crew Cuts tour
against members of the adminis¬ ite for years, the last thing an
was
cancelled
in
Regina,
the sec¬
Irish
audience
wants
is
an
Irish
Minneapolis,
Feb.
4.
tration had been cited. At one
point, it was believed that the song. Every one of his numbers . City officials are studying a new ond date, when tenor Pat Barrett’s
father
died.
Barrett
went
on with
must
-be.
Scottish.
He
has
occa¬
plan
for
a
$7,000,000
expansion
of
board would merely censure La¬
monte as his punishment and bar sionally tried an English ballad Municipal Auditorium into a cam¬ the showv in. Regina and then
number*
but
exits
to
polite
rather
planed
to
Toronto.
pus
type
structure1
to
include,
him from attending membership
Phimister’s mother had been a
among other improvements a 3,500meets for a designated, period. than enthusiastic mitting.
seat theatre. Plan also provides performer and Was the wife of an
However, Lamonte- refused this
for increase in exhibit space from entertainer.
settlement. At the behest of his
72,000 to 172,000 feet for tradeattorney, Alfred Lyons, the hear¬
shows and conventions. The main
ing was adjourned to a later date
floor arena With its stage would
so that an adequate (defense could
Seat 14,000 against 10,000 at pres¬
be prepared.
ent.
Members of the executive comA. drive already has been started
iittee who heard the case were
for
enactment of a hotel room tax
Irving Grossman, who acted as
to help finance project. Impetus
chairman; Joe Smith, Charlie Dale*
Hotels in Puerto Rico are con¬ may. result from fact that the Ly¬
Alan Walker, Frank Ross, A1 tinuing their attempt to bring more, ceum theatre, housing legit here,
Tucker and Cy Reeves. National nanies to the island,; Entry of the is being converted into an evan¬
Vancouver, Feb. 4.
administrative secretary Jackie Intercontinental Hotel at San Juan
Most, colorful Centenary gim¬
Bright presided at the hearing un¬ has apparently engendered a rival¬ gelistic' tabernacled
mick Slated for this area this sum¬
til a chairman was elected.
ry with the long established Carmer is still “on Ice,” Johnny Les¬
Issue is still a hot potato inas-. ibe-Hilton. iThd Caribe has now
ter, lately batoneer at Pacificmuch as it involves the right of booked Gloria DeHaven for two
Athletic and Press Clubs, has
the. membership to criticize the weeks starting Feb. 21, following
nabbed the paddlewheeler
MV
administration in or out .of the ^or¬ her current stand at the Eden Roc,
"Klondike” which will leave the
ganization.!
The administration Miami Beach. The Intercontinen¬
Yukon for hereabouts at spring
contends that it has the machinery tal is dickering for Yma Sumac,
thaw* Lester already has cleared
to air all grievances that members with no deal setyet. Tony Martin
Havana, Feb.. 4.
his vessel for mobile' operation in
may have, alleging that it is ille¬ started there last week..
The opening of the Havana Hil¬ Vancouver harbor as “a classy sea¬
gal for members to go to the trade , It’s the first time in the history ton, originally slated for last year* food spot, club, motel, marina—
press particularly to air any com¬ of the island that there has been is now set for March 19. The inn, it’s big enough for anything,” he
The Caribe- built with funds supplied by labor said.
plaints. Many members claim that a booking rivalry.
the trade press is the only means Hilton generally got perforpaers to unions and leased to the Hilton
Paddlewheeler is 210 feet, is
come down for the holiday aspect chain for operation, will open only stateroomed plushly for 50. "has
of achieving corrective action.
of the trip. Salary for whoever partially, however, in order to meet one room 160 feet long and right
took the trek was along moderate the. target date. Instead of preem- for a night club. Lots of space.”
lines since the general rule for ing all of its 630 rooms, it starts
MV "Klondike” was white ele¬
weekdays was One show nightly. operations with 200 rooms. Work phant of Yukon-White Pass Rail¬
The niteries in Puerto Rico gen¬ will be done bn the remainder, road, Intended for excursions after,
erally concentrate oh native talent while hotel is in action.
a stated $100,000; refit of fairly re¬
and bands, and thus rarely bring
The hotel’s preem has been cent date.
in latent from the mainland.
delayed because of reportedly
financial difficulties of the build¬
ers.
Actually, the Riviera and
Vancouver, Feb. 4.
Capri hotels, both built by U. S.
Isy Walters^ now fit after recent
interests, started construction long
cardiac siege to concentrate on
after the Hilton hospice, but were
floorshow side of Cave activity, has
completed and are now in full oper¬
Chicago, Feb. 4.
set new policy of a top-name act
Honolulu, Feb, 4,
ation. The 150-room Deauville,
Mike Fritzel, onetime co-owner
a month. Son Richard Walters re¬
Rock ’n’ foil unit headed by Paul along the Malecon, will also open
of the Chez Paree who died last
Anka, Jodie Sands arid Jerry Lee before the-Hilton.
mains boniface.
Sept. 28 at age 75, left an estate
Billy Daniels’ six frames from Lewis drew 10,000. customers to
before taxes of $793,552, Cook
Feb. 10 will be new dears teeoff. Civic Auditorium for tWo perform¬
County
.Clerk’s office disclosed. At
ances
last
Monday
(27).
House
was
Walters hopes to hypo longtime
the time of his death, Fritzel oper¬
saggy boxoffice by pacting the scaled from $1.50 to $3.50, putting
Chicago,
Feb.
4.
ated
a
class Loop eatery bearing
the
promotion
into
the
tallcoin.
Mills Bros, for two Weeks from
.
(tv’s Wyatt Earp) his name.
March 28. A1 Hibbler is tabbed . Ralph Yempuku and Earl Finch isHugh*0’Brian
set
as
entertainment
headliner
Federal
estate and Illinois in¬
promoted
the
venture,
which
in¬
for April 7, Jimmy Rodgers for a
at
the
Houston
Fat
Stock
Show,
heritance
taxes
will slice $96,286
June fortnight. Guy' Mitchell is volved only a one-day stopover for
slated for late summer, with dick¬ the Australia-bound entertainers. Feb. 19 to March 2. He’s elated for off the estate, with another $40,19
performances
over
the
12-day
500
going
for
specific bequests.
One of the acts, the Crickets, had
ering on others.
Hau the estate is in trust for the
Booker said there’s $70,000 se^-appeared on the Ed Sullivan^tv run.
Actor
will
be
on
“Big
Record”
widow,
and
the
remainder,
in three
'■■■ from,
1 show in New York only the night
aside for acts—"That’s ■*just
before, doing some marathon tra¬ tv show Feb. 12 to pitch his current equal parts, goes to a brother and
now until fall.”
disk
album.
two
sisters.
veling rto catch up with rest of
troupe:
Presumably . Lwith
tongue-incheek, Honolulu Star- Bulletin
assigned its longhair fine arts
critic to. review the show. "We
Were just listening attentively and
Boston, Feb, 4,
most of the time that, availed us
Sam Snyder’s Water Follies, 50- little,” the critic observed.
person Boston-based troupe which
Reviewer credited young Anka
has been set as sole grandstand with "‘the most straight-forward
By MAX NEWTON
I tween the hours of 1 and 9 p.m.,
unit at the Brussels World’s Fair, and least pretentious style” and
with meals.
Montreal, Feb. 4.
sails aboard the Liberte March 26. said “he . aspired more than the
The decision by the provincial
The show opens there April 17.
Montreal’s lucrative riitery in¬ government, which controls all
others to some refinements of
Water Follies, which toured Aus¬ modulation and . crescendo.”
dustry, always the fall guy when liquor licenses, follows on the heels
Promoters plan another “Show reformers and such get on the of several public outbursts by
tralia the past two seasons, will re¬
turn to the U,. S. this summer to of Stars” next month.
morality bandwagon, .took perhaps church authorities against the num¬
play 10 dates, Snyder said, Audi¬
its sharpest blow last week when ber of liquor-selling establish¬
tioning ^f swimmers, singers , and
the
Quebec Liquor Police opened ments, their "demoralizing” effect
ballet femmes is going on here
up. on them, on the subject of clos¬ on the people of Montreal and the
currently.
crackdown by Montreal police ori
ing hours..
Snyder’s wet & dry unit will be
Visiting the clubs during the the peelers in the local strip
presented in Brussels at a 16-acre
Second annual luncheon & fash¬ week, police, officers told the own¬ parlors.
amusement park in a 5,000-seat ion show in memory of Humphrey
ers that as of next Sunday (9) the . Before the Sunday deadline, cafe
stadium especially built for it.
Bogart will be held at the. YValdorf- long-ignored; curfew- bill be put operators hope to have meetings
Astoria Hotel, N, YY Easter Sun¬ back into effect and enforced. with the Quebec Liquor Commis¬
day (April 6), under chairmanship "There will be no exceptions,” po¬ sion and come to some agreement
other than the crippling edict now
of Mrs; Owen R. Cheatham. (Mrs,
before them.
Some would even
,
,,
*
. J Robert F. Wagner, wife of N. Y.’s liceForsaid.
all but. a very few saloons like to know what constitutes i
Reports from Montreal are that; may0r, is honorary chairman.)
the St. Germain-des-Pres nitery is", pauiine Trigere will present her (mainly the uptown hotel rooms), "meal” other than the "rubber1
closing- due to “difficulties” be- j summer couture collection as a this will mean a drastic cutback sandwich which was used for so
tween the spot’s owner and the lo- ; feature of the dance-entertainment in overall returns and probably many years in other regimes to get
force a few of the questionable around the food-with-drink law.
cal. musicians’ union.
I benefit.
The night club, dormant fbr • The first memorial show, held spots. Which only existed oil the
Hardest hit ori the circuit will
nearly four’years, was reopened • last Easter Sunday, raised more “after hours” business, but of be the rooms using big.shows and
late last year by Jacques Normand j than $11,000 for-the Damon Run- operation,.
if the taws are enforced the big
The hours for the sale of liquor, budget operations will be cut and
and Gerald Tasse and Was an im-jyon Cancer Fund; That amount.is
mediate click in the return bout, j included in the more than $11,000,- which have been bn the hooks for entertainment formats radically Al¬
Most recent acts in the 150-seater ; 000 allocated to date in 782 grants many years arid known to everyone tered. Any tightening by the club
included comedian-raconteur Jean and 398 fellowships in 230 insti- concerned, stipulate a 2 a.m. clos¬ owners will he felt in many direc¬
Rigaux, boniface-satirist Normand tutions in the 48 states, the Dis¬ ing during the;week for the sale of tions; performers, musicians,, wait¬
and singe r-comedienhe Clemence j trict of Columbia and 18 foreign liquor, midnight* on Saturday and ers, busboys and. the many sup^
des Rochers.
1 countries.
only beer arid wine on Sunday be¬ pliers—all will be affected.

New San Juan Inn
Sprees on Names

Vancouver's Lush

Havana Hilton Now Set
To Open March 19, Bnt
On Partial Operation

Vancouver Cave's

CHI’S MIKE FRITZEL
LEFT 793G ESTATE

PAUL ANKAR&R DRAWS
10,000 IN HONOLULU 2

Hugh O’Brian’s Tat’ P.A.

Snyder’s Water Tronpe
To Sail for Brussels

Montreal Nitenes 0.0. Grim Future
As Police Put Teeth Into Curfew

Second Bogart Memorial
At Waidorf Easter Sun.

Mbnt’l Nitery May Fold

As Prez of EMA
Nat Abramson, head of WOE
Artist Bureau, has resigned as
president of the N. Y. Entertain¬
ment Managers Assn, and has be¬
come its president-emeritus. He will
continue to. serve on the board. As*
eeriding to the presidency is Mas
Wolf, of the Star Entertainment
Bureau! Jack Segal and Carlton
Hub are veepees, Tom Kelly, secre¬
tary; Leonard Jacobson, recording
secretary; and Gordon Skea is
treasurer.
Reason for Abramson’s stepping
out of that office is his desire to
reduce his load of extra-office ac¬
tivities. Re recently ga.ve up the
chairmanship of the AGVA Wel¬
fare Trust Fund for that reason.
Abramson was EMA topper fop
20 years.

TV This Is Your Life’
At Scot Intermission
Edinburgh, Jan. 28.
Audience at the King’s Theatre
here, watching the Howard &
Wyndham pantomime, "Babes in
the Wood,” had a surprise at the
interval.
Eamonri Andrews, _ tv
personality, strode on to the stage,
stopped the show, and announced
that BBC-television was taking
over.
Louie Ramsay, playing Principal
Girl in the show, was then fea¬
tured in "This Is Your Life,” trans¬
mitted live over all BBC networks.
Some years ago she was thought
to: be completely paralyzed, and was
reintroduced to many of the peo¬
ple who helped her to* make a
comeback as a professional dancer.
After the telecast, the second
half of the pantomime, starring
Jiminy Logan, carried on in its
normal way.

‘Somebody Up There’
Didn’t Tell Rocky
Omaha, Feb. 4.
Ex:heavy champ Rocky Marci¬
ano; here last week for a swing
over the mashed-potato circuit, re¬
lated a previously-unheard Rocky
Graziario-Harry Truman tale.
- It happened when Truman was
Veep and, after watching a fight
in New York City asked to meet
Graziano. Truman was taken backstage and introduced by title.
"Gee,” exclaimed Graziano, "I
never thought I’d get to meet the
vicepresident of Madison Square
Garden.”''
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To Find a Non-Gobbledygoob Way
Of Defining ‘Giveaway’: Reno Game
By MARK CURTIS
Reno, Feb. 4.
Club operators in Reno are in a
brouhaha on sO-called “giveaway”
practices by some Of the casinos.
Everything from new cars and trips
around the world to television sets,
mink stoles and radios'are being
offered in drawings by the clubs.
Patrons are usually eligible for the
drawings by playing at the tables
and one-armed bandits. *
Objection has come from some
Of the hotels and smaller clubs
which claim that the giveaways
w ere hurting business. Their argu¬
ment is that “freeloading” was
hurting regular gaming.
The city government thus, found
itself in the ...middle Of the con¬
troversy when it was asked to
legislate against it. However, edi¬
torials and general feeling seemed
to be that the city would be inter¬
fering with “free enterprise.”
Mayor Len Harris said the-problem
was one for the casinos to decide
among themselves.
Speaking in defense of the give¬
away, some of the proponents
pointed out that it was simply
"merchandising in gambling,” They
felt that itwas UP to individual
gaming operators as to how they,
wanted to run their business.
There, seems to be a great diver¬
gence of Opinion as to what con¬
stitutes a giveaway in the first
place. Since a giveaway is con¬
sidered an extra inducement for
the customer to patronize a club,
it was pointed , out that big shows
in theatre restaurants, lavish buf¬
fets. five o’clock hors d'oeuvres and
cocktail parties all are a form of
giveaway. None of tfiese things,
the proponents of giveaways say.
are money-making propositions. A
big show was not paid for by the
diners in a theatre restaurant,
they argued. The tab w’as paid by
gambling. It therefore serves as.
a “come on” to gamblers just like
a mink stole in a smaller w;ay. The
same with five o’clock free hors
d’oeuvres which become a practice
among hotels.
However, these things are on a
higher plane than outright draw¬
ings, objectors said. Big shows and
low priced food were good for the
business.
It was also noted that while some
places choose to-Close down par¬
tially during the winter, the big¬
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gest practitioners of the giveaway
feel that by this extra promotion
they are able to maintain their
full payrolls.
There is a general consensus,
though, that the giveaway which]
encourages travel into Reno from l
outlying areas like San Francisco
and Sacramento is good. This is
being done In the form of tours j
by bus and air to the clubs. The
individual clubs either refund the/
price of the transportation to the.
passengers, or give them a meal,
cocktails and gambling chips on
their arrival. ..
Reno clubs recently got together
and paid the tv line charges for
the 49er football games which
were blacked out in San Francisco.
The promotion paid off in approx¬
imately 750 persons visiting Reno
to see the game.
<There is a Las Vegas ordinance
prohibiting giveaways, but it came
about through an agreement among
club owners themselves.. It does
not exist on the strip, however,
where some circles contend that
the $50,000 weekly fioorshows are
the . biggest giveaway in history.
While the controversy continues,
there probably won’t be any im¬
mediate solution. The problem
remains—to define “giveaway.” If
a giveaway is anything which is
offered to the public in addition
to what they pay for, then most
of Nevada operates
the . give¬
away principle. The1 difference
seems to be in what is an outright
“giveaway,” advertised and pro¬
moted as such, arid that: which is
disguised by putting a token price
on it.

Dick Pawn’s British Bow

Copa Pacts Sam Cooke
$am . Cooke, who has estab¬
lished nimself on the disk best¬
seller lists via . his Keen pressings,
has been signed for his first mid¬
town N. Y. nitery. He goes into
the Copacabana'for three weeks
starting March 6.
Cooke, precedes this date with a
tour on an arena show for Irving
Feld. This starts Feb. 7 in Co¬
lumbus, hitting the midwest,
southwest and south, and winds
up in Richinond Feb. 23.

Manhattan Staffer
v Latin for Cugat
The N.Y. Hotel Statler’s Cafe
Rouge is being given the Lathi
touch for the Xavier Cugat band
date which opens in the room Fri¬
day night (7). Waiters will be
garbed in soutb-of-the-border cos¬
tumes while the menu will have
dishes to match. The room is slated
to- be filled with celebrities open¬
ing night.
Abbe Lang, Cugat’s wife, is not
playing this date because of her
role in the legit musical, “Oh
Captain,” now at the Alvin Thea¬
tre, N. Y. ^ .

A1 Hibbler O’seas Trek
A1 Hibbler.has been set.for his
first tour of Europe beginning late
in March. Trek will run three
months arid will include 164 con¬
certs.
Following the European jaunt,;
Hibbler will head for a tour of;
Australia. Meantime, Decca Rec¬
ords is recording Hibbler for a re¬
lease.backlog while he’s away.

Agents Talk Recession, Ask Some
Cafes to Book Intermediate Acts
Glenn MiUer-McKudey
A 6,000 Draw in Glasgow
Glasgow, Jan. 28.
Approximately 6,000 customers
packed the Ode on Theatre at two
performances to hear Ray McKin¬
ley’s Glenn Miller orch. Top price
was $1.80. Harold Davisori pre¬
sented the U.S. outfit at the Rank
cinema.
Harry Hawthorne, young drum¬
mer in the outfit, fought a severe
attack of flu, but insisted on carry¬
ing on with his part. He had to
retire from time to time to wrap
himself in a coat in the wings.
McKinley took over.
Manageinent paid tribute to
Hawthorne’s pluck in carrying on.
A medico stood by.

Top Conn. Ballroom
Hit by Bridge Snafu
Bridgeport, Feb. 4.
Pleasure Beach Park, amuse¬
ment resort owned and operated
by the city of Bridgeport, may not
open next summer because of the
need of rebuilding the bridge lead¬
ing to the park.
The closing of Pleasure Beach
would mean the elimination of a
large ainusement operation as well
as the darkening of one of South¬
ern New England’s largest ball¬
rooms, where outstanding name
bands have one-nighted for many

Jimmie Maddin’s 1-Niters
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
r Jimmie Maddin, local rock ’n’
roll singet-saxaphonist, has teamed
up with Trans-World Attractions,
headed by KLAC dee jay Earl Mc¬
Daniel, Harry Golub and Mike
KasiriO, for a series of. one-niters
on the Coast.
LaVern Baker has been set for
the star spot on show which Mad¬
din wRI also, emcee in addition to
backstopping chores.

Saranac Lake

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, Feb. 4.
Joseph McCoy, manager of
Loew’s Bay Ridge, Brooklyn, who
graduated here in class of ’56, in
for anriual X-ray checkup to rate
100%. Ditto John (IATSE) Ander¬
son who made the grade the same
yearWilliam (IATSE) Groff, Lan¬
Joni James Subs Gibbs
caster, Pa., boothman, shot into
Houston, Feb. 4.
the general hospital for a major
OMAHA UPS CIRCUS FEE
operation and is back at the Will
Joni James. replaced ailing
_
Omaha, Feb. 4.
Rogers recuperating.
Georgia Gibbs at, the fourth arinual
The trouble-beset circus field
Lloyd T. Smith, manager Pres¬
took another jab here last week cott Drive-In Theatre/ in from
Houston National Auto -Show, v
Miss Gibbs was taken ill sudden¬ When the city council hiked the Glenwood, Ark., for the general
to the city to $25.
o.o. and rest period.
ly with a respiratory infection and fee
Evelyn Ellis, the original Bess
s In the past, circuses playing here
was under a doctors’ care In New never paid more than $3 to the of the “Porgy & Bess,” emergencied into the general hospital for a
York.
city in fees.'
major operation and after a twoweek ordeal is back at the-Will
Rogers speeding to recovery.
Amelia
McDonough,
former
cashier Amherst (Mass.) Theatre,
who left feere 15 months ago with
an all-clear, is back here with
Virus flu.
“Manhattan’s first successful night club song
This is the 60th year of the
Saranac Lake Winter Carnivals,
and satire revue in fifteen years.”
Like its predecessors, it will fea¬
ture a variety of entertainment and
“The liveliest night club show in the nation.”
sports, culminating in the Carnival
Parade and the storming of the Ice
Palace. The big show starts with
an American Legion comedy, “Is
Zat So,” Feb. 5. On night of the
7 th Happy Ben way’s Rotary Min¬
strels will entertain, Paul Harvey,
American Broadcasting Network
commentator, will be Kiriged and
Denise Darcel Queened.
| Write to those who are ill.
Dick Shawn has been signed for
his first London date. He goes into
the Palladium April 7.
While abroad, Shawn is expected
do do several tv dates and may
tour thb provinces after his Lon¬
don stand.

- Talent agencies have been dis¬
couraging the buying of names in
many nitery situations and trying,
instead, to push to the fore the
intermediate talent that they term
“entertainment.”
For example^
during the cold spell in Miami
Beach arid Havana they been urg¬
ing the inns still lining up riames
to try to get along without such
high salaried acts.
In Havana the operators are be¬
ing encouraged to go for the mod¬
erate-salaried talents, Even agency
reps are saying that it’s better, to
provide an entertainment complete¬
ly different than that presented in
nearby Miami Beach, At this*point,
the Havana operators seem to be
taking the advice to heart, inas¬
much as stress on naines has fallen
considerably. The Havana Jiotels
are accenting production to a.
greater extent, and trying to pro¬
vide a kind of show that features
native talents. Most. Havana hotels
are now buying ori a show-to-shpw
basis.
The agencies are.going along on.
this tack for many reasons. They
say that many nitery situations
cannot support the salary structure
of names and it is to a cafe’s ad¬
vantage to try to get along without
them. Again, they must try to build
other headliners, and this circula¬
tion could be useful in the building
process.
It is. becoming increasingly nec¬
essary to gej the operators to con¬
serve their resources. Not all names
are drawing up the value of the
salaries being paid them. It is too
much of a. hassle, in many in¬
stances, to get the toppers out on
the road. They complain of taxes,
and frequently ask for stipulations
that the operator cannot riieet. The
perceriteries are hesitating to send
certain names out on repeat stands
because some have worn out their
pull in certain cities, it is claimed.

Kahler Reins Omaha Show
Omaha. Feb. 4.
Nick Kahler; Minneapolis pro¬
moter, has been-named producer
of this year’s Omaha Sports, Vaca¬
tion & Boat Show, booked for the
l City Aiiditbrium March 4-9.

I KEN BARRY I

THE "TIME" OF YOUR "LIFE"

Time Magazine:
Jan. 6, 1958
Life Magazine:
Feb. 3, 1958

"TAKE FIVE"

February 17

ZEPHYR ROOM
Cleveland, Ohio
Thants, MARTY CAINE

Mgta

Also plural pianists Stan Keen and Gordon Connell.
Also to unbilled lyricist of “Pro Musica Antique" Steven
Vinaver, the Bard of Bard College.
Also to Max Adrian and John Heawood, the stagers; Dorothy Ross, press
relati
Leonard Roserifeld, Irving Haber, the keeper of the keys;
George Curley, cast monitor; and the peripatetic Sruce Kirby.
Sincere thanks to all.

^nlini Monk
Who Receives Nightly at The Downstairs
51st Street & 6th Avenue
At 9:30 and Midnight
Except oh the Sabbath

Songstress in Auto Accident
Rehoboth, Mass., Feb. 4.
Pinned under a rear wheel of
her car on a steep embankment
after she wa$ hurled from it when
it somersaulted 5ft. feet through the
air, Mary O’Brien, nitery singer,
escaped without major - injuries,
according to officials of Taunton’s
Morton Hospital.
The singer, returning horiie from
a nightclub engagement i in the
Brockton area, , told police her car
went into a skid when forced onto
a soft shoulder by another car that
sped off.
"

& Will Weber, New York

s FUN-MASTER
PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for all theatricals:

OLASON

“We Service the Stars"!'

Big Clean-Oat Special on All
35 Gag Files for Only $15
Plus $1.00 fe»tage

at the Downstairs Room

May 1 render unto Caesar, the billing that should be theirs:—
Unbound gratitude to star Ronny Graham and stalwart
supporter Ellen Hanley, Ceil Cabot, Gerry Matthews#
Jenny Lou Law and standby Jeait Arnold.

Stu

e 3 Parody Books, Per Bk. ... (10 e
• *BI*eh°ut B°°ks, Per Bk. .. $25 •
e Minstrel Budget ... $25 e
How to Master -the Ceremonies
ki

~ A
$3 p#r Copv
No C.O.D's
—....
"Always Open"

BILLY GLASON

200 W. 54th St., N.Y.C., 1* Circle 7-11 TO
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY)
(Let a Real Professional Train You)

YVONNE MORAY
SADDLE AND SIRLOIN
Bakersfield, Calif.
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER, Pres.

The DEEP RIVER BOYS

Starring HARRY DOUGLASS
_9th Inf motional Tour

EL MOROCCO

^

MONTREAL

|gp .
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Direction* WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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FLETCHER

"One off the most refreshing 'new' bets to
come down the pike in ages is the Jane KeanRon Fletcher bit off elegance now starring at
tin Tropieana."
LAS VEGAS SUN
"It Is a refreshingly different kind off enter¬
tainment—the kind that makes you laugh."
LAS VEGAS REVIEW JOURNAL
Eden Roc, Miami Beach
"One of the most exciting new night club
appearances in $how business."
MIAMI HERALD
"Jane Kean has a production that can head¬
line any class supper club in the country."
MIAMI DAILY NEWS

Currently Appearing

Las Vegas
• Special Material

ELI BASSE
DANNY SHAPIRO
JULE STYNE
• Staged by

MR. FLETCRER
Direction: SAM BRAMSON
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

VA1JBEV1LLE
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ter Dare Wahl St Emmett Oldfield,

County Fairs in the TV Age
; Continued from page 62 ;

he is in business to serve the pub¬ Carrillo claimed that **53,000,000”
people so far have viewed the
lic and to satisfy its tastes.
Speaking of soaring , salaries, “Cisco Kid” video program on
Hamid declared: “In my book, which he plays Pancho, and “a
Sarah Bernhardt was the greatest proportionate number in England
of all. When she played the and in the Pan-American coun¬
Palace Theatre in New York *The tries.” Carrillp made fair appear¬
Divine Sarah’ was paid $5,000 a ances last year and will make oth¬
week, and everybody talked about ers this season—where the terms
it. Today, Blitz St Blotzen can are right.
suddenly be in that salary cate¬
Colorfully garbed, the veteran
gory.” Even allowing for inflation- actor visited Governor Ayerell Harand the decreased value of the dol¬ riman at the State Capitol, to dis¬
lar Hamid indicated that some Of cuss mutual park problems—Car¬
the present weekly. stipends are rillo is a park commissioner for the
“fantastic.”
Instate of California.
Industrial Shows Growing
Duncan Renaldo, in the title
He stressed that there; are two role of ‘‘Cisco Kid,’’ and his horse
types of outdoor expositions to¬ was another syndicated feature
day, the traditional agricultural ballyhooed at the convention.
fairs and the industrial shows. The
latter are growing in importance.
Agencies at Pa. Powwow
Hal Sands, child , actor in silent
Allentown, Fa., Feb. 4.
films, later a musical comedy
Nine booking agencies gave pre¬
dancer and actor (in his last Broad¬ views of some of the acts they are
way appearance, he portrayed offering' to fairs next summer, at
Marks in “Topsy and Eva,” star¬ the ahnuaTparley here of the Penn¬
ring the Duncan Sisters)> and now sylvania State Assn, of County
a GAC-Hamid producer who ac¬ Fairs, held Jan. 29 to 31.
companied Hamid in Albany, be¬
Participating
agencies
were
lieved that Dody Goodman of “To¬ GAC-Hamid, Willard Alexander,
night”. (NBC-TV) would be a good B. Ward Beam, Barnes & Car^
fair attraction—probably ..working ruthers, Klein’s Attractions, Cooke"
with a straightman. Jack Paar, on & Rose, Superior Booking; Frank
whose show Miss Goodman ap¬ Wirth, and Music Corp. of America.
pears, -should be an exposition Fourteen acts were shown. They
click, likewise. Sands wvs quick included performers from tv, stage,
to note that Paar would not be screen, vaude and night clubs.
available, except “possibly around Among those on the bill were Jim¬
the New York area, Saturday or my Conlin (Charlie the waiter of
Sunday night.”
Duffy’s Tavern), Johnny Maddox,
Gisele MacKenzie, too. possesses Marlin Rainwater, Norman &
fair potentials, in Sands’ opinion. Deande, Deance, Bogino Troupe,
Frank Sinatra? Sure, he would Great Gallaso, Poodle Symphony,
register smash, but what exposi¬
Ted Smiley St Miller, Elkins Sis¬
tion can hope to book him?
There appeared to be general ters, Shannon & Main, Susan
agreement at the annual meeting Brooks, and Randy BroVn.
that Tennessee Ernie Ford is a ; Fair officials at the parley in¬
solid turnstiler. The Music Corp. dicated they plan to book a large
of America represented by O. L. number of Vaude acts, this year.
Stacy of the Chicago branch and Edward Clark, Clearfield, Pa., was
Ed Rubin of the New York office, reelected president of the state
has set the tv personality for fair group.
dates in Minnesota, Arkansas and
elsewhere. Ford is expected to
fill more such engagements this
year than last.
Another television name whom
Continued from page 62
MCA is booking outdoors, and ex¬
tensively. is Herb Shriner. Shriner, weak in Montevideo, the next
incidentally, is playing ah iiidoor.| stop, where the citizens are plagued
fair date in March—the: Greater by economic problems Which curb
entertainment-spending.
^Connecticut Fair, in Hartford.
MCA’s Tair Weatherites’
In B. Aires the company is
Among other MCA clients who booked to play four weeks and has
may play one or more fair dates been consistently sold out,; having
are Guy. Lombardo, Polly Bergen, grossed $46,000 in the first 13 per¬
Ted Lewis (single), Dennis Day. formances of the ID opening days.
Orchestras include Ray Anthony’s,
Between skaters, ..technicians,
(the late) Jimmy Dorsey’s and managers, the show involves trans¬
Ralph Flanagan’s. Preston Foster, porting around 122 persons, 70 of
is a film-syndicated star around whom take active part in the show.
whom an outdoor show has been Then there’s the 70-ton tank, 14
built.
kilos of piping, looked after by
A syndicated star, much in evi¬ three engineers and 12 technicians;
dence during the aggie fairs’ con¬ This year the tank has been en¬
fab and a storyteller on the show larged from: the previous 12x18
presented at the concluding ban¬ metres to 20x43, which cuts down
quet—with Hamid as emcee for the the Luna Park seating capacity of
steenth time—was Led Carrillo. 20,000; to 7,500. Top price is $2.
For a “first" in Argentina, the
show is due to play the provinces,
taking in Mendoza (in an outdoor
stadium) on the Chilean-bound
trip. In Chile, it is booked four
weeks at the Copolican, then Lima
Currently
and back up the west coast to
Ecuador and Colombia. Venezuela
FLAMINGO
is not Included this trip, because,
sinde Sonia Henie’s big hit there,
HOTEL
only a comparable name would
Lai Vegas, N«v.
satisfy the Venezuelans.

‘Holiday’SR0

Folcker Safari
Continued from page 42 —

• EPIC RECORDS
I*
*

"

Business Mgr.
DON SEAT

Rodrigues, who sings in Portu¬
guese, as another example of the
fact that talent more than lanr
guage is the prime factor. Ameri¬
cans that have played at the Berns
include Eartha Kitt, Nicholas Bros.,
June Richmond, Georgie Tapps
along with featured turns such as
Rey & Gomez, Cabot St Dresden,
The Colstons, Meribeth Old, Wal¬

1952 EDITION COTTON CLUB REVUE
Starring

CAB CALLOWAY
Seventh Week

COTTON CLUB, Miami Beaeh
Mgt. BILL MITTLER, 1419 Broadway, Now Yo*

and others;
However, with this trip, Folcker
breaks precedent on behalf of the
Berns. Generally, American^ acts
have been bought while touring
Europe. This time, Folcker has
come to seek them out in their nar
tive habitat It means, of course,
that expenses are increased con¬
siderably inasmuch as price he
now shells out will have to reflect
transportation abroad. However, he
feels the need of some fresh faces
as well as top names for . his spot.
According to Folcker; he is in a
unique position as far as talent is
concerned. The median age of his
customers, he says, is around 43,
and thus he doesn’t go for; jazz, un¬
less it is the traditional type that
his customers have known for a
long time. Calypso,, he says, is one
of the big items everywhere in Eu¬
rope, and while rock ’n’ roll is a big
seller, he can ignore the whole de¬
velopment.
The Berns Restaurant is across
the street from the China Theatre,
one of *the top variety houses in
Sweden, thus he has a handy show¬
case to spot acts.
Folcker tentatively plans, to be
in the U.S. until about Feb. 25.

Inside Stuff—Vaude
Manger Hotels, which recently purchased the De. Witt Clinton in Al¬
bany for a reported price of $2,500,000, has named Charles J. Mack
as manager. Current manager of the Manger Rowe Hotel Yn Grand
Rapids, Mich., he previously served as personnel manager of the Statler-Hilton Hotel, New York', and as executive assistant'manager of the
. Statler-Hilton in Cleveland. Julius Manger, head of the . Manger, chain
was to visit Albany with its-chief engineer and'architect to outline re¬
novations and improvements, John J. Hyland, who has managed the
De Witt Chiffon, under Knott ownership, for years, is expected to be¬
come manager of a hotel the chain is building at Idewile Airport, New

Vaiide, Cafe Dates
New York
Joey Bishop lined up for the
Americana, Miami Beach, March
12 . . Jimmy Clark checked in at
the William Morris . Agency. His
“& Co.” musicomedy turn booked
for Chandiere, Ottawa, March 10
and Ei Morocco, Montreal, April 5.
Jack Wallace how at Steuben’s,
Boston ._ . . Tommy Wonder &
Margaret Banks with Don Dellair
repeat at Blinstrub’s, Boston, May
12 , . “Take Five” at the Down¬
stairs Room marks, its 200th per¬
formance tonight (Wed.).
Billy DeWolfe ends fortnight at
Statler Hilton Hotel, Dallas, tomor¬
row (Wed.) and opeps Saturday (8),
for another two-Weeker at the Pa¬
tio, Palm Beach ; . . Comics GAuld
& Young in Feb. 9 one-niter at
West Point, followed by El Moroc¬
co, Montreal, Feb. 10, for a frame
and Holiday House, Pittsburgh,
starting March 10 . . . Bobby Keefe
played the Stagecoach, Hackensack,
N. J., Jan. 31 and goes into Safari
Club, College Point, L. I., next !
Friday (7).

day (Wed.) . . . Lou Gottlieb held
over at Purple Onion, which was
also the starting point for Phylliss
Differ, now at New York’s Blue'
Angel . . . Pantomimist Bernard
Bragg of the Backstage got a nice
plug out of the Life mag picturestory on U. S. nightlife.

Atlanta

Henry Grady Hotel’s Paradise
Room, managed by Lark Bragg,
opened Monday (3) with new. show
starring comics Marc Antone and
Jackie Curtiss, backed up by Robbi
& Reed Royale, dance duo, plays
Erv Hinkle band . . Cotton Watts
& Chick, oldtime minstrel troup¬
Continued from page 62 .SSSSS
ers, are providing the change of
pace at Club Peachtree, where
band settings, the Deauville’s
Lalin Francis, billed . as “upside
owners will bring in a top name
down exotic,” is starring on same
if they can get any of the seyeral
bill with two other exotics, Betty
Dixon and Jo LaSeur, plus Leslie
they are; looking for. Money, now,
Carol, acroterper . . -. Harem Club,
is.no bbject, the aim being for rewhere shows change weekly,
intro of the room as a must-see for
opened , with new bill headlining
Naja Taramuru, Brazilian screen
tourists.
starlet, and featuring The Miam¬
Bids have been Out for jerry
ians, Mingo Maynard arid Miriam
Chicago
Lewis (who again seems to have
[ Sage Dancers .. . . Exotics Nikki
Charles Chaney into Jane’s Parker and Cookie Cooper share
priced himself out of the: picture
with a $40,000 asking fee); Donald Hideaway for a fortnight starting top billing. at the Anchorage in
O’Connor is another being sought. Jan: 31 . . . Slim Gaillard opens Clermont Hotel, with - Ray Rey¬
To date, there has been nothing at the Cloister Inn Feb. 5 for indef nolds Quintet taking care of the
Arlene Stevens has
firmed‘up and the room will re¬ stay . . . Ciro Rimac currently [music >
main closed; the smaller Musketeer doing his one-man revue at the [joined Tommy Ray and Tokye
Hotel, Ft. Wayne . , . Joey ( Trio at Domino Lounge in Imperial
Lounge, featuring the Redcaps & Embers
Bishop kicks off a three-weeker at Hotel ; . . Exotics galore feature
Damita Jo plus nightly changes Black Orchid March 30 . . . Linedin acts,, is sole entertainment spot up for two weeks each by the the show at Cloyis Club, including
in the newery. Attempt to set a Adolphus in Dallas are Sonny Kim Paris, Toni Allen, Sherry De¬
Jo Turner and Desiree, with
musicqmedy idea, -with tab ver¬ Howard (Jan. 30), Lou Nelson light,
Johnny Box riding as emcee and
sions of the Broadway hits, came (March 13), and Sophie Tucker Ma &. Pa Perkins^ rural comedy
to a difference-in-dough end,
(May 22) ; . . Ted Lewis, current team, rounding out show . . . Anne
at N.Y.’s Old Romanian, goes into Bouche, French dancer, being held
CariiHon Rings Late
the Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans,
Oddly enough, the neighboring April 3 for four rounds. Same over at Atlanta Biltmore Hotel’s
Carillon Hotel, tlie Deauville’s hotel gets Dr. Arthur Ellen, March Empire Room, where Freddie Maris spotlighted . . . 300-pound
rival for title of “this year’s ho- 6. with Roberta Sherwood booked teff
Roy Tbpps is an¬
tel,” didn’t have its Club Siam, a there May 1 for two weeks . . . comedian-pianist
other holdover at Zebra Lounge in
750 plus seater ready in time to Jerry Murad’s Harmonicats reach lobby of Howell House . . . Singer
enter the January competition the Riviera, Cleveland, Feb. 8 for Doris Angers; Miss Canada of 1957,
and suffer the off-biz Woes of the*] a Week, and are set for a pair at being held over at Leb’s Pigalley.
rest of the area’s clubs. The An¬ the Muehlebach in K. C. as of
drews Sisters Tpreemed the room March 14 . . . Jaye Bros, launch a
Friday (31), just as the Casanova two-weeker at the Houston Cre¬
Ottawa
closing announcement was decided scendo Feb. 12.
Cindy St Lindy are pacted for
upon. Rest nf the town’s niteries
next
stint
in
the Circus Lounge ofare looking toward increased pa¬
the Ottawa House,. Hull, Que.
Hollywood
tronage with the annual February
Others
scheduled
to play this room
pickup, now that consistently sun¬
Abbey Lincoln goes into Mar¬ include Dorothy Loudon,
due Feb.
ny weather seems to have arrived, shall Edson and Mike Garth’s Ye 20, and Charles Manna, March 3.
along with the weather bureau’s Little Club following current Ton! Carol Stevens Is current*
long-range prediction of a warm, Harper-Randy Sparks booking ...
above-normal temperature month. Dick Contino opens at the Flam¬
ingo, Las Vegas, March 20 .
Hilo Hattie Revue booked for two
one-nighters. in L.A. next week . . .
Kay Cee Jones opened singing en¬
gagement at Ben Blue’s yesterday
(Tues.) supplanting Ann Mason .. ;
Continued from page 62 -■ Marshall Edson voted into Confer¬
pected to come from Jbnes, who ence of Personal Managers . . .
as part of the settlement was given Mills Bros, return to the Crescen¬
do Feb- 20 . . . Gene Norman get¬
the right to speak to- the national ting, a $5 minimum during current
board for a period not to. exceed Johnny Mathis booking .
. Paul
one.hour, Jones is expected to- Gilbert into the Koko Club, Phoe¬
dwell: on many aspects of the court j nix, Feb. 16.
pase, and make accusations of
errors of omission, and commission
by the administration, during his
San Francisco
Tenure as eastern regional director.
Big week in Frisco nightlife with
Mort
Sabi
opening at* the - lower¬
Others who will seek permission
to speak to the hoard are Bob case hungry i and Carol Chahning
Marshall, a critic pf the adminis¬ opening at the hilltop Fairmont
tration and homebased vin New. Hotel—she a. real native, he an,
York, and Dave Byron, a Chicago adopted native . . . Carl Ravazza
hypnotist who said last week that opening tomorrow (Thurs.) at Bim¬
. . Patsy Kelly
he was coming to New York at bo’s 365 Club
his town expense to determine the opening at Ann’s 440 Club . . .
Troup and The Four Preps
state of affairs in the.union. Should Bobby
into George Andros’ Fack’s II to¬
the hoard vote to hear either of
these; members, more fireworks are
certain to result.
In. addition, the board is re¬
ported inclined to follow more
Closely the matter of administrative
costs. The Jones trial, for example,
revealed that Irving and Bright
agreed to pay $400 to a tradepaper
reporter (not on Variety) to write
the articles that, were subsequently
ruled libelous. The writer was paid
$275 for his work, and told that
the rest would ?*be made up” to
him. It’s also likely that the- board
will look into the travel and ex¬
pense.. items charged up to the
union;
AGVA’s ’administrative
costs are. reportedly at a new high.

Deauville Loss
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Desert Inn, Us Vegas
Las Vegas, Feb.. 4.
Jimmy Durante, Skeets Minton,
Eddie Jackson, Sonny King, Jack
Roth, Jules Buffano, Borden Twins,
Sally Davis, Donn Arden Dancers
(16), Carlton Hayes Orch (14);$3
minimum.
Jimmy Durante* playing the
role of Jimmy Durante as only he
can do it, has a mostly-new act in
the Painted Desert Room, display¬
ing-his unique talents to best ad¬
vantage. Eddie Jackson and his
iv.k. strut is back in the act, as. is.
Sonny King, who replaced the vet
partner while he was convalescing.
Singing, clowning King is a fine
addition, and the trio stirs up fun
reminiscent of Clayton, Jackson
and Durante.
Durante pulls solid •yocks for his
bits with the dancing girls—One is
a quick costume-change routine
called “It’s The Man That Makes
The Clothes”; and he. gets especi¬
ally warm mitting for his songstyling on “Young At Heart. ”
Drummer Jack Roth and pianist
Jules Buffano are on hand as usual
to fit neatly into the festivities;
the hefty Borden Twins and Sally
Davis are excellent foils for Du¬
rante.
Skeets Minton is featured on
bill. Ventriloquist shows unusual
technical skill with various dum¬
mies, and most pf the dialog is
highly laughable. Okay impreshes
include Rose Murphy, Mario Lanza;
Billy Eckstine, Vaughn Monroe,
Jerry Colonna.
Art Johnson, house emcee-singer,
is .consistently good, and is backed
by the Donn Arden Dancers (16)
and'the Carlton: Hayes ofch (14) in
an impressive “Tribute To Jerome
Kern” production numbef.
Duke. .
Sahara, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Feb. 4.
Marlene Dietrich, Kirby Stone
Four, Amin Bros.,. Dick Summers,
.Louis Basil Orch (13); production
numbers, Sonia Shaw, Bill Hitch¬
cock; produced by Start Irwin; $3
minimum. "
Marlene Dietrich has returned to
the scene of her original Vegas
triumph—the Sahara Congo .Room
-r-and she does it with an elegant
impact that won her a standing
ovation from first-nighters. This
appearance is easily Miss Dietrich’s
best of several local outings—she
never looked more handsome; her
rich, distinctive voice embellishes
the glamour which has made her a
living legend;' and the “diamond”studded $25,000 Jean Louis-de¬
signed gown she wears is icing on.
the cake/ Songs include “Look Me
Over*” 4‘You’re, the Cream In My
Coffee,” "My-Blue Heaven,” “Boys
In The Backroom,” “Laziest Girl In
Town,” “Kisses. Sweeter Than
Wine,” “Johnny,” and ‘Tali Mar¬
lene.” A costume change into
her Wik. white tie & tails brings
her back for a‘ smooth soft-shbed
“Sweet Rosie-O’Grady;” a drama¬
tic “One For The Road,” , and a
cleverly-worded “I May Never Go
Home,” from her new film, “Wit¬
ness For thh Prosecution.” For an
encore she" does the i “Falling In
Love Again” trademark. Conduc¬
tor-arranger Burt Bacharach’s deft
handling of the Louis Basil orch
(13) adds class to a.classy act.
The Kirby Stone Four and the
acrobatic Amin Bros, serve as. neat
balances to the Stan Irwin pack¬
age. Stone’s quartet gets solid
yocks with its zany dissection of
Lazy River,” “British Blues” and
“Birth of the Blues,” plus celeb impreshes coated with very funny
dialog.
■ Two . original production num¬
bers by composer-arranger Bill
Hitchcock and choreographer Sonia
.Shaw are lively and lavish , in the
Ziegfeld league:
Duke.

glance, She reflects artistic polish
and cosmopolitan flourishes gained
on foreign shores. Also plenty high
are her application of special . Scot-,
ings, with Ernest Bragg as pianodirector, and wardrobe. Discard¬
ing a black taffeta coat after an
intro with “Friendships,” the
blond looker emphasizes a trim fig¬
ure with a red strapless evening
gown of satin and black lace trim
and taffeta. . Scores heavily with
a lengthy “Around the World”
treatment, making use of toggery
pieces and lingo of various lands.
Leaves them real hungry after 25
minutes.
.
. Barry, neat appearing and grow¬
ing on acquaintance,: unloads yocks
for most of. his 23-minute monolog,
sound effects and impressions.
Highlights are takeoffs, oh God¬
frey, Liberace, Churchill and a
drunk driver. Material is clean
and unfamiliar.
Dorben. Dancers sandwich the
acts with “Funny Face” and “La
Vie en Rose,”, artistic numbers
featuring Mary'Jo Leyanna & Don
Little dance team. Clay Mundey
holds over as emcee, doubling. on,
vocals with Mary Bassett, local
fave. Arthur Lee Simpkins is due
Feb. 14.
'
KbU...
LeCupidon, X. Y.
Gretchen Wyler, Howard Beder,
Cuiuh Quartet, Ish. Ugarte Trio;
$3.50 minimum.
Gretchen Wyier has- tailored
overalls and will travel. The singerdancer, who’s been piling/up legit
credits the last few years,- is mak¬
ing a delayed return to the nitery
field with her current stand at this
eastside bistro: She appeared at
the spot briefly two years ago arid
up to now that’s been the extent
of her cafe career:
This time, Miss Wyler intends
to take on other club; bookings.
That is, as long as there’s nothing
cooking for her. in legit.
She’s,
got a good act; in which the previ¬
ously-mentioned overalls figure , as
her basic eye-catching .costume.
Her stint, running 25 minutes, is
substantially different, from her
prior turn at the room in that less
special material, is used.
But; as before, she registers ef¬
fectively with her energetic de¬
livery, both. in the song and dance
departments. The tunes are most¬
ly in the bouncy, vein, several
culled from shows, iff which she’s
appeared. These include numbers
from “Damn Yankees,” “Silk
Stockings” and a terp bit froth
"Rumple.” Her repertoire takes
ih . other familiar items, including
a “Frankie & Johnny” offering and
a sock rendition of “Mack the
Black.”
The act, with. musical arrange¬
ments by . Elliot Lawrence, Was
staged by Charles Hughes and put
together by comedian Paul Lynde.
The only standout shortcoming at
this club is the lack .of room for
Miss • Wyler to stretch her shapely
legs.
Miss Wyler gets neat backing
from the. Ish Ugarte Trio, while the
Cutun Quartet, with.. songstress
Helen Noel, gives Out with the
Latino beat for the predominantly
terp-beat patrons. Howard Beder,
the show’s host, does okay on a
couple of opening , numbers.: Host¬
ing, for the. room is Robert, former¬
ly w.k.maitred’hotel of the de¬
funct Versailles, N. Y.:.
.Jess.
Hotel Muehlebacli, K. C.
Kansas City, Jan. 3l.
: Carmen, d’Antonio, T.he Vogues
(3), Ken Harris Orch with. Loraine
Daly;
cover:

The Muehlebach has a couple of
newcomers for the current fort¬
night in the Terrace Grill, and the
show has to be tabbed as one of
the lighter entries to play the
room. Some potential entertain¬
ment accrues from the combo of
Beverly Hills, Newport dancer Carmen d’Antbnip . and the
singing Vogues, but it is only part¬
Newport, Ky., Jan. 31.
Jane Morgan (with Ernest ly realized ih the half-hour.
Miss d’Antonib reveals consider¬
Bragg), Dave. Barry, Dorothy able
of . her chassis in a beauteous
Dorben Dancers (10) (with Mary and brief costume as she cavorts in
Jo Leyanna <£ Don Little), Clay a trio Of dances, one as a lady bull¬
Mundey, Mary Fasseti, Gardner fighter, another a Spanish heelBenedict Orch (10), Jimmy Wilber stomper and the third a boogie bit.;
Trio, Larry Vincent; $3 minimum, All have some bright moments, but
$4 Sat.
as a whole the turn, was somewhat
unjelled at show caught. ;
The Vogues—Diana Hale, Bob
Greater Cincy cafe society is
treated to smart cabaret fare over Bush and Jeff Gyle—put their
a fast 60-minute route in the cur- hearts into warbling, a varied serent two-framer at northern Ken¬ l lection of songs, ranging from the
tucky s-swank Beverly Hills. Jane folksong to Elvis and including
Morgan, newcomer here, an in¬ sorffe Originals and some standards.
stant click songstress, and Daye Possibly their best are “Sweet Old
f-30*5* distinctively easy and sure- Fashioned Girl” and “Stairway. To
iire \dnster, have class support, the Stars,” but Several rough spots
from the Dorothy Dorben dancing show through and entry has but a
rfjPy^bes, returning after 19 modest impact. They also; ;offer
months during which the Donn Ar- “Alabama” as they do it on.the
oen Dancers reigned superbly. Key label, but it drew but mild reGardner: Benedict’s location crew
ls tbe dependable, music"backer. . SPNext in Will be jGiriny Sims, to
Miss Morgan,; known -hereabouts, open Feb, I4, with’the Cml Sands
mostly, further Kapp recording of orch taking over same date from,
Quin.
fascination,” ’is sturinldg if fifst- 'the Ken. Harris eftriv.
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new in his act and basically this is
Fairmont Hotels S. F.
Hotel Pinza, N.
San Francisco^ Jan. 30.
Genevieve, Ted Straeter Orch; correct. But he has cut down on
Carol Channing, Ernie Heckscher
Mark:Monte Continentals; $3 covet. his impersonations, doing complete
takeoffs only on Sinatra and Pres¬ Orch till; $2 cover.
ley. He sings a great deal more
Prepare , a little list. Genevieve affd: the act overall now is stamped
has got these ass^s: a unique per¬ more firmly with the Davis im¬
A jampacked opening-night
sonality, Asaucy manner, ingratia¬ print. It is his pwff act and no crowd whistled, cheered and
tion, and apparent interiob calm. orie else’s—and it’s ah act that has
stamped as Carol Channing abso¬
She held: the floor at the dinner class and, smash.
lutely gassed ’em in what must be
show opening night (29) for 40-odd
Mdrty Stevens conducts the
minutes, building steadily and de¬ Moulin Rouge , barid placed off the the fastest 50 minutes in show biz.
Miss Channing comes on like
parting unconditionally, a hit.
stage, backing Davis iip. The or¬
This qualifies her as one of the chestrations are good and the band gangbusters in her very first num¬
small band of- pert singles for the performs them with sharp pre-;, ber, “Little Gal from Little Rock,”
small luxury dine-dance circuit. If cisirin. Will Mastiff is still part of and never lets up. Her songs—
analysis is wanted, she probably the act, spelling: Davis to do an “Calypso Pete,” the wonderful,
makes it on mime. She uses'her ingratiating soft shoe, and Sammy scat “If,” the lovely* nostalgic “Unlips, eyes, head, body and pauses Sr. was introed from the audience t* You’ve Played the Palace” and,
with rare .skill: She is definitely for a taste of his old tap magic.
of course, “Diamonds Are a Girl’s
superior to her material, which
Jay Lawrence, held over, scores Best Friend”—are each gems,
has few or no punchlines and more strongly with his comedy routines, honed to perfection.
the. suggestion than the reality of especially his prizefight bit, OtherBut her slick comic routines
satire.
.
. .
Iwise the “Pariscope” show is sub¬ overshadow her singing. First
There. is: talk of France but it stantially the same as on the pre-. comes her warm, friendly takeoff
sounds like Quebec. No matter. [ vious engagement. A fast and at¬ on Sophie Tucker and then, with
She exploits her troubles with the tractive dance trio, Hal Loman & ascending degrees of rieedling,
English lingo for giggles. It’s been His: Playmates (Playmates being takeoffs on Tallulah Bankhead,
done before by many Frenchy shapely platinum blondes) is rieW Judy* Garland and Marlene Dietsoubrettes. It’s all relaxed with and is- helpful in setting up the rich, complete with costume
Genevieve and that’s what makes show.
Powe.
changes, props, preening and vastly
it work. Her garni ways, in a
effective use of her elastic mouth
gold lame tight-fit sheath, her
and huge brown eyes. Finally,
muddy, plastered, Sagan coiff all Americana, Miami B’cb there are a pair of Imaginary chargo With the style;
acters—a silent film star who can’t
Miami Biachi Feb, 1.
w Flirtatious but not - coy, blueBetty Hutton with^Herb Lurie, imagine Why her whithling lithp
toned but not jazzy, as. much ac¬
hath halted her thcreen career
Jones
Boys
&
Jerry
Fielding,
tress as. singer- diverting rather
after her first talkie, arid a twothan highly comical, a dame and Jackie Heller, Lea Martin Orch; stepping flapper of the ’20s. These
not a grande dame, Genevieve is a $3.50r$7.50 minimum.
are great creations, keep the
performer with what, it takes. If
crowd in an uproar and require the
she keeps up the good: work, she
For her annual return date here, “Diamonds” song from “Gentle¬
may mature into one of the greats. Betty Hutton has moved up beach to men Prefer Blondes” as a getaway
Punch material will be a necessity. the Bal Masque of this biggery and number.
The usual sturdy support was repeats her previous clicks at other
offered by the Ted Straeter, house locations—but in spades, in this . Fine, uninhibited comediennes
music.. Straeter by now has long normally staid poshery. She turns are rare, and this one may be the
since developed the: kind of, in¬ it into a table-tumult setting with rarest of alJ, .for she has topflight
material, wonderful timing and
tuitive collaboration with a per¬ her projectile-paced act.
and, to top it off, is willing
sonality that the pit maestro at the
Never one to indulge in the savvy
work like a horse. The Swigs’
old Palace used to have. Land.
subtle approach, the all-out Hutton to
Venetian
Roof figures for |um*
attack , is maintained throughout away business
during, this show’s
Ritz Carlton, Montreal her mostly-new material, her male four weeks, Ernie Heckscher orch
aides setting, the uptempo as she
Montreal, , jan. 29. ~ unwinds a strong assortment of in¬ plays a pleasant 10-minute “Okla¬
Fethghda Mantel, ■ Johnny vents shrewdly tailored to her homa” medley to get things rolling.
Stef.
Gallant, Paul Notar Trio; $2-$2.50 frenetic styles It’s a one-woman
cover.
show iff which she makes entrance
via a clever bloWn-up screened Fontainebleau, M. B9eh.
Now established as a once-a-sea- drum. Setting, to start the pounding
Miami Beach. Jan. 28.
Followups are aimed
son performer in the attractive early.
Ritz Bros., Joanne Gilber4, Leo
downstairs cafe of the Ritz Carl- straight at the big reaction target
too' Fernanda Mofftel scores as al¬ and she hits with showmanly sure-, Diamond, Murray Schlamm, Saways. Current offering is quite a ness as she knocks: out a howling casas Orch; $4 $7.50.
chahge from the previous efforts; lampoon;—with 'appropriate builtthe statuesque blonde with the lip costUme-^n many-sloped Jayne
The Ritz Bros, are the first big
throaty pipes who stayed close to Mansfield and her muscleman hus¬ b.G. click of the LaRonde’s run of
the mike arid somewhat aloof from band (one'*of the Jones Boys play¬ winter toppers, their potent pull
the ■ ringsiders has given , way to ing the silent spouse). It’s a howl
someone who offers a more ribald raiser and sets them up for things is packing them in despite some
songalog and is almost in constant’ to Come: her “roaring tweffties” tab of the bleakest weather conditions
motiori. The change is good and show with flapper-collegiate cos¬ thiA resort has ever experienced.
makes for better overall pacing tume color-up to brighten the They’re a cinch to build even more
in next 10 days of their run, first
during the 35 minutes this chan- hoofery arid vpcalistics.
teuse from Algiers is on the floor. . Miss Hutton’s standard “song and, Weekend patronage toting up to
Songs are varied and. almost dance” routine with assist xrom sellouts for two shows rightly.
Word of mouth on their new act
evenly divided between. Frerich Herb Lurie is another winner. The
and English. .A few Special mate¬ vocals . are more growled and is adding to the heavy biz pull.
rial. items pick up a fair recep¬ howled out than done in melodic They’ve never worked harder, nor
tion, but for the most part Miss yeiri but, when asked, she takes to ffiore inventively to pile on the
Monte! stays With the faves, giving a soft torchant or ballad—a la hdwl build; their 45-minute session
them added impact by her own Helen Mofgari—ip a femme-sing- is a tour de force for t^e guy in
particular interpretations. Al¬ ers-of-old” runndown, in adroitly the middle, Harry, as'he runs
though she Wisely stays away from shaded projection. End result is through a multiple costume change
any form of audience participation, encores payoff for the dynamic series of routines that require
a few personal touches do much, to I blonde and her longtime nitery vis- many comedy character changes, to
boost rating of this attractive a-vis, Herb Lurie. The Jones Boys run him thrpugh a gamut of zany
are strong additions with their ex¬ bits highlighted by his vast fund
blonde..
As per usual, songstress is ele¬ pert harmonics and nimble dances. of mugging, yock-raising posturing
gantly gowned , and she gets able Jerry Fieldirig, her batoiieer, is al¬ and struts. The freres hit fast and
support from pianist Johnny Gal¬ most as frenetic as. his boss while hard with a lampoon on adult
lant and the Paul Notar trio. Miss setting up the backings, a chore he westerns, the tv-gun guys getting
y a thorough—and funny—working
Moritel bririgs business back over performs admirably.
Jackie Heller tees off matters over. There’s a raffish ruckus in
the average level with solid week¬
with a .fine aud-warmihg brace, of their revival meetin’ segment; the
ends.
^
Newt.'
tunes* and joins Miss Hutton for “Johann Strauss-Ascap” musical
a let-your-hair-down afterpiece satire is another big mitt earner
Moulin Rouge, L. A.
that adds, values to the overall pic. as is tbe “Don’t holler” routine
. Hollywood, Jan. 31.
Due on Feb. 12 are Julius LaRosa that tops their one retention from
their book of standards: “Conti¬
Sammy Davis Jr., Will Mastin, arid Jean Carroll.
Lary.
nental Gentlemen” the burlesque
Jay" Lawrence, Hal Loman & His.
of French chansoniers. Insert a
Playmates, Eddie O’Neal Orch;
larger-than-usual serving of their
Eddys’,
$5.50 package.
as-one,
easy-does-it hoofery adds
Kansas City, Jan. 30.
to the reaction with end-result
Andy. Williams, Tony DiPardo repeated callbacks, winding them
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
. It was one of those nights that Orch ill); $1-$1.50 cover.
intp another ffewie a complete
they talk about for along time af¬
Calypso bit that totes up still
terward — operiing night for
Back after only seven months another palm pandemonium, it’s
Sammy Davis Jr. at the Moulin since his first stand in Eddys’ unusual to see the normally tough
Rouge, his first Hollywood appear¬ deluxer, • Andy Williams has it all La Ronde tablers whistle and yield
ance.in three years. It was a top- to himself this time and makes it a for more—the Ritz brothers get
drawer theatrical audience that topflight singing show throughout them into that-frame, in spades.
turned out to welcome him, arid 45. minutes. This time, too, the The big click aura spreads fast
the pintsized entertainer with the orch is beefed up from eight to 11,
Joanrie Gilbert is always the pert
king-sized talents showed Why he with emphasis on the brass section,
is a performer’s performer as Weil and the show is musically much young songstress with the person¬
ality plus to add to her overall
as a popular draw.
stronger thereby.
solid performance. The slender,
Davis sings, tells jokes, ad libs
Williams rates as one. of the
with the band and the audience, brighter young singers today on the attractive brunet has been given a
smartly
blended book of specials
dances; blow's the trumpet, plays strength of his Cadence label plat¬
an electric guitar, does a turn Off ters and appearances in clubs and and standards, artfully arranged,
the tap drums and also has a go. on tv, and he reaffirms the rating and staged to her “young Sophisti¬
at the bongos... It.is possible that on this appearance. He has a. wide cated” manner. Delivery is strictly
pro, the know-how belieing her
by doing so many things so very
of tunes veering from lively youthful, appearance. The pluswell he may nave made it all look range
such as “Just in Time” and payoff she gets is earned.
too easy, - But this is quibbling. entries*
“I
Get
a
Kick
Out
of
You”
to
Leo Diamond is a departure
The simple truth, is that off his Softer ballads such as his new re¬
own he scores a smash hit with a lease, “Are You Sincere?” and from the norm in teeoff acts and
huge, overflow: crowd, arid retires; “Danny Boyi” There’s also a long proves a wise booking. He sets
exhausted offly after holding the medley of 1957 song hits and his things humming with an intri¬
Stage almost continuously for .95 established bestsellers, “Canadian guing harmonica set, utilizing
mouth organs of assorted size and in
mlnUteS. IBs four-week stand, at
the Moulin Rouge should, do rec¬ Sunset,” “Lips of Wine” and “I multiple numbers for a showmanly
stint. With it his technique is far
ord business for the mammoth Like Your Kind of Love.”
He
keeps,
the
whole
45
minutes
above par for the course, the
theatre-restaurant
. ■. During the remainder of his run, moving with a change of song pace, compos essayed offbeat and con¬
Davis will trim his turn to about brief bits of chatter arid his genial¬ taining the classic as well as the
50 mnutes on a two-a-nigh.t basis, ity, along with his' own special pops. Murray Schlamm introes iff
fitting it into the overall produc¬ brand of pop singing. He’s on smooth fashion, while Sacasas and
tion, which funs around 93 through Feb. 6, to be followed by hL* orch background a heavily ar¬
Somethin’’Smith & The Redheads, ranged layout in top style. Due
minutes.
Qttih.
'Febi-fip Liberace.
* -Lary.
Davis said there was nothing
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Riviera, Lm Vegas
Las Vegas, Jan, 28,
Ginger RogersThe Novelties
(3>,TJie Cavanaughs. (2), Joe Kir-.
ehen,. Ray Sinatra Orch (ISO; pre¬
sented by Sammy Lewis; $3 mini¬
mum.

ment still lack the power of her
yearning, downbeat songs. Either
lighter material or more voice
work is In store for this earnest
singer.
Billy Beck uncorks a oneman
circus digest. It is a good, idea
some of the mime is fine; but it
needs more time and working ;out
of the character, a clown, for
greater force. Sine Cats are a
group of slides in takeoffs oh a
play of words around the word cat
with all types of felines displaying
the gags. This is brightly worked
out for an interesting, unsual bit.
Roger Paraboschi Orch (4) gives
good dance and background music
to the proceedings.
M'osk.

JsSrieFy
Amato’s, Portland
Portland, Ore,, Jan. 28,
*. ■ Billy Daniels (with Benny Paine),
The Claydettes (-6) (with Bev
Baker), Julian Dreyer Orch (8),
JoVce & Barbara; $2jiovet.
This is the second time in less
than she months that Billy Daniels
has returned to this plush show¬
case., He -preemed here the latter
part of last August with a six-day
stint and had the ropes up through¬
out. This, round, is. for two weeks
and it looks SRO all the way.
The “Black Magic” man has
pretty much the same routine as
on his last visit and the customers
thoroughly enjoy his 40-minute
offering. He. stepped onto the ele¬
vated stage to a . near ovation and
Slammed out tune after tune in the
trademarked style. His voice is,
better than ever, he works hard
in easily selling standards and pop
stuff arranged with slick change of
pace. Patrons get off their mitts
for every song. PianistBenny Paine
is a perfect foil for Daniels’ stuff
and steals the spotlight in two
solos for solid returns.
The Claydettes (6) are on for
two : outstanding production num¬
bers! Ftesh lookers knOw how to
pick ’em up and lay ’em down with
precision. Bev Baker: does a nice
job with her specialty spot. Bar¬
bara & Joyce keep the lounge cus¬
tomers entertained with their
Songs, piano and bass stuff. Julian
Dreyer and his crew (8) play a
fine Show and set the tempo for
dancing.
The Gaylords open
Feb. i0.
Feve.

Ginger Rogers’ Vegas debut dis¬
plays the star in a lush, well-staged
act generously injected with nos¬
talgia. She’s backed by ornately
spectacular Dorothy Dorben pro¬
duction numbers, a sock comedy
act, and a delightful ice skating
turn which makes for a good 90
minutes of entertainment.
Miss Rogers is most attractive,
and wears gorgeous gowns. Her
act is at its best when she’s sing¬
ing and dancing, and wisely she Windsor Hotel, M’freal
Montreal, Jan. 28..
does a lot of it. She does several
Evelyn Knight, Sandro. Montero,
dramatic bits from her hit films,
getting best audience response Max. Chamitov Quartet; no cover,
from “Torn, Dick and Harry and or minimum.
“Kitty Foyle” dialog. This seg¬
ment could be trimmed for better¬
As part of the extensive refur¬
ment of the romp. Warmest mitt- bishing
of the Windsor Hotel, the
ing goes to “The Night Is The Best new owners
have instituted an en¬
Part of The Day,” “You Can’t Take tertainment policy
in. the Embassy
That Away From Me.” and “New ; Room
and Evelyn Knight was
Fangled Tango” chirps, and “Shall
picked
as
the
starting
performer,
We Dance,” .“Day and Night,”
“Fine Romance,” “Carioca;” and A frequent visitor to Montreal in
“Continental” terps. Mark Alden, past decade. Miss Knight still reg¬
Buff Shurr, and Dom. Salinaro isters neatly with the patrons as
serve as excellent dancing foils for she introduces several new songs
Miss Rogers. Louis daPron gets and reprises her old standards to
staging credit; Peter Matz smooth¬ okay appreciation. Her lilting, al¬
ly conducts the Ray Sinatra Orch most lullaby piping is as effective
as ever and this handsome blonde
(19) for the star.
i establishes a warm dignity with
The Npvelites (3) longtime faves; the ringsiderS which fits in perfect¬
at the Riviera, return with some
dandy nonsense, some of it new, ly with this new roomsome familiar. Art Terry on guitar; | Backing Miss Knight is Max
Frankie Carr on accordion and Don Chamitov’s newly-formed combo
DAC, Detroit
Santora on bass breeze through the! who not only give singer solid sup¬
. Detroit, Feb. 4:
musical slapstick and impreshes, port throughout session but cut
Florence
Henderson, Bill Hayes,
some of the most danceable music
drawing hefty yocks.
West,
Harrison,
Larry Green Orch
in this town between
Ice team called the Cavanaughs to be heard
In the relief spot, Sandro (1); private club.
(2) neatly glides through a George shows.
Arnold-staged frozen fandango on Mdrttero and his guitar registers
Blessed with, good voices that
portable stage. New line of Riviera handily as he sings in several lan¬ blend well together, good looks,
Dancing Dolls (19) perform pret¬ guages everything from folk songs youth and a. wealth of special ma¬
to
the
pops.
tily behind the okay singing of
Although still in an experimental terial linking current pops, musiJoe Kirchen.
Duke.
stage, the show formula for this cbmedy and operetta faves into a
room will probably be hinged on neat, tuneful bundle, soprano
Fontaine Res Quatres
single. acts with femme > chirpers Florence Henderson and baritone
dominating. Biz has been light dur¬ Bill Hayes, who broke in their act
Saisons* Paris
ing the week but near capacity on this week at the Detroit Athletic
Paris, Jan.. 27.
Club; , look like a winning comboweekends.
Newt..
Freres Jacques (4), Paul BraffOr the class niteries. The mam
fort, Luce.ite Raillet, Jean Yanne,
problem—-if it can be called that
Pierre Perret, Tudal & Confortes,
-r-is the .need to prune some good
Mocambo, Hollywood
Sine Cats, Billy Beck, Sandra,
material to shorten their 47-minHollywood, Jan. 28.
Roger Paraboschi Orch (4); $4
Dick Contino, . Betsy Duncan ute turn to one nearer 30.
Hayes comes on first with a spir¬
minimum.
(with Karl Brent),. Paul .Herbert
custom job on “My Song,” se¬
Orch (5), Frankie Sands Trio; $2 ited
gueing into inusicomedy faves,
.This smartly lit, atmospheric cover.
rock ’n* roll, opera and frontier
cabaret seems the last of the Left
ballads with which he is identified
Bank existentialist clubs. It stall,
Dick. Contino, singling again, via records. It’s quite a potpourri
adheres, to young and offbeat tal¬ after
disastrous experience as but the. special musical bridges
ents to make for a unique show head his
of* a band, and newcomer built for him by Bobby Kroll trans¬
that will draw those looking for songstress
. Betsy Duncan unveil ports huh safely from one score to
gray matter rather than flesh and
fantasy in their nitery going/ Re¬ smartly packaged acts, well bal¬ another.. His boyish goodlooks and
anced,
sung
and often exciting. easy manner keep the femmes in¬
turn of the Freres Jacques (4), the
singing group famed in the old Each act, bn about 30. minutes, is terested.
Miss Henderson, blonde, pretty
cave days, will probably have, this built expertly. There is a mini¬
in for biz. In fine form, with songs, mum of pointless chatter. The and tastefully gowned, takes over
surrounded by enough good new audience, although obviously thick With a medley of numbers she did
entries, this is.a top-grade show. with friends and well-wishes (and in “Fanny,” and “Oklahoma.” She
Freres Jacques essay their tights possibly shareholders), responded brings Hayes on nicely with “In¬
and multicolored jerkins with dif¬ with heavy applause at show dian Love Call,” with him answer¬
ferent hats, mustaches and props caught.
ing offstage and then walking on.
Even for those indifferent to ac¬ From then on, they’re paired in a
for the savvy production aspects
of each song. The numbers are cordion music, COntiiio is some¬ large assortment of songs from
thing,
special
with
hiS
rare
techincisive, witty and smart and they
opera to “Honeycomb.” For an
He encore they did. a musical “This Is
come in for big mitts. Whether nique and showmanship.
chanting tales of the woes of a [ opens somewhat slowly . with Your Life” of Richard . Rodgers,
drugstore cat, seasickness. Charles¬ “Lover,” does a misty “Moon- running through Rodgers & Hart
ton dancing, etc., they blend mime glow,” and then smashes across and Rodgers & Hammerstein hits.
and song perfectly, with a touch with “Misirlou.” As Contino has Again, Kroll provided them with
of poetics, to make this the top long exhibited, he can do things artistic as well as serviceable mu¬
choral group in practice here. With with an accordion very few others sical bridges. The duo’s special
Gallic song acts going well state¬ can. He has some mild but pleas¬ conductor Phillip Ingalls did a
side, this bunch is ready for an¬ ant comedy with two Italian folk¬ good job with house orch.
other Yank trip.
songs—singing to his own accom¬
Wes 'Harrison, “Mr, Sound Ef¬
Lucette Raillet is. a pert, pun¬ paniment-rand stretches the range fects,” opened the show so well
gent-voiced songstress whose tales of his mood from “12th Street that a lesser pair than Miss Hen¬
of woe are cleverly underlined by Rag” to “Around the World.” The derson, and Hayes would have been
a puckish sense of humor and act Could be expanded . 10 or 15 strictly anti - climactic; Harrison
bright timing and miming. Fresh; minutes from the 12 numbers he simply is terrific, a show-stopper
though returning to the fertile did opening night, without losing who had to beg off to allow the
staples of the oldtime diseuse, this audience interest.
headliners to come on. He. does a
girl looks to turn into a top spe¬
Miss Duhcan, pert redhead who jazzed-up version of “Little Red
cialized entry here. For the U.S. sings sweet and sings lowdown. Riding Hood,” producing realistic
her Gallicized turn would be prin¬ serves up such standards as oral sound effects ranging from a
cipally for the offbeat spots. *
“Breezing Along With the Breeze/’ souped-up hot rod to trains to a
Paul Braffort is a balding, be¬ “Make the Man Love Me” and tree being cut down by axe and
spectacled cleffer-singer who sar¬ “Love Is Where You Find It,” in
and then falling with a. whoosh.
donically turns out songs on atoms, addition to some smart special ma¬ saw
His funny, apt comments in be¬
mathematics, etc. Intelligent ly- terial. by Earl Brent, who built her tween the sounds add up to an Offricking and delivery make him a act and gives it! slick accompani¬ Beat
turn that should keep him in
good entry for this room, but he ment: It was a mistake to follow demand
at the better spots.
appears limited for more pop local Breht’s sharp, fresh satire, “I Hate
Tew.
or U.S. chances. Backed by his Him.” with a similiar number too
own guitar, Pierre Perret chants wellknown to rouse much, reaction;
some clever, mildly anarchic songs/ a contrast wbuld have been better. International, Houston
Unfortunately, however, he sounds Miss Duncan also should discard
Houston, Jan. 28.
too much like the topi troubador
Jana . Mason, Piero Bros (2),
here, Georges Brassens. He is good the girlish pink bow In her hair. Shep Fields Orch (11); no cover
but slated to stay in the shadow It might have seemed a clever or minimum.
idea to use this as topping for a
Of the master.
Jean Yanne is a patter comedian moulded white satin gown she
Jana Mason is another feather
with an Original new line. Seated wore for which the term “ding¬
behind a small organ, he talks ing” seems inadequate, but it was in the sleuthing cap. of Interna¬
about religioso matters in a keen, distracting Otherwise, Miss Dun¬ tional boniface, Porter Parris.
satirical manner which is provok¬ can, with a total of eight numbers, Club topper was impressed with
ing but never gross or overstressed. seems a certain bet for the smart thrush after catching her. act at
the N. Y. Plaza Hotel; but for local
Punctuated with specialized song clubs,.
Post time for the first show patrons, singer’s rep was close to
material, this marks Yanne a bright
new comic and one to be.heard* Tuesday night was advertised for zero—until opening (23) that is. I
10:30, but this turned out to be. Preem returns at the privatery in-1
from here. '
Tudal & : Confortes do a mime more a hope than a promise and dicate Texas splash for Miss Mason
takeoff on early pix with a flicker¬ things finally got ’ underway at ought .to be big.
I
ing light source. Racy and titil¬ 11:32. .Paul Hebert’s orch back¬
Songbird’s style is distinctive,
lating. this is also, in for yocks and stops the'shqw and alternates on running the gamut from squeals
palms. Sandra is a throaty torch dance music with the Frankie to groans, with
nice Sprinkling
singer whose voice and tempera¬ Sands Trio.
Kap.
of squirms in a socko white crepe

a
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gown designed to keep the hard of
hearing crowd entertained. Big
clicks here Were special, “What
the Average Mari Wants”; “That
Reminds Me of You,” in a torch,
style that gets away from the past,
arid “When the Saints Go March¬
ing In.”
Milting and general reaction
were on the heavy .approval side,
and dramatic talents of Miss
Mason sent every number over the
top. However, thrush’s tendency
to give every tune, including clas^
sics, like “I’ll Be Seeing You,”
same hypo treatment, is a distrac¬
tion. Hypo treatment ought to be
soft-pedalled were cleffing de¬
mands.
Top half of the double stanza,.
Piero Bros, is chockful Of unique
juggling routines. Pair leans, to
the comic for smash returns, espe¬
cially maneuvers with blocks. Slick
that defies gravity and hat ex¬
change were big winners. Backing
of Fields outfit tops as always and
a strong temptation for the leather
pushers.
Tony Bennett had Ralph Sharon
Trio bring in new shoW Feb. 6.
Burt.
Drake Hotel, Chi
Chicago, Jan. 28,
Betty Madigan> Jimmy Blade
Orch (6), $2 cover.
Camellia House is a showcase for
chanteuses, French or their Amer¬
ican equivalent. Betty Madigan is
less a chanteuse, according to
stereotype, than a wholesome in¬
genue with a zest for life. Her de¬
portment makes this amply evident,
although her songalog of ever¬
greens doesn’t allow for any partic¬
ular classification.
She effects good rapport, for the
most part. With such uptempo
tunes as “Wonderful World” and
“I Won’t Dance”; but her torching
misses authenticity and, in the case
of “Over the Rainbow,” is obvious¬
ly derivative. Her fresh, winsome
appearance stands her in good
stead with a table-skirting calypso
offering of “Ugly Woman.”
Miss Madigan’s voice issues
cleanly in all registers, and sug¬
gests art untapped vibrancy. Her
patter is ingenuous and winning,
and for her opening show (24) shd
wore a green brocade gown with
bow in back that both flattered her
figure and supported the ingenue
image. Jimmy Blade's orch gave
its usual fine' support Patricia
O’Day comes into, the room Feb.
21.
Pit.

hungry i» San Francisco
San Francisco, Jan. 28.
Mort Sahl, Jo Ryder, Tom O’Hor.
gdn, George Miller, Dean Riley;
$1-$1;50 admission:
More Sahl is a familiar experi¬
ence to habitues of Enrico Banducci’s lowercase; basement bistro,
the hungry i (the hungry intellec¬
tual),’ but . an 18-month hiatus has
made the intellectuals—and seem¬
ingly everyone else! in Frisco—
hungrier than ever for SahL
For the simple fact is that in 40
incredibly rapid-fire minutes, Sahl
is one of the funniest men in show
business. He is even sharper, faster
and surer than he was in his two-,
year stint (1954-56) at the i,. arid
a capacity crowd loves every sec¬
ond! of his satire rind Wide-eyed wit.
Sahl, tieless, sweatered and
carrying only a rolled-up news¬
paper as a prop, runs through his
topical staples—Ike, Adlai, foreign
sports cars, jazz, bohemians, the
Republican Party and sputniks—
so quickly and so stream-of-consciously that the customers are
literally gasping tot breath be¬
tween laughs. He sets the stage
immediately with his first words:
“I’m still a bohemian, I don’t want
you to think I’ve sold out,” and
has a few1 special new twists such
as his comment on a recent New
Yorker piece that said he had “
Christ-like vision.” Sahl’s Com¬
ment: “If you’re gonna. identify
with somebody, you gotta really
come on,” His famous gag about
folksingers is still intact: „LT knew
one who wore his shirt open to the
naval but he didn’t, have a navel,
which is either a show business
gimmick or the ultimate rejection
of mother.” *
*
Sahi has a great, fast bit about
the time he arid Dave Brubeck
asked a Portland, Me., cabbie,
“Where’s the action? 7.. so he took
us to this place where they fish
illegally.” This is all typical Sahl,
delivered wryly . and beautifully,
with the fine Sahl jittering and a
superb cutting edge. Capacity
crowds are buying it 101%.
Jo Ryder is a pleasant, stylish
singer of sophisticated songs; Tom
O’Horgari is a harpist with a rather
uncertain Irish tenor; George Mil¬
ler and Dean Riley' fill capably on
piano and bass, respectively. But
for the next two weeks—-the length
of Sahl’s engagement—this 75minute show is really all Sahl,
Stef..

C arillon, Miami B’eta
Crescendo, Hollywood
Miami Beach; Feb. 2.
Hollywood, Jap. 29.
. Andrews Sisters, Gary Morton,
Johnny Mathis, Bennett & Pat- Johnny Conrad Dancers, Dick Ster¬
terson, Dave Pell Octet; $2 cover. ling,. Jacques . Donnet Orch; $3-$8'
minimum.
The names have been cropping
up in the disk field in recent years
Decision, to inaugurate a twoand, inevitably, there has been a weeker policy, with name attrac¬
slow transition of. these platter- tions for this newery’s huge Club
gusses to saloons. Results have
adds another competitor for
een varied, all of which makes It Siam,
the hotel-cafe circuit here. The
a tossup as to how Johnny Mathis room is probably the largest
will fare in this local bow at the around, allowing for a minimum of
Crescendo. Offhand, he looks iike- 750 and a maximum of 1,200 for a
a good bet to attract a younger cabaret setup, although there’ll
audience (which Is what the Cres¬ probably be over 2,000 persons on
cendo has largely specialized in1 hand when the first boxing bout
anyway), but whether it will spend ever to be televised from a hotel
ehough to justify his cost Is prob¬ is staged later in he month. Size
lematical.
of the layout requires a perfect
For mature audiences, Mathis is sound system—currently being in¬
an anomaly. He doesn't have a stalled—and ai strongly projected.
saloon act, peddling a standup act if it is to come across to all
songalog that is largely spiced With corners.
reprises of his hit disks. .He does it
The Andrews Sisters were a good
well enough and has an ingratiat¬ choice for the preem weeks and
ing personality but the bulk of his [ first-ever appearance in this area.
appeal is in the vocal ■ sound he’s The trio are still a solid singing
able to develop, and It’s a sound team, albeit their look now is more
that has mostly a youthful con¬ , on the matronly side than in their
notation. To make it more palatable I presentation-house heyday. They
for older audiences, Mathis em¬ sell their catalog in smooth, easyploys an effective change of . pace; does-it manner, a style made to or¬
bouncing from ballad to jazz beat der for this resort’s cosmopolian
and developirig strong response. cafegoers. All of their longtime
Thus, he goes from items like “It’s hits are contained, along with a
Not for Me to Say” or “The 12th plentiful insert of the newies. Per
of Never” to a bouncy “Day In, always, the harmonics are Well at¬
Day Out” to good effect. Tricky tuned In the blending; the stage
arrangements, -particularly on “Bye department authoritative;
the
Bye Blackbird” and “Beginning to whole a click.
See the Light,” are also "helpful. | GaryMorton is lost in this big
Disk reprises include such items as i room. He’s a personable guy with
“Wonderful, Wonderful” and “Wild plenty of moxie, selling an assort¬
is the Wind.”
j ment of offbeat and oldies with a
Opener Is a new comedy team, this-is-new approach, that manages
Ben Bennett & Dick Patterson, who to get him over the sometimes dif¬
lean heavily on slapstick and sight fident aud response, to wind him
gags. They develop strong laughs, into a warm payoff.
particularly with a prop moth bit
The Johnriy Conrad group are a
and some material based on “Fa¬ good choice for this setting. Their
mous Last Words.” Act is largely routinings are inventive and In¬
a throwback to burlesk days when telligent, paced to raise the re¬
this type of comedy sold well; for quired palming that maintains an
stronger consideration on the aud reaction upbeat to set the
nitery beat they need to develop ! show going in zirigy order.
more polish and to spice their slap-1 Dick Sterling is house emcee, i
stick with more subtlety. With J smooth, literate sort who handle#
material Changes of this kind, the assignment in firm style.
they could make an impact.
< Jacques Donnet’s orch is ditto on
Dave Pell Octet Is plus-four for the showbackings. Attractions to
this engagement, at least to back follow, beginning Feb. 14, are cur¬
the show. It’s a top group, as al¬ rently being lined up, with first
ways, and provides a solid dance commitment
already cancelled
catalog in addition to backing the when Johnnie, Ray’s ear operation
show.
Kap.
forced a beg-Out.
Lory.
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Chez Paree, Chi
Chicago, Jan. 31.
Gordon MacRae with Sheila MaqRae (Van Alexander), Miss Lont,
Adorahles (6), Ted Ftio Rito Orch
(16); $1-95 cover, $4 minimum*

The Menchassys add to the comedy
side as a two-man Camel, though
the laughs are. mostly kid-weight.
Glenn & Colleen, ah adagio skating team from Australia,! score
brilliantly In a pair of turns, and
Adrian Swan, another, skater from
Down Tinder, executes a graceful
single as the snake charmer. Fred
Napier’s solo flight as ringmaster
is highlighted by leaps, and spins,
and Jo Ann McGowan, a looker, is
slick and zesty in her segment as
the prima. Gal exhibits real skat¬
ing class and stage keri.
Half-pint skater Paul Castle is
effective; in a couple of. short com¬
edy takes, and the corps of Boulevar-Dears and Doiis is inspired
and well rehearsed throughout
Bob Frellson’s choreography is
fresh ahd cues the vitality of the
show- .
Hessie Smith’s original score,
and the vocal handling of it: by the
Tune Tattlers,, are. competent, per
usual. Charlie Fisk’s orch provides
excellent showbacking and dansapation.
Les.

Pft&IETY
Chase Club, St. Louis
St. Louis, Jan. 28.
Marguerite Piazza, Ralph Flan¬
agan OTch (121; $1.50-$2 cover.

Her first time in a St. Louis
night club was a glittering session
After several attempts to land:
for Marguerite Piazza, who proved
him ere . now, the Chez Paree is
to assembled middlebrow and high¬
finally showcasing Gordon MacRae
brow first-nighters, with no trou¬
in his Chi nitery debut. It’s an . ex¬
ble at all, that opera can be. highly
periment for the club; marking a
palatable in a nightery if well
departure from the standup jokesleavened with the lighter stuff.
and-songs format with a musicomHer opera forays, including "Un
Bel De” from "Madame Butterfly,”
edy layout.
got undivided attention, even from
An eagerly responsive preem
the more persistent elbow-benders,
audience,- however, should dispel
but the house really came down
any fears about the experiment.
When she shed her;gorgeous eve¬
Simple fact is that MacRae regis¬
ning
gown and emerged in scanties
ters sock with a well-paced 55 min¬
for a couple of fine lowdown flings
utes dominated, by his rich baritone
with "Basin Street Blues” and
as it ranges over a Rodgers & Ham"Birth of the Blues.”
inerstein program most nearly
Miss Piazza has an^engaging way
identified with MacRae via his
with her; too, in her chatty moments
’'Oklahoma!” and ’'Carousel” pix
between
congs when she refers to
roles. Songalog. also holds some
her three kiddies back home in
nondt & H standards—"Singing in
Memphis
and sings a lullaby, pre¬
the Rain,” "Easy to Love” and
sumably the Way she does it when
"Cabin in- the Sky’—from, the
the family’s gathered ’round. She
singer’s current Capitol album. Ail
also makes good use of the. hand
The Pigalle, London
come off to solid mitting..
mike, undulating from one ring¬
London, Jan. 31.
In the fashion of the nitery day,
side table to another and kindling
u
Bernard
Delfont
presentation
of
MacRae and wife Sheila team for
new
sparks in the eyes of the balda round of impressions, nearly all “Champagne Shower,” with Chan- headed row.
well done despite mediocre dialog. ning Pollock, Erich. Brenn, Rom¬
The Ralph Flanagan orch has
Deepest cutting of these were the anos Bros., Pat Dahl, Kim Darvos, added some one-big-happy-family
ones of Arthur Godfrey and his Peter Elliot, Vickie Grey & Julie touches, sending a half doZenor so
Lipton commercials, and Zsa Zsa. Gavell, Dancers (17), Showgirls of the boys in The band out stroll¬
Gabor. Another, by Mrs. MacRae \ (9)i Wbqlf Phillips Orch (11); ing and playing among the tables
in bridal gown, makes the raciest choreography, - Billy Petch; pro¬ every now and then and conduct¬
most of Jayne Mansfield’s boun¬ duced by Robert Nesbitt;- $4, mini¬ ing dance contests, with free Flana¬
teous bosom. Each impresh, by the mum.
gan records for the winners.
way, allies the subject with a song,
Next attraction: Rowan & MaTr
e g., the Gabor and "I’m Gonna
tin, Feb. 6-19. with Charlie Spivak
Wash That Man Right Out of My . "Champagne Shower,” Robert taking over tor six weeks as the
Hair,” and the Mansfielch with "All Nesbitt’s third consecutive floor- house band.
Bob.
show at the Pigalle, turns out to
or Nothing.”
MacRae’s capper is a convincing¬ be the most spectacular, the most
Stage Door, Toronto
extravagant
and
the
best
of
the
ly dramatic "Soliloquy” from "Car¬ trio. Running for just under an
Toronto, Jan. 29.
ousel,” interestingly done to a
hour twice-nightly, it is; a gorgeous
Jackie Rae, “Roar with, the
taped accompaniment. It lifted aud galaxy
of
color,
nifty
gals,
sliCk
Twenties”
ilO),
Jimmie Coixon,
enthusiasm to its peak and obliged
and tuneful melody with Donald Ramie; $2 minimum down¬
MacRae to a superfluous "I’ll Never dancing
three
stndout
speciality
acts
as
stairs,
$2
cover
upstairs.
Forget You” nosegay as a begoff.
Nesbitt’s produc¬
Ted Fid Rito's Orch, augmented by good ismeasure.
fast moving and glittering
five fiddles, backs sympathetically tion
Jackie Rae, headlining as blond
and, all in all, "Shower” is a gay
to the baton of Van Alexander, show that will pep up the London crew-cut baritone, has no difficulty
MacRae's conductor-arranger.
getting
across to audience from
night parade no end.
Oldfashioned vaudeville, a Chez
his bouncy , opening of "Almost
Star turn is the immaculate Like Being Jn Love” to his finale
rarity these days, takes the warmup
spot Via Miss Loni, a foot juggler American conjuror Channing Pol¬ "Come Rain or Come Shine/’ Rae
Who does nicely by her 10-minute lock. This debonair personality can. sell a song, plussed by change
allotment. Her sensitive toe work hands out his now familiar routine of tempo ranging from shout-ef¬
of doves and cards and, if any-, fects in "Birth of the Blues” to his
Is the key to some flashy feats with thing,
it seems even more polished
a beachball and other props.
"All the Way.” Singer has a
when he first revealed it to slow
deep, rich voicethat is used for
jAdorables (6) walk through a than
astonished London audience. feeling of the lyrics and he hushed
couple of perfunctory productions. an
To
his
background
music
of
“Be¬
One circus-themed, the other JapaBothered and Bewildered” late dinner guests. He seems adroit
nese-motifed. Clever backdrop sug¬ witched,
and With his goodhumored, quizzi- enough to sing on any medium.
gesting exterior of a Nippon geisha cal smile and impeccable appear-: Bows should also go to the arrange¬
house competes favorably with the ance, Pollock keeps his audience ments of Howard Cable and piano
of Jimmie Coxon.
choreography in latter number.
mystified and enraptured by the accomp
Rae’s engagement also marks
Pit.
smooth ease with Which hme in¬ debut
of "Roar with the Twenties,”
dulges his sleigh of hand.
another of those nostalgic revues*
The Romanos Bros., a trio of this time produced by Allan Pearce.
Conrad Hilton, Chi
Italian acrocomedians, score heavi¬ With beaded, waistless dresses and
Chicago, Jan. 28,
ly with their deft hoofing and in¬ cloche hats for the girls—-and
"Big Top,’* ice revue produced gratiating nonsense and Erich striped blazers, beanies and raccoon,
by Merriel Abbott, featuring Glenn Brenn garners hefty yocks. Brenn coats for the boys—this is a fast& Colleen, Adrian Swan; Fred Na¬ is a VIennes comedy, juggler mak¬ moving 35-minute melange of
pier, Paul Castle, Jo Ann McGovm, ing his British debut in "Cham-1 thumb-licking, hip-slapping songs
Luparescos (3), Jinx, Darlene Sel- pagne Shower” with a riotous act and dances of the era. Outstanding
likr Mehchassys (2), Tyne Tattlers. that had the first-night revellers are A1 "Pearce and Donna Miller in
(4), Boulevar-Dears (5), Boulevar- cheering. His gag: is to keep aj "Twordollaf High-Collar Shirt;”
of plates twirling on; a plus Peter Mews and Don Francks,
Dons (5), Charlie Fisk Orch UO); number
table, with dishes moving, simul¬
choreography and. staging, Bab taneously on sticks, and the sus¬ latter in little-boy suit and ringlets*
for theif clowning of "Sonny Boy.”
Frellson; lyrics and score, Bessie pense builds to a sock climax.
The Whole is a. blend of spng hits
Smith; costumes, John Baur, Ber¬
These three acts are laced to¬ of the *20s and spirited dancing of
nard Peterson; lighting, William E. gether by four spectacular song-&- the Charleston and Black Bottom.
Richardson; orchestrations, Norman danCe numbers lavishly dressed Also outstanding upstairs is Don¬
Krone; $2 cover.
(and Undressed) and touching a ald HarVie for his solo spot of Noel
high standard of hoofing. First Coward takeoffs. Bill is in for
McStdy.
Hilton producer Merriel Abbott number introduces the show with three weeks.
has mounted a new frozen cream- Peter Elliot as singing emcee, Pat
puff for the Boulevard Room, that Dahl singing as "Mademoiselle
El Morocco, Montreal
is perhaps splashier and more Pigalle,” and Kim Darvos. dancing,
Montreal, Feb . 1.
colorful than any of the semi¬ and with the stage engulfed in a ; Sally. Blair (with Curly Benito),
"shower
of
champagne”
lighting.
annual revues that have preceded
Bob Melvin, Dorothy Kramer Dan¬
it. This edition is on a circus
"Magnificence” is a colorful cers (4) with Jimmy Clark, Wally
theme, complete with a parade by
•abian Nights fantasy, with Miss Aspell, Don Carlo Orch (9), Larry
cast and band around the tables,
ihl as the Sultan’s Favorite and Moore .Trio; $1 cover;
and proves a sumptuous and en¬
cki Grey and Julie Cavell as a
gaging divertissement in a room
Certainly the most handsome
uple "bf veil dancers, the whole
that caters to gourmet families. Itrs
ing done to a hopped-up version colored thrush to grace the floor
a particularly delightful attraction
of
El Morocco, Sally Blair is a vocal
"In
A
Persian
Market.”
Miss
for the moppets, and much of the
Oil, a stunning blonde with a as well as visual click. Garbed, or
credit for the show’s eye-appeal
ry agreable voice ahd figure, has rather poured, in a revealing gold
belongs to the elegant and at times
leat song here. The singer is also lame gown that is tight enough to
Whimsical costumery of John Baur
atured as the Lady of the Moon restrict almost all movements but
and Bernard Peterson.
"Witchcraft.” Finale of show those of her expressive face. Miss
On the performance side, it’s not
s Les Girls in superb white fox Blair brings an entirely new type
as star-minded or virtuoso as some
ps and brings on the entire com- of chirping to Montreal—it is some¬
of the previous productions, but
times confusing but always inter-i
the cast is young, attractive and
line and the showgirls are esting.
full of vitamins and on the blades Pa?he
Teeing off With "Taking a Chance
easy
on
the
eye
and
have
been
it. is uniformly skillful; It’s the tricked out with first-rate, cos¬ on Love,” songstress does "Be¬
good fqrtune of any would-be star tumes designed by St. John Roper. witched” and then changes pace
to have missed this bill,, because Singer Peter Elliot, held over from for appreciation with "You Make
be would only have been upstaged the previous show, has a pleasant Me Feel So Young.” Coming back
by a fascinating ice-skating chim¬ voice but seems a shade over- for her encore set, she offers' a
panzee named Jinx.
welihed by the lavishness and the pair of nifties, winding up with a
The simian’s monkeyshines are pulchritude around him. Billy complicated arrangement of "Black
a barrel of laughs, whether he’s Petch’s. choreography and Tod Magic” that includes most of the
mimicking , per the script or per¬ Kingman’s decor are on a high songs in heir book, with the original
forming acros, or devilishly dis- level and Woolf Phillips’ orch tune as a brief opener and closer.
obeying his mistress-foil, Darlene handles maestro’s own music ex¬
Her offbeat rhythms and manner
Sellik. Jinx has plenty of natural cellently.
of dragging, the lyrics of a number
show.savvy, and he seems to know
"Champagne Shower,’* devised produce some odd tempos, but she
hos going to bring down the house and staged by Nesbitt at a claimed is. in control at all times and
when he swipes a soft drink bottle cost of $434,000, should draw the never fails to end up ih a dead
from a rinkside table and goes into town for a year and the Pigalle heat with her bongo drummer,
a drunk act.
will prove a magnet for all who Curly Benito, and the Don Carlo
Comedy vein gets a good mining want to see a floorshow and dine orch which gives her solid backing
too from the three Luparescos, and dance to the Phillips ensemble throughout.
Preceding Miss Blair is comic
who contribute a fine slapstick skit at a price that does not make too
Bob Melvin who played this room
as cops and who rate as one of the horrific an attack on the pocket..
Rich;.. last September when Sammy Bayis
better knockabout acts on ,skates.

/

. M16HT CLUB REVIEWS
Jr. headlined. Because of the time
Davis did. on the show, Melvin’s
part was cut considerably, but on
this session he is allowed his full
stanza and leaves no doubt that
he is a very funny gabber. Material
is fast, and he works for the con¬
tinuous, steady laugh rather than
two or three explosive yocks pre¬
ceded by endless, and sometimes
pretty dull, patter.
The Kramer dancers, held over,
are effective in two interpretive
numbers and ernfcee Wally Apsell
belts a few songs with authority to
open layout. Between shows the
Larry Moore combo is in with cus¬
tomer terping. Miss Blair holds un¬
til. Feb. 9.
Newt.
Seville, Hollywood
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
HiFi’s (5), Jimmy Field Dancer's
(6), Johnny Martinez & Cheda
Orch (6); 2-drink minimum.
“Tantrum in Tempo,” current at¬
traction at the Seville, is: an all¬
sepia revue which doesn’t measure
Up to Seville standards.- Show,
though sparked with the Verve re¬
cording artists, the HiFi’s, still
lacks the production quality and
Stephen Peck, co-owner of spot
with Cliff Larue and a top dancerchoreographer, should have util¬
ized more of his own talents. The
entire turn lasted around 40 min¬
utes, half of which was wasted be¬
cause of an overly loud musical
backing for the HiFi’s and failure
of the Jimmy Field dancers to stay
together.
Best thing in the show is a skif
with a preacher attempting to puri¬
fy the remainder of the cast via a
number entitled "Hallelujah.”
Show In several instances is remin-*
iscent of the ones staged at Har¬
lem’s Apollo Theatre during the
big-band era. ..
HiFi’s, four boys and a girl,
please with "Moonglow,” "Goodnews” and "Summertime.”
The
Field dancers mixed sextet with
the girls all lookers, impress spottily with various routines com¬
prised of island Afro-Cuban and
progressing terping. The Johnny
Martinez & Cheda orch (6) satisfies
the dancers but is too loud for the
vocal end of the staging. Kafa.
Lake Club, Springfield
Springfield, Ill., Jan. 28.
Betty Johnson, Dick Ware, Mir¬
iam Sage Dancers (6), Buddy
Kirk Orch.(8); $1.50 admission..;
. Based on opening night (25) re¬
action at the Lake Club, Betty
Johnson has double pronged poten¬
tial; on the nitery circuit. She
draws and she sells (See New Acts).
: Comedian r hoofer Dick Ware
works swiftly with routines which
mix nostalgia with laughter. His
impressions of Pat Rooney, Eddie
Leonard ahd Bill Robinson are
terpsichorean pleasers. His emcee¬
ing talents will, no doubt improve
as the eight-day show proceeds. His
opening night goofs can probably
be chalked up to "Chicago jitters/’
He introed the headliner as "star
of In Town Tonight” and Miriam
Sage’s, dancers as "the Lake Club
Adorables.”
Production numbers by Miss
Sage’s sextette of lovelies include
an opening Hawaiian medley and
a followup "New .Orleans Blues”
episode. The latter features orch
leader Buddy Kirk silhouetted in
an indigio lit "Birth of the Blues”
cornet solo. The dancers slink in
strapless red tights, but the blues
effect Is still there. The earlier
hula gyrations present a wardrobe
problem in that the girls leave an
appreciable amount of grass from
their, skirts oh the: floor after each
performance. Otherwise it would
be . even more eyeworthy than now.
Wayn.
Ottawa House, Ottawa
Hull, Que., Feb. 1.
Carol Stevens, Canadian Jazz
Quarte*; 50c admission.
Carol Stevens, billed as "The.
Satin Doll” and- persistently,
gowned, in revealing black, is si¬
multaneously puzzling and fas¬
cinating audiences in the Circus
Lounge of the Ottawa House,
where she’s thrushing to Feb. 6.
At first, the impression goes out
that customers palm-slap so. she’ll
breathe deeper, but: as her huskytoned pipes gradually overweigh
the pectoral display in showman¬
ship value, femme’s chirp savvy be¬
comes evident Backed superbly by
the Canadian Jazz Quartet with
Phil MoOre arrangements, MisS
Stevens’ weird but intriguing stint
collects big mitting. Between her
three nightly stanzas,; the CJQ also
garners hefty kudos from the cus¬
tomers.
,
In the downstairs Grill, A1 Cost!
Trio showbacks for Kathy Skyler’s
piping,
Gom.
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Crescendo, Houston
Houston, Feb. 1.
Paul Gray, Jose Ortiz Orch (5)
with JoAn Green; $3 minimum Sat,
First appearance of Paul Gray
here ia eight years sets a precedent
and points up a fact: Houston is
ready for small doses of sophisti¬
cated cellar material from the
north; and the wild gusher days,
complete with mink-soled cowboy
boots of a decade ago, are gone for¬
ever.
Gray laid out a solid hour o£
gentle satire for privatery mem¬
bers on night caught (31), and
though build occasionally faltered
as he wended his way through bar¬
rage of one-liners, two-line songs
and topicals, and wound up en¬
thusiastically on his side at close.
Mom, apple pie, the CIO, lovelorn
columnists and other American in¬
stitutions all came in for joshing.
COmic eschews'the obvious as much
as aud taste will permit; builds
complicated spiels loaded with $10
Words, and is quick with recovery
when ideas fall flat.
Pace is low with few peaks, but
faves are "Do It Yourself Instruc¬
tions For How To Be A Comedian”
featuring explanation of various
type gags; "The Whiffenpoof Song”
with laff-riot vocal backing by
strictly south-of-the-border Jose
Ortiz group; and evangelist rou¬
tine which proves a steady winner.
Gray knows the diff between acid
and vinegar, avoids the former.
Longtime handling of conventions
with similar material will stand
him in good stead here.
< Jo An Green is stirring up a lot
of enthusiaSfa with terpstime vo-.
cals and Ortiz orch is tops, as
usual. Gray bopking ends Feb. 10;
Jaye Bros, (2) follow.
Burt,
Cave, Vancouver
Vancouver, Jan. 28.
Norman Erskine, Pat Yankee,
Flying Hartzells (2),. Paul Suter
Orch (7); $1.50-$2 cover.
In for his first Cave fortnight,
Australia’s Norman Erskine goes
over with a wallop, and it's clear
enough why. Singer’s a socko im¬
port packing a clear-around-thiscatacomb sound and. clicks well
with area’s spelunkers, though
rating only titters for line of chat¬
ter that’s much too "Bow Bell-ish”
to win bellylaughs. Aud reaction
this aspect is, which end do his.
gags wag?
Song-wise, longshoreman Ers¬
kine proves a lusty swinging nat¬
ural (never taught)—and by his
agile and dervish mitt ’n’ mike
mannerisms emerges a Sydney
dockside Billy Daniels with a flair
for Sammy Davis techniques.
At show caught, songalog sand¬
wiched "Them There Eyes,” "That
Old Black Magic,” "Goody Goody,”
"Lady Is a Tramp” and "I Could
Have Danced All Night,” all deliv¬
ered supercharged and grabbing
enthusiastic mitting.
Pat Yankee’s a beauteous blonde,
hipster who injects impreshes
atwixt blues and bounce cleffings.
Femme serves sultry stuff bn her
"Love Me or Leave Me” duo-bit
with Paul Ruhland’s (resident)
standout basswork. She should
catch the eye-and-aye of bookers.
Flying Hartzells offer a whirlaway sesh on a high bar rig that’s
.a very acceptable warmup stanza.
Toms.

Anti-Nazi Pix
Continued from page 1

showing of anti-German flickers.
Two years ago, CBUT-TV, was the
object of an attack from the Ger¬
man community, comprising oneeighth of the metropolitan popula¬
tion. The German press of this
area has published stories on tv
showings of wartime pictures but
English dailies, with few excep¬
tions, have ignored the issue.
This city’s German population;
according to lodal sentiment,
would launch a boycott of local
advertisers on KVOS-TV’s outlet,
if the station should persist in
showing Nazi pictures.

IM Salaries Probe
'Sss. Continued from page 2

then added that he wanted Curtice
also to supply betore-and-aftertax-income for Jayne Mansfield,
Jane Russell, Marilyn Monroe,
Frank Sinatra, Red Skeiton, Gepe
Autry, Sherman. Billingsley and
Mickey Mantle.
There he stopped, apparently
completely out of entertainment
business names.
Curtice, looking, unhappy and
puzzled, promised to try and obtain
as much of the information as pos¬
sible.^

P^namfr
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VARIETY BILLS
•WEEK OF FEBRUARY 5
Numerals In cmumcHmi with bills below Indlcat* openlngday of show
whether full or. spilt weak
Letter in parenthoses Indicates circuit: p> Independent; <L) Loew; (M) Moss;
CP) Perameunb <R> RICO; iS> Stoll; <T) Tivoli; *W> Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Foursome
Renald A Rudy
Roxy ♦
Harrison fc Xossi
Skating Squires '
Rexyettes..

Music Hall <P)
Corps de Ballet
Jack Reader
Sondra Barrett
Rockettes
Glee Club
Lucille Maimers

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) If
Shirley Basse?
2.
Vic Hyde
•
Lili Berde
Clifford Guest
The Curibas
George Holmes.
Neal & Newton
Eleanor Gunter
Joe Martin
X Winds
Jimmy Jeff
Johan; O'Connor
Alwyn Leckie
Rao Morgan

Reg Priest man
Norman Thorpe
SYCNEY
.
Tivoli <T> 10
Larry Griswold
Johnny Lockwood
Eagle A Man
A Robins
Rayes Sc Faye
Anny Berryer
Medlock Sc Marlowe
Wlnnetou A Squaw
Jimmy1 Parkinson
. Edit Johas
fFrank Ward
B & D Stuchberry

BRITAIN
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M> 3
EUly Cotton Bd
Clarkson & Leslie
Richman A Jackson
Louise A Dogs
Terry Scanlon
Fuller A Janette
Del Cortina
GLASGOW
■mptre CM) 3
fflh Dale
Vipers
Billy Stutt
Due Buasmar
Fox Girls
S A V Pardoe
Campbell A Rogerson
GRANADA
•* Kettering <t) 3
Tony Brent
Gladys Morgan
A Co.
Sid Phillips £c Bd
Mackell 2
LONDON.
Metropolitan (I) 3
Edmund Hockridge
George Martin
X Paulot

X

Kay A Kimberley
Ron A Rita
NORTHAMPTON
New (1) 3
Poaches Page

Em A Gray
Peter Raynor.

Bin Giles
Paul. King
« Girls
NOTTINGHAM
Empire CM) 3
Dorothy Squires
Renee Dymott
A Betty
_ Elliotts
A Co.
Cortex Bros
Bud Ritchie
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand CM 3
Max Miller
Penny Nicholls
Lane 2
Sharpe A . Iris
Eve Valere
Cydoonies
Del Orro A R
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 3
David Hughes
McKennas.
Bill Maynard
Billie Wyner
Bobby Thompson
Peter Cavanagh
Ray Alan

NEW YORK CITY
Bon Solr
Kayo Ballard
Tony A. Eddie
Morgana King
Jimmie. Daniels
Blue Angel
Bobby Short
Carolina A Belen
Phyllis Dillon
Bobby Lewis
Jimmie Lyon Trio
Casanova
Jose. Duval
Margrit A Adrienne
Chateau MadrM
Carmen Amaya Co.
Ralph Font Ore
Panchito Ore
copacaeana
Peggy Lee
A1 Bernie
Axi dentals
Cindy Tyson
Sammy Devens
Peggy Womack
Michael Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Downstairs Room
Julias Monk
Bonny Graham
Ceil Cabot
Ellen Hanley
Jean Arnold
Gerry Matthews
Stan Keen
Lovey Powell
Warren Vaughn
Brooks Morton.
. El Chico
Marisa Terol
Lucerite Tena
Carlos A Myrna
Mellitas Del Campo
... No V Fifth. Av»
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Joan Bishop
Hotel Pierre
Stanley Melba Ore
Joe Ricardel Ore
Betty Benee
Hotel Plaza
Genevieve
Ted Straeter Ore
Mark. Monte Ore
Hoter Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel Statler
Les & Larry Elgart

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopes Ore
Hotel St. Regis
Doretta Morrow
Milt Shaw On
Ray Bari.Ore
. Latin Quarter.
Fran Warren
Helen Hayden.
Malagan Sis
Los Gatos
Chandra Kaly
Martha Ann Bentley
Jamel Twins
Marilyn Ross
Bob Kennedy
Syncopated Waters
Jo Lombardi: Ore
B Harlowe Ore
L* Cushion.
Gretchen Wyler
Old Romanian
Ted Lewis Ore
McKenna Line
- Show Place
Karen. Anders
Barbara. Shanna,
Wm, Graham
Kenneth McMiUen
Wm. Nix
Natalie Charlson
Town &: Country
Harry Belafonte
Mattison Trio
Buster Burnell
Ned Harvey Ore
Sicaris Ore
Viennese .Lantern
Vicky AUtier
Evelyn Sharpe
Ernest Scboen Ore
Paul Mann
Village Birn
Billy Kelly
Mae Sagan
Larry McMahon
Irving Harris
Belle Carroll
Piute Pete
Bobby Meyers Ore
Village Vanguard
Irwin Corey
Charlie Mingus
Melvin Stewart
Waldorf-Astoria
Pearl Bailey
Emfl Coleman Ore
Bela Babai Ore

CHICAGO
Black Orchid
Jonathon Winters
Jennie Smith
Joe Parnello <3)
Blue Angel
"Calypso Extrava¬
ganza”
Princess. Abilia &
King Christian
Lord Christa
Lord Rafael
Candelas Trio
Roger McCall
Blue Note
Teddy Wilson Trio
Joya Sherrill
Chez Pare#
Gordon MacRae
Chez Adorables 6
Ted Fio Rito Ore
. Cloister Inn
Eddie Higgins Trio
ir Kim Karter
Conrad Hilton
"Big Top*'
Glenn A Coleeh
Menchassys

Lnparescos
Paul CasUe
Darlene Sellik
Jo Ann McGoWfcn
Fred Napier
Adrian Swan
Norman Crider
Tune • Tattlers 4
Charlie Fisk Ore
Drake Hotel
Betty Madigan.
Jimmy Blade Ore
. Gate of Horn
Brownie McGhee
Sonny Terry
Sonja Savig
London' House
Jonah Jones 4
Mister Kelly**
Smith Twins (2)
George Matson
Marx A Frigo (3)
Palmer House
Nelson Eddy
Gale Sherwood
Mdrlidor Trio .
Ben Arden Ore

LOS ANGELES
Coconut Grove
Frankie. taioe
Farrar Trio

Ray Anthony . Ore
Crescendo
Mel Tonne

Billy Barnes Revue
Dave Fell Octet
interlude
Prances Faye
Shelly Menne Ore
Largo
Arthrn L. Simpkins
Jimmy Grosso .
A! Escobar Ore
MocambO
Dick Contino

Betsy Duncan
Paul Hebert Ore
Meulln Rouge
Will Mastin Trio
Donn Arden Lino
Royal Guards
Eddie O'Neill Ore
Statler Hotel
Gogi Grant
Ed. Bergman Ore

HAVANA
Capri
Don Cornell
Tippy A Corbina
Ethel Martin
Teal. Joy
Dick Curry
National
Katyna Ranleri
Ray Carson
Marla Magdalena
Parisfen Dncra
Dancing Water*
” Reyes .Ore
Riviere
’Jaye P. Morgan
Jack Cole
Anita Ellis
Tybee Afra
Casino Playa.Orc

sans Soud

SAN FRANCISCO
Jo Ryder
Bleekfiawk
Tom O'Horgan
Stan Getz Quintet
Jack's Waterfront
Gay 90’s
^
Ernestine
Anderson
Bee, Ray A Ray K;
Memry Midgett
Goman
Pat
Paulsen
Flo Healy Dncrs 8
Jazz
Showcase
WaUy Rose Ore
Dick Saltzman 4
Backstage
3*5 Club
Joanne Beretta
Carl Ravazza
Bernard Bragg
Allen Cole .
Easy Street
Dorothy Dorhen
Turk Murphy. Ore
Dcrs (10)
Fairmont. Hotel
Alex Dushin Ore
Carol Changing
Pack's H
E. Heckscher Ore
Bobby Troup
Hungry i.
Four. Preps
Mort Sahl °

Faiths Far Apart
Continued from page 1
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House Reviews
i

nationalities, make this a topnotch
Music Hull, N. Y.
“Gut Of This World," produced support turn. Fred Kaps is a
by Russell Mdrkert, with Carol suave magico in tails with an ele¬
Wilder, Jack Beaber, Sondra Bar¬ gant act.
Aul & Maria Carmen sup¬
rett, Corps de Ballet, Glee Club, plyBonne
terp aspects via a carioca rou¬
Rockettes, The Foursome, Renald tine adapted for the stage. Graces
& Rudy, Music Hall Symphony Or¬ Yul and easy, it still needs some
chestra directed by Raymond Paige; revving up for house conditions.
sets, James Stewart Morcom; cos-; Pierte Spiers orch (24) supply
tumes, Frank Spencer; lighting ef¬ good sentimental interludes plus
fects, Eugene Braun; ballet direc¬ fine act backing. Doing away with
tor, Margaret Sande; “Seven Hills the traditional Gallic femcee has
of Rome,’’ reviewed in Variety made the show better geared and
Jan. 8, ’58.
run, and she is not missed. It may
lead to technological unemploy¬
“Out Of This World” is more ment, but is a necessary step for¬
than a mere phrase for the current ward in the house picture here.
offering at the Hall. This Rnssell This looks in store for good biz
Marker! production is another ex¬ during Its four-week run. Mosk.
ample of the suavely presented,
highly imaginative stage offerings
at the Rockefeller establishment. 1
Beethoven's “Moonlight Sonata”!
serves as the inspiration for the j
gifted Corps de Ballet and high¬
lights the dancing of Jack Beaber DIANA DECKER
and Sondra Barrett. In this gossa-* Songs
mer-like ntimber the female danc¬ 20 Minx.
ers are'garbed in delicate whites Society. Restaurant, London
while the male dancers, are In col- j Diana Decker is a slick chick
ors ranging from shocking pink to
known to British audiences as
fuchsia— a striking combo and a! well
and tv actress and comedi¬
direct hit with the audience. Mor- a film'Now
riie has whipped up a
com’s. celestial background, star-' enne.
though unduly short act which
shot and moonbeamed, is a elick. | neat
consists
of
point
songs interspersed
Lucille Manners, soprano, wasj with some witty patter.
She. is good
originally scheduled to appear in a' to
look
at
and
is
a Welcome entry
scene titled “Starbeams,” but was! into the*plush saloon
circles.
Miss
taken ill the day before the,show Decker’s voice is not a particularly
Opened and Carol Wilder, one ; of strong one, but it is more than am¬
the choresters, stepped in and
for the type of songs she essays
proved herself a capable substitute. ple
and for an intimate room.
With the Foursome, singing combo,
She kicks off to a dullish start
and the Glee Club, she offered a with a ditty that appears to have
medley of tunes that had the pa¬ very; little meaning and ho concrete
trons more than satisfied.
title, but from then on Miss Deck¬
Renald Sc Rudy, acrobats, do a er captures her audience with her
routine they call “Poetry of Mo¬ gaiety and neat material. She does
tion,” an accurate description of parodies of stars as they might
their work. These lads, with hand¬ carol. “The. Story of Tina.” The
some bodies, are superb, slow-; Stars include James Stewart, Glori
motion balancing performers, and Swanson, * Katie Hepburn,. Gi
draw beaucoup applause
Lollpbrijgida and Jerry Lewis . . .
The Music Hall Symphony Or¬ and StewarMnd Miss Hepburn ace
chestra, always a masterly group of the best of a good bunch. She fol¬
musicians presided oyer by Ray¬ lows with “A Wonderful Thing To
mond Paige, offers an effective Be,” and two specially written
medley of Cole Porter tunes with pieces called “And That’s All” and
arrangements by Rayburn Wright. “Take Me to a Movie.” Her patter
The closing scene is “Out of This1 about cinematics raises ready
World” for which Moroom has yocks.
fashioned a stunning 16-foot rer
Altogether, this is a highly
volving version of the globe and promising debut and Miss Decker..
an equally effective- backdrop fea¬ can be chalked up as a Very useful
turing both sea and land objects. asset when it comes to entertaining
Thfe Rockettes, as usual, score late night, revellers,
Rich.
heavily.
Rons.

a wide variety of non-Catholic
groups, and observed that “within
the past few years therff has grown
up a certain rigid and frigid rela¬
tionship between x relatively large
Krllnda Cortes
and vocal group of non-Catholics
Alberto Rocbi
Blanca Varela
and the Catholic Legion of De¬
Gladys A Freddy
Riveros
cency. This smoldering hostility
Gnancheros ■:
Monica Castel
has in. recent times flashed out in
Tropieana Ballet.
S Boaret Orq
ways that are striking by contrast
4' Homed Ore
jvith earlier, vastly more sym¬
LAS VEGAS
pathetic non-Catholic reactions/’
Desert inn
Riviera
“Why, and over what far hori¬
Jimmy Durante
Ginger Rogers
Novelitej
Eddie Jackson
zon, did that spirit of civic coop¬
Sonny King :
Cavanaughs
Skeets Minton ..
Bay Sinatra Ore
eration disappear,” Father Davis
Donn Arden Doers
asked
Carlton Hayes Ore Mairlene .Dietrich
To the Protestants, there is noth¬
"Minsky's Treats
of Paris"
ing very puzzling, about the breach.
Carrie Flnnell
They declare the Catholics de-.
Chiquita A Johnson
Tana Leigh
Jerry Lewis
cline to cooperate in. any activity
Lisa London
Peg Leg Bates.
that does not wholly correspond to
Francis Biunn
Dick Humphreys
Deon Robb
Mudlarks
their own, .strictly defined con¬
Joe De Rita
Copa Girls
Irv Benson
Antonio MoreW Orr. cepts.
Tommy Raft
. San Seud “We have no desire to be cen¬
Murray Briscoe
G. Llberace Show- '
Garwood Van Ore
sors,” held one prominent Protes¬
/ease
El Cortez
Hoyt Henry. Ore
tant. “We are interested primarily
"Rhythm on Ice"
George Arnold
in promoting the good and getting
Baxter Hallett Ore
Garr Nelson
our people to -support such films.
El Rancho Vegas
Showboat Girls
In so doing, we tend to ignore
Sophie Tucker
Vic Artese Ore
.
Silver
Slipper
Vagabonds
rather than spotlight the bad pic¬
Dick Rice Orch
tures. In other Words, we . don’t
Candy Barr
Joey Cowan
feel that, because a picture isn’t
Loray White
Goofers
what we would want it to be, we
Flamingoettes
Annie Maloney
Jack Cathcart Ore
Jimmy Shaw
should 'forbid’ people to see it.
. Fremont Hotel
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Thats’ not the way we should func¬
Nitecaps
Sparky Kaye
Mac Dennison :
Make Believes
tion in a democratic society.”
Geo. Redman Ore
The Victors
Thundarblrd
Protestants and Jews alike feel
The Castles
Guy Scalise
that the cleavage between them
Hint. Penny
Tropieana
: and the Legion developed because
Jane :Kean
Sue Thompson
Neile Adams L
Woodsons
they stress the need for positive
; Nat - Brsndywynns
L 4c F. Maynard
action whereas , the Legion stops
MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
at a moralistic evaluation of film
content, with the accent primarily
Dorothy Donegan 3
Emery Deutsch:
Betty Hutton ‘
on
the negative, i.e., with x view
Strings
Herb. Lurie;
to,.“wamjag’’ the. faithful of
Rascha Rodell
Mai Malkin Ore
Jones Boys
dangers
inherent in certain pic¬
Sonny Kendis Ore
Jerry . Fielding.
PAULA CASTLE
Alkanbra, Paris
tures.
Louis Varona Ore
Jackie Heller
Songs
. Pontalneblsau
Lee Martin Ore.
Paris, Feb. 4.
There
are, however, strong in¬
15 Mins.
Liberace .
Maya Ore
Charles
Trenet,
Sister
Roseita
Jean Fenn
dications that,; within the Church,
Avalon
Orchid Room, Jackson Heights,
Sacasas Ore Hal Winters .
Tharpe, Claude Vega, Nicoladto, :• n.y.
there
are
priests
working
towards
Pupi Campo Tire
Bobby Dnkoff Ore
• a procedural change ; which might Eric Brenn, Domenechs (2)u Fred
Latin Quarter
Anita Boyar.
Paula Castle is the talented
Sue Carson
Red Smith 3
reestablish closer ties. Protestants Kaps, Ronnie Aui & Maria Carmen, chirper who heads up the bill , at
Bernard Bros.
Balmoral
the . recently opened Orchid Room. .
say eveiy effort has been made to Pierre Spiers Orch (24); $3 top.
Bob DeVoye Trio
Irving Fields 3
Rudy Cardenas
Billy Mitchell
Pop singer belts but four pleasing
cooperate with the Catholics but
Quito Clayero
Mickey Gentile
Singing without a hat for the tunes which include “When; I Fall
seek, some “compromise.” For in¬
Gina Guardi ’
Jose Cnrbelo -Ore
first time, Charles Trenet has gone in Love With You,” “Jet My Love,”
Martha Errole
Carillion
stance,
again
quoting
a
Protestant
Walter Nye Ore
Andrews Sisters
spokesman, organized Catholicism on record that this house appear¬ “I Get a Kick Out of You,” and
Lucerne
Gary Morton
Havana Hard! Gras
C. Conrad Dncrs.
wouldn't join the “Green Sheet” ance is his last. Celebrating his “There’ll Never Be Another You.’
Diosa Costello
Miss Castle has a good singing
Dick Sterling
evaluation activity of the General 20th aniii in show biz, and 45 years Voice
Milos Velarde
Jaques Donhet Ore
and a routine of appealing
old, Trenet was probably .talking
Don Casino
Cafe De Paris
Federation of; Women’s Clubs, through
his non-existent hat. In tune^.but there are times when
Tonia Flores
Dick Shawn.
primarily
because
they
*
did
not
Tony A Francella
she needs a bit-more lung power
The Szonys
better
form
than
ever,
he
trots
out
Juan Romero
Trio. Cottas
want to be put;‘in a position of an hour of poetic, savory and op¬ and bounce. Her styling is pleasant
David Tyler Ore :■
Piroska
having to constantly dissent On. timistic numberss interlarded with and she has showmanship.
Luis Varona Ore
Billy Fellows
Malayan .
such strong themes as divorce, nostalgia but never mawkish, to
Jet MacDonald
Miss Castle has recorded an
Pete Petersen .X
Dick Estes
suicide, etc., and be spotlighted in make: him one Of the top singer- album, “Lost Love” for Bethlehem,
Bhama Mama .
Ilona Nagy
backed by the George ■ Welling¬
Calypso Revue.
this, manner,
Chlckie James
cleffers
on
the.
scene
here.
He
will
Murray Franklin's.
Doug Scott
—
A Roman Catholic spokesman probably go on till he falls off the ton-trio.
Terry Haven
Croft Twins .
Danny Rogers
Ruth Wallis
. last week agreed that the area of stage. In good voice, fettle and
Snuffy Miller
Lyda Fairbanks
poise,
Trenet
scored
big
before
a
. intercredal cooperation was .nat¬
Roy Sedley
Freddie Bell Bell¬
Linda Bishop
hops
urally limited to to some basic VIP aud.
Sue Lawton
Cotton Club
Sister Rosetta Tharpe’s true jazz
Catholic concepts, but he expressed
Eddie Bernard
Cab Calloway- Nautilus
Step Bros.
strong hope that new contacts spirituals also gets a fine welcome —Continued from page 3 ,
Larry Best
but,
singing in English, she puts
Paul. Mears &
coufd be made on a general, level somewhat
Napoleon Reed
LaRaine
too much into her ges¬
Mac Pepper
Slappy White
in the future, particularly if there tures and song backings. Toning riiany more such runs around the
CarloS A Yvonne
Jimmy Randolph
should be a change in Church at¬ down somewhat, she Should do country. Company is now setting *
Syd Stanley Ore
Mari Leighton
Riot Room
titude, with greater emphasis, on: even better in her first French up around 100 openings for Easter
Hines Bros.
Norma Miller Dncrs Don Rickies
positive action. He noted that the stint. Backed by an electric gui¬ week but final decisions ori policy
June PeiTy
Tune-Drops
addition of the third. “A” rating tar, Miss Tharpe had hands clap¬ haven't been made yet.
Bobby Sherwood 3
Ed Barefield Ore
Sans Soud
Coritinuous run means four
Deauville
by the Legion represented a step ping both with her and for her.
Dick Hall
Leonidoff Revue
in that direction and, in effect, con¬
Freddy Calo Ore
Claude Vega is an adroit mimic^ ; showings a. day, .with a five-minute
Jack De Leon
Saxony \
break at the half-way mark at each
Janik A Arnaiit .
stituted
a
“recommendation”
of
whose
Uncanny
imitations
and
ma-'
Geisha Girl Revue'
Steve Gibson. Red¬
sorts, to see the film.
terial raise to him to satirist stand¬ performance plus the intermission
Ming & Ling caps
between showings.
Toy A Wing
Damita Jo
Father Davis, contacted about ards. After a ribtriekling takeoff
Florence Abn
Rosemarie O’Reilly
Price . Tange is a major switch.
Caracolilo A Maria- Tony Toyada
his speech, said he had. not planned on diva Maria Callas, he mows Todd’s entry for the most part has
Tong Bros.
down
most
Of
the.
top
singers
and
. Rosa
.
to give any* answers, but had meant
Kabouki Biters.
Cover Girls (18)
played
to a top of more than $2.
manages to be witty rather than
Ruth Wallis
merely to highlgiht the problem. vindicative.
Tito Puente Ore
and in some cities, such as New
Charles. A Faye
Monte Franklin 3
Catholic spokesmen generally tend a local bet. Material keeps him York, Chicago and San Francisco,
Henry Levene Ore
DJ Lido
Seville
to feel strongly that the Legion is
Bageltime Revue
Nicolacito is a seven-year-old the maximum has been $3.50.
Dave Fisher
Barton Bros.
doing the most valuable work in lad from Paraguay who plays a
Benitez Sis .
Eddie Scnaeffer
There have been some instances
the field and that, if there is joint small South American harp with of public resistance to the road¬
Bob Sennett.
■Lillian Hayes
Murri A Ruth
Kay Carole/
; support of anything, it should be fine rhythmic sensitiveness to show tariff, mainly encountered iii
Johnny Stivers Or* :
Bea Kalinas
thrown behind the Legion’s work. make this a good entry. Eric the south and in.snch mining areas,
Key Mambo Ore
Bobby Escoto
Shelborne
Bernie Sager
This is rejected by Protestants and Brehn scores with his marathon as Scranton, Pa. Some customers
Cabey Ore
Cappielios .
Jews who. point out that the Cath¬ juggling number as he keeps six: as Scranton, Pa. Some customerse
Eden Roe
Leonard Young
Len Dawson Ore
Joe E. Lewis
olic evaluations and .ratings are bowls spinning on sticks, and as balked, too, at the bard-ticket idea ,
Lord Flea Calypso
Marie MacDonald
sometimes influenced by questions; many plates on a table, plus doing for a picture, preferring instead to
of dogma that have virtually no other bits while keeping them in. attend the theatre at the time they
RENO
motion. It gets gasps from the
bearing on non-Catholics.
Shy Guys (5)
Harolds Club
themselves selected and choosing
Dynamics'
Neile-Aires (5)
“We may not like divorce, or sni- aud. This is a top filler, and ready their own seats.
Twin-Tunes (5)
Starr Kings
Harrah's
cide,” opined one Protestant lead¬ for *Yank video or vaude.
Despite these objections, how¬
Domenechs
(2)
are
a
fast
paced;
Debra Hayes (5).
er, “but we wouldn’t think of mak¬ hand-to-hand act done. to. a carioca ever, “80 Days" still shapes as
Ho Hums
Jo Ann Jordan 3
ing an. issue of them in a picture. rhythm. Deceptive ease and a good among the top all-time money¬
Jackie Burns
■Larry Williams
After alb that’s life, and the movies frosting, via performing the same makers bn the film industry’s
Holiday
are supposed to reflect it.”
Ish Kabibble A
number in the guise of various books.
Dolores Perry
Gloria A Roland#
Rolando . La Serie
Victor Alverez
Miriam Barreras
La Serie Ore
Ortega Ore
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See Barrymore, Wesson Lawsuits
The power of Actors Equity to 4
discipline its own members is being r"
threatened in two separate N. Y. ATPAM Membership 569,
Supreme Court suits. The com¬
Same Tbtal as Last Oct.
plaints,'filed individually by Equity
The. membership of the Assn, of
members John Barrymore Jr. and
Gene Wesson, contest their respec¬ Theatrical Press, Agents & Man¬
tive suspension and censure by the agers in mid-December was 569,
the .same as the previous October.
union's council.
It’s figured that a court reversal Although the tally held steady,
of the council-action in either or there were minor changes in cer¬
both of the cases could seriously tain categories. The December
weaken the effectiveness of future breakdown included 442, overall
disciplinary decisions handed down (444 in October); 72, local ARCA
(74 in October); 3, outdoor (none in
by the union’s governing body. Ac¬ October);
21, music field (same in
cording to a union rep, the filing October) and
31, road picture divi¬
of suits by Barrymore and Wesson sion (30 in October).
is in violation of an. Equity rule,
The
December
count took in
which states that a member must newly - admitted union
members
first appeal a council decision to Lila Glasser aryl Howard Atlee, who
the membership. Neither of the completed apprenticeship in the
plaintiffs has. done that.
N. Yi Press Agents’ Chapter. Also,
Wesson has hit the union with a Louis Liss, who was admitted as a
$100,000 damage suit, charging that Chicago area member.. Other
Equity’s public censure of him and changes included the transfer of
apology to Ethel Merman in his Alice McCarthy from'ihe New Eng¬
dispute with the actress! has sub¬ land area, to overall membership
jected him to “scorn and ostracism and the registering of Richard
in his profession” and has impaired Grayson and: George McLain as ap¬
his earning power.
prentices in the Managers group:
. The actor is also asking a public
retraction by Equity of his censure
and the apology to Miss Merman,
who had filed charges against him
with the union after he had pub¬
licly accused her of being respon¬
sible for his dismissal, from the
Broadway production of “Happy
Hunting.” Miss Merman, who
starred in the musical through its
Beatrice Lillie, who starred in
closing last Nov. 30, denied Wes¬ last season’s flop Broadway pro¬
son’s allegations. The union has duction of “Ziegfeld Follies,” is
until next Monday (10) to answer involved in a dispute with Mark
Wesson’s complaint,
Kroll and Charles Conaway, the
Barrymore, in his brief, which producers of that, revue.
The'
the union, had to answer by last hassle, however, concerns the
Monday (3), wants Equity to re¬ star’s participation in the venture
voke a suspension placed on him as a backer rather than a per¬
by the council as a result, of former.
charges brought against him by
Previously, Kroll. & Conaway
Charlotte Harmon, operator of the
Ciinton (Conn.) Summer_Theatre. lost but in an arbitration with Ac¬
tors
Equity over Miss Lillie’s con¬
Mrs. Harmon, wife of legit pressagent Louis Harmon, claimed that tract The union claimed that the
comedienne
was not given suffi¬
Barrymore had been guilty of “con-/
: duct unbecoming an actor” While cient advance notice of the. show’s
closing
and
that
she was not paid
appearing at her theatre in a pro¬ a fraction ofvthe recording
fee due
duction of "The Man” in 1955. her as a result of the producers*
Barrymore is also asking for dam¬ failure to go ahead with plans for
ages of ah undetermined amount; an original cast album of “Follies.”
The amount. won by Equity, for
Miss Lillie was about $3,800.
Kroll & Conaway, however, have
attached $1,000 of that amount, on
the claim that Miss. Lillie failed to
put up 20% overcall on her $5,000
investment In .the production.
Their motion seeking a stay of
Chicago, Feb.. 4.
$1,000 of the award to Equity was
Fay Bainter has been sidelined denied: last, month, and their at¬
from the Chicago run of “Long tachment action followed.
Day’s Journey: Into Night” Until
she. recovers from fatigue and a
siege of lumbar pneumonia.. The
actress, costar of the Eugene
O’Neill drama, was taken to Wesley
Memorial Hospital last week.
Her understudy, Ann Driscoll,
Philadelphia, Feb, 4.
substituted for several perform¬
“Portofiho,” Which began a prer
ances. Later Ruth Nelson, under¬ Broadway
tryout run at the Err
study to Florence Eldridge in the
Theatre here Jan. 25, has
Broadway production, planed in to langer
posted a closing, notice for next
take over the role.
Miss Bainter is reportedly recov¬ Saturday (8). The Richard Ney
ing well, but whether she’ll return production i costarring Georges
to the show during its final two Guetary, Helen Gallagher and Rob¬
Strauss, represents a $200,000
weeks in Chi is still iffy. However, ert
she’s expected to rejoin for the investment.
The tuner, with book and lyrics
•remainder of the tour, perhaps for
by Ney . arid music by Louis Bellthe. next , stop in Pittsburgh,
Fatigue was brought on largely son and Will Irwin, was originally
by the grind of eight performances booked for a three-week run at the
per week in an unusually long play, Erlanger through, Feb. 15. It was
the two Saturday shows inyplviiig then scheduled for a Feb. 19 bow
a total of virtually eight solid hours at the Adelphi Theatre, N; Y. The
onstage.,‘■Journey” has now re¬ show, panned by the local critics,
sumed a seven-performance sched¬ grossed around $12,000 last week,
ule. with the Monday night show after a $5,400 opening night take.
dropped.
Reginald Rose has. been tagged
to handle the legittuner adaptation
of George W. Campbell's novel,
“Cry for Happy,” for Which Burton
Lane is providing the score and
Dorothy Fields the lyrics.
David Atkinson will Jump from
musical comedy to opera at the
N- Y. City Center this season. The
actor-singer, who’s-been! set for the
male lead, in the Center presentatipn of “Annie Get You* Gun,” be¬
ginning Feb. 19* will also appear
at the house during the subsequent
Newsstands
opera season in “Trouble in Tahiti”
and “Taming of the*! Shrew.”
He’s also recording “Tahiti” for
MGM Records.

Fay Bainter Dl in Che
Ruth Nelson Subbing
In Touring ‘Journey’ Co.

‘P0RT0FIN0’ TO FOLD
THIS WEEK IN PHILA.

With City Center Opera

Even in the unsettled Near
East, it seems, people, have an
itch to invest in Broadway
shows. An application for the
purchase of 25 shares, at $10
per share, of stock in Theatri¬
cal Interests Plan, the legit
investment syndicate, was re¬
ceived Monday (3) from E, M.
Kuta, of the Ab Quak district,
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. .
The communication didn’t
indicate how the sender learn¬
ed about TIP, but there have
been various feature articles
recently in newspapers and
magazines about , the setup.

Censor Adds Bra

'Sunrise* Click Fools Smart Boys;
GufldUsed Doff to Lure Baders
Angling for Bob Hope
For the St. Loo Muny
St. Louis, Feb. 4.
Expecting to lure Bob Hope back
to the musical book stage In “Rob¬
erta” (his old Broadway vehicle)
and to have Andy Devine for Cap’n
Andy in “Show Boat,” the St. Louis
Municipal Operetta season is now
being booked.
This will be number 40 for the
summer enterprise, believed oldest
in outdoor musical managements,
though Elitch’s Garden in Denver
and other non-musical companies
may have longer histories. Local
undertaking began Juife 6, 1919, at
"orest Park;

Boston, Feb. 4!
Stage censorship in Boston is
r i
becoming a serial, and not all the
reaction is favorable. The: latest
blue-pencil episode involves “The
Entertainer,” the London play by
John Qsborhe, currently playing
a pre-Broadway engagement here
with Laurence: Olivier as star.
Broadway, and the road had- a
With sensitive souls still atwitter over the spicy dialog in the flop apiece last Week for an esti¬
mated
combined loss of over
touring “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,”
currently at the Wilbur Theatre, $150,000.
In New York, “Maybe Tuesday”
the local censor went to the pro¬
tection Of Hub virtue again last tossed in the towel Saturday night
week by forcing a nudie performer (1) after five performances, while
in the British import to wear a bra the tryout , of “This Is Goggle”
for subsequent performances. That closed “for repairs” the same night
drew editorial: ire of the Boston at the Shubert Theatre, Washing¬
ton. “Tuesday,” produced by Ethel
Herald.
There had been some question. Linder Reiner and Jack Lawrence,
Whether the performer, Jeri; Arch¬ is figured to have loss Its entire
er, appeared actually nude.’ She $90,000 capitalization.
“Goggle,- produced, by (Otto
claims she wears a flesh-colored
G-string, but Cyrus Durgin, re¬ Preminger and costarring Kim
viewing the show for the Globe, Hunter and James Daly, Was
described her as wearing nothing. financed at $100,000, and Is be¬
Besides the Herald editorial, there lieved to have • dropped most of
has been considerable press cov¬ that coin on production costs and
erage of the incident, much of it breakin losses. Playwright-author
Max Shulman was called in to doc¬
tending to be deadpan kidding.:
The Herald editorial read in tor the Bentz Plagemann comedy,
but isn’t expected to do further
part, “Of course, considering this Work
on it.
is Sir Laurence Olivier’s first visit
. A third closing last week , was
to the city; it is only fair that he "Separate
Tables,” which folded
receive an appropriate Boston wel¬ in Chicago, ending a curtailed
come: While he is here We might road tour. The Terence Rattigan
arrange to have a few serious nov¬ twin - dramas had a successful
els banned and the naughty statues Broadway run last season, but did
in Symphony Hall draped.
generally disappointing business
Referring to the cover-up order on its subsequent out-of-town trek,
for ‘‘The Entertainer,” the paper so a number of scheduled book¬
declared, “This dogmatic method ings were .cancelled. The venture,
bf censorship, which fails to dis¬ presented by Producers Theatre
tinguish between the purposes, of in partnership With HechbLana Work of art and the merely pruri¬ caster, is understood to have made
ent is subject to every kind of about $50,000 profit
ridiculous , excess. Britannia (the
character portrayed by Miss Arch¬
er.—Ed.) , semi-clad will probablybe as esthetically effective as Brit- J
tania nude. But the principle re¬
mains, and it’s distressing to con¬
Washington, Feb. 4.
template mice as arbiters of our:
Appeal of playwright Arthur Mil¬
morals rather than the city’s com¬ ler,
to have his contempt of Con¬
mon sense,”
gress conviction set aside Without
A number of unusually gamey further hearings, has been nixed by
lines in the show drew no censor the y. S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
action.
Instead, the court ruled that the
Miller appeal and those of seven
other men convicted of contempt
of Congress, will be heard in April.
in an unusual move, reserved
only for cases of much more than,
average importance, the court said
The second night press list for all nine members would sit. Nor¬
"Oh Captain,” Which opened last mally, this D. C: .court operates in
night (Tubs.) at the Alvin Theatre, three-man panels/ Among the oth¬
N.Y., is that in name only. Actu¬ ers who will be heard is Herman
ally, those on the list Won’t be ad¬ Liveright, former television direc¬
mitted into the theatre until next tor for a New Orleans station.
Saturday evening (8), the fifth
Miller’s conviction stemmed from
night
his refusal to give the House UnThe preceding eves, except for American Committee the names of
the preem; have ail been sold to other writers he met at Communist
theatre parties, with a benefit or¬ meetings, in 1947.' He was convict¬
ganization even taking over part of ed on two counts; Subsequently,
the house for the Saturday night the Supreme. Court ruling in the
performance. The heavy load bf Watkins case invalidated one of the
first-week parties is the result of counts. It is the other which Mil¬
the musical opening a week later ler, husband of Marilyn Monroe,
is appealing.
than originally planned;

Flops Lose 150G

ARTHUR MILLER APPEAL
IN APRIL BUNCHING

‘CAPTAIN’2D NIGHT (?)
TO BE SATURDAY (8)

After March 1st, 1958

The film rights to the Broadway
production of “Fair Game” have
keen sold to Charles K. Feldman
Cpiumbia Pictures for over
$1.50,000, plus a percentage of prof¬
its on the picture.

Subscription

Per Year

Pet Copy

See Details Page 63
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The smash reception o'f* “Sun¬
rise at Campobello” on Broadway
last week crossed up the “smarties.” Although the Dore Schary
drama about Franklin D. Roose¬
velt began to loom as a likely hit
recently, having gotten glowing
reviews in. its Boston and Pbilly
tryouts, it, had earlier been re¬
garded dubiously by the Theatre
Guild as well as by prospective
backers.
In fact, it was so difficult to ob¬
tain the specified $110,000 capital
that the Guild required backers of
its other concurrent production,
“Summer of the 17th Doll,” pre¬
sented in partnership with the
Playwrights Co., to take two-forOne shares of "Sunrise.” In Other
words, in ordeiwto get one unit of
the highly regarded “Doll” it was
necessary to take two units of
“Sunrise.” g
Despite the generally poor re¬
views for “Doll,” the ‘ Australia^
import (by way of London) stands,
to make a modest profit,- since it
involved an unusually low cost add
had a pre-production film deal, in
addition to the Guild subscriptipn
support for three weeks at the boxoffice. It must vacate the Coronet
Theatre by Feb. 22, and the Guild
has announced the intention of
transferring the production tQ
some other. Broadway house.
“Sunrise ” on the other hand,
stacks up as a solid smash, having
received unanimous rave reviews
and extraordinary audience re¬
action. It had a healthy sale prior
to the. opening and has had a
steady line at the Cort Theatre
boxoffice since the preem.
The. Guild-Schary production
cost- about $80,000 to bring in, and
can earn about $8,000 weekly op¬
erating. profit, so it stands to get
into the black by about mid-ApriL
The situation on the film rights to
(Continued on page 77)

Greenwich Mage Maps
Post-Merten Honors For
Bodenhem, Derelict Bard
Greenwich Village will mark
the fourth anniversary of the mur¬
der of Bohemian poet. Maxwell
Bodenheim, with a community¬
wide observance next Sunday night
(9). Bodenheim, who ended up as a
Village derelict, is the subject of
the Ben Hecht play, “Winkelberg,”
current at the Renata Theatre in
the Village.
A special ceremony will be held
on the Renata stage following the
Sunday ‘.night performance, while
a flock of poets will read selection*
from published Bodenheim works
in nearly a dozen bars and niteries
in the Village. Among the poets
slated to participate in. the read¬
ings are Alfred Kreymborg, Mur¬
iel Riikeyser, Norman Rosten,
Helen Wolfert, James Grady, Rob¬
ert Claremont, Kenneth Koch,
Harry Nederlander, John Brooks
and Richard Davidson.
The Village spots skdeded to
cooperate in the event include the
Five-Spot Cafe, San Remo Cafe,
Kettle of Fish, Cafe Bohemia,
Limelight, College of Complexes,
Dugout, Half-Note, Goody’s Bar
and The Couch.

Schweppes (Soda) Backs
LoBdon Legit Production
London, Feb.. 4.
Schweppes, the beverage firm, is
going in for legit backing. The
outfit has a $2,800 investment in
the upcoming English Stage Co.
production of Anne Jellicoe’s “The
Sport of My Mother.” slated to
open Feb. 25 at the Royal, Court
Theatre here.
The move into legit follows, a
similar action last-year when the
firm backed a Royal Academy of
Dancing pic which had world-wide
distribution. In explaining the
maneuver, Sir Frederick Hooper,
Schweppe’s British head, empha¬
sized, “This is not a charitable ges¬
ture. It’s done for publicity.”
Hooper added, “From time to
time we are prepared to put money
into a prestige production which
enahles us to get the name of
Schweppes into a different med¬
ium.”0 In line with this, the out¬
fit plans to re-invest. any profit*
from, “Sport’* In future produc¬
tions.
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Shows on Broadway
Sunrise at Campobello
Theatre Guild & Dore Schary presenta-.
tlo'n of three-act (eight scenes) drama hy
Schary, Staged hy Vincent J. Donehue;
scenery and lighting. Ralph Alswang; cos¬
tumes. Virginia Volland. Stars Ralph
Bellamy: features Mary Fickett, Henry
Jones. Anne Seymour, Alan Bunce, Mary
Welch, Roni Dengel. At Cort Theatre.
N.V., Jan. 30, '58; $6.90 top ($9.20 openAnna Roosevelt
Roni Dengel
Eleanor Roosevelt .. Mary Fickett
Franklin D. Roosevelt
:. Kenneth Kakos
James Roosevelt..
James.Bonnet
Elliott Roosevelt ........ - - Perry Skaar
Edward .
.James Earl Jones
Franklin D. Roosev
Ralph Bellamy
John Roosevelt.. . . Jeffrey Rowland
Marie..Etnel Everett
Louis McHenry Howe........ Henry Jones
Mrs. Sara Delano Roosevelt
Anne Seymour
Mis# Marguerite (Missy) ,Le Hand
Mary Welch
Dr, Bennet _.......... James Reese:
Franklin Calder ...._
William Fort.
Mr. Brimmer
Clifford. Carpenter
Mr. Lassiter.Richard Robbins.
Gov. Alfred E. Smith;_ Alan Bunce
Daly __ Jerry Crews
Policeman
Floyd Curtis
Senator Walsh ......... Vincent Dowling
Speaker .
..........
Edwin Phillips
Stretcher Bearers.. . .
.Edwin Phillips,
Vincent Dowling, Floyd Curtis

comes more believable, suspense
builds and the emotional pitch
increases. The final act includes
an amusing scene as AI Smith
arrives and, after some deft politi¬
cal sparring, invites FDR to-make
the nominating speech at the ap¬
proaching Democratic convention.
The final two scenes are short
and very effective, showing the
taut atmosphere behind the scenes
in Madison Square Garden just
before Roosevelt’s entrance arid
then the climactic moment wheri
he stands at the speaker’s rostrum
holding up bis arms to acknow¬
ledge the roar of the crowd.
Ralph Bellamy, who has been
growing in the last decade, or so
not only as ah actor but-also as
a personality,, gives a superb per¬
formance as FDfL He catches the
Roosevelt appearance, mannerisms
and speech patterns, but also gets
far deeper into the characterization
by somehow suggesting something
of the unquenchable humor and
force and remarkable magnetism
of the man. It- is a brilliant per¬
formance and gives . Bellairiy new
stature as a star.
Mary Fickett gives a beautiful,
poignant but admirably considerate
portrait
of Eleanor Roosevelt,
While. Henry Jones offers an elo¬
quent performance as the faithful
Howe and Anne Seymour is fine
as the future President’s imperious
mother.
There are also excellent por¬
trayals by Mary Welch as Missy
Le Hand* FDR's secretary; Alan
Bunce as a salty AI Smith; and a
large company of supporting play¬
ers including Roni Dengel as Anna
Roosevelt and James Bonnet, Perry
Skaar, Kenneth Kakos and Jeffrey
Rowland as the four sons.
Vincent J. Donehue has staged
the elaborate sfiow with precision
and what appears to be a nice
sense of pace and emotional varia¬
tion, Ralph Alswang has designed
authentic - looking,
flexible
arid
playable settings, and Virginia
Volland has provided proper early
’s costumes.
"Sunrise” is a double bullseye
for Schary, who not orily wrote the
play but has co-produced. it with
the Theatre Guild. Moreover, be¬
sides giving him a glittering ve¬
hicle for screen adaptatibn, "Sun-:
rise” puts, him in the big leagues
as a. playwright and back in the
top; bracket of Hollywood figures.
It is, incidentally, the first play
he has written since "Too Many
Herpes” (3 performances, 1937-38).
Kobe.

Broadway has a new hit and
Dore Schary a new career. "Sunigse at Campobello" is an intensely
afFecting. drama about the forma¬
tive years in the career of Franklin
D. Roosevelt. It’s due for spectac¬
ular boxoffice success and should
make a stunning picture, for the
author, who intends to produce it
himself.
Not even the Roosevelt haters
Will be able to resist this enthral¬
ling and progressively stirring
drama covering the vital period
from FDR’s shattering attack of
infantile paralysis at the family’s
summer home
at
Campobello,
Canada, in 1924, to the moment
when the triumphantly erect fu¬
ture President, hobbles the few
steps across the platform at Madi¬
son Square Garden, N.Y.,' in 1924
to make the nomination speech for
AI Smith.
There may be quibbling at the
form of the play. For instance, as
the final curtain went up and down
before the cheering first-nighters,
one belittler was* overheard ex¬
plaining to his companion, "It’s
really not much of a play—it’s just,
exciting theatre.” Maybe the dis¬
tinction wasn’t too clear, but the
conclusion was right on the button.
Although there are numerous
political references in the play,; all
pro-Democratic, of course, they
are expressed in terms of charac¬
ter and are not likely to rile Re¬
publican diehards. Also, the time
element and even the subjed; mat¬
ter pre-dates the more controvert
sial period of Roosevelt’s career
as President.
! Anyway, "Sunrise” is primarily
a drama about people—vividly in¬
teresting people, and in particular
one of the most dramatic figures
of this century. The play is a high¬
ly theatrical study of character;
showing an overwhelming affliction,
an
agonizing
and
courageous
struggle and finally the inspiring
emergence of a national leader.
It’s also the portrait of a saintly
figure in the sublimely brave and
steadfst wife, Eleanor Roosevelt,
and the relentlessly devoted friend
and advisor, Louis McHenry Howe,
later to become the : President’s
press secretary.
Finally, it Is a revealiijg picture
of the conflict between the posses¬
sive,
determined mother, Sara
Delano Roosevelt* who wanted her
afflicted only child to return to
their estate at Hyde Park, N.Y., to
rusticate as a country squire; arid
the. sardonic, wily, equally adamant
Howe,' who successfully maneu¬
vered to get him into the White
House.
The play opens with the carefree
family life about dusk of that, fate¬
ful day at Campobello. It is portentious with audience fOre-knowledge, however, and the blow frills
at the first-scene curtain. ' The
second scene shows the worried
family as the stricken Roosevelt
lies upstairs, still trying to keep
up his active life of public affairs.
Determinedly cheerful, the patient
is carried downstairs on a stretcher
and, at the curtain, is taken to the
boat for the trip back to New York.
The second act takes place in the
family’s New York City home, and
covers a period from the following
May until January of 1923. It
includes several moving scenes as
the future President fights to
regain his health.
There are the throat - catching
moments when he practices crawl¬
ing, lest he might be trapped in
a fire, the almost unbearable mo¬
ment when Mrs. Roosevelt is over¬
come with emotion while reading
to her two smallest children, arid
as second-act curtain, the heart¬
breaking scene in which the af¬
flicted man tries to walk on
crutches, falls' to the floor and
slowly, painfully but indomitably
makes still another attempt.
Scene by scene the drama be¬

own best friend. He extracts from
“present Laughter" more laughs
per square inch than could possi¬
bly be predicted, from the script
and, if memory serves, consider¬
ably more levity than the play en¬
gendered in ’46-7.
What’s it about? Who knows?
A just-past-50 actor, who isn’t quite
divorced, is given to “casual scam¬
pering about” with various young
things.
He’s off for an African
safari and discovers. that every¬
body’s following him.
Somehow;
morality prevails as he slips away
at final curtain with his wife.
j
Bloride Eva Gabor is cast ais one
of the kittenish besiegers of the ac¬
tor’s# peace. Whether in a whitebe-furred evening cape some acres
wide, or flimsy blue pyjamas, Miss
Gabor is a pleasantly prancing
stage picture, and she- has the |
pouting, energy to .make a good
Coward vis-a-vis.
: Stalwarts Joyce Carey and Mona
Washbourne, the actor’s respective
wife and secretary, give ironclad
support, while Angela Thornton is
in amiable, earnest as one of the
actor’s transients. Robert Thurs¬
ton is a jauntily casual valet, and
William Traylor nets yocks as a
bumptiouf young author, a part
that , has no relation to the play
whatsoever.
Geor. i

Maybe Tuesday
- Ethel Linder R:einer & J*ck Lawrence
presentation of three-act ‘ (seven scenes)
comedy by MeF Tolkin and Lucille Kallen.
Staged by EUiot Silverstein; scenery, and
lighting, Paul Morrison; costumes, Ann
Roth. Features .Richard Derr, Patricia
Smith. Alice! Ghostley, Sybil Lamb. Brett
Somers, Myra Carter, Midge Ware, Zohra
Lampert* Ralph Bell,. Robert Elston. Wynn
Pearce, Barry -Newman. At Playhouse.
N.Y., Jan. 29, *58; $6.90 top Friday-Saturday 'nights. $5.75 weeknlghts ($6.90 open¬
ing)..
Mildred ..
Myra Carter
Florence ....
Brett Somers
Jackie■ J.......:...... Midge Ware
Vivian ...
Sybil Lamb
Adelle ... *..
Zohra Lampert
Leonard ............... Louis Edmonds
Katy .............. Patricia Smith
Mark ........... Richard Derr
Dr. Roper --Ralph Bell
Sherman .................. Robert Elston
Lois
.Alice Ghostley
Arthur
Wynn Pearce
Larry ....
Barry Newman
Miss KitcheU (offstage voice)
Carl Gustafson
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So They Say
"'Sunrise at Campobello* is an altogether lovely work for the
theatre—and this notice is written by a black Republican who hated
much of what FDR did and tried to db.”—John Chapman, critic
of the N.Y. Daily News.
"Got a blonde French girl and $900 worth of booze I got at cost
from a liquor store friend who was going out of business. Can’t
drink the booze right now because I’m on a diet.”.—Jack Warden,
featured male lead in "Body Beautiful,” as quoted by Charles McHarry in the N.Y. Daily News.
"The most important thing for a writer is to try to give as little
time as possible to self-pity."—Sherwood Anderson, as quoted by
Christopher Sergei, adapter of the late novelist’s "Winesburg,
Ohio," in a by-line article in the N.Y. Times,
Christopher Sergei makes a living—and a very good one toogrinding out plays for colleges, schools and church groups, it-s
hack writing,’ he says candidly, of the 25 he has written," Don
.Ross, in an interview in the N.Y. Herald Tribune.
"Some students of the Method start looking for the truth, hut
what they don’t realize is that while the naturalistic was of finding
the small, everyday truth is fine as’ far as it goes, it stops short of
being inspiring art. What the actor must do is live with that per¬
sonal, little truth until It becomes illumined—larger than life it¬
self.”—Barbara Bulgakov, as quoted by Arthur Gelb, in the N*Y,
Times.
"All my life, I’ve been stage-struck. I was always a little ashamed
of it, but I was always secretly delighted when a play got a good
roasting from the critics. It. meant that I’d be able to pick up a sec¬
ond balcony seat for 20c in Gray’s basement. Quality was out of
my reach, and I became a walking encyclopedia of bad plays, the
20-centers that were the backbone of Gray’s 25 minutes before cur¬
tain time. I was 17 before I saw a good show."—AI Morgan, co-au¬
thor of. the book of “Oh Captain/’ in a. by-line article in the N.Y.
Herald Tribune.
"To most people the phrase ‘undergraduate acting’ means only
one thing: a. fresh-faced youth in sagging tights, carrying his hands
about like York hams tied to his wrists and declaririg through
mild summer drizzle the verse of some rightly neglected ininor
Jacobean.”—Kenneth Tynan, critic of the London Observer.
"The calculated and self-conscious construction of. an* "artistic’
atmosphere is—as Hecht is finally compelled to show us^-just as
likely to produce tosspots as poets, and it is even likelier to pro¬
duce fakes, the fringe-people who adopt the attitudes of a profes¬
sion without ever doing the work of a profession. Art, as it turns
out, isn’t the by-product Of any one environment; it comes from the
damnedest places, including cork-filled rooms, and we’re not apt
to bring it back into being by building the right-size beer halls.”
—Walter Kerr, drama critic of the N.Y. Herald Tribune, in a col¬
umn referring to Ben Hecht’s off-Broadway play, "Winkelberg.”

A good play nowadays should be
[ about something. It should have
something to say, something worth
listening to.. Gone are the days of
the inane little plays about nothing
—gone with the $2 orchestra seat
and helpless women.
"Maybe Tuesday” also violates
an older, more basic rule. It hasn’t
any characters you like, or care
staging; Archie Rice is hardly a
The Entertainer
about. It has a lot of jokes, includ¬
sympathetic character. He seeks
Boston, Jan. 28.
ing a few good ones, hut it involves
David Merrick, In assn, with English to divorce his wife to marry a teen¬
nothing more momentous than
Stage Co. and L. O. P. Ltd.. presentation
whether the semi-adult juvenile of three-act (12 scenes) drama with music, ager, uses his father unscrupulous¬
can persuade the willful not-so-in- by John Osborne. Stars Laurence Olivier, ly and cruelly to further his pro¬
arnbitions, swills booze,
George Relph, Brenda de Banzie. Joan ducing
genuous Ingenue to riiarry him.
Plowright; features Richard Pasco, Guy
True, it does have a message, Spaull, Peter Donat. Staged by Tohy lusts for women, and makes in¬
Present Laughter
too, namely that a woman's place Richardson; music, John Addison; set- cestuous advances towards his own
Playwrights* Co. and Lance Hamilton & is in the home and that a man ting, Alan Tagg; lighting, Tharon Musser; daughter.
Charles RusseU presentation of three-act
costumes, Clare Jeffery; musical director,
Neyerthless, there are moments
domedy by Noel Coward. Star* Coward; knows best. It’s riot polite, of Gershon Kingsley. At Shubert Theatre,
co-stars Eva
Gabor. Feature* Joyce course, but co-authors Mel Tolkin Boston* Jan. 28, '58; $6.25 top.
in Olivier’s great portrayal when
Carey, Mona Washbourne, Angela Thorn¬
Billie Rica ..
George Relph intense sympathy is evoked. Par¬
ton, William Traylor. John Ainsworth, and Lucille Kalleri are best known Jean Rice ..;.. Joan Plowright
Therese Quadri, Robert Thurston, Avril as writers of the Sid Caesar tele¬ Archie Rice
.Laurence Olivier ticularly in the scene wlten news of
Gentles, Winstoh Ross. Staged by Coward; vision show for eight years.. It’s Phoebe Rico .».. Brenda De Banzie his son’s death is received, and in
setting. Oliver Smith; costumes, Frank
Frank Rice ... Richard Pasco the pathetic, resigned acceptance
Thompson; lighting. Peggy Clark. At video material.
Britannia..
Jerl Archer
A strange assortment of actors William Rice ..
Belasco Theatre; N-Y., Jan. jl, 58; $6.90
Guy Spaull of his fate. The show’s unorthodox
Peter Donat framework ^breaks from living room
has, been assembled for this minor Graham .
Daphne Stillington.Aqgela Thornton
to music hall as characters deliver
Miss Erikson
Avjil Gentles antic, arid afflicted with awkward
Laurence Olivier registers a tri¬ ShaVianisms ranging from politics
Fred .. .Robert Thurston direction by Elliot Silverstein, who
Monica Reed ......... Mona Washbourne took ..over from Paul Stewart dur¬
and religion to sex. Undertone is
umph
with
his
spectacular
per¬
Garry Essendlne ... Noel Coward
Liz ■ Esseridine .......... 1 - - Joyce Carey. ing the tryout tour. With Holly¬ formance as Archie Rice, British anger.
Roland Maule..
William Traylor wood fattening, script could per¬
. Olivier’s performance is a mas¬
heel
counterpart
of
"Pal
joey,”
in
Morris Dixon_........ John Ainsworth
He is nicely paced by
Henry Lyppiat ..........-1. Winston Ross haps have the makings of a divert¬ John Osborne’s "The Entertainer.” terpiece.
Joanna Lyppiat ... . Eva Gabor ing low-budget picture arid is a
Brenda De Banzie, who turns in
The
show
had
a
two-year
London
Contesse de Vriac,...,..*Therese Quadn potential for stock.
honey
of
a portrayal as his ginrun and is here for a two-week run
“Mayhe Tuesday" is a sort of.
soaked wife.
Olivier’s “Archi
Each time the piece of fluff that non-theatrical edition of "Stage prior to Broadway. First U.S. un¬ Rice" is belittling, blasphemous,
veiling
of
Osborne’s
new
play
in-,
is Noel Coward’s "Present Laugh¬ Door,” the Edna Ferber-George S.
burlesquing,
contemptuous
and de¬
ter’’ threatens to cease being air¬ Kaufman hit of 1936-37. Instead of dicates that it’s a sure followup for crying. Miss De Banzie, as the
his current Broadway smash, "Look
borne* the triple-threat author- a
boarding
house
for young
maudlin, morbid and lamenting
Back
in
Anger.”
director-actor. gives the slightest of actresses, the locale is a communal
spouse,
has
some
tremendous
puffs and the featherweight play apartment foi* young working
Olivier is standout in a fascinat¬ scenes as she rebels and reproaches
wafts impudently off again. It's women. Also, the seven young ten- ing performance depicting a third- his flippancies and floutings and
11 seasons since "Laughter” had anti aren’t looking for stage jobs, rate music hall comic, morally rot¬ reveals her fear of old age, lorieli159 performances .on Broadway, but.are frantically on the prowl for ten, and aptly described by his ness arid death.
with Clifton Webb as Star arid John rrien, preferably but; not necessarily daughter as "a bastard on Wheels.”
George Relph is fine as the "old
This is Olivier’s first stage appear¬ pro," Archie’s father, who tries
C: Wilson as stager. Now Cow¬ husbands.
ard is rotating the play with "Nude . One girl, the one Who interests ance in Boston and he pours out hard to remain patient and digni¬
With Violin” for six performances; the authors and Issupposed to con¬ some powerful acting working as fied despite his son’s wenchirig and
here before taking the two-play cern the audience, wants a career the tired, hammy arid somewhat his daughter-in-law’s irascibility.
repertory off to stands in San Fran¬ rather than to settle down in the pathetic British song and dance Joan Plowright has a difficult role
cisco and Los Angeles.
suburbs with the maternity, kitchen, man in front of a backdrop of three : as .the daughter to whom the comio
He hoofs, unmasks himself. She is fine in this
There are any number of delights supermarket and PTA routine. painted near-nudes.
for Coward fans iri the present re¬ When she learns that she’s preg¬ pipes and does standup comedy in talky,
strange-relationship
part.
vival. Apart from the fact that nant there are a few synthetic integrated episodes, highlight of Richard Pasco turns in a nice act¬
the dialog has the familiar Coward complications before she agrees to show, in contrast to confusing story ing job as the pacifist son. Guy
pungency to
offset the
also- marry her lover, and the curtain line that American audiences may Spaull Is fine as the brother. arid
familiar lack of anything to say is delayed long enough for the au¬ find difficult to follow.
Peter Donat has a good hit as the.
{“That wasn’t a prostitute. That thors to get across their big theriie
Dialog is laced with sexy refer¬ daughter’s fiance*
was the wife of. one of my dearest
ences' and a brief glimpse of a
John Addison’s music is typical
(Continued, on page 77)
friends.”). * there, are visions of
practically nude femme billed as iriusichallariia. Alan Trigg’s settings
Coward juriiping up and down in a
“Britannia" (censor made her don are fine* with dreriry lodgings with
pet. Coward bringing the show to
a bra after opening night). Some neon signs peeking through, rowdy,
a standstill as he stamps the floor
of the snappers Olivier uses in the music hall backdrop and behind
to a petulant "Well, really!” Cow¬
. Minneapolis, Feb. 4.
music hall routine bring blushes scririi tableaux.
Clare Jeffery’s
ard in an alarming array of dress¬ . The Federal Health, Education in staid Boston, arid the censor costumes seem ^ust right. Toiiy
ing gowns. Coward grooming hair and Welfare Dept, has agreed to made some cuts. Story line deals Richardson’s staging Is in the'right
and tie each tiine- the doorbell turn over to the U. of Minnesota a with the debt-plagued British corn- direction for American audiences.
rings. Coward thoughtfully poking veteran Mississippi
Guy....
'
. steam¬ ball, sopping up alcohol, spouting
at front , teeth or nostril . with his boat, the General John S. Newton, philosophies ranging from politics
little finger, or Coward doing
Alexander B. Paterson, longtime
for conversion into and rise as a to sex, uncaring, unfeeling for
nothing and doing it quite well..
those around, him* touched only by Scot journalist, and director of the
floating showboat.
For although the impish British
a son killed in the recent’ .Suez Byre - Theatre, St. Andrews, Scot¬
RefurbishecPby the U. of Minne¬
comedian has had the theatrical
conflict.
land, was awarded Membership of
sota
Theatfe,
the
showboat
will
ply
astuteness to surround himself
The Osborne piay swims with British Empire in Queen's Honors
with an impeccable company, each the upper river in the summer, language and Olivier steps out list. He founded the Byre, a former
Of whom is thoroughly aware of the stopping at various towns to pre¬ from bickering family scenes in
cowshed, 24 years ago.
It is
shortest distance between
one sent plays.
poverty row digs to go on as the smallest .professional theatre in
There had been other applicants vaudevillian with the cheap jokes U.K., having a stage orily 12 feet
Coward sally and the .next, the re¬
doubtable Noel, as author, director fbr the boat, hut the university arid, swaggering
deVil-may-care square, and seating accommoda¬
.j mannerisms iri( exjti;eqi^ly . cleyer tion for 74.
and . actor,; is unquestionably his won put.
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'Winesborg’ Fair $16,800,
7 Performances, Balto
Chicago, Feb;
•With five houses lit, Chicago was
booming last week In what is turn¬
ing out to be a better than average
legit season. "Happiest. Million¬
aire-?' although it opened to four
pans, did moderately as a Guild

en,t‘Middle of the Night" held
steady, and closes this Saturday (8)
to resume tour. “Separate Tables”
rallied to a fair final week at the
Blackstone.

......

Still Strong, "Long Day’s Journey
Into Night” at the Erlanger' has
posted a Feb. 15 closing notice and
will continue on the road; Show
has dropped Monday performances
in favor of a Saturday matinee,
keeping the total to seven shows
per week. “My Fair Lady" re¬
mained hot at the Shubert.
“Most Happy Fella” opens to¬
night (Tues.J, Marcel Marc e a u
comes in Feb. 18 at the Great
Northern for three weeks, and
•‘Compulsion” is due Feb. 26. at the
Erlanger with the Broadway cast.
Estimates for Last Week
Happiest Millionaire, Harris (C)
(1st wk) ($5.50; 1,000; $30,500)
(Walt r Pidgeon). Nearly $22,500
on subscription; the tourer grossed
$19,400 in seven performancesJhe
previous week at -the Pabst, Mil¬
waukee.
. ■: •'
Long Day's Journey Into Night,
Erlanger (D) (4th wk) ($5; 1,330;
$32,800) (Fay Bainter, Anew Mc-Master). Over $22,800; previous
week’ $28,763.
,
Middle of the Night, Great
Northern (D) (2d wk) ($5.50; 1,500;
$35,726) (Edward G. Robinson).
Nearly $31,200 in second Guild
week; previous week, $26,978;
closes Saturday (8) to continue
tour.
My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC)
(13th wk) ($7; 2,100; $72,979) (Brian
Aherne, Anne Rogers). Nearly.
$72,900; previous "week, $71,600.
Separate Tables, Blackstone (CD)
(3d wk) ($5; 1,450; $37?3p6) (Eric
Portman, Geraldine Page). Almost
$23,400; previous week, $17,500; i
folded Saturday (1).
Opening This Week
Most Happy Fella, Blackstone
(MB) ($7; 1,425; $58,700) (Robert!
Weede). Opens today (Tues.) with
over $100,000 advance, about $67^
000 of which is on full-price Guild
subscription over first three weeks.

’GOGGLE’ $3,600, FOLDS;
INTERLOCK’ $9,400, DC.

Bns-Trnck ‘Sgts/ $53,200
In 8-Show South Split
Birmingham, Feb. 4.
The bus-and-truck company of.
“No. Time for Sergeants” grossed
a powerful $53,200 In four-way,
eight-performance split last Week.
Dates played, with grosses listed
parenthetically, were as follows:.
One performance Monday (27),
U.; of Tennessee, Knoxville, ($10,000); three performances TuesdayWednesday (28-29), Tennessee The¬
atre, Nashville ($15,900); one per¬
formance Thursday (30), Tuscaloosa
(Ala.) High School Auditorium
($7,200) and three performances,.
Temple Theatre, here ($20,100).

Toreadors’3% '
’5G, PhiDy
Philadelphia, Feb. 4..
Boxoffice ratio in Philly last
week was . one hit, two misses and
one so-so, ’Waltz of the Torea¬
dors” was a fast sellout, with
"Portpfino” and “Cloud 7” just
about getting by going begging
and “Day the Money Stopped.”
Crowded future calendar in¬
cludes “Blue Denim/’ Locust, and
"Visit to a Small. Planet,” Forrest,
both due next Monday (10); a
return of “Diary of Ann Frank,”
Walnut, Feb. 17 and "No Time for
Sergeants," Forrest, Feb. 24.
Estimates for Last week
Portofino, Erlanger (MC) (2d wk)
($6;
1,880;
$53,000)
(Georges
Guetary, Helen Gallagher, Robert
Strauss). Under $12,000; previous
week, ^5,400 for the Saturday (25)
premiere.
Waltz of the'Toreadors, Forrest
(C) (1st wk) ($4.80;: 1,760); (Melvyn
Douglas, Betty Field, Lili DarVas).
Touring comedy drew praise from
all three aisle sitters (Gaghan;
News; Murdock, Inquirer;
deSchauenese, Bulletin), with special
salvos for Douglas; over $35,000;
continues this week.
Cloud 7, -Locust St.; (C). (2d wk)
($4.80);
i;580;
$43,000)
(Ralph
Meeker, Martha Scott). Tryout got
a. painful $5,000; previous week,
$7,300 for 5 performances; moves
out Saturday (8) for Broadway.
Day the Money Stopped, Walnut,
(C) (1st wk) ($4.80; 1,340; $33,000)
(Richard . Basehart, Mildred Nat-'
wick, Kevin McCarthy). Maxwell
Anderson dramatization of the
Brendan Gill bestseller rated two
thumbs down (deSchanenese, Bul¬
letin; Gaghan, News) and one so-so
notice (Murdock, Inquirer); modest
$12,700; leave town. Saturday (8)
to continue tryout in Boston.
Opening This Week
Who Was That Lady I Saw You
With; Shubert (C) ($5.40; 1,760;
$53,000). (Peter Lind Hayes, Mary
Healy, Ray Walston); Norman
Krasna comedy premieres tomor¬
row night (Wed).

. Washington, Feb. 4.
Both local, legit houses are dark
this week, following brutal trade
last week, but both relight next
Monday (10), the Shubert with one
week of Katharine- Hepburn and
Alfred Drake in “Much Ado About
Nothing” and the National with
"Waltz of the Toreadors.”
"This Is Goggle,” folded after a
single week tryout at the Shubert,
cancelling out the scheduled sec¬
ond week. “Interlock,” also On try-?
out, went through a thin second
week and headed for New York.
Although its producers had. also
considered folding the preceding
week.
Estimates for Last Week
This Is Goggle, Shubert (C) (1st
Wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,550; $36,000)
(Kim Hunter, James Daly). Slight
$3,600 following three pans (Coe,
Post; Carmody, Star; Donnelly,
News); folded after the single
week.
Interlock, National, (D) (2d wk)
($4.40-$4.95; 1,667; $34,000) (Cel¬
este : Holm, Maximilian Schell,
Cincinnati, Feb. 4.
Rosemary Harris). Tired $9,400;
"Most Happy Fella” grossed a
previous week, $12,000; moved to nice $49,500 last week at a $5.09
•N-w York.top at the 2.000-seat Shubert Thea¬
tre here. It was the highest take
at the house in . two years.
Tunnel’ Perks to $11,500
The theatre has “Diary of Anne
this week, but the Taft and
In 17th Week in Frisco Frank”
Cox remain dark.
San Francisco, Feb. 4..
Randolph Hale’s Coast version of
Tunnel of Love” jumped nicely,
well above the breaking point.
Noel Coward’s "Nude with Vio¬
lin” (alternating with "Present
-Laughter”) opens at the . Curran
Cleveland, Feb; 4.
next Tuesday (11) for four weeks.
"Back to Methuselah,” costarrine
Joyce Grenfell is slated for Feb.
13-15 at the Geary. Edward G. Rob¬ Tyrone Power, Faye Emerson and
inson, will open March 10 in "Mid¬ Arthur Treacher, grossed a nifty
dle of the Night” at the Curran and $40,700 last week in a string of six
Marcel Marceau starts a two-week one-nighters. Dates played, with
grossed listed parenthetically, were
run March 11 at the Geary. .
as follows. :
Estimate for Last Week
Monday (27), Ryman Auditorium,
Tunnel of Love, Alcazar (17th.
£k> ($4.40; 1,147; $32,000) (Russell Nashville ($7,600); Tuesday (28),
Nype, William Bishop). Okay $11,- Memorial Auditorium, Louisville
($5,700); Wednesday (29), Munici¬
500; previous week, $10,000.
pal Auditorium, Charles^ W. Va.
Rodney Millington, director of ($10,300): Thursday (30),. Keiththe British Casting Directory for Albce, Huntington, W. Va. .($3,500);
?taSe and Screen, is due Feb. 13 Friday (31), Veterans’ Auditorium,
in New York for his annual show- Columbus, O. ($12,300); Saturday
catching visit.
■: '

‘FELLA’HAPPY $49,500
ON SOLO WEEK, CINCY

‘Methuselah’ Hot $49,700
For Six One-Nighters

Baltimore, Feb. 4.
"Winesburg, Ohio,” in a sevenperformance tryout without sub¬
scription, did modest biz here last
week. The drama drew only fair
notices (Pahtell, Evening Sun;
Gardner, Morning Sun;
Clark,
News-Post).
“Cloud 7,” starring Ralph Meek¬
er and Martha Scott; opened last
night (Mon.), and Constance Ben¬
nett Yellows with "Aunti: Marne.”
Estimate for Last Week
Winesburg, Ohio, Ford’s (D) (7
perfs.) ($4.22; 1,819; $33,000) (Doro¬
thy McGUire, Leon Ames,. James
Whitmore). Moderate $16,800.

LEGITIMATE

•Body’34G,‘Night’21^,‘Anger’20G,

New hits continue to bolster
Broadway.
Business,
however,
wais spotty last week for the mid¬
dle-bracket grossers and steady for
the few marginal entries.
The lineup of sellouts or virtual
capacity entries included "Auntie
Marne,” "‘Dark at the Top of the
Stairs,” "Jamaica,” "Look Home¬
ward, Angel,” "Music Man,’’ "My
Fair Lady,” "Tiine Remembered,”
"Two for the Seesaw,” ‘West Side
Story” and the opener, “Sunrise at
r Campobello.”
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: oiCbmedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical-Comedy)., MD (Musi¬
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
.
Boston, Feb. 4.
Boston had three shows on the eretta).
Other parenthetic designations
bpards last week and the same line¬
up continues this week. Due in refer, respectively, to weeksplayqd,
town next Monday (10) are “Day number of performances through
The Money Stopped,” at the Wil¬ last Saturday, top prices (where
bur, and “Back to Methuselah” at two prices are. given, the higher is
the Shubert.
"Much Ado About for Friday-Saturday nights and. the
Nothing” arrives Feb. 17 at the lower for weeknights), number
Shubert; “International Soiree,” of seats, capacity gross and stars.
Feb. 24, Wilbur, and Ballet Russe Price includes 10% Federal and
at an. unspecified date, Colonial.
5% City tax, but grosses axe net;
Estimates for Last Week
i.e., exclusive of. taxes.
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Wilbur
Auntie Maine,. Broadhurst (C)
(D) (4th wk) ($4.95; 1,241; $32,699)
(Victor
Jory).
Management (60th wk; 469 p) ($6.90; 1,214; $46,couldn’t be reached, but the tourer 500) Greer Garson). Previous week,
reportedly slipped to $19,300; pre¬ $47,000, after some refunds for one
vious week, $26,500; moves out performance missed by Miss Garson; last week, nearly $47,500.
Saturday (8):
No Time For Sergeants, Colonial
Bells Are Ringing; Shubert (MC)
(C) (1st wk) ($4,95-$4.40; 1,500; (62d wk; 492 p) ($8.05; 1,453;
$38,958): Return engagement got. $58,101) (Judy Holliday). Previous
$25,100 for the opener; continues week, $58,400; last week, over
$56,600.
through Feb. 22.
Body Beautiful, Broadway (MC)
Entertainer, Shubert (D) (1st wk)
Wk) ($6.25; 1,717; $56,000) (Lau¬ (2d wk; 12 p) ($8.05; 1,900; $74,000).
rence Olivier, George Relph, Bren¬ Previous Week,- $25,000 for first
da de Banzie, Joan Plowright). four performances; last week, over
British import nabbed five rave re¬ $34,000.
Compulsion,
Ambassador
(D)
views (Doyle, American; Durgin,
Globe; Hughes,. Herald; Maloney, (15th wk; llfi p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,155;
Traveler; Melvin, Monitor) and1 $36,200) (Frank Conroy, Roddy Mc¬
one cheer for Olivier, blit negative Dowell, Dean Stockwell). Previous
on. the. play (Norton, Record). Sell¬ week, $29,000; last week, nearly
out $51,600 on five evenings and $30,000. Closes Feb. 22 and is
three matinees; continues through scheduled to reopen Feb. 26 in
Saturday (8) and then exits for Chicago.
Dark at the Top of^the' Stairs;
Broadway.
Music Box (D> (9th wk; 68 p) ($5.75$6.90; 1,010; $33,000). Previous
week, $33,600; . last week, over
$33,700, With parties.
- Fair Game; Lonacre (C) (13th
wk; 105 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,101; $32,000) (Sam Levene). Previous week,
Pittsburgh, Feb. 4.
The-touring "Auntie Mame’Vgot $25,900; last week, $25,100.
away to a swift start here last - Jamaica,. Imperial (MC) (14th wk;
week, with the take apparently 108 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000) (Lena
limited by subscription reduced Horne, Ricardo Mantalban). As
price. It should do better for. the usual, $63,700. "
LiT Abner* St. James (MC) (64th
non-subscription current week.
"Diary of Anne Frank” opens wk; 508 p) ($8.05; 1,615; $58,100)
next Monday (10) and the touring Previous week, $44,800; last week,
edition of “Long Day’s. Journey almost $44,100.
Long Day’s Journey Into Night,
Into Night” is due Feb. 17, also on
Hayes (D) (57th Wk; 342 p) ($6.90;
subscription:
1,039; $30;000) (Fredric March,
Estimate for Last Week
Auntie Marne, Nixon (C) (1st wk) | Florence Eldridge). Previous week,
($5.90r$4.95; 1,760; $48,000) (Con¬ $18,000; last week, hearljri$21,50O.
stance Bennett).
Tourer opened Closes March 27.
Look Back in Anger, Lyceum (D)
the local run to two raves (Mon¬
ahan,. Press; Krug, Sun-Tele) and (18th wk; 143. p) ($5.75; 995; $26,one luke-warmer (Cohen, Post-Gaz¬ 400) (Mary Ure, Kenneth Haigh).
ette); after the usual slow start, Previous week, $19,000; last week;.
got a fine $39,800; moves out next! Over $20,000.
Look Homeward Angel, Barry¬
Saturday (8) to continue tour.
more (D) (loth wk; 76 p) ($6.90;
1,076; $40,716) (Anthony Perkins,
Jo Van Fleet, Hugh Griffith). Pre¬
vious week,. 41,100; last week,
Toronto, Feb. 4nearly $41,000.
With sellouts for four nights the
Marcel Marceau, City Center (2d
latter part of the week, plus Satur¬ wk; 16 p) ($3.80; 3,090; $61,812).
day (1) matinee. National Ballet of Previous week, $40,000 for first
Canada had its best week of foUr- eight performances; last week,
I weeks’engagement at Royal Alex- over $46,400.
! andra’ Theatre, this due mainly 'to
Miss Isobel, Royale (D) (6th wk;
! word-of-mouth. Troupe of BO. is 45 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,050; $35,000)
current at the Grand, London; prior (Shirley Booth).,, Previous Week,
to U. S. tour.
$i2,400; last , week, over $12,300.
Closes next Saturday (8):
Estimate, for Last Week:
Music Man, Majestic (MC) (7th
. National Ballet of Canada, Royal
Alexandra (4th wk) ($3.50; 1,525; wk; 52 p) ($8:05; 1,626; $68,658).
$30,000). Grossed $24,400; this to Previous week, $68,100; last week,
tailing $74,190 for the four weeks. almost $68,000, with parties
.. My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
(99th wk; 787 p) ($8.05; 1,551; $68,210) (Edward Mulhare, Julie An¬
SCHEDULED N Y. OPENINGS
drews). Previous week, $69,200;
BROADWAY
last week, same. Show is selling 20
(Theatres Set)
balcony seats, at each performance,
Cloud Smn, Golden (2-11-58).
Entertainer, Royale (2-12-58).
to students at 70c a ticket. Miss
Annlo Cot Your Gun, Center (2-19-58). Andrews exited her costarring as¬
Day Money Stopped, Belasco (2-20-58).
signment last Saturday d), with
Walts Toreadors, Coronet (2-25-58).
Blue Denim, Playhouse (2-27-58). ..
Sally Ann Howes coming in as her
Who Was That Lady, Beck (3-3-58).
successor.
Wonderful Town, Center (3-5-58).
New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD)
International Soiree, Bijou (3-12-58).
Methuselah, Ambassador (wk; 3-2358). (38th wk; 303 p) <$8.06-$9.20; 1,297;
Say Dartlns, ANTA (4-358).
$59,085) (Gwen Verdon, ThClma
Joyce Grenfell (wk. 4-7-58).
Oklahoma, Center (31358).. ..
Ritter). Previous week, $47,800;
Leva Ma Llftla, Hayes (4358).
last week, over $43,800.
. (Theatres Not Set)
Nude With Violin; Belasco (C)
Hearts A Dollars (4358).
(12th wk; 78 P) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,037;
Firstborn (wk. 4-28-58).
$33,000) (Noel Coward). Previous
OFF-BROADWAY
King’s Standards, Blacfcfriars (2-12-58). week, $7,800 for four perform¬
ances; last week; almost $8,600 for
OMigatto, Theatre Marquee (2-18:58).
Enemy People: ProvUicetown (2-25-58).
two performances of "Present
Dark of Mood, Carnegie (325-58).
Power of Dreams, Sullivan St, <3-4-58). Laughter” and one performance of.

V

‘Sgts.’$25,100, Hub

FOR FIRST WEEK, Pin

Canadian Ballet $24,400
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"Nude.” Exits next Saturday (8)
and resumes in San Francisco next
Tuesday (11).
Romanoff and Juliet; Plymouth
(C) (17th wk; 132 p) ($5.75-$6.25;
1,062; $36,625).
(Peter Ustinov).
Previous week, $32,000; last week,
nearly $32,700.
Rope Dancers, Miller’s (D) (11th
wk; 85 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 944; $27,850) (Siobhan McKenna, Art Car¬
ney). . Previous week, $16,900 at
the Cort. Last week almost $16,800.
Joseph Julian subbed for
Carney at the Wednesday (29)
matinee.
Summer of the 17ih Doll, Coro¬
net (D) (2d wk; 13 p) ($6,90; 1,101;
$35,040).
Previous week, $19,100
for first five performances and two
previews; last week, oper $15,300.
Has to vacate theatre Feb. 22,
Sunrise at Campobello, Cort (D)
(1st wk; 4 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $36,000)
(Ralph Bellamy).
Opened last
Thursday (30) to unanimously fa-„
vorable reviews (Aston, Worlds
Telegram; Atkinson, Times; Chap¬
man, News; Coleman, Mirror; Kerr,
Herald Tribune; McClain, JoumalAmerican; Watts, Post); nearly
$26,000 for first four performances
and-two previews.
Time Remembered, Morosco (C)
(12th wk; 95 p) ($9.90; 946; $43,000) (Helen Hayes, Richard Bur¬
ton, Susan Strasberg).
Previous
week, $43,100; last week, nearly
$42,700.
Tniinel of Love, National (C)
(49th wk; 393 p) ($5.75; 1,162; $33,000) (Johnny Carson, Marsha Hunt).
Previous week, $11,800; last week,
almost $12,500. Moved yesterday
(Tues.) to the Martin Beck where
it closes Feb. 23.
Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD)
(3d wk; 20 p) ($6.90; 780; $31,700)
(Henry Fonda).
Previous week,
$29,000, after about $2,000 in re¬
funds, for seven
performances
missed by Fonda; last week, near¬
ly $31,600, with parties.
West Side Story, Winter Garden
(MD) (19th wk; 148 p) ($8.05; 1,404;
$63,203). Previous week, $62,900;
last week, almost $60,400, with par¬
ties.
Opening This Week
Infernal Machine. Phoenix (D)
($4.60; 17150; $29,392) (June Havoc,
John Kerr). Albert Bermel’s adap¬
tation of Jean Cocteau’s play, pre¬
sented by the Phoenix Theatre as
the fourth entry in its fifth season;
opened last Monday night (3).
Oh Captain, Alvin (MC) ($8.35$9.20; 1,331; $60,000). Howard Mer¬
rill & Theatre Corp. of America
production of musical with book
by A1 Morgan and Jose. Ferrer and
music and lyrics by Jay Livingston
and Ray Evans; production financed
at $300,000, is figured-to have cost
more than that to bring in; can
break even at around $30,000 gross
and net about $12,000 at capacity;
opened last night (Tues ).
•"Winesburg, Ohio, National (D)
($5.75-$6.90; 1,162; $38,876) (Doro¬
thy McGuire, Leon Ames, James
Whitmore). S. L. Adler, Albert P.
Brodax and Yvette Schumer pres¬
entation of. Christopher Sergei’s
dramatization of Sherwood Ander¬
son’s novel; production financed at
$100,00.0, is figured to have cost
about $120,000 to bring in, after an
approximate $30,000 out-of-town
loss; can break even at an esti¬
mated $20,000 gross and net around
$7,000 at capacity; opens tonight
(Wed.).
Interlock, ANTA (D) ($5.75; 1,185; $38,690) (Celeste Holm, Maximillian Schell, Rosemary Harris).
Richard Myers, Julius Fleischmann.
& Walter N. Trenerry presentation
of a play by Ira Levin; production
financed at $96,000 (including 20%
overcall), cost about $70,000 to
bring in, after an approximate $20,000 out-of-town loss; can break
even at around $17,000 gross and
net about $14,000 at capacity;
opens tomorrow night (Thurs.).
Closed Last Week
Maybe Tuesday, Playhouse1 (C)
(1st wk; 5 p) <$5.75-$6.90; 996; $3lt000). Opened last Wednesday (29)
to one affirmative notice (Aston,
World-Telegram) and six negative
(Atkinson, Times; Chapman, News;
Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, Herald
Tribune; McClain, Joumal-American; Watts, Post); almost $6,700
for first five, performances and
closed last Saturday (1) at an ap¬
proximate loss of its entire $90,000 capitalization.
* Aaron Frankel will succeed Ram¬
sey Burch as managing director of
the Margo Jones Theatre, Dallas,
when, the latter withdraws from
that’assignment May 25.
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Tur Lady* Neat $24,900,
7-Show Ontario Split
The Infernal Machine
Phoenix Theatre revival of two-act
tragedy by Jean Cocteau, as adapted by
Albert Bermel. Stars June Havoc. John
Kerr; features - Jacob Ben-Ami, Philip.
Boumeuf. Earle Hyman, Joan McCracken,
Clarice Blackburn, Roberts Blossom, Peter
Brandon, Albert Paulson, Martin Rudy.
Gene Saks, Klmetha' Laurie. Bill- Penn.
Staged' by Herbert Berghof; settings, Ming
Cho Lee; costumes. Alvin. Colt; lighting,
Tharon Musser. At Phoenix Theatre, N.Y.,
Feb. 3, '58; $4.60 top.
Voice "..
Claude Dauphin
Young Soldier.Peter Brandon
Soldier .
Albert Paulson.
Captain of the Patrol.. --Gene Saks.
Queen Jocasta
... - . June Havoc
Teiresias. the High Priest. .Philip Boumeuf
Ghost of Laius ........... Earle -Hyman
Sphinx __„. Joan McCracken
Anubis . •
.. . .. Roberts Blossom
Theban Mother....... .Clarice Blackburn
. Joey Renda.
Her Son
Oedipus... . John Kerr
Byrne Piven
Drunk ....
........Bill Penn
Messenger from CorinthCreon
.._ Martin Rudy
...Jacob Ben-Ami
014 Shepherd
.. Klmetha Laurie
Antigone

The Phoenix Theatre’s revival of
“The Infernal Machine0 is a dis¬
tinguished effort. That the breath
of theatrical life does not blow
vitally through the production is
not attributable to lack of energy
or skill on the part of those di¬
rectly involved, but to the fact
that author Jean Cocteau inten¬
tionally, kept this re-working of the
Oedipus legend on an intellectual,
non-emotional plane. Actually it
would seem that the Phoenix pro¬
duction comes close to fulfilling
the type of detached theatrical ex¬
perience Cocteau had in mind.
Unlike Sophocles’ “Oedipus.” in
which only the tragic results of
arricide and incest are shown,
octeau had gone back in the story,
showing Oedipus’ dead father try¬
ing from beyond the grave to warn
of disaster, Oedipus being charmed
and tricked by the riddle of the
Sphinx, and the young King’s wed¬
ding night with his mother-wife.
Not only does Cocteau show the
story developing thusly, he uses a'
Narrator to relate it all before it
happens. At the Phoenix the Nar¬
rator. is the filmed face and hands
and the recorded voice of actor.
Claude Dauphin, (on lerid-Iease
from the off Broadway production
of “Clerambard”). The device has
its acutest effect when the screened
hands move over the stage set and
actors like some huge god arrang¬
ing the affairs of puny men.
Herbert Berghof has staged “In¬
fernal Machine” with knowledge
and brittle energy: He has kept the
action uncluttered and made capi¬
tal use of. Ming Cho Lee’s excellent
sets that seem to echo the play’s
moral decay.
Oedipus is a demanding part for
John Kerr, but he attacks it with
willing gusto. Although vocally he
has occasional difficulty giving the
part scope, he forges ahead with
unremitting zeal arid conviction.
June Havoc appears as the tragic
queen who unwittingly weds her
son, the simplicity, and humor of
her performance, having winning
appeal.
The cast is first-rate throughout.
Joan McCracken’s pixyish Sphinx
is responsible for the warmer mo¬
ments, Clarice Blackburn has wry
honesty as a Theban mother, Philip
Bourneuf has good dignity as the
near-blind high priest, and Jacob
Ben-Ami has a. few delicate riioments as the ancient shepherd who
ultimately reveals to Oedipus the
overwhelming enormity of the
crime.
*
For serious theatregoers and for

g

seekers of off-beat trends in enter¬
tainment, this revival of “The In¬
fernal Machine” affords a good
chance to see a worthy production
of an unusual play. The Phoenix
entrepreneurs rate kudos for the
attempt. *
Geor.
Endgame
-Noel Behn & Rooftop Productions pres¬
entation of One-act tragedy by Samuel
Beckett. Staged by Alan Schneider; set¬
ting, David Hays. At Cherry Lane Theatre,
N.Y.. Jan. 28. *58; $3.85 top;
.
,
Cloy -—........ Alvin Epstein
Hamm
Lester Rawlins
Nagg
...
J. J. Kelly
Nell ..... Nydla Westman

Hamilton, Orit., Feb. 4.
“My Fur Lady,” the revamped
McGill U. tevue, has been touring
several, smaller Ontario cities dur¬
ing the last fortnight. Last. week
the show grossed a good $24,900 in
a three-way; seven - performance
split.
The take for four performances
Thursday-Saturday (30-1) at the
2,700-seat Palace Theatre was $15,400, while the gross for two per¬
formances Tuesday-Wednesday (2829) at the-1,618-seat Capitol Thea¬
tre, Brantford, was $6,500, Another
$3,000 was picked up Monday (27)
night in one performance at the
1,300-seat Guelph (Ont.) Collegiate
Auditorium,
Business the previous week on
another three-way, seven-perform¬
ance split added up to only $15,400.
The show is current at the Royal
Alexandra, Toronto* where it be¬
gan a two-week stand last night
(Mon,), the third time at the house.

The avant-garde always has an
advantage over more ordinary mor¬
tals. It can call the rest of the
world Philistines.
There will be acrid debate over
what Samuel Beckett implies, in¬
fers, means, says, in his long oneact play, “Endgamft,” As in his
earlier “Waiting for Godot,” every¬
body’s opinion Will be as legitimate
as the next fellow’s. Or as wrong.
Obscurantism is a valid, if dubious,
form of communication that ap¬ . (Figures denote ripening dates)
peals only to the few. As far as
LONDON
Beckett Is concerned, "Endgame", At Drop of Hat, Fortune (1-24-57).
falls into this area.
- Bella Ringing# Coliseum (11-14-57).
Boy Friend, Wyndfiaml <12-1-53)
The scene is one of desolation.
Bride A Bachelor. Duchess (12-19-58).
Cat on Hot Tin Roof, Comedy (1-30.58).
A stage bare to its. back and sidc-Dear Delinquent, Aldwych (6-5-57).
(Continued on page 77)
Dinner With Family, New 02-10-57).

British Shows

Hepburn-Drake $36,700,
Single Week in St Loo
St. Louis, Feb; 4.
“Much Ado About Nothing,” eostarririg Katharine Hepburn and
Alfred Drake, grossed a solid $86,7i)0 last week at the American
Theatre here. The town, incident¬
ally, was hit by a blizzard Friday
night (31).
John Colicos, a member of the
company, takes over Drake’s as¬
signment when the cpstar with¬
draws from; the production next
Saturday (8) at the conclusion of
the current week’s stand at the
Hanna Theatre, Cleveland.

Schiidkraut Nifty 30G
On Single Week, Clever
Cleveland, Feb. 4.
“Diary of. Anne Frank,” starting
Joseph Schiidkraut, grossed .a good
$30,000 last week at the Hanna
Theatre here.
The take the previous week at
the American Theatre, St. Louis,
was $28,500.

.

Of f-B’way Shows

NOTICE
MANAGERS
TENT OWNERS
Special concessions will be given:
all fent owners arid
managers on costume rentals and purchases from the larg¬
est stock available in the country.
serviced such outstanding compani
as
KAwViq Sr)Auni?lPAL OPERA: L0UISVILLE; STARLIGHT THEATRE,
KANSAS; OAKDALE; WARWICK; ALLENTOWN AND MANY OTHERS,

Come in and make your arrangements as soon as possible,

M *“• eomMcts

EAVES COSTUME
COMPANY, Inc.
SEE ANDREW GEOLY

EAVES BUILDING. 151 WEST CM, ST., NEW YORK St. M. V.
•'_PLcbo 7-3730

Show Title

Touring Shows
. Auntie Mamie (2d Co.). (Constance Ben¬
nett)—Nixon. Pitt. (3-8»; Auditorium,
Rochester (10-15).
■ Back . to Methuselah . (tryout) (Tyrone
Power, Faye Emerson, Arthur Treacher)—
Syria Mosque, Pitt. (3); Proctor’s Schenec¬
tady (4); Her Majesty’s, Montreal (5-8);
Shubert. Boston (10-15). (Reviewed in
VARIETY, Jan. 23. *58).
. Blue' Denim (tryout) (Chester Morris)—
Shubert, New-Haven (5-8); Locust. Philly
(10-15). .
Canadian Players—Medical College of
Georgia,. Augusta. (4); Wesleyan- College
Aud., Macon, Ga..(5); Barry College, Miami
(8); Louisiana State .U. Aud., Baton Rouge
(ID; North Texas State Teacners College
Aud.. Denton (14).
Cat on' a Hof Tin Roof (Victor Jory)—
Wilbur, Boston (3-8); Hanna. Cleve. (10-15).
Cloud 7 (tryout) (Ralph Meeker, Martha
Scott)—Ford’s; Balto (3-8. moves to N.Y.)
(Reviewed in VARIETY. Jan: 22. ’58). *
Damn - Yankees—Murat. Indpls. (3-5);
Pu'rdiie U., Lafayette, Ind. (6-7); Para¬
mount, Toledo (8-9); TJ. Aud., Blooming¬
ton, Ind. (lQrll); Coliseum, Evansville(13);. Tennessee Theatre. Nashville (14-15).
-. Day the Money. Stopped (tryout) (Rich¬
ard Basehart)--Walnut, Philly (3-8); Wil¬
bur, Boston (10-15) (Reviewed in VARI¬
ETY, Jan. 29. *58).
Diary , of Anne Frank. (Joseph SchUdkraut)—Shubert, Cincy (3-8); Nixon, Pitt.
(10-15).
• Entertainer, (tryout) (Laurence Olivier,
George Relph. Brenda de Banzie, Joan.
Plowright)—Shubert, Boston (3-8. moves
to.. N.Y.).
Happiest Millionaire (Walter Pidgeon)—
Harris. Chi (3-15),
Joyce Grenfell—Geary, S;F. (13-15).
Long Day'S journey Into Night (2d Co.)
(Far Bainter, Anew McMaster)—Erlanger,
Chi-(3-15).
“-Master of Thornfield (tryout) (Errol
Flynn)—Shubert. Det. (10-15).
Middle of the Night (Edward G. Robi son)—Great Northern. Chi (3-8); Ameri¬
can;. St. L. (10-15).
H*PPV .Fella—Blackstone.
Chi
(4*15)» .
■ Much Ado About Nothing (Katharine
Hepburn. Alfred Drake)—Hanna, Cleve.
(3-8); Shubert. Wash, (10-15).
My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Brian Aherne,
Anne Rogers)—Shubert, Chi (3-15).
My Fur Lady (Canadian)—Royal Alex¬
andra, Toronto (3-16).'
No Time for Sergeants (N.Y. Co.)—
Municipal Aud., Thomasville, Ga. (3);
Municipal Aud., Orlando, Fla. (5); Peabody
Aud.. Daytona Beach. Fla. (6); Dade
Couhty Aud., Miami (7-9); Aud.. Ft
Lauderdale : (10); Aud.. Miami (11-12);
Aud.. Tallahassee (14); Jordan Aud., Co¬
lumbus. Ga. (15).
^ No .Time for Sergeants (Nat’l Co.)—
Colonial, Boston (3-15).
.Nude With Violin A Present Laughter
(Noel. Coward)—rCurran, S.F. (11-15).
„ Portofino
(tryout) (George
Guetary.
Helen Gallagher, Robert Strauss)—-Erlan8e.r*, Wnlly (3-8, closes) (Reviewed in
VARIETY, Jan. 29, '58).
Tunnel of Love (Russell. Nype. William
Bishop)—Alcazar, S.F. (3-15),
Visit to a Small Planet (CyrU Ritchard)
—P^yhouse.^ Wilmington (5,8); Forrest,
. Waljl of tho Toreadors (Melvyn Doug¬
las. .Betty Field,. Lili Darvas)—^Forrest
Phjuy (3-8); National. Wash dO^S)
’
, Who W^s That Lady I Saw You With?,
(tryout) (Peter Lind Hayes, Mary Healy.

Ray Walston)—Shubert, Philly (5-15).

Investment

Backers*
Return
To Date
*$ 84,308 (P)
80,000 (P)
437,500 (P)
75,000 (R)
99,300 (P)
45,000 (R)
60,000 (R)
40,000 (R)
45,500 (P)
87,500 (P)
176,000 (P)
30;000 (P)
515,965 (P)
32,000 OR)
120,000 (P)
270,000. (R)

Auntie Marne (N-Y. Co.) ........... , $179,307
Bells Are Ringing
360,000
Damn Yankees-----............... 250,000
Dark at Top of Stairs *.....
100,000
Diary of Anne Frank ............
75,000
Happiest Millionaire
99.000
Jamaica...........,.. 300,000
Look Back in Anger * - * -.
40,000
Long Day’s Journey Into Night.. • . 80,000
Middle of the Night
100,000
Most-Happy Fella
375,000
New Girl in Town .300,000
No Time for Sergeants (2 CoS.)
100,000
Romanoff arid Juliet
80,000
Tunnel of Love
60,000
West Side Story
300,000
CLOSED SHOWS
Mr. Wonderful
225,000
202,500 (R)
Pajama Game ....
250,000
750,000 (P)
Teahouse of August Moon. (N.Y. Co. ).. 100,000
483,199 (P)
* Backers of “Auntie Mamie” receive 34.471% of the profits

Shows Abroad

Dry Rot. WhitehaD <8-31-54)
Flowering Cherry, Haymarket (11-21-57).
For Amusomont Only, Apollo (6-5-58).
Free As Air, Savoy (6-6-57).
Grab Mo a Gondola, Lyric (12-26-56).
Happiest Mill., Cambridge (11-15-57).
Whereas Charley
House bv Lake, York's i5-9A6).
Iceman. COmeth, Arts (1-29-58),.
Glasgow, Feb. 4.
Lovebirds, Adelphi 4-20-57).
H,M. Tennent Ltd. & Bernard Delfont
Mousetrap, .Ambassadors (11-25-52)
Ltd. presentation of two-act (nine scenes),
New Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-18-58).
musical comedy based on “Charley's
Odd Man I nA St. Martin's (7-16-57).
Aunt" by Brandon Thomas; music and
Paddle Own Canoe, Criterion (12-4-57). lyrics, Frank Loesser: book. George Ab¬
Plalsirs De Paris, Wales (4-20-57).
bott. Stars Norman Wisdom. Staged by
Rape of Belt; Picadilly (12-12-57).
William - ChapeU; . choreography. Hanya
Repertory, Old Vic (9-18-57).
Holm; settings gnd costumes. Peter Rice:
Roar Like a Dove, Phoenix (9-25-57).
musical direction. Michael Collins. At
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
King's Theatre. Glasgow. Jan. 27, *58;
SMad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
$1:50 top.
•Share My Lettuce, Garrick (9-25-57).
...John Moore
Brassett ..
Stranger in the Sea, Arts (12?27-57).
. Terence Cooper
Jack Chesney .......
Touch Of Sun, Saville . (1-31-58).
. Norman Wisdom
Charley Wykeham ...
Tunnel of Love, Majesty's (12-3-57).
Kitty Verdun -....
.... Pamela Gale
•Transferred.
Aniy Spettlgue .
.. ..Pip Hinton
SCHEDULED OPENI
Sir .Francis Chesney..
. .Jerry Desmonde
Potting Shed, Globe (2-5-58).
. Felix Felton
Mr. Spettlgue ... .
Roseland, St. Martin's (2-12-58).
Donna Lucia D'Alvadbrez
Keep Your Hair On, Apollo (2-13-58).
Marion Grimaldi
Where's Charley, Palace (2-20-58).
Photographer... Peter Mander
Hunter's Moon, Wint. Gard. (2-26-58).
Reggie .;... Barry Kent
CLOSED LAST WEEK
Singers: Helen Anderson, Sheila Fran¬
Happy Man, Westminster (12-13-57).*
cis. Mary Grimmett,' Anne Lakeman. Jill
Nude With Violin, Globe (11-7-58).
Martin. Valerie Tams, Elisabeth Wade,
Bill GIdley, Philip Johns, Barry Kent. ,
David Kernan. Leigh Maurice, Philip Pot- I
ON TOUR
ter. Scott Webber.
Chalk Garden
Dancers: Ann Berrecloth. Corlnne DuD'Oyly Carte Opera
vernay, Norma Dunbar. Janice^ FeUows,
Nude With Violi
Vivienne Hetzel. Pamela Miller. Gay
Romanoff & Juli
Owen*:Caroline Saxon. Tony Adams, Louis
Time and Again
Conrad, . David Kerr, Vincent Logan.
Waltz of he Toreador*
Anthony Newman, Derek Rosen. Keh
Where's Charley
Tyllsen,

(Feb. 3-16)

As you Like It, Heckscher (1-2058).
Boy Friend, Downtown (1-25-58).
Brothers Karamazov,'Gate (12-657).
Clerambard, Rooftop (11-7-57).
Courageous
One,
Greenwich
Mews (1-20-58).
Dmitri Karamazov, Jan Hus (127-58).
Endgame, Cherry Lane (1-28-58).
Garden District, York (1-7-58).
Iceman Cometh, Circle in the
Square (5-8-56); closes Feb. 23:
Me Candido, RNA! (1-17-58);
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-255d),
Tobias & Angel, Theatre East
(1-2-58).
Winkelberg, Renata (1-14-58).
Closed Last week
Julius C a e s a r, Shakespearewrights (10-23-57).

Current financial status of New York and touring productions
including closed operations on which payment has recently been
made. Investment figures include overcall, if any. (R) designates
amount of original investment repaid to the backers. <P) designates
amount of profit distributed to the backers. Unless otherwise indi¬
cated, the backers’ share is 50% of the total profit, with the man¬
agement getting all or most of the remaining 50%.

Farce; if fast and furious, seldom
palls with age- This new British
version of the American musical
based on the vintage British farce,
“Charley’s Aunt,” by Brandon
Thomas, is entertaining fodder for
average tastes. It is greatly
strengthened by the vitality of its
production and the clowning skill
of English film and stage comedian
Norman Wisdom.
The star is a small* patheticseeming performer with facility for
invoking sympathy as the little guy
who’s always tramped on but comes
back with a big kick. Added to this
comic ability, he has all-round ex¬
perience as vaude performer* and
steps out of* character in the second
act to do a solo spot worthy of
London Palladium billing.
Wisdom'iglribraces many varied
talents for this, registering iri the
“Once in Love with Amy” slotting.
He sings, dances, plays a post-horn,,
and winds with nifty fast-paced
drums bit in orch pit.
The yarn retains its interest due
to speed of production, which
romps along at a zippy pace. Wis¬
dom tumbles and cavorts amusing¬
ly, and is obviously, at home in role
of the undergraduate posing as his
aunt.
Jerry Desmonde, Wisdom’s long¬
time comedy partner, Is a dapper
figure as the father of one of the
students, while Felix Felton, the
portly irascible ^ype, strides it out
as the heiress’s guardian.
Terence Cooper has the neces¬
sary appearance in role of Char¬
ley’s chum, Marlon Grimaldi is a
highly attractive aunt. Pip Hinton
reveals comedy flair as Charley’s
girl-friend Amy, and scores with
Wisdom in “Make a Miracle” and
in her:solo “Woman in his Room.”
Pamela Gale is pretty as her part¬
ner in romancings.
Musical, first book show for Wis¬
dom. looms as likely to have fair
success in its ultimate London
presentation. Frank Loesser music
and lyrics link tunefulness with wit
against th fictoriari-age setting of
strawhattev, college boys and girls,
and the Hanya Holm choreography
is always effective. Peter Rice cap¬
tures appropriate gaiety of more
leisurely days in his sets and costurnings. Michael Collins wields a
skillful baton, and the whole is
staged at good pace by William
ChappelL
Cord.

lady at the Wheel
London, Jan. 24.
Andrew Broughton St Edward Kassner
presentation of two-act (12 scenes) musi¬
cal comedy.. Features Vivienne ■ Bennett.
Bernard
Cribbins,
Maggie
Fitzgibbon.
Music and lyrics. Leslie Bricusse and
Robin Beaumont; book, Frederic Raphael
and Lucienne Hill. Staged by Wendy Toye;
assistant. Tommy Linden; choreography.
Toye and Linden; decor. Richard Negri.
At Lyric Theatre. Hammersmith, London.
Jan. 23. *58; $2 top.
Official .. Kenneth McClellan
Sir Rowland Haines... Henry Long'nurst
Ramon PopoffFrederick Schiller
Max Van Hoorn. Reed De Roueii
Jinx Abbott...Maggie Fitzgibbon
Tuesday . .....
Lucille Mapp
Lady Isabel Haines.... ivienne Bennett
Peter Haines.• Peter Gilmore
Fernanda Fernandez... Bernard Cribbins
Waiter
.Malcolm MacDonald
Croupier .....:...
Andy Colo
Debutantes-Mavis Ascott. Burda Cann,
Leonie Franklyn, Janet Moss.
NeUa Stewart
Jinx's Passengers . .Barry Irwin. Malcolm
MacDonald, Alex Morrow, Arthur
Pendrlck. Tom Merrifield
Singers....... Hilary Kay,. Pat Whitmore,
Walter Kavan. Andy Cole

A new legit management enters
the field with this topical musical
comedy, “Lady at the Wheel,” with
a story based on the Monte Carlo
Rally, the annual international con¬
test of car-drivmg skill. The show,
w'hich originally started life as a
university show, relies on a couple
of standout tunes arid a smash com¬
edy performance by, Bernard Crib-:
bins: The book is uninspired and
most of the performances have a
pedestrian quality.
Because there is a natural parti¬
ality for British shows and talent
(witness the success scored by “The
Boy Friend,” “Salad Days’* and
•Free As Air”) there is a prospect
that this light-weight entry may
transfer to a regular- West End
theatre. In any event, Edward
Kassner, who is partnered in the;
management and who is an active
music publisher, has a few saleable
tunes to add to his catalog.
Although hardly inspired. Wendy
Toye's staging strikes a vigorous
note and, as she was a dancer hpr(Contmued'pn page 77)
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gel” to take both citations, with
"Dark. at the Top of. the Stairs’- a
possible contender. It remains to
be seen whether the fact that FDR
is the. hero of "Sunrise” may make
Continued'from page. T6 ^
it loo Controversial for prize
Endgame
. I
ever, there was one. Miss Manatis honors:
Critics Circle Trig?
walls is the, dingy, dirty, darrk jls credibly perceptive, her love
Apparently “Music Mari” is still
locale a place that seehis to be i sce"e with Oakland providing the
nowhere in space and time. It js J Productions most-- .distinguished, the top choice for selection by the
furnished only by two ashcans and ; moments.
Critics Circie as the season’s best
an uncomfortable high chair on ' . Bernard Grant is cast as the reel- j musical,--'with "West Side Story”
rasters. An old man is confined to i
..guilt-ridden brother, Jvaii; i a1' contender:
However, there’s
the chair by his infirmities, ;his j.^vbne Robert Alvin plajrs the lust- [ been mention recently that ,-6h
ancient mother and father each
father. Lois Wheeler appears Captain,” which opened last night.
live in one of the ashcans, and a i
. “.e Sh'l whose betrayal of;, (Tues.) on the hee.-s of enthusiastic
■younger. man (the son and grand-i
leads to his conviction, and word from its Philadelphia tryout,
son1 respectively) is general facto- !
Waldronhas the ro’e of the might be a possibility; for the nod.
turn doing his father’s bidding, no i bastard son,. Smerdyakov. While
Similarly, "Look Back in Anger’’
matter what.
each is quite equal to the occasion,
and “Romanoff and Juliet” remain
In terms of Custorriar stage ac- M]ss Wheeler’s brief but impastion, nothing happens. The son ; sioned scenes are particularly help- the most likely choice for citation,
by the Critics Circle as the best
drags ri ladder around and occa-,
^ ■
si on ally leans it against the back1. And Dostoyeysky. faithful who foreign play, but the award! could
wall so he can peer out of:two dirty haven t had their filLof the Kara- conceivably go to “The Entertain¬
windows. Now and then he uses a mazovs need wait only a short tii . er,"' currently, playing a shake-;
down stand in Boston:
Inciden¬
telescope, but as often as hot he
fdm is due any .day now.
tally, both “Anger” arid “Enter¬
drops it or throws it down. He
Geor.
tainer” were written by British au¬
Winds a clock, looks chuckingly in
~ f
..
the ashcans, fetches-his father a
Dial 3I5 lor >ftii*«I©r
thor John; Osborne, and by added
toy dog, a gaffing hook. If the boy
Equity Library Theatre.revival ofthree- coincidence, ail three contenders
iA,J|tAe ■ Hie father eurnmniiQ hini ! «
niystwy-driuna by Frederick Knott,
leaves, nis lamer summons ni,.l j Features Keith Herrington, Claude Hor- are presented by David Merrick^
back by blowing peremptorily on . ton/Ann Wickham,■.Maurfce Ottinger, Koy
a ooliceman’s whistle. .
, Shuman-’. Staged byElla Gerber; setting:

Off-Broadway Reviews

darts in and nut - and flighting, Ballou; lighting executed
Conversation aarts
in ana out, , by Robert Brand. At Lenox Hill PJaysticking to a subject, and ; house, N.Y,V Feb. 1. ’58; admission by
around such issues aslife, : contribution.
, •
death-, escape, physical discomfort J kiiti, licIWnS^

Literati
Ws Cancer Fund Wins ’
f years ago urider Ontario legislation
New York State Court of Appeals \ passed after Atkinson’s death, forihis .week. dismissed dariiage suhsJ bidding any charitable foundation
of more than $1,000,000 against t
\vn. more than 10% of any propWalter Wincheli; chief fund raiser erty. But it was never enforced—
for Damon Runyon .Memorial. Can-| reportedly because, if fought,- it
cer Fund, John H. Teetef, official' might not stand up in federal
of American Cancer Society and * courts. Estate; trustees continued
Elmer H. BobSt, also cancer society to operate it for Atkinson Chariofficial and president of Wai*rier- table Foundation, which owns it..
Hiidnut, former Winche.il sponsor.
Purchaser must first get permisJoseph :L. Brandt Of the Bronx slon of Supreme Court of Canada,
had alleged that Wincheli and other under federal Charities Act.
defendants had conspired out of
__
“.vindictiveness”; to put Brandt’s
cpipnr- Market Handhonk
business ^Urfanimonf deciian of

Aimed at both the scientist and
layman, is “Van Nostrand’s
| Scientific Encylcopedia” which the
, jD
Van Nostrand Co. Inc. of
„
_ i ’Princeton, N. J., is bringing out
Baited ■Jan. 31. It’s an 1,800 page tome
A $3,000 pme will^e a\varded to witR ioo,OOQ definitions,
the author of the best book on the
Book is a new third edition of
history of religion to be accepted the encylopedia and is “greatly
and published by the Harvard, enlarged, revised and- entirely rePress during the next four years, §et v Reference wofk particularRer Nathan M. Pusey, prexy. of Uni- iv takes in such new fields as color
versity. Competition for the award ;tv and guided missiles.
is Operi tri all. he said. Mss, must 1
__
be book, length and may be of. in^ j
_
_
,
dividual or joint authorship.
TiH Boy’s Mother Sues Lcwk
Printed rules may be obtained
Magazine is being sued for
from Harvard University Press, 79 ^
Mrs. Mamie BradGardeif St., Cambridge, 38, Mass.
»f Chicago mother of Emmett
. This is the -first in a series of; JBL Negro youth who was slam m
$3,000 prize contests to b? held Mississippi, on Aug. 25, 195d.
every four years for authors of i
charging- the mag with
outstanding books in the fields, of j Hh^I oi herself and her somin Look
the. natural arid social sciences. ! artlc^j? pui)lished Jan. 24, 1956 and
Funds for the prizes rind for the , Jan!9o7.
*
publication of the books were pro¬
vided for by Dr. Martyri Paine of
'More ‘Penalties’
New York, who died in 1877,'
Penalties for violation of a Penal
Law section dealing with sale-or
Include In More Yanks
distribution of
or “obscene”’
"onscene-- litera¬
literaare increased
from 10
10 days
days
About one third of “Everyman’s ture rtar?
increased, from
Dictionary of Literary Biography— !to
days
”JuJimur”0l^te?c-e
Eriglish & American,” (J. M. Dent j and ^om f ^180 to a $250 mmi& Soris, London; $2.80) is^^ devoted i
J°In5”fmSSrti
to American entries, to keep pace'
with the growth of American. Lit- [ a^d
Ltof0!^!
erature
• i second offense, under the terms
Superseding the “Biographical'
Dictionary of English Literature,” ;
*'T
this reference volume riPritainS i
f RT®^bilcan’
11 Vi0uld
2,300 biographies, along with, for i
^
m.imc
complete accuracy, the exact dates '
^a1 «i non
^
-year imprisonment and a $1,000
of each authors birth and. dea.h. fine, dr
fine and imprisoncourt runngs. _
•
.. .
.. i

r’nnvprcatinn

liever
beats

physical relief. Seldom, however, J Horton, Edgar Meyer. Art Alisi.
does the talk touch on emotional I
^
matters. If there is a barrenness in j .A sharp, facile, swift-moving- rethe play. R riiay derive from the > vival. of ‘.‘Dial M” for Murder,"
lack of love and human, kindness, Frederick Knott’s highly successful
the filial duty shown being dog- mystery drama gif the .1952-53
like routine and response.
i Broadway season, is the opener of
But whither away? At the end, [Equity Library Theatre’s four-play;
the son is escaping, though where j Community. series,. done annually
there, is for him to go is not indi-{ in cooperation with, the Board , of
cated. He wears a knapsack, car- ! Education, It’s a good choice, wellries an oar, has a. satchel, climbing played, and . should prove popular
rope and skis. The grandparents! on the bargain basement borough
have withered into death in .their i tonf. - . .
x
.
respective ashcans. The father has ! . Ella Gerber has staged this reT
no more pain-killer,-no one to help
endowing it with crisp ten-,
him, and apparently resigns him-?Ion> clarity of story line, and findself to lonely pain and. dying.,/ '
ting a group of handsome personWhat are the hidden meanings,1
actuors to cope. with Knott s.
the uitiniate^ignificances? Evident-- lively whodunit.
;
,
lv director Alan Schneider has a
As the^man who plots his wires
due. for he has staged “Endgame” murder, the. parL played on Broad-■--i -- and- with considerable
by Maurice Evans, Keith Hertbou.ehtfully
mood: The actors must, have a hint, rington. brings suavity and briskfor Alvin Epstein as the son, Lester i n£ss* Ann Wickham has bright.
Rawlins as his father, and P. J, charn^sn^en^®;
Kelly and Nydia Westman as the man
the proper degree of nergrandparents, play with .'enormous. '-?us concentration _ _as .the ^ ^man
concentration and cdftviction.
i trapped into attempting
Thp first snpprh of the dIw'' Maurice Ottinger, a vigorously
begins, "It’s finished. It’s finished!
ie^Lneg
It s’ really finished.” Looking for.; type, is;
Rpf'kptt tVijit mov hp sc poof! a i mystci j-writing
ex-lover,
\vnile..
nhee as anv toSt But itVev’erv • Claude Horton has the dry humor
man fo? himself t rt‘
Geor
that makes the part ,of the inspec-man for himself.
Geor.
I tor Ayho unrayels the plot a tasty
np ♦ j
actors.; morsel.
I ne 1 rial ©I
Balloii’s set nicely, represents the
Dmitri Karamazov
. living room of a London apartGroup 6 (Charles Aidman. Norman Hali;; ment.
GCOT.
..Tames Lee, Lee Phillips, Norman Rose.
Robert Sagalyn) presentation .of three-act -:—■— -——^
~-:-r
tiagedy by Norman Rose, based on the
■■
Fyodor Dostpyevsky novel. Staged by
CLauia nkManJ
Norman Hall; setting, Robert Wightmrtn;
ullOWS ADlOaU
lighting, PhiUp Hymes; costumes, Katy.
W
j
Kalin; production, Robert Sagalyn. At Jan
„_V.
Hus Auditorium, N.Y., Jan. 27, '58; $3.85
. ■. - Continued from page 76
■■■'

Shows Abroad

°Cast: George Morfogen, WiUiam Griffis,
°cko, David Bauer.. Simon Oakland, Leslie Barrett, John Ragin. Robert
Alvin. Bernard Grant, John Dodson, Lois
Wheeler, Janine Manatis, Martin Waldron,
Bronia Stefan, Robert Morazinski,. Joseph
Hanrahan. Bernard Reed, Flora Elkins,
Howard Mannr Frank Groseclose, Melvyn
Haynes. '

parnei

E.*ldy

at

til©. 3% fee©!

seif; she has infused some life and
; / . v,
Thp
gaiety into the routines.
Tile
choreography, however, IS far from
rn-ioinil Knf that rnav well be due
Original. DMt .tnav may wmi De uue
to the limitations of the small Stage.
The best part of the shpvv is eas- •— y
ily Cribbins’ brilliant interpretaRemove the trial from Norman tion of ‘‘Siesta,’’ one of. the tvvo
Rose’s “The Trial of Dniitri. Kara- strongest. musical entries.
It’s a
mazov” and there might be a play good number in its own right, but
of scope, splash and action. Or at he adds business of his: own to put
least begin with the second ..act, ;.it over; - The other hit song, "Pete
For in basing a play on Dostoyev- Y’Knqw" is given a lively treatsky’s
celebrated,
novel,
“The ment bv Maggie Fitzgibbori, al. Brothers Karamazov,” Rose has though she falls down rather badtaken a long wind-up, tlie first of iy in the straight acting stakes,
his three acts being nearly an hour Lucille Mapp, in. provocative cosof courtroom harangue just to give tume and.highly personalized style,
the story rolling,
! doesn’t appear to make, the best of
However, when the play gets another potential hit, "Love Is.”
down to cases in the Second act arid
The story line briefly describes
a good portion of the third, show- the rivalries between contestants
mg events rather than just talking m the Monte Carlo Rally, and the
about them or indulging in narra- show is thus, a must-see for
tion. when the characters afe: per-, sports .car buffs. Peter Gnmore
riiiUed to live rather than dis- and MiSs Fitzgibbon, in the romancussing their lives, from the trial tic leads, biekef their way .through
dock, the Dostoyevsky-Rose collab- the first act until the all-toa-mcvitOration takes on meaningful, often able reconciliation in the second,
exciting, stage life,
Cribbons, as a sinister South
. It needn’t be gratuitously un-‘ Ainerican. contestant with a roving
pleasant to point out that the ver- eye, is a thoroughly , likeable vilsion of “Karamazov” current at lain, and there are standard perlower 2nd Ave.’s Gate Theatre formarices by others in trie cast,
profits, from its direct attack and, including Vivienne Bennett, Reed
paradoxically, delves more deeply De Rouen, Frederick Schiller and
than “The Trial” into the phjlo- Henry Longhurst
Myro.
sophipal overtones with which Dostoj evsky impregnated his novel.
. _i ; rider.Norriran HalL’s sometimes
ICaiMViett ’Hlifilr’
di i\ ing, sometimes studied. direcwUlinSw llllwK
imn, a nuriiher of good perform'f
-v
l“Cr! a-re given at the Jan Hus =— Gonumied trom page -3_
Qim
noteworthy is* the play isn’t .clear as;yet, but au^.
i
add’s invigorating por- ttiQr Sciiary indicated some time
kill k- Pdlltl‘i* the son who didn’t aeo that he intended, producing
wifli nllaJher’ yet sh:al'es the guilt the screen version himself; pfeis a ?JJdf°r hls brothers. Oakland I^mbly on an independent basis
£
ruSged actor with a wUl for.
flP maior studio.
diveSlrJ? and P°wer, and his . drive, th^gh.n k-^ “Sunrise”: reopens
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Shows on B’way
Continued from page 74

Mayhe Tuesday
about the maile’s 'natural dorriiriance.
Probably there are- more thin
several good jokes imbedded iri the
lerigthy banter, but. most are lost
in performance or fair to overcome
audience apathy. There’s one, just
one, really professional perform¬
ance, .by Alice Ghostley in the
small but legitimate role of an
agreeable young suburban wife
and mother who’s too busy; with the
domestic grind to. waste time wo:
dering -whether she’s happy. There’s
also a: capable performance by
Ralph Bell iri the bit part of a
doctor (but the authors just, can’t
resist giving him a terribly Obvious
joke as an exit line),
’Since the other performances
range frorri barely merely adequate
to' downright incredible, the stag¬
ing must plainly share the blame
with, the script:. In any case, there’s
no dodging it,. Richard. Derr is
wooden: as the. bent-ori-marriage
hero and Patricia Smith is unneces¬
sarily strident as his' altar-shy
sweetheart.
To a varying degree that also
goes for' Brett Somers,. Myra' Car¬
ter, Midge Ware, Sybil Lamb and
Zohra Lampert as man-chasing ten¬
ants and Louis, Edmonds, Robert
Elston,.. Wynn Pearce and . Barry
Newman as their, . not-unwilling
prey.. Paul Morrison’s large living
room and small kitcheri settings are
properly . tacky-lookirig arid Ann
Roth has provided the standard
assortment of clothes.
Hob.e.
. (Closed last Saturday night (.1)
after five performances.).

upheld

.
ment, for the first offense; not less
New England^Newspapers
. ■ than $250 and not more than
New England Newspapers Inc. $2,500, and not less than 30 days
has been formed as. a consolidation . and not more than $2,500, or both
of New England Newspapers Iric.1 fine and imprisonment, for the
and Times Publishing Co:, a Rhode second offense.
Island corporation, to conduct a |
punishment for a third offense
printing and publishing, .with of-! remains the same: an indefinite
fice in New York. Capital stock is ! term of six months to three vears,
$760,000, consisting of 7,500 shares j ancj a possible fine of not more
of preferred at $100 par value, and ! than $5,000,
18.000 shares bf . common at^ nonpar i
’-

•

Marshall, Bratter, Greene, AUi- l
CHATTER
son & Tucker of Manhattan were !
Glasgow Herald, leading Scot
filing attorneys at Albany.
' morning newspaper, celebrated its
——175th birthday. Queen, Elizabeth,

I Nate Grtss’ «6bal Hop _ . ! 1"
&&££ 5
as “a new .landmark in history of
Nate GrbsSj gossiper for the Chi• ._/
..
cago American who has. departed j
on1 a three-riionth trip around the , .. Sloane s. ^rthcon^g ffune puhi.world, resumes- bis daily column ^-rf^Onr^cr^Cr^^
i Feb. 3 from the Orient and will I .,The DJcaSon, J^ee, ^heraias^that
| continue thenceforth to. file from • J1 ,was.,
^e/or« PV^Lcation to
‘ abroad.
y(now the late) L. B. Mayer EnterContinued from page 1
Meanwhile the space: is . being |
maidr movie.” ^
saw” and “Sunrise at Campobello.” i
Miami . Herald amusement editor
The substantial new-season entries ; plugged by Jirii Bishop’s daily opus':
George Eourke adding a new
are “Fair Game,” “Look Back in for'the King Syndicate.
.
v Datelme Miami feature to Travel
Ariger,” “Romanoff and Juliet”
Maine. Weeklies Evaporate
magazine whose editor, Malcom
and "Rope Dancers.”
Two Maine weeklies, published; {HcTear Davis, does the “Dateline
The; continuing previous-season in the Pine Tree state; since hefore { New- York column,
smashes; are
“Auntie
Marne,’’ the turn of the century, have endFarrar Straus & Cudahy s new"Fells Are Ringirig” and “My Fair i ed their ruris. The Lisbon Enter-! esV.’ novel by. late Colette is titled
Lady,” and the no-longer-capacity prise, founded in 1890; stopped! .Mitsou” and “Music-Hall Sideholdovers are “Li’l Abner,” “Long I publication . with its edition of lights;” • latter story of an autoDay’s Journey-Into Night,” “New 1 Thursday (16). The Freeport Press, biographical
nature,
continuing
Girl in Town” and - “Tunnel of I which opened in 1885, published with the author’s French show biz
Loye.”
Altogether, there are 10 {its final edition Friday (17). The background.
Mergenthalef Linotype Co. has
current, sellouts, arid eight substari- • two papers" were offered for sale
| as a package without success, Al- changed its capital stock from
tial grossers currently running.
: fred Fritzsche, owner anAeditor of|OQO.OOO shares, no par value, to
Among the highly regarded in1 the sheets reported.
j $1,000,000, $1 par Value, according
coining productions are “Oh Cap¬
I
The Enterprise, founded
by to a certificate filed with the Sectain,” a'musical opening last night,
(Charles Manri, has had 11 editors, retary..of State in Albany by Ges(Tues.), “The Entertainer/* a Lon¬ !■ including' author John
Gould, ser & Hayes of Manhattan.
don hit due next Wednesday (12) ! Marin sold out to Gould, and Jess
“Robert Helpriiann” by Kathrine
for a limited run of eight weeks,} Goiid iri 1945 after operating the Sorley Walker (Macmillan; $3), is
with Laurence Olivier as star, and •weekly for. 55 years. Gould sold an^ illustrated study of the Ausalso such unknown but hopeful i Out to his partner in July, 1951,} tralian actor-dancer’s career, with
items as “Blue Denim” arid “Who and retired to his farni to vTite. “ list of his stage and screen Cred.
j its. Beginning with an airiateur
Was That Lady I Saw You With.” I
i;
. More On Toronto Star
j appearance in Adelaide, Australia
1
Joseph E. Atkinson’s estate trus- i in 1922, Helpmann has reached
J tees (five) want to buy the Toronto ; most of the world capitals in bal^ Star, Canada’s largest daily . which | let, drama, and as a producer. .
he founded.
They’ll •incorporate ■
William Loeb, publisher of the
Continued from page 5.
!■ a company ivith provisions for em- . Manchester Union-Leader, largest*
sary drastic economies in your!‘ ployee participatibri. The. five in-[ newspaper in New Hampshire, has
company’s operations at the. studio 1i elude Atkinson’s, son'Joseph S. At- - offered the New Hampshire Weekarid in its distribution facilities..!.i.kirison and daughter Ruth Atkinson , ly .Publishers* Association a $1,000
He declares. that the, backlog of;• Hindmarsh; and. company will in-prize this year to be awarded to
coiripleted pictures will enable U; elude , his grandson Harry A. Hind-- fhe Granite State weekly', newsmarsh, son of Star’s late president,, paper judged to have contributed
to maintairi an orderly flow of pic¬
Uie most in community service.
tures until the beginning of 1959. colorful Harry C. Hindmarsh.
Presumably they’ll have to put-day, the Vcib gnrismlmsle
Almost complete shutdown, of
up $25,000,000. or more; to get the (
.
studio operations at Universal has
property, which includes Star (400,- I
not deterred the. company’s board:1
000), Star Weekly (900,000); news j LEONARD LOUIS LEVINSON
of directors from continuing divj-.
ishes. fo announce that
rind photo syndicates and the 10-:
derid payments, a di.vy pf $1.0614 j story
he had finished reading the
Star Building.
Variety
per share -on- the. 414% Cumulative■[ broke the story ..two years: ago that
VARIETY
ANNIVERSARY NUMBER
preferred stock being declared yes-; bids up- to $25,000,000 had been
And Is Again Available for
terday (Tues.).,
‘ riiade by Ottawa-born brewing mag¬
Slice is payable March 1 to stock- nate E. P, Taylor and others.
1.
Wriiirig Assignmenfs
holders of record Feb. 14.
i
Star “as due for sale nearly two.)
i

B’way Legit

Universal Earnings j
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CHATTER

Broadway.
Sol Hurok has Nora Kovach and
©strain Rabovsky.
Mata and Hari return to States
in January 1959 for 14 weeks via
Columbia Mgmt.
■* ..
Tony March, son of actor Fredric March is engaged to Sandra
Levin, nonpro.
Caroline Legrera and daughter
Belen will hit the road with a song
recital handled by National Con¬
certs.
Drawings for trips to Europe to
attend the London convention of
Variety International will be held
on Feb. IT.
John Farley, long ago with
WMCA as a staff writer, is now
partnered in Marshall-Farley Asso¬
ciates, PR shop.
Rank salesmanager Irving Sochin
hosted the second annual, sales
conference farewell dinner held at
the Old Romanian.
‘ Mary Hunter, former Broadway
legit stager and Theatre Guild exec
who is now Mrs. Herman Wolf of
W, Hartford, in towii last week for
the FDR play by Dore Schary.
Flame Room (Radisson Hotel),
Minneapolis, .review of Pat Wind¬
sor erroneously referred to her
husband-manager-arranger-conductor Charles Reader as “Joseph
Reeder.”
Famed maitre d’ hotel Robert
(Cresca), ex-Versailles, got the
blue-ribbon “billing” in spotlight
ads heralding his association with
Le Cupidon; ditto billing-for chef
Ernest Beaucureux.
Members of the Variety Club of
N. Y., Tent 35, urged to speed sale,
of raffle tickets for benefit of the
Cancer Control Research. Founda¬
tion of the Variety Club and. Tra¬
falgar. Hospital.
“Energetically Yours,” a 13-min¬
ute color cartoon produced by
Transfilm, commercial and telepix
outfit, has obtained theatrical book¬
ing at the Guild. Theatre, ,N.. Y.
George K. Arthur is releasing.
Barkas & Shalit publicity. firm
has been retained by Ziff-Davis to.
handle all the publisher’s maga¬
zines and annuals. Hank Wexler,
former producer of the Tex & Jinx
McCrary radio-tv shows, has joined
same shop to handle the Ziff-Davis
account.
Radio City Music Hall is listed
as one of highlights of a visit to
New York City in the current issue
of Look mag, out yesterday (Tues.).
Color photo of Music Hall Rockettes, taken by Swiss photographer
Emil Shultess. is featured in this
“This Is New York” article.
Mutual Life’s office expansion
from its own arpund-the-comer
building at 1740 Broadway includes
taking over the top five, floors (and
penthouse) of the Park Sheraton
Hotel,, which is; ousting certain
show biz offices including theatri¬
cal photog Bill Mark. This: was the
site of the old Jackie Gleason
offices.
Music Hall mezzanine will be
reserved for the benefit of. The
College of Advanced Science on
the opening night of Metro’s “The
Brothers Karamazov.”. All other
sections of the theatre will be
available for regular patrons. Reg¬
ular admission price will prevail
except for the one section, involv¬
ing 944 of the theatre’s 6,200 seats.

Boston
By Guy Livingston
(344 Little Bldg.; HAncock 6-83861
Valerie Carr current at Storyvine.
Katherine Cornell in Tuesday (4)
guest of honor, at 31st arini .Char¬
lotte Cushman Club.
Alan Gale Show booked for week
at Shubert opening April 21 with
Fran Warren, Dunhills and Arnold
Dover.
Margaret_Whiting‘ in for March
of . Dimes $10Q plate dinner at
which Norman Kriight, WNAC-TV
prexy, hosted as- dinner, chairman.
Marty Rubin, former Manhattan
booker and nitery op, now bonifacing Players here, arranging testi¬
monial for Dom DiMaggio to be
held. April 15 with delegations com¬
ing in from N. Y.
Errol Garner had sellout in first
concert at Symphony Hall Friday
(31) promoted by George Wein’s
Concert Jazz Promotions and goes
into Town Hall, Philadelphia, Saturday (8> for second concert.

South Africa for the Italo picweeks there.
Vittoria DeSica*s jaext acting,
stint will be in Antonio Lepnviola’s
“Marietta, La Ballerina, eil Padreterno,” opposite. German, daricerthesp Vera Tchechova. .
Alberto.Lattuada back from loca¬
tion surveys in Yugoslavia for his
upcoming Dino DeLaurentiis di¬
rectorial stint on pic tentatively
titled “The Tempest.”
Success of “Fathers and Sons”
will be exploited by- Royal Films
of Rome in its announced followup
pix, “Sons and Fathers” and
“Mothers and: Daughters.”
Walter Chjari continuing his
Milan-Madrid-London
commuting
spree, while busy every -Sunday
prepping his weekly Italian tele
show, “La Via del Successor”
Two Italo major producers, Lux
Films and Cines, going back into
production soon. Lux is . planning
“Fiesta Grande” in Spain, 'while
Cines has a new “Grand Hotel” on
the books.

Vancouver
Don Tyerman upped to national
spot. ..with O’Brien Advertising
Limited.
lari Street, daily Province re¬
porter, tp James Lovickagency as
copywriter..
Sidney Bennett from Boston in¬
to British Columbia U. theatrical
dept., as technical director,
Orietime city spoils writer Norm
Klenman co-operating a new pic
production outfit in Toronto, tees
off shooting sked with a Morley
Callaghan opus.
Copywriter Earle Peterson
copped Time’s $1,000 wordsmith
award and a trip to New York.
Peterson writes for James Lovifck
ad agency here.
Mike Bowman, distaff side of
CKLG’s recipe man-wife ayemmer,
continuing solo mike while Bob
Bowman resumes management of
CFBC, St. John, N.B , then gal
joins husband.

Las Vegas
By Forrest Duke
{Dudley 2-61Q0)
Sherry Shone, ^bra-less ballerina
in the Sens. Souci fish bowl, re-:
ceived three offers for screen tests.
Monte Proser says the TropiCaria
Holiday
revue
starring
Jayne
Mansfield will be budgeted, at
$200,000 arid have a cast off 50.. ’
Joyce Roberts, chirper-terper in
the current Trop revue, joins; the
"New Faces of 1928,” • nostalgic
package at the Desert Inn Feb. 25,
as does one of her colleagues, Ron
Lewis, who’ll dance.
Donald O’Connor arid Sidriey
Miller had a couple of especially
interested spectators at the Sahara
watching them do their Jayne
Mansfield-Mickey Hargitay takeofi
—they were the Hargitays.
Flamingo’s Abe Schiller receives
a special gift on his birthday when.
Audie Murphy hands him , the
“Rodeo Man of the Year” award
at Palm Springs Rodeo. Citation is
from International Rodeo Assn.

Frankfurt
By Hazel Guild .
(24 Rheinstrasse; 7767511
Germari actress. Paula Wessely
just; celebrated her 50th birthday.
. During March, the Vienna Phil-,
harmonic orchestra, with Yehudi
Menuhin as . guest soloist^ is tour¬
ing Germany:
Arthur Miller’s play “The Last
Patrol” to be presented in Wies¬
baden in February, with. Detlov
Krueger directing.
Carlos Thompson making a Ger¬
man film, “Ich war ihm hoerig’ (I
Was in Bondage To Him), for Carl¬
ton films in Munich.
Heinz Hilpert to star in his own
production of Tennessee Williams*
“Cat on Hot. Tin Roof,” due to open
at Deutsche.Theatre in Goettingen.
Heinz Freudenthal, conductor of
the. Israel Radio Orchestra, to con-t
duct the Hamburg Chamber Or¬
chestra In a program of Haydn
Feb. 6.
German actress Gusti Huber, who
now lives^in America, is set for a
role in George Stevens’ production
of “Diary of Anrie Frank,” 20thFox filrii to roll in Europe shortly.
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Hollywood

Jan Sterling back from N. Y.
- Natalie Roberts joined the Jack
Pomercy Agency as an associate.
Dick Irving Hyland named a
veepee of Frank Cooper Associates.
Jean Seberg in from east to
bally “Bonjour Tristesse.”
Garson Kanin arrived for script*
ing confabs with Perlberg-Seatort,
Melvin Getzler appointed veepee-treasurer of UPA, succeeding
Ernest Scanlon, resigned.
George Thomas Jr. resigned post
of pub director for Otto Preminger
fpr same spot with Stanley Kramer.
Maurice Chevalier will emcee
Screen Producers Guild’s annual
Milestone Dinner April 13.
Edward L. Hyman due this week
to address So. Calif, exhibs-distribs.
Art Gilmore and. Lloyd Nolan
succeed Jackie Cooper and Donald
O’Connon on SAG directorate.
Carl Switzer; onetime “Alfalfa”
of “Our Gang” comedies, wounded
in the arm by a mysterious assai*
lant.
»
By Jerry Gaghan
Columbia Studio Employees Fed¬
Mingo Maynard, chanteuse, off
eral Credit Union voted a 4% divito Atlanta to open new Harem
, dend, distributing some $45,000
Room,. Feb. 3.
among the members.
Jody Sands, local singer, left bn
.. Communications Counselors Inc.,
a tour of Australia, her first book¬
^consolidated
its Hollywood and Los
ing outside the U.S.
I Angeles: offices and put veepee
The Academy of Music’s 101st
1 Harry Berinett in charge.
.
anni concert grossed $120,00p for
. Ethel Barrymore fell and broke
the single performance.
her arm, causing forced withdrawal
Raymond Duncan in for press
I from “Brand of Jesse James,”
confabs in advance of his one-man
; lensed Playhouse 90 show,
show, “You With Me.”
i
Charles Coburn,, now 80, will be
. June Valli breaking in act she
honored tonight (Tues.) at a dinner,
intends to offer at Hotel Pierre,
N. Y., during booking at Celebrity at Ben Blue’s Supper Club to mark.
his 65th an.ni in . show biz; nearest
Room here.
longevity champ to Coburn is Ed¬
Big Bill’s Cafe and Hush Room
suffered water and smoke damage mund Gwenn, a performer for 63
when fire Swept through apartment years.
Hollis Alpert and Arthur Knight,
on floor above.
of Saturday Review named as
winners of the Screen Directors .
Guild’s 1957 award for Outstand¬
ing Motiori. Picture Criticism, first
time SDG has presented a double
By Gene Moskowitz
award.
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944)
. Chinese Theatre, a showcase
H. G. Clouzot down south work¬
ing on his next film project to star since Sid Grauman opened. it iri
1927, shuttered Sunday night (2)
his wife, Veras
for two-month period, to prep, for
Since her operatic imbroglio in
opening rif National Theatres’ first
Rome, the disks (Pathe-Marcorii)
Cinemiracle productiori, “Wind¬
of siriger.Maria Callas have tripled
jammer,” in early April
in sales here.
Jack Palance saw “The Big
Knife” here before heading for
Berlin to star iri Robert Aldrich’s
(Delaware 7-4984)
pic, “Six to One.”
By Lary Solloway
Steve Schickel, former WGN dee\ Roberto Rossellini huddling with
(1755 Calais Dr.; Union 5-5389)
Sophia Loren and her hubby, pro¬ jay, now working for Functional
Goodman Ace writing an act for ducer Carlo Poriti. A pic project Music Inc.
looks to be in the offing.
Ivan- Fuldauer,. former midwest
johnny Verdi.
French
pressmen
feel
that pubber for Metro, joined Public
Deauville decided riot to pay $40,“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col), Relations Board here as account
QQ0 per week for Jerry Lewis.
: Shelborne hotel, unable to get which won top Yank and Anglo pix exec.
Trade Wirids hosting the stars of
the right talent for its new cafe, awards, might also be eligible for
switched to one-night date policy. Gallic pic kudos because it was the current legit arid nitery shows
Ritz Bros., headed for Las Vegas taken from a book by a French¬ to after-theatre supper on Thurs¬
day .(6).
* .
and four-weeker. at the Flamingo, man who also scripted.
with several offers for next season
Lynri Burton, erstwhile . disk
jockey, shuttered the Steak Housedangling.
Lou Irwin setting re-teamed
that pnee had been a second-string
Chico arid Harpo Marx for Havana
nitery and deejay hangout;
By Les Rees
Riviera; they’re currently at Roose¬
Jack Barnett,'who had been chief
St. Paul Civic Opera Co., pre¬ cameraman for Universal’s news¬
velt, New Orleans.
reel bureau in Chi, now freelancing
Congressman Jiirimy Roosevelt sented “Samson and Delilah.”
Northrop Auditoriuiri gets. 11th since the folding of that, operation
planed to N.Y., for preview of new
play, “Sunrise At Campobello,” annual “Parade of Quartets” Feb. here.
15.
about his late father;
Jerry Colonria, P. J. Hoff, Tiger
Belden (El: Rancho Vegas) Katle- . Songstress Pat Windsor in sec¬ Joe Marsh, Eric Braun, Studs, Terman and Dariny Arnstein plaried in ond .week at Hotel Radisson Flame kel, George. Sixta and Jack Conroy
with, chum Joe E. Lewis for his Room.
make up panel of judges, for Col*
Austrian. conductor Karl Boehm lege of Complexes’ seventh annl
Eden Roc opening Feb. 6.
Sue Carson and Bernard Bros, guest conductor With Minneapolis costume . bash.
Symphony
orchestra;
had contracts extended indefinite¬
Thornton Wilder’s “Our Town”
Annual Burton Holmes Travel¬ was first productiori last weekend
ly by the Latin Quarter, which is
insuring a possible non-fill by Mil-, ogue series set for five. St. Paul of Theatre First, hew community
Auditorium
Sundays
starting
Feb.
repertory theatre organized by}
ton Befle of his later-in-month
23.
date;
Globe Players arid former thesps
Local Doc Evans Dixieland band
of Chi Catholic University Club.
playing its second uptown St. Louis
Park cinema one^nighter Within
month.
Royal Ballet’s Northrop AudiBy Gordon Irving
By Hans Hoehn
Ktorium three-night and one mati¬
(Glasgow: BEArsden 5566)
(760264)
nee engagement pulled sellout
Constantin, top domestic distrib,
Smaller cinemas report a serious houses.
“The.
dip in b.o. attendance.
With guitarist Andr.ew Segovia reissued Chaplin’s oldie,
.
Arthur Matthews nariied new as soloist, Minneapolis Symphony Kid.”
Paramount’s “War & Peace*
Chairman of Scot exhifes.
in 4,500-seat Northrop Auditorium
: Jack Radcliffe, Scot- comedian, was complete sellout, season’s first, now in its 11th, month at the .Kurdoing tv dates in London.
Victor Borge and his one-man bel. Latter has exclusive showing
Vauderies and cinemas suffered show, which played highly profit¬ rights here.
at wickets during recent heavy able three-performance Radio City
Kurt Ulrich-Productions is due
blizzards.
Theatre date last year, returning to release Its long prepared pic.
“Das gab’s riur einmal” (That Only
Jack Milroy pacted as comedian March 12-13.
for new sumrirer revue at Gaiety
Minnesota IL Theatre presented Happered Once). .
Theatre, Ayr. ;
The German tele has started a
“I Remember Mama” for special
Alma Cogari set for vaude date guest
audience
before
troupe Series under the title of “The Film
at GlasgowEmpire Feb. 24 after shoved off with it on USO-Ameri- Studio” which features excerpts
trek to Iceland.
can Educational Theatre sponsored from Pix which didn’t find a buyer
Southlanders, Negro vocal four¬ Far East Tour,
iri this country.
Local statistics reveal that 898
German feature pix have been pro¬
duced in 1946 and Dec. 31, 1957/
They don’t include the East Ger¬
man productions which totalled 133
in this period.
•Several top Germari pix of. past
years reshown recently over th
country’s tele including “Viktor
and Viktoria,” Josef von Stern¬
berg’s “Blue Angel” and Curt
Goetz’ “Napoleon Is to Blame for
Everything.”
Mario Lanza due to give his first
German guest appearances. His;
tour here includes seven cities—
M u n i C h, Stuttgart, Wiesbaden,
Hamburg,
Kiel,
Hanover '...and'
Nuremberg, first date beirig Jan24,:.'and finat^FeJ^fi.
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Rome
By Robert F. Hawkins
(Foreign Press Club: TCI. 800211)
Italo film industry’s tele pro¬
gram. “Questo Nostro Ciriema” now
called “Luci dello Schermo” and
switched to a better slot.
Rossano Brazzi off to the U. S.
by ship, and due in New York Feb.
6. Next pic for "Italo thesp is
“A Certain Smile” for 20th iri Hol¬
lywood.
Franca Bettoja, Sylvia Koscina,
Luisa della Npce and Cosetta Greco
head acting • contingent sent to

London
(COVent Garden 0135/6/71
Actress June Thorbum left Sun¬
day (2) for a month’s vacation in
Austria.
'
Vocalist Alma Cogan planing to
Iceland on Saturday (8) for 10 con¬
certs in as many days.
John BraboUrne readying “Sirik
the. Bismarck” for Marsham Pro¬
ductions as part of 20th-FoX’s Brit¬
ish film plans,
“Lady. at . Wheel,” new. British
musical, transferring from Lyric,
Hammersmith, to the Westminster
Feb. 19, with the same cast.
American playwright John O’Hara
planed in to attend the opening
Monday (3) of his play “Double
Gross,” starring. Michael Denison
and Dulcie Gray; ;
Lead in Marc Connelly’s “Hun¬
ter’s Moon,” opening Feb. 26, goes
to young Canadian actor, David
Gardner. Leading femme role was
nabbed by Lesley Nunnerley..
Claud Mullins, eXrLbndori magis¬
trate. and ex-Superintendertt John
Capstick, till recently one of Scot¬
land Yard’s “Big Five,” will be
feted at the Variety Club lunch
Feb. 11.
. “Roseland,” a new j>lay by An¬
thony Pelissier, is to open at. St,
Martin’s Theatre next Wed. (12).
Frank
Pettirigell
and
Michael
Gough star; while the author will
direct.
Astor Clifton. James, who imper¬
sonated Montgomery in the war to
hoax the Nazis, is to play same role
in Maxwell Setton’s screen version
of Janies’ book, “I Was Monty’s
Double/’
Rank star Anne Heywood and
.producer George Brown started
whirlwind tour of the sticks on
Monday (3) and make personals in
connection with Brown’s lates pic,
“Dangerous Exile.”
.. The Royal nod Will be given to
two forthcoming preems. Prince
Philip
attends. “Violent
Play¬
ground” on March 3, to aid. the
Commonwealth
Trans - Antarctic
Expedition while the Duchess of
Kent will honor a midnight matinee
of “Where’s Charley,” starring
Norman. Wisdom Feb. 26 in aid of
the Jack Buchanan Memorial Fund
for Cancer Research.
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some, pacted for. vaude week at
Glasgow March 3,
“Where’s Charley?,” starring
Norman Wisdom, doing SRO biz in"
season at King’s Theatre, Glasgow.
Neil Kirk, N. Y. concert agent,
planed in to look at Auld Lang
Syne talent for a 1958 fall tour of
Canada.
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. guest at
annual Scot Cinema Ball; iri Glas¬
gow. Also Miiko Taka, Japanese
actress.
Rank Organization honored em¬
ployees with over 25 years of serv¬
ice at a special luncheon in Odeori,
Glasgow.
Alec Frutin new chairman of
Scot Theatrical Artistes’ Variety
Fund. He succeeds late Harry F.
Ashton.
Robert Wilson, Scot tenor, mull¬
ing tour of South Africa and Aus¬
tralia iri 1959. He’s currently in I
pantomime at the Pavilion, Glas-!
gow.
i
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OBITUARIES
HENRY (PETE) SALOMON JR. i
Henry (Pete). Salomon, 40, direc¬
tor of special projects, at NfiC-TV
and producer-writer of Victory, at
lea ’’ died Feb. 1 in New York of
a cerebral hemorrhage. Details in
Badio-TV Dept^_

vaudeville with Gus Edwards arid
Eddie Cantor. For a number of
years, he toured with the team of
Lawrence & Park and Lyons &
Yosko.
■ Lyons also appeared with the
Paul Whiteman and Rudy Vallee
orchestras and toured Europe Aid
Australia with British bandleader
Jack Hylton. He was preparing to
open at the' Jade House in Lauderdale-by-fee.-Sea when he died.
Wife, two daughters, brother
and two sisters survive.

VICTOR PACKER
Victor Packer%61, a leading char¬
acter actor on The Yiddish stage,
died Jan. 27 in Miami Beach. He
\vas plavirig the role of Menachem
Mendl in “Menachem Meridl in
America,’.’ a play by Wolf Yoimin
Samuel antek
based on the character created by
Samuel Antek, 49,. conductor and;
Sholem Alechem. He also directed
the play, which was touring the musical director of the New Jer¬
sey Symphony Orchestra and a:
i ^ Before coming to America in guest conductor of . the Chicago
! 1925 Packer appeared on the stage Symphony,, died Jan. 27 in New
in Poland and Lithuania. In New York. ...
A 'violinist, he made his debut at
York he was with the Jewish Art
Theatre and . the:. companies of N. Y.’s Town ,Hall when he Was
Rudolph Schildkraut, Jacob Ben 16 years old* and was a violinist
Ami and Maurice Schwartz. Among with the. NBC Symphony under
the plavs in Which he appeared Arturo Toscanini for many years.
were "“The Golem” arid “Bronx He served as guest conductor With
numerous orchestras including the
Express.”
.
.■
Fon 10 years he had been pro¬ Houston, Buffalo and Rochester
gram director Of radio station symphonies.
Wife, daughter, mother and two
YVLTH, now defunct. He had also
been a staff member of WLIB for sisters survive.

PTBBBft
active in. the entertainment field
and took part in one of the first
radio broadcasts in Winnipeg.
Surviving: are her husband, Alex¬
ander (Candy), a Scottish enter¬
tainer in Winnipeg; two sons, a
daughter and three sisters.
JOHN K. BRENT
John K. Brent, 38, manager-con¬
troller of, 20th r F6x television
studios, died Jan. 31 of cerebral
hemorrhage in Hollywood follow¬
ing a short illness. A film industry
vet, he had been associated with
Selznick International, Motion Pic¬
ture Center and Desilu before
joining TCF-TV iri 1955.
.. Surviving are . his mother and
brother.
MILES A. GOLDRICK
. Miles A. Goldrick, 54, public re¬
lations administrator of the Holly¬
wood division of Westrex for the
last two years, died in Hollywood
Jan. 28 following a stroke. He had
been With the firm for many years,
serving in. an executive capacity in
various parts of the world.
His wife, son and daughter sur¬
vive. ?

79
of the co-publisher of The Bill¬
board, died in Roslyn Estates, L.I.,
Feb. 2, burial In Cincinnati today
(Wed.).
1

Pail Robeson
aas»a Contlimed from page 2 555

Msgr. Edmund J. Burns, 71,
Oakland has come from a group
longtime religious broadcaster via;
station WABY, Albany, died Jan. that calls Itself a Whit Citizens
Council (a la Birmingham) and has
26 in Watervliet, N.Y.;
as its address General Delivery,
Michael J. Murtagh, former Oakland, Cal. It’s threatened to
Pittsburgh Playhouse actor, died picket the theatre.
Jan. 27 in New York, where he had
Among publicity breaks Robe¬
made, his home for the last, several son’s had in the past week have
years.
been stories In the Scripps-Howard afterneoon News, Senator Wil¬
Earl J. Fenston, 62, Fresno, CaL, liam Knowland’s Oakland Tribune
lawyer who owned Hanford, Cal., and a tepid interview with Jane
radio station KNGS and dailies Todd (Wanda Ramey) on 50,000at Hanford and Santa Maria, Cal., watt KCBS.
died Jan. 31 in San Francisco.
Wife and two sons survive.
Asks ‘Limited’ Passport OK
Paul Robeson, who’s been denied
Wife, 33, of Maurice L. Levy,
a passport to travel abroad since
staff camera man for NBG-TV hews
in the Dallas area,, died in that 1950, is asking the State Dept, to
reconsider its position in order
City Jan. 21.
that he may appear with the
Shakespeare Memorial Theatre at
Lloyd S. “Eddie". Edwards, 65,
member of the Warner Bros, Stratford-on-Avon, England, this
studio prop department for 31 summer. In the event his request
years, died Jan; 28 in Hollywood. is granted he will be seen as
Gower, the storyteller, in "Peri¬
Son. and daughter survive.
cles.”
Paul Young Herrick, 47, song¬
Although Robeson is seeking
writer and film composer, died only
“limited” passport, the
Jari. 26 in Hollywood. His wife, Government reportedly will not
father, two sisters and one brother issue such a document until the
survive.
singer-actor “answers questions in
respect to Communist party mem¬
Manuel Rodrigues, 70, painter
The “limited” status
and stage decorator Who for' years bership.”
restrict
the
applicant’s
worked with the Lisbon opera would
house and the Portuguese national journey to England, where he
would rehearse and act in “Peri¬
theatre, died recently in Lisbon,
cles."
Latter would be done in
Mrt. Maurice L. Levy, 33, staff repertory from July 8 to Nov. 29,
photographer for NBC in Dallas,
Tex., died Jan. 28 in Dallas, after
a brfef illness.

EDWARD CONNE
Edward Conrie, 59, former part¬
ner in Conne-Stephens Produc¬
tions; a Coast outfit, died Jan. 23
while on a. business trip to New
York. Inactive for the past several
years, he formerly was head, of
the last, four years and was the
World Broadcasting in New York
CARLOS PUGLIESE
originator Of the “Jewish Amateur
arid" of Radio Luxembourg in Eu¬
Carlos J. Pugliesej 59, veteran rope.
Hour.”
Wife, son arid daughter survive. Pittsburgh cafe figure, died at his
His sister1 survives.
home there of a • heart attack Jan.
28. He was manager of the Town
WILLIAM STEINKE
KATHLEEN HARDING
William (Jolly Bill) Steinke, House Motel nitery at the time
Mrs. Kathleen Harding Snyder;
70, cartoonist and originator of one of his death. Piigliese had gone 73, secretary of the Metropolitan
of the nation’s first children’s radio there., recently from Dore’s supper Opera Ballet School and. khowii
shows, died Jan. 28 In Old Orchard club, where he had been a captain professionally as. Kathleen Hard-:
Beach, Me.. A native of Pennsyl¬ for some time.
ing, died Jan. 31 In-Elmhurst, L. I.,
Alice Falvey to Michael Ryan,
He worked for Tony Conforti at after a brief illness. She had been
vania, he began cartooning for the
Father, 72, of soprani) Victoria
Allentbwn, Pa.. Morning Call in the old Nixon Cafe, then opened secretary of the ballet school for de los Angeles,; died recently in Brooklyn, N. Y., Jan. 25. He’s a
member of the Variety staff.
1910 and was still contributing to his own ihtimery, the Little Red 49 years.
Barcelona.
the paper at his death. He also Door in Pitt., and for a time was
Joanne Woodward to Paul New¬
Son, daughter and sister survive;
drew for the Bridgeport, Conn., connected with the Westmoreland
Mario Castillo Tapia, 52, Mexican man, Las Vegas, Jan. .29. Both are
Post and later moved to the New Country Club.
EDWARD KOODEN
dramatic actor, died recently in thesps.
A cousin survives.
Y'ork. Daily Mirror, where he
Edward Kooden,. 59, onetime Monterrey, Mexico;
' ’Irene Abel to James Nairn, Glas¬
illustrated Nick Kenny’s radio
trumpeter with the Ben Bernie,
gow, Jan. 24. He’s an announcer
Ataulfo argenta
column;
Wayne Kipg, and Paul Whiteman
on Scot indie tv.
Ataulfo Argenta, 44, orchestra orchestras, died Jan; .31 in Chicago,
In 1924 Steinke began his “Jolly
Angela Bradshaw to Andy •Peter¬
Bill and Jane”* radio, shows on conductor, was found, dead Jan. 21 apparently of a heart attack. He
sen, London, Jan. 27. Bride’s a
WOR, Newark, and three years iri the garage of. his home hear was veepee and sales manager: for
dancer;,
he’s a singer.
=; continued from page 2 -55555.
later moved to NBC in New lYork. Madrid. He was not only one of a Chi glass firm,
Milita Brandon to Nino VillaDuring WOrld War II he toured Spain’s top maestros but of Europe,
A daughter, two sons, a sister
down
from
the.
Legion
arid
MPAA,
vera,
Santiago,
Chile, Jan. 5. Bride
where he batoned a number of and. three, brothers survive.
the Legion: disallowing any refer¬ is a niteiy emcee; he’s an .ancelebrated orchestras.
ence to abortion, as well as having nouncer at Radio Pacifico there.
After studying iri Brussels and
VAN A, NOMIKOS
Germany; Argenta was named res¬
Emy Boselli to Richard H.
Van A. Noihikos, 61, Chicago other objections. Television, ac¬ 1
ident maestro of. the Spanish Na¬ theatre owner,, died Feb, 1 in that cording to Schwartz, is “more pro¬ [ Farmer, New York, Jan. 25. Bride
tional .Symphonic Orchestra. Dur¬ city. He owned several film houses gressive" in . its thinking, treating is an actress; he’s an actor.
ing the last , two years he toured and . a driye-in in Champaign, Ill. such topics as dope addiction in
Rita Hayworth to James Hill,
If 11-1934
several Latino Countries.
Nomikes also was a former vice- drama. That topic had been for¬ Beverly Hills, Feb. 2. Bride is the
His wife and four children sur-. president of . Allied Theatres of bidden by the MPAA in motion film star; producer is of Hecht-Hill-.
vive.
America.
pictures, but it is now acceptable. Lancaster firm.
Wife, daughter and brother sur¬
“I Am A Camera" is one of 25
Veriynne S. Beane to Edgar H.
GEORGE J. CAREY
vive.
with the. US.O and one of these
pix being packaged by DCA for Needham 3d, Burlington, Vt., Jan.
George J. Carey, 64, percussion¬
tours brought him to San Franr
distribution by Flamingo Films.
25. He’s, an announcer at radio
ist
with
the
Cincinnati
Symphony
cisco, where he settled down,
TRAVIS BANTON
station WJOY there.
resuming his “Jolly: Bill and Jane” Orchestra since 1925, collapsed
Travis Banton, 64, one of Holly¬
Denise Pelletier to, Basil Zarov,
WTEN’s Rules
show for ItNBC, Frisco, offer the and died Jan. 28 after a xylophone wood’s top dress designers, died
Montreal,
Jan. 25. Bride is a stage
solo
in
a
.matinee
concert
for
school
war. He returned East several
Feb. 2 in Los Angeles.' His most
Albany, Feb. 4.
and tv actress; he’s a commercial
years ago and spent his last days children inCincy Music Hall. -Born recent work was in collaboration
WTEN’s
Charles
(Gig)
Pogan,
photographer..
in Boston, he started as a theatre with the . designer Marusia on
at
Maine , convalescent home;.
Betty Reilly to Jack D. Diehl,
musician in Rochester, N. Y., gowns for the film version, of director of tv operations, follows
some'simple rules to achieve what San Francisco, Jan. 28. Bride is a
trouped with Sousa’s band and the ‘Auntie Marne.”
ANTOINETTE Q. SCUDDER
he deems as good taste in feature night club singer.
Herbert
orchestra
and
Antoinette Q; Scudder, 72, co¬ Victor
Fritzi. Smith-Hall to Angelo
telecasting. . (WTEN has a bundle
founder and president of the Pa¬ played with the New York Sum¬
CHARLES L. JUDGE
Casalini, New York, Jan. 24. He’s
per . Mill Playhousein Millburn, mer Opera and Ciricy Summer
Charles L. Judge, 43, general of Metro pix).
Opera.
.
:
.
Station
never
schedules
a
Jean
on
the boxoffice staff at the N. Y.
= N: J., died Jan. 27 in Millburn. .
manager of the Trans-Lux .Theatre,
Sumvirig are his wife, a step¬ died Feb, 1 in Philadelphia, He Harlow release on its “Early City Center.
In 1929, Miss Scudder founded
a dramatic branch of the Newark daughter, sister and three brothers. had been associated, with: the Show/’ from 5:30. to 7 p.m., when
Art Club. : Out of this grew the
kids make up the bulk of the audi¬
Trans-Lux for 18 years...
EDWARD M; DRESSER
Newark Art Theatre, art amateur
Wife,
daughter and brother, ence.
The, stress on “body” is
Edward M. Dreiser, 84, a former survive.
group in which she was active and
considered too sexy for the young¬
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Saran, daugh¬
actor
and
brother
of
the
late
novel¬
: which later became the Paper Mill
sters.
Vlf
.a youngster stays up ter, Chicago, Jan, 23. Father is
ist Theodore Dreiser and the. late
Playhouse..
JONAS PERLBERG
after ll p.m;,” opines Pogan, “We news writer for WMAQ-WNBQ
In. 1939, she and her associate, composer Paul- Dresser,V died Jan.
Jonas Perlberg,. 73, ex-theatre feel it is the parent’s responsibility. there.
Frank Carrington, now producer 29 at Springfield Gardens, L.I.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale- Klemans,
His . Broadway credits include manager, arid in recent years Chi¬ Not ours.”
and director of the Playhouse,
cago correspondent for a film trade:
Pittsburgh, Jan,
28,
He added that some of the films daughter,
“The
Soldier
of
Fortune,”
“Within
moved their enterprise to Mill-'
publication, died of a .heart attack'
burn-.. An Old. paper mill there the Law," “The Climbers” and the Jan. 27 in Chicago. He was a mem¬ produced in the early ’30’s contain Mother is, former Carnegie Tech
School and
Pittsburgh
scenes, especially anatomical, Drama
was. remodeled Into a theatre, art lead in “Paid in Full.” An accident ber of the Variety Club In Chi.
which WTEN does not consider Playhouse costumiere.
and music center. From 1933 un¬ Which nearly cost him his eyesight
A brother and sister survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Freed, daugh¬
suitable for home. reception. These
til her death she was president ended his. legit career. He Was
Father
are
eliminated; Older cartoons ter, New York, Jan. 29.
of the enterprise, which operates khpwri. professionally as . Edward
Lou Kolb, head of Metro’s elec¬
Is an actor.
Dresser;
from April, to the middle of
trical department for 35 years until must be watched, too. WTEN does
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Mona¬
His. daughter survives.
January.
his retirement in 1936, and Mrs. not wish to have any double enten¬ han, daughter, New York, Jan. 27.
Her brother survives.
Kolb perished in a fire which swept dre telecast, even though It may be Mother is singer Teresa Brewer.
LOUISE D. SPOOR
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Hutner, son,
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Boone, daugh¬
Mfs» O; M. Forkert, producer of their Beverly Hills, Cal, home over the heads of kid viewers. Nor
New York, Jan. 30. Father is na¬
Jan; 26.
does it wish to slate cartoons ter, Hackensack, N. J., Jan. 30.
tional publicity manager for. War¬ Children’s plays at Chi’s Goodman
which, are prejudicial to amicable Father is ai singer.
Theatre,
died
Jan.
28
in
Chicago.
ner Bros.
!
Sol Goldman, 60, a Rim projec¬ race; relations.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Goldentyer,
Known .professionally as Louise
tionist in Chicago for over. 40
son. Philadelphia, Jan. 29. Mother
MRS. LOUISE- NOONAN MILLER Dale Spoor, her association with years, died Jan. 24, apparently of
is
daughter of. Milt Young, Colum¬
Mrs. LouisC Noonan Miller,, 64, Goodman went back 20 years, first a heart attack, while: at work at
bia.Pictures publicist.
who established the Art Film The¬ as business manager. She. also was the Kino Theatre, Chi, Wife, a
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Levin,
founder
and
-editor
.of
the
Coach
atre in Washington: D.C., died Feb.
daughter. Sail Francisco, Jan. 14.
House Press, publishers of chil¬ daughter, three brothers and a
2 in that city.
,
—— Continued front page l.ss
sister survive,
Father is manager of the Coronet
.
Mrs. Miller inherited the Little dren’s plays.
Theatre there,
Her
husband
and
two
brothers
goes for everybody from Paar on
Theatre at 9th Si, in Washington,
Mr. and Mrs. Valentino Sarra,
, Vittorio Trevisan, 89, a . former down,, including Winters, fiody
in 1935 and began to experiment survive;
daughter. New York, Dec. 11. Fa¬
basso
buffo
with
the
old
Chicago
with foreign films, ringing the bell
Goodman, et al. Going even a step ther is the commercial television
Civic
Opera
Co.,
died:
Jan,
27
in
VITTORE VENEZIANI
first with the French version of
further, the network designated artist, photographer and producer;
He joined the Chi¬
Vittore ; Veneziani, 80, onetime New York.
Mayerling.” Later, she acquired
continuity chieftain Stockton Helf- mother is former musieomedy star
and established an art and foreign chorus master . of the La Scala cago Opera in 19i2 and remained frich to stay, on top'of the pro¬ Marcy Wescott. .
with
it
until
the
1930’s,
film policy for the nearby Rialto Opera house, died recently in Fer.gram. Henceforth, all material, in¬
Mr. and Mrs. Albert FloersheimTheatre, and subsequently turned rara, Italy. After debuting as con¬
Louis Salant, 78, retired attorney cluding that of the regulars and er Jr., daughter, Neptune, N.’ J.,
an nld bank building into Wash- cert pianist and conductor, he be¬
Jan.
31. Father, former v.p. of
arid
father
of
Richard
S.
Salant,
v.p,
guests,
must
be
cleared
in
advance
came a chorus master first in Ven¬
ln|fen’s Playhouse Theatre.
of CBS Inc., died in New York bv Helffrich. Understood Paar Walter Reade Theatres, recently
t
re^re(i, a few years ago; The ice in 1914 and the following year
assumed
post: as public relations
Feb.
3
after
a.
long
illness.
Other
himself
has
been
disturbed
by
the
and Rialto were tofn down, at La Scala in Milan.
With the rise of Mussohni m Survivors ate the widow, a sister, “offbounds” stuff and has “made director of Theatre Owners of
. fee Playhouse operates as an
America. .
#
brother
and
daughter.
1938
he
went
td
Switzerland,
but
his
peace”
with
Miss
Maxwell
on
arty first-run operation for Ilya
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Coslow%
returned: to-Lai Scala in 1945: He
Lopert.
a more decorous approach to their daughter. New York, Jan. 28.
Roy V. Starting, operator of the
retired several , years ago,
verbal jousts.
Mother is Singer Frances King; fa¬
White Theatre, Fort Worth, . Tex.,
. GEORGE LYONS
NBC’s concern is, understand¬ ther is a songwriter.
died there recently. Surviving are
ELIZABETH PHIMISTER
-Dominic Martoccio, 68, harpistMr. and Mrs. Marc Brandel,
his wife, three daughters, mother, able in view of the’ show’s cur¬
Mrs. Elizabeth Phimister,
ar.d vaudevillian known profession¬
rently preeminent status as per¬ daughter, Feb. 4, Newr York. Moth¬
ally as George Lyons, died Jan. 31 mother of Marsh Phimister, come- two sisters and a brother.
haps
the
major
“sleeper’^
of?
fee
er
is t-v .actress Riuja Michellp; fa¬
-•
j:i'j Jan.
T— 22
fe
Fort
Lauderdale-by-the-Sea, Idian and’ m'-ic.,.
died
22 in
in
ther is a tv playwright.
Mrs: William D: Littleford, wife season.
Fla. He v appearetf4s 5-'child Winnipeg, 'Matr’^he* had been
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Some Film Execs Resent State Dept;
n
Tacoma, Feb, 11. 4
The advertiser and the agency-,
man must share the blame “for
much if not most of the bad; dull,
Warner Bros, homeoffice ex¬
uninteresting,
ineffective
and
ecutives who have been receiv¬
downright silly advertising today.”
ing free haircuts .(and mani¬
The advertiser makes decisions on
cures) for many years will now
creative aspects of his advertising
have to go out of the building
beyond his experience and too
and pay fOr these services.
often the agency man goes along
Company’s private, barber,
{because “he lacks guts and is
Who has been snipping exec¬
afraid to risk his bread and but¬
utives’ hair for tjie past 27
ter.”
.
years, and the manicurist were
This was the criticism leveled
among those axed from the
at segments of the advertising
company’s payroll.
business here by veteran agency
executive Walter Guild, president
of Guild, Bascom &-Bonfigli..
In an address to the Tacoma
Advertising Club; Guild sought to
orient those so-called practical
businessmen who are constricting
Bartlesville, Okla., Feb. 11..
advertising and agencymen whose
Local Telemovie operation is
“timidity is not only debatable j changing its . pattern to attract
ethics, it is not even good busi¬ more subscribers. Under the re¬
ness.”.
vised program* which goes into ef¬
In his discussion as to how ad¬ fect March 2, the monthly flat
vertising might be made even bet¬ charge of $9.50 is being reduced
ter- than it is. Guild first went on to $4.95 by Video Independent
record with the ■statement, that Theatres, sponsors of the test*
most, advertising today is good, ef¬
Also, showing of . current films
fective and does what it is sup¬
will be restricted to a single chan¬
posed to do—produces sales. “Ad- nel and to four hours nightjy, from ,
continuer on page 51)
7 p*m. to 11 p.m. The: second chan-'
nel, which has also been carrying
films; will feature Miizak back¬
ground music from morning till
night. At least five new films a
week will be shown on the first
channel.
In. addition to the regular pro¬
gramming, films of opera, ballet
and classic plays will be offered oh
Sunday afternoons.. Subscriber^
and their number has dropped to
300, will receive, free community
antenna service from Video, alI lowing a better reception on the
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
commercial tv channels from Tulsa.
Crisis opera, meaning Maria
Callas sings tonight—or does she?
—reached a new peak of crowded,
noisy, nervous excitement last
Thursday . (7) at the Met in Manhat¬
tan. Madame rendered .Violetta in
Verdi’s “La Traviata” like a second
London, Feb. 11.
' staging of the aurora borealis with
The Windmill Theatre, London’s
a new switchboard.
leading home of burlesque revues,
As usual, people were too busy whose famous “We Never Closed”
either attacking or defending the
tag has been changed by touring
American-born Greek from Italy
companies to “We Never Clothed,”
to have time for calm appraisal.
was featured in a commercial tv
But though the dressjr charity aud¬
program on the occasion of its 26th
ience was not too well-mannered
anni. And tele showed plenty.
musically, and the tenor was in
The Windmill femmes were featrouble all the way, it was clear
tured in Associated Television’s
that Callas was . re-demonstrating
“On Stage” program. For the first
her unique ability to make the
number, an Indonesian ballet, they
opera house jump. What .part of
: Were clad in transparent drapes. As
/the
will-she-won’t-she
advance
the girls danced, the story was nar¬
buzz Was publicity no one may.
rated by another femme member
authoritatively state. Suffice that
of the outfit wearing net and a
with Callas present the atmosphere
couple of tinsel stars in appropriate
again tingled. Facing the dare-begood of her taunters, she was like places.
Presumably, for the sake of re¬
Babe Ruth pointing to the back
spectability, a film of tropical fish1
fence and then cooly clouting out
was superimposed over the second
a home run.
This Was a tour .de force, or sequence, a fan dance. But not
close enough. The New York critics even the fancy lighting disguised
are, of course, very much on guard the fact that the dancer herself
against Callas wiles, suspect she showed no desire to conceal her
Vital statistics.
(Continued on page 24)
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Jumps Again As

Windmill Burley Nndies
On British ComT Tele

vi.

n

i

1 a .

•4 Soviet-American cultural agree¬
ment, which is to get off the ground
via an exchange of films, has some
in the film biz sore, feeling that
“Omnibus;” which kidded
a dangerous precedent may be set.
the pants off the telephone
company a few weeks back via
“There isn’t a thing in the agree¬
On Elaine & Mike sketch on
ment that we^couldn't have done
the we’ll-send-you-stamps rou¬
years ago if we had felt like doing
tine for a wrong number, got
it,” argued a top-placed exec. “All
its comeuppance, last week in
that’s happened is that we’re being
an unexpected manner.
pushed into a deal, and if it doesn’t
AT&T’s
retribution
came
work, out, the impression will be
whenv - an “Omnibus” - staff er
left that we’ve ‘let down’ the. Gov¬
had, to do some research on
ernment;”
Pitcairn Island with respect
There’s another angle being men¬
to the show’s presentation
tioned in this connection, i.e. that,
Sunday (9) of “I Found the
to' honor the culture pact, the in¬
Bones of the Bounty.” Staffer
dustry may have to go some ways
decided on direct action, and
to give guarantees to the Soviets
put in a direct telephone call'
re the distribution of their films
to the Smith Sea Island. After
in the States. That’s precisely what
being shuttled through a halfthe Motion Picture Export. Assn,
dozen longdistance and inter¬
has argued that it can’t do and
national operators for-some 20
any such concession to the Soviets
minutes, the “Omnibus” staf¬
would immediately bring similar
fer was told, “Sorry, sir, there
demands from western nations.
are no telephones on Pitcairn
Though, the cultural agreement
Island.’’
specifically doesn’t mention “recip¬
rocity,” film people , say it pretty
much amounts to that anyway de¬
spite its careful language of “simul¬
taneous
premieres”
and
“film
weeks.”
According to Turner B. Shelton,
EXHIBS FACE THE ISSUE
Paris, Feb. 11.
(Continued on page 77)
By RY HOLLINGER
France is getting concerned that
Louisville, Feb. 11.
its essential tourist industry is on.
As the delegates to this year’s' the slip. Due to rising costs and
Allied States Assn, drive-in con¬ tourists telling one another that
vention gathered in this Kentucky Paris is prohibitively expensive
trading centre ;the issues Were the Americans hitting the French
capital diminished in numbers,
about what could be anticipated:
The retailers, (theatres) were 350,015 in 1957 from 400,821 the
year
before.
^
alarmed lest the. suppliers (pro¬
Of every 100 Yank tourists,
ducer-distributors)
unlock their
vaults and let flood with' the fea¬ however, 48 still hit Paris, 40 hit
London, 30 go to Rome. . French
tures made after 1948.
*
Ex hi bi tor § were Mr. Two- research Shows Zurich, Frankfurt,
Thoughts about upcoming new Venice, Madrid, Milan, Florence
Duesseldorf, Feb. 11.
film product. It was (1) the great¬ and Geneva other prime stopovers
The night club and ballroom bi?
est but (2). depressingly and dis¬ for Yanks*
is building to a tremendous cres¬
turbingly Over-priced.
A compensation for Paris is that cendo in the Rhineland as the re¬
“Delight” that the new pictures, while Yanks have dimi ished more maining weeks of the pre-Lenten
after ’ the Dec e m b e r horrors Austrians, Germans, Italians and carnival, the Fasching (a la Mardi
Swiss are. checking.in.
Gras) season in Germany, ap¬
(Continued .on page Iff)
proach.
And more than 1,500
balls, costume and masked parties,
children’s parties and carnival
court sessions are slated for the
top night dubs; hotels, Kurhauses
(a la Hot Springs) and spas in the
area.
The festivities, which end at the
beginning, of Lent on Feb. 10,
reach their high point in the
Rhineland from Feb. 16 to 19,
where they . are as firmly-estab¬
There’s a boom in decalcomania I reported is now being accosted by lished a tradition as New Year’s
tattoos for the kids of America as a pistel-paeking junior with the re- Eve in Times Square. Tourists
a result, of the recent Marlboro ■ quest for-the price of a tattoo. The descend from all over the wwrld
cigaret
commercials
from, the kid saw_.it in a; Marlboro commer¬ to take, part in the colorful Fasch¬
Leo' Burnett ad agency* Video cial on tv, and he wants likewise* ing ritesr-r-champagne corks pop in
How to get the kids away from every comer, all the clubs tote up
commercials currently depict virilelooking guys, in overalls and. tux¬ the tattoo kick is a problem most a healthy, profit as they toss spe¬
edos, sporting small tattoos of an¬ parents arc learning to solve by cial -Fasching parties at a tre¬
chors, stars or eagles on the backs buying them bubble, gum, the mendously increased rate — and
of their hands. Ad agencies,.# ap¬ wrappers of which can be used as only the cinemas and tv. complain
pears, have dropped the eye-patch decals , for transfer printing on as the holidayers spend their
and heard, motifs and .replaced ’em small and dirty paws of little boys money at the clubs and pubs in¬
with the more manly tattoo, once and girls. This may not be Tiffany stead.
tattooing; but it can serve as a
“We Travel Around the World”
so popular with seamen*
(Continued on page 49)
(Continued on page 79)
Many a perplexed parent^ it is

Another flood of did movies
went down the sluices last week
as Paramount sold off some 750
features made prior to 1948 to
■Music Corp. of America^ for tele¬
vision syndication; The deal had
been anticipated but the depres¬
sive impact on the film theatre
operators of the country was not
less real when the deal went
through. The new rallying cry is:
« “Life Begins after 1948 —■
no more sales to tv!”
in the wake of ruthless slash-,
ings of payroll and other econo¬
mies, after one of. the worst preChristmas . slumps in years, there
has been an upturn at the boxoffice and film showmen are trying
to nurse a quiet case for future
Optimism.
The “villain” is not just the
country’s creeping inflation with
unemployment, not just tight
money (now somewhat easier) but
the mysterious background bank¬
ers; and capital gains raiders who,
operating showmen fear, might,
sell a still-big industry down the
river of immediate fast-buck finan¬
cial gains.

‘Sorry, Wrong Island9

YANKS DUCKING PARIS
AS TOO EXPENSIVE

German Show Biz
Hops Up at Tail

TVs Decalcomaniacs

Marlboro Com’ls Bringing Tattoo Back in Favor;
Kids Just Wild About ’Em

r 2
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AgairKept Out
Brit. FOm Biz Unanimity on Control Chevalier
Of Berlin Longhair Hall
Of Fix for Tele Lasts 24 Hours
London, Feb. 11. H
Industry unanimity on a policy
for control of the release of fea¬
ture films for tv lasted precisely
London, Feb. II,
24 hours. A day after the five in¬
A British dentist hypnotized
dustry associations announced that
a five-year-old , patient into
they'd agreed on a plan, Lord
thinking he was Watching
Archibald, on behalf of the Fed¬
“The Adventures Of Rin Tin
eration of British Film Makers, re¬
Tin,” the tot’s favorite tv pro¬
vealed that bis; members' support
gram, while dental work was.
Avas “with important reservations.”
carried • out. Afterwards the
At about the same time,. Val
youngster told his mother aEL
Parnell, managing. director of As¬
about. . it—and how Rin . Tin •
sociated Television, broke the
Tin had fought a band of In¬
pews that this network was seek¬
dians.
ing counsel’s opinion to see wheth¬
Could hypno-vision be a fu¬
er'the industry pact constituted; a
ture branch of the entertain¬
breach of the Restrictive Tratie
ment business?
Practices Act. And, to complicate
the situation, Robin International
(who negotiated the recent.sale of.
100 oldies to BBG-TV) indicated
that it had
backlog of
further
200 features which were on offer
to the commercial networks.
These developments have, nat¬
urally, caused some confusion, but
Philadelphia, Feb. 11.
there is, within the industry, a firm
Hi-fi is snowballing, in the latebelief that the. question is being
brought under control* -In top pic= night field. Jack Dubin' owner of
ture circles, it is generally accept¬ the Hotel Rittenhouse, started the
ed that the flow of feature pix to
tele has been halted. And there is trend by Installing “Hi-Fi for the
every reason to believe that Hi-Brows” in his second floor Stu¬
there’ll be the fullest co-operation, dio. The gimmick and the room
not only from British producers cought on and got heavy play from
but also from the U. Si majors. At the college and art crowds. Three
other spots have followed suit and
(Continued on page 24)
a fourth is negotiating fdr-the de¬

Hypno-Vision?

.a

TV Takes a Back Seat;
Now It’s Hi-Fi That’s
A Threat to Cafe Acts

a

vice.
Joe Marcricci has dropped the
entertainment in his Chancellor
Room In favor of high, fidelity and
stereoidionic tape. Hi-fi is more
than pulling its weight at cocktail
hour sessions, with, ad agency and
insurance reps at the Taft Hotel,
Where entertainment is still fea-:
ttired. Leonard Massetti has an
Ampex tape- deck and two big
speakers ini his Carriage Lamp
NTA Pictures, theatrical subsidi¬ coffee house. Bill Rodstein is
ary of National Telefilm Associ¬ readying the Latimer Cafe for
ates, is withdrawing all of the both hi-fi and binaural tapes.
Shirley Temple films from tv for
another go 'round at the theatres.
There are some. 19 all made by
20th-Fox In the 1930’s.
“Suzanne of the Mounties” will
be packaged by NTA with “Gulli¬
Orig manuscripts tracing the' de¬
ver’s Travels” to give it its sec¬
ond reissue combo. First teamed velopment of late, composer Victor
Young
from child prodigy concert
“Armored Attack” and “Battle
violinist to pop composer have
Stripe.”
been, presented to Brandeis Uni¬
versity, Waltham, Mass., by his
Widow, Mrs. Rita Young of Los
Angeles:
Young, who died last
pave Brubeck and his group may year at the age of 57, was awarded
the Academy Award for. back¬
play Soviet Russia,. A deal is in
ground music for “Around World
dicker with the Russians via the
Joe Glaser office. Brubeck is in ! in 80 Days,”. and his best known
|
compositions
include “Stella by
England right now* beginning a
European swingaround. which will Starlight,” “Sweet Sue,” “Golden
'Earrings;’’
“LoveLetters,” “My,
then carry him to the Middle East,
“Ghost
of
a
India and Burma, far outposts for • Foolish . Heart,”
Chance,”
and
“Ebb
Tide.”
jazz.
A native of Chicago, he studied
It’s believed only Yankee jazz¬
men to give out in Russia was back violin in Warsaw, and gave con¬
in the 1920s when Sidney Bechet, certs in principal. European cities
now a citizen of Paris, and Sam while in his. teens. He wrote back¬
Wooding took their combo to the ground music for many Paramount
films.
moujikS.

Shirley Temples
Theatre Re-Runs,
Tele Propelled

Brubeck May Be 1st U.S.
Jazzist in USSR Since ’20’s
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Berlin, Feb. 4.
Maurice Chevalier again faced
a strict nix on the part of this
city’s longhair officials. The.French
singer was to appear at the local
Congress Hall. Latter’s manage¬
ment, however, turned this down;
claiming that the appearance of a
chanson-singer would be against
the regulations of this Benjamin
Franklin foundation. This is the
second such case Chevalier has en¬
countered here. In April, 1955, the
West Berlin High School of Music
refused to place its Concert Hall at
Chavalier’s disposal, the mapagement claiming that its hall is re¬
stricted to serious, music only.
After this refusal, the local
Titania Palast opened its doors
for Chevalier’s cohcert. Again the
Titania. Palast has. saved Cheva-.
lier’s scheduled Berlin appearance.
He will appear .there Feb. 15 at a
iate-night performance.
The “Chevalier case” has stirred
considerable controversy here, with
practically .the entire press on
Chevalier’s side.. The local news¬
papermen opine that It wouldn’t
give offense to the Benjamin
Franklin foundation if Chevalier
appeared at this organization’s Con'gress HalL The Gallic linger is ex¬
tremely popular here. All his. con¬
certs here, kept registering SRO
biz with enthusiastic press and
audience applause.

Minute ManAward
Washington, Feb. 11.
Brigadier General David Sarnoff received the Minute Man
Award, of 1958—highest honor
given by the Reserve Officers Associatioh—at its" dinner here Sat¬
urday night (8)). Read at the din¬
ner was a telegram from President
Dwight Eisenhower who said:
..“I understand you are bestow¬
ing upon Brigadier General David
Sarnoff . your association’s Dis¬
tinguished Service Citation. This
remarkable American has indeed
rendered, exceptional service to our
country i
many capacities.
I
congratulate; your Association for
making this award to him. And
to General Sarnoff go my warm
personal compliments upon re¬
ceiving it.”
The citation read in part:
“Pioneer in the. communication
(Continued on page 20)

Rockefeller Started It,
Work-Watching Now Rates
Notice of
By JO RANSON
Sidewalk superintending is rap¬
idly becoming one of New York
City’s major .free acts. The wave
of Manhattan skyscraper construc¬
tion is flooding the burg with
curbstone kibitzers.
Hole-digging, some angle-shoot¬
ers insist, should no longer be
free to the gaping public. There
should be a fee for the right to
view giant cranes arid bulldozers at
work, it is maintained.
However,
trained
recreation
leaders pooh-pooh the notion of
taxing sidewalk superintendents.
The construction rubbemecker, ex¬
perts opine, is a purposeless in¬
dividual with no place to go and
no money in his trousers.
Social; Scieritists say 'sidewalk
superintending in New York pro¬
vides man with a two-fold purpose,
namely, to come in almost intimate
coiiitact with the soil, as did his
forefathers, and to pursue an ab¬
sorbing activity without assuming
(Continued on page 77)

Spring Number of Publishers' Weekly: book trade journal reveals
that both publishers and booksellers continue to regard book with
Show biz and allied themes as strong b.p. in the bookstalls. It didn't
used to be that way.
Here are some of the tomes scheduled for the next few monthsPLAYS—ANTHOLOGIES
Author
_
Titl'd
Publisher
John Osborne—"The Entertainer” ..
.Criterion Books
John Gassner—**Bect Plays of Modern American Theatre: Fourth Series”
Crown
Paul Vincent Carrdll—"Irish Stories and Plays” ..._
Devi-Adair
Dluna Barne*—“The Antiphon” .—
- Cudahy
- ....Farrar,
traus &
Samuel
Beckett—“Endgame” ..
•
....Grove. Press
Eugene lonesce4-“Four Play*”.
,..,........,...:Grove Press
Ugo Betti—"Three Plays”
..
.......
.. Grove Press
Tennessee Williams—“Orpheus Descending” ... ... .. .
.. ...,.. New • Directions
K#HI Frings—“Look Homeward, Angel”
.:.. .. ...,.....;.. ..... Scribner
Jack Gaver—“Playwrights Company Presents”
•. • • •... . .........
Hawthorn
Lawrence Gellert—“Lost Plays of Eugene O’Neill’’
.Citadel Press
Paddy Chayefsky—“The Goddess”_
.. ....Sjmon A Schuster
FICTION
Bernard Shaw—“An Unfinished Novel”
..... ... .. ..... ..:. Dodd, Mead
Carl Reiner—“Enter Laughing” .
...:........
Simon & Schuster
Arthur Kober—“Ooh. What You Said!” a.,
,......... .. Simon & Schuster
Shepherd Mead—“The Admen” ..................... :.........-... Simon & Schuster
Lucille Fletcher—“Daughters of Jasper Clay” .......
;
Holt
Robert Lewis Taylor—’‘.Travels of Jaimie McPheeters” ..
Doubleday
Kate O’Brien—“As Music, and Splendor”
• •• . ....... Harper
John .Merquand—•’Script by Thomas Harrow” .......• ■, •. . ......,.'.. ittle. Brown
Herbert $fejnhouse-r“Time of the Juggernaut" ......
— ... Morrow

......

Joel Tall—“Technique of Magnetic Recording’ ........
Macmillan
H E. Penrose—"Television aiid Radio Line Distri
’ 1 ’ .. Transatlantic Arts
E. Molloy—"High Fidelity Sound Reproduction”. ....
..........;..- Transatlantic Arts
R. E. B. Hickman—“Magnetic Recording Handbook"
•••.... . Transatlantic Arts
Paul Rotha—"Rotha on the Filifa"
:. Essential Books
,
...
TOPICAL-NON FICTION
Charles A. Slepmann—"TV and Our School.Crisis” ....
...... Dodd, Mead
Martin Mayer—“Madison Avenue, U.SJL" I...........
........... Harper
James Playsfed Wood—“Story of Advertising” ..
Ronald
Robert T. Holt—"Radio Free Europe”
^....u
Minn»«nt»
.. U or
of Minnesota
Otis Pease—"Responsibilities of American Advertising" ............ .
• y55? u
u « e -W.a»
-SCHOLARLY^-MUSIC, DRAMA
'
H. D. F. Kltte—“Form and Meaning of Drama".
v.n,., #. x,.vi.
Allardyce. Nlcoll—“British DramaiHistortcal Survey FrimBeVimuig'.
* ■
1#
_
- to Present Time” . . . . .Barnes
Noble
Caroline Spurgeon—“Shakespeare’s Imagery and What It Tell* Us” *
®

it

Hesketh Pearson—"Gilbert: His Life and Strife” V' W”*...FrederlckFeU
Frances Wlnwar—“Oscar Wilde and YeUow Nineties” .,M* *.*.

G^Bf GafriwS^'ShSfspe^'at Work”

WWu

Vlncent Sheean—“Orpheus at Eighty—Giuseppe Verdi”
Random House
Maurice J. E. Brown—"Sphubert: Biography With Critical Digressions”

Agnes de Mille--■■a,*,*

it

-

Film Scorer Dragon’s
Tape Recorder Symph
Draws Critical Blast
Washington, Feb. 11.
A Hollywood-ish musical suite
worid-preemed with Washington’s
National Symphony Orch Satur¬
day night (8) to a big house, warm
applause ... and a critical burning.
“Santa Fe Suite’” written “for
orchestra arid tapfi recorder” by
Carmen Dtagon, who coriducts at
the Hollywood Bowl and oh radio
and tv, and has more than a
score of motion picture music
credits, was conducted by Dragon.
Paul Hume, music critic for the
Washington Post and Times Her¬
ald, delivered an even rougher re¬
view than the one. of Margaret
Truman which drew the "famous
blasting letter from Prexy Tru¬
man.
“Last night,” he wrote,
“was the occasion of a gross mis¬
use of the National Symphony.”
He spoke of the world premiere
arid what we may devoutly trust
will be our only hearirig of Mr.
- Dragon’s “Santa Fe Suite.”
Whether or not it was good
music, it had plenty of lively the¬
atrical effects which drew a solid
hand from the audience^—some the
invited guests of the Santa Fe Rail¬
road.
Composition includes tape
corded sounds of railroad engines
and whistles, a galloping horse,
coyotes, crickets, frogs, horikeytonk piano, a station master’s
voice, arid announcement of dinner
on the Super-Chief.
National Symphony Orchestra
was backed up by the Catholic U.
Choir which made whoo-whOo
sounds, clapped hands, whistled
and gave Indian whoops.

Glasgows 1st Gala
For Liz Crowned
With Inti Thorns
By GORDON IRVING
Glasgow, Feb. 11.
Glasgow, key centre of British
show biz, is to have its very first
Royal Variety Performance. Jun¬
ket, in aid of the Scottish Theatri¬
cal Variety Artistes’ Benevolent
Fund, is skedded for Thursday,
July 3, in the plushy 2,300-seat
Alhambra Theatre of the Howard.
& Wyndham chai
Queen Elizabeth and the Duke
of Edinburgh will attend during a
visit to the Auld Lang Syne land.
Decision to stage this gala show,
with British Royalty present,; has.
sparked off one of the biggest show
biz controversies in years.
The
$64,000 question is—should inter¬
national talent be included along
with local talent?
Names, already being bandied
about include several Americans.
Danny Kaye, a big fave in Glasgow;
has been meritioned. So has Bob
Hope. American acts arc? big draws
in Scotland and at the local. Moss
Empires’ vaudery, and'it is felt
their inclusion would be appropri¬
ate.
Another name mentioned is that
of Jeannie Carson, the “Hey, Jearinie!” actress who played a Scot
girl in the tv series. She clicked
several years ago in the musical
“Love from Judy” at the King’s,
Glasgow, arid will be filming on
the West Scotland isle of Barra
(Continued on page 66)
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Paramount Is going into the reissue business in a big way, both
domestically and abroad. As j>art of its deal for the ‘‘backlog’’
unloading to Music Corp. of America, Par has the right to with¬
hold .25 feature productions pending their second-timearound
playout in the renin market in the United States and Canada.
These include top entries on the Par all-time lineup. Among
them are the “Road” pictures with Bing Crosby .and Bob "Hope,
jerry Lewis and Dean Marti
comedies, entries from ‘ Cecil B.
DeMille, Hall Wallis and others.
It’s noted that in just the past year Par was unusually suc¬
cessful with the Te-release of DeMille's “Reap the Wild Wind.”
Further, as noted in Variety recently, reruns generally are pro¬
viding the distributors with returns well above television’s
absolute maximum rental of $100,000 per film.
Also as part of the terms , of the-. MCA transaction,. Par is.
authorized to. hold rights to the backlog for the foreign market
for tip to five years. This; means, of course, the oldies are to be
given a hefty workout in theatres before they go to television.

PICTURES_3

IT 71 OLDIES With $10-MiI Down Papent MCA
TO REACH VIOEO Gets Paramounts Pre-^48 Library;
By GENE ARNEEL
While having, sold its pre-1948
features to Music Corp. of Amer¬
ica, Paramount Pictures Corp^has
committed itself to a . policy of
withholding its “pew” pictures—
those made after 1948—from tele¬
vision interests.
;

Money Finances Theatrical Films

Word From Rackmil
. Hiatus of new production at
Universal was called for by the
need for “inventory .review,”
according to Milton R. Rackmil, president. He says* he’s
concerned with the welfare of
the. business and particularly
his company and would prefer
-it that all rumors are ignored.
U will continue to be a “vital
part of the motion picture
.business,” Rackmil told the
company’s employees in a spe¬
cial message this week.
He
added, however- that. the dis¬
tribution end. of U is Vin the
process of review,” adding that
“the" realignment and consoli¬
dations we; are effecting are de¬
signed to strengthen our com¬
pany tp meet the needs of our
changing industry.”

This was declared this week by
Barney Balaban, president in. tele¬
grams to Par field execs in the do¬
mestic. market and in cables to
overseas representatives.
Balaban’s message adopted the
argument that to unload films
made after 194$ would seriously
hurt theatres. Thus it also was an
oblique recommendation from Bal¬
aban: to other distributors that
they, too, should stay way from
any deals that would have the
more current pictures being of¬
fered to the public for free on tv
in competition with standard ex¬
hibition.
Balaban is the first top company
president to state specifically that |
post 1948 selloff to tv is to be
shunned ■
However, recently a
similar position was expressed in
behalf of 20th-Fox by Alex Harri¬
son, general sales manager.
60%-40% Rental
Deal With MCA expectedly will
provide Par witb gross proceeds
of about: $50,000,000;
Of this,
$10,500,000 is to he in the form
of an immediate, cash payment.
Then, $24,500,000 is guaranteed,
this amount to come out of MCA’s
rentals oh the basis of 60% of the
Ellis Atnall; who is ah attorney
rental mohey to Par and 40% to
MCA. The same kind of split will and president of the .Society of Inr
continue after Par collects $35,? dependent Motion Pictures Pro¬
000,000, but with no additional ducers Assri. while in New York on
guarantee,, until Par receives the Monday (10) probably articulated,
full $50,000,000.
yvith
more
candor
and
less
Going to MCA are all rights to

Continued predominance of the*r
major film companies, though with ‘
Man of Few Words
changed operating procedures, not
Alex Stein, Columbia Pic¬
only is assured, but also is vital to
the future on the film biz, Milton
tured top man in Venezuela,
is not one to burden the homeSperling predicted in New York
office with an .overabundance
last week.
of details concerning current
Sperliirg, an independent releas¬
events in his territory, includ¬
ing through Warner Brothers, and
ing revolution.
producer of the upcoming “Mar¬
His full report, sent from
jorie Mormngstar,” said the big
Caracas, on the recent conflict
change taking . place was .in the
was this: “No losses among
shift of. creative activity from the
staff. Had. to close for three
maj or lots to. indie: teams.
days. Office all right except
However, he added,. “the -banks •
for a few bullet holes.”
today rely on the big production
heads, and in this area of financing
the .responsible studio manage¬
ments still are very important. We
aren’t self-financing any longer ancP'
credit today is more valuable.: For
instance, if I want to do a film, I
deal with Jack Warner, not with
a library of 750 theatrical features euphemism the prevailing opi ion
the First National of Boston. So
under the deal which was negoti¬ of many film producers with re¬
the studio management is still the
ated by Balaban and v.p. Paul Rai- spect to producer “obligation” to
critical conduit for financing.”
hurn for Par and Jules Stein.and, theatres.
He said that, eventually, the
Lew Wassei-man, chairman and
Regarding post-1948 film sales
point may come where he may have
president, respectively, of, MCA.
to tv, Arnall said he couldn't quite,
to deal with the banks directly,
Par officers and directors stated understand the conflict inasmuch
American film distribution com¬
“but I’m too tired to fight with
they had no., alternative but to sell as “television is nothing much
them and to persuade the banking panies are working out . a new out these “Vaulties” Cited, were more than a home theatre.” Pro¬
mind whether a film should or global license division formula /stockholder
considerations,
the ducer only has film to sell and
shouldn’t be done.”
It’ll take in some new territories, fact that alt Other companies previ- shouldn’t be concerned with where
Sperling said it was “healthy” such as... Indonesia, Burma, Pakis¬ ously had unloaded their backlogs he sells it as long there’s a market
that the major companies were still tan, etc. which weren’t originally
(Continued on page 22)
(Continued on page 16)
the ones taking the major gamble
* ..
in picture financing, but thought covered.
Master formula was devised in
there would be increasing; reliance
1955 and. ran through the end of
oh indie producers.
1957. It has worked to the general
Guaranteed Employment
satisfaction of the companies and
“The reflection of reduced pro¬ has eliminated the former lengthy
duction on the major lots isr de¬ hassles over the divvying up of Biz Continues Brisk; ‘Arms’ First, ‘80 Days’ 2d
moralizing,” Sperling . held, main- permits.
^Peyton’ 3d, ‘Sayonara’ 4th, ‘Woman’ 5th
(Continued on page 24)
Under, the formula, 36% of the
total licenses allocated are split
evenly among the member com¬
“Seven Wonders of World” (Cin¬
Some fresh, sturdy product plus
panies of the Motion Picture Ex¬
port Assn.
Another 32% are continued big longruns
en¬ erama) is; landing 11th money
while.
“Quiet American”
(UA)
based on hillings in the respec¬ abling key cities covered by
rounds put the Qolden Dozen.
tive countries, and the remaining
Variety to hold to high grosses in “Gervaise” (Cont) is the runner-up
32% are guided by billings in
current session. Showing is being pic of the week.
eight selected “control” coun¬
made in the face of unusually cold
. “Ft. Dobbs” (WB), one of better
tries.
:
weather and severe snowstorms in
According to present advices;
. newcomers, is .fine in Chi, good in
Ray Ventura and Raoul Levy the basic structure of the new numerous localities.
Frisco, Portland and Denver. “Wit¬
have severed* their partnership in formula will not differ from that
New champion is. “Farewell to ness for Prosecution” (UA) looms
film production and Levy in New of the old one except for the Arms” (20th), out. on release for as standout new entrant on the
York last week negotiated a new changes necessitated via the in¬ first time to any extent this ses¬ basis; of its smash showings in N.Y.
deal with Columbia'Pictures Co., clusion of additional countries. sion. Major portion of its strength,
and Frisco. It still is solid oh longtinder which he will produce a Republic! which has quit MPEA, is coming from opening week biz. run in L.A.
number of films for1 Col release. will continue to benefit from the: “Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
“Darby’s Rangers” (WB), also a
Three have been set. They’ll all formula in countries where li¬ is pushing up to second position on
be in English. Ventura’s N. Y. at-, cense allocations were made while the basis of some new engagements newle, is hotsy in Chi, fine in Buf¬
falo
hut modest in Philly. “Gift, of
torney is Irving Moskovitz of the it Was "still .a member. After that, and 'improved showings in. several
Love” (20th) is rated perky in L.A.
Wall St. partnership, Graubard & it’ll have to fend for itself.
keys.
“Spanish
Affair” (Par) looms
Moskovitz.
“Peyton Place” (20th), in No. i
sock in N.Y; “Beautiful But: Dan¬
Before returning to Paris over
spot last week, is finishing a close
gerous” (20th) shapes fine in Bos¬
the weekend, Levy said Ventura
third despite being on extendedton, okay . in. Balto but fair in N.Y.
would continue to get a percentage
run in nearly every key where cur¬
of any films he (Levy) makes over
“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) still is
rently playing. Fourth money is
the next three years. As for the
.Hollywood, Feb. 11.
going to “Sayonara” (WB), in much spotty, being mild in N.Y., hep in
-production of local . French films.
Charles Walcott succeeds Johnny the same category as regards long- Frisco, torrid in Washington but
Lew and Ventura continue to split Green, resigned, as general musi¬
light in Philly. “10" Command¬
run dates.
ments” (Par) now mainly on first
50-50.
cal director for Metro. Associate
“Arid God Created Woman”
Reason for the breakup, accord¬ musical director, since 1950, he as¬
subsequent-runs or first-runs in
(Kings) is soaring to fifth position,
ing to Levy, is that he wants to sumes hew duties next month.
smaller keys, still is great in NY.
highest it has been in weekly rat¬
make no more than one film a year.
and trim in: L.A.
Wolcott previously worked with
The Ventura-Levy team produced Green on NY, radio and was ar¬ ings. “Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G) . “18 and Anxious” (AB-PT), great
is
winding up sixth as. against sev¬
the: smash “And God Created ranger-pianist for. Columbia Rec¬
in
Detroit, shapes hefty in Omaha
a
week
ago.
“Raintree
Woman ” starring Brigitte Bardot, ords. Later, he joined Walt Disney enth
and okay in Providence. “Legend
which—in the U. S. alone—should in 1937 and became bead of stu¬ County” (M-G) is seventh.
of
Lost”
(UA) is sock in Philly.
“Old Yeller” (BV) Is capturing
gross close to $2,000,000 and is dio’s music department on films.
“Bridge on River Kwal” (Col)
eighth place. “Search, for; Para¬
estimated to nin up a $4,000,000
continues
sockerob In N.Y., Boston
dise” (Cinerama), is. taking ninth
to $5,000,000 gross worldwide. At
and L.A., wherg currently playing.
Gina LoIIobrigida huddling with spot while “Seven Hills of Rome”
the Paris Theatre, N. Y., alone, the
(Complete
Roxofftoe Reports on
picture racked up $250,000 net (af- 20th-Fox on a one-picture-a-year (M-G), comparatively new, is fin¬
Rages 8-9.)
ishing 10th.
deal.
(Continued on page 20)

For O’Seas Sales

National Boxoffice Survey

Ventura-Levy
End Partnership

Charles Wolcott Replaces
Johnny Green at Metro

Key question in financial circles
this week centered on what Para¬
mount intends to do with the pro¬
ceeds from sale of its pre-1948
pictures to Music Corp of America,
amounting to an estimated eventual
gross of about $50,000,000 and a
net, after capital gains taxation,
of $37,500,000.
Sources from within the. com¬
pany provided the answer. Only
immediate plan is to pour the
money into theatrical production—
strictly top-budgeted properties. In
line with this the company will not
be too hesitant about spending in
the area of $10,000,000 for a single
entry if it shows promise of match¬
ing the boxoffice weight of Cecil B.
DeMille’s ‘Ten Commandments.”
There is no indention now of de¬
claring an extra* dividend despite
the fact that MCA’s immediate
down payment comes to $10,500,000. This is equivalent to more
than $2 per share, obviously, on
Par’s, nearly 2,000,000 shares out¬
standing. .
Howevef, it’s stressed the film
corpora'ion is maintaining a flex¬
ible policy—that is, holding itself
in readiness to move in any direc¬
tion. In addition to production in¬
vestments, the possibilities include
purchases of the Par stock on the
open market and outlays for the
(Continued on page 16)

Perry N. Selheimer. dissident
stockholder and board member of
Cinerama Productions, was reloved from the .board at a stock*
older meeting in New York yes¬
terday (Tues.), according to the
management side. Prior to a tally
of the proxy ballots, Theodore R.
Kupferman, y.p.-secretaiy, said the
company , had corralled over 600,000 shares. Selheimer claimed
around 400,000.
Selheimer, a Philadelphia stock
broker, indicated he would chal¬
lenge the management’s proxies,
implying a court bout.
Selheimer in recent weeks has
been an outspoken critic of presi¬
dent Milo Swtliffe’s regime.
The final days before the annual
stockholders’ meeting of Cinerama
Productions Corp. were featured
by heated exchanges between man¬
agement and Perry N. Selheimer.
Selheimer, in his appeal for
proxies supporting him at the
(Continued on page 24)

S

YUL BRYNNER ALC10NA
$25-MIL ROLL FOR M
Alciona Productions, independ¬
ent company headed by Yul Brynner will make 11 pictures at a min¬
imum cost of $25;000,000 for re¬
lease by United Artists, UA hoard
chairman Robert S. Benjamin
stated this week.
Biynner will
star in eight of them and direct
one or two.
First is-“The Gladiators,” based
on the novel by Arthur Koestler,
in which Biynner will team with
Anthony Quinn and an actress as
yet unselected. Brynrier and Paul
Radiri, Alciona’s exec v.p., said
this is budgeted at $5,500,000.
Radin will produce and Martin Ritt
will direct with Koestler acting in
a supervisory capacity.
Lensing
is to be in Argentina or Italy.
In New York this week, both
Brynner and Radin said they
aligned.with UA because this com¬
pany provides the “greatest amount
of creative autonomy.” Other dis¬
tributors, while financing indie
product as does UA, insist on see¬
ing pictures in various stages of
production and otherwise making
their presence felt, whereas UA
gives the film-maker complete
freedom .orice a budget is agreed
upon, they said.

pmm
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The Broadway Paramount, a pioneering flagship of bigtime stageshows, vaudfilm arid bandshOws, gave its then concurrent “I Was A Teen¬
age Frankenstein” last week this solo billing^ a marquee distinction
once reserved for the potent names from Hollywood, AGVA and AFM
rosters: “Fiendish^ Frenzied, Blood-ChiUing!”
How’s That?
Metro is on the way toward re¬
Metro’s suit against CBS and. Jack Benny for the “parody” on “Gas¬
gaining its position as the""friend¬
Moose Jaw, Sask., Feb. 11.
light,” which is first spoofing' of literary material test case ever to
ly company” as a result of a re¬
Film companies should pay
reach the U.S. Supreme Court, reminds Jess Freeman, Variety’s old¬
vision of its sales policy. Accord¬
actors and actresses less mon¬
est N.Y. staffer, of a disaster in a Syracuse legit house, circa 1900, when
ing to exhibitor sources, M-G is
ey and give theatres some help,
Julia Marlowe, the future Mrs. E. H. Sothern, arrived in the Civil war.
easing up on its terms *and has
in payment of their amusemelodrama, “Barbara Frietsche.’” A scene where she has slaves bring
In what it calls an “experiment
dropped its “tough” rental and
rrfbnt tax, Alderman Ed Gilles¬
in a wounded Union soldier to her bedroom was hilarious in Syracuse
in depth,” Trans-Lux Distributing
playing time demands.
pie contends.
because Weber & Fields had played there ahead with a parody of the
Corp. is giving major treatment to
He suggested this when city
Itrs understood that prexy 'Jo¬
same scene but with the Union soldier drunk, and disorderly and the
the
Jean
Gahin-starrer,
“The
Case
council heard a request, from
seph R. Vogel and sales chief
bedroom collapsible.
or Dr. Laurent.” French film will
the Capitol and Orpheum the¬
John F. Byrne, who succeeded
Dore Schary puts it this way: “Show business is a mercurial one. One
be
dubbed
into
English
and
is
due
atres ior a tax reduction, be¬
Charles M. ReAgon, have agreed
day you can.be the white-haired boy and then .
.” Picture business
for release in June, preceded by a
cause attendance has declined
that the company’s main objective
puritans are saying pf “Oh, Captai .’’ that if .it were on film, the scis¬
$100,000 national buildup.
■in recent months. No decision
is to obtain as many dates as pos¬
sors would be given heap big workout. Jose Ferrer-Al Morgan sex
Picture deals with natural child¬ cracks.
was reached by council.
sible. As a consequence, the com-,
“The industry as a whole
birth and contains a sequence show¬
patfj’—in its desire to keep the
Michael Bryan, , author of novel “Intent to Kill,” now being filmed
lust
be
making
money
or
it
ing
the birth of a baby via this partly in Montreal, is actually Brian Moore. An Irishman now living in
films moving-r-is giving its sales
would not be paying, the mon¬
method. Described by Richard P. Montreal, he’s own-name author of “The Lonely Passion of Judith
representatives greater, leeway in
ey it does to Marilyn Monroe
Brandt, T-L prexy, as an “adult” Hearne,” also sold to Hollywood. He’s married to Weekend Magazine
setting deals wtih exhibitors.
and some of the others,” Gil¬
film, it’ll be handled promotion- staffer Jacqueline Moore.
’
For many years, under the sales
wise by a special unit under Low¬
lespie
said.
Sample reel of the 20th-Fox newsreel in CinemaScope was shown
aegis of the late William Rodgers,
“It seems. to me that some
ell Benedict who has joined Trans- to the 20th board last week. Unless there’s a goahead, 20th may drop
Metro was usually listed as the
of that money could be chan¬
Lux to . work specifically on •’’the the, news subsid which has been losing money . . . FBI now is on the
best company with which to Co
neled into helping local thea¬
film.
business. This designation, how¬
trail of some secret Air Force footage which disappeared—along with
tres
come
from
that
end
and
ever. changed during the regime
According to Brandt, this is the the contracts—from the Patfie Pictures vaults ... Producer Milton
hot from city, coffers,” he com¬
of Reagan when the company was
first time that an irnuort is to be Sperling broke his toe in an uriromantic, fashion—by rushing to his son’s
mented.
accused of becoming “arrogant”
given /this sort of “blockbuster’’ bedside one night .when the child woke up crying . . . New series of
in its sales demands. At exhibitor
treatment. No original French ver¬ Mike Todd ads for “Around the World in 80 Days,” drawn by Reamer
conventions during the past two
sion will be released at all in the Keller, ram home—in humorous fashion—the fact that the film will
or three years, M-G found itself
States. George! Roth. T-L sales v.p., “never” go on tv. One Shows a couple stranded on a Pacific isle. Cap¬
listed with Warner Bros, and Para¬
reported that the film would be re¬ tion reads: “What good would tv be here. ‘Around the World in 80
mount as the “toughies” of the in¬
leased on a concentrated territorial Days’ will never he Shown on television,” Campaign will be used
dustry.
inevitably WB and Par
basis arid, in some areas, would be N.Y. and nationally.
.headed the list as being the
roadshowh. Wide interest in the
Harold Loeb, who headed his own agency to represent theatrical
■ ‘worst” companies with which to
natural childbirth method is ex-1 artists, has joined Peter Witt Associates artists and authors represendo business. Metro, according to
pected to boost reception of the tative^At one time Loeb was associated with the publicity departments
exhibitor calculations, jouied them
picture.
of Warner Bros, and PRC . ; . On the heels of the initial click pf “Sev¬
and, as a matter of fact, was on
In the ease of ’ the Italian “La en Hills of Rome,” Metro is . dickering with Mario Lanza for another
top of the list at one AlUed States
Strada,” handled in the U.S. by picture . . . In light of the front page stories relating to hoodlumism
Assn, convention.
TransrLux, there were some limit¬ in the schools, Metro had considered re-releasing “The Blackboard
Columbia's experience with the ed engagements in the original Jungle,’’ but cooler heads prevailed and it was decided that it would
Want Bie Playoff
During. Metro’s tough period, financing and distribution of for-, titled, version, followed by the wide not be in the public interest at this time :.
Republic's future one of
there wa« ah unofficial boycott of eign language pictures, particularly general release of the dubbed pic¬ the enigmas of the industry.
Dale Sandahl writes from Detroit to remind Variety that in report¬
some M-G nix by a number of ex¬ those from France, may. prompt ture. It’s, now to be brought back
hibitors who bypassed the films Metro to step up its activities. ini into the arties in the original ver¬ ing “Peyton Place” (20th) with $168,000 as second only at the Roxy,
rather than give Metro the terms that department Big click, of the sion. Roth said that “La Strada” N.Y. to “The Robe” in gross, time had dimmed memory of the old Fox
and Dlaying time demanded. As a Columbia - bankrolled * .‘And God to date had about. 4,000 dates, with comedy wow of 1929, “The Cock-Eyed World” Which grossed $173,391
result, several M-G pictures were Created Wo; n”‘ and the acclaim many more in the offing. It’s ex¬ the first week at the house and second week topped the first with $173,dot has Metro ready pected, ultimately, to gross about 667
not obtaining the full potential of I of Brigitte I
to provide the coin for a new Barr $1,400,000.
the dates available.
Charles C. Mo’skowitz, film pioneer and former treasurer and veeWith Vogel attempting. to re¬ dot stairer that will be shortly
pee of Loew’s'lnc:, awarded the Order of the Lion by Alpha Epsilon
vitalize Metroand put the corn- filmed . in Spain.
Pi, national collegiate fraternity, at a dinner, last . (Tuesday) evening, , at
pan v in the black, again, the sales
Similar to Columbia, Metro will
the N.Y. University Club, Among the speakers were Dean G. Row¬
staff was ordered to snare as many seek world-wide, distribution, rights,
land Collins of the NYU Graduate School of Business. One of the three
dates as possible without holding with the possible exception of Eu¬
living founders of the farternity, which was. established in 1913 at
out for the: originally-set terms. rope. Col has been , distribing the
N.Y.U., Moskowitz was also the first Supreme Master. Alpha Epsilon Pi
It annears obvious that the com¬ lingualers to art houses, in the U.S.
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
now has more than 12,000 members in 60 college Chapters throughout
pany’s new policy h°s found favor when -the. pictures meet the ap¬
. David Lean (for “Bridge On the the. U.S. and Canada. There are also 30 alumni clubs.
with theatiremen. The return of proval, of the Production Code and River Kwai”) and Don Weis (for
First American film society for children launches Feb. 16 with a
the
“friendly”
feeling
toward the Legion of Decency. However, ‘Lonely Wizard Steinmetz”) shared showing of kidpix at the Beekman Theatre, N-Y. Called- “The Chil*
Metro is perhaps best indicated by pix that don’t receive the green- honors as the best feature film and ilrAn’c
Pinoma ” .i^c sponsored
cnnncnrail by
W Cinema
rinema 16.
Ifi -Tf
wac Hpvplnnpfl jointly
ihintlt
dren’s Cinema,”-it’s
It was..:developed
the invitation to Vogel to address light are turned over to Edward telefilm directors respectively of by Peietz Johnnes, in charge of film programs at the . Museum of the
the closing banquet of Allied’s Kingsley who gets first crack; at 1957 at the Screen Directors City of New York, and Amos Vogel, |Cinema 16 exec secretary.; There’ll
drive-in convention in Louisville U.S. distribution. Kingsley Inter¬ Guild’s annual dinner-dance here be five. Sunday showings at the Beefcman, ranging through the end of
tomorrow TThurs ).
national is currently distributing last week
April.
Almost 960 attended the sellout
“And God Created Woman” in the
David O. Selxnick dictated easily 1.000,000 words in memos and
event, chaired by SDG prexy wires—one of which cost $750—during filming of “A Farewell to. Arins.,,
U.S.
In the financing and distribution George Sidney, Frank Capra in- So writes Lloyd Shearer from Hollywood in Weekend Magazine He
of foreign product, Metro has a troed Hollis Alpert and Arthur quotes “an executive at 20th Century-Fox, which is releasing the film,”
somewhat, similar deal with Sir Knight of the Saturday Review, as saying, “Selznick sent such lengthy cables from Italy that we could
Michael Balcon’s Ealing Films of winners of the critics award.
have made a medium-budget picture for what they cost.” . . ; Charles
The Guild presented a gold di¬ Vidor, who replaced John Hiiston as director, told Shearer in Rome
England. M-G has world-wide dis¬
tribution rights to a group of Bal¬ rector’s chair to Edwing Schallert, during the Shooting, he says, that he; had. to decide how to allot his
retiring
film
critic
of
the
Los
An¬
con films. In the U.S.,. it, however,
Houston, Feb. 1L.
time: “Either I direct the. film or I read David’s memos.”
v.In N.Y.
The story of the home town boy has a six-month option whether or geles Times.
Insiders are still talking about the I9rpage. Selznick memo to Huston;
John Ford made the presenta¬
who made good apparently doesn’t not to release the films there, if
just ais production started. It- started i
a friendly enough tone and
have all the ingredients necessary Metro, turns down the film, Balcon tion to directors, called to received ended with a virtual ultimatum to Huston to quit.
to put over Tommy Sands in can make a separate deal with/a awards as nominees for the top
Paramount execs assigned to “Ten Commandments” are continuing
Houston.
Singer’s first 20th-Fpx US. distrib or Metro can make the directors of the year, to wit (be¬ on the hop globally. Clay Hake, whose homebase is Sydney, was in town
film. “Sing, Boy, Sing!”, opened at arrangements with &n indie distrib. sides Lean) Mark Robson for last Week, left at the weekend for Lisbon and South Africa,. , Inter¬
‘Peyton Place,” Sidney Lumet for
Metropolitan Theatre Wednesday
Two of the Balcon films. deliv/ I
national Rescue Committee collected $23,400 via the benefit preem of
(5) and ankled the firstrun dow - ered to Metro—“Shiralee,” made ‘12 Angry Men,’’ Joshua Logan for> “Quiet American” at the Victoria . .■... Before sailing for the; Far East
town house yesterday (7).
in Australia, and “Davy.”-—have as. “Sayonara” and Billy Wilder for.| (vacation), circuit: operator A. H. Blank got into, the controversy about
Fliefs inauguration was hypoed jyet not been released iii the U.S. ‘Witness for the Prosecution.''
seasonal releases, noting he did just;, fine business- the week before
by personal appearance of Hous¬ although Metro has sold them in
Christmas with “Sad Sack.”
" .
ton-raised Sands, and according to Canada and in other parts; of the
Dore* Schary and Miriam will remain -on the . Coast, departing today
X. A. to N. Yi
Art Katzen who handles the press world. So. far M-G has distributed
(Wed.), until daughter Jill makes them first-time grandparents in early
for Interstate Theatres, Metropoli¬ the following Balcon films in the
Edie Adams
tan owners, attendance, for the U.S.: “Decision Against Time,”
Marisa Allasio
*There are numerous reports concerning various/syndicates attempt¬
. Morey Amsterdam
p.a. was up to par.
known in England as “Man in the
ing to buy out Herbert Yates’ interests. Imadditioh, there’s also a rumor
“It was a good personal appear^ Sky”; “All at Sea.” an Alec Guin¬
Yu! .Brynner
of a possible proxy fight for control of the company. ... Dale Wassferance house,” Katzen said. Never-! ness starrer, and plans to release
Hernando Gourtright
man, who scripted “The. Vikings,” is oft on a. freighter to the Dutch
Anton Diffring
treless; Katzen went on to explain •Dunkirk.” "
' "
West Indies and South America to soak up background for his screen¬
quick yank of ‘‘Sing, Boy, Sing!”
Soinja Tlenie
play based on Stanley Wolpert’s novel, “Aboard the Flying. Swan.” Tilby adding:
"Our attendance fig¬
Arthur. Homblow
ton-Johnston Productions will produce the film a? soon as Wasserman
Curt Jurgens
ures showed it .was time to piill
N. Y* to Europe
completes the script, much of which will be written-during his onethe film though our runs usually
Bob Lorignecker.
May. Dalziet
month’s voyage-. . . Irving Kahn, president.of the Teleprompter Corp.
Netta Packer
extend for a week.”
■Clay V. Hake
tried to get Elvis Presley for a nation-wide closed-circuit “concert” be¬
.'Gloria Winters
This is the second fiasco locally
Geoffrey Horne
fore the hrp-sw^inger. entered the Army, but the deal failed to come off
for Sands.
In early summer he
Jack Hylton
. . . YUl Brynner, who is in Metro’s ‘.‘The Brothers Karamazov,” in from
headlined at special one-shot in
Europe to N. Y,
Raoul Levy
the Coast en route to EUrope to. start shooting “The Journey” which
the Houston Coliseum (seats (10,Anthony Quayle.
Binnie Barnes
he is making for Metro release in association with Aiiatole Litvak . , .
000).
Cops and reporters were
Sidney Bernstein
JackShort
Metro bypassing Broadway with two new release—“The Safecrackeri.
readly for a Presley riot, but teen
Victoria be Los Angeles
Sam Spiegel
(with Ray MiUand as director-star) and" “I Accused” (with Jose Ferrer
audience never materialized. About
Peter Witt
Don Cossack Chorus
ditto). Pictures will open as a double bill at Loew’s Metropolitan in
1,500 bought, tickets, and news
Alan Cowgill
Brooklyn on Feb. 19 . . , Charles Wolcott signed as Metro’s new gen¬
stories
reflected
big,
echoing
Maryland Gander
N. Y; to L. A.
eral musical director, succeeding .Johnny Green.
uspaces.
Jimmy Greene
Producer Panl Gregory set Raoul Walsh, currently directing his
Lewis Allen
Sands had good advance press
Milton Feldman
“Naked and the Dead,” for a second helming chore, still unchosen . . .
Marc
Brandel
in both instances.
Mike Frankovich
Charles -Coburn to do Benjamin Franklin character in SaiqueL ^onDave Gordon
Massimo Freccia
ston’s “John Paul Jones” for Warner Bros, release . . . David E. Rose
Abner J. Greshler
Glynis Johns
launches his second production for-Metro, ‘‘The House of the Seven
Arthur Israel Jr.
Marijarie Maricle
Files,” on location in Holland around April 1 ... Jerry Wald’s deal for
Lester Lewis
Mario del Monaco
Shari Lewis
the still-to-be-written Sheiiah Graham memoir, in collaboration with
Building up a considerable back¬
Rodney Millington
Kenneth MacKenna
Gerold Frank (who also collaborated on the Lillian Roth autobiog, I ll
log, Warner Bros, now has 18 films
Jack Minster
Mike.Mindlin
Cry Tomorrow,” with Mike Connelly, and soloed on. Diana Barrymore s
completed, and awaiting release.
Emety Pearce
Giorgia Moll
“Too Much, Too Soon”), is still in the option stage. The 20th-Fox proFour others are in the filming
Hugh Williams
Dore Schary
stage and 18 are in various stages
(Gontinued on page 22)
Bob Wilson
Eddi
Wolpin
of preparation.

‘Natural’ Childbirth Film,
Dubbed Into English,
For Kg U.S. Buildup

M-G To Finance
Bardot Feature
A La Columbia

DAVE LEAN, DON WEIS
AS ‘BEST DIRECTORS’

‘Sing, Boy, Sing’Is
Yanked In Houston,
Tommy Sands’ Habitat

18 In Warner’s
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Republic NetDeficit: $1361420
Representing its severest loss in years, Republic had a net deficit
of $1,362,420 for the fiscal-year ended last Oct- 26. This-came after
a. Federal tax credit of $500,000 under the carry-back provisions
of the Internal Revenue tax provisions.
Film corporation has been inactive in new theatrical film produc¬
tion over the past year, instead engaging in. distribution of a previously-unreleased backlog; along with television activities (self
production- and rentals to independents, mainly Music Corp. of
America) on the North Holly wood-lot'and laboratory processing.
Rep in the year ended Oct. 27, 1956, had a net profit of $1,023,401 before provision for Federal taxes (estimated at $265,000) or
a^net after taxes of $758,401;

Adams Cracks: ‘After We’re Broke, They Want Us
To Buy Libraries’
4-—-^^-i—
Louisville, Feb. 1L
Paramount would have preferred
to sell its pre-1948 backlog to *theatremen and would have accepted
$40,000,000 for films’ instead of the
$50,000;{)00 it received from MCA,
Albert E. Sindlinger told delegates
to Allied States Assn.’s Drive-In
Convention today (Tues.) research
analyst, whose controversial report
compiled for to a predicted dire
fate for film business if feature
films continued to be released to
television, stated flatly that he
knew “for a fact” that Par would
have sold pix: to exhibitors for low¬
er price, but that “it was unfortu¬
nate that theatres of America
couldn’t have found way to get to-:
gether and keep this group of pre1948 pictures from Paramount off
television screens-”
However, Sindlinger maintained
that there was still hope and he
challenged exhibition to act imme¬
diately to purchase from MCA the;
par backlog. He suggested that:
Since, pix went to MCA rather than
direct to tv, perhaps talent agency,
can be convinced, that it can ob¬
tain greater dollar value from ex(Continued on page 16)

THORNTON SARGENT OUT
Was With National Theatres 24
Years—Valentine Day Exit
.. Los Angeles, Feb, 11.
: Thornton
Sargent,, associated
With National Theatres for 24
years, ;is out as head of advertis¬
ing and publicity, effective Fri-.
day (143.
During his. years with company,
at Various times he Was first-run
district manager in L.A., directed
ad-pub and headed up public rela¬
tions. He previously was ad direc¬
tor for Skoiiras Theatres In St.
Louis.

Loew’s prexy Joseph R. Vogel is
continuing efforts, to conclude a
deal whereby Sol C. Siegel, cur¬
rently operating at Metro as an in¬
die, would assume the top produc¬
tion post which has been vacant
since Dore Schary exited the com¬
pany.
Finalization of the deal, it’s said,
depends oil the approval of the
board of directors. Vogel, who re¬
turned from the Coast last week,
presumably will present Siegel’s
demand to the new slate of direc¬
tors to be elected by the Stockhold¬
San Francisco, Feb. 11.
v AB-PT vice-president Edward L‘. ers; at the annual meetiifg late this
Hyman preached doctrine of “or¬ month.
Siegel, it’s reported, is holding
derly distribution” last week to 115
members of. Variety Club Tent 32 out for an agreement that wopld
see
Loew’s buying out his inde¬
and said ‘‘this, gentlemen, is how
we: plan to answer Eddie Silver- pendent company so that he can
realize
a capital gains , deal.
A
v mkn.”
Hyman said he had “every confi¬ Similar demand by Siegel proved
dence the slump starting, last Sep¬ the stumbling block in his assum¬
tember, will not re-occur in 1958; ing the presidency of Loew’s when
thanks to all segments of the in¬ the company was frantically cast¬
ing around, for a new chief execudustry pulling together.”
Hyman felt that since his mid- . tive a year and half ago. However,
December exhibitor meeting in in the confusion that existed beforeBoston, business has nosed up Vogel took oyer the top spot, there
nicely and—more important—he were no executives in the company
felt the industry attitude, thanks, strong enough to make a deal that
to planned-distribution idea, had would receive the approval of the
board.
,
improved vastly.
Vogel, because of his group’s
He said producers and distribuvictory . in. the recent: proxy fight
(Continued on page 24)
and because of his drastic efforts to
revitalize the company, has gained
new stature and is. believed to have
gained, the confidence of the board
and the stockholders. As a conse*quench, it’s felt that a realistic proposal presented by Vogel would be
.Biirbahk, Cal., Feb. 11.
Consolidated net profit of $527,? more likely to be accepted at this
684, equal to 34c per share on time than, during the previous un¬
1,537,054 shares of common stock, certain period when the topper’s
was chalked up By Walt Disney own position; with Loew’s was
Productions for first quarter of fis¬ shaky..
cal year ended Dec. 28, 1957.
Figure compares with $685,601;;
or 46c per share on 1,492-206 com¬
mon shares, for corresponding pe¬
riod last year.
Roy O. Disney reported principal,
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
reason for the decline in earnings
Universal Studio Credit Union
fOr quarter was consolidation this
year of the figures for Disneyland.. showed net earnings of $54,975.87
Inc., which reflect seasonal loss of for year 1957, an increase of $4,amusement park during winter 869!68, repping nearly 9%, over !
months. Exec stressed," however, earnings for 1956. A total of
that the full: 1958 fiscal year is ex¬ 1,805 loans,. amounting to; $809;pected to show a substantial profit. 791.92, were made to members. Union will pay a 4% dividend !
Due to outfit’s theatrical distribFeb. 25.
|
(Continued on page 24)

Biz’s ’57 Slump

DISNEYLAND ‘BLAMED’
FOR LOWER (34c) DIVVY

Studio Credit Union’s

By MURRAY HOROWITZ
•What the Hollywood craft unions, |
but not just these .elements, has
long termed “runaway production,’’
and attributed in part to a desire
to evade American union scales is
developing, another coiriplicatiori.
Feature, films made overseas by
American producers may slip free
of the one effective restraint
against a selloff of post-1948 re¬
leases to television syndication—
namely, the requirement of. cut¬
ting talent in on residual income..
Note is being taken of the fact
that 126 features, or about 31% of
the Academy'Award 1957 eligibles
(411 in all) were shot abroad by
the surviving majors or .sundry in¬
dependent
producers
releasing
through the majors, or other sales
Channels,
Is this potentially a big hole in
the dike? Over a period of years
126 features annually, would ac¬
cumulate into a substantial. “back¬
log” which could presumably be
sold off to television in disregard
of American exhibitor or Holly¬
wood craft union objections.
Consensus: of many distributors’
opinion in N;Y. is that the residual
Clause, which has been one of the
major blocks to the release of post1948’s to tv, -does not encompass
overseas production. Hollywood tal¬
ent guilds already reportedly ques¬
tion this interpretation and are ex¬
pected to bring pressure on the
majors for an altered understand¬
ing. Other than pressure, though,
the. guilds may not have legal basis
for effective influence.
To date overseas production is
only a trickle compared to the huge
libraries exhumed these past, few
years. But orice European-made
U.Sl productions were bn the mar¬
ket* television clamor for rest of
thepost-1948’s could be expected.
Of the 126 .films lensed abroad,:
49 were either produced or dis¬
tributed by American .firms, bring¬
ing the percentage down to about
12% which could be classed as
very desirable tv material.
Who—Gets—What?

PICTURES
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Unless Shoestring Is Goldplated,
Distribs Snub True Independent;
Offbeat Saga of Morris Engel
By HY HOLLINGER

AH New Nowadays
Buffalo, Feb. 11.
Here’S • a double switch!
“Final” Buffalo performance
of Cinerama on Feb. 15 is
being sponsored by a group of
executives from
Rochester,
N.Y. ■

Minneapolis, F.eb. 11.
Picking up several stories on
the subject in Variety, exhibitors
in this area are urging that backnumber
theatrical
productions
be made available to drive-in the¬
atres instead of unloading them
to television. It’s; pointed up that
many ozdners, including 10 op¬
erated locally, have been doing
well with the programming; of re¬
issues .and oldies. Further, the

Producer-director - cinematogra¬
pher-writer Morris Engel is of the
firm opinion that the size - of the
budget does not necessarily reveal
the quality of a picture. Although
he
describes*
“Weddings
and
Babies,” his latest picture, as an
“obviously low-budget picture,” he
feels that revelation of the actual
costs tends to “hurt its artistic ap¬
preciation because people imme¬
diately believe there is something
wrong with the picture.”
'According to Engel, he experi¬
enced this reaction with his first
film^“Little Fugitive,” which won
an award at the Venice Film Fes¬
tival. Because of reports that the
picture cost $25,000 ( without defer¬
ments), Engel said he had difficulty'
in even getting a distributor to
look at it. Eventually it was picked
up for distribution by the late Jo¬
seph Burstyn and it succeeded in
grossing more than $500,000World
wide.
Like “Fugitive” and his Well-re¬
ceived follow-up film—“Lovers and
Lollipops’%—Engel produced “Wed¬
dings and Babies,” starring Yiveca.
Lindfors and John My hers, with
coin obtained from private inves¬
tors. Although he has made a repu¬
tation with his previous projects*
Engel prefers to continue this pol¬
icy because “I’ve had happy past
experiences with independent in¬
vestors.”
The quadruple-threat film-maker
said he had no objections to wdrk(Continued on page 17)

.distributors
can
receive
more
rental; money from the outdoor, j
exhibition .than. tv.
ij
Reno Wilk, Minneapolis circuit
exec,' noted this week that, the
family and youngster trade pro¬
vides most of the drive-in busi¬
ness and these ticket-buyers pre¬
fer the westerns and action pictures
that make up a substantial part of
the distribs’ backlogs.
This type of product actually is
wanted at the ramp operations
more so than the big-scale produc¬
tions now being (pade.1 Further,
Wilk said, to be considered are the
Policy to date in the. release = of new generations of fans who
Looks like television has declared
the comparative few post-1948’s haven’t ever seen the vintage films. open season on Hollywood. Within
made abroad is to pay the regular
a recent period three different tv
American Federation of Musicians
programs of the discussion type
scoring fee. If an American script¬
called attention to the film indus¬
writer was utilized, he gets a re¬
try’s present uncertainties, with
sidual cut, the understanding there
each placing emphasis on the
being that. the script was penned
New indie distribution outfit, downbeat.
on American soil..
Manhattan Films, has been organ¬
' “Seven Lively Arts” chose as its
. But nixed for a share in the re¬ ized, by Irving Shapiro and Robert specific subject the matter of the
sidual pie have been the actors and Kroneriberg
and has acquired rise of independent production and
directors, two hefty items in home three French films as a starter:
participating in the chit-chat were
screen ecbnonYics. Screen Actors
Titles include “Folles Bergere” a group of indie producers, includ¬
Guild and Screen Directors Guild “Le Lang de Trottoire” and “Paris, ing Sam Spiegel, David O. Selzcontracts exempt the overseas Palace Hotel.”
nick, Joseph L; Mankiewicz and
Shapiro used , to be in foreign Otto Preminger. There was no one
lensed pix. Of course, agents or
CPA’s for individual stars may p.c- film distribution som4 years back, or. hand to represent the major
1 then went into films-for-tv.
(Continued on page 16)
companies.
The premise was that studio
production is on the way out, and
that the salvation of the industry
(ior “art form,” insisted Mankie¬
wicz) lies with the indies,
v For the'viewers, there was only
one conclusion to be drawn: The
Richard Altschuler Denies Republic Closedown picture business is in a bad way
and many more theatres are to
Of Domestic Branches
close. The trade was likened to
legit, for physical size.
Over the past week on the Tex
Abroad, Republic has virtually & Jinx program Otto Preminger
Is Republic getting ready to
close., its domestic branches ..arid dissolved its distribution organiza¬
(Continued on page 22}
turn over its product to another tion, in most eases .selling it to.
local franchise holders.
company for distribution? :
_'
Whether it intends to go through
Reports: to that effect were cir¬
culating within the trade last week with a domestic merger a-la-RKO
and were generally accepted as or not, there’s no question that
valid and logical in the light of Rep. execs have, had discussions
Washington. Feb. 11.
Rep’s current non-production sta¬ with at. least two companies for the
The Sherman Anti-Trust Law
possible turnover of the Rep fea¬
tus.
works
too
slowly
to help small busi¬
tures
yet
to
be
released.'
Rep
so
However, Richard W. Altschuleir,
Rep’s sales topper, when asked far is maintaining ail of its domes¬ ness, and the motion picture in¬
dustry
is
the
horrible
example. So
tic
exchanges.
point-blank about . the . closing
Rep’s been discussing a deal George Romney, president of Amerrumor, deriied it flatly. “We aren’t
can
Motors,
told
the
Senate
Antiwith
Allied
Artists.
If
it
goes
closing. any of our branches/’ he
through, AA may take over soirie Monopoly Subcommittee last week.
said.'
Explaining why his firm needs
' Trade observers have expected of the Rep exchanges which are
for some time a Rep move to cut the .most modern in the business. action from Congress, Romney
Company in recent months re¬ said:
down the company’s considerable
“It took more than 10 years in
overhead;
Cortipanjr reported a peatedly has announced produc¬
Whopping $1,362,420 loSs for 1957. tion plans. so far hasn’t gone the courts to try and 'settle the
Example of RKQ, which eliminated through with them: Reports that it problems of monopoly in the mo¬
its domestic exchanges arid turned Was getting out of production allto- tion picture industry. In the mean¬
over its product for release Via. gether each tirne have brought time, the advent of television had
Universal, serves as a reminder of Vehement denials from Rep topper, completely changed industry pat¬
terns.”
Herbert J. Yates.
economics already instituted.

Banana Peels
In Films Path;
‘Courtesy Video

Shapiro-Kronenberg Form
Indie Distrib, Manhattan

ANTITRUST LAWS NO
HELP TO LTL BIZ?

FILM REVIEWS

Vcdnesdiy, Fehimry 12, 1958

CowlMt
lanachronlmi from the earlier day*.
- of the Wect, * man wha Jmewrhis
Out of Frank Harris classie
out as . the Area
memoirs comes rough, tough,
change .and modifies its pattern,
• adult story of the education of
suicide, briefly noted mid sUca cowboy. Hefty b.o. prospects.
c^ct? commented upon, is a grace
_
note to the story making clear that
Hollywood, Feb, 7’
commercial values of the bovine
Columbia release of a Phoenix prod'uc-' Sold' On' ttie. hoof "has doOmed .this
tion, Stars Glenn Ford, Jack Lemmon, kind Of individualism QhCe and for
ardJackel, King Donovan, Vaughir Taylor, Donald Randolph, James Westerfieid,

OUt include Victor Manuel Mendoza, Donald Randolph, Dick York

SS!**?S^,8KS*£ fe/S
Delmer Daves. Screenplay. Edmund H.
North; based on a hook by Frank Harris;
camera, Charles Lawton
Jr.;
music,
George Duning; editors, William A: Lyon,
A1 Clark, previewed at the studio, Feb.
6,’58. Running time, w mims.

Ja«*ei,. gt,m,*.w«t«r:
field. King Donovan and Vaughn
Tavlor
T_j-,_
Charles Lawton ES director of
photography,
With. Second
Unit
work by Ray Cory, has caught the

*'*'’**“***“TaSeTPimi?on
Maria Vidal
.. Anna Kasiifi
Doq Bender .............. Brian Donlevy

ornate
Chicago
interiors--where
the story starts and ends—and the
broader outdoor areas, plus the

Paul Curtis .Richard Jaeckel
Joe Capper
King Donovan

involved are thinking. Art direction by Cary Odell is as fresh as

sernor°w\\\^^^
Mike Adams .1.. James Westerfieid
Manuei Arriega . ^jsene igiesias

story vie^omt
with equal
aid from set decorators William
Kiernan
and James M.
Crowe.

that teU what the people

IS* BirrVtt* 1! 1 *.*.*.*.t*.^ilS^HeSy• -George; Dnning’s score, ably con^
Aunt . ...
—.. Amapoia Dei Vando ducted by Morris Stoloff, is Varied

gif1 ..?vand
inventive, skillfully
skillfully brought
Tucker * girl.*v
* w mfm ^isfie andinventive,
brought
Pegwr • r.V.VoV.V.V.V.'.v. Gvy wlikerson Out in the orchestrations by Arthur
Morton. Sound by John Livadary
“Cowboy” proves6 once again and editingby William A. Lyon and
that there are really no old. tired Al,Ciark “JhPlete the. overall ex-

stories, just old, tired story-tellers. ceUence of the production.
Taking a told and. re-told tale
auspices comes up . with one of
fastest, freshest Westerns in a
long time. Julian Blaustein produc¬
tion for Columbia, directed by
Delmer Daves, is blunt and brutal.
It is also loaded , with' salty dia¬
logue, vigorous humor and enough
romance to make it clear that if
this is a man’s world it is not so by
choice. It has cowboys and Indians,
cattle (including a stampede) and
cow ponies, barroom brawls and
bronco-bustine. all the classic elerwrorTte VviV+ cllVv
B
ments but seen with a fresh aproach. '‘Cowboy,” photographed in
Mjmlcolor and vridescreen, should
get Unusual critical attention, and
With Glenn Ford and Jack Lem-

?

Mark of the Hawk
(SUPERSCOPE—COLOR)
Weakly scripted political yarn,
of Africa yearning for free¬
dom from the white man.
Eartha Kitt out of setting.
Spotty outlook.
Hollywood, Feb.. 7.
Universal release of Lloyd Young- pro-

duction. Stars Earth* Kitt, Juano Hernandez, John Mclntire, Sidney Poitier; features Patrick Allan, Earl Cameron, Gerard
Heinz. Helen Horton, Clifton Macklln,
grSa0l*i^Sres^&/MttC,K.S
Carmichael; story. Young; camera (Technicolor), Edwin Hlllier, Togo Fujlhira;

«“?««“. ISSS.
fS: 3“^- n!SSJJ
portrayals, it should also be a time, n mins.
prime box office attraction. Anna Renee ...
Eartha Kitt
Kashfi in the single important 9bam ..sidneyPoitter
fomfnino rnlo
•
Amugu ................ Juano.Hernandez
iemunne roie.
Craig ..
John Mclntire
The good screenplay by Edmund Barhara_
HeienHorton
kiAi4h i_ L-..’] _
.. *■_• Suodfiy LSI'**»«•»•«.»•<••• Msnift MftitlADd
. North is based on MyRominiS- Governor General ... Gerard Heinz
cences as a Cowboy” by Frank Gregory ...___ Patrick Allan
Harris, and it is as forthright as
the other Works by that interna- inspector ...... EwenSoion
tional literary know-it-all and tell- Magistrate ..Lockwood West
it-all of the last generation. In °£rhoIt ;..
Franci»iMat^ew«
essence it is simply the story of a Tred' .7 i
!'.!!'.
. bui Nagy
romantic young man. Jack Lem- Dr. un
N. c. Doo
mon, who (behig stuck in the East)
sees the West in glowing, golden 2nd Officer ............ FrederickTrives
terms. He wants to mix it up with
Lionel Ngakarte
the men who are men and prove it §£££ sSdilr V.V.VV/.7.V
£
24 hours a day, fighting, working,
. ___
lovmg,
,
Religious, inter-racial politics
He persuades Glenn Ford, easily and native plotting background this
the hardest-bittyn trail boss in his- melodrama Of modern-day Africa,
tory, to take him on a cattle drive Technicolor-filmed partially on the
when Ford runs short of cash and Dark Continent and balance in
Lemmon is able to tide him over. England. Its ‘theme of Africa tryThe story is of the education of ing to gain freedom on an equal
Lemmon as a cowboy in which the footing with the white man who
romanticism is whipped out of him has taken over the country doesn’t
by the hard facts of the situation, come off too well as story material,
He discovers, as Ford warns him as here - developed, so bookings.
In a funny speech that is one. of necessarily will be'Confined toi sethe picture’s highlights, that cattle lected situations, indicating spotty
are not lovable, that horses are not returns.
necessarily a friend to man, that
With the exception of its four
riding the trail is seldom as the principals the entire cast. of: the
ballad singers rhyme it, and that Lloyd Young production is either
there is a camaraderies among the English or native. Stars are Earth*
cowpokes hut it is based on sur- Kitt and Sidney Poitier, latter an
vival and. not collegiate goodfellow- educated African wed to Miss Kitt,
ship. It is, in short, a tough life, who reps the workers on legislative
but its attraction to this peculiar council of the colony, torn between
breed of men' is made understand- his duties here and young terrorable.
^
ists led by his brother, John Me-;
Delmer Daves* direction doesn’t Intire, American missionary; and
waste a minute oil unessentials, juano Hernandez; native pastor
The life on the trail, for instance, who urges the seeking of equality
is shown in quick shots, some of for his people by peaceful means,
them only seconds in length, yet
Miss Kitt, her character of a
the impact is to set the mood ex- highly educated African nnexactly without delaying the progress plained and seemingly out of place,
of the story. North’s dialogue, espe- warbles one song, “This Man Is
eially his brusque comments on Mine,” in her usual sensual style
cowboys and cowpiinching achieve but there’s nothing, catchy about
the effect of stripping the false number.
. glamor and still leaving the situa- I
Director Michael Audley maintions attractive and fascinating.
tains good pace in the action seGlenn Ford is vigorously and quences of the H. Kenn Carmichael
maturely masculine, the essence screenplay, which deal with, the
of the kind of boss who held in menace of native attack on the
his homy hands the feckless lives white residents of the colony. HoWand casual deaths of bis men. His ever, he’s up against an overage of
transition to a softer attitude, late dialog in both the political and
in the picture, is even a little, dis- religious sequences, in which Poiappointing; his calculated coldness tier is the principal participant,
has been so intriguing. Jack Lem- Young man comes undec the influmon gives a performance that ence of Mclntire, who is killed by
broadens his range greatly, com- natiyes in an attack on a plaritapletely convincing as he matures tion, and yarn ends without any
from a comical young tenderfoot— seeming solution for the Afrotender of feet and tender of seat white problem.
—into a man and a trail boss: Anna
Poitier delivers strongly as the
Kashfi’s role is that of the femi- confused legislator, and Miss Kitt
nine side of his education as a cow- handles - her brief footage: well
boy. The romance is there, it light- enough. Mclntire. capably'portrays
ens the story by its implication, but the missionary, Hernandez comas
it is not allowed to drag the main through okay and good support is
story. Casting,of Miss Kashfi. as a afforded by Helen Horton, misdaughter of Mexican aristocracy, isionary’s wife; Gerard Heinz, govwas an inspired touch. She does a emor . general; Ewen Solon, 'police
good job and her name should inspector; Patrick Allan, a stronginake an already good picture more arm colonist,
attractive.
Interesting color photography
Brian Donlevy . has a relatively by Edwin Hillier and Toge Fujihira
small role but it is vital. He plays lead off competent.technical credits,
a disillusioned gun-slinger, an)
Whit

H

Cattle Empire
(CiSCOPK—COLOR)
Lavish *atdoor spectacle of
rivadry
cattle drives.' Talk,
overshadows action to dim in- ~
terest and b.o. prospects.
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
20th-Fox release of Robert Stabler pro¬
duction; Stars Joel. MqCrea. Co-stars
.Gloria Talbot,- Don Haggerty. Phyllis
Coates. Features Bing Russell, Paul
Brinegar, Hal K. Dawson. Dnane Grey,
Richard Shannon, Charles Gray, Patrick
O’Moore, Bilf McGraw, Jack Lomas. Di¬
rected by Charles Marquis Warren;
screenplay, Endre Bohem and Eric Norden; camera (DeLuxe color), BrydonBaker; editor, Leslie Vidor; music, Paul
.SawteU and Bert Shefter. Previewed Feb.
3. ’58. Running Ume, 83 MINS
John Cord ................... Joel McGrea
Sandy .... 1. ^..
Gloria Talbott
Ralph Hamilton ......... Don Haggerty
Janice Hamilton ..
Phyllis-Coates
Douglas. Hamilton. ......... Bing RUssell
Tom Jeffrey ..
Paul Brinegar
George Jeffrey .......... Hal K. Dawson
Aruzza .................... Duane Grey
Garth ............. ...• ichard Shannon
Tom Powis .....;... : Charles Gray
CogsweU... Patrick O'Moore
Jim Whittaker ......... William McGraw
.Sheriff - Brewster ........... Jack Lomas
Corbo- ..
Steve Raines
Quince ................. Rocky Shah am
Barkeep ..
Nesdon Booth
Grainger ...
Bill Hale
Stitch ....;...; .;. Ronald Foster
Preacher v............ Howard B. Culver.

star names Lauren Bacall and TheBride
Robert Stack plus a lilting title
tune by Sammy Fain and . Paul
Gorfltt-meeiriSr
ad¬
Francis Webster that should give
venture melodiiiaa «ttk Afripic an added thrust just as the
can
hunting
and
hypnotic
air’s previous tune did for “April
regression an old mixture Dim
oye.”
|
prospects.
Director Jean Negulesco works
with a poignant touch; making the I
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
loves so real, so moving, it’s a
AUiea Artists release, of Adrian Weiss
cinch handkerchiefs Will be in use. i£ntUCti0n; star« Charlotte Austih, Lance
irm?tureTS :Lohnn? Roth' Steve CalScripted by Luther Davis from !^
vert, William Justine, Jeanne Gerson, Gil
a Good Housekeeping magazine EdwsWw Adrian Weiss. Screenpla£
article that provided material for Edward D. Wood Jr.; from, a story by
Adrian Weiss;. camera, Roland Price;
20th’s “Sentimental Journey” in
Geo*ee Merrick.
1946, “The Gift of Love” tells the Previewed ?a.xt55reditoi-’
at the studio, Jan.. 30, ’58.
story of a theoretical physicist: Running time, 78. MIN$.
'
•'
•
•
■
;.
Charlotte
Austin ^
(Stack) who’s more than theoreti¬
..
L*5ce Fuller
cally in love With his wife (Miss 5“
••••• — •• -Johnny Roth
Steve Calvert
Bacall). Married for five years and The_Beast
childless. Miss Bacall learns she is Dr. Reiner ... William Justine
- • • r... • • • Jeanne Gerson
suffering from a serious heart con¬ Capt. Cameron ..........-Gil Frye
Slick SL.in
dition and may not be around much Soldier .
Native ... Bhogwan Singh
longer. To provide Stack with some¬ Stewardess ...
Jean Ann Lewia
thing to hold onto after she’s gone,
she convinces him they should
A cheap quickie designed for the
adopt a child. Their choice (Evelyn exploitation market, “The Bride
Rudie) turns out to be unsuited to and the Beast” will need lurid
Stack, resulting in a conflict be¬ advertising to pay off. Produced
tween the daughter who lives in and directed for Allied Artists by
fantasy and the father who’s inter¬ Adrian Weiss, the story is an odd
ested only in truth. To compound and unconvincing mixture of hyp¬
the
irritation.
Stack
becomes notic regression and big game hunt¬
deeply jealous over his wife’s at¬ ing in Africa. The first element is
tention to the tot. Within months. pretty old-hat these days and the
Miss Bacall dies, leaving Stack a second is covered mostly by stock
broken man. Evelyn insists she can shots so there is little in the pic¬
talk to her departed mother, Stack ture that is novel-or diverting.
blows his top at this last bit Of
The story itself has unpleasant
nonsense, and back the girl goes to undertones. Charlotte Austin is the
the orphanage. She takes a nasty “Bride” of the title who discovers
fall and is about to be swallowed on her wedding day that her groom,
by the Pacific just as Stack lives Lance: Fuller, keeps a full-grown
through a bit of extra sensory per¬ gorilla in a cage of their home.
ception, knowing at the precise Miss Austin finds herself attracted
moment that his daughter is in to the “Beast” and he displays a
trouble, He knows he can’t lose her, reciprocal tenderness. Before any¬
and he doesn’t.
thing is made of this. Fuller shoots
Totally proper casting keeps the gorilla dead.
To overcome Miss Austin’s shock,
“Gift” above board, never falliag
into undue sentimentality. Miss hypnotic regression is brought into
Bacall’s individual style shines play and the point is made that the
brightly in this effort, her plight bride and the beast have known
always reasonable
and
deeply each other before sometime in one
rooted. Stack, whose problems are of Miss Austin’s past lives when
different from his wife’s retains all she was a gorilla herself. Well, this
sympathy, clearly showing how is dropped for a long sequence
strong he can love. And Miss Rudie while Fuller and Miss Austin hunt,
shows she can be as sweet as she photograph and shoot African
can be precocious. Topnotch sup¬ game..
An abrupt ending, comes when
port comes from Lome Greene,
Anne Seymour and Edward Platt Miss Austin Is carried off by a
male
gorilla. There -the story ends
Milton Krasner’s camqra has cap¬
tured some effective . shots of except for a brief tag shot where
northern California and the Pacific: Fuller (back in America) remarks
Settings' by Lyle R, Wheeler and philosophically . . . “And I never
Mark-Lee Kirk appear to have too saw her again'*
The kids who make up the bulk
much sameness, in decoration as
well as DeLuxe Color, to other sets of audiences for this kind of item .
are likely to be more amused than
in recent 20th-Fox. pictures.
excited or fearful by the animal
Cyril J. Mockridge’s score marks
chase sequence's. As for the girlaction nicely, with the title theme
gorilla relationship; this is fortu¬
used effectively and sung Well by
nately not deeply explored.
Vic Damone. Although pic seems
The cast does the best it can
slow in getting off the ground, with under the circumstances, with the
too much, time and too little action only acting called for being varia¬
before the titles, it all'turns out to tions on wide-eyed amazement cr
be quite a clever device to open terror. Technical credits are stand¬
five years of exposition before the
ard although Les Baxter’s music
body of the picture begins. Ron.
brightens up some of the sequences
that otherwise would be even more
tedious than they are.
Powe.
Los Amantes Del

E

“Cattle Empire,” a CinemaScope
picture in DeLuxe Color presented
by 20th Century-Fox, is a big and
often spectacular trail-driving saga
highlighted by some . refreshing
shots of sweeping background [
scenery., The story in the fore-;
ground, however, is a long time
getting Underway, plays too length¬
ily at suspense and mystery, and
when- the “secrets” are -unfolded
they do not merit the build-up. Joel
McCrea’s name must be the prime
bait on this film for the action
bpuses.
McCrea plays a hated trail boss,
who. has recently been released
from prison, in the screenblay by
Endre Bohem and Eric Norden. He
was imprisoned for complicity in
a mob action by his trail drivers
who burned, looted and maimed to
celebrate the completion, of a suc¬
cessful drive. McCrea is still neces¬
sary to the people of the town his
men almost destrdyed and he is
signed to. drive a herd owned by
Don Haggerty, blinded in the pre¬
vious melee, the sale of which will
bring back the town’s prosperity.
Haggerty, who has married Mc¬
Crea’s girl, Phyllis Coates, has faith
in McCrea although he does not
give his reasons. McCrea mean¬
while also guarantees to deliver a
rival herd owned by Richard
Shannon. The action develops with
McCrea leading both, herds, each
out of sight of the Other and—for
a time-Mgnorant' of the other’s
movements. The resolution comes
when McCrea, overcoming his
bitterness, brings Haggerty’s cattle
to safety while the other herd
founders seeking water.
Some, elements of the story are
not Well enough established; to pre¬
vent audience skepticism, i.e., how
two herds of about 5,QOO each could
Desierto
move through. the same territory
without being aware of each other.
(Desert Lovers)
(SPANISH-ITALIAN)
The good things abodt “Cattle
(Color-C’scope)
Empire”; are the performances.
Madrid, Feb. 4.
Each of the principals, McCrea,
CEA release of Benito Perojo-Roma
Haggerty, Miss Coates and Gloria Films7
production. Directed by Goffrcdo
Talbott, does a convincing job, well Alessaudrini, Fernando CercchJo. Leon
supported by such actors as come¬ Klimovsky, Gianni Vernuccio. Stars Ri¬
Montalban, Carmen Sevilla. Gino
dians Bing Russell and Paul Brine- cardo
Cervi; features Jose Guardiola, Franca
gar, and by JIal K. Dawson, Duane Bettoia. Screenplay, Alfonso Pase and'
Mariano Ozores; camera <EastmancoIor,
Grey and Richard Shannon.
Agfacolor, Ferraniacolor)) A. L; -Balle¬
Brydon
Baker’s
photography steros; art director, Sipfrido Burman and
takes splendid advantage of the M. GarbUglia; music, Michel Michelet. At
Avenida, Madrid.
mainly outdoor settings to give a
handsome, lavish feel to Robert
Marquee names of Ricardo MonStabler’s production: The music by
Paul Sawtell and Bert Shefter is taiban and Carmen Sevilla, an
also helpful in setting .the back¬ abundance of desert action, vio¬
ground and atmosphere. While edit¬ lence and mayhem, plus some good
ing by Leslie. Vidor and sound by color lensing of sand, sphinx and
Frank McKenzie are both good.
pyramids lend weight to this costly
Pow.
Benito Perojo production, which
was over a. year in the making.
The Gift of Love
This cost, however, is only par¬
tially found on the screen, since it
stems largely from English-French
Tearjerker with good casting;
foray into Egypt which kept stars
especially attractive to femmes,
and the unit air-raid sheltered for
with overall b.o. prospects
weeks as well asjthe rotation of
sound.
three Italian and one--Spanish di¬
rector, and bankruptcy of several
Hollywood, Feb. .7.
20th-Fox-. release of Charles Brackett Italo coproducers.
production. Stars Lauren ■ Bacall. Robert.
Montalban makes Valentino-FairStack; with Evelyn Rudie. Lome Greene, banks nostalgia as the Arab prince
Anne Seymour, Edward Platt. Joseph
Kearns. Directed - by Jean Negulesco: who scimitars throat for throat
Screenplay, Luther Davis; from a story until the . usurper of his father’s
.by Nelia Gardner White; camera, Milton throne (Gino Cervi) and the traitor
Krasner; editor, - Hugh S: Fowler; music,
Cyril : J. Mockridge; title song by Sammy (Jose Guardiola) make a bloody,
He also woos the impostor’s
Fain and Paul Francis Webster; art direc¬ exit.
tion, Lyle R. Wheeler and Mark-Lee Kirk. righteous daughter and saves this
Previewed at studio, Feb. 5, ’58. Running'
desert pearl (Carmen Sevilla) in a
time, 105 MINS.
Julie Beck.Lauren. Bacall kiss-censored romance.
BUI Beck .;......Robert Stack
Montalban, heroically unsparing
Hitty
........ Evelyn Rudie of>physical effort, played this one
Grant Allah .........4..,.. Lome Greene
McMasters .. . .,....--- Anne -Seymour by ear. His drive is overpowering
Dr. Miller ...........- Edward Platt despite
infantile situations / and
klr. Rynicker .........--- Joseph Kearns horse-opera dialogue. Other per¬
formances apparently suffer from
A story of two kinds
love, the unusual directorial turnover.
eaoh beautifully deep in its owii Technical credits are spotty.
way, “The Gift of Love” is one of
Pic has exportable hip-swinging
those tear-eliciting pictures that footage (scissored in Spain) and is
Has strong feminine appeal and one that lends itself to facile trim¬
therefore should do well at the ming. This looks possible for lower¬
boxoffice. Charles Brackett’s 20th- case programming or late-hour, tele
Fox production should benefit from circuits.
Hank.

The Beast of Budapest
Patchy, sporadic melodramatic
recreation, of Hungarian revolt
Selling angles despite weak
script.
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
Allied Artists release of Bariene Corp.
production. Features Gerald Milton, John
Hoyt, Greta Thyssen, Michael Mills, Violet
Reusing, John Mylong, Joseph Turkel,
Booth Jolman, Svea Grunfeld. Produced
by Archie Mayo. Directed by Harmon C.
Jones: Screenplay, John McGreevey; from
a'story by Louis Stevens; - camera, Cdrl
Guthrie; music. Marlin-- Skiles; editor*.
George White. Previewed at the studio,
Jan. 30, '58. Running time, 72 MINS.
Zagoii -i.
....Gerald.Milton
Professor Tolnal ..........
John Hoyt
Christi
....
Greta Thyssen
Charles Tolnal ...
Michael Mills
Marissa..
Violet Hensing
General Foldessy ... .. John Mylong
Martin
'..._ Joseph Turkel
Lieut. Stefko ............ Booth Caiman
Teresa
.. Svea Grunfeld .
Dr. Kovach
John Banner
Josef .... Charles BriU
Geza ......'. Kurt Katch
Karolyi ... Robert Blake
Moricz .v...... Tommy Ivo
Elizabeth .Colette Jaqkson

“The Beast of Budapest,” a Bar-,
lene. Corp. production for Allied'
Artists,, is a fictionalization of the
abortive Hungarian revolt 6f 1956.
Archie Mayo’s ^production, directed
by Harmon C. Jones, is a serious
effort to understand and portray
the tragic episode but it still comes.,
off as superficial comment. It is
reminiscent of those early pictures
about the Nazis.,. It is being teamed
with the same studio’s “The Bride
And! The Beast” as an exploitation
package.
John Mylong. plays the respected
Hungarian military leader Whose
daughter, Violet Rensing; is a militant communist. She is attracted
to-Michael Mills, Bon of the liberal
professor, John Hoyt, but politics
keeps them apart. Gerald Milton
is the “Beast,” head of the secret
police whose job: is to cooperate
with: the Russians in maintaining a
reign ‘of terror. His lighter moments are spent with Greta Thys(Continued on page 18)
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PATHE*AUCTION’JUST AUDITION
Film Corporation Economy Notes
In addition to the $125,000 annual salary he receives from Universal,
prexy Milton R. Rackmil also gets $42,500 as. president of Decca Rec¬
ords, which owns approximately 80% of U's stock.*According to last
year's Decca proxy statement, Rackmil also receives $18,200 annually
from Universal as a flat allowance for entertainment and other expenses
in connection with the business of the film company.
Loew’s prexy Joseph B. Vogel apparently wants to remove ail asso¬
ciation with the regime of former prexy Nicholas M.Schenck.Vogel
has moved out of Schenck’s former office on the seventh floor of the
N.Y. homeofflce building and has shifted to the lith floor to the office |
formerly occupied by Arthur M. Loew, who headed the International
department and served as Lofew’s prexy for a short time ... As part
of its economy program, Warner Bros, has abandoned the elaborate
cocktail lounge .which it had'been building on the sixth floor of its new
Fifth Ave. headquarters. A Substantial investment had already been
made in the room, but now WB’s is thinking of sub-leasing the sixth
floor.

By FRED HIFT

Retreats Before Ben Kabenson;
Seeing Banker in Acapulco

One of the strangest auctions in
motion picture history. In which
Resignation last week of Robert
bidders , heard their bids accepted
S. Taplinger as v.p. and director
and made downpayments only to
of advertising and public relations
find that they; hadn’t’ acquired a
at Warner Bros, is presented as
thing, was held last week at Pathe
yet. another facet in-the company’s
headquarters in New York. •
overall
retrenchment
program.
Albany, Feb. 11.
On the block were the assets of
There appear to be no plans for a
Pathe Pictures including the huge
Republic lopped off its. lone re¬ replacement.
20,000,000 feet Pathe neWsreel maining employee in the Albany
Taplinger returns as chairman
film library, camera equipment, area, Thomas G. CarroU, originally
the News Magazine of the Screen a shipper, later booker, and then of bis public relations shop, Tap¬
(aimed* at schools), 38 shorts and sales representative. Carroll had linger Associates, which he.organ¬
assorted office equipment. Assets been covering the territory from ized in 1948. Outfit will establish
were auctioned off at the behest his home, since Republic closed its a separate division to handle pub¬
licity and promotion for indie film
of Walter Heller & Co.; Chicago exchange almost two years ago.
factoring outfit, which is the bank-,
Albany is now sold from Buffalo. producers and for tv programs.
Resignation of the WB ad-pub
rupt Pathe outfit’s chief creditor,
topper, after serving only 17
to the tune of $275,000.
months of his three-year contract
. Auction, it appeared, was noth¬
(at $1,500 a week), has come as no
ing more than a legal formality,
Bill Doll Comments on ‘80 Days’ Gratis Promotion— with
particular surprise inasmuch as,
Heller & Co. under no obliga¬
for some months, it was known
tion to accept the.; highest bid,
He Values It at $l-Million
that he didn’t see eye-lo-eye on
though it went through the mo¬
policy with Ben Kalmenson, the
tions. Those who had submitted
WB exec v.p.
It’s known that
high
bids,
and.
had
seen
the
auc¬
Determined specialized handling '
Taplinger. felt that, with the sharp
tioneer’s hammer come dowii on
pf commercial tieups can pay off
reductions in staff, including field
them, were informed that the com¬
in a big way* via free newspaper
men, he , couldn’t do the job he
pany would review each bid.
A new $2,000,000 color film proc¬
wanted to do and was hired to do.
It was made clear that, under
and magazine space. Proof’s in the
essing laboratory was unveiled yes¬
There is, however, another ver¬
pudding via the $1,000,000 in gratis terday (Tues.) by Movielab, New the law, any subsequent purchase
Independent
film-makers
at
willing to pay more than the top
sion of the Taplinger exit, his sec¬
promotion which "Around the York outfit, at an open house host? bid offered at the. auction, would Metro will be partners in advertis¬
ond from Warner Bros. He was
ing'hereafter
as
well
as
partners
World in 80 Days” has received ed by prexy Saul Jeffee.
get consideration.
This despite
studio publicity head at the WB
New addition to the company’s the fact that downpayments had in production following the step studios for four years prior to
since it first opened 16 months ago.
plant facilities has an'initial ca¬ been accepted from the original taken by pub-ad chief Howard World War II. This version holds
As Outlined by Bill Doll, Mike
Strickiiiig in naming Clark Ram¬
pacity of more, than 500,000 feet "winners” via bids.
that Taplinger parted company
Todd’s press and publicity rep,
sey, former executive assistant of
of color film daily. The lab, one
Mrs. Dewey’s Discovery
with Jack L. Warner, WB prexy,
the “80 Days” campaign paid rich
Universal pub-ad -v.p. David Lipof the largest In the east, last year
For
instance,
Mrs.
Roberta
after the latter had disagreed
divvies simply because he and his
ton,
to
the
post
of
studio
advertis¬
chalked up a $500,000 rise in an¬ Dewey, wife of the late philoso¬
sharply with Serge Semenenko,
men didn’t jump at every offered
nual volume and expanded its staff pher John Dewey, bid $27,000 for ing manager.
prime factor in the Warner man¬
tieup, but picked and chose care¬
Metro’s new operation will con¬ agement. Semenenko is first v.p.
by 40%.
the Pathe newsreel library and
fully: In many cases, block buys
was — apparently — awarded the sist of initial campaign ideas, be¬ of the National Bank of Boston.
Of tickets were involved, and in
property.
She made a downpay¬ ing worked out in the east between He recently sold a sizable block
each case the Todd office insisted
ment.
Mrs. Dewey planned to national advertising director Si of his WB holdings to David Baird.
that the ads make it perfectly
start an educational film library Seadler and the Donahue & Coe
Taplinger is close to Semenenko
dear that the tickets were sold
in honor of her husband. Later agency, then; being sent to the and was sponsored by him for tho
by Todd; and not given away.
she was informed that her bid studio for discussions by Strickling WB job. Taplinger serves out an¬
Doll said the tieup breaks were
was too lqw to please the Heller and Ramsey with the individual other week at Warners, then flies
In addition to the normal ad
Co., and it’s understood that; since producers^ Ramsey’s function will to Acapulco to huddle with Semen¬
campaign preceding and following
then, higher offers for the library be; to translate the reactions and enko. Taplinger meantime says his
openings. We didn’t go for any
wishes of the producers in a shape parting with Warners was "ami¬
were received.
national -magazine advertising on
. A similar fate befell Hearst from which New York will then cable” and . that there would be no
this roadshow picture,” Doll ex¬
Metrotone, which wanted to buy complete; the final campaign. The problem settling his contract.
plained. "It wouldn’t have made
the News Magazine of the Screen, new modus, operand! ties in with
He said he did not think, for
sense. On a. roadshow there’s less
put out once a month during; the the policy of Loew’s prexy Joseph the moment at least, that his shop
Minneapolis. Feb. 11.
reason for a national ad campaign.
schoolyear.
It’s a. s p 6 n so r e d R: Vogel and other industry top¬ would become heir to the Warner
In an effort to help their town’s
In fact you might say we set rec¬
roundup of news events and goes pers in inviting the thinking of
(Continued on page 22)
ords in not spending money, and— only film theatre survive, small¬ to the schools for free. Metrotone the indie producers while the pic¬
percentage wise—we spent less of town newspapers throughout this (owned jointly by Metro and the tures are being filmed so they can
the net film rental than probably
cooperate in the promotional ap¬
territory again Are pleading edi¬ Hearst Corp.) submitted , a bid of
any other ibadshow.”
$10,000.
It was accepted.
But proach.
torially for better public support
even as Jack LeVien, Metrotone’s
Second Tear
Seadler, one of the highest paid
Doll pointed out that, the news¬ of the showhouses. As hitherto, director of special productions ad men in the . industry add a vet¬
papers didn’t lose anything by this the editorials point out what an (and formerly a Pathe exec), eran at Metro, will mate more fre¬
Marion E. Jordan has been
“since we stay in town for so. long, asset a movie house is to town, both wrote out a downpayment check, quent trips to the Coast although named Continental Supervisor for
the auctioneer started auctioning he will maintain his headquarters Universal. He succeeds John B.
and we do spend a lot on ads.” He
as regards to entertainment and
off the property “on terms,” i.e., at the homeofflce so that he’ll be
noted that, though "80 Days” is in
Spires who resigned to join Music
business, and what it probably
so much down and so many months close to sales and management.
its. second year, it still attracts a
Corp. of America as its European
would mean to the community if
or years to pay.
j
lot of tieup advertising. Anaconda
Ramsey, who has been at Uni¬ representative on film sales.
the showhouse shuttered.
Co., for instance, spent $11,000 on
There were three bidders on that versal for the past six years, was
Jordan’s appointment, made by
Asserting that unless improved: basis, the top bid being $130,000, formerly a v.p. of the Monroe
a tieup ad. and Benton & Bowles is
foreign general manager Americo
(Continued on page 22)
Greenthal Advertising Agency.
laying out $60,000 for a national patronage is forthcoming, the Ritz
Aboaf,
is in keeping with the com¬
movie theatre, the community’s
(Continued on page 22)
pany’s preference for promoting
lone showhouse, will have to close
from
within
the ranks.
Jordan
permanently, the Madison (Minn.)
moved up. from the post of Con¬
Enterprise in an editorial declared
tinental
sales
manager
to
super¬
this would be a “disaster” for the
vise the company’s affairs in Eu¬
towhi
rope
with.
headquarters
in
Paris.
"Maybe someone can figure opt
At the same time, John Marshall,
Rank Film Distributors of a magic solution to the problem,” Kingsville, Texas, Exhibs Advise Public to Uproot
UI
supervisor
for
Scandinavia
and
America will release 13 films dur¬ said the editorial. r‘To our way of
Middle Europe, advances to Con¬
From TV Influence
ing the first nine months of 1058, thinking the only solution rests in
tinental
sales
manager,
RFDA
general sales manager, a nine-letter word-patronage.’ If
Jordan entered the film industry
Irving Sochin, said following close all the businessmen and parents
with Paramount in Europe in 1928.
Kingsville, Tex., Feb. 11.
r poor lighting . . . no distorted He joined U’s foreign staff in 1951
of the company’s New York sales who are interested In having, the
[
sound
,
you’ll
suffer
ho
eye
meet last week. In addition, Rank theatre remain open would make it
Long
before
the
industry
after serving as general manager
will have two specialized pix, "The a point to attend regularly there launches, its business building cam¬ strain ,. . no telephone ringing ..,
j for Western Germany for the Mo¬
would be no problem.”
no screams, squawks or arguments
Bolshoi Ballet” and “Henry V.”
tion Picture Export Assn,
paign,
theatreowiiers
in
this
city
of
Of-the 13 pictures skedded so
. . . there*!! be no interruption of
At Mora, Minn., warning has
far for ’56, seven will be in color. been served in the newspaper that some 17,000 have joined forces to your relaxation by yakking pitch¬
Sochin said his org would under¬ unless business improves the the¬ embark on their own drive: The men .,, no shallow-greys, no fades,
take an intensified drive to sell atre will be closed permanently in opening gun of the campaign con¬ no flips, no distracting shivering
the 13 Rank releases of 1957 to the spring and converted to other sists of an outright declaration of lines . . . you’ll be in a different
war on television.
world—of beautiful color—com¬
outdoor and conventional houses purposes.
Cincinnati, Feb. 11.
in areas where the RFDA product
In a half page ad in the local fortable, completely and emotion¬
Buffalo, S. D., Chamber of Com¬
Annual meeting of the stock¬
ally. relaxed.”
hasn’t yet been shown.
newspaper,
The
Kingsville
Record,
merce will meet with the Ameri¬
holders of Theatre Owners Corp.
Jake Trussell, the papers’ amuse¬ elected Howard Ackerman as pres¬
can Legion post there to try to local exhibitors urge the public
find- means; to reopen the closed “to go out to a movie” for "com¬ ment columnist, has commented ident for 1958. Other officers
Legion theatre. The post shutter¬ plete relaxation.” They point out fully on the theatre-tv battle and named were: Willis Vance, first
ed the house because of an un¬ that "the sensational new theatre he feels that; "the theatre people | v.p.; Maurice Chase, second v.p.;
Omaha, Feb. 11.
season is now here” with “over in Kingsville are going to pick up Gordon Pape, treasurer; F. W.
Remodeling of the Omaha The¬ profitable operation.
atre, including , a new marquee,
Theatres also have given up the $365,000,000 in new theatre attrac¬ an immediate following merely by Huse, secretary; James W. Mc¬
doors and concession stands, was ghost In recent weeks at Chisholm tions.” In addition, it’s noted that the fact that they have proven, will¬ Donald, general manager.
TOC is a buying, hooking and
completed last week by. manager and Preston, Minn., and Hurley; “bur giant screen is 330 times ing (and therefore able) to stage a
larger than your tv” and that by battle. The theatre people are, so service organization for film thea¬
Carl Hoffman. It was the first Si D.t in the territory.
"sitting, home” thie public is "miss¬ far, the underdog in the theatre- tres. Now in its 12th year, it rep¬
major work done on the 2,066ing 96% of the wonderful quality; tv fight, but Americans tradition¬ resents theatres in Ohio, Kentucky
George Zeilor, formerly general
seater in 35 years. .
.
ally favor the underdog. Also, you and West Virginia.
Theatre will be used by the lo¬ manager of Penn-Harris UA thea¬ of any film.”
Urging the public to “get Away, have to give the theatres credit—
cal Variety Club, Tent 16, for tres in Pittsburgh, becomes manag¬
from
those
four-walls/’
the
ad
fur¬
by
starting this brawl they’ve giv¬
Yul Brynner is the winner of the
world preem of- ‘‘Cattle; Empire” ing director of downtown first'run
on Feb. 27.
The pic’s star, Joel Century (UATC), Buffalo, succeed¬ ther points out that at the. theatre en all of us some exciting gratis , 1957 Detroit Free Press "New Faces
entertainment.”
Going
Places” award.
i“you’ll
find
no
beer
cans
.
no
ing
Robert
T.
Murphy
deceased.
-McCrea, will do an in-person stint.

Commercial Tie-Ups’ Discrimination
Movielab Is Rolling

Indie Producers’
Voice in New M-G

Main St. Alarm;
Film Theatres
Retailers’ hi

MARION E. JORDAN
REPUCES U’S SPIRES
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Booking Service President
Goes to Howard Ackerman

Fixing Up After 35 Years
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FICTCTUB CROSSES

Holdovers Still Pace LA.; Tfeytotf
in
h 12 Spots; ‘Hills Handy $15j
Los Angeles, Feb. 11. 4
Trio of incoming bills evidence *
fair strength but extended-runs
and holdovers again are dominat¬
ing the first-run scene, with "Pey¬
ton Place," in ninth week, heading
Estimated Total Gross
for whopping $29,000 in four situa¬
^hls Week ......... $578,709
tions. Hard-ticket pix also are mak¬
(Based on 27 theatres)
ing with, the b.o. bell and con¬
Last
Year
.; . $528,000
tributing to good outlook here.
(Based on 23 theatres)
"Don’t Go Near Water,” in first
multiple-theatre run, looks good
$23,000 in three first-runs and sock
$90,000 with four nabes and five
ozoners included. "Seven Hills of
Rome" should do a handy $15,000
opening week at Pantages.
"Gift'of Love” is eyeing a perky
$8,000 at Fox Wilshire. "Girl Most
Likely” looms only fair $8,600 ini
two first-runs plus about $27,400 in
Toronto, Feb.. 11.
one nabe and eight drive-ins. “Say¬
'Farewell to Arms,” in on foiironara” again is proving strong with
$18,500 in seventh at Hollywood a-day policy, shapes smash at'HolPar. “Witness For Prosecution” lywood, with nightly tumaways.
still is solid in eighth Warner Bev¬ Only other newcomer at major deluxers is "Robbery Under Arms,”
erly week,
"Bridge on River KWai” looks which is not up to hopes. “Say-;
sturdy $19,000 in eighth Egyptian onara” and "Don’t Go Near Water,”
week while “Around World in 80 both in fourth, frames, are great,;
Days" is . rated smash $22,000 in biz generally being good at all
houses on holdovers and longruns.
60th week at the Garthay.
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Carlton (Rank) (2,318; 60-$l)—
Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $1.25$1.80) — “Seven Hills of Rome” "Robbery Under Arms” (Rank).. So¬
<M-G). Healthy $15,000. Last week, so $7,000. Last week/“Enemy Be:"Don’t Go Near Water" (M-G) («h low” (20th) (2d wk), $9,000.
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
wk), $14,600.
Hillstreet, New Fox (RKO-FWC) State (Taylor) (1,054; 995; 698; 694;
Star”
(Par)
arid
(2,752; 965; 90-$1.50)—"Girl Most 50-75)-—"Tin
Likely'’ (U) and “Day of Badman” "Naked Sun’V (AA): Okay $11,000.
‘‘Decision
Against
(U). Fair $8,500. Last week, with Last week,
Ritz, “Man in Shadow” (U), “That Time” (M-G) and "Hired Gun”
(M-G), $10,000.
Night” (U). $10,10(1.
Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1.25);
Fox Wilshire (FWG) (2,296; $1.25"Farewell
to
Arms”
(20th).
$1.75) — “Gift of Love” (20th).
Perky $8,000.
Last week, “Old Smash $16,000. Last week, “Old
Yeller” (BV), $6,000 at $1 top.
Yeller” (BV) (6th wk), $6,200.
. Hyland (Rank) (1.357; $1)—“How
State, Hollywood, Rite (UATCFWC) (2,404; 756; 1,320; 90-$1.50)— To Murder Rich Uncle" (Col) (3d
"Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G) and wk). Fine $4,500, Last week, $5,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 75-$1.25)—
"Happy Road” (M-G) (1st multipletheatre run). Good $23,000. Last ‘Sayonara” (WB) (4th wk). Hefty
week. State with Hawaii, “Raintree $18,000, Last week, $24,000.
International (Taylor) (557; $D—
County” (M-G) (2d wk), $17,500.
Hollywood with Orpheum, Uptown, ‘Blue Murder at 5t. Trinian’s”
"Last Paradise” (Indie), “Man on (IFD) (7th wk). Big $3,000. Last
week, $3,500.
Prowl” (UA), $11,300.
_
Loew’s (Loew) (2,098; 75-$1.25)—
Downtown Paramount, Iris, Up¬
town - (ABPT-FWC)
(3,300; 825; "Don’t Go Near. Water" (M-G) (4th
wk). Great $14,000. Last week,
(Continued On page 20)
$15,000.
Tivoli (FP) (955; $1.75-$2.4QHAround World in 80 Days" (UA).
(26th wk). Steady $8,500. Last;
week, $9,000.
Towne (Taylor) (693; $1)—"Mod- ;
ern Times" (UA) (reissue) (2d wk).
Nice $4,000. Last week, $5,000.
University (FP) (1,233; $1.50Baltimore, Feb, 11.
$2.40)—"This Is Cinerama" (Cine¬
Holdovers led the pack here and rama) (16th wk). Socko $12,000.
With only three new entries that Last week, samelooked fair, grosses were still in
Uptown (Loew) (2,093; 60-$!)—^
warmish bracket. "Old Yeller” was "Tarnished Angels” (U) (3d wk).
capturing the juve trade at the Lusty $7,500. Last week, $9,000.
Stanley but "Pursuit of Graf Spee"
York (B&F) (745; 75-$1.25)^
at the New and “Beautiful hut Dan¬ ’Torero” (Col) (2d wk). Fine $3,gerous" at the Mayfair are rated 000. Last week; $3,500.
disappointing. "Peyton Place” still
looks; good in seventh frame at the
Century as did “Raintree County”
in same at the Film Centre. "Don’t
Go Near Water” in third session is
neat at the Hipp. “Seven Wonders
of World” was rated oke at the;

Mo Big; Teller’ Lofty
$14,COO, ‘Spee’ Oke 5G,
‘Water’ Lively 9G, 3d

1UWII.

-

Estimates for This Week
Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50$1.50)—"Peyton Place” (20th) (7th
wk). Good $9,000 after $9,000 in
previous week.
Cinema (Schwaher) (460; 5Q$1.25)—“God
Created
Woman”
(Kings) (13th wk). Nice $3,000 after
same last week.
.
Film.Centre (Rappaport) (890; 50$1.50)—“Raintree County” (M-G)
(6th wk). Okay $7,000 after $8,200
for previous frame.
Five West (Schwaher) (460; 50?
$1.25)—"Nana” (Indie) (4th wk).
Steady $3,500 after $3,800 in third.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300;
50-$L25)—“Don’t Go Near Water”
(M-G) (3d wk). Neat $9,000 after
$11,000 in second.
Mayfair (Fruchtman) (980; 50$1.25)—“Beautifn 1 But Dangerous"
(20th). Okay $4,000. Last
week,
"Flesh Is Weak” (DCA) (3d wk),
$5,500.
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50$1.25)—"Graf Spee” (Rank). Oke
$5,000. Last week,
“Tarnished
Angels” (U) (2d wk), $5,000.
Playhouse (Schwaher) (460; 50n $1.25)—"Uncle Vanya” (Indie) (3d
wk). Good $3,800 after same, in
second.
Stanley (SW) (3,200; 50-$1.25)—
"Old YeUer” (WB). Lofty $14,000.
Xast week, "Sayonara" (WB) (6th
wk), $10,000.
Town
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,125;
$l:25-$2.25)
“Seven Wonders”
(Cinerama) (7th wk). Oke $8,000
after $7,500 in previous week.

PZ&SM&rt

Kaintree’ Wot $11,000,
Seattle; ‘Days’ 7|G, 43d
Seattle, Feb. 11.
With Cinerama., closing. shop and
equipment moving to Vancouver,
B.C., "Around World in 80 Days”
has. new lease on life at Music Box,
43d stanza holding great despite
its run of nearly a year.
"Old
Yeller” is holding-great in second
week at Coliseum.
“Farewell to
Arms" at Fifth Avenue still is sock
in second stanza. "Raintree Coun¬
ty” is top newcomer with a Terrific
take at the tiny Music. Box.
... Estimates for This We€k
. Blue Mouse
(Hamrick)
(800;
$1.50-$2.50)—"Around
Worl d”
(UA) (43d wk). Great $7,500. Last
week, $8,200.'
Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,870;
9G-$1.25)—“Old Yeller” (BV) and
“Outlaw Son" (UA) (2d wk). Wham
$11,000. Last week, $12,800.
Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen)
(2,500; $1-$L50) — “Farewell to
Arms*’ (20th) (2d Wk),
Great
$9;000. Last week, $12,300.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25)—“Raintree County” (M-G).
Terrific $11,000. Last week, “God
Created Woman” (Indie) (4th wk),
$4,300.
Music; Hall IHamrick) (2,200; 90$1.25) — "Tarnished Angels” (U)
and “Black Tent” (Rank).
Fair
$7,000 or near. Lastweek, “Sayoriara” (WB) (5th wk-9 days),
$7,100.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90$1.25)—“Man ill Shadow” (U) and
"Flood Tide”. (U). Sad $4,000 or
close.
Last . week, "Deep Six”
(WB>, and “Street of Sinners”
(UA), $6;800.

Pittsburgh, Feb. 11.
Bitterly cold weather over week¬
end cut down potentials every¬
where but "A Farewell to Arms”
at Fulton, only hew entry in the
Golden Triangle, will still wind up
great. Also, long-runners "Sayo¬
nara” at Stanley and "Peyton
Place” at Harris are showing suffi¬
cient strength to hold again. “Rain¬
tree County” is falling Off in fourth
and final at Penn but on the whole
it’s done'surprisingly well.;
Estimates for This Week’
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 90-$1.50)—
“Farewell to Arms” (20th). Took
off very big, then .was hit by cold
wave.; Still will wind up great at
$17,000 or. over. Stays indef. Last
Weekr “Damn Citizen" (U), $4,500.
Guild (Green) (500; 85-$1.25)—
“Escapade” (DCA) and “Panic in
Parlor” (DCA) (4th wk). ’Way off
to $1,400 at the windup. Last week,
$1,900.
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 80-$1.50)
—“Peyton Place” (20th) (5th wk).
Holding very firm at $11,000 this
session, a sharp dip from last
week’s $15,000, hut still highly
profitable.
Pehn (UA) (3,300; 90r$1.50)—
(Continued on page 20)

m,

San Francisco, Feb, 11.
$1.75-$2.65)—“Seven Wonders of
First-run biz is holding amazing-: World” (Cinerairia) (64th wk). Fine
ly strong despite very heavy fains. $15,000. Last week, $14,500.
"Witness For Prosecution” shapes
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
smash at the United Artists. “Fort 90-$1.25)—‘Witness For. Prosecu¬
Dobbs” is rated good at Paramount tion” (UA) and. “Ride Out For Re¬
while “Bonjour Tristesse” looms venge” (UA), Smash $17,000. Last
fine .at St. Francis. “Peyton Place” week, $5,250 for 6 days.
still, is great in third . Fox stanza
Stagodoor (A-R)
(440:
$1.50while “Old Yeller” continues solid $2)--“Raintree County” .(M-G) (7th
in second Golden Gate . round. wk). Big $5,500. Last week, same,
Longruns are holding-well. “God i
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1.50)—
Created Woman” still is fancy in [ “God Created. Woman” (Indie) (7th
seventh week, playing two arty wk).
Solid $5,000.
Last week,
houses. “Gervaise” looms smash in
6 000
sixth Presidio session.
•Clay (Rosener (400; $1.501—"God
Estimates for This Week
Created Woman” (Indie) (7th wk).
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 90- Fine $4,0001 Last week, $5,000.
$1.25)—"Old Yeller”
(BV) and
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (364; $1.25)
“Spanish Affair” (Par) (2d wk). —“Pather. Pahchali” (Indie) (7th
Solid $9,000. Last week, $16,500. wk).
Oke- $1,800.
Last week,
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)— $2,000.
“Peyton Place” (20th) (3d wk).
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1.25)—
Great $15,000. Last week; $21,000. “Smallest Show On Earth” (Times)
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25) (2d wk). Big $5*500. Last week,
—‘‘Don’t Go Near Water" (M-G) $6,500.
(8th wk). Fancy $8,000. Lastweek,
Coronet (United California) (1,8 200
250; $1.50-$3i75)—“Around World
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$1.25) In 89 Days" (UA) (59th wk). Fancy
—"Fort Dobbs" (WB) and “Escape $14,000. Xast week* $14,500.
From San Quentin” (Col). Good
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1.10) —
$14,000. . Last week, "Sayonara” “Razzia" (Kass) (2d wk) and “Fruits
(WB) (6th wk); $12,000.
of Summer” (Indie). Okay $1,200.
St, Francis (Par) (1,400; 90-$1.25) Last week, “Razzia” (Indie) and
— ‘Bonjour Tristesse” (Col). Hep “Red Inn” (Indie), $1,500.
$14,000. Last week, “Deep Six"
Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774;
(WB) arid “Parson and Outlaw": $1.25-$1.50); — “Gervaise" (Cont)
(WB) (2d wk), $8,500!
(6th wk). Great $4,600. Last week,
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458; $4,500.

$,

.

$13,090, W1
'

Key City Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week .... $2,719,000
(Based on 23 cities and 250
theatres, chiefly first .runs, in¬
cluding N. Y.*)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ....... $2,766,400
(Based on 24 cities and 248
theatres.)

Pliy; Hills’ 2QG
Philadelphia, Feb. 11.
Weekend biz was chilled by the
rain arid then the. extreme cold.
However;
“And
God
Created
Woman,” apparently helped by the
probe in progress, is breaking
house records at both the Studio
arid World, with an amazing com¬
bined take. “Seven Hills of Rome”
is being aided by spot announce¬
ments on Italian radio station for
a great round at the Viking, Ace
holdover looks to be "Peyton
Place,” still smash in sixth session
at the Fox.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)—
“Don’t Go Near Water" (M-G) (6tli
wk). Fine $10,000. Last week,
12 000
Boyd
(SW-Cinerartia)
(1,340;
$1.20-$2.80) — “Search for Para¬
dise" (Cinerairia) (19th wk). Steady
$9,200. Last week, $9,000.
Fox (National) (1,250; 65-$1.25)-r—
“Peyton Place” (20th) (6th wk).
Great $20,000. Last week, $23,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (2,500; 65$1.25)—“Going Steady” fCol-I and
"World Was His Jury" (Col). Sorry
$7,000. Last week, "Ft. Dobbs”
(WB) arid "Green-Eyed Blonde’
(WB), same.
Green Hill (Serena) (750; 73$1,25)—“Cast Dark Shadow” (Indie)
(4th wk). Hep $2,100. Last week,
$2,700.
Mastbaiim (SW) (4,370; 99-$i.49)
—"Ban jour Tristesse” (Col) (3d
wk). Sad $6,000. Last tfeek, $9,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 99$1.89)—‘Raintree County.” (M-G)
(6th wk). Okay $10,000. Last week,
12 000
Randolph (Goldman) (1.250; 65$1.25)—“Sayonara” (WB) (7th wk).
Nifty $18,000. Last week, $19,000.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80)-r
“Darby’s Rangers" (WB) (3d wk).
Slowing down to $8,000. Last week;
12 000
Stanton (SW)- (1,483; 99-$1.49)—
“Legend of Lost” (UA). Sock $18,000. Last week, “Old Yeller” (BV)
(6th wk), $7,500.
. Trans-Lux (T-L (500; 99-$ 1.80)-—
“Quiet American" (UA) (2d wk).
Weak $3,700 for 6 days, Last week;
$4,500.
. .Studio (Goldberg) (499; 99-$1.49)
—“God Created Woman” (Indie).
Wham $15,000 or near. Last week,
“Wild Oat” (Indie), $3,100.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 99-$1.49>—
“Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G).
Great $20,000 or close. Last week,
“Spanish Affair” (Indie) and “Safe¬
cracker” (M-G), $5,000.
World (Pathe) (500; 99-$1.49)—
“God Created Woriian” (Indie).
Wow $15,000 or near. Last week,
“Miss Julie" (Indie) (2d wk), $2,300,
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Clncinn^i, Feb. 11.
Major houses are adding this
week to the string of winning
grosses ushered in by 1958 despite
a severe cold snap,
“Don’t Go
Near Water " only newcomer at
first-runs, looms hotsy at Albee;
“Old Yeller” in second round at
Keith s bids to retain the down¬
town lead with a great take.
“Around World" is bowing: out
strongly in 35th week at suburban
Valley Theatre, making way for
“Oklahoma” at pop scale.
"Search for Paradise” continues
[firm in 10th frame at Capitol.
[Holdovers of “Peyton Place” and
“Raintree County” both doing well.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 9Q-$1.25)—
“Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G).
Hotsy $13,000. Last week, “Sayonara” (WB), nine-day windup of run
into s xth Week, at 90-$1.50 scale,
10 000
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376;
$1.20-$2.65) — "Search for Para?
dise” (Cinerama) (10th wk). Sus¬
taining firm $14,000 tempo of last

$ , ,

'

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 90-$1.50l—
“Raintree County’ (M-G) (7th wk).
Fancy $7,000. Last week, $8,000.
Guild (Vance) (300; 50-90)—“AH
At Sea” (M-G) (7th wk).
Okay
$1,600 after. $1,700 sixth round.
Keith's (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)—
“Old Yeller” (BV) (2d wk). Great
$14,000 on heels of $17,500 preem.
Holds indef.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 90-$1.50)—
“Peyton Place” v(20th) (7th wk).
Solid $8,500. Last week, $10,000.
Valley (Wiethe) i1,300; $1.50$2.50)—‘‘Around World in 80 Days”
(UA) (35th wk). Shapes to match
boff $14,500 of last week for clos¬
ing of highly successful engage¬
ment which had a $16,000 preem.
Windup at profitable level due to
dispute
over
percentage
split.
“Oklahoma” (20th) follows at pop
scale.

‘Peyton’ Still Champion In
L’TiUe, Boff $8,000,6th;
‘Woman’ Wham 9£G, 3d

Louisville, Feb. 11.
Despite unusually cold weather,
with sleet arid icy streets, hold-,
overs and new entries are showing
surprising strength at downtown,
wickets.
“Peyton Place,” going,
into sixth Week at Rialto, is some¬
thing of a record for that house;
First; time
film has been held
that lorig at the Fourth Avenue’s
big-seater. "God: Created Woman,”
playing third week at the Brown,
still sdckeroo, is running nearby on
a pat with the first two sessions.
"Missouri Traveler” shapes potent
at the Mary Ann. "Seven Hills of
Rome” is^ very disappointing at
. Loew’S.
Estimates for Thi$ Week
Brown (Fourth Ave.-Loew’s) (1,000;
85-$05) — "God
Created
Woman” (Kings) (3d wk). Expect¬
ing great $9,500 after second
week’s $10,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 50-85)—
“Zero Hour” (U) and “Mister Rock
and Roll” (U). Nice $5,000. Last
week, “Man In Shadow” (U) and“This Is Russia” (U), same.
Loew’s (Loew) (UA) (3,000; 5085)—"Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G)
and “Crash Landing” (Col). Slow
$5,000. Last Week,. "Quiet Ameri¬
can" (UA) and “Valerie" (UA),.
$5,500.
■ Mary Ann (People’g (1,000; 5085) — ‘‘Missouri Traveler" (BV).
Brisk weeke:nd trade indicates a
virile $6,000. Last week, “Sayon¬
ara” (WB) (6th wk), $5,000.
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 85$1.25)—'“Peyton Place" (20th) (6th
Omaha, Feb. 11.
A cold wave is putting the damp¬ wk). Excellent $8,000 after same
er on the boxoffice at. downtown figure on in-fifth.
first-runs this week.. “Missouri
Traveler’’ looks great at'the State.
“18 and Anxious” is hefty at the
Omaha. “Steel Bayonet" is on fait-,
ish side at the Brandeis. “Peyton
Place" is still okay in third stanza
Denver, Feb. 11.
at Orpheum.
“Farewell To Arms,” great at the
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 75-90)— Center, is best bet here this ses¬
“Steel- Bayonet" (UA) and “Gun sion. It continues, naturally. “Old
Fever"- (UA). Fairish $3,000; Last Yeller” goes into an eighth week
week, “Quiet Ainerican” (UA) and at Aladdin. “Don’t Go Near Water’
still is solid in third at Orpheum.
“Man on Prowl" (UA), $2,700.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-90) “Quiet American” looks fair at
—“18 and Anxious” (AB-PT) and Paramount.
Estimates for This Week
“Girl' in Woods" (AB-PT). Hefty
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 70-90)—
$6,000. Last week, “Tall Stranger’
(AA) and “Bowery Boys Looking "Old Yeller” (BV) (7th wk); Fine
$4,000. Stays. last week, $4,500.
for Danger” (AA), $5,500.
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 90-$1.50)-Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 90"Farewell to Arms” (20th). Smash
$1.25)—“Peyton Place" (20th) (3d
$23,000. Holds. Last week, “Pey¬
wk). Okay $8,500, but not enough
ton Place” (20th) (6th wk), $10,500.
to hold. -Last week, $11,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,586; 70-90)State (Goldberg) (850; 75-90)—
“Missouri Traveler” (BV). Hotsy "Fort Dobbs" (WB) and “Ride Vio¬
$8,000. Last week, “Old Yeller" lent Mile” (20th). Good $11,000 or
(Continued on page 20)
(BV) (2d wk). $6,000.

$ ,
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COLD HITS OMAHA BIZ;
-TRAVELER’ FAST 8G

‘Arms’ Paces Denver,
Hot 23G,‘Water’13G, 2d
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INTERNATIONAL

General Strike of All Italo Film
Biz Workers Looms Over High Taxes
Rome, Feb.. 4.
In ft last-minute develop¬
ment, at Variety’s presstime
the Italian Government had in¬
dicated it may make tax con¬
cessions and thus the theatre
strike may he cancelled.
All 17,000 Italian film houses
Will observe a one-day shutdown
next Wednesday (12). Large-scale
protest move was decided here to¬
day- by the three film industry
labor unions, FULS, FIALS, and
FILS, who voted a general strike
of all their members in ^sympathy
with current Italian exhib agitation
over high government admission
taxes. While at one time or an¬
other in recent weeks all Italian
theatres have been shut for 24
hours at a time, this is the first
Instance of • a general nation-wide
closedown.
interesting sideline angle to the
protest is the fact that while on
the one hand the labor unions are
striking in sympathy with exhibs
to get government concession^ and
lower taxes, on the other hand they
are protesting against theatre own¬
ers’ threats Of possible firing of
cinema personnel in the face of the
continuing exhib crisis.

Rome* Feb. ll.
Both the Brussels and the Venice
international film festivals have
been approved by the International
Federation
of Film Producers
Assns; meeting Paris.
The Venice okay came without,
opposition, with the Motion Picture
Export Assn, going along despite
the complaint that the Venice reg¬
ulations don't conform to the rules
of the IFPA.

KfiRiEfrf

fVARIITY'S' LONDON OPPICI

Ptocf» Trafalgar <<u»t

Films Leased in Dublin
Now Qualify for Quota
As Resnlt Union Pact
London, Feb. II.
As the result of ft deal made be¬
tween the Irish Trades Union Con¬
gress and the Assn, bf Cine, and
Television Technicians, motion pic¬
tures lensed in Dublin will now
qualify for British Quota-and will
be entitled to their normal cut
from th“ statutory Eady Levy. The
arrangement is subject to the em¬
ployment of an agreed numbec/of
British, technicians on films made
in southern Ireland.

Barcelona, Feb. 11. ;
Italian opera star Renatai Tebaldi
is credited with a personal triumph
as the main attraction of Barce¬
lona’s biggest opera season in years
at the lyrice showcase Liceo.
Soprano opened opera Jan. 23
With, her first public performance
of “Madame Butterfly” and .fol¬
lowed several days later with “La
Boheme.”
With orchestra seats priced at
$10, Liceo owner Jose Farquer said
house hias been full at every per¬
formance. Season winds Feb. 12.

. Recently, a new studio was built
in. Eire and a number of British
producers have been urged to
switch, their production there. But
they hesitated to do so in case it
meant the loss of a quota ticket
and the resultant benefits. Now
that! they’ve got the go-ahead sig¬
nal, it is expected that a steady
(Miss Tebaldi, who will open the
flow of British pix will emanate 1958-5.9 season at the Metropolitan
from the new lot.
Opera House, N.Y., next October,
Although the British union will cancelled all her American cominsist that a proper proportion mitments this season after the
of its members should he engaged death of her mother some months
in quota production, it will not op-: ago. She has since accepted sev¬
London, Feb. 11.
pose employment of; certain grades eral European dates, including
The fact that the first full year of local personnel, provided they Vienna.—rEd).
of the statutory Eady Fund is like¬ become members of ACTT. It will
ly to yield considerably less than not, however, accept Eire trade
union its Who are in the member¬
was legislated for by the govern¬ ship of the Transport and General
ment is regarded as a "serious Workers Union.
..
blow” to British film producers. On
The Films Act, which governs
present performance, the compul¬ the rules defining quota produc¬
sory levy is likely to. yield only tion apparently is silent on the use
$6,800,000 in a fUll year against the of southern Ireland studios but
estimate of almost $10,000,000.
now that the technicians’ union is
Buenos Aires, Feb. 4.
The effect this may have on fu¬ giving its support there Is no likeli¬
BUenos Aires, Feb. 11.
ture production programs has al¬ hood of a squabble over definition.
Prof. Orlando Tarrio is now in
New York Philharmonic Orches¬ ready been brought to the,atten¬
practically sole control of the Co¬
tra is to tour South America this tion of the Board of Trade. And
lon Opera preparations for the
year for the first time, with State there has been an oblique sugges¬
Golden Jubilee, since most of the
tion that the president may wish
Dept, assistance to cover the . con¬
to introduce a higher scale for the¬
Board has resigned in dudgeon.
siderable cost of air transport. Iriatres to insure that the original
As
a professional musician with
berri Concerts Management has re¬
London, Feb. 4.
target is achieved. It is, however,
many years workjn the organiza¬
ceived the appointment of agent
recognized that such a procedure
Major
British
longhair
orchestras
tion,
he had little patience with the
In the South American countries.
could be operated on. a two-way are appealing to the Treasury and socialite directors on the Board,
Organization of a tour of this basis and if, in future years, levy local authorities for ah additional and as he had the Mayor’s full con¬
kind is complex, as the group can returns were higher than antici¬ grant of $252,000 a year to share fidence, his was the stronger posi¬
spend only a limited time abroad, pated, the minister would be en¬ between them on the terms that tion.
and dates in the principal cities of titled to introduce a cut rate.
if this amount is not forthcoming
Soprano Herva Nelli, contralto
each country must be fitted in like
British producers had originally the number of concerts given by Nan Memrnan and. the tenor An¬
pieces of a Chinese puzzle, allow¬ hoped that the first year of the them will have to he cut down!
ton Dermota, as well as bass Nor¬
ing time for rehearsals, rest and statutory levy would result in a dis¬ The appeal is made in a pamphlet
man Scott have been signed as
travel over vast distances. Any tribution to them equivalent to be¬ entitled;
“Facing
The Music,” soloists for performances of
slight mishap which dislocates de¬ tween 40 and 50% of the gross. In which reproduces a memorandum
Beethoven’s
9th Symphony on
parture and arrival dates, can fact, the distribution began at sent to the Arts Council.
April 1 and 5. Symphony concerts
throw the whole schedule out of 22.t£% and has now been upped to
The orchestras Involved number under maestro Pierre Monteux’s
gear, mainly because theatres are 30%. But film makers see no im¬ nine and include the London
baton
follow
throughout
that
much in demand.
mediate prospect of the higher fig-, Philharmonic, the London Sym¬ month,- and in the first part of May
The group will play several con¬ ure being achieved if the present phony and the Royal Philharmonic. there will be special ballet per¬
Scale
is
continued!
certs in Montevideo’s SODRE thea¬
They state that they can no longer formances by the theatre’s Corps
Although this wouldr hot neces¬ economically afford to give all the
tre, perhaps three at the Colon
de Ballet, possibly with the addi¬
Theatre, Buenos Aires, as part of sarily effect output in the current concerts the public demands. The tion of Alicia Alonso and Igor
its golden anniversary. The pres¬ year, it may well prove to be a de¬ pamphlet says that there has been Youskevitch.
terrent
in
next
year’s
program
an enormous increase of public in¬
ent schedule mapped out also calls
for dates in Cordoba, Rosaria and plans and could reasonably affect terest in orchestral concerts over
Mendoza, although it is doubtful if the current 30% quota clause; the last 15 years, but it goes on
grosses in these cities will leave which is due for renewal next to show that in 1956-57, the public
concerts given by the nine orches¬
any margin. The orchestra will re¬ month.
tras were attended by 2,500,000
ceive a blanket dollar fee per con¬
people, cost almost $2,640,500 and
cert, which in terms of soft South
Vancouver, Feb. 11.
brought in only $2,016,000. During
American currencies, runs very
Vancouver Symphony, under Irthat period, local authorities con¬
high.
win' Hoffman’s baton, sets out on a
tributed nearly $400,500, and the
Centenary-celebrating 18-stop. Brit¬
Arts Council $223,450.
ish Columbia Tour, March 1. Itin¬
Madrid; Feb. 11.
erary, which Vancouver is refer¬
European Cinerama topper, Jean
ring as “Apple Blossom Tour,” rie^
Bouchel Ysaye, arrived here for
cessitates the 75 -man orch planing
confabs with two Barcelona exhibs
into remote towns where winter
and show business impresarios,
Sydney, Feb. .4.
road conditions bar any approach
PaCt has been signatured here Jose FarquCr! and Alfredo Matas,
A highlight of The Festival of by bus, such as Fort St. John and
on
Cinerama concession for the Two: Worlds to be held next
between Hoyts Theatres Ltd. and Spain.
Dawson Creek. Since Fort St.
June in Spoleto, Italy, will be the John’s airfield, according to Dept,
Dudley-Cinerama Gorp. for the in¬
Farquer and Matas contemplate world preem of “The Witch,” an of Transport officials, is a bog dur¬
troduction of Cinerama at the revamp of a Madrid showcase , and
opera by •; Lee Hoiby.
Patricia ing Spring thaw, symphony’s ar¬
1 ^00-seat Plaza in this key city. construction of a new salle in Bar¬ Neway will sing the title Tole. rival in that area demands ice.
Turnbull is now abroad for hud¬ celona to; house the giant-screen Piece-will be done on the evening Specially
updated
appearance
dles with Spyros Skouras. No defi¬ system.
of Juhe. 20 according to Thomas there,. March 21 and 22, assures
nite date has been set for the bow
Schippers, musical director of the orch of a Frosty Friday, literally.
in, but understood it will be this
fest.
Symphony’s tour embraces 11fall, depending partly on how long
.•'The Witch” is one of three weehs. Dates in early March will
it takes to convert' the house to
operas Hoiby has written, but will be filled between Vancouver con¬
the new (for here) medium.
be the first to be produced. Based certs, and performances in interior
on a story by Chekhov, the libretto towns, reachable by bus, tee-off
Dudley unitlwas here for several
London, Feb. 4.
is by Harry Duncan, a U. of Iowa May 1, at Quesnel. Orch expects to
weeks filming a local background
In a surprise announcement last instructor.
Spoleto
fest,
irici-. play before 60,000 British Colum¬
pic, with Newbery, onetime Re¬
public chief in this territory, han¬ week Associated British Picture dentally, opens June 5 and ends bians who have never had the op¬
dling the biz deals. Following the Corp. revealed that Robert Clark June 29.
portunity to see a symphony “live/'
Spoleto is a promotion of GianSydney preem, a suitable keyer has .been relieved of his executive
will be equipped later in Mel¬ responsibilities at. Elstree Studios. C.arlo Menotti whose representative,
According to an official statement, Dario Soria, is currently in Italy
bourne.
he has been freed “for other im¬ setting the organization for 1958.
portant work in connection with
the future development of the cor¬
poration.” J. R. Wallisy who has
London, Feb. 4.
been. Clark’s aide at Elstree for
Trading profit for the Gran¬
Grange-over-Sands, Eng., Feb. 4.
some time, takes over executive
London, Feb. 4.
ada Group Ltd., (including thea¬
Because it has 20 inhabitants too control of the studio under the
Anne kimbell, Broadway actress tres and tv.) for the year ended last
many, this coast town has lost its direction of C. J. Latta, colora¬ who made a personal hit in Sept. 30 was $1,096,000 or around
only cinema.
tion’s managing director.
her
first
London, appearance, $29,000 more than in the previous
Exemption for tax applies to
Although there is no official in¬ “Roar Like a Dove,” has been year.
Net profit after taxation,
communities with a population of dication of Clark’s new assign¬ signed for her British screen debut. however, dropped to $98,000 or
less than 3,000, hut official figure ment, it’s generally believed that She will star In “Grils at Sea,” $116,877 below 1956.
for the Grange is 3,020. Hence, he will be even more Closely con¬ Associated-Britishi remake of the
It was reported that Granada
the Palace Theatre now hears a nected with the company’s tele-;, Ian Hay-Stephen King-Hall farce, TV Network Ltd., had been op¬
notice stating it is shuttered “be¬ vision activities. Its wholly owned “The Middle Watch.”
erating at a profit since last April
cause the management is unable subsidiary, ABC-TV, operates the
Fabia Drake, Michael Hordern 30, although a loss has been regis¬
to obtain exemption from Enters Midlands and Northern outlets on. and Guy Rolfe also have been as¬ tered by. that company in the pro¬
tainments Tax.”
I weekends.
signed to roles in the pic.
ceeding seven months.

Lower Eady Corn
Hurts Producers

Tarrio Boots Out
Colons Socialites

IRIBERRI AGENTING
N.Y. ORCHESTRA TOUR

Brit Longhair Orchs
Ask Bigger Snbsids

AIRBORNE SYMPHONY
FOR SNOWED-IN BURGS

TALK CINERAMA DEAL
WITH SPANISH EXECS

Cinerama Due for ’58
Preem in Aussie Key

Schinners Conductor Of
’Witch’ at Snofeto, Italy

Robert Clark Out As
"
Elstree Studios Exec

British Town Loses
Cinema By 20 People

B’way Actress Signed
For British Picture

Granada Gross Up, Not
Off $116,877 From’56

Glasgow, Feb. 11.
Cinema attendances in Britain
for 1958 may well drop to the 740,000,000 mark. Such a forecast wag
given at annual confab of Scot ex¬
hibitors by Sir Alexander King,
cinema owner and operator. He
aaid it would be a drastic dron
from the 1,182,000,000 of 1955.
Sir Alexander recalled that an
economist had estimated that, by
1960, attendances would be about
945 million per annum. Yet for the
year ended last Dec. 31, attendance
was approximately 40,000,000 less
than the forecast for I960.
Sir Alex warned that if Cinema
Tax Was not abolished in the up¬
coming Budget, then by next an¬
nual meetixfg, there might not be a
cinema industry worth rescuing
from the impost of the tax. He
cautioned against an attitude that
abolition would automatically hap¬
pen this year. He hoped the Con¬
servative Government in London
was not going to sit idly back, and
watch the Indie exhib being taxed
out of existence.
“The fate of the British film in¬
dustry is in the hands of one man
—his name is Heathcoat Amory,
the new Chancellor of the Ex¬
chequer.”
Sir Alexander rrfuted a sugges¬
tion (from the Association of Inde¬
pendent Exhibitors) that large cir¬
cuits were holding back in their
efforts against tax In the. hope that
small, exhibs might go out of ex¬
istence.
Tom. Johnson, leading Scot fig¬
ure, and a former British cabinet
minister, also attacked the Cinema
Tax, saying: “It must' ultimately
fail as a revenue producer for the
law of diminishing returns, operates
here as elsewhere in life.
“If it goes on at this rate, the
Chancellor of the Exchequer will:
find at the end of the day that he
will get nothing at all for haying
taxed a vital entertainment indus¬
try,” He described the tax as “the
slow strangulation of the goose that •
lays the golden egg.”

PAST PREXIES PRAISE.
FRENCH’S BFPA WORK
London, Feb. 11.
Two past presidents of the Brit¬
ish Film Producers Assn., John
Davis and Robert Clark, paid
tribute to their first salaried prez.
Sir Henry L. French, who is re¬
tiring later this month. The trib¬
utes were paid at a special coun¬
cil meeting.
Davis suggested that the~Tetirement marked the end of an era in
the affairs of British film produc¬
tion. He recalled the formation
of the association in 1941 and re¬
gretted that some bf the founder
members no. longer thought in
terms of collective security. For¬
tunately, this was a free country
and they were each entitled to
their own view.
Personally, he
believed unity to be strength.
The Rank executive kudosed Sir
Henry rfbr the role he had played
in shaping the 19.48 Films Act, for
his initiative in bringing about the
voluntary Eady Levy and, finally,
persuading the government to put
it oh a. statutory level.
\ In supporting the tribute, Rob¬
ert Clark sajd that, apart from
their bank managers, he did not
know of any man to whom the As¬
sociation owed so much. Sir Henry
was made an honorary life mem¬
ber of the BFPA’s executive coun¬
cil.
'

Takarazuka Troupe Set
For 1959 Tour of U.S.
Tokyo, Feb. 4.
Japan’s
all- girl
Takarazuka
Opera Troupe , will tour the U.S.
for 13 weeks Sometime next year,
according to the troupe manage¬
ment and Gins Attractions, Inc.
of New York, American promoter!
of the torn*. Forty performers plut
a staff of 12 are scheduled to visit
36 U.S. cities Including San Fran¬
cisco, Chicago, Boston, N.Y. and
Los Angeles. Af*least 52 performances are slated, all in theatres.
Troupe has visited Hawaii three
times in recent years, but has not
touched the U.S. shores In postwar
years. This Takarazuka Troupe It
the cbmpany depicted by James A.
Michener in “Sayonara,” and later
thinly disguised for the film versiod. .

■ *VA«llTY*r LOHOOH OMI6I
• It. Martin's Plm, Trtfattar Square
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‘WHERE ARE OUR ROYALTIES?
Venezuela Calm,Showbiz Perks;
j FRENCH
Some Theatres Destroyed in Revolt

CLEFFERS Restore Distribs’ Quota, Re-define

Caracas, Feb. li. . 4
Venezuelan show biz is return¬
SACEM, the French equivalent
Casals Feat Upcoming
Would Be Perplexing
ing to normal following the over¬
of the American Society of Com-:
throw two weeks ago of the gov¬
San Juan, Feb. 11.
posers, Authors and Publishers, is
Paris, Feb. 11.
ernment headed by Marcos Perez
Pablo .Casals, rated by leg¬
once again pressing ^America’s in¬
During absence of leading
end arid- riaost musicians the
Jlminez. Theatres and night, clubs
dancer Wladimir Skouratoff
dependent distributors of French
were hard hit during the hectic
world’s top cellist, will appear
from cast of. “Rendezvous
films for a deal on composer royal¬
April 22 through May 8 at
days that followed the bombings,
Manque”
(Missed
Appoint¬
ties.
If no agreement can be
Puerto: Rico’s “second anriuai”
but patrons again are flocking to
ment) Francoise Sagan Ballet,
reached, a suit may be filed against
Casals festival. Last year a
the wickets now that a relative
due to injured leg, the part was.
both' the indies and exhibitors.
heart attack conked out the
danced by two other dancers
political calm prevails.
In France, film music writers
virtuoso, now age 81.
of the cast; Jean Guellis
Before a military and civilian
share in the boxoffice receipts,
Casals’ appearance- Dec. 30
danced, first act role while
junta forced GOn. Jiminez to flee
collecting VAt% of the gross as
at a party given in his honor
Ernie Preston, from the Judy
to the Dominican Republic, ‘the
royalties.
Procedure is followed
.
Garland
troupe,
took
over
sec¬
by
Gov. and Mrs. Luis Munoz
city’s entertainment centres suf¬
all over Europe, but riot In the U.S,
Mario has stimulated advance
ond act chores. Since the men
fered a drastic cut In attendance
As a result, the French composers
do
not
resemble
each
other
ticket
sale among natives here.
dile to the unrest. At the height
haven't been getting a cent from
physically spectators did a lot
of the revolution film theatres
French pictures released in the
of
blinking
trying
to
figure
were unable to open.
However,
States.
what meant whom.
police requested exhibitors to re¬
Conversations to find a solution
Ballet ..has been sold to J.
move metal barriers In order to
to this situation have been going
Arthur
Rank
for
London
create an appearance of calm and
on for some time between the in¬
showing
at
a
Pric0
of
$18,200
normality. .
dies and Jean-Loup Tournier, the
per week.
Radio and tv employees joined
SAGEM rep in New York. French
Not mentioned In local press
In the strike and the now fallen
position is that the distributors
Is fact that the two co^choregovernment Stations, Radio Difushould set aside a given sum for
ographers, John . Taras "&nd
Berlin, Feb. 4.
6ora and Televisora, played classi¬
the. composers, paying it out of the
Don Lurio are both Airiericans,
As things stand now, there is a
cal music interspersed with coraproducers’
share. Some of the in¬
Taras
is
currently
ballet
possibility
that
the.
-forthcoming
in uniques. The rebel radio from
dies are said to be amenable to
master for Marquis de Cuevas.
Los. Teques manifested a gentle¬
such a procedure, others are not; Berlin Filin Festival (June 27-July
8)
will
see
Soviet
participation.
manly note worthy of the high mil¬
Ari arrangement such as this ob¬
Plans '..to invite the Russos to this
itary. Officials directing it. Station
viously would involve a deal be¬
fest also were, discussed last year,
ired Venezuelan songs, punctu¬
tween the indies, and the French
but political arguments led to their
ated by occasional communiques
producers. The French themselves,,
being dropped again. In both in¬
seldom more indiscreet than say-;
working
in . -the U.S. through
stances, idea , was based on a fes¬
irig the government communiques
ASCAP, don’t think it practical to
tival rule .which states that every
were Untrue.,
collect, via the theatres, but feel,
country, which maintains diplomat¬
that obtaining a cut from the dis¬
Although most employers, failed
ic relations with West Germany,
tributors’ take is the only way. In
to pay advance salaries to workers
Dubli
Feb. 4.
may be given the right to partici¬
days past, ASCAP tried to make a
during the course of the recent
pate.
The Theatre and Cinema Assn, deal, but didn’t succeed.
strike, it is generally understood
The rule Is still maintained, hut
that, tv actors will be paid for their here has sent a lengthy squawk to
An arrangement does exist for
riow it looks as though. more peo¬
time over the Walkout. Practice Prime Minister de .Valera asking the payment to the composers on
ple, both on the part of the press
of employers in making .advance for ‘‘second’thoughts” about the films released, in the U S., by the
and film officials, are Interested in
salary payments during a strike projected commercial tele statiqn major companies.. However, .these
[ seeing the Soviet Union participate
was observed some time ago in a
are relatively few.
in the fest. The West Berlin Senate
for
Ireland,
It
claims
business
is:
similar situation in the neighbor¬
If efforts to collect from the in-‘ has decided to . apjply to the For¬
already prior and will need, a cut¬
ing country of Colombia.
dies continue fruitless, SACEM may eign Office in Bonn so the Soviets
In the past reports of political back in Entertainments Tax bite haye to result to court action,
will receive an official invitation to
trouble have Invariably prompted this year, adding that if tv starts Tournier said. Jf, on the other
enter the festival. The senate can
..soldiers to swarm to ty and radio up the government is likely to lose, hand, a licensing system is worked
only
recommend such invitation,
stations. Entrances to these prime around $3,000,000 a year in taxes out, the composers would theri .li¬ last word, resting with the Foreign
arteries of communication were from cinemas.
cense the indies on the basis of Office of the Federal Republic.
After stating the dulling effect earnings due the French producer.
guarded by police. Such moves,
Dr, Alfred Bauer, head of Ber¬
however,
may become
merely tv may have on biz, document takes Moves to collect direct from the
memories for the new regime has off in a different direction arid French filmmakers have been fruit¬ lin’s fest, argued that for reasons
of competition, the East European
seeks
to
prove
that
service
could
ended censorship.
less inasmuch as the basic contract
Elimination of blue-pencillers, not pay. Also, that it. may become calls for collection of royalties countries cannot be ignored any
longer. Cannes, Brussels, Karlovy.
meantime, has brought about a dependent on governriient funds; from; the theatres.
Vary, Venice and Leningrad are all
freedom of expression for commu¬ that advertisers dori’t want it and
. In the U.S., composers at one
nication media—^particularly the that it will not aid bomb industry.: time collected both via. the studios inviting all film producing nations
Newspapers here printed the on their mechanical rights and via of the world. And even the West
press which has been exposing
German (Mannheim) . Cultural
corruption and irregularities al¬ document, which was not signed on
the theatres on their performing Filin Weeks have been seeing East
legedly long existent under the release^ but made no comment, On rights. This was chariged by court
European participation for the last
blessing of the deposed Jiminez the day of publication, Minister for action, arid the American writers
five, years. The Soviets have been
Posts and Telegraphs Sean Or¬
government.
now collect “at the source,” i.e., particularly active there.
MObs of revolutionaries wielding monde, who will sponsor legislation froiri the producers only.
Regarding the- possibility that
bottles, rocks and sticks ransacked for tv service, told a meeting of.
Tournier ackriowledged that, as
entertainment spots throughout the Advertisers’ Assn., that he was his principals figure it, a large the Soviets may send in Commu¬
nist
films for the Berlin festival,
Venezuela.
Among the torn-up examining the detailed proposals amount would be due the French
Bauer said this , danger is riot pre¬
theatres are the Florida In Ca¬ for the tv service;
composers on French films played valent; The festival committee has
racas, the Michelena in Barcelona
Theatre arid Cinema Association, off urthe U.S. since the war. How¬
and -the Avila, Independehcia. which covers cinemas - in Dublin ever, he said no decision had been the right to exclude such films.
Bocano and Andes in Maracaibo. and other cities, is headed by Ed¬ made, if suit was to be filed.
Why certain, theatres were de¬ mond A. Grace, secretary to J. Whether any retroactive demands
stroyed is odd. For. instance .van¬ Arthur Rank’s Irish Cinemas setup. would be presented.
dals must have pillaged the Andes
Composer agreement would set
because the fallen dictator was
: an important precedent in the light;
born in the Andes section of
of the fact that French sceriarists
Venezuela.
also hava been pressing for gov¬
Police do not guard any enter¬
ernment action: :to .give them a.
tainment spots, because the popu¬
Paris, Feb. 11.
participation and let them collect
lace attacks anyone vaguely re¬
Eddie rCbnstantirie, the Yarik
royalties from the theatres. If they
sembling a member of the past
are successful, the composer pat-, singer who became a top film arid
secret police. The Imperial Ther
tem then would apply to them as singing star here (he’s still unknown
Rome, Feb. 4.
atre (Variety office is upstairs)
in the U.S.),. is now in demand in
Yank film grosses on the Italian well.
left five employees
24-hour
: Some of the indies in New York other European countries where
firstrun market dropped some 10%
guard detail.
under the 1956 figure during the feel that the .music.royalties must his films have given him a follow¬
past year, statistics released by ai be arranged between the French ing. The tough, scotch drinking,
source close to ANICA have just producers and the SACEM and skirt chasing G-Man;in inost of
revealed, During the same period, can riot, involve them. One com¬ his pix, decided he needed a
Italo returns juruped some 5%, mented: “Let them collect from change of pace and a wider mar¬
French pic grosses around 4%, and the theatres, if that’s the arranger ket With two films in the can
Our contract with the here, he is now in West Germany
Tokyo, Feb. 4.
British, about 1%, which accounted merit.
French producers doesn’t call for making four pix which will be
Of the 101 pictures released in for the U.S. loss.
any music payinents.” . What .the dubbed for their Gallic releases.
Japan by major U. S. companies in
One of the reasons for the rise
1957, 17 earned more than 50 mil¬ in Italian pix; returns is ascribed precise percentage of the compos¬
Constantine. then does his first
ers’ cUt would be hasn’t-been es¬
lion yen (about $140,000) with
English speaking pic role in David
to the fact that more local pix
three reaping more than $280,000. were released on the market. There tablished, Out the indies don’t pre¬ Miller’s ’ “The Short Weekend”
tend
that
it
would
be
a
staggering
Those in the latter category were Were 44 in 1956 as against 67 native
(UA). This will be with
big
"Teahouse of August Moon” pix in 1957, This raised the total
name American femme star to help
(M-G), “Gunfight at O K. Corral”
film’s
h-o.
possibilities
in
the
U.S;
number of the local productions
Guis Unused Film House ...
(Par), and “Anastasia”.(20th)..
arid help intro Constantine in his
even though, on an. average basis, I
Saskatoon, Sask., Feb. li.
Others in the $140,000 bracket
own country. He then goes to
the first-run gross for Italian films
Damage estimated at $30,000 was
Included Metro’s “Tarzan arid Lost
Sweden for a comedy in English
dropped from $27,000 to $25,000.
done
Sunday
(26)
when
fire
of
un¬
Safari,” “Tea and Sympathy” and
with Yank writer-director Jerry
While this drop is considered known origin destroyed the Orphe- Epstein, who will do both chores.
‘‘Wings of Eagles”; ‘‘Brink of Hell”
and “Spirit of St Louis” (both drastic, statistics reveal that the um theatre in Rostherri, Sask. The
To be produced by the Swedish
WB) “Hollywood or Bust” and decline in Yank pix averages at 250-seat house has not been operat¬ Iris Film Co., this is a new wrinkle
“Funny Face” (Par) “Boy On Dol¬ Italo firStruns, was proportionately ing this.year.
in
Sweden’s trying to break info
Owner Stanley Siutra, who had
phin" and “True • Story of Jesse much greater. Figures do not take
Yarik and Anglo film marts. The
James” (20th) “God Created into account the boxoffice gross a suite in the. rear of the frame: pit will be dubbed for other coun¬
Woman*' arid “Man and Wolf” rise In French-Italiah coproduc¬ building, escaped without injury. tries where Constantine draws.
The loss, was covered by insurarice.
tions, estimated at some 3%.
(Col) and “Battle Hymn” (U).

’57 Yank Film Grosses
In Italy Decline 10%
In Year; Italo Biz Up

Constantine, U.S. Singer
Who Clicked in French
Fix, Broadens Market

London, Feb. 1L
- An Up-to-date definition of a
British filnj and a demand for the
restoration iof distributors’ quotas
are among the main issues which
the film industry unions will sub-;
mit fo the Board of Trade in their
recommendations for the revision
of the Film Act. A draft document,
prepared by a sub-committee of the
organizations concerned, is due. for
endorsement at executive level to¬
day (Tries.), prior to its submission
to the government.
It is Understood that the unions
are making no move to interfere
with the present arrangement,
whereby American companies op¬
erating in Britain are allowed to
produce here and collect all the ad¬
vantages accruing to Britisli quota
films. That issue was separately
disposed of last year in an agree¬
ment with the Motion Picture
Assn., under which terms of em¬
ployment of foreign producers,
directors and stars were brought
under control.
The unions, however, believe
that the time is right to up-date
the Act insofar as defining: a Brit¬
ish film is concerned, bearing in
mind that the present classification
was introduced in the original 192S
Act in. the days of silent films.
They are, therefore, submitting
agreed proposals on this question.
The unions are also expected t«
ask the BOT to restrict the use of
Commonwealth and Colonial stu¬
dios for the making of British
quota films unless a suitable reci¬
procity deal is worked out with the
countries concerned. Under the ex¬
isting legislation, any film mad«
within, the Empire, providing it ful¬
fills the other conditions in th«
Act, automatically qualifies for a
quota tag. The unions now want
to halt that one-way ticket.

Pix Offer on Way
Madrid, Feb. 4.
Motion Picture Export Ass’n, in¬
formed sources say, is gearing to
end . the two and a half-year old
MPEA-Spain film distrib deadlock.
Current MPEA staff reorganiza¬
tion-in Europe will add a special
rep for Spain to generate a pact
settlement.
MPEA, it is disclosed, is prepared
to offer Spanish film authorities
and local film industry irresistible
terms in a decisive move to restore
normal film trade between the two
Industries.
One broadside proposal reported
approved by MPEA in New York
will tender Spanish distribs 100
Yank pix annually on outright sale
terms against an MPEA quota of
50 or 60. Another, is U.S. assur¬
ance dollar remittals will remain
in abeyance until local economic
picture radically improves.
Meanwhile, U.S. distrib managers
in Barcelona were confidently pre¬
paring program lists and holding
preliminary booking talks with exhibs. for the 1958-59 season.

17 Yank Films Earned

ROUMANIA GETS IN ON
INTERNATIONAL FETES
Money prizes and medals will
reward winners in a George Enescu
Music Competition to take place
Sept. 5-15 in Bucharest, Rourriania.
It’s for; pianists and violinists
under age 33.
A number of western musical
personages will serve as judges,
among! them
Yehudi Menuhin
fU.S.); Carlo Zecchi titaly); Moni¬
que Haias (France). East German,
Polish and Bulgarian judges are
also set.
Competitors must enroll by. June
1.
Terms and documents are
available via L Zeleneac, Press
Secretary, at the Roumanian Lega¬
tion in Washington.
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They Loved Him in Stockton
(MEANING CHARLIE PINCUS]
Stockton, Cal., Feb. 11.
Charlie Pincus knows how it. is at the grass roots now..
Pincus, veteran exploitation man who used to work out Of Para¬
mount^ New York office, had managed Blumenfeld. Theatres’
Esquire five years till last weekend, when he was shifted to cir¬
cuit’s Roxy, Oakland.
But before he left his pal, Ort Lofthus, manager of radio sta¬
tion K JOY, took him to dinner. At 9 pjn. they headed back to
Esquire. As they turned the corner to walk down to the entrance;
Pincus saw searchlights playing on his house And saw on the
marquee: KJOY Radio Station Presents Charlie Pincus Story.
Whole city had turned out for theatre manager. Onstage tribut
were paid him and he was given two presents:
(1) Pair , of ducats to his arch-rival, the Fox California dow
the street;
(21 A pen-and-pencil set inscribed, “Charlie, They.Loved Him:
in Stockton.”
Phicus, a showman more than 40 years, is still , misty-eyed,
“Ii’s the finest thing that's ever happened to me in all my years
in the business.”

‘Nursery or Graveyard oi Geaias’?
[LIVELY AIR DEBATE ON HOLLYWOOD]
“Hollywood is sick, slick and; “Didn’t you come to N Y. to resterile,” declared David Susskind,' plenishyour; talent, and energies?-’
television producer.
She aSked.
McCrary further ob“Such a tremendous attack on a served that new theatrical product
small, sunny village is unfounded;” j can’t compete with the oldies on
responded Otto Preminger, motion ' tv. Preminger thereupon claimed
that “Around the World in
picture producer.
And thus the Battle of Peacock Days,” “10 Commandments” and
Alley began—Peacock Alley being “Bridge on the, River Kwai” are
within the. confines of New York’s grossing more money than is spent
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel and the site by tv sponsors over a five-year
of the. Tex & Jinx show (WRCA- i period. . He was not challenged
TV).
It was here that Susskind ; on this.
and Preminger engaged in sharp \
Love That Coast
exchanges of dialog a b o u t the '
Preminger thought it “inexcusmerits of N. Y. and H’wood as: cen- : able” that Susskind should, attack
tres of artistic development.
]
town which has such people as
Preminger said he didn’t know , George Stevens, William Wyler
what to make of the subject in the | and other of their caliber funicfirst place.
“CJeography should : tioning.
Countered S us s k i n d:
play no part in the evaluation’"of j “There are a handful of geniuses
any thing artistic,”. .he evaluated. ; out there: I’m talking about the
Consider for example that “Look' majority,”
Homeward, Angel" arid “Sunrise
Susskind said that of the i0
at Campobellb” are among N. Y.’s jbesfe pictures; listed, by the N. Y.
biggest legit clicks and both were Herald Triburie’s William Zinsser-,,
done by writers from the Coast, j only one, “Gunfight at O. K. CorJinx_ Falkenburg, siding w i t li ‘ 'rail;”' was •made in Hollywood,
Preminger, rioted the exodus of j . Preminger’s . comeback was that
N; Y. tv to Coast. Doesn’t that ; most pictures on. the list were
mean H’wood has made N. Y. made by Hollywood people but on
surrender, she wanted to know.
location at various global points:
•‘They are hot as narrow-minded
Coast. Aiid/Or Video
as you'
They go around the
Perhaps so but watch for a big
world,” he told Susskind.
swing of the pendulum back to
That’s
the
way it went, with,
N. Y. because of the “mediocrity
Preminger doing most of the talk-"
in films.”. said Susskind. adding
irig, -whether or not it was his
there’s already been a big swing
turn.
The numerous messages
to live shows.
He related his
from participating sponsors pre¬
widely-acclaimed “Bridge of San
empted him, however.
Euis Rey’’ was brought in live at
Windup had Susskind express-'
a cost of $156,000, whereas to
ing admiration for Preminger’s
have done it on .film would have;
talents.. Preminger said he
meant an outlay of $500,000 to
epuidxi’t accept such a bouquet
$600,000.
from anyone who thinks like SussSomeone introduced the sub-',., v
jject of censorship and Susskind \
was. a lively, entertaining
conceded
that Preminger
had;
11
hour.
A
three-femme
studio
succeeded in. breaking down Pro¬
“jury” voted in Susskirid’s favor
duction. Code, barriers.
But he
at the conclusion. At least one ob¬
opined “it’s a myth that tv is
hidebound by antediluvian mores; server disagreed with the verdict;
Premiriger is . a tricky and effecwe can do anything in good taste.” j
, Tex & Jinx* name-dropped*
‘*ve verb'alistie in-fight.r,
,
Powell, who was quoted as saying!
._
**ene.
N. Y;?ers would jump at .the!
chance to work in H’wood, and j
Paddy Chayefsky, who was said |
to. have .cracked that “tv has be-!
come cheapened by untalented
people.”
Susskind (who went to Harvard,,
is quick on the comeback and glib
with the high-sounding phraseol¬
Vancouver, Feb. 11.
ogy) expressed the thought. that
Films from 20 countries will uniChayefsky is “notoriously hyperspool in Vancouver’s initial Inter¬
thyroid.
I forgive him for he’s national Festival, come July 19.
enormously talented, but caught in
judging will take place at. the
the g 1 amor and excitement of downtown Vogue theatre, 1,322
Hollywood.”
capacity, courtesy of J.. Arthur
Otto the Intrusive
*
Rank organization.
Pic entries, by latest count, is
Preminger elbowed in with, the
admission he didn’t go to Harvard 106. Awards will be made in cate¬
but spent three years as a profes¬ gories including documentaries,
children’s features, telepix, experi¬
sor at Yale (sic).
Susskind said he regarded Holly¬ mental.
Festival is making a somewhat
wood as a “Sahara of Milltown.”
toward
Preminger said he found the ap¬ seilfrconscious:' approach
Has already
pellation bewildering, Susskind’^" judging problem.
raps at picture-making drew from briefed some 60 potential critics by
Krpmirppr m**
i ih.-.v that, bid way of a ‘‘workshop” at U. of,BritPreminger
the crack
product % a potent force on tv in Ush Columbia. !)r Roger Manvell,
N. Y. today.
director of British Film Academy,
Tex.McCrary put to Preminger recently here-;; was ‘indoctrinator”
a question that seemed, to get lost. at. this adjudicator session.r

Training Jurors

Brings $2(1,801 Verdict For Lessor

By HALSEY BAINES

Over a water cress salad at
Sardi’s or at Romanoffs, a chance
One of the larger everdicts In
remark .may send
spasmodic j
film history, and certainly the big¬
quiver of- anticipation up the angest in a concession case, was
tennae of the Sensitive film story1
handed down this week in a case
editor. Like the stalker of koojinvolving Hempstead Theatre Corp.
doos or water buffaloes, he is
Boston, Feb. 11.
and Metropolitan Playhouse Inc.
trained to recognize his prey at
Ad copy for Jean-Paul Satre- N.Y.. Supreme Court Justice Sam¬
long or short distance.
anti-Dixie story “The Respectful uel C. Coleman awarded Hemp¬
It’s always open season in the Prostitute” (Times) at the Trans- stead $201,851 plus interest.
hunt for books that may have! a Lux Was turned down by the Bos¬
Hempstead, owned by Frank Calmovie in them. While 99 may be ton Globe on basis of title not 'be¬
derorie, had charged that he was
discarded, the 100th may be turned ing in good, taste for a family
being deprived of his proper cut of
into a picture with a million-dollar newspaper, it was reported by
concession sales in the four Hemp¬
profit.. The ideal time to latctuon Davitf-Kaplan, house manager.
stead circuit theatres, the Cove, in
to the. prize property is early in
When the Globe made the Glen Cove, the Valley Stream at
the game—if possible in the . .pre¬ Initial turndown of the' ad copy,
Valley Stream and the Calderone
natal period, or before public en¬ which said: “Shocker of the Year!”
and Rivoli in Hempstead.
thusiasm has sent all Hollywood
with a sehhclad black femme fig¬
He had leased the houses to Met¬
riflemen up the same trail. How¬
ure, and “The Respectful Prosti¬
ever, that can’t always be done, tute” on the bottom lines, Kaplan ropolitan Playhouses, which in turn
sublet them for 17 years—till 1971
The. rules of the chase are now asked that' they run an ad with
—to Skouras Theatres Corp. Under
quite clearly drawn. While film copy: “This Is Dynamite.
Sorry the lease, fixed minimum rental
companies protect themselves by We Had to Delete the Shocking
was Set plus 20% of gross receipts,
refusing to read unsolicited manu¬ Title.” This was turned down, top,
which took in receipts . from all
scripts from writers, they, are Kaplan said.
stores on the premises. Metropoligeared to give prompt attention
In the meantime, the bill of “Re-; tan Playhouses has a 50% interest
to properties submitted to them by
spectful Prostitute” and “Lover j in Skouras Theatres, which at the
recognized publishers or agents..
Boy” is doing big gross at the i time of the arrangement was owned
Almost all established writers
Trans-Lux, and without the Globe ; 50% by George P. Skouras, Spyros
have agents, although in the Case
ads. The Globe, however, lists the j s. Skouras and the estate of the
of several prominent o*ies, no¬
title in its film times chart. The ; late Charles Skouras.
tably Edna Ferber and Ernest
Eeople.s Candy Co. had been conHemingway, the authors’ attorneys other Boston newspapers,;. Herald, j
Traveler, American, Record, are, cessionaires in Sk0uras Theatres
act in that capacity. Authors’rep¬
running the copy.
and Metropolitan Playhodses. The
resentatives who believe their
Kaplan said that Globe adver¬ circuit then organized its own
clients work to be filrii-worthy
often
make publishers’
galley, tising executives told him, “This concession company, Circuit Ven¬
proofs available to possible buy¬ is not the' type of advertisement dors, which bought the concession
ers.
Sometimes as iriany as a our family newspaper should run.” rights frOrri Bert Nayfack’s .Peo¬
ple’s Candy for $700:000. Deal call¬
dozen such, advance copies of a
ed for $200,000 down and $500,000
novel are sent simultaneously to
guaranteed by Metropolitan Play¬
the story editors of leading filmhouses in case Circuit Vendors de¬
producers; It is then usually a
faulted.
case of first come- first served,
When Circuit Vendors took over,
assuming the price to be right;
it paid Skouras Theatres $20,000 a
some instances of very hot com¬
year rental; accountable to Metro¬
petition sealed , bids, are requested
politan Playhouses. Latter in turn
and obtained.
paid CriTderone 20% of that figure,
. Type or Mimeo Drafts
An effort to break the stalemate
Submission of typed or mimeo¬ in negotiations between the film or $4,000. Calderone claimed that
graphed drafts of a coming book Companies and the union represent-, the annual gross concession origmay take place even before, the irig N. Y. homeoffice white collar inallv had amounted to around
publisher, can provide printers’ employees will be made today $170,000 a year and he was owed
proofs. A, recent case in point was (Wed.): Richard F. Walsh, presi¬ 20% of that.
Court found that Circuit Ven¬
Jarhes Jones’s “Some. Caine Run¬ dent of the International Alliance
ning:” Because pf the great suc¬ of Theatrical Stage Employees, has dors existed in name only, that
there
had been only one formal
cess of. the author’s earlier book, assigned Walter Diehl, assistant in¬
“From Here to Eternity,” typed ternational president, to take part meeting and that, though the in¬
terrelated
companies
borrowed
copies of the new story went to in the . talks between the Homefilm story editors last January, office Employees Union, Local H-63, large sums of money from one an¬
other,
the
concessions
in
the thea¬
shortly after, the last pages had; IATSE and the film companies:
tres were in reality operated by
emerged from Jones’ typewriter, it
Officials of the union and labor the Skouras managers.
was a substantial, tome, running to
Case was filed about two years
about 750,000 words. Kenneth negotiators for the film companies
MacKenna, West Coast story edi¬ will meet today ( Wed.) at IA head¬ ago and came to trial in early Sept.
tor for M-G-M, attacked the waist- quarters in Manhattan. Walsh will 1957. There were other, minor
high pile »of pages with pne of his be on hand to take part in the claims wh'ch either were dismissed
or dropped, by the respective par¬
ace readers; both read, the manu¬ talks if he is required.
The union, which has been seek- ties. Calderone was repped by atscript over a period of two days,
.with no time out except for a ing(a new pact to replace the agree- j torney Milton Pollack. Metropolifew hours’ sleep and some sand¬ ment which expired last Septem-[tan and SkoUras Theatres Were repwiches. . Such , diligence resulted, in ber, has submitted a request to : resented bv Weissman, Celler. AIacquisition of the story, at least Walsh for., permission to call .a Men; Spett & Scheinberg, with Lessix months
before
publishers’ strike aaginst the film companies. ! ter. Samuels trying the case for that
proofs would have been available, According to Russell H. Moss, biz -firm.
—-—--and a full year before publication agent arid exec v. p. of the union, i
of the novel.
the film companies have refused to = «, v CT1 I T!? CrrUC rrrC
(Novel has since- appeared, and . revise the former contract and 1 It.l.
JCilAiJ fLCu
been badly panned by literary. > have .flatly turned down requests;
critics—Ed.)
for a wage hike and other, benefits.
Some years ago, in the effort to
Before acceding to. a strike re- •
W1LWl
Albany, Feb. 11.
provide new incentives for writers . quest, Walsh usually makes a . final
^___
„ settlement.
wiucmcuu
The S‘ate Industrial Commisin the motion picture
market, and ‘ effort to bring about a
to. gain a march in a rival-packed ‘ Today’s session will attempt to ac-; s*°hor would charge fees, based on
the estimated
field, Metro devised, a prize novel compUsh that aim.
'iha
“cfim'aforI cost
“ricf of
nf construction
| or alteration plans presented for
competition, it was modeled after
____
J
approval,
on
places
pf public asthe Atlantic Monthly, and Harper.;
| sembly ‘theatres included), faccontests, but in contrast to their • II/D A/1 AIN PATUQ IT C
| tones and mercantile, establishmore modest awards of from $5,Q00 . oil rtUrtlil I fibLU U.J.
niPTniDC fit Iiniil ments. under terms of a bill into $10,000. offered, a rich jackpot
pf $125,000,: plus, bonuses, based
Itroduced ,ast week by Assernbly' inni_A
- a
' man William G. Giaccio. Corona
on . gross sales arid iriajor book
Tokyo, Feb. 4.
|DemQcrat.
club distribution. It was specified
For the second straight year :
The measure, which has the supthat only stories already accepted,
by a publisher would be eligible. Warner Bros, led U* S. majors in I port of the State Labor Dept,
Out of this contest, started in 1944, net billings for features in Japan j headed by Isador Lubin, stipulates
came “Green Dolphin Street,” and for calendar 1957. Paramount re¬ that the tap shall be $15, if esti¬
“Rairitree
County.”
The
film peated: in place position with mated cost is less than $25,000. It
concern has paid nearly $2OO;0o0 Metro moving up a notch into would be: $25, for jobs from S25.to date to the late Ross Lockridge third place; 20th-Fox wound, up 000 to $50,000; $50, for projects
Jr., and. his estate for “Raintree fourth. The overall figure for the costing $50,000 to $100,000; $100.
County,” Lockridge’s . first and 10 majors showed a drop of about for constructions in excess of
only hovel. It was only, however, 75,000,000 yeM ($208,333) or 1% $100,000.
A $10 charge for each inspection
after a number of producers and from coin Of the previous year.
The companies and their sta- J. of a place of public assembly—to
writers had wrestled for years
with, the broad canvas of this Civil tistics: WB, $3,556,244; Par, $3,- insure compliance with code re¬
War narrative that. it. was finally 095,004; Metro, $3,106,081; 20th- quirements— is continued. The
brought to the screen as the long¬ Fox, $2,591,106; Columbia, $1,816,- total amount in any one year, for
est and one 'of the most ambitious¬ 169; Universal, $1,574,142; RKO, a place of public assembly, would
$1,609,771; UA; $1,107,023; Rep, be limited to $20.
ly mounted productions of 1957.
Bill., if passed, would take effect
The prize novel format was $529,331; and Allied Artists, $419,- !
J:902.
‘ j July 1;
(Continued on page 22)
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PICTURES

Beg H’wood:‘Hold Line at ?49?
Continued from pan 1 ^=

passed, were bringing patronage
back' into the theatres was ex¬
pressed. But shouldn’t the distribs
allow the operators to share in the
take a bit more?
Perhaps the biggest heartener is
the intimation- that 20th CenturyFox, today identified , as the most
theatre-minded major, might even
go so far as to pledge no sale at
all of post-1949 product to tele¬
vision. 20th via Spyro$ ~ Skouras
and sales chief Alex Harrison have
been pretty much alone until npw
in cheering exhibitors with prom¬
ises of at least five years’ protec¬
tion clearance over home screens.
Allied leaders feel or sense an
Intimation that 20th might go allout against further tv selloffs. This
derives'from a letter of Skouras to
Allied Board chairman Abram F.
Myers. Skouras agrees that thea¬
tres are “rightly concerned with
Sales of pictures to television.” In
short* this is a real threat of ex¬
tinction and not a trade phobia.

Skouras places blame for “Dam¬
age” on “spme foreign and smaller
domestic companies” which made:
first sales to tv.. According to
Skouras. then was the time for
exhib orgs to have united “in
common interest of future to their
theatres” arid demanded of Dept,
of Justice “that no pictures be sold
to television,” Skouras maintains
that with United front, exhibitors
could have exerted great influence
with Justice Dept, and in each,
congressional district.
If Skouras’ comments can be in¬
terpreted to mean that 20th will
riot sell post-1948 film to tv, it
marks second such assurance theatremen have received from major
compariies.
Vogel is already on
record as opposing such sales. In
addition, according to Allied
spokesman, exhibitor group ex¬
pects to receive similar assurance
shortly from a third film coinpany
president.
Skouras* present letter, highly
praised by allied leaders, main¬
tained that picture industry “is pn
threshold of solution of its prob¬
lems.”
Skouras’
eptimism
is
based on “resurgence of business
in first-run theatres” and “slight
improvement” in neighborhoods,
smalltowns since Christmas.
20th topper referring to recent
Sindlinge report, said it was “un¬
wisely publicized” and that it
brought out “only one part” of industrys troubles*
Exhibition and
distribution he said, must stop
incriminations and criticisms arid
“instead go out and get people to
sit in seats , of our theatres and iri
their automobiles watching our
pictures.
He stressed that 20th has always
felt “that future of production,
distribution lies with prosperity of
theatres,’
He pointed out that
20th—in order to provide example
for industry—has set up largest
budget in its history for production
of 65 pictures. Out of which it
hopes to obtain 24 “important boxoffice pictures.”
♦

Prior to actual sessions of the
drive-in convention the Allied
Board passed a formal resolution
imploring the distributors not to
slug the ailing patient by a selloff
of post-1948 film to the television
syndication operators* To under¬
score their distress at this pros¬
pect, Allied will name a committee
to call upon the coriipany presi¬
dents—but not their bankers.
No sale-at-all plea is a tighten¬
ing up of Allied demands since its
October convention. The hope then
was fpr a five-to-severi-year pro¬
tection against home screens. Since
then the flood of old movies,'kill¬
ing Sunday matinees, for one thing,
and the needling boasts of many
local tv stations in printed, add. onair advertising has driven the
point home stronger.
Theatre men with whom this re¬
porter has spoken here in Louis¬
ville are now increasingly per¬
suaded that too much is too much—
old movies are killing new movies
and the distributors—and their
liquidation-minded bankers—must
decide. They can’t have it both
ways. (See Ellis Arnall’s comment
on the producers right to a wideopen market, selling everbody, no
loyalty due to theatresm, as such.
—Ed)
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the Frankenstein of home movies:
'“It’s just a matter of good business
sense for them that they heed our
request that they forego post-1948
sales.”
Gordon makes his point in terms
a banker can grasp: “Etlms. earn
less than .0002c per viewer under
television syndication economics.
This keeps people away from thea¬
tres where film, companies could
earn with the same pictures in
some cases from 10 to 2fic per
person.”
Gordon and. his successor: presi¬
dent, Horace Adams, express the
view that if the film companies will
awaken to the danger of old mov¬
ies, new movies have a great fu¬
ture.
700 in Louisville
Louisville, Feb. 1L
An expected .700 exhibitprs from
over all- the country are. expected
to attend the National Allied
Drive-In Theatre convention Tues¬
day through Thursday . ill-13) at
the Kentucky Hotel.
Julius Gordon* of . Beaumont*
Texas, prez Of the trade body, will
deliver the keynote address at the
opening sesh at 1:30 p.m. today
(11). Albert F.. Sindlinger of Rid¬
ley Park, Pa., .motion-picture ana¬
lyst, also will speak that afternoon.
Highlight of the convention will
be a general discussion of “payasrypu-see” television at Wednes¬
day. (12) afternoon’s sesh. Joseph
R. Vogel, New York, prez of Loew’s
Inc., will be the banquet speaker
Thursday (13) night. Eddie Ornstein, Louisville exhib and prez
of Allied Theatre Owners of Ken¬
tucky, is convention chairman. The
Kentucky group, sponsor of the
convention, will hold it’s annual
meeting* at 10:30 a.m. Tuesday (11).

Sindtiiiger

PUBS NOT FOR‘CLASS’
TAG ON FEATURES
Albany, Feb. 11.
. The revelation. Thursday (6) that
the New York State Publishers
Assn. opposed the Conkiin-Marano
-bill requiring the advertising of
“classifications” of films (to be
made by State Education Dept.),
apparently left the Pleasure in the
“discussion”- category only.
Whatever chances it had of pass¬
ing the Legislature were probably
dimmed, if not extinguished, by
the objection of the powerful news¬
paper group.

Feb. 20 Invite
Louisville, Feb. 11.
Representatives of Allied will
be present in New York Feb. 20
When full presentation of the new
MPAA - COMPO - TO A “Business
Building” campaign will be made.
Allied prexy Horace. Adams will
name, committee' to attend.
Action
Allied’s answer to
telegram from Columbia’s Abe
Montague, film coriipany rep of
COMPO, who extended irivitation
to Allied.
Montague has been j
notified of Allied’s decision.
However, it was indicated that
Allied win not participate in af¬
fairs of COMPO until it is offi¬
cially reinstated and seated. Allied
voted to return to’ COMPO under
certain conditions at its October
national convention, but since that
time there has been no COMPO
meeting and Allied reps have not
participated iri its activities. Accbrding to outgoing prexy Julius
Gordon, Allied has been notified
that there will be a meeting in
iriid-March. “Our representatives
will be present at that meeting,”
.Gordon, said, “but until that time
■we
cannot . consider
ourselves
members.”

Amusement Stock Quotations
WeekEnded Tuesday (11)
TV. F.
1957-■’58
Low
High
17%
247/a
36%
35%
20%
19%
15%
115
434
10%
22
9%
38%
18%
54%
40
8%
13%
18%
29%
3034
25%
30%
73
28%
140

11%
11%
23%
22%
11%
13%
13
813/4
37a
7%
11%
7
28
11
30
27
4%
9
13%
18%
19%
15
18%
65
16%
91%

4%
^17

2%
6%
%
3
2%
5%
37a
2%
3%

Stock Exchange

Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues.
in 100s
High
Low
Close
ABC Vending 30
153/4
15%
15%
AmBr-Par Th 137
15%
14%.
14%
CBS “A”
121
28%
26%
26%
27%
26
26
CBS “B”
34
13%
Col Pix
28
13%
13%
15%
14%
14%
Decca
55
18%
17%
Disney ...... 182
17%
102
105%
Eastman Kdk, 107
102%
4%
4%
47a
EMI ..
66
7%
7%
List Ind.
‘34
774
15
I33/414%
Loew’s .372
7%
7%
Nat. Thea ... 101
. 7 7a
38%
35%
36
Paramount
586
14%
15%
14%.
Philco
192
54%
.50%
Polaroid
449
50%
35
337a
33%
RCA .. 355
6%
6%
634
Republic_ 15T
10%
11%
1074
Rep.,, pfd.. *.
13
157/a
15%
15%.
Stanley. War. 20
22%
22%
23%
Storer
23
24%
.24%
2Qth-Fox - 116
25.7a
18%
18%
197a
United Artists 50
20%
20%
20
Uhiv. Pix ...
4
68%
681%
Univ., pfd. . .*140
68%
18%
17%
19
Warner Bros., 113
1357
126%
Zenith
’ 97
12674

Net
Change
forwk.
— %
— %
—1%
—174
— %
— %
_a/
— %
— %
— %
+ .%
+ %
— Vs
— %
—37a
—13/4
— 7a
— %
— 3/s
— %
— 7a
.+. %
+1%
-f %
—8%

American Stock Exchange
IV
6%
4%
93/
9
83/4
57

Allied Artists 33
Assoc. Artists 98
C. & C. Tele. 120
DuMont Lab. 31
Guild Films
101
Nat’l Telefilm 30
Skiatrori
301
Technicolor
80
Trans-Lux
12

3%
9
7/16
4
27a
6%
3%
4
4%

3%
9%
%
4%
37a
63/4
5
4%
4%

3%
9%
7/16
47
3
6%
47a
4%
4%

+ 74
—

— %
— 74
— %
—1
— %
—■

Over-lhe-Counter Securities
Ampex .. ........
Chesapeake Industries .........
Cinerama Prod.
.
DuMont Broadcasting ..........
Magna Theatre
Official Films
Teleprompter....
U. A. Theatres

;

Bid
49%
1%
2%
7%
2%
1

6

5%

Ask
53%
2
2%
,8%
3%
17
7
57

—
—
+
'•—'
-7
■—
•—

34
7a
%
7a

+1%

——; Continued from pace 5

hibitipn of these pictures in thea¬
tres than from immediate sale to
television.
Although re-issues have long
been “anathema” to theatre oper¬
ators, Sindlinger said film houses
will have “to take long new look”
at them- He said that based on
findings of his company, exhibitors’,
evaulation of reissues “is all wrong
in today’s market.” Business anar
lyst is firmly convinced that select¬
ed group of old Par. pictures would
do better in theatre and that “ob¬
jective analysis” of his company
“demonstrates that theatre rentals
far outweigh" tv income for pic¬
tures.”
Comirienting
on
Sindlinger’s
statement that. Paramount would
have sold pte-1948 backlog to ex¬
hibitors for $40,000,000 Horace
Adams,. Allied’s new prexy, de¬
clared: “It’s pretty hard to break a
man and then sell hirn something
for $40,000,000.”
Elaborating bn
this remark, Adams said film com¬
panies’ action in selling oldies to
tv had Just about depleted funds of
exhibitors. So how could they raise
coin to purchase Par backlog.

3-D ’53 Horror Echo
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
. Universal is reissuing a pair of
3-D horror films, “It Came From
Outer Space” and “Creature From
Black Lagoon,” as result of trial
runs of each pic, two both re¬
leased originally in. 1953.
Package opens Thursday (6)
Frisco at Golden Gate.

It’s Horace

Adams

Louisville, Feb. 11.
Horaije Adams of Cleveland,
president of Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio, was named presi¬
dent of National' Allied States
Assn, by Board of Directors at. ex¬
hibitor organization's drive-in con¬
vention here. Adams former na¬
tional treasurer, succeeds Julius
Gordon of Beaumont, Texas; and
will serve for two-year term.
Edward W. Lider of..-. Boston,
head of Independent Exhibitors of
New England, moved from secre¬
Outgoing Allied president Julius tary to treasurer, Abe Berenson of
Gordon actually feels that the film New Orleans was named secretary.
companies quietly realize, and will
one by one reverse themselves, . Republic closed deal to distribute
against the post-1948 are aware “Seed of Darkness;” narcotics yarn
that they have injured their own filmed in. New Orleans as. an indie
theatre rental potential by feeding by Robert Keys, who also stars*

Hole in Talent
—^ Continued from page 5

* Actual Volume.
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

With $10-Mil Down, Par Pix to MCA

casionally have had the foresight
to include tv subsidiary rights in
■ - -Continued from page 3 —^
a particular agreejnent with a pro¬
ducer. If and when that is the case, marketing; of* the Telemeter toll- on the SS United States and will
an individual residual settlement vision system.
celebrate their 29th anniversary
can, and must, be made.
Impact on Shares
aboardship on Feb. 22.
Despite the post-1948 residual
Although Paramount* held
Balaban recalls that it is almost
bar, there have been some big ones
back on the announcement of
exactly
50 years ago that “niy
going the way of tv, including
its old library film deal unth
“High Noon,” “Cyrano, de Berg¬
brother
Abe (A. J.) and I were
Music Carp, of America until
taken by my mother Rose to a little
erac,” and “The Men,” all Stanley.
nearly the close of day (last
.
nickelodeon
i Chicago and when
Kramer productions purchased by
Friday) - film company’s stock
we came home she urged that .■’this
National Telefilm Associates* There
on the New York Stock Ex¬
movie
business
should be our busi¬
also are the leaders in the United
change was particularly ac¬
ness because7 where else do . you
Artists tv packages, consisting of
tive. Total of 22,000 shares
pay cash-on-the-tiU, in advance,
all. post-’48’s,
such
as
Frank
were traded and the issue*ivent
for something you select to see
Sinatra’s
“suddenly” Humphrey
up to a new high of $37.37
but have never seen before?”
Bogart’s “African
Queen” and
for the year.
"Moulin Rouge.”
Balaban cites this in relation to
Reason behind the big buy¬
his plans for Telemeter which, be¬
“Rouge” and “African Queen’’
ing was advance word on the
ing a cable system, he feels is be¬
fall into . the overseas, production
deal. Wall Streeters, sensing,
yond the purview of Federal Com¬
examples, said to be exempted by
something in the wind, checked
munications regulations, although
residual .payments.:.
with Par officials and the latter
admittedly “if all the pay-see sys¬
U.A. LOnewolfing
played it candid, acknowledg¬
tems were to get the greenlight
ing
that
negotiations
had
United Artists has been distrib¬
the accumulative enthusiasms must
reached the serious stage,
uting recent product, to tv—with
help everybody.” (This refers to an .
a new package upcoming—under
Various proposals were put
FCC inclination to stall the greenthis arrangement. Being solely a
to the board last Monday (3)
light on tollvisibn systems). Baladistribution organization, UA has
for their consideration. Direc¬
ban’s accent, in favor of Parano agreements with the Various tal¬
torate re-convened at a special
mount-pwned Telemeter, is that the
ent guilds, unlike the major pro¬
session Friday wherein the sell¬
“pay-as-you-see” or the “pick-andducing . studios. The guilds, of
-out to MCA was formally
pay’’features of his system is* what
course, have recourse through, the
wrapped up.
appeals to him f rom\ a practical
individual . producers
releasing
show biz viewpoint.
Barney Balaban's Comments
through UA.
Barney Balaban states that the
In lieu of a post-’48 residual pre-1948. Paramount backlog nego¬
formula, UA is understood to have tiations for sale were an open
set up ai reserve: when and if such secret because even individual
a formula is arrived at. The prob¬ stockholders, if inquiring of him, as
«= Continued from page3
lem of negotiating with the guilds president of the company,, were
for the affected pix has been frankly told that “talks on a pos¬ and; he can make a profit,^he main¬
thrown into the lap of the individ¬ sible negotiation of the sale were tained, adding that—if these condi¬
ual producers. On low budgeted seriously going on.” This accounted tions were met—-he didn’t see why
pixV the affected producers have for the bullish action of the stock a producer shouldn’t sell to a gro¬
gone along with the Screen Actors in the past Weeks.
cery store, or a gas station, or any¬
Guild’s so-called “Monogram for¬
When the Wall Street Journal one lese who wants to buy.
mula” for post-’48, with the SAG got the Paramourit-MCA story it
Arnall enthusiastically voiced
getting 15% of the original take wanted to “check it through with support for subscription tv and
for performers. This percentage is Jules C. Stein,” head of Manage¬ urged the Federal Communications
considered too high for the bigger ment Corp. of America, wholly Cornmissiori to license various toll
budgeted pix released to tv.
owned subsid of the Music Corp. systems “without further delay.’’
The majors cannot follow the UA of America, which is the party of
Arnall, long a supporter of a
approach for they’re bound not to the second part. The MCA hoiriepay-tv method, said he was all for
release port-’48’s until a residual office told the paper that Stein the idea of letting water seek its
formula is agreed upon, and-the was on a globetrot with his wife, own level and for experimentation
guilds can take strike action against Doris, and now in Bangkok. Bar¬ to be tried.
■the majors if the clause is violated. ney Balaban says_he had spoken
Of course, for the weapon to'be ef¬ with Stein on the phone the day
fective, the studio must be in ac¬ before; that the deal has been some
Soviet Russia will participate in
tive operation. Witness the rhu¬ time in the making; that MCA the 1958 World Film Festival at
barb surrounding Republic’s... sale prexy Lew Wasserman and his Brussels this summer, according
of its post-’48’s to NBC owned and staff finalized it. Incidentally, Tillie to Pierre Vermeylen, chairman of
and Barney Balaban sail Feb. 21 the fest
operated stations.

Arnall
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Minneapolis, Feb. 11.
The loop World pulled something new here in the way of mak¬
ing available free for many people an outstanding movie byrunnmg ,a Ia^ge_- W1tne?ses wanted” newspaper display ad . for “Wit^
Awf^r th^Prosecution” prior to the picture’s opening.
. ■ t invited the public to. be the theatre’s guests-^‘witnesses‘”—
at a prevue of the film.” All anybody had to do to get the free
•preyue ducat was to write the theatre and mention any. organization,
club pr community group of which lie or she is a member.
f*5 s*a<:e£ that requests would be granted in order of receipt.
t
1?°*: °einS generous,’’ stated the ad. “We’re so sure you’ll
love the picture, we’re counting, on. your talking about it even beu Presen.^e^ to the public at this theatrie,” declared the ad.
We believe it’ll prove an effective way of getting more favoi>
able word-of-mouth, the best of all boxoffice stimulants, than results from the ordinary prevue limited to a comparatively few
selected invited guests or the sneak prevue as an added attraction,”
says Ted Mann,' World owner.
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NEVER GONNA BE UNION
Says Perlberg of Screen Producers
Guild

Sixteen novels, including two
classics, are among the properties
to be filmed by Metro. Heading the
. list are Lew Wallace’s. “Ben Hur,”
which Sam Zimbalist will produce,
and W. H. Hudson’s “Green Man¬
sions,” to be produced by Pandro
S, Berman.
Among other novels, on M-G’s
slate are “Some Came Running”
by James Jones, "The Blessing"
by Nancy MitfOrd, “No Blade of
Grass” by John Christopher, “The
.Scapegoat” by Daphne du Maurier,
“Never So Few” by Tom Chamales, “Mist Over Talla” by Audrey
Erskine- Lindrop, “Please Don’t Eat
the Daisies” by Jean Kerr, “The
Wreck of the Mary Deare” by
Hammon Innes, “The Darling Buds
of May” by H. S. Bates, “The Unvanquished” by Wilbam Faulkner,
“The Bixby Girls” by Rosamund
Marshall, “The Immortal” by Wal¬
ter Ross, “ A Tinfe for Paris’’ by
George Goodman,
and “Home
From
the
Hill”
by
William
Humphrey.
At the same time; Metro has as¬
signed 40 writers to work on 42
properties. Six more writers will
be assigned shortly on how acquisi¬
tions, bringing to 48 the number
of screenplays being readied for
production. A story department
breakdown, shows two of the
properties, before the cameras,
eight set for production in the im¬
mediate future, 18 completed or
nearing completion as screenplays,
newly assigned for screenplays
or treatments, and nine awaiting
assignment or the availability of
Assigned writers.

Hollywood,. Feb. 11.
; William Perlberg, founder and
first prexy of the Screen Producers
Guild has answered charge by SPG
member producer Stanley Rubin
that SPG must become a negotiat¬
ing, power or degenerate . into a
Social club. Explaining the guild
was formed under a code of ethics
with the major studios, Perlberg
declared, “The guild Will never be
a negotiating power'or a bargain¬
ing agency in the union sense,”
The code, Perlberg pointed Out,
plainly states that SPG will not be
a negotiating agent but will meet:
with studio heads to discuss, issues
contained or not contained in the
code,
“That.” he, said, “includes
the sale, of post-1948 features to
television.’’
The guild, he. says,
has passed a resolution Opposing
such sales but it has never waived
the right to the phoducer’s fair
share if any sales are consum¬
mated,
Perlberg pointed out producers
have the same right to strike guar¬
anteed any other worker Under the
TaftrFartley Act, “If the studios
ever go back on their wprd, the
code would be null arid void, and
if enough members of SPG de¬
sired, they could vote a strike.”
.

WB’s 1stOuarter Loss

“ELMS’FOR ALL IN CHI
-OR NOBODY: HARTMAN
?Producer Don Hartman has
asked Paramount to withhold
the release of “Desire Under
the Elms” from the entire.
Chicago area, so long. as this
city’s police department ceiisots persist in rating the pic-.
'.ture acceptable only for per¬
sons of 21 years of age and
over.
Hartman made the., adapta¬
tion of the play as an inde¬
pendent but with: par provid. ing the entire financing.
Dallas* Feb. 11. .
Don Hartman; indie producer,
and ex-production chief at Para¬
mount, returns “home” Feb. 18 As
honor guest, and speaker at a Dal¬
las Club: dinner sponsored by the
Dallas. Chapter of Executive Secret
taries. Hartman, producer of “De¬
sire Under the Elms” and “The
Matchmaker” was once a hospital,
employee here, and doubled as di¬
rector of the:Dallas Little Theatre.
Invited guests include Bill Williams, 20th-Fox branch manager,
repping distribs; R. J. Q’Donriell,
v.p.-general manager of Interstate.
Theatres, for exhibs; John Ro.serifield, Dallas News, and Virgil
Miers, Dallas Times Herald, repping the film critics.
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000

CHI COP CENSOR IN
ADULT TAG ON ’ELMS’

718.988
000

PICTURES

Detroit; Feb 11.
Film Truck Service Inc., has
been granted a temporary increase
in hates averaging from seven to
10% by the Michigan Public Serv¬
ice Commission. The raise amounts
to one-half the increase Film
Truck wanted to put into effect
last December.
A' protest by Allied Theatres of
Michigan caused the Commision
to postpone the; rate hike until a
hearing, could be held last week.;
The entire matter will. again be
brought up at a hearing before the
Commision in April. In the riieahtimer, the Commission’s staff, will
audit Filiri Truck books to deter¬
mine whether
increase is
“justified.”

Boston, Feb. 11.
Joe Levine, prexy Embassy Pic¬
tures Corp. here; picked up the
Asian flu bug while on vacash. in
Mexico, arid is now on the' sick
list at Beverly Hills Hotel, Beverly
Hills, Calif*
George Kraska, exploitation chief
for Embassy, who had. planned to
retire this week to Florida* was
asked to- stay on to complete plans
for release of Levine’s new acquisi¬
tion, “Attila (the Hun).”
“Attila” is to. be released on the
west coast and in Brfston at the
Paramount, and Fenway, combo and
day. and date in some 200 New
England theatres in April, accord¬
ing to present plans.

DETROIT VARIETY TENT
GETS A TRANSFUSION
Detroit, Feb. 11.
After a few years in the dol¬
drums, Detroit's Variety Club,
Tent .5, is being rejuvenated by a
group of young showmen. It was
alko voted at first meeting to re¬
organize Women’s auxiliary Which
was disbanded during the war.
Redecoration of clubrooms in
the Tuller Hotel has begun, “The
Five Poster” house organ is being
issued regularly again, parties arp
scheduled and the largest number
of paid-up members in. recent years
are on the rolls.

/Missouri Traveler' Opens
Kansas City, Feb. 11,
World premiere of “The Mis¬
souri Traveler” (Buena Vista) at
the Fox -Midwest Uptown Theatre
here last Tuesday (4) brought “al¬
most $4,000” to the Optimist Clubs
of Greater Kansas City, it was an¬
nounced by club officials follow-'
ing the showing.
All proceeds
went- to the clubs, seats going at
$2.50 with iriore than 1,800 on
Hand in the 2,043 seat house, de¬
spite cold; spell.
Players Brandon de Wilde, Lee.
Marvin and . Paul Ford and book
author John Burress were present
for two days of build-up activity.

HM-M
A substantial amount" of “in
sider” trading in entertainment
stocks is revea’ed in latest: Securi¬
ties & Excharige Commission anal¬
ysis.
John A. Colefrian bought 500 of
AB-PT’ common, now owns 1,000
shares. Samuel Wolf acquired 1,000
Allied -Artists comrnon, for a total
of 17,950.,
Ralph Cohri reported, purchasing
2L570 shares of Columbia Pictures
common, and adding another 2,311
shares in “payment of debt,”, He
wound up the period with a total
of 42,828 shares.
Douglas
T.
Yates, unloaded
I, 600. shares of. Republic-Pictures
cOirimon held by his. Tonrud Corp;,
much earlier. He said he still held
209,864 shares in his own name arid
through Tonrud, Tonrud also, had
8,400 Republic preferred. Herbert.
J. Yates added 4.100 shares of Re¬
public common for a total of 57,160.
v.
Orbin V. Melton and E., Cardon
Walker each added 200 shares of
Walt Disney Productions common.
Melton ended the report period

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Film studios are off key with
their failure to sked more musicals,
According
to
musical director
George Stoll, who sees the songand-dance film as a field television
can’t compete with. Survej' of up¬
coming product recently revealed
that the majors have slated only
nine musicals this year as against.
19 in 1957;
Stoll points out that tv studios
limit the capacity and scope of
their musical films by practically
the walls inside which live musicals
and spex are filmed.
“A film, on the other hand,” he
says, “can put the backgrounds of
the world to rhythm.” Stoll cited
“Seven Hills of Rome,” Mario LanT
za starrer on which he served both
as musical supervisor and created
the musical sequences.
“All of Rome serves as the backdrop for the music, and likewise
ell of Venice or London or Hong¬
kong could be the limitless scope of ’
a motion picture iriusical,” he de¬
clares: “But not for tv. Televi¬
sion is done here in the States in
a studio for many reasons, such
as the sponsor wanting supervision,
the economy' of filming interiors,
etc.”

Stoll envisions the day when
film studios will spend their allo¬
cated $5,000,000 epics on musicals.
“You don't have to have a /Ben
Hur’. or a^TO Commandments* to
fit the top budget,” he asserts.
plished in a rental studio without “Why not ., a big expenditure pn
the necessity of maintaining a lavish
musical
sequences
and
year-round overhead and staff.
stories laid against sbng and dance
themes?”
The plan to sell some of its for¬
eign properties is part of the com¬
.Director, who admits he's preju¬
pany’s overall program to tighten diced about the musical film and
domestic and' foreign distribution who has 10 Academy nominations
operations.
Robert H. O’Brien, and three Oscars to back up his
financial v.p. who was' scheduled opinions, also points out the popu¬
to go to Europe last week to once¬ larity of the recording field to
over Loew’s foreign assets, has de¬ show how attractive music is to the
layed his .trip for several weeks. people who spend for their entet
O’Brien will make a thorough sur¬ tainment.
vey of the company's overseas op¬
Stoll also stresses that “My Fair
eration and will make suggestions Lady” is a musicalized version of a
as to which ones can be lopped off Shaw drama, and “Gone With the
without impairing the company's
Wind” looms as a . stage musical.
general business: activities. There “Look at the popularity of stage
are reports that Loew’s may con¬ musicals,” he says. “They’re ad¬
sider the sale of the Metro Studios ditional point provers. But films,
in London if a buyer and a satis¬ spend a certain amount on- musi¬
factory price can be arranged.
cals, and that’s ail. Perhaps ’South

Insider Stock transactions
Washington, Feb. 11.
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Video Dead Against Screen Musicals,
Yet Studios Neglect ’Em-Geo. Stoll

Film Truck Service Gets
Loew’s plans to . sell its dubbing
in Paris and Rome as part
‘Temporary’ 7-10% Up As I'’ofstudios
its policy to unload some of its
foreign assets. It’s felt that the
activities, necessary in
Audit of Books Goes On dubbing
Paris and Rome, can be accom¬

Of $467,655 Reflects
Patron Din, No Ton Pix Joe Levine Asian-Bugged
Reflecting the attendance slump

last fall, and a lack of fop product,
Warner Bros, last' week reported
a $467,655 net loss for the three
months period ended Nov. 30, 1957,
i.ei the first quarter .of the 1957-58
fiscal year.
Loss was sustained
after, an estimated credit of $550r
for federal income tax tinder
the carryback provisions of the In¬
ternal Revenue. Code.
For the same three months in
1956. Warners showed a profit of
$1,569,000
after
provision
of
Chicago, Feb. 11.
.Si;9G0;,000 for taxes and $150,000
Chicago police have placed the for contingent liabilities. The 1957Don Hartman-Paramount produc¬ net loss is equivalent to 26c per
tion of “Desire Under the; Elms” in share on. the 1,756,896 shares of
an adults-oply classification.
common, stock .outstanding. The
This was revealed this week as net in 1956 was equivalent to 85c
Hartman submitted a protest on the per share on the 1,843,296 shares:
grounds the Eugene O’Neill prop¬ th?n outstanding,.
erty is a classic and already has
During its first quarter of ’57-’58,
been okayed by the film industry’s Warners purchased 36.400 shares,
Production Code Administration. of its: common stock at a cost of;
It was further noted that the $736;000. Since that date, an addifilm’s New York premiere next tiorial. 10,800 shares have been pur¬
month is to be Under the .aegis of chased for $199,000, leaving 736;151
now held, in treasury.
the Yale School of Drama.
Chi blue pencilers objected to
Film rentals , and skies for the
the romantic relationship between 12 weeks ended last NoV. 30. Were
a New England farmer’s wife and $15,764,621 compared with $20,her stepson.
the prior year,. This ‘ Indications are that Hartman eludes, income from the WB tv
will undertake court action lift the series, and foreign revenues. Total
income dropped more than $4,000,partial ban if it persists.
, from $21,720,772 to $17,124,727.
Operating and general ex¬
penses Were cut by. close to $1,000,000, from $5,163,688 to $4,204,690.
Warner Bros, stockholders. meet¬
ing in Wilmington, Del., Feb. 5,
With 75% of. the’ outstanding stock
London,. Feb. 11..
Britain’s only daily trade for the repped, reelected the following di¬
motion .. picture industry, the. Daily rectors for twoyear? terms: Waddill
Cinema, is to publish; only three Catchings, Stanleigh P. Friedman,
times weekly from next Monday Benjamin KalmenAon, Thomas J.
(17); 7n future it will come out on Martin, and Robert W, Perkins.
Monday, Wednesday arid Friday of Other d.’rectors, Whose" term ex¬
pires in 1959, include Charles Al¬
each week.
The move, apparently; has. been len Jr., Serge Semenenko,. Albert
Warner, Harry; M. Warner and
dictated by reasons of economy
Jack L. Warner.
and reflects the. current trend in
Stockholders were told it was
the British film biz, It was only a
few months back; that the two too early to gauge the second quar¬
ter
ending in March, but that it
daily
trades—the
Daily
Film
Reriter and the Cinema—amalgam¬ was hoped (with “Sayonara” in reated under the new title of the. lease) that it would not result in
a loss. *
Daily; Cinema.

London ‘Daily Cinema'
To 3-a-Week Schedule

Pfc&iWft

with. 250 shares, and Walker With
612.
B; Gerald Cantor reported that
Cantor, Fitzgerald & Co. purchased
15,000 shares of National Theatres
iric. through his . various interests,
Cantor , reported that he now con¬
trols lOO.OOO shares. E. C. Rhoden
added 1,000 National common. He
nOw controls 89,325 shares.
Harry Brandt added three small
blocks of Trans-JLux Corp. common
in his own name and in holding
companies. He now has 181,570
shares in his various interests;
Richard Brandt added 550 TransLux for a total of 10,650 shares.
Jacob Starr bought 500 shares, now
has 51,400 Trans-Lux Common.
Robert Westheimer, a director of
NationAi Telefilm Associates, pur¬
chased 200 shares of the common
stock; now owns 400. Sam H. Vallance sold 2,500 shares of Decca
Records, retaining only 500Net total of 6,900 shares was addl¬
ed to Matthew Fox's large hunk of
common stock in C & C Television
Corp. He is listed as owning 617,shares of which, reported the
SEC; “609,300 shares are held as ]
collateral against loans.”
i
]
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Pacific’ will prove the point better
than I can.”

Shoestring
Continued from pace 5

ing with a major company, but he
explained that he had not reached
the position where he could obtain
complete artistic freedom with coin
provided by the major Companies.
“They would want script and cast
approval,” he noted. He pointed
out, however, that he was not a
“spearhead" in attacking Holly¬
wood
“Since I've been making
pictures,” he said, “I’ve learned
what it requires to make a picture
even if it comes out to be a poor
one.
I have tremendous respect
fof Hollywood, although I’ve never
been there.
Made In N. Y.
“Weddings and Babies” was
filmed completely on. location in
New York and represents Engel's
first film with a name performer.
Engel describes “Weddings and
Babies,” a story of Italo-Americans,
1 personal, intense off-beat
drama with a modern N. Y. set¬
ting.” Engel employs the technique
of using in his films people who
have never acted before. The small
boy, Richie Andrusco, who caused
a stir in “Little Fugitive,” is an ex¬
ample. In “Weddings and Babies”
he uses a 75-year-old Italian wom¬
an who Is a resident of N. Y.’
Mulberry St. Italian district.
Engel, a former newspaper pho¬
tographer, frankly admits that he
Was an “amateur” when he filmed
“Little Fugitive.”
Since making
the latter picture in 1952, Engel
has discovered that costs for low:
budge4 shooting in and around N.Y^
have skyrocketed.
Union regula¬
tions. have changed, he commented,
and where he once used a single
harmonica player for the musical
background; he must now eiriploy
a full Orchestra.
The William Morris office, which
represents
Engel, is presently
showing “Weddings and Babies” to
major distributors in an effort to
line-up a releasing deal.
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Continued front pace S

The Bride and the Beast; quiet and.- serious moments than
sen. The crux of the story is the
revolt which ends, of course, with
Russian tanks moving in and crush¬
ing the fighters for freedom.
Although,, as noted, an attempt
is made to treat this subject with
the seriousness it deserves, the
script is never successful at doing
more than sketch the protagonists
and their motives. A good deal of
stock footage is Used and used well,
but Unfortunately its very reality
undermines the other portions of
the film.
The cast, occasionally injects
some of.'the real spirit of thir his¬
torical moment into the picture.
Those Who succeed best include
John Hoyt, John Mylong, Joseph
Tufkel and a young actress, Svea
Grunfeld.
Other credits are so-so. Pow.

in his comedy playing, which. is
over-stylized. The Eastmancolor
gives great effect to the various
locales while Otto Heller’s lensing,
,£ecil Beaton’s costumes and George
Provis’s art work keep excellently
to the early Twentieth Century
period-. Harvey’s star value and the
sympathetic playing of the Misses
Harris, Cilento, Zetterling* Labourdette and Gabor help this comedy
to rise above the fact that it needed
to be written and directed with a
more frivolous and even cynical
touch.
Rich.

Truth About Women
(BRITISH—COLOR)

Overlong,
uneven
comedy
which is often witty; star cast
should make this a reliable
booking.
London, Feb. 4.
British Lion release of a Beaconsfield
(Sydney. Box) production. Stars Laurence
Harvey, Julie Harris, Diane Cilento, Eva
Gabor.
Mai
Zetterlln*.
Directed
by
Muriel Box. Screenplay, Sydney and
Muriel Box; .editor. Anne V. Coates; cam¬
era, Otto HeUer. At Studio One, London.
Running time, 107 MINS.
Humphrey Tavistock.. -. .Laurence Harvey
Helen Cooper
Julie Harris
Anibrosine Yiney
Diane Cilento
£uhe ..
Mai Zetterling
Louise .... Eva Gabor
RoUo .................. Michael Denison
Anthony
Derek Farr.
Comtesse ............. tiiini Labourdette
Charles Tavistock..........Roland CulverSir George Tavistock. .Wilfrid Hyde White
Diana
.... Catherine Boyle
Lady Tavistock...v,.Ambrosine Philpotts
Saida
—............... Jackie Lane
Mary Maguire . Lisa Gastobi
Sultan -............. Robert Rietty
Marcelle ......................... Balbina
Francois ..
Christopher Lee
Mrs. Maguire . Aletha Orr
Otto Kerstein ....
Marius Goring.
Trevor ...
Thorley Walters
Judge ...
Ernest Thesiger
Sir Jeremy . Griffith Jones

Sydney Box has piled a heap of
stars and top class feature players
into this comedy. The result is that
'The Truth About Women” should
mdke an attractive booking for
houses on either side of the. At¬
lantic. It is an over-long and rather;
old-fashioned comedy which effer¬
vesces quite often, but is then
jogged down by flat passages. More
ruthless cutting and a tighter
screenplay - by Sydney and Muriel
Box would haVe been an advantage..
The dialog, too, varies from the
very witty to the naive.
Nevertheless, “Truth” will garier a lot of yocks from all types of
audiences. There are some shrewd
observations about the relationship
between the two sexes. Femme pa¬
trons will particularly appreciate
the manner in which the distaff
side invariably comes cut the vic¬
tors in their clashes with the star,
Laurence Harvey..
Yarn consists virtually of a num¬
ber of anecdotes linked together
in the reminiscences of Harvey.
He is an elderly baronet, drawing
on memories of the past loves to
try and explain to his bewildered
son-in-law that , women are inex¬
plicable. In a series of flashbacks
we see the young Harvey wooing a
suffragette, and then involved in
a harem sequence in which he tries
to abduct a slave girl with whom
he has fallen in love. Posted in the
Diplomatic Service in Paris he has
an intrigue with a married woman
which ends in a dueL In New York,
he falls for a rich young American
. biit manages to escape in time.
An encounter in a broken-down'
lift brings him together with a
young artist to whom he is happily
married for seme time Until her
death. Then he woos a nurse whom
he meets while convalescing from
the first World War wounds. This ,
romance ends up in a court suit.
Finally, in his search for the truth
about women he meets up with his
first love and finally marries her.
Harvey, who is most convincing
as the elderly ; raconteur, also
dashes through this series of amor¬
ous interludes with considerable
swagger. His comedy style, tends
to pall after awhile but he still
performs with, polish and presence.
Diane Cilento, Julie Harris, Mai
Zetterling* Eva Gabor and Jackie
Lane are the women in his life.
Each gives a pleasant, varied per¬
formance. Best sequence is the
Paris episode with Elina Labour¬
dette playing a comtessd With much
subtlety. Michael Denison, Thorley
Walters, Marius. Goring, Roland
Culver and Wilfrid Hyde White are
also in excellent fettle. It is a draw¬
back to the pic. that Hyde-White
and Culver disappear so soon from
the scene.
Harvey is more effective, in his

Wien, Do ^adt Meiner
Traeume
(Vienna, City of My Dreams)
•

(AUSTRIAN—COLOR)
Vienna, Feb. 4.

. Sascha Film production and release.
Stars Hans Holt, Erika Remberg; feat¬
ures Hertba. Feiler. Adrian .Hoven, Paul
Hoerbiger, Oskar Sima, Jane Tilden, Rich¬
ard Roffionowsky. Directed by Willi Forst.
Screenplay Paul H. Rameau and Kurt
Nachmann; . camera CAgfaeolor).' Robert
Hofer; mude. Alfred Um and Hans Lang.
At -Forum' Kino, Vienna. Running' time,'
M MINS.
Peter Lehnert ............Adrian Hoven
Sandra. Prlncasa ........Erika Remberg
Elisabeth Seyboldt ........Hertha FeUer
Alexander
/. Hans Holt
Veter Lehnert .......... Paul Hoerbiger
Trotum .................... Oscar Simia
Clara, bis wife
Jane Tilden
Katzelseder ......
Ichard Romonowaky
...
Edwin Strati
Police Chief .......... Fred Hennings

Willi. Forst has directed a class
comedy, so well It should win class
bookings. It is tine of the best
Austrian productions made so far
and has enough to do okay in al¬
most any market.
Alexander, kin* of Alania, (Hans
Holt) visits Vienna Incognito. With
revolution at home, the king ob¬
tains a job as chauffeur in his own
embassy. This makes him so poPt
ular in Alania that the people soon
seek his return^ as presidential can¬
didate. There is no doubt left about
the outcome hither of the election
or the happy] ending of two love
stories, one jbetween the former
king and the future first lady, Her¬
tha Feiler, and the other between
princess Sandra (Erika Remberg)
and music, professor Peter Lehnert
(Adrian Hoven).
: Holt is fine as the king. Oscar
Sima
as
Ambassador
Trotum
proves a clever comedian, Paul
Hoerbiger appeals with his Vien¬
nese song, and also scores heavily
in several very funny scenes.
The piano coneerto by Alfred
Uhl, played by Friedrich Gulda and
the Vienna Symphonic Under Pro¬
fessor Rudolf Moralt, as well as
the Viennese song*by Hans Lang
and Hurt Nachmann may well be¬
come clicks in longhair field.
Attractive Vienna backgrounds
are enhanced by the excellent
Agfacolor lensing. Robert Hofer
has done a fine camera job. All
technical details are good,
Maas*,

Naked Earth
BRITISH—C’SCOPE)

i

Sultry personality nf new
French star, Juliette Greco,
may provide b.o. potentiality
for a slow-moving drama of
croc hunting.

j
|

London, Feb. 4.
[

20th-Fox release of a Foray Production
(by arrangement with Milton Holmes).
Stars Richard'Todd. Juliette Greco. Di¬
rected-by Vincent Sherman. Screenplay.
; Milton Holmes; - editor. Russell Lloyd;
camera. Erwin Hillier. At ZOth-Fox Pri¬
vate Theatre, London. Running time,
96 MINS.
Danny —.Richard Todd
Maria ...........;i.;: Juliette Greco
David.
John KitzmiUer
Father Verity
_Finlay Currie
Skin Trader
,.... / Laurence Naismith
A1 .............;. Christopher Rhodes
Tribesman ............. Orlando Martins.

A Talc of Two Cities
(BRITISH)
Obvious b.o. appeal of the title
is backed up by sound acting
and direction; should click with family audience.
London, Feb. 4.
Rank (Betty E. Box) :production and
release.. Stars Dirk BogaFde. Dorothy
Tutin, Cecil Parker. Directed by' Ralph
Thomas. Screenplay, T. E. B, Clarke, from |
Charles Dickens book; camera, Erhest
Steward; editor, Alfred. Roomer music,
Richard Addinsell. At Odeon, Leicester
Square, London. Running-time, 117 MINS.
Sydney Carton *.Dirk Bogkrde
Lucie Manette
.... Dorothy Tutin..
Jarvis Lorry .............. Cecil Parker.
Dr. Manette ............ Stephen Murray
Miss Pross ..;.. Athene Seyler
Charles Darnay
- Paul Guers
Marie Gabelle ........... Marie Versini
Gabelle .... Ian Bannen
Jerry Cruncher
Alfie Bass
Stryver.... .
Ernest Clark
Madame Defarge
Rosalie. Crutchley
Vengeance
Freda Jackson
Ernest Defarge..,..."...Duncan Lamont
Marquis St. Evrenionde.. Christopher Lee
Attorney General ......—. Leo McKern
Barsad ......Donald Pleasence
Sawder .......... . .- Eric Pohlmann

For the third time,* Dickens’
famed yarn crops up on the screen.
With Dirk Bogarde , in the Sydney
Carton role, it will prove attractive
family entertainment in British
houses. If the title proves, sufficient
magnet for U.S. audiences, they
will not be let down by a sound,
rather than impaired cast: “A Tale
of Twd Cities” is a good adventure
yam and the French Revolution
sequences offer a director lively
opportunities for colorful action,
which Ralph Thomas has deftly
grabbed.
Set against the Storming of the
Bastille, “Cities” is, of course, pri¬
marily a character study of a
frustrated young latoyer who frit¬
ters his life away in drink until the
moment when he makes everything
worthwhile by a supreme sacrifice
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for the girl he loves. Bogarde
brings a lazy charm and non¬
chalance to tiie Carton role but
tends to play throughout in a sur¬
prisingly minor key. Hence, the pic
never
Teaches
theemotional
heights that could be expected.
Leading femme is Dorothy Tutin,.
an accomplished young actress who
has devoted her career mainly to
the.theatre. Her role does, not
strain her thesping ability. Cecil
Parker, as a banker; Athene Sey¬
ler, as Miss Tutin-s fussy com¬
panion; and Stephen. Murray, as.
Dr. Manette, all have meaty por¬
trayals which they handle with
authority.
But it is among some of the other
characterizations that there- is most
to admire, notably a new young
actress, Marie Versini. Playing a
young servant girl who becomes a
victim of Madame Guillotine, Mile.
Versini brings, a beautiful restraint
and appeal to her task. She is obvi¬
ously a youthful actress of talent
as well as charm. Paul Guers, a
French actor new to British pic¬
tures, is a handsome young man
but hardly looks sufficiently like.
Bogarde to give real credence to
the situation where Bogarde im¬
personates hinvjon the guillotine.
Among other standout perform¬
ances are those by Donald Pleas¬
ence, as an unctuous spy; Chris¬
topher Lee, as a sadistic aristocrat;
and Duncan Lamont, as one of the
leaders of the revolution: Rosaffe
Crutchley also makes notable im¬
pact with a brilliant study in mal¬
evolence as his vengeful wife.
Director Thomas has directed the
drama
with .a
straightforward I
touch. Ernest Steward’s lensing
takes full advantage, of the oppor¬ i
tunities provided by Carmen Dil¬
lon’s first, class art work. An off¬
beat job for script writer T. E. B.
Clarke, but a commendable one*
Rich.

missionary; and Orlando Martins,
as a native bearer, handle their
(Give Me My Chance)
chores satisfactorily. But for the
(FRENCH)
hero a somewhat more command¬
. Paris, Feb. 4.
ing character than Todd would
Sirlur release of Jacques Roltfeld production.
With. 'Michele Mercier, Dahick
have helped*
The local atmosphere is put over Patisson, Nadine Tallier. Directed by
well, especially in the leisurely be¬ Leonide Moguy. Screenplay. Andre 'and
Georges Tabet* Moguy; camera, Maurice
ginning while the photography, Barry; editor, Henri Taverna. At Mari*
especially in the night shots, cannot gnan, Paris. Running time. 95 MINS.
Nicole
..
KT!
Michele Mercier
be faulted.
Kiki ....
■........ Nadine Tallier
There is fascination* but surpris¬ Brigitte .
.......^ Danick Patisson
ingly little to stir the pulse, in the Gilbert .
Ivan Deshy
crocodile sequences. Nevertheless, Georges
........ Francois Gueri
... .George .. Chamaret
“Earth” is a pic to see because of Father ,
Miss Greco. The French thrush,
This
old-fashioned . drama
is
turned actress, is. a new screen
personality who is clearly going about a comely girl who wins a
contest and leaves her small town
places.
Rich.
for Paris and a try in films. Here
she languishes, even though she
Tamango
keeps on studying. When she is
(FRENCH; C’SCOPE; COLOR)
used by. ah unscrupulous publicist,
’
Paris, Feb. 11.
the gal tries to. commit suicide.
Disaifilm release of Cyclops-SNEG pro¬
duction. Stars Curd Jurgens.. Dorothy Finally her true fiance comes to
Dandridge; features Jean Servals. Alex her rescue just frhen .a big con¬
Cressan. Directed by John Berry. Screen¬ tract. has come through.
play. Lee Gold. Tamara Hovey . from
This has too much coincidence
novelette by Prosper Merimee; dialog.
Georges Neveux; camera (Eastmancolor). and obvious characters to amount
Edmond Sechan; editor. Roger Dwyre. to much. This pic hints no prom¬
At Madeleine. Paris. Running time, 95 ise oif any chance in the U.S., and
MINS.
Aiche <............. Dorothy Dandridge looks limited here too.
Captai .................. Curd. Jurgens
Director Leonide Moguy has
Corpt ..
Jean Servais
Tainango ..
Alex Cressan been; unable to get reality into this
Bebe ..
Roger Hanin lagging odyssey. Michele Mercier
Werner ...
Guy'Mairesse is less wooden than usual as the
Cook
.Clement Hararl
harassed starlet, and may develop
into a competent actress. Nadine
This could shape as a potent boxTallier is a saucy, bright person¬
office contender on both local and
ality
while Danick Patisson also
Yank screens because of its rugged
subject matter, a revolt on a slave acquits herself well.
Mosk.
ship during the early 19th Century.
There are some torrid clinches be¬
tween white star Curd Jurgens and
American Negro actress Dorothy
Dandridge. But this is not cheap-;
ened, and film stacks up as an
aqtioner* with plus hypo factors,
that could make for a general play¬
off in the U. S., with perhaps the
South excluded. .
Director John Berry, a Yank, has
given this splendid mounting and
has overcome some dramatic con¬
trivance via emphasis on a fight
for freedom. Though ideologies are
kept simple, the final revolt of the
slaves, and Miss Dandridge’s (she
is the Captain's (Jurgens) mistress
and slave) reversion to her own
peoples, offer a stirring climax to
the film.
Jurgens gives strength and some
complexity to his role of a man
who has accepted the injustice of
slaving and lives by its code though
trying for some understanding of
the situation through his consum¬
ing love for the slave girL Latter
role is unevenly played by Miss
Dandridge at the outset but gains
depth and stature at the close. Alex
Cressan, an Afro medico student,
is effective as the burly, one-track
minded Tamangp whose need for
liberty and dignity brings on the
abortive revolt.
Cinemascope and color give this
breadth, and it amply sets, up'the
contrast between the ship’s spa¬
cious progress and the cramped
slave quarters. Cast is good while
director Berry has done a melo¬
drama with humane overtones.
Production values are excellent.
Not primarily for arty theatres,
this Would best be served in the
U. S. via dubbing for more general
playdating. It has further sell value
in the names Of Jurgens, who is
recalled for his first Yank stint,
“Enemy Below,” and Miss. Dan¬
dridge.
An Anglo version was
made alongside the French one and
this could be utilized if the dubbing
is of high quality. A little tighten¬
ing up of the slow beginning would
help give this more drive.
Mosk*

The producers of “Naked Earth0
arc obviously, relying On the curi¬
osity value surrounding the new
import from France, Juliette Greco,,
to Sell this. .Because, apart from
her interesting impact* .the film is
a sloW-rnoving routine affair which
rarely fulfils the promise of its
screenplay. Why this should be is
difficult to assess. It has a sound
story; a very competent cast, much
topnotch lensing by Edwin Hillier
and the benefit of the fascinating
and fresh locale of Uganda.
Yet it plods along. conscientiously
on a single level. Director Vincent
Sherman seems to have lost a num¬
ber of chances for pepping up the
film with dramatic highlights. It
is probable that . many scenes
landed on the. cutting, room floor;
As a. b.o. prospect both in Britain Toils Penvent Me Titer
(Anyone Can Kill Me)
and U.S., much depends on whether
(FRENCH—DYALISCOPE)
Mile. Greco can be put over as"a
Paris, Feb. 4.
magnet. She certainly has all the
Sofradls release of Da-Ma Cinema pro¬
assets. She has a smouldering, duction.
Stars Francis Peri«*r; features
sultry; earthy personality, which is Anouk Aimee, Eleonora Rossi-Drago. Peter
lit. up from time to time by Van Eyck. . Directed by Henri Decoin.
glimpses of sheer beauty. The star, Screenplay, Versini, Albert Simonin, Decamera; Pierre Montazel; editor,
who has been best known as a coin;
Claude Durand. At Biarritz, Paris. Run¬
chanteuse in ritzy cafes, reveals ning time, 100 MINS.
. .. Francois Perier
herself as a very promising actress Warden ...
with a candid, natural way of toss¬ Warden's Wife .... Eleonora: Rossi-Drago
Isabelle .:....... Anouk Aimee
ing off dialog.
Cyril
Peter Van Eyck
Pierre . Louis
“Earth” has Richard Todd as a Gaston ..
young Irish farmer Who comes to Karl ............ ..... .Franco Fabrizi
Luigi ..
Dario'Moreno
Uganda in 1895. to: join a. friend in Guard. ..
Frahcis Blanche
a tobacco growing; deal. His friend Antoine . .Andre Versini
Piere Mondy
is dead and, Todd joins up with Emile.
Juliette Greco, who has been, liv¬
Pic details a holdup by five men
ing with his buddy. They, marry for
convenience rather than love. With and then their alibi which .gets
the devoted help of. a native, splen¬ them a year in prison'. But in the
didly portrayed by a new negro stir they start getting killed off
actor, John KitzmiUer, they begin for suspense in the film. This is
slickly made but lacks the deeper
their tobacco plantation.
The natives go off on a cere¬ characterization needed to make it
monial junket and the crop is anything more than a secondary
ruined. To raise money, Todd be¬ feature possibility in the U S. It
comes a crocodile hunter and after has a Cinemascope size'via Dyalia successful haul he is double- scope.
Director Henri Decoin has given
crossed by two shady traders. Dis¬
gusted by the behavior of the na-. the pic careful mounting but used
tives Todd decides to leave Uganda, visual cliches, of tilted shots, inter¬
but the yarn winds lip with Todd cutting of the different actions to
and Mile, Greco reconciled with one plane, etc. But he has been
the former deciding to stay in unable to give it the necessary
Uganda and work with the natives. suspense and drama it requires.
The acting is good as are techni¬
Apart from the femme star and
KitzmiUer, the thesping is more cal credits and general production
competent than inspired. Laurence values. However, this remains only
Naismith and Christopher Rhodes, a fair entry in the cycle of gangster
Mosk.
as .the traders; Finlay Currie, as a' pix here.

Unc Manche ot La Belle
(Beauty Up His Sleeve)
(FRENCH)
Paris, Jan. 28.
Cinedis release of Michel Safra produc¬
tion. Stars Mylehe. Demongeot, Henri Vi¬
dal; Isa Miranda. Directed by Henri Verneuil.
Screenplay. Francois.' Boyer, An¬
nette Wademant, Verneuil fr.om novel by
Jaimes Hadley Chase; camera, Christian
Matras; editor, L. Hautcoeur; at the Paris,
Paris. Running time* 100 MINS,
Eve . ...., Mylehe Demongeot
. Philippe
.;. Henri - Vidal
Malard,.. . Alfred Adam
Betty
Isa Miranda
Bob ............. ...Jean-Loup Philippe
Sylyette ...
Simone Bach
Mayor
,>..... Antonin Bcrval

. This is another meaty slice of
the present French film eroticosuspense cycle. Bearing resem¬
blance to “Doubly Indemnity,” th's
has enough new twists, torrid
clinching and slickness to rate well
here. Pic is mainly for secondary
spots or as a strongly exploited
subject in the U.S.
A shrewd bank clerk manages lo
marry an aging heiress: He falls for
[ the conniving secretary and they
decide to do away with the wife
via the perfect crime which is
somewhat transparent, at least for
i the
audience.
They
wind
up
butchering^each other when fh
secretary tries to pull a doublecross.
Henri Vidal gives, some feeling
to the role of. weak opportunist
who. is dragged into murder. . Jsa
Miranda . gives this melodrama
solid footing via her smart thesping
as the'aging, rich woman. Myleiie
Demongeot, a rising star here, .has
a vinegary' appeal with some
dramatic ability that brings off her
Secretary role well.
‘ Production
values
are
lush.
Director Henri Verneuil keeps this
moving along at a nice pace if not
always convincing. Technical credr
its are fine.
Mosk.

Scandal in Rari fsetil
(AUSTRIAN—COLOR)
Vienna, Jan. 28.
Otto Druer release of Vienna film pro¬
duction.
Stars O. W. Fischer; features
Elizabeth MueUer. Ivan Desny, Nina Sandt,
Doris Kirchner, Harry. Mayen/ Michael
Ander Alma Seidler, Reoiil Retzer; Senta
Wehgraf, Rudolf Forster.
Directed by
Rolf Thiele.
Screenplay by Eberhard
Keindorf and Johanna Sibelius after the
stage ..play "The Master,” by. Herman
Bahr; camera, Klaus von Rautenfeld. Run*
ning time, 90 MINS.

“Scandal in Bad Ischl” should
spell good business: in many mar¬
kets, this packing solid entertain¬
ment. Fortified with a made-to-fit
character role for O. W. Fischer,
the Eberhard Keindorf-J ohanna
Sibelius screenplay (after the old
stage hit, “The Master) effectively
hahd’es the story, about a medico
at this oldtime summer resort city
Of Bad Ischl. It may do for some
US. afty houses.
Gossip in Spa Ischl is that the
surgeon Fischer has comnytted
abortion for an unmarried peasant
girl. The royal family, headed by
Alma Seidler the Archduchess,
. takes his side. This helps his rise tofame. Ultimately, it turns out the
doctor actually had helped the girl
get the . baby.
This is a Clean-cut comedy, with
Fischer doing nicely as the medico.
Elisabeth Mueller as his misunder¬
stood wife, does impressive wor.;.
Remainder of the cast is excellent.
Direction by Rolf Thiele is well
paced. Photography in Agfa co’or
by Klaus von Rautenfeld is fine
with other technical credits okyy.
Musical arrangements by Bruno
Uher are okay.
Mdas.
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siness beg

Tm going to show you how simple
it is. You please me
and i please° you.

to come

after-scene
in the
frankness

of
Faulkner!

to
■i

f DIRECTED BY

Tm goin’ to blow your
head off! I’m goin’ to
get rid of you'”

SCREENPLAY BY

• MARTIN RITT • MG RAVETCH AND HARRIET FRANK, Jr.

COLOR by DE LUXE
CinemaScop£

Handle it right and 20th’s Long, Hot Summer will
play through the Cold, Cold Winterl
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AMERICA

M-G-M

TODAY’S
FASTEST
BOOKING
PICTURE!

presents

A SOL C. SIEGEL PRODUCTION
Starring

From the Music Hall

DANNY KAYE

to the Main Streets
of America, the prize
Easter holiday time

The Greatest Holiday Attraction Ever

goes to the Big Top
of Musical Comedies!

MERRY ANDREW
PIER ANGEL!
BACCALONI • NOEL PURCELL ROBERT COOTE
Co-Starring

m, PATRICIA CUTTS
Screw play by

ISOBEL LENNART .and I. A. I, DIAMOND
Based on a Story by PAUL GALLICO
Music by
Lyrics by

SAUL CHAPLIN

JOHNNY MERGER

Choreography by
in

MICHAEL KIDD

CinemaScope And METROCOLOR
Associate Producer SAUL

Directed by

CHAPU N

MICHAEL KIDD

fMGMl
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,
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Novels—Peaches and Lemons

; Continued from page 4 i

; Continued Irom page 13-1

dropped by MGM after four years. tract is Herman Wouk’s with War¬
Oner of the chief reasons for the ner’s on “Marjorie Momingstar,”.
decision was that a substantial where the novelist shares in onepercentage of novelists were" un¬ half Of the rental profits, after re¬
willing to submit new books in turn of the original costs and ad¬
such: a competition, despite the vertising.
size of the award, they didn’t want
Chicago, Feb. 11.
Agent’s Own Profit
to be restricted by its terms, or to
Chicago’s
exhibition
leaders
Sometimes middle - men buy
be bound exclusively to one .com¬
Nvho've been morose for months
book
rights
and
later
reap
a
pany, or run to run the risk of it
(per
Eddie
Silverman)
were
ren¬
becoming known they had entered bonanza; A classic instance is that dered even bluer by news that
the contest and not captured; the of, Ernest Hemingway’s “The Sun Parambqnt had . sold its pre-1948
Also Rises,” sold originally to an
prize.
storage negatives to. Music Corp.
Prices paid for movie rights to agent for $15,000, Who later re¬ of America for television playoff.
works of fiction range from a few sold it to: Darryl Zanuck for This neW. “flood” of up to 750 old:
$150,000.
thousand dollars to prodigal sums.
In recent years there has been movies was taken symbolically as
The latter, however, are rather in
a blow *to theatre survival here.
the nature of the occasional Mat- a trend toward “escalator” clauses
Chicago, second largest city in
terhorns, and a fair guess, based on in contracts for books that are es¬ America,- now has fewer than .150
tablished
or
probable
smash
suc¬
records of recent years, would in¬
hardtop'
situations- Gloomers see
dicate. the average price for a cesses, so that the writer derives the number perhaps as low as 90
novel to be well on the shady side more film money in proportion to by fall unless happier omens de¬
of $25,000. Like any sweepstakes, his final book sales, or may oc¬
the odds against the biggest wind¬ casionally retain an interest in the velop*
Paramount backlog will hit
falls are long ones. In “The Lion’s film’s profits. There are cases too video about time the Projectionists
Share” Bosley Crowther tells of in which the. author has become a. Union hit the remaining exhibs
the snaring of Vicki Baum’s- partner in the film production of here* Because of shutterings and
“Grand Hotel” for $6,000, al¬ a novel; the most, famous one is
unemployment, booththough in this case MGM threw in, that of Edna Ferber, who teamed consequent
men brotherhood is expected to de¬
the additional inducement of a up with Henry Ginsberg and mand
a
shorter
work week to foster
prepaid stage dramatization of the George Stevens to make “Giant”
novel. Big profits stemmed from as an independent picture, and a share-the-femainder policy.
both play and film, so the invest¬ who is said to have come out much
ment proved an unusually shrewd better this way then by accepting
one Of the all-time high prices,
one.
In the case of “Gone1 With the which it was hinted would, have
Wind,” Dave Selznick’s purchase been available for outright sale.
; Continued from page 3 ss
of film rights for $50,000 proved
Anatomy of the Buy
and, further* another block of “old”
an extraordinarily Shrewd guess in
Story departments, both in New pictures" on video can’t be too dam¬
proportion to the total gross of the
picture, now above $40-million. Of York and on the West Coast, exec¬ aging to theatrical exhibition.
Exhib syndicate, brought to¬
course public domain works such utives and. trained outside readers,
as “Quo Vadls,” “Beri-Hur” and often give up holidays or week¬ gether by Boston’s Sam Pinanski,
•‘The Brothers Karamazov” are ends to make fast reports on a had been offered the package at
free to anyone, although, para¬ submitted work that has “it.” Some $40,000,000.
doxically, these “free” books, fre¬ are especially good at appreciation
Par thinking anent the last point
quently-emerge as some of the of comedy; others may have little actually is consistent with the
most expensive of movie produc¬ sense of humor but a fine capacity feeling of some theatremen. Group
tions. (Members of the Motion for appraising dramatic narrative. of top circuit execs recently mulled
Picture Assn, must register an in¬ Many producers have overseas the idea of buying the Par prod¬
tention to do h public domain story representatives in London uct so as to keep it from ty. How¬
story, and priorities are assigned.) and Paris. Few published works ever, they backed away from a deal
of fiction are left unread by this when certain members of the
Snper-Colossals
Blockbuster prices for books international cordon. There is no group, upon reconsideration, con¬
may result from .a top work of a rule of thumb as to whether an cluded that .the backlog on tv
noted author, or a story of un¬ agent should submit his author wouldn’t hurt too much after all.
Par months ago was on the
usual impact which has caught or first to New York or California al¬
seems sure to catch the public though “indie” trend has altered verge of selling' out to CBS-TV
fancy. Such books as Leo Feucht- the power pattern. Notes are, com¬ but the network became wary of
wanger’s “Raquel” and Edward pared; daily by all companies, so possible antitrust repercussions. Ini
Streeter’s “Father of the Bride” there will be no duplication of ac¬ more" recent weeks CBS again
showed Serious interest, this time
were sold to picture companies for. tivities..
In some instances "participation in association with Storer Broad¬
$100,000 apiece, and a few books
But these prospective
each year nlay reach or surpass of a film company in a forthcom¬ casting,
this level. “Ry Love Possessed” ing book Starts before the author, buyers began “stalling,” it was
has
put
a
line
on
paper.
An
ex-';
said,
and
Par
finally, last Friday
was bought for $100,000 plus a
participation.
In - the $150,000 ample is a new story of modern. (7), Closed with. MCA;
Israel,
“The
Big
Dream,”
by
Leon
Others
were
in the picture, in¬
' category are. Lillian Roth’s “I’ll Cry
Tomorrow,” John Master’s “Bho- Uris, author of “Battle Cry,” Metro cluding National Telefilm ■ Associ¬
took
an
option
on
the
Uris
prop¬
ates,
Television
Programs Of
wani Junction,” Ernest Gann's
“The High and the Mighty,” erty, based on a short initial blue¬ America and United Artists Tele¬
Ernest Hemingway’s "For Whom print, and advanced money so the vision but nothing resembling a
the Bell Tolls,” and Frederick writer could spend some months firm proposition ever materialized.
in Israel before he actually began There also was a suggestion that
Wakeman’s “Saxon Charm.”1
Irwin Shaw collected $150,000 to write his book, which will not NBC might have been interested
but nothing came of this, either.
from 20th-Fox for “The Young be. published until late, in 1958.
Lions,” and .then more than dou¬
(Even more, unique was
bled his batting average£ when
recent deal made by Spyros;
Hecht-Lancaster gave him $400,000 _S kouras himself vnth the
for “Lucy Crown.” -Two Sloan
novelist Stuart Cloeie under
Wilson Books, “The Man in the
which the latter is subsidized
Continued from page S -sssi
Gray Flannel Suit” and “A Sum¬
to journey to and live in his
mer Place;” proved to be worth
native South Africa while writ¬
engaged in a debate with tv pro¬
$200,000 each. A newly organized
ing g, new novel, "The Turning
ducer David. Susskind. With Tex
independent company with high
Wheels,” on which 20ih holds
McCrary backing him un, Suss¬
aspirations and a bankroll, Baran option to buy once com>
kind was severe in his blasts at
bizon Productions, paid $150,000 - pletedi at an agreed sum.—Ed)
Hollywood, noting,; for example,
for rights to “Strangers When We
that it’s the place where “creative
Meet,” by Evan Hunter. Warner’s
juices are disintegrated.” Premin¬
bought ^Anya Seton’s “Turquoise”
ger, of cOurse, had sufficient op¬
for $200,000 and Fox paid $225,000
portunity for a rebuttal but none¬
for Kenneth Roberts’s “Lydia
theless
the topic still Was. the “de¬
sss1 Continued. from, page 7
Bailey.’*
cline” of the picture business;
The Hollywood ante in the case mag campaign for American Ex¬ „ The “Night Beat” airer last
of “Some Came Running,” “An- press Co,, featuring David Niven week presented Dore Schary in¬
dersonville,” “They Came to Cor- and the by-now-famous carpet bag terviewed by John Wingate. Al¬
dura” and “The Old Man and the from the film. Rolty Pole-y PUddin’ though Schary is being spotlighted
Sea” was $250,000 each, plus vary¬ Cake and Wrigley Gum are. tying for the authorship and coing participations. Robert Rvark’s in with Todd on a $70,000 mag producership of the* “Sunrise at
“Something , of Value” and John campaign. TWA took full pages in Campobello” legit click, most of
O’Hara’s “Id North Frederick”’and all. key cities in December, again Wingate’s interrogation focussed
John Steinbeck’s “The Moon Is featuring “8Q Days’Mn a tieup.
on the picture business, mainly the
Down” each brought $300,000 on
Doll said Todd had given instruc¬ corporate rhubarb at Loew’s and
the counter, plus “contingencies.” tions
the general downtrend:
to
stay
away
from
most
local
Comedy Comeback?
TV’s exposure of the “plight” Of.
tieups. : He said the .shoe Was on
The hard cash value of humor the Other foot now, with some ex¬ the film trade goes hand in hand,
was soundly demonstrated with hibitors insisting .they want to. of . course, with the Unfavorable
Mac Hey man’s “No Time for Ser¬ spend more. on ads than Todd’s “press” of recent months for
geants,” bought for $200,000, Max willing to go for. Exhibs argue which certain industryites them¬
Shulman’s “Rally Round the Flag, that, if they spent a given amount selves are responsible.
Boys,” a $250,000 buy, and William on film, they’ve got to spend more
But in any -event the fact is that
Brinkley’s “DOnT Go Near the on “80 Days’:’ or else it won’t seem the business is plenty poor shape,
Water,” which carried a $355,000 important.”
public relations-wise.
price tag. James Michener’s “SayDoll reported that, occasionally,
onara” and Edna Ferber’s new
novel, “Ice Palace,” are. each re¬ press agents have, been using “80 'Kwai* Early A.M. Shows
Days” symbols, like the balloon, as
ported as $350,000 purchases.
Columbia is pitching “Bridge On
Charles Lindbergh’s “The Spirit marginal tieups, but without iden¬ the River Kwai” fit New York’s
of St. Louis” was sold to Warners tifying the picture. The Todd office, Palace Theatre to the. school trade.
for a first payment of $500,000, tries to. go after them, but—legally Company has set a series of earlyreputedly an all-time high, plus a —there’s little that can be done. morning showings of the picture
“Our policy in tieups. has been to for students and youth groups be¬
contract for contingent payments
which brought within the author's bp selectivei and not to go for any¬ ginning next month.
reach a potential million dollars. thing that costs us even a penny,”
Tickets are priced at 90c with the
(The film has not been a hit—Ed.) Doll reported. “We haven’t done minimum order to be accepted by
A uniquely lucrative Writer con¬ badly by it.”
Col fixed at 20-tickets.

To Ghi Exhibs

Par Pledges

Banana Peel

Tie-Ups

Wednoday,

ducer has 45 days after delivery of the book manuscript to Henry Holt
& Co. to finalize the terms, reportedly $100,000 plus 5% of the net
profits. The option coin calls for .10% of the 100G figure, or $10,000,
until the ms. is completed. It’s entitled. “Beloved Infidel: The Educa¬
tion of a Woman” and deals with the Hollywood columnist’s friendship
with F. Scott Fitzgerald during the last four years of the novelist’s life.
Eugene O’Neill Scholarship Fund is to be established at the Yale U,
School of Drama beginning with the proceeds from the dual premiere,
of “Desire Under the Elms,” Don Hartman-Paramount adaptation of
the O’Neill play, March 12 at the Odeon and Sutton Theatres, New
York. With tickets scaled at $5 to $50, it’s estimated $15,000 will be
raised,at the openings. Money will provide tuition for promising gradu¬
ate students in-play writing; Carlotta Monterray O’Neill, widow.of the
playwright, will, be honorary chairman of the preem and Howard S.
Cullman will serve as chairman of the patron’s committee.
That N.Y. Mirror exclusive on Grace Metalious again splitting with
her husband was no accident. The “Peyton Place” tag dominated the.
Mirror page one picture . . . Daily News caption for Rita Hayworth’s
wedding: “Rita Takes the Fifth.”
William K. Zinsser, film critic for the N^fr Herald.Tribune, reported
an unusual flurry of some 20 letters praising his harsh review of “A
Farewell to Arms,” which was the talk of the trade because of the way
it took the David O. Selznick production apart. Zinsser said all of the
letters were favorable. He also said he had been getting a good deal
of positive comment on his “What’s Wrong-with the Industry" series
in the Sunday Tribune'. . * Albee Theatre, Brooklyn .flagship of RKO
Theatres, did near-“Robe” business on its first week with “Peyton
Place,” Harry Mandel, RKO Theatres exec, reported. House, raised its
scale to $1.50 tops “without a single complaint.” It’ll hold “Peyton.
Place” for three weeks till Feb> 18. when the picture hits the. circuit.
Paddy Chayefsky’s entire scenario for ‘.’The Goddess” is reproduced
by Esquire in its March issue . ... LeonardH. Goldenson wants no part
of the open hassle over licensing post-1948 pictures to television, sim¬
ply declining public comment. It’s to be noted, of course, he’s on both
the television and theatre ends via presidency, of AB-PT.
Current issue of Harper’s details “What Two Lawyers Are Doing to
Hollywood” the title referring to the New Yorkeri, Robert S. Benjamin
and Arthur B. Krim who startled the Industry with their doctrine of
“creative autonomy,” i.e., ownership stakes in pictures for. perform¬
ers, directors, etc., and in. so doing brought United Artists .back into
the bigtime., . . George Thomas quit as Otto Preminger** publicity rep
to handle the Stanley Kramer Account on the Coast for the Blowitz &
Maskel office.'

Pathe 'Auction’ Just Audition
; Continued from page 7 ;

the next $125,000 and Metrotone’s
$123,000. Each now is required to
submit its terms,' and the most fa¬
vorable hid on that basis presum¬
ably will get the News Magazine. It
very much looks as if the property
will go to Hearst Metrotone as the
most “responsible” of the three
companies.
No Explanation
There was no explanation of the
proceedings, according to several
of those present at the auction.
The 38 shorts went for $2,65( and
some of the camera equipment
also was sold.
. Mrs. Dewey’s attorney, Lloyd
Garrison, plans to challenge' the
proceedings in court, holding that
her. client had lawfully bid for and
acquired the film library. He only
acknowledges the; right of the
court-appointed bankruptcy ref-,
eree to pass on any sales. Heller
Co. says it has prior approval
rights.
Story of the Pathe properties
goes back to 1948, when Warner
Bros.'bought the Pathe assets un¬
der the rooster symbol for $4,000,000, During the summer of
1956, Serge Semenehko; a leading
voice in the WB management,
wanted to liquidate the entire
Pathe operation (newsreel, com¬
mercial and industrial filrtis,. etc.)
for tax purposes, but was prevailed
upon to give the Pathe employees
six weeks to sell the company. This
was only a year after. Warners had
spent $375,000 installing Pathe in
new headquarters, with new office
equipment arid cameras, etc It’s
figured that, with expansion and
the growth of the library, etc., the
value of Pathe increased, up to
50% since'WB. acquired it. The
newsreel in later years proved a
losing proposition.
Background
/Original plan was to let Pathe
go for $1,200,000, but employee
pressure brought the price down to
$500,000. Provision was that the
outfit had to be sold by Aug. 31,
1956, to incorporate the tax bene¬
fits into the WB fiscal year.
Pathe assets finally were ac¬
quired, at the last minute, by Ben
Frye and Sam Costello of Studio
Films, a. small, company making in¬
dustrial films. Provision was that
Frye and Costello would put up
the $500,000 (in cash) plus $300,000 in working capital, which they
said they had. They planried to,
and originally did, amalgamate
Studio Films with Pathe,
It eventually turned out that, in
order to even pay Warner Bros.,
Frye and, Costello had to borrow
$375,000 from the Heller Co. (at
13% interest) to which they al¬

ready were in debt for $200,000.
The first installment of $100,000
was due one month following the
purchase of Pathe, and it. became
obvious later that no such payment,
could have been made.
In any case, the Pathe-Studios
Films merger, resulting in. Pathe
Pictures; adfied greatly to the
Pathe overhead and Pathe incurred
the Studio Films debts. In Sept.,
1957, the company went into pro¬
ceedings under Chapter 11 of the
bankruptcy laws, i.e;; the court
held off the creditors to see what
could be done to meet the debts;
which ran originally to $1,500,000
(including the obligation to the
Heller outfit). Pathe operated fit¬
fully, ofteri going, two weeks at a
time without paying its employees.
Last January; the. court finally
declared the company bankrupt
and the Heller company took claim
to the assets,
- Auction was conducted on vari¬
ous levels. First, a bid was asked
for the entire package, arid there
were no- bidders.
Then various
sections were auctioned off, then,
individual assets. Cash bids were
accepted, and then the same prop¬
erties were auctioned off on the
term basis. There were no term
bidders, however* for the library
for which Mrs. Dewey bid $27,800.
Downpayments, it appeared, were
being taken from various bidders
for the same property, with the
auctioneer staff unclear as to. pro¬
ceedings’'.
According to one technical ex¬
pert off the premises, the auction¬
eer was poorly informed regard¬
ing the .technical equipment on
auction and made frequent-^*
though uninteritional — misrepre¬
sentations.

Taplinger
Continued from page 7 =a

account; at least that isn’t part of
his exit arrangements. However,
he may rep some of the indies re¬
leasing through Warners.
Present plans at the company
call for each department head to
continue and function independ¬
ently without oVerill guidance.
Thus Meyer Hutner will cohtiriue
as national publicity director and
Charles Cohen functions as adver¬
tising manager (Gil. Golden having
been shifted to the Cqast).
Warner Bros, has been among
the most active in cutting back,
trimming , personnel and closing
some exchanges. Just last week,
it let go another, batch of oldtimers.
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Hail The’ Harrison

Hamilton B, Alien’s ‘Mourners, Go Home9 Piece
Touches the Heart of Showmen

—--

tl

Oscar Shorts9 Nominees:
Disney, Warner* Canada

FoUr-week testimonial drive
dedicated to Alex “Harrison,
20th-Fox general sales man¬
ager, has been set at 20th-Fox
for the period of March 2
through March 29.
According to 20th. the sug¬
gestion for such a drive came
from the exhibitors who want¬
ed to express, their apprecia¬
tion. of. Harrison’s views and
activities' to maintain the su¬
periority of the motion picture
theatre.
Drive marks Harrison’s, second anni as . general sales man¬
ager for 20th.

. Vancouver, Feb. 11.
Latest theatre shuttering here is
the Regent, Famous Players prop¬
erty. “Sold as just real estate,”
said Maynard Joiner, Famous Play¬
ers’ regional headman. There is no
possibility of theatre re-opening as
a film situation.
Rumor-tism current hereabouts
is that city’s two major circuits
have placed their collective dozen
babes up for sale. Distrib and ex¬
hib sources confirm this, though
fear to be quoted. Circuits’ re¬
gional, management deny that more
Lower Mainland sub-run situations
will close.
Famous Players have heretofore
Written most of area’s o “theatre
padlocking history,” the Regent.be¬
ing the latest nabe relinquished to
tv inroads. .
Move oiit from Famous Players

of booker Lou Harp after nearly
three decades with the circuit, is
taken to. be indicative of circuits'
“inner panic,” and belief* as Voiced
by a spokesman at Empire Univer¬
sal distrib outfit here, that, “the
day of the suburban theatre is
over,” adding, “the whole trend is
-unsettling.”
Telemeter inception in Canada
is expected. The only reliable word
available on this is that of Karp;
who, while loyal to his past asso¬
ciation with FP, thus declining to
confide, said, “Telemeter will have
its try-out near Toronto very soon/'
Trend of film trade this area
begs the question, “Wherp do exhibs go when they’re tv-deleted”
With Alec Barkley, manager of
the defunct Regent, it’s a query
most urgent. Offered placement as
assistant manager to downtown
Strand (FP), the exhib hesitates,
looks to other fields in hope of
maintaining management status.
Barkley admits being “bewildered.”
Strand is presently closed for in¬
stallation of Cinerama, opens early
March.
Barkley looks back on a 24-year
stint with Famous Players.
Managers of theatres shuttered
since tv began playing hob with
wicket trade, suffer dispersion into
other fields, it would seem. Art
Lofimer, who managed the closed
Alma nabe, is “in the states.” Mel
Stackhouse* lately manager of the
Windsor, another Vancouver subrun* is with Canadian Pacific Air¬
lines. Earie Barlow, ex-Kitsilano
Theatre, is “in finance” in the city.
When the Paramount, New West¬
minster,-gave up the boxoffice bat¬
tle, last year (since re-opened for
another try), manager Frank Mc¬
Kenzie shifted to Calgary* doing
What, is not known. Likewise the
present livelihood of Alec Sinclair,
exhib of the Victoria Road situa¬
tion, now padlocked.

Hamilton B. Allen, motion pic¬
ture editor and critic of the
Rochester (N. Y.) TImes-Union, is
the new hero of the film industry
Allen is being cited by industry
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
leaders as “one of those critics who
Walt Disney copped three of the
share our joy when the industry 10. nominations for the Short Sub¬
is doing business and offers con¬ jects Awards in upcoming Acad¬
structive criticism when we are emy Oscar derby, Warner Bros,
Hot. doing business.”
and National Film Board of Canada
A. recent column by Allen; followed with two each, .Metro and
headed. ‘‘Mourners, Go Home; UPA-Columbia one each; Nomina¬
Movies Aren’t Dead,” is -receiving tions are as follows: -.
. j
widespread circulation in the film
Cartoons:. “Birds Anonymous/'
Madrid, Feb. 11.
biz. Allen bases his comments'-on. Warners* Edward Selzer; producer;
the recent New York Times page “One Droopy. Knight,” Metro, Wil¬
Grand Duke Vladimir of Russia,
one story by Bosley Crowther on liam Hanna* Joseph Barbera;“Ta¬ who. named local distrib Cifesa and
the so-called survey made by Sind- basco Road,” Warners, Selzer;
linger & Co. on the future of the “Trees and Jamaica Daddy/’ UPA- producer-director Juan de Orduna
business.
Columbia, Stephen Bosustow; “The defendants In a criminal libel suit
Allen / complains that “they’ve Truth About. Mother Goosed Walt two weeks ago in Palma de Ma¬
arranged for the burial of the Disney-Biiena yista, Disney.
jorca* reversed his injunction writ
American motion picture industry
Dive Action: '“A Chairy Tale,"
while the patient is very much National Film Board of Canada- banning “Ultimo Cuple” from Span¬
alive, an embarrassing situation Kingsley International Pictures ish screens after distrib agreed to
for the anxious mourners.” As Corp., Norman McLaren; “City of eliminate royal name and title from
evidence of his contention, Allen Gold,” NFBC-Kingsley, Tom Daly; “Cupie" dialogue track.notes that “any business that can “Foothold on Antarctica/’ World
Film was impounded without
sell its product to from 30,000,000 Wide Pictures, Lester A. Schoen- prior warning in Barcelona on Jail.
to 40,000,000 customers every week feld Films, James Carr; “Portugal,” 24, a half-hour before a crowded
just, ain’t dead.” Agreeing that Disney-Buena Vista* Disney; “The matinee showing. In Madrid, where
business is off 10% from last year, Wetback Hound/’ Disney-Buena “Cuple” was yanked after late
the writer points out that the auto¬ Vista, Larry Lansburgh.
show Jan. 26, pic was given legal
mobile business is also 10% behind
Academy will hold final Screen¬ clearance to re-open and entered
Vancouver, Feb. 11.
1956. “And who says the auto in¬ ing for 10 subjects.Feb, 16.
its 40th weeks of showcase exhibi¬
Gratis assist to get Vancouver’s
dustry is about to fold?” he asks.
tion at downtown Rialto last night
‘first
annual”
International Festi¬
In developing his theme, Allen
(Feb. 4);
val under way is offer of Famous
indicates that good pictures doRoyal suit, coming nine, months .Players and Odeon circuits in Can¬
good business and the fault is that
after towering box-office results pic ada. . Festival’s promotional film
“the last half of 1957 just didn’t
has shown, throughout Spain, will: be given frequent showings
bring to the screen many good pic¬
stirred a strong press flurry here prior to July 19 tee-off date. Trail¬
tures.” However; he lists the pic¬
in favor of defendants and ques¬ er may also be shown on CBS tele¬
tures that are currently racking
tioning Russian pretender’s mo¬ vision, and possibly in theatres
un sock returns—“Around the
tives and timing.
dofrn the American west coast.
World in 80 Days,” “The Bridge
Reversal of “Cuple” ban also al¬
Festival, which has signed 500
of the River Kwai/’. “Sayonara,”
lays exhib fears in many sectors as: artists, including orchestra and
“Peyton Place,” “Raintree Coun¬
trade reports Cifesa drove hard chorus, 60 artists representative of
ty” “Old Yeller,” etc...
block booking bargains with salle Europe, Asia and America, still
On the same page as Allen’s
owners seeking this box-office win¬ lags on cash requirements, with
Detroit, Feb. 11,
column in. the-Times-Union, there’s
ner.;
pledges at $215,0007 or two-thirds;
A
protest
over
long-run
engage¬
box with the heading that
Initial $205,000 was subscribed by
“Crowds Force Added Week at ‘80 ments at advanced admission
40 firms.
prices
at
downtown
theatres
to
Days/” In addition, there’s a twoPair
Loses
‘Virgin
Queen’
PUBLIC NOTICE
column photo showing the crowd the disadvantage of nabe houses
Suit Versus 20tto-Fox
waiting to enter the MonrOe.Thea¬ has been filed with Paramount
PUBLIC HEARING—STATE OF
NEW YORK
tre on a Monday night for "80 toppers by the Detroit. Federation
Los
Angeles,
Feb.
11.
MINIMUM WAGE—DEPARTMENT OF
of Women’s Clubs which has a
Days.”
LABOR
:
„
District Court found in favor of
Pursuant to Section 657 of the Labor
Seymour L. Morris, of the Schine membership of 107 clubs and 22 20th-Fox in a suit brought by Max;
Law; the Industrial Commissioner will
Circuit who forwarded the Allen affiliated organizations. No ex¬ Fischler and Joaquin del Rio claim¬
hold public hearings on the report and
Appointment
of
two
hew
Warner
planation
is
given
as
to
how
issue
. column to Variety, says “coopera¬
of the Amusement Sc
ing, ownership of the title,. “Virgin Bros- branch managers in Seattle recommendations
Recreation Minimum Wage Board relating
tion l»ke this should not go unno¬ came up.
un¬ and Denver was disclosed last week to the Minimum Wage Standards id the
Copies of the resolution were Queen,” through its use on
ticed, and instead of always quot¬
Amusement Sc Recreation Industry as
produced
play.
by Charles Boasberg, WB general follows:
ing a Bosley Crowther and making sent to George Weltner* prexy
Rochester, Tuesday, February 25, 1958,
Plaintiffs, stating 20th had re¬ sales manager.
him the dean of all critics, I think Para mp un t Film Distributing
at il. A M., New York State Office Build¬
Named to the Seattle post is ing,
Room 506, 155 West' Main Street.
it’s about time that we started to Corp., Barney Belaban, prexy Par¬ leased a film in i955 under title bf
“The
Virgin
Queen,”
based
their.,
Carl
Miller,
formerly
manager
of
amount
Pictures
Corp.,
and
Thomas
Rochester,
New York.
build up a man who is honest and
New York City, Wednesday, February
sincere, and makes news out of Duane, Detroit. branch manager. claim pn their title holding “sec¬ the Denver branch. Taking over 26. 1958, at 2 P.M.. New York State Office
ondary
meaning/’
through
play
in
Denver
is
Donald
’Urquhart,
for¬
Paramount
Film
Distributing
Co.
Building;
Room
659, 80 Centre - Street,
that which is news, and does not
The resolution, read, in part: having widespread distribution merly a salesman with the com¬ New York 13. New York.
try to gain readership by con¬
DEFINITIONS
among
the
trade.
pany
in
Minneapolis.
“Whereas,
a
number
of
excellent
1. AMUSEMENT
AND
RECREATION
troversy/’
INDUSTRY. The “Amusement and Recrea¬
motion pictures have not been
tion Industry'* is defined to include aU
made available for showing in our
establishments whose primary service is
SAN DIEGO'S LONGEST RUN
neighborhood theatres, but instead
to provide amusement, entertainment, or
recreation,
including
establishments
have been limited to long en¬
which produce and distribute motion pic¬
'Around the World’ in 27th Week— gagements in a few favored thea¬
tures and services allied to this, such as
Still 80% Capacity
casting and rental of motion, picture film
tres at higher thain customary ad¬
or equipment. The industry also includes
mission prices, especially “The Ten
owners, lessees, and concessionaires whose
San Diego, Feb. 11,
Commandments,” and wh er isa s
is incidental thereto or in con¬
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
can get extras for 64c a day. Money business
nection therewith, or a part thereof, and
“Around the World in 80 Days” such a policy of restricted show¬
An increase in so-called, “run¬ is tight these days, it’s hard to
services as are allied therewith.
racked up a sock $10,000 for film’s ings at advanced admission prices away” production will result in a get* so many producers go to Eu¬ such
The industry includes, but is not limited
27 week at the Capri Theatre here. constitutes a discrimination big dip in Hollywood industry em¬ rope Where in virtually every coun¬ to' motion picture and other theatres,
dance halls and studios; ballrooms, bowl?
Take is about 80% capacity for 857- against our neighborhood thea¬ ployment this year, it’s, predicted try they can get . complete financing ing
alleys, billiard parlors, skating rinks,
aeat house.
tres, . disservice to the motion by Ralph Clare, business agent of and half-ownership of the picture riding academies, race tracks, and stables,
amusement
parks and centers, penny
Mike Todd film ran up a great picture/industry, and an unwar¬ Teamsters local 399 and former plus western hemisphere rights,
arcades and other coin-operated amuse¬
$262,593 for a six-month record in ranted imposition on the motion prexy of the Hollywood AFL. Film for delivering an American name, ment-device parlors, athletic fields,
arenas,
ball
parks and. stadiums, swim¬
theatre, ending Feb. L Pic is now picture supporting public, now, Council. Clare believes there will star. One producer told me a pic¬
pools, beaches, gymnasiums and
in longest run ever played by a therefore be it resolved, that our be an increase in the number of ture which cost $100,000 here can ming
slenderizing salons, golf courses, tennis
film in. this Navy; town.
members and the members of the U. S. pix made abroad because of7 be made in Europe—if he pro¬ courts, carnivals, circuses, boathouses,,
card clubs, and other similar establish¬
organizations which we and they high taxation, plus failure on the duced above-the-line—for $30,000. ments,
as well as play-producing or other
25-Week Vancouver Wonder
entertainment-producing companies, thea¬
represent; be requested not to sup¬ part of Washington to aid motion
“Foreign production of American trical agents, ticket-brokers, and pro¬
Vancouver, Feb. 11,
port motion pictures which are In¬ picture producers in any way.
pictures is the main reason I ex¬ fessional sports promoters. The industry
During Vancouver film trade’s tended to be . withheld from our
includes allied services operated in
Clare termed it ironic that the pect a downbeat employment this also
“worst year ever,” UA’s “Around neighborhood theatres.”
connection with amusement and recrea¬
Government grants foreign aid to year. If the major studios sell'their tion establishments, such as check rooms
the World in 80 Days” amazed
and parking lots:
the
European,
countries
which
give
post-1948
pictures
to
tv,
then
they
area’s exhibs by copping consistent
The Industry excludes, fa) establish¬
subsidies to their film producers might just .as well go into the real ments engaged in the operation of radio
80% capacity grosses and running
and American producers, but at the estate business and forget about and television broadcasting stations, and,
25 weeks before. bowiug:put last
(b) non-profit- organizations organized ex¬
same .time will in no way alleviate the. movies, because they’ll foul clusively for religious, charitable, or edu¬
Saturday (8); Film! played at Stan¬
the problem facing Hollywood film- their own mast. It was a big cational purposes.
ley* Famous Players nabe house.
2. EMPLOYEE. “Employee" means a
makers,
enough mistake to sell the pre- woman
Circuit’s regional policy prohibits
21 years of age and over, and any
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
•> person -under the age of 21 years em¬
‘I expect, more runaway produc¬ 1948 backlogs.
gross-take disclosures.;
Writers Guild of America, West, tion than, eyer this year; and this
ployed
amusement and recreation
’T don’t expect this to be such industry.in the
Nearest contender to record run has been, ordered by California
Summer Theatre apprentice
here* according to R. D. Letts, man¬ Securities Commission to: close its will mean less employment in Hol¬ a hot year. There is no indication actors, actors employed in New York City
theatres
with
less than 300 seats, and
ager of downtown Strand (FP), current $75,000 bond issue for a lywood,” said Clare in his frankly UI will start operations again. RKG? rolling chair pushers
shall he excluded
was “The King &■ I,” which “ran new building by Feb. 15, whether, pessimistic outlook for the year. is now Desiiu; Revue is busy, bur from this definition. (Pursuant to Section
The
union
exec,
who
keeps
a
close
663-a of Article 19 of the Labor Law all
their
tv
operations^
don’t
take
up
14 smash weeks, which is phenom¬ fully subscribed or not.
of the provisions of a minimum wage
tally on industry employment fig¬ the slack in motion pictures; as order
enal for Vancouver.”
apply also to males 21 years of
Total sales tp date amount 4o ures, -stated, “producers can get for 20th-Fox and Metro, no one age
and over).
$43,650, and pledges for part of financing easier abroad; all coum- can tell.
3. WORKING TIME. “Working time**
time worked or time of required
balance are being called in. JVs tries but ours seem to have sub-’
“Toll tv is the industry’s only means
attendance,
including
waiting' . time,
reported Guild may, request an ex¬ sidies for producers; in this coun¬ hope, but not on a subscription whether
or not work is provided, and
tension if necessary,
spent in traveling as part of the
try, we help small business, .but basis as they did in Bartlesville time
duties of the employee. This. provision
not producers.
where you pay flat fees wittait shall not apply to pinsetters, caddies, and
Boothmen’s Local; 584 Elects
at sports exhibitions.
“So producers like Stanley Kra¬ knowing what you’re getting. If ushers
4. MOTION PICTURE SERVICE STAFF
Breckenridge, Tex., Feb, 11.
mer go to Spain to film ‘Pride and it comes through Hollywood will be EMPLOYEE; An employee ip a motion
I—R1DI0 CITT MUSIC HUL—I
John
Creagh.of
the
Corral
Drivepicture theatre whose -duties involve the
a
busier
than
ever.
The
industry
Rockefeller Center • Cl 6-4600
the
Passion/
There
the
average
In has been elected prez Of the
performance of services for patrons and
MARIO LANZA h,.
projectionist Local. 584. Other offi¬ wage for a truck driver is $2 . in also needs, a different type of ex¬ require direct contact with patrons.
of the Board’s recommendations
cers include J. H. Davis, biz agent; American money, as compared to ploitation and merchandising, and areCopies
“SEVEN HILLS OF ROME’1
available on request at the Office of
D P. Clark, secretary - treasurer, $21 a day for an eight-hour jay young blood. Good—not necessar- j the Industrial Commissioner, 80 Centre
a-st*ri« RENAT0 RASCEL • MARJSA AllASlO
here. And some go to . Mexico, ily expensive-pictures are -what it' Street, New York 13, NeW York.
and
Alvin
Stone,
sergeant
at
arms.
Al un liltm le TIMOTIMI® tH TICDIICilN
Isador Lubin
; The local recently celebrated its where a truck driver works unlim¬ needs. ‘Marty’ is an example of a
Industrial- Commissioner
gtCTitHII ffltE fggHAnW
ited hours for $1.60 a day*; and they J low-budget b.o. pic/’ he said.
38th anniversary here.
February 7, 1958
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Taking Straw Out of Public Polls,
Skiatron, Telemeter Enfranchisement
Dp for Plebiscite in Los Angeles

Showmen Still
,===

Continued from page S

taining that the decentralization
prpeess favoring the indies also had
.its disadvantage in that it dissi¬
pated the big labor pool in Holly¬
wood, “There’s no guaranteed em¬
ployment any longer,” he Said. “It’s
Los Angeles, Feb. 11. 4’ - '
: .
'
difficult for an independent to as¬
Angelinos will vote on feevee in
semble a cracker jack staff, each
The Clerks Depart
time he makes a film.”
June
primaries
and indicate
Universal’s “operation econ¬
Sperling, commenting oh chang¬
whether they approve the L. A.
omy” moved down to the low¬
ing conditions, said“we’re only
City Council granting pay-tv fran¬
est echelon last week at the
mid-way through them,” and held
chises to Skiatron and Fox West
N. Y. homeoffice.
that the first big change Was. the
Axed from the payroll were
C o a s t -International. Telemeter
relaxation. of studio management
10 staffers,. including tele¬
Council passed this action last No¬
control, “A man like Jack Warner
phone operators, mail room
has learned to listen and heed the
vember.
clerks, messengers, and serv¬ : creative impulses of other people,”
This was assured over weekend
ice department personnel.
he opined. Asked about “Spirit of
when -.the City Clerk informed
St. Louis,” an expensive WB fail¬
Council that sufficient signatures
ure,
Sperling said it Was a tribute
Lad been certified on two petitions
to
Warner’s reliance on the indi¬
to place issue on the ballot. Peti¬
vidual
creator (in this case Leland
tions were circulated in January
Hayward).
*
by the Citizens Committee Against
New films won’t be sold to tv
Pay TV.
; if the business remains reasonably
A total of 51,767 signatures on
stable, Sperling held. Short of col¬
each petition are required to acti¬
lapse, he’d have to take the “moral
vate the issue for voters, a number
Producer Milton Sperling report¬ position” and not advocate selling
already passed in checking.
Skiatron, through v.p. Jerome ed in N. Y. last week-that he had to tv, he said. But the producer
Boff, one of the feevee companies made a deal to produce pictures didn’t go along Wholeheartedly with
involved, contended misrepresen¬ in the Cinerama
First those who blame tv wholly for the
tation was made by the petition; One, to roll during the summer, theatres’ Woes.
“There’s a theory that the de¬
circulators.
“Solicitors told people they ■Will be “Cinerama Circus:” It’ll cline might have happened any¬
would lose free television if they have a story' and one or two stars. way,” he said, “even if the old films
did, not sign,” Doff asserted.
Sperling said he planned to hiake. hadn’t been sold. Perhaps the mo¬
Cinerama features at the rate of tion picture form, like the. novel,
ohe a year. Budget of between must be adjusted to mid-20th cen¬
$2,000,000
and * $3,000,000
is tury living. This new living may
planned. There’s a Cinerama film, have altered conditions beyond our
comprehension. . Perhaps, as a mass
“Cinerama:South
Seas,”:
now
edit¬
Continued from pace 1 sss
ing, with no other Cinerama pro¬ medium, pictures have changed.”
does not have a truly beautiful ductions planned after that!
: Sperling saw films coming closer
voice, and some of them are down¬
According to Sperling, the tech¬ in structure to the stage, with the
right peevish that she confuses the nicians think they can lick the extremes in hits and flops. “It’s a
vocal issue, by being an actress of printdown problem in Cinerama. healthy indicator for the future,”
overpowering skill, by opera stage However, he said, he may make a he maintained. “For1 the great hit
standards. One hears remarks “cover” version.
plays one can’t; buy a ticket today.
*Which imply that for a soprano to
The same will happen with movies:
be so clever and imaginative, a
The: good Ones Will earn more than
mime is shomehow tricky.
ever, and perhaps well see 50 pic¬
tures grossing mbre than $20,000,.'The Met management ran prac¬
tically no “risk” with Callas. She i—. Continued from page 2 ss 000 a piece, provided their quality
warrants.
was loaded for ovation, and she
in an opera house can such a per¬ the same time, it is recognized that - His
“Marjorie Morningstar,”
sonal tour de force as hers, or essential details still have to; be based on the Herman Wouk novel,
close enough,' be rated as an. in¬ ironed out before the industry can opens in Miami March 20 and goes
ferior achievement against a couple relax.
into Radio City Music Hall after
of complaints on technical points.
At his final press confab last “Merry Andrew.” It’ll open gen¬
The management “risk” was- in Thursday (6) before his retirement. erally at Easter time, with only the
casting young Daniele Barioni as Sir Henry L. French, head of the N. Y, area blanked out to protect
Alfredo. Though improved in poise British Film Producers Assn., re¬ the Hall. Picture, starring Natalie
from a year ago, this boy sent on called that when his members fisrt; Wood and Gene Kelly, cost over
a man’s errand is still troubled imposed a bar on the sale of films $2,000,000 and runs 123 minutes*
by his feet, which are never in the for tv some two years ago, the. de¬
right place, and by a tendency to rision was registered under the
choke off both tones and situational Restrictive Practices Act, He felt
emotion. Despite her lover’s shaky sure that similar action Would be
pitch. Miss Callas1 came through, necessary on behalf of. the five as¬
Continued from 'page 3 ss
and against this handicap her per¬ sociations.' He insisted, however,
formance was the more admirable. that they were doing the correct meeting yesterday (Tues.), claimed
Callas was giving her all every thing on behalf of the industry and. that the only purpose of Cinerama
minute. Twice perhaps she was too was confident that it would , be up¬ Productions “is to collect money.”
“busy” with self-directed stage held in. all branches of the trade. He charged that it “produces noth¬
business. Though this was fully in
The control plan, as reported in ing, mahages nothing” and that it
character it was distractive when Variety
Week, was devised by is merely a “royalty, company” col¬
tenor and baritone were On solo. Cecil G. last
Bernstein, deputy chair¬ lecting money from Stanley War¬
Mario Zanasi was making his Met
ner. As a consequence, Selheimer
debut as the father, Germont, and man of the Granada Group, and said the company can operate in
though vocally impressive he was provides for a levy by exhibitors small office and does not: require
clearly nervous and minus on im¬ which, it is hoped, will raise be¬ the services ?of two executives earn¬
tween $1,500,000 and $2,000,000 a ing $35,1)00 annually.
personation.
year to provide a defense fund for
Fausta Cleva conducted and the the purchase Of oldies which . In answering Selheimer’s
routine staging by Hans Busch on might otherwise have been, offered charges. Cinerama Productions
the Tyrone Guthrie blueprint was to tv. The project.has the backing prexy Milo J. Sutliff declared that
“set” for the three top singers to of the U. S. majors who have Selheimer was giving the Stock¬
step in, in the repertory tradition agreed to. add a clause to future holders a “misleading impression”
of the Met, sans any dress re¬ contracts excluding the United about the functions of. the com¬
hearsal. It may be said that if this Kingdom, when they , offer their pany. He noted that CP was a 50%
was her finest evening, Mme. backlogs to tv packages:
partner with SW in the operation
Callas has never sung at the Met
and performed an essential role ip
yet under anything like “normal”
checking and advising on the open¬
conditions. Perhaps she never will
ing and closing of theatres, reduc¬
since she seems to create a charged
ing or increasing performances,
climate always, her imperious atti¬
add on production and exhibition
tude provoking both adoration and
Continued from page S SSSOS-' matters. Sutliff called attention to
asthma in operagoers.
the slipW business experience of
Her capacity to make people tors are cooperating wholeheart¬ Theodore R. Kupferman, v.p. and.
care, either way, is without con¬ edly to spot quality product in usu¬ general -counsel, and Irving Mar¬
ally slump-ridden times like early
temporary equal.
April, May-June, September “when golin, v.p. and treasurer.
.In a point by point refutation of
the big 1v shows return,” and feels
that “with merchandise on our Selheimer’s charges, Sutliff de¬
clared
that .the Philly broker was
shelves, we’ll, sell, the pallbearers
and gloom-bearer right:out of exist-' aware of a new deal With SW, that
the
company’s
future was bright
ence.”
Continued from page 5
Since Boston, Hyman’s already and far from being “the beginning
ution sked, Disney also stated, all barnstormed through Detroit and of . the end” as charged by Selheim¬
the net income expected this year Salt Lake City, plans a speech er, Sutliff added that on the basis
from new feature releases will be March 11 at Kansas City, another of Selheim jr’tf proxy solicitation, it
reflected in last three quarters of March 13 at Minneapolis and ten¬ appeared obvious that his plans
fiscal year ending Sept. 27, 1958.
tatively figures to hit St. Louis in were to liquidate the company.
AH incumbent officers and direc¬ tljie same swing.' He said the Min¬
Selheimer, on the other hand,
tors were Teelected at annual meet¬ neapolis meeting might result in refuted charges that he was a
ing held last week.
formation of a new exhibitors Or¬ chronic disturber of corporate
peace by pointing out that stock¬
Directorate declared company’s ganization for that territory.
regular quarterly, cash dividend of
dHef Barker Irving M, (Bud) holders benefited from all proxy
10c per share on 1,537,054 common Levin conducted the meeting. Rights in which he had been in¬
shares. Melon is payable April 1 to Among those attending were Unit¬ volved.
shareholders of record March . 14. ed California’s Mike Naify, Al,
In the closing moments of the
Hemy and Ted Nasser of the Nas¬ fight, which erupted suddenly and
James H. Nicholson, prexy of ser circuit, Nate Blumehfeld of Blu- unexpectedly, both sides accused
American- International, is in to menfeld circuit; Cooper Theatres’ each other of deliberate falsehoods
Louisville to attend Allied Drive-in Roy Cooper, lawyer L. S. Hamm, in-attempting to win the support of
Theatre Owners convention..
reps of all-major distributors.
the investors.

‘Cinerama Circus

Callas Sans Malice

Short Unanimity

Cinerama

H’wood: No Reprise

Disneyland
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Tolls Pals Poorly Performing
Toronto, Feb. li.
“Everybody seems to agree that pay-tv is the wonder drug guar¬
anteed to save the ailing Hollywood* What they don’t seem to
realize is that the patient may not survive long enough for them
to finish up their internal squabbling and alibi-ing.” So writes
Ronald Johnson, Toronto Globe & Mail’s critic. He comments that
pay-tv planners “offer a dozen excuses, but they all boil down to
the two that are seldom mentioned:
“(a) Telemeter Corp. (owned by Paramount Studios) hasn’t
met; its promises regarding production of the coin boxes. When
We were visiting the Telemeter plant in Los Angeles last spring,
officials, confidently predicted mass production by last November’
They’re, still predicting, not producing,
“(b) Installation costs vary with every official to whom you talk.
One will tell you the installation can be done for $2,000,000-$3,000,000. His counterpart in the next office wails that it’s going to cost
ten times that. And, silly as this may sound, nobody has yet done a
■ sound study to find this out. Or if they have it’s scared them out
of talking.”
JOHNSTON ON TOLL
Sufficient - Unto - the - Day - IsEvil - Thereof*
New Haven, Feb. 1J.
Eric Johnston was here last
week to chair a roundtable discus¬
sion of “America’s Human Re¬
sources tp Meet the Scientific
Challenge.” Event, held at Yale
Was sponsored by the President’s
Committee on Scientists, and Engi¬
neers and William Benton Founda¬
tion.
While here; Motion Picture Assn;
prez also unburdened a few
thoughts on film biz. for local press
consumption* Comments in this
field ranged from scotching the re¬
mark that film making has become
simply a commercial setup minus
glamor, to the opinion that pix
must produce bigger and more
colorful presentations than televi¬
sion in order to battle that medium
successfully.
Johnston also noted that Prince¬
ton is making a survey on audi¬
ence picture desires and that this
survey will improve film output, as
opposed to the method of merely
playing hunches.
On the subject of pay-teevee’s possible effect on film
biz, Johnston was non-cominittab adopting a sufficient-untothe-day-is-the-evil-thereof atti¬
tude.

Frisco Debate

San Francisco, Feb. 11.
Despite the fact that Frisco’s
supervisors shelved toll-TV fran¬
chise applications from Skiatron
and Telemeter in midTJanuary,
feevee is getting more attention
than ever from the city’s press and
commercial television
stations.
Within the past fortnight:
(1) Terrence O’Flaherty, in
morning Chronicle, has devoted a
full analytical column to the sub¬
ject;
(2) Guy Wright, in Scripps-Howard’s afternoon News, has done the
same;.
(3) The City-County~ Record, a.
local monthly, has carried a long
story of pros and cons of toll-tV;
(4) KRON, an NBC affiliate, has
teamed up with KSBW-TV, Sa¬
linas, and KSBY-TV, San! Luis
Obispo, to produce a 50-minute,
prime-time debate between op¬
ponents and proponents of feevee;
(5) KPIX, Westinghouse-owned
CBS affiliate, carried a half-hour
debate late last Sunday (9) after¬
noon;
(6) And the opening session of
the Western Radio and TV Con¬
ference Thursday (13) will find
rriore than 300 delegates from
seven Western States discussing,
as Topic A, pay-tv, because first
Chicago, Feb. Jl.
speaker at the annual meeting is
International Telemeter Corp., Skiatron Vice-president Alan Lane.
demonstrating it£ wired Feevee
Adding heat, if not light, to the
system here this week, reported debate was the start of fortnight¬
ly
of Pay-TV Newslet¬
readiness to operate in two test terpublication
& Digest at Frisco in midareas (not disclosed) before year’s January.
end. Demonstrations here are be¬
Significance—or outcome—of ail
ing held through Friday (14), four this talk is still not clear.
times daily, mainly to film exhibs
Generally speaking, the debates
Who might be likely franchise pur¬ on tv have .resulted in walloping
chasers. Paul MacNamara, Tele¬ victories for toll-tv opponents, with
meter veep, stated that 110 fran¬ 95 to 99% of viewers expressing
chise applications have been placed themselves against pay-tv.
so far.
The extensive KRON debate, for
MacNamara revealed forming of instance, drew 200 letters and 600
Telemeter Programming Corp., phone calls, with all the letters*
booking arm of company which is anti-feeVee arid the majority of
expected to provide over 200 hours phone calls in the same camp.
yearly of national events. Head,
On the other hand, the colum¬
of the subsid has not: yet been nists seem to be adopting notably
named, MacNamara says feature moderate positions, especially com¬
films will be backbone of tollvision, pared to their stances of some
especially with system like tele¬ months ago* Wright’s basic pitch,
meter’s which transmits three for example, was that it would be
programs simultaneous on one silly for a city such as Frisco, to
channel.
rush head-long into wired feevee
T when through-the-air broadcasts
aTe much more feasible,. techni¬
cally and economically.
O’Flaherty pointed out “SkiaRome, Feb. 4.
The official calendar for the tron’s biggest selling point is also
coming year at the Venice Film the most powerful argument I
Festival has been announced, and have found against pay-tv,” and
the official invitations with new noted that Sol Hurok’s deal with
regulations for the events, are Skiatron deprives “free tv of one
being readied. Fest opens June 10 of its greatest assets ...”
O’Flaherty continued:
when the first Art Film Festival
“The two most important ques¬
starts, opening to coincide with the
tions
the pay-tv people have to
inauguration of the Venice Art
Biennial Exhibit. Both the Docu¬ answer, are these: What can you
give
us,
for an additional fee, that
mentary Filni Fest and the Moppet
pic event have been moved up to we aren’t already getting for noth¬
ing?
Are
yori willing to guaran¬
be unspooled July 17-27. The film
publication exhib will be Aug. 15- tee there will be no commercials?
Sept. 15. From,-Oct. 30 to Nov. 4, So far, no system, has. answered
a Scientific Pic festival -will, be either to my satisfaction ”
But. O’Flaherty 'wound up with:
held under Venetian auspices In
“As the tag line in that stag
nearby Padua.
Year’s doings in Venice will wind party joke . goes, .‘Lady, if you
with a newly instituted Festival of ain’t tried it, don’t knock it’.”
Advertising Films, Sept. 20-25.
Venice was recently chosen. As a
Hugh D. Brown, remembered as
site at a meeting in Paris of the an exec producer at Kudner ad
ISAS (International Screen Adver¬ agency, now with industrial film
tising Services) and the. ISPA (In¬ production outfit in N. Y., Morton
ternational Screen Publicity Assn.). McConnachie Inc.

Telemeter Gives

Venice Film Fest lineup
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TOLL SEES CHOKE-OFF BY TV
Washington, Feb. 11.
. With the action of the House In¬
terstate Commerce Committee last
week in calling on the Federal
Communications Commission to
hold up on subscription tv, it now
appears that the Senate may hold
the key to the future of broadcast
feeveel
The Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee meets next Wednesday
(19) to action a resolution by Sen.
Strom Thurmond' (D-S. C.) which
Is similar to that adopted by the
House Committee. The indications
are that the vote will be close since
six members of the 15-member
Senate Committee are co-sponsors
of the Thurmond measure.
v
Should the Senate Committee
fail to adopt the Thurmond resolu¬
tion, there is a question as to
whether the FCC would feel bouhd
to honor the House resolution.
However, if the Thurmond mea¬
sure is adopted, it is expected that
the Commission will regard it as
a mandate from. Congress that sub¬
scription authorizations must be
withheld until public policy is de¬
cided.
House Committee action was
taken in a resolution stating that
‘‘it is the sense of this Committee
that the FCC should not grant
authorizations for subscription tv
operations . . . unless and until
the Communications Act of 193# is
amended so as to specifically em¬
power the Commission to grant
such authorizations.”
Committee Chairman Qren Har¬
ris (D-Ark;) indicated that the
Committee, which held hearings
last month on pay tv, decided on
the resolution because the members
felt it was “almost impossible”
to get action on one of the many
bills banning feevee in time to
prevent the FCC from issuing
authorizations. The Commission
had planned to consider applica¬
tions for Subscription operations
after March 1.
17-7 Vote

Basilio-Robinson Second
To 4>100-Seat House

Denial Surgery Closed-TV
Program Out in Color

Minneapolis, Feb: 11.
United Paramount will offer the
closed circuit telecast of the second
Basilio-Robinson fight, just as it
did. the first, in both of its Minne¬
apolis 4,100-seat Radio City and
2,300-seat St. Paul Paramount and
ait the same $2.50 to $5 admission
scale.
Telecast of the first fight drew
a Radio City gross of just under
$10,000 from 2,932 payees and a
Paramount just under. $6,000. from.
1,640 customers.
v
All closed circuit fight telecasts ,
have been presented, at Radio City
here, most of them exclusively in
the Twin Cities and the BasilioRobinson first bout take, because
of a higher scale, set- a new high
mark;
Several, however, drew,
larger Radio City‘crowds.

A
new
crystalite
lenticular
screen, especially designed for
color projection, is being employed
by Closed Circuit Telecasting Sys¬
tem, for its closed tv-telecasts.
CTS used the new screen for
the first time on Jan. 29 in Chi¬
cago where dentists, faculty mem¬
bers and students of Northwestern
U’s Dental School saw close-ups of
dental surgery on 6i8-fpot screens
: during a four-hour colorcast. The
new screen, said to insure color
picture, clarity for wider angle
viewing, was also used Saturday
(8), "before 400 radiolologists In
Chicago’s Drake Hotel: CTS plans
toacquire, additional screens for
deployement in its 40-city equip¬
ment network.

Zenith Discerns
Plot to Kill
Toll As Rival

Blows at Toll
A i 6m film, designed by Theatre
Owners of America to combat all
forms of toll tv, lias been delivered
to units of the;exhibitor, organiza¬
tion throughout the country. The
15-minute film, entitled “Toll TV—
What It Means to You,” will he
distributed to local civic, business
and fraternal groups and to ty sta¬
tions to enlist support for TOA’s
campaign to halt proposed pay tv
tests and the issuance of franchises
by municipalities for cable tv in¬
stallations.
Prints of . the film have been sent.
to 20 key TO A leaders In. various
sections of the: country.
These
reps Will hahdle the local distribu¬
tion.
The picture was produced
by Philip Harling, Chairman of
TOA’s toll tv committee, and con¬
sists of an interview by Edward
O’Neill, N. Y. Daily News political
writer, with Abe Stark, president
of the Council of New York City..
Stark has long been an outstpoken
opponent of toll tv and has asked
for legislation to ban it.

ACLU Supports
Test’of Toll If
No Advertising

American Civil Liberties Union
Congressman Reports
has taken a stand favoring the au¬
Chicago, Feb. 11.
Minneapolis, Feb.. 11.
thorization
of tollvision tests—
Commdr. Eugene F. McDonald
Minnesota congressman John A.
Jr., prez of Zenith Radio Corp., is Blatnik informed the Twin Cities with safeguards.: Organization’s at¬
accusing a number of radio and tv press that he ‘ has received “an titude, as expressed in its weekly,
stations of using “the public’s air¬ , avalanche of cards, telegrams, tet¬ news bulletin, is that a trial of
waves” to propogandize against ters and petitions , opposing pay toll-tv should be permitted but on
condition there’s no sponsorship
tollvision.
television,”
In his latest press release, Mc¬
At latest Count, he said, more; involved, there should be at least
Donald described a “high pressure , than 12,000 of his districts resi¬ two free channels in operation in
pitchman’s campaign” by certain dents either—not itemized—wrote any city where tests are held, that
stations to induce public pressur¬ individually, signed a petition or the experimental time should he
limited, and there are guarantees
ing of Congressmen and Senators sent a telegram on' the subject.
of programming which is not avail¬
“to legislate the still-birth of sub¬
able on free ty.
scription
television,”
McDonald
25,000 Letters
This position was stated by Irv¬
stated these stations were acting
Greensboro, N. C., Feb. 11. *
ing Ferman-, ACLU’s Washington
on the urging of their networks
North Carolina’s Congressional
director.
and trade association.
delegation is turning thumbs down
Here’s the flipper froin Messrs;' op pay television in the wake. of
MacDonaldand his, alter ego Ted overwhelming riiaii^agmnst it from
Leitzel:
constituents:
The state's only Republican con¬
“f have been advised by
A proposal that the Federal
counsel that tv stations which
gressman, Charles R. Jones, said a
Communications Commission re¬
television appeal “to let your con¬
yield to, network and trade
move any restrictions from the use
association pressure may be
gressman: know” oh the issue
of pay-tv on any tv station using
unwittingly joining *a conspir¬
deluged him With 25,000 letters and
a system for teaching and instruc¬
acy to kill off a potential new
telegrams in three days.
tion was contained in a letter sent
competitor in . violation of the
Inquiries of the state’s 12 House,
to Congress last week by Solomon
The
resolution,
which
was
Federal antitrust laws?1
members showed the members op¬
adopted by a 17-7 vote, stated that
Sagall, prez of the Teleglobe tollposing pay TV.
tv system;
‘‘It has not been established to the
Full - Page Ads
Rep. Cooley said he “would hesi¬
Sagall has submitted to the FCC
complete satisfaction of the Com¬
Washington, Feb. 11.
tate to hamper” theh progress: of
mittee" that FCC has the authority
a plan for a Teleglobe-International
Coincident with .the .House In¬ “commercial” television and “would
Television
University under which
to sanction feevee -operations. Such terstate
Commerce
Committee certainly not look with favor on”
operations, it declared, ‘‘might lead resolution on pay tv. Zenith Radio
available: teaching personnel yrould
pay “tv.”
at least to a partial blacking out of
be utilized via the estabUshmerit of
Corp: carried full page ads in
the present system; of tv operations,
home-tv
“classrooms.”
Students
Washington newspapers charging
with possible injury to such pres¬
would “Subscribe” to the lectures
the networks with “running scared
ent system in particular. communivia. Teleglobe,
as cats” to give tv viewers “the
ties if not throughout the U.S.”
Chicago, Feb. 11.
Iri his. letter, Sagall said extra¬
freedom to choose on your own be¬
Frank. Little, is the new ad-pub ordinary measures are required to
Harris emphasized: that the Com¬ half the television programs you
chief for Paramount’s Chicago of¬ overcome the appalling shortages
mittee action, which he expected might want to see.” ,
fice, replacing Walter Hoffman, of classrooms/ schools and teach¬
will be honored; ‘‘doesn’t close the
The/networks, said the ad, “are
who resigned last week' to ankle ing personnel. Application of paydoor” on subscription. The Com¬
so afraid,to trust you that they are
tv to education cannot and should
mittee, he said, expects to go into operating a nationwide propaganda the. trade.
Little has been rpVing the coun¬ not be a subject of controversy,
the subject more thoroughly in the and lobbying campaign,:hoping to
late summer or early fall. At that high pressure you and Congress.” try for Par’s “10 Commandments” he held.
time, he indicated, it will consider The ads appeared in the afternoon since last September, when he .... Telegldbe transmits the full, un¬
joined the company. Before that scrambled picture but provides the
various bills prohibiting subscrippapers of last Wednesday (5) and
he handled publicity for Gothdfri’S sound only to subscribers via a
tion/as well as wire feevee, com¬
the morning paper of Thursday
Radio City Music Hall for six years. special, line and speaker.
munity antennas and tv booster
(6).
The Committee adopted its
stations.
resolution
Thursday
requesting
Harris’ Committee is the parent the Federal Communications Com¬
body of the House Subcommittee mission to withhold authorizations
on Legislative Oversight of: which for subscription, operations..
Harris is an ex officio member.
With FCC on the “hot seat” of the
Subcommittee’s inquiry, it’s con¬
sidered highly doubtful that the
Against Broadcasters' Many Negatives' Comes Now
agency;would defy the Committee
Those Who Favor Pay-See
resolution although it is. not legally
Chicago, Feb. 11.
required to comply with it. As
Young
author
George
Lea
re¬
Harris pointed out, however,- that
In the face of much reported would you prefer to pay for first
are precedents for such action in veals discussions are afoot for the
resolutions by the Senate Inter¬ filmization- of his first novel; negative audience reaction to pay-, quality movies via home tv or at
There’s
Music,” tv, now along comes the latest a movie theatre?” 51% prefer -the
state Commerce Committee which ‘‘Somewhere
home; 39.1% voted for the theatres
which
Lippincott
brought
out
the Commission respected.
recently with an initial release of Tele-Census to “prove” that the and 9.9% had other answers. Asked
10,000. Lea says the screen rights public would prefer to pay to see Whether they preferred to see
are being sought by indie producer attractions in the home rather than “blacked out” championship fights
on toll-tv over* a theatre, 60.3% pre¬
Sam Shaw (who recently Completed in the theatres.
Census is the 16th of a series arid ferred pay-tv and 26.6% saw it the
“Paris Blues” with Sammy Davis
San Francisco, Feb. 11.
it shows a strong leaning towards other way. 13.1% had no answer.
Deal has been completed With Jr.).
.Should the Federal Communi¬
the 27 -. year - old the pay methods. Asked how they
management of Frisco’s 16,000- -... Meanwhile,
seat Cow Palace for closed-circuit writer is into his second novel, as felt about “paying a small sum via cations Commission approve paytv?
59.2% answered in the affirma¬
subscription
tv
for
certain*
new
yet
untitled.
Lea
now.
lives
in.
televising of Basilio-Robiiison re¬
Chicago, where he’s manager of movies and other boxoffice features tive, and 47.9% thought such ap¬
turn match March 25.
proval
would improve: the quality
which
will
never
otherwise
be
the
Hyde
Park
theatre,
a
southside
Fred Spiess, secretary-treasurer of
Western Promotions, Inc., said fight arty.. He once was doorman for shown on ‘regular’ tv,” 52.2%- said of present “free” prograiris. On the
other
hand,
24% would rather not
the
Surf
theatre,
another
Chi
art
they
would
be.
willing,
33,7%
said
,
Will be shown, on four huge screens
with proposed scale of $2, $3, $4 house. “Music,” which concerns a they were unwilling and 14.1%- see the Cominission give the goahead to toll, arid 18.6% felt that
gave
other
answers.
.
soul-searching
Korean
War
vet
in
ahd $5.
Firm is also arranging
Would they pay 50c to $1 to see feevee would lessen the; quality of
closed-circuit deals in Oakland, a jazz milieu> took over three years
the free shows.
San Diego, Sacramento, Stockton: to finish, and in 1956 copped the top Hollywood features at horrie?
Tele-Census • reflects the crossand San Jose. Sid Flaherty, fight $1,200 Hopwood contest award 54.5% said yes, 38.8% voted no and
section opinions of 3,600 setowners
6.7%
had
no
answer.
from
the
University
of
Michigan,
manager, is president of Western
in
the Los Angeles area.
“If the: price were the same.
i Book sells for $1.50, paperbound.
Promotions, ,Inc.

A Tollvision TJnirersily’?

Frank little Settles Pown

THEATRE MANAGER
WRITES 2D NOVEL

Boat for Cow Palace

J

PflYSEE C1P
The toll-tv camp reacted angrily
last week to a House committee’s
resolution calling on the Federal
Cominunications Commission to
suspend the projected over-the-air
f “tests” of pay television which
were to have been authorized in
March.
I
The House interstate and For! eign Commerce Committee asked
the FCC to call off the tests as not
[ serving the interests Of the public.
Though the Senate counterpart of
| the House group hasn’t voted yet,
there is little question that the
Commission will heed the House
| committee’s request.
Even the toll promoters agree
that such an action, leaving the
entire pay-as-you-see question in
fact up to the entire Congress,
probably would knock out chances
of over-the-air pay video for sev¬
eral, years to Come.
At the same time, they maintain
that the Congress thus would be
forcing the entire pay-tv operation
into the closed-circuit framework.
While this is more expensive, some
also see it as potentially more
dangerous than over-the-air tollcahiing since the cable trarismissions aren’t limited by any agency
and, by virtue of their existence
alone, demand a Wider and more
complete range of programming.
Skiatron has always played both
sides of the fence, and its Los An¬
geles and San Francisco plans were
largely predicated on “wiring up”
those cities.. Zenith (Phonevision)
has been a staunch supporter of
over-the-air transmission,
while
Telemeter (Paramount) in the-past
has leaned towards the cable-type
setups;
Out in Bartlesville, Okla., the
only currently operating pay-tv
setup, everything’s done by wire
connection, which requires no
authorization from any Federal
agencies.
Desperate
Even as the pay camp was trying
to minimize the House Committee
action, and there were, desperate
behind-the-scenes-activities to get
the Senate committee to. vote the
other way, the opponents of feevee
were basking in their success,
“This is the first coftstructive
legislative action since we under¬
took the fight against pay-tv' in
February 1954.
We congratulate
the committee on its intelligent and
forthright stand,” declared Philip
F, Harlirig; chairman of the Thea¬
tre Owners of America pay-tv com¬
mittee.
“We are confident,” he added,
“that the Senate Interstate and
Foreign. Commerce
Committee,
which is considering companion
resolutions, will also reach the
same decision, and that both
Houses will bring back a joint bill
barring pay-tv oyer the <air.”
Position of the . pr<fc£oll fac¬
tion is that, in bowing to the House
committee’s resolution, the FCC
would be virtually abdicating to
legislative control of its rulings
While the agency operates undei
the Congress, it so far has enjoyec
independence in its deliberation!
and decisions. It’s felt that, at the
moment, with Congress investigat¬
ing the FCC, the Commission maj
be more sensitive than usual about
Congressional wishes.
“We have complete confidence
that when members of the House
and Senate understand the full
implications of the tv networkmovie lobby on this issue, that they
will .favor permitting the public to
he the judge,” commented Arthur
Levey, prez of ■'Skiatron Elec¬
tronics.
Several members of the pro-toll
group, now say they expected fhe
Congress to throw up roadblocks
in the light of the great pressulses
exerted by the broadcasters par¬
ticularly.
They argue that the
weak link in • the charges made
against pay-as-you-see is that it
will he so successful that it could
destroy the present commercial
fabric of television. “In our so*
ciety that’s hardly a valid argr
irient,” commented orie.
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Washington, Feb. il.
Schwartz’s ‘I Accuse’
The Congressional probe of the
Washington, Feb. 11.
FCC took a second dramatic turn,
A member of the FCC ac¬
today (Tues.) when Rep. Morgan
cepted money from an uniden¬
M. Moulder (D., Mo.) resigned as
tified station contestant;. Ber¬
chairman of the House Subcommit¬
nard Schwartz; claimed today
tee on Legislative Oversight in dis¬
(Tues.)/ In a parting shot at
gust at the firing of his chief
the House Subcommittee on
counsel and the bickering on the
Legislative Oversight, which
committee.
fired himc at its chief counsel
Moulder, in announcing his res¬
yesterday.
Schwartz told
ignation at this morning’s session,
newsmen:
didn’t refer to the firing of chief
“I accuse the Republican
counsel Bernard Schwartz, but
members of the subcommittee
said he. found himself ’‘powerless
of suppressing the investiga¬
as chairman without the usual and
tion (of. the FCC) for fear lest
customary authority delegated to
evidence obtained of improper
a chairman by the support of a
White House influence be
majority of a Congressional com¬
made public.
I accuse the
mittee.” He said he had been un¬
majority of the subcommittee
able to prevent “dissension and
of firing me knowing that I
disagreement” among the subcom¬
have secured evidence of the
mittee members. One such source
payment of money to an FCC
of dissension Was the firing of
commissioner in a comparative
television case.” .
Schwartz, whom
Moulder had
strongly supported.
While resigning as chairman.
Moulder is remaining as a member
of the subcommittee in order to
secure “an objective and thorough
investigation.” Rep. Oreri Harris
(D., Ark j, chairman of the subcom¬
mittee’s parent House Interstate
Commerce Committee, who has
been serving as an ex-officio
Adam Young has lashed out for
member of the subcommittee, took the second time in two weeks at
Moulder’s place as chairman “for
the radio networks and this week
the time being.”
I blasted the webs for their “price
Subcommittee met in executive
[depressing”
methods of securing
session this morning to receive the
filps of Schwartz’, investigations, | radio business.
which had been subpoenaed the
The Young reppery in a study
night before. Harris indicated he based on the 1956. FCC broadcast
was not satisfied that Schwartz, had revenues stated the total amount
produced all the files the subcom¬ paid by the webs to their affiliates
mittee wanted. At the same time, was $7,302,000, a decrease of nearly
the subcommittee accepted the 40% from the preceding year. The
resignation of two of Schwartz* report goes on to say 18% Went
key aides, lawyers Paul S. Berger into one market alone—Cincinnati;
and Herbert M. WachtelL
[which increased its billings from
As for the future of the hearings, $915,000 to $1,325,000. “The bulk of
Harris indicated that the subcom¬ this money went to WLW, the NBC
mittee might not be able to pro¬ [ affiliate.”
“It would appear this station is
ceed with . hearings on the FCC j
until next week, instead of this receiving more dollars, from the
Friday (14) as promised earlier. | network, than the netvvork is
He said he would not proceed to charging national advertisers. It’s
find a new chief counsel until obvious that some network affiliates
Schwartz had completed the job are getting a better deal than
of turning over the files. Harris others and if all network affiliates
did emphasize that he would at¬ receive.d the same treatment that
tempt to hold closed hearings Cincinnati affiliates are getting,
when personalities are involved in the webs could no longer offer
bargain basement
the’’future, and then to release as packages at
much of the proceedings as legally prices.’**
possible.
PG&W’s ‘A Local Affair*
Moulder’s, resignation came the
Peters, Griffin & Woodward has
morning after the subcommittee’s prepared a 22-minute slide presen¬
7-4 vote to fire Schwartz because of tation Oh the Values of spot tv
dissatisfaction with his conduct in called “A Local Affair.”
running Its investigation of opera¬
WCOV-AM, Montgomery;
has
tions of the Federal Communica¬ named Vernard, Ritttoul & McCon¬
tions Commission and other reg¬ nell as its rep.
ulatory agencies.
WINS, N. Y., has selected the
Following two executive sessions, Katz Agency as its national rep
in one of which Dr. Schwartz starting March L
-Almost 7,000,000 view television
charged the membership with at¬
tempting to “whitewash” the in¬ in the average daytime quarter
quiry, the subcommittee made pub¬ hour according toi a brochure.
lic a resolution its adopted declar-' “Dollars in the Daytime” pub¬
ing that the* services of. its chief lished by H-R Television. The pres¬
counsel “be terminated immediate¬ entation is designed, to demon¬
ly as his usefulness to the commit¬ strate. the effectiveness of daytime
tee and its investigation has tv as an advertising medium to
reach and sell the.American house¬
ceased.”
Subcommittee action was taken wife, who according to the publica¬
yesterday (Mon.) following pub- tion influences or makes 85% of
• all store purchases.
(Continued on page 50)
“Daytime television schedules
deliver a sales message with 67%
greater cost efficiency—since day¬
time tv is priced at about ofle-fifth
of prime time,” the brochure points
out.
Graham L. White has joined the
tv sales staff of. Avery-KOodel,
El win J. Fitzsimmons has been
upped to executive veepee of Weed
Timex Watches, satisfied that its Radio Corp., and he will he in
first tv jazz show on Dec. 30 did charge of all administrative as¬
a job for it, has booked “The Sec¬ pects of the firm.
T. E. Paisley has joined the radio
ond Timex All-Star Jazz’.’ show as
a one-hour CBS-TV special on sales staff of NBC Spot Sales.

Adam Young New
Blast at AM Webs

Timex Just Crazy
About Jazz Shows

April 30.
Show will preempt
“Armstrong Circle Theatre” in the
10 to 11 p.m. period that night.
Set so far are Louis Armstrong,
Jack Teagarden (both repeaters
from the first show), Lionel Hamp¬
ton and his orch, Anita O’Day and
the Dukes of Dixieland.
Sponsor and the Peck agency
had been contemplating a May 2
date on NBC-TV (where the first
jazz spec was slotted), but when
the late-hour April 30 spot on
CBS opened up, agency switched
the. segment over to Columbia.
Still hot set are an emcee end the
rest of the jazz lineup.

‘Ranger’s’ SRO States
Silver is returning to a full bag
Of oats shortly, with Colgate-Palm¬
olive and the Cracker Jack Co:
sighing with ABC-TV to bring the
[ Sunday “Lone; Ranger” half-hour
back up to SRO. C-P and Cracker
Jack, starting March 2, will each
have a pitch in the 5 p.m. slot.
General Mills has always had half
the juve stanza.
In all, the “Ranger” will he run¬
ning four announcements in each
half-hour when the, two new bankrollers begin.
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Washington, Feb. 11
Sen. William Proxmire (D-Wis.) plans to introduce a bill soon
which will make acceptance of honorariums or gratuities by mem¬
bers of the FCC or other regulatory agencies froni interests uiider
their regulation punishable by fines up to $5,000 plus a year i
prison.
Aroused by President Eisenhower’s defense of FCC Chairman
John C. Doerfer’s acceptance of honorariums from' the broadcast
industry, Proxmire found it “nothing less than shocking” that the
President “apparently condones and approves of the law which
permits members of the FCC to accept payments and gifts from
the very interests which they afe charged with the responsibility
of regulating in the public Interest.”
The President, in reply to a question at his press conference,
said he was advised by his legal staff that Doerfer was within his
rights in accepting an honorarium for a speech before the National
Assn, of Broadcasters. Doerfer told the House Subcommittee on
Legislative Oversight that a 1952 provision i the Communica¬
tions Act permitted him to accept the honorarium.
The Wisconsin Senator, who has been opposed to certain de¬
cisions by Doerfer, who is also from Wisconsin, expressed disap¬
pointment that the President “did not see fit to come forward
for a strong recommendation for correcting this law.”
Proxmire said that if salaries paid FCC Commissioners ($20,000 per annum) aren’t sufficient to permit them/to perform their
public functions, “then it Is the. duty of the Executive Branch to
inform the Congress, and of Congress to raise* their public pay.”
A standard of “strict avoidance of either the hint or the fact of
any conflict of interest,” he said, should apply to all agencies of
the government.
“Public official in the FCC,” the Senator asserted, “are charged
with the responsibility of making decisions that Involve the grant¬
ing of property rights from the public domain which have valua¬
tions running into the billions of dollars. Such decisions at best
iiivolve extremely heavy responsibilities to the public. The in¬
tegrity of the necessary, decisions awarded by this Commission
must not be compromised.”
'

Separate TV & AM
Arthur Godfrey and CBS are
working on the possibility of a re¬
alignment of his daytime duties on
the network.
Godfrey would like
to cut dowu on his . radio-tv day¬
time chores With the elimination of
his current siniulcast; and the cre¬
ation

of

separate

radio

and

tv

tshows.
Holding up such a realignment
is the .fact that Godfrey’s dealing
with two entities, CBS Television
and CBS Radio, neither of which
want him to. cut hack on his ac¬
tivities. Godfrey wants to do a
half-hour radio show and a halfhour tv’er, as separate shows.
However, he’s currently on radio
.90 minutes and on tv 60 minutes,
and both webs want him to do at
least an . hour a day. Under cur¬
rent circumstances, with the simul¬
cast, his total broadcast day only
comes to 90 minutes, but the net¬
work’s requests would come to a
two-hour total.
Apart from these considerations,
there are advertiser contract com¬
mitments for the simulcast that,
run through the second quarter of
the year, thus . forestalling the im¬
mediate consummation or any re¬
alignment. However, Godfrey and
the webs are huddling steadily on
the problem, with Godfrey hope¬
ful a new schedule can he worked
out by; late spring or early sum¬
mer.

Britain’s ABC-TV on Second Anni
Hits Com! Jackpot; Million Homes
+

The Last Word
During a rehearsal of Prof.
Theodore G. Ehrsarn’s “Amer¬
ica’s Literary Heritage” pro¬
gram over WMCA, the Eng-:
lish teacher turned to Tom J.
Brophy, associate director of
NYU’s Office of Radio-Tele¬
vision, and asked him how to
pronounce certain Irish words
in Eugene O’Neill’s “Haiiy
Ape,” subject under discus¬
sion.
Brophy tried to reach Prof.
David H. Green, NYU pundit
in Irish literature, but the lat¬
ter wasn’t available. Brophy
then put in a call to Tim Cos¬
tello’s Saloon on Third Ave¬
nue.
Joe
Costello,. Tim’s
brother, answered the phone
and immediately set Prof.
Ehrsam straight on how to
pronounce
such
words
as
“yerra” and “ochone.”

A&P is now seriously mulling its
! first network television buy in his-'
[ tory, and in fact reportedly has
set aside a budget fpr weekly sponI sorship. Food chain is considering
purchase of CBS-TV’s “Leave It to
Beaver,” which Remington Rand,
program’s current sponsor, would
like to drop. A&P prefers a Thurs¬
day night time slot; pegged on its
busiest shopping night; but would
also be interest^ in Wednesday
or Friday night. “Beaver” is cur¬
rently anchored on Fridays.
.Curiously enough, it was rival
NBC-TV which may have paved
the way fpr the current CBS dis¬
cussions. About two months ago,
NBC went into A&P with a pitch
for network television, with the
specific aim of bringing A&P into
sponsorship of some tv specials.
Proposal, much to NBC’s surprise
(since the. pitch was a sort of outof-left-field inspiration) went all
the way up to A&P’s board, which
considered it and then said no.
Apparently, however, the NBC
presentation left some impression
and the idea of weekly, tv exposure
registered.
A&P, though one of the earliest
radio sponsors, has been out of
national broadcast media for years,
sticking to spot, and regional, and
has never bought network tv. At
a time when the webs are pulling
in their belts, addition of the food
chain, along with'the impact on its
national , competitors, would be a
welcome sight.

Trendex Top 10
. “Maverick” moved up to the
Trendex Top 10 for the first
time , in the February listing,
which gave ABC two entries
while CBS and NBC split the
.difference. Ratings follow:
Lucy-Desi ..!... . (CBS) 37.5
Danny Thomas ... (CBS) 34.2
=• Gunsmoke ....... (CBS) 34.0
Perry Como .....(NBC) 33.5
Maverick
(ABC) 28.6
Wyatt Earp ... ..(ABC) 28.2
This IS Your Life..(NBC) 28.1
Loretta Young /. .(NBC) 27.6
Person To Person..(CBS) 27.6
Groucho Marx .. .jNBC) 26.5

Kartells KYA
$1,000,000 Buy
I

San Francisco, Feb. 11.
Bartell Broadcasters has com¬
pleted deal to pay $1,000,000 for
McCaw - Keating’s
independent
KYA and sale is to he filed with
FCC this week.
Kartells are also paying several
hundred thousand' over period of
years for “other considerations.”
KYA brings Bartells to FCC
maximum, seven stations. McCawKeating paid $150,006 for station
eight years ago.

QUAKER STATE OIL
BALL COIN TO MBS
Quaker State Oil, for the second
successive year, has ordered a 26week saturation campaign built
around the baseball programming
of Mutual.
The oil refining company will
sponsor the net’s “Game of the:
Day” major league, broadcasts on
Saturdays as well as six five-min¬
ute weekend sports programming,
featuring
sportscaster
Frankie
Frisch; First broadcast in the ’58
campaign will be March 29,
The Frisch programs will’ be
sponsored in those cities were Mu¬
tual, under its baseball agreements,
will not permit affiliates’ broadcasts
of “Game of the Day.” Agency
for Quaker State is Kenyon &
Eckhardt.
Mutual, in a special deal, broad¬
cast' Sunday’s (9) All-Star game
from Key West, Fla., with the Key
West
Chamber
of
Commerce
sponsoring the show.

London, Feb. 11.
British ABC-TV celebrates its
second anni this coming weekend
(15), with a 90-minute anniversary
show entitled, “Many Happy Re¬
turns,” specially scripted by Budd
Grossman. Since the outlet began
operating as weekend commercial
tv programmers for the Midlands
and North of England in Feb. 1956,
its rate of progress has been pretty
slick. An . indication of this is the
$15,400,000 coined in advertising
revenue during last year—almost
$6,000,000 of which came from the
Midland area alone. For compari¬
son; Associated Television,, which
is also celebrating, its two years as
weekday programmers for the Mid¬
lands, netted just under $11,000,000
in 1957.
When the stations opened to.
serve . the Midlands, only 220,000
homes were able to receive their
programs. Now, the most recent
count shows that this figure has
passed the 1,000,000 mark.
Howard Thomas, managing di¬
rector of ABC-TV, stated when
his. outlet first went on the air,
that it would hot try to compete
with the state web initially, but
would provide light entertainment
until the station had grown enough
to be in a position to be able to
handle this competition. As a com¬
parative latecomer to the commer¬
cial tv scene, the outlet was way
behind in the race to win over pro¬
ducers, directors and technicians
from BBC-TV, most of whom had
been snapped up by other pro¬
grammers, ABC-TV’s first job was
to ttai
its own staff, practically
from scratch.
Thomas told Variety that he
now lias a fully trained staff with
plenty of experience behind it. Al¬
ready, both ATV and ABC-TV
claim that between 75 and 80% of
viewers able to receive both chan¬
nels in the Midlands, prefer the
indie programs. In order to step
up this average,/ Thomas plans to
(Continuer on. page 51)

Kintner Inspects
Four New Pilots
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
NBC’s film division will have
four pilots, backed by three scripts,,
for inspection by Robert Kintner,
NBC-TV exec veepee and Robert
Lewine, Web program head, due
this weekend. . Completed pilots
are “Ruditsky,” authentic , dramas
of N. Y. gang wars in the *’20s^ with
Barney Ruditsky, then on the
Gotham police force, as acting
[ technical advisor.
Others are Phil Rapp’s “Joan of
I Arkansas,” a Joan Davis starrer;
Sam Gallu’s “Blue Angels/’ story
of jet fliers, and Frank Rosenberg’s
1 “Pony Express.”
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DENNY AND THE 0 & 0 STORY
TVr-3foUiing But
Television's impact on the rest of the entertainment business—
a miatter for some intensive Soul-searching in other show biz media,
particularly, the. motion picture industry—has never been fully ex¬
plored. But a striking theory, based on the experiences with tv of
two veteran spiorts . executives, goes .far to explain the medium’s
economic pressures on other amusements.
By GEORGE ROSEN
They advance the theory, based on their observations of the.
Following in the wake of* the
sports held, that television has so affected public tastes that the
recent veepee exodus from NBC
viewer refuses to accept “second best” in any other field. Only the
(Davidson Taylor, Billy GOodheart,
“cream jof. the crop” can survive television’s impact, whether the
Carl Stanton), the major top
medium is directly competing with another attraction or whether
echelon bowout‘ of the ’57-58
the competition is indirect and subtle. “It's not so much a ques¬
semester is now on tap—that of
tion of whether tv is competing directly , against an attraction dur¬
Charles R. Denny as executive vee¬
ing a particular time of day,” they point out, “as a matter of the
pee of NBC. Denny exits, the net¬
public’s refusal to pay for anything that’s second best.”
work, after a tenure of more than
The executives are Bill, MacPhail. formerly with the Kansas
a decade,'-for a berth at the par¬
City Athletics and now director of sports, for CBS, and Tex
ent RCA, where he’ll operate' in
Schramm, ex-Los Angeles Bams pro football exec and now Macthe business affairs area and new
Phall’s assistant. MacPhail recalls the. days when he had to tour
product development.
His NBC
the minor league cities, and remembers that, the nearest thing to
bowout dramatizes a ticklish situ¬
the local kids’ hearts was getting the autograph of Joe Blow, the
ation for the “keejSer Of the o&o
local minor league first baseman. “That’s all changed how; they’re
keys” at a time, when the networks
not interested .in Joe Blow, they want Yogi Berra’s or Mickey Man¬
are forced to put more and more
tle’s autograph; That’s why the minor leagues'are in trouble; that’s
reliance on company-owned sta¬
why pro football has never developed, a farm system; that’s why
tions’ profits. NBC’s o&o revenues,
minor league hockey is beginning to fade out.’1’
in a nutshell, have riot been what
The trend also helps explain what’s happening in the motion pic¬ they ought to be.
ture industry, for example. “A top film like 'Around, the World in.
NBC’s No. 1 Candidate to head
80 Days’ or ‘The Ten Commandments’ still makes money, but
up the o&o operation as successor
there's no place 'for the average ‘B’ picture anymore. It’s because
to Denny is P. A. “Buddy” Sugg,
the public won’t accept a *B,’ or any other second-best entertain¬
tv chieftain for the Oklahoma Pub¬
ment form.’’ Same holds for niteries, where except for the offbeat
lishing Co., with stations:' Okla¬
room, all but those spots booking the top-top names are in trou¬
homa City, Tampa, etc. Sugg, Who
ble.
has had a longtime NBC affl asso¬
ciation, has already had conver¬
sations with the network brass
and ‘ expected to give his de¬
cision this week.
Under his overall exec veepee
umbrella, Denny probably “minds
the store!’ in more operational
areas than any other exec at the
network. Along with his helming
Being cited as the biggest story4
of the: owned-&-operated stations,
he’s boss .of Spot Sales, the NBC
in the tv industry these days Is f
Radio Network, the Facilities. Op¬
what’s happened to Lestoil, the
erations, the wholly-owned vidfilm i
liquid * detergent. Product, which |
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
subsid, California National Pro¬
Chevrolet has ordered three
spent all of $45,000 in 1955, is now
ductions, and the NBC Iriterna-1
. advertising at the rate of $6,000,000 more shows from Dinah Shore to tional Operations.
But it’s pri¬
annually; and 95% of the ad budget swell her season’s total to 27.
marily in the o&o-area where he’s
She was originally slated for
is in television.
gotta “make it.”
20 hour shows on NBC-TV, thisr
It might be said that stations In
As of the time that the new o&o
the northeast area—from Chicago later increased to 24, added shows chieftain is named, the remainder
extend her Season to June 15.
and Detroit in the west up through
of the Denny functions will, be
Maine and down into the Central
parcelled out to other key NBC
Atlantic states—-are cleaning up
execs., As the active operating
via Lestoil. Jacob Barowsky, presi¬
chief of NBC Radio, Joe Culligan
dent of Adell Chemical in Holyoke,
will, henceforth report direct to
Mass., which produces the liquid
network prexy Robert Samoif.
soap, is buying time from virtually
For some time now, goes the re¬
every station in that extensive
port, there has been some distress
area.
within the parent RCA hierarchy
The 1958 jumP in. the Lestoil
over the owned-&-operated state
budget was. $2,000,000 from 1957.
of affairs at NBC, not only , as it
In New York City alone, Lestoil
relates to the WRCA (radio & tv)
has spots on five out of the area’s
flagship stations in New York, but
seven stations, and it runs 109 an¬
elsewhere along the o&o' line, up
nouncements a; week on these- sta¬ , Mike Wallace was offered a con¬
to and including the web’s two U
tions alone.
tract to do a local quarter-hour operations in Buffalo and Hart¬
In the mai , it is understood, news strip on WABC Radio, ford;
Apparently the revenues
Barowsky buys mostly Class B and Gotham key for American Broad-, and profits emanating from, the
C time. And invariably, the Lestoil casting Network. At first the deal NBC o&o precincts have been any¬
chief deals directly with station was reportedly set, then it was thing but what they should, be—i
management, with a visit to his nixed—now it’s being reconsidered and particularly, at a time when
Holyoke headquarters being about again.
the network itself, faced with an
the only prerequisite to a contract.
Stewart
Barthelmess,
WABC Increasingly recessive economic
Station execs are usually accom¬ Radio general manager, after get¬ climate, must look to its own sta¬
panied on the trip by somebody ting the go-ahead from the higher tions’ profits to offset dwindling
from their station rep staff. Most ups in American Broadcasting- network profits.
of the Lestoil spot skeds run 52 Paramount Theatres, which owns
In healthier times, , the o&o boss,
weeks a year.
the network and . the station, ap¬ pockets jingling, is the hero of 30
proached Wallace to package his Rockefeller. In times of economic
own cross-the-boarder at 6:15 each pinch, he’s on the hot seat, espe¬
night. Somewhere along the line, cially if the ledgers fail to paint
it appears, the deal was killed. a glowing revenue picture. Which,
John Daly, ABC veep in charge of apparently, they don’t.
news and public affairs, said that
. (Indicative of the WRCA-TV
he wasn’t abreast, of. the situation, status vs. its chief rival, WCBSsince he was too busy to concen¬ TV, there’s the nOt-too-well-known
trated on local news deals. And fact that ’57 all the N. Y. tv sta¬
Fred Friendly, co-producer with on Friday (7) evening, several tions ; combined grossed $21 >000,More than half of that
Ed Murrow of the “See It Now” hours after the arrangement was 0(H).
CBS-TV series, left for Germany supposedly squelched, it Was Indi¬ amount—or $11,000,000—went into
cated
that
a
Wallace
local
news
the
WCBS
coffers.
WRCA was
last week to set. the preliminary
among the also-rans in divvying
details for a 90-minute program oh show may still come to pass.
Leonard
Goldenson,
AB-PT
top¬
up.
the
other
$10,000,000.
the current rise of industrial West
Denny has been “all over the
Germany and her new sphere Of per, said that Wallace was-being
(Continiied'bn page 50)
(Continued, on page 52)
affluence in the free world. Once
the format and initial details are
resolved, Murrow and a camera
crew will fly over to the the actual
shooting and interviewing on the
show.
Fact that CBS newsman Richard
C. Hottelet also left weeks ago fora
month’s stay in Germany (head¬
quartering in Dusseldorf) indi¬
cates that his fact-gathering assign
ment will be tied in with ambitious
“See Is NOW” project
Of major importance in the Murrow-Friendly probing is the pro¬
jected editorial slant-^specifically,
what, if anything, is the U.S. letting
itself in for with the reemergence
of. West Germany and her peoples
as a major industrial power?

That On-and-Off

‘See It Nows’

Nielsen and TV Networks in Price
Hassle; Cancel Pacts As of March 1
No ‘Peter Pan*
There won’t be any reprise
of “Peter Pan” on NBC-TV
this spring, Pepsi-Cola, which
had ordered half-sponsorship
of the Mary Martin spec, had
set a Feb. 10 deadline on
NBC’s securing, of a cosponsor,
and When by Monday night the
network failed to come up
with a bankroller, Pepsi With¬
drew. .
“Pan” reprise, the second
repeat of the spec, was planned
for next month. Had the web
gone ahead On a half-sponsored
basis, it would have been out
of pocket to the tune of about
$275,000.

‘Perry MasonV
In B-M Pullout
CBS-TV suffered a crusher this
week when Bristol-Myers filed a
cancellation notice on. .its halfhour alternate-week segment of
“Perry, Mason.” What makes the
Bristol-Myers bowout especially
painful to the web is (1) B-M! just
bought in a few weeks back, and
(2) it’s, axing a winner, in that the
drug outfit’s segment’s first Niel¬
sen Was a 30.4, and against Perry
Como, yet.
The pullout, slated for March
29, is strictly a budgetary one, it’s
understood, and doesn’t reflect any
dissatisfaction
with
the
show.
Nonetheless, with Purex due to
pull out of its . alternate week hour
in March, the Bristol-Myers drop¬
out leaves the segment only onefourth sponsored. With the lone
holdout being Libbey-0 wens-Ford.
Lab is in the fact that the B-Msponsored segment drew withiri
two rating points of Its Perry Como
competition, pulling down a 30.4
average audience rating in the Sat¬
urday 8 to 8:30 period vs. Como’s
32.2 for his entire hour.
As a matter Of fact, the “Mason”
stanza appears, to be thriving
against the Como competition,
since it doesn’t do as well against
NBC 7:30 to 8 “People Are Funny”
as against ComO at 8. By virtue
of the multiple, sponsorship on
“Masori,” the: show is one of the
few that Nielsen breaks down into
half-hours, and while it rates a 26.5
against 28.9 for “People,” it pulls
down a 3Q.4 against Como’s hourlong average of 32.2 (Nielsen
doesn’t break Como down into halfhour ratings).
Overall on the two-week, full-hour
7:30-8:30 basis, “Mason” doesn’t
do as well, netting a 27.9 average
ys. the Como 32.2. But in the Niel¬
sen rankings, where each different
commercial segment is ranked sep¬
arately,
the
Bristol-Myers-Sponsored 8 to 8:30 segment is ranked
as the nation’s 16th highest show,
vs: 12th place for Como. On a
share of audience basis, Como
grabs a 45-7% share for his full
hour vs, 43.0% for the “Mason”
8 to 8:30 segment. -
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The three television networks
and the A., C. Nielsen company are
currently at a standoff on negotia¬
tions for contihuation Of the Niel¬
sen television rating service, with
the hassle currently a question of
the webs’ refusing to meet Niel¬
sen’s new pricing terms and the
latter turning down the webs’ in¬
dividual counterproposals. As of
the moment, Nielsen has cancelled
his pacts with the webs as of
March 1.
Webs are objecting to his new
demands, which call for. an in¬
crease in his three-network month¬
ly charges from approximately $28,000 to $40,000, an increase of
about 30%.
Since his network
price is prorated among the three
webs on the basis of network sales,
two of the three’s increases would
approach 50%. Moreover, Nielsen
is asking several new surcharges,
1% of the gross price for every 10 new meters added to the sam¬
ple (which is now 1,000); *4% of
the gross for every 10 new stations
covered, W%> for every 10 new sec¬
ondary sets measured, etc.
These surcharges, the webs point
out, come to considerably more
than, they appear to, simply be¬
cause they are calculated on the
basis of gross price.
The three
webs pay a net price of about half
the gross charges, due to an elab¬
orate discount structure, so that
the. 1% surcharge,, for example,
would come to about $8Q0 a month
instead of $400. Webs fear that as
television saturation continues and
as new stations are built, the over¬
all cost of the service would be pro¬
hibitive.
The March 1 cancellation date
was Set by the .Nielsen Co., not the
webs, since the peculiar nature of
the network-Nielsen contract issuch that Nielsen can cancel at any
time on 30 days’ notice, but the
webs must give flbtice of cancella¬
tion 12 months in advance and suf¬
fer. loss-of-discount penalties dur¬
ing that 12-month period. Nielsen
first cancelled in November, but
withdrew this cancellation.
He
then cancelled again late last
month, and has already rejected
counterproposals from NBC arid
(Continuer on page 51)

Jerry Chester To
Jerry Chester, who resigned
from NBC, where he was head of
daytime programming, more than
a year ago to join the Pat Weaver
organization, has quit to become
associated with Dick Pinkham.
(also ex-NBC) at the Ted Bates
agency. He’ll work on new pro¬
gram developmerit.
The Bates job represents a lastminute Change in plans. Until last
week Chester was all set to join
his ex-NBC boss Mike Dann, who is
now prexy of Henry Jaffe Enter¬
prises. Chester was slated a v.p.
in charge of production.'. However
a last -minute snag developed ,pver
Chester’s insistence on a %-of-theprofits deal, which couldn’t be
worked out. Instead Chester took
the Pinkham offer at Bates.

‘Brisker’s’ Nifty Treodex
“Hallmark Hall of Fame” went
“commercial” over the weekend
with its production of “Hans
Brinker,” and from a Trendex
point of view, the switch paid off
handsomely.
“Brinker” averaged
put to a 25:1 rating over its 6:30 to
8 p.m. Sunday (9) span, easily top¬
ping all competition.
The half-hour breakdown gave
“Brinker” a 22.3 at 6:30, vs. 12.2
for CBS’ “Twentieth Century” arid
12.6 for ABC local programming.
At 7, “Brinker” topped “Lassie”
by a 27.8 to 19.4 score, with ABC
local pulling a 10.3.
At 7:30,
“Brinker” devastated Jack Benriy,
drawing a 25.3 vs. 13.9 for Benny
and a respectable 20.5 for ABC’s
“Maverick."
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Terry uyne Hints at Drastic
TV Program Changes for ’5&-’59
-On Other Ad Agency Fronts
By JACK BERNSTEIN
Terry -Clyne, who heads up
McCann-Erickson’s radio and tele¬
vision operation and is responsible
for over $100,000,000 in broadcast
billings which includes 11 tv night¬
time shows, hints at some drastic
*58-’59 program chhnges, “We’re
Wedded to very few of this year’s
properties and with the exception
of perhaps three or four of our cur¬
rent shows, there will be changes
made next season,” says Clyne.
“This, doesn't mean we aren't
happy with this year’s shows; most
of the programs Tan pretty much
as we hoped they would.” Clyne
got around to discussing Frank
Sinatra; believes he’s still * the
greatest entertainer around. On
other shows Clyne said “Club
Oasis!’ in recent weeks had piled
up good ratings but the fact that
it was on every other week had
hurt the show,” “We’re happy with
‘Wagon Train/ ‘Colt 45/ and with
Eddie Fisher.
“.This year’s television season
brought. out two important things,
first,, musicals were a disappoint¬
ment; secondly, the talent, was
spread too thin. Every name star
wanted, the same performers to
guest ’on their shows. Next year
you’ll see about one fourth of the
musicals that were on this year
but there will be added western
and more adventure stories as well
as situation comedies.” ^
Gen. Mills Dickers Buys
Shorts: Young & Rubicam and
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample currently
renegotiating “Gupsmoke” on be¬
half of L&M and Remington Rand
respectively.
D-F-S huddling with General
Mills people this week over ty pur¬
chases for the fall season.
Cheeriots is reportedly embark¬
ing on a radio network campaign
which will , have the firm shelling
out approximately $20,000 weekly
for unlimited number of weeks.
Big push is slated for the latter
part of next month.
N. W. Ayer interested In a musi¬
cal format for AT&T for fall tv
season. Phone firm not. interested
in returning to television until
*58-’59 season. Current “Telephone
Time” slated, to be cancelled at
end of March.
Radio * and television committee
of the Assn, of National Adver¬
tisers plan to pre-test and posttest commercials.
White Rose Tea has mapped out
a large radio, and tv campaign in
the N. Y. area. Company Will not
. say how much it’s spending.
“Tales of Wells Fargo’* and the
“Patrice Munsel Show” were the.
subjects of a survey made in the
Detroit area according to Edward
T. Ragsdale, general manager of
Buick and veepee of General
Motors.. “Wells Fargo” was the
number one show in the Detroit
area and Miss Munsel was viewed
by between 16 to 37% of the total
audience in the Detroit area. What
Ragsdale didn’t say was who
landed the Buick account.
National TV Monitor headed up
bv Kenneth Jaffe and operating in
72 cities serves as a check by na¬
tional advertisers to see that com¬
mercials are aired and conform to
contracts.
Lester Harrison has been re¬
elected president of the League of
Advertisinfr Agencies.
' Bryan Houston’s $1,250,000
Lost & Found Accounts: Fuller &
Smith Ross has resigned the. A.
& M. Karagheusian account. The
firm, makers of Gulistan Carpet,
arid the agency, failed to agree on
basic marketing philosophy.
Remington Rand has named
Bryan Houston to supervise adver¬
tising for Remington Rand electric
shavers .overseas. Account worth a
reported $1,250,000.
BBD&O selected to handle the
Lyons Tea advertising through the
agency’s Toronto office.
Weiss & Geller has been ap¬
pointed as the agency for Bon.Ami.
Billings for the cleanser are" esti¬
mated at $1,600,000.
Shifts: Tom De Huff appointed
radio-tv account executive on the
Cyanamid account at Cunningham
& Walsh.
McCann-Erickson has upped five
to directors of the agency. They
are Thomas P. Losee, ^efe** G.
Peterson, Rudyand C. McKee. P. ul
E. Foley and Phipps Lt Rasmussen';

John K. Strutting Jr., vice chair¬
man vof the board of directors at
Compton, has retired, from the
the agency.
Four account executives at Kudner have been elected veepees.
They are William A. MacDonough,
James F. Black, Andrew Diddel,
and Roger S. Harrison,
Edward J. Whitehead,. account
executive of International Nickel
at. Marschalk & Pratt, has been
upped to. veepee.

By LES BROWN
Chicago, Feb. 11,
Parker Lusk, formerly of Chk
cago Sun-Times financial desk, has
joined the p.r, division of Fulton,
Morrissey Co, as account exec,
William H. Kennedy Jr., ex-J.
Walter Thompson here, now with
Chi shop of McCann-Erickson as
group supervisor in tv-radio time
buying.
M-E Chicago office, by
the way, acquired New Ice Cake
Foot Lotion account of the Nylonet
Corp., Miami, Fla., oh Feb. 1.
Sidney B. McAllister: left Ham¬
mond Organ Co., where he had
been ad manager, to become ac¬
count exec with the Geoffrey Wade
agency. ..'
Guy B. Mercer left TathamLaird tobecome account. Supervisor
of the Helene Curtis business at
McCann-Erickson here.
Herb Howard/former WLS pro¬
gram
director, joined
Richard
Crabb Associates as v.-p. and cre¬
ative director.
Thomas P. O’Connell, director of
media for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample here, received the N. S. Alex¬
ander. trophy from, the National
Assn, of Amusement Parks, Pools
and Beaches for a presentation on
how newspapers, tv, radio arid out¬
door advertising can' best :be
utilized for amusement parks;
O’Connell based his information
on eight years experience with
Riverview Park in Chicago, a D-F-S
account for the past six.
. Riverview, incidentally, is budget¬
ing $300,000 this year (its 55th sea¬
son) for advertising and promotion,
D-F-S is mapping a saturation spot
campaign on tv, after last year’s
success with the rriedium, and is
buying a radio spot schedule on
WIND and participation in “LineUp” on WCFL.
Kenyon & Eckhardt has snared
the Wilson & Co. billings, worth
around $1,250,000, for its ham",
bacon, sausage and canned meats
products. Roche, Rickerd & Cleary,
remains the agency' for Wilson’s
Bakerite, B-V, Dog Food, and
sporting goods,
Peter G. Peterson, manager of
the Chi office of McCann-Erickson,;
has heeri promoted to assistant to
the president and coordinator , of
corporate
services to
regiorial
offices. He’s, succeeded in his man¬
agerial post by Chester L. Posey,
former creative director.
North Advertising has upped
Walter M. Heymann Jr. to sales
development director, in. charge
of merchandising, promotion and
trade relations. '

Hollywood, Feb. il.
• Increased local biz has prompted
Al Kabaker to shop around for
larger quarters to house his " ex¬
panded staff at the Compton
agenpy.
Eileen Hauek named personnel
manager at McCann-Erickson, rmov-;
ing up a notch.
Frank Robinsrin, formerly with
Allaii Christopher in N. Y., joined
Byron Griffith agency as an asso¬
ciate.
It may not be generally known
but there are mote ad agericies in
Los Angeles than New York;

London Agencies
By BARRY BARNETT
London, Feb. 11.
With the recent opening of the
new commercial tv outlet TWW,
which serves South Wales land the
West of England, and a couple of
other outlets scheduled to com¬
mence operating, during the crim¬
ing months, ad: agericies here are
gearing 'themselves'for flats-of new

with specialized ap¬

Manufacturers have latched on
to the idea of letting a product
grow with a new tv outlet by re-,
tailing goods only In the area
served by the station. Most recent
of these campaigns has been hand¬
ed to the W. S. Crawford agency
by the makers of a candy bar, who
are selling their goods in the TWW
zone." The first day of plugging
will use seven-second screen spots
continuously throughout transmis¬
sion hours, building up to 15-sec¬
ond commercials on the following
four days.
Television exec for Colman,
Prentis & Yarley, R. Kirkwood, at
present, on looksee tour of Amer¬
ica, skedded to return to his Lon¬
don desk on March 1.
,
Jack Richards, advertising top¬
per, for J. Lyons and Co., caterers
and food manufacturers, headed
.for America and a three-week tour
taking in New York, Boston, Wash¬
ington! and Chicago to study new
tv
techniques; and marketing
methods.
J

"Firing of three
staff news
writers at CBS-TY is being classed
by Writers Guild of America as a
“lockout instead of a layoff.”
Union said that the Workload has
not lessened and that the work
done by the three men axed Sat¬
urday (8) was actually added to
the load of the WGA’ers remain¬
ing.
WGA said that although CBS
contended that decreases in staff
were in order due to the lopoff
of “World News Roundup” and
“Let’s Take a Trip,” etc., none of
the shows lopped utilized staff
Writing talent. : Union contended
that only writers on “Trip” and
“Roundup,” forinstance, were from
freelance ranks arid hence these
program eliminations should not
affect staff writers.
Guild was resisting the firings:
right up to layoff time Saturday,
and had accused CBS of “bad
faith” in not keeping with the con¬
tract. Current hassle has created
a negative climate for negotiations
on a. new contract between WGA
and .1 CBS (also NBC and ABC).
Dickers are to begin shortly.
Added duties have been given
to remaining CBS staff writers
since the firings, WGA said.
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Soviet Bloc’s Effective Use
Of TelevisioD in Border Areas
-———---The new medium of television,
' as opposed to radio, has been

Toney’s RCA V.P. Stripes

James M. Toney has been named
v.p. and general manager of the
RCA Victor Television Division,
succeeding Charles P.
Baxter,
who’s being reassigned to other
duties within RCA. The company’s
television division is the set manu¬
facturing and marketing arm, op¬
erating under the Consumer Prod¬
ucts Division, which is headed by
Robert A. Seidel.
Toney has been v.p. and gen¬
eral manager of the RCA Victor
Radio and Victrola Division since
1954, and succeeding him in that
spot will be Raymond W. Saxon,
formerly director of regiorial op¬
erations for the division. In two
other v.p. appointments, Dr. James
Hillier was upped from general
manager of RCA Laboratories to
v.p. in charge, arid Joseph M.
Hertzberg was”named v.p. for De¬
fense Marketing in the Defense
Electronic Products division, where
he had been manager.

The depth and the Scope of this:
onslaught Is detailed in the recent
report of world tv developments,
compiled by the United States In¬
formation Agency (USIA).
In the vital Germap area, with
the construction of powerful new
transmitters, near the zonal border,
and modernization of old ones.
East German tv can now reach
greater West German audiences.
The Communist East German re¬
gime also removed an important
roadblock to West German recep¬
tion by switching over to Western
European tv standards.
As to propagandmng, according
to USIA, the East Germans have
learned not to alienate their po¬
tential audience by heavy, sledge¬
hammer tactics. They stress “art¬
istic and cultural” presentations,
though now and then a violent
anti-American play is presented.
“I Aril Guilty,” pictured two
American officers who break down
under the strain of collective guilt..
One loses his mind and the other
enters a monastery after seeing
American preparations for more
Terming the industry’s rate situ¬ aggressive wars with A- and Hation as “chaotic,” the Storer tele-; bombs.
vision stations are uniformly be*
Another play called “Lantern.:
ginning a one-year rate protection Festival” recalled the days of the
to advertisers. New cushion will atomic bombing of Japan, and fea¬
take effect at WSPD-TV, Toledo; tured a meeting between an
WAGA-TV,
Atlanta;
WJW-TV, American , pilot and a Japanese
Cleveland, and already is under¬ family whose father was blinded
by the atomic explosion.
Other
way at WJBK-TV, Detroit.
George B. Storer Jr., chain vee¬ plays; such as “Ethel arid Julius’*
pee, said that the 12-month guar¬ (the .. Rosenberg case), “Joe Hill,
antee was the first : of Its kind in the Man Who Never Died” (lynch
local tv and that now “an adver¬ justice, racism) which originally
tiser can budget an appropriation appeared in 195.6, were repeated
for a station schedule without the several times in '57.
Parallel, to these are to be
psychological and financial obsta¬
cle of potential rate increases be¬ found anti-Nazi: plays, attacks on
Adenauer and the Wehrmacht, ef¬
fore completion” of his local pact.
Until now, U.S. tv stations have forts to influence the West Ger¬
offered only six-months’ worth of man elections, and-so forth.
Another Communist tv station in
protection to their existing spon¬
sors; before the latter were affected Bratislava in Czechoslovakia can
be seen and heard in Vienna and
by a new rate card.
In . November of last year, Stor¬ vicinity. This station also takes an
er’s Detroit station started th,e full- occasional dig at the West, par¬
year protection, and, according to ticularly the U. S. Pictures of the
Storer Jr., biz piefed up rapidly. Little Rock incident were de¬
Hence, the move to bring the scribed as depicting “the true na¬
other three stations in the chain ture of the much advertised
American democracy;” Efforts of
in oil the deal.
American boys building and firing
rockets (prior to “The Explorer”)
were commented on as “they
thought, they, can succeed where
their grownup . colleagues failed.”
Pictures
of hooligans
dancing
rock-’n’-roll and • wearing cowboy
Allen A. Funt is creating a new
outfits were presented.
television version of his “Candid
Another significant, development
Camera,” which had a network run
was the completion of a tv center
some years back and is currently
at Murmansk in the Soviet Union,
rerunning in syndication via Asso¬
towards the end of the year. This
ciated Artists Productions.
New
station,
which
was. :. originally
format, however, is a complete der
planned for 1960, can reach parts
parture from the old except for
of northern. Norway. Though the
the hidden camera; and microphone
area is sparsely populated, it’s not
technique,
with
the “practical
within reach of any other tv sta¬
joke” element eliminated. Instead,
tion: The Soviet Tallinn tv sta¬
celebrities will be used on each
tion that cap be seen and heard in.
show, performing at a job they,
Helsinki and southern Fihland,
held before stardom.
continues .to telecast regularly m
As examples, Funt states, Henry the Finnish language, but -will en¬
Fonda would be filmed as a niesr
counter more arid more competi¬
senger boy, Tom Ewell as. a soda
tion from the newly established*
jerk, Jayne Mansfield as a five-and- but fast developing Finnish na¬
dime-store clerk: Other features
tional television.
of. the new format include overseas
Besides
the
direct telecasts
footage from London, Parts and
Rome, along with “Candid Trav¬ aeros.S. the country* Communist
countries exchange tv films With
elogs” from far-off places. Funt’s
many Free World countries, in ad¬
peddling the package to agencies
dition to intra-bloc, exchanges.
and networks:
These films are in the cultural ca¬
tegory.
USIA in its roundup also men¬
tioned: A Soviet scientist hris re¬
portedly stated that in the next
few years the Soviet Union would
With the departure of Murray have^shot a satellite, carrying a tv
Kaufman, dee jay, from WMCA* relay station into space, so that
N. Y., to WAAT, Newark, N. J., people in China or the. South Pqle
the New York outlet is filling the would be able to watch Russian
void with a continuation of its television.
“New York’s Top . Hits” from IQ
P-m. to midnight. Edgar Welsh,
David Leeds and Alan Williams WWRLV Sunday Block
do the chores on this program:
WWRL, the New York radio; sta¬
Kaufman, who does a comedytype deejay . show, began daily on tion, is expanding its Negro cover¬
age'
via a four-hour Sunday night
WAAT Monday (10) from 10:30
Station will be running
p.m. until midnight. He’s prexy 'block.
over
50 hours a week for that mar¬
of. the National Council of Disk
Jockeys and will continue his per¬ ket when , the new 8 to midnight
sonal appearances at Palisades Sabbath scheduling starts shortly.
Outlet has been programming
Amusement Park during suminer
season../u
iX t j..;.
l for the<N«grQ market ifiinee. 1940.

Storer’s New Pattern
For Advertisers—Year
Protection on Rates

NBC Taps McAndrew
For Veepee Stripes
As Prestige Payoff FUNT’S NEW FORMAT
: NBC’s newfest veepee is Bill MeAridriew, director of news. NBC
FOR ‘CANDID CAMERA’
board voted McAndrew his stripes

;

at its . monthly board meeting Fri¬
day (7)., in recognition of the job
he’s done in raising the prestige
of the NBC News operation siqee it
was split off into a separate oper¬
ating department last June.
. McAndrew, ri yet newspaperman,
was named director of news in
1954, after having; served as man¬
ager of news & special events for
two years. Prior to that, he was
with NBC in Washington, as di¬
rector of the D.C. newsroom and
later as station manager for WRCand WRC-TV.
Since the separation of news
from the old news & public , af¬
fairs dept.,' McAndrew has lit a
fire Under the web’s staff, scoring
beats, on srime rif the top spot-news
stories of recent months and pour¬
ing on special coverage as with last
Week’s blanket coverage of the
Explorer launching. Moreover, he
brought. the NBC staff of foreign
correspondents in at Christmas
time arid over New Year’s for the
network’s first year-end news wrapup featuring, the correspondents,
and gave them plenty of exposure
elsewhere by booking them on lec¬
ture tours, arranging a major VIP
reception in: Washington and front¬
ing them at a Foreign Policy Assn,
luncheon in N.Y:

Dean McCarthy’s Post
Milwaukee, Feb. 11.
Dean McCarthy, 31-year-old as¬
sistant to the president ajjd pro¬
gram director of WITI-TV here,
was named station m’anager of the
indie last week. :
McCarthy previously had been
program director at WCAN-TV and
program manager at WISNTV,
. toth.AntiheiMihvflukee area* *
<

seized upon by Soviet bloc countries as a communications weapon
against the Free World in impor¬
tant border areas.

Kaufman Ankles WMCA
For WAAT in Jersey

t'SniETY
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TV AXINGS HIT GIANT STRIDE
There now appears to be some divergence between the Nielsen
Top 10 and those of the oth#r rating services insofar as the in¬
ternetwork competition between CBS and NBC is concerned.
Though the others tend to give a nearly even split to NBC and
CBS on the Top 10 category, latest Nielsens, as well as earlier ones,
give all the play to Columbia. NeV ranking for the two weeks end¬
ed Jan. 11 give CBS; seven out of 10. NBC only two and ABC one.
There’s ho difference among the services on the impact of west¬
erns, however; four out .Of 10 in the new report are paters..
TOTAL AUDIENCE
Rose Bowl Game (NBC) ,,.
.
...
Lucille BalT& Desi Arnaz (CBS) ..,..........
Gunsmoke (CBS)
.....;_
Perry Como Show (NBC) .....„.".
Oraffgj* Bowl Gamt (CBS).... . .. . ..,.. . .
.. [
Guy Lombardo Show (CBS) . i.
Tales of. Wells Fargo (NBC) .........
G. E. Theatre (CBS) v:..
Danny Thomas Show (CBS)
World Champ, Pro-Football (NBC*

.. .49.2
..48.6
_.... .46.8
.....41.2
..... i... .40.8
..._..40.4
i.39.9
........ i :39il
.......... 39.0
39:0

AVERAGE AUDIENCE
Gunsmoke (CBS) ....-. ......
Lucille Ball A Desi Arnaz (CBS)
Tales of Wells Fargo (NBC) .,/_____
Danny Thomas Show (CBS)
.
G. E. Theatre. (CBS) ..;
.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS) ....:......
I’ve Got a. Secret (CBS)
...............
Alfred Hitchcock Presents (CBS);
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
.
Wyatt'.Earp (ABC).
<:

.45.1
... .43.6
37.8
.........36,9
.........36:6
.........35.4
...._34.7
.......,,34:5
........ .32.7
32.3

‘Today’s New Yen for Controversy
With six years under its belt and*"a pretty good knowledge Of what
our viewers want,’ ’ NBC-TV’s “To¬
day”* show will strike off in some
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
new programming directions in
Harry Tatelman takes over pro¬
1958.
One element, .according to
ducer
reins'
on
balance of Warner
producer Jac Hein and NBC par¬
ticipating
programs
chief
Bill Bros.’ “Colt .45” telepix to be made
this
season;
Sargent, is a greater accent on in___i
He succeeds Joseph Hoffman;
depth news and major political
Show/* "‘l>o affkied series upon expiration
economic - social issues.
while it’s at it; won’t bother to.jM'
contract last week,
avoid controversy and in some in-!
:
^
;
^
stances will seek it out,, giving
emcee Dave Garroway broad areas
of . opinionating which sometimes!

Tatelman To ‘Colt .45’

Will approach outright editqrializihg:
• There’s no new format in store
for the program, but actually an
expansion : of.: some of the tech¬
niques which.have scored off the
show in the past. Recent mail pull
of some 3Q0,000 requests for copies
of the: Rockefeller Bros. Fund,Re¬
port offered on the show has. con¬
vinced Hein and. Sargent that “To¬
day’s’* viewers “are thirsting for
more
knowledge of . America’s
critical problems,” and in most in¬
stances they’ll be tackling these
with broad live, film and interview
treatments stretching over, several

Gharles Moses,, general manager

of /the Government-owned Aus¬
tralian Broadcasting Commission;
lit in N. Y. this Week on-a roundthe-world tour of international
video facilities with some bullish
observations, on the future of
Doivvn Under tv. He predicted that
programs.
tu ^iin- 'within 10; years, television saturaAn overall survey of the coun- =
(Continued on page 51)
try’s economic situation, for ex¬
ample, with yisi’s to Detroit;.Wash-,
ihgton, etc., will cover several
shows.
Problems of increasing
population,
geriatrics,; housing,
science,! missiles, medicine, physi¬
By BOB CHANDLER
cal fitness, all will come in for a
looksee, with a- np-holds-barred.
Network television, in a squeeze
appiroach 'that, will, for^ e**™&*’ ' between rising costs and tightening
inform the public as to. y _■ , J .advertising budgets, is. in for real
they’re
getting . their
money s j trou^^ unless it can halt the upworth , from tpday’s.new housing, ward spiral, not only of program
(Continued off page 491
costs but of time charges. In; a
time of business cutbacks, ihq cost
situation in. television has reached"
the point where not. 'only marginal
television advertisers are affected,
but even Some of the most affluent
--and. successful— of the network
sponsors..
It should come as something. of
a shocker to the networks, but even
so'
successful a show as "General
Marlboro is pulling out of CBSElectric Theatre,” which for the
TV’s
“Playhouse
90”—maybe—
fourth season, has been placing
after.more than a year on ;the show. consistently in the Nielsen Top 10
Qualification stems from the fact and in the latest report pulled
that while the Leo Burnett agency down a 36.6 average rating and
has already posted its cancellation placed as the fifth-ranking show in
notice/ agency was so impressed the country, may be in trouble;
by the latest Nielsen on the show this is a show whose! cost-per-thousthat IPs reconsidering its. action and is 29% belp^v that of the aver¬
and may cancel the notice of can¬ age nighttime vfehicle and whose
cellation. Meanwhile, it’s placed a ratings are 42% above. In short,
tentative order for. an equivalent it’s one of tv’s outstanding success
hunk of time elsewhere off the web. stories:
Nonetheless,
expenditures
in¬
Meanwhile, CBS picked up part
of the sponsorship slack by sigm, volved on. the program have be¬
ing Chemstrand to replace Marl¬ come so large that as a simple mat¬
boro on two dates, April 10 and 17. ter of volume of dollars, something
ui tj iGaalinaed’
page *5W<i ^ I may have to be done. That Tsmne- i

’s ‘Best Friend’
By ABEL GREEN
NBC-TV over; the weekend had
the cancellation book thrown at it
on its two major programming1 ven¬
tures of the season—-“Suspicion”
and “Wagon Train” (both out of
the MCA-Revue film shop.), with
Ford, Philip Morris and Turns tak-1
ing a powder at the midseason,
mark. All told, it now looks like
the two full-hour programs will go
jjown in the ’57-’58 books as reppresenting something .like"" a $7,000,000 loss, with “Suspicion” alone
accounting for a $5,000,000 pro¬
gram-time deficit, far and away the
most costly single-show rap. in tv
annals. Where it was initially pro¬
posed to yield $8,000,000 in timeprogram revenue, it how loOks like
the figure won’t exceed $3,000,000.
Coming on the heels of the re¬
cent wave of CBS-TV cancellations
(“Perry Mason,” “Big. Record,"
et al.) totalling in the aggregate
about $6;000,000, thBse ominous
rumblings Of a “soft market around
the Corner” that have been ejmanv
ating from, the Frank Stanton-Bob
Sarnoff precincts, seem to. have
been borne out ijL spades—and
even sooner than anticipated..
NBC’s “doubleheader” loss on
“Wagon Train” and “Suspicion" is
a particularly .vital blow, since the
network had set such great, store
in the brace of entries. Yet it was
practically foreordained, since the
start of the season that, in terms
Of sales, both shows were headed
for trouble.
True; the Wednesday night 7:30
to 8:30 “Wagon Train” has. par¬
layed itsel£ into a success story On
the ratings—-but still leaves NBC
confronted with the question: “Was
it worth $1,500,000 to $2.000,0.00?”
(The sudden Turns pullout'., from
“Wagon Trai
totally unexpected,
means that NBC will get back
about half of its $3;50O,OOO invest¬
ment in the show).
Biggest blow of ail was the de-:
cision of both Ford and Philip
Morris to scram the Monday night
“Suspicion” after the 26-week mark
in March; . Ford had a $4,000,000
stake in its aiternate-week full-hour
sponsorship on a seasonal basis;
Philip Morris. $2,000,000 . in its al¬
ternate-week half-hour. (The other
alternate half-hour was never sold,
representing a $50,000 weekly loss
to the web). Thus the midseason
pullout represents a $2,000,000
blow on the Ford front and an¬
other $1,000,000 on the ciggie spon¬
sorship, NBC may salvage some of
the Eord coin through the latter,
shifting over to “Wagon Train” to
take up the Edsel slack.
Bowout of Ford and Philip Mor(Continued on page 50)

Press Rapport
As
only
newspapermen
know-^-“some
of
the
best
stories are never printed”—they can keep a secret, com¬
mon opinion to the contrary
notwithstanding. This was evi¬
denced with Manie . Sacks’
strong press iies, and none
violated the confidence al¬
though told that he was a vic¬
tim of leukemia.
This was done out of re¬
spect to his 80-year-old mother
who, until the .last, didn’t know;
that her son had knowledge
that he was a victim of blood
cancer.
The decision to be honest
and forthright about it/came
Sunday (9), directly after his
passing, so that the Emanuel
Sacks Foundation would be
recipient of any donations, in
lieu of flowers, since the show¬
man’s personal charity founder
tion had its fund earmarked
chiefly for hematology and.
Cardiology research ' at the
Albert Einstein MediCal Cen¬
tre, Philadelphia.

-Plus
Colgate Cutback
Colgate-Palmolive, in a “redis¬
tribution” of its radio hillings, has
quietly yanked , most of its $3,000,000 iff annual gross expenditures on
CBS . Radio, biggest blow to the
web in some years. The soap com¬
pany has dropped 15 of its 20
weekly daytime segments since the
first of the year. About $2,250,000
hillings ‘are involved in the cut¬
back. Client will keep the remain¬
ing five segments, which accounts
for about $750,000 a year.
Back of the move is Colgate’s ap¬
parent conclusion that its CBS buy,
which is concentrated in daytime,
doesn’t give it enough unduplicated coverage,, that its commercials. hit too many of the same peo¬
ple too many times! a day and week.
There’s horizontal, and vertical
duplication, via the fact that the
sponsorship embraces several seg¬
ments daily on a cross-the-board
basis. What the company hopes to
do, reportedly, is to spread its coin
. (Continuer on page 51)

In an industry where sentiment
is a dirty word and, traditionally,
soft deeds are done in the dark
because of a show biz abhorrence
of anything that smacks of the
banal, for once the term “nice
guy” is employed with all the
stops out, as regards Emanuel
(Manie) Sacks, who died of leu¬
kemia (cancer of the blood) early
Sunday (9) morning at the Albert
Einstein Memorial Hospital in his
native Philadelphia at 56. Because
Manie Sacks was the epitome of a
“nice guy,” one who traditionally
was known “to knock himself out
to deliver” those in show biz who
have no reservations about the
euphemism use it in all its mean¬
ings.
Sacks was an unusual executive
Who combined long-trained show
biz savvy and a mature responsi¬
bility with the many little kind¬
nesses which set him separate and
apart from most.
Most show biz enterprises, from
Hollywood to the broadcasting
belt, have charm guys who can al-

Martha Raye's Salute
On the Martha Raye tele¬
thon Saturday-into-Sunday late
afternoon, a number of per¬
formers phoned in contribu- •
tions in Manie Sacks’ name,
and some of the talent partici¬
pants and others (Eileen Bar¬
ton, Hal Block et al.) also
. saluted, him.
ways dig up those hard-to-get
tickets,, and the like, but with
Sacks this was a self-elected per¬
sonal chore he delighted in. This
was the keynote to his fraternal
spirit which made him as well
known in White House circles as
in the Brown Derby sector. “He
had time for everybody and any¬
body,” as somebody said.
As staff vicepresident of the
Radio. Corp. of America, and as
vicepresident of NBC’s talent and
programming, Sacks had power¬
house facilities to designate these
personal little services.
It was
true in his past career, as he de¬
veloped from a Music Corp. of
(Continued on page 52)

As Hour Nixed

Hollywood, Feb: 11.
NBC-TV feelers to John Payne
to expand his “Restless Gun” into
an hour-length vidpix series for
next season have been turned
down by the star, who was unwill¬
thing” could involve a change in j the general business climate, are ing to alter the successful pattern ‘
producers, a change in networks, going to have, to face up to the of his sho\v.
or at worst, a switch to some other
Citing quality rather than in¬
problem of rising time costs and
type of television format. Author¬ must make some kind of rate card creased length as his‘goal, the
ity for this is BBD&O management readjustment. Talent too is going actor, 50% owner of the western
supervisor on the GE account W.
to have to face the fact that, ad¬ series through his Window-Glen
Barry McCarthy, who ! points out vertisers just can’t afford to pay Productions, pointed . to the pos¬
that ’ "spite of the show’s, out¬
the going rate, that it’s up to the sibility of having to alternate leads
standing success it’s eating up so
producers to hold the line on tal¬ to meet the heavier work-load of
much of the Overall GE advertis¬
ent,. script and other above-ther an hour-length venture and to the
ing budget that: in this time of re¬ line costs whereever possible.
squeeze on freedom of story selec¬
ceding business . and ad expendi¬
While BBD&O and GE haven’t tion dffd material as major reasons
tures it’s , just taking too big a yet . held their annual budget talks for his rejection of the web’s offer.
chunk of . the piePayne has also spurned bids by
with. MCA’s. Revile Productions,
Annual expenditure on the pro¬ Which has dorfe “a great job” on the web for additional vidpix
gram has already passed the. $6,: the show since the beginning, series to be undertaken by his
000,000 mark, and McCarthy fears McCarthy, fears that unless MCA. company for next season.
that as much as another overall can hold, the line, it may have to
cost increase of 5% for next sea¬ look, about for another producer
son would require some sort of [similarly, McCarthy indicated that
reappraisal.
“GE Theatre” orig¬ they’d be talking with NBC and
inally began under GE institution¬ ABC about time availabilities, des¬
al auspices-^-Iast spring; the GE pite; their satisfaction with the
Appliances Division moved in (via current Sunday at 8 berth on
“The Brothers” will get a re¬
Young & Rubicam) as cosponsor. CBS).
“We just may he forced run ride this summer as a replace¬
Still, that $6,000,000-plus rap, com-.] to. look for a producer who can ment for the “Jack Benny Show”
ing at a time when GE has been turn out the. same quality for less, on CBS-TV.
shutting down plants and cutting money. We’ve gotten a great deal
v Picking up the tab will be Amer¬
back budgets, is a tough one to out of MCA, ip fact at the time we
ican Tobacco which bought the
swallow,.
...0
started they were the only people series from CBS Film Sales, via
in the industry who could deliver BBD&O. Produced by Desilu, the
Talent & Media To Blame
McCarthy
places . the ^ blame the fop box office names and the comedy skein was unreeled initially
We’d on CBS-TV in the ’36-*57 season.
equally on talent and media.. He kind of quality we wanted.
believes that the networks, faced hate to sever our Relationship* but Willard Block negotiated the deal
with tough 5sUddingv« ‘ iterins .«i /. e t; (Cfinicipue^ on sage i5G£1)\ & i \ foB?GB8 JJilra:Sqlps.s h; V3( -

The Failure of a Success

RERUN OF‘BROTHERS’ F
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So Complex Is a Vidpix Operation,
a
With the upbeat in syndicated-^
production tying up the first-run '
sales staff of California National
Productions more and more, the
NBC subsidiary is beginning a new
division to handle; all o£ its. own
reruns and any series off the net¬
Ed Stern, general manager of
work which are playing syndication the international division of Ziv,
for the first time.. The division, has left for a one-month tour . of
to be headed by Jaicques Lieben- France,
Luxembourg, Germany,
guth, is going to add five new sales¬ England and Switzerland,
men to CNP’s organizational ros¬
During his stay in Europe; Stern
ter at the outset, to handle the 18 will finalize arrangements in. Ger¬
skeins going into the library many for airings of “Highway
group.
Patrol,” “The Man Called X/’ “Sci¬
“Medic,” Which CNP has had in ence Fiction Theatre,” and “The
syndication for a few weeks now, Unexpected.”
While in England,
is being turned ever to Lieben- he will detail the arrangements for
guth’s division, which has no name the airing of “Sea Hunt,” sold to
yet.
Another first-run-after-net¬ Granada TV for Midlands showing*
work package will be “It’s a Great and -the sale of “Mr. District At-,
Life.” Basically* both shows are tprney” to Assbciated-Rediffusion
expected to be used to front day¬
for London ond the. telecasting of
time and strip-sales plans, although
“Ciseo Kid” by Asspciated-Rediffuchances are the new division will
sion in. London.
latch onto any straight syndicated
deals it can make for either of the
fresh syndicated stanzas.
In short, CNP, under Weller
(Jake) Keever-Earl Rettig manage¬
ment will concentrate the existing
sales force on newly produced syn¬
dicated properties; The sales ex¬
pansion. (it might amount to more
than five men after the first few
months) will handle the 1.8 rerun
skeins.
By the end of next summer,
CNP’s first-run department antici¬
A forecast that telefilm prices
pates at least eight series up for
regional, national and station sale: Will not rise much beyond their
In January, When the company present levels for the coming sea¬
racked up two new alltime sales
son was issued by Ziv prexy John
highs (highest January in the com¬
pany’s eight-year history and also Sinn.
a new seven-day high of $650,000),
Said he: “For the most part,
there was little or no time to de- budgets today have reached a
'vote to CNP’s older program films.
plateau that, is realistic in terms
Apart from 76 half-hours Of “It’s
a Great Life" and 59 “Medic" of production needs and adver¬
flicks, Liebenguth’s division is tisers’ ability to pay. Over the past
handling the following: 204 “Badge few years, we saw budgets rise,
•71.4s”; (and maybe 39 next October); both from necessity and choice.;
30 “Frontiers," 26 of “Victory a.t | This upward spiral cannot continue
Sea,” 52 “Hopalbng Cassidys,” and indefinitely. : W® cannot expect
“Western Marshal” (39), “Gilder- program budgets to go much
sleeve” (39), “Dangerous , Assign¬
higher.”
ment” (39), “Inner Sanctum” (39),
Other quarters, though, were not
“Crunch and Des” (39), “Captured”
(26), “The Falcon” (39), “Homer as optimistic as Sinn. While agree-^
ing
there Mill be no major hiked]
Bell” (39), “Paragon Playhouse”
(39), “The Visitors” (44), 26 quar¬ costs for network aired series, an
increase
of 5%, .credited to obliga¬
ter-hour Lilli Palmers and 26 quar¬
tory union hikes; was seen for most
ter-hour of “Watch the World.”
series
slated
for the ’58-’59 season.
Liebenguth,; who has been a CNP
salesman since 1953, is Out finding It’s almost impossible to bring in
a network skein for less thap $35,new salesmen now.
Ziv and National; Telefilm As¬ 000 to $40,000 per episode in the
sociates have previously formed current market, if production val¬
formal library divisions to handle ues are not to be sacrificed...
rerun telepix.
The problem, according to Sinn,
is not “how much” should be al¬
9 9
located for the skein, but “how
well” is the money allotted.-: He
called for a lot of: prior prepara¬
tion, avoidance of waste, and get¬
ting away from concentrated pro¬
duction in the spring and summer
months. Production; should be a
year-roUnd affair in order to save
“Fabulous February” promotion money, he stated.
by WCBS-TV, N. Y., for its “Early
Show” and “Late Show” features
has produced a rash of new clients
for the station. Promotion ..in¬
volves the use of top features from
the station’s backlog 28 nights of
Los Angeles, Feb. 11,
the month instead of during rating
District Court of Appeal upheld
week, as is customary. Among the
new participating clients; with decision of Superior Court in case
deals running anywhere from; four brought by George Heckenkamp
weeks on up to 52, are Procter & against. Ziv Television Programs,
Gamble (for three products), Col¬ Inc., -Guy Daniels and station
gate (for two), Lipton Tea, Sandran KTTV, which lower court dismissed
Floor Covering (new to tv), Mani- without (rial.
schewitz Wine, NU-Soft, Nestle,
Heckenkamp had sought $450,000
Buitoni and Lever Bros.
damages for asserted “misappro¬
New business for WCBS-TV priation” of an idea and format for
comes at a time when rival WRCA-,j a radio and. television series based
TV is sold out in its late-night ad¬ on California Highway Patrol. Suit,
jacencies to the Jack Paar show, revolved around Ziv’s production
and also at a “what rating d’ya of the telepix series, “Highway
read?” period in Which ARB ranks Patrol.”
Superior Court ruled against
Paar ton in the New York mar¬
ket, while Telepulse and Nielsen Heckenkamp on grounds he had no
still give “Late Show” the edge. property rights in idea, since it
But WCBS-TV sales manager Nor¬ was to be based on actual cases of
man Walt points up the fact that the state. Highway. Patrol. Upper
the late-night audience has now court similarly ruled.
increased so greatly that more and
newer advertisers ate moving into
that area and upping business for
both stations.
Hollywood, Feb. 11. ,
Faiitasy, a la science-fiction, is to
Whereas the ARB January rat¬
ings gave Paar a 54% audience hit the home screens in a new tele*
advantage over “Late Show”
pix series titled “Little Man.” Ziv
N. ;Y., the Nielsen returns for the is currently shooting pilot film
same period are almost a reversal with
Marshall
Thompson
and
of the ARB figures, giving “Late. Arthur Franz: in top roles, produced
Show” , a five-night average of 14.4 and directed by Otto Lang.
vs, 10.8 for Paar. Moreover, Paar’sSeries, dealing with exploits. of
impact hasn’t ciit into the “Late a miniature man, requires giantShow” audience, Nielsen indicates, size sets. for sequences involving
but has created, higher viewing live actofs, with diminutive pup¬
during the late hours.
pets taking over balance of action.
t 11
“ :
I g/'il-

ED STERN TO EUROPE
TO FINALIZE PIX SALES

Is

.S

Client Come-On

450G SUIT VS. ZIV

Patrick T. Ahem has been ap¬
pointed assistant sales manager of
Guild Films, He comes to Guild
from the Imco Container Corp.,
where he filled a similar spot
. .
WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y?, has ar¬
ranged with, the National Newsfilm
Associates of California for a sup¬
ply of educational and cultural pro¬
grams for the station’s “Treasure
House” show . . . Ziv has concluded
a licensing deal with Volt Rubber
CO: for . a complete, line of water
sports equipment and toys tied in
withithe skein . ... Aim G’eitsman,
Sterling’s New England sales exec*
has; been promoted to west coast
sales manager .for the firm .
Aripy Photographic Center of US.,
in- Long Island City, has adopted
Permafilm protection in . their de¬
veloping cycle . .' . George Jessel’s
hosting stint at the Friar’s Club
Thursdays (6) was well attended.
Party was in connection with the
sales kickoff of* the “George Jes-sel’s Showbiisiness” skein, being
distributed by National Telefilm
Associates . . : Telestar Films has
hired Terry Hatch, formerly with
7.iv; and William McDonald, for-,
merly with Flamingo, as salesmen,
the two filling in vacated sales
spots .
Official Films filled the
vacancy created by the resignation
of John Newman, publicity-adver¬
tising director, by inking Philip
Leserman Associates to handle fi¬
nancial public relations, and the
Zakin Co, flaclftry to handle trade
and consumer public relations.
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Sol Saks Deplores Poor Writer
Fees* Says Craft Is ‘Abused’
*
|

Hollywood, Feb. 11
Television writers are the most

underpaid and niost abused craft
AUTO DEALERS TURN
• ini the entire industry declares Sol
, Saks, script consultant of. Bridget
TO SYNDICATED PIX ; Productions.

Since the elimination of dealer I
Saks, Who has created and penned
cooperative advertising by the “big -such tv comedy shows as “My Fav¬
3” auto , makers* dealers are turn¬ orite Husband” and “Mr. Adams
ing increasingly to syndicated film and EVe,’’ said that the continuous
for their own advertising,; accord¬ handicaps that prevail on tv
ing to. a Ziv study, which evidenced writers, today are. the reasons the
a 17%. increase in auto \ dealer better ones are jumping into an¬
sponsorship of Ziv product over other phase of the business.
the? past two years.
“One of the biggest beefs in tv
On the basis of its analysis of its today is the poor scripts.
That
own sponsorship ranks, Ziv . feels may be true, but. if tti*s industry
that auto dealers will increase Would start paying more money to
their reliance on- syndicated film the writers and treat them with
next year.
Auto dealers in the more dignity, they wouldn’t be los¬
past Wave not been as active in ing the better ones to theatrical
film use as have other categories of films,” he said.
local: sponsors, such as the brew¬
“Every good tv writer in the
ers, food packagers and retailers. business today looks forward to
getting into production or into
screenplay writing. The reason
being more money, and being
treated with respect. Tie added.
According to Saks, the guild av¬
erage for tv writers last year was
| $1:1 *000. “This isn’t very much in
I a field that depends on the Creator
to make the show,”. Saks; said.
Some of the handicaps that
trouble tv writers are—too much
interference by too many people;
ad-agency censorshi
riot enough
Oakland* Cal., Feb. 11.
money.
Saks claims the - high point for tv
KTVU (Channel 2), new inde¬
pendent tv station Which goes on writers Was three or four years
ago, but since that time, things
the air March 2, will set precedent have gone down hill.
in at least one way in the Frisco
“The only way to keep the good
market—one of its weekday pror writers in television is to improve
their Dresent situation in the craft
gram schedules includes three fea¬
with the needed improvements,” he
ture films.
concluded..
KTVU,
bucking
competition
from KRON iNBC), KPIX (CBS),
and KGO (ABC) in Frisco,, is re¬
. Loew’s has: sold its 25% stock lying heavily on 500-film, package
interest in KMGM-TV, Minne- it purchased from Warner Bros:
apolis-St, Paul, to National Tele¬ last fall.
film AssoCSates, giving; NTA 100%
Present plans call for station to
ownership of the station.
sign on at 2:45 p.m! With a 15The deal involved about $87,000
minute news show. At 3 p in: it
being paid to. Loew’s by NTA. Un¬
Will .plunge right into a feature
der the initial terms: of the. deal
A fresh group of post-’48 fea¬
film, cross the board. Its 4:30-toWith the former principals of
tures, is being released by M & A
KMGM, Loew’s acquired a 25% in¬ 7 p.m. programming is chopped Alexander.
terest for $750,000 when the . sta¬ up into cross-the-board half-hour
The group of 15,. all released ini¬
tion bought the Metro library for segments Of “Your Star Show¬ tially theatrically. after 1951, con¬
case,” “Rarnar of the*Jungle” and
about $1,650,000. LoeW’s still owed
sists
of the following:
about $662,000 on its part, the “Jungle Jim,” “Topper,” “Amos
“Adventures of Captain Fabian,’
and Andy” and “Susie”—all re¬
Loew’s payment geared to the sta¬
starring Errol Flynn: “The Biga¬
runs."
tion’s pay-off for the Metro li¬
Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays mist,” Joan Fontaine; “Frontier
brary.
It’s understood that the
Gambler,” John ^Bromfield; “The
$87,000 payment cleared the books and Fridays, 7-to-8:30 p.m., will be
devoted
to further re-runs, such as Stork Club;”. Betty Hutton; “Mad
and moved Loew’s out of the star
“Badge *714,” “Frontier Doctor,” at the Worlds Frank Lovejoy;
tion.
“Two QUri Lady,” “Last of the Des¬
As part of the deal, the station “Life With Father,” “Mr. and: Mrs.
“Crashout.”
William
Horth,”
“Death
Valley Days,” peradoes,”
retained first option on the repur¬
Bendix; “Private Hell 36.” Ida Luchase of the Metro backlog, when “Charter Boat”—sole. exception in
pino; “The Wild Dakotas,” “Blonde
these
weekly
series
is
new
“Char¬
and if the pix are sold in that mar¬
Bdit.”
ket. • Repurchasing, of course, lie Chan.”
But on Wednesdays, KTVU will
Also “Bride of the Monster,’*
would pave the way for different
start its second feature film of the Bela Lugosi; “The Three Outlaws,”
deal.
day
at.
7
p.m.
“The Tiger’s Claw,” and “Naked
The bowout of Metro TV leaves
Daily feature film will be . car¬ Gun.”
Ldew’s With a 25% stock interest
in only KTTV, Los Angeles. Ear¬ ried at 8:30 p.ml, too, so that
The availability- to tv of “Fron¬
lier, Loew’s failed fo pick up its Wednesdays, between 3 and 10:15 tier Gambler,” and “The Stork
KTVU
viewers
will
be Club” is in March, While “The
25% stock option in KTVR, Den¬ p.m.
ver. The station also reportedly beamed a total of three pictures. . Three Outlaws” will be released to
Broadcast day will be topped off tv in April; and “Last of the Des¬
is seeking to renegotiate a neW
by daily news and weather (10:15- peradoes” and “Naked Gun”
deal with Metro.
10:30
p:m.) and “Racket Squad” May.
: In the wake of the transaction.
United .Television, Inc,, noW com¬ (10:30-11 p.m.).
The
8:30 p.m. starting time for
pletely owned by NTA, has ap¬
plied to. the Federal Communica¬ feature films is the earliest yet
tions . Commission to change the tried among major Frisco area
station’s call letters to KMSP-TV. stations. Network commitments so
NTA has a deal pending before the far have limited other three out¬
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
FCC for the purchase of WATV lets to 10 p.m. at earliest.
Screen Gems will produce a new
and \VAAT-AM-FM, New Yorkseries, tentatively titled “Saga of
Newark.
the Counter Intelligence Corps,”
Repping NTA in the KMGM-neand hast set William Kozlenko as
gotiations were Ted Cott, NTA’s
producer of the vidpix entry..
y.p. in charge of o&o’s, and gen¬
Deal for series, was made with
eral counsel Justin-M. Golenbock.
HoJlywood.Feb.il.
the
National
CIC
Association,
George Burns has set up a hew
which consists of former intel¬
corporation to make a pilot for a
ligence agents, and the. group
new teleseries, “Ed and Wilbur has promised SG access to its files
Pope,” to be. filmed by Burns’ Mc.and some 5,000 stories relating ac¬
Cadden Productions.
tual adventures of the CIC’ers. As¬
Arthur Lubin and Mitchell Ha- sociation, repped by Ray Wallen¬
Pyramid Productions, which did
rriilburg
are
joined
with
Burns
in
“Decoy” and “Big Story” for syn¬
stein, has in the past nixed all
dication, is.prepping a new pilot; new venture, a situation comedy overtures for a series, but okayed
“Indictment,’’ a projected crime dealing with a young married cou¬ the SG-Kozlenko deal after seeing
series based on the files of the ple and a talking horse. Lubin a presentation on how series would
New York District Attorney’s of¬ will produce-direct.
be done.
fice.
Kozlenko is now readying the
The series, currently running on
pilot.
radio on .CBS, will be adopted for

ind House

NTA Sole Owner
Of KMGM-TV As

Counter Intelligience
Series for Screen Gems

George Burns’ New Corp.
For ‘Ed & Wilbur Pope’

‘Indictment’ Pilot
Prepped by Pyramid

Krevat’s ‘Boy Detective’

tv. With shooting slated to being
in. New- York next month.
“In¬
dictment” will be one. of at least
two pilots Pyramid is prepping for
national sate this spring.
: The Everett Rosenthal-Leonard
Loewenthan
Pyramid
operation
also has inked a deal for the pro¬
duction of another 39 episodes of
“Big Story,” distributed by Official
Films. :

Hollywood, Feb, 11.
More *26 Men’ Sales
New
telepix
series
tagged
“Manny Brien, Boy Detective;”
Additional seven sales have been
based on 1924-27 mag serial by racked up by ABC Film Syndica¬
Charles F. Robb, is being packaged tion’s “26 Men.”
They include: Safeway Stores in
by Sheldon Krevat, associate pro¬
ducer at Barry Berk Productions. Austin on KTBC-TV; WHBQ-TV,
Series is being budgeted at $15- Memphis; KVOS-TV, Bellingham;
$20,000 per segment.
Pitch, will Calcesieu Baking* Lake Charles,
be made for Tommy Rettig in title KPLC-TV; KRGV-TV Westlaco;
and KSDY-TV, Witchlta Falls, . m..
role.
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: THIS IS OUR YEAR
British Telefilms a U S. Staple
.. , . ...
London, Feb. 11.
About 150 television outlets/ in America are screening official
British, telefilms, it was stated in the, House of Commons. It was ex- •
pected, that ;by midrsUmmer, not less than, an hour, a week of offi¬
What had been a boiling mad
cially supplied material would be reaching most territories , now
served by the. British Information Servicls*
The cautious bulls in a wori*ied
Donnybrook, with the vidfilm com¬
A Time for Comedy
television network market can be
This, it was stated. Was due to the full cooperation "by docu¬
panies on one side and the Na¬
foUnd today, among the- major-tele¬
mentary, news arid tv industries, who had made this rapid expan¬
The current economic reces¬
tional Assn, of Broadcasters (NAB)
film houses.
sion is being credited in some
sion possible. Regular, programs were already being provided for
oh the other, has simmered down
quarters
for the resurgence in
Canada, Australia, and for tv outlets in- the Middle .East and Cen¬
The pilot makers have; reason. to
the number of comedy pilots j to. a “let’s vy-ait and see” situation,
tral and South America.
be optimistic; but .last year’s ex¬
with both sides holding their fire
being pirepped for possible
perience dictates wary care.
in the hope-of an amicable settle¬
viewing next season.
There’s a lot of things brewing
ment.
With people, having trou¬
in. a changing network: pattern to
bles, it’s argued, they’ll want
|
The flare up occurred as a remake the outlook brighter, for the
some escape in laughs.. Com- V suit of a NAB board of, directors
telefilm packagers: Factors such as
edy always has been a big
j ruling, slated to take effect at tile
upcoming short-term commitments,
11959’ annual NAB conclave, pro-.
more -eareful choosing of shows, I- showbiz item in bad times.
■
| hjbiting film distributors and other
the weighing of a longer rerun ' i:'
II n
#
‘ groups from participating in NAB’s
pattern, the economies .being t; •
adopted by the nets, and the divi¬
fl OVUM! 11 PrahhllUT .annual convention. The news hit
After negotiations with the Film*'
sion of the national audience now ,
Producers Assn, of ;He\v York are
rr
D j shell last Wednesday (5», when one
into a three-way instead of a twoLowering the Boone
concluded, the recently 7 formed
["1
IT
! distributor brought the . Phoenix
way split, all have a bearing on the
Chicago, Feb. Ill
Lnu mnviT l/il/tf/** ! NAB resolution to their attention.
case.Screen
Directors international
Singer Pat Rhone; may be
rOUl
llCW
lrJlULS'
''The
film distributors at the tiriie
NoCall
the
new
developing
fac¬
Guild; claiming to, govern nearly
compiling solid, ratings ardund;
*
;:were holding a routine meeting to
tors are favorable to telefilms—
the country with his ABC-TV
300 directors here,
going to
Hjf
*
.«
shape, up their plans for the upr
not
by
.
a
longshot.
But
there
are
show,, but in. his former home¬
work on a merger with. Holly¬
some solid developments which
Will HO /111 I aaa]aa
coming April NAB meet in Los
town of Nashville, Tenn, he’s
make the potential Of selling a
wood’s long-established Screen Di¬
T V IIIUO 411 LCtoMCO
Angeles.
second* to ,a. cops-and-robbers
non-network, produced series to .a.
The Screen Gems* rep at the
rectors Guild of America. Spokes- . vidfilm.
national
sponsor
mote
favorable
in
Hollywood,
Feb.
11.
meeting, veepee Jerry Hyams reStation WSM-TV, the . NBC
man for SDIG said that his group
the upcoming selling season than
Robert Maxwell Associates has P°rtedly called upon the telefilmaffil
in
that
city,
ordered
a
a year ago.
had an “understanding” with the
-n
'
companies
in retaliation
to boycott
special ARB telephone survey : Last year, the . only major but-completed
imoleted 40
-Lassie’ nrderams
*_•»>T>n
■ x. Others
^.,1_ called
40 ‘^Lassie”
programs the_ April
NAB meet.
Coast meggers on merger7 talks,
a month ago and found, its
side telefilm house fo^ make sizable for. Jack Wrather to carry through for a mass resignation of film disbut that the New York directors
“Official Detective” series out¬
deals on new properties was MCA, the 1958-59 season and will with- tributbrs from associate member“want complete equality!”
stripping “Pat Boone Show”
Zeros on new skeins (other than draw from series to prep four new ship to NAB. A number of synon WSIX 23.4 to 20.2,
SDIG was recognized last week
summer replacements) were drawn, pilots. After sales of their interests dicators were miffed, but not so
National Telefilm Associates
iby FPA, ..and the two. groups will
?y Screen Gems, Official. Films, to Wrather, Maxwell -and associ- sore, seeing the NAB ruling as a
is using this statistic in its
begin their first collective bargain¬
etc., although, a number of major ates- Ru(jy ^el and Peter Frank, way out to save .what they consales pitch for the half-hour
ing talks on Monday i( 17)., Recent¬
^nn
agreed to continue with “Lassie” sider wasted dough in attending
ly, after affording SDIG temporary
ertYes P t$
established pi op- for another year, which has e\- the conventions.
recognition, FPA pulled out and
This vear when the selling «=Pa- Pifed^ut by Friday (7), when the reps
refused to bargain with the direc¬
soanS S^rS
Wrather will name a new pro- of the . 13 film distributors met
tors:. However, the case was
should lie ahmitTin nilntV tn ductiomcrew to continue the series. again, NAB prexy Harold E. Felbrought before Federal Mediator
choofe from bSore HmselUng sea"
ls Popping pilots, -Can- taw Bid some explaining. He inJ. R. Mandelbaum who lowered
con for
windwin in
nonball,” action senes on the formed the film group that the
tension between the warring
summer. Pitching time,P':year by trucking bi^ an hour western, NAB board's action avas not final,
groups. FPA said it backed; off
year, appears to begin earlier and sans guns, ‘‘Homesteader’; a sus- that the ruling must be approved
initially, despite all overt reasons,
because it feared that SDIG was
end up later, with the advertiser^ *erI!?'
T,h„e ^ask'l
.ful1 .membership, and
agency-network buyers waiting to “The. Blandmgs Way ” a family [ that a mail referendum will be
going to demand “closed books.”
see what the next fellow has before comedy based on characters in j held, probably in a few weeks.
In other words, the N. Y. prO-r
_
1
‘‘UlonrJirierer
TViaIti
Hrtiam
t*
____
making a commitmerit.
“Blandings Build Their . Dr^am
It also, was explained that many
ducers, most of whom deal in the
making of commercials and In¬
Factors favorable to the outsidb House.”
broadcasters had complained that
Sked calls for production to start the conventions were becoming too
dustrial films, indicated they Were
Ed .Kasper, who with Martin film houses this year include the
Feb. 20, with all four pilots com- big,- with too much extra-curricular
afraid' SDIG would not permit Ransohoff founded Filmways Ino. following:
eted by . April 15. .
Networks
their jdrive for . pleted
activity. The ruling, which afthem to . hire whomever they
-— .• ",
fected station repperies as. well,
•—
" -. .■-pleased to direct their films. SDIG,. in 1951r has sold out his 50% in¬ economy are. Cutting T back on 1 .
with Mandelbaum in attendance, terest in the company to Reriso- budgets for future shows, depend- rD
PCM
NTI PC
PC 7(1(1
7fWl
CM A NTI
was designed
desiflned to streamline the anIXLlTInll 1I lili
LLi U
O IvU
IUU
uuai NAB meets. Film distribuinff inore
for ! IllilTI/lli
nuai
more on outside
outside sOurpp??
sources for
agreed that FPA’ers could make hoff and a group of key employees , ing
anyone they pleased ;a director, so for just under $250,000. Deal gives programming.
QAICC IN MCYirn tors, and others affected would be ^
uALCiJ Ill lilLAlbv free to do their hoopla at regional
Syndicators, on the other, hand,
long as he imriiediately joined the Ransohoff, whio previously owned
directors’guild;
the other. 50% of the production are: in a stronger position to
With sales of some $70,000, Paul mee^sgamble.
If
the
pilot
doesn’t
make
Talbot’s
Fremantle.
Overseas RaWith the decision not final, the
house,
.
substantially
more
than
Purpose of joining with SDGA
in Hollywood, the guild spokesman majority control but also brings; it on the network, the property can ^jj0 & tv racked up its biggest film companies elected to continue
be
put
mtq
syndication,
an
occurjanUary
yet
in
Mexico,
with
four
their
membership arid go ahead
other
key
personnel
Into
a
stock
said, Was to facilitate a free ex¬
ance which happened quite fre- series and-two feature packages with their planned participation at
change of members who shuttle ownership status.
quently
last
year.
setting
the
pace.
Talbot,
just
back
the’58
.NAB meet. Vidfilm execs.
back and forth between the coasts.
As a result Of the . deal, Ranso¬
There has been , a growing ac- f^m Mexico City, set dubbed ver- representing theirrespecUve cbmSDIG pointed out that several New hoff moves up from executive v,p.
ceptance
by
national
advertisers
of
siong
0j
“Gunsmoke,”
“I..
“I^
Love
panies,
said they, would take no
York directors have gone to the to president of the firm and its
put by syndicatom, LUcy »» “Time in For Sports” and further steps until the results of
Coast for FPA companies to make World Highways Expedition sub¬ the product put out
,
bread
and,
and
butter
variety
jjaif.hoiir
“Hopalong
Cassidy”
the
referendum
are known. It’s
bluTbs and that, in some instances, sidiary. Lee Goodman becomes v.p.
held likely that some vidfilm execs
SDGA demanded that a stand-by in charge of production, Mickey wdlch. gets rating pomts, if nqt series there;
c„.ca1’
P^stige
prestige
acclaim.
,
Oillctte-via
Gillette,
via
McCann-Erickson
of
will
be
doing
some
lobbying among
from its own ranks be on hand.
Dubiri v.p. in charge of sales and
The number of axings of .net- Mexico, bought “Gunsmoke”; Cafe the NAB membership on the refFrom all indications, since New Nick Webster, who recently joined work shows this, year is expected D»Qr0 Coffee, via J; Walter erendum issue. There are many
York sticks mainly :to making com¬ the company, v.p. in charge .of crea-r
(Continued on page 52)
mercials and industrials, the top. tive seryices:. Tom.. Connors has Irtjerabiut fifi shows’
page 521
minimum scale in SDIG demands joined the company in charge” of
will riot be as high as for Coast Coast operations, while Allen Chase
becomes head of creative writing
program directors.
Meanwhile. FPA contract dick¬ and p.r. in the N.Y. homeoffice.
ers with the N; Y. film editors are
Filmways, a tv commercial house
moving ahead slowly, but without that of late has- been moving into
Commonwealth feature package.
HKiL O A.JL ...fi
any "major hitches, according to the documentary arid industrial
FPA. Screen Actors Guild talks, film field, is currently grossing at in order. Not all the “B&B’s” click
which resumed this week, are ex¬ the rate of $4,000,000 for ’58. Firm ratingwise either, as witness the
currern nign
high ca^uauy
casualty expectamony,
expeccamony,
Djstribuling
SyWeintraubandBernieSchuis moving into new executive of¬ current
pected to be troublesome.
ail over
over
fices in midtown Manhattan and is which,
which. had
had the
the “BB’s”
BB s all
hert are dissolving, their partnercourse, the
. “C"
uc5afthlp ip Teiestar Hlms Inc. after a
retaining its old h. q. on W. 54 St. the nets’ schedule. Of 'course/
(Continued on page 50)
A .Drew. Pearson quarter-hour i sixrnonth relationship. Exact nafor studio-only use. It owns a sec¬
—-—-——telefilmed interview, show is being j^ure 0f
parting hasn’t been deond studio on E. 95 St. in Manhat¬
tan, is currently leasing space at mniirinAi nrnirn
^1.s.trlbutedm.t,y
:Stone. FllP ; tennined yet, and won’t be until
Library. The series, ranging m; next weejj when Weintraub reFox Movietone and Easten Film
1 subjects from the missiles to rock turng from a trip t0 the Coast,
Studios in N.Y. and regularly uses llllrt V flUU JiilULil
General Service Studios on the
’_roU. cpnsistsof39 episodes.
where he’s exploring a new area
rim
r£l\i!/iilUV
LiliflfiJ;
stone Film ^lso has acquired tv int0 which he intends to move.
Coast. Additionally, it currently has
Hollywood, Feb. 1L f rights to “Foodini the Great,*’ the
One possibility is that Weintraub
location crews out in Jamaica and
With eight more station sales (Texas.
Deal is being finalized for Fer-i hye sbow which was on CBS-T\ will sell his interests in Telestar to
under its belt, bringing the total
nandq Lamas to star in a new i fGr three years.
telefilmed schubert; another is the possibility
vidpix series, “Bravado/” for Jane version, featuring the Bunin Pup- 0f q^ sale of the entire company to a
to 95, MGM-TV racked up another 3 More Markets For
Wyman’s Lewman Productions. .
°* j episodes; third party. All that’s definite as
$1,900,000 in sales of its prC-48
Lamas has already starred in the j Wlth another 3V planned. The film
now is their decision to part
Medallion’s
‘Danger’
feature film backlog last week. Of
pilot, of the show* which wil.i be ;
is available m qimer .half- company. Weintraub; former exec,
Hollywood, Feb, 11.
the eight; four * bought the full
seen
on
Miss
Wyman’s
NBC
series.:
hour
or
lo
minute
segments,
both
v
p
0f £jamingo Films (when it
Medallion TV Enterprises’ new
black-and-white and in color. Was owned by the Harris Group
.700-plus-pic library, one of these Steve Brodie starrer; “High. Road Under terms of the. dealmow in j
marking Metro’s: first foreign sale to Danger,” has been sold In three negotiatidh, Lamas and. LeWman
LeWinan jj
____ _
“
#
and an occasional station operator,
PoiV
50c.c of such, a |
rNP P«po|ie
PrAllC Pair
has been acting as prexy of Tele¬
on the features. This was XEM- hew markets tb is: week/ with Inter¬ would each own 50Tc
star; Schubert has been board
vm i iivjia i an
TV, Mexicali, Mexico,
national Harvester picking up the series. Star would draw salary j
. . .
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
chairman,
Other full-library: purchasers tab on one. of them, Billings, Mont. plus percentage for essaying rolei
Would 1' California National Productions:
Company has one new.series in
were KTUL-TV, Tulsa; KWTV, Show will air there via KOOK- of a retired bullfighter, and would
. is preppiiig pair s of new vidfilm syndication, “White Hunter,” along
Oklahoma City and KATV, Little TV. Other sales, for a March: start, also direct five or six segments.
Pilot
was
written
by
John
Dun-i
series,
both
skedded
to
start
pilots
With
several rerun series which
were
made
to
KOLD-TV,
Tucsen,
Rock. Purchasing selective por¬
kel from a Richard. Carr original. during next two weeks.
Schubert
originally
produced*
tions of the library were WKJG- and KIEM-TV, Eureka, Cal.
and
marked
Lamas’
tv
film
debut.
;
Ihitialer,.
still
untitled,
carries
“Topper;”
“Mr. & Mrs. North” and
Series
was:
converted
into
a
syn¬
TV, Ft. Wayne, and three Alaskan
stations; KTVA in Anchorage, dicated vidpixer. after a year’s, run He is currently. guesting with Lu-: an intrigue background, . Second, “Crossroads,” as well as the ChesKTVF in Fairbanks and KINY in live here: It’s themed on filming of } cille Ball and Dezi Arnaz in their ; is a newspaper- akein tentatively ter Erskine-produced “TV Reader’s
' fifth and last spec of the season. . J .tagged “Press Time.”
Digest,”
true, adventures.
Juneau.
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VARIETY

In the nation’s top 2&markets, according to
December Network Radio Pulse measure¬
ments, here’s the number of times CBS
Radio is the most popular network, out of
a possible* 233 quarter-hours:
CBS Radio Network
.Other Networks

16

I

- *Rviry quarter-hour*
* day and night, Sunday
through Saturday,
: in which programs of
\ CBS Radio and al
has tone other radio
network were measured
theNftworh
Radio Pulse, which
reports audiences to
network programs
earned in a minimum
; oftenofthejbp
. 26 Metropolitan areas*

It’s the programs. Jack Benny, Arthur
the daytime serials. And also^'Hie
jgjgpm Tonight? Murrpw, Sevareid, the New
York Philharmonic, the Sunday afternoon
dramas. It’s an entire schedule of programs,
all asking for the listener’s attention and
involvement all the time. And getting it.

The one network with a schedule like this
wins every program popularity test, hands
. down. Which leads to the basic point for
advertisers: Not only do audiences listen
mdst to CBS Radio. They listen hard. The
‘ harder they listen, the easier you sell 5

THE CBS RADIO NETWORK
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

BANS BRINKER
I
(Hallmark Hall of Fame)
With Tab Hunter, Dick Button,
Perry Kin;, Basil Rathbone,
Carmen Mathews, Jarmila Nov¬
otna, Elite Sommers, Ralph. Rob¬
erts, . Paul Robertson, others;
Franz Allers, musical director
Producers; Mildred Freed Alberg,
Paul Feiray
Director: Sidney Lumet
Adaptation: Sally Benson
Music & Lyrics: Hugh Marti
Settings: Jan Scott
HALLMARK CARDS
NBC-TV, from N. Y. (color)

:PStuETr

Wednesday, February 12, 1^8

THE BETTY WHITE CHOW
ARTS AND THE GODS
With John Jacobs; Cornel Wilde, With Edith Hamilton, Alexander
Charles Coburn, Sterling; Hollo-.
Scourbjr, Mary. Anthony Dance
way, guests; Tom Kennedy, an¬
Theatre
nouncer
Producer: Marilyn Kaemmerle
Producer: Don Fedderson
Directory Frank Pacelli
Director: James V. Kern
Writers: Ernest Kinoy, Blair ChotzWriters: George Tibbies, Si Rose, . inoff
Bob Hope Show
Uappe had their best moments in
. Seaman Jacobs
30 Mins.; Sun. (9). 12 (Noon)
As the first of three special one- the dancehall scene; rather than tn
30 Mins.; Wed., 9:30 pm.
WRCA-TV, New York
hour Bob Hope shows for Johnson their pas de deux numbers, though
PLYMOUTH MOTOR
outboard
motors,
Thursday’s
(6)
The Greeks had a word for it
in the latter their execution was
ABC-TV, from Hollywood
and it was wisdom. This wisdom comedy romp Via NBC-TV was a letter-perfect. John Reardon’s bal( Grant)
never shone more brilliantly than lively session sparked by the merry laaeenng, which provided a sort
As of last Wednesday (5) niglit, in the initial presentation of the banter of a buffoon par excel-, of running narration, was also
Betty White, a charming and tal¬ NBC Educational Television Proj¬ lence. Adding to the overall lev¬ highly effective.
ented performer, went live , on ect series, “Arts arid the Gods,’ ity were the respective contribu¬
Entire production, under Robert
(Foote, Cone & Reading)
ABC-TV for Plymouth. Eutthe way under the general direction of Ed¬ tions of guesters Wally Cox, Dor¬
It was the Tab Hunter billing it« shaped up the first time oiit, it ward . Stanley, NBC manager of othy Malone, Nick Todd and Les Herndge, was fastidious. Miss de
Milles Dance Theatre has talent
that probably piled up the Trendex was extremely difficult to see public service programs, with Brice Brown’s band,
m depth,-.with each member of the
points on Sunday night’s (9) Hall-, Where the transition from, celluloid Howard as executive producer.
There was a dip in the hilarity ensemble turning in fine, disci¬
mark presentation of “Hans Brink- was goirg to hike her Nielsens sig¬
With impeccable taste and au¬ irieter here and there, but the pro¬ plined work. Orchestrations by
er or the Silver Skates” on NBC- nificantly. The switch was done
TV, but it was Dick Button who self-consciously, blit essentially her thority, the program builders em¬ fusion of Hope’s one-liners were Don Walker arid Hershy Kaye of
vested it with whatever elements format wrs very much gs it was barked on what unquestionably strong enough to overcome the the score by Alan Jay Lerner &
of a real Dutch treat that remained when, she did her shows on film. As Will p .'ove a stimulating odyssey to slightest, deficiency. His topical Frederick Loewe (from “Paint
in this musicallzation of the old .a result, til’s ha'f-hour series may ancient Greece. “Arts and the gags ranged all the Way from out¬ Your Wagon”) and the additional
board motors to satellites and the music by Trude Rittmann & Oscar
children’s classic.
serve as a laboratory test case, to Gods” is not only notable for its
The maudlin, goody-goody mor¬ determine if live is implicitly Bet¬ fascinating scholarship, but also for federal budget. He wasn't averse Brand were clean and clear, while
alistic overtones weighed heavily ter, than film, as some people in the its able showmanship—a blend, to tossing in a trade witticism now Alfredo Antoriini’s. conducting was
alas, too frequently absent from and then for example, “This is the sharp and precise. Charles Dubin
on this 90-minUte tintcast out of industry ins.'st
Trepdex survey. . Which sputnik directed the entire production un¬
the Mildred Freed Alberg (& Show¬
The~ transition in this instance is programs dedicated to learning are you listening to?”
erringly, If “Seven Lively Arts”
case Productions) tv show shop, unique, because everi when . Miss about man and his deities.
Ten programs -will he presented
Couple satirical sketches were was a miss this season, its produc¬
and even the moppets must have White was doing “Date With the
found the going getting sticky at Angels” on film, it was the feeling in .this series under the joint spon¬ rather lightweight, but they had tion of “Gold Rush” still: must go
times. But when the sentimental of some that her show was trying, sorship of NBC and the Educa¬ their amusing moments. “Three down as. one of the more memo¬
Chan.
goo of “Hans Brinker” was put on to give the impression of being tional Television and Radio Center Faces of Bob,” a takeoff on 20th- rable television events.
ice and Dick Button, unhampered live. There was a simulated spon¬ at Ann Arbor, Mich. Donley Fed- Fox* “Three Faces of Eve,” paired
by the sobby Mary Mapes Dodge taneity about it which worked as dersen represents the Center in Hope and Miss Malone as a psychi¬
Omnibus.
this undertaking. The basic idea is atric patient and his doctor, respec¬
script, took over as the show’s gay often as it did hot.
* .
blade, it had some rewarding mo¬ . Perhaps doubting; that the audi¬ to give the viewer a comprehensive tively. This one was replete With Several production snafus riiarretf
picture of Greek mythology with such phrases as “narcissistic com¬ ah otherwise fascinating 90-minute
ments.
comprehend this was a particular reference to its role in
“Omnibus” study of Pitcairn Is¬
As tv credits go, these were top- ence would
live Betty White, producer the visual arts and literature. The pulsions” and “image transfer¬ land last Sunday afternoon (9) on
notch—Sally Benson to write the new and
Fedderson^ or whoever, made first program came from the mam¬ ence.” For contrast Hope’s Writers NBC-TV. Split between film shots
tv version; Hugh Martin for the Don
absolutely certain that the program moth Metropolitan Museum of Art tapped a. different area with . a made by Luis Marden, for the Na¬
music and lyrics, some Jan Scott had
audience and that the audi¬ where the producers made use of travesty of “Lassie.” Here Hope tional Geographic Society, and a
outdoor settings that were stun¬ encean
was put in camera range. This the museuiri’s priceless Greek portrayed an aging Jeff, Cox es¬ studio discussion with Marden, Ainingly realistic; John Biitler for the unimaginative
gimmick had no sculpture, vase paintings and other sayed the part of Gramps and Miss istaire Cook and a couple of visiting
choreography and a marquee lure
Malone was the mother; Their experts, there, were maiiy duplica¬
purpose, it appeared:
art objects to illustrate the subject
that, in addition to Hunter and But¬ other
To
Miss
White’s
credit; her win¬ under discussion. There was a lit¬ burlesque of this children’s classic tions of lines. Cook asked ques¬
ton, included Peggy King, Basil
was so broad that it resembled a
ning
modesty
and
naturalness;
were
tle too much to encompass on the scene out of A1 Capp’s “Li’l Abner,” tions which already had been exRathbone. Jarmila Novotna, Car¬
plicity answered on the pic sound¬
men Mathews and EIILe Sommers. preserved for the. live program. initial show. Subsequent shows
Though
the
moment
the
program
Miss Malone, noted primarily as track narration. At the windup.
should permit more discussion on
The sum total was an uneven pro¬
duction that ran from mediocre opened she-said she was fearful of fewer topics. .
] a dramatic, actress, showed a flair- Cook became visibly nervous over
Casting was ideal in this instance | for comedy arid has a voice to boot. the clock situation in the studio,
and frequently tedious fare to some the dangers of live video* she han¬
Spirited and zestful entertainment. dled herself smoothly and confi¬ because the program brought forth She ably demonstrated the fatter but saved the situation by bringing
v.
Hunter in the title, role cut a sur¬ dently throughout,
one of the World’s foremost author¬ in a duet with Hope. Tune, natch, it in the open rather than duck¬
There was a dominant note 4n ities on the grandeur that was was “We’Ve Got Nothing in Com¬ ing it.
prisingly neat figure on ice. and
could eve.n handle a tune, but it the first of these live sessions that Greece—Edith Hamilton, the 90- mon” froiri Hope’s upcoming
The filmed expedition to Pitwas his. sad lot to bear the brunt smacked of her long-ago show, year-old author of such notable United Artists release, “Paris caiirn Island to find the remains of
of the mawkish story intrusion. “Life With Elizabeth”—a series of studies as “The Greek Way-to Holiday.”
the Bounty, which was destroyed
Cox, whose humor is of a dif¬ after the mutineers landed bafck in
When “Brinker” became unfettered folksy skits. In those days, she re¬ Western Civilization,” “Three
and let itself go, as in the Tab Hun- stricted herself to husband-wife Greek Plays" and. "Mythology.” In ferent genre than Hope’s, acquitted 1789, was firstrate. Going beyond
ter-Peggy King-Dick Button team- situations. The variation here was August of last year in the shadow himself favorably in a variety of the discovery of the Bounty’s hull,
up with the ensemble for a “Clop very slight—with one marital shit, of the Acropolis, the King of scenes. Perhaps his best bit was a the film explored the way of life
Clop Clop” production number1 a boarding house skit and the last, Greece awarded Miss Hamilton one vocal of “Lichtensteiner Polka,” of the mutineer’s descendants on
(which, along with Button^ final- and periiaps the best,1 about tem¬ of his country's major decorations complete with mustache, Tyrolean the rocky Pacific outpost. It Was
actor?;
Overriding and made her an honorary citizen hat and yodels. Nick Todd, brother an excellent beginner’s course i
act fancy ice capers gave the show peramental
its standout moments), or when theme was “getting along with im¬ of Athens. She brought a measure of Pat Boone and a personable anthropology With the visiting ex¬
Hunter and Miss King were duet- possible people,” e.g., Charles Co¬ of her enormous understanding of singer in his own right, reprised bis perts in the studio filling in with
ing “Hello Springtime”—the best burn was an impossible tenant in the Greek poets, philosophers and Dot disclick, “Ever Since I Met scholarly, but interesting explana¬
of an otherwise pedestrian - and the boarding house and so was Mis? gods to those fortunate enough to Lucy.’’ Les Brown’s crew backed tory "material about in-breeding,
“reminiscent” Martin score—or in White; Sterling Ho’loway was a view the first program. This towel¬ the show in snappy fashion.
the communallst economy arid the
the opening king-size panoramic troublesome Mr. Fixit type in the ing literary figure, speaking of
Hem.
Plugs for Johnson primarily Pitcairner’s religion.
“Ice” number, everything was to family bit and Miss White arid classical Greece, said the Greeks pushed the company’s new V-type
Cornel Wilde were the crafty learned, as we are learning today, 50 horsepower motor. Mostly on
Person To Person
the good.
'
,
actors:
The
situations
were
clever,
But these were isolated instances
that victory can be a calamity to film, the puffs afforded vicarious
Edward R. Murrow’s “Person to
in a 90-minute production- that the lines easy to take, but just the the Victor as well as to the Van¬ excitement for boating enthusiasts: Person” interviews With Gina Lolmissed out on such' essential ele-. same there was little outstanding quished,
lobrigida and Dean Martin list
Other
Johnson
“Hope
Shows”
com¬
-Art.
ments as warntth, charm, or simple humor.
Members of the Mary Anthony ing up are sessions \on Sunday, Friday (7) night were in .the show’s,
delight. It lacked a rustic flavor,
Dance Theatre appeared in two March 2, and Saturday, April 5.
familiar pattern. The gab was of
that could have been idyllic in its
effective numbers depicting scenes
the surface-scratching variety, eli¬
Gilb.
snow settings and what came out
frdin Chaos arid the legend of Pro¬
citing little that hasn’t been re¬
was pretentious musical comedy.
metheus, a: Titan of the Greek
ported before; about either per¬
Seven
Lively
Arts
It never created the magic of child¬
myths.” Host, on “Arts and the
former in the newspapers and fan
Some of the best choreography magazines.
hood nor achieved the wonders of
Gods” , is Alexander Scourby, who
invented
for
television,
and
for
does his narrating with consider¬
m fairy tale.
.
,
But,, the program’s appeal ap¬
The art work: the tint values,
able taste-and restraint. During that matter, for the American parently is in who’s on arid what’s
the settings and the technical feat
Everything about telethons is get¬ the first program he took his view¬ dance , theatre, constituted the high shown rather than what’s said.
of transposing an ice-covered canal ting bigger. . This is the big-busi¬ ers. <too rapidly, at times) from points of Agnes de Mille’s “Gold And, on that score it filled the. bill,
to a tv studio were fine achieve- ness of the charity field in which Greek statue to statue, -showing Rush” on “Seven. : Lively Arts.” particularly in the case of the Itar
pients, maybe overly ambitious big names combine with big causes them such gods of Olympus as ‘Gold Rush” is best characterized liari actress. No doubt, a sizeable
since the camera was hardly up to and result in big . grosses. . .The Zeus. Athene, Apollo, Hermes, as a composite of new and old segment of the maid population
encompassing the whole. But tech¬ enormity of. the field is indeed, im¬ Poseidon, Hades and others who dance inventions by Miss de Mille, would be content to just look at
nical progress in itself cannot by¬ pressive considering that a tremen¬ occupied preferred space in Greek woven into a fragment of a; story her, sans , dialog. That’s under¬
pass a production’s need for dra¬ dous amount of organization is mythology.
and augmented by g likewise frag¬ standable, but it’s questionable as
matic and musical values.
•
All involved in this series. rate mentary musical- score. At its to how many of them really care
to carry off such a ven¬
Hallmark commercials, in NBu- necessary
praise for their efforts to portray worst, it had vigor arid charm, at whether she or husband Wear the,
ture.
RGA’s best compatible colors,
It no longer matters too much what Miss Hamilton once described its best “Gold Rush” provided in¬ pants in the family, unless it’s just
dished up some fetching Valentine who
comes to the show; the stair of. as the. Greek spirit that envisioned spired dancing.
to see her in them.
nosegays.
Rose.
Set in three , parts, the ballet is
the show-is always the performer beauty arid meaning in all things.
Incidentally, her husband. Dr.
the story of a ghost town, starting Milko $kofic, who gave up his prac¬
Rans.
who stays through it all. In this
with
the
search
for
arid
discovery
THE JOBBLEWOCKY PLACE
respect, Martha Kaye contributing
tice to manage his wife’s business
of gold, straddling the boom pe¬ affairs, was also involved in the
With Terry Bennett
19!£ consecutive hours ori behalf of BASIC RUSSIAN
riod symbolized by the dancehall interview session, which spotted the
Producer-Director Carl Tubbs
retarded children oyer WABD, N.Y. With Dr. Irving S. Bengelsdorf
Writer: Terry Bennett
probably did one of the most im¬ 30 Mins.; Toes. Ic Thors., 6:39 ajn. and closing With the departure of couple in a suite at the Waldorf,
55 Mins., Mon.-Fri„ 10 am.
pressive jobs in the. history of such NORTHEASTERN
BRANCH, the girls and the abaridoment of N.Y.,There were also a pair of foils,
town. Almost coincidental to conveniently . hanging on a wall,
PARTICIPATING >
undertakings.
Statistically, she
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SO¬ the
this broad outline is a love story which served as a plug peg for Miss
WBKB, Chicago
CIETY
'
was never off more than nine min¬
between a miner and one of the Lollobrigida’s latest film “Beau¬
Whilom ni t c ry ventriloquist utes during the entire grind. As WRGB-TV, Schenectady
girls, which also ends in her leav¬
Terry Bennett, a sudden click as the hours wore on, her sincerity in
Dawneasts, marking, the first ing. This love story is the weakest tiful, But Dangerous.”
the ghoulish host of WBKB’s coaxing out the hidden and slow¬ teaching
The Martin, segment focused on
of Russian via American part of the dramatic structure, and
“Shock” feature films, is being re¬ ly . forthcoming dollars increased, video,
are conducted by Dr. Irving curiously. Miss de Mille’s pas de the actor-singer and his family in
warded for that stint with a daily, and her intensity in Working for S. Bengelsdorf,
their
Beverly Hills home. Instead
of General Electric deux efforts for the most part con¬
show of his own on the station. the cause of retarded children be¬ Research Laboratory;
They ire de¬ stitute the .weakest part of the of the usual .“Person to Person”
It’s strictly for the moppets and came more Sincere as the hours signed to help: solve a problem
house
tour of rooms> the concen¬
now
work.
only routine as kiddie shows go, wore on.
tration this time was on catching
pressing our scientists—the rapid
It, was in her enseirible dances up with Martin’s seven children in
but it should get a fair slice of
Miss Raye started out in a man¬ dissemination of Soviet technical that
the
production
came
alive
with
tyke viewership *if only for the ner similar to that which became literature. Sponsored jointly by
different parts of the house. Ac¬
a bursting robustness that bril¬
amiable personality of Bennett.
the trademark of her own teevee
Mohawk-Hudson Council liantly captured the coarse hijinks. companying Martin in . going after
Each show bases on a simple series. The terp number she did WRGB,
the youngsters was his wife, Who
on
Educational.
Television
arid
re¬
situation, and the outing caught <4) at the outset bright have been gional branch of American Chemi¬ of the mining frontier. The entire registered as a pleasant hostess.
middle act, set in the dancehall,
was pegged on Bennett's desire to choreographed by Herb Ross, Who cal
There was a brief reference to
Society, the 12-week course was was a hurst of high-spirited, imagi¬
be a singer. It proved only a mod¬ did her early shows: At the begin¬
by the latter. The group native ensemble dancing that out¬ Martin’s agility:; With a deck of
erately funny gambit for the small ning there were skits , arid there conceived
cards.
But, perhaps the most
saw
an
opportunity
in
the
area
sat¬
fry funnybohe. Other ingredients Was .some effort to -bring to the uration of scientific personnel— did any of her past work.. Though startling aspect of the evening was
in each show are three antique donating public more than mere primarily due to General Electric at times Miss de Mille packed the his gracious bow to his ex-partner
Looney. Tunes cartoons and four acts. However, the star of the oc¬ operations. The sunup hour per¬ stage with too many dancers for Jerry; Lewis, rioting that his meet¬
the smallscreen, she used a tech¬
standard dummy characters for casion Was Miss Baye. There is
them to take the television nique of focussing on a -single ing with comedian was one of his
Bennett’s voice-pitching: Red Flan¬ the feeling, however, that she mits
Jess.
before leaving for work, ldancer or group that gave the biggest breaks.
nels, a. chip off the Charlie Mc¬ carefully tried- to avoid being the study
has a potential audience dances fluidity and simplicity.
Carthy block; a yokel dog that big wheel. At every Opportunity of Program
’
Armstrong
Circle
Theatre.
more
than
1,000,000
viewers.
Topping the dancehall sequence
talks like Mortimer Sherd; a well- she tried to Spotlight the facts in However, it . is .. probable only - a
Story of .Milovan Djilas’ revolt
mannered boy doll named Timothy the case. Retarded children can small percentage will give the half- was the solo dancing of Sono Osata, against the Yugoslavian Commu¬
Timber; and a wall-pictured with be helped, they should not be hid¬ hour more than a curiosity look. in a Wild yet impish turn that ve* nist Party, his deposition as vicemoving eyes and mouth. There is den, but turned over to proper The first week’s originations indi¬ fleeted the overall vigor of ' the president of the country and tho
also the “Jobblewocky” theme song, schools and agencies so that they cated the .lessons will: hold interest theme. Also a strong contributor eventual publication of his book,
was Beatrice; Arthur as the]
which is catchy.
can be returned to a near-normal chiefly for the studious, the con¬ ’ma#ttm,” whose broad rendition ‘The New Class,” was the subject
It’s just ah average show in its life.
centrated, the intelligent, the am¬
of last week’s “Armstrong Circle
idiom, with nothing new to offer f As a matter of fact, this show, bitious. Dr, Bengelsdorf, an or- of some naughty lyrics strength-; Theatre” on CBSrTV: It was an
ened the mood. As the lovers,
the medium
Les.
I
(Continued on page 48)
J
(Continued on page 44>
(Continued <m page 44)
James Mitchell and Gemze de

Martha Raye’s Bangup
Job For Retarded Kids
On WARD, N.Y^ Tetetboirl
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Red, Yellow & Orange Tunes
** Cincinnati, Feb. 11.
WCPO's first week of "color radio” has a lot of listeners seeing
red. .
' "!•
Their disappointments, after all the shouting by Mortimer Wat¬
ters, head of the Scripps-Howard station, about, the "change from,
"black and white” radio, are heard nightly on party line programs.
The rival WCKY took a display splurge in the dailies oh its
reactions.
The L. B. Wilson station’s message:
"Wanted. Confused Radio Listeners. Color Radio ??? Top
40-60-100 tunes??? Red, yellow, orange tunes???
Channel
number???
For its reward, WCKY offers "24 hours, seven days a week, of
the best in music, latest in hews on WCKY.”
In bally booing the color changeover, WCPO had staffers on
downtown streets giving nickels for pennies and quarters for
nickdls and played OBly “Cincinnati Ding Dong” for an entire, day.
Sticking to news and records, the newscasts have been cut to
five minutes and advanced to five minutes before the hour. They
are called "jet news” and brought On by a noisy fanfare.
Clyde Farnsworth and Tom McCarthy exited from the station,
leaving Bill Dawes and Jack Fogarty as vet staffers with Bob
Chasteen of Dallas and Stan Duluth of Duluth as newcomers.

live TV in Chi Just Ain’t
As Production Hits New Low
HAKE TO BALL

By LES BROWN
By JO RANSQN
Chicago, Feb. 11.
AFTRA is currently, sharing
The recent axings of all remain¬
billing with Aeschylus and Trendex
ing Chi originations by the three
is palsy-walsy with Thucydides
networks have indeed left a scar
while Virgil sleeps with Video.
NBC-TV’s "Today’’ show has on the local morale, but original
College profs in the New York- picked Up two new-to-tv clients, television production here is suf¬
New Jersey area are doing intel¬ and they’re contributing some fering from more than, a Windy
The
lectual strip teases in their snazzy $240,000 gross to the participating City inferiority complex.
academic gowns on the major AM program pie. Sponsors are Na¬ imaginations that once hatched,
and tv circuits. They have a hit. on tional Assn. Of Insurance Agents, fresh Ideas for * television locally, ’
their hands and the flunk outs are which bought 40 participations oh and caught the fancy of the webs,
few.
the show, 20 for this spring and 20 now are atrophying from malnu¬
The "Music Corp. pf America” for the faU, and le Mai Inc., a new, trition.
of the university chain appears to hand-lotion manufacturer, who
The plain fact is that local live
be New. York U. with such savvy bought four spots in March*
production in Cld is at a new low,
savahts as Dr. Floyd Zulli Jr.. ro¬
Insurance agents were repped by j both in quality and quantity. And
mancing -early morning fans with the Doremus agency, le Mai by] even if the webs were still inter¬
his “Sunrise Semester” feature on Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, ested in Chicago, there isn’t a sin¬
WCBS-TV; Dean Ormond J. Drake
gle program on. the. Windy City
on “The Way to Go”.over WCBSair today, outside of some kiddie
TV Sunday mornings; Dr. Morris
entries, that is at all networkH. Shamos on physics over WRCA
worthy.
Sunday afternoons; Dr.. Theodore
Perhaps the main reason for the
G. Ehrsam on literature, alternate
low state of live television here is
Tuesdays over WMCA; Prof. War¬
that the four stations have al¬
ren Bower over WNYC, and a
lowed themselves to^grow flabby
string of other profs on the “Uni¬
and lethargic on film, both vidpix
New contract Offers made by-f* - ■ ——“-!—:—” versity” show over WATV, Newark
and Hollywood features. The lat-'"
video
outlet.
CBS to the 1,400 members, of the
ter especially are great devourers
Eight faculty members of NYU
International Brotherhood of Elec%
of air time, and they represent
are now dues-paying members of
such an investment of coin that
trical Workers have been rejected
BtUTyUlOrC 011 90 the New York local of AFTRA and
the* stations now can’t afford not
by
majority of the networks
Chicago, Feb. 11.
they read “Stand By!” the official
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
to play ’em. So they’re committed
engineers and technicians. NegoThe Abendpost, German-language to at least one, and often two or
Eva Le Gallienne replaced Ethel bulletin of the New York chapter
with
as
much
absorption
as
Epic¬
newspaper
here,
is
attempting
to
tiations, which ended Jan. 31 Barrymore in Screen Gems’ "The
three, features per weekday.
put an, end to wartime anti-Nazi
after which the union’s officials Brand of Jesse James,” vidfilm seg- tetus’ "Moral Discourses.”
When the profs gather in faculty propaganda films now being re-ex- WBKB, for .instance, recently
took the net’s offers to the rank- ment of CBS-TV’s “Playhouse 90.” dining
added an afternoon cinematics slot
rooms
do
they
discuss
such
hibitea on tv by encouraging its
and-file, probably won’t begin for
Miss Barrymore was forced to
educational matters as readership to pressure stations and to play off the second runs on its
another two or three weeks—not withdraw when she broke her pertinent
the ways of handling a class, old sponsors with protests every time RKOl supply. The station paid for
until after the membership of the arm.
ftfshioned versus progressive edu¬ such a film is shown. Sentiment reruns, so naturally it’s going .to
National Assn, of Broadcast Em- ^
—:——-cation, the dropping of loose elec¬ among the 300,000 German-Ameri- use them' Meanwhile, the night¬
ployees & Technicians have had IV 1.
II
¥ .
tives and such imponderables as cans in Chicago is identical .with time show continues to carry firsttime to vote on the NBC-ABC ofthe morals of administrative deans? that of the German colony In Van¬ runs, and so the circle continues.
The attitude in some quarters is
Of course, they don’t! They talk of couver although the resentment
The big IBEW locals in Los An_
Max Factor makeup, , the best, side here does not confine itself to a that there’s no point in raising an
geles and New York “unanimously
A J T
D AITamaIi of their faces for camera closeups,. single station but to all of them, issue as long as the stations are
rejected” the CBS;contract-plan,
M
£^$31 and the notices they just got in the and there are no reports- of beat¬ making money—and they are—but
which proposed among other
iiviyiuiuj show biz trade papers. They get
a number of key executives, tak¬
ings or demonstrations as a result ing a long view, are painfully
telephone calls from their former
things to end IBE1Y jurisdiction at
• m*
«
•
•
aware of the creative paralysis here
CBS Laboratories Division of-the
11 _ ■
■ A11. students currently working on of ainy film.
Richard E. Sperber, managing and, network ambitions aside, are
web and also proposed for the first
IIA Q I
flfflll If Madison Ave., saying the profs were
time to spell out the union’s .limi4IV ^ ■,vn 415UI *• great but the. tv technicians sure editor of Abendpost, told Variety frankly worried about what it’s
his newspaper Voiced its irritation likely to mean locally in days to
loused up the lighting.
tations iri jurisdiction of remote
Baltlmorp Feh n
in. a letter last October to the come. One of them is Frank Atlighting,. p^esuin^ly,CB^ wanted
Mayor Thomas D’Alesandro of
Playing the ’Pedantic Palace’
NARTB Code Review Board and lass, program director of WBBMto jnark^where IB remote lighting Baltimore has reversed his field in
Scholastic stars, on a coast-to- received a reply soon afterward TV and , producer of "Susan’s
jurisdictional ^ds and where the r egard
recently passed Balti- coast level, have been Dr. Lyman
that the problem was under consid¬ Show,” a January casualty on
Sovees’ Ss *ore City tax and now has come Bryson, Dr. Frank Baxter, Bergen eration. . But that, said Sperber, CBS-TV.
^l & Stage Employees begins
as opposing the tax. A bill Evans, Gilbert Highet and others, was the last word heard from the
Says Atlass (whose station
Fight between, these twe unions ^
last night (MontfE but the new crop that’s sprouting
Code Board: Sperber said his news¬ beams two and three feature films
bas been a trouble spot for the web ^ Generai Assembly under the In. the Greater New York region paper
raii four or five editorials per day), "I don’t believe the local
since last spring.
.
sponsorship of the President of the spells certain boxoffice appeal to on the . problem; apprising its read¬
At the time. New York and L A, Senate, Louis L. Goldstein, and many professional booking agents. ership pf the effectiveness of an station was meant to take the
place of the motion picture ex¬
IBEWians showed thumbs down on speaker Of the House John C. Lu- Dr*. Zulli and other NYU profs irate letter or phone call to the hibitor.
Either we in television
the CBS offers to date, ..a vote was her. which would abolish all ad- have been called by New -York station and/or sponsor. (A check
also to be taken among Chicago s vertising taxes' in the' State of theatrical booking agents with a with stations, here, revealed that have to uSe the medium to do what
it
was
designed
for, or we’re a
request to handle them for addi¬ several had received letters resent¬
union members, but the Chi techr Maryland after Jan. 1, 1959.
tdcians never got around to a
THe recently passed Baltimore tional outside bookings. In sev¬ ing a number of wartime propa¬ failure in this, business. If we
can’t
provide
entertainment
with¬
vote, which has been interpreted city Council imposed .a 4% tax on eral instances, the profs were asked gandists pix).
out relying on the Hollywood of
for all intents and purposes, as anadvertising except network and by : advertising agencies to do re¬
10
or
20
years
ago,
then
we’re
ad¬
"The
stations
are
doing
this
coun¬
corded commercials.
other rejection. These three lor
a 2% tax on all media,
' T
It is a “pedantic Palace” the try no service by showing those mitting defeat.
cals comprise the majority of
Mayor D’Alesandro who was re"We
don’t
do.
it
with
news,
for
films,”
Sperber
Stated.
“The
final
preceptors
are
playing
these
days
IBEW’s CBS membership; There sponsible for getting the bill
We don’t show a picture
are five other IBEW locals which through his packed City Council and urging their radio-tv depart¬ benefit of those pictures goes to instance#
of a newspaper. We’ve found a
the
Communists,
since
they
tend
ments
to
get
them
more
academic
have members working at CBS.
reversed his stand because he felt
In all instances to divide and disunite us by dis¬ way of doing news differently from
Another factor leading to a re- that “in the midst of the recession playing dates.
(Continued on page. 48)
jection of the collective bargain- # would hurt business” and he where profs appear on the air on crimination. We feel in a time"
a regular basis, they get AFTRA when Germany and the United
ing pact offered by CBS was the “wapts to help business.”
States
are
allied
under
the
North
minimum,
and
in
many
cases,
con¬
fact that one pf the primary dePolitical insiders felt that the
mands made by the union was not Mayor hed reversed himself be- siderably above scale. The uni¬ Atlantic Treaty that such motion
pictures run counter to our foreign
okayed. CBS nixed a four-day cause the measure had made him versity derives good will and hopes policies.
President Eisenhower him¬
week for technicians, who now immensely unpopular and' he has that parents listening to. the profs
work approximately a five-day, 40- announced his intention to bid for will say: “This teacher is good and self had said ‘Let bygones be by¬
gones,’.
and
things won’t get better
I
sure
wpuld
like
my
son
to
study
hour week.
Demand was.; meant a Senate seat
j,.
we continue to arouse resent-:
Retired Judge Joseph Sherbow, with him when he’s ready for col¬ if
. (Continued on page 52)
ment against the Nazis, whom some
lege.”
Tins,
college
officials
say,
counsel for WBAL-TV and the
people still take to be all Ger¬
Baltimore News Post, drafted the should be the ultimate payoff.
ABC-TV made a big bankroller
Custodians of the "performing’’ mans, even German-Americans.”
flTjfi >
ATT nY)
measure to be introduced in the
profs at NYU are Warren A. . According to Sperber, the Ger- breakthrough in afternoon video
I KY f A nil Kn*
General Assembly and conferred Kraetzer, director of the office of man-American irritation here is not when General Foods inked for
vIW lw lllillu*,
regularly with the Mayor on the
only over the portrayal of the Ger¬ about $2,000,000 in gross time and
(Continued on page 52)
subject.
man people as “brutes' and crimi¬ talent. Most of the coin will go in¬
(T| TCr I
The Baltimore tax initiated adnals” but also over the derogatory to. ABC-TV’s "Do You Trust Your
I fl | \p |C I imair vertising tax bills around the counnicknames, like, "heinies, krauts, Wife” daytime strip, and a small,
iil A LflJ lo willUII try with proposals popping Up in
portion has been laid aside for
buns and, worst of all, Nazis.”
, , ir- St. Louis and in Virginia.
“Country Music Jubilee” On Satur¬
CBS fiied papers with the New
....—' - - ~
\
day nights.
York regional office of the NationWTUf D
GF will . ultimately have the
al Labor Relations Board charging
- vV 1 V w £K)WS ID I6D1L
Chicago, Feb. ll.
equivalent to four quarter-hours
the International Alliance of Ther
Chattanooga.
RCA for the first time will use
Chattanooga, Feb
Feb. 11
11.
Philadelphia, Feb. II., weekly on "Wife.” It begins March
atrical & Stage EmpioyeeswithunMartih
Theater interests,
interests, with
with' an indie station to promote color
Martin Theater
Triangle’s WNBF-TV,. Binghamp- 13 with a skip-week quarter hour
fair labor practices. Web^asked headquarters _ in Columbus, Ga.,
ton, N, Y. became the first station on Thursdays. On April 10, it’ll
NLRB for a board injunction to
launch WTVC, this burg’s tv when “Blue Fairy” debuts On to offer around-the-clock. service expand to the entire Thursday halfprevent any repetition^ in the .fu- third tv station, tonight (TuesJ WGN-TV here next Monday (17). when it began telecasting on a 24- hour. Additionally, food under¬
ture’ of the action IA took against
appropriate. fanfare. Official Quarter-hour tint stanza, five times hour per-day, seven days per-week writer will start a quarter-hour
a CBS show, "Let's. Take a Trip, opening is set for 7 p m., accord- a week at 7:15, has been purchased schedule (10);
alternate Fridays on March 21 and
by RCA "Victor to advertise its
two Sundays ago.
ing to Gen. Mgr. Reeve Owen.
Roger W. Ciipp, veepee of the a skip-week Wednesday 15-ihinUte
CBS assigned remote lighting
WTVC will bow in ceremonies color sets.
radio and tv division of Triangle slot as of April 16. Company has
Kiddie fantasy will use puppets Publications, said the move was already started an every-week
for the public affairs stanza, which which will include dedication prowas to come from the S.S. United ceedings and introduction of star to enact stories in nightly install¬ made to provide greater service to quarter hour on Fridays for one
ments, starting: with “PinocChio” the more than 2,000,000 people in of its several brands. Weekly par¬
States, to the International Broth- tion personnel,
erhood of Electrical Workers. In a.
Regular telecasting day, Owen Show also marks the tv debut of the WNBF-TV coverage area, ticipations on “Jubilee” began
jurisdictional dispute, the IA gain- said, .will begin at 3 p.m. daily and hostess Brigid Bazlen, teenage which includes all of Northeastern Saturday <8) for GF.
All the dgals were made through
ed the support of the International last until after the late movie, ends. daughter of Maggie Daly, fashion Pennsylvania, and Southern New
York State.
Young & Rubicam.
I impresario.
(Continued on page 48)
WTVC is affiliated with ABC.

Today's’240G From
New-to-TV Clients

Like Vancouver,
Chi Aroused By
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GFs $2,000,000
ABC-TV Day Deal

WTVC Bows in Tern.

RCA Buys on WGN-TV
For Tintset Ad Push

WNBF-TV Round The Clock

1419,665 POSTCARDS in ONE DAY!
STARRING

Created by

AL SCHWARTZ and SNAG WERRIS
Produced by

ED JURIST
Directed by

JERRY SCHNUR
A FRANK COOPER and SY FISCHER Production

SOLD IN GREAT BRITAIN TO START SEPTEMBER, 1958

B FRANK COOPER
NEW YORK
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RATING JUMP 0F45% IN ONE MONTH!
... intriguing ... maintains high level of interest... should
be able to make a sizable dent in the competing Truth or
Consequences' audience."

"...a quiz show with a neW ingredient that should intrigue
many daytime viewers."

fRXSttSCO
.CJQUlUIfQt

• • • Emcee Jack Narz has one of the most pleasant and
engaging personalities in all television .. . the fun is big."

"...the most refreshing hypo for tired quizzersseen for some
time on TV."

MONDAY thru FRIDAY on CBS TELEVISION ... 11:30 to Noon
Sponsored by THE COLGATE-PALMOLIVE COMPANY

TV-FILMS

Wednesday, Febrnary 12, 1958

ZfatitTY. ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart
VARIETY’S weekly chart of cily-by-city ratings of syndicated and no*
tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur*
eau on a monthly basis.

Cities will be rotated each week* with the 10 top*

rated film shows listed in each case, arid their competition shown opposite.
All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all. pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,stations arid clients as an aid in determining., the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time-—day and
TOR 10 PROGRAMS '
AND TYPE

NEW YORK

STATION

DISTRIB.

DAT v AND
TIME

Approx. Set Count—4,525,000

1. Sea Hunt /Adv)..... ... .V..WCBS......... Ziv............. :..;Sat;R):3O-^l:d0 ,
2. The Honeymooners (Co) .... WRCA. ;........ CBS.!.........'...Tues, 7:00-7:30 ..
S. Highway Patrol (Adv). ........ WRCA..... ,.Ziv ......

Mon. 7:00-7:30: . .

4. Death Valley Days (W).....WRCA......;.. Pacific-Borax..... Wed. 7:00-7:30
5. Code 3 <Adv)
_......WRCA.
ABC: .Y...Wed. 10:30-11:04
6. If Yon Had a iMillion (Dr)..... WCBS. ......,. MCA-___...... Sat, 7:00-7:30 •..
7. Silent Service (Adv). ......... WRCA...._NBC;.............Fri. 7:047:30 .. v
8. Annie Oakley (W>.___ WABC.__ . CBS.,..;.......;., Sim. 6:00-6:30 ...
9. 26 Men (W).......... ..r.,.. WABC..... ABC.............. Tues: 10:30-11:00
10. Popeye the Sailor (Ch)....... WPIX..........AAP................SimVFrL6:00-6:30
Sat: 5:30-6:00

CLEVELAND

time factors^ since sets-in-use arid audience composition vary according to
time klot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children9* show, with a low rating, may
hate a large share and an audience composed largely of children* with cor*
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbre¬
viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (tioc), documentary; (Mus), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬
tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are, t) HR. Those ad-agencies listed as
distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired.
SHARE

JANUARY
RATING

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
ST A.

RATING

Stations_WCBS (2), WRCA (4), WARD (5), WABC (7),
stations
WOR (9), WPIX <11), VVATV (13)
. . . . 25.3 ....... ..49.2,... _51.4 Your Hit Parade...........
,.;.17.5 ....... ; 40.3 .... .... 43.4 7 6’Cloek Report..
CBS News—D. Edwards,
44.9 7 O’Clock Report ..
.. •
....16.9... .. 37.6. .>.
CBS News—D. Edwards..
7 O’Clock Report...
.16.4. ......
36.9..,;
. CBS News—D. Edwards.
... .14.0... .. 32.1....
Circle Theatre...........
Sky
King.. ,..........
..
37.6
...
....
37.0
... .13 9 .......
... vil.9 ....... . , 30.4 ... ..., 39.1 7 O’Clock Report...
. CBS News—D. Edwards.
Where We Stand....i..
...I ii....... ..25.1.
The Vise:
...
..27.3...
9.8.
9.5.-- ..276... .... 34.4 Where We Stand...,.... 4
Early Show M-F.......

Approx, Set Count—1,900,000

1. Frontier Doctor (W)...... KYW..... ,
2. Highway Patrol (Adv). WJW_.... .
.
KYW..
WJW......... .

SETS IN 1
USE
1

. WRCA ... .., .12.6
.WCBS ... ... .10 7
. WCBS . . . 4... lo.d
,WCBS ... ... .10.7
. WCBS 4.. ..4.10.9
. WCBS ... ....13,4
. WCBS ..... 4 ..; .13.4
. WCBS ... ....15 7
61
. wpix
. WCBS ... ...;ii;6
.WCBS ... .. ..10 0
.wcbs
....13.0
. WRCA ... 4... 8.8
. WCBS ... ....13.6
.WCBS ... ... .10.0

Stations—KYW (3), WEWS (5), WJW (8)

h-tv: ......... ; .Moil: 7:00-7:30
. . . . .31.7....... ..
Ziy:
Tues: 7:00-7:30 ....... ..279AAP._......
* . 27.7... .
CBS;
4.V; ..Sat. 6:30-7:00 ........ . '27.0 .....4. ..

7.1
WEWS.
70:4.
45.0 Waterfront :.
53.7..... ... 52.0 Rosemary Clooney., *.:.... .KYW .... ...12.8
75 3 .... •t
WEWS .. ... 6:4
36 8
7.7
r WEWS
698
.
38 7
.WEWS .. ... 7.7
5. Silent Service (Adv)......... WJW..;...... .NBC..... ,.:$at. 10:30-11:00 ...... ..26.7.. .. 47:1... .> ... 56.9 Your Hit Parade..4... . KYW .... ...15.4
6. Death Valley Days (W)...... KYW........ .Pacific-Borax... .. Thurs. 7:d0-7;30 ... 4;. . .26.2
.. 63.0..... 4.. 41.6 Last of the Mohicans.. .WJW .... ...10.8
~ 7. Range Rider (W)............ WEWS-..«.... r.CBS.__
. . Sun. 6:30-7:00 .. ..25.3-- .. 51.5 ....
.WJW .... .. .12,7
Secret Journal
95
7. Sky King (Adv), .. 4....*..-., .KYW .>..... . Nabisco.......".,,.. Mon. 6:30-7:00 ....... .. 2o.3 ....... .. 64.9..... ... 39.0 News Highlights.. . WEWS ..
=!
CBS News—D. Edwards. . WJW . . . . ... 8.0
KYW.....
.-.
..
.MCA........... .. Fri.7:00-7:30
8. Studio 57 (Dr) .. ...
. ,23.7....... .. 570..... ... 41.6 Badge 714... . . .......... .WJW .... .. .10.4
9. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KYW......... . ZiV.
. Fri. 6:30-7:00 ....4... . .23.2 ....... .4 63.9..... . 4. 36.3 KTanrc
... 8.6
. WEWS
ITvWb TTiaWliDVitc
lllgllllgllld
7-4
CBS News—D. Edwards. ! wjw
10.. Cisco Kid (W)..
. . KYW......... , Ziv..,............ - Thurs. 6:30-7:00 .,.... . :21:9.... .v.
65.8. .... 33.3 News Highlights .-- . WEWS . . .... 6.5
7.1
WJW
CBS News—D. Edwards.

ATLANTA

Approx, Set Count—575,000

Stations—WSB (2), WAGA (5), WLWA (II)

1. Code 3 (Adv).............. ..WAGA.... .... ABC... •.. . . . .. ... Sat. 10:30-11:00
?. 26.6- .. 62.6__ .... 42.5 Your Hit Parade., .... .WSB .... .44.13.9
Tl*
nail' if' Ol1* Liit
IT «lTiiii
2. Amos ’n’ Andy (Co)........ ..WSB.
... Moni-Fril 6:00-6:30 .. ..26.1....... rr 593
121
XvaUlcil
ullglc • « . • • • •
V.V.12.1
Sheena of the Jungle .... . WLWA
..WSB
.....
3. Sheriff of Cochise (W).....
....NT A..
.. .Tues. 7:00-7:30 .;.... ...257....... ..50.6. r., 50 8
WAGA ... ^,17.5
4. Whirlybirds (Adv).......... ..WSB...... ..;:cbs;.., _ .V. Wed. 7:00-7:30 ...... .. .23.1.. .. 49 4....
133
WAGA
5. Casey Jones (Adv)......... ..WAGA.... ....Screen Gems... ... Moh. 7:00-7:30
.. 22.0....... .. 460..... .... 47.8 If You Had a Million ...... .WSB .... ....19.4
6. Highway Patrol (Adv) ....... ..WAGA.... ... :Ziv..
.. .Fri. 7:30-8:00 .. ...20:4....... .. 36.7..... •. •. 55.6 Pin Tin Tin
....23.0
. WLWA 41
9. Boots and Saddles (W)...... .. WAGA.... ... NBC,......_,.
Wah hirmnnn ard
Fri.7:00-7:30 ....... ...19.7....... .. 43.2;.... •* .. 45 6
.WSB ...i ....19.1
8. If Yon Had a Million (Dr);. ,.VfSB..
MCA-..
... :iVR)n,7:00^7:30,. ...19.4....... .. 406...;. .4.. 47.8
....22.0
.WAGA
WSB...... ..... -CBS./..../..... ...;FtL 7:00-7:30
9. The Honeymophers (Co).
...19-1....... .. 41.9 .... .... 45;6 Boots and Saddles... .V.;.... .WAGA ... ....19.7
10. Badge 714 (Myst).......,.. 4 . WAGA.;... ... .NBCi,. .. ...... ,.. Tues.'7:00-7:30
- ...17.5....... .. 34A. .
Sheriff of Cochise........ , W OD • ... .,. .25.7
10. Shy King (Adv).
WLWA,... .. : . Nabisco:....... .. Wed 6:30-7:00 .. ... .. 17.5....... .. 41.6 ..... .... 42.1 Wdwc*
XlCWh) Wbotlior
TV calllci .. 4-..4'. . « • • • * . . WSB . » 4 . ..19.4
./News; Huntley-Brinkley. !wsb . . . . ....19.4
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Program series
now available:
Amos V Andy
Annie Oakley
Assignment Foreign Legion
Brave Eagle
Btiffalo Bill Jr.
Cases of Eddie Drake
Champion
Colonel Flack
Fabian of Scotland Yard
Files of Jeffrey Jones
Fife Fighters
Gene Autry
The Gray Ghost
The Honeymooners
Life With Father
Mama
Navy Log
Qur Miss Brooks
San Francisco Beat
Terrytoons
Whirlybirds
The Whistler
and News film,
a product of
CBS News

PSiti&rY
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We’lbhelpyou.
If the time’s ripe for aggressive action...if you
want tostart a sales campaign that’ll wallop your
competition, contact us pronto. We are uniquely
equipped to custom-produce a hard-hitting sales
campaign for you.
Fact is, we’ve been starting new television trends
for years. We originated the first Western series
made for television (Gene Autry); the first and
only Western with a female star (Annie Oakley);
the first “documentary” service show (Navy Log);
the first air-age series (Whiriybirds); the first
Civil War series (The Gray Ghost). And there are
more pace-setters in production right now.
Maybe one of our current or upcoming program
series will fit your aggressive sales plans. If not,
we’ll produce one that will. The point is, when you
want to start something, start.with a call to...

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES, INC.
. . the best film programs for all stations”

in the first 12 days,,
and mere and more
everyday!

It Happened
One Night

i

My Sister Eileen,

:
Lost Horizon y

>

> '

Mr, Smith Goes'
To Washington

All Quiet On
The Western Front,
Act Of Murder,

The Suspect
East Side Of Heaven’
AM My Sons
l

Massacre At Sand CreeH
Ain’t No Time Fpr Glory
Clipper Ship

They’re the
big features—
and bigger
than ever
fall 112 of them)!

Los Angeles knxt
Philadelphia wfil
San Francisco kron
^
Indianapolis wish
Chicago wbbm
Dallas krld
SPOKANE KHQ
Buffalo wor
Rochester, N.Y. wroc
Salt lake City ksl, kutv
HARTFORD WHCt
San Diego kfmb
In
Fort Wayne wane
KL
BOISE KBOI
IBs
Billings kohl
Honolulu kona
Harrisonburg wsva
Carlsbad Have
Phoenix koolWichita kake
San Antonio kens
Brand Rapids wood
Stockton kovr
BAKERSFIELD KBAK
DURHAM WTVD

riL.v

Exclusive Distributor of COLUMBIA and UNIVERSAL pictures for television

TELEVISION REVIEWS

TV Followup Comment
; Coatbracd from; pact M a

intellectually engrossing document mouth Adventure,” a couple of
on the almost impossible struggle losers.
of one man for his beliefs against
But who did he have to “fight,”
the monolith of a Communist state. and why? Wingate neglected to
But as drama, it had a certain qual¬ ask. Schary said that on the over¬
ity of remoteness .which left the all the pictures produced under
viewer emotionless about the whole his full regime brought profits.
However, the key point in the M-G
* thing.
Script by Alvin Boretz,. though hassle was that Schary’s.latter-day
framing the story in a background pictures^-those turned out. in the
of Djiias’ reputation as a crony of latter part of his stay at M-G
Tito’s dating back to their jail term meant so much deficit operation.
together in 1934: and their battles Wingate failed to ask about this.
.Schary said his political leanings
against the Germans during the
partisan days* somehow failed to (he actively backed Adlai Steven¬
get across the personal agonies of son) were used by the M-G brass
conscience and intellect which as an excuse to bounce him. He
must have racked Djiias in each of defended his campaign activity, in¬
his decisions to attack the Party sisting that show business people,
as well as everyone else, should
system. Likewise, though his wife take
a stand, and don’t have to be
and son were portrayed ' in the “politically.
neuter.”
'
drama, they never seemed to mat¬
Schary stated his switch to legit
ter as they must have in real life
to Djiias. Thus the personal ele¬ has been very gratifying and rec¬
ment of drama—the inner conflict ommended that other motion pic7
ture reps on occasion move from
of the man—was lacking.
Hollywood Where the atmosphere
But in quoting liberally from the “can become stratifying.” He
text of “The New Class,”'in detail¬ added “there’s a responsibility in
ing the series of events and situa¬ the theatre that you don’t get in
tions that gave rise fo Djiias’ the¬ pictures.”
ory of the Red bureaucrat as the
In undertaking the “Campo¬
new master of Communist society bello"
Schary, said he Was
and in portraying the methodology advisedproject,
a policy about the late
of the Communists in rooting out Franklinthat
would be a
heresy, Boretz turned out an in¬ tcughie toD.getRoosevelt
with the pub¬
valuable document. He made Djiias’ lic, Schary saidacross
he
took
a contrary
struggle and his ideas, along with view, feeling there certainly
would
the sometimes confusing tactics of be
more interest in the President
the Communists, clear to millions than in some anonymous person
of viewers.
fighting polio.
Fritz Weaver’s portrayal of Djiias i There: was no interrogation
■was excellent, more than adequate¬ j about the Roosevelt family’s, re¬
ly portraying a heroic spirit who action to the legiter.
feels he must speak the truth re¬
At one point Schary commented
gardless of the consequences. Vera , he started in the theatre years ago
Fusek as his wife, Felix Deebank . as a n'brilliahtly unsuccessful”
as the English correspondent who ; writer. Wingate seeried puzzled,.
..smuggled the book out of Yugo¬ 1 and when Schary explr uied that a
slavia, Lawrence Weber as publish¬ mild pun was intended, the inter¬
er Frederick Preager, Peter Falk rogator asked that the discussion
as a fellow Communist and George be kept “serious.”
Gene,
Scott as the party inquisitor all
contributed good supporting jobs.
Eddie Fisher Shaw
William Corrigan’s direction was'
It was a night of tribute to one 6f
sharp and sure.
Chan.
the great figures of show business,
the man who saw the reflection of
Playhouse 90
his own greatness in a young singer
All that glittered on CBS-TV’s from the .Catskill resorts. If was
“Playhouse 90” last Thursday »6> Eddie Fisher’s night on the skip-:
was the marquee. Set in a sticky week time with George Gobel and
romantic- piece: by Leslie Stevens by happy coincidence the 66th
out of Daphne Du Maurier’s short birthday of his discoverer---Eddie
story, “The Violent Heart,” Were Cantor. To the credit of producer
Dana Wynter* Charles Korvin, Gil Rodin and Barry Shear, direc¬
Pamela Brown, Vivian Nathan and tor. thejr didn’t let it
over
Ben Gazzara, who for some rea¬ with nostalgia.
The hour was
son or another was singled out freighted With good, solid enter¬
with “guest star” billing.
tainment and none could say it be¬
That’s pretty high-powered name came too sticky with .sentiment..
array for . any tv stanza but the
Taking a stance similar to. Ed
soap opera quality of the drama Murrow bn. “Person to Person,”
did none of them any good. Pro¬ Fisher, so to speak, put on the
ducer Martin Manulis and director show for his mentor, who later
John Frankenheimer didn’t stint came on stage to stir up a few me¬
on the physical trappings, either. mories with song and patter. Ed^
Show was handsomely costumed die let him have the stage and
with lush settings to match -and acted like a little boy; looking up
that’s about all the plusses that can iri reverence at the statue of Lin¬
be handed out for the. night’s work. coln., It was a touching scene, and
“The Violent Heart” could best sincere. Cantor didn’t say it but
be. described as a. woman's show. was probably thinking: hard that
But even for the distaffers this in more mature days young- Eddie
yarn of fiery passion, dalliance, ac¬ (29) may reach the stature and per¬
cidental death and blackmail was haps be hailed as another A1 Jolson.
too full of cliche situation and Perhaps a better chance than
dialog to make it easy go¬ than Johnny Mathis has to become
ing.
It was a Slow-moving, another Nat “King” Cole.
stretched-out affair that could
The booking of Mathis, aside
have been better handled within from name value, must have puz¬
an hour framework if it had to be zled some of the pros. Both sweet
handled at all. Stevens seemed singers, he and Fisher could work
hard-pressed to extend it into up little contrast and it showed tip.
“Playhouse 90’s” running time;
in their duet. Mathis is strictly a
Bulk of the thesping assignment “type” singer, but his following
was in the hands of Miss Wynter j.must have swelled the rating.
and Gazzara. who mooned about in Cathy Crosby also had a go at a
stock company fashion. Korvin song, pleasantly enough if hot fine-,
was okay as the cuckold. Miss ly trained,.
Nathan had some good Scenes as
Oil the comedy side were Gobel,.
Gazzara’s forlorn sister and Miss who dredged some laughs from a
Brown was wasted in a small bit. telephone bit but had to press
Miss Du Maurier and “Playhouse harder with his old drolleries, and
90” have been better represented! Barbara Heller, an impressionist,
And those . commercial interrup¬ who did better with her mimicry of^
tions^—phew!
Gros.
Talullah and Bette Davis (how could
he tell them apart?) than her other
Night Beat
ghoulish efforts at Wringing, laughs
John Wingate, interviewing • from facial contortions. Cantor’s
Dore Schary on “Nigh l Beat” last i vocal impressions of Ed Wynn and
Wednesday YNBC-TV), curiously IW. C. Fields were better received,:
showed more concern for Schary t Ralph Edwards came on at the
as the former production head at j close to make a Heart Fund award
Metro than Senary as author of I to Cantor, whom he . called Ameri¬
one of the most talked-about new ca’s heart ambassador and No, 1
plays on Broadway, “Sunrise at cardiactor.
Helm,
i
Campobello” is topical and has
stirred lively interest; Schary’s
role in the M-G corporate, warfare
is ancient history which, when
among the current vents, was.
given fu 1 airing:
Continued froiri pa^e 34
Be that as it. may, Schmy is
good man before the camera':, He!s ganic chemist who learned Russian
articulate, tnswers questions uri- curing the period he prepared a
hesitatinglj and app.uvntly cam thesis for a Ph D. in 1951 from U.
didly. But Wingate! tailed to go, of Chicago, and who has since
much below the surface. Schary made the. study of that language
said he had to “fight” to gat cerf an avocation, mentioned the course
tain pictures made, >uch as will aid in “technical reading.”
Simple, almost, stark, format may
“Blackboard Jungle” and “Seven
Brides for Seven Brothers both symbolize-the situation the United
of which proved prafif able, and States faces vis-a-vis Russia, its
“Red Badge of Courage” and “Ply¬ science, ideology and goals.. The
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apparent difficulty in learning the
Russian language is obvious, but so
is our general position. ./To meet
and match both will require dedi¬
cation* time, labor and persistence
—there are no shortcuts, no easy
way out.
During most of the 30 minutes
in the opening week* cameras were
focused on a small blackboard list¬
ing the Russian , alphabet, in five
columns. These were for script.
Written, hpw-sounding, American
analogy and transliteration. Work¬
ing to board’s left and using a
pointer. Dr. Bengelsdorf carried
through the 17th letter, the first
morning; repeated and reached the
29th,! the second.
A competent , instructor, Dr. Ben¬
gelsdorf is new to television arid
therefore is not as relaxed and
projectible as he probably will be¬
come. For the.audience targeted,
this is probably no drawback, but
growth in imagination of presenta¬
tion still should be the Doctor’s ob¬
jective. A rather good-looking chap
in his 30’s, Dr: Bengelsdorf should
ease a tightness of tone, and lower
the pitch.
He walks toward a desk at the
signoff, greeting scanners with
“Goodbye” in Russian. A map of
that country is then backgrounded.
Dr. Bengelsdorf tabbed a weekly
“practice tun-through” bf the
video course, at the Gilboa Central
School; listed a phone number for
inquiry. A guidance sheet is of¬
fered on the air.
■ .
Because Russian technologists
are taught English in school and
thus are able to. keep abreast of
America’s technical : developments.
Dr. Bengelsdorf believes “his iniformation. should not continue to
flow in only one direction: The
mass of technical information pub¬
lished by Russian scientists and en¬
gineers could be oUrs for the tak¬
ing, if we knew how to read the
language.”
Preceding the video course, a se¬
ries of six programs on Russia’s
historical and cultural background,
and featuring visitors to Russia,
was presented. . Highlight of this
iwas an absorbing interview Dr
Bengelsdorf bad with Gov. Aver ell
Harriman; ambassador to ..Russia,
from 1943 to 1946. It reached a
network level, but, strangely.
Seemed to draw little newspaper
coverage.
WRGB; Mohawk-Hudson Coun¬
cil, regional branch of American
Chemical Society, arid General
Electric (always a pioneer, in tele, vision and. radio) rate nows for
this trail-blazer.
Jaco.
STORYVILLE
With Bobby: Hackett, Abbey Lin¬
coln* Bill Marlowe* emcee,
George Wein
V,'
Producer:: George Wein* Vic Laboissoriniere
Director: Iran Berlow
30 Mins?, Sim., 7:30 P.M.
WBZ-TY, from Boston
WBZ-TV preemed this jazz show
Sunday (9), first in Hub history on
tv live; to find out if viewers dig
the jazz kick and are ready for it.
Along the Way, they , picked up a
sponsor, New England Confection¬
ery Cb. (NECCO) of Cambridge,
Mass.* to make . it sweet and hot.
George: Wein, director of the New¬
port Jazz Festival; jazz prof, at
Boston U.; arid op of Hub’s jazz
nitery* Storyyille,. produced, the
show, with Vic Laboissoniere, and.
took over at the 88, plus a plug
sesh with emcee: Bill Marlowe, list¬
ing jazz artists skedded for StoryviUe. .
Indications were that the talent
So named would appear on the tv
show if it becomes “wanted” by
Hub aficionados. The show stag¬
ing was strictly iii the jazz vein
arid! program opened with cameras
full on Bobby Hackett,. no talk, no
intros.. Following, the initial Hack¬
ett number. Bill Marlowe, making
his first tv appearance, off the
disk jock register at WBZ, came J
on to identify Hackett' and intro]
Abbey Lincoln* who gave out with
“You’ve Come Long Way From
St Louis.” Following this, Mar¬
lowe made 4 with the pitch for post¬
cards on which viewers should say
they liked arid wanted more. In
between candy pitches, Miss Lin¬
coln did “Don’t Blame Me” fave
from. her . album, and ltd the finale
‘All of Me.” The cameras could
have roVed more to register vary^
ing expressions of the Hackett
backing.
There is no reason why a, halfhour live jazz show shouldn’t be a
good ty attraction, but the pro¬
ducers should take into considera¬
tion that their viewing aud is quite
a different cross between than
those who frequent the jazz spots,
and aim some good explanations
and intros of who’s who and what's
What so that they can all keep
score. ..Another big factor is time
segment, and it does not appear
that . Sunday nights in the 7:30-8
p.m. is .right. If this show was up
paced, tightened, and smartened
with chitchat and patter of the
right type, it would help mightily.
Guy.

IN NEW YORK CITY
James D. Hendrick, formerly with Standard Brands, named director
of a newly created system & procedures dept, at CBS Inc . . . . CBS
doorman Mlkfe Donovan back at his 485 Madison beat after a month’s
illness., . . Charlie Butterfield, retired AP. radio-tv editor, seriously ill
at Morrell Memorial Hosp, Lakeland* Fla. . > . CBS’ Alfredo Antonlni
conducted the George Anthiel score of the new film, “Woman Without
Shadow1' . .... Anne Seymour doubles from “Sunrise at Campobello”
Saturday (15) to do “City Hospital” on CBS Radio . . . Warren Steibel
switched from California National Productions, where he was manager
of exploitation* to NBC Spot Sales as a sales promotion specialist . . ].
CBS-TV “Conquest” staffers all over the map: director Norton Bloom
to Minneapolis to shoot heart surgery footage; scripter Howard Turner
to Pittsburgh for a story on metal fatigue, and producer Michael. Sklar
to Boston for a story on a new intertial guidance-system ... . Bill Thburlby pacted by Greyhound for the teleblurbs on the Steve Alien show . . .
Perry Lafferty to produce the Gotham segments of the annual Emmy
Awards telecast A*pril 15, while Robert Longenecker heads up. the Coast
end . . , WCBS’s Jack Sterling cited by the National Civilian. Coor¬
dinator for the Navy-Marine . Corps Memorial Stadium Fund arid by
the Patrolmen’s Benevolent Assn, of N.Y.:- for his aid to both groups
over the air . . . META program director Dick Heffner begins, his spring
course on “American Political Thought and. Leadership” at the New
School Wednesday nights starting Feb. 19 •* . . Nanette Fabray and Ed
Wynn guest on. the Dinah Shore show Sunday (16) . . . Ed Sullivan do¬
ing another segment from the Broadway -musical, “The Body Beauti¬
ful*” on his Feb; 23 show, with Jack Warden featured . . . June Lock¬
hart finished filming of a starring stint in a “Wagon Train'’ episode,
and she’s also set fo appear on the March 1 :“Guhsmoke” segment . .:.
WCBS g.m, Sam Slate off on a nine-day tour, of midwest agencies this
weekend (15) . . 2. Don Morrow to do the Florida Citrus commercials
on “What’s My Line” . . . Ilene Woods signed by Arthur, Godfrey as a
regular cast member on his iriorning simulcast and afternoon radio
show.
N.Y. Post -labor columnist .Murray Kempton doing a Weekly quarterhour news analysis (Saturdays, at 5:30 p.m.) on WBAI-FM . . Betty
Freedman, former Mike Wallace staffer, has;returned to WABD to pen
station’s new nighttime, “Put It In Writing” J. . John Daly did a series
of promo spots for Brotherhood Week; which begins Sunday (16); .
Program director Jerry Carr becairie a veep of WHli.I-plus-FMr out on
Long Island.. . . Buddy Hackett; Rudy Yallee into Friday’s (14) Patrice
Munsel ABC-TY’er . . . Singer Stewart Rose and Gloria DeHaven into
Jimmy Dean stanza Saturday (15) .. Marty Glickman hadihis WMGM
“Warm Up Tiipe”-“Spprts Extra” pact renewed by the station for next
baseball season; other two gabbers meant to share shows with him
haven’t been firmed yet . . . Former trade editor Miles David becomes
head of Radio Ad Bureau’s promotion department,, when veep Sherril
Taylor gets shifted from that sphere to new post of director of sales
administration., WHLI pubaffairs boss John Clayton got a certificate of
merit from the Assn, of Fire Districts in Nassau County . . . Dinner
set for Art Ford at Leone’s Sunday (16) tafete his getting the nod from
the National Agsn. of Song Writers as “most popular dee j ay of the year”
, . . Ralph Stantley takes over a running part in the “Kitty Foyle” soaper on NBC-TV Friday (14) . . * Gil Cates and Bill Naud (brothers of
Joe Cates, “The $64,000 Question,” arid Tom Naud, “The Pat Boone
Show*”) intriguing the nets with a new tv quizzer— “EntertainmentQuiz.” i. .. Westminster Keririel Club Show at Madison Square Garden
was telecast last, night (Tues,) on WPIX* N.Y. . . Muriel Kirkland to
costar in “Matinee Theatre” Friday (14) . . . Lauren Bacall will be the
guest of Maggi McNeills Saturday (15) on Mutual . . Same day, (15),
Marion Folsom, U.S. secretary for Health, Education and Welfare, will
be . the guest on MBS’ “Viewpoint” show.
Patsy Binder* who plays the lead in NBC Radio’s current “True Con¬
fessions” series, set. for same web’s “Eternal Light’! and ABC^-TV’s
“Faith for Today,” both Sunday 116) . . . Norman Brokenshire* just re¬
turned from filming a “Building a Better America” segment, now tap¬
ing a series on juvenile delinquency called “Youth on Parade” . . ..
Martha Greenhouse doubled over froth the bff-Broadway “Clerambard”
into three tv’ers last week, “Verdict Is Yours,” “Kraft Theatre” and
“Hans Brinker” .... The Four Voices guest on “The'Big Record” March
12 . . . Teddi King set for 20 five-minute tadio transcriptions for U.S:
Armed Forces . . Michael Ames, ex-Eirierspn‘Radio publicity, chief,
setting up-his own p.r. firm in N.Y., Michael Ames Associates . . . Son¬
ny Fox, who’s losing his “Let’s . Take a Trip” after Feb. 23, subs for
Bnd Collyer om “Beat the Clock” while the latter vacations, and John
Cameron Swayze takes over for Collyer on “To Tell the Truth” during
the same period . . . Oscar Katz, CBS-TV daytime programs veep, back
from trip to the Coast . . . Sportscaster Mel Allen to Dublin to take in¬
terviews with European sports figures; due back March 3.
Hal Block trades quips with Joe Franklin on WABC-TV “Memory
Lane” today (Wed.) . . . Betty Anri Grove, currently on ABC Radio’s
Jiiri Backus show, set for three.shots, on.Paul Wirihhell’s tv’er in Feb.
and March . . Ralph Bellamy (“Sunrise at Campobello”). revisits Art
Van Horn on WABC’s “Mid-Day Composite” next week . . .! Virginia.
Vincent on the Coast again working in theatrical pix between tv stints
—in UI’s “Never Steal Anything; Small” (James Cagney); Paramount’s
“Black Orchid (Sophia Loren, Anthony Quinn, with tv's Martin Ritt
directing), and did a segment of tv’s “Perry Mason” and “Court of Last
Resort”

IN HOLLYWOOD

...

Tom McCray picked John Hinsey, operations manager for NBC-TV*s
“Matinee Theatre,” to be program director of the web’s KRCA. Post
has been vacant since Dean Craig moved over to NBC-TV as a unit
manager. Hirisey’s replacement is James Loren; who has been Eddia
Fisher's unit manager . . NBC’s Bob Kintner and- ihis program veepee,
Bob Lewine, inspecting the new prograrris and talkin with agents on
talent deals — They’re miffed at NBC because. “Annie Get Vour Gun”
can’t qualify as best show of the year for an Emmy. They're wondering
if when “My Fair Lady” comes to tv it meets the same fate; Academy
ruling says it must, be produced for television . : .-NBC’s Hal Keri^t
putting together 15 hour musicals on a modest budget for the summer
hiatus of Dinafi Shore . ..Autograph hoiinds still plhgue Roger Pryor,
tv bead at Foote, Cone & Belding. He still looks the part of a matinee,
idol. . .-Jack Webb looking, for reasonable facsimiles, of Ben Gazzara;
or Paul Newman for the lead role .in his new tv series;. “Pete Kelly’s
Blues.” Harper Goff produces and rotating directors will be George
Stevens Jr. and Joe Parker . . NBC’s square block in Hollywood is
on the mairket for $4,000,000 but it would be two years before the en¬
tire operation would be moved to Burbank. It would take that long to.
build the needed facilities. ABC radio’s studio across the street from
NBC is also on the block . : , At Lever Bros, they say they have no in¬
tention of dropping Rosemary Clooney..

IN CHICAGO

...

It now. looks like Frank Atlass’ and Earl Muntz’ negotiations for a
radi.0 and tv station in the Dominican Republic wilTfizzle,.-but It’s un¬
derstood the WBBM-TV program director and tv set manufacturer have
(Continued on page 46)
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that’s why

WCAU RADIO means
in Phi l ad @1 p h la
Forget the teen-agers? Never. The coke-set finds plenty to attract them in
the WCAU RADIO program listings. Their music, played by; personalities
who talk their language.
But we recognize that multi-hour swing sessions.. . with the same voice
droning on and on offers little to attract the real keeper of the family
pursestrings.
That’s why WCAU RADIO Is kept so diversified—with more outstanding
local personalities (24 of them at last count) than all the other local stations
Combined, variety shows and women’s programs* that really entertain—top

rated news programs written and edited by one of the country’s largest and
best staffed news departments, oh the spot short wave relay special event
coverage, sports commentary by experts in their Reids—the nation’s most
accurate weather reporting service and music programs in tune with the
listening moods of the day.
Add to this the best of CBS—daytime dramatic serials and network favorites
—Arthur Godfrey, Art Lmkletter, Edward R. Murrow and Lowell Thomas and
you have a 24-hour-a-day program line up coincident with the quality and
listener loyalty that has given us leadership In this Important market for
55 consecutive years.-

Balanced programming likd dura means BALlESt

WCAU RADIO
the station of RESPONSIVENESS
*tke 5 top local women's programs in Philadelphia*

f he Philadelphia Bulletlri Radio Station • Represented Nationally by CBS Spot Sales
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ABC network programming. Fee paid to club is said to be $2,000 per
contest For third season, too, WTCN Radio will be broadcasting ex¬
clusively all home and away games, feeding a Minnesota network of
stations. Fee for. privilege said to be approximately $30,000.

From the Production Centres
Continued from page 44

IN DENVER .

another deal brewing in that country that’s still hot . . . Three NBCTV pickups from7 here are slated for next month: “Wide Wide World’?
will cut in for the Belmont Harbor Nike site on March 2 and the Evan¬
ston Children’s Theatre on March 16, and “Look Here” originates from
Libertyville, HL March 30 for an Adlai Stevenson interview. Possibility
that WNBQ here will preempt Sheriff Joseph Lohman’s Sunday stint
that day to carry the show . . . Pat Clark set to take over for Pat Scot
as “In Town- Tonight” chirper on WBBM-TV starting Feb. 24. Miss
Clark is married to WBBM producer Dick Berdahl . . . Dee jay Stan
Dale’s WAIT afternoon stanza due to originate from Music City record
store next to Chicago Theatre ... New local edition of “Howard Miller
Show" on WNBQ using three vocalists per show. First inline are Nick
Noble and Cathy Carr starting next Monday (17) .
WBKB’s Jim
Lounsbury heading up teen division of City of Hope’s drive here • *■ •
WMAQ mapping a public affairs series around Northwestern U.’s school
of music, with .first guest to be composer-conductor Aaron Copeland.
Station manager Howard Coleman and NU dean George Howerton will
co-produce . . . Robert O. Archer Jr., ex-Staley Co., joined WLS sales
staff . . . Kling Film Productions upped Richard Hertel to; exec pro¬
ducer of industrials last week , and Len. Levy to; exec producer of tv
commercials and Syndicated films . . . CBS publicist Herb Grayson ad¬
dressed Riverside Brookfield High School career conference on radio¬
tv last week.

Joe (Upsee Daisy) Flood, $32,000-a-year KTLN announcer for TO
years, switched to KUDY without missing a broadcast. Disagreement
between Flood and KTLN management sparked the change. Ted E.
Foreman, late of Maryland radio, moves into_the former Flood slots
on KTLN .. . KDEN, independent station, has arranged to carry “Game
of the Day” five times a week, broadcasting them direct instead of de¬
laying them to l p.m. as in the past. KIMN retains its option on the
weekend games . . , KMYR, sold two years ago by the founders, F. W.
and A. G. Meyers, has been sold for more than $400,000, subject to FCC
approval, to Don W. Burden, president* of KOIL, Omaha, and a sta¬
tion in Pocatello, Ida. Dolph-Petty Broadcasting Co.r made the sale . . .
The Denver Medical Society gave KLZ radio and ty an award for ‘-mer¬
itorious: service in the field of health education.”

IN SEATTLE

IN WASHINGTON
Laurese Byrd Gordon is first femme to hold post 6f director of radio
promotion and advertising for WTOP. She replaces William. Wiggins,
who resigned . . . “Around the; Town,” WWDC cross-the-boards show,
emceed by Bob Will, will originate from 1958 Home Show at National
Guard Armory starting Monday, Feb. 17 . . Max Resnick will conduct
the fourth annual fund raising telethon on behalf of Hebrew Academy
of Washington on WTTG next Sunday (16) .. . Six area universities will
participate in “Horizbns,” new seminar-type, shoW debutting bn WTOP
radio next Sunday (16) and taped directly from campus classrooms . . .
Charles O. Wood, who doubles as program director for station WGMS,
and head of J. R. Productions, specializing in singing commercials,
headlined past weeks. Ad Club luncheon with demonstration of' “Sounds
that Sell” . . 1 Country music station WARL sponsoring a public wed¬
ding to be held at upcoming Home Show . ; Mark Evans, WTOP radiotv personality, spoke before s.t.o. audience at 4,000-seat. Constitution Hall
as part of National Geographic’s annual lecture course ... Sen. Frank
Church, Idaho’s 33-year-old solon, guest speaker at Voice of Democ¬
racy luncheon Tuesday (11).

IN CLEVELAND .
.

IN LONDON
Patrick Allen, inked to a seven-year contract by Gross-Krasne, to
play the lead with Thomas Mitchell in the “Mr. Glencannon,” telefilm
series, lensed in Britain . , . Walt Disney feature pictures to be the sub¬
ject of tonight’s (Wpd.) Associated-Rediffusion film industry next Wed.
(19), will deal with the state web’s audience-research department 4- .
Harry H. Corbett and Marianne Benet will play the leads in am ABCTV production of Giovacchino Forzano’s play, “A Gust of Wind,” (23)
. . . Don Ameche topped the bill of Associated Television’s “Sunday
Night At The Palladium,” (8)
Robert, Stead has been appointed
controller of the northern region of the BBC, following the resignation
of T. W. Chalmers, who’s taking up the post of Director of the Tang¬
anyika Broadcasting Corp.
•

. ♦

KTNT-TV will telecast all home games of the Seattle Rainers in the
Pacific Coast baseball league, with first airing set for April 15. Station
sports director Bob Robertson will do play-by-play . . . KING7TV start¬
ing half-hour live local talent program Feb. 20, with show piped also
to KIMA-TV, Yakima.. Regulars, on show will include Jack Rivers and
his Western swing band, vocalists Sally King, Gail Harris and Tommy
Crone; title: "Caravan,” with Jay Rhodes as producer. Talent featured
will be professional, no. amateurs . . KTNT-TV will again conduct
Veterans of Foreign Wars’high school talent guest with entries appear¬
ing; on station programs in March, April and May . ..... Bill Fox, KTNT
news director, starting weekly “Police File’ program, airing from Seat¬
tle . . . Edna Hanna, formerly promotion chief for KTVW, again hand¬
ling radio-television promotion for Greater Seattle, Inc. . . . KING-TV
morning program, “Telescope” enlarging scope, with Bill O’Mara doing
news of sports of interest to women viewers on the 9-10 a.m. daily show
and a “what’s new” segment to give new developments in all phases of
homemaking. Director Jack Fearey also plans on-air visits to shopping
centers around Seattle.

Mildred Funnell, veteran of 20 years with NBC here, returning to
radio with . WJW . . . WDOK disker Norman Wain now program man¬
ager ... Chris Miller skedded to leave disk chores at WSRS . . . WEWS
estimates; more, than $15,000 will come in following Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen’s air plea . . KYW offering $25 for best news tip turned in by
listeners . . . WJW disker Wally King did five appearances for “Destiny”
and “The Lion.”

IN PHILADELPHIA . .
,

John Raleigh one of .the town’s top newscasters ankled WRCV. A
former foreign correspondent, Raleigh was with station six years. His
spot as radio news director will be absorbed by Ernie Leiss, news chief
at WRCV-TV . .. . Cal: Milner, former co-conductor at WPEN’s “950”
Club, has joined WGBS, Storer station in Miami, where he will con¬
duct similar matinee session. Milner Was let out at WPEN when sta¬
tion cut down oh rock ’n roll and pared the “Club segment from sty
to four hours
. Frederic de Sloover named news director at WIBG
... . The . Joey Giardello-Franz Szuzina bout originating at the Arena
here, will not be “blacked out” on local tv screens ... Peter Lind
Hayes, starring here in “Who Was That Lady I Saw You With,” will
be speaker at Television and Radio Advertising Club luncheon -at the
Barclay Hotel (13) . ,, Clyde N. Spitzner, commercial manager of WIP,
IN BOSTON
elected to, the Board of Directors of Phila. Society for. Crippled Chil¬
John M. Grubbs, news, talent'and production supervisor WBZ-WBZ A, dren ahd Adults
appointed asst, program mgr. by Paul E. Mills, gen. mgr..., Now series,
“The Creative Way,” originated by WEEI pub: affairs dept, and B. U., IN PITTSBURGH
preems Friday (14), 9:30-10 on WEEI with guests from all creative
Bill Burns, KDKA-TV newscaster, has beeh named honorary chair¬
fields. . . N. E. Tel & Tel preemed “The Unchained“Goddess” for Hub
tv editors at the Statler-Hiltori and film debuts Wednesday (12). on man of the ’58 Easter Seals campaign .• , . Mary Elizabeth Hughes, a
NBC 9-10 p.m. . . . Bobby Hackett and Abbey Lincoln did WBZ-TV’s former schoolteacher. Is replacing Barbara Schmidt Scheib in the
jazz spectacular'Sunday (9), first in senes of jam tv shows in Hub , . . WWSW continuity department. Latter leaves for Canton; O., to join
Rockport, Mass, declares Wednesday (12) “Frank Luther Day” in horn her. husband, Jerry Scheib, who has just been released from the Army
or of arrival of WNAC-TV personality and special film unit to play ap¬ and will 'resume his engineering career . .,. Eleanor Schano, Ch. 2
pearance of 43 winners of essay and window decorating contest spon¬ weather; gal, teaching a weekly course in charm and good grooming at
sored by Rockport Board of Trade on “Frank Luther Show” . ; . Dun¬ the Pinkerton School . . . A fur company has picked up the tab fOr
can MaoDonald, WNAC, hosted Lilly Dache on her “Yankee Home & Carl Ide’s weekly “Deadline News” on KDKA-TV every Sunday after¬
Food Show” Monday (10).. . . Miss MacDonald and novelist. Cleveland: noon at. 2 .. . . Si Bloom, is leaving the Jay Reich outfit to become copy
Amory have been chosen to judge men’s wear for first anni awards to chief for the new Feldman-Kahn ad adgency. He used to be head of
be made in spring, by Caswell-Massey, Newport, R. I. perfumers ... KDKA radio continuity department and also scripter for Buzz Aston
Jack D. Summerfield, asst. gen. mgr. WGBH-FM, named to board of and Bill Hinds . . , Harris Breth has Started a hew outdoor strip cross
judges for 1958 American Exhib. Radio-TV programs at Ohio State U. the board in late after .oon on Ch. 10 in Altonna,.
in May . . . Jimmy Dodd, host of “Mickey Mouse Club,” started N. E.
tour with visit to Louise Morgan on her WNAC-TV “Louise. Morgan IN DALLAS
Show” . . ... WBZ-TV newscaster Dick Tucker receiving congrats on
Clyde Rembert, prexy of KRLD and KRLD-TV, will address the Tex¬
birth of new son ,
Mass. Hospital Services spot sked renewed on
WNAC-TV
. Rev. Walter L. Flaherty, dir, radio and tv ApostOlate as State Bar Assn, in Austin March 14 . . . William S. (Bill) Morgan,
of Archdiocese of Boston, to represent Archbishop and Catholic tv in veepee-general manager of McLendon Corp.’s four airers, named as
the U.S. at International Catholic Conference of Radio-TV Motion Pic¬ national sales manager for the Dallas, Houston, San Antonio and
Shreveport outlets ... Pierce Allman left KGKO to become a WFAA
ture Producers, Monte Carlo.
d. j, . . . Wayne Mack, emcee of his daily 90-minute WFAA-TV show,
had Rudy Vallee on Tuesday (4) and Denise Lor on Friday (7) for in¬
IN SAN FRANCISCO
terviews. Mack’s popular show lures visiting celebs . . . Dan Hayslett
KCBS let Bill Weaver keep his name and he went shopping for jobs1, is new general manager at KIKL . , . Jane Achor new WRR promotion
preferably with CBS, in Hollywood over the weekend . . . KTVU, Oak¬ and publicity director . . Maestro Ted Weems quit hiS daily KIXL
land’s new Channel 2, goes on the air March 2. Ken Craig; ex-CBS, is deejay stint . . . Rdy M. Flynn, manager of KRLD-TV, upped, to v. p the new program director, station will .put but 109 kilowatts and Black general manager, with William A. Roberts, KRLD manager, promoted
Jack Wayne will not have a Saturday show . . . KRO.W dee jay Charley to veep-general manager Of the^iirer.
Stern went on a record-smashing binge and broke a bunch of r&r disks,
for his listeners ... Northwest’s Crown; stations, Mrs. Dorothy: Bul¬
litt’s KING, Seattle, KGW, Portland,, and the newly-acquired KREM,
Spokane, tossed a big bash and “treasure hunt” for 125 Frisco timebuyers and ad execs—KING boss Otto Brandt and the; stations’ three
Continued from page .39
■
■ ' ■
national sales managers presided for “the' pitch,” with Mrs. Bullitt
overseeing everything benevolently.. : , KGO radin’s new merchandis¬ several daring themes that had re¬
ing director is Art Abell. New secretary to General Mgr. Gil Paltridge cently been explored on the net¬ “In this program we have a panel
crackerjack journalists taking
is Pat Cavell. Paltridge off to Hollywood for chats with John Pace, then work without so much a single dis¬ of
British newspapers to task; and
bn to Washington, D.C. , . KPIX‘General Mgr. Phil Lasky due back sent from viewers. Granada did a the
we don’t pull any punches on this
from Africa Thursday (13).
documentary on “Homosexuality Show,” he said, “From time, to
and the Law”; “Thou Shalt Not time we invite American journal¬
Kilh” a blunt discussion on eutha¬ ists to appear and they have a fine
IN MINNEAPOLIS
nasia and, more recently, a docu¬ time, too.”
Erstwhile U. of Minnesota quarterback Bobby Cox,: a Los Angeles mentary on artificial insemina¬
Bernstein said that Leonard
pro team draftee, a WDGY sales promotion department addition . , . tion.
Lyons, New York Post columnist;
Jay Jackson, tv’s 'Tick Tack, Dough” emcee, here for Heart Fund kick¬
“There are no taboos as far as
off meeting . . . With St. Paul • newspapers being published again fol¬ subject' matter is concerned,” would be appearing as a guest on
lowing strike-settlement, WCCQ-TV ran same full page ad in them Bernstein explained. “We try to the program in the near future.
against toll tv as it had in local dailies . . . Veteran WCCO Radio an¬ run Granada like a newspaper, The idea for the weekly press pro¬
according to Bernstein, was
nouncer Jack Huston resigned, to enter real estate . business, but will with makeovers, for the the news, gram,
by A. J. Liebling’s “Way¬
continue to take freelance airilane assignments . ... In its eighth year, whenever possible. Furthermore, inspired
ward
Press”
pieces in. the New
Standard, Oil’s Bob DeHaveh WCCO Radio 7:l5 a.m. news program we have no complaints from our Yorker.
*
has. come up with an .8.7 Nov. and. Dec. rating, considered very, high advertisers. They behave like ordi¬
Bernstein, who returns to Eng¬
for that early in the morning . . Stan Hubbard, KSTP tv and radio nary decent . citizens. . We’re Cer¬ land the end of this month, said
president-general manager, vacatipning in. Florida the rest Of the win¬ tainly sold on live tv with its value that the .opening of • a Granada
ter . . . For second successive season WTCN-TV will televise Minne¬ of immediacy'.”
branch office in New York would
apolis American Association home baseball,, but only 11 Saturday aft¬
Bernstein?s pet program is the not affect relations with booking
ernoon games, eight less than last season, so as . not to. disrupt night weekly review of the British press. i agent and others in this country.

Anti-TV 'British Are Coming’

f
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AMERICA’S LITERARY HERI¬
TAGE
With Prof. Theodore G. Ehrsam
Prpdncer: Thomas J. Brophy
Writer: Theodore G. Ehrsam
30 Mins., Tues., 9:30 pjm.
WMCA, New York (transcribed)
If the object of the new 30minute series oh “America’s Liter¬
ary Heritage” offered by. NYU. in
association with WMCA, 4s to open
the eyes of listeners to the abund¬
ant blessings of good literature,
this, program 'Will undoubtedly
achieve its purpose. There is a rich
and enduring reservoir of redeem¬
ing American writing virtually un¬
known to the mass radio-tv audi¬
ence. The movement under way by
alert-minded college profs to in¬
vade the one-time , mysterious pre¬
cincts of broadcasting studios calls
for deserved hosannas.
The new series, an alternate
Tuesday feature, is hosted by. Dr.
Theodore G. Ehrsam, associate pro¬
fessor of general literature, at NYU,
and it is his purpose to open the
door to the significance of presentday American culture as seen in
the creative endeavors of our topTrendexed authors, playwrights
and poets with emphasis on such
giant hitters as Sinclair Lewis,
Eugene O’Neill,. Ernest Heming¬
way, Robert Frost, John Dos Passes
and Stephen Crane. Prof. Ehrsam
will obviously havemo traffic with
the lollypop Writers, who frequently,
manage to land on the best-seller
lists,
It was sound to open the Series
with an apipraisal of Sinclair Lewis’
“Babbitt.” Prof. Ehrsam traced
the . history of the Nobel Prizewinning novelist’s early days as a
hack writer and then segued into
the business at hand, the examina¬
tion of Lewis’ novel about the real¬
tor from Zenith. It has been said
that Lewis was never a novelist,
but a brilliant photographer, and.
Prof. Ehrsam takes a similar view
when he describes the writer’s eye
as the: eye of. a camera, a writer
endowed witn the vigor and skill of
an Emil Zola and the master of
tempered satire:
Prof. Ehrsam does not possess a >
particularly captivating radio per¬
sonality, but his.subject matter,is
sufficiently absorbing to overshad¬
ow any sagging speech pattern...
The weakness is more evident when '
a skilled professional voice is used
to read passages from the book
under discussion. At the Conclu¬
sion of: the first program, listeners
Were urged to send for a free read¬
ing list of Lewis’ works. Eugene
. O’Neill’s, play will be examined by
the preceptor on the upcoming
show. Producer of the program is
Thomas J. Brophy; associate, direc¬
tor of NYU’s Office of Radio-Tele¬
vision, a live-wire individual with
an awareness of the public’s cul¬
tural needs. This current series,
like other NYU radio-tv projects,
might conceivably bring back the
exhilarating old custom of book
reading.
Rphs.
MYSTERY THEATRE
With. Bill Cunningham; Art Smith,
announcer
Producer: Art Smith
55 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 10:05 pjn.
WEEI, Boston
Here’s a late night time oasis In
the Hub desert of juke box radio
and antedulivain tv films. “Mys¬
tery Theatre,” on the air since mid¬
dle of last September, gives relief
of solid hour good talk and topnotch
entertainment. It’s the stuff adults
dig,' anid fan. mail WEEI’s got
proves it. While WEEI has never
been known to spend big dough on
a production, they really hit the
jackpot of economy Operations
here. They took some Harry S.
Goodman- Productions mystery
dramas added Bill Cunningham,
.Boston Herald, United. Features
writer, to inject some punch, and
that’s it.
Assignment is right up Cunning¬
ham’s alley and he eases intb 'the
stories as if he were in the city
room tapping out the yam for
morning edition. Mondays, it’s a
“Let George Do It” yarn plus “Ad¬
venture into Fear.” Tuesday, “TMen Confidential” plus “Deadline
for Danger.” Wednesday, “Crime;
Club” and “Minutes to Go.” Thurs¬
day, “Big Squeeze”- and “Moment
of Peril.” Friday, “Peril” and “Let¬
ter of Destiny.” Each of the 10
stories a week is complete in itself.
Goodman did neat job of casting,,
but the musical bridges blast lis¬
teners off their pillows. Goodman
hired a full symphony orch and a
mighty Wurlitzer. Studio engineers
could do well to check control if
decibels haven’t driven them Out of
studio..
WEEL attempts nothing but to
entertain in this series. As exam¬
ple of listener interest, one story
dealt with juve delinquency in nar¬
cotics and next a.m. dir. audio vis(Continued on page 48)
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LIBERACE
BEST SHOW IN HISTORY
OF DALLAS NIGHT CLUBS

Ap

Selected iu

"Fabulous show at Century
Room."
". . . Broke every record in his¬
tory of the Hotel Adolphus during
his 10-day stint. • •
Can some back anytime, bur
anytime!"
... The answer to the "square
root of wonderfu("^-the dazzling
Liberace revue,. • The square root
of any superlative you care to
name."
. Definitely want Liberace to play Twin Coaches again. While you are costly, you are profitable."
Tony Calderone,
Bello Vernon, Pa.
• • Mr. Showmanship produces and directs show which lasts for two absolutely splendorous hours—
an artist in every sense of the word."
Johnny Bunardzya, Sports Editor,
Charleroi, Pennsylvania
".. . Liberate doesn't depend on lesser talent than his own to warm up the audience as do many
headliners, a living example of what this column has long contended, if you can't open a show, you
aren't closing show caliber either."
Paul Bruun, Miami Beach Sun,
Miami, Florida.

CURRENT SMASH IN RETURN ENGAGEMENT AT FONTAINEBLEAU IN MIAMI BEACH FOLLOWED BY HIS FIRST TOUR GF AUSTRALIA AND THE ORIENT*
Watch for Liberace in person presenting the most exciting new
show of 1958. Coming soon to the following cities:
HAVANA
LAS VEGAS

SAN FRANCISCO
WILDWOOD

m urn ttiar i in
H*w Y#fi

—

NEW YORK
PUERTO RICO

ATLANTIC CITY
LOS ANGELES

JAMAICA
CHICAGO

LAKE TAHOE
MIAMI

RADIO-TELEVISION
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PUBSEEFy

hobby until how),' yet definitely
not in a negative sway. It has the
certain kind of freshness, which
carries strong appeal. Helped by
his sympathetic personality, he
Continued from page 34 ssss
“Dough Re Mi,” a new Barry &
■ Continued from page 39 ==ss==^=55===b should be able to go places.
Intimate nightspots seems to be the first for the cause of retarded Enright quizzes has been tapped as
more limited appeal. Written.* as a some ^comments on present and fu- his forte. He delivers his songs in children can be termed as a pre- the replacement for the Arlene
vehicle for Sidney James as his ture of the industry, then brought a natural way, yet his showmonship vUe for future shows. The total, Francis daytimer at NBC-TV.
first starring program, the show in an Italian starlet, Giovanna could be slightly improved.
$302,104 with an anticipated $50,- “Dough” starts Feb. 24 in the 10
was rich and colorful in character Ralli. Director Alessandro Blasetti
000 to come in, is perhaps not im¬ to 10:30 a.m. cross-the-board slot.
Ramsey, hails from Cincinnati. He pressive
and full of specialized humor. Ex- came oir next for a preview of ex¬
when compared With pre¬
cellent performances .were given cerpts from his next release, also came to Germany as a soldier sev¬ vious telethons. . At the last one No emcee set for the show yet.
“Dough” becomes the second
by James,' Miriam Karlin, Meier introducing its young stars to good. eral years ago and temporarily presided over by Jerry Lewis,
also
Worked
with
AFN-Frankfurt.
TZelniker and Sidney Tafler, who effect and some winding adlib
about $600,000 was taken in. But B&E daytime strip on NBC, the
After his military service, he re¬ the
were naturally at home with their patter.
other being “Tic Tac Dough,” at
projectors
of
the
show
wisely
arts. Production was also at a
While feeling is that much more turned to Germany and attended, concentrated on a maximum of noon. Latter, is also a nighttimer,
igh standard.
could be done with such an im- domestic universities. He. now educational work, rather than show¬ as is another B & E entry, “TWenBriefly, the story revolved around portant show-—the film .industry’s, wants to try his hick in the domes¬ ing shots of the battery of tele¬ ty-One.” Under a cap gains deal
the efforts of Mis? Karlin to hook only propaganda effort on Italian tic; show biz and'has already scored phones or the prolonged pitches for set last summer, NBC assumed
James a sharp antique dealer.* Her tv—current version indicates more several successes along this line. [funds. There were some of the ownership of “Twenty-One” . aijid
father (Tzelniker), lured him into work and care are going into its Along with German: outfits, he has. latter, but Miss Raye, , especially, both versions Of “Tic Tac DoUgh.”
the “rag” trade with a big credit preparation, and that with ^ in- also appeared in East Europe, such tried to do a real educational job with B&E retained on a fee basis
bait. but the stock turned out to creased industry cooperation, show as . Poland and Yugoslavia, it’s re¬ along with getting the coin. It’s
ported.
Hans.
be dud. Deep in debt, James was can effectively serve its purpose,
apparent that even after this start, to produce them. New entry, how¬
finally blackmailed into marrying
Hawk.
the subsequeht telethons; which ever, belongs to B&E.
MONITOR
the girl.
Bary.
—-—
generally become annuals,: will,
----CANZONI Di TUTTI (Songs for With Huw Wheldon, others
have bigger payoffs.
NIGHT OF THE DING-DONG
^Everyone!
.
_
' Producers: Catherine Dove, Peter
It's true that there weren’t of
Newington :
With David Courtney, Peter Myers, With Annamaria Ferrero. Fausto
the first line names in New York.
Cigliano, .AurelioFierro, Franco i Editor: Wheldon
Athene Seyler, Joyce Worsley,
But tnere was a good show biz rep¬ ___ Continued from page 4$
45
Mins,,
Sun;,
10
pjn.
Scandurra, Dolores Palumbo, Al¬
An dree Melly, Hilton Edwards^
resentation. Perhaps there might
berto Bonucci, Enzo Garinei, Elio BBC-TV front London
Margaret • Clifford, John Kidd,
have been more, if Miss Raye re¬ ual ed in Hub, suburb schools called
Pandolfi, others; Franco Pisano j “Monitor,” a new fortnightly tained her own video show and thus asking for record to use in class¬
Ewen Solon, Charles Morgan,
orch
magazine program aired by BBC- was in a hiring position. But .with¬ rooms. This is the stuff series is
John Yincent Laycock
Adapted by Peter John Dyer, John Writers: Luciano Salce* Ettbre TV, covering a wide variety of sub¬ out that secret weapon; Miss Raye made of. It’s good radio, economi¬
jects, including theatre, books, and her cause pulled a lot of. big- cal production, and WEEI should
NwIsAn Burton
ocolft.
I)Sr: J^Nelson Burton
Land!
> films, painting, sculpture, music time people. The most valiant offer to its CBS Radio New Eng¬
. Guy.
and architecture, made a good im¬ workers seemed to be Milton Berle, land net.
75 Mins., Sun. (2) 9:35 pjn.
60 1^., Wed., 9 pjn,
ABC-TV from Manchester
RAI-TV, from Rome
pression on its first outing under himself a telethon vet, who stayed
.
.
.
New show, an- elaborate song- the guidance of Huw Wheldon. for
POCKETBOOK
NEWS
a
long
time,
commandeering
What started out as an apparent- and-dance affair with a huge cast
are varied enough to hold telephones as well as entertaining With Wilma Soss; Lee H. Bristol
ly serious and thought-provoking and an impressive use of sets, is Topics
anyone’s; attention, and the stand¬
guest
play quickly developed into rather one 0f RAI-TV’s several successful ard of camera work merits high and pitching; Jan Murray was an¬ 10 Jr.,
Mins., Mon.; 9:30 p.m.
pointiess farce and, in consequence, attempts to bolster its midweek praise, With emcee honors for a other who pitched right in and re¬
BRISTOL-MYERS
flight of the. Ding-Dong, despite programming in the New Year. It’s pleasing, relaxed and informative mained for a long time. Names NBC,
from New York
from all fields showed up.
a solid: cast, ^ was a mild dramatic undeniably a treat to bye and. ear. job going to Wheldon.
There were also dignitaries such
Wilma Soss, founder and prexy
entry in ; ABC-TV s . Armchair
Format allows- for considerable
Show made its -bow* by probing as Gov. Hardman, Mayor Wagner, of the Federation of Women Share¬
Theatre” series. The piece, set in digging into Italy’s past repertoire
South Australia in the last century,
songs (initial stanza concen- the behind the scenes side of the Gov. Meyner, the Mayor of nearby holders. in American Business and
began with an earnest discussion trated on pre-W.W. I times), a vast circus, letting the camera do all Greenwich, Perle Mesta, Maria one of the most ubiquitous of that
between a prospective father-in- horn-of-plenty which allows sing- the Work with a bare minimum of Callas and Elsa Maxwell, and per¬ small circle of annual meetings
law and a young suitor on the rival €rs a fufi range of styles. Program commentary. This was the essence sonalities sueh as Eileen Barton, devotees, has her own radio show
merits of a standing army versus is replete with production numbers of the program—a completely re¬ Ted Lewis, Paul Winchell, Ella in “Pocketbook. News” on NBC
compulsory education.
set in the period and ably choreo- laxed atmosphere. Interesting en¬ Fitzgerald, Rocky Graziano, Jack E. Radio. Mrs. Soss also has a spon¬
But a Russian gunboat had been graphed by Paul Steffens, and spot- try was Peter Brook explaining Leonard, Eugenie Baird, Ted Brown sor, BristoLMyers, which is using
sighted in territorial waters and lights such top singers as Aurelio “Quarter Ear Music,” background & Redheads, deejay William B.; the show as a public relations-inthere was a threat of War. Would Fierro, Fausto Cigliano, to name effect to legit productions, achieved Williams, DaVid Wayne, Sugarfoot stitutional vehicle.
Inker kickoff show on NBC, Mrs.
the young man not be prepared to just two. Show also seems to prove by using a: variety of sounds made Will Hutchins, Eddy Arnold, Wade-<
take up arms in defense of his what is wJc, i.e. that: Italy has a. by the most unusual “do it your¬ Preston, Guy Lombardo, Josephine Soss dealt with taxes and deficit
country and the girl he loved? So vast pool of (male) singers of tal- self” instruments, to add realism Premice, Lonnie Sattin, Hy Gard¬ financing, and, presented a bewil¬
far, so good. Then, almost with- ent. They get a good projection to the action. The show probed ner, Jackie Robinson, Caesar Rom¬ dering'array of statistics, general¬
out Warning, the alarm goes off here, and similar use is planned into offbeat subjects connected ero, JuliUs LaRosa, Eva ♦Gabor, ities and banalities. General drift
with everyday normal life, and John Wingate, Alec Templeton, of the discussion Was that deficit
and from that moment on the play for succeeding weeks,
financing is bad because it has in-generates at an alarming pace. It
Stanza alternates song, dance, turned up trumps by being both among others.
The entire venture, produced by fiationary tendencies, but her hopwas, of course, a false alarm—and comedy, drama, all with a well¬ informative and entertaining..
Bary.
Arthur Hale and Jules Baker, over¬ skip-and-jump discussion of taxes
nothing more than a device for in- dosed sprinkling of nostalgia,
came a lot of difficulties. This be¬ left one listener somewhat bewil¬
troducing a variety Of absurdities. Standout performances were given
ing the first telethon of this type, dered as to her conclusions. She
John Nelson Burton, who di- by Annamaria FerrerO (in an unmany parents were loathe to dis¬ also managed several references to
rected the play, must accept his usual song-and-dance role), Franco
play their retarded children. Per¬ U.S, Budget Director Pereival
share of the responsibility for the Scandurra, Enzo Garihei, and thehaps not too many rehabilitations Brundaget calling him “Percy,” ap¬
contrasting moods, but the cast above mentioned Singers Aurelio
Continued irom page 35
could be shown. However, it’s a parently m an attempt at homeli¬
was generally n. faultless.
Hilton Fierro and Fausto Cigliano, . last—
Edwards, as the colonel, Atfiene named reconfirming his position as the newspapers and motion pic¬ comparatively new field. It used ness.
Seyler, as his mother, and Andree the fastest-rising chirper ^ in the ture newsreels, and in many ways to be that parents hid the kids
As for those . institutional com¬
with cerebral palsy. Now, they’ve mercials, B-M exec Lee H. Bristol
Melly, as his daughter, were at the country, ripe for foreign attention,
Sets lensing, costumes, and direc- we present it better than they do. learned that it’s nothing to* be Jr. appeared to describe the com¬
head of a first class team.
Myro
tioiL by Mario Landi were aU top- There, is no reason why any sta¬ ashamed of. Many parents Of re- pany’s charitable fundraising ac¬
_
*
draw’er, for a most satisfying hour tion shouldn’t get a good enough tardees have still to learn that lesr tivities, but the mutual-admirationrating with a local show to com¬ son. Miss Raye was a tremendous society give-and-take made the ap¬
Sh°W'
•
Hawk.
LUCI DELLO SCHERMO
pete with feature films.”
mentor in the respect.
Jose.
proach at public relations advertis¬
(Screen Fare)
Atlass’ station had made heavy
ing a rather crude attemjpt in these,
Gandolfl. Glaral
With Franca ’ Gandolfi,
purchases in the feature films mar¬
p-H.r guests
ni»ct«
20 Mins.; Sat. (1), 4:30 pan.
sophisticated days;
Chan.
Reder,
Director: SSmJ
Benek
Hessischer Rundfunk (Frankfurt) ket over the past year; buys which
Director:
Bruno Benek
The (West) German . TV intro- include the big MGM library, and
30 Mins., Tues., 8 pan.
T3E
OTHER
ROAD
duced Sat. (1) via its afternoon pro- now must either play off those :
RAI-TV, from. Rome
Continued from page 35 ^mmmm With Henry FoUda,' Melvyn Doug¬
films or “eat them.” As Atlass
The show ’ Which replaces the
las, Peter Ustinov and Leon
much-criticized “Questo Nostro
BiU Kamsey. It gave points out, the station that had a Longshoremen’s Assn, and subset
Pearson
Cinema” as the weekly film Indus- ^e latter the opportunity to give good feature film only less than a quently the United Statess Lines Producer: Gerald Kean
year ago was a ratings runaway, forced the network to cancel the Writer: Gobi Obhrai
try-video presentation shows confiy®
siderable Improvement and indi-. &TL,KiinfL«an»\ old ^?.gr01 ,&Jpe While today every station has a program.
25 Mins., Mon.,10;05 p.m.
good, picture oh at the same time,
cates that more care goes into its 1 A®?111
a-spiStu?
Previously, as the result of an¬
and the aiylience is divided. “The other remote lighting dispute WRCA, New York (transcribed)
preparation. Previous show was ?ody
a *ues u
A convincing case for peace and
stopped by film industry officials J^mes h h1 addition—for a change thing has gotten so competitive,” which led to the cancellation of a
after repeated comments had indiPf«^et.mei^r
® he says, “that its good only for sponsored show, CBS filed suit security is made in this special
cated that it was back-firing oh its
a„^y, and one guy—the guy who sells the against IBEW for $100,000 in dam¬ United. Nations Radio production
disarmament. Certainly, the
intended purpose: promoting a
xt®m» Caledonia. Between films.
No station has enough ages. That time, a PepsLCola spon¬ on
teaming of Henry Fonda, Melvyn'
film-going habit among video view™m]lers: ^msey talked with
ers
Olaf Hudtwalcker, president of the money to buy it all up. just to keep sored remote from the Waldorf-As¬ Douglas and Peter Ustinov, is suf¬
Current version introes show German Jazzr. Federation, about it off the others, and nobody gets toria—w*as squeezed off because ficient to draw large listening:
such a high rating with daily fea¬ IBEW objected to the assignment groups to “The Other Road.” Us¬
via a looker, Franca Gandolfi, and American music,
ing a courtroom technique, the pro¬
a comedian, Gianni Reder. MateIn all, this Small 20-minute pro¬ tures anymore that sponsors are of lighting to IA.
rial was weak and attempt at “dif- gram, probably the first of a series, waiting in line to get on the. show.”
CBS maintains throughout all of gram poses and answers such grave
ferent” titles over-played, but ef- should have found a receptive audi- , Already the live personality is this that IA is to get remote light¬ questions as what is the compul¬
feet was lightweight and pleasant ence, primarily among the younger being worked into the feature film ing where the program content is sive force which drives nations to.
improvement, Vittorio DeSica, do- set which goes for American music presentation as a competitive theatrical, e.g., using stages or paid arms and Why has no disarmament
ing a yeoman job everywhere on in the first place. Ramsey’s voice measure. Miost notable example is performers, and IB is to get remote agreement been reached to date?
behalf of the film industry, again reveals some lack of routine (sing- WBBM-TV’s assigning of Jerry lighting in such things as “Trip,”
Fonda is well cast as the plain
helped send off this show with ing has obviously been “only” his Colonna to its “Late Show.”
where there is no pro talent and man . in the street while Ustinov
no theatrical performances. Latter dons judicial robes and Douglas i$
would generally cover the news- an .observer at the UN. Pearson,
the NBC commentator, sets the
pUbaffairs area.
scene simply and convincingly.
They make it starkly clear that
Seattle—KTNT-TV, Channel 11, disarmament is the sole answer, to
has moved its main studios here a peaceful sharing of the planet.
from Tacoma, with most live pro- The UN is confident there is a way
grams to originate here in future. out of this nightmare. “The Other
/
A * •
Station^is now an indie, with Road” rates as wide an airing as it
KIRO-TV, Channel 7, taking over can obtain on the battered kilo¬
as local CBS outlet Feb. 8.
cycles.
Rans.

Martha Raya
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Cnlligan: Radio Wasn’t
Dead After All; Merely

Tattooing Comeback
■SS Continued from past 1

PfiSti&ri
B’casters Still Need
A Good Woman’s Show,
No ’Dress on a Bias’

RADIO-TELEVISION

Today’ Yens Controversy
; Continued^ from page 29 5

substitute for the “skin game”
played by the junket-gobbling set
Hartford, Feb. 11. ..... that their children rank about reporter and Paul Cunningham
Atlanta, Feb. ll;
Women’s programs should do sixth ih the world in physical fit¬ handles education, religion and
Radio dead? Don’t be ridiculous, on rainy afternoons.
more
than
serve
UP recipes. arid ness, etc. One blockbuster will be general features.
Paradoxically, the current ad
says Matthew J. Culligan, vice
Their contributions will cover
president in charge of the National agency infatuation with the use of chit-chat on how to cut . a dress on an appraisal of fashions which will
the
bias,
if
they,
are
to survive on tell the housewife ribt to buy the about one-third of the total “To¬
tattoo marksr in tv films and printed
Broadcasting Co. radio network.
radio arid tv, panelists told the “sack”, (chemise) dress, that it’s a day” programming daily, with the
media,
hasn’t
reflected
,
itself
in
ah
“Radio didn’t die; it wasn’t even
rest of the show consisting of
sixth annual meeting of the New
sick. It just had to be psycho-ana¬ upsurge of biz for tattoo parlors. England Chapter of American waste of money.
some 10% hard-news reports (writ¬
in fact, are a vanishing
Overlapping with the thematic
lyzed.” Culligan opined. Here to Tattooers,
Women in Radio and Television treatment will be an upbeat in re¬ ten by the “Today” staff, not NBC
tribe
in
the
New
York
area.
Take
address the annual meeting of the Sands St., once the fountainhead here last Saturday (8). Recent dis¬
News), music, fun & games, inter¬
motes, With some 20 to 30 cities
Southeast Council of the American
of tattooers—it is in the port of appearance of women’s programs tapped for visits by the entire views and general chatter. Though
Assn, of Advertising Agencies, Fri¬ missing
from the airlanes may mean they show running anywhere from one the writer-reporter sextet are
persons,
insofar
as
the
once
day (7), the NBC radio chief colorful industry is concerned. are not diversified enough for
staffers, "Today” buys its film fa¬
viewed radio’s future through rose-: Also, Coney Island, Where opera¬ present day needs, speakers said. to five days. Unemployment, for cilities and personnel from NBC
example, would be worked into a
tinted spectacles .
very bright tors of the electric needle, once
Martha Brooks, WGY, Schenec¬ Detroit visit, so that the in-depth News, with members of the sextet
ones, too.
picking up camera, sound and
made a living digging beneath the tady, N. Y., pointed out that broad¬
In his NBC radio capacity, Cul¬ skin, no longer boasts this ait form casters have yet to come up with themes can be handled partially in lighting men from the news opera¬
this manner. But the primary em¬
ligan has played a vital role in as an attraction.
a good definition of a Woman?s phasis of the remotes will be, as tion on each assignment. More¬
getting the medium back into a
It is estimated that nearly 60% program and that management liiri-. Hein puts it, to “show the vitality over, On some of the more am¬
prestige position.
of the navy personnel once sported its the nature of its content. She y}d vigor of some of our cities” in bitious projects, involving over¬
“The public,” he said, “didn’t tattoo marks on their bodies. The insisted that women sought more Arms of their economic and social seas coverage, NBC News some¬
stop loving radio despite tv. It just designs ranged.from simple declar¬ than news of happenings on the expansions. “Not every city is a times shares the tab and uses the
“Today” man’s reports for.its own
started liking it in a different way ations of undying love to the more feminine front.
news story,” Hein says, “but we
Amy Vanderbilt, author and lec¬ can make one out of it when we ; use.
—and radio went to the beach, to ambitious versions of the Rock of
the park, the patio and the auto¬ Ages. Today’s enlisted man may go turer, made a plea for new per¬ get there by putting its progress
for a comic book but he won’t buy sonalities on the air, adding that in terms, of the individual and how
mobile.
"Instead of listening to radio as a tattoo mark of a frigate or even management had “no courage to he’s affected,”
girl’s name entwined in a heart. experiment” with fresh faces. Rob¬
a group, people began listening as hisSuch
Apart from the live remotes and
old time Sands St. tattoo ert J. Shaw, radio-tv script writer,
individuals,”
artists as Lew Alberts, Jack Gavett didn’t think the exodus of tv shows studio interviews, most of the
So radio, playing it smart, Culli¬ and Billy Donnelly have disap¬ to. Holly wood would-be beneficial stqries will be handled by the sixgan added, recognized this arid be¬ peared from their haunts, taking because the Coast is “too imita¬ man. team of reporters r writers
gan fitting its programs to the pub¬ with them their faded celluloid tive” and that Hollywood is more which has develqped on the show.
Chicago, Feb. 11.
lic’s requirements and desires^
stencils, matisse-colpred window interested iri the number Of feet THis sextet, which as Hein puts it,
Zepith Radio Corpi today (Tues.)
“Radio has become a companion displays . and highly sensitive Of film it puts in a can father “has grown like topsy,” has a for¬ filed suit against Admiral Corp.
malized
status
distinct
from
the
to the individual instead of re¬ needles. Nor did they neglect to than the type of product it pro¬
in Chi federal district court, charg¬
maining a focal point of all family remove their signs Warning ram¬ duces.. Douglas Edwards, news program's eight other writers. ing five instances of patent in¬
entertainment. An intimacy has bunctious seamen not to hang commentator, said women broad¬ They report to two masters, man¬ fringement.
developed, between radio and the around because “you are not a casters. should be natural and be¬ aging editor Larry Picard on dayAdmiral is charged with copy¬
individual. It has become as 'per¬ banana’- or “Don’t be a wise guy lievable and their subject matter torday assignments, and general
manager John Lynch,
future ing two of Zenith’s tv sets’ most
sonal as a pack of cigarets.” (He like an alligator, all mouth and no more universal. .
.
important
features, the “fringehead.”
story
planning.
(“Today”
is
unique
didn’t name any brand.)
. Mary Pearl, WJOY, Burlington,
Spokesmen fori the Leo Burnett Vt., was chosen prexy of the in having a “general manager,” lock circuit” and “space command”
Culligan forsees the day, not too
-control.
Zenith
alleges that Ad¬
and
Lynch’s
function
is
to
take
agency
said
that
Marlboro
was
group; Julie Chase Fuller, WTAG,
far off, when there will be as many
miral hired a former Zenith engi¬
automobile radios as there are highly pleased with.its tattoo theme Worcester, Mass., first vice-presi¬ charge of all programming facets neer who was co-inventor of-the
nor
had
it
received
arty
squawks
of
the
10-hours-a-week
show.)
dent;
Carol
King,
WCAX,
Burling¬
homes with tv—40 million.
of the sextet is a specialist space command control, wdth a re¬
There are more than 125 million from mothers pestered by young ton, Vt., second vice-president; onI^ch
staff with “Today,” and each sulting infringement making Ad¬
Claire Crawford, WORL, Boston,
radios of all types in the nation . decalcomaniacs.
Agency
personnel
also
made
it
goes
into
the field to do special : miral’s remote control device par¬
treasurer, and Betty McCabe,
today, Culligan pointed out.
plain that while the present tv WEZE, Boston, secretary.
film reports, both on spots news tially effective on Zenith’s sets
“Network radio has given the campaign
was effective they had no
and
features,
for the show. Joe and vice versa.
public what it can’t get on tv,” intentions of decorating their pro¬
Michaels is the “blood & guts”
Zenith is asking an injunction
Culligan. contends, “and: the lower fessional models with more amspecialist;
covering
politics, labor, restraining Admiral from further
comparative costs of radio program¬ . bitious “perambulating art gallery”
disasters, violence; etc.; Dick Mc- use of devices, plus treble dam¬
ming have been a vital factor in examples such as the historic
Cutcheon ' handles profiles and ages. Zenith’s .attorney is .Thomas
this development.
Boxer Rebellion or the indecorous
“mOod” pieces; Cliff Evans is McConnell, who repped that firm
. “This includes news, news analy¬ English fox hunt.
sports edtpr; Lissa Charell is in its suit against RCA, W'ith lat¬
sis, specialized comedy programs
women’s news and fashions edi¬ ter company settling out of court
and relaxed, lush music. The mo^
tor; Maurie Robinson is science for $10,000,000.
bility of radio will be further em¬
Pat Weaver has sold his live
phasized,” he said, “to; help satisfy
half-hour offering, “Make Me
the thirst of intelligent people.”
Culligan predicted that by I960
Laugh,” to American Tobacco Co.
there Will be 4,200 radio stations in
I Stanza, fronting a variety of dif¬
Washington,
Feb.
11.
operation in the United States.
The economy wave which washed: ferent comics who will face off
out about 30 jobs in CBS News and against studio contestants in an
Public Affairs divisions also washed
Bethlehem Steel’s
out one post in the Washington ofr effort to make them laugh, begins
WPIX Wismer Deal fice. Beryl Denzer Hines, associ¬ on ABC-TV Thursday, March 20,
Bethlehem Steel has inked a deal ate producer of “Face the Nation” at 10 p.m.
for Harry Wismer on WPIX, en¬ and other CBS news shows for
American Tobacco buy (for Her¬
larging the advertiser’s sports cov¬ past four years, was dropped in bert Tareyton filters) has some
erage to five-night-a-week, late j wake of wholesale pink-slipping.
unique tv buying angles. While
Mrs. Hines,- who is president of the pact actually runs only 13
evening strip. The 10-minute pro¬
gram, “Bethlehem Sports Time,’' local chapter of American Women weeks, there is understood to be.
will debut today (Wed,) at 11:15 in Radio & Television; was picked contract clauses allowing for re¬
by that organization’s national newal “well, beyond” the 52-week
p.m.
The late evening news, weather board past week as top tv producer mark. Few nighttime shows (as
and sports coverage now .gives the of year. She was tapped to par¬ distinct from talent) rarely get a
New York Daily News indie a 25- ticipate in “Teh Who Are Tops!’ Sponsor pact that extends beyond
minute stripped bloc, beginning at program, a highlight of i AWRT’s 52 weeks.
forthcoming national convention;
11 p.m.
Deal was set via Gumbinner
to be held in San Francisco April agency.
24-27. Ten femmes, tops in their
CRUGERS (Westchester County)
respective . fields of broadcasting,
Jim Woods on Pirates
were named to take a bow and
(HARMON OR CROTON COMMUTING)
give pointers on their work.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 11.
Jim Woods, who . has called the
PERFECTLY ■ MAINTAINED
play-by-plays
for both Giants and
Greensboro,. N. C., —■ Jefferson
BRICK GEORGIAN COLONIAL
Foundation will award the WBT- Yankees in past, will join :the. Pitts¬
H BOOMS. 3 BATHS, 2 m*liV rm»..
burgh
Pirates’
broadcasting family
WBTY - WBTW scholarships in
SWIMMING POOL and Cab*na-Bat
radio and television again this year. this season.
Tennis court; 13 breath-taking acres over¬
He’s
coming
on
to work with Bob
State College students receiving
looking majestic Hudson. River.
Will sell;
or rent t« Tight person. .Privately owned,
the award study the technical as¬ Prince, and is replacing Dick Bing¬
Mr. Bellser. 512 7th Ave.. LA 1-203& weekham,
Prince’s
aide
for last two
pects
of
radio
afiH
television
broad¬
»Uj«: TR 7-1571 weekends; or yotir own broker
years.
casting.

i Zenith Charges Admiral
Patent Infringements On
Two TV Receiver Devices

Pat Weaver Sells
TV Comedy Senes

CBS AXINGS ALSO
EXTEND TO CAPITAL

Luxurious Home on Hudson

RABIO-TELE VISION
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VAStlETY_

posed longer rerun period.
Unless the syndicators get a
greater rerun :ride inlhis approach^
mg short-term market, they see
little hope of replacing a show
Some of the world's top intellectuals have accepted invitations from
axed after a 13 or 2&-week ride CBS-TV to participate in the web’s series of seven programs on “The
With a skein. There just isn’t Great Challenge” between the U S. and Russia. List; includes historian
lished
charges
attributed
tOi cn Legislative Oversight brought enough time for filming, nor is the
Schwartz which named, among demands in the Seriate yesterday cast and talent available once a Arnold Toynbee, economist Barbara Ward, theologian Reinhold Nie¬
economist Leon Keyserling, psychologist Eric Fromm and sci?
others. White House aide Sherman. } for continuance of the probe into pilot, has been shunted aside for a buhr,
ence writer William L. Laurence.
Adams as being involved in reg-' operations Of the FCC. and other quick .reactivation. In that event,
Toynbee
and Niebuhr will, appear together oh the May 25 show,
ulatoFy agency decisions. Publica- regulatory agencies,
the replacements will be live, quiz while Miss Ward (who’ll be flying in for the program from Ghana) arid
tioivof these charges, plus excerpts
If: Not House—Then Senate
and -game shows, as is happening1 Keyserling are set. for March '23. Programs, in the Sunday 5 to 6 slot
carried in newspapei-s Monday UO)
Sen Wa.yne Morse. ( D-Ore.) currently.
1 on CBS, will originate from the new Rockefeller Institute"auditorium
from tne confidential transcript of . *Qck the floor to suggest that the
Most syndicators feel they can! in New York.
—
a closed session of the suocommit- genate conduct an investigation of live with a 2S-week deal. But any-...
°n Jaf1apparently con- tj,9 2CfCnCies if the. House aban- 'thing less- would he unfeasible/
...In
May,
1956,
Mort
Hochstein,
column editor of NBC, was dubbed;
tributed to the dismissal of do?is it.
> economically.
' Most Happy .Pappy” by Variety: Reason: He and his wife’ had tickets
Schwartz.
I?eferring to. reports that the
for
the;
opening
on
Broadway
of
“Most
Happy Fella” but had to fore-Hep. Harris said to a press House Subcommittee has evidence
go'it because his frau was giving birth that Very night. Couple of : weeks
conference that Schwartz admitted involving an FCC member in con-"
ago,
Hochstein
bought
a
pair
for
“The
Entertainer,'.’ opening tonight
to the Subcommittee yesterday that
V, With the Channel 10 award
lie. borrowed a copy of the tram., \ . I’ami; Fla., ho asked “what are- ‘ :_i-l Continued front page 2p. ——— (Wed.) at the Royale. His seats are for Miarch 2 b—which the medico’s
dope
charts.
"
will
be
“the
approximate
day,” for their iaewest oft'script from Subcommittee €h'vr- tV facts about-tlad .operations, ofspring.
a qu j-tibii of havi
th
nian Mar' en Moulder D-MoA, \/ho the FCC.?'pp \ve . find here a com-!
was entrusted With its secrecy, had
:<5«5£on- wir -t.'rrie members guilty ; hoiceJ”photostats ni"d>. end leak d then
conflict ? iiUc’*eri?
Vj Naturally. ,GE and .-BBD&O. want ""New 13-week radio, series by the. Uriited Nations begins on American
to stay wii.li a r' iner. but the Broadcasting Network Feb, .20,. Telling.: of “internation?! cooperation
to the New York T'mos. New ■■wk
:-;e abo touched on the pos- j trouble is.'th
• are ;fc.w r-Iterna-, in the educational,. scientific and-cultural- fields;” the' UN-produced 25•Herald-Trib* ne, Washi.gtc-n
st
I.e-t/the ncwsea’ici's which.} tivosv'-for cpst-cutting:One,, of: minute stanza will’front Ingrid-Bergman, Marlcn.Brando, pinah Shore
and St. Louis Post Dispatch.
stations may be sliving-} yrsci, is the change .iri producers and Frank Sinatra'and about 35 other name act
Another lembe of the Subcom¬ ;>:v; v
.1 i
about ] and iri .network, with the' possi-'
The UN is making the show, which, mill, be heard on Thursdays'
mittee, it:. John B: Ber.neti
FCC =. ratio .s; Ylhs is ari area;i bilit-y-;'ef some .slight savings'.'; ABN', as light as possible—'Tor easy listening/' So the formats,
Mich..i said that Sr invert? .also ad¬ he. u age s't'e d, :ih
Congress ; Agency doesn’t -ant -to return to j the exception of a few .fairly "stifi ight reporting jobs. Will run along
mitted that h° leaked to the New s.irmlcl look into.
i liy
pregrammir ; :
though comedic, musical and dramatic (often fantasy) lines.
York Times the confidential st1*.**
So. Joseph L, Cl- :k (D-Pa.l;! some, costs may be inyplvt-d. for the ,
memorandum
bstirie
char?.,
against FCC odicials. It was this v-r -ccl that the Haiwe pursue, its-j reasors it 'switched entirely for; Jacketed LP versions of CES Radio’s year-end news .broadcast.
Ivy iido FCC operations “with-j film—greater availabilit
cf top News of ’57,” are being distributed by WCBS, web’s Gotn m flagsht ,
revelation which precipitated the
favor. regardless ! stars and the ih-advance safety' fac- J to: all high schools and junior highs in the New York'areas.,In an ac¬
subcommittee hearings.
f where the dust may fall.” " .'■[ .tor :that' prevents public' relations i companying letter, WCBS. g.m. Sal J. Slate remarked that the “cap¬
Harris 'said* it became “obvious”
The- public, he ., said, “should boobops. Similarly,- rit would be j sule history of news as it happened iri 1957” will play such an important
that Schwartz . has “an improper
extremely reluctant to increase tlie {
attitude” and that he has show have an 'op p o r t ii n i ty to read number of repeat shows from the ; ro’e in future history that “I feel; sure you will be able to usd this, rec¬
through
the free American press
ord alburn in your school;” The hourlorig program, which featured1
“lack of cooperation"’ with the
just, what kind of a,- job. these present 17 .a. year; eyen though the j Blair Clark-and 17 other CBS. correspondents, was packaged as'a twoJority of 'the Subcommittee.
repeat costs only $17,500 gross,. album set.
Harris confirmed what Schwartz Commissioners are doing. .
told reporters that he (Harris! had
Sen, Estes, Kefauver fD-Terin.V (original production cost is around ,
said during the closed session that thought the Senate should inves- $55,000 each, since they are all
Veterans Hospital Radio Guild celebrates its 10th anni with a din->
there was nothing “wrong” withiligate "the regulatory agencies as “A” ictures in the agency break¬ ner dance at The Lambs on Saturday (15). Object is to. launch an appeal
Schwartz’s expense, accounts in 1 well as the house, because “there down of the schedule)., since too for financial support to aid in rehabilitating hospitalized veterans in
many
repeats,
don’t
register
well
j
connection with trips to New York. >Ts plenty of work to be done ”
in the context of. an institutional I more than 50 VA hospitals in .12 states. Bing. Crosby is serving as hon¬
“I made the statement,” Harris
a thorough inquiry into this ad campaign.
orary chairman of dinner dance
said, “that I didn’t see anything field, is “greatly needed,” he said,
More than 300 members of entertainment industry belong to VHRG.
McCarthy admits the situation,,
especially improper” about them
The senator thought. Dr. Bfef- in-light of tlie,show’s outstanding Members visit VA hospitals and train patients in all. aspects of .radi
“uriless there was an unusual ef- nard Schwartz has “made some track .record and the job it has production, via the “bedside networks.”
fort made to get. around” regula- mistakes” but that, he is “able -and done for GE fa’ recent survey us¬
tioris \vh’?h did not permit Schwartz ’ honest” and has a good “purpose.” ing nearly identical towns, one
DuMont Broadcasting in an put-pLcourt settlement last week, paid
to have his moving expenses paid.
- with . television, and one without,
$2,000 to Michael P. Mura who'claimed that the network had infringed
Harris said the Subcommittee ~
" •
showed public opinion in. the tv on a copyrighted -hand puppet. Puppet, which is on sale to the public,
would check on this:
‘
wri ■ a
. m*
town far more favorable to GE was bought by puppeteer Sandy Becker and then used on a DuMont
Harris also confirmed that he
TlllS BS UUI* IG3T
than in the -other-)f it’s “incredible” show without the permission of Mura who. created the puppbt,
was overruled in moving to strike’
but nonetheless a .matter of grow¬
Charles Seton- (& Rosen), repped the plaintiff in the .RY. Federal
from the record these remarks by. «—Continued, from page 3i . ,
ing concern at. the agency and at- ! Coui't action.
Schwartz at the Subcommittee ses- ( westerns this season proved a law GE. Arid he’s certain the problem
sion: “I would like , also to state; unto themselves,
isn’t restricted to themselves alone. ! , National Brotherhood Award of the National Conference of Christ¬
my profound admiration and grat-; The expected drive by agenciest
ians & Jews has gone to META < Metropolitan Educational Television
ltude to the American press. If it and advertisers for short-term deals :
Assn.) for its joint production, with WCBS-TV,; N. Y,,/.of ‘-The Negro
were not for them, you gentlemen jg being met by syndicators.in this
in American Life—A Long View." Program was one cf four one-hour
would, have gotten away completely f9shion. They argue there’s no law
specials on WCBS-TV last fall and was aired Nov. 17. Show was
with your intentions with regard to dictating a 39-and-i3 run. They
tapped
for its “realistic, critical and constructive analysis of the
j
this; investigation. Thank-God for are talking to advertisers in terms sssis' Continued from .page 29
role of the Negro” in American life.
a free press not dominated by the 0f a 26-and-26-weekdeal, or a 30ris
leaves
the
10
to
11
p.m.
“Sus¬
interests or by the majority of this and-22 deal, or some variation
Subcommittee.”
.
thereof. Agencies, desiring to bring picion” holding the sustaining bag
regular Saturday shows of Feb. 15
To Continue FCC Inquiry
down the programming costs in a 100% for the second half of the
and 22 from the Coast, first of
Moulder, who appeared tired and recessive market, are listening with season, unless the network can en¬
which will be vis-a-vis Ben Hecht,
Continued from page 27
discouraged by the subcommittee, interest. It’s known Young. & Ruhiand it appears as though Carol
tice
some
new
bankrolling.
Chances
action, then declined to com- cam js studying the potentialities
of- the. latter aren’t too encourag¬ considered for the local Stanza but Channing (from Frisco) will be the
ment on a question as to whether jn a 26 & 26r\veek deal,
subject of the second Coast show.
he would continue as Subcoinwjth the network audience-how ing at this stage: of the game, par¬ at that point, it was all highly
Also, while Wallace is put there,
mittee chairman. But he said he split in marty instances three'ways, ticularly since “Studio One” has tentative. If it is firmed up, Wal¬ he’ll be one of the five recipients
been
taking:
its
measure
of
late
on
did not think that the -firing, of a rating of years ago is a rarity.
lace’s
package
company
will
be
of
the Golden Globe tv .awards
Schwarz, which he opposed, would The syndicators argue that the cost- the ratings:
Thus, NBC is faced with a. seri¬ paid for the show, which, it was given by the Hollywood . Foreign
stop the inquiry’. Moulder then-left per-thousand can only be brought
Press
Assn, on Feb. 26. Wallace,
the' conference, and Harris spoke down if .more reruns are included ous situation of holding the 10:30 said, will contain frequent on-theEdward R. Murrow’s Marian An¬
for the subcommittee.
in the deal. The 26 & 26 formula to 11 -option time , period. It’s re¬ spot news features.
derson
special, Alfred Hitchcock;
Asked whether he thought FCC especially is being pitched on kid called that wheri NBC initially In¬
Meanwhile, Wallace is heading Rosemary Clooney arid “GunChairman John C. Doerfer should shows* slotted for the 7:30 p.iri. stalled “Suspicion” (as the web’s
for
Hollywood
tomorrow
(Thurs.)
smoke”
are being tagged as the
be dismissed from office, Harris period. It also Is. being approached answer to “Studio One”), prexy
replied that he. was not in a posi- for westerns. They’re nearly all Sarnoff himself took up the af¬ to lerise the pilot for an ABC-TV- best shows of the year by the cor¬
respondents’
group.
tion to say until the Subcommittee the same anyhow, is the way one filiate cudgels in persuading them financed half-hour dramatic .an¬
Adrian Spies has written and is
receives opinions from the -Comp- film exec put it. Waxing more seri- to relinquish the 10:30-11 station thology which he will host. Dur¬
producing
the
Wallace tv film
troller General of the general ac- ous; he went on to say that a top time and ride with the network’s ing the telefilming he’ll do his
pilot.
counting office and the .Dept, of show that draws a 30 rating has commercial entry. But under sus¬
Justice regarding. Doerfer’s testi- not been seen by 70% of the tv taining auspices, it’s a safe bet
mony.
homes. . Why wait- until the skein that the stations are going to move
Harris emphasized that the sub- is thrown off network into syndi- in on 10:30 to 11, leaving “Sus¬
committee voted “unanimously” to cation to reach part of the 70% picion” dangling miidair and withI out Sn “affiliate home” for the
proceed with the inquiry.
potential, he argued.
Controversy surrounding the inNetworks today aren’t turning a last half. Unless, of course, NBC
quiry by the House Subcommittee cold shoulder,., either, to. the pro- can resell the show.
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AdmenNo Guts!

Detroit, Feb. 11.
CKLW enjoyed the biggest dol¬
lar
volume
sales
year in 1057 in
i Continued from page 29 ;
; Continued from page 1 ;
the 25-year history of the station,
tion would reach 75% of all Aus¬ year , rugby was shown on tele¬ J. E. Campeau, president and geri- yeftisihg is better than it has ever facturer’s advertising dollar. It is
sie population in. the. ihajor cities. vision, for-the first time arid that I'eral manager, reported.
been in the history , of advertising,” •his duty to do his best to make
those advertising dollars produc¬
Biz was up 10.19% oyer . 1956,
it had its biggest year yet at the
Moses
based, his
prediction
he said.
b.o.
the best previous year. .
tive, even if it means at times that
largely
the ; surprising set
But,. according to Guild, “not all he must take a firm ^and in de¬
Moses,
touring
Canada
last
growth in Melbourne . arid Sydney week, said ABC .is financed from,
advertising is good. In fact far too fense of his convictions."
so far, airing with the anticipated the federal treasury which levies
much modern advertising is . very
spread of television to other cities. $6 license fees oil radio, sets, and
bad. Too much is ineffective. Too
Instead of the 100,000 sets expect¬ $11 On television sets, each, year¬
mariy advertising campaigns fail to
ed by the. end of the year, Aus¬ ly, plus a. 16% sales tax on new
produce sales. We are a long from i— Continued from page 26
tralian circulation has .moire than sets. ABC gets the excise duty on
doubled, thie. expectation,, and now tv. tubes! .
perfect.’*
put on more programs with a. local
comprises 220,000 tv homes, of
The g.m: said ABC gets less, than
He placed a major pari of the flavor, but also has ideas about
which 52% is in Melbourne and 48 a third of the viewers except when
WOV, the N;Y: Negro, market- blame for belowrpar advertising buying general interest
shows
in Sydney.
.
...
f all eyes turn to their news, sport foreign language , radio independ¬
directly in the lap of the adver¬ from America in order to broaden
Moreover, the ABC is planning and actuality shows.
He called ent signed a new pact with Local
to construct stations in Brisbane, most of the entertainment carried 1212, International Brotherhood of tiser. According to Guild, the ad¬ the scope of entertainment. The
Adelaide; Perth and Hobart, with by the commercial stations “quite Electrical Workers, ending a strike vertiser is often to biame because type of show he has in mind is of
the “See It Now” calibre.
the Brisbane station due to. be moronic.”
The state, web looks of several weeks duration. ' All he is try.'ng to do an honest job.
He is also keen to begin an
completed! around November of after the longhair mob chiefly:.
nine Of the station’s engineers re¬ “His very virtues and strengths
Anglo-U.S: exchange of programs.
1959. Moses anticipates, however,
turned to work Saturday
(8)
In
order to promote this idea, ABCthat commercial television! will, go
are the reasons he is to blame for
morning.
TV execs will be visiting the U.S,
on the; air in those cities before
Big hassle all along was over the so much of the bad advertising we individually in the future to meet
that time, due to the greater
number of men. to be allowed to I see today.”
their counterparts, so that a closer
raDidity with which commercial
work Out of the studio’s New Jen
He explained this paradox by understanding can be.accomplished.
operations can. complete , construc¬ jiiJ— Continued from page 27
sey transmitter site.
Union, in pointing put that although the
One field in which the program¬
tion. . No allocations have. been CBS, though awaiting one from
effect was trying to get the figure practical business man has sound mers have taken a large share is
grarited yet, according to Moses, ABC, up to two meri at the transmitter judgment and firm convictions, he drama. Here again there are em¬
but the Australian Broadcasting.
Webs have notified Nielsen that simultaneously.
Station,
which, is riot a . writer, bn artists, a tv. bryonic plans for exchange deals*
Control Board, which governs al¬ since, he has rejected their coun¬
also broadcasts from Manhattan, playwright or a musician. “Gen¬ with U.S.-TV. Thomas visualizes
locations, is soon to call competi¬ terproposals, they consider the re¬
where engineers, are also em¬ erally, he has little talent, and lim¬ a time when scripts and casts
tive hearings on applications in lationship .at an end as Of March .!.
ployed, Wanted to put the trans¬ ited experience in the arts. Yet could be swapped. He believes
those cities:
But realistically, they are merely mitter site on a remote operating this practical man usually makes television should be more inter¬
Programming is still a problem awaiting his next move. For Niel¬
basis, with, all technical, cueing the final decision on all creative national, and that, an exchange of
Down Under, both for ABC and sen probably wouldn’t be able to
coming from New York.
aspects of . his advertising. He is shows could remedy the plea for
the four commercial stations, two continue in the. tv rating business
A. compromise agreement was Clifton Fadiman, John Crosby, new faces and personalities On tv.
in Melbourne and two in Sydney; without the network accounts, and
Over at ATV, the picture is
Stations are. allowed $90,000 a year in that regard there’s the matter of reached! WOV agreed to rehire Stuart Davis and Deems Taylor—
That’s pretty tough equally bright, with .advertising
in dollars for importation of. U. S. his agericy arid sponsor clients, all nine men (although the figure all in. one.
films and $45,000 for sterling im¬ who’d be left without service in the may Ultimately be reduced to going for a practical man.. Even time booked pretty fully for the
eight), and promised in .the con¬ advertising managers find difficul¬ next eight months, and a hefty
ports. However. Moses this week event he gave up tv ratings.
f
bunch of programs- regularly mak¬
tract to prevent remote operation ty in filling this role.
wrapped up deals for. six Ameri¬
Meanwhile, the' network's are of the transmitter.
Other parts
'What happens when the prac¬ ing the top 10 ratings. An ATV
can series, three of them from
somewhat
gleefully
anticipating
the
ofthe
contract
concerning
the
tical man gets into advertising? spokesman commenting on the fast
Television Programs of America.
He bought TPA’s ‘'Lassie,” “Tug¬ establishment by Nielsen .rival transmitter setup are covered by His wife picks out his necktie, but growth of commercial tv in the.
boat Anriie” arid “Stage 7,” and American Research Bureau of its what was described as a series of he picks the colors-on the outdoor , Midlands (at this date last year
instantaneous-rating . Arbitron sys-. complicated clauses.
boards,
The neckties cost two only 642,000. homes were able to
from NBC International purchased
Otherwise, TBEW gained a 6% bucks, and the outboard boards get the indie channel, said that
“Wells Fargo” and the Bob Cum¬ tem. Webs .figure they can sub¬
mings show.
From MCA, he scribe to that without any addi¬ top mi imum wage increase for cost thousands of dollars.” When within the next Couple of years it
tional appropriations by cutting station engineers, on
two-year face to face with the problems of was expected that indie tv would
bought the Guy Lombardo series.
back other overnight-rating outlays. escalator,
which
immediately evaluating creative advertising, the have 100% coverage in this area:
He’s currently dickering with CBS
Thus; while Arbitron! initially will brought weekly pay per individual practical man’s training, back¬
Business prospects for this year
for a public affairs stanza: On a
cover only seven^cities, the webs up from $154 to $159. and will ground and even, his basic instincts are expected to be better than, be¬
local level, ABC is coproducing
wiff . have that iristantaneous-ratirig increase to $163 in 1959.
ill
prepare
him
for
this
function,
fore,
state both programmers, and
with the BBC a 13-show, half-hour
-advantage in the seven markets
IBEW agreed to permit WOV Guild- declared. “His.advertising advertising time booking is “ex¬
film, series on life in Australia.
Moses said that the Australian along with the diary-type service news announcers to tape spot news decisions are based on his personal tremely high,” even tor the sea¬
sports prompters and theatrical ihr from ARB on a national basis. And new without havirig them accom¬ tastes, Opinions and prejudices! He sonal bad months—July and Aug¬
terests are beginning to be appre¬ eventually; as ARB replaces diaries panied by engineers. This, it was finds himself in; conflict with the ust. An ABC spokesman said that
. his exact op-.| to date, advertising bookings for
hensive about the impact pf tele¬ in other markets with Arbitrori, explained, is like the setup at some Creative man
these months already equalled the
vision, This apprehensiveness par¬ webs will have fast national, cover¬ other broadcast operations. WOV posite!
Guild said, “any agency execu¬ amount put out during the same
ticularly affects the sports people, age. Only hitch thus far is timing, okayed a clause which provided
he said, but he added that last since the phone company hasn’t yet that there will he no unattended tive can testify that much adver¬ period last year.
completed delivery of the Arbitron equipment in either WOV’s N.Y. tising planning is conducted in an
The;. “Many Happy Returns,’*
lines to ARB.
or N.J; locations. '
atmosphere of polite war—some¬ show! which will be aired in an
There were several other clause;, times riot so polite. The practical 8;30 to 10 p.m. slot next Sat. (15),
In this week's Post --■»
in the hew pact, one of which-ex¬ man on One side and the advertiser will star Don Ameche, George
tended IBEW’s WOV jurisdiction oh the other..
Formby,
Vanessa Lee, Dennis
.
to 100 miles outside New York. At
;The result between the Conflict Lotis and a. company of 94! Pro¬
the . moment this! clause has : no jHcrf advertiser and agency, accord¬ duced by Kenneth Carter, the
Continued, from page 29.SS55S
practical purpose, but at one time ing to Guild, “is that much ad¬ show will cover all forms of tv
Deal Was. set through Doyle Dane WOV deejay Jocko Hendersori— vertising today as riot written to entertainment, including sketches,
.since axed-rr-wanted to do some of produce sales—it is written to comedy, musicals and spectacular
Bernback agency....
production numbers. It will be
Cigaret outfit gave as its reason phis WOV stanzas from Philadel¬ please the. advertiser.’*
In taking some agencymen to aired over the entire commercial
for departing “Playhouse” the state¬ phia wherejie had other; broadcast
web.
ment that the show has too many arrangements going for him. So task, Guild declared that “any ad¬
sponsors arid consequently it’s un¬ now, the 1212 men control as far vertising agency man, or anyone
able to establish a strong sponsor as" Philly, in. case another! such in the advertising agency profes¬
New Orleans—Joe T. Start, for¬
sion, who. will knowingly do bad
identification with, the show. CBS- deal arises.
**I*m fed up with feuds and
advertising in which he dobs not merly with WIOK, Tampa, Fla.,
TV
argued that sponsor identifica¬
rumors of feuds,” says TV’s
has been appointed general mana¬
believe—simply
to
placate
an
ad¬
tion isn’t as important as the cir¬
ger of WYLD, Negro-programmed
famous master of ceremonies
vertiser, is less than-honest.
culation Marlboro’s getting with
station here. Station recently *
Ed Sullivan—and in this week’s
. “Agreed; it is important that the changed its call letters from.
the vehicle: Marlboro cancelled
advertising man work in harmony WMRY, after Robert W. RounseSaturday Evening Post, he not
anyway, but shortly thereafter took
with his client, but he should re¬ vHle, president of Rounsville
a gander at . the latest Nielsen on
only sets the record straight
member that his reputation is be¬ Radio Stations, Inc., assumed own¬
the show—a’ 30-plus average aud¬
about his highly publicized bat¬
ing staked, as well as the manu¬ ership.
ience rating on one segment,’ and
tles with other show-business
Television has been selected by
told CBS. maybe: it*s right.
the overwhelming majority of selfpersonalities, But also tells the
As of the moment, Marlboro’s service dealers as the national ad
inside story of the happier and
due to check out around the end medium, which helps them most in
more satisfying experiences he
of March, if it decides on some¬ selling their goods, according to
thing else. It’s submitted letter of
has had on his Sunday-night
a new . CBS Television survey of
intention indicating it wants an¬ 2.585 owners and managers bf vari¬
TV show over CBS.
other time period, but'hasn’t sat ous-sized grocery, drug, hardware,
dowh to. discuss specifics.
Sullivan tells:
variety and discount houses operate
• th* truth about his io-called fights
ing on a self-service basis in 25
i»h Stev« Atl«n and Frank Sinatra
cities.
^
—and hbw they began..
Asked which type of national ad¬
O what happened when Josh , logon
vertising . placed by the manufac¬
Insisted on telling—-on the show—
turers helps them most in selling
—— Continued from page 29 s
about his- mental breakdown:
nationally advertised. brands on a
so as to reach as mariy varied list¬ self-service basis, fully 76% of the.
• his. candi impressions of Walter
ener groups as possible,
dealers chose television, with the
Winched, immy Durante, Oscar
Colgate’s CBS buy,, which dates video vote accounting' for three
Hammerstein and. Helen Hayes.
back a year and a half, had strong times that of all other media com¬
• What happened when Jeanne
historical significance, since it was bined.
All five store categories
Crain and Esther Williams tried to
the first largescale and longterm chose television, druggists voting
sneak On his program in dresses
purchase of network radio by a as high as 89% for tv with discriunj.
that revealed too much '‘cleavage."
major advertiser, in several years houses providing the low category
Be sure to read
and sparked network radio’s come-; with a 53% Vote. TV took first
back. At the time, it constituted choice regardless of size of store,
*T Call on €d Sullivan"
a media shift for. the company, amount of viewing done by the
by Pete Marti
which pulled out some of its day¬ dealbrs and among both indepen¬
time television billings to move dent dealers and chains.
IN.Alt, 9 articles, 5 stories,
into radio bn the basis of the lat¬
Asked to assume that a manufac¬
many cartoonsi
ter ‘medium’s new pricing tech¬ turer with $1,000,000 tb spend left
niques and “low-cost frequency” it up to them to decide how it
Get your copy today!
advantages:
should be allocated among* six: me¬
dia, the dealers appropriated $500,
000 to television, as much as the
New Orleans — Appointment of other media combined. Again, by
Mbit Silverman as general mana¬ store categories, size of store,
ger of WJMR-TV was announced
Friday (7) by Chester F. Owens, amount of dealers viewing and
president of the Supreme Broad¬ chains or independent, television
casting Co., operators. Silver has got the largest allocation in each
instance.
already assumed his duties*A CUM1S MAOAZIMk
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1958: FLOODHDE FOR ALBUMS
TIME TO GROW UP

Century-Fox in Disk Field;

Two stories in last week's Variety point, to a need for a more
adult general approach to recording company relations—intraartistic and for the'public.
Jane Morgan's forthright brushoff to the claimed, ofttimesi
erroneous, "golden” record statisticians is correct and courageous
because she, like many of her disking contemporaries and the
music business at large,, has nG illusions about the phoney
"1,000,000-copy sellers.” Too many sohgsiniths ang publishers
know by their 600,000-750,000 royalty payoffs how phoney are
some of the "golden” disk sellers’ ballyhooey,
The other concerns RCA Victor’s refusal to release Abbe Lane
for Columbia’s Original cast album of “Oh Captain,” Just-opened
Broadway legit musical* Victor, is still smarting from Decca’s
yesteryear refusal to release Ethel Merman for its album of "Call
Me Madam” and so RCA—which had also put up the entire fi¬
nancing for the Irving Berlin, musical—had to substitute Dinah
Shore in the "original cast”' LP. It didn’t sell well, nor did Miss
Merman’s “Madam” album for Dacca. Col, as in the Victor in¬
stance with "Madam,” is subbing Eileen Rodgers for Miss Lane,,
and otherwise Tony Randall, Jacquelihe McKeever and Sus^n
Johnson, of the. original castj .will participate.
Victor, of course, may well contend , that, by releasing an ex¬
clusive commodity like Miss Lane, it might be succoring the'com¬
petition. Which no doubt was Decca’s thinking when it refused
to release Miss Merman for "Madam.”
But the record business is big business and for the common
weal a commonsense formula on a reciprocal basis should work
out. One is struck by the last Loew’s Inc. statement, as regards
just how big is the music business* <As.a footnote, only recently,
on the Coast, Dot Records’ prexy Randy Wood also observed that
"the way the picture business is going, the record and music
business may well surpass it for revenue”). Joe Vogel’s state-;
ment to the Loew stockholders point it up with startling reality
that if it were not for the $5,520,000 income from MGM Records,
the Big Three music companies, television, and WMGM Radio,
Loew’s Inc. would not have realized its $1,314,000 net profit be¬
fore interest and Federal taxes. The breakdown shows that this
$5,520,000 topped the $3,975,000 from Domestic & Canadian Thetres, otherwise, Production-Distribution represented a loss of
$7,784,000, and an item called. "intercompany elimination” of
$397,000 also Was red ink.
>
The Record Business is truly Big Business and, with, its grow¬
ing stature, particularly as the major film companies segue more
and more directly into the disk and publishing phases—Just - as
the two giant electronics, RCA and Columbia, have long had
their wax works—there is room for a little more Big Business
thinking* As the artistic phase of all show business gravitates
With greater fluidity in all its branches on a greater free-wheel¬
ing basis, there is no need for such, acute internecine spleen be¬
tween the diskeries. There is no telling when, on some future un¬
dertaking, a cooperative formula may not'pay reciprocal rewards.

VIE TO BUY
Lombardo 1st Prez OWNERS
CONTROL OF LIBERTY
Guy Lombardo was. elected, pres-v
* ident of the New York chapter of
the newly formed. National Acad-,
emy of Recording Arts and Sci¬
ences at. its first meeting held in
Gotham last' week (5). Other offi¬
cers elected were Dave Kapp and
John Stevenson, veepees;. Ben SeL
Vin, treasurer, and George Avakian,
secretary.
It was decided at the meet that
the affairs of the chapter during
the early stages would be handled
by an exec committee which would
consist of the officers plus an addi¬
tional six members.
The pther
members of the .exec committee
elected were John Hammond, Per¬
cy Faith, Virgil Thompson, Fred
Plant, Neal Hefti and Neil Fiijita.
Dick Linke was named publicity
director and the' firm of Butler,
Jablow & Geller was appointed
legal counsel.
The exec committee plans to
meet soon to appoint committee
heads, particularly for membership
and awards participation. Member¬
ship will be open to those ip the
Creative aspects .of the recording
industry.
The California Chapter of
NARAS has been active since the
org’s formation last fall. Paul Wes¬
ton prexies the Coast branch, It’s
expected that other chapters will
be organized in Chicago and Nashr
Ville.
The N. Y. meet was opened by
Capitol Records’ veep Lloyd Dunn,
representing the original founders
of the org, and Jim COnkling,.
chairman of the national organiza-

Twentieth Century-Fox Film
Corp. is plunging into' the record¬
ing field with formation of a sub¬
sidiary. Firm will be known as
Swampscott, Mass., Feb. 11.
20th Century Records.
Rock ’n’ roll Ts hot in all of
The disk subsid will be prexied
Asia, reports Clement Ken¬
by Henry Onorati who is leaving
nedy, prexy of the New Ocean
his veepee spot with Dot Records
House here, just back from a
to take over the* hew assignment.
trip around the world. But
Onorati had been with Dot for the
Stephen Foster’s oldies
past twg-and-a- half years heading
holding fast, he said.
its eastern activities. Mickey Addy
Kennedy heard “My Old
will now be in charge of the New
Kentucky Home” played by an
York office for Dot.
Indian String orch in New
Delhi and "Old Black Joe”
Coming in to the 2Qth label with
played in a Tokyo Hotel. "But
Onorati will be Lou Del Gurcio as
American rock ’n’ roll per¬
veepee. Pel Gurcio is a vet in the
vades all Asia,” he said.
sheet music - printing business.
They take over-at 20th March .1.
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prez, will
be board chairman of the diskery
and Donald Henderson, secretarytreasurer of the film company, will
act in the- same capacity for the
record firm.
Onorati currently is lining up
distributors for the new label as
well as prowling artists availabil¬
ities. New talent will be consid¬
ered for disk-pic potential. Onorati
also plans to test 20th’s film ex¬
Authorship of “Struttin’. With changes as promotion outlets for
Some Barbecue,” a dixieland the diskery’s product.
classic, is thrown into dispute in a
Film company’s move into plat¬
N. Y. Federal Court suit filed by ters is in line with the general
Joe Glaser’s International- Music trend in the picture industry to¬
film against Leeds Music. Tune, wards disk subsids via formation
which, has been credited to both or'buyups to help exploit the stuLouis Armstrong and, his former , dio product and performers. Co¬
wife* Lii Hardin, singly and® to¬ lumbia is known to be dickering
gether, has been published by vfor a deal with Lou Chudd’s ImLeeds. Music for the past 18 years. ! perial Records, and it’s been re¬
. . The International firm claims ported that Warner Bros, has been
that Miss Hardin, a dixieland feeling out several indie label own¬
pianist who once worked with ers on the possibilities of a pur¬
Armstrong in' small combos, as¬ chase. United Artists recently
signed to it the copyright renewal formed its own* diskery and Para¬
on “Barbecue.”- International is mount bought the Dot label last
suing Le.eds for continuing to pub¬ year. Metro has had its own disk
lish and1 license the song- Interna¬ subsid, MGM Records, for the past
tional is now in the process of 10 years, and Universal Pictures is
drawing up an amended complaint owned by Decca Records. So far,
after objections. to the original only RKO has foundered via its
papers were made by the defend¬ buy of Unique Records.
ant’s attorneys; Seton & Rose.
Leeds’ defense is that it has re¬
newal assignments signed 'by both
Miss Hardin and Armstrong.: In a
large number of recordings made
on the song, both have received
Toronto, Feb. 11.
„ Banned at the Buffalo border af¬ credit at one time or another*
ter a visit to their parents in To¬
ronto, three of the iour Crew-Cuts ]
will, take out U. S. papers, accord¬
The West Coast committee of
ing to John Perkins, spokesman
the American Society of Com¬
for the singing group here. On
posers,
Authors & Publishers went
advice of their Toronto lawyer,
In a top echelon RCA reshuffle, out of business last week. The
they will not appeal to Washington
committee,
designed
^handle
but will make their decision next Raymond W. Saxon was named vice
week. They are faced with a U. S. prexy and general manager of the problems of Coast writers, has
been
chairmanned
by
L.
Wolfe
Gil¬
RCA
Victor
radio
and
phonograph
immigration, service ruling of Wiiv
iiam Taffet, special inquiry of¬ division, replacing James M. Toney, bert, for the past nine years. who
moved
over
to
become
v.
p.
All
members
of
the
committee,
ficer, that "they are immigrants not
in possession of the required U. S. and general manager of the Victor including Gilbert, Harry Warren,
Jimmy McHugh, Johnny Green
visas. Said Perkins here: “I don’t television divison:
Saxon, who joined RCA in 1940, and William Grant. Still, agreed
see much choice.” ..
served
as
general
manager
of
that
the Coast group no longer had
While Perkins, hjls brother, Ray,,
and Rudolph Maugeri are stranded RCA’s northeastern region and gen¬ a purpose or any specific desig¬
nated
purpose* The committee
eral
sales
manager
of
the
Victor
in Toronto; a fourth' member, Pat
Barrett, had no difficulty crossing television division. Ufi to his ap¬ never had any formal administra¬
tive
status
in the ASCAP setup,
pointment,
he
was
director
of
RCA
the border at Montreal and was re¬
but served as a transmission belt
ported either m . New York or regional operations*
of
beefs
and
requests from the
Cleveland. . John. Perkins said it
Coast members to ASCAP’s New
seemed likely that Baarrett would
York
homeoffice.
return -to, Toronto and apply for a
The Coast committee felt that
U. S. visa. As legal immigrants,
London, Feb. II.
its reason for existence had. been
they will also be subject to IJ. S.
Walt Disney Productions Ltd., eliminated in recent years by the
draft laws but do not pian: tb give has cemented a longterm agreer
up their Canadian citizenship, said ment with Pye Group; Records for greater accent ASCAP has been
placing on Coast activities within
Perkins*,
the manufacturer and distribution
He! estimated that the wait for throughout Britain of the complete the board, of directors. At the
present time, there are two board
visas, which sometimes take three Disney catalog , of records.
members from the Coast, Gilbert
months or more, would cost the
The first disks io be issued by and Ned Washington. In addition,
quartet up to $50,000. Perkins this source, probably in April, are ASCAP holds general membership
said:. “It will!. cost us somewhere “Creakin’ Leather,” “Bambi,” and meetings annually oh the Coast at¬
“Perri”
(Continued on page 60)
tended by all the major officers of
the Society.
;

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Liberty Records, indie Coast lar
bel, ' currently mulling a re¬
shuffle of its setup , with co-owner
Sy. Waroriker and Jack Ames seek¬
ing. to buy the other out and get
100% control. Company has rer
portedly been hit by slow distribu¬
tion and failed to 'cash in as .much
as expected on the current hit,
“I’m Available,” by Margie Ray¬
burn.
Diskery, which has such artists
as Julie London, Billy Ward , and
Patience & Prudence under con¬
tract, is now getting its platters
from various small indie pressing
plants.;.

fs Brit. Bow
London, Feb. 11.
Songstress June Christy will
make a two-to three-day quickie
to Britain early in April, says
agent Harold Davison* She’ll make
a couple of: personal, appearances
in London, possibly on Sunday,
April 6, before playing several
provincial dates:
Miss Christy will be accompa¬
nied by the Ted Heath orch. This
will be her British bow.

A drive by the. record companies
to get new album, product into the
market is heading for. new heights
this year. Majors and indies alike
have expanded their LP release
schedule as much -as 50% over last
year tp get in on the mushrooming
packaged goods business. It’s de¬
veloping into a wild production
race that’s already flooded the re¬
tailers with close to 100 new' re¬
leases a month, for. January, and
February.
It's a setup, says Hal Cook, vee¬
pee in charge of sales at Columbia
Records, that the manufacturers
don’t, want, the distributors1 don’t
want, the retailers don’t want but
that the consumer is demanding.
Cook’s theory is pointed up by
the fact that surveys of retail
stores have shown that 40 to 45%
of the sales are pulled in by new
releases, with the: balance going to
catalog items. There are an in¬
creasing number of record, buyers
Coming into. the. market via the
hi-fi fad and the. upbeat in phono¬
graph sales and they are constants
ly demanding new product.
Columbia, for example, had 70
new releases in pops, Masterworks
and low-price lines out in January
and has 30 new LP’s scheduled for
February release. Col’s LP binge
is based, somewhat on the needs of
its record club, hut the product
also is geared for. the. retail level
to meet the flood from the other
companies*
The situation* isn’t dismal for
the retailers or the manufacturers.
With the growth of self-service
marketing in retail outlets around
the country, all the new product
has a chance fo he displayed and
a p p r a i s e d by "the prospective
buyer, According to Cook, the
(Continued on page 60)

Asia Catches U.S. Flu

Glaser Vs. Leeds
On the Source Of
'Some Barbecue’

Crew-Cuts (Canadian)
Denied Re-Admittance
To tl S.; Must Get Visas

Coast Committee

SAXON VT.-GEN’L MGR.
OF RCA RADIO-PHONOS

Disney’s Disk Tie in U K.

After March 1st, 1958
Newsstands

Per Copy

See Details Page 71

nio, New Pubbery
Bennie Benjamin and Sol Mar¬
cus, tleffing team, have entered
into the publishing business-via a
tieup with Jean and Julian Aberbach, heads of the Hill & Range
combine. Name of the firm will,
be Bennie Benjamin Music, an
ASCAP affiliate.
Benjamin and Marcus have such
songs to their credit as “I Don’t
Want to Set the World On Fire,**
“How Important Can It Be,”
“Wheel of Fortune” and “Cross
Over The’ Bridge,w among -others.
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks

(Compiled by Sani Goodyfs, leading New York disk retailer
whose global mail order operation reflects not only the national
market, but internationally).

By MIKE GROSS
The Crickets (Brunswick).
“MAYB1S BABY” (Nor Va JakMelody Lanet) is a standout in the
rocking genre and can be counted
on for a big score, “TELL ME
HOW” (Stardust!) makes the rock¬
ing beat work effectively again for
strong spinning chances^
Buddy
Holly
(Coral).
"I’M
GONNA LOVE YOU TOO” (Nor
Va Jak-Melody Lanet) is a tophotch
sampling of the rockabilly groove
and it will pay off all over. “LIS¬
TEN TO ME” (Nor - Va Jak-Melody
Lanet) has an infectious rockabilly
beat that will take it into the top
spinning brackets, too.
Will Glahe (London). “SWEET
ELIZABETH” (Peter Maurice*) fol-

HEART YOU BREAK” (Geo. Pincus*) could break into a strong
spinning item because of Joan
Temple’s energetic handling of an
impressive beat. “ENGAGED TO
BE. ENGAGED” (Jimskipt) has a
rocking beat and a stylized vocal
working fox' it which could result
in step-out spins.
Rover Hoys: (Vik). “BLIND
DATE” (Joy*), is in the teen groove
in beat and lyric idea but it all
seems a little strained. “MAKE
ROOM FOR ME” (Opust) gives
the Rovers opportunity to swing
out a lively-tempoed entry in a
way that attracts attention..
Bob Carroll: (United. Artists).
“SONG FROM ‘WITNESS FOR

Best Bets
....... MAYBE BAYBY
. Tell Me How

THE CRICKETS

(.Brunswick)
BUDDY HOLLY ...

... .I’M GONNA LOVE YOU TOO

Listen to Me

(Coral)
WILL GLAHE ....
(London) ........

..........., SWEET ELIZABETH

GEORGE YOUNG ..
(Mercury) ......

......._... CANT STOP ME
,........ -.... Come Back to Me

Title
The Music Man
West Side Story
• My Fair Lady
The Music Man
Around World 80 Days
Concert Encores
Warm
At the Tiffany Ball
Pajama Game
Other Voices
Sings Rodgers & Hart
Come Fly With Me
Calypso
Love Is the Thing
At Carnegie Hall
Pal Joey
Fabulous Forties
Favorite Ballads
Film Encores
Jamaica

Label
Capitol
Columbia
Columbia
Capitol
Decca
London
Columbia
Epic
Columbia
Columbia
Verve
Capitol
RCA Victor
Capitol
Vanguard
Capitol
Kapp
Folkways
London
RCA Victor

Mitch Miller Orch: “Mitch’s orch and arranging techniques.
Marches” (Columbia). A recap of Lennie Hayton has turned the. Har¬
some of the bright and catchy old Arlen-Yip Harburg score for
rhythms Mitch Miller has previous¬ the Broadway tuner, “Jamaica,”
ly captured on single releases. Here into an interesting and delightful
in all their bright, melodic flavor musical project; He’s embellished
THE PROSECUTION’ ” (Unart!)
Russel Arms: (Era). “WALKIN’ are “Yellow Rose of Texas,” “Col¬ on the basic calypso, rhythm to givefeatures an Oom-pah-pah beat and BY YOUR WINDOW” (Chancel¬ onel Bogey,” “Bowery Grenadiers’’ the package a varied (but still basi¬
a likeable vocal for fair spinning lor!) skips along with a flavorsome and “Jubilation T. Corpone,” to cally true to the original) soijnd.
returns. “LOVELY EYES” beat but it doesn't seem strong name a few. It’s a natural for top A vocal chorus takes care of the
(Unart.!) shines somewhat because, enough to catch the swinging sales,
Harburg lyrics in fine style.
of Bob Carroll’s vocal hut the bal¬ rcckers. “HASTA LA VISTA”
Mary Mariin: “Mary Martin
George Hamilton TV: “On Cam-.,
lad material , isn’t strong enough to (Thunderbird*) is one of those'
Sings-Rickard
Rodgers
"Plays” pus” (ABC-Paramount). A current
take off.
>" ^
pleasant, sideis that always seems <RCA Victor). Although there’s pop fave with the juve. trade via
to
get
lost
in
the
shuffle.
Patience & Prudence: (Liberty).
been a. raft of Rodgers-Hart and “A Rose And A Baby Ruth’’ and
“LITTLE WHEEL” (Mappa*) has
Dick Duane; (GNP). “ETER¬ Rodgers-Hammerstein ori wax, tliis “Why Don’t They Understand,”
a chance to roll into a good turn¬ NALLY*’ (Berkley!) has the big set can hold its own in the compe¬ George Hamilton IV goes collegiate
table bet if the vogue for little ballad flavor that’s seldom heard tition. In a soft and melodic voice, in this package of glee-club-styled
voices hasn’t passed. “HEAVENLY these days, and if it’s ever to come Mary Martin worksr them over in tunes; He wanders through “Clem¬
ANGEL” (House of Fortune!) fol- I back Dick Duane could be the boy such way that they are all worth entine,’’“Aura Lee,” “Let Me Call
lows a rocking pattern that the j to^ do it. “I’LL NEVER MAKE hearing again. Rodgers at the pi¬ You Sweetheart” and the like with
girls develop quietly but effec¬ Y(5U CRY AGAIN” (Sherwin*) ano in. an orch conducted by John vocal ease and even the oldsters
tively.
gives the crooner a dramatic bal¬ Lesko with orchestrations by Rob¬ could go for his styling here.
Tommy Leonetti: “D r e a m
Merv Griffin:1 (Decca); “YOU’RE lad try but it appears to tough to ert Russell Bennett gives it an add¬
sell.
ed, sales stimulus.
Street” (Vik). Tommy Leonetti.
THE PRETTIEST THING” (Hecht,
George Shearing Quintet: “Night who’s trapped iii the rock ’n’ roll
Peter De Bear: (Golden Cirest).
Lancaster &. Buzzell*) has a swingy
quality that the kids may take to “WHEN THE TREES ARE AFIX- Mist” (Capitol). Extra added at¬ fad via his stint on NBC-TV’s “Hit
for juke play. “INTRODUCE ME IN’ TO BLOOM” (American Acad¬ traction in this set, as though Parade,” gets a chance to spread
George Shearing Weren’t enough, out in this set. He tackles the 12
TO THE GIRL” (Commander*) emy*) is a catchy hillbilly-styled
is a vocal choir accompanying the standards
with
assurance
and
has some of the ingredients that affair .that’ll make some jocks and
quintet’s neat, rhythmic, line. The know-how in a style that’s soft and
the kids go for but not enough for listeners happy!. “BEEP BEEP”
it to stanef up in the spinning wars. (Mills*) never gets off the ground voices are that of the Jud Cohlon easy to take. Marion Evans’ orch
Choir
and
with
such
tunes
as
despite; its noise.
provides the able backing.
L e o Diamond: (Roulette).
“Polka Dots and Moonbeams,”
Toni Arden: “Miss Toni Arden”
The Four Esquires: (Parts). “AL¬ “Darn That Dream,” “Imagina¬
“FLUNKY” (Favorite*) shows
more of Leo Diamond’s flashy har¬ WAYS AND FOREVER” (Greta!) tion” and “You’re My Girl,” they (Decca). Although the label seemed
hard-pressed
for a title to this
monica play. It makes for good sets this attractive harmonizing turn the whole into an effective
package; it was right on - the ball
programming material. “TE AMO” group in a pleasant musical setting mood package.
in
rounding
up
Toni Arden’s reper¬
that
makes
for
good,
change-of(Lero*) is a quiet but penetrating
The Four Aces: “Hits From Hoi-:
pace programming. “I WALK lywood” (Decca). The motion pic¬ toire. It’s a well-balanced sbngalog,
instrumental.
DOWN THE STREET”. (Barman- ture songsmiths have turned out sifnilar to a stint on a night club
Sonny West (Atlantic). “CALL Gretat) swings at .a breezy gait but
floor, and she belts or caresses, as.
ON CUPID” (Nor Va Jak!) uses it doesn’t have, enough stamina to some fine tunes for pix whether the occasion demands, in a highly
they were Academy. Award win¬
familiar rocking techniques to get go all the way.
polished style.
^
ners
or
not.
Here
in
the
popular
its message across. “RAVE ON!”
Junior Jordan: (Roc). “THE vocal harmonizing manner of the . Leda Anhest: “Portrait of Leda”
(Nor Va Jak!) follows the standard
(Columbia). This is a novel pack¬
ROCK-A-BOOGIE
PIGGY”
(Chap¬
Four
Aces
is
a
sampling
of
their
r’n'r pattern but it doesn’t work
pell*) blends the rock and. the work; including “Love Is A Many age for those interested in different
here.
boogie- into, a big noisy side. Splendored Thing,” “True Love,” sound techniques. Leda Annest is
Jimmy Dorsey Orch: (Fraterni¬ “DOWN
BOY! . DOWN- BOY!” “Around The World,” “Tammy” an upper-register thrush who’s
ty), “WHEN YOU TOOK YOUR (Chappell*) contains, a lot of musi- and ■‘Friendly Persuasion.”
blended here as a musical Instru¬
LOVE” (Buckeye*) puts the late car fun but it’s too. special.
I
Lennie Hayton: “Jamaica” (Rou¬ ment against Phil , Moore’s orch i
Jimmy Dorsey’s orch Under Lee
(*ASCAP, +BMI).
1 lette).
Using some imaginative a batch of the maestro’s own com¬
positions. it’s all lush stuff and a
lot of it is musically absorbing:
Meyer Davis Orch: “On With The
Danse” (ABC-Paramount). The so¬
ciety dahee heat has become a suc¬
cessful LP item and Meyer Davis
isn’t one to be denied. It’s his sec¬
ond outing for ABC-Paramount and
1. AT THE HQP (4)
Danny 8c Juniors , ..,.. .ABC-Par
he follows the. continuous music
2. SUGARTIME (4)
McGuire Sisters ....Coral J pattern with a steady stream of
styles that will please the home
3. Sail along silvery moon <3*
Billy Vaughn....Dot
terp contingent.
4. GET *A JOB (2)
Steve. Lawrence; (‘Here’s Steve
Silhouettes
.Ember
Lawrence” (Coral)! Young Steve
5. STOOD UP (1)
Ricky Nelson
. * . .Imperial
Lawrence is emerging as a singer
with style. He’s developed a lyric
6. ALL THE WAY (II
Frank Sinatra . .........Capitol
understanding and a phrasing tech¬
7. PEGGY SUE (3)
nique to set him part from most of
Buddy Holly
.,........Coral
the other vocal youngsters who’ve
8. IT’S TOO SOON TO KNOW (1)
Pat Boone .... ............Pot
cropped up on the crooning scene
9. April love (12)
in the last ten years. • He has such
Pat Boone .... ......._.Dot
nifties as “Day In Day Out,” “Easy
{Bill Justis
........ Phillips
To Love,” “Come Rain Or Com®
10. RAUNCHY (10)___ y
• : i Billy Vaughan , .. ... .. .Dot
Shine” to help him prove the point.
Ted Steele Orch: ‘Let’s Go Danc¬
l Ernie Freeman .......Imperial
in’:” (Bethlehem) Ted Steele has
brought together a big band and
a big sound for this dance date..
He’s also gone to pre-world War II
Tin
Pan Alley for his repertoire
THE STROLL
Diamonds .., Mercury J that bounces through the grooves.
OH JULIE
It’s all pegged for the terping
Crescendos ..............Nasco
crowd and they should go for it.
DON'T LET GO
. Carl Ravazza: “Hold Hands’*
Roy Hamilton ........Epic
(Jubilee). The vet crooners still
GREAT BALLS OF FIRE
Jerry Lee Lewis....Sun X know how to wrap up a standard
DON’T
Elvis Presley ............ Victor J for • solid romantic values, Carl
Ravazza is one of thein. His style
-f WITCHCRAFT
Frank Sinatra .......... Capitol
is easy but the impact is hard as
he takes off on such as “You Were
MAGIC MOMENTS
Perry Como .......^....Victor
Meant
For
Me.”
■‘Paradise,’*
CATCH A PALLING STAR .... . . .
“Sweet and Lovely” and “All I Do
Perry Como.... .Victor
Is Dream Of You,” It’s a wellJO ANN
Playmates ...... .....Roulette
plotted package.
Billy Ward & His Dominoes:
KISSES SWEETER THAN WINE
Jimmie Rodgers , .Roulette
“Your Forever’.’ (Liberty). Best
parts of this package come when
[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10]
Billy Ward gives a modem inter¬
pretation to oldies like “Deep Pur-

Tavern in the Town

lows in the polka step, fashioned
by Will Glahe’s clicko “LICHTENSTEINER” and it’s a cinch to do
as well.
"TAVERN IN THE
TOWN” (Burlington*) gets the
Glahe treatment for surefire juke¬
box attention.
George
Young
(M ere u ry).
“CAN’T STOP ME” (Andover!) is
a, high-flying side in beat and vo¬
cal delivery that’s likely to move
out of leftfield for the big payoff.
“COME BACK TO ME” (Andover!)
has a lot of the rockabilly feel that
goes over so well these days.
The Strollers (MGM).
“GIGI”
(Lowal-Chappell*) is the romantic
ballad given the r’n’r treatment for
juve appeal. It doesn't quite fit.
“MOONLIGHT
C O C K T AIL”
(Jewel*) is shaken up this time for
the “beat” generation.
Vic Damone (Columbia). “GIGI”
(Lowal-Chappell*) is handled af¬
fectionately by Vic Damone and
this could be the vocal side to make
the spinning noise for the title: tune
of the upcoming Metro pic. “LIFE
DOES A MAN A FAVOR” (Livings¬
ton & Evans*) is a class tune out
of the current Broadway musical,
“Oh Captain,” and Damone turns it
into good programming fodder. .
Charles Margulis (C a r 11 o n).
“GIGI” (Lowal-Chappell*) is strict¬
ly instrumental here but it has
"Strong jock & juke potential be¬
cause of Charles Margulis’ top
trumpet
work.
“HEARTACHE
FOR SALE”- (Leeds*) gives the
Margulis trumpet a showcasing in
i melodic ballad setting.
Sonny James (Capitol). “WALK
TO THE DANCE” (Central Songs!)
has a strong hillbilly flavor but the
pop cult will go for it because of
its teen-pegged message. “KATH¬
LEEN” (Ltt Tal!) has a lively rockability beat that can also rub off
for a big pop play.
Varetta Dillard (RCA Victor).
“STAR OF FORTUNE” (Monu¬
ment!) blends a hot beat and an
exciting vocal to keep it rolling on
jock & juke levels, “THE RULES
OF LOVE” (Quintet!) is a wrap-up
of the blues and the rocking beat
and Varetta Dillard knows just
what to do with it.
Fats Domino (Imperial). “YES,
MY DARLING” (Travis*) inter¬
mingles a folk feel with the rock¬
ing beat and Fats Domino works it
into a likely spinning bet. “DON’T
YOU KNOW I LOVE
YOU”
(Reevet) puts Domino in a boogiestyled setting for just fair results.
Jodie Sands: (Chancellor).
“LOVE ME AGAIN” (Runcorn*) is
a rich ballad that Jodie Sbnds lifts
off the ground in a style that could
break the jinx that’s been.plaguing
the disking femmes. “ALL I ASK
OF YOU” (Debmar*) shows off
thrush’s appealing vocal style but,
unfortunately, the material is or¬
dinary.
”
The Coasters: (Atco). “DANCE!”
(Tigert) will find plenty of listen¬
ing partners among the rocking
teeners. “GEE, GOLLY” (Tiger!)
has nothing more than an interest¬
ing vocal attack to make it some¬
what different than the rest of the
routine rock *n’ roll stuff being cut
these days.
Dick Roman (ABC-Paramount), i
“SOMEWHERE IN THE RAIN”
(Geo. Pincus*) is a neatly deline¬
ated ballad in all departments and
may step out in the spinning shuf¬
fle. “DON’T LEAVE ME NOW”
(Wizelt & Day*) is a big-voiced
ballad that’s good heariig but
hard pushing.
Joan Temple; (Prep). “THE

LAWRENCE WELK
And Hi. CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
3rd- Consecutive Year
Dodge Dahci hg Party
ABC-TV—Sat 9-10 P.M., E.S.T.
For Dodge Dealers of America
Top Tunes and New Talent
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10:30 pm; E.S.T.
Dodge and Plymouth
Coral Records
Thesaurus Transcriptions

Artist
1. Original Cast
2. Original-Cast
3. Original Cast
4. Meredith Willson
5. Sound Track
6. Mantovani
7. Johnny Mathis
8. Lester Lanm
9. Sound Track
TO. Erroll Garner
11. Ella Fitzgerald
12. Frank Sinatra.
13. Harry Belafonte
14. Nat King Cole
15. The Weavers
16. Sound Track
17. Roger,Williams
18. Pete Seeger
19. Mantovani
20. Original Cast

Castle’s direction in a zingy terphappy mood that’ll attract plays.
“NO ONE EVER LOST MORE”
(Buckeye*) falls into the routine
band, instrumental groove.

MfM »»»»♦♦ +

(Continued oh page 56)
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BRITAIN’S BULLISH DISK BIZ
Folowing through on the phenomenal click of its longhair
disk via its tieup with the Book-of-the-Month, Victor is expanding
Its club operations into the pop held next month. Also linked
with the BOM, the new operation will be called the RCA Victor
Popular Album.. Club (PAC).
The longhair club, called the
RCA Victor Society of Great Music, which was launched a month
ago, has already become the largest classical club in the field
and the outlook is for 500,000 members within the year.
The new club. Which Victor v.p. and general manager George R.
Marek announced to the dealers last week, will feature popular ;
showtune and jazz LP’s at regular list prices.
The premium
album to launch the club is now being set. In the longhair; op¬
eration, Victor kicked off the club with a package Of nine Beetho¬
ven symphonies under Arturo Toscanini’s baton at a $3.98 price,
bargain which is credited with the fast public response to the
BOM advertising Campaign in the consumer press and via broad¬
cast spots.
As with the classical club, the dealers are being cut in on the
pop club operation by getting a 20% commission on all sales to.
members which they sign up. All space advertisements for the
club will also permit prospective members to credit: their regu¬
lar dealers, who by this route Will also get the 20% commission.
As another angle designed to please dealers, Victor will be
sending to all club members a magazine describing the club
selections, in addition to other Victor pop releases which will be
available only through disk stores.

Lew Brown, 64, of Tin Pan'Golden Era/
By ABEL GREEN

Martyn Green w and Hillard El¬
kins, his personal manager, have
set up Greenhill Records, a disk
producing firm which will release
through RCA, Victor. New com¬
pany has wrapped up a deal with
Victor whereby Green will pro¬
duce, direct and star in three Gil¬
bert & Sullivan albums.
Green leaves for England Feb.
24 where he’ll begin work on the
packages.

Chicago, Feb. 11.
The Chicago state attorney’s of¬
fice cracked down on a ring of disk
pirates over last weekend and ar¬
rested one man, George HHger, on
charges of counterfeiting a trade¬

mark and another, Charles Eng¬
lish, on charges of possessing rec¬
ords bearing fake trademarked la¬
bels.
Under Illinois law, disk
piracy is a criminal offense, un¬
like New York, where it only Con¬
stitutes grounds for civil action.
Among toe seized merchandise
were disks bearing. Brims wick. Em¬
ber, Atlantic and Swan labels.
Disks cost toe bootleggers about
15c apiece and were sold to distriubtors and retailers at whatever
the traffic would bear. The disks
were pressed at a Cincinnati plant
While
many similar actions
against disk pirates were initiated
via the New York office of Harry
Fox, publishers’ agent and trus¬
tee who collects mechanical roy¬
alties, toe
Chicago
crackdown
stemmed from disk sources here.
It’s understood the Fox office has
offered to cooperate with the police
iii the Current*action..
'Planted* in Cincy
Cincinnati, Feb. 11.
Pirated disks and labels seized
here at the Rite Record Co., con¬
tract manufacturer for the Lomar
Distributing Co., Chicago, include
“La Dee Da,” by Billy Ford.& His
Thunderbirds, and "Bad Motor¬
cycle,” on Cameo, and “I Am Lone¬
ly” and “Get a Job,” by the Silhou¬
ettes on Ember.

Cincy detectives put toe snatch
on 1,000 records and 5,000 labels
Friday (7); They acted after Cook
Columbia Records is spotlight¬ County (Chi) authorities arrested
Charles English, owner of the La¬
ing Erroll Garner for its February
mar Co., and George Hilger, prin¬
package, push. Label is singling out ter.;
Garner’s new release, “Soliloquy,1
Carl Burkhardt, owner, of the
in a drive that will include his Cincy plant, said he contracted to
do work for Hilger, who used Mil¬
catalog Of nine Columbia sets.
Minneapolis, Feb. 11.
During. 1957, Garner’s. "Concert ler as his business name, and told
County Attorney George M.
By The Sea” and "Other Voices' police he provided merely the ma¬
Scott’s recently created business
were top sellers for the label and chinery and labor.
fraud department is investigating
the diskery’s sales execs feel that
Local police followed instruc¬
the local Arthur ’ Murray Dance
he’s
ripe for an all-out push which tions of Chicago authorities who
London, Feb. 11.
Studio to determine “whether or
. The SRO signs. were up within will cover the pop and jazz fields. estimated that Rite shipped 125,not any laws have been broken,”
Col’s February release package 000 platters to Hilger since Dec. 1.
two days, of the boxoffice opening
Investigation follows filing of a
for the first British concerts by the includes 30 albums in the pop and
No charge was filed against
$75,000 lawsuit and alleged "numer¬
Masterworks
lines. Highlighting the Burkhardt.
Dave Brubeck Quartet at the Royal
ous complaints” received by the
Festival Hall.
More than 6,000 package are two double-pocket LP
couhty attorney against the studio.
tickets were sold for the first two packages by Doris Day and Frank
Eugene L. Kellogg, St. Paul, the
Sinatra to be priced at $7.98. Miss
stints last Saturday (8).
suit’s plaintiff,.... who is palsied,
The Brubeck outfit, presented in Day’s set, “Hooray For Hollywood,”
alleges undue influence was ex¬ Britain by the National Jazz Feder¬ is in the pic-tune groove; while
erted by the St. Paul Arthur Mur¬ ation, is skedded to play 22 con¬ Sinatra’s package, ‘‘The Frank
ray Studio to Induce him to purr cert dates during its 16-day stay, Sinatra Story,!* covers his more
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
(Continued on page 56)
taking in major, cities and. towns. : than 10 years as a Columbia artist.
Tops Records* Coast indie label
that is climbing to a major level
via distribution in markets and
stores on a low-priced purchase
scale, has garnered two more
5
artists to disk pacts.
RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLER!1
Jerry Gray orch, previously With
Liberty Records, and the Sports¬
men, Jack Benny’s singing group,
1
have been set to cut their initial
i
Survey of retail sheet music
waxings for label next month. Un¬
best sellers based on reports
usual aspect of toe Sportsmen’s
obtained from leading stores in
1
deal is that Benny has agreed to
T
to
4)
12 cities and showing com
grace the album cover on their
O
i
paraiive sales rating for this
8
LP, "although he will not partici¬
T
I
and last week.
I
m
A
pate in toe recordings.
e 9.

County Atty. Probing
Arthur Murray Studio
After 75G Mpls. Suit

Brubeck SRO in London

|

Cover for Sportsmen
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* ASCAP

National
Rating
This Last
wk*. .wk.

1
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■
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8
:
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6
Lou Levy to Coast
9 ; 11
Leeds music prexy Lou Levy
headed for the Coast last week to
7
10
o.o. some new material and con¬
12
11
tact disk artists living in Holly¬
12A 13
wood.
12B ..
. Levy, who gave up his Coast of¬
fice last jrear, has been making
14A .
the cross-country trips now on a
14B 10 .
regular basis.

peb. Is Garner’s Month
In Col’s Package Pash;
Sinatra, Doris Day Sets

1
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♦April Love (Feist).....
. 4
i
♦All the Way (Maraville);.
...
3
2
8
tSugartime (Nor-Va-Jak).
♦Silvery Moon (Joy)____
3
7
2
♦Liechtensteiner Polka (BiiTU . . . 8
f At the Hop (SMW).
9
♦Catch a Falling Star (Marvin).;. 1
♦Around the World (Young).,: .
4
5
♦Fascination (Southern)..,
tRaunchy (H&R)... ;_
tKisses Sweeter (Folkways)... ..
iDon’t Understand (Hollis).__ 10
.>
tShepherd Blues (B-Kahl)
6.
♦Magic Moments (Famous)
7 .... 10~
tPegffy Sue (N-V-J-Peer).
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6
10
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Seattle—(Capitol Music Go.)

Green’s G&S for GreenhiU,
New RCA-Linked Diskery

Seattle, Feb. 11..
All Seattle union musicians are
now in Musicians Local 76, with
all members of Local 493 trans¬
ferred, Alvin Schardt, 76 prexy,
announced. Amalgamation marks
end of move begun years ago to
set up one local here.
Local 493 for the last 35 years
represented most of area’s Negro
musicians.

The
Chicago
action
on
piracy (see separate story)
. represents a continuing drive
by both the disk industry and
the music publishers against
the practice.
Straight coun¬
terfeiting of disks represents
a problem in detection since
the operators are fly-by-night,
and - move into new territory v
with new disks as soon as
possible.
Hits oh the indie labels are
particularly
susceptible,
to
piracy since they don’t have
the resources to protect their
product and the speed of dis¬
tribution to cash in fully on
a hit disk. On a hiflike the
"Flyinig Saucer” disk of a cou¬
ple of years ago, it’s believed
the. bootleggers made almost'
as much money as the orig¬
inal label.
Recently, the music biz
hand versus the. pirates was
strengthened by a U. S.- Cir¬
cuit Court of Appeals decision
Which held that distributors
and dealers, along with the
pirates themselves, are liable
for the payment of royalties
on unlicensed material. That,
it’s believed* will make the
dealers more wary in buying
hit . disks at cut-rate prices
from the shady operators.

London, Feb. 4.
With a new all-time high in disk
sales and production notched for
1957, the British record industry
is gearing itself for an even, great¬
er peak in 1958.
The only forseeable snag which could stop this
from coming about is a drastic
change in the country’s economic
outlook. Spokesmen for the in¬
dustry maintain that this could be
the only barrier, but add, how-:
ever, that the Tate' of expansion
will be much slower this year
than it has been in the past.
Last year’s production figures, at
an estimated 78,000,000, were 12,000,000 greater than the previous
year.
Main reason for the fast
growth of disk favor, according to
company execs, is the falling off in
popularity of ty, radio and motion
pictures with the younger element
of the population, the backbone of
the platter buying public. w This
is reflected in the fact that^among
bestsellers of the past year were
Elvis Presley, Harry Beljafonte,
Paul Anka, and the Everly Bros.
Sales of record players and other
sound reproducing equipment are
on the way. up, and folk have now.
got the disk buying habit—so much
So, that the diskeries are con¬
vinced that a decline in the pop¬
ularity of rock ’n’ roll and other
forms Of popular beat music would
not greatly dent the current disk
buying kick.
It’s admitted that
this music has played the major
role in putting the British industry
in the high spots, but now that
platter purchasing is a regular
part of the normal weekly ex¬
penditure for. a large number of
people, ho matter what becomes
the vogue in music.
During 1957, the estimated re¬
tail revenue, including sales tax,
was around $72,500,000 compared
with just over $50,000,000 the year
(Continued on page 60)

Minneapolis-—(Schmitt Music Co.) |

out even more significantly and 'his
death, at 64, of ;a heart attack last
Wednesday (5), points up the
Unique stature of the prolific songsmith. A legend within his own
time, he was the professional song¬
writer^ songwriter.
He typified
the tradition of the music business
in all its multiple facets and re¬
flected a glorious period when the
Golden Twenties was truly the
golden era of Tin Pan Alley.
- Brown gave away more free ma¬
terial as a "special material”
writer, just to cement a plug* or
for friendship’s sake, than maiiy
a present-day gagwriter grinds out
for . fancy fees.
Brown was one
of the great MD.s—musical doc¬
tors—rof the music business. He
knew the public taste as few did:
and was thus'able to revise and;
polish novelty tunes like “Last
Night on the Back Porch (I Loved
Her Best of All)” and "The Beer
Barrel Polka,” and “Yes, We Have
No Bananas,” the. works of other
cleffers.
He was one of the genre of the
yesteryear music men like Edgar
Leslie, Pete Wendling, Abel Baer,
Wolfie Gilbert, Sam M. Lewis, Joe
Young, Fred Ahlert, J. Russel Rob¬
inson, Benny Davis et al. who, "to
land a top act,” knew what else
to do to enhance that plug, and
lock it in. This called for spentaneous resourcefulness and a pro^
lific flair which ofttimes eclipsed
the contribution of the headliner’s
own act scripter.
His training dated back to 1916
when he sold parodies at $2 to
singing waiters at Coney Island’s
College Inn. He Was a lifeguard
in Rockaway Beach and whiled his
(Continued on page 61)

Seattle’s 2-in-l Local

'

Points on Piracy

By BART BARNETT

Detroit— (Grinheli Bros.)

In an era of one-song writers
and freak one-record upstart hits;
the Lew Brown traction stands

Nabbing Pair for Phony Pressings

8
9
2
4
5

L

Westminster Bucks-Up
Longhair Disks to $4.98

P
O
I
N
TV
S

101
74
69
57
45
». . 39
6
36
34
33
16
14
7
13
3
13
10
■■
10

||

Westminster Records is the lat¬
est to hike its classical prices, go¬
ing from $3.98 to $4.98 this month..
A; flock of similar price in¬
creases by other labels followed
in the wake of RCA Victor’s an¬
nouncement late last year that it
was planning to raise its tabs ef¬
fective Feb. 1.

2-Year Decca-IBEW Pact
Hollywod, Feb. 11.
A new two-year contract has
been signed between Int’l Brother¬
hood of Electrical Workers and the
Hollywood branch of. Decca
Records.
Representing diskery in the con¬
fabs was Samuel Yaman, treasurer
and chief legal counselor of tot
company.
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Rip & Rochester

Leith Stevens Says Composers Must Have Freedom
To Set Own Arrangements

E. B, Marks’ Score
In ’57: 752 Tunes
E. B. Marks Music rounded out
1957 with a total of 752 tunes li¬
censed for recordings. The Marks’
copyrights were grooved by 105
different diskeries.
Breakdown, shows that among
the major record companies and
their subsids, 286 selections from
the firm’s catalog were recorded
on 196 LP’s. Ninety other record
companies accounted for 343 selecr
tions which were grooved in .210
albums. On the singles level, the
majors accounted for 54 songs
while the minors cut 69.
“Top 10” recorded songs in the
Marks’ catalog last year were:
“Breeze and I” (30); “Malaguena”
(27); “Poinciana” 24); “Manhat¬
tan” (22); “Banana Boat Song”
(22); “Peanut Vendor” (18); “Song
of the Islands” (17); “Yours” (16);
“Ballin’ the Jack’’ (16), and “What
a DifiTrence a Day Made” (14).
Other Marks’ tunes that re¬
ceived a strong recording play last
year vwere “Jazz Me Blues,” “El
Rancho Grande,” “Amapola,”
• “Original Dixieland One Step,”
‘‘Parade of the Wooden Soldiers,”
“Ida,” “Say Si Si” and “Cindy, Oh
Cindy.”

HAPPIER SEATTLE OUTLOOK
Symph Raises. Coin For Essential
Expansions
Seattle, Feb. 11.
As a result of Increased financial
backing and the retention of Mil¬
ton Katims#as conductor, the Seat*
tie Symphony Orchestra will sub¬
stantially expand operations nest
Season.
Drive for fund was successful,
with budget for the coming sea¬
son of, $363,465, including sustai ing fund of $161,600.
~
Budget also .includes $20,000 to
enter orchestra in the recording
field and increases number of serv¬
ices (performances and rehearsals) |
for musicians to 125 from this sea¬
son’s 106. Katims made a partic¬
ular point of the need for adding
services to give the musicanS a bet¬
ter annual wage.
Subscription series for coming (
season, will be upped from 10 to
11 pairs, family concerts: will in¬
crease from. 13 to 18 and support
will be given the .Little Orchestra
Society which this year proved it¬
self a success at the box office. :
Season ticket prices will increase
slightly—$15 tix up 75 cents: $20
tix to $21; $25’s to $26.25; $35’s to
$36.75 and $40’s to $42.
^

Probe Murray Studio
^ Continued from page 55 fc—

chase nearly $17,000 worth of danc- record of community affairs and
ing lessons. He claims Jie had spent participation, would be asked for
information before the release of
his life savings and an inheritance such a statement, pur books, rec¬
for the dancing membership which ords; or any information we have
included 2,000 hours of lessons. are open to the county attorney’s
The suit names Irving Gore of office at any time.”
The Arthur Muri-ay dance studios
Minneapolis and C. A. Benson as
are headquartered in New York,
the Murray Studios’ co-owners.
but operate in many cities across
Scott through the newspapers the nation. In a Walt Street Jour¬
has advised persons involved with nal interview several years ago,
the studio to hire their own per¬ Arthur Murray himself said “last
sonal attorneys for restitution and year we grossed close to 50 million
stated he’ll 100k into the possibility dollars and so far this year (1956)
of criminal action.
we’re running 20 to 25% ahead of
The county attorneys also stated 1955.”
“there should be a law requiring
licensing and supervision of danc¬
ing studios” and that they should
Camden Records, RCA’s low*, be required to file a bond to pro¬
priced label, is hiking its 45 rpm tect those “foolish enough to enter
a— Continued from page 54 —j
extended play prices from 79c to into exorbitant Contracts to dance,
98c,. effective. March 4.
Tied' in particularly those who have reached pie,'* ’‘Star Dust” and “These Fool¬
with the price hike will be the re¬ an age where such persons may not ish ihings” Each takes on a new
lease of 18 Camden EP bestsellers be able to dance any more.”
Gin his part, the. studio's co- and fresh dimensloir as Ward and
that have been repackaged with
four-color art work. Distributors owner Gore, who also is director his crew work it through. Unfor¬
who order this series before March of the Arthur Murray studios for tunately, the bulk, of the set is com¬
4 will be able to buy them at the the seven-state area that includes prised of Ward’s own compositions
present price even though ■ ship¬ Minnesota, said he is “completely and they don’t hold up in compar¬
ments: will likely be made after amazed” at Scott’s allegations and ison.
actions.
March 4.
Arturo Chalte Orch: “A Visit To
-‘This is the first word we’ve bad
Frank O'Donnell, merchandising
administrator for. the RCA subsid from the county attorney’s' office France” (Seeco). There’s a pleas¬
ing
Continental flavor that runs
label, said the EP packages will be on this subject,’’ Gore asserted.
pre-bagged in polyethylene envel¬ “We are a national, reputable and through this roundup of Gallic
i
legitimate
business
Operation.
Our
opes just as are the label’s LP
melodies but it doesn’t seem strong
disks. The 18 bestsellers are also Minneapolis and St. Paul studios enough to make much headway in
being made available in shipper- have been operated here without Hie market. Problem here is that
containers, each of which holds 50 question of business ethics for too niany labels already have come
EP’s and which permits the dealer more than 20 years.
up with the French touch and
“We would normally expect that Chaite has some bigleague cpmto - use the shipping carton as a
any business like ours, with a long petition in his way.
counter display
Grot.

Camden Lifting 45's
To 98c Class March 4

Album Reviews

BETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLEBS
a
o

Survey of retail album best
sellers based on reports from lead¬
ing stores and showing comparative
ratings for this week and last.
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ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000)
MANTOVANI (London)
Film Encores (LL 1700)....
OKLAHOMA (Capitol)
Soundtrack (SAO 595):.....
KING & I (Capitol)
Soundtrack (W 740)..
TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capitol)
Hymns (T 756)..
--------.
APRIL LOVE (Dot)
Soundtrack (DLP 9000)......
WEST SIDE STORY (Columbia)
Original Cast (OL 5230)..
.... ....
JANE MORGAN (Kapp)
Fascination (KXL 1066).... ...... V ... ...
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
One Of Those Things (W 903).,
SAYONARA ^Victor)
Soundtrack (LOC 1041).....
DAKOTA STATON (Capitol)
Late Show (T 876)..
GLENN MILLER (Victor)
Carnegie Hall Concert ILPM 1506)..:.
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)
Jinuhie Rodgers (R 25020)..
:____
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
Almost Paradise (KL 1063) ..
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Wonderful, Wonderful (CL 1028).: . .
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty)
Exotica (LRP 3034).~
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Where Are You (W 855) ....
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Artist, Label. Title
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Warm (CL 1078) .,..
. .. .
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
Original Cast (OL 5090) : . .. .
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Come Fiy With Me (W 920).
AROUND THE WORLD (Decca)
Soundtrack (DL 9046).. .
. . . ... ....
PAL JOEY (Capitol)
Soundtrack (W 912).
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
Ricky (Imp 9048) .........
PAT BOONE (Dot)
Pat’s Great Hits (DLP 3071)
MUSIC MAN (Capitol)
Original Cast (WAO 990)..

o
U

Disc Shop)

Hollywood, Feb. li.
After years of experimentation
with sizes, styles and phases, film
music is developing into a field all j
its own. Increasing, public interest,
as etwdeiiced by the purchase of
film soundtrack albums, has cued
a new awareness Of music on the
part of producers, and more and
more attention is being paid to
scores.
The result, composeivconductor
Leith Stevens believes, is a new
era for film music, one which will
utilize the medium to its full effect
while taking advantage of the tech¬
nical changes which have permit¬
ted better presentation of scores.
“It's still not what it should be,*’
Stevens feels.
“Most producers
haven’t yet realized the value of
music in telling the story.
But
wp’re making progress.”
Brim composers thus far have
overcome difficulties encountered
in former years when producers
guaged a score by the number of
musicians hired for scoring, or or¬
dered a composer to write 30 sec¬
onds of music to underscore a
scene in which -a tree topples.
“Gradually,” Stevens declares,
“Hollywood has come to realize
that, -properly used, music is .an
important adjunct to the script. It
can help tell the story in terms of
mood and pace and by proper util¬
ization of principal themes, the
story line advance can be implemented.
To achieve the ideal situation,
Stevens contends, producers must
begin figuring on music as an in¬
tegral Dart of the overall produc¬
tion. tl should have a regular and
specified place in the budget,
rather that coming as it Often dobs
as an afterthought. The composer
should work with the producer,
▼director and screenwriter in early
conferences.
“And,” he concludes, "producers
once and for all have to forget
their ideas about size of orchestra
and let the composer work out his
own scoring arrangement. Too
often there’s a tendency to use a
big orchestra when both story line
arid score demand a small combo.
Sometimes, too. a . producer who
thinks he can,save money. Wants
just the reverse.
“With today’s sound equipment
to enhance the music for both the
theatre audience and subsequent
purchasers of albums, it’s no long¬
er sensible to operate, in a haphaz¬
ard way. The composer is‘ the mu¬
sic expert, not the producer; his
analysis of the proper techniques
should be adoplted and the budget
made to fit. rather than the other
way around.”

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Another, new indie record¬
ing company has been formed
on the Coast. Oddity of the
label is that it will specialize
In signing talent hailing from
Rochester, N. Y. Backers of
the diskery, to be tagged Rip
'Records, are .all businessmen
from that city.
New. concern is headed by
-Dick Puccio, a 23-year-old
Rochester businessman: who
owns, a record retail outlet in
the east. . Initial waxings go
into release shortly and are.
being: published by JohnstoneMontei here and the Time
"Music Co.
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British Disk Bestsellers
Chicago’s Seven-Up bottler is popping for a series of free teenage
danbe parties in schools and churches in the Chi area. All of them are
hosted by Jim Lounsbury, who /by no coincidence fronts the drink
firm’s Saturday “Record Hop” in WBKB, Lounsbury, in turn, permits
only one brand—guess- which?—of soda pop to be sold at the two
weekly record hops he promotes himself. Regular route men for the
bottler are setting up the no-adriwSh engagements id their own terri¬
tories as a Seven-Up sampling operation, with the product dispensed
gratis.
Lounsbury. of course,-gets a small fee and merchandises .his
show at the same time. The former dee jay rents the West End ball¬
room on Sunday afternoons and Liberty. Hall On Friday nights for his
own regular record hops, at which admission is. charged and the soft
drinks are sold.
With Chappell lifting the release date on the Alan Jay LernerFrederick Loewe score; for the Metro musical, “Gigi,” last Friday (7),
..Carlton Records laid down'a hefty promotional barrage to get in ahead
of the competish. Carlton is pushing its title song workover by Charlie
Margulis with a disk sample spread covering more rhan 10,000 names
on the* disk jockey, record salesmen, one-stop and rack-jobber levels.
A special three-color sleeve has been designed for rack-jobber trade
and a. Special kit will be sent to film theatres booking the pic.
Display streamers and poster cards are being made up now for the¬
atre; lobby use. Last week Carlton shipped 70,000 disks to 32 dis¬
tributors.
Original release date on the score had beOn set for
Feb. 14.
'
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Nearly Everyone Pulling Strings
To Get In on the Iron Curtain Act’

London, Feb. 11.
Jallhouse Rock ...; Presley.
(RCA) '
Story of My Life..Holliday
(Columbia)
Ob! Boy ... .......Crickets
(Vogue-Coral)
All the Way.......... Sinatra
(Capitol)
At the Hop. .Danny & Juniors
..(HMV) ..
Great Balls of Fire ... . Lewis
(London)
Love Me Foreyer.'..... .Ryan
(Pye-Nixa)
Peggy Sue ... Holly
(Vogue-Coral)
April Love;............Boone
(London)
Making Eyes .... Adams & Otis
(Capitol)

+

Moon Records Boys Log
Of 'Knowledge’ Kidiske
Elliot Wexler, who launched a
new kiddie label, Moon Records,
last month, bought the catalog of
Records of Knowledge, for Chil¬
dren, a juve-angled disk company
which went out of business sev?
eral years ago. Richard Morros,
son of Boris; Morros, the im¬
presario and American counter-es¬
pionage agent, was a sales exec
for the Records of Knowledge
firm..
The acquired catalog, originally
issued on 78 rpm speed, will be re¬
packaged into about 15 LP’s and
sold under the7 Moon label. Wexler,
who now has the most extensive
line of low-priced kiddie disks on
LP, has been active in the chain
store and. supermarket merchan¬
dising field.

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Clyde Wallichs, prexy of Wallichs
Music City, is enroute to Russia on
a combination business-pleasure
trip.
While there, it’s understood, he
will try to work some recording tieup with the Russians.
Incidentally, the Soviet Union is
not a member of the copyright un¬
ion, and if a deal is worked out, it’s
expected that the Kremlin will
have to become a member of that
association.
Wallichs is expected back withi
a month.

Kremlin Jam For Newport
Newport, R. I, Feb. 11.
An Iron Curtain jazz combo Is
skedded for Newport Jazz Festival
this year, Louis S. Lorillard, festi¬
Benny Ross, who Was general
Jazz has become such an important component’ of European music
val prexy, revealed at a meeting of
that for the first time in Germany, a longhair musical college is adding professional manager of the Tommy
the Kiwahis Club here at which he
Dorsey
publishing
firms
until
their
jazz courses to its curriculum. The Cologne High School of Music
was guest speaker.
• (equiyalenf to the outstanding music schools in the States) has just en¬ sale to Consolidated Music a cou¬
He said a youth band made up
gaged a couple of leading names from the jazz circles of Europe to in¬ ple of weeks ago, has joined Ralph
of teenage musicians from differ¬
Peer’s. Southern Music organiza¬
struct its jazz courses. German bandleader Kurt Edelhagen is one of
ent countries, including some from
tion
as
manager
of
the
interna¬
the teachers, and members of his orchestra, who have been recruited
behind the Iron Curtain, will be
tional repertoire.
from all over Europe, are instructing Some of the instrument courses.
recruited. Lorillard said a trip is
The Peer companies, operating
Another top name in the pop musical world Is composer-songwriter
planned this spring to the Brus¬
worldwide, handle a large volume
Ottawa; Feb. 11..
Heinz Gietz, who has written the. music for all the Caterina Valenti
sels World’s Fair in Belgium and
of Latin-Amefican and European
Alex
Sherman,
who
has
five
films. He is. teaching courses in jazz arranging at the school.
tunes which will now be channel?, record bars in "Ottawa, three in behind the IC. He will recruit the
youth band there*
led through Ross, Murray Deutch’ Montreal and one in Toronto, has
Irving Gorsen, stock man of the Liebefman Music Co., largest dis¬ will continue , to handle the Amer¬ pacted with M. Loeb, prexy of IGA
Label’s ’All Nations*
tributors of jukebox records in-. Minneapolis, calls attention to the ican tunes as Southern’s general Stores (Independent Grocers of
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
fact that there are now 65 different record labels in his stock and he professional manager.
America) to install self-service rec¬
Negotiations
are still on with
believes that’s only a percentage of the total on the market. What’s
Ross formerly. worked for the ord bars In 80 IGA outlets.
Britain’s Princess Margaret to nar¬
more, the number seems to be growing nearly every week, he points Peer organization many years ago
Sherman also plans a sixth Ot¬
rate
the
British
album in the pro¬
out. Gorsen wishes there were considerably fewer labels because of before joining the late Tommy tawa record shop, set for Carlingjected non-profit “Jazz of All Na¬
(Continued on page 60)
Dorsey’s music operation.
wood shopping centre.
tions?’ series for Tops Records,
Carl Doshay, "prexy of the Coast
indie label, has offered Her Royal
W111 m■1
VI VIIr w -VI
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Highness $5,000, to be deposited in
the Bank of England as the initial
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BENNY ROSS JOINS
PEER AS INT’L MGR

Boston—(Mosher Music),

Sherman’s IGA Tienp
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7

5

5

6

9

7

10

8
9

4

10A 12
lOB 11
12A 21
12B

8

14A

13

SILHOUETTES (Ember)
Get a Job..........i.
CRESCENDOS (Nasco).
Oh Julie _
DANNY & JUNIORS (ABC-Par)
At the Hop,;-- v. ROYAL TEENS (ABC-Par)
Short Shorts .
..
:.;.
..
DIAMONDS (Mercury)
The Stroll
.
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
I Beg of You.....
.
.. - •
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
Sail Along Silvery Moon.__
PERRY COMO (Victor)
Magic Moments .....
McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral)
Sugartime.; ..
PERRY COMO (Victor)
Catch a Falling Star * . ;
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
Don’t ........
.
CANTELS (End)
Maybe FRANKIE AVALON (Chancellor).,....
Dede Dinah ...
;.
RICKY NELSON (.Imperial)

20B
20C
23

22

24
25

17
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%
2

5

8
2

7

4

9

2

9

8

7

1

8

7

m.A

1

5

10

CHUCK BERRY (Chess)
...
Sweet Little Sixteen...
LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty)
Good Golly Miss Molly ....
.
JERRY LEE LEWIS (Sun)
Great Balls of Fire..
..
PAT BOONE (Dot)
April Love *.
JOE DARENSBOURG (Lark)
Yellow Dog Blues..
....
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Witchcraft
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8
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BILLY & LILLIE | (Swan)
6 .. La Dec Dah...FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
16
20
All the Way...... . ..
ROY HAMILTON (Epic)
17A ...
Don’t Let Go...:.
.
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
17B 14
March from River Kwai........ *....
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par)
17C 19
You are My Destiny....
14B

20A
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‘Matilda’ As An
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18
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The song, as recorded by Bela¬
fonte for RCA Victor in 1953 and
published via Lou Levy’s Duchess
Music; was credited to Belafonte
and
his
accompanist,
Millard
Thomas, also named as a defen¬
dant.
In the Duchess Music de¬
fense,, it’s claimed that the song’s
basic melody has been used many
times, in the past' and hence was
not original material.
Another question raised by the
defendants, represented by Charles
Seton (& Rosen), is whether the
plaintiff’s didn’t wait too long in
asserting their claim. They point■ed out that Belafonte exploited it
since 1953 while the suit for dam¬
ages was filed several years later*
Another angle in the suit is that
Span recorded the song for Decca
In the 1930s but did not copyright

18

5

8

For Court Airing
Publisher Paul Kapp’s $500,000
“Matilda” suit against Harry Belafqnte, Duchess Music and others,
is in N. Y. Supreme Court, spot¬
lighting the question of whether
that calypso song is an original
work or whether it derives from
the folk music tradition. Kapp, via
his General Music . firm, claims
that the song was written by Nor¬
man Span, known as “King Radio”
In Trinidad, and assigned to his
publishing company in 1957.

14

Col Promotes Miller
Richard E. Miller has been upped
to national operations manager <at
Columbia Records. He had been
Operations manager of .Col’s Bos¬
ton branch;
Miller will work With Kenneth
D. Glancy, general manager of
Col’s branch operation, in the ad¬
ministration of firm’s 13 outlets.
Miller will be based in New York.
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A
RAY PETERSON
SINGS

SHIRLEY PURLEY
c/w

LET’S TRY .ROMANCE
47/20-7165

FLOYD TILLMAN
I LOVE YOU SO MUCH IT HURTS ME
C/W

SLIPPING AROUND
47/20-7157

A

MARIO LANZA
8INGS

ARRIVEDERCI ROMA
(from the MGM Film
“Seven Hide of Rome")

JEANIE JOHNSON

c/w

YOUNGER THAN SPRINGTIME

SINGS

(from the 20th Century-Fox
production of “South Pacific”)
47/20*7164

K

HOMER & JETHRO
SING

AT THE FLOP
(AT THE HOP)
C/W

MY SPECIAL ANGEL
47/20-7162

-

MY JIMMIE
c/w

NEXT THING TO PARADISE
47/20-7163
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New York
Rita Lihtz named exec assistant
to Debbie Ishlon, Columbia Rec¬
ords' publicity chief * .
Jackie
Lee switched from Coral Records
to ABC-Paramount
Teddi
Kingv RCA Victor thrush, set for
five-minute radio transcriptions
foi the U. S. Armed Forces Ser¬
vice Corp. . , . Bill Heyer, Cabot
disker, will understudy Johnny
Desmond in “Say Darling” . ., The
Four Voices guest on CBS-TV’s
“Big Record” March 12 . . ...
Phineas Newborn sharing the po¬
dium with Charlie Mingus at the
Village Vanguard
.
Irvin Feld
taking over as personal manager
for Paul Anka . . . Roger Coleman
began a week’s engagement at
Blinstrub’s, Boston, Monday (10).
Jack Harmer signed to Roulette
Records . . . Joe Sherman, Epic’s
pop a&r chief, left for the Coast
yesterday (Tues.) . , . Vic Dainone
in town for promotion on his new
Columbia album, “Angela Mia” . ..
Don Elliott Quartet makes its first
N. Y. appearance in a year with a
week’s stand at Birdland^ begin¬
ning tomorrow (Thurs.) .. . Living¬
ston has set tix new stereo tapes
for March release
. . Bill Hayes
vacationing at St. Thomas, Virgin
Islands . . . Dave Rolnick now with
Duke, Peacock and Bachelor Rec¬
ords as sales-promotion manager.
Stella Unger has written a lyric
to one of the last tunes penned by
the late VictojCYpungr^’The Rose
and. the Buuem^tv Chappell js
republishing
.’Errol* Gainer guests
on Garry Moore’s/CBS-TV show.
Friday (14)'.V. Don Rondo, Jubilee
diskterr^Kgan Juan, Puerto Rico,
for the Presidential Ball Feb. 21

20

F THE
WEEK

The’

Connie
Francis

WHO’S
SORRY

immediately aS Epic seeks a new
avenue for the trio. They are cuiv
rently in their first stand at Eddys’
Restaurant although they have
played several spots in town: Fol¬
lowing at Eddys’ will be Russell
Arms In his. first trip to the spot,
. . . Disk jockey Murray Kaufman along With the DeJohn Sisters.
switching from WMCA to WAAT,
Newark . . .. Wesley Dalton, oper¬
Vancouver
atic tenor, goes pop on the Mark
Richard Walters* Four Canucks
label . . . “Catch The Brass Ring”
album is released on the Morro- disked “Tree Tops” for MGM . . .
sonic label, not Microsonic. as err Pat Morgan to Montreal for club
and tv dates .
. Carl De Santis
ratumed last week.
crew into resident bandspot For¬
bidden City . .'. Local Four Winds
London
into Pacific-Athletic privately . . .
David Toff elected to the execu¬ John Emerson Group held over at
tive committee of the Music PuDr Arctic Club .. . Loray White’s Feb.
lishers Assn... . Paddy Crookshank, fortnight at Cave now slated for
London topper of Robbins Music July - . . Vancouver Symphony tees
Corp., back in town, after a visit to off Centenary tour of British Co¬
the San Remo Festival Where he lumbia with New Westminster
collared the British and'U.S. rights stand March 1.
to the winning spng^“Nel Blu Dipinto Di Blu.”
. Dave Brubeck
Omaha
Quartet playing a concert date at
Margo holding forth at the Piano
Cardiff tonight (Wed.) as part of Bar of the Gourmet eatery
its British tour .
Hal Shaper^
Fats/Doinino heading, unit slated
exploitation manager for David for City Aud* Feb. 21 . . . Tony
Toff Musics back from a song scout Rizzo, pianist-comic, in at the Wqstin South^frica—his home ter;; - ward-Ho Jr. ..
.. Bill McCoy re¬
tory .
Yarik concert violinist places Jean Spelic' at the Tower’s
Bronislav Gimpel set for BBC-TV organ. Latter is heading for New
recital next Thurs. (20) . ... Song¬ York .
. Everette Yates’ Triostress Julie Martin oiit for a tour Tones opened at the Grand Bar.
of South Africa March 9.

Pittsburgh
Guy Lombardo band plays Twin
Coaches for seven days beginning
April 25 ... Billy Bronson, singing
pianist, had option picked up again
at Almono Club lounge . ... Miles
Davis combo playing Pitt’s Copa
this week . . . Bill Lee,! former
vocalist arid trombonist with bands
of Bill Brant and "Tommy Carlyn,
is the band instructor at Owendale,
Mich., highschc-.i. His wife, Romayne Evans, a singer with several
Pittsburgh orchs, is there with him.
.
. Somethin’ Smith & The Red¬
heads corne back to Ankara in June
for three weeks .
Tommy Carlyn
band played Newspaper Guild’s
Page One Ball at Perin-SheratOn
Hotel for fifth consecutive year ...
Artie Arnell orch signed for annual
Snow Ball of Charthene Club of
Charleroi . . . Dizzy Gillespie com¬
bo. With Sonny Stitt, current at
Midway Lounge.

San Francisco*

Album Flood
\SSSSSm

Continued from page. 53 —

store’s browser boxes and, disk dis¬
play units now give the consumer
a chance to o.o. the album’s values
via its . cover lure arid liner notes.
It’s only on the consumer review¬
ing level in newspapers and maga¬
zines that .many of the new re¬
leases are getting lost in the
shuffle. The disk industry, how¬
ever, is combatting the reviewers’
space problem by going out on
hefty ad ! campaigns in the daily
press and. national mags. Cook
says that ad budgets for the disk
companies have gone way up and
he believes that the industry has
become one of the top space
buyers.
Many of the companies have
now worked out plans; to protect
the retailer from getting swamped
under the avalanche of new re¬
leases. Most popular . program is
the . six-month-to-a-year exchange
privilege. This eliminates the pres¬
sure on the retailer to move the
merchandise fast and gives the
product an opportunity to stay in
the stores long enough to develop
a following.

Lawrence Welk into the Civic
Auditorium
for
a
one-nighter
March 13 , ... Paul Bley Quartet
opened at the Jazz. Workshop . . .
Johnny Mathis show cancelled out
its Feb. 20 date at Oakland, instead
Will play a doubleheaded Feb. 23
at Berkeley—on the bill are. Gal
pTjader, June Christy,. The Lancers
arid Claude Gordon’s band .
George Shearing Quintet. opened
Monday GO) at the Blackhawk . .
Owner Bimbo Giuntoli of 365 Club
got a crewcut . . , Chico Hamilton
Quintet at. the Macumba . . , Jplie
Continued from page 53 =
London, up from Hollywood to
catch Bobby Troup company over between $700 and $1,2Q0 a
ight
the weekend at Fack’s H . .. . Lit
for the nejrt and we were supposed
Greenwood at the Purple Onion,
to open in Lincoln (Nebraska) to¬
night (8) and were booked solid unSt. Louis
til'the end of the month, plus fur¬
Sarah Vaughan broke in a new ther commitments.”
Said William King; U. S. immi¬
piano man, Ronnelle Bright, for.
her engagement last week at 'the gration officer station in Toronto:
Black Angus . .. Dale Foster Quar¬ “Entertainers are a sort of priv¬
tet, current attraction at Town &- ileged class; but they have to con¬
Country, following the Ralph Sut¬ form with immigration laws.” King
ton Trio . .
Ernie Young Trio said that the U. S. ruling did not
making “champagne music” at the set a precedent for Canadian en¬
Rose & Crown ... . . St. Louis Mod¬ tertainers seeking admission to the
em Jazz unit cutting an album fea¬
U. S. He said, “Hundreds of en¬
turing tenor saxist Bob Graf, at
Peacock Alley ... Maureen Mc¬ tertainers, many from Canada, are
Cormick & Joe Wray, organ-piano now working in the United States
duo, in their umpteenth week at on temporary visas and there is
nothing in yesterday’s (7) ruling
Sfatler Lounge.
which upsets these arrangements.”
The Lincoln date was to have
Kansas City
been followed throughout Febru¬
Newest platter by Somethin’ ary by a series of pne-nighters,
Smith & Redheads is making a play with the-quartet’s next lengthy en¬
for the younger purchasers. "School
gagement to be at the Motor Sohw
Bus Rock” marks their entry into
in Kansas City, commencing March
rock 'n’ roll. It’s due out almost.
1.,, Their agent is Music Corp. of
America.

Crew Cuts

K 12588

^ latest release 1

#9m

TEQUILA
Recorded by

EDDIE PLATT
MU*!

KEN HARRIS
ORCHESTRA

Featuring LARAINE DALY on Vocals
Concluding 13 Weeks on Feb. 13

★★

MUEHLEBACH HOTEL K. C.
Opening Feb. 18. Indef.
STATLER-HILTON HOTEL Buffalo

r—ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATIONJOE GLASER, Eras.
745 Fifth Avi. 103 N. Wabash Avt.
New York 22. N.Y.
Chicago, III.
Phona:
Phone:
PLaza 4-440#
CEntral 4-9451

407 Lincoln Ed.
Miami Beach, Fla.
Phene:
JEfferson S-03S3

141 f Sunset Blvd."
H'wood 44, Calif..
Phene:
OLympla 2-444*

lanagan’s SL Loo Date
Paydirt for Kathy Burke
St. Louis, Feb. 11-.
Raiph Flanagan, who departed
the Chase Club bandstand last
week after a lengthy engagement,
took , a local girl, Kathy Burke,
along, with him as Vocalist.
He
picked her out of 18 singing as¬
pirants who auditioned for him
during his stay at the Chase. The
new Flanagan thrush is also a jit¬
terbug champ (she won the last
Harvest Moon Festival jitterbug
contest here) and a pianist. Flana¬
gan' plaris to make use of her key¬
board talents too.
Flanagan orch took off from here,
for a tour of Wisconsin, Michigan,
Illinois and Minnesota before go¬
ing into .O. Henry’s in Chicago .
for two mbnths.
1
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Inside Stuff-Music
; Continued from page 57 j
the inventory problems created by the present number. However,
he points out, the new labels come and go about every day as some
always seem to be falling by the wayside as others arc hitting the
market
Hans W. Heinsheimgr has been prorrioted to director of publications
for G. Schirmer Music, N.Y. publishing firm with an extensive longhair
catalog: Heinsheimer, who joined Schirmer in 1947, will continue as
director of its symphonic arid -operatic departments.
Heinsheimer
has also authored a couple of books, “Menagerie in F Sharp” and
“Fanfare for Two Pigeoris,” published by Double^ay.
Lehman Engel, Broadway musical conductor-composer, and consult¬
ant to the musical show department .of: Broadcast Music Inc., has
authored “Planning and Producing the Miisical Show.” published by
Crown. It’s a practical guide for a community theatre group planning
to put on a musical show. Engel discusses such problems as arrang¬
ing for rights and royalties, the formation and function of a produc¬
tion staff, and other technical questions. Book also lists 50 musical
shows suitable for community staging.
Ceremonies held, in downtown Frankfurt, Germany, commemorated,
the release of RCA Victor’s 12-inch LP, “The Third Armored Division
Band and Chorus.” Maj. Gen. Robert W. Porter Jr., commander of the
group which headquarters in Frankfurt, was presented with a silver
copy of the platter. The album will be given a general release In the
States and through the PX’s later this month. Victor representative
Charles Brady and the company’s international sales chief, George
Prutting, In Frankfurt for the starting event, are on the outlook for.
other outstanding musical groups in the U.S. Army arid Air Force in
Europe to record.
Magnetic tape sales of Audio Devices for 1957 were 42% aheadv
of the ’56 take. Total sales of all products of the firm were $4,779,690
a 29% increase over the $3,707,576 rackup in *56. Bruce Hynes, veepee
in charge, of sales, • pointed out that increase in magnetic tape sales
occurred ndt only in the U. S. but in foreign countries. Firm doubled
its production capacity last year and is now mulling further de¬
velopment.

Bril. Bisk Biz
Continued from page 55.
before.
Much of this large in¬
crease is attributed to the growth
in sales of LP’s, which have con¬
tributed around 14,000,000. to the
total production figures for the
year.
Record clubs, although a fair¬
ly recent innovation here, are. at¬
tracting members fast, and thus
making the level 'of public spend¬
ing on disks even greater and of
the same time furthering the pop¬
ularity of platters.
To What ex¬
tent, however, cad only be guessed
because clubberies are reluctant
to divulge membership figures.
Technical improvements such as
stereo-disks, which have been part
of the experimental program with
major diskeries here for quite a
while now,* and stereo-tape, which
is selling steadily, are bound to
catch on in the future, provided
the necessary equipment is
brought down to the pocket level
of the majority. This will doubt¬
less provide another lucrative out¬
let for the biggest revenue-raking
side of the British entertainment
business.

DESIRE
UNDER
THE ELMS
ELMER BERNSTEIN
Dot Records
FAMOUS

MUSIC

CORPORATION

From SWEDEN . . . the CAPTIVATING

SWEDISH
POLKA
RON GOODWIN
ob

CAPITOL

GENE WISNIEWSKI
os DANA
and ofhert ' , . «

MILLS MUSIC, (ne.

From the 20th Century-fox Film
U.S.-FRENCH MUSIC HE
“APRIL LOVE’
FOR GOULD, BARCLAY V
Mike Gould has tied up with
Nicole and Eddie Barclay in a U.S.France. publishing alliance.
The
Gould-Barclay operation will in¬
clude Lido Music (ASCAP) and
Mike Gould Music (BMI).
Gould, who returned, from Eur
rope last week, wilTGiase on the
Coast temporarily. His U. S. op¬
eration will consist of acquiring
material here for" overseas publi¬
cation as well as taking French
copyrights for an English adapta¬
tion. He also plans to deal with
other publishers in the acquisition
of material.
In France, the Barclays run a
publishing venture, Edicions Ed¬
die Barclay, and a recording firm,
Barclay Records, The Barclay disks
are released in the U. S. via Verve
and Mercury.

Presser Co. Up* Balliett
Melvin Balliett has been pro¬
moted to sales manager of the The¬
odore Presser Co., oldline music
publishing firm headquartering at
Bryn Mawr, Pa,
Balliett was formerly general
manager, of Presser’s music retail
store in Philadelphia.

LEO FEIST, INC.

“A VERY
PRECIOUS LOVE”

I

fraa Warntr Bras. PraihictiM
"MARJOttE MORNIKSTAJT

THE AMES BR01
RCA Victor |
MBS DAY
Colurabii
TIENINSTM BMS. LondoN
others to follow

M. WITMARK & SONS

If You’re Looking for a Guy ... NINE YEARS EXPERIENCE

PROMOTING and EXPLOITING RECORDS
and PERSONALITIES
A Guy Who

Know*

Every Augio off tho Record Business, 28, Sluglo
Will Go Any Place

BOX 212, VARIETY, 154 W. 46fh ST., NEW YORK, 34
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RANK’S BRIT. CINEMAS
HOOFING UP A BOOM

Lew Brown, Pro Cleffer
1

Continued from page 55 ;

time away Writing parodies. His
first song, “JPlease Driri’t Take My
Lovin' Mari Away,’’ was introduced
By the late Belle Baker. He sold
it outright for $7.
An al fresco Prohibition era
nitery, called the Melody Club,
situated over a garage on West
54th St. off 7th Ave., was the
springboard to fame and fortune
when DeSylya, Brown & Hender¬
son was first launched. Brown, Al
Shayne and Sidney Clare opened
the Melody Club; blackouts and
songs *by Brown and Clare/ Shayne the emcee.
His Partners
The late B. G. (Buddy) DeSylva,
later to become head;of Paramount
Pictures production. Bay. Hender¬
son,. and the late Robert (Bobby)
Crawford, were regular visitors,
and the latter envisioned the. DeSB-H. triumvirate, with Crawford,, as
president of the company, han¬
dling the business. Eventually it
was part of an $8,000,000 music
b isiness package under Max Drey¬
fus’ aegis (Chappell, Harms, etc.),
sold to Warner Bros., and eventu¬
ally bought back, in part.
The
DeSylya, Brown . . &
Henderson
music firm is still active within
the
Chappell . combi
having
dropped the Crawford Music tag.
Many of the Melody Club’s
blackouts and songs (1924) were
sold to the multiple shows that the
trio subsequently ground out with
almost invariable boxoffice success.
The . Partnership ^lasted from
1925-1931 and with “the Holly¬
wood gold, .rush” (when the pix
went sound and filmiisicals. hit
their initial, vogue) the trio was
among the first fo be tapped with
celluloid gold dust. At the old Fox
Film Co. their scripts helped put
the spotlight oil Shirley Temple,
that little child who led. them all
to . the boxoffice.
. Two years ago 2Q£h CenturyFox’s “The Best Things In Life
Are Free” filmbioged the careers
of DeSylva . (Gordon
MacRae),
Brown (Ernest Borgnine) and Hen¬
derson (Dan Dailey). Henderson,
more or less active, now resides in
in Bronxville, N. Y.
DeSylva died in 1950 at the age
of 55, and the Jean and Julian
Aberbach-backed litigation by his
common-law wife, Mrs. Marie: Balleiitine, bn behalf of DeSylva’s son,
Stephen,
by that relationship,
helped create a music; business
precedent whereby; offspring, in or
out of wedlock, have equal xights
with the widow in assigning re¬
newals.. This gave the Aberbachs,
via. then Ross Jungieckel firm,
a stake in the rich DeSylva, Brown
& Henderson catalog.
Survivors
Brown, . who is survived by .his
■wife, June, two daughters by a pre¬
vious marriage. Miss Naomi Brown
and Mrs. Arlyne Mulligan, two
brothers, two sisters, and a grand¬
child, in vrecent. years led a some¬
what semi-recluse existence, in his
Hotel Navarro apartment. He had
resigned from The. Friars, didn’t
mix (in contrast to the prodigious
gregariousness which always dis¬
tinguished his career)-and’ only
permitted very close friends to
visit him once in a while. His last
“excitement” in show business was
in the 1955-56 period preceding
'the filmization of the 20th-Fox biopic. This was something Brown
\yanted very much to see on the
screen.
In one year (1928) the trip had.
five legit musicals concurrent on
Broadway-H-“Good News,” “Man¬
hattan Mary,” “Three .Cheers,’
“Follow
Thru”
and
“George
White’s Scandals.”
In 1933 he and Henderson. co¬
produced “Strike Me Pihk,” which
starred Jimmy Durante, but it was
an open' secret that “Mr. W.’’—
slain Prohibition hoodlum Waxey
Gbrdon—was the real angel and
producer.’After several years in
Hollywood as producer and songsmith he returned to Broadway
with “Yokel Boy” (Buddy Ebsen
and Judy Canriva) and “Crazy With
The Heat” (1941). Qf his 7,000
songs, many are standards. As Al
Shayne observes, “He originated
more gags, stories, blackouts and
comic ideas, and then he’d follow
it up With a ‘torch’ that would tear
yoii apart.”
He was. a great song demon¬
strator and had ah innate sense of
showmanship and timing that re¬
flected in- his ad lib storytellyirig
and vocalizing. He could have been
a competent professional enter¬
tainer as well as songsmith.
Essentially a “words’* man, as

MUSIC

was Buddy DeSylva,
the
less, in their heyday as a team,
their ideas were so interlaced that
none knew whose efforts ended
where, and so the billing was al¬
ways eh-. masse although Buddy.
DeSylva supplied lyrics before and
later to tunes by Victor Herbert
and George Gershwin, and Brown
was the wordsmith when he arid
Ray Henderson resumed as a duo.
When Al Jolson wanted a ballad
for his second Vitaphone (Warner
Bros.) "talkie,” after the' initial
“Jazz Singer” smash, he asked for
something to matcjk-rthe “Sonny
Boy” title. On transcontinental
phone. DeSylva, Brown and Hem
derson ad libbed a gag ballad, to
fit the title, pulling out. ail the stops
for .banal sentimentality; more
kidding than on the square, but
it turned out to be a smash recordseller in an era when 1,000,000
platters was unheard of. Wire
services reported hearing, backwoods folk iri remote African veldt
and. Australian bush territories
Availing out Jolie’s “Sonny, Boy”
on squeaky phonographs.

Boston DJ. Joe Smith
To Dominion Music, .Y.
Joe; Smith, Boston disk jockey
for: the. past three years, is switch-,
ing his base of operations to New
York to take over. as piofessipnal
manager Of Dominion Music. He’ll
audition new talent and material
as well as cut masters for the re¬
cording companies.
Smith will continue with his
nightly “Big Beat” show, over
WMEX, Boston, to be taped in N.Y.

London, Feb. 11.
The Rank Organization and Vic¬
tor Sylvester, Britain’s tv terp tu¬
tor, ark enjoying a boom in the
discovery that many youngsters,
prefer to dance than eat,- Cinema
eateries are. being turned over to
dancing studios very rapidly. ...
-Three more restaudants will be¬
come hoofing squares in the near
future—the Gaumrint, Rochester
(Feb. 26); the Regent, Brighton
(March 5), and the New Victoria;
Edinburgh (March 31). The jO.deon,
Liverpool, will also line up with
the scheme at an urispecified end
of March date*
. Last week (3) the Capitol, Car¬
diff, launched a 3,000 square-foot
dance hall instead of a cafe, with
Rank
crintracth
artists,
Tony
Wright.arid June Laverick, giving
the opening the glad hand. This
Cardiff turnover Was the first, in
Wales, but the 14th that the RankSylvester setup has-flOated suecessr
fully;

Hammond in Created Post
At Col—Market Research
Bradley B. Hammond has joined
Columbia. Records as director of
market research. In. the newly cre¬
ated prist, Hammond will be re¬
sponsible for market research in
general as well as studies; of indus¬
try: economic trends, markets, dis¬
tribution, pricing, dealer and con¬
sumer siuryeys.
Hammond had been with the
Mairket Research Corp. of America
for the past seven years. In his
new sprit he reports to Albert B.
Earl, diskery’s administratirin veep.
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Vancouver Ponders Pacted Array
Vs. 6.0. Potential at 1st Inti Fest
1

By JAY TOMSON

Vancouver, Feb. 11.
“Signed and sealed,” says Nico¬
las Goldschmidt about final signups
of lineup of artists for Vancouver's
first annual Internationa^ Festival,
starting July 19,
*
Inclusion of three jazz-group top¬
pers is upbeat clincher for city’s:
eight-year-old New Jazz Society
which made the choice, but for “ar¬
tistic director” Goldschmidt, it’s
downbeat in the morale dept. Not
that he’s anti jazz. The impresario
frets, “Do you think they will
come?” Legit maestro means the
hipsters,, to the Qrpheum Theatre
(3,000), preempted for staging
three weeks of concerts. Marquee
legends include opera “Don Gio¬
vanni,” National Dancers of GeyIon, Lister Sinclair’s drama, “The
World of the Wonderful Dark.”
Goldschmidt’S post-pact appre¬
hension centers, on high-priced
Jack Teagarden crew (July 25 and
28), Dizzy Gillespie Quintet (Aug.
1 and 4), and Canadian Oscar
Peterson Trip’s one-nighter, Aug. 8.
Phil Matty, prez of Jazz Society,
strongly active here, harbors no
Arthur Israel Jr.-, Paramount- doubts about turnout, to test’s up¬
Famous veepee, heads for the beat offerings. He points to steady
Coast Sunday (16) frir huddles with 1,500 attendances to jazz concertizstudio brass on upcoming product. ing and says, “Teagarden presents
He’ll be accompanied by. Eddie the best in the: dixieland tradition.
Wolpin, firm’s general professional That’s very popular hereabouts,
and Peterson comes somewhere bemanager.
They’ll work on coordinatiori of tweeri him and Gillespie’s music.
pic-music exploitation for such Par They’ll go good.”
Also on festival’s after-thought
pix
“Houseboat,” “Rockabye
Baby” “Too Young . 'For Love,’ anxiety roster is Marcel Marceau,
“Another Time, Another Place” inked for the • July affair here.
and “Country Music Holiday.” Worry is “Is he known to Van¬
couver?” He is, through tv. Ceylon
They’ll be gone about 10 days.
Kandyan Dancers are less known,
and here Goldschmidt’s fears may
be founded.
Unusual aspect of jazz group’s
appearances is the over-weekend
Friday and Monday deaL
This
leaves Teagarden arid Gillespie out¬
fits with a vacant Saturday apiece.
Festival officials feel they have, a
local exclusive with these bookings
and hope no other promoter tabs
them for Saturday at risk of dimin¬
ishing the draw at Orpheum shows.
Matty said, ‘T think .they’re booked
into. Virtorla. for Saturdays, but we
d&a’t know for sure.” Apparently
thi^would cause no concern,
K Video, and radio coverage of fes||tiyal concerts will be limited .to the
last - bight- for each event,

Satchmo’s Campos Capets

Minneapolis, Feb. 11.
Giving . recognition to. jazz, the
U. of Minnesota department of con¬
certs arid lectures has booked
Louis Arhistrong and orch for a
special , appearance in .4,700-seat
Northrop Auditorium on the cam¬
pus night of March 1. At the same
time, Dick and Don Maw, local
impresarios, will present “some¬
thing different” for the Twin Cities
in an offering in the St, Paul Auditririum next Sunday (16) night con¬
trasting dixieland and jazz.
Titled “Twin Cities Jazz Scene,”
the show Will feature local artists.
Representing, dixieland will. be the
Doc Evans band arid the St.
St.. Thomas College Tom. Cats.
Jazz’s representative, will be the
Jim Prilzak contemporary, quartet
and the Herb Pilhofer foursome
With vocalist Patty McGovern..

Par-Famous’Israel
To Coast For Gabs

Scoreboard
OF

TUP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

eu Published in the Current Issue
NOTE; The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the [three, major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are Correlated with data from-wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent ( coin machines* retail
disks )' arid three ways iri the case of tunes (6oin machines, retail disks and retail sheet musip.
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week. Week

TALENT
TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

1
2
3
4

1
2
5
4

DANNY & JUNIORS (ABC-Par)
SILHOUETTES (Ember)
CRESCENDOS (Nasco)
McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral) .. .. •. •

5

3

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) .........

6

10

PERRY COMQ (Victor)

7

6

BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)

8

FRANK' SINATRA (Caipitol) v.......

9

8

10

9

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

1
2
3

#
5
6
7
8
ft
10

1
2
3
5
6
4
7
9
10

. DIAMONDS (Mercury)
PAT BOONE (Dot) .... ..;.....-.

At The Hopf
.... Get A Jobf
Oh Julief
_, Sugartimef
(Don’tf
‘ * ’*(1 Beg Of Youf
\Catch A Falling Star*
j Magic Moments*
VSail Along Silvery Moonf
'/Raunchyt
[Witchcraft*,
... {Tell Her You Love Her?
(All The Way*
The Strollf
\ April Loye*
‘ ’ (It’s Too Soon To.Knowf

TUNES
TUNE

{AT THE HOP
fSUGARTIME ..?___
"APRIL LOVE—“April Love”-F
-SAIL ALONG SILVERY MOON_....
* ALL THE WAY—“Joker Is Wild”-F
fGETAJOB .....
fOH JULIE
* CATCH A FALLING STAR..,
{STROLL ,
...X.....
-MAGIC MOMENTS
(♦ASCAP fBMI F-Films)*

PUBLISHER

>.. . S-Sealark
... Nor-Va-Jak
Feist
........ * *,. Joy
. ...., Maraville
Ulysses-Bagby
Excellor
Marvin
,Meridian
Famous

Hampton Hits Two Ways
On German Trek—at The
B.O. and Donor of Drams
Wiesbaden, Feb. 11.
Lionel Hampton proved a stand¬
out hit With both Germain and
American (servicemen and fami¬
lies) audiences In his tour through¬
out Germany, and scored as a
champ way-paver with his friend¬
making gestures throughout.
About
2,000
American
fans
jammed into the new Rheiri-Main
Halle here to hear the Hamp and
; his 17-piece orch, now making its
fifth goodwill jazz tour of Europe.
; The Berlin Sports Palast sold out
] its 11,000 seats, and despite the
; constantly increasing difficulties
j frir East Berliners to cross into
j West Berlin and get their money
exchanged into West marks, about
; a third of the audience—4,000—
! came in from the East part of the
divided city to hear the cool cats.,
j
“Audiences areri’t much differ. ent iri the European countries,”
( Hampton said. “They’re receptive
and enthusiastic. Europeans dig
f our jazz music the most. They
( know, jazz is art, and we‘re-trying
to '
them the best we’ve grit.
The State Department wants me
. to go to Africa, and Israel,” he
continued. “I’d like to play at th
Ghana Music Festival and want to
go to Russia if we get the chance.”
j
Hampton and crew were the first
major/ U. S. band outfit to tour
Spain, and_ 19,000 pammed into a .
giant bullring for his all-out per• formance. He also cut a new al^bum while in Spain.
It’s “Jazz
! Flamenco,” done at the Madrid
‘ studios of RCA of Spain.
i
Rounding out the year in Hami burg, Hamp made a personal hit
; by gifting a set of drums to'a
I regugee just outside the city, and
• also gave a set to the Hamburg
j police band because he had heard
] they, always had to borrow drums
j when they went on parade.
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FLORIDA’S ‘PLEASE, MR. SUN’
AGVA and One-Man Rule
The national board meeting of the American Guild of Variety
Artists, which started yesterday (Tues.) at the New Yorker
Hotel, N. Y., is likely to. determine whether one-man rule will
prevail in the organization. It’s figured that if the present ad¬
ministration is permitted to ‘‘get away” with using the organiza¬
tion’s funds for personal purposes, then the board will have sm>
rendered its powers to govern the organization.
The union treasury, after a vote by the national board, re¬
cently paid $20,000 assessed against national administrative sec¬
retary Jackie Bright by a N. Y. Federal court. The money went
to former- eastern regional director Dick Jones who sued the
union along with Bright and his predecessor Jack Irving for
damages resulting from libelous articles in the AGVA News,
union's house organ. AGVA and the national board were ab¬
solved as defendants in the case and the $70,000 judgment was
levied against Bright and Irving.
The question likely to arise in the discussion of this case is
whether the facts presented to. the national board Were cor¬
rectly stated. Original statement to the board said that settle¬
ment of this issue for $20,000 would end all claims -‘against
AGVA” by Jones. Actually, the letter should have stated “against
Jackie Bright” (union put up no defense for Irving). It was only
after the successful poll was completed that a letter of correc¬
tion went out.
Should the board; allow Bright to get away/with this settle¬
ment, the issue is not expected to be closed Inasmuch as pockets
of resistance;to the administration have been formed in various
key cities, particularly in New York and Chicago. There are
several groups seeking4e-be heard at the national board: Among
them is one represented by Bob Marshall who . is seeking per¬
mission to speak;

All the tricks in the booking
Miami Beach is set to write off
trade are being used in an effort
Cotton Club Foldo
the current season as a total loss.
to avoid head-on-collisions be¬
With less than a dozen tropical
Miami Beach, Feb. 11.
tween two top ctouring rock ’«*
days, in two months, the hotels and
The first major cafe closing
rollers which will be on the road
niteries in the area are reeling
of the Miami Beach season
in early'spring. The Alan Freed
under the steady blows of
a
came Sunday (9) with the.
Show, going out March 28, will be
weatherman seemingly determined
Cotton Club as the victim.
hitting into territories toured by
Operators Sam Barken and
to blight the entire State of
the
Feld
Bros, roller,
which
Florida;
Norman Schuyler, hope to get
preems April 5, full schedule not
additional backing for a re¬
Talent agency spokesmen say
yet having been set.
opening.
there isn’t a single hotel in Miami
It will be the first time that two
The Cotton Club was the sur¬
Beach not operating in the. red this
proved r&r’s in the field will be
prise click of last season and
winter
season.
Well-publicized
battling for the dollar. Feld Bros;
the second edition. With music
cold-snaps have discouraged any
are vets in the bigtime rock ’ll’
by Benny Davis and choreog¬
mass exoduses from points north.
rollers, but this is the first time
raphy by Dee Sherman, drew
. Rates in hotels have come down
Freed
has -taken a. show on the
good
notices.
However,
the
considerably.
Some h a ve, taken
road for an extended torn*.
in general business, in Miami
the .room rate, and thrown in
It’s reported that both aije at¬
Beach, principally because of
meals at no additional cost. How¬
the weather, has knocked the.
tempting to get arena operators to
ever, the consensus is that unless
props from under the nitery
insert protection clauses anywhere
the weather changes, rieither rates
and hotel field. „
from three to six weeks so that
nor more money for name talent
.Cotton Club’s layout in¬
the maximum can be derived from
will help the harassed hoteliers.
cluded Cab Calloway, Maurie
any given town. Arena-ops are •
The innkeepers feel that it is
Leighton,
Norma Miller
interested in both shows, with the
virtually impossible to retrieve
Dancers.
Feld
Bros, menage figured^ to have
this season. Even an immediate
an edge because of its previous
break in ^ the weather to the usuril
success
on the road. Freed is a.
tropical standards couldn’t possi¬
comparative stranger in many
bly turn this year into a money¬
cities,
having
stuck closely to his
maker, The important month of
home base in Newr York where he
January was a dud, and indications
dee
jays
over
WINS.
His success
point to possibility that, the /peak
in New York is attested to by the
month, February, will be late in
fact he hit a record-breaking $185,getting started.
during his recent stand at the
Havana’s Competition :
Paramount on Broadway.
There are factors, other than
The Feld Bros, are acknowl¬
the weather, contributing; to. the
edged leaders in the rock ’n’ roll
plight of Florida this year.
For
field in the provinces as well as
example, the innkeepers believe
large towns.. Feld has: trouped
that the comparatively few that
Miami Beach, Feb. 11. '
did come to Miami Beach this year
some of the top names in this cate¬
The. Deauville, which shuttered
gory, and has come up with ex¬
cut short their stay and spent less
its big Casanova Room recently aftremely large profits.
money in order to conserve some
. ter a losing attempt at a produc¬
The Feld and Freed, packages
cash for the casinos in .Havana.
tion idea to combat the topliner
on simultaneous tours, is likely to
While the weather in ' Havana
policy attractions of established
create an upset which iriay destroy
isn’t ideal, since that town has
plusheries on the Beach, will
the balance in the r’n’r touring
been : hit also* it doesn’t get as
switch to a name-plus-revue idea field. Thus far, there’s been no
cold as it does in Miami Beach.
and reopen Feb.- 28 with Donald major competition. Should there
Overcoats aren’t. necessary there;
O’Connor and his show.. This will
be a mutual invasion of areas, it’s
consequently, some of the Florida
be an all-out attempt to reestablish \
likely that losses will result.
discomfort can be avoided. Even in
the room as a must-see for winter i
perfect weather, those accustomed
The iceshow field has by now
vacationers.
|
(Continued on page 64)
P’Coiinpr will bring in his own ! learned to live with, similar situ¬
ations.
However,'the various com¬
staging, with aide Sid Miller, plus |
a full complement of line girls arid } panies have been cooperating to
supporting acts. Bill Miller, form- j ■the extent of consciously avoiding
er Las Vegas and New Jersey ! each, other’s territories. There is
(Riviera) boniface now living here, :i no such agreement between rock
arranged the deal for O’Connor, ' ’n’ roll operators. The battle-will
as his personal manager for caf*: be on to get into, the cities in
which top grosses have been regis¬
hookings.
This will he a first around in this tered in the past. Should, there
be
close dates in any given area,
resort for O’Connor, although the ,
Fontainebleau, the Eden Roc and ; it’s likely that competition will cut
down
gates of both shows.
the Americana have betn making
The Freed show is being bobked
pitches in his direction for sev¬
Buffalo, Feb. 11.
by
the
: Shaw agency, while the
eral seasons., The Font was still
Town Casi , one of the nation’s trying, until the Deauville deal was Gale agency will plot the Feld
top niteries, is closing February 23, announced.
The newery’s man¬ Bros, layout.
with its future indefinite. Whether agement is now in process of lining
it will be reopened aifteri Lent, is up additional .topliriers to keep its
dependent upon conditions in show Casanova Room in the contention
biz. “Right now things look pretty through what, is now expected to
doubtful,” said Harry Altman, who be. the latest season in the area’s
with Harry Wallens has operated history.
the spot since 1945.
Honolulu, Feb. 11.
According to Altman, entertain¬
Vaudeville’s not dead in Hono¬
ers have priced themselves out. of
lulu.
In
an
updated
form, it’s just
the nitery business*, with part of
moved several miles distant right
the blame attributable to televi¬
into
sprawling
Schofield
Barracks,
sion, which enables: many night
military base that was the setting
San Antonio, Feb. 11.
club names to be seen by the put*
A plan for a “hemis-fairii-—. for “From Here to Eternity.”
lie for free. Altman does, not blame
the Casino trouble on Buffalo being world’s fair for Latin-American - Rock ’n* roll show Thursday (6)
•a poor show town but on the . fact countries and the U.S.—is being drew; several thousand bargainminded civilians and servicemen
that the going has .become tough considered for this city.
A Chamber of Coinmerce ineet- alike who paid only 90c per head
for niteries. all over the nation.
Gaslnn employs a house personnel ing of top civic leaders has named ! to. see a show topped by Paul Anka,
of 175 who are being laid off .cur¬ a committee to probe possibility ! Jerry Lee Lewis and Jodie Sands,
rently. .
of establishing an elaborate expo- j enroute back, from Australia.
. Closing is especially significant sition here in I960 with an eye to.}
Frankie Lyman, Eddie Cochran
iri view of the fact that the Palace getting Governrnent and industrial I and .the Coasters will give a per¬
j formance. in the Schofield Bowl
(burlesk) discontinued stageshows backing.
this month and, with Casino going
It’s envisioned that San Antonio Feb. 23.. Ferlin Husky and Faron
dark, no live stage entertainment would serve as the host for a Tex- Yourig will share honors in a coun¬
Is available in the. town.
as-Latino' fair to draw tourists.
try & western music show March 3.

Deauville Pacts

000

Jones, as a condition of his settlement in dropping his injunc¬
tion case against AGVA, has been given one hour’s time to state
his case. He’s expected to bring up a series of errors made by
the administration during his tenure as eastern regional director.
(See news story for Jones’statements.)

In New Fla. Try

The opposition, is expected to be solidified by the time, of the
national convention .in June, in Mexico City. The case is expected
to be. revived again in front of that group.

Dick Jones, former eastern re¬
gional director of the American
Guild of Variety. Artists, had his
say in New York before the na¬
Hollywood, Feb- 11.
tional board Which convened yes¬
Jack Benny will do a four-week
terday (Tues.) for a three-day meet repeat at the Flamingo, Las Vegas,
at the Hbtel New Yorker. His one- starting July 3. Benny played his
hour speech was.; received with first nitery engagement at that
stony silence. Whether any action spot last summer. ‘
will be taken on his spiel is prob¬
Salary will again; be $25,000 per
lematical.
frame but his supporting headliner,
Among the charges leveled by Gisele MacKenzie, who played the;
Jozies is that Jackie Bright, na¬ cafe with him last, year, gets a pay
tional administrator, and Harold: boost.
Berg,, union’s
attorney,
“lied”
when they presented the fact to.
the national board. For the first
time,- Jones disclosed that the $20,given to him in settlement was
.for the termination of the libel
suit only. Previously, it had been
It is stressed that the amuse¬
declared by AGVA that $5,000 was ment park venture on a 5,000-acre
for settlement of the $35,000 libel site
with
which
Congressmen
claim against Bright and $15,000 James .Roosevelt (Calif.) and Her¬
fpr the settlement of a pending in¬ bert Zeienko (N.Y.) will be associat¬
junction suit
Jones offered to ed as board members-r-the former
show papers on the terms of set¬ as chairman of the board—will
have zip gambling casino appurten¬
tlement to prove this contention.
Jones told the board that if basic ance. The charter -of the Carolina
rights hadii’t been denied to him Corp., named for a district in San
in 1054, when he was ousted and Juan, Puerto Rico, specifically has
his membership card taken, away, no mention. of . gambling. Others
the union Would not have been wise the vast amusement enter¬
liable for a penny in damages, prise, which may have hotel and
since no suit could have been motel appurtenances is; as Was de¬
brought. Jones claims, that if he tailed in last week’s paper, under
had had a hearing at that time, he way.
could ^not have brought the suit . Albert P. Dicker, Washington
which ended in a $70,000 personal investor, is president and Harry
assessment against Bright and his Steinberg, also Washington, secre¬
tary-treasurer.
predecessor. Jack Irving.
Jones also claimed that he . still
has fight to bring charges against
Bright on the ground of official
malfeasance in offering what he
termed, were a set of "sweetheart
contracts.” However, he asked the
board to determine whether it was
sufficiently impartial to hear these
charges of bring them to the. at¬
tention ef the Associated Actors
and Artists of America. There were
no takers for a'question and an¬
swer period.

NO GAMBLING ATNEW
PUERTO RICO PARK

000

Feld, Freed & Spring Song, Or

Honolulu‘Vaude’Comes
Back—in Barracks Guise

SAN ANTONIO EYEING
LATIN-AE ‘HEMIS-FAIR’

A. C. Traymore’s Bill

After March 1st, 1958

Patricia Wilson inked, for the
St. Regis Hotel’s Maisonette, N. Y.,
starting May 8.

" r

'•

Newsstands

Subscription

Per Copy

Per Year

See Details Page 71

Atlantic City, Feb; 11.
Boardwalk Traymore Hotel in
new policy move this winter is ofj fering out-of-town talent in its
! Submarine Room. In the old days
it was one of the most popular
j spots ini town with local Saturday
jnighters. *
j
This W’eek Mickey Freeman, the
i Pvt Zimmerman of the Phil Silvers
; tv 4sho\y; Adele Castle and Jules
i Lavan orch comprise the bill..Pol‘ icy of no .Cover or minimum is fol-.
lowed.
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After Skipper, Funmaster Rules
l Continued from page 62 ;

Kingston (British Jamaica), and Ha¬
vana (Cuba), as. well in the wellstocked ship’s store, is gured to ex¬
ceed $500,000 per cruise.
These
cruises are very popular, this sailing
crowding the 800 mark which, even
the. ship’s staff, admitted was “too
much” despite the; generating pros¬
perity for ali concerned (tips, bar
bills, parties, etc.), and it is felt
that nearer the 500 mark would be
better for all concerned. On trips
over 12 days $500 of duty-free mer¬
chandise is permitted, by U. S.
Customs, It is here, after an ad¬
mittedly
most
rewarding
two
weeks’; fun-sun . cruise, that both
Uncle Sam and the cruise ships
conspire to irritate the customers.
It becomes a case of “what have
you done for me lately”? as many
gripe because they must* stay,
queued up, like moujiks, while
bales upon, bales of trunks, bag¬
gage, booze and West Indie “loot”
is first carted off.
A simple public relations job
could resolve this on two scores:
(1>,. accent via multiple bulletins,
ship’s newspaper, etc., to “take it
easy up in the saloon and grand
hall” Until the baggage is unloaded,
or- (2) permit the passengers off.
Perhaps
when
the
HollandAmerima line’s new Manhattan
dock-shed is built (it’s now a Hobo¬
ken departure) this may be re¬
solved.,
(As Robert Q. Lewis...
cracked, “After all these glamor¬
ous ports, and then the final stop
is Hobok ' how ridiculous can
you get!

bass; seems to be constantly prac¬
tising in any of the unused public
halls.
Kid Havana
Will Jordan, now established Ed
Sulivan “imitator” and due for his
loth return on the Sullivan videoer, is. another standup pro come¬
dian. The gags about the out-ofthis-world ‘‘this year’s new” hotels:
in Havana, one of the five ports of
call, made both the new Gapri and
Riviera natural targets. Actually
it’s not germane since both hostelries are in excellent tqste, and
whatever garishness thatmay have
distinguished the Florida style of
hospices is absent in those plush:
American-built-financed - operated
casino-hotels.
To continue with the show,
Betty Egan, ex-N. Y. City Center,
is an operetta soprano, also "com¬
petent, Abramson sends along a
producer,
Evelyn
Garlock
to
shepherd the show. The- 5-piece
Bramson band has pianist-leader.
A1 Arkuss at the ivories; an excel¬
lent trumpeter in Charles Budd;
Maurice Auster, sax; Dave Fields,
bass-vocalist; Dave Berman, drumsvocalist.
Bassist Cjer Heitman helms the
Dutch band of 12; and his team
comprises Piet Stooter, violin-sax;
Rikus Hettema, violin; Henk Ebben
and Frans Hinsen, saxes; Joop
Haans,
trumpet;
Joop
Snyder,
Karel y. Zonnefeld and Hans Knol,
piano-accordion; Henk Holtkbmpf,
THE GLAMOROUS NEW
bass and accordion; Jan DeVries
HOTEL
and Jac Kooymans, drums-bass.
They split up into a quartet for the
Stuyvesarit Room; an iritime duo
(Stooter and Snyder) for the Jun¬
gle. Bar, who know their U. S. mu¬
Show folks are raving about the
sicomedy and pop standards; and. a
all new Hotel Avery. All new, large,
-man dance combo for : the Ritz
beautifully furnished deluxe rooms
Carlton cafe and the Grand Hall,
with private bath and televisi .
Seagoing Showmanship
Many Air Conditioned.
All this is part of the seagoing
showmanship which sees Smith
Sr. as the goodwill ambassador,
I
general factotum and travelog lec¬
turer before each port of call. Son
Robert.James Smith Jr, is now as¬
sociate^ cruise director and being
groomed, and like his. young Old
Boy,
an
engaging
personality,
which is a prerequisite of the en¬
tire Cruise Staff.
Virgin Islands seems to be like
those admen and broadcasters who
“retire” to Phoenix or Tucson or
Scottsdale and become Arizona
realty developers “just to do some¬
thing.” Virginia and Ward French
. February IT
—he used to be prez of Columbia
Concerts; daughter Eleanor was
. Cleveland, Ohio
one of. those “society chanteuses”
Thanks, MARTY CAINE
when they were the vogue in the
Mgf.: Sta & Will Weber. New York
Stork Club set—are very much in
“home, acreage and building sites.”
Grant L. Hamilton; ex-Hotel Statler (N,Y.) management staff, runs
GLASON'S
the Yacht Haven Ear & Restaurant,
PROFESSIONAL
also in St, Thomas, V.I. Many of
COMEDT MATERIAL
the Madison Ave. and kindred en¬
for all Theatricals
virons are buying winter homes
"We Service the Stars"
there, among them Nick Carter
Big Clean-Out Special oe All
and Leo Van.: Munching (Heine35 Gag Files for Only $15
ken’s Beer), Sam Lipman (owner,
Fins $1.00 Postaga
of. New York’s Hotel 5th Ave.),
• 1 Parody Books, Per Bk. ... $10 •
et al. Jack Sebastian, ex-show biz,
• 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. .. $25 e
has been prop, of Sebastian’s-on• Minstrel Budget ■..
$25 •
How to Master the Ceremonies
the-Beachi top nitery . and also
$3 per Copy
datery.
No C.O.D's.- "Always Open"
Their expenditures in the, “free”
BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54th St., N.r.C., 1* Circle 7-mp
ports
of
St.
Thomas
(Virgin
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY)
Islands),
Curacao
(Netherlands
(Let a Raal Professional Train You)
West Indies), Martinique (French),'

authoritative, prepossessing per¬
former.
Vivian Lori, tv and musicomedy
• songstress, toured with the na¬
tional company of “Pajama Game’’
(she does a punchy medley of that
show’s tunes, also a Gershwin
'medley among other items) and
is now slated for “Flight To Gran¬
ada;” upcoming legit musical.
Pip Walters, at the 500 Club,
Atlantic City, for 18 months, is a
youngster who wili be heard from
importantly. Tie made standout im¬
pression with a show-wise audi¬
ence. Versatile youngster dances
better than many and juggles bet-,
ter than most so that when he
combines both—the intricate legmania and the sldlfull ball manip¬
ulations—he makes for a standout
novelty indeed. He looks like
Eddie Fisher, could be mistaken
for him, hails from' Philadelphia,
opens Feb. 14 at the Horizon
Room, Pittsburgh. He also sings,
plays piano, trumpet, drums and
r
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CAB CALLOWAY
Just Concluded Eight Weeks

COTTON CLUB, Miami Beach
Mgt. BILL MITTLER, Ult Broadway. Now York

Caribbean Festival
Continued from page 62 aaa
beef,, and deserts such as sweet
potato pudding, rum . pineapple
spears, etc., on the menu. All were
served buffet style.
Jean Leon Destine and his.groUp
entertained with a 90-minute ex¬
hibition of Haitian dances and
songs following the dinner. With
but one exception, the rhythm of
the drums played by Alphonse
Cimber and Edner Calvin was the
music as the group skillfully of¬
fered its program. Music from a
record was used as the unit niftily
danced its Creole Mazurka. Des¬
tine did several solo numbers, his
Slave Dance being his topper. Both
Marguerite Adrien and Thelma
Hill,, and Arthur Wright and
Charles Queenan scored, in their
group, double and supporting of¬
ferings. Much of the success was
due to the skillful .accompaniment
of Cimber and Calvin. Michael
Lanin did the commentary.
.Dancing to the music of Harold
Ferrin and the Palmetto Boys and
San' Juan Trio, wrapped up the
Friday night action. '
With the “ship” due in port at
9 p.m. Saturday, passengers that
afternoon enjoyed a. demonstration
of Caribbean dances by Barbara

Caribbean Festival
Jean Leon Destine. & His Haitian dance
group,
featuring
Marguerite
Adrien;
Thelma HiD,' Arthur Wright, Charles
Queenan. Alphonse Cimber, Edner Calvin,
Michael Lanin. Betancourt's Marimba
Band, Harold Ferrin Continentals, Johnny
Conquet Trio; Florindia, Ambra & Jose,
Senor. Cortez, Gerald
Clark
Sc
His
Calypso Boys, Princess. Oretia & Pimientito, Emilio Reyes & Cuban Orch. Trinidad
Steel Band, Palmetto Boys, San Juan
Trio, Pbrcelll Trio. At Chalfonte-Haddon
HaU, Jan. 31-Feb. 1, ’58.

Florida’s ‘Please,'Mr. Sun’
; Continued from page 63 ;
to stay in Miami Beach for the
season are likely to check out
periodically for. - a few days in
Havana and the casinos.
A factor making the future of
some hotels dubious is that invest¬
ment money will be comparatively
scarce in Florida; _ Loans from
legitimate sources will be hard to
Conte by and some hotelman will
be going after coin at usurious and
illegal rates. Thus, bonifaces will
have huge interest costs added to
the usual retinue of troubles.
The hotelman have been cursing
their luck this year. Nothing, it
seems, has turned; out right: For
example, the network television
airings, such as the Jack Paar’s
NBC show and the race telecasts
emanating from Miami Beach, have
emphasized only that it’s cold out¬
side. This has the whole country
wondejirig if it’s better to skip a
southern vacation this year.
Percenters & Performers^
. The only winners this year were
the talent agencies and the per¬
formers.
Most hotels booked a
full complement of entertainers.
The contracts have all been, car¬
ried out, and in this field, there’s
the business-as-usual aspect. The
Deauville hotel, for example, clos¬
ing, out. its original production,,
will be going in for more expen-'
sive
shows.
Donald
O’Connor
has been set for F^b. 28.
(See
separate story.)
The niteries are also doing subpar business. This year, all agree
tfiat it isn’t the fault of the head¬
liners or the/lack of headliners.
The star performer in the area, the
weather, became temperamental.

bean cruise a week ago drew a
near-capacity crowd, and its two.
other cruise weekends, coming this
and next month, have already
drawn reservations above those of
last year at this time. Should the
Florida vacationland continue to
feel the effects of old man winter,
both cruises are due to be SRO,
Other indications of the better
than usual winter season is the re¬
port that luxury tax collections are
higher.
In . January, . collections
were $70,199, against $64,214 for
the same month last year. Unem¬
ployment benefits are down also,,
with $701,000 paid out in January,
against $708,000 in the same month
last year:

A4*

THE COMEDIAN”

The Only Real Monthly
PROFESSIONAL. GAG SERVJCI
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST
*■
Now In Its $0th Issue, containing
stories, one-liners, poemettes, song
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, monologs,
parodies, double
gags,
bits,
ideas, intros. Impressions and Im¬
personations, political. Interruptions.
Thoughts of
the
Day,
Humorous
Views , of the News, etc. Start with
current issue, $15 yearly — 2 years
$28 — J years $40 — Single Copies
$2.00 — NO C.O.D.'

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54 St, New York If

COLLINS

A.C. Figures Fla.’s
Loss Is Its Gain
Atlantic City, Feb. 11.
Boardwalk hotels report week¬
end business, above average this
year so far, arid hotelmen believe
it is due to the poor season Florida
is having due to the continued cold
weather.. Not that the weather is
good hero, for It's been the coldest,
snowiest winter in the city’s long
history.
It’s simply that those who have
dropped plans for, a Florida vaca¬
tion as cold weather continues to
plague the southland want to get
out of town and pick a resort
closer to home. This might be a
spot in. the mountains or one of
the big hotels on the Boardwalk,
which with balanced weekend pro¬
grams makes it unnecessary for
the guest to venture outside for
anything but a try on the ice rink.
And all this much cheaper'than
the Florida vaqatiori with regard
to travel and hotel entertainment
and food expenses.
Chalfonte-Haddon . Hall’s Carib-

■3%

Currently

HILTON ISTANBUL
Completed
10 Weeks, CIRO'S, Paris

RAYROMAINE
and CLAIRE
"Delightfully
Different«

Now
Appearing
CASINO
ESTORIL, Portugal

Saranac Lake

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, Feb. 11.
Arthur J. Slattery’s, fractured
arm is back in a plaster cast.
Olin Atkinson, manager Allison
Theatre, Piedmont,. Ala., regist¬
and Bill Duffy. ; Another cocktail ered in for the usual checkup and
party, preceded the dinner. The rest period.
party then went “ashore” where an
Harry “Slipfoot” Clifton, black¬
entire floor had been.: artistically face comedian . of yesteryear who
set up as a Haitian village. The made the grade here in 1944, is
crowds went -from building to now a columnist on the Newark
building where both American and (N. Y.j Courier-Qazette.
native dririks .were sold arid native
Evelyn Ellis was handed a big
music arid entertainment offered. | surprise—a gang of “We The Pa¬
At the Quai there were shops tients” sneaked up to the general
and Betancourt’s marimba band hospital and serenaded her with
played while native entertainment a bedside birthday party. She is
was presented; the Elbow bend bar fighting post-surgery ordeal and
featured .native rum drinks; the doing well.
Spider Web, continuous dancing by
Write to those who are ill.
Harold Ferrin’s Continentals and
the johnny Conquet Trio from
Puerto Rico.' Gerald Clark & His
Calypso Boys arid Princess Orelia Cave, Omaha, Reopening
and Pimientito were in the Cafe
Omaha. Feb. 11.
iVtartinque; the Jungle Club had
•The Cave, under the Hill Hotel
music by the Emilio Reyes Cuban here, will reopen next month, the
Orchestra; and the Trinidad Steel bistro’s new managers have an¬
Band with a revue offered three nounced.
times nightly.
Popular nitefy-dancery has been
At the “M, S. Blackbeard” the
dark the past three years.
Palmetto Boys and the San Juan
Trio played, arid at the Off-Island
Club, dancing was to the music of
the Porcelli trio.
Village was arranged so that
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS
music from various bars and bis¬
tros didn’t drown out offerings of
9th International Tour
other spots. Huge crowd circu¬
lated through the area, colorfully
planned by Cleon Throckmorton,
New York scenic designer, sipping
American or native drinks, and en¬
joying, the entertainment provided Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Pors. Mgr.i ED KlRKEBY
with Cafe Martinique, where Prin¬
cess Orelia arid Pimimtlto plus
Gerald Clark’s Calypso Boys were
featured, getting top play

Thanks fa

SENSATIONAL! FABULOUS!
A veritable Fort Knox of Classified
Comedy material. Took 3 years to
compile each of the first two editions..
Five years spent on third edition,

FUN MASTER'S
Giant Classified. Encyclopedia of Gags
• 3 Different Editions*
Editiwi Ne. 1—5 V»l»....$300.00
Edltlen Ne. 2—5 Volt. ..........$300.00
Edition No. 3—10 Volt... .$500.00
All 3 Editions—20 Vols.—$1,000,00
No C.O.D.'i
Fully classified, covering, every con¬
ceivable siiblect from A to Z. The last
word in classiflod gags. Top drawer
stuff l Can't bo beat I

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54 St., New York It Circle 7-113$
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New York's
i. loce Theatre to
leaves
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THE DAILY TELEGRAPH
"Only English pop singer to out-rival top ranking
Americans Johnnie Ray, Franki
Laine and Billy
Daniels/'

THE TIMES
"A combination of personality, talent and style . ...
Mr. Vaughan has them all. He holds the audience i
the palm of his hands,"

A-

the daily sketch
"At the Palace Theatre Vaughan boomed to new
heights as an entertai

THE STAGE
"The 29 year old recording artist had me completely
under his spell from the moment the curtain opened."

A

*

THE RECORD MIRROR
"The most talked-about entertainer In Gt. Britai
today, Frankie Vaughan, made his West End of London
debut at the Palace Theatre-it was a complete triumph."

Mews chronicle

★

★
★
*

"The warm and vivid personality of Frankie Vaughan
culls screams from the teenagers."

EVENING STANDARD
s
"Vaughan can belt out a fast and furious rhythm .
a professional and likeable entertainer."

THE DAILY MIRROR
"Frankie Vaughan justifiably tops the bill at the West
End's Palace Theatre."

★

MANCHESTER GUARDIAN
•"Mr. Vaughan has warmth of heart, personality and
ease of manner . . . which quickly endear him to his
audi

THE DAILY EXPRESS
"Frankie ... a big, dark sinuous strutter with an ultraassured manner with top-hat, cane and straw boater."

^

PSniEfY

A

EVENING NEWST
"Admirers in the front row of the stalls throwing
flowers oh to the stage as Frankie sings."

"Should be a hot Box Office attract!

Representation:
William Marsh,
BERNARD DELFONT 0R6ANIZATI
Morris House, 1-5 Jcrmyn Street,
Haymarket,
LONDON, S.W.l.
CABLE: BERDEL, PICCY LONDON
TELEPHONE: WHITEHALL 9901

Persona/ Management:
PAUL CAVE,
77, Chancery" Lane,
London, w.c.2.
TELEPHONE: HOLBORN 9691
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Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. tabled groupings that fill the ringHotel StatleiyN. Y.
M cGuir e Sisters & -Go.: (3), sides and terraces. For them he
Xavier Cugat Orch (15) with
Emil Coleman & Bela Bahai can do iio wrong as he unwinds his Giarnia, Ray .Carle Quartet; $2.50
rambling, rowdy book of strictly
Orchs; $3^$4 coven
cover after 9 p.m.
adult material.
The Lewis musings. add up to a howl-filled 50
The foster of talent at the Wal¬
There’ll be a Whole lbtta shakin*
minutes of material fori the devo¬
dorf-Astoria’s Empire Room looks
tees. Between musical spoofs, the going on in the Hotel Statler’s. Cafe
like a list of fresh faces. Impresario ad libs with ringsiders and collec¬ Rouge f or the next few Weeks while
Claude C. Philippe has reached tion cf topical observations - he Xavier Cugat and his caballeros
out into many fields, for his act tosses around are . plusses in a stint make With, the music.
For this
collection. The newest, the Mc¬ that, from. the. Walk-on, is greeted booking, the Rouge, which up to
Guire Sisters, last played New with mitting from the faithful and this point Was the last remaining
York at the Copacabana, and prior grows rapidly on first-viewers: who NeW York hotel room available to
to that were a pre-sold name na¬ take/to . his amiable, puckish ap¬ swing bands (a vanishing. species),
tionally by virtue of their work on proach with mounting laugh reac¬ has been decked . out in Latin de¬
anti subsequent firing from the tion.
There’s plenty of the new cor with palm; trees sprouting all
Arthur Godfrey teleshow.
in his catalog, and. inevitable re-, over the place, a new menu that
The girls fit the room Well. Their prises on the requested faves from spotlights dishes like ‘‘polio baract is cheerful, has a bright Other stands here.
Austin Mack, ranquilla” and' drinks like “belidas
facade and they provide a brand cf ini his quietly efficient way at the tropicales,” and a crew of waiters,
gaiety that-results in a continual SteinWay, adds to the overall with varied accents as Of. yore,
roimd of applause.
garbed in a Spanish, touch.
It
pounding-for-more result.
There is one mysterious facet
Miss McDonald played here, last looks like a payoff formula. On
to their .act. They carry three boys summer as the topliner, and opening night. (7), despite a driv¬
with them. They appear ever so clicked big. She looks to ^ditto in ing downpour, there was a solid
briefly at .the beginning of their this outing, handling herself in turnout.
turn, and : during the “Sisters” smooth, confident manner as she
Gugat’s formula is as durable as
number, two of them make a return sets up the Smartly blended. song-, any in the music biz. Sort cf a
for a quickie. Their, exact .function, book her adept arranger-accom- south-of-the-border Guy Lombardo.
is not too easy to divine.
panist-stagef, Hal Borne, has con¬ Cugat has a band that lays down a
The McGuires have nearly as cocted for her. The eye-appeal is steady beat for the clientele who
many visual as. aural Values: There there from teeoff but -'The Body” have a yen. for the rhumbas, lhanW
is some sight Comedy, particularly and heWs-stories rep are forgotten bos, cha cha chas and similar torso
by Phyllis, to go along with their when she hits into the vocalisticsv shaking tempos/.
vocalistics—for . example, a takeoff Although not of the big, belting
Cugat has a slick, Well-trained
on the jgirl chirpers of the -20s in songstress school, her pipings win crew bidding his baton. _ Consist¬
Which they don costumes of. the progressively strong fabler re¬ ing .of four trumpets,, four reeds
period. In addition, the numbers sponse. The looker works in fluid, i with sidemen who double on flutes
are designed to have periodic com¬ easy manner to add to. the authori¬ and French horns, a conventional
edy breaks. Christine and Dorothy
tative takeover a must in her case three-man rhythm section plus
during “I Feel Pretty” have a mir¬ if she is to cash in on the ya-ta-ta vibes and a couple of bongos and
ror routine that gets off. However, physique. That she does is evident maraccas, in addition to Occasional
it’s Phyllis who takes the front & in the sock reception accorded her fiddling by Cugat himself, this orch.
centre role most frequently to give songalog. With / “Tenement. Sym¬ can dish up pretty-sounding balthe turn its greatest strength.
phony” and many-tuned arrange¬ lads or can blow up„a tropical storm
Their one serioso attempt is ah ment of “Around The World: In 8 on the hot, uptempo tunes in the
English translation of “Un bel di” Minutes” the standouts.
Hispano groove: Throughout, Cu¬
from “Mme. Butterfly,” which
Norton & Patricia el:ck in the gat gets striking instrumental color
comes across with ease, .charm and teeoff spot; youthful, fresh de¬ effects out of his reed sidemen and
sympathy for the aims of the Com¬ meanor and." smoothly achieved 1 ifts the precision work of his brass
poser. They, get oral applause for and spins wind them into a sound and rhythm, sections.
In all, a
this ■’ one. The entire turn is payoff. Mai Malkin’s crew back in swinging organization iff a highly
mounted excellently, the act ppl-. top style.
commercial
Latin
format.
Due on the 21st, Nat
ished to a, bright lustre, and pro-, King Cole.
For this stand, Cugat is without
Lary.
vides a lot of payoff moments.
Abbe Lane, who is starring in the
The Emil. Coleman band, ba“Oh Captain” legit musical > on
tonned by Murray Kane during the • Jazz Workshop, S. F.
BroadWay, but has come.up with
McGuire : turn, backstops excel¬
another standout . looker in the
San Francisco, Feb. 5.:
lently, and the Bela Babai aggrega¬
morio-monickered Gia nn a/
A
Paul
Bley
Quartet;
No
cover,
or
tion provides Magyar tunes prethoroughly
stacked
re d h e.ad
minimum.
dinner,; as well as alternate dansasheathed in a blue gown, that spot¬
pation.
Jose.
lighted What it bothered to cover,
This bright little modern jazz Gianna fronts the band with a non¬
has imported the Paul Bley stop oscillation. She undulates and
El Rancho, Las Yegas room
group frOm; L.A. and figures to get she gyrates, she wags and she . wob¬
Las Vegas, Feb. 8.
some action with his modern styl¬ bles, she rocks and she rolls, all
Sophie Tucker (with Ted Sha¬ ings/
motions in time to the band’s beat
piro), The. Vagabonds (4), Barry
Key mail in the group is pianist Which she abets by knocking two
Ashton Dancers (10), Dick Rice Bley, a conservatory grad who has sticks together. She also sings/
Orch (li); presented by Beldon indoctrinated the unit with con-, And her vocalizing, while not up
Katlem ; produced by Tom Doug¬ siderable overtones, of classical the level of her other talents, is
las; $3 minimum.
music,
Dave. Pike, an engaging good enough.
One of the bongo sidemen, un¬
vibraphohist is the other featured
. Sophie Tucker’s back in . the soloist and holds the audience’s at-; billed, also shares the vocal chores
Opera House with some new mate¬ tention well through his solo num¬ registering with strong, sure pipes
on such ballads as “All The Way*”
rial added to the fresh routines she bers.
intrped here on her last visit. Bill . Even more cerebral than Bru- “Autumn Leaves” and “I’m Learn¬
is balanced by The Vagabonds (4), beck, the Bley Quartet at times get ing.” Ray Carle foursome, with
and some zingy terping by the so faf but it loses the audience, accordion in lead, is a peat-sound¬
Herm.
Barry Ashton Dancers (10), which especially in its free-form atonal ing relief aggregation.
results in a solid hunk of bistro moments.
This is compensated
entertainment.
for, however, by a concentration on
Chase Club, St. Louis
Miss Tucker has some clever up- bluesy numbers and jazz Standards
to-date songolOgy in which . she in a hard. Swinging manner that is
gt. Louis, Feb. 6.
slaps Steve Allen on the wrist for right, up the current jazz groove.
Rowan & Martini Gerri Gale,
accusing her in his new book of
Bley handles the m.c. chores for Charley Spivak Orch (14); $1.50-$2
“selling nostalgia.” She gets yocks the group and might -profit by a
and hefty mitting for her number more outgoing Vocal manner. As
in song that “There May Be Half it is, the. crew-cut visual impact of
Rowan & Martin’s brand of hu¬
A Million Second Sophie Tuckers the group turns slightly stuffy via
mor, an offbeat article,, plight to
Hut There’s Not Another One Ex¬
the leader’s pear-shaped tones.
carry them quite a way if audi¬
actly Like Me!”' (an honor she says
Rafe.
ences elsewhere are anything like
also applies to her 88er Ted Sha¬
the opehing-night crowd at. the
piro); “Entertaining Papa,” and
Chase Club; which started laughing
“Calypso Soph,” latter number be¬
Eddys’.K.C.
the mOment they came onstage and
ing done in her ultra-fancy gold
Kansas City, Feb'. 7.
hardly stopped to take a breath till
calypso costume. For the “Some'of
Somethin’ Smith & The Redheads the boys walked off. There Were
These Days” reprise, she sez, “1’ve
some sourpusses on hand through¬
(3),
Tony.
DiPardo
Orch
(8);
$1been singing this song for over 47
out, but by and/ large all hands
years, and tonight I Want you to $1.50 cover.
were with ’em all the way.
sing it to ME!” Lyrics appear on
Personable; lads with a satiric
large board, and the patrons join
It’s only occasionally that the
rather than a fast-gag approach to
in a rousing community sing.
Redheads seem to get in town, but
The Vagabonds open with a each trip here they bring a well¬ laughter, they score their biggest
“Medley From The Hit Parade of paced, entertaining round of songs. yocks with a sign-off bit. in which
1919,” and also click with “Write This is their first in the Eddys’ straightman Rowan tries to do
Myself A Letter” and their w.k. spot, and they live up to their rep. some serious stuff at the mike
“Salt Song,” plus some good im- They give the customers 4(b min¬ while Martin heckles 'raucously
preshes and musical slapstick. Miss utes Of music and fun while being from a nitery table. Both boys are
humor Writers themselves, so the
Tucker is joined by the quartet in the only entry On the show.
material is original. First-nighters,
an upbeat finale. The Tom Douglas
This round ,the three, Something
production,
skedded
for
four Smith, Saul Striks and Major many of them regulars calloused to
the
same old repeated gags of;
frames, is capably backed by the Short, are: intermixing some of
other comedians Who haVe been
Dick Rice orch (11).
Duke.
their Epic label hits with a sprink¬
out this Way, definitely appreciated
ling of impressions and general
the refreshing look at something
foolishness. First show they rah
new.
Eden Hoc, Miami Beach out
“Always Hurt the One You
Gerri Gale; a leggy lass who
Miami Beach, Feb. 11.
Love,” “it’s a Sin To Tell a Lie”
Joe E. Lewis (with Austin Mack) , and “My Baby Just Cares for-Me” mixes in a bit of comedy with her
Marie McDonald (with Hal Borne), from their recorded roster, along dance routines, made a special hit
Norton & Patricia, Mai .Malkin With, a fancy “Cumin?*, by Striks with a fast-stepping- session ; in
which she utilizes a. fancy array of
Orch; $3.50*$7;50 minimum.
at the piano and “SWeet Georgia
Brown” With Smith leading out on chapeaux to fit the dances.
Charley Spivak, in for a six-week
With return of Joe E* Lewis for the banjo; Short chiming in; on the engagement With his orch, sparks;
his annual two.rweek stand, the big bass viol: There are .also some the fine danceable tempos with that
drawn
impressions
of
Cafe Pompeii is getting its first broadly
eyer-lOvin’ trumpet, which gets
overflow crowds , of the. slow-start¬ “everyday” types and some jibes at purtier every year.
Bob.
ing season.
He’s rooney-in-the- the classical as., they kid “Mr.
bank for prexy-booker Hafry. Muf- Stokowski.”
It’s the music that the. Custom¬
sph Who has buttressed the top¬
Latin Quartet*, N. Y,
per’s, draw values with added at¬ ers come to heaif from this group,
(FOLLOWUP)
traction Marie McDonald.
The and the special numbers, if amus¬
The Latin: Quarter’s stage-seting,
only
serve
to
space
out
.
the
package looks , to be the first big
winner since the Myron Cohen-Bil¬ songs. There is some advantage in ting, which runs from Rangoon to
ly 'Daniels Xmas run outdistanced the contrast of song and buffoon¬ Mandalay to Cairo, has tightened
ery, and they keep it moving to the the pace so that it’s now a smoothrival hotel cafe offerings.
running and colorful production
That Lewis is one of .the few re¬ delight of the audience.
Russell Arms and the DeJohn spiced with some potent perform¬
maining Cafe acts who still draws
ing values.
the moneyed hosts and their big Sisters (2) are due in Feb. 21.
/.<. w., .
Quin, c l * The major highlight in this event
parties is evidenced in thucluater-

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
is the return of Fran Warren to
Manhattan cafes following an ab¬
sence of several years during which
she declaimed the lead role in “Pa¬
jama Game” oil the. road. The road
experience Seems to have given
Miss Warren an increased appreci¬
ation in niteries. Her travels have
endowed her with an insight into
the likes of the provinces and her
native
sense
of
sophistication
seems to have a natural bent for
urban audiences. Result is a boffo
mixture good for mass and class
trade.
Her LQ' turn has good
arrangements, a strong projection
and excellent taste in material.
There’s good variety and solid
musicianship to go along with the
Other attributes for a maximum re-,
sponse. in . this house.
Another neWcomer in this hos¬
pice is Halier & Hayden, making
their first bigtime’ date in New
York. This team gets off to a slow
and. tasteless start, but once the
smaller gent (Benny Hayden) gives
an impression of an international
walking race, the lads start paying
dividends. The turn, generally, has
to achieve a higher lustre, more
smoothness and a better choice of
material at the forepart of session.
Strength, of the latter part of the
act gets them a potent mitt.
The Malagon Sisters. Who pre¬
viously performed at the Chateau
Madrid, are energetic workers,
knocking off some fast Latin pops
With terp interpolations that get
them excellent mitts. Los G^tos,.
also newcomers to this spot, work
rapidly in the aero department, do¬
ing some good . hand-to-handing
that rates them a strong exit.
The surrounding display is vir¬
tually intact. Chandra Kaly deliv¬
ers a bit Of tasty East Indian
dances,, and the Jamal Twins, a
pair of belly ballerinas, score with
sexy diaphragm duets. Martha Ami
Bentley continues her strong terp
turn around the boards in an ap¬
plause-winning manner. The pro¬
duction singing is by Bob Kennedy
and India Adams.
The early production number has
been modified by Frank Wagner to
encompass a tie-in with Pan-Amer¬
ican. Airways, which justifies the
travelog approach to the proceed¬
ings. Jo Lombardi backstops ex¬
cellently and Buddy Harlowe Trio
provides relief.
Jose.

Hotel Monteleone. JV.O.
New Orleans,.Feb. 8;

Hildegarde (unth Martin Freed)
Nick Stuart Orch (7); $4 mini¬
mum.
Hildegarde is back for her sec¬
ond romp in the plush Swan Room
and a romp it is. She’s tailor-made
for. the spot. Always an arresting
and photogenic blonde, the Mil¬
waukee . chantoosie is all pro and
her two-week stand is a cinch for
filled tables and ovations.
What, she can do with a song
needs no introduction here. More
relaxed this trip, Hildegarde un¬
veils new and fresh techniques that
captivate... Her Impact is; immedi¬
ate and with lights dimmed and
service halted, she holds rapt at¬
tention with her tickling of the 88.
songs, and. badinage.
Thrush’s 45-minute assortment
of pops, musicomedy tunes and
French, German -and Latino songs
are offered in an animated con¬
text of. stories and movements that
sparkle.
At show caught, Hildegarde was
Wearing an upswept hairdo in a
new shade, an eye-catching dusty
rose creation: by Fontana. of Rome,
a White mink stole, and usual, long
gloves: Her hankie was still in evi¬
dence but wasn’t waVed as much.
She makes a striking figure on¬
stage.
Hildegarde’s offering stacks up
brisker and more forceful this time
around, and her piano playing and
Warbling found the customers with
her all the way. Chanteuse, a fa¬
vorite here. Was given ovation at
end.
Liuz.

Statler-Hilton, Dallas
Dallas, Feb, 7.

Denise Loir, Bob Cross Orch (12);
cover.

$2-$2.50

Denise Lor, French songstress on
a hiatus from the Garry Moore tv
show,. .scores easily as a»supper
club act. Her pipings keep Her Way
ahead; only a worn Texas gag be¬
tween tubes hinders the fine show¬
casing. .
Miss Lor’s song Selections are
excellent—she varies the menu
neatly and a medley from “Bells
Are. Ringing,” with running between-tunes dialog anent the musi¬
cal, keeps tablers intent. She leans
to some standards, “Some of These
Days” and “Comes Love,” for good
response, spins a neat, taxi-driver
yarn for yocks, then cleans up. A
spicy blues bit, slightly suggestive,
precedes a great vocal version of
“Happiness. Is Just a Thing Called
Joe,” that grabs hefty palming.
Wrapup, and begoff of the 35-min¬
ute songalog, is a belting “Rock-ABye Your j Baby.’^
Baric, -.

67

Copaeabana, N. Y.
Pe<ggy Lee, Al Bernie, Four Es¬
quires, Ted Morrell, Dattii & Genii
Prior, Mimii Copa Girls (8), M*chael Durso & Frank Marti Orchs;
staged by Doug Coudy; music and
lyrics, Durso, Mel Mitchell, Marvin
Kahn; costumes, Sal Anthony (Mme
Berthe); orchestrations, Deac Eberhard; $5.50 minimum.
It’s a subtle sort of atomic en¬
ergy that Jules Podell is fielding
foi the top of his dlporshow at the
Copa this session. The slow, tan¬
talizing nuclear stuff is fissioned
out by Peggy Lee. On the other
side of the Podell pole is the
Strictly hit -’em - in - the-ribs Al
Bernie, a comedian who, though
with plenty on the ball, injures
himself by several examples of
plain, unvarnished vulgarity.:Third
act rounding out the bill is the
Four Esquires, par for the har¬
mony course (New Acts).
If there’s nothing like a dame,
there’s also nothing quite like an
in-person version of Miss Lee,
Who’s, gorgeously coiffed and
gowned. A reviewer, who last
caught her flashing in the flesh
way back nearly five years ago. at
ex- Copa impresario Monte
Proser’s ex-La Vie Eh Rose, had'
nearly forgotten how quietly elec¬
tric this singer can be. Her tele¬
vision appearances have meant
money in the bank to cry with, but
a Lee doing a couple of numbers
to rigid production requirements
and the sometimes slip-happy vid-.
eo cameras is, at best, no substi¬
tute for the mccoy live done vis-avis customers who breathe and are
in a position to react so that a
performer can catch the pulse then
aind: there.
Miss Lee had a rough few min¬
utes in her opening entries, prin¬
cipally because Copa customers
are not exactly oriented to the
kind of whispering campaign that’s
in her Reg.-U. S.-Pat.-Off. style.
They either take Peggy Lee this
way or they don’t. After a couple
of songs, they did and big, to pro¬
duce a threesome of. encore sets
and an authentic begoff. This, after
nearly three-quarters of an hour—
a lot. of singing for anyone, and
perhaps just as wearing on one
with a deliberate style such as hers
as with a straight-out belter and
whammer.
The phrasing, the articulation,
the authentic charm and the sin¬
cerity show all the Way through,
finally to encase the audience in
an indefinable aura; they know
they’ve been had, by a singer who
sneaks up on them without* them
being aware of it. There’s hardly
anyone in the business more art¬
ful, that way and in others, than
Miss Lee. Significantly, she avoids
current songs like the Asian flu,
has a romp or a serioso session
with the old standards or specialmaterial, capped by such fasci¬
natin’ rhythms as “Don’t Fool
Abound with Calico,” “When My
Sugar Walks Down the Street,” ad
infinitum.
Her edition of “My Heart Stood
Still” is andante cut about in half,
of sloWer than Rodgers & Hart in¬
tended it to be, perhaps, but as
done by this thrush, a thorough
winner. She has a carload of other
stuff in other tempos, with “You
Give Me Fever” a particular
smash, complete with spotlight and.
tom-tom effects. She will segue
from the cheerful to the ballady
stuff, oozing sensitivity and envel¬
oping as the accomp pianist directs
the beat ’and the fiddles fiddle the
jernt in a mood, and then into “St.
Louis Blues” for another score.
One of her encores, “Nothing,” is
a beaut. Ditto the whole* turn.
Al Bernie is a first-line comedy
impressionist, an energetic worker
with an ingratiating puss and the
manner of one who wants to score.
He does, in part. He opens with a
singing routine that Isn’t too bad
as an autobiography, then Into a
declamation on sex, dialatectic
takeoff on the March of Time, soap
operas, Belafonte and then wham
—a filthy joke about Christine
Jorgensen, the sexual remake. He
has a couple of other offish oneliuers (specifically, one about a
hammock) which are hotsy even
for some of the Copa crowd. But
he is back in stride again near the
finish When lie assumes all the
roles in the making of a film. He’s
a click at doing Nat Cole and Al
Jolson, Elvis, et. al., so why would
a skillful performer like Bernie
mess around with vulgarities?
Does it help the boxoffice?
The Copa Girls are bright and
pretty in three production num¬
bers, with the lively team of Danii
& Genii Prior purveying the terp¬
ing end and Ted Morell and Mimi
Working on the vocals. The line’s ,
final number, “Pick a Partner,” is
good, if overlong and repitrtious.
Mike DursO’s orch expertly han¬
dles the showbacking and Frahk
Marti’s crew takes over for the
customer- dancing.
Txmu.
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Flawed Perfection

Shows on Broadway
OSl Cap lain!
Merrill & Theatre

: touches, . but the performances
Howard
Gorp. of' never develop momentum or reach
America production of musical comedy peaks. James Starbuck has staged
Morgan
j?£ "^SSTtfcSSd^ the s a* least one effective dance numAlec Coppei screenplay for “The Cap- ber, a charming turn by vet bailer: pla-Alejism^.jaaiinov.-.

So They Say

Broadway -legit theatre im¬
presario was telling about a
new play to open at his house.
“It’s great,” he confided.
“The cast is wonderful: There’s
just nothing wrong with it. All
it needs is to be cut about 40
minutes.”

staging. Jose Ferrer; scenery and light-; lead Tony Randall as a diverting
ing.
Jo
Mielziner:
costumes.
Miles, sort of pseudo-partner.
But the
J ",
,, , . .
,,
White; dances and musical numbers. ; f
¥ coirpral
nthpr
yrmciVal and when the big-scenes COme they
James starbuck; musical direction, vocal sla§®
ot
seyerax otner musical
6
contrived and rather remote,
and ballet arrangements. Jay Blacktop: ; numbers seems “busy” rather than
Althm.JhtViP ntirnhnr hf rharacproduction associate, Sylvia Brulie; hair i mobile
Although the numOer Ot Cjiaracstyles. Ernest Adler. Features Tony Ran- ;
whalpver ninvemPiit ftw» cWv terS hasbeen compressed and what
d-?iL Abbe Lane. , Jacquelyn McKeever.!
Whatever movement tne show amounts-^ a story. jine created to
Edward Piatt. Susan Johnson. Paul vai-v does have stems largely from Mieltho inPiLots in
entine, Alexandra Danilova, staniev Carl-1 ziner’s unusual scenic arrangement, Provide focus, the incidents in aha
son. At Alvin Theatre. Feb. 4. J58; S9’O i
ioh
thp l^rPer around-the decaying Smalltown hotop Friday-Saturday nights, w.35 week- 8 &y umchseTtings ana* tne larger t ,
too much groundThat
nights Jii.30 opening).
■ props and.even the performers are
fnr
Capt. st. James - — Tony Randrfi freauentlv shifted oh and off bv ^?ay be atleasi partlyto blame for
sir*, st. James ...... Jacquelyn McKeever
h-oadnhhic
YWH».?<=■ fil#r the greatly oversized and over-

Neighbors.. .Betty McGuire. Dee Harless,

have made a special effort to pro-

ffive

.

“A splendid, tuneful, witty and well-played musical comedy. . ...
will make enormous contribution to the jollity of theatregoing.
—John Chapman, critic of the N.Y. Daily News, reviewing “Oh Cap¬
tain,” which opened last week at the Alvin Theatre, N.Y.-

neck-strain to down-front

»...

•
*„*£%%%

imagtaative and^ coiortm.

and Ks

tST"'
SS/JSSEJ
cT^wTeSingers, dancers, etc.t Cherie Burgess.! entertaument_tnan_tne snow ae
Shirley De Burgh. Sally Gura. Binrltta j livers. Miles White $ COStumeS are.
Kiviniemi. Asia Mercoolova. Kiki Minor. { inconsistent—some
strikinelv efAdriane Roger*. Mona Pivar. Sybil sr->t- i f _ti
and a few downright ^natford. Mona Tntsch. Joyce CarroU. Dee (leciive ana a iewaowniigiH. unai
Harless. Sheila Matthews. Betty Me-j tractive.
Guire. Alice Nunn, Jean Sincere. Helene {
Randall making his musical deWitney, -BiU A;kinson. Aivm ne;ra. I hutinthe HtleToiaislikableas
Kevin Carlisle. Allen Conroy, David Lo- t. Due in. me uue rpie,. as. tutaoie as>
her. Gordon Marsh. Doug Springier. Ken the skipper. Hehandlesthe comUrmston. Eddie Verso. Jack Eddieman, ;pdv scenes skillfully if not brilBruce McKay. Louis Polacek. George Rit- f,a> sceg&.£^ffi2r2i^
ner. Tony Rossi, Charles Rule. James lldUtlj. dances With Surprising PiOStevenson. Nolan Van-Way.
Van-Way.
. ficiency. and even lightness, and
Numbers: “A Very Proper Man," “Life '
pnnnplv fn Pet hv
He
*>mgS W
ell enoUgll to get Djr
Does a Man a Favor." “A Very Prooer
Proner S.ngS
well
Tig
Week."
st. James."
James.” ;, does
does not,
not, as
as advance
Week.r “Captain Henry st,
advance reports
reports prepreDock Dance, "Three Paradises." “Sur- dieted, come, through- as a major
prise“ “Hev .Madame," “FemininPv."
6
J •
“Tt‘s Never o,jjte the. Si me." We*re Not personauij. .
...
T
o
Children" “Give It All You’ve Got.”:»
Cabaret Singer Abbe Lane, as

*> thsrthe inotionii
highlights give the impression of
.bJjn- ctiiriied
Be ■ x“ Slulucu.
...
Dorothy McGuire is lovely, hownc the intense Bathetic mothever, as Uie intense, pauieiic niuLii
er. Who perceives the. sensitivity
and imagination of her teenage son
_ ,
encrifieps her life
and _ ultimately saennees ner 4iie
So that he may escape the provmcialism that has Stifled her.
It is
difficult rnlp
nassive
reticent
a. ailncuit
ailhcuit roie,; passiye,
■ ■
and not clearly-motivated (her exblanati(m
her
blanation
about
ber
youthful
J clear).
,
,
WWMg
iAnvthimr biit
.promiscuity-. ?s anything but c
.

but the star proiects a warmth and
intehsitv that hold the audience
■
‘‘Love is Hen/* "Keep it Simple." “The ; fbe captain’s Parisian cutie, wears f enthralled..
^
nhd7 costumes- that -certainly'dbn’f hide
Leon Ames is excellent in the
Pm Back.” “Double standard" “au the : her publicized figgeri She sings ill-explained part pf the doctor
Time." “You're So Right for Me."
i with a reasonable amount of. style with whohi the mother has a love
,
--, : (and some asristance from the and- understanding beyond the
Several years ago a script mak- * bouse amplifying System), but is1 need of words ^presumably he was
,RS. ih5m,mana?,erial rounds was oniy appr0ximately adequate as a once. one. of her lovers).
caReV,
j * lla- ” i comedienne. Jacqueline McKeever
James Whitmore is sharply efphia.
The title referred to a re-, is satisfactory as the errant skip- fective as the materialistic, insencurrent phenomenon of show biz, J per’S British sppuse. singing satis- sitive (except for his quivering
the production that s
w(w‘durmg i tactorily and getting her laughs jealousy) husband who . perenniallts tr>*out tour but a fiasco on withcjut imderscoring them.
ly talks about renovating the hotel
Broadway
(There is also the re-j
in lesser principal parts, Edward and expanding business, and who
verse twist, somevdiat rarer, of the ^ pjatt is notable as the first mate |s acutely antipathetic toward his
tryout clinker that becomes a i who turns out to be just about that son and wifp (why she married anyBroadway ^ smasheroo — for ex- f (Well: a prior mate, anyway) tP the 0ne so incompatible in preference
ampie,
Oklahoma,
Our Town [ Parisian nifty; while Susan John- to the doctor, in spite of her late
and the more recent
visit to a; SOIli wearing a lavendar hairdo father’s
obiectioris, is another
Small Planet. )
.
- and eyelid spangles, has Ode okaiy puzzle).
Although 9“Oh
Oh Captain” (the ex-; number as a Texas Guinan oe
de.
Rpn p5a-,>.
p;a7za ic
is believable and
clr.mationpomt following the title Paree; Paul Valentine is a proper-j Qvill J
son, and there ate
is retamed at the r^ead of this re-; ly ardent toreador on the make, ; ca bl® supporting performances
, iew as a matter of record hut is and
Danilova contributes tile j bvp crahan Denton as the local
omitted hereafter) doesn’t belong j * outstanding, terp number as a Pari- [ newsDSDer editor-publisher (there
the quick-flop-on-Broadway cate- rian flowed seller.
. ; appears to be an implication that
fufy’ lVl Ce.rt^nly 5 letd0'vn alter
“Oh Captain” should rate a mod- 5 ^ another of the mother’s longthe enthusiastic advance reports, erate engagement.
The musical ;
Tan Wnifp as a friendlv
uom
with a chronic
flora rnuiy
Philly ana
and even tne
the iavorame
favorable ireaimenx
treatment aoesnt
doesn’t appear.io
appear to nave
have j t-T...
wordHDf-mouth comment from the added sufficient value to the origArthur Hughes as a harmweek of New York previews. It s at mal story to create much prospect iess gaffer With halucidations, Walbest a merely passable musical.
of a new version film sale, hut the |ace Actori as a local merchant.
Thanks to the- amusing basic show is Ukely to get a number of Claudia McNeil as a devoted, hotel
stoi^* situation,,a brilliant physical: gt0pj-. productions from time, to cook with a propensity for spiritual
prRduRtlon' a S5g,e advaRce sa.e , time. It’s not much of a record- ■ singing, Joseph Sullivan ;as a travand
fact that any hut the : aibum prospect
Hobe.
eling salesman and Sandra Church
dreariest musical comedy can usP
°- __
as a village belle whose attempt to
ually attract an audience.
Oh
w--,
. .
A.
trap the embryonic Writer into
Captain” can perhaps get by. It s
1% ine§burg, Ohio
marriage
*
thwarted
by his
a modestly pleasant show Without j Yvette Schumer.. s. L. Adler & Saba mnther
-WinesBarg. Ohi?”v isn’t a Bad
moments, and lacking ^ any- i Andersoti's novel ef the same tiUe. Stars show-—in fact, it s interesting, and
tiling m the Way Of a powerhouse Dorothy McGuire. Xeon Aities, Janies roaCnnahlv pntprt.ainina
But deDerformance
Whitmore; features lan^^ Wolfe. Crabait reasonably unterminim,.
DUi oe_
^ TVio mncinol it
imnn
: Denton. Arthur Hughes, Sandra ChnrcJv Spite the boxoffic.e draw Of its
The musical is based upon the , Ben Piazza, staged by Joseph Anthony; three stars it’s too slow and
deft and delightful British film settin?. Oliver Smith; lighting, Jean Bo- hpavAr fnr Rrbadwav
There Could

a.

“By pure accident,,I may he the best-informed man in New York
on the acting range .of Ralph. Bellamy. When I was considerably
younger, atid when Bellamy was considerably younger, I spent quite
a few Monday nights convincing, a lean, wiry, fortunately gullible
man named Rexford Bellamy that I deserved free admission to the
stock company he operated in my. home town. Rexford Bellamy
was Ralph Bellamy’s father. Ralph Bellamy was the juvenile star
of each and every production, and I did wind up on the press list,
for reasons which are obscur^, even to me.”—Walter Kerr, drama
critic, of the N.Y. Herald Tribune; in a followup column about “Sun¬
rise at Campobello,” starring Bellamy.

“Nice that some of the boys are whooping it up for Jose Ferrer’s
first musical comedy production. It’ll need a lot of whooping to
Offset the fact that ‘Oh Captain’ has a banal book, a dull score,
dated cfances and direction that is amateurish beyond belief.”—
Danton Walker, columnist, same newspaper.
“The Broadway columnists are out of their element when they
try to go in for drama criticism. They really know, very little about
the theatre, they care nothing about it at all, and in writing about
a play, they have so many ‘angles’ to consider. They’re never ob¬
jective; their capsule reviews reflect; their favoritism and their pet¬
ty animosities.”—Ward Morehouse, drama critic-columnist of the
S. I. Newliouse newspaper chain..
“When I finally did go on as Higgins, it was like embracing for _
the first time a woman I’d married a year and a half ago.”—Bramwell Fletcher, standby for 18 months,-first for Rex Harrison and
now for Edward Mulhare in “My Fair Lady,” after making his first
appearance in the musical, as quoted in The New Yorker.
“The first time I savv ‘Look Back in Anger’ I hated it . . : This
time (a second visit) I had an entirely different reaction. I thought
the play was brilliant. After the show, we air went for a drink to¬
gether, and I asked- Osborne (the -author, John Osborne) if he
Would write a play ‘ for me. He said he would, and. what he wrote
is ‘The Entertainer.”—Laurence Olivier, title star of “The Enter¬
tainer,” at a press conference during, the show's Boston tryout, as
quoted by Elliot Norton, critic of the Boston Daily Record.
“I love Archie. He may seem shoddy and despicable to some
people, but to me he’s heroic. Whatever his standards are, they
are his. He doesn’t accept other people’s. He creates his own mental
environment. He refuses to be defeated: He goes on. There’s some¬
thing magnificent about this kind of. failure.”—John Osborne, au¬
thor of “The Entertainer,” referring to the play’s leading character,
Archie Rice, as quoted by Don Ross, in the N.Y. Herald Tribune.
“Jiinmy Cagney and another actof had that dressing room down
there—the two of them used to tease me all the time: They’d whisp¬
er to each other and then laugh out loud, and I got so self-con¬
scious that I cjouldn't stand it, so I used to take my makeup down
there and sit hetween them—we all Were really kids.” Joan Blondell, featured actress in “The Rope Dancers,” in. a backstage inter¬
view at the Cort Theatre, N.Y,, recalling her appearance at the
same house in 1929 in “Maggie the Magnificent,” as quoted by John
Allen, in the N.Y. Herald Tribune.
“I owe a lot to playing stock, too. Ini stock you have to gather
everything quickly—the tricks, the voice, the Whole thing. If after
you've been through stock and. you can’t discriminate between the
expedient thing to do and the right thing, if you can’t tell the thing
that won’t go . , . well, then you remain in stock. Or maybe you
just remain a ham. A ham can be an actor^ but he’s without taste.
He doesn’t know when to stop, what to choose, what to drop.”—
Katharine Cornell, as quoted by John E. Booth, in the N.Y. Times.

Shows Out of Town
Who Was That Lady I

the CIA and; Russian agents, stemming from a mild professor's

Saw Ynn With?

Philadelphia. F«B. 5.
which Alec^cip^f proved the I
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h0’vever' given
Leland Hayward production of two-act
screenplay (the program credits.‘-ambefh wmard ,v... DorothyGoto
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. .
comedy by Norman-Krasna; staging. Max
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-11)0. settings, atnong the most.
opuleiit seen here this Season, plus
the
that the.show has 13
scenes, further the musical feeling,
lab at
at Columbia U.
U. to
to Windup
Windtip in.a
lh a
lab
Emnirp:
moving elevator in the Empire
State Bldg*
Bldg.. Rouben
HouBen Ter-Arutus^ate
nian
°iaR hses
uses .every
every trick in the stage
designer’s deck
de& to keep backback*
at cinematic Speed.;
speed,
grounds shifting atcinematic

Havec anff Mi«
Hayes anq
and Miss
Miss Healy
Healy are
are. top
top
- nayes
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:
Employe^:;::^s^^S^
adventure
in th^g&scenSJ
the inspired scenery half a centu^lga undeAhe title coi^
This Ira Levin meller is not;
b> the incomparable Jd Mielziner.
fiuch of a show for Broadway. Nor •
But it never becomes more than an
is it likely material for pictures, t
amiable show.
anThe*mS^ai
The musical tends to lack reality.
although it’s at times prosaic and
Chnstopher^Sergei seems I telev^ion Mavbe it^could serve as Wfth°»WTiS -T^fat Lady I.Saw You
frequently vulgar: Where the orig- a0.?^?d
simi^a-’/ate:
1 a chanse-of-D'ace toss-in for the-^nL Bright, pleasant people,
mat
is an - ffortost
driest (Jit
11 cnangejoi-j)ace xoss-m
inal picture placed thethe act’on
acton in • . .'“Winesbiirg,,-Ohia’’
Wmesburg, Ohiois
tdo lor ine i; loonjy and-colorfii}
color^uJ situations and
Gibraltar, a North African port diania. ™th convincing smalltown ; su^^
eener- fh^^^
of ,la“gh lmes are
“-all-steamship
as tne. toyeiy, ari.nhd
cnarnung,
gener 1 the
and the
small steamship Plvin«
plying bebe.!• flav°r
neypt.-and.
and several
several other
ether admirable
admirable ff—eLafJSSil
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‘he new
new play,
play.
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tween the two. this song-arid-dance
-R^Sewd
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good chance M
Of
treatment opens in a town near) W^ed m avoiding, the diffusepess j ™ous musm room m> 3^^‘‘Mir.lBroagyay success and film conLondon, moves to the ship and ;and the sombre and ponderous escapiug me loneliness 01 oemg a version. >
then goes, aground in Paris.
j tone of the material that defeated I
thy . giving^ irresisttble affec- . The; presence of Peter Lind
.The plot sequences seem static, Anderson himself in an adaptation
her young paid_ companion. .Hayes,. Mary Healy and Ray Walv*th a tendency toward'^pelitton
* 1934“by Jasper Deeter
f.ton as costars mi&t lead p?ospec.
fpu^
! at the Hedffemur- Theatre iti. Tinea theatre at least OHCC before WOUld t.tivp nictnmorc
av^AAf »

L1SSS

ir ucn.
me story scenes, iney
la.k form or progression. They i.de?{}f 5
don’t huild to anything like a cli- 'st0nes (and6

Sie^nistry6 sSdenL The prSri
up with a fanciful alibi. He advises
Hayes to pose as an FBI mail and
^nd the kissing Mas really an

^
far-fetched yam and have the
audience going along wholeheartedly: with the gag.
gag; Hayes is glumly
edly
convincing as the notrso-gay de-;
ceiver, and
a MiHu*
1 ceiver;
arid Walston
Walstoii is
is a
blithe
evil spirit trying to lead the young
husband on the primrose path of
double dates. Walston is badlv
missed when he only makes sdoradic appearances in the second
act.
appearances ln th* secoPd
mL- • .1..
• . i
;

^_^ j 'ran?** fnr the vnnna ladv*Q fianpp !
llwul a
urawu out ior intemauonai ima
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sound more or less alike.
own earlier stage treatment) are ! self to practicing on her superb ’
Ferrer’s direction^ while compe- ..present in this new version by the {grand piano for his intended career
tent from a dramatic standpoint, late novelist’s friend and Drotere. : as .a concert art;st, the. plot thick-!
has no particular style or flourish. But this: “Winesburg” also ■■fends''ens^^^ so much it "?n be atit’eipated \
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Chicago, Feb. 11.
John Reich, head-of the Good¬
man Memorial Theatre of Chicago
U„ has . been elected chairman of
the board of . directors of the new¬
Oakland, Cal., Feb. 11.
Actors “Equity is making prog-,
ly formed Chicago chapter of
Estimated gross for Paul
r-ess in its longtime campaign to
the. American National Theatre &
Robeson's concert mentioned
eliminate discrimination against
Academy.
below: $5,600. No pickets ap¬
Negro actors in Baltimore hotels.
Alan M. Fishburn, a local writerpeared, no incidents occurred.
A recent meeting in Baltimore be¬
producer-director, was named pres¬
Robert Weiner, youthful legit
Pittsburgh,
Feb.
11.
.
Attempt
to cancel basso Paul
tween. Equity executive-secretary
ident and .Bob VainOwski, of the investment syndicate head, will
Robeson’s concert at city-owned
Angus /Duncan
and individual ; Ruth Nelson, currently subbing Chicago Tribune, secretary.,
make his producer bow this sum¬ theatre failed late last week, and
as
femme
lead
in
the
touring
pro¬
hotel managers has resulted in two
mer with a strawhat touring pack¬ Robeson performed last Sunday
establishments agreeing to cooper¬ duction Of “Long Day’s Journey
age of “No Time for Sergeants.” (9} before near-capacity crowd in
ate with the union ini its non¬ Into Night;” will continue in the
The production will be supervised
part
through
next,
week
and
prob¬
,000-seat house.
segregation drive.
arid, staged by Emmett Rogers, who
Sam K. Cook Jr., Northern Cali¬
The hotels, both within walking ably the following, one. The Eu¬
is partnered with Maurice Evans fornia publicity man who call*
gene
O’Neill
drama,
winding
up
a
distance of the Ford’s Theatre, are
in the two regular touring com¬ himself “fulltime national director
the Congress and the Saint James. Chicago stand this week, will be
panies and staged the London for the Western Nationalist Cru¬
Equity is recommending that mem¬ at the Nixon here next week and
edition,
Edward Padula, stage sade,” showed up at Oakland City
bers who play Baltimore should then goes to the American, St,
manager of the show during its Council meeting Thursday (6) and
Louis..
stay at. either of those places, Dun¬
Broadway run, will assist.
Fay Bainter, regular costar and
asked permission to speak about
can’s confab with the local hotelWeinfer, who was graduated from Robeson concert.
men was spurred by a letter of femme, lead in the production, be¬
Columbia U. last spring, has been
Instead, Oakland Mayor Clifford
protest from the. entire company came ill from fatigue and lobar
a legit investor^ for several years Rishell told him to see City Man¬
of “Shadow of My . Enemy,” which pneumonia, and . was hospitalized
Ford Foundation grant of $105,- and has worked as a production ager Wayne Thompson. Cook did
played & tryout week at Ford’s last in Chicago, but left last Thursday
,
which is earmarked for aide for. several Broadway, manage¬ so, protested that “Robeson be¬
(6) to convalesce in Palm Springs.
November.
operas
exclusively, ments..'
Miss Nelson is regularly under¬ “American”
longs to 34 Communist-front or¬
The letter reported that an
will result in a special spring sea¬
ganizations,” claimed his “crusade”
Equity member was “unable to study for Florence Eldridge in the son at the N. Y. City Centre. Jules
Broadway
company
of
the.
play,
has “100*000 members and adher¬
eat in the hotel and theatre dis¬
Rudel,
the
new
general
director,
ents (no breakdown between mem¬
trict and had to suffer the. indig¬ but was drafted as Miss Bainter’s has lined up these works:
bers and adherents) in the U. S.
nity, inconvenience and expense of sub after touting understudy Arin
“Good Soldier Schweik.” This
fcnd Canada” and wanted Robeson
travel to a ghetto-type area.” The Driscoll had gone on for several
the famed Czech Sad Sack
date called off.
company appealed for correction performances.
character made into an opera by
Thompson listened* told Cook
of the situation “through whatever
Robert. Kurka, who recently died
Auditorium
Theatre’s manager,
channels Council can conceive.”
at 35. Libretto by Lewis Allen.
Lin Lueddecke, has already con¬
Duncan immediately wrote to
“Ballad of Baby Doe.” Late John
tracted
to
rent
house to West Oak¬
the City’s mayor. Gov. Theodore R.
Two television scripts have re¬
LaTouche. created, this frame and,
land Social Club (as! kickoff for
McKeldin, of Maryland, the- Presi¬
Douglas Moore the score. It was cently been added to the list of
Negro
History
Week) and that
dent of the Baltimore City Hotel
done two: summers ago in Central coritemplated Broadway produc¬
One is William Gibson’s nothing could be done without get¬
Assn., members of the Baltimore
City, Col., with Martha Lipton -of tions.
ting into contract-breaking trouble.
City Council and Maryland State
[
own
expansiori
of
his
video
origi¬
the Met,
Cook, who denies he’s a Stooge
Senate, and officials of the Na¬
“Tale for a Deaf Ear.”
This nal* “The; Miracle Worker,” which
Legit is getting a school for the
tional Assn. for the Advancement
Fred Coe intends presenting, with for Gerald L. K.'Smith but is proud
training of froiit-of-the-house per¬ Work has been , done in . Tangle- Arthur Penn as director. The same to be “an old friend and helper”
of Colored People.
wood.
Mark
Biicci
“Wrote
his
owii
sonnel, believed to be the .first
trio are similarly involved in the of ex-Califomia Red-hunter Jack
Gov. McKeldin responded
book..
Tenney, claimed “they’re giving
promptly, “I greatly regret such such project.. The school, which
“The Taming of the. Shrew.” The current Broadway Production of me the run-around,”
incidents and have done, officially is being set UP in New York by Bard made into an opera by Vit¬ “Two for the Seesaw.”
Robeson appeared before about
the
Musical
Arena
Theatre
Assn.,
The other entry from tv will be
and personally, everything I can.
representing most of ' the tuner torio Gianinni, who joined Dorothy a musical version of “The Jet,8(10 persons, with house scaled
Fee in making up the Words.
Continued on page 76
from
$1.50 to $3.50, was reviewed
tents throughout the U. S.,| is to
It " is being
“Susannah.” The City Centre is Propelled Couch/’
open March 6.
!
readied by the producing team of by music critics from all four
. The;venture, aimed primarily at repeating, the folk opera whose in- Robert. E. Griffith and Harold S.
(Continued
on page 76)
developing new administrative tal¬ troduction under the Erich Leiris- Prince.
Stanley
Roberts*
who
ent for tent theatre employment, dorf regime was a hit. By Callisle adapted the video, from a short
was cued by a shortage of savvy Floyd. It won the N. Y.. Music story of the same name by the late
business managers*, house man¬ Critics Award.
“Regina.” This is Marc Blitz- Dr: Robert Lindner, will be re¬
agers and treasurers in the canvassponsible for the tuner’s book/
top field. It’s MATA’s aim to es¬ stein operatic treatment of the while lyrics and jnusic Will be by
A touring edition of “Dark at tablish a pool of available person¬ play, “Little Foxes,” by Lillian
Stephen Sondheim.
the Top of the Stairs” Will be sent nel .to fill, front-of-the-house as¬ -Heilman.
Previous tele-to-legit shows have
“Lost in the Stars.” Late Kurt
out early next fall, with Karl. signments in its 24 member the-,
*
Boston, Feb. 11.
included “Visit to a Small Planet,”
Malden as director. While it will atres. At present the organization Weill’s music. Book is Maxwell
The issue of stage censorship i
“Middle of the Night” and a num¬
Anderson’s;
based
on
theAlan
not be the actor’s first staging as¬
Boston is no longer a private scrap
Continued on page 76
Paton novel, “Cry the Beloved ber of less successful adaptations. —now everybody is getting into it.
signment, this is the start of a new;
Country,”
phase of Malden’S career, since he
Latest entry into the fray is The
“The Medium” and “The Old
plans to devote more attention to
Pilot, official publication of the
Maid
and the Thief,” Revivals in
legit hereafter, with emphasis on
Catholic Archdiocese of Boston,
tandem. Gian-Carlo Menotti..
directing,
with a reply to last weeks edito¬
“Trouble in Tahiti.”
Leonard
Although film assignments kept
rial rap by the Boston Herald
Bernstein work will be bracketed
Malden on the Coast most Of: the
London, Feb. 11.
against censor Walter Milliken’s
with “Deaf Ear.”
United Airlines is branching into order that
time in the last few years, his fami¬
Henry Sherek has lined up four,
nudie portraying
legit transportation. The outfit Britannia
ly remained in New York, so the plays for, production Within the
“The Entertainer”
rrioved the “Nude With Violin” and wear.a bra.
children’s schooling would not be next seven months, including a
“Present Laughter” company from
disrupted. HoweVer, he has decided new work by T. S. Eliot, “The El¬
“The Boston Herald writers are
Broadway to Sari Francisco last free, of course, to have their ojvn
to stay in the east as much as pos¬ der Statesman,” which is opening
Sunday (9). The coast-to-coast haul view's, artistic and moral, in re¬
sible' going to Hollywood only for the Edinburgh: Festival on Aug. 25.
involved. personnel and the phy¬ gard to plays that run in the city,”
the actual shooting of films. He has
First on the . Sherek roster is
sical production for the two Noel the Pilot editorial commented,
a one-picture-a-year non-exclusive “No Way to Kill,” currently in re¬
Coward plays.
contract with Warners, with -pro¬ hearsal with Wilfrid Hyde White
Schenectady,, Fet). 11*
I . The cost of moving the company “and hy the same token we are
free to record ours.
visions . for a year off every three starred and due to Open a tryout
Lawrence Langner,. one of the
“Of course it is fashionable to
years.
tour Feb. 16 at Brighton; It is au¬ top brass of the Theatre Guild, co- of 33, including performers, stage
Before starting the “Stairs” dir thored by Arthur Watkyn, former producer of ‘‘Back to Methuselah,” managers,. etc., was about $8,000, be against censorship, and surely
rectiori stint, Malden will appear British screen censor now vice- put on a one-man show at Proctor’s While the tab on shipping the phy¬ all of us .might wish that censor*
sical production by air added ship were unnecessary. However,
in a picture, “The Hanging Tree,” prez of the British Film Producers’ Theatre here last Tuesday night
another $1,000. It’s believed to be there are always some promoters
to be produced independently by Assn..
(4) to hold a standee audience of
the
first time that United has un¬ who insist upon pushing matters
Gary Cooper,, with himself..as star.
Sherek will put . “Husband to nearly 3,000 for the delayed open-,
dertaken the moving of an entire just beyond the bounds of decency
After completing the. film and the Vera” into rehearsal. May 3; It is ing of the show. Re kept'the house
legit production.
and good taste (usually for either
“Stairs” assignment, he’s tenta¬ by- the U.S. play writing couple, entertained With anecdotes about
The cast and cargo left New sensationalism or profit or both).
tively set to go to tour with a legit Leonore Coffee , and William Joyce George Bernard Shaw, author of
show. His last. Broadway appear¬ Cowen. Paul Rogers has been inked the play, As Langner recalled, the York early Sunday and arrived in The censor then becomes a neces¬
The cargo, sity.
ance vwas last fall, in “The. Egg-, for the lead and will take over the Guild produced many GBS works; Frisco that evening:
however* wasn’t taken to Frisco’s
“Rere in our city he has per¬
head,” by Molly Kazan.
role on completion of his current originally in the U.S*
Although Tyrone Power, Faye Curran Theatre until Monday (IQ) formed his task quietly, intelli¬
'For. the. “Stairs” staging . job. Old Vic stint: Final subject in the
Maiden has been given a free hand quartet is “Patchwork Quilt”, by Enierson, Arthur Treacher and morning because of the overtime gently, in an adult fashion with a
by Elia Kazan, who did the orig¬ Felicity Douglas,, due to preeiri others' of the company arrived by costs involved in a Sunday haul. mi imuin of deletions. If those
plane at. Albany in the afternoon The Curran opening was slated for those w'ho are quick to mock and
inal direction and is billed as co- Feb.. 21 in Berlin.
and drove here in ample time, a last night tTues.), with “Present who are quick to mock and
producer. with Saint Subber. Heto exercise the Censor’s judgment
truck bringing the “Methuselah” Laughter’? as the preem item.
figures that, particularly if there’s:
physical production from Pitts¬
they might better understand its
a time element involved, he may
hazards and sympathize with its
burgh
Was;
delayed
by
a
snow¬
follow the general pattern of Ka¬
storm, so it Was necessary to hold
problems.
zan’s direction, subject to adjust¬
the opening curtain and. Langner
“Far more shocking, however,
ments for the acting styles -and
Hildegarde Will make her Broad¬ volunteered to fill in the interval.:
than even the nude Britannia is
personalities of the second com¬
way legit, debut this spring as star
Arnold Moss, who adapted the
the picture of the Boston Herald
pany..
New Hope, Pa., Feb. 11.
of the George Marion Jr.-Paul La- marathon Shaw original* is co-pro¬
The touring edition will play sev¬
A
proposed improved
State wringing its hands over the minis¬
valle miisical, “Packaged in Paris.” ducer and serves as m.c. for the
eral tuneup engagements, before
highway, opposed by residents on cule vesture required for decency.
The singer-pianist, who’s been ac¬ show.
the ground that it would destroy , This crusader pose against even
opening in Chicago for a run, so
tive, mostly in the cafe field, has
the picturesque quality of this his¬ minimal restrictions bn the exMalden, figures he’ll have ample
been working Out in legit the last
toric town* also threatens one of pressional arts is sophomoric of
opportunity to Use any of his own
two summers in al fresco produc¬
the chief summer attractions here, the moral health of the total com¬
ideas on; staging, the William Inge
tions of. “Can-Can.”
dramh.
the Buck? County Playhouse. The munity.”
The book and lyrics for “Paris,”
construction project, slated: to
which is slated to go into rehearsal
start In the spring and continue
London, Feb./il.
Feb, 24, were written by Marion,
for nine months, would, obstruct
The
Moscow
Art
Theatre
is
com¬
while Harry Revel is. responsible
ing to London for a foiir-and-a-half- the Playhouse entrance on Main
for the music. Jo Mielziner is set
St,;
Ottawa, Feb. 11.
Rosemary Harris, costar of “In¬ designer and Donald Sky choreog¬ weeks engagement at the Sadler’s
Broadway music arranger-com¬
Larry McCance, an actor, has
terlock”'which opened and closed rapher. Prior , to joining the re¬ Wells Theatre beginning May 15.
poser Don Walker, chairman of_tbe been appointed Canadian represen¬
It
wiil.be
the
group’s
first
tour;
outlast week at the ANTA Playhouse, hearsals, Hildegarde will play a
Playhouse
board
of directors, tative of Actors Equity, headquar¬
N. Y., is remaining in the U, S. for date at the Nacional* Havana, be¬ side Russia since the Russian rev¬
brought up the subject, of the tering in Toronto.
He succeeds
several weeks. She. has been ap¬ ginning Feb. 18, which may possi? olution, arid it Will also go on to
likely demise of the rioted straw- Dennis Sweeting, who resigned to.
Paris
and
for
the
Brussels
Exhibi¬
proached with film and tv offers,, biy be followed by a week’s book¬
hat at a meeting last Thursday become general manager of Cana¬
tion.
and Vis also considering another ing in Miami.
The company will present Chek- night (6) of several hundred New dian Players, a touring group.
legit, .assignment.
Laurel Crosby, former g.m. of
Hope residents to protest the road
The British actress’s last previ¬
Leslie Stevens will . Write the dv’s “The Cherry. Orchard,” “Uncle
Producer at the Play¬ Canadian Players, is being consid¬
Variya”
and “The Three . Sisters,” project.
ous Broadway appearance was last legit adaptation Of Majorle Househouse for the last several years is ered as manager of the Royal-Win¬
season in the London Old Vic pro¬ plan’s “A Houseful of Love” for and a modern play, ‘‘The Troubled
nipeg Ballet.
Michael Ellis.
Fast.”
duction of “Troilus and Ctessida.”. producer Paul Gregoryi ’ ~ ' e

Fails to Halt Paul Robeson Concert

To Take Negroes; WeU,

Bob Weiner Packaging
‘Sergeants’ Barn Tourer

Fay Bainter to Coast
To Rest After Illness

Ford Funds Fix

I
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000

Two TV Plays

Tunetenters To

1

Malden’s Plans Stress
More Stage-Directing,
Handling Road ’Stairs’

Catholic Paper Swats
Boston Herald for Rap
At Hub’s Stage Censor

HENRY SHEREK SKEDS
4 NEW PRODUCTIONS

COWARD PRODUCTIONS
AIR-HOPPED TO COAST

Act to Hold Audience
For Delayed ’Methuselah’

Hildy to Bow on B’way
As Star in Tans’ Tuner

Proposed New Highway
TbreatensUucks Barn
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TO LONDON, CONTINENT

Rosemary Harris Mulls
Other U.S. Assignments

Larry McCance Named
Equity Rep in Canada
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B'way Sags, Bu t 'Captain’ SR0 K%G,
Tune’ $41,400, 'Campokello’ $33,900,
'Body’ $33,700, ‘Winesburg’ $10,100 (5)
Broadway dived last week. Busi¬ 1,062; $36,625) (Peter Ustinov),
ness, which dropped substantially Previous week, $32,700; last Week,
for a flock of entries, even fell off nearly $27,000.
Rope Dancers, Miller's (D) (I2th
for tome of the regular sellouts.
The stanza was one of the busiest wk; 93p) ($5.75-$6.90; 944; $27,850)
of the season, with 29 shows on (Siobhan McKenna, Art Carney).
tap. Three of those, however, Previous week, $16,800; last week,
bowed out last Saturday (8), while almost $13,500.
Summer of the 17th Doll, Coro¬
another two are scheduled to close
net tD) (3d wk; 21 p) ($6.90; 1,101;
next Saturday (15).
The lineup of sellouts or near¬ $35,040). Previous week, $15,300;
capacity entries included “Auntie last week, nearly $12,100. Closes
Maine, “Dark at the Top of the next Saturday (15). :
Sunrise At Campobello, Cort (D)
Stairs," “Jamaica,” “Look Home¬
ward, Angel,” “Music Man,” "My (2d wk; 12 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $36,000)
Fair Lady,” “Sunrise at Cdmp- (Ralph Bellamy). Previous week,
obello,” “Two for the Seesaw” and $26,000 for first four performances
and two previews; last week, al¬
one opener, “Oh Captain.”
most $33,900 oh subscription.
Estimates for Last Week
Time Remembered, Morosco (C)
Keys: C {Comedy), D (Drama), (13th wk; 103 p) ($9.90; 946; $43,CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
(Helen Hayes, Richard Burton,
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ 000)
Susan Strasberg). Previous week,
cal-Drama), Q (Opera), OP (Op¬ $42,700; last week, nearly $41,400.
eretta).
Tunnel of Love, Beck (G) (50th
Other parenthetic designations wk; 401 p) ($5.75; 1,280; $33,000)
refer, respectively, to weeks played, (Jdhnny Carson, Marsha Hunt).
number of performances through Previous week, $12,500 at the Na¬
last Saturday, top prices (where tional Theatre; last week, over
two prices are given, the higher is $7,600. Exits Feb.“23 to tour, with
for Friday-Saturday nights and the Larry Parks succeeding Carson.
Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD)
lower for weeknights), number
(4th wk; 28 p) ($6.90; 780; $31,700)
of seats, capacity gross and stars. (Henty
Fonda). Previous week,
Price includes 10% Federal and $31,600, with parties; last week,
5% City tax, but, grosses are net; nearly $31,400, with parties.
i.e., exclusive of taxes.
West Side Story, Winter Garden
Auntie Mame, Broadhurst (C). (MD) (20th wk; 156 p) ($8.05; 1,404;
(61st wk; 477 p) ($6.90; 1,214; $63,203). Previous week. $60,400;
$46,500) (Greer Garson). Previous last week, almost $55,900.
week, $47,500; last week, over, Winesburg, Ohio, National (D)
$46,800.
(1st wk; 5) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,162; $38,Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) 876) (Dorothy McGuire,. Leon
(63d wk; 500 p> ($8.05; 1,453; Ames, James Whitmore). Opened
$58,101) (Judy Holliday). Previous last Wednesday (5) to a unanimous
week, $56,600; last week, almost thumb-down (Aston, World-Tele¬
gram; Atkinson, Times; Chapman,
$56,100.
Body Beautiful, Broadway (MC) News; Coleman, MirrOr; Kerr,
Tribune; McClain, Journal(3d Wk; 20 p) .($8.05; 1,900; $74,000) Herald
Previous week, $34,000; last week, American; Watts, Post); nearly
$10,100 for first five performances.
over $33,700.
Closes next Saturday (15).
Compulsion, Ambassador (D)
Miscellaneous
(16th wk; 124 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,155;
$36,200) (Frank Conroy, Roddy
Infernal Machine, Phoenix (D)
McDowell, Dean. Stockwell). Previ¬ (1st wk; 8 p) ($4.60; 1,150; $29,392).
ous week, $30,000; last week, (June Havoc, John Kerr). Opened
nearly $27,000. Exits Feb. 022 and Feb. 3 to three favorable reviews
opens Feb. 26 in Chicago. (Aston, World-Telegram; Atkinson,
Dark at the Top of the Stairs, Times; Chapman, News) and four
Music Box (D) (10th wk; 76 p) negative (Coleman, Mirror; Kerr,
($5.75-$6.90; 1,010; $33,000). Previ¬ Herald Tribune; McClain, Journalous week, $33,700, with parties; American; Watts, Post); around
last week, same.
$6,000 for first eight performances.
Fair Game, Longacre (C) (14th
Closed Last Week
wk; 113 p) <$5.75-$6,90; 1,101;
Interlock, ANTA (D) (1st wk; 4
$32,000) (Sam Levene). Previous p) ($5.75; 1,185; $38,690) (Celeste
week, $25,100; last week, $22,900. Holm, Maximilian Schell. Rosemary
Jamaica, Imperial (MC) (15th Harris). Opened last Thursday (6)
wk; 116 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000) to one favorable notice (McClain,
TLena Horne, Ricardo Montalban). J ournal-American), five unfavor¬
As usual, $63,700.
able (Atkinson, Times; Chapman,
Lil Abner, St. James (MC) (65th News; Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, Her¬
wk; 516 p) ($8.05; 1,615; $58,100) ald Tribune; Watts, Post) and one
Previous week, $44,100; last week, inconclusive (Aston, World-Tele¬
over $37,100.
gram); over $4,300 for four-per¬
Long Day’s Journey Into Night, formance run. Closed last Satur¬
Hayes (D) (58th wk; 348 p) ($6.90; day (8) at an approximate loss of
1,039; $30,000) (Fredric March, its entire $96,000 capitalization.
Florence Eldridge). Previous week,
Miss Isobel, Royale (D) (7th wk;
$21,500; last week, over $17,700. 53 p) ($5.85-$6.90; 1,050; $35,000)
Closes March 27.
(Shirley Booth). Previous week,
Look Back in Anger, Lyceum (D) $12,300; last week, nearly $11,600.
(19th wk; 151 p) ($5.75; 995; Closed last Saturday (8) at an ap¬
$26,400) (Mary Ure, Kenneth proximate loss of its entire $80,000
Haigh). Previous week, $20,000; last capitalization.
Week, over $17,000. .
Nude With Violin, Belascd (C)
Look Homeward, Angel, Barry¬ (13th Wk; 86 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,037;
more (D) (11th wk; 84 p) ($6.90; $33,000) (Noel Coward). Previous
1,076; $40,716) (Anthony Perkins, week, $8,600 for two performances
Jo Van Fleet, Hugh Griffith). Pre¬ of “Present Laughter” and one per¬
vious week, $41,000; last Week, formance. of “Nude”; last week,
nearly $40,300, with parties.
pver $20,300 for eight performances
Marcel Marceau, City Center (3d split between “Nude” and. “Laugh¬
wk; 24 p) ($3.80; 3,090; $61,812). ter.” Moved last Saturday (8) to
Previous week, $46,400; last week, San Francisco where it was sched¬
around $39,800. Closes next Sun¬ uled to open last night (Tues.).
day (16).^
Opening This Week 7
Music Man, Majestic (MC) (8th
Entertainer, Royale. (CD) ($7.50;
wk; 60 p) ($8.05; 1,626; $68,658). 1,050;
(Laurence Olivier,
Previous week, $68,000, with par¬ George$43,500)
Relph, Brenda de Banzie,
ties; last week, over $68,100, with Joan Plowright)._
David Merrick
parties.
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) presentation by arrangeirient with
the English Stage Co. and L.OJ*.
(100th wk; 795 p) ($8.05; 1,551; $68,- Ltd.,
of a play by John Osborne;
.210) (Edward Mulhare, Sally Ann production
financed at $60,000, cost
Howes). Steady at $69,200. Show
$40,000 to bring in;
is selling 20 balcony seats at each approximately
can
break
even
at around $23 000
performance to students at 70c a gross and net about
$12,000 at-ca¬
ticket.
New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD) pacity; opens tonight (Wed.).
Cloud
7,
Golden
(C)
($5.75-$6.35;
(39th wk; 311 p) ($8.06-$9.20; 1,297;
$26,000) (Ralph Meeker, Mar¬
$59,085) (Gwen Verdon, Thelma 800;
tha
Scott).
Milton
Barron
Ritter). Previous week, $43,800; shall Earl presentation of &a Mar¬
play
last week, over $39,200.
Max Wilk; production financed
Oh, Captain, Alvin (MC) (1st wk; by
at
$88,000
(including
10%
overcall),
7 p) ($8.35-$9.20; 1,331; $60,000).
approximately $65,000 to bring
Opened Feb. 4 to four.affirmative costcan
break even at ground $16,reviews (Aston, World-Telegram; in;
gross and net about $5,000 at
Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror; 000
Watts, Post) and three negative capacity; opens Friday (14).
(Atkinson, Times; Kerr, Herald
Tribune; McClain, Journal-AmeriA recent Variety story erred in
can); nearly $58,500, with parties, stating the Lyceum Theatre, Min¬
for first seven performances and: neapolis, was franchised by the In¬
one preview.
dependent Booking office. The
Romanoff and Juliet, Plymouth booking outfit does not franchise
(C) (18th . wk;. 14(Kp). ($5.75-$6.25; any theatres..

Tunnel’ Goes to $12,300, |
Coward Opens in Frisco
San Francisco, Feb. 11.
Randolph Hale’s Coast version
of “Tunnel of Love” continued its
upward climb last week and now
to run at $he Alcazar through
Easter.
*
Noel Coward’s “Nude with
Violin’ '(alternating, with “Present
Laughter”) opens tonight (Tues.)
at the Curran and Joyce Grenfell
is slated for three nights, starting
Thursday (13), at the Geary.
“Middle of the Night” is due
March 10 at the Curran and Marcel
Marceau is siated for March 11 at
the Geary.
Estimate for Last Week
Tunnel of Love, Alcazar. (I8th j
wk) ($4.40; 1147; $32,000) (Russell
Nype, William Bishop). Up to $12,- j
300; previous week, $11,500.

Tortofino’ $1600.

m#’17C (5), PH
Philadelphia, Feb. 11.
Last week brought a lull in the
crowded local season, and overall
biz was mild.
“Waltz of the
Toreadors” maintained pace. Also,
producer Richard Ney took down
the closing notice for “Portofino,”
brought in a new scripter, Gordon
Wholey, and a new director, Karl
Genus. “Who Was That Lady”
looms bright; with stars providing
readymade draw.
. “Anne Frank” returns to the
Walnut next Monday (17) and “No
Time for Sergeants” is set for Feb.
24 at the Forrest. .
Estimates for Last Week
Portofino, Erlanger (MC) (3d
wk) ($6; 1,880; $53,000) (Georges
Guetary, Helen Gallager, Robert
Strauss), * Disastrous $9,600; pre¬
vious week, under $12,000.
Waltz of the Toreadors, Forrest
(C) (2d wk) ($4180; 1,760; $35,600)
(Melvyn Douglas, Betty Field, Lili
Darvas); capacity $35,600; previous
week over $35,000; exited Satur¬
day (8).
Day the Money Stopped, Walnut
(C) (2d wk) ($4.80; 1,340; $30,000)
(Richard Basehart, Mildred NatWick, Kevin McCarthy).
Poor
$8,600;. previous week, $12,700;
left Saturday (8) to continue try=.
out in Boston!
Who Was That Lady I Saw You
With, Shubert (Cl ($5.40; 1,870;
•$45,000) (Peter Lind HayeS, Mary
Healy, Ray Walston). . Norman
Krasna comedy opened last Wed¬
nesday (5) to two hods (Gaghan,
News; de SchauenSeei; Bulletin)
and one qualified okay (Murdock,
Inquirer); nearly $17,000 for first
six performances; -tryout continues
this week.
Opening This WeelL.
Visit to. a Small Planet, Forrest
(C) ($4:80; 1,760; $35,600) (Cyril
Ritchard, John Alexander). Opened
last night (Mon.).
Blue Denim,. Locust (C) ($4:80;
1,580; $43,000) (Chester Morris,
June Walker). . Started tryout
stand last night (Mon.).

’DENIM’BRISK $20,300
IN 1ST 5, NEW HAVEN
New Haven, Feb. 11.
. In a break-in at. the Shubert
Theatre here last Wednesday-Satuirday (5-8), “Blue Denim” built to
about 75% of capacity, with favor¬
able word-of-mouth as a factor.
Cancellation of the tryout, “This
Is. Goggle,” leaves the house dark
this Week. The next booking is a
nine-performance break-in of “Say,
Darling,” Feb. 22-March 1, and set
thereafter are “Love Me Little,”
March 5-8; “Diary of Anne Frank,”
March 31-April 5, and “Happiest
Millionaire”, as a tentative entry;
Estimate for Last Week
Blue Denim, Shubert (D) (5
perfs) ($4.80; 1,650; $27,500) (Ches¬
ter Morris). Finished with a nice
$20,300 and is Continuing tryout
this week in Philly,

Chi Is Buying; Telia’ $3MW (7),

“Sgts.’ 26^6, Hob
Boston, Feb. il.

The Hub had three shows on the
boards again last week and the
same number are current this
week. Two newcomers, “The Day
The Money Stopped” at the Wil¬
bur and “Back to Methuselah” at
the Tremont, opened last night
(Mon.). “No Time For Sergeants”
continues at the Colonial through
“The Entertainer” exited Satur¬
day (8) after setting records In a
two-week stand. “Cat oh a Hot Tin
Roof” vacated Saturday also. The
Wilbur gets “international Soiree”
opening Feb. 24, and “Love Me
Little,” March 10.
Estimates for Last Week
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Wilbur
(D) (4th wk) ($4.95; 1,241; $32,699)
(Victor Jory). Got about $17,000;
previous week, $19,300; departed
Saturday (8).
No Time for Sergeants, Colonial
(C) (2d wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,500; $38,958).
Nearly $26,500; previous
week, $25,100; continues through
Feb. 22.
Entertainer, Shubert (D) (2d wk)
($6.25; 1,717; $56,000) (Laurence
Olivier, George Relph, Brenda de
Banzie,. Joan Plowright).
Went
clean and over cap with extra
chairs for new straight-play house
record; $55,677; previous -week,
$51,600 on five evenings and three
matinees; left Saturday (8) for
Broadway.

YANKEES’ OKE $35,000
IN SPLIT IN MIDWEST
Toledo, Feb. 11,
The bus-and-truck company of
“Damn Yankees” grossed a passa¬
ble $35,000 last week in three-way)
seven-performance split.
Dates
played, with grosses listed paren¬
thetically, were as follows:
Four performances
MondayWednesday (3-5), Murat, Indianap¬
olis ($14,800), two performances
Thursday-Friday (6-7), Purdue U.,
Lafayette, Ind. ($10,100), and one
performance Saturday (8), Para¬
mount, here ($10,100).
The previous week’s take was
about $30,000 at the Garfield, Mil¬
waukee.

Methuselah’ Big $39,500
In 7-Show Split-Week
Montreal, Feb. 11.
“Back to Methuselah,” costarting
Tyrone Power, Faye Emerson and
Arthur Treacher,, grossed a strong
$39,500 last week in a three-way,
seven-performance split. , Dates
played, with grosses listed paren¬
thetically, were as follows:
. One performance Monday (3),
Syria Mosque, Pittsburgh ($8,900);
one performance Tuesday (4),
Proctor’s, Schenectady ($7,900),
five performances Wednesday-Saturday (5-8), Her Majesty’s, here
($22,700).

‘Diary’ Moderate $24,800
For Single Week, Cincy
Cincinnati, Feb. 11.
Joseph Schildkraut in “Diary of
Anne Frank” grossed a fair $24,800 last week at the 2,000-seat
Shubert. Top was $4.52. Fran¬
cis Lederer succeeds Schildkraut
March 3 in Baltimore.
Theatre is dark this week. It
tenants Errol Flynn in a tryout of
“The Master of Thornfield” next
week.

Off-Broadway Shows

As You Like It, Heckscher (1-2058); closes Feb. 22.
Boy Friend, Downtown (1-25-58).
Brothers Karamazov, Gate (12-657).
Clerambard, Rooptop (11-7-57).
.Courageous One,
Greenwich
Mews (1-20-58).
Endgame, Cherty Lane (1-28-58).
Wilmington, Feb. ll.
Garden District, York (1-7-58).
“Visit to Small Planet,” starting
Iceman Cometh. Circle In the
Cyril Ritchard, grossed a fine $18,- Square (5-8-56); closes Feb. 23.
500 last Wednesday - Saturday
Me Candido, RNA (1-17-58).
(5-8) at the 1,251-seat Playhouse
I®]*!8* & Angel, Theatre East
here in the first five performances (1-2-58); closes next Sunday (16).
of its post-Broadway tour. The -Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-25top was $5.40.
55).
The next booking at the Play¬
Trial of. Dmitri Karamazov, Jan
house for three performances be¬ Hus (1-27-58).
ginning March 3 will be “Cat on
Winkelberg, Renata (1-14-58).
a. Hot Tin Roof/’ starring Victor
Closed Previous Week
Jory.
* Me Candido, RNA (1-17-58).

Tlanet’Bright $18,500
In 5 Perfs, Wilurihgton

Chicago, Feb. 11. ...
Chicago legit continued hot last
week with “Most Happy Fella'1
opening moderately at the Blackstone in spite of generally unfavor¬
able reviews. Subscriptions are
providing a cushion to start with.
“Happiest Millionaire,” also on
subscription, continued to overrule
the critical blasts in second week
at the Harris. “Middle of the
Night” ended Its good three-week
subscription run and moved on to
St, Louis.
“My Fair Lady” wtent near ca*
parity at Shubert as usual, but
“Long Day’s Journey Into Night/*
slipped at the Erlanger. It closes
Saturday (15) to resume tour.
Marcel : Marceau opens next
Tuesday (18) at the Great Northern
for three weeks, and “Compulsion”
is on tap for Feb. 26 opening at
the Erlanger,
Estimates for Last Week
Happiest Millionaire, Harris (C)
(2d wk) ($5.50; 1,000; $30,500)
(Walter Pidgeon). Over $24,300 in
second subscription week; previous
week. $22,500.
Long Day’s Journey Into Night,
Erlanger (D) (5th wk) ($5; 1,330;
$32,800) (Fay Balnter, Anew MeMaster). Almost $16,600 with Ruth
Nelson subbing for the ailing Miss
Bainter; previous week, $22,849.
Middle of the Night, Great
Northern (D) (3d wk) ($5.50; 1,500;
$37,125) Edward G. Robinson),
Ended subscription, engagement at
over $33,600;
previous week,
$31,191; closed Saturday (8) to
resume tour.
Most Happy Fella, Blackstone
(MD) (1st wk) ($7; 1,425; $58,700)
(Robert Weede). Opened last Tues¬
day (4) on Guild; nearly $30,000 for
first seven performances;. drew two
yes-and-no reviews (Cassidy, Trib¬
une; Kogan, Sun-Times) and two
pans (Dettmer-Ainerican; Harris,
Daily News).
My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC)
(14th wk) ($7; 2,100; $72,979)
(Brian Aherne, Anne Rogers).
About $72,500; previous week,
$72,900.

‘CLOUD’ OVERCAST 12G
IN BALTO TEST WEEK
Baltimore, Feb. 11.
A general downbeat press, with
all tljree local crix handing in only
fair notices (Pantell, Evening Sun;
Gardner, Morning Sun; Clark.
News-Post), didn’t help. “Cloud 7 •
here last week.
House is dark this week and re¬
opens next Monday (17) with Con¬
stance Bennett in “Auritie Mame.”
Estimate for Last Week
Cloud 7, Ford’s (D) (single wk)
$4.98; 1,819; $47,000) (Ralph Meek¬
er, Martha Scott). Low $12,000.

Hepburn-Drake $36,000
For Single Week, Cleve.
Cleveland, Feb. 11.
“Much Ado About Nothing,” costarring Katharine Hepburn and
Alfred Drake, grossed a nifty $36,000 last week at the Hanna Thea¬
tre here. ~Opening last night (Mon.), also
for a single week, “Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof,” starring Victor Jory,
It’s a repeat date for the Tennessee
Williams drama, which had a $30,000 week here last season.

Bus & Truck ‘Sergeants’
$30,400 in 6-Show Split
Miami, Feb. 11.
The bus-and-truck company of
“No Time for Sergeants” grossed
a neat $30;400 last week in a four
way, six-performance split. Dates
played, with grosses listed paren¬
thetically, were as follows:
One performance Monday (3),
Municipal Auditorium, Thomasville, Ga. ($4,700); one perform¬
ance Wednesday (5), Municipal
Auditorium, Orlanda, Fla. ($6,100);
one performance Thursday (6),
Peabody .Auditorium,
Daytona
Beach, Fla. ($6,600), and three per¬
formances Friday-Saturday (7-8).
Dade County Auditorium, Miami
($13,000).

Minneapolis, Feb. 11.
Jose Greco and his Spanish
dancers troupe came through well
for three inid-week evening per¬
formances (4HS) at the 1,800-seat
Lyceum at $3.85 top, grossing $li,->
400.. There were critics’ kudos and
audiences were highly enthusiastic.
It was Greco’s second engage¬
ment in the past few years at the
same theatre.
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SIDELL STAYING IN CINCY

Shows
The Iceman €omefh
London, Jan. 30.
Arts Theatre presentation of -four-act
drama by Eugene O'Neill. Features Ian
Bannen. Jack MacGowran. Staged by
Peter \Vo:-t»; decor, Hutchinson Scctt. At
Arts Theatre; London, Jan. 29. *53; $2 top.
Pocky Pioggi .. Lee Montague
Larrv Slv’e
_Pat "ik Jagee
Hugo K lnnr .. Tony-Church
Willie Ob n ...^_Miecael Bryant
Harrv Ho;:e..Jack MacGowr.-n
Joe Mott
.... ■ Robert Adams
Don ParrUt
...
Vivian Mataloh
Cecil Lcv.is .icholas Meredith
Piet Wet.Uv'n . .. Joby Blansh?rd
James Om^ron ...Tony Robertson
Pat McG’oin
- Robert Hunter
Ed Mosher
.Anthony Jacobs
Mareie
-... -. Prunella Scales
Peart
Hilda Braid
Cora
...... Margaret Whiting
Theodore Hickman ...i.... Ian. Bannen
Moran
... Tony Burley
Lieb
Michael Ginesi

London has waited a long time
to see Eugene O’Neill’s marathon
drama, “The Iceman Cometh,” but
the play is Worth it. The show has
opened at the Arts Theatre, where
there are club facilities for the
audience to eat during a 45-minu e
interval.
Impressive though the drama is,it is questionable whether it will
click if it transfers to a theatre
lacking dinner facilities to feed an
audience that may well fird its
patience strained by the four-hour
length i including intervals) of the
O’Neill opus.
Seemingly O’Neill could have
written the play within ordinary
length, for much of it is repetitious,
and only the skillful playing pre¬
vents it from lapsing into tedium.
The drama has no shape- It is a
gab-fest, but an absorbing one.
The whole affair takes place in
1912 in the backroom of a New
York saloon-flophouse, patronized
by bums, layabouts, drunks, street¬
walkers and pimps. In this sleazy
atmosphere (brilliantly caught by
Peter Wood’s direction and Hutch¬
inson Scott’s stark, brooding set).
she human flotsam sit around iniulging in alcoholic dreams. They
await the arrival of a glad-hand
irummer, whose flashy 'material
success and capacity for liquor
always snaps them out of their,
ethargic misery. .
But when he arrives.there is a
difference. He is a reformed char¬
acter. He claims to have found a
spiritual peace by facing tip to the
truth about himself, and urges the
others to do the same. Pitiably,
:hey try. But when they find that
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the reason for the drummer’s
change of mind is based bn the
crudest pipe dream of all, they
settle back again to wallow in
pathetic hopes.
A play such as this, salted with
coarse , humor and occasional wit
and some pretensions to poetry,
offers immense opportunities; to an
over-large cast; and in most cases
the acrors . grab their chance
avidly. As the drummer, Ian. Ban¬
nen is brilliant in a heavy but
subtle role. But it is Patrick
Magee's disillusioned anarchist who
is the real core of the play, and he
acts as a cynical Greek chorus to
the problems of the others.
Noteworthy . performances are
also given by Lee Montague, the
pimp who pretends that he is an
honest bartender, Jack McGowran
as... the irascible saloon owner,
Anthony Jacobs ps the. ex-circus
man who wants to get back, Robert
Adams as a huge and somewhat
pathetic Negro, and Michael Bry¬
ant as a cynical broken down law
student. Prunella Scales, Margaret
Whiting and Hilda Braid also score
as ladies, of the town.
But it is really invidious to par¬
ticularize among the cast. It is
absorbing teamwork, even though
none of the characters strikes, a
Sympathetic chord.
Rich.
Cat On a Hot Tin Roof
London, Jan. 31;
New Watergate presentation of threeact drama toy Tennessee Williams. Stars
Kim Stanley.. Paul Massie, tea McKern.:
Staged by Peter Hall; decor, Leslie Hurry.
At Comedy Theatre, London. Jan. 30, '58;
$2.80 top.
Margaret ... Kim Stanley
Brick
.Paul Massie
Mae ............ ..... Daphne Anderson
Big Mama
: Bee Duffell
Sookey .......
Sona'te
Dixie .
7Lorna Henderson
Big Daddy...:.,. Leo McKern
Rev. Tooker .............. Roger Winton
Gooper
............. Alan Tilvern
Dr. Baugh .. ; Launce Maraschal
Trixie ..Vanessa Petty
Buster -.... .. .. ’Sylvia Sntch
Lacey ..
Don Johnson
Small .....r.. Mark Heath

Tennessee Williams* controver¬
sial play, “Cat On a Hot Tin Roof,”
is sponsored in London by the New
Watergate Theatre Club.. It there¬
fore escapes the ban that would
inevitably have been slapped on it
by the Lord Chamberlain, thanks
to its meaty language and its pre¬
occupation with homosexuality.
Judging by first night enthusiasm,

Stock Reviews

Heads Opera Though Not
Prexy of Local No, 1 Now
V
Cincinnati, Feb. 11.
Robert L. Sidell is managing di¬
rector of'the Cincinnati Summer
Opera Assn., for the ninth season.
Recently defeated as president
of Local 1, American Federation of
Musicians, after a decade in the
office, Sidell declined an offer of a
union post in New York to remain
here.
He has become a labor-manage¬
ment consultant and is retained by
two national organizations.
it should click even more heartily
than the New Watergate’s previous
American offerings at the Comedy
Theatre, “View from the Bridge”
and “Tea and Sympathy.”
“Cat” emerges as a powerful,
but ugly drama, giving scope for
intense acting, but. still monoton¬
ously exploring Williams* philos¬
ophy of futility, sex frustration and
.the general degradation <?f the
human raqe. There has been a
spate of such downbeat theatre of
late, but at least it can be said of
Williams ' that, amid the' stink of
decay, he has some sharp and
thoughtful things to say about hu¬
man relationships.
In the West End version, direc¬
tor Peter Hall has elected to use
the third act which Williams him¬
self preferred but which was
changed for the Broadway produc¬
tion in: deference to stager Elia
Kazan’s advice. * This means that
Big Daddy, , the bestriding charac¬
ter in the play, appears only in
the second act, so there is a let¬
down in the third act.
Leo McKern plays the lusty,
coarse, but. whole-hearted dying
man with considerable gusto. His
long scene, -where he tries to find
communication with Brick, his fa¬
vorite, dissolute son, is admirably
handled and there is nothing better
in the play than when, with back
to the audience, he learns that he
is actually a victim of cancer,. Mc¬
Kern’s built-up frame seems to
collapse pitiably, subtly and mov¬
ingly.
American actress Kim- Stanley
also achieves a tour, de force asj
Maggie, the frustrated wife. With
a shrill voice that grates on the
ear but seems just right for the
Continued on page 76

The Pink Burro
Palm Springs, Jan. 21,

And So, Farewell
Dallas, Jan. 24, ,
Ramsey Burch production of three-act
(10 scenes) drama by Katherine Morrill.
Stars Claire Luce: features Mabel Coch¬
ran. Ronnie Claire" Edwards. Bruce Hall,
Joan Delehaunty! Staged by Burch; technical direction, James Pringle. At Tflea^re
'58, Dallas. Jan. 21. '58; $3.50 top.
Burton Greer
Clyde Waddell
Dora Greer -... Sadie French
Keene Stanfield ............ .-Bea Shaw
Lucy Greer ...........r.... Claire Luce
Mrs. Brighton . Mabel Cochran
Barrett Greer .. John Delehaunty
Waverley Greer.Ronnie Claire Edwards
Flagg Greer
• - • fat Young
Mr. Wilbur .
ichard Kennedy
John Creighton .Bruce HaU
Clara Hurd ...
Carol Southard
Jackson Dunne ........<... Bob Miulen
Arthur Wilson
Pat Treston

This initial effort by Katherine
Morrill is a compassionate, touch¬
ing and rewarding drama. In its
three^week tryout here “And So,
Farewell” looms as the biggest hit
since “Inherit the Wind” debuted
at this 200-seat house.
This, stirring, moody piece has
the talent' of Claire Luce to pace
the proceedings as a mother just
back from 10 years In a mental
institution. Her three daughters
are respectively silently hateful,
sympathetic and sensitive, and
flighty and flirty. All bear the bur¬
den of her penchant for. joining
churches, making dresses out of
curtains and her odd speech. Miss
Luce’s delicate, yet forceful per¬
formance, in a sympathetic role,
leads the fine cast through ah en¬
gaging evening.
Mother, at home again, resented
a hired cook-housekeeper, winningly played by Mabel Cochran.
A love affair between the tender
daughter and a young reporter,
who quickly switches affection to
the giddy gal, augurs a mental
depression for the sympathetic lass
that causes her intruding in-laws
to confine her,, also, to an institu¬
tion. She escapes, flees to her
mother and dies.
Under the delicate direction of
Ramsey Burch, fine ‘ support is
given by Joan Delehaunty, Ronnie
Claire Edwards and Pat Young as
the daughters. Bruce Hall easily
plays the understanding reporter.
Minor roles are' capably filled.
James Pringle’s set is adroit.
Though downbeat in theme,
“Farewell” should prosper, on
larger stages and as a film.
Bark.

Palm Spring* Playhouse production of
three-act comedy-drama by Jean Riley,
Stars
Audrey
Christie: features Pas
Mlehon, David Lewi*. Marrlan Walters,
John Bonitz, Teddy Hart. Jessie Glenr
dinning, Wanda Riley. Staged by Michael
Ferrall; settings, Marjorie Reed. At Plav»
house Theatre, Palm Springs,'Jan. 21, *58f
$2.75 top.
Lillian Anders .. Audrey Christie
Frank Anders .
David Lewis
Grace Ferguson.Dor! Warren.
Mrs. Ferguson . Jessie Glendinnlng
Charlie Mason ............. Teddy Hart
Pedro ...... Frank Alba
Buff Dover ............... Wanda Riley
Jan Dover .Marxian Walters
Susie Anders ...- Pat Michon
Steve .. Frank Leslie

“The Pink Burro” is the first
original play to be presented by
the Playhouse Guild, which in one
form or another has been backing
legit hereabouts for eight years.
Up to this season Herbert Rogers
was'the producer, but this fall the
Guild handed the reins to Michael
Ferrall, who directed - and played
ih Rogers’ productions for several
years. . Ferrall signed his wife,
ajarrian Walters, as co-producer.
They, spent $25,000 completely
overhauling this theatre-in-theround and so far-look as if they
are on the right road. “The Reluc¬
tant Debutante,’> starring Edward
Everett Horton, was a sellout in
last week’s opener and this new
play by Jean Riley looks destined
to go much further east than
Highway 111.
It’s not only an. original play hut
has an original setting, a roadside
beanery near palm Springs run
by a -pair of ex-vauders. Mama is
still “on.” That’s Audrey Christie’s
role and she plays it just right.
The couple have a 20-year-old
daughter whom they’re trying to
promote as a singing-acting star..
Pat Michon handles this role be¬
lievably. She has talent, Is a
beautiful young -thing and can
actually sing—and not merely be¬
cause the author says so.
But Miss Christie carries the
heaviest load and the'show depends
on the part of the ex-hoofer who
has never quite accepted the role
of a running roadside eatery. In
this instance the producers got
perfect'casting.
The«first act is too long and
there are spots elsewhere that
drag, bjit the play has a good finish
and several well-drawn character
Continued on page 76

“BRILLIANT” atkinson, N. Y. Times
"IN A CLASS BY ITSELF ON
BROADWAY. A WORK OF GENIUS/
CHAPMAN,
N. Y. Daily . Newt.
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DANCE TO THE MUSIC MAN
Four top bands! Freddy Martin.? Glen Gray •
Pee Wee Hunt ♦ Guy Lombardo T966
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MEREDITH
WILLSON'S THE MUSIC MAN
The Music from

Exciting instrumental version, conducted by
Meredith Willson himself! T991

Backed by the strongest promotion in the industryi
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Touring Shows

Shows Out of Town

(Feb. 10-23)

Revised Rules Approved by Membership and Now
Percenters Will Get Chance to Air Opinions
The application of Actors Equi¬
ty’s tiew rules covering legit tal¬
ent agents is about set. A meet¬
ing between Equity and the pe**j
centers to discuss the changes has
been called for tomorrow (Thurs.).
The agents franchised by the
Union were sent copies of the new
regulations last Friday (7). Lastminute objections or suggestions
from the talent reps could conceiv¬
ably be accepted by Equity.
The code distributed to the
agents includes changes from the
original revisions presented to the
membership at last month’s meet¬
ing. The new alterations are in
line with recommendations made
at the meeting, which approved
the new code subject to minor
modifications. The vote in favor
Of the new setup was 116 to 114.
Changes made by the council in
compliance with the membership
recommendations include a cut-off
point on the payment of commis¬
sions and the elimination of a stip¬
ulation barring actors, on minimum
salary from paying commissions.
In the latter case, it was generally. |
felt that the commission ban
would deter agents from bothering
with talent, in the minimum salary
bracket.
In the overall, the revisions pro¬
vide for exclusivity pacts and a
Commission boost. Both changes
have been sought'by most inde¬
pendent agents.It’s believed,
however* that certain of the new
rules specifying and broadening
agent obligations to actor-clients
are opposed by some of the larger
talent rep offices.
The changes are the first to be
mad'e in the Equity agency c6de in
about 30 years.
“West Side Story/' which has
played to consistent capacity busi¬
ness since opening early last fall
at the Winter Garden Theatre,
N. Y., was inadvertently omitted
from the sellout shows mentioned
In last week’s -Page 1 story about
Broadway’s “biggest season.”

British Shows
(Figures denote opening dates)
LONDON
At Drop of Hat, Fortune 0-24-57).
Bolls Ringing, Coliseum (11-14-57).
Boy Friend, WyndBam'o (12-1*53). •.
Bride A Bachelor, Duchess. (13-19-56).
Cat on Hot.Tin Roof, Comedy (l-30,58>.
•Dear Delinquent, Aldwych (6-5-57).
Dinner With Family, New (12-10-57).
Dry Rot, Whitehall t8-31-54).
Flowering Cherry/ Haymarket (11-21-57).
Free As Air, Savoy (6-6-57).
Grab Me a Gondola, Liyric (12-26-56). .
Happiest Mill., Cambridge (11-15-57).
House by Lake, York's (5-9-56).
iceman Cometh, Arts (1-29-58).
Lovebirds, Adelphi >4-20-57).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
New Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-18-56).
Paddle Own Canoe, Criterion (124-57).
Plalsirs De Paris, Wales (4-20-57).
Potting Shed, Globe (2-5-58).
Rapa of Beit, Picadilly (12-12-57).
Repertory, Old Vie (9-18-57).
Roar Like e. Dove, Phoenix (9-25-57).
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55). ■
Saiad D=iys, Vaudeville (8-5-54)
♦Share MV Lettuce, Garrick (9-25-57).
Stranger In the Sea, Arts (12-27-57).
Touch of Sun, Seville (1-31-58).
Tunnel of Love, Majesty's (12-3-57).
^Transferred.
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Roseland, St. Martin's (2-12-58). Keep Your Hair On, Apollo (2-13-58).
Where's Charley, Palace (2-20-58).
Sport of Mad Mother, Royal Ct. (2-25-58).
Hunter's Moon, Wint. Gard. (2-26-58).
CLOSED LAST; WEEK
For Amusement Only, Apollo <6-5-50.
Odd Man In, St. Martin's (7-16-57).
ON TOUR
Chalk Garden
Cupid Is an lnip./ .
Double Cross Romanoff & Juliet
Time and Again
Waltz of the Toreador ,
Where's Charley
Women of Twilight

SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS
BROADWAY
(Theatres Set)
Annie Get Your. Gun, Canter (2-19-58).
Day Money Stopped, Belasco (2-20-58).
Portofino, Adelphi (2-21-58).
Waltz Toreadors, Coronet (2-25-58).
Blue Denim, Playhouse (2-27-58).
Who Was That Lady, Beck (3-3-58).
Wonderful Town, Center (3-5-58).
International Soiree, Bijou (3-12-58).
Methusaleh, Ambassador (3-24-58).
Say Darling, ANTA (4-3-58).
Joyce Grenfell (wk, 4-7-58).
Oklahoma, Center (3-19-58). .
Love Me LHtle, Hayes (4-9-58).

(Theatres Not Set)
Hearts ft Dollars (4-3-58).
Plaintiff In Pretty Hat (wk. 3-17 58).
Firstborn (4-29-58).

OFF-BROADWAT
King's Standards, Blackfrlars (2-12-58).
Obllgatto, Theatre Marquee (2-18-58).
Enemy People, Provincejtown (2-25-58).
Dark of Moon/ Carnegie (2-25-58).
Power of Draanis, Sullivan.St. (3-4-58).

Auntie . Marne
(2d Co.)
(Constance
Bennett)—Aud., Rochester (10-15); Ford's,
Balto (17-22).
Back to Methuselah (tryout) (Tyrone
Power, Faye Emerson. Arthur Treacher)
—Shubert. Boston (10-15); Veterans' Aud.,
Providence, R.I. (17); States Portland, Me,
(18); BushneU Memorial Aud., Hartford,
Cohn. (19-20); Klein . Memorial Aua.,
Bridgeport, Conn. (21); Academy of Music,
B*klyn (22) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Jan.
23, '58).
Blue Deni
(tryout)—Locust, Philly
(10-22).
Canadian. Players—Louisiana State U.
Aud.; Baton Rouge (ID; "North Texas
- State Teachers CoUege Aud., Denton
(14); Sage Aud., Cedar Falls. Ia. (17);
Mankato (Minn.) State CoUege Aud. '18);
St. Olaf CoUege Aud.; Northfield, Minn.
(20).
'Cat on a Not Tin Roof (Victor Jory)-,
Hanna.
Cleve.
QO-15);
Shubert,
Det.
(17-22).
..
Damn Yankees—U. Aud.,
loomington/
Ind' (10-ID; Coliseum,. Evansville (13);
Tennessee Theatre;' Nashville (15); Ovens
Aud.. Charlotte (17-18); Mosque, Richmond
(20-22).
Day fha Monty- Stopped (tiyput) .(Rich¬
ard
Basehart)—Wilbur. Boston „G0-15,
moves to N.Y.) (Reviewed in VARIETY,
Jan, 29, *58).
Diary of Anne Frank (Joseph Schlldkraut)—Nixon, Pitt. (10-15); Walnut. PhiHy
(17-22). .
Happiest Millionaire (Walter Pidgeon>-r
Harris. Chi (10-22).
, Joyce . Grenfell (tryout)—Geary, S.F.
(13-15); Hartford; L.A. (17-22)..
.Long Day's Journey Into Night (2d Co,)
(Fay Bainter, Anew McMasterl—Erlanger,
Chi (10-15); Nikon, Pitt. (17-22),
. Marcel Marceau—Great Northern, Chi
<18-22).
Master of thornfleld (tryout) (Errol
Flynn)—Shubert, Det. (10-15); Shubert,
Cincy (17-22).
Middle of the Night (Edward G.r.Robinsoh)-—American St. L. QO-15); Victoria.
K.C, (17-18); Aud., Denver (20-22).
Most
Happy Fella—Blackstone,
Chi’
(10-22).
Much Ado About Nothing -(Katharine
Heuburn)-1—Shubert, Wash. (10-15); Shu¬
bert. Boston (17-22).
My Fair Lady. <2d Co:) (Brian Aherne,
Anne Rogers)^-Shubert.. Chi (10-22),
My Fur Lady ' (Canadian)—Royal Alex¬
andra, Toronto (10-16),..
No Time for Sergeants (N.Y. Co.)-^
Aud., Ft. Lauderdale (10); Aud., Miami
(11-12); Abr-. Tallahassee (ID; Jordan
Aud.; Columbus. Ga. (15); Lanier, H.S.,
Montgomery (17); Municipal Aud., Jackson
(18); Robinson Aud., Little Rock (19-20);
Ellis Aud., Memphis (21-22).
No Tiine for Sergeants (Natl Co.)—
Colonial, Boston (10-22),
Nude With Violin ft Present Laughter
(Noel Coward)—Curran, S.F. (11-22).
Portofino (tryout) (Georges. Guetary,
Helen Gallagher. Robert Strauss)—Erlanger, Philly 10-15) moves to N.Y.) (Re-,
viewed in VARIETY, Jan. 29, '58).
.. Say Darling (tryout) (David Wayne;
Vivian Blaine, Johnny - Desmond)—Shu¬
bert, New. Haven (22).
. funnel of Love (Russell. Nype, William
Bishop)—Alcazar, S.F. (16-22).
Visit to a Small Planet (Cyril Ritchard)
^-Forrest. Philly (10-22).
Waltz of the Toreadors (Melvyn Doug¬
las, Betty Field; Lili DarvasV-National,
Wash, (10-22).
Whb Was That Lady I Saw You With?
(tryout) (Peter Lind Hayes, /Mary Healy,
Ray Walston>r-Shubert. Philly (10-22).

- Continued from page €8 ;

taste, however, and even serves a
warning note to parents that such
things can happen even among
“nicer” juveniles of today.
Joshua Logan’s skilled staging
and the acting draw a fine result
from the adult scripting. Laughs
are plentiful rind ^concern for the
characters is constantly maintained.
Chester Morris and June Walker
are nicely cast and work well to¬
gether as the out-of-step parents.
- Burt Brinckerhoff is good as the
gangling adolescent In a jam, and
Carol Lynley makes a lovely junior
miss in a difficult assignment Pat
Stanley is efficiently fiery or un¬
derstanding as the need arises.
Bine Denim
Warren Berlinger exhibits profes¬
New Haven, Feb. 5. . sional timing skill as the son’s:
Barbara Wolferman ft James Hammer- youthful pal.
stein presentation of production of threePeter: Larkin’s split-level setting
act (four scenes) "drama by James Leo
Herlihy and William Noble. Features of a dining room, baseihent and
■Chester Morris, June Walker, Carol Lyn¬ upper yard is well designed and
ley, Burt Brinckerhoff, Warren Berliner,
Pat Stanley. Staged by Joshua Logan; presents interestingly varied play¬
setting. Peter Larkin; costumes. Alvin ing areas, and the Alvin Colt cos¬
Colt; lighting, Charles Elson. At Shubert
Bone.
Theatre, New Haven, Feb. 5, *58; $4.80 top, tumes look authentic.

Who Was That Lady?

ing ludicrous. Night club comic
Larry Storch, on very briefly as a
Soviet brainwasher, could be used
to better effect. Boland Winters
gives a solid performance as an
FBI investigator on the trail of the
fakers, but is much more indulgent
than the G?men are in real life.
William Swetland plays the har¬
ried head of the New* York bureau
and Roxanne Arlen and /Virginia
De Luce are type cast as aspiring
actresses who were considered too
professional for the Ted** Mack
show.
Gagh.

Ernie Lacy .....
Warren Berliner
Arthur Hartley ...... BUrt Brinckerhoff
Major Bartley ........... Chester Morris
Lillian Bartley..
Pat Stanley
Jessie Bartley ...
June Walker
Janet Willard ............ Carol Lynley

“Blue Demin,” rewritten since its
strawhat tryout during the summer
of 1955, now seems to have consid¬
erable promise, both for Broadway
and Hollywood. It has plenty of
comedy, plus enough pathos to pro¬
vide a heart-warming‘play of fam¬
ily life. The central story involves
a teenage romance.
There are a number of subordi¬
nate story lines and situations, in¬
cluding an oddly-paired middleaged couple who have grown away
from their children, a 15-year-old
son who becomes sexually involved
with an innocent lass, and a daugh¬
ter whose “suitor” has wrong Ideas.
The dramatic incident that, threat¬
ens to tear the family apart but
ultimately fe-unites it focuses oil
the predicament of the naive lad
whose knowledge of the facts'of
life is painfully acquired.
The^ authors have painted a vivid
picture of a family that loses a com¬
mon touch. When the 'growing son
becomes involved with a naive
young lass, he cannot find under¬
standing or help from his parents
and, to proclure an abortion, he
forges his father’s name on. a check
and involves himself and them in
further troubles.
The dialog is extremely frank
and the abortion incident is strong
stuff. It is handled with in good

(ADVERTISEMENT)

BEST DRESSED WOMEN AWARDS
Arranged alphabetically; who would dare otherwise!
^ ^ All Dressed by Brooks Costume Co. ^ +
l^-ANNA MARIA ALBERGHETTI ..... .DuPont-Aladdin
2— —JUDITH ANDERSON......_ .. .Bridge of Saji Luis Rey
3— INA BALIN
;............... Complusion
4— CONSTANCE BENNETT ........ . . Nat’i Co., Auntie Mame
5— POLLY BERGEN
___;../.........Polly Bergen 'Show
6— VIVIAN BLAINE
.. .............Say Darling
7— MINDY CARSON .........•..... Body Beautiful
0—BARBARA COOK ............. .............The Music Man
9—JILL COREY .
.............. Hit Parade
lOr—DOROTHY COULTER ....... i, ,..». V.Rigolettq-NBC Opera
11— FLORENCE ELDRIDGE ..............Long Day's Journey
........Back to Methusalah
12— FAYE EMERSON..
13— PEGGY ANN GARNER .....................- Kraft
14— GREER GARSON
............ Auntie Mame
15— VIRGINIA GIBSON ............,.............. Hit Parade
10—HELEN HAYES.... .-... . ... Time Remembered
17—KATHARINE 'HEPBURN.,....., Much Ado About Nothing
13—JUDY HOLLIDAY . .......... . . . .■. i.,. i .Bells Are Ringing
Interlock
19—CELESTE HOLM ..... --

20^-LENA HORNE ... Jamaica (a) Night Clubs . (b>
21— NANCY KELLY ... .. .The Genius and the Goddess
22— EARTHA KITT
....-..... Night Clubs
23— ABBE LANE . . ... .. Oh Captain!
24— carol Lawrence ....... ............. West Side Story
25— JUNE LOCKHART .. ■.U. S. Steel-Theatre Guild
26— JACQUELYN McKEEVER .. ................. Oh. Captain!
27— SIOBHAN McKENNA ........ .......... The Rope Dancers
28— ELLEN McRAE .
.. ... Fair Game
29— BARBARA NICHOLS ....... ............. Steve Allen Show
30— PATTI PAGE ............
The Big Record
31— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL GLEE CLUB
32— MARTHA RAYE ........... ..,..... .Annie Get Your Gun
33— CHITA RIVERA____ .............. West Side Story
34— RISE STEVENS
......... ... Firestone
35— SUSAN STRASBERG ................... Time Remembered
36— JO VAN FLEET ........... •... • •. . . Look Homeward Angel
37— NANCY WALKER
.-...... --Wonderful Town
38— JULIE WILSON .............
Ed Sullivan Show

The Brooks Award Designers
Sal Anthony 2, 9. 15
Lucinda Ballard 46
Travis Banton 4, 14
|
Saul Bolasni 5
l
John Boxer 3
Gene Coffin 25
Alvin Colt 6
Roaul Pene Du Bois 8, 18

William & Jean Eckejrt 47
Robert Fletcher 10
Joe FreUvell III 30
Eleanor Goldsmith 43
Guy Kent 29, 39, 40, 41
Florence Klotz 32
Billy Livingston 41
William McHoiie 38.

Robt. Mackintosh 19, 20b, 28, 45
Ruth Morley .37
Peggy Morrison 13
Motley 11, 36, 48
Frank Spencer 31
Irene Sharaff 1> 24, 33, 42
Noel Taylor 7 .
Rouben Ter-Arutunian 17

Frank Thompson 44
Michael Travis 22/ 34, 49
Virginia Volland 21
Miles White 16, 20a, 23, 26, 35
Freddy Wittop 45
Patricia Zipprodt 12, 27

Brooks Costumed Shows in Miami—Cafe de Paris (39). Cotton Club (40) and Deauville (41)., In Cuba—Riviera Hotel (42). And
those much talked about outfits at the new FORUM Restaurant (43) N. Y. C. Watch for the gaily- costumed Budd & Stuart Schulberg’s movie, “Across The Everglades” (44) and the arena extravanganza “Holiday on 7ce” (45). Brooks costumed shows currently
touring—“Cat On A Hot Tin Roof” (46),“Damn Yankees” (47) and “Most Happy Fella” (48). Now for a season of musical Tent
Shows and Jones Beach (49), also, the costuming of dozens " of Academic and Community Theatre shows weekly throughout the
country.
v

ir *

THIS IS THE BROOKS COSTUME COMPANY'S 50th ANNIVERSARY YEAR

★ ★

The Master of Thornfleld
Detroit, Feb. 10.
„ Courtney Burr (in association with
Sterling
Productions)
presentation
of
three-act (seven .scenes) drama by Hunting*
ton Hartford, adapted from the Charlotte
Bronte novel, "Jane Eyre." Staging. Peter
Ashmore;..' scenery, Ben Edwards; cos¬
tumes. Motley,' incidental music and
orchestration. Will Lorin; head copyist.
Bob Harlhg Jr. Stars Errol Flynn; fea¬
tures Blanche Yurka, Jan Brooks,. Avia
Scott,. Norah -Howard, Francis ' Compton,
David J. Stewart. At Shubert Theatre,
Itetroit. Feb. 10. '58.
Bus. Fairfax .. .. ....... . Blanche Yurka
AdCle Varens ..Claudia Crawford
Jane Eyre .... . ... Jan Brooks
r-Grace Poole .
Adelnide Klein
Leah ..... i. Valerio Cardew
Edward Rochester
Errol Flynn
Richard Mason
David.J. StewartLady Ingram .Norah Howard
Blanche Ingram
Avis Scott
Lord Ingram -............ .Lord Foley
Rev. Wood
. Douglas Wood
CoL Dent .. —.. John Ma'coJm
Antoinette ......... P Jane White
Gregory ..Francis Compton/
Guests..Tom McDermott, RIclia'd Nichols,
Valerie Cardew, Carol Hebald

So many thorny problems are
so painfully evident in “The Master
of Thornfleld” that,it is doubtful
if this Huntington Hartford adapta¬
tion of “Jane Eyre” will ever reach
Broadway. If it does it won’t last
long there. The original Charlotte
Bronte novel certainly offers splen¬
did material for television and.
Hollywood (it has several times
already), but . not in this version.
A prophetic prologue at the
opening before a capacity house at
the 2,050-seat Shubert Theatre
seemed more like an epjtaph. Char¬
coal sketches of the novel’s char¬
acters, executed in the manner of
th* early 19th century, were
projected on the curtain and a
sound track commentary quoted
the authoress as being pessimistic
about an 1848 attempt to adapt the
npvel to the stage. Her fears have
been more than realized 110 years
later.
The thorniest problem of the
show as of the opening is master
of Thonifield himself, as played
by film star Errol Flynn, making
his American stage debut. At the
moment he doesn’t know an aston¬
ishing number of lines and his
ad libs are so inappropriate that
they are embarrassingly obvious.
Because of that difficulty, the
.actor fails to delineate any recog¬
nizable character except an unpre¬
pared actor.
..
Its impossible to tell how
adaptor Hartford may have meant
to project the Rochester charac¬
terization because of the scrambling
of lines, as the words, placed in the
mouths of other characters never •
brings them , to life, either.
. English actress Jan Brooks, also,
making her American stage bow,
enters Thornfleld Hall as Jana)
Eyre, ostensibly for the first time,
and is made to converse casually
with the housekeeper, Mrs. Fairfax
played by Blanche Yurka, as
though she had been there before.
Miss Brooks an Flynn apparently
have been given so little of conse¬
quence to say to each other that
the development of their love,
which is the heart of Hartford’s
adaptation; never takes place, at
least in front of the audience.
Miss Yurka, who has topr fea¬
tured billing, manages to create
some substance but of her role as
the housekeeper, although continu¬
ally thrown off balance by Flynn’s
juggling of the lines. The only
other member of the cast who
makes an impression is Lord Foley,
a British nobleman who wins some
chuckles a9 a British. nobleman.
Lord Ingram.
.The single setting of a room in.
Thornfleld Hall, with a magnifi¬
cent cantilevered stairway, has
been superbly done by designer
Ben Edwards. The direction of
Peter Ashihore lacks pace, pur-r
pose and effectiveness. The Motley,
costumes are appropriate. Inciden¬
tal music and orchestration by Will
Lorin are incidental.
Tew,
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Cat on a Hot Tin Hoof
part, Miss Stanley brings authority
to the role, and her first act
scenes with Paul Massie, her
young husband, set a tense, emo¬
tional note rarely relaxes.
Paul Massie gets away to a slow,
uncertain start as the alcoholic son,
but gains in stature in the second
act. Bee Duff ell, as Big Mama,
also has her moments with some
strident pathos and there are some
useful supporting players in Roger
Winton, Alan Tifvem and Launce
Maraschal. Daphne Anderson, ah
accomplished actress, seems ill at
ease as the grasping sister-in-law.
It is an unpleasant part, which
harps unduly on one note and Miss
Anderson does little to help.
Peter Hall's direction is alertly
attuned to the author's mood and
Leslie .Hurry offers a conventional
but adequate decor.
Rich,

A Tooeh of the Sun
London, Feb. 4.
Tennent Productions presentation of
three-act (five scenes) drama by N. C.
Hunter. Stars Michael Redgrave, Diana
Wynyard, Ronald Squire, Louise Allbritton. Staged by Frith Banbury; ‘decor,
Reece Pemberton. At Saville Theatre,
London, Jan. 31. '58; $2.50 top.
Philip Letter..
Michael Redgrave
Peter Hudson .. James Sutherland
Mary Lester .Diana Wynyard
Robert Lester ...' Ronald Squire
John Lester. ............ Dinsdale Landen
Caroline Lester ....... Venessa Redgrave
Denis Lester ........... Anthony Oliver
Margaret Lester.Louise Allbritton
Sir Joseph Vandenhoven... Martin MUler
Gerald Harcourt . David Langton.

More like a thoughtful profile of
a priggish schoolmaster than a con¬
ventional play, “A Touch of the
Sun” turns out to be an Absorbing
dramatic entertainment, elegantly
written and tastefully produced. It
is a surefire prospect for a fast
payoff and. With , a cast of com¬
parable stature, could well be con¬
sidered for a Broadway run, too.
With deft adaptation, it might also
make a picture script
Once again Tennent has done
handsomely for an author in the
matter of casting and production..
N. C. Hunter's two previous West
End hits, "“Waters of the Moon”
and “A Day By the Sea,” had cream
acting talent, and that undoubtedly
went a long Way towards insuring
their long runs. This time, with a
star quartet comprising Michael
Redgrave, Diana Wynyard; Ronald
Squire
and
Louise
Allbritton,
there’s little left to chance and the
result is rewarding theatre.
Hunter, who has a facility for
drawing his characters delicately
and sincerely, and for writing con¬
cise and penetrating dialog, has
etched st moving portrait Of a dedi¬
cated schoolmaster living on the
brink of poverty, and suddenly
brought fact to face with riches
when his brother marries an Amer¬
ican heiress and invites him and
his family JLo vacation at a villa
outside Cannes.
The Opening act in the'school¬
master’s living room is possibly a
little wordy, but admirably sets thei
scene and establishes the main
characters. The schoolmaster, mag¬
nificently portrayed by Redgrave,
is presented as an idealist who

scorns Wdrldly: things so long as
he’s doing something vital and
worthwhile. His harrassed wife
struggling to make ends meet,
their two children, one intended to
follow in father’s footsteps and the
other destined to be a nurse, to¬
gether with schoolmaster's father
(riehly portrayed by Squire) com¬
prise the family.
The Whole second act Is staged
in the South of France where, the
teacher is a social misfit, his wife
receives undue attention from a
wealthy guest and the two children
have the time of their lives. But
the schoolmaster cracks under the
artificial strain and hurries* his
family back to their modest home.
The final scenes, in which his Wife]
tells him she had- been asked to
marry the other man, and in which
his son breaks the news that he
has no vocation for teaching, are
moving and tender;
Frith Banbury’s staging is a
model of. character interpretation.
The tempo is never strained and
the action has a natural flow. Apart
from Redgrave’s memorable study,
there is an intensely moving, por¬
trayal by Miss Wynyard as the
wife. Squires, as the problem fa¬
ther-in-law, has many of the best
lines and delivers them with a
force* that guarantees a quick audi¬
ence reaction,: While Miss Allbrit¬
ton puts lip a good showing as the
heiress.
Venessa;
Redgrave,
Anthony
Oliver and Dinsdale Landen are
first-class as the other members of
the family and there’s a standout
portrayal by Martin Miller as a
prosperous tycoon with a sixth
sense for making money.
The
scene in which he is in violent con¬
flict with : Redgrave is one of the
dramatic highlights of. the produc¬
tion.
David Langton has limited op¬
portunities as the wealthy indus¬
trialist attracted to the schoolmas¬
ter’s wife, and James Sutherland
does well enough as one of Red¬
grave’s pupils. Reece Pemberton’s
living room set has the stamp of
authenticity, his decor of the ter¬
race of the Cannes villa represents
an outstanding piece of design.

Myro.

‘Marne’ Rousing $45,500
Holdover Week in Pitt.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 11.
r'Auritie Mame,” unencumbered
by subscription discount, soared
last week, giving it a hot total for
the fortnight's local stand. “Diary
of Anne Frank” opened last night
(Mon.), also on subscription, and
it’ll be. followed by another sub¬
scription, and it’ll be followed by
another subscription entry, “Long
Millionaire” follow 4h that order*
Estimate for Last Week
Auntie Mame, Nixon (C) (2d wk)
($5.90; $4.95; 1,760; $48,000) (Con¬
stance Bennett).
Skyrocketed to
$45,500 on the wind-up; previous
week $39,800, which Was held back
by reduced prices to subscribers.
-

MUSICAL ARENA THEATRES
ASSOCIATION, Announces
Courses of Instruction for young bustr
ness managers and box office treasurers in the following.
1) PAYROLL PREPARATION PROCED¬
URE
2) UNION CONTRACTS AND REGU¬
LATIONS
*
3) BOX OFFICE PROCEDURES
4) HOUSE MANAGEMENT
5) OFFICE MANAGEMENT
6) ROYALTY CONTRACTS
7) PRODUCTION
8) PROMOTION
Purpose of these elassot Is fe provide e
trained pool ef available and Interested per¬
sonnel for stock theatre’ companies.
First course begins Thursday. March 6. 6:30
la 8:30 p.M. and ter the next . seven con¬
secutive. Thursdays.
Second aessien (n more intensive ene) betjns
Saturday, April 5 from 9:30 te 1:30 P.M.
and for the next three consecutive Saturdays:
Reolstratlen parted. Feb.- 17 thru March I.
at Musical Arena Theatre* Association, 122.
E. 42nd St. (Roam 1020) New York, N.Y.
MU 2-1197.
Registration and to til1* foe far the course
is $35.00. «
Professors EDWARD O. LUTZ (Brook¬
lyn Collage) and ROBERT M. CARR
(Pace College)/ Coordinators.

<1

Fur’ $16,300, Toronto

, Toronto, Feb. 11.
Gn its fourth engagement at the
Royal Alexandra Theatre here this
season, “My Fur Lady” did very
good business last week and has
some $10,000 in advance sales for
the second stanza. Former musical
of McGill U. embarks on a series
of one-nighters by bus throughout
Ontario and Quebec after the Tc*
ronto date, and then into the Maritimes.
Estimate for Last Week
My Fur Lady, Royal Alexandra
list Wk) ($3.50; 1,525; $28,000).
Grossed $16,300.
Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick
Loewe have dropped their plans to
give the. legittuner treatment to
Edward Streeter’s novel, “Father
of the Bride,” Which was also a
Metro film. Herman Levin, pro¬
ducer of “Lady,” has picked up the
option on “Bride” and may have it
musicalized.

Air Conditioned

CARNEGIE
RECITAL HALL
Available for Theatrical Productions
July, August, September
Circle 7-1350

. ^ Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Dore Schary is .one jump ahead
of a sale of the film rights to the
new Broadway hit, “Sunrise at
Carapqbello,” which he authored
and co-produced. Although the pic
rights haven’t been sold yet, he’s
clinched a deal which will permit
location shooting of the screen
version of the play at the actual
Campobello site in New Bruns¬
wick, Canada.
The onetime summer home of
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Which is the
locale , of the play, no longer be¬
longs to the Roosevelt family
Schary, however, made his deal
with the new owner of the prop¬
erty to insure authenticity for the
expected filmization of the drama.
The author-producer may do the
picture himself, under a releasing
deal with a major company.

Balto Hotels
Continued from page 69 ——

to see that everyone is treated
equally and fairly.” Then citing
his record of abolishing segrega¬
tion in the National Guard, schools
and Baltimore’s legit theatre, the
governor concluded, *T can only
tell you that I sincerely regret the:
embarrassment caused the mem¬
bers of Actors Equity, and hope
you and they .will understand that
it does take time to change the
customs of more than a century
and a half.”
Baltimore City Councillor Wal¬
ter T. Dixon wrote that while
Mayor D’Aiesandro “is out of the
city at this time . . . l am sure that
. . he would want yoii to accept
the apology of the City Adminis¬
tration for the un-American treat¬
ment accorded to these distin¬
guished; actors by the hotels in the
theatre district of our city.”
Councillor Dixonj the city’s only
Negro lawmaker, is the author of
a civil rights bill,' introduced to
the City Council last October. The
measure' has been referred to the
Mayor’s Committee on Human Re¬
lations, and . Duncan has been
asked to testify before the Com¬
mittee when the proposal comes
up for deliberation.
- Harold I. Fink, president of
hotel association, has not answered
Duncan’s communication. He also
failed to reply to two previous let¬
ters on the same subject*
Prior to the “Shadow” situation,
the last time the segregation is¬
sue ih Baltimore involved Equity
members was in December, 1956,
when the: touring company of “Cat
a Hot. Tin Roof” played the
city.
At that time, rather than
have the Negro members relegated
to inferior accommodations, both
white and Negro actors chose to
stay at hotels in Washington and
commute to. the theatre.

Mgr. School
= Continued, from page 69 'a—
has a list of 3*9 job openings for
the coming summer season.
The venture has no immediate
bearing on legit employment out¬
side the tent field and has no re¬
lationship to such theatrical unions
as the Assn, of Theatrical Press
Agents :& Managers: . In other
words, the MATA schooling would
presumably not be recognized by
the union as qualification for. mem¬
bership. The experience resulting
from any. tents jobs secured as a
result of the schooling might, how¬
ever, lay the groundwork for even¬
tual admission by ATP AM and-entry into the regular legit field.
The total cost of the course,
which will run 16 hours, is $35.
The school ' will be a non-profit
venture, however, and. any excess
coin will be distributed pro-rata
among the various instructors. The
course will cover (1) payroll prep¬
aration procedures, (2) union con¬
tracts and regulations, (3) boxoffice procedures, (4) house manage¬
ment, (5) office: management, (6)
royalty contracts, (7) production,
and (8) promotion.
Three different sessions will be
held, with the program including
lectures, problems, discussions and
a; final examination. Accountants
Edward 6. Lutz and Robert 1VL
Carr, executive directors.of MATA,
will coordinate the courses.
The lineup of 24. MATA tents,
incidentally, includes 18 existing
operations and six new spots
scheduled to open next summer.

Writes Hollywood writer-director-producer turned Broadway play¬
wright-Claude Binyon: “We tried out \A Soft Touch* at the Coconut
Grove Playhouse in Miami for two weeks, .It had the full treatment,
with George Abbott directing and a very capable Broadway cast; but it
was apparent from the beginning that we would be wasting time and
money if we took it to New York. After a few days of polite pondering
Mrs. Binyon and I went to Nassau, then to Havana, back to Miami, and
finally home. For this pleasant sojourn We can thank the play:” (P.S.
_A $150,000 pre-production deal with NBC having a stake in a video
production, before the film rights, does not make this venture a loss
to Binyon and his collaborator “Max Evans," a Los Angeles medico who
prefers anonymity. Locale is behind-the-scenes of an L.A. hospital.)
- ■

-
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Stock Reviews
— Continued from page 72

The Pink Burro
parts. Teddy Hart plays a local
citizen fixit and desert rat Who
has designed for the beanery, a
superaolossal replica of a ham¬
burger to be Hung on the back of
a tired old pink Simca in the hope
that this would make tourists put
on their brakes, and stop for a bite,
. Hart may not have known open¬
ing night he was playing to the
original of this character. Harry
Oliver, who once was a set designer
for DeMille and now publishes
the Desert Rat Scrap Book at
Thousand Palms four times a year,
“the only five page newspaper
which can be opened in the wind.”
Most of the characters in the
play are familiar to Palm Spring¬
ers. A beanery having such a
gigantic hamburger at its door is
called “The Watering Trough.” It
is owned by a couple who once
played the Keith circuit—Maree
and Ed Frisby—and Maree is the
sister of Jean Riley, the author.
Jean Riley’s 11-year-old son plays
Buff in “The Pink Burro.”
Jessie Glendinning, a vet from
the days of John Drew, and Don
Warren play a motherland-daugh¬
ter pair of wide-eyed tourists who
know nobody around Palm Springs
and are hoping to see a movie-star.
They get top laughs.
John Bonitz, a newcomer^from
Greensboro, N.C., plays a whoop¬
ing sort of cowboy and though ms
scenes are short they help keep
the play on its feet. Characters
like these moving in and out of a
hamburger haven are believable
and Mike Ferrall keeps them’mov¬
ing with, a sure directorial hand.
Show was pencilled , in for a
week. Where it goes from here is
in the hands of bookers. Its pros¬
pects look good. Scul.

Shows on B’way
Continued from page 68 =

Interlock
by only about five scenes (there are
six scenes in the play).
A few minutes before the final
curtain, the nice young paid com¬
panion .played by British actress
Rosemary Harris tosses her sweet¬
heart’s
rarely-awarded
music
medal back- in his treacherous face
and makes a disdainful exit—just
about the only sensible thing she’s
done all evening. That gives the
spineless pianist a bad moment, but
then he begins to laugh sardonical¬
ly. and, as the curtain falls, the ma¬
lignant widow fingers her costly
new shawl, already cooking an¬
other scheme for his spiritual en¬
slavement in the bonds of idle
luxury.
If top-starred Celeste Holm is
unable to make the play or even
the character of the widow believ¬
able, she’s nevertheless still an at¬
tractive and interesting actress to
watch.
Presumably she took the
part as a practical showcase, to
demonstrate that she’s talented
enough to play dramatic roles and
even villainesses as well as light
comedy. If so, she has apparently
proved the point—provided enough
key people get time to see “Inter¬
lock;”
Miss Harris gives an expert per¬
formance in a lop-sided part that’s
merely a sort of breath-holding
stooge until the lurid melodramatics of the third act. Maximilian
Schell; whom the program notes
identify as a member of a noted
Swiss theatrical family (not men¬
tioned is that he’s a brother of film
actress Maria Schell or that he
once studied for a concert pianist
career), is making his debut not
only on. Broadway but' on the
English-language stage.
He has
some trouble making himself heard
and, when he forgets to speak slow¬
ly, understood. His piano playing,
however, is the most satisfying
part of the evening.
The only other roles, two ser¬
vants,- are ably played Georgia
Burke and John Marriot. Philip
Burton is billed as stager, although
Herman Shumlin was called in dur-

-
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ing the tryout to assist with restaging and script revisions and, on the
basis of out-of-town reviews, ap¬
pears to have improved the show
considerably.
Howard Bay has designed a
handsomely rococo setting for the
shenanigans and Robert Mackin¬
tosh has provided a succession of
lovely gowns for Miss Holm arid
rather
severe clothes for the
others. Producers Richard Myers,
Julius Fleischmanri and Walter N.
Trenerry.seriously considered
folding “Interlock” during its pre¬
liminary engagement in Washing¬
ton, but decided to play out the
string by bringing it to Broadway.

Hobe.
i Closed last Saturday night (8>
after four: performances.)

Paul Robeson
Continued from page 69
Frisco dailies and Sen. »William
Knowland’s Oakland Tribune.
It was basso’s first conceit in
a city-owned theatre in Northern
California in almost a decade. He's
still barred from municipally-own¬
ed houses in Frisco because of his
leftist predilections.
Hail Soviet’s Gilels
Minneapolis, Feb. 11.
Appearing in concert here, Soviet
pianist. Emil. Gilels was welcomed
editorially. by the Minneapolis
Morning Tribune.
Editorial pointed out. that Gilels,
making his initial local, appear¬
ance, is the second Soviet artist
to visit Minneapolis in recent
years, the other having been vio¬
linist David Oistrahk who won ku¬
dos and played to a turnaway
crowd in 4,600-seat Northrol Audi¬
torium, seats being placed on the
stage and in the orchestra pit.
“We have never held With those
who contend that our differences
with the Soviet government should
lead to .any kind of cultural block¬
ade,” said the Tribune editorial.
“Plaintiff In a Pretty Hat,” the
Hugh and Margaret Williams com¬
edy which had a lengthy London
run, is scheduled for Broadway
presentation, opening the week of
March 17,. by Haila Stoddard and
Paul Crabtree; in association with
Marilyn Shapiro.
Williams, re¬
peating his original starring as¬
signment in the vehicle, will be costarred with Glynis Johns.
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lie -relation*; Office in New York *‘Caine Mutiny Court-Martial," di- bungled with curbstone building i A dog act could not haye got booked for ten bucks on a split week. Towith emphasis on the Negro mar- rected by. arid starring Lloyd Nolan; buttinskis during the recent cori-j.day an act getting less than $20,000 a week is considered a dog.
ket. Former Negro football player “No Time for Sergeants,” starring structiPn of the world’s, largest |
So it is not impossible for the Cabazonian entrepreneurs to live to
coach, and staff writer fbr Chicago’ Barry. Nelson;- Arthur Miller’s "A riyetless
aluminum-faced
sky-J see their dreams fulfilled; Right now it’s chances look better than the
Defender and Pittsburgh Courier View From the Bridge,”* “Fanny,” scraper;, the Tishman edifice .at 666 j Vegas Blue Chip Strip looked 20 years ago. But much will depenjl on
will make a pitch for product pub- “The Diary of Anne Frank,“Mi*s. Fifth Avenue. Here was another j whether the country takes one of its all too frequent crash programs
licity accounts. Previously he also Gibbons’ BoysV
A Hatful of example of foundation fanfares
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. Random House publishing hotelShaw on Theatre
T*‘T^e Art
Prof. E. J. West has collected 50 1 01
UooJu"g ln June.
essays, letters, reviews and speech,!. -Xavier Cugat is prepping a seres.that cover a period of rriore than {1^ of cai*£oons depicting his. life
50 years for bis “Shaw
(-be Lane) for
tre/’ Almost all of it appears in {Pageant mag.
book form for the first time;
Wrade; Nichols,. Redbook editor-'

With ^ the arrival of the first
steam shovel, a former professional
cartooriist who . had turned steel
worker began drawmg a series .of
C^toons on the fence around the
construction site, Supplementing
the cartoons were 3-D viewers setJ
ipto the white fence and kodachrome views .of what the 38-story
skyscraper would look like upon
completion
... ......
At Christmas time the Tishmans .
greeted sidewalk superintendents !

kossoff’s dynasty has been slugged and rabbit-punched from all sides
from his announcement but is. still in the ring. The town's chief of police, pot having a■•'city patrol car, used his own apd put a red light on it.
He started ticketing motorists who went through Cabazon at a speed
in exbess of :45 m.p.h. He was told by state highway patrolmen to stop
using a private car for such purposes. He didn’t and was clinked for
operating a prpwl car that wasn’t an official prowl car.
...^Nevertheless,. .-Kossoff-.-kept Saying he was going to build that poker
palace as sbon as this and that problem was straightened out. Actually
td€, only thing that needed straightening out was his bank account. He
finally got an. angel. He turned out to be Ben Greenblatt, a contractor
\vho agreed to build the first wing of Kossoff’s $7 500,000 dream fbr a
piece of the dream.
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They dldn t build on tbe mam JUghway. They set it up two miles,to
bringing out this anthology of has recovered from a coronary at- Sander excavation proceedings at
WgS(; against the 12,000-feet-hIgh San Jacinto mountains. The high.Shavian opinions in May, embrac- tack and has resumed his duties/ Rs new annex on_4zndt>treei. inei way is piastered with, billboards designed to . lure travelers to Palm
ing essays on British stage censor- . Barnfe
Rqs's’s autobioe “No Daiiy N^vs art department cooked Springs hotels, but few tell one how to get to the Club Cabazon, The
ship, “Shaw on Mr. Shaw,
oh
stands Alone,” which . he up e.ffec^ve cut-out figures^of such chief identifying mark is a well lig-bted billboard advertising a dog dude
Granville-Barker, on Shakespeare,
AferamS = rbS c°mic characters as Moon Mulbns,| i-h h.-on “Mra. Warren’s Profession” aad dgaged in” tile February Readers Wiimie Winkle, Dick Tracy and )
One. crosses the tracks at that point, drives ;a mile to the end of air
.
,
Digest.
. A^d/
unfigriteil 7rPad', turns left and continues on for another mile in .darkT ak*» <shuiman
Winnipeg Will serV.e as a better I then?. on tue fence covering the €X“ ness and there, not too well, lighted at present itself is the-CIub CabaMinnesota nativ'eson Max - Shiil- distribution poinVpro.duction Pb5ts I
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/
man—he’s married to vet Variety: will,.he Iower^and communication
. ^on«cuction
engineers
a^np
gpe^gj police, wearing gabardine khaki-colored shirts Jnd| trouse/S
Minneapolis, correspondent Les facilitities_win be better, accord-, architects^of the cuanging me^pp j and shining new badges, gi’eet.one as doormen. The main rabiA is large
Rees’ daughter—has a lake named inS to Wilfred J. Ehmann, manag, oils realize that a s^usnea siae- enough at present for about 20 poker tables that can seat^sixNec-eight
after him by order, of Gov, Oiwille ing director.
'Va^]L^SUI>erin^ndcnt:.is^- a^g^a^fPthe table. Opening night,, half a dozen tables were in operation.
L. Freeman who made, six awards
Chicago Sun-Times has promoted in
arsenai ot.^puDnc re^uQns Kossoff says he wm ftave 40 tables in time. The house percentage is
to that effect at the. Overseas Press Emmett Dedmon-to managing edi- and that enough cannot begone to 6olfected every half-hour
Club in New York this week. . . | tor, succeeding Tom Reynolds, who please him.
. llie. first night only poker was'being played, as rulings on pan <
DeWitt Wallace (Reader’s D.if was fired by the Marshall Field ——■
eight-deck, type of . gin rummy) hadn’t been okayed by the attorney
gest), CBS men Eric Sevareid and sheet last November. Dedmon had.
( general’s office. Neither had. a liquor license come through. Neither
Sig Mickelsbn, Look’s Dan Mich previously been assistant managing
p;i_!
j.for. that-matterj had a telephone connection,
and the N, Y. Times’^Iarrison Sal- editor overseeing features.
rlllllS •
isbury likewise have one of .the
f
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The telephone company wanted
warited $8;000
$8,000 on the barrel before it would
their honor,
.
moved from jtegina, Sask., tb Wirr- motion picture division topper, for' string a line from the main highway to Kossoff’s desert outpost. He
•
nipeg, Man. “Itbad been published thP tt s- Information AgeneV/ and didn’t have the 8G, so he rigged up. a receiver and an antenna to take
Bostim UhiVersitvSchool of Pub- inrHegina since 1907* and: how -has] the./me^
messages, from. si-.Bahnirig answering service several miles to the west
lie Relations and CommunicationsCommum?catiohs four
four .editions
editions covering
covermg various sec-;■
sec-; part
arVof
the agreement ^^with
with the RuS'^eil
RuS' >^n, 'gambling
joints did well in the west before Don Ameche even
lie
ef the;^agreement
gambling:jomts
will award several fellowships, tlons of Canada.
fsians,. the Soviets have given up ; invented the telephone, so its absence may not be too formidable an obscholarships and assistantships in
-A; ne'w^monthly feature, “Report- on their demands for guaranteed stqcle for Kossoff.
.
.
. , •
. ,
communication arts, journal and From Hollywood, by Kay Campbell, distribution of their releases in the '
But at least Kossoff s cartel has electric lights. And his private apartpublic relations to qualifying stu- began in the February issue of The u.S. However, he added last week, ment iri back of tlie main room has a television monitoring setup Which
dents during academic year, 1958- Writer magazine. Column will re* iVoir never know what’ll come up can caLu fhe harid of any player and check if there Is a card sharp
59.
Five assistantships of $600 port on the Hollywood writing
the talks start.”
trying to outsmart the house. Kossoff claims his is the only palais du
each are available for grad stu- market, with particular emphasis
mpEA rirexv Eric Johnston has chance which has such a protective device.
dents for work in press photog- on tv and film news from.the West appd|nted a committee of foreign
About 2,000 persons found the place iri the first 24 hours. That’s an
raphy, film production or tv pro- Goast.
manaeers—Arnold Picker, Emanuel acPrri in this biz of outguessing people who plan to g^t something for
ducion. School of. p.r. library-ofCarson McCullers _ secopd play, gdverstone George Weltrier, Lacy nothing. It might grow into at least a scrub oak in a year or two.

Films’ USSR ‘Limb’

each threC asslstantships of $60°
Five fellowship of $1 200 ‘nlus
tuitiori wfllLe offered for tlm academic year beginning September,

t^bhe ^riubHsh?d°byfI^°u gli tUo’ri Kastner and Wolfe Cohen—to conBut I’m afraid Kossoff will have to fork up that $8,000 to the phone
Mifflin Same riub bringing out suit with him on the Russian film company. Otherwise how are players going to have more money rushed
3® fI^U’s^S^RaS
wMch ire^
under way to them when their last $20 chip is called and they haven’t filled that
of Genius: Bela Bartok’s American late this month or in. early March, iriside^straight?

CHATTER

Broadway
Comedienne - singer Jennie Lou
Law at St. Luke's Hospital for
major surgery.
Hearstmah
Frank ‘ Conniff’s
brother Emmett Conniff managing
the Palm Beach' (Fla.) Towers hos¬
telry.
The Hernando (Beverly Hills
Hotel) Courtrights (Marcella) com¬
ing in for a week’s Gotham fun
next week.
Mai Braverman will handle
press for the International Grand
Prix which will run off at Sebring,
Fla., March 22.
“
Jane Keeler, operator of the Buf¬
falo Studio Theatre, named mem¬
ber of the Board of Directors of
ANTA for a three year term;
Wall Streeter Arthur Wiesenberger gives it a show biz tag,
“Misguided Fizzles of 1957/’ in his
market appraisal of “Year 1 Space
Age.”
Mike Marnier and Dixon. Gayer
to do the press1 on the Artists
Equity baff,
entitled American
Sinerama, at the Waldorf-Astoria,
March 28.
Pitt
Post-Gazette
(and
vet
Variety correspondent there) Har¬
old V. Cohen and his wife arrive
Friday (14) at the St. Moritz for
10 days of theatre-seeing.
Theatrical attorney I. Robert
Broder took off for a four-week
trip to Mexico yesterday (Tues.) to
arrange for Spanish dubbing on
several telefilm series.
Max Fine, Broadway theatre
front man, now a grandpapa. His
daughter, Janet (Mrs. Wallace R.
Cotton), gave birth to a baby son
this week.
Gaston
Lauryssen,
previously
vicepresident and general manager,
has been named president of the
Carlton House, succeeding Otto
Stack, now chairman of the board.
Coast attorney Neil McCarthy
has gotten the official N.Y. Jockey
Club okay on the registration of
his j ust-arrived-from-Ireland colt
as “Old Folse," in honor of RCA
exec Frank M. Folsom.
Eddie Cantor, just turned 66,
writes, “Imagine me on Route 66!
I owe it all to clean living, taking
Jessel’s advice inever touch home
cooking) and making an early get¬
away from the Shuberts.
Publicist William Fields, con¬
valescing at. his Sheffield, Mass;,
home hopes to! be back at his Play¬
wrights Co. desk on the 17th. Had
undergone surgery in Lahey Clinic,.
Boston.
Rouben Mamoulian, who's been
in Gotham casting the screen ver¬
sion of “Porgy and Bess,” left over
the weekend for Washington for a
week's stay prior to returning: to
the Coast to direct. the_film, for
Samuel .Goldwyn.
Music man Wally Downey (he’s
Latin American consult ant-to
ASCAP) due out of Lenox Hill
hosp this week following a 6-week
stay as result of a pre-New Year’s
fall in his duplex apartment on
.West 55th St.
^
Binnie Barnes, actress-wife of
Mike .Frankoyich, Columbia Pic-,
tures’ managing director in Britain;
indie producer Milton Feldman,
operatic tenor Mario del. Monaco
and the 25-memberr Don Cossack
Chords in from Europe yesterday
(Tues. j on the Queen Elizabeth.
Them-that-has-gits . department;
oil billionaire Paul (“richest man
in the world") Getty: who bought
the Hotel Pierre for under $4,000,000 plans “co-oping” -the plush
hostelry and realize around $20,000,000 by selling-off the apart¬
ments, retaining the ballrooms,
restaurants and other public rooms,
and charging fancy “maintenance”
in lieu of rent. It’s said that Getty
has never lived in the hostelry
since he bought it.

By Dave Jampel
(40-2030)
Darvas & Julia back into this
city’s Copa after an absence of
several months.
Royal Academy Ballet of Britain
with prima ballerina Margot Fon¬
teyn is scheduled to visit Japan
early in fall.
Hideo Nomura named to presi¬
dency of semi-governmental Japan
Broadcasting Corp., filling post left
vacant by death of Kiyoshi Nagata.
Walter Conrad here" repping
KHVH of Honolulu and the Henry
Kaiser tv interests to buy Japanese
pix for showing sans subtitles on
the island.
R e public International veep
Reginald Armour here to huddle
for t;eup to distribute certain Nikkatsu films (including “Harp of
Burma” and “Byakuya-no Yojo”
overseas.
Concert singer William Warfield
will $ing here on his. fourth tour
for the U. S. International Cul¬
tural Program. Warfield will swing
through southeast Asia on the
jaunt this month.
A1 Shattuck’s Ogi-Mon Enter¬
tainment Co. sending acts, to play
a two-hour show for a 10-week

Wednesday, February 12, 1958
four Of Malaya with possible two
months in Burma. Singapore TaLents Ltd. will handle at other end.
U. S. pantOmimist Rex Owed
scoring at Japanese clubs and the¬
atres with act that vaults language
barrier encountered by many
American performers here. Owen
goes into the Shinjuku Shochiku
Theatre in this city with other
foreign acts including the. Roman
Twins, Filipino'shager ManolO Val¬
des, singer Ellen Dale and Rita &
Robert.

iami Beach
By Lary SOlloway
, (1755 Calem Dr.; Union 5-5389).
Ames Bros, followed the. An¬
drews sisters into Ciub Siam of
carillon this week.
Former Sen. Harry Cain has his
own tv show here titled “V.I.P.”;
it’s a weekly interview;
Belden Katleman left his Rancho
Vegas to sky in with Joe E. Lewis
for his Eden Roc opening.
Lou Irwin planed to Philadelphia
for looksee of clients Peter Lind
Hayes-Mary Healy’s stage vehicle.
Donald O’Connor and Co. set to
reopen the Deauville’s Casanova
Room on Feb. 28; agented by Bill
Miller.
Dick: Havilland back at Murray
Franklin’s after spending week, in
Manhattan for role id Hat HikerTs
new tv-film pilot Of “Magnificent
Montague.”
Lauren Bacall, Shelley Winters,
Tony Franciosa, Liberace and Cab
Calloway on roster of show biz folks
who appeared at the 10th anni In¬
dependence Day of Israel celebra¬
tion dinner-show at. the Fontainbleau Feb. 8.

Las Vegas

London
(COVent Garden 0135/6/7)
Sir John Barbirolli received the
Freedom. 61 Manchester : for his
services to the Halle Orch.
Miiko Taka in .town, to do per¬
sonals at" London- and Provincial
trace showings of “Sayonara.”
Bernard Delf6nt’s Folieg re¬
vue,. “Plaisirs de Paris,’’ hit the 500
performance mark last Thursday

<6>.

Claire Bloom back from N. Y. to
start rehearsals in. “Vice and Virr
tue” in which si
co-stars with
Viyien Leigh.
Duchess of Kent guest Of honor
at last Thursday’s (6). charity preem
Of “A Tale of Two Cities” at Odeon*
Leicester Square.
Michael Shipman named dough¬
boy of the Variety Club succeeding
the late John Harding, who died
last month.
’
Frederick Brisson in town and
paging Alec Guinness to star in a
new Alec Coppel play either in
London or on Broadway.
Sir Henry L. French, who retires
later this month as head of British
Film Producers Assn., leaves for a
South ' American cruise with Lady
French;.
. Arthur Watkins, president elect
of the BFPA, off to Paris to attend
a council meeting of the Interna¬
tional. Federation of Film Pro¬
ducers.
Kenneth L. Maidment named to
the newly-created post of general
manager of Columbia. For the last
four years he had been a produc¬
tion executive of Col's British out¬
fit.
Leslie Caron, returned to N.. Y.
and Hollywood last week for pub¬
licity shots on her latest Metro pic
and is due back next month to.start
her starring role in “Anna” at the
Rank studios.
MyleUe Demongeot planing in.
from Paris to attend the European
preem of Otto Preminger’s “Bonjour Tristesse” at Odeon, Leicester
Square March 27 in aid of the
Home for Jewish- Incurables.
Euan Lloyd, formerly with War¬
wick Film Productions, off to N. Y.
and Los Angeles to cast two pix
which he’s putting into early pro¬
duction as ah indie producer; ac¬
companied by Terence Young.
Sid Hyairis won a car in. a raffle
organized .by the London Tent of
the Variety Club. Mike J. Frankovich. past Chief Barker, who won a
HiFi set, immediately offered it for
auction,. Major Daniel Angel win¬
ning it-for $840.

By Forrest Duke
(DUdley 2-6100)
Eddie Fox and Garwood Van
staging act for singer Phyllis Paul.
Strip report has Hal Belfer re¬
turning to Vegas as a show pro¬
ducer.
t
Ray Bolger, Audrey Meadows,
Gehe Austin and the Mickey Hargitays at Marlene Dietrich’s Sahara
opening.
Sahara producer Stan Irwin off
to LX, N.Y. and Miami to finalize
production plans on his shows for
the next three months.
Jerry Lester brings his new edi¬
tion of “Broadway Open House” tp
Tropicana Lounge Feb. 18, com¬
plete with musicians and dancing
girls.
Thunderbird’s Jake Kozloff intro¬
ducing former heavyweight fighter
Tiny Hoffner tp Silver Slipper' ■
Chick Ross. Kozloff was Hoffner s
By Ray Fev.es
manager at Reading, Pa., in 1926-23.
tlhe Gaylords at Amato’s Supper
Hank Henry, oh two-week vacash
Club
for
two
weeks.
>
I
from Silver Slipper show, confers
Mary Meade French hbld for a
with Harry Cohn at Columbia about
three films he’s up for. Sparky second week at Tod McClosky’s
I
Kaye takes over as top banana Frontier Room.
First-run film biz. is terrific here
while he’s gone.
and has been for /the past six.
weeks.
Leo Jaroff purchased Zutz’s in
Vancouver, Wash. Bonnie Guitar
By Robert F. Hawkins
is his,, first topper. Jaroff was for¬
(Foreign Press Club; tel. 65906) mer owner of Cloud Room.
Oscar .Nyberg prompted to Ever¬
Franco Corelli signed by Titanus
Films for 14 pictures over period green Division Manager; Rex Hop¬
kins takes over the Oregon! district
of seven years. Tenor is 26.
Franco Corelli and Boris Chris¬ office vacated by Nyberg.
Al Learman has set Julius Latoff decided not to go through with !
their court litigation; made up.pub¬ Rosa, The Four Knights, Dolores
Hawkins, The Vallenos and George
licly.
. Walter Chiari mulling, tele series Arnold’s Orch for 1958 Home Show
for London’s Jack Hylton, plus a next April.
possible U. S. show, in between
film stints.
Ava Gardner expected here this
week for costume fittings on her
By Guy Livingston
Upcoming “Goya” stint for Titanus
(344 Little Bldg.; HAncoqk 6-8386)
Films. Henry Koster directs.
Alberto Cavalcanti arrived here, |
Jerry Vale current at Revere
to discuss his direction stint on [Frolic.
“The First Night,” Martina Carol
Bobby Hackett and Abbey Lin¬
starrer. to be shot in Venice as ah coln, current at Storyville, preemed
Italo-French co-production.
in WBZ-TV’s first jazz 'show.
Folco Quilici planed to Buenos
Lauren Bacall in for press recep¬
■Aires to start shooting exteriors oh
“From the . Appennines to the tion at Statler-Hilton on new pic¬
Andes” for David-Mondial-Argen- ture, “Gift Of Love.”
Joe Levine, prexy of Embassy
tinaSono Film. Star is Eleonora
Pictures Corp;, picked up the flu
Rossi Drago.
.
*
on
bis Mexico- vacation and is
.Johnny Dorelli and Domenico
Modugno in top demand following bedded in a Beverly Hills Hotel.
Hasty Pudding Theatricals, Harv¬
the announcement that the song |
they both sang — and Modugno ard, oldest theatrical group in
wrote — had won the San Remo country, presents “The Big Fizz”
Festival of Song. Tune is “Lassu, March 19-29 in Cambridge as 110th
j
Dipinto di Blu”(Up There, Painted anni; then tours.
Blue).
1 Sam Snyders Water Follies re-

Portland, Ore.

Boston

hearsing here for Brussells World’s
Fair stand on April 17 with Mary
Dwight, precision swimmi n g
champ, Lenny Laden &' Eddie.
Rose featured.
Lyon Phelps, grand nephew of
William Lyon Phelps, new assist¬
ant to Elinor Hughes, drama edi¬
tor at Boston Herald* Former as¬
sistant Robert Taylor went to the
i editorial dep’t.
Jazz Festival with Count Basie,
Lionel Hampton, Duke Ellington,
Cab
Calloway,
Sarah
Vaughn,
Dinah Washington, Ruth Brown,
Herb Jeffries and the Clovers
booked for Keith Memorial Feb. 21*
Ruthie Shapiro, disk promosh
mgr. for Eileen Rodgers, reports
chirp inked for Ed Sullivan Show
April 13 and Blinstrub’s nitery,
April 14, arid given nod by Colum¬
bia to record album of “Oh Cap¬
tain”

Philadeiohia

By Jerry Gaghan
John Larson out as director of
“Portofino.”
Joan Fontaine in town visiting
friends, the Alfred Wolfs.
Ross Raphael, former Warwick
Hotel and 2-4 Club bandsman, pur¬
chased private club in Orlando, Fla.
: Nick Ravel, for many. years a
dance topper at the CR Club, has
opened a dance studio in the
suburbs.
Martha Wright guests at-/the
Philadelphia Club of. Advertising
Women’s annual dinner dance at
Benjamin Franklin Hotel (14).
The Grand Opera Festival end
Ball with Iiobrrt Merrill. Mar¬
guerite Piazza, Mimi Berizell, Rob¬
ert Rounseville ar.d Nell Rankin
By A. P. Scully
skedded for Academy of Music ’
(FAirvieui 4-1828)
(March 16> as a benefit for Ken¬
Eddie Cantor, push-buttoned
sington Hospital fund.
, KMTR to 1000-watter..
Alan Carney imported for “Loud
Red Patrick” at Playhouse.
Walter Winchell paid one G for
By Les Rees
10-day-old burro for Boys Club
(2123 Fremont Ave. So.; FR 7-2609) fund.
Lillian Roth, plugging her new
Female impersonator T. C. Jones
one, “Beyond My Worth,” around
continues at Gay 90’s.
“The Happy Time” next on service clubs.
Ray Corliss pulled out as man¬
Theatre-in-Round’s list.
Frisco
Met Opera soprano Lucine Amara ager of KDES to ‘ '
brokerage house.
here this week for concert.
Abe Schiller of Vegas Flamingo
Vienna Choir Boys pulled capac¬
plugging himself around Palm
ity at Northrop Auditorium.
Comedian Johnny O’Brien into Springs as “Mr. Rodeo.”
Audie Murphy dolled up like
Hotel Radisson Flam»Room.
Edyth
Bush
Little
Theatre Gene Autry when tapped as grand
presenting “You Can’t Take It With marshall for annual rodeo.
Howard Hurwith now Chi banker,
You.”
Newly organized suburban Rose¬ insurance topper and philanthrop¬
ville Little Theatre gave “The ist, but years ago a hoofer of big
time vaude, rained in to the Rac¬
Male Animal.”
Russian pianist Emil Gilels drew quet Club with his Mrs.
capacity ' audience at 4,600-seat
Northrop Auditorium.

Palm Swings

Minneanolis

By Hans Hoehn
(760264)
“War and Peace” (Par) nearing
one-year market the Kiirbel.
“Diary of Anne Frank” also is
now being performed in East Ber¬
lin.
; f
The German preeiri of “10 Com¬
mandments” (Par) is Set for Feb.
17 at the local Zoo Palast
Victor Clement’s “Lord-XrVing’s
Second Marriage” is going to be
filmed by an Austrian company.
The 1943 20th-Fox film, “Song of
Bernadette/’ declared particularly
valuable which means consider¬
able tax relief.
New tl.S. pix in city include
“Loving You” (Par), “Enemy Be-'
Jow” (20th), “Tea & Sympathy”
(M-G) and “Eyes of Father Toiriasino” (U).
Eddie Constantine’s first German
pic, currently in the making here,
bears the title “Hoopla! Now
Comes Eddie!” I’ts a Kurt Ulrich
production directed by Werner
Klingler.
Local tele has introduced the
CBS-TV series “San Francisco
Beat here.. Series, which is com¬
ing along here with domestic com¬
mercials, bears the German title
Xaeter unbekarint” (Delinquent
Unknown).
Friedrich Luft>: Berlin’s ace film
critic, called America’s V12 Angry
Men” (UA). “Bachelor Party” (UA),
Around World in 80 Days” (UA),
‘Arlane,” Italy's “Nights of Cabria ’ and England’s “Lady Killers”
as the best pix he saw in 1957.
j
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Hollywood
Milton R. Rackinil in from N. Y.
|
Agent Milton Grossman hospital-'
ized with hepatitis.
. John Wayne junketing Far East
to bally “Legend of Lost.”
. Bob Hope set as one of emcees
for Academy’s Awards derby.
" Steve Brooks set as Coast pulK
licity manager for Hecht-Hill-Lancaster.
Eddie Fisher named “Man of the
Year” by California Guild of Mt.
Sinai Hospital-Clinic.
MGM Studio Club Credit Union,
in declaring 414% dividend, upped
rate from previous 4%.
C. H. Wilder, assistant treasurer
at Warner Bros., retired Friday (7)
after 37 years with company.
Slavko Vorkapich, vet film edi¬
tor and director, opening film
workshop of 12-weekly sessions.
[
Costume Designers’Guild estabJ lished a costume design scholarship
i in memory of late Travis Banton.
Joe Pasternak staging the L,A.
Jewish Home for Aged annual
charity ball Feb. 16 at Biltmore
Bowl.
-.
George‘.Murphy set as principal
speaker at Daughters of. American
Revolutior annual . convention,
April 17, Washington, D. C.'
Spence Steirihurst set as field
pub-exploitation director f or Amer¬
ican-International in Southeast and
Gulf states.
. Steve Broidy to be. kudosed by
film industry for years of com¬
munity service Feb. .19 at. annual,
dinner, of. Jewish Welfare Federa¬
tion.

*By Gene Moskowitz
(28 Rite Huchette; Odeon 4944)
Firstruh Brussels film figures de¬
note that 44% went to Gallic pix
and 38% to Yank entries.
Peter Brook will stage .“Anna
Lucasta” at the Theatre Anotine
later this season, with Hazel Scott
in the lead.
Jean NegulesCo will go indie
after his next stint for. 20ih-Fox,
“A Certain Smile,” which he makes
here this spring.
Yank thesp-singer Gordon Heath,
longtime Paris resident, into “The
Nun’s Story” (WB). Heath also
runs a nitery-here L’Abbaye with
American partner Lee Pay ant.
Vincente Minelli recovering from
a siege of flu here. Hq is prepar¬
ing . “Reluctant Debutante” (M-G),
with Rex Harrison and Kay Ken¬
dall, Which rolls here later this
month.
Film, costs last year were up over
those of 1956; In ’57, there were 142
French and French coproductions
made, with the Gallic pix cdsting
an average $215,000 per pic and the
coproductions $385,000.

Chicago
(Delaware 74984)
Chez Pqree is instituting “Tea
Time” for teenagers on Sunday
afternoons.
Nick . Wayne, former manager of
Cloister Inn, joined Jack McGuire
flackery in reeprd promotion.
Don Foreman quits his Decca
disk promotion . chores this week
to become midwest sales mariager
for MGM Records.
Robert’s Show Club on southside plucked Larry Steele’s “Smart
Affairs of 1958,” ex-the Dunes
Hotel in Vegag, for its current bill.
Jonathon Winters and Gordon
MacRae, toppers at Black Orchid
and Chez Paree respectively, head
Press Club’s annual dinner at
Sheraton. Thursday (13).
Shaw Society of Chicago kicked
off Its new season with reading of
“You Never Can Tell” last Friday
(7) by local actors Chuck Francisco,
Val Bettin, Carl Bingham Jr.; Norm
Gottschalk, Maurice Copeland and
Viola Berwick.
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79

died Feh. 7 In Seattle* after a long dancer and teacher, died recently
in Madrid.
illness,
Her first book, “The Egg and I,”
became a best seller 13 years ago,
Hipolito Sanchez Lobos* 74*
and was made into a film by Uni¬ stage decorator and costume de¬
versal in 1947, featuring Claudette signer, died Feb. 2 in Madrid.
MONTA BELL
Cblbtrt and Fred MacMurray.
Munta.Bell, 67, vet screen direc¬
Branch, of the allied powers. In
EMANUEL (MANIE) SAGES
Her husband survives.
Arinando Santana* 79, former
actor-manager, died Jan. 18 in
Emanuel (Manie) Sacks, 56, v.p. 1952, he w?s transferred to USIA tor-producer-writer, died in Holly¬
CARMEN ENGUIDANOS
Lisbon. His wife and sister, Lina
in charge of programs, and talent in Japan as a film specialist, re¬ wood Feb. 4 after a .lengthy illness.
Carmen. Enguidanos, 46, legit Sant’ Ana, film actress, survive.
for NBC and a staff vicepresident turning to this country in 195£. He He had been inactive since'1950.
Starting his professional career actress, died Feb. 3 in Medina
of the Radio Corp. Of America, died belonged to the Society of Motion
Widow, 76, of Edward T. King,
Feb. 9 in Philadelphia of leukemia.. Picture and Television engineers. as an actor in stock, where he re¬ Campp, Spain* while on tour. A
His . wife, three sons, and a mained for two years, Bell came tb ‘member of a theatrical family, she who was artists Sc repertoire head
Details in Radio-TV section.
daughter, who isfilm-tele actress Hollywood;; arid worked first as a had a lifetime career on the stage. of the Victor Recording Co. in the
under the stage name of. Susan writer. Among his best-known di¬
Miss Enguidanos was leading 1920s, died Feb. 4 in Yonkers, N.Y.
LEW BROWN
rectorial assignments were “The lady of a company formed by her
Lew Brown; 64, of the veteran Oliver, survive.
Bellamy Trial,” “Men irt White,*’ husband, Arturo Porcel, arid her
Jack Griffith, 44, studio electri¬
songwriting
team
of
DeSylva,
“West Point of the Air,” “Aloma of. brother, Carlos Enguidanos:
WALTER KINGSFQRD
cian, died of a ruptured kidney
Brown & Henderson, died of a
Walter Kingsford,. .76, vet stage the South Seas,” “Beyond the Blue
Feb.
3 in Hollywood. His wife
heart attack Feb.
in New: York.
and screen actor; died -of a heart Horizon” and “Birth of the Blues.”
three children survive. *
/f
ROBERT F. PETERS
Details in the Music section;
attack Feb; 7 in North, Hollywood.
Surviving are a daughter, broth¬
Robert F. Peters, 42, chief an¬
Born in Red Hill, England, he had er and three sisters.'
Mother, 87, of Carl Hatferli
nouncer
for
radio
station
WFAS,
BILLY VINE
been an actor for 44 years, going
in Hartsdale,
N.Y., committed president of Broadcast Music Inc:,
Billy Vine, 43, vet vaude and to Hollywod in 1934.
JOHN DICKSON
suicide Feb, 5 in Hartsdale. Known died Feb. 4 in Los Angelas. A
nitery comic, died in New York
J o h n Dickson, 39, promotion to radio listeners as Bob Peters, daughter also survives,
Prior tp screen work Kingsford
j
Feb; 10 of a heart, ailment. He was had appeared on both the London manager of radio station KOOO in
he had been with WFAS. for 15
to have opened tonight (Wed.) at and New York stages, where he Omaha, died recently in that city.
Mother, 52, of singer Marguerite
years.
the Old Romanian on Broadway. played with such stars as John He had been in radio 23 years and
; Wife and son survive.
Piazza,, died Feb. 8 in Memphis,
Vine suffered his first heart attack Drew, Mrs. Fiske,. Ethel Barry- had worked for KBON and KOIL
Tenfi.* after a long illness.
)..
in Omaha, KSWI in Council Bluffs,
HAZEL N. FORD
la., KFNF and KMA in Shenaii: Hazel N. Ford, 6$, .Coast night¬
Manuel Mayoral Montero/ 59,
doah, la;, arid KFBI in Wichita, club and vaudeville singer-dancer, manager of the Teatro RorngaV Bar¬
Kas. He once was a member of the died Feb; 3 in San Francisco. She celona, died there Jari. 26.
j
Blackwood Brothers, gospel-sing¬ headlined Frisco and Portland
ing quartet.
' .
'
. club bills, performed: in Frisco and
Jorge Cadete, 86. onetime bull¬
Survived by his wife, mother* Oakland, Cal., vaudeville.
fight and circus impresario, died
Th© Managemenf and Staff of the Concord
brothers and sisters.
Widower and three children sur¬ Jan. 23 in Lisbon.
vive."
Hot©!, Klamesha Lake, New York* jdeeply
EMILIA f/bORDAS
Father, 77, of Hollywood publi¬
Emilia E. BOrdas, 84, character
cist Don Boutyette, died Feb. 2 in
ALFREDO FELIPE
actress in Spanish legit and films
mourn the loss of our dear friend and beloved
Alfredo Felipe, .27, known as the Hollywood.
until 10 years ago, died recently Portuguese Femandel, died' recent¬
in Madrid. Widow of actor-mana¬ ly in Lisbon after a long illness. i Brother* 75, of musical conductor
comedi , Billy Vine./
ger Feiter de Blanch, she owned He started his career at the age of Nikolai Sokoloff. died Feb.. 3 in
with him one of the top Spanish 17 as a chorus boy. - .
Hollywood of a heart attack.
legit touring companies*
In a comparatively brief time,
ARTHUR WINARICK
Surviving are three sons and a Felipe won fame as a, radio and
Carl V. Doscher. 65, longtime re¬
daughter, Eulalia, owner of the film comedian.
ceptionist at RKO Studios, died
RAYMOND PARKER
PHIL 6REENWALD
Brothers de Blanch legit touting
Feb, 5 in Hollywood.
company.* A nephew, Jaime Blanch* I
ESTANISLAO GUIRO
is a film star in Spain and; Ar¬
Estanislap .Guiro, 86, Spanish
gentina,
MARRIAGE
impresario, died recently in Bar¬
celona. He was a familiar figure
Rowena Jackson to Philip Chat- MERCEDES M. SARRIO
in Spanish and South American field, London, Feb. 4.
Both are
Mercedes Melo Sarrio, 74, cele¬ show, biz for decades.
dancers .with the Royal Ballet.
three years ago, during an engage- , more, Mary Nash and Fay Bainter, brated Spanish contralto* died Jan. ! ; Surviving are his wife, former
ment at the Old Romanian when it On the screen, he appeared as a 24 in Barcelona. She created, lead soprano Rosa Gutierrez* and two
BIRTHS
was-' located On the. lower eastside. regular in the “Dr; Kildare" ser¬ roles in many successful zarzuelas sons.
Vine started in show business at ies, other films including “Pursuit ‘of her day arid was a longtime sing¬
Mr. and Mrs. Art Wittum, son.
. the age of 12. Son of the. late Dave Of Happiness,” “Mr. Skeffington,” er at Barcelona’s Liceo*, opera
Chicago, Fob. 4. Father is on-theJ. WHEATON CHAMBERS
and house.
Vine and Louella Temple, he was “The President Vanishes”
J. -WheatOn Champers, 70. vet air promotion manager for WBBMMiss Sarrio, who was wed. to stage and screen actor, died Jan. TV; there.
brought up in the entertainment “The Mystery- Of Edwin* Drood”;
actor-manager Carlos Beraza, mar¬ 31 in Hollywood following a brief
Mr. and Mrs. Vinnie de Carlo,
field- (Vine & Temple was a stand¬ among others..
Surviving is a son, Guy Kings¬ ried actor-manager. Joaquin Tprro illriess.. He appeared with the daughter, LoS Angeles* Feb. 4.
ard vaude act pri the bigtime. In
after her first husband’s death. Her Henry Duffy Players: for some Father , is an actor; mother is
addition, the elder Vine was for ford;
recordings of arias from zarzuelas years, and coming to Hollywood in actress Laura Servanti.
many years the voice in the balcony
CHARLES MORGAN
Mr.' and Mrs. Denis Goodwin,
have become classics.
for N Y. Daily News columnist Ed
1929 concentrated thereafter on
Charles Morgan, 64, British nov¬
son, London* Feb. 3.. Father is a
motion pictures.
Sullivan during the latter’s career
elist and. play wright, died Feb. 6 in
script writer and comedian.
VICENTE FAYOS
Sister survives.
as head, of vaudeville units.)
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Clarke, son,
Vicente Fayos, 68, manager Of
The son quickly arose to being London.
Father; 69, of Harold Crittenden, Vancouver, B.C., recently. Father
the featured comic in important , . Among his best known works Suevia Film-Gesareo Gonzales arid
cafe showcases, with New York .en¬ were the novels, “Portrait in a Mir¬ former independent distributor of riianager of CKCK-TV, Regina, is chief announcer at CKLG* North
gagements at the Copacabana, the ror,” “The Voyage”' and “The Spanish films,. , died Feb. .1 in Sask., and general manager of Vancouver.
Fountain.” Last-named was made Madrid. After retiring from his own Trails - Canada. Communications
Mr. and Mrs. James F. McMahon,
old Hurricane, La Vie en Rose,
snn. Springfield, Mass., Jan. 28.
into a Hollywood film in 1932, He business at the end of World War Ltd., and Lloyd Crittenden, sales
Town & Country Club (Brooklyn),.
ither is ass’t chief engineer of.
was drama critic of The Times of II he joined the Madrid Office; Gf manager of. CJLH-TV, Lethbridge
WLP there.
London from 1926-30. In 1936, he producer-distributor Cesareo Gon¬ Alta., died Jan. 27 in Moose Jaw; 1
Mr. and. Mrs. Pat Martincin,
wrote his first successful play, zales.
Sask. Also surviving are his. wife,
daughter, Elgin, Ill.. ‘Jan. 29.
“The Flashing . Stream.” This was
Surviving is his wife, former two -sisters and a brother.
Father is traffic coordinator for
followed by. another 4 successful legit- star Carmen Casares.
dramatized version of ‘.‘The River
In Memory of
W. W. Whitson* 92, one of ear-' WMAQ-WNBQ, Chicago.
Line,” another of liis novels. “Lirie” I
BERNARD A. SPAETH
liest. film exhibitors in California, . Mr. and Mrs. Paul Molloy,
was produced in the U.S. last year 1
Bernard A. Spaeth, 72, a direc¬ died Feb- 8 in. Los Angeles* At daughter, Hinsdale. Ill., Feb. 5.
off-Broadway.
tor of the Pabst Brewing Co., and one: time, he . operated theatres Father is radio-tv editor for ChiHis wife, son and. daughter sur-; father of Met Opera singer'Helen; in Los Angeles and San Diego. His taagb Sun-Times.
vive..,
■- .
Vanni, died. Jan. 31. in Davenport, son, Robert, also; a former exhib, f Mr. and Mrs, David Gibson, son,
r at Glasgow, Scotland. Feb. 6. Fa¬
BRUNO STINDT
la; His huge collection, of classical
rther'is a publicist for Scot indie tv.
Bruno .Stindt,. 70, German cam¬ records was given to St. Ambrose
Rest in Peace
eraman who had been iri the in¬ College: in Davenport and to St.
John A. Cook; 70, publicity man ' Mr.; and Mrs. Tom Stinkard,
Washington.
Feb.
4.
dustry since 1909, died Jan. 25 in Catherine’s College at St. Paul, for. thi? San. Francisco Fair of daughter,
Berlin. One of the first operators Minn.
;
| 1939-40, a newspaperman in Can¬ Father is newsman with indie ra¬
Eve and Jesser Block
for the Pathe brothers, he was a . Survived by wifer five sons and ada: and for years with The0 San dio station WWDC.
-Mr. and Mrs. Meyer (Mike) Hutcelebrated, newsreel cameraman •six daughters.
.Francisco Examiner, died Feb; 1
who repped a number of American
in Berkeley,, CaL- His wife and 11 er, son. New York. Jan. 31.
edmpahies in the German terri¬
Father is national publicity direc¬
daughter, survive.
HENRY GRAY
tory.
tor at Warner Bros.
Henry David Gray* 84, play¬
Desert Inn (Las Vegas? and else¬
Mr: and Mrs. Dave Garroway,
Stindt was chief cameraman of
Meyer J. Lieberman, 82, whp
where. He appeared in two films, the first, newsreel made ili Ger¬ wright and Stanford U. English retired three years ago as a 20th- son, Feb. 9, New York. Father is
professor,
died
Feb.
3
in
Palo
Alto,
“The Lucky Stiff” and “Vagabond many; at the end of World War II,
Fox salesman in the Chicago television performer; mother, for¬
Gal.
In
the
1920’s
he
was
a
mem¬
King.” He also worked many tele¬ but became less active in 1949 after
ber of the National Board. of branch, died Feb. 9 in. a Chi hospi¬ mer Pamela . Wilde, was a teevee
vision shows as a guest and at one he was injured in an auto accident.
ballerina actress and producer.
Motion Picture Review and the tal..
time took over the top role in the His son, Gerhardt Stindt, followed
Three .daughters
and. three
Count and Countess Franco ManNational Committee for Better
old “54th. St. Revue.”
He also his father’s profession and is Euro¬
cirielli Scotti, daughter. Rome*
grandchildren survive.
Films.
played the lead in the road com¬ pean. manager for the ' National
Italy, Feb. L Mother is actress
His wife and two children sur¬
pany of “Lunatics and Lovers.”
Neii Rountree, 61, vet film lab Elsa Martinelli.
Broadcasting Co., headquartering vive.
Survived by his wife, Carol, a in Berlin.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mantel], son,
technician, died Feb. 3 in Holly¬
former dancer; three sons and a
IVAN SHARP
, wood. He was in 20th-Fox lab for Los Angeles, Feb. 8. Father is an
sister;
Funeral services will be
actor.
21
years
rind
General
Filin
lab.
for
HARRY FROMKES
Ivan Sharp,. 50, negro actor who
held today (Wed.) at Riverside
Harry Fromkes, who headed a played the role of “The. prophet,” past; five years.
Chapel, N.Y.,. at: 2 p.m.
Brother survives.
syndicate that -owns the National in the original Broadway produc¬
Theatre* N.Y., fell or jumped to tion Of “Green Pastures,” died in
GEORGE J. GERCKE
Grace Bowman, 6Q, former Broad¬
his death Feb. 11 from the bath¬ New York City .recently. Among
George J. Gercke, 53, producer room; window of his 12th floor New other legit shows was “Old Mari way actress; died Feb. .5 in Holly¬
s
and director of: films for . the U.S. York aparement. He is believed to Satan.’’ He retired from the stage wood. In recent years, she had. asss Continued from page l
Information Agency, died of cancer have been in his mid-50’s.
worked as a studio dramatic coach is the timely theme of the Cologne
some, years ago.
Fromkes, who had been involved
His wife* sister and brothers in Hollywood, mainly with Metro Rose Monday parade for Fasching,
in numerous, show business ven¬ survive.
and 20th-Fox.
__ and it’s expected to explore the
On His Birthday
tures, purchased the National from
possibilities of satellite travel—
ISABEL G. COBACHE
the Shuberts in 1956 for a reported
Alfred Lambert* musician, died
February 15
Isabel Gentil Cobache, 111, one- recently in Leeds, Eng: He toured Russian arid American style.
$909,000. The ..Shuberts disposed of
In
Bavaria,
second
greatest
the house in accordance with a gov¬ fiirie dancer and an authority upon the/ world as a clarinettist with
5. JAY KAUFAAAN
Spanish folklore,- died Jan. 23 in Buffalo Bill and his Wild West stronghold of Fasching festivities
ernment Consent decree.
in Germany, the official carnival
The police said that Fromkes Cordobilla, Spain, Strictly speaking, Show*calendar for the month of January
Remembered in London
apparently left no notes. They also she was not a professional ^artist
Father* 80, of Alfred C. Edwards* alone showed 30 pages of events,
disclosed that the bottom of the but was famed as an expert in the
Feb.. (8) at the Naval Medical bathroom window, which swung words, music and dance of the folk¬ executive veepee arid treasurer of with 36 top balls and public parties
Henry Holt Sc Co., died in his scheduled.
Center in suburban Washington out, was only two; feet above the lore of southern Spain,
Three sons survive.
Brooklyn home (where he has lived
floor.
It’s boom business time for the
D. C. .
'
all his life) Feb. 3.
night clubs, with all the places
A native of Staten Island* New
HERBERT F« WEST
MA McCORMICK
packed nightly, and. biggest intake
York, he; was formerly a news¬
Walter Francis Worswick, 85, of the year for the cash registers.
Herbert F. West, 65, in show-biz
paperman in that city* He went • = Mrs: Alice McCormick, 83, of the
to Washington in 1935*.serving ns. former , radio team of Ma and Pa in New York prior to going to Hol¬ longtime stage-manager and thea¬ Some of the Munich, Bavaria* balls
staffer of the U.S. film service, McCormick -who -starred- on WLW, lywood, died Feb. 2 of a heart, at¬ tre* musician, died recently in Wi¬ that are slated to do the biggest
making pix for the Maritime Com¬ Cincinnati; rural shows fbr 20 tack in Inglewood, Cal. He recent¬ gan, Erig.
business are: Film.Ball, Sideshow
mission. Subsequently, be made years* died Feb. 7 in CovihgtOn, ly had been a carpenter at station
Mrs. Ethel Ashley* 68, widow of Ball, Ball of the Lonely Hearts,
Ky. Her^husband, Clarence, died KRCA.
fUms .for “March of Time;!*
. Surviving is his wife, two daugh¬ George: M. Ashley, Broadway legit Bad Boys’ Ball, Skirt Chasers Ball*
In the last World War, he served in 1945.
manager, died Feb. 1 in Brook¬ Adam and Eve, Ball of the Pleas¬
overseas as a motion picture expert •vA professional team for 30 years, ters and two stepsons.
ingly Plump* and a costumed affair
lyn, N.Y.
with OJ5.S. In 1940* fie was sent to the McCormicks joined. WLW in
called Munich Bathes Through the
BETTY MaeDONALD
Ma played piano* Pa the
Japan as motion picture chief of the 1926.
Juan-Sanchez,
75*
gypsy
flamenco
Centuries*
Betty MacDonald* 49* novelist, I
Civil Information and Education. piano arid both sang. -Pa turned

OBITUARIES-

j

hillbilly after bis voice cracked
during a fling with the Cincy 266
Opera.. The couple appeared at
midwest county fairs for years. .
A son, sister, and brother survive.
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Germans Hopping
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t4 MARCH OF DIMES SHOW
Presented JANUARY 30, 1958 -20)h ANNIVERSARY of
The NATIONAL FOUNDATION for INFANTILE PARALYSIS
qt the WALDORF-ASTORIA, New York
'."S.

to the following stars for their participation and
patient cooperation during rehearsals of the
special production numbers and prepared
sketches....

' si

IK,

SpftcSof Material; Music and lyrics by’

RICHARD BARSTOW

-X"
\r

Metical Direction,

SAUL SCHECTMAN
Ballet Choreography,

ROD ALEXANDER
Choreography,

GENE IAYLISS

%

01957
WM. AUEBBACHLEVY

Set Designs; lighting,

EDWARD GILBERT
Backstage 'Genres,'

<v

FRANK COLETTI

Conceived, Produced and Directed by

RICHARD and EDITH

DON AMECHE
ROD ALEXANDER
BAMBI LINN
EDDIE CANTOR
LILLIAN GISH
HELEN HAYES
GEOFFREY HOLDER
BETTY KEAN
PEGGY LEE
EVEE LYNN
ERIN O'BRIEN
BLANCHE THEBOM
RUDY VALLEE
Our Wonderful
SINGERS and DANCERS
md a special THANKS to MR. BASIL O'CONNOR.
MR. HOWARD LONDON. MR. EDWARD FRANK, and
their superb staff—for their invaluable help.

STAGE
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VIDEO'S $90m CHARLEY HORSE
‘Adult’ Ratings Disguised Censorship,
And Film Industry Will Do Battle

U. S. Flop Opera a Rage in Europe
Nothing succeeds in Europe like failure in America. At least
such is the case with the opera, “School For Wives” by the Swiss,
Laurence Leibermanp.
Originally commissioned by. the. Louisville Symphony, via Rock¬
efeller Fund, later presented at the N.Y. City Center*, the work got
nowhere in the States. Now it is having a vogue in Europe, has .
been contracted for performance in 22 different opera houses and,
as Anal coup, at La Scala in Milano next fall.
This followed its European introduction last summer at Salzburg.

By GEORGE ROSEN

Despite the fact that for every
“Restless Gun” there appears to be
a restless sponsor, as far as the
westerns-on-tv are concerned, the
three networks have already com¬
mitted themselves to $90,000,000
worth of oaters (program and
time) for.the *58-*59 semester. And
all this, without any assurance that
sponsor resistance
against the
shoot-’em-ups won’t become inten¬
sified by the time the new fall sea¬
son preems.
Of all the cycles (situation com¬
edy, drama, kid shows, etc.) tv has:
gone,
through in-little more than a
London, Feb.-18.
decade, the western yen tops ’em
To mark the shuttering of
all;
never
before was there so much
the Regal Cinema, Penzance,
of one kind of program product for
manager E. O. Parker erected
sale.
...
a tombstone outside the house
All of which poses a strange
after its final performance.
paradox and a “I-wonder-if-we’reOn the stone were the
doing-the:right-thing” -squeamish¬
words: “Here lies, the Regal
ness on the part of some network
Cinema, Penzance—killed, by
execs. For in spite of the relative¬
tax,” and below was an appror
ly high circulation the saddle sagas
priate quotation, from. “Mac¬
are garnering (as witness seven in
beth”—“This ‘ , indeed, a
the new Nielsen Top 10), some of
bloody business.”
the sponsors are already balking,
by virtue of the nature of the
beast—there’s no prestige, no deal¬
er imp'act, no identification (as, for
example, in the case of General
Foods’ possession of a Danny
Thomas entry, to cite but one
frinstance).
The blunt truth is that the ad/
The first nop-Iron Curtain Va¬ vertisers are finding out that there
riety show is slated tb play Russia
(Continued on page 41)
on a two-month tour during Sep¬
tember and October.
First date
will be in Moscow. The deal was
arranged , by French •. concert im¬
presario Fernand Lumbroso, who
went to Russia in December to
work but details of the junket.
Signed for the tour is Dominique,
currently working in the U. S.
There are some details still to be
worked out.
For example, Do¬
minique uses a lot of gab during
his pickpocket turn, Whether he’ll
work through an interpreter or in
French or English is still to be de¬
. Make it. for the family—and with
termined.
dogs. This would seem to be the
Lumbroso, w.k.on the Continent/ dictate for show business im-.
was in the XJ. S. prior to his trip presarids on the basis of two enter¬
to Russia, He has toured the Mar¬ prises—one in motion ^ pictures
quis de la Cuevas ballets, and han¬ and the other in television.
dled the European dates for
Re the latter, »the “Lassi ” show
Katherine Dunham, along with on the key Sunday night time slot
other top pop and concert names. has been strictly top-drawer, cost¬
ing $35,000 and drawing fin audi¬
ence conservatively estimated at
PAR AND HOLDEN HASSLE
25,000,000 per segment on the: CBS
Actor Fails to Appear for Shooting exposure. Things have been going
this way for several years despite
Of Ne\? Film, Company Charges
cast changes.
New to the fold
“Old Yeller,”
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Paramount and Bill Holden are ! which is Walt Disney’s curreht re¬
lease
in
the
live-action
(as dis¬
hassling over actor’s refusal to
appear in picture for which called. tinguished from cartoon) vei .
This,
is
a
modest
picture
business
“Par has employment agreement
with Holden for six pix during entry sans outstanding players.
period of seven years starting Jan¬ There are many “intellectuals”
uary, 1958,” company spokesman who would brand as corny the'
said. “It has given him notice of story of an American frontier fam¬
starting date for a pic to be made ily (Mom, Dad & the two boys)
under that contract, but he has whose dally pursuits are so greatly
(Continued on page 61)
refused to appear in it”

But Some Dubious Angles lay Hurt
By ABEL GREEN
Havana, Feb. 18,
Las Vegas versus Havana is a
natural comparison, and more so
since the Cuban capital oresort is
making no secret of its everythingMiami’s-got-plus-gambling. Just as
Palm Springs, not too many sea¬
sons ago, deplored Vegas* inroads
oh that Southern California desert
resort, especially in the winter sea¬
son, Florida may inevitably feel
.Havana’s competition.
However, in Havana’s eagerness
to cash in on its accelerated appeal,
many showmen currently have a
feeling that the Cuban casino op¬
erators {almost all from the U. S.)
Would be foolish not to emulate
the Vegas pattern. That is, the
long-haul rather than the fast buck.
It would be suicidal to Havana
if word got out, real Or fancied;
that a ‘‘bust-out” game can happen
on occasion:
Las Vegas built itself up by of¬
fering out-pf-this-world shows al¬
most for the price of a drink, and
only recently did the Strip deluxers
in the Nevada resort tilt to a $2
minimum just to curb those Cokesquatters. Vegas, also, makes no
bones about “forgetting” about,
one’s hotel bill if the guest is a
man of action in the casinos. This
probably would apply to the big(Contihued on page 63)

Cold Catskills
Vs. Fla. Freeze
The . Florida freeze has provided
•n unusual business upturn in the
Catskill mountain resorts in New
York State. There have been in¬
stances this year in which Florida
Vacationers stated that, if they
Were going to be in cold weather,
, they might as well enjoy winter
sports, and took off for the moun¬
tains.
However, the bulk Of the unex¬
pected trade came from those who
"Usually take winter vacations and
who felt' that with cold climate
everywhere, they might as well go
where the rooms are heated. The
major beneficiaries of this minor
boom are, of course, Grossinger’s,
in Ferndale, and the Concord,
Kiamesha Lake.

Cinema—-‘Killed by Tax’

France’s Lumbroso 1st
Westerner to Pierce
USSR With VaudeTonr

Doggie Drama For
Kids Still Golden
In Coin Potential

Where ls Czatchmo?
Frankfurt, Feb. 18.
•. According to a release that’s
just arrived in Germany, not
only has Poland finally broken
down and admitted that jazz,
which they formerly referred,
to as .‘‘decadent American mu¬
sic,” has come into its own,
blit they’re; getting their list¬
eners acquainted with the top
American names in the hotlicks business.
The new issue of the Polish
magazine “Jazz” tells its read¬
ers how to pronounce the
names of American jazz artists
by spelling them phonetically
—so its Sydnej Becze, Majls
Dewis, Kant Bejzy, Mylt Dzekson, Dzej Dzej Dzonsn, Telanius Mank and Sara Woum

Weekend Storm Brings
TV Viewing to New High
With 68% Sets in Use
A *hew tv sets-in-use high of
68.4 was tallied on Sunday (16). be¬
tween 8 and 8:30 p.m. Big audi¬
ence was.attributed to the fact that
some of the worst weather of the
year, kept a good part of the na¬
tion at home. On Saturday, when
the east was plagued by the first
of heavy snow storms and freez¬
ing weather, sets-in-use ran a 60.7,
also between 8 and 8:30. Previous
sets-in-use highs in national tele¬
vision ranged between 50 and 60.
“Maverick” benefited most heav¬
ily during the Sunday audience
highs.
The western on ABC-TV
soundly trounced the Competition
in > both half-hours between 7:30
and 8:30.. At 7:30. “Maverick” tal¬
lied a 33.2 to “Bachelor Father’s”
16.5 on CBS and “Sally’s” 8.9 on
NBC. From 8 to 8:30 the ABC
actioner pulled a 30.3 versus Ed
Sullivan’s (CBS) 18.4, and Steve
Allen’s (NBC) 17.9, Between 9
and 9:30 on Sunday, it was a fairly
tight three-way split among the
webs, with ABC’s Sid Caesar
stanzaj pulling .up to an. 18.5, NBC’s
Dinah; Shore getting 20.3 and
“General Electric Theatre” a 20:4:

HARVARD BUYS AIR TIME
Pacts * CBS Radio' Deal to ‘Plug’
Merits of Liberal Education
Radio keeps popping up new off¬
beat sponsors, latest of which is
Harvard College, which, has. pur¬
chased a .nighttime hour March 26
on CBjS Radiqto.spell out the posi¬
tive side of liberal, education. Pror
gram,. tentatively .titled “The Case
for the College,” comes at the half¬
way mark in Harvard’s fundraising
campaign: and will pitch for con-,
tributions to* Harvard and other:
(Continued on page 61)
I

Apparently giving up on reviving
the censorship corpse the way it
is constituted now, state legislative
attempts to preserve it are veering
in the direction of the “adult” rat¬
ing system.
Two such bills, one in New York
(Albany) and the other in Mary¬
land, have been introduced. Both
are being fought by the industry.
Those who have battled official
censorship for some time maintain
that the rating, method is every
bit as bad as the kind of blanket
censorship that has prevailed-in
various states over the years. In
fact, they argue, thanks to the
position taken by the courts, cen¬
sorship today is a diminishing force
and at the point of collapse.
“Adult” ratings, though frequent¬
ly proposed, are generally op¬
posed by exhibitors who know that
the majority of their audiences to¬
day are made up of young people.
Theatremen feel that, if a rating
system
were
rigidly
enforced,
they’d'lose an important segment
of the customers on whom they
must rely today.
On a different level, classifica¬
tion of pictures is seen, harmful and
dangerous because, as one man put
it, “the same mentality that banned
films in the past now will decide
what you and your children can
or cannot see.”
The people who would favor rat¬
ings over general censorship are
the distributors of foreign films
and the art house operators whose
audiences are primarily made up of
adults. The Production Code has
[
(Continued on page 61)

Roger L Stevens:
Mr. Atlas of Legit
Roger L. Stevens has just added
a batch of new legit production
projects to his already bulging
schedule. The latest entries include
.three current London hits, plus a
new musical being written by Noel
Coward and a song-and-dance ver¬
sion of “Grand Hotel,’’ to be done
first as a Los Angeles and San
Francisco Civic Light Opera sub¬
scription item this summer.
The Coward musical, to be writ¬
ten by the British star'this spring
and summer following his current
Coast tour with “Nude With Violin”
and “Present Laughter,” is to be
produced next fall by the Play¬
wrights Co., of which Stevens is a
member. “Hotel,” with a book by
Luther Davis and songs by Robert
Wright and George Forrest, will
be staged by . Albert Marre, who
will also be. associated with LASFCLO producer Edwin Lester and
the Playwrights Co. in the presen¬
tation.
Stevens' three new British ac¬
quisitions are Richard Bolt’s "Flow(Continued on page 61)
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This Year’s Sex Flaunt Symbol
Brigitte Bardot Seen Stirring Puritans in 1958 A?
Carrol Baker’s 4Baby Doll9 Did in 1957
Brigitte Bardot has Become the
Hoot Gibson at 65
“Baby Doll” of 1958 by way of the
Houston, Feb. 18.
Hoot Gibson,; cowboy hero
French import, “And God Created
of
more
than
200 silent films •
Woman.” While “Doll” (Carrol
and 73 sound pix, is going to
Baker) stirred the blue-pencilers
distribute
plastic
floor coating
and chuseh elements to censorship
at the age of 65.
action last year, “Womap^. similar¬
Gibson
will
set
up Texas
ly * now ' encountering hostile
distributorship for the Pylon
groups.
Manufacturing Co. He. has
Last week in Philadelphia the
owned and operated a dude
lo'cal police confiscated, prints of
ranch near Las Vegas, Nev,
the picture in the kind; of action
Philly occasionally indulges. State
Supreme Court later overruled the
District Attorney and “Woman” refumed its run.
. In a move more frightening to
exhibitors, the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of Newark launched a
crusade against “objectionable”
Bernstein's new regime
pictures in general along with in-- at Leonard
the N. Y. Philharmpnic will,
decerit literature.
starting next season, use Thursday
This campaign is to "be carried as a dress-reh'earsal-with-internip(in parish levels and envisioned tioris-by-the-conductor for the FriIs the appointment of neighbor¬ day-Saturday concerts. This will
hood committees who will call on shift the paired program, from
theatremen urging them to con¬ Thurs.-Fri. to Fri.-Sat. and iriean
form with the ratings promulgated there’ll be 30 Saturday evenings on
by the Legion of Decency.
subscription, instead of 10 as cur¬
Cause of serious concern among rently;.
some exhibs in the territory is the
Every Sunday afternoon the
possibility they might be dealing Philharmonic Will perform either
with so many vigilantes who, . in with new selections and soloists or
their zealousness, could go over¬ occasionally repeating the Fri.board on the purity kick.
Sat. . sgtup. Andre Kostelanetz
“Woman” hasn’t been mentioned who has conducted “pops” six Sat¬
lri connection with' the Newark urday evenings will,, perform 'next
situation but it’s regarded as high¬ season on Sunday evenings. On
ly likely that it has been an in¬ such occasions the musicians will
fluencing factor.
thus work matinee and night.
* Significantly, it's, noted that des¬
In addition to his music comignated to serve a key role in the I mentaries Bernstein will frame' a
crusade is the Rev. Paul J. Hayes, j total season’s program Of new muof St. John’s Parish, Jersey City. • sic. All in all the total plan repre¬
Father Hayes is a former assistant sents an ambitious attempt to
director of the Legion and was ; "modernize” the Philharmonic and
known, for his strict attitude
.’seek audience through novelty;
garding. moral content of pic pro¬
ductions.
Announcement from the Newark
Archdiocese had it that the drive
has as its aim. tfie showing of.
“good films” and keeping out the
"Mrs. McThing/’the Mary Chase:
“objectionable” ones;
fantasy which starred Helen Hayes
j in its: Broadwiay. run in 1952, will
Folsom Sets Heart Fund ibe televised on "Omnibus” oh:
6, with Miss Hayes fecreShow Biz Co-Chairmen [March
j’ating her role on the telecast. It’s
Key figures in show biz. have the first of Miss Chase’s Broadway
been chosen by Frank M. Folsom, hits to reach tv, and “Omnibus”
chairman of executive committte of was able to swing the deal because
board of RCA and campaign chair¬ of Miss ..Hayes’ long association
man of 1958 Heart Fund, to head with the show and the feeling that
up various division' drives for an¬ “Omnibus" would handletthe prop¬
nual fund-raising campaign..
erty properly/
Spyros S. Skouras will head the
Waiter ' Kerr, N. Y. Herald
amusements division; Louis A. Tribune drama critic and "Omni¬
Lotito chairmans legit, Charles R. bus” drama consultant, will do. the
Denny, NBC executive veepee, adaptation in consultation* with
will iook. after radio and tv broad¬ Robert Whitehead, the show’s orig¬
casting interests, and Les Keiter, inal producer.
Casting hasn’t
sports director of WINS, Will han¬ started yet, except for Miss Hayes,
but “Omnibus’’, plans to use as
dle sports division.
. There are 40 commerce and in¬ many of the original Broadway cast,
dustry section chairmen and co- as possible. “Mrs. McThing” Will
chairmen, with Folsom spearhead¬ take up “Omnibus’ ” entire 90 min¬
ing the campaign.
utes on that date.
V

Leonard Bernstein To
Drastically Re-Scheme
N.Y. Philharmonic, 1958

‘McThing’ for ‘Omnibus/
Helen Hayes Starring
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Gloria Davy’s Diva From
‘Bess’To‘Aida’at Met;
Got Work(s) at Scala

DAILY VARIETY
(Published to Hollywood by Daily Variety. LtdJ
$15 a ye»r. $20 Foreign.

[MPAA TWITS CONGRESSMAN SMITH]

Part of its newly determined policy of at least “setting the facts
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
straight” whenever statements attacking the industry are issued,
the Motion Picture Assn, of America last week did just that in
Gloria Davy, the Brooklyn-reared
■ reply to Rep. H. Allen Smith’s assertions regarding the portrayal
West Indian soprano who made her
of crime on the screen.
. >
.
debut last week at the Metropoli¬
tan Opera; has crashed grand ope£a’ „ Speaking for the MPAA, v.p. Ken Clark said Smith was un¬
familiar with the facts. He pointed out that, in 1957, with 583
on one work—"Aida,” She’s sung
features and shorts approved by the Code, less than 10% dealt
it. in Nice and Lyons in France, in
with the category listed as crime. All 6i these pictures obtained
Belgrade and Zagreb in Jugoslavia
Code approval.
and will jjing it with 'an-all-Italian
Smith had complained that the gangster; and crime films were a
company in Dublin. Ireland. But
contributory factor in juvenile delinquency/ He .named "Baby
until now .no leading European
Face Nelson” as an example, maintaining that .it made a hero of
opera-house has dared as the Met’s
of; Nelson. “The picture makes Nelson Out to be, from beginning
Impresario Rudolf Bing has.
to end, the murderous ganster that, lie was,” wrote Clark. "The
“In concert‘there is no color-line
portrayal is an unmistabable object lesson that crime .doesn’t pay.”
at all in Europe,” Miss Davy re¬
He denied that, the FBI agents in the picture were portrayed as
ports, “and the difficulty in opera
"fools or roughnecks” as Smith had charged. .
is not race but artistic tradition,
“instead of being criticized, motion picture producers should be
Europeans, shock easily at the sug¬
applauded for their overall fine record in living up to the high
gestion of innovation. Mr. Bing
standards
of the Production Code,” Clark held. .
does not, as proven by his placing
Mattiwilda Dobbs in ‘Rigoletto’
and previously Marian Anderson.”
•; Miss Davy ’was to have- sung Show Biz Hoopla for 75th
“Aida” in January of 1956 :atr La
Scala in Milano hut the perform¬ ; Airni of Brooklyn Bridge
The 75th anni of the opening of.
ance, sold out, was cancelled* on
short ndtice and the- theatre left he Brooklyn Bridge, With scads of
dark. Miss Davy does not believe show biz, scholastic and political
race' but managerial politics was
responsible. The cancellation was a figures fronting, will form the basis
sensatiop in Italy and the opera of a large pictorial exhibition and
house in Bolgna offered her* an diamond jubilee ball at the Brook¬
“Aida” in heartbalm. Fortune lyn Museum in April.
again intervened,. this time an
Object of vaudeville jokes, film
Because of a letter containing
emergency appendectomy. No Davy scenarios, stage plays and novels,
false information sent by the Amer¬
"Aida” in Italy to date.
the famed bridge’s history will be ican Guild of Variety Artists to
Actually the singer is now “up” traced in paintings, prints, etc.,
of its members, that member
in six operas and hopes to escape from April 28 through July 27. The one
“type“ casting at the Met next sea- ball, will be given on April 26 and demanded that Jackie Bright, the
uriipn’s
national administrator, be
son. An oddity Of her contract is an anni book will be published by
that Rudolf Bing personally: audi¬ the museum in conjunction with fired. The demand was made on
the
floor
of the union’s national
tioned and sighed her in Milano the . event.
Donald Oenslager,
and that upon her subsequent ar¬ Scenic designer,. is a trustee, of board meeting held last week.
The
letter,
purportedly written
rival in Manhattan, Bing still being Brooklyn Museum. . Incidentally
Oh European vacation, nobody at Broadway actor Paul Roebling is a to the entire national board hut
sent
only
to
one
member, Russell
the Met or anywhere else believed descendent of the famed Roebling
Swann, contained a; resolution, ask¬
she' was actually signed for ; the cable man.
\
ing for an appropriation up to $5,house/
_
000 for a tax attorney Who would
Another oddity in the case of
attempt to obtain a tax exemption
this Negro girl. is. the fact that
certificatefor AGVA from the
nearly/everybody backstage at the
Bureau of Internal Revenue. Let¬
Met talks to her in Italian. It is to
ters to other, board iheipbers were
be remarked that she made the
held at the union’s headquarters.
Met within five years of . leaving
The Treasury grants tax exemption
the juilliard school.. It was as a
certificates to bonafide unions.
Juilliard singer that she was first
Following Bright’s report, Swann
Zurich,
Feb.
11.
discovered by. Thea Dispeker; the
Don "Jose wowed ’em in “Car¬ inquired as to disposition of reso¬
concert-opera agent. Mrs. DisIt was then that Bright re¬
peker "forced” the unknown girl men” here, via Giuseppe di Stefano lution.
vealed it was a phony mailed only
upon the company of "Porgy and of La Scala, Milano. This had been to. determine whether Swann was
Bess,” then headed for Europe. A foreseen, as the 1,300-seat Stadthe- leaking information. The board
year later Miss Davy was in per¬ atre went clean a week ahead, stated, that Swann was riot the
manent residence at Milano, and scaled $1.20 to $7, stiff tariff here. source Qf a leak to the press.
singing concerts as far north as
Stefano was interned, as ah Ital¬
As a result of this revelation,
Stockholm,
ian soldier near Zurich and is re¬ Swann demanded that Bright be
:. Born under the British flag at membered for having been invited fired. He urged the other board,
Sti yincent’s, an island near Vene- ; by U S. Ambassador Harrison to members to back him up on the
zuela, Miss Davy confides that sing at a memorial service to F.D.R. ground that this action destroyed
European audiences “simply cari- while Italy was still an enemy any faith in the.jnail polls conduct¬
qpt understand, no explanation will nation.
ed by AGVA and that other board
make it cl&ar to them, that I do not
Bowing off after a 15-minute ova: members could be victiriiized by
know any American spirituals.” tion,
these tactics. He called it “gov¬
tenor
directed
some
of
the
ap¬
Her. repertory is mostly German plause towards his partner, Chilean ernment by deception.”
lieder and Italian arias.
Board members, however, took
Marta Rose from the Teatro La
Fenice, Venice, who impressed as the view that Bright, acted orily to
a . flashy and vocally accomplished plug leaks and should be. praised
for his ingenuity*
Carmen.
It was a multi-lingual perform¬
ance,; since; the Chilean sang in
Italian, di Stefano in the opera’s
original French and the rest of
the Zurich cast in German.
At a press conference held by
Musikvertrieb A.G., local distrib
of Londbn-Decca records to which
By ABEL GREEN
the singer is now under exclusive
Large segment of show biz,
contract, di Stefano told Variety
Louisville, Feb. 18.- that his plans for ’58 include ap¬ Madison Ave. and allied lively arts
Utilizing a drive-in as a country
patrons, at $25 per, realized almost
fair on Sundays has brought in pearances in Mexico, with his own $12,000 gross last week for the 51st
$ 10;000 extra in annual revenue to company, and appearances With annual Society ’of. Illustrators
Lyns
Opera
in
Chicago.
Asked
a California ozoner. The idea, de¬
Show at its Thumbnail Theatre, iri
vised by Al. Dumonto, operator of whether he expected to return to the East 63d St. (N.Y.) clubhouse.
a 500-car drive-in in El Cajon, the Met, he replied: "Mr. Bing A raffle of Al Moore’s original:
and
I
have
different
points
of
Calif., was enthusiastically received
"Eve and the Apple” program
by operators of al -fresco theatres
cover drawing brought up the total
at Allied States Assn.’s drive in
another $1,000 for the Illustrators'
convention here last week. It was
welfare fund.
presented by Beverly Miller, head Belafonte’s New Surgery i
Sketches and/or participation?
of Kansas-Missouri Allied, whbr
Harry Belafonte underwent eye by Russell Patterson, Rube Gold¬
went to the Coast to make a first¬ surgery at N.Y. Hospital again berg, Arthur William Brown
Monday (17)."He should be out in (president emeritus) , Abner Dean,
hand study of the operation.
According to Miller, here’s how four to five days, then goes to Hol¬ Howard Munce, Mack Miller, Abril
it works:.
lywood to complete shooting of his LaMarque, Henry Dravrieek, Bob
The; drive-in is kept open from indie, “The Eighth Day.”
Dunn; Irwin Hasen,. Len Steckler
(Continued on page 18)
Picture is for Metro release.
. (Continued on page 14)
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RKO O’Seas Reps Calledto Manhattan;
All of* RKO’s overseas supervis-ors were summoned to New York
last week for a series of homeoffice meetings on drastic reductions
in the physical makeup of the for¬
eign distribution organization.
Reports had it that the cuts will
include the closing of some of¬
fices and the . elimination of the
entire setup In the United King¬
dom. Latter was denied by ah in¬
sider but he admitted such action
might be getting private consid¬
eration by Torn O’Neil, head of the
overall RKO and General Tele¬
radio operation.
O’Neil, who was not communi¬
cable, several months ago worked
out a plan for numerous coproduc¬
tions abroad and these were to sus¬
tain the foreign department. A
change from the blueprint might
have taken place, of course.
In any event, the N. Y. sessions
are strictly top level and there’s
no doubt that important policy
decisions will be forthcoming.
Participating in. the conclaves
are . Robert C. Wolff, top man in
London;. Joseph Bellfort, Contin¬
ental supervisor, from Paris;
Charles R.osiftarin, general sales
manager of the Continent, also
from Paris; Francisco Rossi, head
of Latin America, from Panama;.
Ned S. Seckler, in charge of the
Far East, from Hong Kong, and
Jack Labow, supervisor of Austra¬
lia, from Sydney. >
Any program of office shutter¬
ings and personnel dismissals will,
of course, present major problems
for the O’Neil outfit. This, is be¬
cause severance pay, as demanded
by certain governments, partic¬
ularly in South America, can run
so high that it’s almost more eco¬
nomical to keep the outposts go¬
ing.
It’s presumed though that
settlement arrangements could be
made.

A1 Daff to Be
East-Anchored
Alfred E. Daff, Universars . ex¬
ecutive v.p„ is expected to shift
his base of operations to New . York
where he will maintain his perma¬
nent headquarters.
Heretofore,
Daff has been commuting between
N. Y. and the Coast, but has been
spending most of his time at the
company’s studio.
Shift is part of U’s pending re¬
organization of its production set¬
up whereby the studio has been
opened to telepix production and
the welcome sign has. been put out
for indie producers.
Dhff’s L.A. to N.Y. move and
anchorage indicates that the Com¬
pany’s chief operating executive,
who has had an important voice .in
production policies, will now de¬
vote the major portion of his time
to administrative and sales matters.
There are also reports, unconfirmable, that the contract, of stu¬
dio chief- Edward Muhl may be
settled.

CINERAMA PROXY TALLY
Selheimer Lined Up 33% Of
Shareholders

‘Pre-Release’?
How can, Walt Disney do
this? His production of '‘Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs”
was playing the nation’s thea¬
tres exactly 20 years ago. It
was . handled throughout the
entire market, of: course: And
it. has; been exhibited on and
off since.
But now “SnOw White”
playing some New England en¬
gagements on what the Dis¬
ney. distribution company, Bu¬
ena Vista, calis a “pre-release”
basis.

Buena Vistas 11,
Mil Bundle
For Exhibitors
Bueha Vista, Walt Disney’s dis¬
tribution. subsidiary, will relase 11
feature productions this year, ac¬
cording to Leo F. Samuels, BV
president. He said they represent
a production investment of $20,000,000. Company’s biggest sked
in past has been Bye or six a year.
On the new lineup are Disney’s
own pictures along with those from
RKO, C. V. Whitney and Ernst
Marischka. Highlight is “Sleeping
Beauty,” animated feature done in;
the Technirama process at a nega¬
tive cost, according to Samuels, of
$6,000,000. Said to . be Disney’s
.most ambitious project to date,
“Beauty” . introduces new wide¬
screen animation techniques.
Although' pint-sized, in compari¬
son with maJOr distributors, BV is
sufficiently equipped to handle the
new schedule; Samuels stated.
Company has one.Salesman posted
in each 20 cities and eight district
offices tenanted by a district man¬
ager, salesman, booker arid clerical
help.
Other features included on the
lineup are Dishey’s “Old Yeller”
and Whitney’s “Missouri Traveler,”
both of Which are nbw starting re¬
lease; RKO’s “Stage Struck,”
“Young Land,” which is another
in Whitney’s “American Heritage”
series; Dishey’s “Light in the.
Forest,” live-actioner with Fess
Parker and Joanne Dru, and re¬
issues of "Peter Pan”- and “Snow'
White and the Seven Dwarfs.”

‘Razzia’ (Dope-Push Film)
Beats High-Gross Mark
At Apollo, 42d St, N.Y.
“Razzia,” French film about dopie
pushing, broke: the house record
at the Apollo__Theatre on 42d St.
when the Brandt moveover house
took in $25,000 for the week ended
yesterday (Tues ). Previous top
take was $22,000,
. '
“Razzia,” distributed by Film
Representations for Frank Kassler,
stars Jean Gabin. It had a prior
nine-week run at the World The¬
atre.

LOPERf; DA ADVANCE
220G FOR BARDOT PIC

Cinerama Productions Corp. talied .67%' of the shares voted in
In one of the largest deals of its
ts victory Over Philadelphia, brok¬
er Perry N; Selheimer at last kindr United Artists and Lopert
Films,
have acquired: the distribu¬
week’s. annual meeting of the
tion rights to the new French Bri¬
ompany.
gitte
Bardot
starrer, “La PariFinal tally of the votes in the
iroxy battle indicated that Ciner- sienne.”
Price
paid
for
the film is ber
ima captured 584,603 of the valid
lallots as compared with Selheim- lieved around $220,000 plus a per¬
centage,
which
makes
it the most
tr’s 267,291, or 33%. Of the total
mtstanding 1,014,100 shares, 859,- expensive foreign lingualer ever
to
be
bought
for
the
States.
197 Shares were present in person
Ilya Lopert, prez of Lopert
>r by proxy. Of this number,.
19,543 votes were declared invalid Films, made the deal in 'Pairis.
because the shareholders voted for | Lopert and City Investing Co. have
»oth sides. Another ^660 shares j close operating ties with UA.
ailed to designate to a choice be* i Lopert’s “Summertime” was reI
(Continued on page 16)
ween the warring factions.

SET REISSUES Granada Joins British Industry
FOR REM PLAY
Vs. Features-to-TV Sale;
By GENE ARNEEL
More and more the film industry
Is becoming reissue conscious.
There’s been an awakening to the
values of back-number pictures intheatres, rather than television,
and unless there’s a switch in the
trend, exhibitors need have no
fears of any early unloading of big
packages of post-1948, productions
to tv interests . from whom the
yield is relatively scanty.
It’s pointed out that no major
company is so hard pressed for a
bundle, of cash that an unloading
of the “new” libraries is demand¬
ed. Thus a long-haul type of . op¬
eration is fiscally permitted and
reissues are providing- the payoff
on the long:hange basis.
Strangely enough the old. pic¬
tures on tv are regarded as ait
least partially responsible for. the
new, intense interest in theatrical
re-run$. A. W.° Schwalberg, direc¬
tor of NTA Pictures, disclosed that
all Shirley Temple films are to be
withdrawn from tv and licensed
to theatres instead.
Angle is that NTA, which has
the rights to the old 20th-Fox en¬
tries, distributed some product
starring the moppet star of the
thirties to tv.. This stirred beaucoup public excitement; the ringcurled darling of the films was
“rediscovered” by oldsters and
greeted as a “new star” by young¬
sters.
Love That Shirley \
As a . result, there is ndw. the
conclusion, that there’s, more gold
in the Temple pictures in theatres;,
rather than tv, .and consequently
NTA’s decision to remove them
from the latter medium:
In its library-sale deal with
Management Corp. of America,
Paramount retained theatrical re¬
issue rights to 25 productions, ob¬
viously to be the best in the vaults.
V.p: Robert J.. Rubin, who works
closely with George Weltner, Par’s
global distribution chief, is now in.
process of selecting the package
from among entire 750-pic back¬
log.
Perhaps of particular signifi¬
cance .is the attitude of certain
Par officers. They believe the rereleases stand1 an unusually good
boxoffice chance because of tv.
The theory is that the exposure of
(Continued on page 14)
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‘Seesaw’ Asks 500G’s
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
“Two for the Seesaw,”
rent Broadway, legit hit star¬
ring Henry Fonda, is up for
sale on Hollywood, block.
Asking price for all comers is
$500,000 cash, plus .15% of
gross after first $2,500,000.

Million-Up Burgs
'Special’ Films
.■ Trans-Lux Theatres, which re¬
cently took over the Krim in De¬
troit, ims fo have an outlet for
“specialized” films in every Amer¬
ican city over 1,000,000 or 1,500,00Q population, Richard Brandt.
T-L prexy, said in Manhattan last
Week,
Brandt said he had full confi¬
dence in the survival of the type
of house he operates; Lie., the small,
comfortable theatre which special¬
izes in long rutis for. either foreign
or unusual American films. To sup¬
port: his theory, he cited the fact
that the Trans-Lux bchain had its
best year in 1957.
Three types of houses will sur¬
vive, in Brandt’s opinion. One is
the drive-in, which offers the whole
family a different kind of enter¬
tainment. Second, he opined, is
the modern downtown firstrun, pre¬
senting top filhis, and third is the
specialized , or “art” house, which
can draw on the carriage trade and
is in a position to offer “something
different.”
Brandt felt that, within the next,
few years, several thousand houses
may shutter which, he added, “I
am afraid, they may have to blame
on themselvesIt’ll take, more
showmanship than ever i the fu(Continued on page 18)

National Boxoffice Survey
Storm Sloughs Trade; ‘Arms’ Again No. I, ‘Days’ 2d,
‘Witness’ 3d, ‘Hills’ 4th, ‘Water’ 5th
Blizzards, deep snow and extreme
cold .cut; deeply into first-run film
grosses, this session in many of
. the key cities covered by Variety. .
Particularly hard hit were keys
along the Atlantic seaboard where
biz had been very big in recent
weeks.
“Fare weir to Arms” (20th), which ,
finished No. 1 last session, again
is champion even though by a
smaller margin. “Around World in
80 Days” (UA) is copping second
place, same as a week ago.
“Witness for Prosecution” (UA),
noted as a potentially big new¬
comer last week, is winding a
strong, third. And it looks to.move
higher. “Hills of Rome” (M-G) is
climbing from far back in pack to
fourth slot. “Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G),
sixth last session, is capturing fifth
spot; “God; Created Woman”
(Kings) is finishing sixth. “Peyton
Place” (20th) landed in seventh
place.
“Raintree County” (M-G) is wind¬
ing up eighth while “Old Yeller”
(BV) will be ninth. “Search for
Paradise” (Cinerama) will be 10th,
“Sayonara” (WB) is llth-place win¬
ner while . “Seven Wonders, of
World” (Cinerama) rounds out the
Top 12.
“Darby’s Rangers” (WB), “Bonjoiir Tristesse” (Col) and “Ger-

vaise” (Cont) are the runner-up put
in that order.
“Sing Boy. Sing” (20th), which
comes into the N.Y. Mayfair this
week, was okay in Louisville among
new entries. “Snow White” (BV),
out agai on reissue, is torrid in
Providence, great in N.Y. and lofty
in Boston,
. “Gift of Love,” (20th), also hew,
is a bit spotty this week. It is nice
in Chi, mild in Balto but okay in
Cleveland and fair in N.Y. Pic is
mild in Denver and light in L.A.
“Safecracker” (M-G) is rated brisk
in Chi,
“Ft. Dobbs” (WB), fairly new,
looms good., in Chi and tall in
Omaha. “Spanish Affair” (Par),
good in N.Y., is okay in Minnesota.
* “Tarnished Angels” (U), hep in
Denver, looms fair in Omaha.
“Beautiful But Dangerous” (20th)
shapes good in Boston.
“Quiet American” (UA), slow in
Balto, is rated light in Toronto and
mild.in N.Y. “Enemy Below” (20th)
looks fast In Minneapolis but mild
in Indianapolis.
“Wild Is Wind” (Par), okay in
Chi and good in Denver, is not so
good in Boston. “Bridge on River
Kwai” (£ol). still capacity in N.Y.
at Palace, is big in Boston ind solid
in L.A:, -all. on ^jetended-runs.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-10)

The solid front of the entire
British motion picture industry in
frankly boycotting any American
or British film producer-distribu¬
tor who, henceforth, might want to
sell feature films to British tele¬
vision is now fait accompli. Cecil
Bernstein, president of Granada
Theatres and Granada-TV, so tele-*
phoned from London to his brother,
Sidney Bernstein, chairman of
the board of both the 60-theatre
chain and the Video network, who
is now in New York on business
The Paramount-MCA backlog sale
brought the matter to a climax.
All .the elements concerned in
British production-4istribution-exhibition have combined to advise
Paramount that they wefe not sat¬
isfied with Par’s—and the Man¬
agement Corp. of America (Jules
C. Stein) which bought the Par
backlog for $50,000,000—reassur¬
ance that none of these 750 films
will be 'sold to British tv for four
years. They insisted upon an em¬
bargo in perpetuity*
Since the KinematogTaph
Renters Society is acquiescent to
the uniform stand, it is assumed
that Par prexy Barney Balaban,
Par worldwide sales chieftain
George Weltner, and Par’s British
distribution boss Fred Hutchison
were more than aware of the situ¬
ation. KRS is dominantly the Amer¬
ican distributors’ organization*
To The Barricades
The two . production organiza¬
tions—the Federation of British
Film Makers and the British Film
Producers. Assn.—are part of the.
stand against video. Also, in the
uniform mobilization are the two;
technical trade bodies—ACT (Assn,
of
Cinema
Technicians)
and
NATKE (National Assn, of Techni¬
cal Kinematograph Employees)—
along with British Actors’ Equity
Assn, and, of course, the Cinemato¬
graph Exhibitors’ Assn, of Great
Britain and Ireland, which is most
vitally concerned. (Ireland is least
concerned because of the paucity
of tv there).
Sim5e the Odeon chain (Rank),
400 theatres; ABC (wherein. War¬
ners has an interest), 400 cinemas;
and Granada (60) have the cream
weight Jn exhibitorrdistributor re¬
lations;' it is figured that there will
be little defecting. Sir Alexander
King’s Scottish chain of 40 thea¬
tres. the 100 independent Essoldo
chain houses are also so allied.
Another major reassurance of a
United front is the fact that only
TVz hours per week per station for
non-British (American) program¬
ming is permitted. This makes any
feature film slotting unrealistic.
Nor would MCA be likely to ig¬
nore Paramount’s recognition of
this united front by stating the film
(Continued on page 7)

Trader-Traitors’
To Be Listed
Louisville, Feb. 18.
As. part of its campaign to pre¬
vent post-1948 pictures from going
to tv. Allied States Assn, at its
drive-in convention here last week
decided to compile a list of inde¬
pendent producers whose post’48ers have been trickling to video.
This list will he circulated to all
Allied members so that they can
refrain from booking the films of
these producers.
Since most of the producers in¬
volved have been releasing their
pictures to theatres via United Art¬
ists, it was suggested that efforts
he made to determine if UA could
control the tv release, particularly
on pictures for which the film com¬
pany provides the financing. Exhlb organization wants UA to desig¬
nate a tv clearance, of at least seven
years, if not longer.
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New York Sound Track !
Sir Laurence Olivier’s opening night in "The Entertainer” drew
Lauren Bacall, Maureen. Stapleton, Paul Roebling and many another
.
actor
to see the actor’s actor playing an actor . . when the curtain
4*
parts at one point to exhibit a posed nude, which later drew License
Commissioner attention, it prompted Jack Perils to quip “Brittania is
AIM LAW AT -POSTERS*
It became cleat last week that,
' waiving the rules”
in their "agreement to agree" on
Robert R. Young obit published in Variety contained the erratum
an exchange of films, Soviet Russia Would Make . It a Crime to
that Chesapeake Industries was among the companies held by Alle¬
and the United States left open
Misrepresent Film Content
large' blank spaces involving not
ghany Corp. Young was a major stockholder in both outfits and there
Albany, Feb. 18.
only practical operating procedures
were limited interlocking directorships, but the one was not under the
corporate wing of the other per se.
but also questions of principle.
Tighter control over motion pic¬
Cincinnati, Feb. 18.
Rome press keeps talking of "contract” offers to Marisa Allasio
Pact, negotiated on a high gov¬ ture advertising and publicity
A price war that has been smol¬
ernmental level, established little would be imposed in New York dering for nearly a year broke into Italo starlet now in the U S. on behalf of "Seven Hills of Rome.” Miss
more than the desirability of cul¬ State under a bill introduced last flame, this week with release of Allasio is under contract to Carlo Pont! via a seven-year term pact
tural intercourse. It didn’t set any week by a joint legislative com¬ Warner’s "Sayonara” at ' 21-day wbich doesn’t expire until the end of.’61 ;.. Distributors Corp. of Amer¬
ica may eventually acquire its own theatres, says prexy Fred Schwartz
specifics and, in the words of a mittee probing offensive and ob¬ houses and drive-ins.
. . . Something new’s been added: Michael Todd Sales Co. Its functi
State" DOpt. man, merely created scene: material. Measure calls for
Scorclied by the outburst are is a little vague, but is to "help United Artists sell *80 Days’" .
Di¬
the framework of contact between an amendment Of the education small
exhibitors
caught
in
the
mid¬
private enterprise in the U/S. and law to ban a poster, banner or sim¬
rector Robert Aldrich prepping a coproduction with the Soviets. It's
ilar advertising w’hich presents, or dle, perplexed over whether to about Taras Bulba, last of the great Cossack fighters . . . Realignments
the Soviet monopoly.
stick to established scales or Join due at Warner Bros, in the wake of Robert Taplinger-s departure.
One very sensitive area remain¬ exhibits scenes or dialog deleted in the slashing.
They’ll probably materialize with the arrival of Jack L. Warner in town
ing is the choice of films to be se¬ from a film licensed by the State
Education
Dept.
The Warner Brothers* film, next week . . . Mach conferring among the companies re possible for¬
lected by the respective parties.
Bill would also ban any form of which had an advanced 90-$1.50 eign-corner-cutting with Paramount particularly eager.
*'■
From the remarks of a Soviet offi¬
John Ford has cast four old-timers, Spencer Tracy, Pat O’Brien, Don¬
cial last week it appeared that the advertising or promotion which scale in a five-week run at the
Russians expected to exercise "free "distorts or misrepresents the char-. RKO flagship Albee, was adver¬ ald Crisp and Frank McHngh, for top roles in his Columbia Pictures
choice” in picking the dozen or so acter or . content of any: motion tised as the year’s top bargain show Boston Politics Story. “The Last Hurrah” . . . Jerry Wald’s "The Big
picture” licensed by the state.
at 50c in the suburban Ambassador, War” retitled "The Hell Raisers,” by 20th-Fox . , . Mel. Ferrer heads
films they intend to buy.
Covedale, Norwood and Westwood. this week for. three weeks in. South America to scout locations for
On the "official" level,: this is
Twin' Drive-In, largest ozoner, of¬ "Green Mansions,” Which he’ll direct for Pandro S. Berman’s Metro
the sort of freedom which both
fered "Say onare” at 60c, its regu¬ program . t
sides should be able to exercise.'
lar price on films showing simul¬
Marnelle Thomsen, Variety correspondent at Caracas, Venezuela,
On a practical level, however, the
taneously.
writes this publication of her personal'adventures covering the recent
"free choice” principle isn’t pracv
Several other houses stuck to revolution there: “My only revolution wound is from a friendly flash
tical and it is quite cleat that the
normal 65 and 75 cent scales. None gun.
American film companies could not
advanced.
“From the window of a parked, press, car I was photographing, chil¬
allow it to be practiced. Thus both
Operators as a whole deplore the dren boot blacks, women and old men carrying crowbars and timbers
parties are playing a sort of game,
knowing full well that no U. S. out¬
situation as ‘‘costly folly" for the to the massacre of the Secret Police headquarters one block away. Sud¬
fit is going to ship to Russia films
denly the police machinergunned the mob; I covered in the floor of th
industry.
critical of the States.
-.Many are asking; “With.'tv head-- car. Then Leo Matiz, former MGM cameraman in Mexico, and two oth¬
er
photographers simultaneously leapt on top of me, in their efforts
Keeping Face
aches not enough, are they trying
United Artists is cozying up to! to tut each others’ throat or get to get below the car windows. Leo was shouting about how the. police
It’s a matter of "keeping face;.’’ the
Negro
audience
via
an
ad
cam¬
had
just, thrown put of the jail window the body of a woman political
back at distributors?'*
The Americans can’t very well go
bn record as practicing censorship, paign in 75 Negro papers across
A few trace the fresh outbreak prisoner with a sign reading ‘If the crowd doesn’t go aWay, this is only
the
country
for
"Run
Silent,
Run
No.
1.’
It was all so sudden I couldn’t find the voice to tell Leo to take
which is precisely what it is being
to the price feudin’ for months
criticized about* Soviet Russia in Deep." Insertions for the Burt between Rube Shor’s Twin Drive- his flashgun out of my shin.”
Lancaster-Clark
Gable
feature
are
New
York papers are giving neighborhood runs a better break. Both
its dealing with the West. Yet,'
In and Smith’s Montgomery Drivesending to Moscow even a single being placed by the Mohroe Green- In,
Smith, undercut the Twin the Times and Trib are reviewing off-Broadway openings more. And
thal
Agency.
the
Telly-Sub
recently ran a five-column cut calling attention to “Paths
film that can be interpreted as re¬
prices with “a carload for a dollar”
The Harold Hecht production is: bargai
of Glory” in nabe situations . . . Ted R. Lazarus, longtime film adver¬
flecting poorly on the U. S. could
tising exec, quit the business to join Connecticut Mutual Life Ins. Co.
serve to bring Congressional and devoid of any race angles; UA’s
. . . Dispatch from Sydney incorrectly identified "Carry On, Admiral’’
public wrath down on the offender. idea is simply to woo colored
as. a Hollywood production. George Minier made it in England and,
The Russians, on the other hand, ticket-buyers who might have been
also for the record, it’s doing fine business Down Under . . Disney art
lire in a difficult position, too. As overlooked in past.
director Lou Lispi (character merchandising division) had a display of
a major power, they Can’t appear
Another point which was given
the producer’s art work at the Akron (Ohio) Society of Artists’ annual
to be dictated to by American in¬ consideration is the . theory that
terests. At the same time, they’re the Negro reader is likely: to have
banquet at the weekend . . . Media Awards Committee of the. National
realistic enough to know that they more loyalty toi his Own paper
Conference of Christians and JeWs selected Metro’s "Something of.
can’t expect to buy the. kind of than one of the big metropolitan
Value”.as the best 1957 feature furthering brotherhood..
Hollywood pictures that criticize dailies.
. Film producers are talking up a storm. Consider: "Wild is the Wind."
A strong possibility exists that "Written on the Wind,” "Inherit the Wind,” "Reap the Wild Wind” and
facets of American life, or show its.
In any event the ..Negro press js
seedy side. Just how far this sort to continue as among the outlets borne office, white, collar employees the ever-with-us "Gone With the Wind.”
.
will stage a walkout against the film
of thing can be carried, i.e. wheth¬ for UA campaigns in the future.
Phllipe Clay, French singer, makes his American film bow in Col’*
companies; Efforts to break the "Bell, Book and Candle” . . . Plate Skouras setMargia Dean for femme
er the American companies would
stalemate ih negotiations between lead in "Villa!” opposite Brian Keith .
turn thumbs down on the export of
Kovacs-Carrillo Productions
the Homeoffice Employees Union, has skedded "Record Flight,” story of pen manufacturer Milton Rey¬
any and all pictures that have
Local H-63, International Alliance nolds and Bill Odom’s record flight around the world in 1947 . .. . Keith
something to say about. American
Of Theatrical Stage Employees and Andes skies to Manila Feb. 27 to- star in Topaz Films’ "Blackburn’s
life, is a question that remains to
the film companies: have so far Headhunters,” made with island government cooperation ... Judith An¬
be determined.
failed despite the intervention Of derson set. for. Tennessee Williams’ "Cat On a Hot Tib Roof,” at Metr
No‘Mr. Smiths’
IA prexy Richard F. Walsh.
Problem doesn’t arise as much
Gov. Ellis Arnall, prez of the Society Of Independent Motion Picture
with the Soviets inasmuch as their
Top IA officials Walter Diehl
"The Vikings," Kirk Douglas' in¬ and Harlan Holmden have partic¬ Producers Assn., will let Erie Johnston catty the ball for the entir
films—as far as is known—rarely
industry
in negotiations with the Russians * . . 20th-Fox prexy Spyrbs
pursue a very critical line and al¬ die production which was brought ipated in the talks, but the film P. Skouras off to Europe and So'uth Africa the end of this month
most never criticize the govern¬ in at a negative cost of $4,000,000, . companies, it’s reported, have been Charles Baldwin is to be installed as the new Motion Picture Export
ment or members Of the regime in will open a dual run at New York’s unwilling to make any concessions.
rep in London this week. He’s being: shifted from Rome where
the same vein as ‘‘Mr. Smith Goes Victoria and Astor Theatres in mid- The film companies’ only offer, it’s Assn;
Frank Gervasi took over . . . Grapevine again has RKO disposing of its
to Washington” did some years June with a highlight of the cami^ said, is a proposal for a renewal of foreign organization ... A producer, whose film opened weak, to his
paign to be the placement of a the present contract without any
back.
The great fear on the American $105,000 sign atop the two adja¬ wage hikes, or other additional p. r. man: "Never mind the boxoffice. How were the; reviews?”
William Inge’s Broadway hit, "Dark on Top of; the Stars,” brings back
side is that Hollywood films, re¬ cent houses. Three - dimensional benefits.
memories of the twenties, when the kids were "movie crazy” and star
flecting conditions in - a given pe¬ spectacular will be 261 feet long
The IA has given the film com-,
riod or area In the U. S., could be and extend from 45th to 46th panics until; tomorrow (Tliufs.) to photos fattened scrapbooks.
misinterpreted in Russia to can- Streets, on Broadw
come Up with a new proposal. If
firm the kind of image of America
William. J. Heine man, distribu¬ no new offer is received, the mat¬
N. Y. to L. A.
that frequently has been painted tion v.p. of United Artists, finan¬ ter will be presented to the IA ex¬
Leon Ames
by Communist propaganda. On the cier-distributor of the picture, and ecutive board which meets in
Ella
Fitzgerald
film side.’this sensitivity is under- Douglas hosted a press conference Tulsa on Monday < 24). The board
Oscar Homolka
(Continued on page 14)
in Gotham yesterday (Tues.) to of¬ has the power to authorize a strike.
Herbert Jacoby
fer a variety of notes anent the
Worthington Miner
production. As follows—
Roger L. Stevens
Total of 700 prints are to be used
Joan Tetzel
fat a cost of $400,000) with 1,000
bookings aimed for duringT three
L. A. to n. Y.
weeks, mainly to break around the
July 4 holiday; advertising expen¬
Jules Alberti
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Minneapolis, Feb. 18.
Danish exhibitors last week de¬
Marisa Allasio
Hollywood AFL Film Council diture will run around $2,000,000;
Abbott Swartz, branch operation
cided on one last, desperate step
Gertrude Berg
has a "literary property” so hot total worldwide rental break-even
before approving a new film rental
Marc Brandel
that it declines to make public the figure is estimated at $12,000,000; manager for. his .brother Donald’s
agreement with the American com¬
Pete Burnesa
content, only announcement forth¬ "Vikings” will never play televi¬ Independent Film Distributors ex¬
change, has acquired the Republic
James Daly
panies. They sent a delegation to
coming that the membership voted sion (said Douglas).
Pictures franchise for the Minne¬
Kirk Douglas
the Government asking for tax re¬
to send copies to U. S. Sen.
apolis' and Milwaukee territories,
Ben Gazzara
Thomas Kuchel and Rep. Cecil
lief.
effective March 1.
Eddie Fisher
King, both of California,
MoVe delayed the approval of
David Merrick
Property is a report on Holly¬
Joe Loeffler, who has been Re¬
the pact with the Motion Picture
Walt Plant
wood film production prepped by
public ..branch manager here for
Export Assn, by the exhibitor as¬
Milton R. Rackmil
Irving Bernstein, professor in
many years, and Jack Frackman,
sociations whose .committees had
David Hose
UCLA industrial relations dept.
London, Feb. 18.
Milwaukee exchange manager, will
reached an accord earlier with
Oliver Smith
Bernstein was engaged sub rosa
Reorganization of the British remain in their respective cities
MPEA. Next full meeting of the
some months ago to make an im¬ Lion board is due, with John as Republic "representatives.”
'Danish theatres'now has been .set
partial survey of economic trends Woolf, the. Boulting Brothers and
Europe to N. Y.
for Feb. 25.
Swartz was a long-time United
and causes of the,decline in Holly¬ Launder ft Gilliat to be named di¬ Artists*, branch manager here.
Tom Curtiss
- Some
houses- in Denmark,
wood filming.
rectors. They’re expected to join When his brother, Donald, became
Cynda Glenn
notably, theatres in Copenhagen, ,
Bulky report was delivered to the hoard later, this week.
Anatole Heller
have signed with MPEA, but the
vice president-general manager of
Council last week, with resultant
At the same time, it’s under¬ the local television station *KMGM - Arthur Lesser
bulk of exhibitors still aren’t play¬
immediate clamup. It was learned stood here that changes are due for its present owner. National
ing the American films.: Pressure
M£ria Schell
that Bernstein reported that at Associated British Picture Corp., Television Associates, he appointed
(Continued on page 18)
skilled, craft workers outside of with Sir Philip Warter rumored Abbott as the Independent branch
N. Y. to Europe
Hollywood are now making as leaving as chairman and being re¬ manager and the latter also will
Yul Brynner
Bill Ornsieih, former Metro pub¬
good as or better wages than placed by. Dr. Eric Fletcher,, now: continue in that capacity.
Norman Granz
licist to Puerto Rico yesterday
Hollywood craftsmen/ and sup¬ deputy chairman.
Some Weeks
Jack Hylton
(Tues.), thence to Virgin Islands, on
ported claims that the U. S. tax ago, Robert Clark Was relieved of
Victor Mature will co-produce
Jerry Lynn
a pleasure- before- business trip,
structure is forcing Hollywood his job as member of the board "Timbuktu” with Edward Small for
Tony Pelley
though doing some retouching on
producers to make pix abroad.
and studio chief.
United Artists release.
Donald Saddler
vhis novel; "Miss Napoleon.”

21-Day Situations As
‘Sayonara’ Plays Off

75 Negro Papers
Get Special Ads
For 'Run Sflent’

3-DimensioBaI 105G Sign

TAX DRIVES FILM
PRODUCERS ABROAD

ABBOTT SWARTZ GETS
TWO REPUBLIC AREAS

NEW BRITISH LION
BOARD, FRESH BLOOD

Own Government
For P.0. Relief
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PLEAD WITH
Frozen Out Writers Mad at Studios OUIOK'BUGK VS,
Hollywood,
Hollywood, Feb.
Feb. 18.
18.
On heels of the major film studios flatly refusing to acknowl¬
acknowledge
edge any Writers Guild of America West jurisdiction in pay-tv,
the WGAW screen branch voted to order their contracts with the
the
majors cancelled as soon as legally possible.
Guild had sought to establish its jurisdiction to toll-tv .and to
date a pay-tv format from the time the Bartlesville, Okla^, test
began last year. But the majors adamantly refused to go along
with this, writers were told at a Thursday night (13) membership
meeting.
Unable to collect some post-1948 pix coin from a number; of indie
producers releasing through United Artists, the screen branch also
voted to authorize the board to give 60 days’ notice of strike action
against such producers. A strike .against Republic Pictures was also
approved at the same session . for selling post-1948 films, sans cut¬
ting the guild in on the tv pie..
Strike can’t take effect until March 22 due to existing contract
provisions, but such action is not expected to have; any serious ef¬
fect inasmuch as Republic is inactive productionwise.
Guild pointed dut that Warners and RKO had recognized post1948 pix-to-tv payments and indicated that an agreement in ‘‘some
cases” among UA. holdouts “seems immiment.”

Reappraisal Overseas—Need for Studio Powerhouse
Exec—Economies Not Over
By HY HOLLINGER
Louisville, Feb. Iff.
A complete reappraisal of Loew’s
foreign holdings will shortly be
made. arid the company “will sell
anything if somebody offers us a
good price,” Loew’s prexy Joseph.
R. Vogel acknowledged here Fri¬
day (14). The Loew’s chieftain, be¬
fore returning to New York after
addressirig the closing banquet of
the Allied States Assn, drive-in
convention, said Robert H. O’Brien,
the company's firiancial v.p. will
Shortly leave for. Europe to make a
survey of the company’s properties.
Vogel admitted that M-G-M’s Brit¬
ish studio might be sold if a buyer
and the right price can be obtained.
“If we want to make pictures in
England,” he said, “we’ll have ho.
trouble finding rental space.”
... Vogel also confirmed that he was
negotiating with Sol C. Siegel to
take over the top production post
at the studio. He said that he was
also talking to several other in¬
dividuals, but he declined to iden¬
tify them. He stressed that he conidered it essential to have a pro¬
duction topper at the studio, arid
that he was making all efforts to
close a deal.
The man we want, he said, is a
showman - businessman who can
work .with writers, directors and
producers. VWe want a man who
can make pictures that, are univer¬
sally liked and that bring money
(Continued on page 14)

For‘IOC Terms
Louisville, Feb. 18.
. A bliSteririg attack against Cecil
B. DeMille highlighted the key¬
note address of Julius Gordon, re¬
tiring president of Allied States
ASsri., at the exhibitor organiza¬
tion’s drive-in convention here
last week. The blast against the
Veteran film-maker, whom Gordon
charged with “trying to buy. his
way into heaven after hurting his.
friends •- and supporters,” was
linked to Paramount’s terms for
“The 10 Commandments.”
Quoting 3 report in Newsweek
magazine that DeMillfe wasn’t in¬
terested in money but that he. was
Anxious for the picture to be seen
hy as many people as possible,
Gordon charged that Par’s de¬
mands made DeMille’s aim impos¬
sible. The former Allied preXy
said that! Par would make “10 C’s”
•available to'ozoners this surtiher,
But that the picture would be sold
under special mercharidising copditions.
Theriie of Gordon’s address was
a comparisori. Of the decline of the
(Continued on page 14)

U Laws on Realart
Los Angeles, Feb. 18.
Universal Pictures seeks an ac¬
counting from Realart Pictures
Inc., in a suit filed (13) in Superior
.Court whereby it Claims the de¬
fendant still owes in excess of
$46,000. .
Complaint states that in an
agreement entered . into ori June
1,19.47, U gave Realart sole and
exclusive license to distrib certain
35m prints for period of 10 years,
ending May 31, 1957. Realart un¬
der. terms .Of pact, according to
suit, agreed to pay U $3,250^000,
plus 35% of all gross receipts f&
ceived by Realart in excess of
$8,571,430.

Dnve-In Ops
Deplore Okays
To Divorcees
Louisville, Feb. 18.
Allied States Assn., in a formal
resolution adopted by the riiembership at its drive-in convention here,
protested the acquiescence of the
Dept, of Justice in permitting the
formerly-affiliated circuits to ac¬
quire drive-in theatres- Allied
charged that the D. of J; based
its . approval solely on local corisiderations relating to competition
without “taking into account the
increased buying power and influ¬
ence which each new, acquisition
brings to the already too-powerful
circuits.”
The exhib org also protested the
Justice Dept.’s refusal to allow
affected indie exhibs to intervene
in such cases. Allied wants its
members to have the power to
cause subpoenas' to be issued for
the gathering of evidence. In ad¬
dition, Allied wants its members to
have the right to protest adverse
decisions so that appeals can be
made to higher courts, “to pass
upon the manner in which these
proceedings are conducted.”
In

presenting . the ^resolution,

board chairman Abram F, Myers
(Continued on page. 18)

Joe Hyams Quits Figaro
For Hecht-Hill-Lancaster
Joe Hyams has resigned his pro¬
motion post at Figaro Inc. (Joseph
L. MankiewiezX to become eastern
publicity manager of Hecht-Hill
Lancaster.
Meanwhile, Bernard M. Kamher,
H-H-L's national ad-pub chief,! ar¬
rived in New York from the Coast
this week to discuss the sales and
ad campaign for “Run Silent, Run
Deep” with execs at United Artists,
distributor.
i
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Horace Adams, Now Allied President,
Widely Experienced in Economics

- Horace Adams, the new presi¬
dent of Alllejj States Assn.,' is a
Louisville, Feb. 18.
35
to
.42
at
20th
wiry, forceful 60-year-old Cleveland
Convinced to some extent that,
lawyer, whose business interests in
Hollywood, Peb. 18.
fijpi company , executives are as
addition to the operation of thea¬
Twentieth-Fox has boosted
anxious as . exhibitors to prevent
tres
include the ownership of two
its 1958 production sked from
the post-’48 backlog from finding
racetracks arid ri highly successful
originally planried 35 to 42.
its way to television, exhibitors
management consultant firm,
Fourteen • of these Will. come
may pinpoint their “hold the line
- Adams, :who entered the motion
from, indie producers. Studio’s
at ’49” campaign in the direction
picture business in 1938, considers
own program will be bolstered
of stockholders and bankers. These
himself as part of the “new, fresh
by ifi from Regal and nine from
groups, it’s felt,
only aware of
other sources including 20th-.
blood of the industry” since his
the immediate cash results of tv
Fox-European..
initiation In the intricacies of the
sales and have not taken into con¬
The 67-film slate is highest
film biz came via the operation of
sideration the long-range; perhaps
for a single year since com¬
drive-ins. He: built and operated
suicidal, effect on the industry,
pany's introduction of Cinemathe 27th drive-in put up in the
over-all. , .
Scope in 1953.; Company ad¬
United States. It was located just
At Allied States Assn/s drive-in
ditionally has seven films com¬
outside of Toledo., His theatre in¬
convention in Louisville last week,
pleted and awaiting release,
terests at one time included 12
it was. suggested that film company
through April, plus three more
properties*, nine ozoners and three
stock-owping exhibitors “pool”
now before the cameras.
conventional theatres. It’s now
their shares and turn over their
down to seven drive-ins and one
proxy statements to a designated
hardtop.
representative of exhibition; ThisThe new . Allied chieftain was
representative, in turn, would at¬
instrumental In the organization Of
tend all the annual meetings of
the Ohio Drive-In Theatre Assn,
the film companies where he
which later merged with the Inde¬
would present the views of thependent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
atieowners and. attempt to con¬
an Allied affiliate, “Originally wTe
vince stockholders, bankers, and
thought the problems of drive-in'
brokerage firms that the sales of
theatres were different than those
pictures to tv is destroying the
of the conventional houses,” he
film business. At the ^ame time, j
said. “But since the war we came
he would make an effort to point
[to the conclusion that we were all
out that investors Can- realize
In the same business,"
Minneapolis, Feb. 18.
more for their money through the
Adams, born and raised in CleveThere’s much anguish in exhibirelease of films to theatres.
tor- circles here in consequence of ; land, makes his headquarters in his
Allied’s meeting (the fifth an- the Paramount 1948 backlog sale to
(Continued on page 14)
nual one for drive-ins) was main- television
Because
of
exhibition
industry’s
¥y
M
.industry's
selloff to television question.. It onnv5r.Hn„ thaf

To Par TV Sale

S*yr.'QeaKaiice
*- On TV Promised

Whatever optimism prevailed was
brought about by the conviction
that at least some of the film companles had begun to realize the debilitating consequence of the old
films being shown on television.
Some Cheer
Whon th*

?uc" aeai*
William Volk, cobwner of a cirIV
1T« I
1
cuit of the neighborhood houses.
KU nllPnAICAII
and Martin Lebedoff, say that the
I/J 1 llvllVlvUli
Paramount actiori came as a “sur*
Prise and shock” and they fear it
Louisville, Feb. 18.
All exploitation and advertising
portends ultimate selloff by majors
of post-1948 product, too.
material issued by American InV.
Exhib thought here is that the temational Pictures, production
hurt to the boxOffice will be even company specializing in low-budget
! n^.1 CrVni^iS Qn!,™ more Severe as - srieh Paramount exploitation-type pictures, willconCitmirfc
hi’rf nra^ oldies as “Going My Way,” the tainthe legend that the films can’t
nfBT
ww" Bing Crosby and Bob Hope hits be seen on television for at least
It LfCLl
and the PeMille productions are eight years, If ever.
Shown on
though Par may reiwas dellv■SSm il?h°'™
O” tv—
tv—though
This policy message ,was
delivfpwtimn ke?fl»mI)Shf1thA isslve some
these theatrically ered personally to Allied States
‘
Assn.’s drive-in convention here
Sr! ^
“We neighborhood exhibitors, last week by AI prexy James H.
who, have been hard hit by the Nicholson. His company, Nicholson
film milking of blockbusters and with- added, will also include an eightof them from subsequent year clearance over tv clause in
rans t>ecause of their long down.- ail dim contracts. Topper drew
;-fl«trin»^.:be.iMfetlie.<*herj from the delegates when
M r he
I stressed
II
nnn
..nrT most because much of the time
he stated:
matter of fact, -X
ever,
that the ultimate
v we w,n
npWr “As
coii an;„t„rnp
decision rested with the board of
(Continued on page 18)
”71™,’1.^“
directors: At this point. Vogel di—-■
,
amn a^long as theatres are op-

InvmdZL™

By Nicholson

ItoS ^

and. attempted to outline - to the of Violence’
(Continued on page. 16)
* Young.”

. Nichilson said that he is not
‘Live Fast, Die presumptuous enough to assume
that his pictures will help the in»♦+♦»♦♦♦♦♦» dustry, but that he at least hoped
4:, that his company’s policy would
help “to start the ball rolling” iri
IVI V.SPII < - preventing further sales of feature
P r1
* pictures to television.

Joe Vogel: Tm A Theatre Man, Myself’

Louisville, Feb. 18.
Metro’s studio will be; working at full capacity by March 1, Loew’s
prexy Joseph Ri Vogel told the Allied States Assn, drive-in convention
here last week. 1 At the same time, the Loew’s topper assured the dele¬
gates that he personally - was opposed to the release of post-1948 films
to television, but he pointed out that the ultimate decision rested'with
the\ company’s, board of directors.
By inference, however, he indicated that exhibitors could help keep
the pOst-’48 films off television by encouraging the film companies and
“giving all pictures a reasonable chance.” In a detailed analysis of the
problems of the industry, both fromthe standpoint of production-dis¬
tribution and exhibition, Vogel hammered on the poirit that the pic¬
ture business was not a one-way street concerned only with the prob¬
lems of exhibition. He stressed that the. production-distributioh com¬
panies faced real and serious problems of their own which the theatremen must understand if the indtistry is to survive. The answer, he
said is that “you have to give a little and take a little;”
Knock Down Spite Fence
Pointing out that before assuming, the post Of Loew’s Inc. chieftain
he had been a theatreman, Vogel said he’d like very much to “remove
the fence” that has divided both segments of the film biz. Working to¬
gether; he said, “means reasonable consideration: of each other’s prob¬
lems.” This does not mean, he stated, that exhibs must pay exorbitant
prices for pictures or that theatres “have to deprive the distributor of
an nutlet for pictures that represent a real investment but haven’t
quite hit the mark.”
Distribs, Vogel continued, are often puzzled by the diminishing cir¬
culation of their films, particularly at a time wheri exhibs are demand¬
ing more films for their theatres* “We-can Well understand,” he. said,
“that the exhibitor would like to have iriorfc outstanding attractions,
(Continued on page 18)

IF RENTAL-OFtHEATER
A MUST IT’S ADM1SH
Louisville, Feb. 18.
If a charge for rental of a heater
at drive-ins is a condition of ad¬
mission, 20th-Fox wants the extra
charge to be used in computing the
film rental when the film rental is
based upon a percentage of the
gross. However, if the charge for
a heater is optional and the patron
is not forced to rent one. then 20th
does not expect that the computa¬
tion of the gross will include such
charges.
This clarification of the com¬
pany'sposition was given to Allied
States Assn.’s drive-iu convention
here last week by Robert A. Wile,
head of 20th’s exhibitor relations.
The stipulation of 20th*s position
has been included in the company’s
contracts. Wile reported.
20th, Wile added, doesn’t expect
the inclusion of any charge that is
entirely optional, such as the pur¬
chase of hot dogs, popcorn or
drinks. However, if there is a
charge for anything as a condi¬
tion of admission, 20th wants Its
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FILM REVIEWS

Brothers Karamazov
Lavish production of classic
Bussian story of love, lost and
murder. Top-notch acting high¬
lights. Strong b.o. prospects.

V
I

Hollywood, Feb. 14.

Metro release of Avon Production. Stars
Yul Brynner, Maria Schell. Claire Bloom.
Lee J. Cobb, Albert Salmi, Richard Baser
hart, William Shatner; features Judith
Evelyn. Edgar Stehli, Harry Townes. Miko
Oscard, David Opatoshu. Produced by
Pandro S. Berman., Directed by Richard
prooks.
Screenplay by Brooks^, from
adaptation by Julius J. and Philip <1.
Epstein from Fyodor Dostoyevsky novel;
camera, John Alton; music, Bronislau:
Haper; editor, John Dunning. Previewed
a Hollywood, Feb. 10, '58. Running time.
Dmitri Karamazov .......... Yul Brynner
Grushenka *....
Maria Schell
Katya _
Claire Bloom
Fyodor Karamazov...'... - -..-Lee J. Cobb
Ivan Karamazov...Richard Basehart
Cmerdyakov .'• Albert Salmi
sy Karamazov.William Shatner
. Anna HohlakoV..... i Judith Eveiyn
,ry .....U-Edgar Stehli
it Kirillov ..
Harry Townes
ia Snegiryov .. Miko Oscard
Snegiryov.. ....... .David Opatoshu
ayek . -. - - -.Simon Oakland
Vrnhlevski ........ Frank DeKova

in the court scene as her facade
cracks from within, rent by bitter¬
ness and despair.
It Is Lee J. Cobb, however, who
walks^—6r\ rather gallops—away
with the picture. The part is gar¬
gantuan and it is not a bit too big
for this actor. Bichard Basehart
manages to . glow with anger , and
resentment, using only his eyes
and voice to suggest his great
hatred; While. Albert Salmi makes
his role pathetic, and somehow
awful;,
.William Shatner has the diffi¬
cult task of portraying youthful
male goodness and he does it With
such gentle candor it is effective.1
Those who standout in the large
supporting ' Cast include Judith
Evelyn, young Miko Oscard, David
Opatoshu, Harry Townes, William
Vedder and Ann Morrison. Also
Gage * Clarke, Mel Welles, Jay
Adler, Frank De Kova end Simon
Oakland.
The Metrocolor used by Brooks
and his cameraman, John Alton, is
rich in purples, reds and blues.
They also use a technique of light¬
ing in the last,: frenzied" scenes, of
lighting the characters with red,
yellow or green that is highly effec¬
tive. It fits the mood of the story
and it fits the authentic settings by
art directors William A. Horning
and Paul Gmiesse. Walter Plun¬
kett’s costumesrthe hair stylings by
Sidney Guilaroff and the make-ups
by William Tuttle, are particularly
important in a period picture of
this type~ They are all done so dis¬
armingly they seem natural and
right Set. decorations by Henry
Grace and Robert Priestley com¬
pliment the production; the editing
by John Dunning is a masterful job
and Dr. Wesley C. Miller’s sound
seems flawless, Bronislau. K&per’s
thunderous music behind the main
titles sets the mood of the picture,
inescapably and his score through¬
out reflects the shifting emotions
of the many and diverse charac¬
ters.
Pow.
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Who s in Oscar Awards’ Running

Lynn Stuart;

Exciting and true, pic still may
need fast promotion, if boxoffice is to ring.

,
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Nominations for the annual Oscars were posted here yesterday
(Mon.) by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences—-and
there were few surprises. The contenders, as selected by members
of the Acad, more or less were consistent with , the selections of
many key city critics and reviewing Organizations. The candidates:
Best picture—“Sayonara,” Warners; “Bridge om River Kwai,”
Columbia; “Witness for Prosecution” and “12 Angty Men,” United
Artists and “Peyton Place,” 20th-Fox:
. [
Best male star. — Marlon Brando, “SayOUara”] Alec Guiness,
“Bridge on River Kwai”; Anthony Franciosa* “Hatful of Bain/’
20th; Charles Laughton, “Prosecution,” and AnthOny Quinn,“Wild
is the Wind,” Paramount.
Best femme star—Deborah Kerr, “Heaven Kno.ws, Mr. Allison,”
Universal; Anna Magnani,.“Wild is Wind”; Elizabeth Taylor, “Raintree County,” Metro; Lana Turner, “Peyton Place,” and Joanne
Woodward, “Three Faces, of Eve,” 20th.
Best director—-David Lean, “Bridge”; Mark Robson, “Peyton”;
Joshua Logan, “Sayonara”; Sidney Lumet, “Angry Men,” and Billjp Wilder,; “Prosecution.”
^
Best supporting actor—Red Buttons, “Sayonara”; Vittorio de
Sica, “Farewell,to Arms, 20th; Sessue Hayakawa, “Bridge”; Ar¬
thur Kennedy and Russ Tamblyn, “Peyton.”
Best supporting actress—^Carolyn Jones, “Bachelor Party,” UA;
Elsa Lanchester, “Prosecution”; Miyoshi Umeki, “Sayonara”; DiaUe
Varsi and Hope Lange; “Peyton.”
Best*foreign language production—“Devil Came at Night”,Ger¬
many; “Gates of Pans,”. France; “Mother India,” India; “Nights
of Cabiria,” Italy, and “Nine Lives,” Norway.
Best song—“All the Way,” from “Joker is Wild,” Par; ‘Tammy,"
from “Tammy and the Bachelor/’ Universal; and title songs from
“Wild is the Wind/’ “An Affair to Remember” (20th) and “April
Love” (20th).
Award presentations, to be telecast on NBC, are set for March
26 at the Paniages Theatre here.

Hollywood, Feb. 11,
Columbia release, of Bryan Foy produc¬
tion. Star6 Betsy Palmer; with Jack Lord,
Barry Atwater; also Kim Spalding, Karl
Lukas, Casey - Walters,. Harry Jackson,
Claudia Bryar, John Anderson, Rita Dun¬
can, Lee Farr, Louis Towers. Directed by
Lewis SeUer. Screenplay; John H. Kheu-.
buhl, from newspaper articles by Pat
Michaels; camera, Burnett Gnffey; editor,
Saul A. Goodkind. Previewed at studio,
Feb: 7, '58. Running time. 74 MINS.
PhyUis Carter
;,... . Betsy Palmer;
_ Jack Lord*
Willie' Down.
Barry Atwater
Hagan
. Kim Spalding
Ralph Carter . .
... Karl Lukas
Hal Bruck
Casey Walters
Eddie- Dine : ■
. Harry Jackson.
Husband Officer
Claudia Bryar
Nora Efron .. ..
John Anderson.
"Doc"
. . Rita Duncan
Sue Lee Farr
Ben
Jimmy Carter .................. Louis Towers

........

Because it’s constructed from
California fact rather than con¬
jured from Hollywood fiction, “The
True Story of Lynn Stuart” man¬
Counsel .......... Gage Clarke
a ......
..
Ann-Morrison
ages to assume a semi-documentary
n Borlssovltch ......... Mel Welles
flavor that magnifies excitement
and instills: deep consideration for
Bold handling of crude, un¬
the plight of the title. character.
bridled passion, of violently con¬
Given a good production by Bryan;
flicting ideas, and of earthy humor
Foy, pic will have to be heralded
by i hearty exploitation campaign
jnake up “The Brothers Karamagov.” Sex and Salvation are the
if it’s going to impress b.o. watch¬
twin obsessions of the brothers and
ers as anything but good second
father, and they are the two themes
feature fare;
that are hammered relentlessly
Topliner Betsy Palmer,, who may
home by Bichard Brooks, who di¬
perk up prospects with her .own fol¬
rected his own screenplay.
lowing of > televisitors, is this Cor
lumbia film's biggest plus. As a
Sumptuous and sensitive MGM
production by Pandro S. Berman
Santa Ana, Calif., housewife who
doesn't sacrifice art to entertain¬
volunteers to smoke out a ring of
ment nor lose entertainment in ,a
dope piishers, she has all the good
false conception of what constitutes
graces and well-meaning cunning
*rt. “The Brothers Karamazov”
needed for her role of dual ident¬
ity. Director Lewis Seiler was
should be one of the year’s com¬
able to garner top performances
mercial successes.
from, featured players Jack Lord
Everything about the production
and Barry Atwater, hut the rest of
is rich and ornate like a Byzantine
the way : down the cast line; it was
basilica, yet the personalities and
nip and tuck whether some per¬
the story are never submerged. One
formances were going to stand up.
of the greatest surprises, about the
Ambush ait Cimarron Of the nine smaller, players, Harry
picture is the bawdy humor that
Jackson shows the most promise.
Pass
serves the double purpose Of occa¬
sionally lightening the grim narra¬
John H; Kneubuhi’s screenplay,
based on newspaper articles by
tive and of deepening the deprav¬
Average low-budget oater for
ity of Some of its figures. These
Santa Ana reporter Pat Michaels,
filler fare.
is slightly heavy- on talk for a. pic¬
.people, played by Yul Brynner,
Maria Schell, Claire Bloom and
ture that could benefit from addi¬
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
tional action, but on the wholefit
most notably, Lee J. Cohb, are fulf20th Century-Fox release of a . Regal is a well-knit piece of work.
bodied, larger' than life-size per¬ .Production
It
produced by Herbert E. Mensonalities Who command unwaver¬ delson. Stars
Scott Brady, Margia Dean; tells of Lynn Stuart (Miss Palmer)
ing attention. The public should with Clint Eastwood, Irving Bacon, Frank whose nephew is killed in an auto
Gerstle, Dirk London, Baynes Barron, Ken crash while, heavily doped.
With
take to it like.vodka.
Keith Richards, William Vaughan,
Brooks wrote his screenplay Mayer.
Johh.Damler, John Merrick. Directed, by. sincerity, she offers to help Orange
from an adaptation hy Julius J.. Jadie Copelan. Screenplay, Richard G. County detectives crack the narcoand John K. Butler; story, Robert
and Philip G. Epstein. Cobb is the Taylor
tics-selling. mob.. When desperate,
A. Reeds and Robert W. Woods; camera,
father of the Karamazov brothers, John. M. NickOlaut Jr.;' editor,: Carl L. the chief investigator (Atwater) ac¬
a lecherous old buffoon who Pierson; - music, Paul Sawtell and Bert cepts her jbffer, letting her nuzzle
Shelter. Previewed in Hollywood, Feb. 11,
taunts* tantalizes and frustrates his '58.
up to a: girl-loving, dope-moving
Running time, 73 MINS.
sons into violence, despair and Sgt. Matt Blake
(Lord).
Actually, she
.. Scott Brady libodlum
apathy. Yul Brynner is the band- Teresa..
Margia Dean helping a good deal before being
Corbin
Baynes ..Barron carted off to Tijuana by the gen¬
gome, cruel, profligate Army offi¬ Henry
................ William Vaughan
cer, a combination of adult power CpL Schwitzer
Police search, ultimately
.. Key Mayer tleman.
and childish pleasure. He is in con¬ Private Zach .. John Mamler- find and capture the ring leaders.
Lasky ............ Keith Richards In a moving climax. Miss Palmer
flict with his father partly be¬ PriVate
Private Nathan ..... John Merrick
cause they both.lust after the same Sam Prescott- ............ Frank Gerstle is jailed and indicted by the Grand
Woman, Maria Schell as Grushenka. Keith. Williams .......... Clint Eastwood Jury to protect her identity as the
Willows ........... Dirk London
Bichard Basehart is in revolt be¬ Johnny
Stanfield .....
Irving Bacon informant.
cause of his intellectual coldness, Cob ..
Desmond Slattery
Pic gains momentum from fine
-Joe Yrigoyen night photography by Burnett Guf¬
a rigidity brought on by revulsion Stunt
Stunt
....Bob
Morgan
at the open and untrammeled sex¬
fey. Other technical credits are
uality of the old rogue. The third
A westernized walk in the sun, well above exploitation standards.
son, William Shatner, has chosen
Ron.
his Way of survival in contest with this Regal opus creates a respect¬
his father; he has retreated into able amount of Interest to fill out
double
feature
situations.
Pros¬
the church as a monk.
The explosion that these figures pects are no more than that,
ignite cbmes when Brynner imag¬ though a number of worthwhile
ines Miss Schell has gone to his performances do add a hit of spice.
As Jodie Copelan’s first direc¬
father in preference to him, be¬
effort, “Ambush At Cimar¬
cause he is bankrupt and his father torial
ron
moves rather well within
holds the family purse. When the Pass”
limitations of its low budget.
Cobb is killed, Brynner is charged
Bichard G. Taylor-John K,
and convicted of the murder al¬ The
screenplay is spotty in its
Eveii
other companies are'
though the true killer is actually Butler
and Herbert E. MeU- studying the possibility of closing
Cobb’s bastard son, Albert Salmi, excitement,
delson’s
production
Values
are
warped into insanity. Claire Bloom about average;
up at least some domestic branches
is the alabaster beauty Who saves
Topliner Scott Brady; as a Union and merging backroom facilities,
Brynner from debtors’ prison and soldier
who
fights
Apaches
-now
is then deserted by him for Miss that there are no more Rebels, is 20th-Fox has let out a contract to
Schell. Her revenge comes at bis sincere in his approach, quite be¬ construct a modern new. exchange
trial when she seals his conviction lievable in his performance. Fine, at Montreal, Canada.
by her testimony.
portrayals also come from Margia
According to 20th execs, the com¬
The picture opens in a fog of DeaU, Frank Gerstle, Clint Eastpany is operating its exchange sys¬
talk, of infinite detail seen dimly wood and Dirk London.
tem at high efficiency and rockas the story starts in shadows from
Things get roling with a half bottom cost and' no closings are
which the characters suddenly dozen Union: soldiers transporting
emerge sharply. • The conversation a prisoner, to Fort Waverly. Sur¬ contemplated in any area, not even
runs on like a river, over-lapping, rounded by Apaches, the group in. Portland, where several other
funny, disarming and confusing. happens upon a half dozen former distribs have closed shop or now
Yet when the important personali¬ Confederate soldiers. They join maintain only a shipping station.
ties are deliberately brought into forces, though past animosities
At 20th it’s said that the perfocus the viewer knows more about of ten. get in the way, and in the
reel cost of distribution has been
each than imagined.
next bit of e x cl t e men t , the
There is difficult stuff here. Apaches drop off a sexy Mexican brought by the company to the
There is talk about God. “Does He dish and ride off with the white point where,, even if there were a
exist,” the elder Karamazov de¬ men’s horses. Thus starts the joint distribution endeavor via Na¬
mands of each son in turn* and seven-day walk to the fort, an ex¬ tional Film Carriers or another
each must give his reason for his perience without 'sufficient food or similar outfit, latter’s costs would
answer; The next instant Cobb is water and with the added burden be substantially above those now
baiting Brynner on Grushenka or of carrying a load of guns the In¬ clocked by 20th.
young Shatner on his life of spiri¬ dians want desperately. Fact is, . 20th execs point to the consider¬
tual contemplation. These Bussian the Apaches say they’ll give the able product volume of the com¬
mixtures make the picture . con¬ horses back in exchange for. the pany’s exchanges are expected to
stantly challenging and absorbing. weapons.
handle during: 195S and maintain
\' Brynner succeeds in making his
Many arrows later, and with half
Dmitri a hero despite the faict that the group killed along the way, that this alone would make a cut¬
every facet of his character is Brady brings his charges to safety. back impractical. They admit, how¬
•gainst it. Miss Schell, in her
John M. Nickolaus, Jr.’s camera ever, that—volume-wise—there is
American motion picture, debuts shows nicely in some instances, a “point-of-no-return” at which full
illumines her role, seemingly able but shifting from outdoor settings scale operation of 33 exchanges by
to suggest innocence aUd depravity to indoor replicas is all too obvi¬ accompany may not be warranted
with the same sweet, face. Miss ous. So is the outdoor smog.
in the light of limited available
Bloom is very moving, particularly.
Ron. *.. product

|

SAG Probes tipped
Plans; Rated Unfair
For Pit Sales to TV
Hollywood* Feb. 18.
Screen Actors’ Guild is investi¬
gating “announced” plan for .Rob¬
ert Lippert to produce ‘The Fly”
for 20th-Fox, inasmuch as producer
has. been on Guild’s “unfair” list
for about six years for not. cutting
SAG members in on television pie j
when he sold a flock of his post1948 features to syndicators.
SAG is reticent about its “inves¬
tigation.”
Lippert formed Regal Films
which has been turning out “B” pix
for 20th, but inasmuch as he was
not receiving producer credit Guild
felt it was in Uot ideally positioned,
to take legal action. 20th itself
finances Regal.

DIRECTORS ASK NEW
$750 WEEKLY MINIMUM

Nominate for Best
Screen Writers
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Metro and 20th-Fox lead the
nominations of screenwriters of 15
motion pictures in three categories
of the Screen Writers 10th annual
awards race, with 1 three apiece.
Runners-up are United Artists,
Warner Bros., Paramount and Co¬
lumbia, eAch with two, and Allied
Artists trails with one entry.
Best-written American dramax
“Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison,”
20th-Fox, screenplay by John Lee.
Mahin and John Huston; “Paths of
Glory,”
Harris - Kubrick - BrynaUnited Artists, Stanley Kubrick,
Calder Willingham, Jim ThomjK
son; “Peyton Place,” 20th-Fox,
John Michael Hayes; “Sayonara,”
Goetz;Warner Bros., Paul Osborn;
“Twelve Angry Men,” Orion-NovaUA, Reginald Rose.
Best-written American Comedy:
“Designing
Woman,”
Metro,
George Wells; “Don’t Go Near the
Water,” Metro, Dorothy Kingsley,
George Wells; “Love in the. After¬
noon,” Allied Artists, Billy Wilder,
I. A. L, Diamond; “Operation Madbair,” Columbia Pictures, Arthur
Carter, Jed Harris, Blake. Edwards;
"Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter?”
20th-Fox, Frank Tashlin.
. Best-written American musical:
“Funny Face,” . Paramount, Leon¬
ard Gershe; “The Joker Is Wild,”
Paramount, Oscar Saul; “Les
Girls,” Metro, John .Patrick; “Paja¬
ma Game,” Abbott-Donen-Warner
Bros.: George Abbott, Richard Bissell; “Pal Joey,” Columbia Pic¬
tures, Dorothy Kingsley.
Exec board of Screen Writers
branch also will name winner of
the Laurel Award for Achieve¬
ment, given ..each year for most
valuable Writing contribution to
the industry over a period of years.
Award will be made at annual din¬
ner MarcU»12 at Moulin Rouge.

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Screen Directors’ Guild has sent
out new contract demands to ex¬
cess of 500 theatrical and tv film
producers, to replace pacts expir¬
ing with majors on March 13 and
indie theatrical and tv producers
April 3.
]
Basic demands are for an upped
minimum for both directors and
assistants in both theatrical and tv
production, plus provisions for
payment on tv runs domestically
and1 abroad. Guild also asks .25%
of Original; salary for all post-1948
pix sold to video.
For directorial chores in both
mediums the Guild wants a $75D
weekly minimum. On theatrical
films, a five-week guarantee is
asked for pix costing less than
$100,000, an eight-week guarantee
for pix over this figure. For di¬
rectors under 40-week contract,
$700 weekly plus two-week vaca¬
tion pay is asked, and $750 for di¬
rection of short Subjects.
In television production. Guild
asks a $1,200 guarantee for a 15minute pilot. New demands also
are made for guarantees on other
pilots: three weeks, half-hour pilot;
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
five weeks, one hour; seven weeks,
Julius Epstein, one of Holly¬
90 minutes; nine weeks, all others
over this length; Minimums sought wood’s top writers, is turning pro¬
for regular, telepix are $1,350, half- ducer. His first assignment will be
hour; $3,000, one hour; $4,500, 90 for Hecht-HilULancasler on “Take
minutes; $6,000, above 90 minutes. [ A Giant Step,” play by Louis Pe¬
Directors of pilots are to get new terson. “Step” will also mark Burt
protection, under terms of the new [Lancaster’s second venture as a
pact to'be negotiated. Director is film director, first having been
to get first refusal of six of first ‘The Kentuckian” in 1955.
13, 12 of 26 or 18 of 39. Certain I Epstein spent three months preproyalties also accrue on succeeding ping script with Peterson, who. does
segments. Director, too, would screenplay, and Lancaster. Prior to
receive 50% of minimum salary start of picture toward end of 1958
for all subsequent re-runs, and on Epstein has a script commitment
films shown outside the U. S. and at Metro.
Canada 100% of minimum for
ANNI OF PUSH-BACK SEATS
each run/ _
Chicago, Feb. 18.
. Assistant director salaries also
Paramount-owned Esquire The¬
would be upped under terms asked:
first assistant, $450 per week;, atre,' 1,350-seat firstrun, marked
second assistants, $300. Producers 20th auni Sunday (16) sans hoopla.
House was the first in the coun¬
must take out $100,000 life insur¬
ance policies for both directors and try to install push-hack seats. It
assistants for Underwater or plane was built by Harry ahd Elmer Bala-?
sequences, plus other protective- ban,, and sold by them to Par last
measures, according to new. pact. November.

JULIUS EPSTEIN TO
H-H-L AS PRODUCER
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‘WE PLAY BALL WITH ANYONE’
Any of 750 Backlog Oldies That
?p36 Revival
KPVIVhI First
rirNl
Get Overseas

TO HIGHEST RKO s Weak Releasing Position
BIDDER' GOETZ
Point With MPEA fflemberskip
In Fashioning New Master Formula

Contrary to general Industry
n,ar|udie
iroducer William
WilliaS
lmvflf lll 51101 opinion,
indie producer
.^
. Goetz does not feel that post-1948
Hollywood, Feb. 18,
4*—t-—— -— —-'--- 1 ,Current wrangle over a new
pictures should be withheld from
enmm vhlTADC’ AlVADn television. However, the former NobeL Prize Noble B.O.
b.o.
MIUMI tUllUKO AlfAKlI Universal studio chief believes
Dallas, Feb. 18.
The color film of the: life of
have not sold them to date.’*
*" llllirrUlblfil
for previous
previous films
films released
released to
to tv.
tv.
Albert Schweitzer, Nobel
of the distributors with current
i,
. DELUft for
DeMille and Par share ownHollywood,.: Feb. 18.
“i
Peace Prizewinner
Prizewinner and medimedi¬
procedures,
^ HoUywood,
“I don’t
don't think they should be sold
"The Enemy
Enenw Below,’"whleh
he said
ership in his pix.
“The
Bellow," which Dick for what they have been,” hie
cal missionary in Africa, has
There’s little criticism of the
it 20thFox,
ZOthFox, is
la winwta- ^ New York Monday (17).
——
Powell produced St
given the Coronet the biggest
formula itself. It ran out Jan, 1
/given
Important part cf
of the deal by her of Motion Picture Sound EdiAUhn . awflrp
w is stickweekend business in the hisand now must be renewed. In the
Although
aware that he
stick¬
wbich
sound-edited ing his neck out, Gpetz maintains . tory of the theatre.
which Paramount sold its back- tors'
tors’ award as best sound-editedtory
new arrangement, several added
log to Management Corp. of Amer- feature of 1957.
.
« that nictures
blav “any
Manager Alfred Sack said
quota countries in the Far East
pictures should
should play
“any.
(subsidiary,
Service/’ that
ica
ica (subsidiary
ISUDSiaiary . of
or Music
music Corp.
l^orp. of
OI
MPSE
jmraJV selected
sweueu “Silent
Silent
oueut owykc,
Service,
imifVet
k ? tbev,
thPTr
_ olav“
nlav ’*
A
A oro^
nrnthe picture had capacity audiaudi¬
must be added. The formula should
America) was clarified this week Twin Dolphin Productions, as best ducer
.
. in'
in'the
business to
-to sell
ences at all showings Saturday
be ready by the time the Japanese
is
the business
sell
and it shows the extent to which sound-edited television series,
series.
nlctnres he
he said,
said land,
And “he
“he
and Simday.
Sunday. Groups from as
licenses for 1958-59 are up for divimotion pictures,
MCA
Is going into the business of
—--——‘ '
far away as Tyler, Corsicana
MGA is
Xuld
seU S
bus^
far
sion.
should sell
what he’s
he’s In'tS
in the husL
theatrical
>_
_
theatrical distribution.
distribution.
« n ■ __
11
ness to sell,”
sell," A producer, he went j
and Grand Saline were among
The quarrel some 7of the major
the patrons.
This mammoth show business em |7|vv
«%11'
L I.. Dlin«MA||
U||ni||A|l II
LaII
On,
the best market
distributors have with the current
on, should seek the.best
terprise is to handle the re-release -f
III' £jmJ]UI?|£
limTUlHlI Tfill
£ J||
£(||£
he Can and where he can get
■
■
■
system is rooted in the weakened
gef the i-i—i.
of the 750 Par pictures in the over^ *v
*
most money;
. -• ... #
1 m 1 i*l
/position of some of the outfits
.
Seas
••
Seas market
market for
for aa period
period of
of five
five w*v . •«
m| .. Wf
Apprised that Allied . States NotlAllol I OlOllIm
abroad, notably RKO. Latter, boyears. Par is to participate ^
in the
l{17 IU||f
lUnf M|V«r|AQ
MAinne
Assn, planned to boycott the pic-ing a member company of the Mopic¬ ndllUIlCU 1 “16111111
gross income untU
until the total ^ropro- Dlu« liill IflUVRJh
tures of independent producers
^ion Picture Export Assn., cpnceeds of the library sellout—$50,J
who released post-48 pix to tele¬
tele1%
1 •
w
tinues to share m license alloca000
this and other
A
«
|v
|
000,000
000—from
n
1 B vision, Goetz
Goetz; said: “It’s a nice
KAOmniifT I nfcO tion. . What has happened how11|| *fl|r—rlTQIlflhT
= A ir_K|f QllfTllt thought; but I’d like to talk to
l\CaU Yllu£ LUlod ever, is.that some of these licenses
sources is reached.
llH■
vll /ill
1 1 iIUl£lll
v ~ ,
have been used for minor, and in
Original impression was that Par
X1U
UUaIII them when
When another ’Bridge
‘Bridge of the
was withholding the theatrical re**.
**
River Kwai’.
Kwai’ or ‘Peyton
'Peyton Place’;
Placed
«v
wy. •
some^cases semi-American releases,
issue rights for up to five years.
Des Moines, Feb. 18.
11
comes along and see how their
Iv AYlOQl VlClTC
Thlsdoesn’tbotherthegovern:But,
But, instead, MCA is taking the enIn a recent front page story
st
thinking is then.”
then.’’
llClfCtll. V lwllu ments concerned, which basically
presiGoetz whose Warner Bros.-re1
doesn’t care how the permits are
tire package for licensing to thea- here, Woodrow Praught, vice pre^iGoetz,
tres.
dent Of Tri-States Theatre Corp., iease(i ‘‘Sayonara” is one of the
NTA Pictures, theatrical releas- used up; it does frustrate the other
■
■ • -■-•-— disputed reports theatre attendance curi;ent hits, maintains that the ing subsidiary of National Telefilm majors, who feel that such licenses
1
•
”
is suffering because old movies^are Current industry panic is based on Associates -is going to market with mig-ht.more Profitably be applied
being shown, on television. Des- meeting the times. He compared ASSPnates, is going to market witn against Some important American
bialiaQa
pite the survey mode for the Theaindustry’s present position a new flock of reissues, as mapped productions. In some instances;
__ ter Owners of America indicating with a dry goods store caught with at the outfit’s first national sales companies haven’t been able to
= continued from page s == there was a 7-million drop in aver- the
inventory. “It doesn’t convention this week. %
cover their full license allocations.
company no longer has any.control age family weekly movie attend- mean that the . film business is
A w Schwalbere director of ??er<? ^ H no transfer ^der
v
_ ■ .
,
... ■ ance in the final- quarter of 1957 ready to collapse” he said
“It *!,«■
the present inter-company setup;
as to how MCA merchandises the compared with the same period in justymeans the industry is re- '
tte SWriey T«?wle '* Suggestion’s been made to pebacklog of 750 filn^. .MCA has too 1956, Praught said Des Monies appraising the. market in light of oldies to be offered to theatres is nalize any company that has limapy ty. shows on British video.
theatres.are enjoying their biggest television, the general economic. “$usahnah of the Mounties” made censes which it can’t use, but reBetween the Hitchcock show, attendance boom in a year and a pOS|tion. shifts in population and by 20th-Fox in 1939 with Randolph fuses to tUrn them back. However,
“Gunsrooke” “I Love Lucy,” aa“i
„
competition from other forms of Scott as costar. This is to be pack- it:’s realized that such .’a penalty
“Wagon Train,” “Dragnet,” “High^
entertainment.”
aged "itfi ‘Wlive^s Travefi?” would he difficult to defend legallyway Patrol” and the like, there
i?Goetz-takes the.position tliat the- cartoon f^turJ
' Also, it would bring the wrath of
isn’t enough time left for Ameri^
“It is true there was Public will leave its tv sets if
Others on the NTA lineup of re- the small independent down on
can shows on the British image
plywood gives them what he riin
hikd^David Vseb™
f '
orthicons.
We ^bute this primaraly to the terms “advancedpictures” or pic- nick’s “Adventures of Tom Saw- av
another exMCA* Predicament
flu epidemic, which cut attendance tures that are (Afferent from the y*r,” “Spellbound,” with Ingrid
Transcending this is. the fact at all public gatherings ahd even to steady diet on television, The vet- Bergman and Gregory Peck, l°J0hr^tj“
that the yield for feature films,the point of closing -many schools-PtoductiQn executive dqesn t “Zero Murder Case,” with George; f0e““
ttie MPEA. Itep no

,<SS
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National Telefilm
Readying Lotsa
Repeat Visits

DIZ, 1101 ITlOVieS

teTh, irtade-for-tv packages, that
MCA would be robbing itself if it
attempted to seU feature films to
British video;
^
(In this connection, John B;
Spires, lormer Universal sales c^ef
pn the Continent shifting to MCA,
will concern himself more with the
aaencu's
agency*s video packages in.
in . new
Italian, French, German ahd kindred markets, than with the fealure product)
There have been very few Amerlean and/or British . film 'features
shown on British tv. Those that
were shown have been those which
have been invariably liquidated by
the
the banks
banks because
because of
ot the
me mortgage
mongage
equities and the like.
U. S. television programming is
different as regards the continued
absorption of readymade film features.
In England
also, aa
as Sidney
in
riugianu
aiau,
Bernstein reprises, the basic charter for commercial television (1)
encourages continued live procramming and (2) has made comti'tru*^ailhttmente' a seller’s
JSSSf-T?”?? 5v nh meani Xmarket8 The 3 6^miriute comrafinttrnpnt ner hour for a
?Donsor—soecmcally^Called an bd^
frorSor anHChnthi?cr ac hifalutin’
vertiser, and nothing as
“
nr mag-

SfiSSS
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totote
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BeSlde uldUlcy
Stanley
medium. He points out that one . VlDCrS DvSlUC
I tain. It can not, under MPEA
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fall
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tan fatllltO
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and bring them into a quota coun¬
now available. He said^ Tri-State til^e
of six
six or
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pictures.” He
He
'n : '
_ . „ a
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’ rr ^ on its own licenses. It can,
time of
A
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that
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I there will be less theatres in the
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J “ releases with such permits.
several years.
J country. “It hag been proven that;
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the big. pictures can play longer manufacturing: and installation
_
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If*
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According to Drexy Hazard lo ^lneM^de, necessitating reclosing of the Universal exchange, ||l|A||f .1 lf|A|f|l|rOP|P Reeves the new agreement—signed modQUlng of the- house, stands to
effective Feb. 21, Obsessed many llWyUl
ftUUUl VlllClUlI
dtlC
ww>«™on
Jahf 18 lePriye 20th-Fox “
of Ms
Its prime
VU.VH.UWV
1V Se|^ey
with gtailley Warner
on Jan.
Film Row employees following the
—marks
—■marks!
thethe
ODenin
oDpninff of ohDortuni* B^ofldwfly showcase. Present mdi*
disclosure Thursday (13) that the
Cinerama Productions exec said ties for
others
f
others^ to imake £id show cations are that 20th may start
this week he expects the company .-tahoMmi
nictures thus
playmg baR with the Paramount
staff, except
^manager
BMi'
-tto.
-—
’
„,Vii
Uinerama • pieuires,
mus ending
euumg Tu.a.--will be
be assisted, rather than hurt.
Weitman, had been pmk-slipped.
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staniey's
exclusivit
^vill
hurt, SanteTs
Stanley’s exclusMtv
exclusivity. AS
As a resilt
result, Theatre.
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,
bigsereen
■ i« talking ' deals
5p5*. with v
Ifc has slotted^a number of its
It marked the second time with- by the new Cmemiracle ^screen
®is
1p“prh!ttr^nnr^n+nU^
in a year a company bad discon- process developed by National others to make aiid distribute Ci^ th? Mayfair
tinued exchange operations here; Theatres.
nerama bix ReeVes revealed
ineatre, nut the- house isn t conthe third time this had hapened
Point he made Is that numerous
™
pix, rceeyes revea e .
sidered to have the stature needed
SK yemT
theatres equipped for C’rama/can
Reeyesjaid the company enjoyed for 20th’s major releases.
Republic was the first to darken be made available to Cinemiracle a profitable year m 1957 and is in
Roxy currently has “A Farewell
doors. RKO was the second—and when the former doesn’t have new a position to pay the remaining to Arms/’ and may hold it until it
curiously. Universal then took over product to offer. The two systems amount of the outstandmg ^ de- closes for the CineMiracle revamp.
the disti'ibution of many RKO re- are compatible and, of course, benture bonds that . mature on New widescreen ptbeess, giving a
leases
The lease on the RKO Cinemiracle would pay ’ rental March 1. The company s annual re- cinerama-type effect with three
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20th’s sales brass is said to con¬
sider the Paramount the logical
new showcase. Some are concerned
about it since the house has been
an off-and-on proposition in recent
months, though it’s been proven
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.1^ that
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it Can tow.to^
draw top attendance.
that present economic and oDeratThere’s to be no tv’ing of Walt
Big factor: “Cinderella,” “Snow
There are other reasons why
nearly aH
all 20th maybot
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many, tears
Sgc^ditlonrrequkedcuteacS1 Disney’s theatrical feature produc- White/’ “Bambi” and nearly^
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FAIR $11,000,
Cold Wave dips Chi Despite Newies;
Storm Slaps Down Bway B.0.Bnt ‘HILLS’
BUFF; ‘ARMS’ FAT 12G
"Witness’ Boffo $39,000, 2d; "Gift’ Fair
22G, ‘Hilk’ Skids ToMild 85G, 3d
$23,000, "Gift’ 10G, "Rangers’ Oke 26G
Buffalo, Feb. 18.
Severe winter weather Is holding
down trade at first-runs here this
session* Newcomers were especial¬
ly hurt, with “Seven Hills of Rome”
only rated fair at the Buffalo.
“Viking Women and Sea Serpent,”
also a newie, is traveling about
the same pace at Paramount. How¬
ever,. “Farewell To Arms” 'is hold¬
ing at a lively gait at the'Center.
“Man in Shadow” paired with
4This Is Russia” shapes moderate
at Lafayette.
|
Estimates for This Week.
Buffalo (Lpew) (3,500; 70-90)—
“Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G) and
“Invisible Boy”' (Indie). Fair $11,000 or near. Last week, “Raintree
County” (M-G) (2d wk), $7,500 at
$1.25 top.
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000* 7090)—“Viking Woman and Sea Ser¬
pent” (Indie) and “Astounding SheMonster” (Indie). Fairish $10,000
or a bit ever. Last week, “Darby’s
Rangers” (WB) and ‘‘Naked Gun”
(WB), $13,500..
.
Center (AB-PT) (2,000; 90-$1.25)
‘Taiewell To Arms” (20th) (2d
wk). Lively $12,000 or near. Last
wonlr ■ (IQ nnn
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70r90)—
“Man In Shadow” (U) and “This Is
Russia” (UL Slow $7,000 or close.
Last week, “Tall Stranger” (AA)
and “Affair in Havana” (AA), dito.
Century (UATC) (2,900; 70-90)—
“Girl Most Likely” (U) and “Un-i
holy Wife” (U). Mild $5,000 in five
days. Last week,. “Peyton Place”
(20th) (6th wk), $9,000 at $1.25 top.
Teck . (SW - GineramaV (1,200;
$1.20-$2.4Q)
- “Search Fo*k Para¬
dise” (Cinerama) (20th wk). Clos¬
ing, today (Tues.) with okay $7,000.
Last week, same;

The worst blizzard in New -York $6,000, thin, after, vrst hit $13,000.
City oyer the past week-end “Sing Boy Sing” (20th) comes in
plus the extreme cold of Mon* Friday.
day-Tuesday of this week is slough¬
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95ing trade at Broadway deluxers $1.80)—“Snow White” (BV) (reis¬
currently to an unbelievable ex¬ sue). (2d wk). This stanza winding
tent. Business was off 50-75% Sun¬ tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for
day as compared with the previous great $12,000 or close. First was
day (Sat.) when it was hurt badly $21,400.
after 8 p,m. 'Transportation in sub¬
Palace (RKO). (1,700; $l-$3) —
urban areas was virtually nil Sun¬
“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (10th
day.
wk). The ninth round ended last
Snowfall was nearly 10 inches in
night (Tues.) was capacity $34,500
this area with drifts two .to four
for 10 performances. The eighth
feet deep, with prospective patrons
was same for like number of
even having a tough battle to get
in to :work Monday and Tuesday, shows:
Odeon- (Rank) (854; $1.25-$2.75)
Typical of how the bliz clouted
—“Henry V” (Rank) (reissue) (3d
trade is the Music Hall with third
wk). First holdover session ended
week of “Seven Hills of Rome”
with stageshow. Where-the Hall yesterday (Tues.) was heading; for
appeared headed for $115,000, it $8,000 after $7,500 for opening
will be content to settle for $85,000. week. Had picked Up enough be¬
From a $26,000 on Saturday, the fore the storm and cold wave to
gross tumbled to $9,500 on Sunday top initial stanza.
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1and nearly halved that mark on
$2)—“Gift of Love” (20th) (2d wk).
Monday (17).
The snowfall brought N. Y. to a First stanzh ended Monday (17) was
screeching halt of nearly all /street fair $22,000. Due to stay couple of
traffic.
Familar
adages
about weeks more.
Fifth Ave. Cinema (R&B). (250;
shooting deer in the balconies ap¬
plied Sunday. In some of the Main $1.80)—“Gervaise” (Cont) (6th wk).
Stem houses, the ticket-takers.-lit-' Fifth round ended' yesterday
erally strayed in boredom from his. (Tues.) was big $4,200. Fourth was
post.
A Variety staffer who $5,300. ;
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90popped Into the Capitol at 4:30
counted 69 patrons on the orches¬ $1.80) — “God Created, Woman”
(Kings).
The 17th stanza finished
tra floor.
Lone newcomer, “Gift of Love,” Sunday (16) was great $9,000. The
which appeared headed for one of 16th week, $14,300.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
the Paramount’s better recent
weeks, only got a fair $22,000; open¬ fellers) (6,200; - 90-$2.75)—“Seven
Hills
of Rome” (M-G) with stageing round. “Farewell .To Arms”
with stageshow also was hard hit, show (3d-Snal wk). Current ses¬
slipping to a slow $32,000 or near sion ending today (Wed.) looks like
in current (4th) stanza at the Roxy, mild $85,000. Second was $133,House did $12*000 on Saturday but 000r over hopes, and helped by big
fell to $4,000 on Sunday. And Lincoln’s Birthday trade. “Broth¬
nearly every house suffered in pro¬ ers Karamazov” (M-G) opens to¬
portion, excepting some of the arty morrow.
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50)
theatres.
Philadelphia, Feb. 18.
While hurt along with the others, —“Arouhd World in 80 Days” (UA)
With the mercury Ueat* zero and
“Witness For Prosecution” held up (71st wk).. The 70th frame finished
remarkably. It looks to land an yesterday
(Tues.)
sloughed by 13 inches of snow making transpor¬
excellent $21,000 at the Astor in storm to great $32,000 for 11 per¬ tation nearly impossible, biz this
second session while at the Plaza formances,
The 69th week, ca¬ round at first-runs is taking the
a smash $18,000 is likely. Showing pacity $37,700 in like number of worst plunge of the eighth consecu¬
tive bad weather weekends. Pix
at the latter spot is only off about shows.
$3,000 from opener.
Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)— doing near normal trade are the
Even “Around. World in 80 Days” “Witness for Prosecution” (UA) exception rather than the rule.
felt the impact of the storm while; (2d. wk). This round winding up “Witness For Prosecution” shapes
other hard-ticket operations re¬ today (Wed.) looks like smash wow at Stanley and “God Created
deemed ducats for later days when $18,000 or hear. First was $21,000, Woman,” playing in two spots with
holders did not appear Saturday over hopes, and. near house high sock takings, are managing to
weather the blizzard.
and Sunday. “80 Days” still is mark.
“Legend of Lost” is holding
great at $32,000 in 70th week at
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.50)
the RivoU but down from capacity —“Farewell to Arms” (20th) .with fairly well in second Stanton
pace of many months.
stageshow (4th. wk). Current round round. “Seven Hills of Rome” is
Take for “Beautiful But Danger¬ ending tomorrow (Thurs:) is head¬ way Off to a modest take in second
ous” at the Mayfair was more than ing for slow $32,000 or close. Third week at the Viking.
cut in half from the initial week. was $58,500 over expectancy, and
Estimates for This Week.
Same was true of “Quiet Ameri¬ aided by Lincoln’s Birthday trade.
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.8a)—
can” in second week at the Vic¬ House shutters on Mdrch 2 to prep
“Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G) (7th
toria,
for preem of Cinermiracle which
Estimates for This Week
< is due to come in here April 8 or wk). Down to oke $5,000. Last
week, $10,000.
Astor (City Inv:) (1,300; 75-$2)— April 9.
Boyd. (SW - Cinerama) (1,340;
“Witness For Prosecution” (UA)
State (Loew) (3,450; 50-S1.75)—
(2d wk).- -This round winding, today “Raintree County” (M-G) (9th wk). $1.20-$2.80) — “Search for Para-;
dise” (Cinerama) (20th wk). Fine
(Wed.) looks like excellent $21,000 j
(Continued
on-page
16)
| $8,500. Last week, $9,000.
or less. First was $35,500. Stays
on, natch!
I Fox (National) (2,250; 65-$1.25)—
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
“Peyton Place” (20th) (7th wk).
(550; $1.25-$1.8Q) — “AdultresS”
Dandy $11,000. Last week, $20,000.
(Times) (6th wk).
Fifth session
Goldman (Goldman) (2,250; 65ended Sunday (16) was okay $6,00Q.
$1.25)—“Steel Bayonet” (UA) and
Fourth, $7,200.
“Man on Prowl” (UA).
Quiet
Baronet (Reade)
<430; $1.25$5,000. Last week, “Going Steady”
$1.70)—“Gervaise”
(Cont)
(15th
(Col) and “World Was His Jury”
Indianapolis; Feb. 18.
wk).
The 14th week completed
(Col), $5,000.
“Raintree County” got off to
Sunday (16) was solid $6,100. The
Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75good start in roadshow at Lyric to $1.25)^(closed Sundays)—“All At
13th was $7,400.
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2-50)— pace first-runs here this stanza. Sea” (M-G). Okay $2,700 in 4 days.
“Cowboy”
(Col).
Opehs today Trade is surprisingly good at most Last week; ‘ “Cast Dark Shadow”
(Wed.). Last, week, “Bonjour Tris¬ spots in view of sustained cold: (indie) (4th wk), $2,100.
tesse” (Col) (5th. wk), was drab~ wave which = hits near or below
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 99-$I.49)
$9,000 or near.
The fourth Was zero eVery night. “FareWell to —“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) (4th
Arms” and “Old Yeller,” in second
$19,000.
wk). Sad $5,000. Last week, $6,000.
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80- weeks at Keith’s and Circle respec¬ .. Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 99$3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par) tively, are still big and. both will $1.89)—“Raintree County” (M-G)
(67th wk): This round is likely to hold again. “Enemy Below,” how¬ (7th wk). Soggy $7,500. Last week,
hit solid $27,000 with. 15 perform¬ ever; is doing only fair at Indiana 10 000
ances. The 66th week was $33,000 and “Seven Hills of Rome” is thin
Randolph (Goldman) (1,250; 65at Loew’s.
for 16 shows. Stays on.
$1.25)—“Sayonara” (M-G) (8th wk).
. Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Estimates for This Week
Mild $8,500. Last week, $18,000.
—“Gates of Paris’* ILopert) (6th
Circle (C-D) (2,800; 75-90)—“Old. . Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80)—
wk).
Fifth stanza finished Mon¬ Yeller” (BV) (2d wk). Big $15,000: “Witness for Prosecution” (UA).
day (17) was fine $5,800.. The Last week, $20^000.
Wow $25,000.. Last week, “Darby’s
fourth was $6,500. “Demoriiaque”
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-90)—, Rangers” (WB). (3d wk),. $8,000.
(UMPO) due in next, and shortly. “Enemy Below” (20th) and “Young
Stanton (SW) (1,483: 99-$1.49)—
55th St. Playhouse (Moss) (300; and Dangerous” (20th).
Modest "Legend of Lost” (UA). (2d wk)..
$I.25-$1.80) — “Bolshoi
Ballet" $7,500. Last week, “Peyton-Place” Fair $8,000. Last-week. $18,000.
(Rank) (10th wk).
The ninth (20th) (6th wk), $9,000 Or nearly
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)
stanza ended last night (Tues.) $80,000 for six weeks.
— “Smiles of SUmmer Night”.
was good $4,000 or near.
The
Keith’s (C-D) (1,200; 90-$l.25)— (Rank). So-so $4,000. Last week,
eighth was $4,500.
“Farewell to Arms” (20th) (2d wk). ’’Quiet American’’ (UA) (2d wk),
Embassy (Guild) (582; 75-90)— Great $13,000 after $14;000 opener, $3,700 for 6 days.
“Golden Age of Comedy” (DCA)
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-85KStudio (Goldberg) (499; 99-$1.89)
<8th wk). Looks fine $6,5001 Pre¬ “Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G) and —“God Created. Woman” (Indie)
vious was $8,000.
“Fort Bowie” (UA). Tepid $5,000. (2d wk). Sunny $10,000. Last week,
Guild (Guild) (450; $I-$1.75)— Last week, “Quiet American” (UA) $15,000.
.
“Spanish Affair” (Par) (3d wk). and “Monte Carlo Story” (UA),
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 99-$L49)—
Second session finished yesterday $5,500.
“Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G) (2d
(Tues.) was lively $9,000. First
Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.25-$2.20)— wk).
Nosedived to $8,000.
Last
week, $13,000.
—“Raintree Connty’’ (M-G). Smash week, $19,500.
^Mayfair (Maurer)
(1,736; 79- $14,000, with invitational preem
World (Pathe) (500; 99-$1.89)—
$1 .80)—“Beautiful But Dangerous” helping.
Last
week;
“Around “God Created Woman” (Indie) (2d
(20th) (3d wk). Second round end¬ World in 80 Days” (UA) (26th wk), wk). Bright $10,000. Last week,
ed yesterday (Tries.) was around 12 000
$15,000.
v

‘Witness’Hot 25G,
!>Mly;‘Hilfc’8G

‘Raintree’ Boff $14,000,
Indpls.; Teller’ Lofty
15G, ‘Anns’ Socko 13G
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Estimate* Are Net
Film grosa estimates as re¬
ported herewith from the vari¬
ous key cities, art net; Le*
Without usual tax Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
- estimated figures are net in¬
come. •
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax._

Hangers’ Hep 20G,
Det.; ‘Search’ 25G
Detroit, Feb. 18.
Snow and cold sent biz skidding
slightly from , the heights last
week but the slide didn’t last long
and downtown deluxers still are
operating at a high level. “Dar¬
by’s Rangers” shapes great at
Palms. “From Hell It Came” is
hot at Broadway-Capitol. “Search
for Paradise” has found gold in a
second round at Music Hall.
“Farewell to Arms” looks smash in
second outing at United Artists.
Long-termers “Peyton Place” , at
Fox arid “Sayonara” at the . Michi¬
gan, both in seventh weeks, are be¬
ing helped by “last days’’ ads.
Estimates for This Wriek .
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1.25$1.5Q)^“Peyton Place” (20th) (7th
wk). Great $13,000. Last, week,
$14,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
90-$1.50)—“Sayonara” (WB) (7th
vie). Terrific $16,000. Last week,
20 000
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)—
“Darby’s Rangers” (WB) arid “Ride
Out for Revenge” (UA).
Great
$20,000. Last week, “18 and Anxi¬
ous” (AB-PT) and “Girl in Woods”
(AB-PT) $18,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$L50)—
“Old Yeller” (BV) (5th wk). Good
$10,000. Last week, $14,000.
Brpadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
90-$1.25)—“From Hell It Came”
(AA). and 'Teenage Doll’1’ (AA).
Hotsy $12,000. Last week, Steel
Bayonet”- (UA) and “Mari on
Prowl” (UA), same.
United Artists (UA) (l,fi67; $1.25$1.80—“Farewell to "Arms” (20th)
(2d wk). Big $15,000. Last week,
20 000
Adams (Balaban) (l,700r-$1.25$1.50—“Don’t Go Near Water”
(M-G) (8th wk). Fine $7,500 in last
9 days. Last werik, $7,800.
Music Hall (SW-C i n era m a)
1,205;
$1.20-$2.65)—“Search
for
Paradise”
(Cinerama) (2d wk).
Smash $25,000. Last week, $14,000
in 3 days.
Trans-Lux Krim (Krim) (1,000;
90-$1.65)—“God Created Woman”
(Indie) (5th wk).
Swell $12,500.
Last week, $15,000.
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Frisco OK; ‘Hills’ High
$16,000,‘Witness’Wham
12G, ‘Peyton’ Dandy 14G
San Francisco, Feb. 18:
First-runs are okay currently;
with “Seven Hills of Rome," “Pey¬
ton Place” and “Witness For Pros¬
ecution” excellent. “It Came From
Outer Space” looks so-so while
“Bonjour Tristesse” is rated satis¬
factory, “Darby’s Rangers*’ shapes
adequate. Long-runs are holding
nicely: “Golden Age of Comedy”
cleaning up among the arties.
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 90$1.25)—“Came From Outer Space”
(U) and “This Is Russia” (U). Okay
$10,000. Last week, “Old Yeller"
(BV) and “Spanish Affair” (Par)
(2d wk), $9,000,
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
“Peyton Place” (2Qth) (4th wk).
Gaudy-$14,000. Stays. Last week,
$15,000.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25)
— “Seven HiUs of Rome” (M-G)
and “Gun Fever” (UA). Fine $16,000. Last week, “Don’t Go Near
Water” (M-G) (8th wk), $8,300.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90$1.25) — “Darby’s Rangers” (WB)
and “Return To Warbow” (Col).
Oke $13',000. Last week, “Fort
Dobbs” (W-B) and “Escape From
San Quentin” (Col), $14,000..
_ St, Francis (Par) (L400; 90-$1.25)
— “Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) (2d
(Continued on page 16)
-

, Chicago, Feb. 18.
Bitter cold here currently is 4aklng^a heavy toll at the wickets
with every theatre hurt by the
weather.
However, “Witness for
Prosecution” shapes boff $26:000
at the United Artists.
“Bonjour. Tristesse” in Woods
first expects a big $23,000 while
“Gift of Love” opener tates a hot
$10,000 at the Garrick. Grand’s new
bill, “Safecracker” and “Escape
from San Quentin,” should post a
mild $5,000.
'
“Gervaise” in initial Carnegie
session looks sock. Strong second
weeks are building for “Darby’s
Rangers” at State-Lake while
“Fort Dobbs”-“Long Haul” combo
at Roosevelt looms big. World’s
“Last Bridge” is having a busy
third week:.
“Farewell to Anns," in fourth
Oriental frame, looks okay biit is
hurting from pink ticket (adults
only). “God Created Woman,” in
eighth .week at the Loop, is hold¬
ing its great shape while “Sayo¬
nara” continues lively in eighth
Chicago sesh. “Wild is Wind” still
is oke at Esquire in ninth week.
Roadshow pix remai
perky.
Estimates for This Week
Carnegie (H&E Balaban) (485;
$1.25)—“Gervaise” (Cont.) (2d wk).
Great $9,100 or near, with new
house record likely.
Last week,
$7,000;
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.80).
—’■Sayonara” (WB) (8th wk). Nice
$21,700. Last week, $26,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350;
$1.25-$1.50)—“Wild Is Wind” (Par)
(9th wk). Okay $6,000. Last week;
$6,800.
Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)—
“Gift of Love” (20tb). Hotsy $10,000 or near. Last week, “Viking
Women and Sea Serpent” (AI) and
’Astounding She-Monster” (AI) (2d
\vic)
vnn
Gruid (Nomikos) (1,200; 90$1.25) ;—• “Safecracker” (M-G.) and
“Escape From San Quentin”
(M-G). Modest $5,000. Last week,
“Noah’s Ark” (indie) (reissue) and
“Tiajuana Story’? (Cbl) (2d wk),
$6,500.
-Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.50)—
“God Created Woman” (Kings)
(8th wk).. Great* $8,500. Last week,
11 000
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25$3.30)—“Raintree County” (M-G)
(17th wk).
Weak $12,000.
Last
week, $13,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; $1.25-$2)
*—‘^Farewell to Arms” (20th) (4th
v/k).
Okay $25,000. Last week,
$32,000.
Palace (SW - Cinerama) (1,434;
$1.25-$3.40) — “Seven Wonders’*
(Cinerama) C61st wk). Fine $16,000.
Last week, $17,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1;400; 75-90)—
“Fort Dobbs” (WB) and : “Long
Haul” (Col) (2d wk). Tidy $15,O0O.:
Last week, $17,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90$1.80) — “Darby’s Rangers” (WB)
(2d wk). Okay $17,000. Last week,
$24,000.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.50)
—“Admirable Crichton” (Col) (4th
wk). Oke $3;8Q0. Last week, $4,000.
Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) . (1,036; .
$1.75-$3.30) — “Around World”
(UA) .(46th wk). Steady $22,100.
Last , week, $21;000: .
United Artists (B&K) (1;700; 90$1.50)-^“Witness.fbr Prosecution’
(UA). Wham $26,000. Last week,
“Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G) (7th
wk), $16,000.
. Woods (Essaness). (1,200; 90$1.50)—“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col).
Big $23,000 or close. Last , week;
“Rodan” (DCA) (3d wk), $13,000.
World (Indie) (606; 90)—“Last
Bridge” (Union) (3d wk). Neat
$3,500. Last week; $4,000.

$ ,
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‘Dobbs’Good $8,000,

K.C.;‘Gift’Fair 8'/2G
Kansas City, Feb. 18.
New pictures are -generally mild,
and setting the tone for this week.
"Ft. Dobbs” at Paramount looks,
good but: “Seven Hills of Roriie” at
Midland is only light. “Gift of
Love” in three Fox Midwest houses
is rated fairish. Comparatively big
news is “God Created Wdirian” at
the Kimo, ^here. a house record
was set in the first week arid first
holdover \yeek looks great. Pro¬
longed cold spell Is hurting trade.
Estimates for This Week
Glen (Dickinson) (700; 75-90)—
“Boh an<J Sally” (Indie) and “She
Shoulda VSaid No” (Indie) (11 tb
wk). Nearing end of run at mild
$900; may stay on. Last week,
$1,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 99-$1.25)
_“God Created Woman” (Kings)
(Continued on page 16)
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After 20 years (at 25c per copy), continued increased costs
make it necessary for Variety to increase its price. Effective
with the issue of March 5th, 1958, single copy price wilt be 35c
and subscriptions by the year $15 domestic, $16 foreign.

SPECIAL limited OFFER 4—
(Until March 1,1958)
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a subscription at the present rates for a period of
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from 1 to 3 years.
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2 Years — $18
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‘Angels* Torrid 13G,
Denver; 'Arms’ 17G, 2d

13 Dates, 'Arms’ Trim 45G for 12
Los Angeles, Feb. 18.
L. A. first-runs, including nabes
and ozoners, will hit a great
$514,300 this week, with a solid
$219,000 expected from regular
situations. “Old Yeller” is headed
for a mighty $200,000 in 29 situa¬
tions of the L. A. area.
“Darby’s Rangers” is aiming at
a great $98,000 in 13 playdates.
“Farewell To Arms” looks good
$45,000 from 12 hardtops. -Other
two openers also are hitting well,1
“Bonjour Tristesse” being hefty
$9,000 at Four Star while “All At
Sea” looks big $6,600 at Fine Arts.
. Many holdovers still are very
strong. “Peyton Place” is brisk
$21,000 in four theatres, 10th
frame .“Sayonara” is sriazy $16,700
in eighth week at HoUywood Par.
“Seven Hills of Rome” is dis¬
appointing $10,000 in second Paritages round. Hard-ticket pix con¬
tinue evincing staying power.
Estimates for This Week
Four Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1.5Q)
—“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col>. Hefty
$9,000. Last week, “Wild Is Wind”
(Par) (9th wk 6 days)* $2,200.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50)
—“AH at Sea” GVT-GL Big $6,600.
Last week, “Quiet American” (UA)
(3d Wk, 6 days), $1,100.
Downtown Paramount; Holly¬
wood (ABPT-FWC) (3300; 756; 90$1.50) — “Darby’s Rangers” (WB)
and "Oregon Passage” (AA).
Strong $20,000 Qr near. Last week.
Downtown Paramount with Iris,
Uptown, “California” (Par), “De¬
sert Fury” (Par) (reissues) (6 days),
$12,900. Hollywood with State,
Ritz, “Don’t Go Hear Water”
(M-G), “Happy Road” (M-G),
$22,600.
Hillstreet, Iris, Uptown (RKOFWC) (2,752; 825; 1,715) — “Old
Yeller” (BV) (1st multiple-theatre
run) and “Ambush at Cimarron
Pass” (20th). Nifty $17,000 or bet¬
ter. Last weele, Hillstreet with New
Fox, “Girl Most Likely” (U), “Day
of Badmah” (%J) (6 days), $7,800.
New Fox, Kitz, Rialto (FWCMetropolitan) (965; 1,320; 839; 90$1.50)—“Farewell to Arms’? (20th)
(1st multiple-theatre run). Fair
$10,500.
Pontages (RKO) (2,812; $1.25$1,80)—"Seven Hills of Rome”
(M-G) (2d wk). Mild $10,000. Last
Week, $15,800.
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1.25$1.75)—"Gift of Love” (20th) (2d
wk).» Light $4,500. Last week,
$5,300.
State. (UATC) (2,404; 90-$1.50*“Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G) and
“Happy Road” (M-G) (2d wk). Good
$7,000.
Orphenm, Hawaii (MetropolitanG&S) (2,213; 1,106; 90-$1.50)—
“Raintree County” (M-G) (2d wk,
Orpheum; 4th, Hawaii). Light
$9,60d. Last week. $12,100.
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
(1,468); $1.25-$2.40) — “Sayonara”
(Continued on page 16)

Estimated Total Gross
This Week......$423,800
(Based on 26 theatres)
Last Year ..........$505,400
(Based on 23 theatres)

Hub; *Water 42G

- -Boston, Feb. 16.
Big snowstorm laying down 15
Inches in Hub . and tying up all
transportation sloughed Sunday
(16). While Sunday biz was re¬
duced to. practically zero with only
handfuls of people, vacation week
for schools started Monday (17)
and brought deluge of moppets to
w i n d o w s. This helped “Snow
White” at Memorial to a lofty
gross.
“Don’t Go Near Water” is wham
at State..and Orpheum. “Jet At¬
tack” shapes mild at Paramount
and Fenway. Return of “And. God
Created Woman,” to Sack’s Beacon
Hill is amazingly strong, in second
week; “Farewell To . Arms” is
bright in second week at the
Metropolitan.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; 90-$1.50)—
Wild Is Wind” (Par). (4th wk).
Oke $5,000. Last week, $6,500.
Beacon. Hill (Sack) (678; 90$1.50) — “God Created Woman”
(Kings) (2d wk). First week was:
torrid $14,000.
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354;
$1.25-$2.65) — “Search for Para¬
dise” (Cinerama) (l3th wk). Big
$17,500. Last week, $16,000.
Capri (Sack) (990; 50-$1.50) —
“All at' Sea” (M-G) and “Invitation
to Dance” (3d wk). Slick $10,000.
Last week, $12,500.
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)—
‘Ladykillers” (Indie) and “To
Paris With Love” (Indie) (re¬
issues). Oke $4,000. Last week*
“Admirable Crichton” (Col) (8th
wk), $5,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$1.10)
—“Jet Attack”- (AI) and “Suicide
Battalion” (Indie). Oke $4,000.
Last week, “Ft, Dobbs” (WB) and
“Magic Ring” (Indie), $3,000.
Gary (Sack) (1*340; $1.50-$2.75)
—“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col)
(8th wk). Big $25,000 with extra
matinees. Last, week, $23,000,
Kenmore (Indie) (700; ,85-$1.25)
r “Gervaise” (Cont) (5th wk).
Slide $7*500. Last week, $9,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 75-$1.10)
— “Snow White” (BV): (reissue).
Lofty $25,000. Last week,’ “Peyton
Place” (20th) (7th wk)* (8 days),
$17,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90$1.25)—“Farewell to Arms”. <20th)
(2d wk). Great $23,000; Last week,
$32,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60Louisville, Feb. 18.
$1.10) — “Jet Attack” (AI) arid
Heaviest snowfall of the winter, “Suicide Battalion” (Indie). Mild
with accompanying near-zero tem¬ $10,000. Last week,” Fort Dobbs”
(Continued on page 16)
peratures, kept patrons! at home
over the weekend, all downtown
houses suffering. In spit£ of this,
grosses are not off much. “Witness
For Prosecution” at upped scale at
Loew’s will lead the town with a
fine take. “Sing Boy Sing” is slug¬
gish at Rialto.
Estimates for This Week
Brown (F o u r t h Ave.-Loew’s)
(1,000; 85-$1.25) — “God Created
Cincinnati, Feb. ,18.
Woman” (Kings) (4th wk). Likely
pic trade continues warm¬
big $7,000 after last week’s $9,500, ishCincy
in the face of a lingering cold
. Kentucky (Switow) (900; 50-85)— spell and fading of last of three
“Forest Rangers” (Par) and “Wells strong extended-funs. “Deep Six,”
Fargo” (Par). Modest $4,000. Last only new bill, shapes okay at the
week, “Zero Hour” (U) and “Mister Palace. “Raintree County” remains
Rock and Roll” (U), $5,000.
a pleasing grosser in eighth and
Loew’s (Loew) (UA) (3,000; 74-99) last round at the Grand. “Old
—“Witness for Prosecution” (UA). Yeller” and “Don’t Go Near
Favorable reviews helping this one Water” are potent holdovers at
to take fine $10,000. Last week, Keith’s and Albee. Lo.ngrun
“Seven Hills of Rome" (M-G) and “Search for Paradise” continues
strong in llth /week. Suburban
“Crash Landing” (Col), $5,000;
looms mildly on
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000; Valley Theatre
of “Oklahoma,” but in
50-85)—“Missouri Traveler” (BV) return
Todd-AO
treatment,
as followup of
(2d wk). Medium $5,500 after
smash 35-week engagerrflnt of
initial week’s $6,000.
“Around World/’
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 50Estimates for This Week
85)—“Sing, Boy, Sing” (20th) and
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25K“Plunder Road” (20th). Personal “Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G) (2d
of Tommy Sands on Thursday (13) wk). Good $10,000 after $14,000
opening* helped, but expected preem.
$8,500 is nothing to shout about
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376;
Last week. “Peyton Place” (20th) $1.20-$2.65), — “Search for Para¬
(6th wk), $8,000.
dise” (Cinerama) (llth .wk'). Hug-

Heavy Snow Hits L’rille;
‘Witness’ Loud $10,000,
‘Sing’ NSH at $8,500

Denver, Feb. 18.
Biz is not spectacular at any
spot currently but it’s still good
enough at six theatres to hold pix
over. “Farewell To Arms" looms
standout with torrid takings in sec¬
ond session at the Centre. New¬
comer, “Wild Is Wind” looks good
at Denham; It will stay on as will
“Arms.” “Old Yeller” goes into
ninth week at Aladdin. “Tarnished
Angels” looks hep at Paramount
while “God Created Woman”
shapes fine in fourth, stays on.
Estimates for. This Week
Aladdin (FoX) (1,400; 70-90* —
“Old Yeller’? (BV) (8th wk). Good
$3,500, Stays. Last week, $4,000.
Centre (FoX) (1,247; 90-$1.50)—
“Farewell to Arms” (20th) (2d wk).
Hotsy $17,000. Stays. Last week*
$23,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,429; 70-90)
— “Wild Is Wind” (Par). Good
$8,000. Holds on. Last week on re¬
issues.
Denver (Fox) (2,586; 70*90) —
“Gift of Love” (20th) and “Plunder
Road” ^OtW. Mild $9,000. Last
week, “Ft. Dobbs” (WB) and “Ride
Violent Mile” (20th), $10,500.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 70-90) —
“Light Across Street” (Indie).
Good $3,000. Holds over. Last
week, “Maid In Paris” (Cont) (2d
wk), $2,500. .
Orpheum (RKO) (2,596; 70-$1.25)
—“Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G)
and “Parson and Outlaiw” (Col) (3d
wk). Nice $10,000 or near. Stays
on. Ldst week* $13,500.
Paramount (Wolf berg) (2,200;
70-90) — “Tarnished Angels” (U)
and “Value for Money” (Indie).
Hep $13,000. Last week, “Quiet
American’’ (UA) and “Careless
Years” (UA)* $9,000.
Tabor (Fox) (930; 70-90)—“God
Created Woman” (Kings) (4th wk).
Fine $4;Q00. Continues. Last week,
same.
Fogue Art (Sher-Shulman) (442;
75-90) — “Silken Affair” (DCA).
Oke $1,500. Last, week, “Tiriie of
Desire” (Indie) (2d wk), $1,300.

Snow Slows Prov.
But‘Snow’JfotlSG
Providence, Feb.: 18.
School Vacation and “Snow
White” Combo had RKO Albee hop¬
ing for great stand but winter’s
first heavy snow hereabouts Satur¬
day^ and Sunday, seems to have
cooled off its big chance. But it’s
stilj hotsy. Stat^ is doing fairly
nicely with holdover of “Don’t Go
Near Water.” Majestic looks nice
in fourth of “Peyton Place.”
Strand’s “Jet Attack’’ shapes mod¬
est.
.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80)—
“Snow White” (BV) (reissue); Hot
$13,000. Last week, “Creature
Black Lagoon” (U) and “This Is¬
land Earth” (U) (reissues), $5,200.
Elmwood (Snyder) (745; 90-$1.25)
—“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
(19th wk). Mild $5,000. Last week,
same.
...
, Majestic (SW) (2,200;; 90-$1.25)—
“Peyton Place” (20th) (4th wk).
Nice $6,000. Third was $8,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 70-90)—
“Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G) (2d
Wk). Neat $9,000 after $14,000 in
first.
- Strand (National Realty) (2,200;
65-80) — - “Jet Attack” (AI) and
“Suicide Battalion” (AI); Modest
$6,000. Last week,: “18 and Anx¬
ious” (AB-PT) and “Girl in Woods”
(AB-PT), $5,000.

’ Hep S^G. 3d
giiig last week’s swell $14,000 pace.
Saturday morning shows sold out
solid through March to out-oftown school groups..
. Grand (RKO) (1,400; 90-$1.50)—
“Raintree County” (M-G) (8th wk).
Closing successful run at okay
$5,500. Last week, $6,500. .
Guild (Vance) (300; 50-90)—“All
At Sea” (M-rG) (8th wk). No com¬
plaint at; $1,300. Last week, $1,500.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)—
“Old Yeller” (BV) (3d wk). Slick
$8,500; Last week, $11,500. Holds
for fourth fraine.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 90-$L10)—
“Deep Six” (WB). Okay $9,500.
Last week, “Peyton Place” (20th)
(7th wk), at 90-$1.50 scale, $8,500.
Valley (Wiethe) (1,300; 50-$1.25)
~ “Oklahoma” (20th). Fairish
$4,500. Swell notices for Todd-AO
treatment. Pic was shown down¬
town in 1956 in Cinemascope. Last
week, finale of 35-week run of
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA),
$14,000. 7
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100,1 Cs Big
Key City Crosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week ....... .$2,311,500
(Based on 21 cities and 238
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year
..$2,538,000
(Based on 22 cities and 233
theatres.)

^Portland, Ore., Feb. 18. .
Biz continues in ,high gear with
most spots having winning product.
“And God Created Woirian” continuesto amaze with big. takes at
both the Guild and Fine Arts in
fourth weeks.
“Old Yeller” is
-rousing in third round at Para¬
mount “Farewell, To Arms” in
third is big at the Fox. “Darby’s
Rangers” looks nice at the Broad¬
way;
Estimates for This Week
. Broadway (Parker) (1,875; $1$1.50)—“Darby’s Rangers” (WB)
and “Forbidden Desert” (WB).
Nice $7,000. Last week, “Seven
Hills Rome” (M-G) and “Affair In
Havana” (AA) (2d wk), $5,300.
; Fine Arts (Foster) (425; $1.25)—
“God Created Woirian” (King) (4th
wk), also at Guild. Hefty $3,000,
Last week, $4,600.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50)
—“Farewell To Arms” (20th) (3d
wk). Big $8,500. Last week, $10,-

.
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Guild (Foster) (400; $1.25)—
“God Created Woman” (King) (4th
wk).
Big $4,000.
Last week,
$5,300.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; $1$1.50)
“Campbell’s Kingdom”
(Rank) arid “As Long As They’re
Happy”. (Rank). American preem
with James Robert Justice here in
‘person for opening. Dull $3,500.
Last week, “Girl‘Most Likely’? (U)
and “Day of the Badman” (U),
$5,200.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1$1.50)—“Rodan” < (DCA) and “Hell
In Korea’? (DCA). Tall $10,000.
Last week,; “Ft. Dobbs” (WB) and
“Jamboree” (WB), $7,400.
Paramount (Port-Par), 3,400; $1$1.50)—“Old Yeller” (BV)' and
“Outlaw’s Son” <BV> (3d wk).
Loud $7,000. Last week, $10,200.

Balto Cold* So Is Biz;
‘Gift’Slow With $5,000,
W Slight 6G, 2d

m‘Joey

London, Feb. 11.
Although there’s a serious down*
ward trend throughout the country.
West End first-runs are still main¬
taining a healthy look in which a
number of sturdy new entries, as
well as a few longrun champs, are
doing standout biz. One big new¬
comer in the last week was “Wit¬
ness for Prosecution,” which (hurt
by fog), hit a smash $12,000 opening
week at the Leicester Square Thea¬
tre. Second week is the same. “Sayonara” looks solid $13,000 in open¬
ing frame at the Warner.
“Naked Earth” at Carlton held
very well in second round with
$5,600. “Tale of Two Cities” shapes
good $10,000 or, near in initial
frariie at Odeon, -Leicester Square.
Among the holdovers, “Around
World in 80 Days” closed its 32d
Astoria sesh with a big $12,900.
“Cinerama Holiday” looms more
than $15,000 in its 106th Casino
round.
“10 Commandments” was around
$16,000, solid, in 10th Plaza stanza.
“Pal Joey,” On its second West End
run, looks fancy $12,600 at Odeon,
Marble Arch on second week.
Estimates, for Last Week
Astoria (CMA) . (1,474; $1.20$2.15)—“Around World” (UA) (32d
wk). Still big at $12,900.
Carlton (20h) (1,128; 70-$2.15)—
"Naked Earth” (20th) (2d wk). Fair
$5,600. First week was below hopes
at $5,900.
Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15)—
“Cinerama Holiday” (Robin) (106th
wk). Better than $15,000, great for
length of run. “Seven Wonders of
World” follows Feb. 26.
Empire M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—
“I Accuse!” (M-G) (2d wk); Fair
$7,800. First was $8,500. “Don’t Go
Near Waters (M-G) opens with
Royal pr^em Feh. 12,
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)
—“Blue Murder at St. Trinians”
(BL) (8th wk). Nice $7,Q00 or near.
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,476; 50-$ 1.70) — “Witness for
Prosecution” (UA) (2d wk). Smash
$12,000, almost same as Opening
round. “Carve Her Name With
Pride” (Rank) follows Feb. 20.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50$1,70)—“Legend of Lost” (UA)
(3d wk). Fair $4,700. Second was
$5,600. “Paris Holiday” (UA)
preems Feb. 21.
Odeon*. Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$1.70)—“Tale of Two
Cities” (Rank). Heading for good
$10,000 or near. Grossing $5,800 in
operiing weekend of four days.
Odeon,’ Marble Arch (CMA) (2,200; 50-$1.70)—“Pal Joey” (Col)
(2d wk). Fancy $12,600 Or near on
second West End run. Previous
wppir ti.^ inn
. Plaaa (Par) (1,902; 95-$2.80)—“10
Commandments” (Par) (10th wk).
Solid $16,000 or close. Stays indef.
Rialto (20th) (592; 50-$1.30)—
“Family Doctor” (20th) and “Under
Fire” (20th). Fair $3,600.
Ritz (M-G) (432; 50-$1.30)—“Jailhouse Rock” (M-G). Good $3,400.
“Happy is Bride” (BL) opens Feb.
20.
Studio One (APT) (600; 30-$1.20)
—“Perri” (Disney) 7th wk). Neat
$2,500.
Warner (WB) (i,785; 50-$1.70)—
"Sayonara” (WB,) Heading for
solid $13,000 or near.

Baltimore* Feb. 18.
Cripplirig. 19-inch snowstorm
closed downtown houses for three
nights starting last Saturday, and
biz shows it. Two new entries,
“Gift of Love” at the New and
“Quiet American” at the Mayfair
were especially, hard hit.. ‘Teyton
Place” in eigth frame at the Cen¬
tury still is passable. “Seven Won¬ |
ders of the World” at the Town
also was sloughed; . '
Estimates for This Week
Century (Fruchtman) (1,100; 50$1.50)—“Peyton Place” (20th) (8th
wk). Off to $5,000 after $8,500 in
previous week. •
Cinemg. (Schwaber) (460; 50$1.25) —; “God Created Woman”
(Kings) (14th wk). Fair $1,500
after $3,000 in 13th found.
Cleveland, Feb. 18.
Film Qpntre (Rappaport) (890;
50-$1.50) — “Raintree
County”
Despite wintry blasts, heavy
(M-G) (7th wk>, Mild $4,000 after snow, etc., many holdovers and
$7,000 last week.
some, of new pix are showing
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- enough at the wickets to riiaintain
$1.25)—“Nana” (Iridie) (5th wk). the generally high level of first-run
Modest $1,500 after $3,000 in fifth. biz here. “Farewell To Arms” still,
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300; is big at the Allen in second round.
50-$1.25)—“Don’t Go Near Water” “Gift of Love,” one of new en¬
(M-G) (4th wk). Down to $5,000 trants, is rated okay at the State.
after $9,000 in third.
'■Damn Citizen” looms okay at Em?
Mayfair (Fruchtman). (980; 50- bassy.
$1.25) — “Quiet American” (UA).
"Raintree County” shapes sturdy
Mild $3,000. Last week* “Beauti¬ in second stanza at Stillman. “Pey¬
ful But Dangerous” (20th), $4,000. ton Place” is socko in eighth arid
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50- final week at Hipp. “Around World
$L25)—“Gift of Love” (20th). Slow in 80 Days” looms big in 36th ses¬
$5,000. *In ahead, .“Graf Spee” sion at the Ohio,
(Rank), $5,000.
Estimates "for This Week
Stanley (SW) (3,200;-50-$1.25)—
Allen. (S'-W) (3,800; 90-$1.50)—
“Old YeUer” (WB) (2d wk). Lean
“Farewell To Arm«” (20th) (2d wk).
$6,000. Last week, $14,000.
Town
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,125; Big $15,000. Last week, $22,500.
Embassy (Community) (1,200; 70$1.25-$2.25) — “Seven Wonders”
(Cinerama) (8th wk). Slow 24,000. 90)—"Damn Citizen” (U) and “Vio(Continued on page .16)
after $8,000 in previous week.

Cleve. Holds Well; ‘Gift’
Okay $10,000, ‘Arms’ Hot
15G, ‘Days’ Big 9G, 36
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Shaws of Singapore Expect Films To
Be Co-Produced with Europeans
Singapore/Feb, 11. 4<——
—;
..—:—rCo-production with European
'OPERA PLANE' TO EUROPE
producers will become a reality
this jigar for the Malayan film in¬ Trudy Goth Shepherdess for 15
Culture-Happy Tourists
dustry according to Run Run Shaw t
who's partnered with his brother
Music critic Trudy Goth who
Runme Shaw in the Shaw Organi¬ Winters in N. Y. and. summers in
zation.
Latter outfit operates Milano With; her. family left Over
studios ..and has extensive theatre weekend as musical expert on-what
is heiieyed the first "opera plane”
holdings in southeast Asia.
ever to hit the European centres.
Run Run Shaw, who recently re¬
Some 15 Americans bought the
turned from Europe, asserted that package Which calls for visits to
he had contacted producers in Covent Garden, Paris Opera, Stutt¬
Italy, France and Germany with a gart, Vienna, Milano, -Rome and
other centres. Various backstage
yiew toward joint film-making with visits and social events in the for¬
the Shaw^ Organization. Although eign burgs are. included.
Party Will be gone about five
not meaning anyone specifically,
he declared that European stars weeks. It was organized via Mayand producers will come to Singa¬ fair, latter retaining the lady crit¬
pore before the. end of the year to ic's services;
participate in local production;
Films with mixed casts -are be¬
coming increasing popular, Shaw
pointed out, and added that his
firm already has several stories
in the planning stage designed for
players of varied nationality. Pres¬
ent Shaw studios, he feels, are ade¬
quate for almost any kind of film
but arrangements have been made
to install a $500,000. laboratory for
color pictures.

Poles first Re3
Country to Fin
Trade With Yanks

' Poland and the United States
week signed a $1*009,000 in¬
‘CABIRIA,’FONDA WIN [last
ternational media guarantee cori[ tract, enabling Poland to purchase,
HALO CRIX AWARDS With her . own currency, American
Rome, Feb. 11;
"Cabiria” swept top honors at
this year’s' Silver. Ribbon award
ceremonies for the presentation of
the top Italian film prizes of the
year. Film won both best pic and
best direction categories, respec¬
tively for producer Dino DeLaurentiis and director Federico Fel¬
lini while also copping the best fe¬
male acting award for Guilietta
Masina and "the ribbon for best
’femme supporting role Went to
Franca. Marzi.
In the male sector, Marcello
Mastroianni was Chosen as best ac¬
tor of the. year for "White Nights’’
while Andrea Checchi received the
prize for the best male supporting
role in “Parola di Ladro.”
' "12 Angry Men” (UA) was Voted
the best foreign pic of the year by
the Italian Pic Critics Assn.,
which annually selects the Silver
Ribbon winners. Henry Fonda,
producer-actor of the pic, was Un¬
able to attend since starred on
Broadway but acknowledged the
kudo as a "great honor.”

fat’l Federation Okays
1958 Frisco Film Fest
London, Feb. 18.
In addition to the Venice Festi¬
val the International Federation of
Film Producers has accorded: rec¬
ognition to junkets at Karlovy
Vaity, San Sebastian, Leningrad and
San FranciscO during the latter
of this year. It already had given
the okay to the Cannes, Brussels
and Berlin fests.
Venice comes within the classi¬
fication of a recommended festival
to which national associations are
recommended to. submit films. The
others are classed as recognized
junkets, the rules of which have
been approved by the federation
and individual producer members
are free to support if they desire.
Additionally, the International
,has okayed non-competitive junkets
in Edinburgh, London, Melbourne,
. Stratford (Canada) and Vancouver.

ABPC Buys Into Tele
London, Feb, 18.
The Associated; British. Picture
Corp. has acquired the minority
Stockholdings in ABC-TV, from the
Midland newspaper groups. 'With
this transfer, itrs understood that
' ABPC nOW has a substantial block
Of. stock in the commercial tv
outlet.
The newspaper groups which
relinquished their stock were the
Birmingham Post and-. Mail,- Ltd.,Birmingham Despatch and Mercu¬
ry Ltd., and Brandford and Dis¬
trict NeWspaper Company Ltd^
Both the Birmingham Post and
Mail and Westminster Press Pro¬
vincial Newspapers Ltd. hold stock
in Associated Television.

films, books, records arid periodi¬
cals. Deal involves .$1,000,000 arid
is the starting guri for the purchase
of HollyWood pictures by the Poles.
This makes Poland the first of
the former "satellite” nations to
reestablish relations With the Mok
tion Picture Export Assn. The only
other Communist country which
has been seeing American' films is
Yugoslavia.
. The Poles originally planned tak¬
ing between 45 to 60 American
features. It now. looks as if they.
Won’t take that many. There
haven’t been any U S. pix in Po¬
land since 19481
Media guarantee program was
signed as Poland and the, U.S. com*
pleted arrangements for a $98,000,000 credit and sales, agreement, the
second such pact between the two
countries within a year. The first
deal was for $95,000,000. Under the
guarantee program, the Poles pay
in local currency and the U.S. In¬
formation Agency' picks up the
zlotys; paying the American com¬
panies dollars in New York.
In any nation, where the guar¬
antee program is operative* the
American Government, has. the
right to pass on the films being
shipped in.

Fourth Swiss Film
Prod. Outfit Formed
Zurich, Feb.-18.
A fourth production company
making feature pix, Unitas-Film
A.G.,. has been founded here under
the presidency of national': coun¬
cilor P. Schmid-Ruedin. Dr. Oscar
Dueby, former production veepee
of Praesens-Film and Gloriafilm,
has been named exec delegate. It
has two Swiss pix already slated
for production in 1958.
Decision to bring this Country’s
pix-produciijg outfits up to four
indicates the upswing in local film
production Which has been evident
since last fall. Many blockbuster
grosses were racked up by locally
made pix. Three Swiss films have,
been released since the beginning
of the season, a record here. Active
production companies here are:.
Praesens-Film, .Gloriafilm, . Neiie
Film A.G., and Unitas-Film: All
are located in Zurich.

Japanese Film Star to Wed
Tokyo, Feb. 18'.
Widely-known actress Yoshiko
iShirley) Yamaguchi is set for what
will probably be her last film of
an 18-year , career. Her bowout
vehicle will lie "Utani Iki, Koini
Iki” (To Live In Song, To Live In
Love), a Tdho musical which, will
co-star her with Setsuko Hara and
Toshiro .Mifune.
Miss Yamaguchi is slated to go
to Rangoon after completion of
the pic and marry Hiroshi Otaka,
diplomat at the Japanese embassy
there late in March.
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BOMB DISPOSAL PLOT:
SURVIVOR TAKES ALL
By GENE MOSKOWITZ
Berlin, Feb. 11.
Divided Berlin /offers a fitting
background for "The Phoenix,” an.
Anglo-American film with an inter¬
national cast, directed by American
Robert Aldrich. Britain’s Hammer
Films Ltd.'is listed as the produc¬
tion outfit, but, with three instead
of the regulation two American
stars in the Cast, this isn’t going to
pass | as a quota picture. Elliot Hy¬
man Productions has some coin in¬
vested in the film arid United Art¬
ists will distribute: worldwide.
Stars include Jeff, Chandler, Jack
Palance arid . French actress. Marv
tine Carol. Though Aldrich has his
own production outfit. Associate &
Aldrich, he’s only doing directorial
chores. Aldrich cooperated, on the.
script with writer Dave Chapin.
He's now putting, the combined
American-British - French - German
cast through its pace in a twoWeek
prehearsal period: Shooting start¬
ed Monday (17) on an eight-week
iked.'"
Story coricerns a group of six
Germans Who form a bomb disposal
unit after the war. Chandler and
Balance are pitted against one 'an¬
other as the group agrees that 50%.
of their pay goes into a kitty which;
survivors are . to inherit three
months later. Series of unexploded
British l.OOd-ppunders sends most
of the men up in smoke. ' The last
man learns to believe in himself)
humany arid love; again. -.
j
... Production is in the , hands of
Hammer Films’ exec Mike Car¬
reras. Yarik cinematographer Ern¬
est Laslo is doing the lensing.
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[Germany's Lack of Film Aid Law

Paris, Feb. 18.
Although the Common Market,
between France; Italy, West Ger¬
London County Council Mulls many and the Benelux countries,
technically has been in effect since
‘Theatreland’ Reshaping
Jan. 1, no direct results are ex¬
pected; until 1962. However, the
London, Feb. 18.
A: plan to reshape an important outcome of the CM on the film set¬
sector of the West End, in the ups. of the big three film producing
heart of theatreland, is to he con¬ members has become a daily mat¬
sidered by the London County ter of discussion and even contro¬
Council. The. scheme represents versy in film circles here.
The pro and don reactions over
one of the most ambitious portwar
private development projects. If the Frerich Film Aid Fund Law
it gets the hod, this will involve which runs’ out in December 1959
the razing of the Cafe de Paris, the also are involved in the CM future
Rialto cinema and ri large number apparently. Since it has to go be¬
of clubs, cafes, shops and offices, fore the National Assembly next
many of which .Wow house thea¬ spring/ this statute has become a
priority matter. Some film circles
trical agents. ;:
The block concerned is bounded here feel that Germany’s lack of
State
film aid may become a prin¬
by Shaftesbury Avenue (main the¬
atre street), Wardoiir Street (Lon¬ ciple amorig CM members and de¬
prive
France of this important as¬
don’s Film Row) fend Coventry j
Street which links^, Leicester- pect in film producing activity
here*.
'
Square and Piccadilly Circus.
Operating since 1948, the Film
Aid law staved off a great film
crisis. Since then, in spite of ap¬
parent health in the last few years,
the Gallic film industry always has
been skirting future of current
crises. Aid law coin comes from a
tax on adiriissions from the visa
payments .ori.... any film exhibited
here in the French lingo (this
covers local p?x, Gallic coproduc¬
tions and dubbed foreign films).
The Aid fund is administered by
the governmental Centre Du Cin¬
Frankfurt, Feb. 18/
ema with Industry members also
This year shapes up as a great sitting in on the hoard.
one for jazz in Germany, France
In 1956, there was $18,750,000 in
and the United Kingdom, with tlie kitty, 50% going to' exhibitors
some of the top names in. the for modernization of their houses,
American entertainment biz slated 35% tp producers who invested it
for concertizirig in Europe. And in more production (producers get
the Americans are going to cash, in 7% of local take and 21% of for¬
on some of that European franc- eign)/ arid the remainder went for
Paris, Feb. 18.
Film . producer Raoul Ploquin mark-shilling business; as the locals backing shorts production, organi¬
ankled the twoyear 6ld govern¬ are always hungry, for top. Stateside zations to hypo Gallic pix abroad,
mental Film Aid Fund jury . Which names. Americari servicemen sta¬ and to technical aspects of filmwas giving out money, to filnis con¬ tioned in Europe, too. Will be con¬ making.
sidered of exceptional interest for tributing; to the boxoffices as they
Most French Filmites Favor It
filmmaking as a whole or of top keejp in touch with Stateside trends
Most filmites . queried by
Gallic prestige value both at home by viewing their favorites on tour Variety felt that the Film Aid
and abroad. It also handled im¬ here.
Fund Was indispensible for future
portant French problems.' A mini-,
Here's how part of the jazz ar¬ French film health. They-claimed
mum of $37,500 per pic, arid as rangements shape up:
that production has shot un since
high as $125,000; has been doled1 ^ Norman Granz has set . "An Eve¬ its inception from 72 all-Gallic pix
out to 35 pix in 1956 and last year ning with Ella Fitzgerald and the in 1949 to 109 in 1957. Film invest¬
for.
grand total of $1,750,000. Oscar Peterson Quartet” for a ments, filmgoing and the foreign
Ploquin felt that these handouts month-long tour of 22 top European take all have-gone un. The Film
did not seryC their purpose and centers, starting in Paris April 10. Aid has allowed the Gallic pic to
should be done away with.
Another. Granze
production, garner over 50% of its own mart
He is backed by the spokesman “Jazz at the Philharmonic,” an an¬ With more production apparently
of the Syndicate of. French Film nual favorite on the European tour¬ engendering better pix.
Producers, Henri Frenay, who be¬ dating; starts its. six-week tour in,
Those against Film Aid claim it
lieves that producers: still went on London May 2 with Coleman Haw¬ did not help bring more money
making pix of purely^ commercial kins, Roy Eldridge; Dizzy Gillespie, into film production, and produc¬
interest and considerations, and Stan Getz and Sonny Stitt splitting ers are just getting back what they
then submitted them for quality: the bM.
lose at the boxoffice. They also feel
awards. Except in a few Cases, most
One of the/jazz at the Philhar¬ | that too much production has led
of the pix did riot deserve these monic units is- slated to crop up at to a lowering of quality with too
funds, he indicated,, and they also the Brussels Fair in Belgium June many quickies, since producers
got double dough xince all pro¬ 16, under sponsorship of the U. S. have to put Aid dough right back
ducers were also eligible for re¬ State
1 into productibn. They believe that
Department.
gular. Film Aid.; Kelp via percent¬
A Jazz West unit with June fewer filths arid bigger productions
ages advanced ori local and foreign Christy, Bob Cooper, Bud Shank should be the thing.
income.
Germany might easily take a top
arid the Claude Williamson Trio
Frenay also pointed out that tax
at The Hague March 8, with place on the CM film marts due to
money paid into Film Aid coffers, starts
two months bn the road in. Bel¬ its larger cinema attendance arid
via these kudosed pix, did not cover gium, Germany, Scandinavia, Italy, riiorietary superiority. With Ger- ,
their outlay and even, lost needed Yugosla via, and Poland.
many calling the turns, this could
money for the Film Aid fund. He . And here’s a eross-sWitch. Pfc. also mean possibly doing away
proposed that the new Film Aid . Gary
with auotas on American films in
Crosby,.
currently
doing
his
Law', noW being discussed for the military duty with the Seventh all CM countries. The French to¬
Old one, runs out in I960, do away
day Want to keep strict foreign film
Army
Headquarters
In
Stuttgart,
with this aid. He suggested that is using up his administrative leave quotas as well as the-Film Aid law.
quality help be given only to pro¬
The new burgeoning German
join the tour in Holland and go
ducers offering unusual themes or to
Germany with the group. UFA operations also point to Ger¬
giving new directorial, writing and through
Pacific, Who have recent- i man leadership in the CM film
acting talents their first chances. ly World
released a Gary Crosby LP, is to' agreements to come.
record part • of the tour for later
LP pressings.
Limerick (Jo. Council
. AJ Hibbler does a 10-week tour of
Protests Fori-s ‘Moon’ the continent starting in March,
and Sarah Vaughan comes in April
. Dublin, Feb. 18.
John Ford’s "Rising of the for a seven-week romp through
Rome, Feb. 11.
Moon,” made here for Warner’s, Europe.' Buddy Rich/ doing the;
is subject of protest to the Irish Europe bit two months , ago with
An important plea for German
Harry
James;
comes
back
with
his
government. Film Was released six
support of the still-planning Euro¬
| pean Film Community will be
months ago, getting good notices, own group in March.
but Limerick Courity Council has
made in Bonn Thursday (131 by a
just got around to it. D. P. Quish
three-country committee having
told fellow members that the pic 3 More on Abbey Spring Sked : delegates from Italy, France and
.
Dublin, Feb. 18/ Germany. Meeting
was " vile production and a
lias
been
Abbey director Ernest Blythe twice before postponed for illness
travesty of the Irish people.”
Qiiish asked that protest should go has added three new' plays to thea¬ and other reasons. Tripartite
to Justice Minister With request tre’s; spring schedule. First Will be committee will make a strong
that the government contact all "Look in the Looking Glass” by pitch for German legislative con¬
countries With Which. Ireland has Walter Macken who authored formity to the current film aid
diplomatic relations to have the “Home Is the. Hero.” It will be setups in both Italy and France.
followed by. "Cufflin* Johriny” by Germany currently has no such aid
film Withdrawn.
Protester got unaminous support the late Louis D’AIton — a piece legislation, arid this lack is consid¬
from members, Gerard Hayes say¬ that Was discovered in final draft ered a major hurdle in setting up
ing that if "Rising of the Moon” state after"his death, and “Change thus pic pool.
Nicola de Prrro and Eitel Mona¬
was to be a criterion-of what Irish of Mind” by John O’Dpnovan,
film industry was going to be like assistant editor of the Dublin Eve¬ co will rep Italy at the talks;
then the least said, about it the ning Press, who authored earlier Henri Frenay and Jacques Flaud
Abbey comedies.
will represent France. Germany
better/.
Ria Mooney is expected to direct Will be in the hands of Roland..
Official . government action. on
Risse and Kurt Schoene.
all
three
productions.
the protest is unlikely.
WEST END FACELIFT

U.S. Jazzmen

Film Producer Ploquin
Quits Pix Aid Jury In
France;

Still Seek German Govt
Backing for Film Aid
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ALL
HAIL

hSLwell
THE
NEW
CHAMPION”!
-No. 1 in Variety's report on the nation's grossersi

AND STARTING EASTER SUNDAY

the most thoroughly pre-sok

Wednesday, February 19, 1958

PSStflEff

People who know have this to say:
"THE GREATEST PIC¬

"IN THE BEST OF TRADI¬

TURE OF THE YEAR*’

TION OF DAVID O.
SELZNICK” —Louella 0. Parsons

—Hedda Hopper

"SELZNICK HAS DONE IT
AGAIN WITH ANOTHER
ACADEMY AWARD
BLOCKBUSTER TH AT
RIVALS HIS ‘GONE WITH
THE WIND'"
—Ed Sullivan
"I RECOMMEND IT TO
EVERYONE. WONDER¬
FUL! MARVELOUS!
GREAT.

—Dorothy Kilgallen

"I COULD SEE IT TWICE!”
—Walter Wimhelt

"A WARM, BEAUTIFUL,
TENDER LOVE STORY!
MOST TASTEFULLY
HANDLED!"

-Jinx McCrary

"ONE OF THE GREAT
PICTURES OF ALL TIME!
EVERY FACET SUPERB!
A WONDERFUL CONTRI¬
BUTION TO THE SCREEN
THAT YOU SHOULD SEE”
—The Clubwoman
(publication of the General
Federation of Women's Clubs)
■

motion picture of our time wii! be available to exhibitors everywhere!
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PICTURES

Federal Judge Warns Ozoners That
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Vogel Speaks
ss
Week Ended Tuesday (18)
into the boxoffice. We're not inter¬
N.
Stack Exchange
ested in prizes, gold medals, mes¬
1957-58
sages or in bettering the world.”
Net
High Low
Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues.
Change
He. acknowledged that Siegel would
in 100s
High
Low
Close
fit the bill.
17% 11% ABC Vending 36
15%
15%
15%
Vogel said that Loew’s. had no
24% ii% Am Br-Par Th 123
14%
14%
14%
— %
36% 23% CBS "A”
86
27%
plans to convert its. Culver City
26%
26%
50
26%
35%
22%
CBS
"B”
26
26
studio into a rerfl estate develop¬
10
13%
20% 11% Col Fix
13%
13%
4- %
ment. However, he said that the
15"
46
19% 13% Decca
14%
14%
-- %
company had some real estate just
104
17%
15% 13
Disney
16%
17%
outside the studio for which it has 115
99%
100%
81% Eastman Kdk. 137.. 103
—IV
3% EMI ....
74
4%
m
3%
3%
no real use arid that the property
— %
10%
7%
List
Ind.
108
7%
6%
7
..
— %
would. be sold as soon as the right
22
417
15%.
11% Loew’s
14%
14%
-f %
price can be obtairied. "The trou¬
9%
Nat. Thea ... 110
8%
7
7%
8
+ %
ble is,” he said, "is that every time
38% 28
Paramount ... 160
363/4
.353/4
— •%
35%
we appraise the property its value
18% 11
14%
Philco . 123
15%
143/4
-f::%
goes up, so We have to wait until
54% 30
533/4
Polaroid .... 475
49%
53%
+3
we’re sure we get the most value.”
34%
40
27
32%
RCA ....... 281
34
+ 3/
The Loew’s topper said the com¬
7
6%.
8%* 4% Republic .... 80
6%
pany has had some “visits from oil
9
6
11
13%
Rep., pfd...'.
10%
10%
+ %
people,” and that new tests may be
18% . 13% Stanley War. 51
15%
14%
15%
—,.%
made in a "different locality.”
29%
18%
Storer
..
29
22
Vt
21%
22
—
%
Asked if the company had
303/4 19% 20th-Fox _ 101
25
24%
24%
+ %
reached the end of its economy
173/4
25%
United
Artists
16
18%
15
18%
program, Vogel said, "we’re still
30% 18% Uhiv. Pix . . .
9
21
20
21
-f %
looking to make savings.” He stat¬
73
Unlv.r pfd. . .*180
65
70
68%
70
4-1%
ed there would be continued ef¬
28% 16% Warner Bros. 23
18%
17%
18%
forts to cut expenses as much as
74
134%
91% Zenith
126%
133
+6%
possible without -affecting; the qual¬ 140
ity of the company’s pictures. He
American Stock Exchange
stated that the company was work-?
23/4
4%
3%
2% Allied Artists 17
3%
—
ing seriously dh cutting down the
6% Al’d Art, pfd.
1
8
8
10%
8
cost of distribution as well as its
9%
9
9%
6% Assoc. Artists 61
11%
4* %
overhead costs. "If. we can bring
7/16
%
%
+ 1/16
% C. & C. Tele. 84
1%
our costs down,” he said, "perhaps
4%
.2%
6%
3
DnMont Lab*. 54
33/4
We won’t have to exact so much in
97
3%
2V
4%
2% Guild Films
2%
— %
film rental.” He added that the
6%
5% Nat’l Telefilm 50
6
9%
6
— %■
company was continuing With 'plans
4%
9
3% Skiatron ..
145
3%.
4
—%
to consolidate exchanges and par¬
4
8%
2% Technicolor
25
3%
4
-+ %
ticularly the backroom facilities.
8
4%
4%
5%
3% Trans-Lux ...
4%
Talks to accomplish this are being
Over-ihe-Counter Securities
held with other companies, "all 61
Bid
Ask
whom are cost conscious,” but it
Ampex ...., ; . ....
.
48% 52%
.; *...
4-1%
is difficult to bring about quickly,
Chesapeake Industries ....
2
%
Vogel, noted. He pointed out that
Cinerama Prod.
......
%
%
— %
the company had already consoli¬
DuMont Broadcasting ....
7%
%
— %
dated facilities in Cleveland and
Magna Theatre ...
2% .3%
4- %
New York.
Official Films ............
IV
Vogel said he preferred to make
Teleprompter.............
%
.
—
%
53/4
his headquarters in NewV York.
4%. 5% ' — ?/'
■tJ. A. Theatres ............
"D e s p i t e Hollywood’s achieve¬
ments,” he said.: “it’s a narrow
• Actual Volume.
place. We all tend to become Holly¬
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.Y
wood; We lose contact with the
people, who . sell the pictures.” He
asserted that Loewis, despite its
recent difficulties, is having no
problems in attracting independent
producers. "The trouble is,” he
said, "we have too many coming tb
Continued from page 3 ;
us. It’s unbelievable how many
we’ve turned down because we motion picture industry in the past ever, he said he was optimistic
didn’t think they had the right 15 years with the decline of vari¬ that this would not happen be¬
ous civilizations in world history. cause he felt that the film com¬
package.”
-The film biz; he said, similar to panies Were beginning to realize
many civilizations of the past, de¬ that they can get more from the¬
clined. because of mistakes from atres in the long run than from
within and not because of the in¬ television.
fluences of outside forces.
He added; -that "there was. no
55 Continued from page 4 sssss
He said It was popular to blame dearth of interest in motion pic¬
the
U.
S.
Vs.
Paraihouht
case,
with
tures
if we give the public what
scored by concern Over possible
the resultant consent decrees, as they Want.” He asserted that the
public; criticism of selections.
serving as the impetus for the in¬ "bugabpo of pay-tv Was much
From the remarks of the Soviet dustry’s . current woes. The . suit, dimmer” at this time thanks to
official Jast week, it was plain that he maintained, would not have the support of Congress and he
the U.S.S.R. expects to select "sig¬ been necessary "if it had not been told the delegates that "our po?
nificant” as well as entertainriient for the greed and shortsightedness sition is. fairly secure now.”
films. It was noted that a picture of the people Who controlled the 1; In conclusion, he; stated that the
like "On the Waterfront’? even had film companies and the major cir¬ exhibition Industry not only has a
a foreword to establish the fact cuits.’’ That decision, he stressed, chance to survive but that it can
that this Was an isolated condition, was not the cause for the indus¬ tablished
the buyer-seller re¬
not applicable to ,all of the U. S. ,
try’s decline, but that .the down¬ lationship.”
The question of selection Will be beating was brought about by a
one of many hashed put at the up¬ series of subsequent mistakes.
coming talks between Eric John¬
He listed those errors as fol¬
ston, prez of the Motion Picture lows:
Export - Assn., and the Sovfilm rep¬
(1) . The inability of exhi¬
—— Continued from "page 3 555^3
resentatives. Flanking Johnston
bition to recognize the effects r
for the talks Will be either Griffith
of television. "If we had,” he
many fine oldies on tv has con¬
Johnson, MPEA -v.p., or Ralph
said, "we could have saved
vinced the public of the irierits of
Hetzel, MPEA’s exec v.p. headquar-.
ourselves by cutting operat¬
other, product made during the
tering in N. Y.
ing costs sooner arid building,
years and which is now to turn up
According to the Russians, publi¬
up a fund for a hard-hitting
in theatres.
cation of the cultural agreement
business building campaign.”
The twist is an Ironic one,
already has' borrie fruit in that
(2) The film companies did
naturally. For the vintage produc¬
they’ve had some inquiries from
not anticipate what television
tions on tv have been held respon¬
New York theatres re the availa¬
would do.- Gordon charged
sible for hurting the new features
bility of several of their pictures.
that the production-distribu¬
in theatres. Now they’re getting
Turner B. Shelton, head of the
tion firms panicked in a man¬
Credit for assisting, un-tv’eed en¬
-film sectiori'of the U. S. Informa¬
ner Unlike any other industry
tries in theatres.
tion Agency, also said he had in¬
ever had. “They got rid of
Over the past several weeks
quiries.
Shelton last Week ac¬
their stars and turned them
theatremen at various points have
cepted a bid to Serve with John¬
over to the talent agencies.
been making the point that im¬
ston as the second "official” mem¬
They got rid of their Writers , portant reissue money is within
ber of the American negotiating
and directors. Now one pic¬
reach of the distributors; And the
team. This cairie as something of
ture costs more to make then . once - around - again... pictures can
a . surprise in that it had originally
four pictures did previously;”
help the exhibs with their pro¬
been planned to make this an eri(3) The release of the back¬
gramming.
tirely "private” . industry contact.
log films to television “in or¬
der to grab a fast buck.’’
The Russian official confirmed
Everyorie, he said, knows the
that the Soviets had abandoned the
Sues Theatre’ and Usher
consequence of this inistake.
idea of "reciprocity” arid were now
San Antonio, Feb. 18.
(4) The present system of
more convinced that publicity for'
A- suit for $20y000 was brought
marketing pictures. Films, he
their films—possibly via film weeks
against Talley Enterprises Inc.,
said, are riot reaching all of
—Would automatically create inter¬
operator of- the Hi Ho Theatre here
the country because of terms,
est in the trade and would pinpoint
and. Norman Wilborn, theatre
playing time demands, and the
the notion, that theatres could do;
usher.
forcing of higher admission
business with Soviet imports. It
The district court suit is brought
prices..was stressed, however, that—as
by Danny Contreras; Coritreras
with the American films in Russia
The next big mistake the indus¬ alleges that on Dec. 14, 1957, Wil¬
•the Soviet pictures should get try can make, Gordon declared, born without cause threw him bodi¬
"first, screed’’ (top run) treatment would he the releasing of the post- ly out of the theatre, bruising his
in the States.
1948 pictures to television. How¬ face and breaking his right ankle.
Continued from page 5

y.

Two drive-in firms in the Pitts-4—
burgh area which brought sepa¬
‘Working’ at Burglary
rate antitrust suits two years ago
in N. Y. Federal Court against the
San Francisco, Feb/ 18.
eight majors and a number of
Pair of burglars last week
other defendants were warned
forced side door of 364-seat
Friday (14) to prosecute the action
Vogue, an artie in United Cali¬
within 30 days or face dismissal
fornia -circuit, and hauled off
of their complaint.
small safe containing $1,100 in
Warning was made by. Federal
’cash.
Judge Archie O. Dawson as at¬
Passersby saw the pair,:
torneys for the defense moved to
thought they were workmen.
have the case tossed out. Court
pointed out that the plaintiffs,
^Harmer Drive-In-Inc., and Colonial
Drive-In Inc., had. been in con¬
tempt for Ignoring three earlier
orders by as many federal judges.
Difficulties of the suing driven
ins. Judge Dawson recalled, arose
in 1955 when their attorney, Ar¬
nold Malkan, was jiisqualified be-r
George Muchnic, rated as the
cause his partner was formerly ;an
employee of Sargoy & Stein. eventual successor to E. J. Mannix,
“Since that time,” the court noted, has: been named assistant ■ general
“the plaintiffs have not substituted manager of the Metro studios at
other counsel to represent them.
Culver City. He will work with
Early In 1956 Federal Judge
Sylvester Ryan ordered Harmer Mannix; who has been for many
and Colonial to submit interroga¬ years general manager of the plant,
tories, in July, 1956, Judge Edward. still believed largest in the world.
Dimock ordered the ozoners to
Muchnic has been a v.p. of
pay reasonable expenses of wit¬ Loew’s International for the past 14
nesses brought to testify in pre¬ years with headquarters in N.Y.
trial examinations while Judge During the changeovers in the
Sidney Sugarman made an April, Loew’s operation, he was sent to
1957, order directing the plaintiffs the.Coast by prexy Joseph R. Vogel
to file sealed depositions and. and has since been commuting be¬
other documents. AH these orders tween the studio and the homeofwere ignored.
f i c 0.
Muchnic’s appointment
Aside from the eight majors, marks the. firsts official , indication
the Harmer, Colonial suit named of his actual position. Before join¬
Allied Artists, Republic, Harris ing Loew’s, Muchnic bad been an
Amusement Co.", Stanley Warner RKO executive for 10 years.
Corp., Jamestown Amusement Co.
(Shea Circuit), American Broad¬
casting-Paramount Theatres and
the Motion ^Picture Assn, of
America.
No specific damages
Continued from. page. 2 ——
were asked, but it was charged
that the distrib defendants wrong¬ (a prolific thespic participant in
fully conspired to favor the Har¬ the somewhat ribald proceedings
ris, Loew’is, Stanley Warner and which, of course, are the keynote
Shea chains to the detriment of of these uninhibited revues) and
others made for a bright fun even¬
the plaintiffs’ ozoners.
ing. Apart from the lively French
postcard are and librettos there
were some effective scenes which;
in another era, would find their
way into a "Scandals,” ."Vanities”
Continued front jkate 5 sss
or "Artists and Models.” In fact
borne town at the offices Of his In-, one of the Illustrators’ pioneer
revuettes
spawned the "A&M” tiedustrial Adviser Bureau Inc., which
he considers his main business. He up with the Shuberts, yielded them
has been active in film industry a 2% Royalty on the gross, and
affairs since he entered the busi¬ realized the $20,000 which made
ness, He has been president of the building of the. present. club¬
house at 128 East' 63d St.
ITOO for the past four years.
The HCT (high cost of. talent),
Adams’ main task as president of
Allied is to provide the leadership even in these Stripperies, brought
this
51 annual show nut to a new
that will help prevent the said of
the post-1948 pictures to televi¬ peak of around $8,000, so that the
net
margin
is not as much as here¬
sion. He Is extremely adamant on.
the subject and maintains that ex¬ tofore. The assorted babes of all
sizes,
shapes
and races (including
hibitors paid the production costs
and the profits on the films that a lissome sepia looker and a Japan¬
are now being shown on television. , ese ditto) enhanced the special
He is a firm believer in the policy material, songs, ideas and settings
of helping your friends and hurt¬ whipped up by the lammisters
ing your enemies, meaning that the from the palette set. Jackie Miller,
filr.i companies that sell their pix Bobbi Parker, Lisa Howard, Mary
to tv do not deserve the considera¬ Mon Toy, Jo Davis, Pamela Perry,
tion of exhibitors while theatremen Jackie Jackler (who has her own
should go out of their way to book song specialty), Brenda Bufalino,
the product of companies that do Lilly White, Jane Scott are the. re¬
vealing models in the artistic
not sell to video.
Adams regards the assurance, cutups.
Some of the blackouts are quick¬
although guarded, of several film
companies that they will make ef¬ ies, sort of living one-liners, and
forts to keep the post-1948 films several of ’ the sketches. have dura¬
off television as "a ray of hope.” bility. The "Cave Man Artist”
He added that these’ assurances effect, with the Wine-grapes utilized
were "the first kind words the ex¬ to "sketch” # likeness of the rehibitors have had in I don’t know cliningly attractive Bobbi Parker,
how long.” The exhibitor leader is as worthwhile as. its predecessors,
also encouraged by the . product that could have come out of the
Russell
currently on the market. "We have Paris "Folies Bergere.”
had five or six excellent pictures Patterson’s "Explorer,” with a pup¬
recently,’* he said. "I hope it’s a pet on a luscious model; could be
draped-up for
mixed-audience
forerunner of what will come.”
Allied, Adams noted, doesn’t legit revue. It’s a natural; for a
Lili
St
Cyr
type
of
Las Vegas rou¬
want to’fight. "All we want,” he.
said, “is concessions and agree¬ tine.
ments that will permit the indus¬
Abril
LaMarque’s
nonsense
try to live.”
legerdemain is worthy of the two
Adams, married and the father abracadbra spots allotted him.
of two boys, ages 20 and 17, terms While . the prestidigation is riot,
himself a trouble-shooter in divid¬ without, professiorial .merit, his
ing his time among his businesses. deadpan ribald utilization of the
"Right.nowmy.picture business in* stripped femme aide is ideal fodder
terests are in the most trouble so for shows of this nature.
I guess I’m spending the most time . Warren King produced and Mike
to them,” he said. The two race¬ Garguilo directed. "Latter is /with
tracks with Which he is associated the Tex & Jinx and other NBC-TV
are ..Ascot Park, just outside of shows, and King also has show biz
Cleveland, and Kentucky Raceways background. The credits are many;
at Florence, Kyw near Cincinnati.
the teamwork obviously Well coor¬
He received his law degree at dinated; the fun adult; the VIP
John Marshall in Cleveland after turnout worth while; and the cause,
serving with the Rainbow Division meritorious, all of which makes:
and later the Air Corps in World the Illustrators’ 51st annual show
War L
the sepia s.a. babe, is something

Mannix’s Aide

Illustrators

Horace Adams
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Allied Ex-Prexy Blisters DeMille

No‘Censorship’

Screen^As Old
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“RAINTREE COUNTY,” "DON’T GO NEAR
The water,” "les girls,” "jailhouse
ROCK,” VSEVEN HILLS OF ROME” . . .

AND NOW THE GREAT OF ’5$!

****%?£

MTS

The Greatness and Glory, The Loves
. and Sins of the Tamed novel

UX TiU

A7M
v -orwminu

YUL BRYNNER
“MOVIE
MASTER¬
PIECE!”
•—fhwswttk
M-G-M’s new blockbuster
starts World Premiere a»
Music Hall, N.Y. tomorrow;
opens Feb. 26“-Pantages,
L.A.; Feb. 27—Florida, Miami;
Carib, Miami Beach; Trail,
Coral Gables; March 4—
Woods, Chicago and there¬
after in 20 big cities nationwide.Cveiy theatre preview,
every press screening fore¬
casts sure-fire box-office hit!

lit j: CONI ALBERT SALMI
RICHARD BASEHART
-WILLIAM SHATNER
- A«)W»HI001)CII»-'.«PKICa08
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‘Hell’Nice $13,000 In
Toronto; ‘Anns’ 16G, 2d

KANSAS CITY

(Continued from page 8)
(2d wk). Sock $5,000. .^Last week,
Toronto, Feb. 18.
$5,500
for house record;
Only; newcomers at major deMidland (Loew) (3,500; 75-90)—
luxers are “Man; in Shadow” and
"Seven
Hills 'of Rome" (M-G) and
“The Quiet American,” both dis¬
BROADWAY
appointing biz. However, holdovers “Happy Road” (M-G), Thin $5,000:
Last
week,
“Qifiet American” (UA)
(Continued from page 8)
are pacing the city to; hep. returns. •
This session finishing tomorrow Leading is “Farewell to Arms” in and . “Lady fit Vengeance” (UA),
(Thurs.) looks like mild $11,000 or! second stanza, with “Sayonara” same.
Missouri (SW - Cinerama) (1,194;
and “Don’t Go Near Water,” both
close. Eighth was $20,000.
— “Seven Wonders of
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75)— in fifth frames, running neck-and- $1.25-$2)
World!’
(Cinerama) (25th wk).
“Smiles of Summer Night” (Rank)
Minneapolis, Eel). 18.
Slowing down to $6,000; stays. Last
Estimatei fpr This Week
Long lasting lineup Of holdovers (9th wk). Eighth stanza ended Sun¬
public Pictures—which, however
Carlton (Rank) (2,318; 60-$l)— week, same.
continues to shrink as such lbng- day (16) was fair $4,400. Seventh “Quiet
American” (UA). Light ' Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)— cannot, take effect until March 22
stayers as “Peyton Place,” “Say¬ was $4,900.
“Ft.
Dobbs”
(WB)
and
“Short
Cut
due
tfi existing contractual provi¬
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $6,500. Last week, “Robbery Under To Hell" (Par). Good $8,000. Last
onara” and ‘‘And God Created
(Rank), $7,000. " ...
sions—was approved by the Screen
Woman” finally bow out. The Loop $1-$L50)—“Old Yeller” (BV) (9th Arms”
week,
“Deep
Six”
(WB),
$5,000:
Writers
Branch of the Writers
Downtown,
Glendale,
Scarboro,
currently has its most fresh en¬ wk). Eighth session completed yes¬
Rocbhill (Littie Art Theatres) Guild of America, West, at a spe¬
(Taylor) (1,054; 995; 698; 694;
tries in some time but extebt of terday (Tues.) was: okay $7,000. State
(750;
75-90)—“Maid
in
Paris"
(In¬
50-75)
—
“Walk
into
Hell”
(IFD)
cial
meeting
late Thursday night
boxoffice punch is dubious. In im¬ Seventh* $7:400;
Sorso $1,200. Last week, “Last.
Victoria (City Inv.) <1.060; 50-$2) and “Guns Don’t Argue” (IFD). die).
portance order they comprise "En¬
Bridge” (Indie), $1,500.
Nice
$13,000.
Last,
week,:
“Tin
1
Galled
to
explore
what measures
—“Quiet
American”
(UA
(2d
wk).
emy Below,” “Darby’s Rangers”
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 90-$1.25- the Guild should take in hieetirtg
This round winding up today Star” (Par) and “Naked Sun” <AA), $1.50)—“Raintree
and "Spanish' Affair.” .
County” (M-G), pay-tv, the Branch, voting unani¬
,000.
“Seven Wonders of World” and (Wed.) is likely to hit sluggish $11Eglintbn,
Palace, Runnymede (8th wk). Modest $4,000; holds. mously, also (1) ordered their con¬
"Around the World in 80 Days,” $9,000 or less. First was $17,000, (FP) (1,080; 1,385; 1,485; 50-$l)^ Last week, ditto.
the hard ticket champs, are in their Over hopes.
Tower (Fox Midwest) (2,000; 75- tracts with major studios cancelled
“Old
Yeller”
(BV) (3d wk). Okay
.
Warner
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,600;
8Qth and 32d weeks, respectively.
90)—“Old Yeller” (BV) (3d wk). as soon as legally possible; arid (2)
Last week, $12,000.
It’s the eighth stanza for “Don’t Go $1.80-$3.50)—“Search - for Para-, $9,000.
authorized board to give 60-day no¬
Strong
$6,000. Last week, $9,000.
Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1.25)
Near Water” and fourth for “Old dise” (Cinerama) (22d wk). The —"Farewell
Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox tice of strike action against certain
Arms” (20th) (2d
21st session ending Saturday (15) wk). Socko to
Yeller,”
unnained indie. United Artists pro¬
Midwest)
(2,043;
700;
1,217;
75-90)
$16,000.
Last
week,
was big $28,900 for week that in¬
Estimates for This. Week
-—“Gift of Love” (20th) arid “Plun¬ ducers who have released pix to
:
2 extra shows. The 20th ^sarne.
t.
Hyland (Rank) (1,357; $1) — der Road” (20th>. Fairish $8,500. television.
Academy (Mann) i947; $1.$0- cluded
was $28,900 for usual number of ‘‘How
Hassle with these UA producers
to Murder Rich Uncle” (Col) Last week, “Missouri Traveler”
$2.65)—“Around World in 80 Days” performances:
(4th. wk). Big $4,500. Last week, (BV), same.
stems from their failure and/or re¬
<UA> (32d wk). Seems to be get¬
World (Times) (400; 95-$1.50)— same.
fusal to.cut writers in for addi¬
ting a good second wind. Tall $9,t “Bride Is Much Too Beautiful”
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 75-$1.25)—
tional coin bn post-1948 films re¬
500. Last week. $9,000..
(Ellis) (5th wk): Fourth week ended
leased to tv. Warners and RKO al¬
Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150; Sunday (16) was fine $6,400. Third “Sayonara” (WB) (5th wk). Hefty
$14,000. Last week, $17,500.
ready have recognized such pay¬
$1.75-S2.65) — “Seven WOnders of was $9,600.
International
(Taylor)
(557;
$1)—
ments on post-’48 pix sold to tv. A
'World” (Cinerama) (80th wk). Last
“No Time for Tears”. (IFD) Okay
rush of late comers for this one.
spokesman for Guild reported last
$4*000: Last week. "Blue Murder
Great $13,000. Last week, $I1,500.:
Los' Angeles, Feb: 18.
night
that agreement in “some
Sfc Tririian’s” (IFD) >(7th wk),
Now in last two weeks of run.
Titles and'dates of 141 films al¬ cases” among these UA holdouts
$3,000.
Gopher (Berger) 11,000; 85-90)—
. Loew’s (Loew). (2.098; $1-$1.25) ready firmly skedded for release “seems imminent,” and therefore
'‘Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G) (8th
—“Don’t Go Near Water”. (M-G) duririg 1958 by eight major dis¬ such notices wouldn’t go out to
\vk>. Good $4,000. Last week,
Omaha, Feb. 18.
(5th wk). Swell $12,000. Last week, tributors, plus another 25 pix ten¬ these if deals were signed. A strike
$4,500.
Weekend blizzard didn’t help $14,800..
tatively set by them fpr distribu¬ against any producer means that
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-90)— grosses here* but there are a pair
Tivoli (FP) (955; $1.75-$2.40)— tion this year, were disclosed by .Guild members may not do any.
“Spanish Affair” (Par) and “Escape of brisk new entries at the down- “Around World in 80 Days” (UA) Edward L. Hyman, AB-PT voepee, work for him, including screen, tv
From Red Rock”. (20th). Light $2r- town first-runs this stanza. “Rain- (27th wk). Fine $8,000. Last week; at a meeting held iri National The¬ and radio writers.
500 in 5 days, and jerked. Last tree County” is sock at • the State $8,500.
Difficulties of writers with major
week, “Sayonara” (WB) (6th wk), while “Fort Dobbs" is strong at : Towne (Taylor) (693; $1) — atres’ Gold Room with capacity studios is pay-tv, in which scripters
the Omaha. “Tarnished Angels” “French Are Funny Race” (IFD). crowd of circuit and indie opera¬ are insistent upon establishing
$5,000 at $1.25-$1.50.
Orpheum looks only fair.
Fine $4,500. Last week, “Modern tors and exchange personnel.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 90-$1.25) at theEstimates
rights. Feevee still
for This Week
Information, collected by Hyman participation
Times” . (UA> (reissue) (2d wk),
—“Farewell to Arms” (20th) (2d
doesn!t. exist as any “meaningful”
Brandeis (RKO) <1,100; 75-90)— $3,500.
direct from respective company form of exhibition, it’s pointed out,
wk). Despite some lukewarm re¬ “Going
Steady” (Col> and “Return
University (FP) (1,233; $1.50- sources was included in a brochure but writers are determined “not to
views it’s showing considerable
Strength. Fat $11,000. Last week, to Warbow” (Col). Fair $2,500. $2.40)—“This is Cinerama” (Cine- which listed the 1958 releasing flounder” in the wake of this new
Last week, “Steel Bayonet” (UA) rarna). (17th wk). Neat $12,000. Last plans of 10 major distribs, to high¬
$15,000.
field when it comes into vogue,
arid “Gun Fever” (UA), $3,000.
week, $13,000. '
light exec’s discussion on “orderly "as they are how doing in the case
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-90)
Uptown (Loew) (2,098; 60-$l)—■
90) ——(‘Darby’s Rangers” (WB). —“Fort Dobbs” (WB) and “Under¬ “Man iri Shadow” (U). Light distribution” of quality product of free television.” Writers are tak¬
throughout
the
year.
Modest $7,000. Last week, “Mis¬ sea Girl” (AA). Perky $8,000. Last $7,500. Last week, “Tarnished
ing their stand on flat statements
While not announcing actual made by majors years ago their
souri Traveler” (BV), yanked after .week, “Eighteen and Anxious” Angels”: (U) (3d wk), $7;000*
4 sad days, $1,200; and “Winchester (AB-PT) and “Girl in Woods” (ABtitles arid dates, two other distribs, backlogs never would be released
73” and “Criss Cross” (U) (reis¬ PT), $4,500. for 5 days.
Allied Artists and Republic, voiced to tv, “yet this came to pass arid
LOS ANGELES
sues), $1,400, three days.
enthusiastic approval of Hyman’s the writers iound their rights by¬
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 75(Continued from page 10)
RKO Pan (RKO) (i,800; 75-90)— 90)—“Tarnished Angels” (U). Fair
plan, via letters from top officials, passed-”
“Old Yeller” (BV) (4th wk). Good $7,000. Last week, “Peyton Place” (WB) (8th wk). Snappy $16,700. and their intention to fit their up¬
Spokesman declared that in con¬
$5,000. Last week, $6,000.
(20th) 3d wk), $8,500 at 90-$1.25. Last week, $18,400. .
coming skeds into its tenets.
formance' With: legal requirements
State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)^-“EneWarner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90State (Goldberg) (850; 9d-$1.25)
termination of the agreement with
my Below” (20th). Highly regard-, —“Raintree County” ,(M-G). Hep $1.75)—“Witness . for Prosecutiori”
majors: affected means that Writers
ed picture. Fast $8,500. Last week, $8,000.
Last week, “Missouri (UA) (9th wk). Stout $8,000. Last
can walk out by. Nov; 6. However,
"Rodan” (DCA), $10,500.
week; $8,160.
Traveler” (BV), $5,.000.
he said, in the meantime they plan
Suburban World (Mann) (700;
Egyptian (UATC) (1.503; $1.25to
vigorously pursue negotiations
Continued from page 5 '^—SS
85)—“To Paris With Love” (Cont)
$3.50)—“Bridge ori River Kwli”
SAN FRANCISCO
and “Lady Killers” (Cont) (2d
(Col). (9th wk). Solid $17,000. Last theatremeri the position: 6t - the elsewhere.
Action
against. Republic' in
v(Continued
from
page.
8)
runs) (2d wk). Good $1,500. Last
week, $20,300.
week. $2,000.
wk), Oke $9,00 0, Last week, . Los Angeles,( Fox Beverly, Loy¬ stockholders,- many of whom de¬ Guild’s strike vote steriis from com¬
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)— $14,000.
ola, Vogue (FWC) (2,097; 1,170; pended bn their investments for pany announcing their release of
“Third Key” (RFDA). Satisfactory
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458; 1,248; 825; $l,25-$2.40)^-“Peyton their income. Many of them, he post-’48 films to tv a month ago
$4,000. Last week, “God Created $1.75-$2.€5) — “Seven Wonders of PlaCe” (20th) (5th wk, Los Angeles; pointed oiit, were recent investors without any indication that writers
Woman” (Kings) (6th wk), $5,000. World” (Cinerama) (65th wk). Big 10th wk, others); Brisk $21,000. and that the stockholders felt, they would receive pay from these pix.
$16,000. Last week, $15,000.
were entitled to a return on their Guild strike vote also affects any
Last week, $28,100.
t United Artists (No, Coast) (1,207;
Downtown, Wiltern (SW) (1,757; investments just as exhibitors ex¬ Rep subsidiaries in which Rep has
90-$1.25)—“Witness For Prosecu¬ 2,344; $1.25-$2.50)—“10 Coriimand- pect profits from their theatres.
a 50% or more interest.
tion” (UA) arid “Ride Out For Re- rrients” (Par) (17th wk). Sturdy
The success of the old films on
venge” (UA) (2d wk). Fancy $12,- $12,000. Last week, $12,200.
television left the delegates. with
000. Last week, $17,000.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,384; the feeling that perhaps they ought [Parlays Bowling, Cafeteria
| Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25-$2) $1.20-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” to take another look at re-issues.
Washington, Feb. 18.
And Drive-In Operation
!— “Raintree County ”< M-G) (8th
Considering the 16-year record wk). Good $4,500. Last week, ..(Cine) started 37th week Sunday This idea was hammered at by A.
Borger, Tex., Feb. 18.
(16) after socko $22,300 last week. E. Sindlinger, the analyst. He said
snowstorm here which caused can¬ $5,500.
Johnny
Fagan, owner of the
Carthay
(FWC)
(1,138;
$1.75cellation of Saturday midnight . Vogue .(S'. F,. Theatres) (364;
that based on his compariy’s find¬
shows and hit Sunday biz heavily $1.25)—“Golden Age of Comedy”: $3.50)—“Around World in 80 Days” ings the former evaluation of. re¬ Buena Vista Drive-In, has opened
(UA)
(61st.wk).
Beefy
$18,000.
Last
a
new
24-lane^
bowling, alley and
downtown houses aren’t holding up (Indie); Sock $6,000. Last Week,
issues is all wrong in today’s mar¬
cafeteria in a building halfway be¬
Well. “Search For Paradise” run¬ “Pather Panchali” (indie) (7th wk), week; $21,400..
rEl Rey (FWC) (861; $1.25-$1.75) ket. He urged exhibitors to make tween the main part of the city and
ning strong in its sixth week at the $1,800.
-4 “Gervaise” (Cont).. (6th wk). efforts to acquire froiri MCA the hisozoner.
■Warner. “Peyton Place,” winding
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1;25)—
pre-1948 Paramount pictures be¬
up a record nine-week run at Pal¬ “Smallest Show On. Earth” (Times) Perky $2,000. Last week, same.
Biz was reported to be excellent
fore they go to television* Allied,
ace, is still solid. “Seven Hills of (3d wk). Good $3,000. Last week,
as a result, decided to appoint a in both operations.
Rome,” in second, round at Capi¬ $4,000.
CLEVELAND
committee to see “when, where
tol, is way off.
Coronet (United California)
(Continued from page 10)
and how” the Par films could be
Estimates for This Week
f1.250; $1.50-$3.75) — “Around lators” (U). Oke $5,000. Last week, obtained for reissue.
Ambassador-Metropolitan (SW) World In 80 Days” (UA). (60th wk). “Winchester 73” (U) and “CrissIt appeared obvious that the
11:490; 1,000; 90-$1.50)—“Sayon¬ Fast $14,000. Last week, $14,000. Cross” (U), (reissues), $5,200. .
problems facing exhibitors, includ¬
Continued from
3
Presidio (Hardy - Parsons) (774;
ara” (WB) <8th-final). Down to
Continental (Art Theatre Guild) ing drive-in operators, were the
SI:25-$1.50)
—
“Gervaise”
(Cont)
$9,500. Last week, $16,500.
(850; $1:25)—“Arid . God Created most critical in the industry’s his¬ leased by the company. The Astor
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 90-$l.25> (7th wk). Good $2,500. Last week, Woman”; (Kings) (m.o.). Good tory.
The attendance of 500 plus and Victoria Theatres on Broad-—“Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G) (2d $3,000.
$3,300. Last week; “Silken Affair” the large number of delegates who way .are operated by Lopert for
last). Off $11,000 after $17,000 in
(DCA), $2,300.
UA, which recently leased them.
opener.
BOSTON
Heights Art (Guild) (925; $1:25) attended business sessions attest¬
Interest in just ahout any Bardot
Columbia * (Lde\v) (L154; 90—‘‘Brothers in Law” (Indie). Oke ed to the severity of the crisis.
(Continued
from
page
10)
filrri today is high in the wake of
Iri
addition,
there
was
less
con¬
$1.25)—“Raintree County” (2d run) (WB) and “Magic Ring” (Indie), $2,000. Last week, “God Created
God
Created
Woman”
(3d wk).
Brisk $12,000.
Last $11,000.
Woman” (Kings) (8th wk), $3,100. centration on denunciation of “And
week, $15,000.
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; $1.25- film company trade practices and (Kirigsley-Iiiterhatipnal)|. which, is
Pilgrim (NET) (1,000; 65-95) —
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 85-$1.25)-- “Sing Boy Sing” (20th). Opened $1.50)—“Peyton Place" (20th) (8th- more attention to meetings devoted cleaning up and stands to gross
“Old Yeller” (BV) (4th. wk). Down today (Tues.). Last week. Beautiful final wk), Sock $11,000.
to business building. At past con¬ $2,000,000 . in the U. S. ^ilorie. An¬
to $7,000, Last week, $11,000.
Lower Mall (Community) (500; ventions, little, if any, time was de¬ other Bardot release, ‘‘The Bride
But Dangerous” (26th), $5,000.
Palace (Loew) <2,350; 90-$1.50)—
Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; $1.50-$3.30) 60-90)—“The Roots” (Indie). Good voted to the exchange of ideas for Is. Much Too Beautiful/’ also is do¬
“Peyton Place” «20th) <9th-finai>. —“Around World in 80 Days”. IDA) $2,500. Last week, “Bed of Grass” the exploitation and selling of pic¬ ing xvell.
* .
i '
Solid $11,500 after $14,000 last (45th wk). Bright $20,000 with ex¬ (Lux) and “Dance Little Lady” tures. '
Bidding for “La Parisiehne" has
.
week.
(Lux), $1,500. .
tra mats. Last week, $17,20.0.
On the question of opening the been heavy, with a number of the
Plaza (T-L) (276; 90-51.50'—
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $l,25-$2.50) gates to the sale of the post-’48 indies in the running. This ao
Trans-Lux (Trans-Lux) 4730; 75“God Created Woman” (Kings) $1.10). — “Respectful Prostitute” —“Around World” (UA) (36th wk). pix,
Allied took official action in counts for the heavy coin forked
(15th wk). Fair $4,(100. Last week, (Indie) , and “Lover Boy” (Indie) Big $9,000. Last week, $10,000.
the form of a resolution which ap¬ over by the UA-Lopert combo. Be¬
$5,000.
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,250; pealed to the. “sound business tween $100,000 and $150,000 is con¬
(3d wk). Good $4,300. Last week,
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.50)— $5,100.
$1.25-$2.40)—“Seven Wonders of judgment” of the film companies sidered a very high guarantee for
“Bonjour Tristesse" (Col) (3d wk).
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 75- World” (Cinerama) (3d wk). Tall and "to their loyalty to the motion a French, or any foreign, film.
Good $7,000. Last week, $9,000.
$1.25) — “Don’t Go Near Water” $17,000. Last week, $17,500.
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.25-$3)— (M-G). Wham $26,500. Last week,
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)—* business as a whole” not to make Walter Reade’s Continental Dis¬
“Around World in 80 Days” <UA) “Seven Hills of . Rose” (M-G) and “Gift of Love”. (20th). Oke $10,000. pictures available to television be¬ tributing paid that—$125,000—for
C46th wk). , Modest $5,000: Last “Happy Road” (M-G), $10,500.
Last week, "Quiet American:” cause “such a course, inevitably “Gervaise.”
Week, $7,500.
will lead to ..the elimination of
Deal for Miss Bardot to star in
State (Loew) (3;600; 75-$L25)— (M-G), $6,700.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1.300; “Don't Go Near Water” (M-G>. Big
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 90-$1.20) their- theatre customers and con¬ a picture for Metro is said to have
$2.40) — “Search for Paradise” $15,500. Last week, “Seven Hills — “Raintree County” (M-G) (2d sequent loss of their only . estab¬ fallen through* It was to have been
(Cinerama) (6th wk). Big $12,000 of Rome" (M-G) and “Happy wk). Stout $14,000: Last week, lished market for their new pro¬ made under a commitment she had
after $12,500: last week.
Road” (M-G). $4,500.
$20,000.
ductions.'
, to Pathe in France.

Picture Grosses

‘Enemy’ Big, $8,500, Mpls.;
‘Rangers’ Moderate 7G,
‘Arms’ Tall ICG in 2d

141 ‘Orderly’ Films

SNOW SLOUGHS OMAHA
BUT‘DOBBS’NEAT 8G

Exhibs Plead

‘Search’ Smash $12,000,
DC.; Teyton’ IIHj, Sth

Lopert, UA
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BERNARD GIRARD * A BRYNA PRODUCTION

A Star-Powered Cast In A Slashing Outdoor Action Hiti
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PICTURES

Bardot Fdm-Various Lengths—For
Easton, Pa., Feb. 10.

Wednesday^ Ffebrnary l^ l9$a

PtoSMETt

<

French film “And God Created
Woman,” starring Brigitte Bardot,

Joe Vogel-Tm a Theatreman’
Build Rawstock Factory
'Ste—^Continued frompagt 5
'•With German, Czech Aid and so wo.uld we, but outstanding films are in proportion to the: avail¬
Red China appears to be con¬
structing a large rawstock film
manufacturing plant, according to
reports received in . H. Y..
The Chinese are said to be get¬
ting equipment from Various of the
Communist-bloc countries, includ¬
ing East-Germany and Czechoslo¬
vakia. They have been ordering
sdme bjisic raw materials in Japan
and these orders have mounted in

able talent.”
No Relief For Distrlbs

Theatres; Vogel noted, which play unsuccessful pictures turn to the
distributor for redress. But, he asked, Where is the distfib to turn for
help in unsuccessful engagements? He emphasized that neither ex¬
has been given the okay by law en¬
SSS- Continued from/ page 2^^^—
hibition or distribution “should- expect fo be guaranteed a profit.”
forcement officers in this sectiori.
The Ldew’s topper reviewed Metro’s recent differences with ex¬
Some officers, however, said they 9 a.na. tu 5 p.m. every Sunday. Each
hibition,
a period iir which Loew’s,-long identified as the “friendly com¬
felt it was in “poor taste,” and car is charged 35c for parking
pany,”. was no longer referred to in those terms. Loew’s, he explained,
some deletions were made.
space. The cars are parked in tiers
“set a high standard for exhibitor-distributor relations” when it “was at
The film opened in Easton, Beth¬ so that two midways are created.J
the. top of the heap” and “far and away the leading producer arid dis¬
lehem. Allentown and Stroudsburg
Counters, and tables are set Up on j
in the past, the Chinese Reds tributor.”
on Wednesday (12),. It was viewed
“But when the business started to skid,” be stated, “and differences
which
merchandise
and
farm
prod-;
had
beenpurchasing
negative
and
by the officials that night.
All
houses reported it was drawing big acts can be displayed, products positive film outside their country, arose on the selling policy of a few outstanding picture’s, I think I’m
right
in saying that the shock of the exhibitor was all the greeter be¬
are
either
swapped
or
sold.
Every
The
Chinese,
films
seen
in
the
crowds in this State once famous
imaginable product is offered for j U;S. come primarily from the non- cause of the previous benevolence. It was as if a warm friend had sud¬
for blue laws.
exchange or sale. At the same [ Red studios at Hong-Kong. Some denly turned a. cold shoulder. The former friendship made the wounds
Lehigh County List. Atty. Paul
time, the drive-in’s concession Red Chinese films have .begun to ill the more painful. The ‘friendly companyr had the phrase thrown
McGinley said seven deletions
stands are operating at full blast, { filter: into Asian, countries, notably back in its teeth.
■were made in Allentown. He said
. Miller said that when DuMont: Indonesia and Indo-China;
“I mention this fact to affirm that the policy of the ‘friendly com¬
he did not think there is anything
. ,K
- t
nn
: introduced the idea a -year ago
pany’ was the kind of policy any company should be proud of. An at¬
in the picture un wluch to. base. only l4 cars showed up However,
mosphere
of friendliness should prevail, and it is not too1 much to exprosecution. Harold Heydt, man^ the driven re-,
peqt a similar friendly policy on4he part of each of us.”
ager^of the 19th St Theatre *
: GeT>tly. he cl0Gked 880 .CarS. Du.
J. H. Stevens has been named
v Need For Blockbusters
lentown. where tike Pic^£e
.1 Mont, he said, has had no difficulty manager of Paramount’s midwestVogel pointed out that the peed for blockbuster pictures is greater
mg^shown. said
with church groups or local busi-, ern/division (formerly called the
made before it open
m i
j ness establishments.- As a matter central division v, succeeding Bryan than ever. But no company, he added, can find sufficient properties to
Latter departed lari: make all blockbusters and. that it is necessary to produce some .small
atre•
* .
| of fact, some local stores have1 D. St
In Bethlehem, Edward Goalesky,. sej: np their own counters. After week.
pictures. However, he said that these pictures “should have a special
.
’'
manager of the College Theatre, }.g p_m. the country fair or “swap . Robert Allen, assistant branch appeal” and that not only the distributor but the exhibitor as, well “has
reported three or four scenes Were; day” atmosphere is 'removed and manager in Chicago, has been to work on these pictures.” Often, he commented, they are the means
deleted. This was. confirmed by i the drive-in reverts to a motion. moved up to manager, which is the of developing talent.
.
.
^
Bethlehem police who viewed the;; picture theatre. A percentage of post vacated by Stevens’ promo¬
Metro’s program, he said, will include productions of varying sizes
—“not every film will be a blockbuster—but the standards will be
film.
the crowd stays on to see the show. tion.
high.”
Northampton County Dist. Atty..,
Talent Demands
Edward G. Ruyak mentioned he j
has received complaints from a [
Vogel bemoaned the “staggering commitments” made necessary by
number of Easton residents who ;,
'the competition among producers for properties. The terms for talent
objected to the film. Easton Police j
and the demands for participations, he said, “are bewiideringly high.”
Chief John I. Schwarz went to see |
He outlined the problems and costs involved in production and the
it and said he could see no objec-;
human factors involved. He spoke about the end of company-controlled
tionable scenes.
stars, but that this “practice is no longer, feasible” because “the cost
Louisville, Feb, 18.
Complaints also were received j
is prohibitive.”
The only company offiicialiy condemned at Allied States Assn.’s !
.by Stroudsburg authorities. Hist. >
Referring to the sale of pix to tv, Vogel, said the only justification
ucucu A. Hansen there -_
Atty. Detleff
and drive-in convention here last week, was Paramount In a resolution for unloading the pre-1948 backlog was “necessity.” He said it was ob¬
18 representatives from three reli- formally passed by the convention. Par was tapped for "discriminating” vious that such a policy would have repercOssions and that the film
gipus denominations attended the against drive-ins in the release of “The 10 Commandments,” It was companies know it themselves. But, he poirited out, they were, hit by
opening
. charged, too, that the film company was employing subtle pressure the Recline in business and with mounting production costs and “there
They found that any objection-* ?'!<i coercion in attempting to get theatres to play the picture
Par, w^s no one to turn to if the budget was to be. balanced.”
able parts'have been eliminated, it was said^ was asking chambers of jommerceTp supply a listof local
Smart To ‘Lease’ For TV
nn rppcnn tn intprfere
clerymen in areas : where theatres, had turned down the picture beVogel indicated that Loew’s was fortunate in that it leased and did
a
.
.
' ;
.
cause of the tough terms. According tq the Allied charge. Par plans
j
■'
"
——- to write to the clergymen requesting them jo.appeal tolocal exhibitors not sell its old films to tv. The company, he said, had learned a lot from
its experience in the last year, “arid from what we have learned, I have
to play- the film.
Par, it was disclosed, has started to talk deals with drivedris. How¬ reason for optimism, not pessimism.”* He asserted that the time will
ever, the picture will not be available Jo them until this Summer. And cpirie when tv “will feel the pinch” and will he faced with rriouriting
— Continued from page 5 s
f then, it was reported, Paramount wanted a minimum of seven days overhead “and the law of dimishing returns will set in on the rerrurihaven't the product to compete playing time at advanced admissions, with terms of 60% and “no look.” ning of old pictures.”
successfully against the movies that;
In a rudown of the film companies, it was suggested that exhibs
will be coming up on tv,” says; “stay away” from Republic pictures until the company’s positionon the
Volk.
sale of pix to tvr is clarified. Warner Bros, again won . the dubious
“This is one of the worst blows honor of being the Worst company with which to. do business. In
vet for exhibition,” declared Lebe- • general,. there were no complaints about the. deals offered by Metro,
doff. “We had hoped that Para-^ Universal, 20th-Fox, Columbia, United Artists, Allied Artists and Rank.
mount would continue to hold out
Snaper, Bollinger As Delegates
against a sale of its pre-1948 and
___
Wilbur. Snaper and Irving Dollinger will Represent/-Allied at the
would Set an
example for _
other
companies. Coming right on the .
presentation of the MPAA-GOMPO-TOA ’ business building cam- ■ ■ .
.
■ , ■ ^=4________
heels of authoritative pronounce- ,.paign on Feb. 20 in New York. However, it \yas. stressed that Allied
merits that exhibition is being s would not participate in the plan, •financially or otherwise if a part
Greensboro, N. C., Feb. 18.
killed by the movies oh tv the Par- ; of the overall budget is iiqt allotea for the promotion of the industry
amount sale seems all thq more Hd subsequent-run Situations.' Allied wants to. make sure that the
U. S. Sen. W. Kerr Scott of North
Continued from page 5 j
reprehensible and might lead to | plan is noLdesigried solely for the first-run and key situations.
Carolina predicts a “knqck-downthe inference that the film compa*'/■■; .. \
pointed out that under present drag-out” fight in Washington over
nies don’t care any more what hap........
.
Pittsbjurgh For 1959
conditions a divorced circuit can pay-television. Scott said, he had
pens to. theatres.”
Next yearis drive-in convention will-.be held in ^Pittsburgh in Febriiacquire new theatres by petitioning
; gry. However, Allied will skip its regular national convention in the
received more mail and telegrams
the U. S. District Court in N. Y.
: ;
1
“ fall of 1959 and. hold a' combined drive-in and hardtop meeting -in
and obtaining a finding by the and telephone, calls on the subject
;i Chicago in February, 1960. The 1958 regular convention will be held
court that the acquisition will not of pay-as-you-see television than
\ as scheduled in Chicago Oct. 12-15.
unduly restrain competition. The* on apy other one thing—including
|
Combination of the two conventions was prompted by appeals from
Continued from page 3
D. of J., he charged, has raised no
i supplier organizations which exhibit merchandise at the: meetings.
sputnik arid missiles.
objections in all the petitions pre¬
ture to survive, and theatres will The suppliers wailed they couldn’t afford to set up their displays at two
He said it appears that television
sented and; has only made super¬
have to offer at least a minimum spearate conventions.
ficial inquiries. At the same time, networks “are making a do-oridi
of comfort to patrons.”
battle
out of the controversy.
the Governrrient bureau only allows
Misleading TV Station Ads
Trans-Lux runs houses in Wash:
exhibitors to intervene aihicus
“Pay-tv,”: the
senator
said,
ington, New York, Philadelphia and
Although Alied wants to call it to t^e attention of the Federal Trade
curiae, (friend of the court), Myers “would bring' extremely damaging
some other places. It has a dis¬ Comihissioii that tv stations are running misleading advertising relating
added, but that this type of inter¬ competition to television as we now
tribution subsidiary handling for¬ to the premiere of films on. television, one delegate, admitted that he
vention did not permit them to know it.” He added: “By carrying
eign films. Brandt said he wasn’t; had advertised, “perhaps fraudulently,” that a current picture play¬
obtain witnesses through subpoenas only the money-making shows, payat the moment, close to making ing his theatre would never be seen on television. He noticed a .10%
or to appeal the decision to higher tv would all but drain , the net*
any new theatre deals, but noted increase in business as a result of the ad.
courts.
works dry. At the same time, it
“people know we’re looking. It’s
In connection with its charges would have to be expensive, to.the
a longrange plan, and we’re in no
Dirty Pool on ‘Road’ News?
viewer.
against
the
Dept,
of
Justice,
Allied
hurry.”
Drive-in operators'accused tv stations of exaggerating in the dire
will issue a “white paper” in which
“I am no great defender of the
warnings of driving conditions#in weather reports. A group of Cin¬
it plans to detail the alleged lack present tv networks,” Scott said,
cinnati theatremen, however, have found a way to control at least one
of policing and enforcement of the terming many of the current pro¬
weather-show in their area. .They’ve combined as participating adver¬
consent decrees by the Government grams ’sorry/” But he added:
tisers on {he 6:25 p.m. weather report over WKRC-TV, Cincy.
agency.
After studying the' matter for
some
time
and
looking
into
Push For More Tinters
liable for mofi
many aspects of the problems in¬
Allied is continuing its campaign f6r. more pictures in color. Accord¬
volved,
I
think
it
would
be
unwise
ing to figures compiled by the group, out of 24.4 picture? released from
picture ventures.
to' ‘force’ pay-tv on the public,”
May to February only 81 were in color;
Theatrical or TV
Sen. Scott observed further:
Continued from page 4
“Pay-tv advocates may argue that it
How Wide Is The Gauge?
Plots* giv# lomt datails first
can
do away with the commercials,
to
keep
them
from
doing
so
has
In a report on technical problems, Hugh McLachlen declared that
Utter.
Replies confidential.
the majority of the companies, with the exception, of 20th-Fox, had been brought on them by the dis¬ but so can the person watching the
tributors
of
German,
Italian
arid
set—by
simply; turning the knob.”
; given up on the idea of releasing pictures in any gauge but 35m. He
Box V 21«-5t. VARIETY
stated, however, that 20th was-still toying with the. idea of roadshowing Danish film’s who benefitted via
154 W. 44HrSt., New York 36
the impasse between MPEA and
an upcoming film in 55m.
the Danes.
Observers say chances ior tax
New Officers
All newly-elected officers of Allied—prexy Horace Adams, treasurer relief by the Danish government
are
slim. Some relief already has
Edward W* Lider, a&d secretary Abe Berenson—are lawyers.
been grantedL
“
Postscript
Though a deal has been worked
AH or pert of 400 upholstered seat*
The Kentucky Hotel, site of the convention and at which -Loew’s out on the principal (rental) terms,
with or without man and. platform.
prexy Joseph R. Vogel addressed the closing, banquet, is partly owned some differences still remain to be
Excellent condition. Will socrifko for j by Ralph B. Campbell, an associate of Joseph Tomlinson, the Loew’s ironed out, Ode of these involves
quick sate. Financing passibte. Write ' director who launched, an unsuccessful proxy.; fight -against Vogel. holdover terms. MPEA has agreed
The FootRghters, hie., Wayne, Pa.
Campbell,, incidentally, acted for .Tomlinson in bringing various suits to pay for Censorship fees Under
against Loew’s and Vogel.
any new agreement

Drive-tft Its‘Fair’

Stevens Vice Stoner

Nabe Operators

Senator Thinks Pay-See Should Not Be ‘Forced*
On American People

Drive-In

Million-Up
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TOLL VISION

-

ins Own Version,
By FRED HIFT
Selectivsion, biilpd as an el»ctronic extension of the mot:on picture theatre into the home, was
demonstrated in a Queens (N y ),
apartment last week.
' j
Technically it wnrtoa

miunity antenna, is thus connected,
any°ne tied to it—but necessarily
sub?cnbinS to Selectivision—can
n0 longerreceive anything on the
currently empty channels except
the Selectivision ads and its
scrambled
transmissions.
Thus,

versions that emanated (1) from
•
V ^ - 0Ut
the Selectvision demonstrator on
510 Flat Charge
the premises. (2) Selectivision ex-1
Selectivision charges $10 flat to
ecutiycs, (3) the film comnanies. It j buy its Selectivator. Either that, or
all addM un to Confus'on (with a ! a subscriber can pay $15 as a down
b5«» capital “C").
j payment pnd take a 90-day Option
The demonstrator, a young lady i 01? ^be equipment. Miss. Grayson
lampri Mar.inro
jiamed
Marjore Grayson who. said said, this was reasonable since
she was assistant to Bernard L. other systems (she specifically
GOldenberg, Selectivsion chair¬ named Skiatron) would charge $75
man, said films would he shown for their decoder units. No such
over the . system either simultane¬ figure has ever been quoted by
ously with the run at the ,lo**al Skiatron executives.
theatre, or a few days later. She
Miss Grayson,, in citing the de¬
explained that Selectivision had cline of the film biz, also remarked
lined, up 57 films to round out its that “after; all, didri’t MGM just
Schedule “because a picture misht close up in New York.” She was
Tiiin a ’oh® time at a theatre and. corrected on that score.
we couldn’t show it for that long”
Selectivisioh plans to hold pub¬
and' said it could be . assumed that
lic demonstrations of . its system,
companies whose trailers were
including a touring trrick. from
beirig used for the demonsirction
(United Artists, 20th-Fox. Colu'm- Which a show would be telecast. It
is a publicly-owned, company, and
b:a, Metro) would provide their
it stresses that It wants to go into
films fo* Selectivision runs.. Latter
are supposed to start in Queeris in!
.»«■>. exhibitors^ Latter
Pflrlv Anr:i
' - - ■ would be selling theSelectivision
‘
. ■
__
Hpfnrfpr.
af thaiV
decoder "tirlrotc!'
“tickets/’ at
their hnvnf.
boxofGoldenberg said Miss Grayson
fice.
Miss Grayson told scribes
had it wrong. He sAid.Selectivision
would show films 90 da^s after Selectivision already had spent
$4,000,000 . on research and was
they’d been': played off in the local
prepared to spend “another $25house cooperating with his system
“because our research shows that 000,000.” Price to. be charged sub¬
scribers for films will be 150% of
that’s when people finally hear
the b.o. price, iJt. if the theatre
about a film and Want to see it.”
$1,
Selectivision
will
He, like Miss. Grayson, said Selec- charges
charge $1.50. Miss Grayson said
tivis'on transmission
eauipment
had been installed at the Elmwood arrangements had been made for
Selectivision subscribers to carry
Theatre. Rego Park.
NOW turn to, and quote the film the Basllio-Robiiison fight, due to
companies: Alex Ilarrison, general be shown In theatres.
sales manager of. 20th-Fox: “You
can duote .me as categorically
denying that . we. are making any
films available, to Selectivision.”
William J. Heirieman. United Art-*
ists sales v.p.: “Absolutely untrue.
I’d like to know where they pot
the trailers and the excerpt foot¬
age from ‘Apache.’ No indepen¬
dent would make adeal without
letting us know.” Columbia: “It iscategorically untrue that iv.. have
any deal with Selectivi
. We
are checking the shovnng of our
trailers on. the Selectivision de¬
monstrator set's and may turn the
matter over to our attorneys.’’'
In a somewhat revised Version,
Goldenberg said later that there
was no deal “yet” with any of the
companies, though lie was close to
making one with a major outfit. He
had. deals with a number of inde¬
pendents, he said.
Trailers
Trailers and footage shown by
Selectivision to. the Press included
“Boy on a Dolphin.” “Apache” and
“The Little Hut/’ Miss Grayson
said other trailers in the house in¬
cluded
those
of
"Pal Joey,’/
■‘Jeanne Eagles.” “The Caine Mu¬
tiny”
and
“Lucky
Me/’
On
“Apache” he said; he had a tenminute excerpt. Film apparently,
came from a motion picture Pre^.
.view show Goldenberg .had con¬
ducted some time ago.'
As for the equipment in the
Elmwood, Sol Strasberg. prez of
Interborough, which .operates the
house, , said there was no equip¬
ment in the theatre tp his knowl¬
edge. Goldenberg said the setup
was virtually ready to operate.
Miss Graysoii said transmission
equipixient was installed also at the
Midway Theatre, iri Queens.
Selectivision is a closed-circuit
system operating via the commu¬
nity antenna hookup in large de¬
velopments. It doesn’t interfere
with the - air channels; In Queens
it will operate on channels B, 1M
and 12, leaving channels three, and
six free to advertise coming attrac¬
tions, solicit subscribers, etc. The
Selectivision decoder box is atr
tached to the tv set, which is in ef¬
fect plugged into it. A small plas¬
tic card inserted into a slot^.un¬
scrambles the image on the chan¬
nels bn which films are shown.
According to Miss ^frayson
Selectivision has 10.0QQ to 15,000
apartments
already wired up,
though only .about 1,000 actually
have the “Selectivator’ installed.
Signal, originating from a 16m film,
is transmitted to the top of the
apartment house via micro-ivave.
The landlord gets a percentage of
the take.
Its’ pointed out that,, once a corn-

Zenith Cries ‘Foul’
Washington, Feb. 18.
Zenith (Phonevision’s par¬
ent in Chicago) will advertise,
in 30 dailies to counteract .and
counterattack
the
alleged
.“scare” tactics which have, to
date, given the television net¬
works and stations a runaway
victory in'“straw” polls, many
organized by stations.
Telecasters have artificially ~
flooded Congress with mail.
Zenith copy points accusing,
finger at CBS Jan. 13 Wash¬
ington. banquet for Congress¬
men, the celebrated “Court¬
ship on the Potomac.” The
CBS affiliates went to- work on
the legislators like the Old
Notre Dame backfield, alleges
Zenith.

See Fox Pass

19

Unions and Closed-Circiiit Tele;
As ‘Theatre Extension Questioned
■

6-Ticket Limit!
Philadelphia, Feb. 18.
Sugar ;Ray Robinson - Carmen
Basiiio bout will be shown on
closed circuit, large screen theatre
tv hookup, at five Phila. area Stanley-Warner houses (25>. The fight
Will be carried in the .Mastbaum,
Stanley,- Broadway^ in the city and
also, in the Stanley, Camdeii, N. J.,
and the Stanley, in Chester, pa.
The tab will be $5, including tax.
There will be a limit of six
tickets (sic) to any one order.

When is television television and
when does it become nothing more
than an “extension” of the motion
picture theatre via closed-circuit?
Question promises to become
sharply pertinenf and the subject
of considerable controversy if and
when a pay system in the home be¬
gins to function, and particularly
if it is operated via cable. Pro¬
moters of such a method have been
stressing the fact that “this isn’t
television” but merely an expan¬
sion of the theatre and an enter¬
prise In which the exhibitor parti¬
cipates.
Point Was made last week when
the. Selectivision process demon¬
strated in Queens and again, ear¬
lier, when the pay-tv closed cir¬
cuit .test launched. at Bartlesville,
Okla:
It was underscored. last week
with the news that that the Writers
Guild of America (screen branch)
had demanded royalty payments
from any pay-tv transmissions, in
the future.
There appears to be little doubt
that any pay-tv transmission over
the air fails within the union do-,
main and will be treated by the
unions and guilds as no different
than the transmission into the
home of “free” pictures of post-*48
vintage.
Asked last week what their at¬
titude would be towards closed cir¬
cuit pay-tv, which, theoretically at
least,. Wouldn’t be as widely avail¬
able as oVer-the-air telecasts, twro
union spokesmen maintained that
their .organizations hadn’t as yet
found it necessary to define iri de¬
tail the status of such an operation.
Neither the actors nor the mu¬
sicians, it appears, have so far
• wrestled with the problem, being
at the moment more concerned
with the pending transmission of
some post-’48 product (according to
the American Federation of Mu¬
sicians their cutoff point was
1946) over the regular channels
right now.
Bernard Goldenberg, chairman of
Selectivision, last week said he’d
been contacted by the musicians*
union but had not been presented
with, any definite formulas for pay¬
ments.. His own attitude appeared
to be that Selectivision, like any
closed circuit system, could not be
considered “television,” and was'
nothing more than an extension of
the theatre’s functions and thus
covered by the original payments
in the, theatrical field.
At the moment, it looks as if
the entire toll field is veering into
the direction of cable, the Congress
having put pressure, on the Federal
Communical.ons Commission to de¬
lay any over-the-air test authoriza¬
tions.

Weekend Operating Policy .
Miami,,Tex., Feb. 18..
R. B. Carson has. reopened the
Miami Theatre here: At present
the house is being operated Friday
through Monday.
Carson hopes within the next
several months to expand to full
time operations. ,

San Francisco, Feb. 18.
Who—Or what—shut up Alan
Lane?
This was the question on every¬
one’s lips at start of the 11th An¬
nual Western Radio & TV Confer¬
ence. v
Lane,
Skiatron
vicepresident
based in Los Angeles, was sched¬
uled to be conference’s first speak¬
er, -He has been barnstorming up
and down California for many
months, speaking to dozens of
groups on toll-tv.
Biit* just a few hours before
Frisco speech, conference spon¬
sors received this wire: 5
“Due to new company policy,
itmill.be impossible for me to
speak on pay-tv. I sincerely rer
gret that I cannot speak to¬
night Alan Lane ”
Speculation on Skiatron’s “new
policy” was: .
.. (1) That Matty Fox has decided
to take another look at his public <
relations setup;
. !
(2) That - Fox has decided to
concentrate on trying to. beat June
Los Angeles referendum banning
toll-tv;
(3) That Skiatron may be aban¬
doning effort to get into cablefeevee and may focus on throughthe-air broadcast permission.

Pointing conspicuously in the di¬
rection of the Columbia Broadcast¬
ing System, Skiatron Electronics
& TV Corp, this week accused the
major tv networks of posing .a
threat to democracy via their al¬
leged use of the “big lie” tech¬
nique in the campaign against, sub¬
scription television,
Skiatron general/ counsel, James
M. Landis, iri a letter of complaint,
filed with the Federal Communica¬
tions Commission, urged it to take
action against what he called
“campaigns of; vilification, misrep¬
resentations and conspiratorial ef¬
forts to outlaw competition.”
He said sufficient data had been
gathered to consider the possible
filing of an antitrust suit, not only,
against stations and networks, but
also against individual exhibitors;
who’ve been battling the pay-ty'
prospect..
; Most of the examples of what
Landis called ^flagrant and deliber¬
ate violations Of the FCC’s prin-;
ciples . and requirements by the
webs and their affiliates appeared
aimed at CBS;
In. reply, Richard S. Salant,.
CBS v.p., Monday (IT) reject¬
ed Landis’ allegations as hav¬
ing “no basis in fact.’’ He.
called the roll on the various:
.. CBS shows that had '■ dealt with
the pay-tv controversy and
stated: '■ “CBS has at no time
applied any. pressures, direct
dr: indirect, on independent
stations affiliated with the CBS
television Network to fight
pay television proposals. CBS .
encouraged its affiliates to
/broadcast both sides of the is¬
sues in this matter of vital pub¬
lic policy so that the people:
would be in a. position to. de-.
cide the cdse on its merits.”
Salant noted, that the shows
mentioned by: Landis were not net¬
work programs, but shows telecast
over independently-owned stations
over whose programming CBS has
no control.

Apart from his communication to l .minds of people with false and unthe FCC, tandis also sent a letter .true information,”
to Senator Wayne B. Morse of Ore¬
He added that “in the state¬
gon complaining about the meth¬ ments how being made by the net¬
ods used by toll-tv opposition. “Not; works and station licensees to the
since the. days- of the fight oh effect that: the American public is
the Public Utility Holding Co. Act being asked to choose, between ad¬
in 1936 have I seen am effort of | vertiser-sponsored
or
so-called
this kind to stir up socalled ’grass¬ •free’ tv and subscription or tollroots’ opposition to. governmental tv, they are reverting to the Big
action.
Essentially, this is the Lie technique so effectively em¬
same kind of technique that the ployed in dictator-controlled states
networks in the last two months to threaten the very processes of
have beeri. adopting to. legislate understanding upon which .our deout of existence the possibility of mocfacy must fundamentally rest/,;
any competitior challenging their!
The campaign had reached such
control Over what some 45,000,000 proportions, Landis declared, that
Chicago, Feb. 18.
owners , of tv sets shall hear, and “we... believe tfie Commission . . ..
President Martin E. Schreiber of
see,” he wrote.
must undertake a general inquiry
the
Milwaukee
Common Coun¬
Pfess Conference
into the conduct of. all television
At a press conference Monday, stations in connection with; their cil, and three fellow* members
glommed
the
International
TeleLandis said he was concerned as presentation of views on subscrip¬
rneter Corp. demonstration here
much about the opposition, to the tion television,”
last
Thursday
(13)
prior
to
holding
toll proposals as with the methods
Skiatron counsel said all buf one
used to. fight them which, he of the “flagrant” examples of par¬ hearings on a bid to wire their
called “a matter of monopolization tial station treatment Of the toll city for pay-tv.
Hearings are set to start March
of mass communications.” He said controversy fell into the period be¬
It was a dangerous thing for a tween Jan. 13 and Feb. ,6, 1958, “a 5 on a proposed ordinance, similar
small group of individuals to poi¬ period which begins; with the to the One recently adopted in Los
son the public mind via their grip sumptuous kickoff dinner held in Angeles, which would, authorize
franchises for wired tollvision. Mil¬
on television.
Washington by CBS for its. affili¬
waukee delegation included Mau¬
Landis ackowledged that; if it ates, ind devoted, primarily to
rice L. Gorsky, attorney for the
were to act on his complaint, the combatting tivc matters of .which
Commission might have to step one was the trial -tests of toll-tv.” Tele-Movie Development Co. of
California, which has an applica¬
into an entirely new area of ac¬
House: Interstate and Foreign
tion in for a Milwaukee franchise.
tivity by controlling what stations Commerce
Committee
recently
do or say on a controversial issue; urged the FCC to postpone any auLandis’ letter to the Commission thorization of such tests pending
reminded that, in the FCC’s own determination by the full Con¬
f
Omaha, Feb. 18.
words, a licensee’s right to editor¬ gress. Landis said he deplored Con¬
Two vet employees of the R. D.
ialize on -controversial, issues “is gressional interference \vith the Goldberg Theatre Corp. have left
always subject to the paramount semi-independent agency;
the firm, per general manager Jack
right of the public to hear a rea¬
One pf the examples cited by Gelfand. They are Ben Magzamin,
sonably balanced presentation of Lahdfs. involved WBTV, a CBS. and manager of the Dundee Theater
all responsible viewpoints.” This, ABC affiliate, and WSOC-TV, an the past nine years, and G. Allan
he held, was designed to prevent NBC affiliate; in Charlotte, N; C. Schrimpf, former manager of the
persons who might be in posses-, They simultaneously telecast; a Goldberg flagship, the State.
sion of such important media Of half-hour show* called. “Now* If "Can
Gelfand, who succeeded Kermit
mass communications as radio and Be Tolled." It was devoted entire¬ Carr as Goldberg top man recently,
tv from “resorting to techniques, ly to combatting pay-tv.
Landis appointed John Mattis as manager
so: frequently employed in coun¬ said .the questions asked by tv sta¬ of the State and. Frank Brown to a
tries such as Soviet Russia and tions, such as “Do you wrant to lose similar post at the Dundee. Jim
Hitler’s Germany where the media free television” were “loaded” and Hemimvay, vet film row* worker
of mass communication were, cen¬ unfair and shouldn’t be allowed by here, succeeds Brown as pilot of
the Mijitary nahe, house.
trally controlled, of poisoning the the Commission.

CongressDe-Fuses
LOuisyille, Feb. 18.
The bu|ab(H) of pay-tv, the great¬
est fear of exhibitors for the past
few years, appears to have sub¬
sided. Iii light of the action of
Congress in delaying tests of toll:ty, theatremen now feel secure that
the threat of a living room boxoffice is becoming more and more dis¬
tant.
Tpll-tv, a prevailing, subject at
Allied States Assn.’s national con¬
vention at Kiemesha Lake, N.Y:
last October, was barely mentioned
at the grotip’s drive-in convention
here last week,, Abram- F. Myers,
Allied’s general counsel anid its
Washington wratchdog, told the del¬
egates that toll-tv is “fading as a
problem” and that exhibitors would
hear, ‘less and less about it.” He
said he was convinced that the Fed¬
eral Communications. Commission
had no authority to approve the
tests.

MILWAUKEE SOLONS
TAKE IN TELEMETER

Goldberg Circuit Shifts
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JWT Farms Out Kraft Productkm
To Talent Assoc., But W59 My
Talent Associates will take oyer>'
production of “Kraft;. Television
Theatre” starting April 2, leaving
J. Walter Thompson, traditionally
the stronghold of agency television
production and for over 10 years
the' producer of “Kraft” without
a house-packaged show for the
first time in television.
JWT wiH continue to handle the
commercials on the show, of
course^ hut the agency has turned
over the actual producing job to
the Dave Susskind-Al Levy packag¬
ing house: Deal is described as ail
interim one, running through Sep¬
tember. If at that time the TA
productions, have proven Out in
terms of ratings and renewed ex¬
citement in the show, TA’s pact
will be renewed. Otherwise, Kraft
may drop the show and possibly its
NBC time and try something new.
Harry Herrmann will continue
as the. agency’s commercial pro¬
ducer on the show. Stanley Quinn,
who has been sharing production,
chores on the show itself with

TA’s Unique Pattern

f
i
1
»

Talent Associates will em¬
ploy an unusual production
technique for its opening
“Kraft Television Theatre”
production on April 2 of three
Tennessee Williams one-acters.
Three separate casts and three,
different directors will do
each of the plays, with Sidney
Lumet already set as one of
the directors. Three plays are
“The Last of My Solid Gold
Watches,” “Mooney’s Kid
Don’t Cry” and “This Property
Is Condemned.”
Williams,, who may appear
on the show to introduce his
plays and discuss them, has'
agreed to handle the editingfor-tv of the plays himself.
The plays will be done in their
original form, without adap¬
tation, but those word and
line cuts necessary by virtue
of the earthiness of the orig¬
inals will be made by the
author.

Maury Holland, will concentrate
on development of a new series,
one which JWT figures to hold in
reserve as a possible successor to
“Kraft” if Susskind & Co. can’t
pump new life into the dramatic
stanza.
First Susskind-produced show
■will be three one-acters by Tennes¬
see Williams, first time the drama¬
tist will have been represented on
television. Susskind is also work¬
ing on Williams to make an ap¬
pearance on that opening show to
talk about his work. TA plans to;
drop the originals-only script oper¬
ation on the show and intermix
adaptations of top . classics (plays
and novels) with some originals,
much in the same manner’ as his
“du Pont Show of the Month”
specs on CBS-TV this season
(“Tale of Two Cities," “Bridge of
San Luis Rey,” etc.).
Deal makes TA one of the busi¬
est packagers in N. Y., .what with
its “Armstrong Circle Theatre” bi¬
weekly, its du Pont specs, its three
one-shots for Rexall, next season’s
two specs for Sheaffer Pen, plus
the other packages it’s prepping
(Continued on page 26)

Kimball Merges
|
Chicago, Feb. 18.
Abbott Kimball ad agency is be¬
ing merged With Grant Advertis¬
ing, with all accounts, facilities
and personnel of the Kimball com¬
pany integrating with Grant’s
Gotham shop. Merger is effective
March 1. The Kimball , billings of
around $4,000,000 will . bring the
combined billings of the 40 Grant
offices over the globe to just un¬
der $100,000,000 in 1958.
Will C. Grant, prez of the
agency, named Abbott Kimball a
veepee and . chairman of the New
York plans hoard of the Grant
agency.
Kimball accounts now
fall under general overseeing of
Paul L. Bradley, v.p.. and general
manager1 of Grant, New York.
Kimball has 56 accounts and
specializes in the soft goods field.

The Brat Brigade
In one of his more biting
monthly reports, KBC contim
uity & acceptance director
Stockton Helffrieh literally
throws up his arms in disgust
with those television critics who
inevitably use the. “effect on
children” routine even when
there isn’t a kid in sight of the
tv screen.
“Child viewers are. cited by
adults picking bones even with
Jack Paar whose show is not
broadcast when children would
be looking and whose show in
all honesty is honest,, diverting,
adult and generally delightful.
“What is this business of the
adults surrounding my genera¬
tion using our offspring in an
oversimplified way as often as
not (not always, I concede) for
their hypersensitivities? Dis¬
agreeing with the. expression
of. something is anybody’s
right, hut dragging ‘the little
ones’ in as justification for sup¬
pressing responsibly-edited re-:
ality out of existence is some¬
thing else again."
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Axings among personnel in CBS News (covering the web’s hews
public affairs and sports areas) aren’t finished yet. Web has been
quietly dropping additional personnel at a slower rate in New York
and Washington, though the exact number can’t be pinpointed since
it’s how become a gradual process.
But one of those dropped last week had fhe last laugh on the
web in a base of poetic justice, if ever there was one. He’s Irwin
Blacker, head research Writer on the “Conquest” series and one of
the scripter’s (“Satan in Salem”) on last season’s “Odyssey ” Black¬
er received his notice a ;week ago Friday (7) and Wound up last
Friday (14). But in the interval, via agent Jay Garon, he made some
real Kay. He sold his new novel, “Westering,” to World Publish¬
ing, and at the same time sold paperback reprint rights to the book
to New American Library, at a price reported at five times the high¬
est'price New American has paid in the past year. And to top it
off, both Warner Bros, and Columbia are dickering for film rights
to the frontier epic, with the bidding having reportedly reached
the $150,000 mark.

JIMMY NELSON
DANNY O’DAY and FARFEL
With HUMPHREY HIGSBYE
Currently TV Spokesman for the
NESTLE CO.
Management: Directional Enter¬
prises, 200 West &7th Street, New
York. .
Booking: Msrcury Artists Corp,
730 Fifth Avehue, New York.

Texaco Changes Mind
On Sun. News Show;
Budgetary Problems

Accord With NABETon New Pact
’

Top 10 Trendex
Shirley. Temple hit the
Trendex Top 10 for the first
time in February, giving NBC
an even split with CBS in the
race for leadership.
ABC
copped two places With its
“Wyatt Earp” and “Maverick”
westerns,. With CBS and NBC
holding four each. Ratings
cover the week of Feb. 1-7.
Lucy-Desi (CBS)
.37.5
Danny Thomas (CBS) ....34.2
Grunsmoke (CBS)... .34.0
Perry Como (NBC) ...... 33.5
Maverick (ABC) ..286
Wyatt Earp (ABC) .......28.2
This, Your Life (NBC)
.28:1
Shirley Temple (NBC) . . .28.0
Person to Pers’n (CBS) ..27:6
Loretta Young (NBC) ... :27.6

Projected, deal whereby Texaco
would sponsor a half-hour Doug.
Edwards news show Sundays at 6
on CBS-TV has fallen through.
Texaco, which had gone so far as
to ask CBS to dear a station
In line with the NBC aim of lineup for the show, attribute^ the
centralizing all news activities demise of the deal to budget "prob¬
within NBC News, latter depart¬ lems/
Work on the project struck one
ment will take over all news pro"Taday” show.
The mpveover hopeful note, however. CBS sta¬
won’t affect “Today’s” plans for. tion relations dept, managed to
tackling, controversial subjects dur¬ get clearances for a suable lineup,
unusually so for what amounted to
ing the coming year.
Immediate effect of the move, the first ‘half-hour hard-news seg¬
which takes place next Monday ment in early Sunday evening
(24), is to cue a reshuffle in the time. All of which means that
‘‘Today” staff, with four of the with this, kind of station response,
program’s hard news writers being CBS-TV can go to _ other bankmoved, NBC News takes over all rollers with the idea and With a
CB§-TV’s sale of “Lucky Dollar”
production responsibility, includ¬ good clearance picture.
as a nighttime package has come
ing the writing, for the two daily
at the expense hf the network’s
five-minute hard-news segments on
daytime plans fqr the EPI-packaged
the show.
quizzer. Brown & Williamson,
“Today” will retain its • newswhich purchased the show on alter¬
feature team of ^six repprfersnate weeks for the Saturday night
writers, and will plan through its
Seven-rUp, Mennen and Miles 8:30 period starting late next
general manager and managing Labs became the first to renew on month, has made it clear, to CBS
editor assignment operation all. ABC-TV for the 1958-1959 season.' that the buy is conditional 6n com¬
future feature piece, but will co¬
Seven-Up picked up the tab for plete exclusivity on the show, so
ordinate on all projects with NBC another 52 weeks on the network’s that CBS must now go about find¬
News execs.
Thursday night half-hour “Zoito” ing a new replacement for the Gar¬
telefilm, produced by Walt Disney. ry Moore morning show.
Pact will carry the half-sponsor
Although the web is left without
(A. C. Spark Plugs has the other a replacement for Moore^ it’s none¬
Mutual has renewed its contract half) into October, 1959.
theless speeding up plans to get
with A. C. Nielsen Co., with the
Mertnen and Miles, which split Moore off the air earlier than the
net’s renewal of the radio rating the tab on the Wednesday night original September termination
service going into effect this fights, inked again with ABC, and date. Web is trying to Clear out
month.
the reason this seasonal return contractual commitments with the
Service will be for MBS’, entire came through so early was because Moore cast and advertisers, and
19-hour daily schedule, from 7 a.m. the pact with them .is on a June- hopes to wind up the show some¬
to 2 a.m.
throiugh-June basis.
.1 time in May. Reason is strictly a
competitive one, since NBC starts
the new “Dough Re Mi” as the re¬
placement for Arlene Francis op¬
posite Moore this month, and CBS
wants to move in its new entry as
quickly as possible, before “Dough”
has a chance to build.
Likeliest prospect as the Moore
successor, now that “Lucky Dollar”
is out, is “How Do You Rate?” an¬
NBC Opera Co. will world-pre¬ ! ahd over other mass-appeal shows other EPI game show with a psy¬
miere Gian-Carlo .Menotti* new ' have been doing well this season.’? chiatric slant. CBS will do a kinnie
He declared that “the relation¬ audition on the new segment bn
“Maria Golovin’’
the Brussels
ship between a successful western Feb, 21, with Durward Kirby (of
International Exposition in August/ series” major efforts in news and the Moore cast), as emcee (Kirby’s
NBC. prez Bob Sarnoff announced public affairs programming “is a slated tp emcee whatever succeeds
Monday (17). He outlined the clear and precise one.” If the net¬ Moore). Day before, it will do a
plans for the presentation at a works were to program only for kinnie of another game stanza,
luncheon of the American. Women members of tv’s critical minority, “Name Your Partners.” And last
in Radio & TV’s N. Y. chapter ■he said, “we would lose out mass week (8). web on the Coast did a
1 project was fron tp age.d by audience and with it the economic kinnie of a new Paul Coates dayVariety two weeks ago).
! supports that - permit us tp con¬ timer, “Paul Coates and You,”
Work Was commissioned by NBC tinue non-profitable programs of
for its opera unit, and' NBC will L more limited: appeal.”
help finance the two-week Brussels
Sarnoff attacked the /“intellec¬
stand and then use the same cast, tual ghetto” argument by pointing
sets and costumes for the televi¬ out that if cultural attractions
sion premiere next fall. Financing were programmed in prime /time
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
will be handled jointly by NBC periods, they would get smaller
Academy has extended its skedand the office of Howard S. Cull¬ audiences than those they do at¬
man, U. S. Commissioner for* the tract on Sunday afternoons. He ded 90-minute telecast of 30th an¬
Brussels Expo: Cullman and Men¬ used “Omnibus” and the “Huntley- nual Oscar Awards over NBC
otti, incidentally, joined Sarnoff at Brinkley News” as examples . He March 26 to an hour and 45 min¬
the luncheon to publicly thank said program quality, overall, has utes.
him for the project.
To streamline show, producer
improved over past seasons; that
Sarnoff took the occasion to lash “there is no plot, afoot to subor¬ Jerry Wald also has cut number of
out at televisi ’ “small but very dinate” live programming to film emcees from six to four; David
articulate minority” of critics, -—’’ the substance of the show . .. Niven, Rosalind Russell, James
stating that “I haven’t asked Mr. is the overriding consideration”, Stewart and Bob Hope, latter han¬
Cullman where his share of the and assured : the “minority” that dling windup of event.
money (for financing of the opera its. “concern” that “we. are aband¬
Mel Ferrer will handle NBC rapreem) came from but I know oning New York for. Hollywood [dio commentary which is being
where NBC’s did. Our westerns can swiftly be allayed.”
simulcast.

NBC News Moves In
On Garroway Show,
Cueing Staff Reshuffle

‘Lucky Dollar’ Nighttime
Buy Gives CBS Daytime
Problem on Moore Sub

ABC-TY’S 3 CLIENTS
FOR NEXT SEASON

Acad Going Whole Hog
On NBC Oscar Telecast

While CBS and the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
are at a standoff, over a new collec¬
tive bargaining pact; indications of
the past week are that ABC and
NBC, on the one hand, and. the
bargaining committee of the Na¬
tional Assn, of Broadcast Employ¬
ees & Technicians are on much
closer grounds to agreement. It
has even been said that an atmos¬
phere of almost total concurrence
exists among the latter on a new
, two-year contract.
An IBEW majority flatly reject¬
ed CBS’ offers, necessitating fur¬
ther negotiations. Presently,
though, both of the networks and
NABET suggest that the NBC-ABC
proposals have an .excellent chance
of acceptance—an opinion entirely
contrary to a distinct point of
view just 10 days ago that NABET
members would never accept a
contract that resembled one IBEW
had rejected.
As described by NABET and net¬
work officials, there is sufficient
difference between what CBS of¬
fered and IBEW rejected and what
NBC and ABC offered, and NABET
negotiators accepted to make the
NABET. deal palatable. Previously,.
CBS. having Its own axe to grind;
challenged this, point of View, say-.,
ing prior to the IBEW nix, . that
there was hardly any difference be¬
tween NABET’s final achievements
and the offers CBS made to IB.
Still Up to Rank & File
At any rate, NBC and ABC say,
the mere fact that NABET’s nego¬
tiating committee . accepted their
offers signifies an "agreement, not
just an offer.” NABET appears
to agree with this conclusion in
spirit, but won’t speak for the ul¬
timate rank-and-file reaction.
Technical, difference is this:
IBEW officials. While they Xvent to
many members for a reaction,
never really gave CBS their ap¬
proval of the offers made just be(Continued on page 41)

ABC-TV is mapping out a shift
of network news into late station
option time, principally in an ef¬
fort to avert the kid audiences
which are in control of tv sets dur-.
ing traditional newscast time prior
to 8 p.m. The network, proposes
moving John Daly, who does a
7:15-7:30 p.m: cross-the-boarder at
present,, to the 19:30-10:45 p.m.
slot at the beginning of next sea¬
son.
Web, which still has to face its
affiliates on .the. matter, figures
that in addition to 10:30 being a
better time to insure; ah adult
audience for news, the later spot
averts the early evening news
competition of the other two tv
webs.
Pushing the new news plan
across to ABC stations, the web ex¬
pects, will be no easy job. The
10:30 time-and-ph is a highly
saleable commodity locally, and
stations, inay not accept the idea
of turning the time over to the
webs, even though ABC proposes
to turn 7:15 back to them if the
shift occurs;
On Wednesdays, when the fights
take place, the web plans fo do
the Daly newscast before 11. That’s
if the fights leave any time be¬
fore 11.
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Postscript on the NBC-MCA Wedding AM!
Much-heralded programming collaboration this season between
'NBC-TV and Music Corp. of America, which began so promisingly:
for the network, has now taken on the aspect of a parade of duds;
A succession of cancellations has begun to fall on the: MCA en¬
tries and what once looked like a bright new future now is spotty,
at best.
The lineup out of the MCA Corner includes “Suspicion’' (all spon¬
sors dropping), Rosemary Clooney (with Lux reported dropping as
of the end of the. season),, Jane Wyman (Hazel Bishop exiting),
George Gobel-Eddie Fisher (probably won’t be back next season),
M-Squad (just holding its own), Gisele MacKenzie (cancelled).
“Club Oasis” (won’t be back) and Polly Bergen (renewed through
September).
Only t\yp; new MCA shows have made it, “Wagon Train,” a def;inite rating hit though still far from a sponsor sellout,,and “Rest¬
less Gun,” a Monday night hit. Two other MCA properties begun
last season , are also still : standout, these being *‘Wells. Fargo’’ and
the Tennessee Ernie Ford show.
•

353HH
Treyz Gets Nod as ABC-TV Prexy;
Goldenson Freed for Hieatres?

Oliver Trey? was made president
of ABC-TV on Monday (17) by the
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Looks like the CBS-TV shift
Theatres board of directors. Sanc¬
of the Phil Silvers Show is just
tion was finally given the promo¬
What the Trendex -doctor or¬
tion after months of rumors con¬
dered. Moving into the Friday
cerning the advancement.
night 9. to 9;30 slot as of last
Ranging back to last spring, re¬
Friday, Silvers ran off with
ports-were
Treyz’s name was sup¬
the rating - honors,, copping a
posed to come up for the presi¬
23:8 as against 16.0 for NBCdency.
He
was
hired in October of
TV's “M Squad” and a 13.0 for
1956 as vicepresident in charge of
Frank Sinatra on ABC-TV;
ABC-TV,
and
the
presidential post
. Previous week with “Mr.
remained. open, with Leonard
Adams & Eve” still berthed
Goldenson,
prexy
of * the parent
in the Friday period, best. it
AB-PT, filling in as No. 1 man;
could do was a 15.8 as against
Since
it
was
Goldenson
w6o
a 2i;8 for “M Squad” and a 14
brought Treyz’s name up for a
for Sinatra.
board okay, it’s considered likely
that he’ll spend more time running
the theatre end of the AB-PT em¬
pire now that the promotion is in
effect. GoldensOn, who has taken
an active part in the network’s pro¬
Dallas, Feb. 18. .
gram and station relations plan¬
District Attorney Henry Wade
ning, was asked by AB-PT board
blasted court trial television, shows
members sometime ago to concen¬
which
ridicule
law,
enforceihent
which ridicule law-enforcement
trate his efforts more on the wan¬
and mislead the public on. proseing theatrical activities of the com¬
cution of criminal. cases.”
pany. As it was, he was literally
splitting his time between the
theatrical
offices at 1501 Broadway
rough exclusive
sponsorships ***
are • Brooklyn, where ‘anything can
sh#ws by talking with jurors after 52 weeks, through the Edward It, Smtog
«rerVandPrirerSblP?
the tv; network up on 66th. St.
verdicts are returned in criminal Weiss agency.
pecoming. ra^rer
ana rarfri;
rarer,
ra;rtfr a^d
happen.and,usually does, has come and
It
was
mentioned,
when word of
On
the
other
side
of
the
com,
up
with'
a
possible
replacement
for
district-;coiirt.
,
American
Foods,
via
sid^ ^ ^ ^ mm. «■ ruwuft.ii.inni.uutm 1U1
utautv-i
;tyu»u
AlUeiUJail y"Home
XlUlIie
lUUUb.
Via
_.
the Treyz advance was first leaked,!
-fve seen a change, in attitude Young & Rubicam, picked up two
the.iriff
Dodgers, and a poke
in tv's that James Aubrey, ABC-TV pro'
toward law enforcement * the last *eekly ave-minute .segments 0“im
a.,
‘Break* the Bank,” the former f„ra*V.
six months. And I think these tv “Wendy Warren With the News”
case ?f one recent client who NBC.TV quizzer with Johnny 01- to exec veep in charge of the tv
shows have
lot to do with it,” for an eight-week ride.
drppped-his segment of a multi*, son as emcee, will play a once-a- w.eb’s administration. Nothing
Wade said.
sponsored show on the ‘‘ideiitifica* week engagement at the Brooklyn came out Of the board meeting re¬
Wade said the problem is serious
tioii” premise, the web pointed out Fox with a chance for customers garding Aubrey’s promotion, how¬
when “police officers are shown, as
ever, the belief still being among
■iI1Annaue™a*:e’w-ee^y
&rah off
inept and prosecutors are por¬
1 reacn
reach :oi
of 13,000,000
id,uuu,uuu
homes,
nomes. this
tnis ad¬
aa-11t0
prizes.
" some $1,500 in cash- . some sources that
uim his
*«o exec veep
vetp
trayed as trying to send innocent
stripe, will be withheld a‘^
at least un¬
vertiser
was
still
getting
aa helluva
vertiser
was
still
getting
helluva
The
new
theatre
version
of
«►
jnen to_prison.” He said the entire T
program
found to
re¬
for his money, identification or
of “Break theBank" is designed to til, a
1A
n
iL
ride forihis
a
Pfpgram chief
chief is
is found
to reformat Of one show painted this
place him.
no, so
so wbat
what was-the
was’ the beef?
beef?
I
nn
Kprrlrc
po'
snare
video
fans
from
their
rep1^
hlT*
_
picture.
* yp *y l/wi uiu
But With the general advertiser ceivers. Everyone in the house wiil
Though the Treyz, matter was
wade,: who has talked on the sub¬
pulling in his belt in the increas- be able to play the game with two talked of on many occasions during
ject recently to civic clubs here,
A
IT
IT* 1
ingly recessive business climate, jackpots available, one for $500, AB-PT board meetings, it is under¬
said he planned to. discuss it at
fill Rip 117 miPlCpnC the problem becomes more intri- the other for $1,000. Herbert Wolf, stood that Monday was the first
the Attorney General’s conference
VU Hv ff lllVlOvIla cate. If he can. afford to spend owner of “Break the Bank,” says time Goldenson brought the matter
in Austin this spring.
less, the multi-sponsor picture con- it.won’t he too hard for moviegoers bp officially.- It is believed the of“Some of these shows just aren’t
Best three-way split of the sea-, tinues to .sprout as tv costs keep to cop. prizes.
ficial step was stayed until Goldenrealistic on
on courtroom
courtroom procedure.
procedure. spn
realistic
haroccurred in
In the second re- going up. And that matter of sponn has~occurted
“Break the Bank” makes its first son was assured of board approval.
The prosecution simply, throws susr. port for January (two weeks end- sorj identification gnaws more and appearances at the Brooklyn Fox Previously, some boardmen were
picion on the-defendants wirnout jng Jan. 19), with NBC and. ABC more at the back of his mind, par- on Friday (21).
opposed to making Treyz No. 1
any strong evidence,” he^said.
tying With three entries each and ticplarly with the print media con- ‘
_:_man.
“Television has a terrific impact CBS just ahead with four, its low- tinuing to hammer awjay competi- IJDr TU DDCAITG ITD
Sine
Sinc Treyz came on the ABC-TV
on the.public. And I don tbelieve est total of the season;
lively.
Wol-l l ViUjAaJ Ul
scene as veepee in charge, the web
the sponsors of these shows realize
SpUt is directly attributable to
An even further complicating
Him/UV i iTTUPr TT1TT*P hasimproveditsrating.station
has improved its rating, station afaf¬
the damage they are dping. .
. the western kick, with the oaters factor is television’s tendency to- :
filiate and Sponsorship
sponsorship positions
He said that in one shoyr tne registering.
new high of seven ward programming imitativeness,
....
considerably,
considerably.
NBC-TV is
courtroom audience always greets out of 10 places. Also fof the .first As one advertiser put it recently.
NBC-TV
Is hreakihg
hr^aking up
up its
its mermer—:-■
__ _..ri'fk aTiaavc
ir
i
.1
w
ba
.A
•
and will - clirff
an
acquittal verdict with cheers -time* paters
take
the
fifst four
“It’s gotten
so ,lately
that. _I caaft phonHicintf Honf an<^
will shift
and applause.
places, with only Danny Thomas tell >yho sponsors;Which western!” ^£tuai1^ a^
the
*nt0
Wade. iaid this tends to; make restoring the balance in fifth sppt And With the westerns an undoubt- nthCrvareas; Some of the hlne-man
juries suspicious of defendants ABC sneaked its “Wyatt Earp” ed programming click this season,
be moved
brought to trials: And he claimed into second plaice and Its altemat-r with, more to come next year as a lnt?
Participating programs
that Texas criminal procedure al- ing “Cheyenne” and. “Sugarfoot” consequence, this business of who a?f*' where merchandising is conready favofs the defendant;
onto the list as Well: Two of: sponsors what in the oater sweep- SIdered a must; others vml go into
Wade said defense lawyers were NBC’s entries were westerns* its stakes takes on even more pefplex- uetwork sales, and still others into
California
taking advantage of the court tv Monday night “Restless Gun” and, ing byertones. One immediate ques-1 *.
c. -jNational
•
. .jPfoductions,
NBC-TV made up in part for the
shows In final arguments to local “Wells Fargo” parlay. And two tion is whether the Webs will meet
web s vidpix subsid.
juries. He said there is a tendency 0f CBS’ four, “Guhsmoke” and advertiser resistance fijght off the ii_I)ePartm^t has been headed by Turns cancellation last week on
to “insinuate or parallel a ty show, “Have Gun,” are also oaters.
bat against the flock of new west- Mprray Heilweil. He’ll be shifted “Wagon Train” by signing General
which has no relation with the. ac-.
erns they’re, putting on sale. Some int? another area along with the Foods to a six-show summer run
Average Audience
tradesters feel : this resistance is T65*'- Actual realignments haven t on the series and tying up an Edtual trial.”
Gunsmoke (CBS) ....... 44.6
He added that the only remedy
bouiid to appear, eveii for a wifi- been finalized yet.
sel .renewal through September,
Wyatt Earp (ABC).-..:.. =.. 38:0
for its (the tv show riciduling law
Wells Fargo (NBC) ...... .37.5
ning program category, simply be._
i—''' '
General Foods will take a halfagencies) is to urge realistic por¬
Have Gun (CBS)........37.1
cause you cbn no longer - tell the
|,F fn thft nACrilA
hour segment on alternate weeks
sponsor without a scorecard.
IU UIC HCdlUf
starting July 9.
trayal of courts in action. And he
Danny Thomas (CBS) ..35.6
said the public needs to be alerted.
I’ve Got a Secret (CBSk. .35.5
.—r—T—:———
J
In the midst of an unprecedented
The General Foods buy still
Wade conceded that all court, tv
Cheyenne (ABC)........ .35.1
rinniim TiAT fFf| »PA
i
ra^
cancellations, CBS-TV got leaves some holes in the series afRestless Gun (NBC)!.... .34.6
shows- are “not bad”
some reassuring news lasf week; ter April 30, when Turns pulls out.
Sugarfoot (ABC) ........32.6 .
on in nriniriro Sfnera,1 ?-°°d? Walked,in^.th'eS
most of its run, General Foods
You Bet Your Life (NBC) .32.6
52‘w-!ek^timJe
sp°nsor
its
UUVWU no 1 IIJjA 1 • for its Monday at 9:30. “December skip-week, with the
other®nhalfTotal Audience
Gunsmoke (CBS)
...... .46.0
Brown Bolte, executive vice pres- Bride” slot, its alternate Friday at hour remaining sustai ing as a reCheyenne (ABC) . . . . . .v.42.6
ident of Benton & Bowles, is re- 830 “Zane Grey Theatre” period suit 0f Turns defection and the
Perry Como (NBC)... .>. .4l;0
portedly readying an announce- and its Saturday morning alternate- termination of the Drackett Co's
Wyatt Earp (ABC)
...40:2
merit on his resignation at the week “Mighty Mouse” spot.
sponsorship in late spring
Wells Fargo. (NBC) ..39.6
agency to take up the reins as presRenewal time for its other everyM
reassuring to tho
,*«:
Du Pont Show (CBS)..... .39.1
Se^0mVanSUUffer’ C0l've“ Sfmfe
&
Bayles.
come up yet, ut CBS figures thats the »WI extemiln through
. . ■ ?. Sep,
Sugarfoot (ABC)-!.;..... .38,6
CBS.Inc. prof its for 1957 jumped
Bolte Is slated to replace Ray a cinch, what with Danny Thomas
5:™“}
I’ve Got a Secret (CBS). ,38.2
35.7% over the previous year to a c Have Gun. (CBS) ........38^
Sullivan, prexythe, firm, who hitting the Nielsen top 10 six tfeies the Edsel time tnf
,iiJe up
will be taken
new high of $22,100,000, with sales
Bob Hope (NBC)...:37.5 l moves up to chairman of the board. | out of seven this season.
by the Ford division, which last
also rising to a record level of
week cancelled its alternate-week
$385,400,000, a gain of 8.6% over
hour in NBC’s “Suspicion” but in¬
1956. Figures are estimated and
dicated it will move some of the
were announced at last weeks
coin infb “Wagon Train.”
board meeting by CBS chairman
: William S, Paley.
.:
Profits leapt from $16,283,000
to the new $22,100,000 record.^with
Subscription
Newsstands
net per share rising from $2.17 to
ABC renewed its rights, to the
$2.90. One reason for the large
annual College All-Star Football
jump in the net was the fact that
Game
for another three years.
CBS took losses in 1956 on the dis¬
Both the radio and tv sides of-ABC
continuance of its CBS-Columhia
have
aired
the late-summer en¬
manufacturing division. Sales^ In¬
Per Year
Per Copy
gagements since 1955.
creased from $354,780,000 in ’56 to
Game,
which
pits the pro grid
$385,400,000 in 1957. Board also
• champs against' collegiate players,
declared a cash dividend of 25c per
is
set
in
1958
for
Aug. 15, as usual
share payable March, 7 to stock¬
from Chicago's Soldier Field.
holders of record on Feb; 21.
*■

A hew Madison Ave. guessing
game, "Can you name the sponsors
of'‘Wagon Train?’ Or TTayhouse
90?’ Or ‘Perry Como?”’
As a conversation piece, the
“game” is taking on some grim
.overtones, for it’s pointing to the
beginnings of an exhaustive reap¬
praisal of advertising philosophy
by some Of network television’s
strongest and most affluent custom¬
ers! The issue of ‘‘sponsor .identi¬
fication”'. at a time, when the net¬
work program pie is being sliced
into ever-smaller .pieces may very
well become ;a critical one in the
cOming.selling season.
At stake is fee very uniqueness
of networks television's impact, the
association by the consumer of ail
entertainment Or personality with
a household product. Perhaps as
much as television’s ability to dem¬
onstrate, this “product identifies1
I
tioii” has been one of the key in'■ CBS Radio yanked.in S^ObQO; Inffto’div 1
groSs business .this week .via two
cnw Mogen
Mnwon win,*
sales!
Wiiie, in
in the laraar
larger f ei, wun rising-cosis anasprinKing

Silvers* Shift Lift

TV’s Law Enforcement Shows

CBS Radio’s 400G

B’klyn Theatres
Answer to TV‘Break the Bank’

7 Oaters Snare
I II

IfltKLHANUluE U1M11

New ‘Wagon* Coin
Eases Tunis Pain

dKUWN
dUIIe TO
10
BROWN BOLTE

SSC&B AS PREXY?

CBS’$22!

reiienaon' ,<SF mled wil1 be ihe sole

After March 1st, 1958

ABC’s All-Star Grid Pact

$15

35c

See Details Page 9
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What’s at End of the ‘Rainbow?
Good Old Reliable ‘Amateur Hr.’
There was anything hut a pot of 4'
gold at the end of the Saturday'
night “Rainbow” as far asPhannaAfter a year and a half of partceuticals sponsorship is concerned.
Clobbered unmercifully
the time affiliation in Boston, NBC
Radio has found itself a fulltime;
premiere* and since then going no¬ affiliate to replace Westirighouse’s
where* the Ralph Edwards-pack¬ WBZ-WBZA, which ankled the web
aged “End of the Rainbow” entry in the mass Westinghouse-NBC
on NBC-TV came to an early de¬ breakup of the summer of 1956.]
New outlet is WEZE (which re^
mise after six weeks, leaving the cently changed, its call letters from
Matty Rosenhaus-helmed Pharma¬ WVDA), until now the ABC Radio
ceuticals right back where it start- outlet in Beantown.
€ d—with a yen to pick up sponsorghip of Ted Mack and his “Original
Amateur Hour.” The yen becomes
THE
a reality next Saturday (22) when
Mack moves in with a 167-station
HONEY
DREAMERS
lineup, “Rainbow” having faded
Currently on :‘Th« Jim Backua
last week.
Show” Daiiy-American BroadcastThe fact that Pharmaceuticals
Ins; Network.
Records
Transcriptions
American representation at the
wanted “Ainate.ur Hour” in the first
ART WARD
Direction
place, but was talked otit of it by Brussels Fair will get a booster Mgmt!
Oxford 7-9034 _ MCA
NBC, created something of a minor shot with the appearance of the
cause celebre. in tv circles; raising Benny Goodman Band under the
anew the issue: Does
network auspices, of the Westlnghouse
Broadcasting do. The jazzman, his
orchestra, trio and sextet will head¬
line at the Brussels World’s Fair
David & Goliath
during the week of May 25-31;
“Original Amateur Hour's”
Concerts will be staged at the
track record for competing
American Theatre in Brussels with
with the giants in tv is perhaps
WBC planning to bring its U. S.
unmatched in the: medium.
radio and tv audiences special pro¬
Three years ago, when Jackie
grams from the World’s Fair. The
Gleason was top man on the
WBC stations will broadcast 10 fullNielsen-Trendex polls, the Ted
hour Goodman programs. Also;
London, Feb. 18.
Mack-helmed tyro showcase
WBC plans a 30-minute documen¬
Was the competition. Last sea¬
tary film based on the Goodman
Associated Television is planson, in the pre-’-Maverick”
programs for telecasting over its nirig one of its most ambitious “se¬
days when Ed Sullivan and
tv outlets.
Steve Allen were slugging it
Announcement of the Goodman rious” offerings to date on March
out for top honors, “Amateur
jazz concerts was made by Donald 3, with a program entitled, ‘‘Inter¬
Hour” was the ABC competi¬
H. McGannon, prexy of WBC, and national Celebrity Festival*” which
Howard S. Cullman, U. S. Commisr will be beamed from the Royal
tion.
Starting this week (22)
sioner General to the Fair. They Albert Hail. Show will feature a
said that the sponsorship of the
Mack & Co. takes over Satur¬
hefty lineup of interactional high¬
Goodman performances would add browday night at 10 on NBC-TV, as
toppers including Sir Mal¬
Pharmaceuticals* replacement
a dimension to the exposition in
Sargent, the Ukrainian State
which the Soviet Union cannot com¬ colm
for “End of the Rainbow*” The
Cossack
(making their
pete. “Popular music is one of British tvDancers
competition? The No. 1 Nielhow), Yehudi Menhuin,
pur greatest cultural exports, arid Dame Margot Fonteyn and Michaei
sen-T ren d e x show: “Gunits popularity in the free countries Somes, Eileen Joyce , and the Lon¬
smoke.”
of Western Europe can be judged by don Philharmonic Orchestra.
the vitality of Europe’s own jazz
havea right to dedicate to a spon¬ movement,” McGannon said.
The program, which Will run for
sor what it shall or shall not buy?
In addition to Goodman’s own 60 minutes. Was described by an
It all started when Hazel Bishop* unit, European jazz artists will sit ATV spokesman as a “summit pro¬
gram,” because representatives of
.because of - money problems, de¬ in with the band.
foreign . embassies in Britain, in¬
cided to drop its Sunday at 7 spon¬
cluding the Russian and American;
sorship of “Amateur Hour.” Phar¬
are expected to attend.
maceuticals, which has had a prer
vious tv track record with the tyro
This program, and several other
showcase, then opened negotiations
new offeririgs in a similar vein, Is
to put “Amateur Hour” into the
part of plan to step up serious en¬
Mutual has signed Bob, Feller as tertainment at peak hour periods,
■ Tuesday 7:30 period on NBC. The
network balked; said it. had other both a sportscastar and. “Game of which was forecast by Variety last
the
Day” broadcaster.
plans for the Tuesday slot and
year. At that time it was also re¬
With Feller in the MBS fold, net ported that important changes in
proceeded to install Jan Murray’s
now
has. broadcasting arrange¬ program schedules were expected
“Treasure Hunt” in the period.
ments with , baseball Hall of Famer
NBC, having rejected' the Frankie Frisch and ex-New York to take effect from early in the new
Pharmaceuticals bid for “Amateur Yankee star Tommy Henrich. Lat¬ year. This, too, has come about.
Hour,” , then talked Rosenhaus into ter is on leave for the baseball sea¬ Recently announced schedule alfer-purchasing the Edwards package son, having signed coach, contract atioris have shifted several sedate
for Saturday, night at 10. As far as [with Detroit Tigers for this year. shows from off-peak viewing times,
Pharmaceuticals was concerned* it He plans to resume his MBS into more important slots. *
' This conies as a result of the
was “second choice” and, as it* sportscasts in October.
turned out, a wrong guess for
Other sportcaster talent fPr the growing recognition among, com¬
everybody concerned. Now, With web now includes Don Dumphy, mercial tv programmers for the
the end of the “Rainbow,” Pharma¬ Bill Stern and John MacLean, with need to introduce a greater bal¬
ceuticals insisted that the amateurs Chicago sportscaster Gene. Elston ance in program content, Which has
be put back in action. (They’ve joining the Web this season for the been urged on by press campaigns
been off the air since the first of “Game of the Day;” MacLean, and public opinion.. But . a far
the year.)
former Baltimore broadcaster, will greater spur for the indie outlets
be in his. third 'season for the has been the. rapidly growing possi¬
/‘Game” and is to be the anchor bility of a change of government in
man In the east. Elston will per¬ the not to distarit future!
form' similarly in the west, with
j FeRer traveling extensively to - Fort Worth—Stuart H. Baroridess
maintain the “Game of the Day” has been named manager here for
WINS, , fiddling around with late schedule.
KCLU, according to an announce¬
evening time in an effort to find a
ment made by Kurt A. Meer, prez
winner, is launching a post-midof the outlet and the Dalworth
night chitchat stanza the third
Broadcasting Co. Barondess was
week in March, according to pres¬
former sales mariager of the Dal¬
Philadelphia, Feb. 18.
ent plans. Paul Taubman, musical
A new simplified rate card, con¬ worth Broadcasting Co.
director for several NBC-TV stan¬ tained in a single page, to be ef¬
zas and owner of the Penthouse fective March 1, has been estab¬
Club On Manhattan’s Central Park lished by WCAU. Ease of refers
Snow Bumps Show
South* will emcee the nightly erice is an outstanding character¬
Dorothy Collins and Ray¬
(Mon.-through-Sat) hour - and - a - istic, according to Joseph T. Con¬
mond
.Scott missed their own
half.
nolly, veepee. in charge of radio.
premiere on . CBS Radio’s
Show on which Taubman will in¬ “We are aware of the many* serv¬
“The . Best in Music” Sunday
terview guests and spin disks for ices we- can render the advertiser
(16).
Singer-conductor hus¬
the New York radio indie will be and making buying easier is one of
band & wife. team, Which was
heard from the Penthouse Club. them” he declared.
Called
“Penthouse
Serenade;”
set to take over as permanent
Time
classifications
are
reduced
hosts tm ..the show; were
Taubman’s .radio offering was ini¬ to only three categories (A,B,C)
tially muHed by WRCA* the arid all quotations are in whole
snowed in at. their Manhasset,
L. I., home.
Gotham key for NBC, as a 1 to 2 dollars. Net cost per unit dollar
p.m. strip, hut lines got fouled rates are' published for every pbs-j
So was producer Bruno Ziwhen the show proved in conflict] sible purchase so that the buyer
rato Jr., in Stamford, Conn.
with Taubman’s “Tic Tac Dough” merely multiplies by the number
Emcee Robert Alda and guestand “Bride and Groom” afternoon of broadcasts to arrive at total
star. Don Cherry made it, and
tv chores.
Hank Sylvera and a- handful
Recently, WINS began a mid¬ billing.
of musicians got to the studio
night weekend horror story show,
before airtime to fill in. Web
Ottawa—John Dunn, television
also in an attempt to boost late- network
threw in some recordings 'and
coordination officer fOr
night ratings to the level of its the Canadian Broadeasting Corp.,
transcriptions to make up. for
earlier sked. Station of late has to New York as CBC rep at the
those of the live musical seg¬
made rapid rating strides in the United Nations, replaced by. Stan¬
ments that had been slated for
earlier times.
, ley Westlake.
the Scotts.,

NBC Radio’s Huh Mil

j

WBC ’Sponsoring’ BG
Concerts at Brussels
Fair; Broadcasts Set

Brit. Coml TV’s
‘Summit Program’
With Inti Celebs

BOB FELLER JOINS
f MBS SPORTS GABBERS

Taabman’s Post-Midnight
90-Min. Chitchat for WINS

WCAU’s New Rate Card

American theatre will get a thorough looksee on the March 16
edition of “Wide Wide World-t “American Theatre—1958,” Work¬
ing in conjunction with ANTA, Alan Neuman* producer of “Wide
Wide World ” will provide viewers with first-hand scenes of what’s "
happening in the truly off-Broadway theatrical beehives, of this
land.
,
. Working on fhe premise there is considerably, more to the thea¬
tre than what’s visible in New York, the show will have pickups
from the San Diego Community Theatre where "Shakespeare is pro¬
duced with professional skill; the famed Children’s Theatre in
Evanston, Ill * oldest in the country; the professional theatre at
.Pittsburgh’s Carnegie Tech; the Arena Theatre in Washington, and
the Alley Theatre in Houston.
Neuman also plans pickups from an off-Broadway house in New
York as well as candid talks, with New York drama pundits and
representatives of actors’ organizations regarding state of profes¬
sional acting from coast: to coast

Martin Block, Other* Shifted as N. Y. Flagship
Reshuffles Schedule

CM Firing Squad
Chicago, Feb. 18: .
Director of press relations for
CBS Chicago again has proved it¬
self the most temporary title in
town as the local Columbia shop
last Friday (14) administered the
pink slip, to that office for * the
eighth time in eight years. Herb
Grayson was discharged “by sur¬
prise” after 16 months in the post
and a total of two years in the
press department.
Grayson is succeeded by George
Condon, who camfe in from the
West Coast where he had been a
publicist for 20th-Fox. Previous
press chieftains for the CBS sta¬
tions here since 1950 have been
Don Kelley, Dave Moore, Stuart
Riordan,’ Chuck Wiley, Andy Mur¬
phy, and Howard Mendelsohn.

Hjldegarde TV Show
Being Released First
As a Theatrical Pic
Projected “International Show,”
starring Hildegarde, initially de¬
signed as a tv original, will first be
made a$ a theatrical film, with
shooting on the New York se¬
quences scheduled to roll in June.
Other sequences Will be filmed in
Madrid, Istanbul* Rio de Janeiro,
Bangkok, Tokyo and elsewhere.
Film will later be reedited and
cut down for tv as a network show¬
case with an automotive sponsor
reportedly on tap.
Meanwhile, the George Marion
Jr .-Paul Lavalle-produced "Pack¬
aged in Paris” musical legiter for
Hildegarde is scheduled for. a
Washington, D. C., out-of-town tryffuf about June 1 with its N. Y.
premiere scheduled three weeks
later. . Representing Hildegarde in
the .deal was Joseph Steiner.

INTERCONTINENTAL
SETUP FOR HUDES

WABC Radio it about to shift its
deejay stanzas around and put
more ‘ emphasis on Its own varia¬
tion of the “top record” formula.
As of Monday (24), Martin Block
will be dropping 3-4 p.m. acrossthe-board stanza and shifting all
his labors for the New York radio
station into the 11 a.m. to 1 p m.
time.
Block will give up a quarterhour a day of his present setup to
make the. shift He’s currently on
from to 11 to noon as well as from
3. to 4. When he moves, station in¬
tends keeping a quarter-hour noon¬
time pews strip fronted by Char¬
les F. McCarthy, thereby breaking
his 105-minute stint into two parts.
To make room for Block, the
American Broadcasting Network’s
key
dropping Arthur Van
Horne’s package “Noonday Com¬
posite,” and Ed Jordan, who has
filled in for Block in the past, will
assume the 3-to4 pan. chores week¬
days.
Since Feb. 1, the flag has been
running a, poll on disk tastes in the
met
area.
Station,
working
through Teenage Survey, the re*
search Outfit,, says it’s querying
60,000 New Yorkers a week (15,000 by questionnaires arid the rest
face-to-face, in groups and individ¬
ually) for their record faves. As
a result* WABC disclosed, it’s
going to pursue a pop record
scheme on both the Block arid Jor¬
dan strips, but it will not be
limited to just the “top 40,” since
the station says the range of re¬
plies So far has indicated that
tastes incorporate as many as 200
favorite records. Details were not
provided for the final pattern.
Recently, WABC shed oil but
one of its morning five-minute'
news capsules in favor of quarterhour news strips at 6:15, 7:15 and
8:15. It was.part of. a general
overhaul in the local programming
portions on WABC. From 9 to 11
and 1 to 3 daily; WABC carries
ABN stanzas.

Intercontinental Artists has beeri.
formed by Ted Hudes’ office to han¬
dler overseas accounts here and
American properties overseas. El¬
liot Sauriders will be in charge of
ifroduction and adaptation. First
foreign account is Herman Herry
Productions. Hudes’ outfit will
make available to West German
tv Joe Julian’s “The Gimmick”
Intensive stepup of news pro¬
and “Presento,” the latter first gramming, embracing nearly ail
seen here on U. S. Steel Hour..
Hudes leaves Sun: (23) for Lon¬ (hour of additional newscasts daily*
don, Paris and Berlin where he is slated for WRCA, the NBC
will dispose of rights to such prop¬ Radio flagship In N. Y. Program¬
erties as "Tom Corbett, Space Ca¬ ing, all of it for local use, only will
det,” “Jet Fighter,” “Mark Trail,”
“Share the Wealth” and Julian be handled out *of the NBC News
Funt’s “City Hospital.” In Italy, shop and will include one segment
Hudes will see tv officials regarding originated in Washington for local
disposal of scripts by Dale Wasser- consumption.
riian, Howard Hodman, Ely Jaffe
Latter is a new 6:30 to 6:45 a.m.
and Allan Sloane.
strip, with Peter Hackes handling
the news from Washington and
Howard Reig. filling in with about
five minutes of local news from
N.Y. The quarter-hour strip will
be preceded by 6 a.m. by a sevento-eight minute news segment
London, Feb. 18.
Singer Gene Austin will be handled by Reig as part of the
Other
flown in from the States by BBC- station’s "Pulse” show.
TV to make an appearance. in its segments are all five-minute shows,
“Off the Record” disk show next and involve Pauline Frederick at
Thursday (27).
12:30 and 1:30 p.m., Ken Bang•This is reported to be the first hart at 4:30, Morgan Beatty at
time that the state web has paid 5:30, Merrill Mueller at 6:30 and
the transatlantic air fare for a Wilson Hall at 10:30 and 11:30.
Yank singer. Austin will sing and That’s all apart from the net¬
be interviewed by resident emcee work’s news-on-the-hour lineup,
Jack Payne;
which the: station carries.

WRCA Steps Up News;
Additional Hour Daily

BBC-TV Paying ’Overhead*
For Gene Austin 1-Shot

Wednesday, February 19, 1958
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Schwartz:‘Code of Ediks Needed’
Washington, Feb. 18.
House Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight was told by its
former chief counsel,! Dr. Bernard Schwartz, yesterday (Mon.)
that of ail the regulatory agencies the Federal Communications
Commission, is the most subject to industry influence.
Dr. Schwartz, who was dismissed from his. post following differ¬
ences with the subcommittee over the conduct of its inquiry, said
hist assertions regarding influence were based on evidence, informa¬
tion and “to some extent" on decisions issued.
Concluding his testimony prior to returning to the law faculty
of New York U., Schwartz urged consideration of a code of ethics
governing the agencies. However, he said, in the last analysis it is
the caliber of officials appointed which is important. The problem,
he added, is “proper personnel.”
Discussing fraternization of FCC commissioners with industry
execs, Schwartz asserted that the danger is not in an occasional ac¬
ceptance of hospitality. ‘Tm not saying one luncheon buys a Com¬
missioner,” he said.. "These things are cumulative.”
Emphasizing that social contacts enable a. litigant , to gain “an
Identity1' with a Government official, he remarked that FCC Chak*-man John C. Doerfer and broadcaster George B. Storer “are not
complete strangers now.” This was a reference to a previous dis¬
closure that Doerfer travelled in Storer's private plane in Florida
and was a guest.in his home.
• , ''
__

By FLORENCE LOWE
--;-1
By JACK LEVY
Washington, Feb. 18.
I a one-man, statewide tv “net¬
Washington, Feb. 18.
• The ' Congressional committee
Polly Bergen gains the distinc¬ work” is one of the most unusual
investigating the Federal regu¬ tion of becoming the only one of and effective political and informa¬
latory agencies should find out this the flock of new (to tv) femme tional devices currently emanating
Thursday (20), when Federal Com¬ singers to be renewed through the from Capitol Hill, D. C. The man
munications Commissioner Richard fall. Max Factor; which has been is affable, able Rep. Kenneth Keat¬
A. Mack takes the stand, whether dickering with Miss ' Bergen, pri¬ ing, of New York’s 38th District,
testimony last week by its ousted marily -on price; for a couple of ranking Republican on the impor¬
chief counsel, I>r. Bernard months, has signed the singer to tant House Judiciary Committee.
His “network” consists of eight
Schwartz, that there was a payoff continue her NBC-TV alternate
in- connection with the award Of Saturday segment through Septem¬ tv stations, virtually blanketing the
big
state, from Keating's home
ber.
channel 10 ini Miami, Fla., to a
subsidiary of National Airlines
Deal gives her continued two- station, WROC-TV, Rochester, to re¬
cently
added WOR-TV, New York.
will stand up*
[ network exposure, since she’s a
Meanwhile, the inquiry, is hav¬ panelist oh CBS’ “To “Tell the The: filmed program is the bi-week|
ly,
“Let’s
Look at Congress,” with
Truth.”
Factor
renewal,
incidenting its impact nn Congress, on the
agencies, arid1 on. the : industries '■ ally, extends her leave from CBS- Keating interviewing the guests
and
giving
them their heads to
TV,
which
still
has
first
call
on
her
concerned, i. Something of a gen¬
eral “hurit” for. scandal appears to future, services for spectaculars air views which are often at com¬
plete
variance
with his own. Copies
arid
dramatic
roles
(last
such
was
have broken out on CapitoiHi.il,
with some fresh revelation almost her “Playhouse 90” stint in “The of the film are sent to the different
every hour on the hour, as Witness Helen Morgan Story” last spring). “affiliates” for use at their con-'
venience.
a demand by Rep. Melvih Laird
Keating was the first member of
(R.-Wis.) on Sen. John Sparkman
Congress, with his own regularly
(D.-AIa.) to explain his “mysteri¬
skedded tv show, thus blazing the
ous” connections ; with • broadcast¬
trail for the dozens of legislators
ing through his wife’s 49% inter¬
who now film much telecasts in the
est in radio station WAVU, a dayCongressional studios, for distribu¬
timer, in Albertsville,. Ala. Sparktion in their respective home dis¬
mah replied that his wife paid
tricts.
The Rochester legislator,
"109 cents of every dollar” for her
who had begun taping a weekly
Cincinnati, Feb. 18.
interest and that he had. nothing
radio show when he entered Con¬
Robert E. Dunvjllle, president of to hide.
gress in 1947, hopped on the fastCrosley Broadcasting. Corp., did a
Sen. Wayne Morse (D.-Ore.),
moving television bandwagon in
switch on congratulatory procedure has Called for a select committee
1949 with a bi-weekly video show
in celebrating the 10th anniversary to investigate the agencies. How¬
Chicago, Feb. 18.
on WROC-TV.
of WLW-T.
ever, his resolution, TVhich Is be¬
Cannily using only top drawer
Good
showing:
of
Jack
Paar’s
At a cake cutting he tossed posies fore the Senate Interstate Com¬
of both political parties as
to rival tv stations, Cincy’s three merce Committee, is given little "Tonight” in the Windy City, vis-a- guests
well
prominent ntm-political fig¬
dailies and their tv columnists. A chance of adoption unless the vis poorish results Vsuth the 10-11 ures, asand
asking top-of-the-news
merit award also went to Variety's House wavers on its inquiry. Con¬ p:m. local program overhauling ef¬ questions, Keating
garnered so
local miigg.
gress doesn’t favor duplicate in¬ fected last fall, has motivated NBC- much press arid audience attention
vestigations,
which
cause
confusion
Puffs to WKRC-TV and WCPOfor his program that, a few years
TV’s
WNBQ
to
yield
another
half
TV Were for “contributing im¬ and overlap.
after its local, debut, WBEN-TV
mensely to this great medium of
The inquiry is demoralizing to hour of station time in order to asked permission to use it In the
entertainment” and to the local the FCC whose officials are pre¬ carry the full 90 minutes of the Buffalo area.
press for "outstanding public serv¬ occupied with the demands it Paar vehicle.
A number of factors undoubted¬
ice in listing of daily programs and makes on them. In view of the
With Nielsen ratings Of around ly have entered into, the fast grow¬
to their critics for splendid copera- headlines, there is little eagerness
ing popularity, of a show Keating
8
arid
9,
“Tonight”
has
been
sec¬
tion and guidance."
for ''fraternization.”
shrugs off as a “do-it-yourself” proj¬
The impact is also felt in the ond in the 11-midnight period ect. First of rill, the New York Re¬
broadcast industry whose relation¬ Mondays through Thursdays publican has emerged as one of
ship with the agency has been against the feature films of-the the most articulate men in the
thrown into a tizzy.
other three stations; NBC-TV show House and one of the most influen¬
By the time Comr. Mack ap¬ takes a dip, though, on Fridays tial in his delegation. He is fre¬
pears, the committee (House Sub¬ when the. other stations pitch up quently mentioned as a possible
committee on Legislative Over¬ their blockbusters. The Paar opus candidate for his party’s nomina¬
sight) will have-heard four other has also proved an excellent spot tion for governor and for senator,
witnesses named by Schwartz in catcher for local blurbs, and the rumors which he is quick to dis¬
connection with the case. They are station figures it will do as well claim. In addition, as a leading
Thurman A. Whiteside, a lawyer, spot-wise with the first half-hour member of Congress, he is able to
who allegedly made “payments” to of Paar as it did with the vidpix lure guests who shun the regular
Mack; Judge Robert Anderson, a that are being shelved.
web panel above, such as “Meet
former member of the law firm
To accommodate the extra net¬ the Press.” Such guests include
Chicago, Feb. 18.
which represented National arid work haif-hotir, WNBQ is dropping FBI director J, Edgar Hoover, Vice
. The FM situation in Chicago may which, Schwartz testified, hired
syndicated series which pre¬ President Nixon, House and Senate
not be redhot just now, but it’s Whiteside as “a fixer”; Paul Scott, five
viously held the 10 p.m. slot cross Minority Leaders Joseph Martin
pretty warm and indications are it •a member of the same, firm and the
board,
Valley Days,” and William Knowland, and others.
is getting warmer. Clamoring in a director of the National subsidy “Studio 57,”“Death
“Boots and Saddles,” With such names, the Keating show
recent months for the remaining Public Service Television, Iric.; “Sheriff of COchise,” and “Front¬ has made front page news. Finally,
frequencies on the FM hand clear¬
ier.”. Station prefers to regard the... show itself, though generally
(Continued on page? 38)
ly points up the demand for the
these shows as. “suspended,”' and less controversial than Its profes¬
medium here, arid per the bromide
one of them—"Sheriff of Cochise” sional competitors, is a consistently
—where there's smoke there's fiire
—is already being mulled for a pleasant, informative 13-minute in¬
-r-some broadcasters who didn't get
Saturday berth.
terview, surprisingly smooth and
in on it are beginning to worry
Meanwhile, the station is shift-,
(Continued on page 42)
about their own adroitness, wond¬
ing its long-rurinirig “Five Star”
ering if their trusty old sniffers
Miami,
Feb.
18.
news-weather-sports-household
lay¬
had really failed to sineli oiit a
Storer Broadcasting Co. today out back into the 10 p.m. slot,
good thing.
(Tues.) issued the following state¬ whence it was Uprooted last fall in
The optimistic picture is already ment under the signature of presi¬ an expeririient. And this once again
giving rise to the speculation that, dent George B. Storer concerning pits the NBC station's news and
with all FM frequencies in Chi now its sale On March 28, 1957, of the weather shows against the high
spoken for,, the moneyed broadcast¬ tower, equipment and physical as¬ rated ‘-‘Standard News and
ing companies which either ignored sets cf former UHF station WGBS- Weather Roundup” of WBBM-TV,
FM or relinquished their grants in TV, Miami, to Public Service Tele¬ the CBS o&o.
the lean years may soon step into vision, Inc,:
Writers Guild of America East
the picture to buy out the little
“We are informed that the WashIs pushing for arbitration with
guys..
irigton attorneys for WKAT, Inc.,
CBS over the alleged firing of three
The FM plot thickened here when unsuccessful applicant for Channel
staff . newsWriters at the network.
the WSBC Broadcasting Corp. and 10, Miami, whose application was
Guild pontends that in-laying off
Electronic Music Corp. both filed denied by the FCC on Feb. 7,1957,
applications for the 93.1 frequency,, have alleged before the U. S. Court
R. Peter Straus has been brought the scribes on Feb. 8 in a
only one on the hand that hadn’t of Appeals in Washington, that in as the new program director for general cutback, CBS “materially
been, settled. (It was erroneously the sale of the WGBS-TV assets to WMCA, the New York radio inder breached'’ its collective bargaining
reported a few weeks ago that the successful applicant for chan¬ pendent, Straus, the son of the? agreement.
WSBC had been granted the fre¬ nel 10, was ‘secret’ and was not dis¬ station owner Nathan Straus; re¬
Matter will be put before the
quency.) As in all. cases where, closed to the FCC. Any such alle¬ places Leon Goldstein, the station’s
there are two or. more applicants gations are entirely contrary to longtime program chief who keeps American Arbitration Assn. WGA
hisveepee
stripfr
in
the
company
for the same station, there will the^ facts.
said the writers are being replaced
“On April 5, 1957, only, eight and moves over to head educa¬ —-that “their duties are being as¬
have to be a Federal Communica¬
tions Commission hearing, now .to days after the contract of sale was tional and public service programs, signed to other personnel at CBS
determine who gets 93.1. Chi is entered into; Storer Broadcasting for which WMCA goes ifi heavily. and violates the contract.” Union
only the fourth city where such an requested FCC permission to dis¬
Mrs. Helen Straus, wife of the said the news shows the threeFCC hearing has. been necessary continue operation of UHF station owner, had been head of educa¬ men worked on are being aired as
for an FM frequency, the others WGBS-TV, and stated:
tional and pubservice stanzas, but usuaL
Statement to . FCC
being New York, Los ‘Angeles and
she’s leaving the station to devote
Guild council and its general
San Francisco,
I “ ‘On March. 28, 1957, the com¬ more time to the Metropolitan membership as well “authorized
W§BC Broadcasting Corp. is pany entered into a contract with Educational rTelevision Assn. its officials to take any additional
headed by Louis B. Lee and is the Public Service Television, Inc., (She’s been i trustee and chair¬ appropriate steps to protect the
group which owns the share-time permittee of Channel. 10, Miami, man of the META executive com¬ interests of members.” This has
mittee.)
(Continued on page 26)
been interpreted as a strike threat.
(Continued on page 41)
*

Polly Gets a Pickup

Don McGannon Raps Barrow Panel
For ‘Very Destructive Conclusions
San Francisco, Feb. 18. Donald McGannoh, president of
the Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., blasted the Barrow Committee
from stem to stem in a speech to
the 11th Annual Western Radio
and TV Conference last Friday
(14).
McGannon said the Barrow re¬
port contained “very destructive
conclusions and unwarranted sug¬
gestions” and hinted a massive in¬
dustry-wide attack against, the
committee's recommendations.
He also took a roundhouse swing
at pay-tv and denied there was
any “softness” In the tv business
currently, predicting 1958 billings
would total $200 million more than
1957's.
I
McGannon
dealt
specifically
with three phases of the Barrow
recommendations, elimination of
multiple ownerships elimination . of
network option time and elimina¬
tion of the must-buy concept.
1) He said “prohibition of op¬
tion time wasn’t supported in the
report's legal conclusions” and
would mean slow death for the net¬
works and “elimination of some
of the best things” on tv.
2) He said the must-buy concept
was needed to be “totally competi¬
tive to the space media,” that its
elimination would give the. space
media a monopoly and threaten the
nets.
3) He accused the Barrow com¬
mittee of assuming that “bigness is
a sin per se,” claimed “there is
no economic advantage” to mul¬
tiple Ownership “nor is one sought’
and emphasized qualified local
management, rather’ than local
ownership; is the prime necessity
for tv stations.
McGannon charged the Barrow
group reached its “one-to-a-customer” conclusion “without any sup¬
porting factual indication that mul¬
tiple ownership has been harmful
to the public interest ”
“The report presents no- sound
evidence of any abuse, past or
(Continued on page 38)

DuM Dkkering
Cleve. WHK Buy
Still anxious to expand jts line¬
up of owned & operated stations,
DuMont Broadcasting Co. has been
dickering with the Forest City
Publishing. Co. for WHK, the vet¬
eran 5,000-watt radio station in
Cleveland. DuMont said there was
no deal yet, but confirmed that
talks With FCP, which is a sub¬
sidiary of the Plain Dealer, were
going on.
WHK, an NBC affiliate, started
In 1921. DuMont afffeady owns tv
Stations in N. Y. and Washington,
D. C. (WABP and WTTG,.respec¬
tively) arid . WNEW, the . .largest
radio indie in New York.

Crosley Loves Everybody

There’s Quite An
FH Plot Brewing
Up on Chi Front

Storer’s Statement

WGA flints Strike
bi CBS Axing of 3

Peter Straus Named New
WMCA Program Director
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TV-FILMS

Wcdnciday, February 19, 1958

Ulin
With the entrance of UniversalBut Why Blanks?
International into telefilm produce
• Denver- Feb. 18.
“26 Men*” syndicated show
tion, the roster of major Holly¬
being
telecast
here by
United Artists TV has moved its
wood motion picture companies
KBTV, is riding the crest of
department from UA headquarters
now engaged in vidfilm activities
some snazzy publicity breaks.
on . Seventh Ave. to new offices on
virtually is complete.
There’s a gun-drawing duel
Madison. Ave . . .. David Sutton,
The degree of activity of each
slated Saturday (22) between
MCA
TV topper, has returned,
of the majors differs, some con¬
*‘26 Men” star Kelo Hender¬
firming their telefilm branch to fi¬
son and Sam Toole, reputed to
from a tour of MCA exchanges ...
nancing as opposed to the full
be Denver’s fastest drawing
Peter Zanphir, advertising-sales
scale operation of the kingpin, and
living citizen.;
promotion consultant, is servicing
oldest established of them all, Co¬
Duel grew Out of. two Den¬
ABC Film Syndication.
lumbia’s subsid, Screen Gems.
ver Post columnists, Thomp¬
Scott McKeown, formerly south¬
But the drive stems from a- com¬
son Watt and Red Fenwick,;
east sales r e p res e n t a t i v e for
mon desire to diversify in other
taking opposite tacks on . the
Richard H. Ullman, producer- and j
show biz areas in the face of dimin¬
prowess of the. tv Arizona
distributor of animated commer¬
ishing motion picture horizons.
Ranger. With the help, of
cials, has joined ABC Film Syndi¬
ABC Film Syndication,
Among the latest to cross the
cation. McKeown will be ABC’s
match was set to. settle the
line were U-I and Paramount Pic¬
southeast representative ... . “De¬
arguments ";'
tures, both of which recently sold
coy,” Syndicated series produced
P.S.: Blanks will be used.
their pre-48 feature backlogs for
by Pyramid Productions dealing
tv distribution. Cinematic tv dis¬
with the adventures of a N. Y.
tribution though is mainly a liquids
policewoman, is being utilized as a
ation operation, with the prospects
Gaining film for neophyte police¬
women in 11 citiesv Kirk Torney
of big revenues sharply diminished
appointed; sales manager of Sterl¬
from that source following the ini¬
ing Television. He wias recently
tial big market sales. For continued
with Associated Artists Produc¬
revenue from tv, there must be a
tions, where he was a division
source of fresh production, there¬
manager . , . Bob Joseph named
fore the drive to enter the vidfilm
producer, of a new telefilm series,
field.
titled “The Life .of the Party,”
Universal - International, Which
With production slated in New
has a healthy commercial film op¬
York .
. MacManus, John &
eration, has made deals with CBSAdams now has 10 tv commercials
TV and NBC-TV for telefilming.
The month of January, usually under production at National
Screen Service, with Steve Ben¬
U-I’s pact With CBS-TV calls for
relatively dull period in. syndi¬ nett
producing for the agency and
a filmed entry on “Playhouse .90,”
titled “The Dungeon” starring Paul cation, being midpbint between William K. Kent supervising for
Douglas. Details of its NBC-TV the traditional fall and spring sell¬ NSS . . Leslie; Harris, CBS Film
vidfilm pact are being worked: out. ing spurts, has turned out to be a Sales; topper, back from the Coast
Paramount Pictures recently am surprisingly good month for a and . Bud .Barry, Metro TV v.p.,
nounced plans for co-financing of number of the major syndicators. back from Englahd,
vidfilm. properties. United Artists,
For . one, CBS Filth Sales has
another new entry in the field, is Chalked up some solid sales on
busily engaged in lining up pro¬ “Gray Ghost,” “San Francisco:
ducers for its projected “UA Play¬ Beat,” “Whirlybirds” and “Amps
house” anthology series. UA also, ’n* Andy.” Total gross for the
bought controlling, stock interest mOnth was put at a sizable $1,000,in Associated Artists Productions, 000, counting some February biz1.
which owns the Warner Bros, li¬ Biggest chunk of coin. came from
brary, the Popeye shorts and other Continental Oil which has been
properties being distributed to tv. picking up market after market on
The UA move, though, still is being renewals, for “Whirlybirds,” now
challanged in the courts by Na¬ beginning: unreeling With second
tional Telefilm Associates, which year production. Another hefty
claims a prior deal.
Indicative of the type of draw
slice of business came from
In addition to the. aforemen¬ Strohs Brewery, which picked up topline features have on television
tioned companies, there are Loew’s “San Francisco Beat” in 15 mid¬ is the . fact that in three showings
Metro TV, 20th-Fox’s TCF, and west markets;
since early December in the New
Warner Bros. Metro TV has two
Television Programs Of America York area alone, “The Bells of St.
projects inked for network expo¬ reports the biggest month for biz Mary’s” the Led McCarey Academy
sure, “Thin Man” and “Northwest in the history of the company. Award winner, has been seen by
Passage,” with a roster of pilots NBC’s California National Produc¬ an - estimated 4,220,000 viewers.
for national sale; 2dth-Fox is tions previously reported that
Picture was aired first on Dec. 7,
partnered with NTA in the NTA gross income for the month ex¬ a Saturday night, then again on
Film Network and also is . engaged ceeded •. all previous records in Dec. 27, a Sunday, and then in the
in pilot production! WB has four CNP’s eight-year history. It added early evening as a two-parter on
western entries currently net¬ that the week of . Jan. '17, with Monday and Tuesday, Feb: 3 and
worked, with four pilots up for sales totalling more than $650,000, 4. All showings were via WRCAsale next season.
constituted a new seven-day mark TV, the NBC flagship in N Y... which
Republic Pictures Hollywood
licensed the pic from National Tele
CNP’s sales force.;
Television Service, inactive in the forThe
swing around of biz in Jan¬ film Associates. Latter acquired the
new production field, is expected uary again
film last spring in a negative buyunderlies
the
growing
to stay .in business taking care of character of syndication as a year- out of several McCarey films.
the distribution of post-’48 Repub¬ round business, with traditional
Roiigh estimate is that the N.Y.
lic pix. RKG. Teleradio Pictures
has a_ number of properties its. lulls being utilized for a variety tv audience alone amounted to
Of
sales
campaigns
to
hypo
biz
and
about
one-third of the film’s total
bandying around for national sale,
1 U.S. theatrical audience.
even Out the sales curve.
sans conventional pilots.

Jan. Pick-Me-Up;

mm

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Universal International Pictures has formed a production part¬
nership With NBC, under an agreement reached between Alan W.
Livingston, NBC-TV program v.p., and Milton Rackmil, U-I prexy, and Morris Weiner, studio operations manager.
For a starter, the studio Will begin within two weeks, production
of th» pilot western series “Saddle Tramp,” based on the U-I
picture of the same title made eight years ago;. That" NBC may
cast its lot with U-I for all filmed properties is indicated by the
statement of Livingston that “the long range aspects of the
arrangement will be announced later. It’s known that NBC’s
telepic subsid for its syndication arm, California National pro- .
Auctions, 'will pull stakes on the California lot after its stage leas¬
ing deals expire.
How this new partnership will affect NBC’s relations with MCA
and Revue can only be conjectured. It was recently disclosed by
Lou Edelman that his producing outfit was “getting up a team for
NBC” and that, all its future series Would first be offered to that
network.
It can only be guessed that NBC may concentrate
all its film production for both network and syndicate at the
Universal plant.. It Is admitted by both the studio and NBC that
the new agreement covers considerably more than a leasing of
space.
Financial arrangement of the partnership is not disclosed but it
is believed that U-I will produce the pictures from NBC blueprints
and net will make the sales; From out of the proceeds of the sale,
U-I would get a flat price per pic similar to ABC-TV’s arrangement:
with Walt Disney and Warners. NBC would pay for the pilots.

Guild’s $7,500,000 Gross Since
18 on Uberace s Umpteenth Reruns
-—

--r————-A nasal, wavy-haired pianist began his fifth year on viddo yester¬
day TTues.). Since Feb. 18, 1953,
when the first of the Liberace
telefilm half-hours began in Den¬
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
ver on KBTV, his shows, Which
. David Niven is prepping new
half-hour mystery-adventure vidpix now number 118 in all, . have
series, which he’ll produce through grossed an estimated $7,500,000 for
Four Star Films Inc., in Which he’s their distributor! Guild Films, and
partnered with Dick Powell and the several hundred tv stations
Charles Boyer. As basis for series,
Niven bought French author Henri which have carried him and his
de Gacher’s “The Man in the Pan¬ candelabra have, pulled in roughly
ama Hat,” and currently is nego¬ $30,000,000 in time and talent
tiating With Eric Ambler to script. charges to advertisers as a result
Niven will Shoot background ma¬
terial for series bn a three-month . Liberace was the first telefilm
trek through Yugoslavia, Greece, success for Guild. The distribs sup¬
India, Thailand and Japan, leaving plied the earnings figures. At one
here in mid-April. He!ll also gather point* Liberace flicks were appear¬
ing on 221 video outlets and today,
research.
in their umpteenth rerun (Guild
and Liberace parted company a
few years ago and no more halfhours were produced), Liberace is
still appearing on 150 stations.
They’re still on KBTV, which drew
a very retiscent Denver National
Bank as his first bankroller.
Altogether, the program has had
more than 400 sponsors, who either
participated in the half-hour or
bought it outright in their respec¬
tive markets. Though they paid
premium prices for the dulcet planSponsors in syndication are es¬ istics and soapy singing,: the re¬
tablishing a track record of either turns to sponsors were reportedly
staying with particular properties great—in the main, at any rate.
or renewing with the same syndi¬ The Society for Savings of Cleve¬
cation house, but on another ve¬ land, according to Guild, reported
hicle.
$20,000,000 in new deposits over a
Of all Ziv shows which have 15-month period and most, if not
been in syndication for more than all of it, was attributed to the
one season,. 68% have had the bank’s underwriting of Liberace on
same sponsor, through at least two tv. (At one time, he had 78 bank¬
years. Other houses, such as CBS ing and Io£n sponsors.)
Film Sales, NBC’s California Na¬
Though the majority of critics
tional Productions, National Tele¬ held their noses when he appeared,
film Associates, have had similar Liberace’s impact is almost a show
experiences, especially with fresh biz f abie*
production on established proper¬
ties.
In case after Case, the same,
sponsors have taken another 52week on new productions on such
CROSS COUNTRY
from an urban viewpoint, but as an series as “Whirlybirds,” “State
With Lloyd : Burlingham, . Bill agricultural newsreel it is certainly Trooper,” “Silent Service” et al
Mason, Dick Passage, Dana Bur- interesting, even in parts to the
Ziv study showed that individual
• nett, Joe Dwyer, Herschel New¬ city feller. Vital it can’t be be¬ sponsors have stayed With a Ziv
cause of the. time factors involved
som, others
series as long as seven years.
in
filming,
editing
and
distributing,
London, Feb. 18,
Executive Producer: Fred A, Niles but Niles has designed the film “Highway Patrol” scored a re¬
Producer: Tex Barron
Plans for the launching of a new
with a built-in five minute hiatus newal rate as high as. 97%, "Men
Director; Tom Rook
for regional news, weather and of Annapolis,” which has hot gone British vidpic series were being
Distributor: Fred A. Niles Produc¬ market, reports from the local com- through Its first year Contracts in finalized in London last week by
mentatorsjo give it timeliness.
most of its markets, , has already Edward J. Stern, president of Ziv
tions
Edition viewed got off to an un¬ received advance renewals for International. The new skein, en¬
Fred Niles Productions : is “net¬ intoxicating
start with a couple of 18% of, them, including 17 major titled “999,” is- likely to start roll¬
working” on around 40 rural sta¬ routine interviews and a closeup Coast markets for Carnation Milk’s ing in the late Spring and Will
tions a Weekly half-hour film on the automatic egg factory in Albers division,
probably be produced at the As¬
whose high pretention it is to be Fairbury, Ill., the last smacking of .Exemplifying those sponsors sociated British Studios at Elstree.
of service and/or; interest to agri¬ an educational documentary. Lat¬ staying in the market blit switch¬ This will be Ziv’s second British
culture people everywhere. This ter part proved the more interest¬ ing .properties is Olympia Brew¬ series, the former being “Martin
kind of universality is; easier said ing with a segment on the Chicago
than accomplished when it’s a mat¬ Board of Trade, the ground-break¬ ing, Which recently picked up the Kane” which was lensed in Elstree
ter, of keeping the. folks in the cot¬ ing cereinonies. for the Cowboy tab in 35_markets for Ziv’s new last year with William Gargan in
ton and corn belts involved. in a Hall of Fame in Oklahoma, and a “Target.” Previously, the brewery the title role. .
show that also focusses on fruit Dept.. of: Agriculture film clip on rode On “Favorite Story” and
“999,” like “Kane,” will - be- pro¬
growers and cattle ranchers, but experiments for separating the “Science Fiction Theatre.”
duced for Ziv by Harry Alan Tow¬
“Cross Country” negotiates it han¬ best cotton seed. Most interesting
ers. It will star =bne British and
dily with its fast moving format —but perhaps only to the citified
'African Patrol' Pacts
one: Canadian artist and, as the title
which, like a newsreel, scopes sun¬ mind—Was the bit on ai new meth¬
Eleven tv stations; have pacted indicates, the subject has a Scot¬
dry interests in various parts of od for tranquilizing wild animals, for “African Patrol,” the syndi¬ land Yard background.
the country without lingering long by shooting hypodermics of nico¬
Stem told Variety last week
cated half-hour telefilm skein pro¬
on any. But this poses a limit on tine at 'em by rifle.
the depth to which any issue may
Lloyd Burlingham, a longtime duced and distributed by Gross- that the series could be‘ iensed in
Hollywood
for just about the same
Krasne.
Outfit
started
peddling
be covered, and the coverage is farmcaster, is the pivot, and the
cost. They, were hot using a Brit¬
usually superficial.
film cuts back and forth to. him in the actioner after Jan. 1.
“African Patrol”-is the Second ish studio to save on the budget
How valuable this kind of . show Chicago, “Cross Country Head¬
can be to farmers and other rural quarters.!’.. Burlingham has a warm, series made by the new G-K com¬ but because the title called for
Britisb locales.
dwellers is impossible to estimate I
(Continued on page 38)
pany since it’s formation

DAVID NIVEN PREPS
ADVENTURE SERIES

inTV (nematics;
N.Y. And

Gross-Krasne’s
Ur. Glencannon’
London, Feb. 18.
Gross-Krasne’s next teleseries
project will be. “Mr. Glencannon,””
a sea saga starring Thomas
Mitchell.
Exec producer Donald N. Hyde
has hired Patrick Allen for. the fea¬
tured role. With British director
John Knight slated for the megging chores. Series Will be pro¬
duced. entirely in England, witii
the parent company, Gross-Krasne,
Inc. holding rights to distribu¬
tion in the western hemisphere.
Production on the pilot is under¬
way, with present plans calling for
a fall start
Q-K, has sold “African Patrol”
in London with a March 15 sarting
date. Mitchell starred in G-K’s
“The O. Henry Playhouse” series.
Which launched the company about
a year and a half ago.
Goldstone to England
Duke Goldstone winged to Eng¬
land last week to make final ar¬
rangements on lensing of “Sabo¬
tage," a new telefilmed actioner
being made in England and Europe
’ by Guild Films,

Zhr’s W Set

TV RERUNS ON CLUB CIRCUIT
.... Milan, Feb. 18,
Eitel Monaco, prexy of ANICA, declared here, in the course , of
•a lecture at the. Second National Convention of Writers for the
Cinema that '-there is the possibility of some sort of collaborationrbetween the State and the privately-owned: cinema. industry for
the opening of a new tv channel exclusively reserved to the trans¬
mission of films. That is: seeing that people don’t go to the cinema
'because of tv we will bring filnis to their home, through the 'same
medium.”
. Monaco went on to say that in 1957 only 780-million tickets had
been sold in Italian cinemas in spite of the fact that new theatres
had been opened and a large percentage of the old ones had been re¬
modeled. In 1956 over 810: millions of people paid their admission
fees to the Italian cinemas. Monaco added that in .1957. the cinema
exhibition industry paid in taxes to the state 32 milliards of iires
(about: 50 million dollars) while tv taxes aimounted to only two.
milliards liras. The state, as such, could not ignore an industry that
contributed so much in taxes.

No MCA Pattern Yet on Sale Of

’ Ziv bitl Topper to Moscow
As First U.S. Vidpix Emissary
-*
Some of television’s prestige net¬
work programs are seeking—and
finding—a 'tremendous acceptance
in schools and community clubs.
“Twentieth Century,” the CBS-TV
public affairs series sponsored by
Prudential, has become the latest
web stanza to go the route , that
once belonged exclusively to in¬
dustrial films:
Prudential, which owns "Cen¬
tury/’ has already released nine
of its programs to clubs and schools
via. Association Films. Eaeh tele¬
film is being released to the 16m
market , some six to eight weeks
after it appears on the network,
so that by-the end of next summer
the entire, series: will be out. So
•far. Association Films, which makes
a big biz out of distributing in¬
dustrials on the schooielub route
and also to tv stations, now has
“Century’s” 60-ihinUte “Churchill:
Man of the Century” available,
plus “Guided Missile,” “F.B.I;,'”:
“Toward the Unexplored” “Verti
Jet,” “Mussolini,” “The Windsors,”
“Mach Busters,” and “Brainwash¬
ing,” also'V full-hour show;
. This replaying of tv shows on
the club circuit began a few years
ago when Hallmark released its
two-hour “MacbethiV presentationthrough Association. Show,-which
was done live, has been shown on
kine (with commercials and sta¬
tion . breaks left, in fact) 5 ^84 times
and to 617,146 persons. Hallmark
later sent “Richard II” on its way.
thusly and it has played 2,661
dates. Same for “The Cradle Song,”
with 561 dates,
While Hallmark did not release
the three shows to television as re¬
runs. Smith, Kline & French Lab¬
oratories did with three of their
stanzas, two of which: played on the
“March of Medicine”1 series. “Monganga” became one of the most
popular industrial films to play as
local pubservice tv programming,,
as a .Vamety institutional tv pro¬
gram' chart established last year.
SK&F also released “We, the Men¬
tally Ill” and “A World Alone:”
Together, the three stanzas, in ad¬
dition to tv showings, have, played
L278 clUbs^and schools.
According to Association Films,
there is a terrific demand; among
community groups for topnotch tv
stanzas. In the'eases of Hallmark,
Prudential arid SK&F they each
pay the shipping costs on. the dis¬
tribution of the shows, otherwise
there is no charge for the. pixr

Off-Network Entries
Offrnetwork properties cur¬
rently form the largest; new
group put into the syhdieation
.field.
The foster includes: NBC
Film. Sales’ “Medic” and “It’s:
a Great. Life”; Screen. Gems’
“77th Bengal Lancers”; Tele¬
vision Programs of America’s
“Lassie”;
and CBS Filin
Sales’ “Assignment Foreign
Legion,”
and
“You
Are
There.”
One of the most successful
off-network skeins put into
syndication recently is CBS
Film Sales’ “The Horieymooners,” placing among the Top
10 in many markets surveyed
by American Research Bu¬
reau.

London ,Feb. 18.
Edward J. Stem, president of
Ziv International, is leaving Lon¬
don tomorrow (Wed.) for Moscow,
where he will be the first U.S, tv
topper to talk to Russian television
execs. He’ll be accompanied by
Joseph M. Brandel, recently ap¬
pointed. veepee in. charge of Euro¬
pean operations.
Stem is going to Soviet territory
with the full support and encour¬
agement of the U:S. State Departirient which has described his mis¬
sion as an important contribution
to peace. Stern, himself, looks on
his trip as a means of establishing
closer understanding between the
people of Russia and those of the
Western World.
“I am not” he insists, “going to
Moscow just to sell them tv films.
I want primarily. to get to know
the . heads of their tv industry to
exchange ideas with them and
achieve a closer understanding of
their tv problems. That, to my
way of .thinking, is of more impor¬
tance than just trying to unload
a few series to the Russians.”
Until, he gets there and sits
around the table with them, Stom
has no idea how long, he will stay
in Moscow. He hopes, however, it
will he long enough to enable him
to survey the situation comprehen¬
sively arid learn their method of
operation. He admits that he would
like to discuss the possibilities of
co-production and also would like
the Russians to see some of the
films that have recently been made
in the Western World,
Stern and Brandel will also be
visiting Warsaw for talks with Polish tv toppers and their visits have
been confirmed with both countries.

Management Corp: of America*’
m
subsidiary of Music Corp, of Amer¬
ica won’t lack for customers when
it begins selling the newly-acquired.
Hollywood, Feb. 1.8,
Paramount
pre-’48 feature
feature film
film
William Sackheim^-.ha§ been
"Paramount pre-’48
<c *
*■: *
*
upped to director of programming
library to ty stations.. Number of jor screen Gems. He’ll operate
key groups are champing at the bit under production v.p. Harry Ackright now, awaiting MCA’s first erman in supervising all programmove to place the features on the m£g aptivties and development.
,
Sackheim has been with Screen
market..
Gems for four years as a writer
One such group, it’s known, is an(j producer, having worked on
the CBS-TV owned stations, which *‘Ford Theatre” and soma-of SG’s
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
is interested in acquiring the Para- gio-minute productions for ‘‘PlayHecht-HilLLancaster, is moving^
mount features in a multiple-sta- house 90.”
into telefilm. production field withh
tion buy similar to the $11,000,000
____--4
purchase it engineered on the en- '
.
ambitious, plans. Virtually as a
time Metro library. Another in- JLK,
¥1 .r
■ ».
starter, the leading indie theatrical
.
terested party, but with some quail- If 3TIH V RGlllfir S
film outfit plans four yidpix seriesy
fi cations, is the NBC owned sta- HWUUIJ IkVUlVl »
all; based wholly or in. part on the:e
tions, which recently purchased
.
»
■
company’s former features.
the post-’48 Republic backlog in a
- |AAlmAt
First series Will be based, onQ
$2,000,000 deal.
U jC2(S JACKPOt
“Vera Cruz,” produced in 1954i
NBG group, however; , is inter*
starring Bprt Lancaster and Cary
ested only if MCA decides to split
| n .1
Cooper. Pilot on the series is now
the library into smaller-sized packI In I U A \a|aa
being written by Marion Hargrove
ages: Reason is that whereas CBS
|/I1 11 il UdlCv
(“See Here, Private Hargrove”)
uses features in the late-night peri¬
and John Hawkins, new writing
team.
ods seven nights a Week, the NBC
Television Programs of America
Second series will be based on
outlets use. them only'on weekends, ^ tic^ng off the new year with
“Apache,” released in 1954 star¬
ince they cany the live Jack some hefty sales, abroad/ with
ring Lancaster arid Jean. Peters.
Paar Show on. weeknights. Web
foreign v.p. Manny Reiner
Third,, is an adventure series based • A new 15,-minute syndicated
simply couldn’t handle the volume reportjng a gross of over $330,000
on “His Majesty O’Keefe,” Lan¬
of -the, entire Par backlog.
in program sales for the first six
caster 1953 Starrer; fourth. “The farm newsreef series, produced by
Most of the'interest at this time weeks of 1958.
Office,” based on one. incident in Cunningham & Walsh for Ameri¬
is purely anticipartory, since MCA
Sponsors buying TP A skeins
company’s 1957 release, “Bachelor can Cyanamid, has been launched
simply hasn’t decided yet just how abroad include Bendix, Canada
Party.” HHL presently is negoti¬ on 62 stations in 25 states.
it will market the backlog. Key Dry, LaSuerte Cigars arid Cigarets,
ating for an experienced tv pro¬
men in the sale of the films will Coco Rico Candy and Metro Drug
Titled “Cyanamid Farm News¬
ducer to head up . the television
be v.p.’s DaVe Sutton and Lou Co. Programs include “Lassie,”
subsid. Company is also intending reel,” it consists of 13 episodes, to
Friedland, and they were on a pre- which TP A distributes for Jack
to go ontside for likely tv-pix be unreeled weekly in the farm,
viously scheduled, business trip Wrather; “Adventures of Tugboat
ideas and production talent to belt, in conjunction with the mar¬
most of last week in Kansas City. Annie”; “New Adventures of
handle them as series.
keting of Cyanamid’s product
On their return early this week, Charlie' Chan”; “Mystery Is My
Aureomycin, used for livestock
they were expected to go into hud- Business”; “Susie” and others,
and poultry.
dies with top MCA management on
“Susie” was sold in the PhilipOriginator arid producer of the
working out a sales pattern for the pines and in Hong Kong, while
newsreel is <Tom DeHuff, Cunningbacklog. They have met with some “Fury” was bought in Mexico and
|
ham
& Walsh tv account exec.
station people, but meeting have Switzerland; "Adventures of TugMain source of film for the show
been informal expressions of in- boat Anriie,” in: Australia and
Samuel Gang, National Telefilm will be INS-Telenews, tv division
terest.
Hong Kong; “Lassie,” in Australia,
Associates foreign sales represen¬ Of Hearst Metrotone News.
■ .*t -r':
Argentina, Cuba, Puerto Rico,
tative, is off for a six-week tour
. Mexico, Venezuela, Colombia, El
.
in lu rYEP VEE1
- of Tokyo, Hong Kong, Manila and
Y
>
y
PT
*
Salvador
Salvador:and
and Guatemala. Kellog
Au All XiACtl/ ill]
I ACCPr Q
Q
Q|73n
bought the . “Lassie” seArfes
series .for
for
slated to bow Sydney, Australia, pitching a group
LACCpr
II 217211
hoxim
With Sy Weintraub slated
LvOuvl w
I
W AUiA
in all Latin American out
O
1UI
sponsorship m
as aa partner,
partner, Telestar
Telestar Films
Film has of telefilm. properties and theatric
out as
countries other than Argenti .,, name(i
_
named David.
David. Savage
Savage as
as exec
exec vee- cal reissues.
#|1 I
1 .
H where the sponsorship .was picked pea
..
A
For tv. distribution, Gang will
pee.
.-‘Sheriff of Cochise,’* ‘‘Official
Savage, formerly ***
director of have
***>
Detective,” and “China Smith”
Kong and Sweden, as well as the station relations at Guild Films,- skeins, cartoons, short subjects and
San Antonio, Feb. 18.
will be
be in
in charge
charge of
of administ*
administering a liriuted number of features.
Hollywood,
phiifppfiies8^^11’
** ^
^ wiU
Hollywood, Feb.
Feb. 18.
18
Philippines.
The Legion of Decency has
With a “Tarzan” theatrical film
Sales total for the six week pe- Telestar’s sales force, as well
Weoa aug¬
For theatrical reissue. Gang will forced postponement of a tv film
programming. Savage, be offering “High Noon,” “Cyrano
now before the cameras, Sol Les- ri0d of over $330,000 represents an mentation Pt0Srainming.^^Sa
aer has reactivated his plans to impressive figure in that hone of before- joi ing Guild headed his de Bergerac,”' “The Men” arid showing here.
own tv packaging firm. Theatrical “Gulliver’s Travels.” His first stop
A1 Johnson, general manager of
shoot a vidpix series based on the the sales was made in either of 2w^rnHc^kaSmg finn’ Th at
will be Tokyo.
character created by Edgar Rice the-' two major foreign markets, Enterprises,;
.“sesr
KENS-TV, has announced that “The
Weintraub and
Schubert
Burroughs.
. , - Canada or-the United Kingdom.
Weintraub
and Bernard
Bem^dScht
French Line” starring Jane Rus¬
are dissolving
Previously, Lesser filmed a pilot Those two major markets pay a™
dissolving their
their partnership
partaershi in
rTelestar. Weintraub
Weintraub bad
had been,
sell has been cancelled. The pic
with Gordon Scott and Lisa Davis more than the others because of ^Telestar.
functioning
as
prexySchubert
as
was
scheduled to have been shown
co-starred but objections and a their greater Set count and the functioning as prexy; Schubei
board chairman.
last Saturday. “We’re postponing
legal hassle with Commodore Pro- commercial broadcast facilities board
chairman- Company
Company has
has one
new
series
in
syndication,.
“White
the
show
out of deference to many
auctions at that time curtailed there.
new^ser es ln^syndication, V
Thirty-one tv stations have pur¬ requests from the Legion of De¬
Hunter,*’ along .wth
with several rerun
continuation of the “Tarzan” tele-_L_---„
HimterJ
r
chased
r
National
Telefilm
Associ¬
series
which
Schubert
originally
j
cency,”
said
Johnson.
films. Now, however, Lesser is reA Ap Still Salima
se”is ^hlch Schubert oriSi]
ates’ “Champagrie' Package” of 58
produced.
“I don’t know whether it will go
con, p«
,
pix within the past month, putting on later. We are giving the matter
the package in a. total of,. 81 mar¬ study.”
:
Tomey to Sterling
kets:
Kirk
Tdrriey
has
been
named
Latest deals were inked with . Notice of “Thg French Line”
' Eve Brent femirie lead of the tion sAles inked. ''
showing first* came in the previous
theatrical vmien. co-stars .with
AdditipMlly Sterling’s "&wt00n sales manager of Sterling Televi¬ KCMO-TV; Kansas City; /WOW- Sunday's tv log; Nearly 100 letters
TV,
Omaha; KFMB-TV, San Diego;
sion,
replacing
Bernice
Coe
in
the
Scott in the televersion. Rickie Classics” was picked Up by WMAL,
KIRO-TV, Seattle; WJAR-TV, of protest hit Johnson’s desk.
Sorensen .Lo in the theatrical Washington;
KOMO.
Seattle; ■post.'.
planned to delete scenes not
Ilm! ^11 recreate his -boy” role KTVI St. Louis; and WLWI. Ihdi- : Mrs. Co§ will remain with the. Providence; WDBJ-TV, Roanoke, in “We
good taste. But the Legion ob¬
anapohs. Stations inking for the company as overall administrative Va.; WBNS-TV, Columbus, O.;
jected
to
the film in its entirety,”
WREX-TV,
Rockford,
HI.;
and
exec.
Torney
comes
to
Sterling
af¬
^Pilot Si?s?Sunderstood, is entitled “Abbot & Costello" series include
said Johnson:
•‘Taman “nd the Trappers.” Lat- WFBC, GreenviUe, N. C:; WGAN, ter two years at Associated Artists WSBT-TV, South Bend. Ind.
“There
was one petition from
Package
includes
“High
Noon,”
Productions,
where
he
was
suc¬
ter Die is now in the editing stages Portland, Me;; WBKB; Chicago;
Mary’s University. We decided
and will be available for agency KFDA, Amarillo, Tex.; and WNEM, cessively .national sales manager “Spellbound,” “The Third Man,” St;
not to make an issue of it.”
and “Bells of. St. Mary.”
and
station
sales
coordinator
J
screening- shortly.
BaY city» Mich.
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Provocative Weekly Editorials is*.......I
7»195?*
|]V NEW YORK CITY
“Any allegation, such as that.
made i>y Schwartz yesterday in his
testimony before the House Subcommittee to the effect that National Airlines is a front for
storer Broadcasting Co. is not only
false* biit ridiculous. Further, any
such statement is, as a matter of
fact," an affront to a company as
large and as old as National Airlines as well as an . affront to
storer Broadcasting Co.
“in a statement appearing in today>s (Tues.) edition of the Miami
Herald, George B. Storer pointed
ou^ that the sale of the physical
assefs of WtjBS-TV to National
Airlines received publicity not
only in the Miami newspapers but
in the trade press; that the sale
was reported to the FCC and that
the agreement with National Airfines was made some six weeks
after that company .had been
awarded channel 10 by the FCC.
—-D l
i D
ffoteStaDt RellglOUS
,
,
i.
R Castilffi ProHeillS
U tadlUl^ 11 wvreiiia
SlftiNl at T-DaV
iHIiCfl ttl J Udjf RICCI
problems fij Protestant religious
broadcasting on radio-tv were

IN
NEW YORK CITY
1

. .

Unlike most editors of the daily
press, the licensees of radio-tv
outlets in metropolitan New York
do not arise each morning hot
under the collar and ready to correct injustices perpetrated the
night before on the common
people.
Station WMCA, N.Y.: the indie
owned by Nathan. Straus, former
militant New Dealer and public
housing expert, appears to be the
only outlet on a local level in
Greater New York that comes-out
swinging in an editorially-provocative fashion, week in and week
out. The outlet recently began its
fourth year of espousing causes
and bespeaking the licensee’s
mind on pertinent and pressing
matters.
Station, has been taking the position that it owes its listeners mote
than the top 40 tunes of the week
and that with its franchise must
go fidelity to the public and not
lip service in discharge ot obligetions. Station’s editorial stand is
reflected m ‘‘The Editor s Desk,
a Friday 9:30-9:45 pm. feature
that runs the gamut from ..fighting
for such thorny fssues as_desegregated housing in; New York
City to the shortcomings of Secretaiy of State John Foster Dulles

dailies and was reprinted in the
Congressional Record.
Opening copy on all programs
makes it plain that the editorials
express the view of the station and
aTe designed to, Stimulate community thinkiiig on important
public issues. It alerts the anbouncer on the program to be siire
to* give special emphasis to the
following toxt in both opening and
closing copy: “Responsible bpposing viewpoints are invited, and
time made'available by WMCA for
their broadcast” TWs^is followed
up by letters to individuals mentioned in editorials assuring them
that time , for reply WJu be available if they so desire.
/.
Straus editorial On the Crisis
in the Middle East” resulted in
opposition^ reply from American
Friends of Middle East;;: editorial
on segregated housing called fpr
reply came from Real Estate Bo^rd
of. New York, ^d^statiou’s^viewe
tion editorial,^ Slaughter on the
^hways, was “sweredby
JoikBtete Assn, of Plantiff s Trail
^wyera.
.
Station has a basketful pf communiques from hsteners and key
figures . hailing; its penetrating
editorial views.

* *
John Raitt and 'Arnold Stanf will do guest spots on Friday’s (2i)
Patrice Munsel ABC-TV*er . . . Stan Schloeder, formerly with Kataj
Paul Maguire, lately of NBC Spot, and Charles McGregor, midwest
sales chief for Sy Weintraub, joined WABD, the DuMont station here
as hew salesmen .. . Andy Williams and Neile Adams, guesting torhorrow (Thurs.) on Pat Boone stanza ... . Tina Robin to thrush on Ed Sullivan’s showcase Sunday (23) ... Hugh Riker becomes.director of the
new Hooper Auto Radio Service . .. Gospellers Clara Ward Singers do
their third Dave Garroway (“Today1’) stint on April 2 ... Don Morrow
hosting new Air Force radio show being syndicated across country . ..
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Schwimmer (he is the Ashley-Steiner executive1
and she is the existing head of Grey Advertising) gave birth to a son.
John Andrew; Feb. 14 at Doctors’ Hospital.
Jim Campbell played role of Defepse Secretary Neil H. McElroy in
Saints and Sinners’ spoof of defense chief in Washington last Thurs*
(13). Campbell recently did tv film commercials for Tide, Bond Bread
and was cast in NBC-Radio’s “True Story” .
WMGM is stepping up
its coverage of news-breaking remotes with squadron of “Minute-Men”
news reporters on the scene, among them Dick De Freitas and John
Connelly
. Make that John McCurry and not Cyril Ritchard as the
Genie in CBS-TV*s upcoming “Aladdin” musicaL Ritchard will play
the Wicked Magician . . . Georg Olden, director of graphic arts for
CBSrTV, addressed Art Director’s Club of Philly at the Poor Richard
Club
there Friday
Friday (14)
(14) ..*. .. Barbara
Barbara Joyce
Joyce plays
plays the
the femme
femme lead
lead on
on
Club there
“Frontiers of Faith” Sunday (23) . . . LoweR*Thomas back from a"De¬
'Mt huddle
General Motors, sponsors of his “High Adventure”
series . . . Ted R. Lazarus, ex-George Blake Enterprises and GommiTV (commercial producers), has resigned as an account exec at Charles
Schlaifer agency to go into the insurance biz V, . Lanny Ross to sing
the gixth annual concert o£ the Everglades Club jn Palm Beach
March 21 . . ; WCBS sales manager Buck Hurst back after a flu siege
. . Michael Gray joined Screen Gems as consumer press editor; be
was a staffer with Steve Scheuerts TV Key . . . Patsy O’Shea, Elaine
Rost and Parker Fennelly into cast of CBS Radio’s “Second Mrs.'Bur-

Station is fully aware that a
battling editorial
policy
j
^
J means
brickbats and the obligation to
provide suitablutime for adequate
Replies from the opposition. It
gets the brickbats tad; It gtves tame
for replies from responsible

governors, educates. Typicad of first of three^lay annual confab of in
a guest
guest shot
shot on
on their
their CBS
CBS Radio
Radio “The
“The . Best
Best in-Music”
in Music” Sunday
Sunday (23),
(23),
in a
the kudos waa comment
by fieorrai, - Board 0fx Managers of
John Karol,
Radio sales
TT nf
— Broadcast--jwuu
aotui, CBS
uuo naaio
saxes veep,
veep, addressing
aauresswg the
me Oregon
uregon Ad
An Club
UlUD
^ortlJ4 McDougald of u. or :ueor
^ Fllm Comhlission of Na- in Portland today (Wed.) . . , Bob Ross inked for a repeat on “The
. My* con^mtlms to ym tional. Council of Churches.
Eternal Light” Sunday (23) . ,; . Sam Levenson booked again for the
for yourriiscernmentana for your uonai^uii _
.. ■ .
. Ed Sullivan show March 30 .., Dave Kimble appointed to the business
S reMo^ftad«^wereW»Sf&ed development committee at Grey Advertising ... Diana Barth does "My
bnng ir much needed message TO reDgious teadrn were Mttaessod Trae st0^» 0n NBC Sadio Friday (21), then sales for four-month tour

positions it takes and m-ants them more of those in radio today who Television, Radio and Film Com- . National Exchange Club has awarded MBS sportscaster BiU Stern its
eaual opportunity to answer.
had the ability and the courage mission and panel discussion fea- citation of merit for his efforts toward curbing juvenile delinquency
- . j
to use the media to .fight for that tuTing, among others, Albert Ckews; * • • Maria ScheU and Yul Brynner, co-stars of “Brothers Karamazov,”
.
■ aorse ■ , ”Ste *
- in which they believe.”
... director.of tv. Evening session fea- guests on MBS’ “Kate Smith Show” yesterday (Tues.) .. . Gypsy Rose
TO,Th® Pioneering . venture of
Havins launched “The Editor’s tured remarks by Prof. Julian N. Lee will expose another of her many talents when she performs with
WMCA in broadcasting editorials Desk,r station is now ready to Hartt of Yale U. Divinity School, pots and pans Tuesday (25) night on WPIX’s VGourmet Club.” . .
on behalf of station ownership and
on aQ editorial spot cam- and Quincy Howe, ABC news ana- Gladys Krieble Delmas, former New York reporter and author, has bemanagement has met with gratify- n .
wherein the “voice” of the lyst Delegates also viewed Com- come a fulltime correspondent for MBS in Buenos Aires.
tag response,” Straus has -said.;.
“0S4 off-around the- missibn’s*various- ^iis-.and Mhes. • m .
_
listeners ^AlSough ^ome have tldck on critical matters in a
Today’s (Wed.) sessions deal with IN HOLLYWOOD • •
disagreed with opinions expressed rapidly changing wor ,
!^dl0» cJffters^indiude ERSSeH
Geome Whitney of KFMB, San Diego, is the new prexy of California
in these editorials there has been
r S State broadcasters ,.. Het Manheim asked out of his contract as story
almost unanimous endorsement of
Atcf
editor of California National to make another tv connection .. . Charlie
the project itself. Undoubtedly the
|frafft.
toScs^^Sons^and mSs cSS
longtime newscaster on KHJ, switched his voice to KFWB
success of these weekly editorials
^
S^atidn-^d^Wbat^We Sve t,’ * ^ Underwood, veteran agency exec, bought Jncome property at.
has been due, m part, to a funda- -^ Contiiiuea from page 20= Tmrf Frnm
fT^ nf San Clemente down the coast and leaving the biz ... Bill Davidson, 16
mental principle adopted by our
. ' ■ . =: ■S years with ABC radio In Hollywood,,wifi do his announcing, etc: on
editorial board when the Venture for the faU. However, the deal
w Sutt^EdUcattS wSl KMJ-TV. Fresno .. *. William Ward, better known around Frisco as “BiU
was first under discussion, namely, marks its first retuim to the every^ A^ir ^aimauom
Weaver,” replaced Les Farber at KNX-CBS as writer-producer . , .
that, unless we could suggest spine
full-hour dramatic form
foUowtm comment bv David- Mike Wallace around for a pair of interviews but not with film stars,
specific action, we wpuld heatatp ■ ^ tfie old “phfico Playhouse” son Taylor former NBC veenee
Their ieaT ot hira is stronger than his persuasion of them . .... William
to editorialize on a subject at all.xne“ ■'
JMeAndrew, veepee in charge of NBC-TV news, looking over his layout
We were determined to avoid edi- aays.
_
Officials also wfil make awards fcere'aiul getting the guest treatment
John Pace KABC manacor
torials expressing the ^attitude
As for JWT, it has-been unique
JSSdfaiJfa,M sees
diriiinuition of^terest in rock'tf roll. He takekA^ily sJtey
Isn t it awful that ,
.? After jn agency annals as the only agen- figures domig proceedings. Jack i,ut can’t discern any change in musical tastes . '1. Les Harris, head of
nearly three years
cy to produce its own nighttime
CBS film division, around for a few days to help Sam Gallu cast the
principle iama 1 sh6ws^ (“Kraft” “Star Toupcoming Series on U.S. border patrol .Jess Oppenheimer finally

1 re^etfully discardedoften after [ Aye. television production ; has Arthur McCracken, WCPA, Bethonii study—be- 1 been
hppn liimted
in'mtpd to ah
an Occasional
occasional! lehem.
Iphpm. Pa.,
Pa„. and
and .John-';
Bachman J ^
xor a xocanon. sne m uauup, w.mf-.•tor^tei?-.
days rtf
of roeoaroii
research and
John .Bachman,
pix . . . N. W. Ayer hustled Phil Cohan off to N.Y. to inspect some of
cause of our inability to agree soaper in the daytime and limited Union Seminary, N.Y.
the
pilots
he
hasn’t
seen
in
Hollywood.
upon any program of action which (at best) “supervision” of outside-r———. .- v. ■.
gives promise of improving condl- produced nighttime stanzas.. Only
, . .
vmr r'jjif' Arrk
tions.”
exception has been BBD&O with ^Onlv YfiSterdaV As
4N LiHLAMwO. «
As a result, the station’s editoAmerican Tobacco - owned
J . ^
J
Art Harre has returned from Florida for the sales manager post at
rial board has spent days research- Your Hit Paraaer
Krjf
TV FfltfV WAIT. He’s the former general manager of WJJD and later of WGEL
' •• '
sn.n». wiu i m. w urn; s . . As expected, Chuck earner moved up at WGN Inc. to Dan Calling issues but failed to come up v
with what it deemed worthy solu¬
soluLondon, Feb. 18/ braro’s vacated p. r. spot, now that the latter has been, appointed No.
tions and immediately went on to
CUmii ^|a|A|l|A|fi|
Associated-Rediffusion starts a 1 hide to general manager Ward QuaaL At WBKB, Jim Ascher ha$
other significant matters that could
wlWI®l ViaiWHiuiii
ney/ is-mlnute weekly feature ser- ®dvanced to Ell Henry’s right hand in the ad-pub department vice
produce
tangible results
produce tangible
results in
In the
the -^
continued from page
pace 23 ss ■ -'V entitled “Gnlv Yecterdav ” on frtsco-bonnd George Rodman. Kip Jamison, who wrote and produced
ss Continued
public
public interest.
interest.
.
^ . T
.
a^ thSKip th» Kalico^^^Kamel” for the station last Christmas, has been added
Editorial board consists of for sale of its physical assets .(eit-ifus third man ... Ed Stocbmar, assistant sales chief for NBC-TV’s cenStraus; Leon Goldstein, vice-presi- cept certam exclusively JDHF
» _ storiea3©! the^ nasL
hal Vision, notched his 30th year with the web last Saturday (15)....
dent in charge of pub affairs; Lou equipment) f^^Service agreed SudSTtoe ^ahiDfRlOl
Edward W. Rinker got his Veepee stripes at Kling Film Productions
Frankel, public relations director; Jo offer
Se W&l Str^^^Jnd^me Ust week * • • Transcript of Alex Order's “Salute to Kansas” on NBC's
Dorothy Bromley, director of
P^ent employees .of WGBS- tne^ wafi^treej cra^h.^anaJNewfie “Monitor” has been inserted into Congressional Record by Rep. Er“Report to the People” and Mort TV*
ThfJStoraribj Chamberlain s return from Munich. rett R scriyner of Kansas ... WBBM-TV’s Jerry Colonna flew to Dal*
Fleischel, general manager. Once Beves ti»at this contract wifi serve
Allan is pagmgjpeople with per- iaS iast weekend to emcee Jane Russell's WAIF benefit ball, and on
a topic is chosen and researched JJe -?uBlic interest by pernuttmg sOnal memories^of these events to March 1 he’s tapped for judge duty at Azalea Festival beauty contest
by staff workers, Straus buckles
Vth
Bi Mobile, Ala* . . . Badger Network of three Wisconsin stations has
down to the task of readying the &
n 1 mg on the shows. Programr which added new audience show to the . hookup, “Pretzel Party,” emanating,
editorial.
10, with maximum facilities.’
is skeddedtorun for 13, weeks, will from WISN-TV studios in Milwaukee;
Outlet also has the notion that
“This letter .was acknowledged be directed by Peter Morley.
public service does not necessarily By the FCC and Storer has a copy
end with the broadcast but that a. in its. file, stamped with the FCC
_
_
.m LONDON
persistent job must he done after- Official stamp indicating its re-,
LOWfirS Hl^Dfir PlISI
Associated Television tossed a studio party to celebrate the first annl
wards via distribution of editorial ceipt 011 April 5. Acting on this
_
“
w
of its twice weekly series about life in a British hospital, “Emergency
matter to opinion makers among letter, the FCC on April 9 granted
Elmer W. Lower, CBS’ veteran —Ward; 10,” last/Fri. (14) . . . Associated-Rediffusion’s film industry
journalists, educators and, in many permission for WGBS-TV to go news exec, has been upped to a program, “Spotlight,” tonight (Wed.) features pictures made by Bob
instances, legislators and other sBent and the station ceased op- new^ post, manager of operations Hope and Fernandel... BBC-TV’s teenage offering, “6-5 Special,” WiU
public office holders* “The Editor’s erations on April 30.
for the CBS News Division. He?ll be one-year-old on Sat. (22) ... Except from the new musical comedy.
Desk,” the station reports, has un“No other agreement whatsoever operate as an administrative as- “Lady At The Wheel,” featured in Granada-TV’s' “Chelsea At Nine,”
blemished record with no com- was entered into between Storer:
t0. v p- Sig Mickelson, hav- last night (Tues*) i . . BBC-TV’s London transmitter at Crystal Palaca
plaints to or from the FCC regard- Broadcasting Co., and WPST-TV, ^8 direct executive supervision. of will beam Welsh tv programs.from 1 p.m, to .2 p.m. every Sunday, com- .
ing the conduct of this public Or ifs_ owners, prior-to the March sports, special events, syndicated mencing 23 • . . Paul Galileo will be interviewed by Jeanne Heal in: a
service feature. On many occa- 28, 1957, agreement. Which was Newsfilm, film production, program state web show next Mon. (24).
sions, Straus’ editorials have been made some six 'Weeks after the. sales , and Information semces.
picked up as both news stories or FCC granted Channel 10 "to WPSTLowery who has been director of \IN SAN FRANCISCO * .
editorial followups by the metro- TV. Nor was any agreement .en- special projects for the news aperax
- M
,
, . . ,
L
.
politan press. The segregation tefed into after the March 23, tion, will continue to head, up the
ECC ©famed UHF Channel 38 to'Golde^ State Telecasting, headed
issue, for example, not only made 1957, agreement, except to include organizational work On coverage of By Marvin Kratter. Nq immediate construction plans . . . KPIX s Pete
the New York press but evoked some furniture in the said* involv- political conventions, elections, in- Abenheim, Bill Dempsey and A1 Baccari depart for Belgium, France
considerable comment in Southern ing about $550. Far from being augurations, etc,
(Continued on page 36)
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Writers Guild in TV Web Dickers
THE LESSER ONE Demand Damages If Scrqrts Are.
Doctored andPannedby Qfifics

All aspects nf magnetic recording are thoroughly explored in i
\7iiCh«3«es of MaS“etic Recording’* (Macmillan; $7.95) by Joel
expert on tape recording* This is, without doubt, the
definitive source book on one of the most" exciting and practical
methods of capturing sound, light and motion. One of the coun¬
try s fotemost authorities, Tall edited the first Ed Murrow album,.
By BOB CHANDLER
‘I Can Hear It Now*’ and. many other CBS. documentaries. He has
'Network television’s sponsor¬
taught taperecording and editing at NYU’s Summer Radio-TV
-Workshop and written extensively on the subject for Audio, Satur¬
h
By ART WOODSTONE
ship problem at this midseason
day Review and other publications. The important results of his . point is by no means a. dearth of
Freelance radio * and television
.years in the field are now clearly Visible in this major work.
TV
Breeds
Dog
Lovers
scribblers fire making a nearinterested buyers as it is a mat¬
Tall traces the development of tape recording, manufacture of
Albany, Feb. 18.
precedental demand In the hew
ter of the. complexity of fitting
recording equipment, drive mechanisms, erasing, editing, re-record¬
collective bargaining, dickers which
Suburban living and televi¬
them
into
the
increasing
intricate
ing and copying techniques, dictating machines, data recording,
sion are among the chief rear
began yesterday (Tues.) between
jigsaw puzzle that the nighttime
recording procedures in the medical and allied fields, recording in
sons for a boom in New York
the Writers Guild of America and^
education, radio-tv recording at home as weli as a revealing chapter
the networks. Writers asked the
network schedules now resemble.
State’s canine population, with
on legal uses of tape recording; and moral-ethical factors involved
webs to guarantee inviolability of
Network execs report that the job
a record total of 817,500 listed,
in surreptitous recording, falsified, recording,, present status of ' Isn’t so much a matter of selling
according to the dog-licensing
script material, hut in the event
recorded court records and future Of voice-recorded contracts and
television as a matter of attempt¬
that a script is doctored, and then
bureau of the State Agricu¬
agreements. Dr. Peter Kellogg of Cornel U, famed for his record¬
ing some fast and fancy juggling
lture Department.
panned by the critics, WGA wants
ings of nature sounds, contributes a significant chapter on special
in order to sew up interested buy¬
additional monetary compensation
The bureau said that "romp¬
problems in capturing sounds in the insect, bird, and animal
ers for availabilities before 'those
for "damages.”
ing” space provided in outside¬
world.
available spots become sustaining.
cityliving and television shows
Collective bargaining talks, the
featuring dogs contributed to a
Tail's book closes with a first-rate bibliography, a carefully pre¬
One highly placed CBS-TV exec
most extensive in the history of
continuing rise in the demand
pared index and a brief foreword by Murrow. The book should
puts the situation this way:
radio and tv writers began in New
for dogs as pets. The latest
prove of value to radio-tv broadcasters, film makers, hi-fi addicts,
’The business picture isn’t nearYork With the networks, JttCA
count, the 1957 : dehsus, was
educators, musicians, actors, crimihologists and others. The
ly as black as it’s been painted, in
Thesaurus and WOR, the New
5.1% higher than the 1950
author dedicates his book "to the memory of Don Hollenbeck, friend,
fact-It’s an' optimistic' one. Fve,
York radio indie. Staff writers in
total,.
reporter and human being who taught that the seareh for truth.is
been in this business since Its
ne^s and continuity at the.webs
Feb. 10 was thedeadline for
birth, and I’ve never seen, as many
its. own. reward.*’ Hollenbeck was a CBS cbmmentatqr who,
and the station axe .asking a fiat
licensing dogs.
real prospects at this time. of year
among other- major news ■ assigments, did a series of provocative
-hourly wage increase.
before^ .And I mean real buyers,
appraisals of the New York press, v
Bans.
Separate pacts for freelancers
who’ve got their money allocated
and staff help were being dis¬
ahd waiting. .
cussed. . Freelance contract covers
"A good part of these are peo¬
dramatic and comedic writers, and
ple who’ve actually cancelled on.
the various staff dickers, going on
CBS already.. They've had. flops
all at once, will cover hews, con¬
and they’ve walked out, hut- this
tinuity and desk assistants at CBS,
doesn’t mean that they’re through
ABC and NBC and also staff hews
with'television, or even CBS. First
editors at CBS.
"
*
of all. they don’t Consider 'that
WGA turned to- CBS oh news
A $500,000 damage suit .for al¬
their flops were total flops or that
editors
and
asked
for
an
additional
Shift of NBC exec v.p. Charles-4——-—7—'
• ■ ■ - ■ . —^
they’ve thrown away their money. leged appropriation of the idea for
One cancellation was based on a the "Giant Step". program telecast week’s vacation foremen who work
Denny to RCA u vip. in charge #£ CoateS-Putnam’S 103G
rating of 19, .which Is three points, last season on CBS-TV was dis¬ six consecutive months on the
product planning has cued a high
iiuiii i .
• •
• _
night desk, and a full two weeks
below the average. Well, this was
echelon reshuffling in the Owned
ETTV Telethon Take just a matter of not doing as,well, closed.;
N. Y. Supreme Court extra for men who work exclu¬
Stations and Spot Sales division at
l<>s Angeles, Feb. 18.
as they should have, - and they’re last week: Plaintiff is Jack. Green, sively nights for an entire year.
Right now, the writers get a twothe web, with Tom McFadden out
p^l Qoates and George Putnam, going to try again with something; and the defendants fire ,CBS, week vacation.
BBD&P, General Mills, Lou Cow¬
of 'his post as v.p. in charge Of co^mceeing the 16-hour Arthritis, else.
From the very -start of planning
, "The trouble right now Is that
o&o’s and Spot Sales, and Jack Rheumatism Foundation, telethon we’ve got to fit them into some¬ an, Harry Fleischman, Steve Car¬ the new demands on the network
Reber quitting as director of NBC pp KTTV here Sunday (16), re^ thing new, and with about a dozen lin and Entertainment Productions contracts, WGA officials and the
Spot Sales in protest.
ceived pledges totaling $103,408. such situations it’s a tough job. I Inc. Fleischman and Cgrlin fire more outspoken freelancers fig¬
top officers of EPI; Cowan, now fi
that a key issue would have
McFadden . has been offered
Flock of Hollywood personalities think we can' do. it, but it involves CBS v.p., was formerly head of ured
tp
doctoring of scripts. Union
some of those five-sided maneuvers
Reber’s Spot Sales post, along with
"that: are awfulljr tricky, We’ve got EPI when it was known as Lou admitted that where the free¬
retention of his v.p. sWpes. bat made eppemances.
shows on which one sponsor wants Cowan Productions prior to his lancers were concerned, particur
hasn’t decided whether to accept.
-----■—r
larly freelance tv dramatists,
the • show . cancelled and another joining the web. .
He took off on agirevlously planned
_
^
_
wants it to continue. We’ve got
Green charges he submitted a money was going to be a distant
•Vacation last Friday (14), during V 4f Mnlf \luilrA
cases where a buyer wants a show letter to CBS-TV on March 8,1956, second to achieving a guarantee
which he’ll mull the offer and j/lll H13V iMTlKf*
we can’t give him because the setting forth the idea for a pro¬ of one kind or another, regard¬
make a decision. If he decides to
If litJ yuutv
adjacency Involves conipetitive gram. Subsequently, he claims, ing the inviolability of accepted
remain with the network, he’ll be
^
back in time *.to testify. before the
.. W—» 'DJiiiJft InnenfanikA sponsorship. We’Ve gbit another, network’s v.p; ! Boh Weitman ac¬ scripts. The demands were then
Bartow Committee hi Washington
J|| Jj|||f|) WipdSSft buyer who’s afraid that he won’t; knowledged receipt of the format expected to take the form of addi¬
get enough ’sponsor identification’ and. an agreement was entered into tional coin (over and above Initial
on some multi-sponsored shows. to pay Green reasonable value for price paid) for any revising de?
^Though Demiy; as exee v.p., had . Collectively bargaining talks bebe-; What we’ve got to do is to try to his idea. Later that year, CBS mended by producers or agencies.
charze of such Varied NBC opera.
■■,
.,,
tfiMM the radio network, Call- tween Screen Actors
Actor* Guild and the juggle these several at a time into aired . “Giant Step,” which Green . At this juncture, however, it ap¬
fomia National Productions and advertising agencies and producers the. right availabilities as they claims was . the format submitted pears ;as though WGA doesn’t
lip, so we don’t lose hillings by him. EPI produced the. pro¬ want any changes at all allowed
NBC International, as wellasp&o’s 0f
of tvTfilm commercials were rere¬ open
in the interim. «■
gram, and Green charges that in purchased scripts. The "critic
and _Spot Salesj he SP®11^.^05^ “ cessed yesterday (Tues.) morning
"Part of the difficulty stems Cowan’s'association with EPI was
bis time4m the o&o operation. Net- .
_.__v
(Continued on page 41)
work’s plan , now is to bring in until at leaxt~nekt
least ne^t week because from the multiple sponsorship pat¬ the basis of an unlawful appropri¬
"fresh blood” to take over the o&o neither side could come anywhere tern in nighttime television. This ation of his Idea. Green charges
division and possibly Spot Sales jiear
Jo an agreement pm
on* a accounts for many of the product CBS with failure to live up to its
near close J:o
conflicts, which prevent us from agreement to pay reasonable value,
as weU, though the two Jobxmight Qew
teleblurb contract
contract
new teleblurb
giving a potential buyer • the par¬ and against all other defendants
Though meetings,
have ticular program or time slot he except CBS, he charges malicious
..Thmrnh
meeting,. which hey.
nys exec v.p. flomarn.
been
In New
New . York
York since
since they
they wants. It also, accounts for some inducement of breach of contract.
been In
Consequently, thenew . v*v*or started
some weeks
weeks ago,
ago, are
are slated
slated tug-of-war situations between two
started some
o&o’s wouldLtake the post previous- t6
move
tQ
Hollywood.
SAG
to^ move to Hollywood, SAG; or more sponsors, with one. want-,
ly occupied by McFadden. Ironically tt£eatens
to vote
v0te a
a strike
strike in
in the
the In¬
lh- ing to continue with a show and
Recently, Associated Actor*. &
threatens to
(Continued on page 42)
terim. A SAG board meeting has one wanting to cancel-it, but. both
Artistes of America got miffed at
been called for Friday (21) to de¬
(Continued on page; 40)
the American Federation of Tele¬
cide finally whether^ to strike,
vision 8c Radio Artists, one of its
thereby stopping filmed teleblurb
Baltimore, Feb. 18.
member organizations, for bypass¬
production, or whether to continue
ing the parent group and going
The
Academy
of
Television
Arts
dickers. At present, both sides in¬
& Sciences is now a. tri-city opera¬ I straight to AFL-CIO with a resolu¬
dicate they find little cause for
tion to ban foreign actors from U.S.
agreement on a new pact govern¬
tion with Baltimore now housing employment. Since then, however,
ing wages and working conditions
With the election of NBC News the third chapter of the organiza¬ AFT11A has issued a letter rapping
Forty-two top show biz per¬ for thesps.
boss Bill McAndrew to veepee tion, New York and Los Angeles the knuckles Of the four A’s.
status, flock of new appointments
In essence, AFTRA insisted that
sonalities from Sir. Laurence OIivr
the four A’s has no right to ask
have
been set within the depart-, were first.
ier to Victor Borge have lent their
First
President
is
Arnold AFL-CIO to kill an AFTRA resolu¬
ment. Key promotion; is that of
talents for a radio series designed
Joseph O. Meyers to director of Wilkes, Director of Public Affairs tion, since it deprived tv-radio
to promote ifitprnational under¬
news, McAndrew’s old spot, with at WBALTV and new group met guild of the right of free speech.
The AFTRA letter read: "The
Meyers moving up from his long¬ at Park Plaza to ratify proposed
standing.
constitution and approve slate. of question raised by Angus Duncan,
Yosef Yadin, Israeli actor who time manager's spot.
The series, titled "Easy as ABC,"
officers. In addition to Wilkes,
was co-produced by Gerald Kean has been active in ti. S. 'television, . Replacing him as manager is other officers include:, Joel Chase- Actors’ Equity Assn., to Paul Dullof United Nations Radio for the is slated for U. S. Steel Hour’s Rex Goad, who’s been news super¬ man, WJZ-TV program director, zell, president of the’ four A’s rela¬
tive to the procedure followed by
visor for the web.
Leslie C.
U.N. Educational, Scientific - and
vice - president; Maggi Lynn;
Cultural Organizations. The 25-jnin- "Top Secret Mission” March 26 Vaughn becomes manager of ad¬ WBAL-TV, secretary and Charles AFTRA in presenting directly to
. national convention of AFLute segments'will be broadcast following which he returns to Tel ministration, Stanley Rotkewicz be¬ Porter, WMAR-TV engineer, treas¬ the
CIO a resolution of- ‘Importation
over the American Broadcast Net¬ Aviv to resume in Ibsen repertoire comes manager of budgets and urer.
and
Employment of Non-Resident
work on Thursday evenings, -while with the Chamber Theatre for sev¬ prices, Arthur Wakelee manager of
First item on agenda-of newly- Alien Artists/ introduces an ex¬
special news projects, Chet Hagan
ABN’s New York outlet WABC. will
tremely,
important principle which
eral
months.
He
then
returns
to
formed
chapter
is
forum
set
for
will become a news program Su¬
broadcast the series, on Sunday
affects every branch of the four
eyenings. First broadcast on ABN New York for other video and pos¬ pervisor, and Bill Ray will replace March 19 with ratings as topic of A’s, naihely, the right of any mem¬
sible
Hollywood
film
assignments.
discussion.
Representatives
from
Hagan
in
Chicago
as
central,
divi¬
will be tomorrow (Thurs).
major rating services have been ber branch tp petition the highest
manager.
Others in the talent lineup in¬ /His wife, Shoshana Yadin, went sion
McAndrew himself, took off over invited to attend and present body of organized labor, regard¬
clude: Jack Benny, Ingrid Berg¬ back to Israel last: week to resume
before telecasters and ad¬ less of Whether the other member
man, Marlon Brando, Joe E. Brown, also with the Chamber Theatre for the weekend on a two-week trip to stories
branches approve or disapprove of
Cantinflas, Eddie Cantor, Hoagy which she is stage, designer. Ya- Chicago, Los Angeles, San Fran¬ vertisers.
'Local chapter will likely not the petition’s content?
Carmichael, Walt Disney, _Mel difi’s last - contemporaneous legit cisco and Washington to meet with participate
The letter, undersigned by Don¬
in this year’s .Emmy
his
bureau
heads
in*
those
cities.
chore
in
Israel
was
the
.Hebrew
Ferrer, Henry .Fonda, Rita Haysince votipg was .underway ald* Conaway, AFTRA national exWorth, Judy Holliday, Frank Sina¬ version of "Romanoff and Juliet," He set the new appointments prior 1 awards:
(Continued on page 38)
before chapter was formed.
to
his
departure.
playing
the
Peter
Ustinov
role.
tra and Bob Hope.

McFadden Bumped as NBC 0&0 Boss,
Reber Quits in Wake of Demy Shift

Vs. TV‘Giant Step

In Blurb Impasse

To Beef to AFL-CIO Ob

TV Acad Sets Up Balto

’Easy as ABC’ Set For

MeANDREW SHUFFLES
NBC NEWS STAFFERS

Via UNESCO Auspices*

Israeli Actor Set For
U.S. Steel’s’Mission’
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When CNF [rolls on a railroad-building series, it doesn’t play cho<)-choo train
with Toonerville Trolleys, it makes tracks for the real thing—UNION PACIFIC!
All outdoors isn’t big enough to hold a . series like UNION PACIFIC. In addition
to the breathtaking scenery that lines the actual Omaha-to-Ogden route, we’re
using the mammoth MUM Culver City Studio, with its own towns, rail line—even
a home-grown river. When we spin a saga of - the West, we spare no expanse!
Since we’re in the railroad-building business, would you like to look at our line?

NBC TELEVISION FILMS - A PlVISION OF_CAUFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCnONS.: INC

so

PfiOtMiftnr

TV-FILMS

Vcdn^8dqy,-Febniaryl9, 1958

PjSrIETY - ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart
VARIETY’S weekly chart ofcity-by-cily ratings of .syndicated and na¬

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbre¬
viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), childrenV;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;
(Myst); mystery; (Q), quix; (Sp), sports; (W), Western; (Worn),

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of
filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to tinted-day and

women’s. Numbered symbols next id station call letters represent the sta¬
tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are l)HF. Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired.

tional spot film cavers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur*
eau on a monthly basis.

Cities will be rotated each week* with the 10 tap*

rated film shows listed in each case* and their competition shown opposite*
All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

BOSTON

STATION

OISTRIR.

Approximate Set

OAT AND
TIME

JANUARY
RATING

SHARE
(%)

1,400,000

SETS IN 1
USE
I

TOP COMPETtiG PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.
, RATING

Stations—WBZ (4), WHDH (5), WTNAC (7)
... .21.7

3

1. 26 Men (W).i.. . ... WBZ__ _ABC,.;...... .....Sun. 7:00-7:30 ..... ...25.6... ..... 46.6. ... .... 54.9 Harbor Command
WNAC
.. WBZ...... .... CBS... ..... Tues;7:00-7:30 ...v. ..25:6....
.... 39.8 Yankee News; Weather_ . WNAC
CBS News—D. Edwards.. WHDH
....- Wed.7:00-7:30 . . .. ....25.1 ...
2. Gray Ghost (Adv).. ...WBZ......
.... 39.2 Patti Page.
,.v.. .WNAC
3. Golden Playhouse (Dr).... . WBZ .. . ... .....Official...... ..... Mon. 7:00-7:30 .... ,f .24.4.... .63.5. .... 38.4 News; Weather; Sports_ .WHDH
Yankee News; Weather... . WNAC
CBS News—j). Edwards. WHDH
Patti Page......
WNAC
4. Frontier Doctor (W)....... ... .WBZ.... .i _H-TV.,....v.
....23.4.... ..... 63-1...... . . .. 37.1 Yankee News; Weather .., .WNAC
f
CBS News—D. Edwards.. . WHDH
.... . Sat. 10:30-11:00
....22.8...,....I, 41.8. ... . 54.6 Fabulous 52.... .. WHDH
5. The Honeymoonen (Co)... .... WNAC....
6. Highway Patrol (Adv)..... ...WBZ__
...;225...,
....45.0 Death Valley Days.
. WNAC
...... Fri,7:OOT7:30 >..... ...22.4.... ..... 61.2_ .... 36.6 Yankee News; Weather.... . WNAC
7. Silent Service (Adv)....... ,,,WBZ.
Patti Page__.... ■.. . WNAC
8. Harbor Command (Adv).,. .. WNAC.... .> Ziv... i.,.... ..... Sun.7:00-7:30 ...... . .21.7 ..., ..... 39.5.,... ...: . 54.9 26 Men .
WBZ
9. Studio 57 (Dr).
., . WBZ ...... .....MCA..;,.-... ___Tues. 10:30-11:00 . ,.,.20.3.... ..... 52.2__ .... 38.9 Code 3.,.
.
. WNAC
Sun. 10:30-11:00 .... ...19.9....
10. Decoy (Adv).....__ ...WBZ...... ..:. .Official.. ....
.... 37.8 What’s My Line......... . WHDH
.19.9 ,. .. ..... 53.1..,. .... 375 News; Weather ............ . WBtZ
10. Topper (Co)......... ...WNAC.......... Telestar............ . Fri. 6:30-7:00

WASHINGTON
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
0,
0.
10.

Approximate Set Count—806,000

Highway Patrol (Adv)_... .WTOP.........Ziv..Sat.'7:00-7:30 ..
Gray Ghost (Adv) ........... WTOP..; ... CBS......;...
Sat. 10:30-11:00
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv). WMAL-,,.Ziv”...... ...-.. Sun.6:00-6:30 ..,
Annie Oakley (W) ,........ WTOP.......CBS.....,....,..Fri. 7:00-7:30: ,
Hr. Christian (Dr)_________ WMAL.......Ziv. . .....,. „...... Sun. 6:30-7:00 V
Sheriff of Cochise (W)....... .WRC...,...... .NTA............ ..Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ,
Susie (Co)..... ...__.... WRC .._... TP A.......,....Tues. 7:00-7:30 .
Silent Service (Adv)........ .WTOP:........ NBC.......... .'-.'Tub's. 10:30-11:00
Men of Annapolis (Adv)...... . WTOP..... *... Ziv ........;...... Tues. 7:00-7:30 ...
State Trooper (Adv).......... WMAL..
MCA........,.... Fri: 10:30-11:00 ,
Ellery Queen (Myst). ■..,.V... WRC... v... -TPA
Mon. 7:00-7:30 .

IVHNN’P’LIS-ST. PAUL

Approximate Set Counts—5l5?000

... .... 5.1
... ... 6.8
5.6
5.6
5.9
... .... 5.9
7,0
.
5.9
...ae;5
.... .,..17 4
7.0
7.0
A

Approximate Set Count--357,000

1. Death Valley Days (W)...,.... WBNS.......... .Pacific-Borax:..,.. Sun. 9:30-10:00
2. Highway Patrol (Adv)......... WBNS. .
... Ziv*: •....
... .. Tues. 10:30-11:00
3. Last of the Mohicans (W)... . . WBNS:... .> ... TPA..........,. Sat. 10:30-11:00 .
4. Out Miss Brooks (Co);....... WBNS, v...... > CBS............... Sun, 6:30-7:00 ,.,
5. Sheriff of Cochise (W)........ WTVN.....,. NTA....--- . Fri. 10:30-11:00
. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)..... WTjvN......... MCA............., Thurs. 6:30-7:00 .
7. The Honeymooners (Co).. . WBNST....CBS:........... Sat. 7:00-7:30 .
. Annie Oakley (W)............ WBNS, .. .-.V... CBS....... . . ... ... Mon. 6:00-6:30 .,
9. Casey Jones (Adv)............. WTVN....;.... Screen Gems.. . . . . Tues. 6:00-6:30 ..
10. Sky King (Adv)...... WBNS....... ..Nabisco........... Fri. 6:30-7:00 .. 10. Whirlybirds (Adv). ..........WTVN^........ CBS.,.... Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .

6
8

SEATTLE-TACOMA
1*
2.
3.
1.
4.
5.
E.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Approximate Set Count—212,600

mo
• • • • 1U*«T
8.5
. ; . .12.4

Stations—WRC (4), WTTG (5), WMAL (7), WTOP (9)
. :25.0 .,.. ..
57.1...
..19.1...., .... 36,5./...
..18.8. .... 40,0...>
..18 7...,. -47:9....
..174..,. ....441....
.16.0..... .... 466..,.
..15.1..... .... 34.2 ...
..146..... .... 40.3..,.
.13.1..... ..... 29.6....
,.13;l..... .... 27.9....
. .12.9 ...... _ 365....

* v • • 43.8
-52.4
.,,. 47.6
;... 39.0
.... 39.D
.... 34.3
.... 44.2
.. .. 36.2
..... 44.2.
.... 47.0
.... 35.3

Susie
WRC
8:7
Safeway Theatre.. . ...WMAL
.21.6
Mdfet the Press.,........ ...WRC ...; ....12 8
Auto Show . •. ..... ...WRC
9.4
Where We Stand.... ...WTOP
... .13.2
News—John Daly..... ...WMAL .. .... 8:5
Men of Annapolis....... ... WTOP ... .. J .13:1
The Hdneymoohers...... ... WRC
;.. .11.0
Susie- .> ....
,.
...WRC .... ...15.1
Person to Person ... . .. WTOP ... ... '26 8
Mania ...
...WTOP
9.3
News—John Daly ..... ... WMAL
9.3

Stefioiw—WCCO (4), KSTP (5), KMGM (9), WTCN (11)

1. Death Valley Days (WL......WCCO ......... Pacific-Borax...,.. Sat. 9:30-10:00
...,; . 24.1...
45.2,........ 53.3 Your Hit Parade.,.
...... KSTP ..
2. Popeye. Playhouse (Ch).,. . . ..,, WCCO ........ AAP/1. ....,... ..Mon.-Fri.5:30-6:00 ,.... . 22.8 ....... . . 63 2.
36.1 Mickey Mouse Club (M-F).. WTCN
3. Studio 57 (Dr) _,.Vi. KSTP... .MCA.. ..Wed.9:3040:00. .. ..... ,22.4........; 38.7......... 57.9 Wednesday Night Fights.... WTCN . .
Circle Theatre......._WCCO ,.
4. State Trooper (Adv);.......... KSTP:........ MCA.---..... .Tu%s. 9:30-10:00 .. ..... 21,1^. 37.4..
56.4 Your 9 O’clock Movie......KMGM .
5. Highway Tatrol (Adv). . . .. . KSTP. ......., .Ziv............. Thurs. 10:30-11:00
17.1......... 59:2.....,28.9 Your 9 O’Clock Movie_KMGM
Frank Seifert............ WTCN ,.
6. Annie Oakley (W)...
.KSTP,.... *... CBS.............. Sat, 5:30-6:00
. :i,—15.4 ......... 45.4.;. . 33.9 Championship Bowling...... WCCOS^
7. Bugs Bunny Time (Ch)........ WCCO ........ AAP.Moni-Fri. 4:30-5:00 ....>.14.8 ......... 47,3.,....... 31:3 Susie
.V.;.KSTP ..
8. Sky King (Adv)__....... WCCO ...__ Nabisco,....;..... Sat. 9:00-9:30 .... .
.. 14.4......... 511........ 28.2 Howdy Doody ..;.....,.... . KSTP
aim.
9. 6. Henry Playhouse (Dr).KSTP.......... Gross-Krasne-Sun. 9:30-10:00 ... ...., . 13.4 ,.....,.. 21.3......... 63.0 What’s My Line............ WCCO
10. Jungle Jim (Adv)_._WCCO........, Screen Gems...... Sat. 11:00-11:30 .. •A* • • 12 7 .... 88.2........ 14.4 True Story................. KSTP
'
a.m.

COLUMBUS

• 3$- ZD.D

12.3
8.2

13.0
11.3
16.2
54
3.9
11.4

29.0
17

Stations—WLWC (4), WTVN (6), WBNS (10)
. .37.3
.... 57.2,,...
,-32,8.._ .. 80.4.,...
28.4....... . 47.1.....
.25.0.
. .. 45.1.....
.22.8.,...., .. 47.4.
.21.9....... .. 57.9.
• 21.5....... .. 413.....
,213....... . „ 54.6 .. . . .
.21.2....... .. 53,7.....
,209..!.... .. 58,9,....
.20.9....... ,, 42.5,

k. .65.2
.., .40.8
... 60.3
. ..55.4
... 48.1
.., 37.8
... 52.1
... 39.0
.., 39-5
.. . 35.5
49.2

i Chevy Show.:...... WLWC . ,:.,20.7
Herald Playhouse -.
5.1
....WLWC
'Something Different.... ....WTVN
.... 16.2
Best of MGM
18 0
WLWC
Person to. Person....... .... WBNS ... ....201
Martin Kane. . •..... ....WBNS
9.1
Midwestern; Hayride.,.. . ... WLWC
.20.7
Hopalong Cassidy....... ...,WTVN ... ...,11.3
Popeye Theatre,____ ....WBNS
... .13.2
Johnny Mack Brown.... ....WTVN
8.9
News—Chet Long...... ..;.WBNS ... ... .16.9

Stations—KOMO (4), KING (5),KTNT (11),KTVW (13)

.. Thurs. 9:00-9:30 . . .,,.,;33.8 .......
Death Valley Days (W).. ... .. KOMO.. ..
The Honeymooners (Cb) .....KING.... .....C6S:,
.. Suh. 6:30-7:00 ..... ..30.3 ..
Kingdom of the Sea (Doc).... KOMO ... ;... .Guild......,.., .. Tues. 7:00-7:30 ... . v... 26.8 .. .......
Silent Service (Adv). ,.. ..... .KING...., .....NBC.......... .; Mon. 7:30-8:00 ... ......2<S8.. .......
Search for Adventure (Adv).. .KING.-....
.. Mon.7:00-7:30 ... ......26.7.. .......
., Sun.6:00-6;30 .... .,..,.25.7
Gray Ghost (Adv). .....KING.....
kiNg...,.
,.. Thurs, 7:00-7:30
Whirlybirds (Adv) ..
.......
Highway Patrol (Adv) . r. ..... KOMO.... ...v-Ziy-*•••........... . Thurs, 7:00-7:30
. 24.2.. .......
Frontier (W).... .... .KTNT...,
... Sun. 9:30-10:00 ... .,,...23.8..
Onr Miss Brobkt (Co).. .. .....KOMO...
. . Mon.-Fri. 6:00-6:30 ..... 229.. .......
ff-jMen (W)............
Pr7:3<U*.,
«•

50.4;,
Shower of Stars......... ., KTNT .... . .15.8
58:3., ...... 52.0 Where : We Stand....... .. ..KTNT . ..111
43.6..
Phil Silvers____....... ..KTNT ..... .19,1
39.8...
Price Is Right............ ..KOMO .... .27.5
39.8..
26 Men..
.. KOMO . , . . .21.3
52.6..
Meet the Press.. *.. ........ ./KOMO .... .11:7
37,8.. ...... 64.9 Highway Patrol...... ..KOMO ...... . 24.2
37.3.. ...... 64.9 Whirlybirds
Tengri
, .24.5
Chevy Show..... . KOMO .....; .17 0
49.6.. ...... 46.2 Annie Oakley.
. .KING*r*....., .18.2
31.7..^
'Search for Ad^venture.
..KiNGMV.V; .26.7
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BINGO-AT-HOME
THE DICK CLARK SHOW
• | NBC OPERA CO.
With Monty Hall, Paula Dean
With Pat Bbone, Johnnie Ray ; (Rjgoletto)
Producer; MoPty'Hall
Jerry Lee Lewis, Connie Francis, Wito Igor Gorin, Kirk Oreste, DorDirectors: Artie Forrest, A1 Kassel . The R6yal Teens, Chuck Willis.
- - —
oihy Coulter,
Joshua
Hecht,
} 60 Mins., (17) 3:30-4:30 pm.
guests
Gloria Lane, Mark Elyn. Eugene
+*H
4+4 ♦ 4
t»MM ♦ ♦ » M ■» ♦ 4 » » 4 ♦ » | 41 PARTICIPATION
Producer: Deke Hayward
Green, Fred Cushman, Arthur
Director: Garth Dietrick
Newman, Cecffia Ward, Regina
Shower of Stars
30 Mins., Sat, 7:30 p.m.
Sarfaty,. Virginia Bitar
Mebtje the gang, should .have
__Producer:
__
Samuel Chotzhioff
stayed nome and sent, a singing trated how it was in the days of ] bmS°* Tt took the game out of ABC-TV, from New York
ABC-TV
has
a
winner
in
the
Director:
Kirk Browning
telegram instead. It would have radio to stage a show. Hackett, in ., church social halls, fraternal lodges
Satifrday
night
version
of
its.
day:
Music
and- Artistic Director: Peter
been cheaper and besides, the tax the bleakness” of a radio studio, and one-time cinema palaces,- and
time “American Bandstand” any . Herman Adler
on the wire might have upped the did a choice takeoff of an dnnoun.
...
.. ..
,
Dow-Jones industrial average. The cer setting the stage for a srfah
readlly avallable to all lov- way the .pie is sliced. Going under Conductor: Jean Morel
idea of a “40th” birthday for Jack- opera episode;, it was a genuinely ers- •-•of. games ofchange. It-, may the name of “The Dick Clark English version: Joseph Machlis'
■ - • / even take the bookie off the street Show” (he emcees “Bandstand”),! 12D Mins.; Sun., t pan¬
Benny, to coincide with- his genu¬ funny b’t
tv/tjL
!
, Tril
corner-i-from Monday throughFri- tile 7:30 to 8 slot should make Sat-, NBC-TV, from N. V. (color)
ine. natal day- (14) when, he turned
urday wide open for the network, j The NBC Opera Co. Sunday (16)
Y^i-W ddy,-certamly: '
; '
64, was a good-enough hook for 30
Thro^fiw
.
“Bingo-At-Hoine” is played with and qjmost any half-way decent! proved again how effectively opera
minutes, but 60 minutes was an
.and while telephone. numbers but unlike ABC programmmg between R and ; can he staged on television. Its
awful lot of quick-mix birthdav i hree Little Fishes id
Heart-‘
™ free numbers 9 should benefit from_ the Clark- presentation of “Rigoletto” not only
„diSk§?eatt‘.‘orthodox
bingo,.no
cake Ip swallow.
•
, series, Miss Munsel grabbed -some ova t?ivpn away on tbe hlavcr\ Lawrence Welk sandwichihg.
[had musical brilliance, but manA - flock o. .Benny's venerable; coffee and what appeared to. be . card g The emcee uses a ^gadget
Clafk’s preem ran a not-too-close aged to take the hackneyed plot
troupers . dating from, announcers ! something-on-rye. With tv flashed :
,emce®*-Hses a
third
On
the
Trendexes
to
NBC
aijd
and give it depth and human unGeorge H:eks and Paul Douglas to j Upon the' ‘ ‘
' ‘
CBS, but all it needs is. time to' deretanding. The story, the charformer; 3enny bandleaders Phil gburmandizin;
build.
And
even
if
it
never
gets
acter
of Rigoletto with his frustraHarris, Donald Bestor' and johnny
a—^n‘ t dunking machine. First one to call much beyond its 16-and-something:tions and fears, came alive and.
Green, to singers Dennis Day, TiSn ofdtP8u^fQ rhfr?rlS?
faLSlI?T ’ in with a, winning bingo line gets a Trendex of last week, it makes provided a'.strong frame for the
Frank Parker, and The Sportsmen; ilp-f nf fr«nrSnpfficlde<H
:f r jigS atn.drt„tliet SG.e^ . merchandise .prize.
Those with bankroUer sense, it seems, since musical content of the Verdi 'W ork.
tc Andy Devine imitating the ail¬
ing numbers unable'to reach
tKirUsicai package costs
it can now bfe assumed from the
ing, absent Rochester, to Mary" Liv¬ MrTVTdirnsip^inv>nmaHvhiof tyrr^i ■tW1
he station first, get a , chance at only $15,000 a week;
outset that the NBC Opera offeringstone.- sat around, twiddling steps^
By employing the same kind of; jhgS have top vocal values. Not
f a n cHu^l subsequent jackpot prizes^ Viewtheir, gems and wished, no doubt,
ps> leaaing irom. a .iancilul ore..nlauAH almriet thrpp Mmps nn disk and tolent plpgjpng vtechmqne • only that, but the singers somehow
that the script writers had come
.on. Bandstand, Clark was f jo0j. their parts and are able to act
up with, something a trifle more
°ithe h0t;'them out. “Rigoletto” was no exASpirited on producer Cecil Barker’s
S*„ ■ and a watch. First program also test osmes for teens in the record ppntion- Whof |c imnrAviti^ all
CBS-TV “Shower of Stars” televalentine pay number,
My:had smaU studio audience ifrOin industry at AFTRA scale ° while ;
thi cam?ra“ffingg and
ca<-'
Funny Valentine,” dedicated to a
the
same
tolent
hits
video
s big . staging, which must be credited to
toothsome bulldog sfim^’wiilv !1116 Lighthouse) playing along and
Surely, there were , enough names
inusical.variety shows^for premium:dir|ctlr Kirk.Browning. “Rigoletat the party to make the Benny
to” had dramatic depth, largely
cake look extra pretty, names such SoaudlSce “toue-adnming planations but thus will obviously
because of bis intelligent and imas Jo Stafford, Van Johnson, Bob 1
14.
.j.
improve as game becomes more Tp^n«’ £
i
nf aginative movements and angles
Crosby; etc., but the production
^ tbe^apri^-paced 30- familiar to viewers. The caller is
A?'rMclSihiJ
Which infused visual excitement to
had a hollow papier mache appear¬
f
^
el and Monty Hall, amiable and clear- them of high or reasonably high match the emotional jquality of the
ml,X
4
^
t
ance,, save for dance numbers cho¬
to**^*™*} clb°rds on voiced, and his assistant is Paula stature on the music lists.
The afternoon strip on ABC-TV ?n“aic: ^
J
^ .
reographed by Jack Boyle.
F°r ®yery _Man Tllere ? A Worn- Dean. “Bingo-At-Home” is with-,
has the talent visit Clark who gabs
^a®*
b7 Jg°r Cr?n,n as
Naturally, the dialog specialized an.' Miss Mnnsel’s version of ihe out question—tough on the sta- with
’em a little and has them the hunchback jester Rigoletto,
in allusions to. Benny's frugality aria from Menotti s The Tele- tion’s telephone operators. They’re mime their: hottest platters for the ! was well chosen and the various
.JSt^Wfhe uhbilfed stare of the show— consumption of the highschoolers.. well-known arias were Sung beauti(yes, the guy who minds Benny's
vault .made a brief appearance but Miss Munsel, let it be said pronto,; troupers forced to supplement the Essentially;: the sgme procedure is tolly and often brilliantly.. Gorinas
couldn't stand the light and was wears clothes remarkably well,explanations,
followed on the new nighttimer, | v.°ice was at its best and his rendiremoved instantly —: some guys walks an enticing lane, and reads - "Bingo-At-Home ” if properly only the dressing is fancier.
j tions were a joy to the ear. Oppo' exploited? can't help but^depress
have all the luck in the world); lings with considerable class.
ABC used its Little Theatre, ad- ’ «ite him. Dorothy Coulter looked
The
trio
of
Munsel,
Hackett
and
the
pressure
cooker
market:
Benny’s heroic attempts at fiddle
jacent
to
Sardi’s
on.44th,
and
after
> pretty, but her voice seemed curi' Rans.
playing; Benny's pathological aver¬ Vaillee did much to jazz up the I
a fanciful on-the-strCet opener as ously without emotion. It improved
_;___,
sion to turning 40, and you name Friday night tv bill of fare. Clark I
though with a gala preem, the.as she went along, and Was great
Jones,
producer-director;
Hugh
’
'em.
cameras moved inside to catch the . in the scene when she confessed
vocal director, and Larry /COMM^DEK 5
^
/, ■
.
Of course, there were: several Martin,
Gelbart and Shelly. Keller, script- i With Bob Borlek, Bobby Gibbons* Royal Teens singing their “Short; her affair- with the duke to her
diverting moments, such as Benny’s ere, continue to serve up a delec¬ . others
Shorts.” The producers made iise of. father, Rigoletto.
appearance in a robe with; “The
every inch of space on; and off the ’ As the Duke of Mantua, Kirk
Producer: Harry Trigg
Fonyard Look” sign on his hack table platter of entertainment.
Director: Phil Bodwell
stage-to lense the talent, all but Oreste not only looked the role,
-Rans;
andhfins on the. side and Mary said
Writer: Bob Savage
one of whom' mouthed: their own but brought it to a fine, mellow
something about where were the
30 Mfars., Mon.-Fri., 12 noon
records. Chuck Willis knocked out tenor that soared. Joshua Hecht
license plates; the “Benny Sere¬
Bell System Science Series.
WNBQ; Chicago (color) ~
a terrif rock’n’roller, Johnny Ray appealed as the assassin-for-hire
nade” routine, Miss. Stafford’s
A kiddie approach to the mys¬ . WNBQ, which hasnT had a week¬ introduced Connie .Francis and she mid Mark Elyn impressed in his
warbling of “Life Begins at 40’ teries of the weather turned out to day
sang “Who’s Sorry Now.” Pat brief but powerful bit when he
children's
show
in
nearly
a
and the simple “Happy Birthday’ be wholly inappropriate on the
year, has moved quickly, to: get in Boone did a couple, also-pre-re- cursed the duke and the mocking
bit by the Studio audience.
third stanza of the “Bell System
a good thing—the current mop¬ Corded and Jerry Lee Lewis.-the Rigoletto. Gloria Lane, Eugene
Mayor Robert Sabonjian of Wau¬ Science Series” last Wednesday on
frantic
piano playing . singer. Green and the rest all contributed
kegan* I1L, birthplace of Benny, night (12). On the. face of it, it pet craze for outer space. Jaqk, banged a couple (without the aid strongly _
has rigged an interesting set
gave the birthday boy a plaque, would sfeem that the weather, an Bates,
that
stimulates
the
message
center
teSeBintfiettears1116*66"366
“Higoletto" had unusually
read, lines like a midwestern Solon, untiring ' staple of conversation,
an earth satellite, and on it
and then sat down at ringside with would prove interesting enough for of
the aplomb ofa man having walked! a straightforward approach. This producer ; Harry Trigg assembles Mrho makes with hip Chatter.. han- reeled bv Jean Wore! at ind the
across the Red .Sea.
show, however, adopted a patron¬ the. standard: ingredients of the gar¬
Benny’s “40th” birthday party izing attitude which assumed that den, variety kidshow.
Principals are Commander 5, a fee. et at%&5raid”S ‘™eh
drew 40 winks. Chrysler Corp. paid ihe average viewer is incapable of
for the cake.
' Ransi
concentrating on 4 scientific sub¬ masked heroic-tyjpe figure whq.'e formatively.
The major Price wh^n r^nHn^nH
ject unless it is sugarcoated with, real identity the station hopes to Clark pays for the talent is a plug i^- o^este and mS Lane*
’
■ .%. f if and Mlss Lanegimmicks. But the gimmicks ir¬ make an intriguing secret of; his for the star and/or his label. :
Sallyand foil* Spaceman Stubby . More should be said about the
Rigoletto was sung in. English,
“Sally” has adopted a new story¬ ritated instead of entertained and sidekick
(Bobby
Gibbons);
and
a
puppet
fig¬
fine
direction
of
.
the
show
since
it
which
may
have
been
a
help
to
spoiled
what
had
the
obvious
ele¬
line shifting from a- travelog to a
ure who represents a. captive Mar- counted heavily in making a. top- some and a source of annoyance
landbased yarn with Joan Caulfield ments of a fascinating hour.
The. opening sequences set the tian. There’s some Comedy: inter- flight production out of what easily to others, particularly since the
and Marion Lorne continuing to
head up the cast. Additional com¬ show’s intellectual tone. Richard play between Stubby and the capri¬ could have been lowercase; tv under pronouhciatiobs weren’t too clear.
Martian early in the show,: any other Circumstances. The fre*‘ Color values were good and Otis
edy hands. Gale Gordon and Arte Carlson and Dr. Frank Baxter, as ciousthe
main business centres on quent shots, of the audience in the Riggs’ settings well Conceived, alJohnson have been added; as has narrators,: had to contend with a but
the
studio
audience; of smallfry theatre were made to play an in- towing for both scope and intimacy,
flock
,
of
cartoon
characters:
depict¬
rbmantic and possible musical in¬
are asked to take the space tegral hand in the undertaking.
Opera on tv must be theatre as
terest Johnny. Desmond. The ini¬ ing the various deities of ancient who
pledge,,
to
pass
in review as “space What with well-planned longshots, much as music, and in that sense.
mythology.
It
was
the
occasion
of
tial episode under the new format
was spent primarily in establishing some sticky dialog bn which even members,”: ahd to take hart in com¬ Overhead shots/ side shots, etc.. Browning emerged as the hero of
the new characterizations and set¬ six-year-olds must have balked. petitive games of the sort used on catching both the performers and the hour. It was odd to see the
• the actively engaged audience. The archaic yarn emerge as a story that
ting the scene of the revamped These cartoon characters kept pop¬ adult giveaway shows.
The “satellite” is the device kids heat time, danced in the aisles could induce excitement and pity,
yarn. Miss Lome will now be en¬ ping up throughout the rest of the
gaged in running : a department show, signalizing -the start Of ex¬ used to work a carioon or and generally indicated"* interest with each' character established
three-minute film on animal life without becoming unruly.
- properly as a dramatic figure.
store in conjunction with Gordon planations that were simplified to Into
the format Gibbons and Bob
_
If ABC can continue pulling in . Opera rarely emerges in this way
and his son, with Miss Caulfield a simpleton leVeL
Rorlek
handle
their
parts
well
Segments
of
the
show
applied
the
big
musical
names,
there
is
an
in the opera house and the NBC
continuing as Miss Lome’s bosom
strictly to the business of' weather enough, although the former at: excellent chance it will gam a opera this way offered more than
buddy.
The change in story line, was were excellent There was explana¬ times plays the comedy more loud¬ hefty adult quotient for “The Dick- just a front-row seat.
Les.
Clark Show.”
Art.
-apparently made to Speed up the tion of weather maps, of the origins ly than necessary.
series and 46 give it more , terra of. the wind and-snow, etc. The
BROADWAY AT MIDDAY
firma base. It now seems to have focus on a tropical hurricane; with
With Jim Walton, Tiny Tomale,
a., virtually -complete cast of comics shots Of jthe raging winds and seas,
Johnny Shrader, Bernie Smith.
and there will be a lot of pulling was the show’s’high spot and in¬
• Judy Marshall
for laughs, maybe from each other. dicated the levei which the ^show
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri.12 (noon) ♦
A situation like this sort of puts could have attained with the mate¬
‘ PARTICIPATING
the cast in competition with each rials so readily at hand. Herm.
. WHAS-TV, Louisville
Other; and it will take firm direc¬
tion and Scripting to keep the com-1
leader Adolf Hitler the Reich’s' This 15-minute sesh is a showHEUTE VOR 25 JAHREN
.Wide Wide World
Chanceilor.
In
a
very
informative
± case, although brief, for Some of
(Today—25
Years
Ago)
pany bn keel.
.
“Wide Wide World” took a look With Ernst F. Fuerbringer, nar¬ way, it then depicted the followingthe WHAS-TV musical talent. StafInitial stanza had Gordon trying
—__
\T- < fpre turn in *
to get Miss Lome to relinquish her at Americans in their middle years
fere turn in a fast moving, tuneful
rator
years, it.
the highlights of the Na¬
interest in the department store in. over NBC-TV Sunday (16) in a 45 Mins.: Thiirs., 10:15 pan,
tional Socialist era in this country, effort, which should be well re¬
quiet,
studious
way
that
Was
at
all
Which they are important sharer
German TV, front Bavarian Badio the “glorious” rise of Gross- ceived by housewives, and other
times
meaningful
and
effective.
holders. Gordon is a situation com¬
Munich -r
Deutschland, the!'start of the war, noontime watchers. With Johnny
edy vet and is expert in making The study, was honestly conceived
This was a highly interesting ty the first big victories and the be¬ Shrader at the electric organ. Tiny
with the hauteur. Johnson lmows and developed its. point without documentary , report. The occasion ginning of the defeats on all fronts Tomale at the piano, a real slick
his way around a script and Dw- getting maudlin or sehtimentaL
Was the 25th anniversary of the which finally led to a total collapse guitar player, Bernie Smith, and
mond is a likeable guy- With the . Occasionally the script, prepared unholy day which sjw Hitler tak¬ in 1945: Program made excellent vocals by Judy Marshall, group has
story line steering afray from the for Dave Garroway by Harold ing over the power in Germany; a use of old newsreels and tape-re- a good time and seemingly enjoy
name character. Miss Caulfiqld, Azine and Gene. Wyckorf' became date which led to so much misery corded speeches of the Nazi greats, their few moments before the cam¬
there will naturally be , a lot of a little gooey but for the most part all over the world. . Report, was sup¬ including Goering and Goebbels in eras. Jim Walton is a relaxed*
tugging - in -v a r i o u s directions. it stuek to the matter at hand iff posed to be a joim reminder of addition to those-of “the greatest home-folks type m.c. and seated on
Looks like it wjU be difficult to fine fashion. Program kicked off at what can happen to a nation if it of all Germans” (as he called him-: a stool, impresses with his sincerity
a bighschool in Los Angeles where gives itself into the hands of a self). Hitler. A large part of the! and general good fellowship.
steer.
Jose.
the. aspirations and energies of dictator. It also intended to apply program also dedicated itself to the
“Lady Is a Tranjp.^qOckoff tune.
youth
were shown. Then' a *‘Per- to those who are apt to forget who Jewish tragedy; Pictures once, had
Patrice Munsel Show
a cute ending, with Judy Martype visit with a
were the- creators of all that again revealed the nearly unbeliev-! shall walking on the set in a tramp
With a tart tongue in left cheek, son-to-Pereon”
middle class family hr the suburbs reaUy
evil
that
came
over
the
world
,
dur¬
the Patrice Munsel Show on ABC-: of St. Louis. The family opened
able brutality of the Nari regime,] getup. Walton read mail request^
TV (7) did a melodic romp on the up its books to Garroway and al¬ ing the Hitler: era and from whose the deportation of Jewish families a la routine, so it was obvious that
transition of radio to tv. It was a though-it was quite , revealing, it consequences many millions of into the concentration camps, the; most of the tunes had been asked
people are still suffering today. destruction of all that was of Jew-} for by lookere-in. “Things We Did
droll burlesque that came off with ran a bit too long.
’
This program deserved a wide re¬
considerable suavity and certainly
origin, etc. The question could {Last Summer” and “Get Out and
From "St. Louis the “WWW” cam¬ ception, primarily among the yOUiig ish
rates a repeat performance,, or the,
be put oyer and over again: Howl Get Under” standard faves were
program htrilders might perhaps- eras moved to Madison, Wis., for a generation which perhaps is not could this all happen? How could; done in response to mail requests
talk
with
Dr*'
Carl
Rogers,
a
psy¬
fashion another lampoon along
toa well informed aboiit the Hitler such a man (Hitler) hold the power = “I Hear Music,” vocalled by Judy
chiatrist, and then to Westport, years. '
similar lines.
,
.*
over so many million people? Tech-’ Marshall, in okay style, might have
Much of the success of the num- Gwut; for a chat with Walter Pit¬
Rebort began with historical, nicallyt it was also a first-rate pro- * registered better if gal didn't resort
be ‘ was due to the blending of kin Jr;, who- runs a book-store Jaii. 30. 1933. when the then Presi- gram. It Originated from the Ba- to reading lyrics from atop the
^.(Cbntinued.on page .42>. v- • i dent Hindenburg madn 'the-vNaril
tljr^- talent?,
Prior. IRudpV!
■((^ntinued'Oif page‘42)i^pianot
“* ”
-
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TWO FABULOUS YEARS
FOR BRITAIN'S flgQ jy
FEBRUARY 1956—FEBRUARY 1958
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This month Britain’s ABC TELEVISION NETWORK
celebrates its second birthday.
In the past two years this lusty infant has:
• built up an audience of
ten million people —14
times greater than when
it first went on the air

• achieved a regular 7:3
audience share against:
the state-owned BBC

• obtained an advertising ‘
revenue which grows as
quickly as the audience

This is a birthday, so let’s talk SUCCESS,
Success in drama. “A'rmchair Theatre-’, ABC’s
Sunday night drama productions for the complete inde¬
pendent TV network, has secured an almost permanent
niche in Britain’s Top Ten. Plays like “Now Let Him Go !”
specially written for ABC by: world famous author L B.
Priestley, and, following up the headlines, “Man In A
Moon”, the first satellite play, have made columns of space
as well as snatching most of the mammoth Sunday, night
audience. Stars like Joan Greenwood, Tyrone Power; Mai
Zetterling and Hugh Griffith have given Armchair Theatre
all the big-name glitter that goes with British TV’s event
of. the week. Oiir. Drama Section has scored too with
exciting networked serials like “McCreary Moves In”,
“The Man Who Was Two” and currently, “The Man
Who Sold Death”.
Success with feature films. ABC made the head*
lines when the Company purchased the first top-class
package of feature films to be shown on British TV—the
Korda product. These great films, along with selected
Hollywood purchases, have built late Saturday night into
a peak-viewing slot with near 60% ratings,
Success in variety* A host of top stars have
appeared in such shows as “Trip Numbers”, “Top of the

Bill” and “The Joe Loss Show”, not forgetting the stars of
tomorrow who have rocketed to success in “Bid for
Fame”; a new talent show with a tremendous following.
Thank you America for part of Our success—
ABC believes in the central importance of live program¬
ming. Two-thirds of our output is live hut in the other
third we are happy to screen top-notch shows from the
States. Currently, ‘Highway Patrol” arid “The Restless
Gun” are doing a wonderful job. We have now introduced
“M. Squad” to British TV. Thank you America.
Success all round* Personality programming and
skilful scheduling have made ABC synonymous with top
ratings in Britain. Working in our own way we’ve come
really close to the people we serve and the markets we
cover.
And now for Success in the future. We’ve had
two progressive and. rewarding years. For the future we
are planning some great new shows in our Manchester
and Birmingham Studios ; increasing all our facilities;
looking for more big shows pud international names to
keep up the standard we’ve set; setting up a department
to see we get theria. The future’s bright. Watch the
news from ABC !

This 2nd Birthday Announcement comes from:

BRITAIN’S
ABC TELEVISION .
NETWORK
A MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED BRITISH PICTURE CORPORATION
LONDON, MANCHESTER, BIRMINGHAM, LEEDS.

Film House, Wardour Street, London; W.l, England.

THE ABC OF BRITISH TV
ABC TELEVISION is a subsidiaiy ^
company of the Associated British ’
Corporation which owns the vast
Elstrcc. Picture' Studios, the ABC
chain of cinemas, and the'worldfamous Pathe Newsreel.

ABC, as a programme company
appointed by the Independent
Television Authority, is the only
company responsibly for vinde^
pendent television (TTV) pro¬
grammes in 5 transmitter areas—
the Midlands, Lancashire and
Yorkshire (Lancashire and York¬
shire are commonly grouped to¬
gether as the North) ABC provides
weekend (Saturday and Sunday)
programmes in these areas..

The total population of the: ABC
Network (Midlands an$ Northern
Areas) is over 20 millions. Already,
only two years after our first
transmitter went on the air, over
10 millions—half of this popula,tion-^are able to receive ABC
programmes.
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-ABB FEATUBE FILM CHABT

weekly chart, based on ratings fvrnished by American Research Bit- feature period and share of audience, since these factors, reflect the effectiveness
reau’s latest reports! on feature, films and their tomvetitipn covets 120 cities.. Each
of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular, city xpill be rotated.
have any children viewers, but Us share of audience may reflect dominance in that.
Factors which Would assist distributors, agencies, stations arid advertisers in
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi
determining'Vie effectiveness, of a feature slioid. in a specific market have been . stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout pie week a ioiat rating for the
included in this. Variety chart. Listed below is *uch pertinent information, regarding, total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account
features as their stars, release year, original, production company and the present., the duplicated homes Jactor, Barfing unscheduled switches in titles the listed features
distributor included wherever possible along with the title,. Attention should be paid
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as .could be ascer*
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured
tained from a multiplicity of station and other data.
Variety**

CINCINNATI

ARB
RATING
14.6.

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE
65,8

JANUARY, 1958
ARB
TOP COMPETING SHOWS
RATING
Country Jamboree ...>., .WKRC
7.0
The Unsuspected, Home
Theatre .. .WKRC ....

HIGH

LOW

20:8

6.8

13:3

. 14.3

11.2

23.9

The Lone Ranger ..
/WCPO *>•>.>
. 25.2,
Cisco Kid ... ..
. . WCPO
,. V. .*.27.2
Men of Annapolis i....... i .WCPO
.....24,2
Lassie
.WKRO.........32.8

MGM Theatre?..
Tues. Jan. 7
11:15-1:10 a m.
WLWrT

12.4

15.2

8.4

•6Q.5

Tonight

WCPO

4. RED RIVER—
Montgomery Clift, John Wayne, Joanne
Dru; 1948; United Artists; United
Artists-TV

Home. Theatre
Fri. Jan. 10
11:15-1:45 a.m.
WKRC

12:0

15.2

7:8

45.8

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo,
MGM./Theatre

WLW-T

•> 10.6

5. SUDDENLY—
Frank Sinatra, Sterling Hayden, Nancy
Gates; 1954; United Artists; United
Artists-TV

Home Theatre
Sun. Jah. 5
11:15-12:30 a m.
T
WKRC

11.2

They Met in Bombay, MGM1
Theatre

WLW-T

8.0

6. THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO—
Spencer Tracy, Van Johnson, Robert
Walker; 1944; MGM; MGM-TW

MGM Theatre
Fri. jan. 10
11:15-1:40 a m.
wlw-t*

10.6

11-8

6.2

40.5

Red River, Home. Theatres..

WKRC

7. THE DARK CORNER—
Lucille Ball, Mark Steven?, Clifton
Webb;. 194$; 20th Century Fox; NTA

Ladies Home Theatre"
Wed. Jah. 8
5:00-8:25 p.m.
WKRC

10.1

10.9

913

30.7

Wild Bill Hickok ........_ WCPO ..... ...13:1
Mickey Mouse . Club •■'. ...... WCPO ..... v. . 20.1
Heading West
j..;.. .WLW-T .... ;.. 101

7. HEART OF THE RIO GRANDE—
Gene Autry; 1937; Republic; MCA-TV

Heading West
Tues. Jan, 7
5i3b-6i30 p.m,.
WLW-T

10.1;

1L2

9:0

28 2

Mickey Mouse Club.-_...... .WCPO ..... .. .18.2
The Purple Plain, Ladies
Home Theatre..
.WKRC. • • •

7. KING OF THE COWBOYS^Rby Rogers; 1943; Republic; MCA-TV

Heading West
. Mon. Jan. 6
5:30-6:30 D.m.
WLW-T

lo.i

10.6

9.6

28.5

Suddenly, Ladies Home Thea. . WKRC . ... 9.9
Mjckey Mouse Club ___ _ • WCPO ...... .. , 21.8

Hollyw’d Playhouse
. Sat. Jan. 11
5:00-6:30 p.m.
WKRC

10.T

10.6

9.6

36.5

NCAA Football
.. ... . WLW-T
Sky Ciner, Telefilm Theatre.. .WCPO

Ladies Home Theatre;
Tues: Jan; 7
.5:00-6:25 p.m.
WKRC

9.9

10.6

9.3

29.4

Sir Lancelot
...
.WCPO . .. 11.4
Mickey Mouse Club-, v. .wcpo ...:. ..*.18:2
Heading West
...... .Wtw-T . . . . . .>11-1

Telefilm Theatre
Sat. Jan/ 11
6:00-7:30 p.m.
WCPO

9^9

: 10.2

9.3

29.7

A Kiss in the Dark, Holly¬
wood Playhouse
Midwestern .Hayride

1. THEY WERE EXPENDABLE—
Robert Montgomery, John Wayne,
Donna Reed; 1945; MGM; MGM-TV

MGM Late Shojy
Sat. Jan. 11
11:00-1:15 a.m.
WSB

15,9

2. JUDGE HARDY’S CHILDREN—
Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone; 1938;
MGM; MGM-TV

Andy Hardy Theatre
Sat Jan. 11
5:45-7:00 p.m,
WSB

15:8

17.9

14.2

47.4

Wrestling ......
.WLW-A ... ..:.l6l
Cisco Kid ..........;i.... .WAGA ... ....12,7
LeaVe .lt to Beaver ........... .WAGA ... ....14.6

MGM Playhouse
Sun. Jan. 5
1:00-3:00 p.m.
WSB

14.6

15,0

13.3

52.4

Song of Texas, Roy Rogers
Feature .
.WAGA
China Smith -_..... . WAGA
Sioux City Sue, Gene Autry
Feature ...
.WAGA

,.. ....10.1

Century Playhouse
Sun. Jan. 5.
10:30-12:15 a.m.
WSB

12.fi

14.7

60

53.8

What’s My Line ....;.. .WAGA
World News ..:..... . WAGA

... ...27.4
9.5

5. SONG OF TEXAS—
Roy Rogers, Sheila Ryan; 1943;
Republic; MCA-TV

Roy Rogers Feature
Sun.- Jan: 5
1:00-2:00 p;m.
WAGA

lOfi

il.b

10.7

36.7

Men of Boys Town, .MGM
Playhouse
............. . WSB

6. SIOUX CITY SUE—
Gene Autry; 1938; Republic; MCA-TV

Gene Autry Feature
Sun. Jan: 5
2:30-3:30 p.m.
WAGA

10.0

10:1

9.8

42.0

Men of Boys Town, MGM
-Playhouse
... / . , WSB'
...13.9
Victory at Sea............. .. WSB ..... >...12.9

7. FRANKENSTEIN— .
Boris Karloff, John Boles, Colin Clive;
1932; Universal; Screen Gems

Shock .Theatre
Thurs. Jan. 9
11:20-12:45 a m.
WSB

7,2

fii

3.8

63.2

Second Honeymooh, Starlight
Theatre .:. :«4.. U i..;. .WAGA

3.7

8. LISTEN, DARLING—
Judy Garland, Freddie Bartholomew,
Walter Pidgeon; 1938; MGM; MGM-TV

Armchair Playhouse
Tues. Jan. 7
1:00-2:30 p.m.
WSB

7.1

7.8

6.6

43.8

Ida Lupino ......... .WAGA
As the World Turns...... .WAGA
Beat the Clock
WAGA

4.8
7.8
4.6

9. AFTER. OFFICE HOURS—
Clark Gable, Constance Bennett; 1935;
MGM; MGM-TV

Armchair Playhouse
Thurs. Jan: 9
1:25-2:45 p.m.
WSB

6.8

9:2

40

46.9

President; News ___...... .WAGA
As the World Turns,.., .. .. .. .WAGA
Beat the Clock . . .I--....... .WAGA
Trouble With Father . . . . .. WLW-A

3.5
6.1
3.4
3:4

9. HOLD

Armchair Playhouse
Fri. Jah, 10
1:00-2:30 p.m,;
WSB

6.8

12

6.4

47.2

Charles Boyer ,............ . WAGA
As the World Turns... . WAGA
Beat the Clock..... . .,' WAGA

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA
1. ANCHORS AWEIGH—
Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson,. Gene
Keily; 1945; MGM; MGM-TV

TIME SLOT
~ MGM Theatre
. Sat. Jan li
; 11:15-1:40 a.m.
•“ WLW-T

2. DAVID COPPERFIELD—
W. C. Field's, Lionel Barrymore, Madge
Evans; 1935; MGM; MGM-TV

Best of MGM
Sun. Jan., 5
5:30-7:30 p.m.
WLW-T

3. BATAAN—
Robert Taylor, Robert Walker, Desi
Arnaz; 1943; MGM; MGM-TY

7. A KISS IN THE DARK—
Jane Wyman, David Niven; 1949; Warner
Brothers; Associated Artists Productions
8. THE PURPLE PLAIN—
Gregory Peck; 1955;-United Artists;
United Artists-TV
8. SXY LINER—
Richard Travis, Rochelle Hudson; 1949;
Lippert; Guild Films

11.5

10,9

50.5

5.6

...12.0

9.8
9.6

. WKRC. ... 9.8
WLW-T .... ..15.5

ATLANTA

3. men OF BOYS TOWN—
Spencer Tracy, Mickey Rooney; 1941;
MGM; MGM-TV

.

4 DEAD RECKONING—
Humphrey Bogart, Lizabeth Scott; 1947;.,
Columbia;. Screen Gems
y$"

THAT KISS—
Maureen O’Sullivan, Dennis O’Keefe,
Mickey Rooney; 1938; MGM; MGM-TV

19.7

8.7

815

World News;. Starlight
Mystery Theatre ... WAGA
No competing shows from
12:00-1:15 a.m.

5.5

... ....10.8
5.2

,13.8

2.9
... .... 6.9
4.8
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NOW-FOR THE FIRST TIME-A BRAND NEW FIRST-RUN

ALL FAMILY SERIES AVAILABLE FOR LOCAL MARKET SPONSORSHIP

SUCCESS!
Saturday Evening Post
Over 650,0001,000 readers of Norman Reilly Raine’s
65 Tugboat Annie stories! 27-year run.
continues by popular demand.

SUCCESS!
Meiro-Gofdwyn-Mayer
Tugboat Annie motion picture feature a box-office
record-breaker in the top motion picture theatres. N. Y;
Times—‘‘story superior”—“a box-office natural,”

SUCCESS!
Chicago A udience Test
92% of Lake Theatre audience rated “Tugboat Annie’1
a TV favorite—certified by Haskins & Sells, C. P. A.

SUCCESS!
CBC Network Ratings
Winnipeg—outrates Gunsmoke, December Bride!
Montreal—outrates Disneyland, Climax! Vancouver
—outrates Dragnet, Alfred Hitckcock! Regingu-outrates
Perry Como; Gunsmoke! Toronto—brings in a
33.7% share within one month (six stations
divide share of market) !-EUiott-Hayncs, Ltd.
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McCann-E’s Buick-for-Chrysler
At Moment Costs $2,000,000

IS shows

From the5 Production Centres
Continued from page M i

a Vertical dose of live vitamins by
spotting singer Mike.pouglas and
the Art Van Damme Quintet on
four daily disk shows at various
time of the week. Douglas, who no
longer has a' show of his own on
the station, will do a Friday turn
with the Van Dammes on the Tom
Mercein and Phil Bowman morn¬
ing shows. And on Mondays, Tues¬
days and. Thursdays they’ll do the
Jim Mills afternoon stanza and the
Chan show: at night.
Idea of sprinkling the live in¬
gredient into a record show has
been tested on the Chan strip since
last summer, and the station is
satisfied from encouraging ratings,
that the move proved successful.
The daytime shows will also he
making use of five-minute sports
features by Johnny Erp and sim¬
ilarly short essays by Virginia
Marraaduke, both of which have
been regular inserts into the Chan
format.

and Italy in mid-April to spend a month shooting1 film for Coast and,
(they hope) Westinghouse Broadeasting"Co. -tisa.« i- • KQED was first
educational outlet la country to pse video-tape for broadcast with its
Monday (17) Eleanor Roosevelt interview—KRON helped out •. • Bill
Weaver landed a CBS regional net job as producer-director-writer,
working out of Hollywood. First chore is “Hollywood Music Hall’* and
he; doesn’t miss a paycheck . . . Ken Langley Will produce Dave MeElhatton’s new daytime KCBS shows . . .. James M. Langston new
KFRC salesman , . . CBS radio’s John Karol, veep in charge of net
sales, and*Frank Nesbitt, director Of sales development, in Frisco with
a pitch to about 50 agency people , . , Charley Stern’s the fastest man
on radio—r-KGO in November, KYA in December and KROW in. Janu¬
ary, from which he’s just departed.

t first to admit that they can make
By JACK BERNSTEIN
,
.''"everyone but themselves look
Biggest switch
_
__
advertism0: glaitlorou?
Recently Variety
carhistory, McCann-Erickson’s coup in • ried a story where* the top televisnaring the Buick account repre- sion execs stated that the industry
senting an esfenated I*
000,000 when the agency resi0ned
for bringing them the
the Chrysler account, is also the; best in television.
The
latest
incident, has forced,
biggest mystery on Madison Ave.
IN ST. LOUIS
and the question being asked along the agencies, once again back on to
the defensive and into their shell.
. Wayde Preston of ABC’s ‘'Colt ‘45” in town (14) for deejay inter-,
the street is not “who done it,” In a simplified, form its the battle
views . . . Chuck Norman hosting a new weekly tv “Miss Missouri” conbut “why did he do it?" Advertis¬ of money. Versus ethics and has. hurt
test show on^KTVI .
Ed Wilson and Russ David co-hosts on. a new
ing execs are searching for the the progress‘‘of a . dozen or so
“Teen Hop” Saturday noontime tv show over KSD, a la “American
motive behind prexy Marion Har¬ agency leaders who have been beat¬
Bandstand.’ .* . . As a novel push for its showing of “Frankenstein” pn
per’s decision to drop the jesti- ing the drum telling the folks that
its regular Sunday night “Spooktacular” movie series, KTVI-TV sent,
mated $26,000,000 Chrysler billing] the advertising Industry is no difa scary character in Frankenstein monster getup ’round town to fright¬
to take on the $24,000,000. Buick j fevent from any other business,
en the citizens . .... “Better Lawns and Gardens,” sponsored by Conaccount.
neli Seed Co., made its debut onKSD-TV Feb. 17, spotlighting Cliff
McCann execs when quiried as
and Nancy SL James’. . Movie prints of “Conquest” are being made
to why they would drop a larger
available for selective, school use by Monsanto Chemical Co, here, spon¬
automotive account to take on a
sor
of the CBS-TV show . ..James E. Goldsmith, formerly sales mana¬
Hollywood, Feb, 18.
smaller one stated they resolved a
ger of KWK-TV, has just taken over as general manager of East St.
Jack Tyler leaving BBD&O after
Conflict with Chrysler’s intention
Louis radio station WAMV . . Krey Packing Co., through D’Arcy, is
eight
years
to
wet
his
feet
in
tv
of going international and compet¬
now sponsoring “Frontier Doctor” on KSD-TV , . . Todd Andrews, star
ing with the already established production.
of “Gray Ghost,” in town for a round of press and deejay interviews.
General Motors overseas business.
Charles Davis named a veepee
Along with him was Virgil Carrington Jones; . whose books, “Ranger
General Motors currently peddles and member of executive commit¬
Mosby” and “Gray Ghosts and Rebel Raiders,”. furnish much of the
Opals for foreign consumption. tee of Hixson. Sc Jorgensen.
info for the’tv series.
Harper’s comment was that , “his
-Frank Gilroy whose adaptation
Frank O’Connor being moved
agency welcomes the challenge and back to the Coakt ta develop new of “Point of No Return/’ the Paul
'opportunity offered by the Buick programs for Ted Bates. His N.Y. Osborne play based. on the J. P. IN MINNEAPOLIS
account. (One guess is that pe¬ berth goes to. Jerry Chieister, for¬ Marquand novel, is scheduled for
Jim Ramsbarg, WDGY personality, appointed “Youth Day” (May 7)
seta may shortly diminish in vol¬ merly with NBG and “Pat” Weaver. Feb. 20 production on “Playhouse coordinator by D. L*. Finlayson, Statehood Centennial Committee. Youth
ume so that the ostensible ‘loss’ is
90,” recently completed his first, Activities director /... Dick. Horning, former United Press Pakistan
Questin
.Fox,
late
of
Kenyon
&
discounted in advance.)
stage play,. “Who’ll Save the Plow- bureau chief, joined WTCN tv and radio as night news editor ., . Jim-,
It is known that Chrysler sales Eckhardt, joined Ted Bates as an boy.”
His western, “The Last my Valentine starting, sixth year ~as quizmaster Of KSTP-TV’s nightly
has slumped off nearly 20% in the account exec.
Notch,” done on IL S. Steel sev¬ "Treasure Chest” show that has been and still is sponsored, by a drug¬
John Cole directing Coast tv eral seasons back and subsequent¬ store
final quarter of 1957 and whether
group and has given away a total of $132,000 in cash and mer¬
the agency saw trouble ahead fot. commercials for SSC&B.
ly produced. by Metro from Gilroy’s chandise prizes . . . Twin Cities educational station KTCA-TV had lo¬
.1958 is debatable. What insiders ... John Bricker, ex-Whirlpool,head¬ screenplay and released as “The cal jazz orchestra conductor discuss “Progressive Jazz” , . . Larry Haeg,
feel is a better answer to the ques¬ ing up Coast offices for Kenyon & Fastest Gun Alive,” has been WCCO Radio general manager, vacationing for a month in Arizona
tion
_ whether McCann will eventu- Eckhardt. "Jack Rimyon continues bought for amateur production by and is expected to run for state, senate in election in his district to fill
ally pick up more of the General as veepee of . the Hdllywood office. the Dramatic Publishing Co. of vacancy created by a death. He’s , a former member of the Minnesota,
Motors billings. General Motors
Chicago; ' Another script of his, lower house.. . . Buying of colpr tv sets continuing slow in this area,
last year was the nation’s largest
“A Likely Story,” done on “Studio the number of sets in homes being estimated at not more than 400 aS
advertiser., and spent an estimated
One” in 1955, has been purchased compared to 600,000 of the black and white. General opinion Is that
$166,000,000 in pushing its prod¬
for .telecast in West Germany.
price is the purchasing deterrent . . After .firing the first public gun
ucts.
By LES. BROWN
Jerome Ross, who has had two here against toll tv with full page ads in the two local dailies, cost¬
scripts on~ “Studio One” this sea-_ ing $3,151.20, WCeO-TV ran it again in the St. Paul newspapers when
No Formal Pitch
Chicago, Feb. 18;
McCann execs claim they, made
With clients tightening their son—Act of Mercy” and “Please they resumed publication after settlement of the seven-week strike
no formalized pitch for . the Buick belts in the present blisiness reces- Report Any Odd Characters”—has against them.
account and when Edward T.. Rags- sion, a. number of agencies here just sold a third to this program.
dale, general manager of Buick; have .lately been cutting back on It will be done by Norman Felton
and veepee .of General Motors, and | personnel, and there’s unusually in March. Title is “The Genius.” IN BOSTON . ...
Pat Boone in for Gov. Furcolo’s $1,000 plate dinner to raise a mil¬
his crew were visiting in New York j heavy traffic on Michigan; Ave, of Canadian Broadcasting has bought
a few Weeks back they walked I experienced admen (and women) ‘Guest at the Embassy,” a former lion dollars for Mass. Scholarship Fund with Teddi King, RCA. Victor
through, the McCann offices not! making the job rounds. A good ‘Studio One” script by Ross, for recording chirp, with WNAC-TV proxy. Norman Knight, Kenny Mayer,
rebroadcast in Canada. It has a^so WBOS disk jock; Phyl Doherty, WNAC-TV pub. dir., heading enter-,
even hinting they were interested | time for hiring;
in having the agency represent ; Thomas B. Adams has been elect- been done: in England by Associ¬ tainment committee at Sheraton Plaza Sunday night (16) ... Sherm
Feller, WEZE disk jock, w. k. in N. E. and one of the vet platter spi
... . .
ed prez of Campbell-Ewald, vacat- ated Rediffusion.
“McCann-Erickson will take oyer . ing t}je assistant to president slot, -Madeline and Henry Misrock’s ners, in Beth Israel Hospital after surgery ... Priscilla Fortescue,
the account officially June 1, the jjeliry q. Little, chairman and “A Dead Ringer” coming up on WEEI’s traveling reporter, planes out for Japan to tape interviews in
day the contract is terminated with i president,
- ■ continues as chairman,,
. .
“Studio One’’ March. 10. Misrock March and returning visits with Joel McCreg at his Camarillo ranch
the Kudner Agency,” said Rags¬ and Colin Campbell, senior veep, has just finished a seven-part . . Eugene “Red” Mitchell, WEEI merchandising, director, taking over
dale. “However,-it will begin work has been elected executive. veep; script: for the CBS program “The duties of national spot sales service director . . . Louis A. Webster, ed¬
Verdict Is Yours” and is set to do itor "Country Journal” on WEEI, off on two-week vacash, with asso.
immediately on Buick’s 1959 model
. A. E. (Gene) Staley HI is resign¬ another.
anouncement this fall.”
ed. Henry Wendler filling in
John Gay, who .is under a longKudner Agency, which lost the ing . as ad director of his family
account, in mid-December, had firm, the A. E. Staley Manufacture terin writing contract to HechtiJV
BALTIMORE .
ing
Co.
'
Decatur,
Ill.,
to
become
Hill-Lancaster, has completed two
handled the Buick account for the
past 22 years. Termination of the! a v.p. in the Chicago office of screenplays for them. The first,
Tony Picha, onetime ad promotion manager at the Baltimore Newsaccount at the agency, which at the Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Move “Run Silent, Run Deep,” starring Post, replaced Alex Dietrich as promotion manager at WMAR-TV,
represented -more than one-' becomes effective as .spon as a. suc^ Clark Gable and Burt Lancaster, CBS outlet here.., In rearrangement of functional operations at WBAL
third of the agency’s business, has - cessor is selected at the Staley Co., will be released in the spring, and WBAL-TV, William Bareham became Director of Technical Oper¬
caused a major personnel shakeup the president of whieh is Gene while the s e c o nd, “Separate ations,. Harrison Brooks, Chief engineer of tv aitd Raymond Brunner*
ii.. __:_ x tr
5talou'c father,
fafhtip A.
A EL
XT' Staley
fitalcv Jr.
_Tr*
In
the
agency. J. HL Ellis, prexy hf ! Staley’s
Tables,” is scheduled for . release Chief Engineer of WBAL Radio and tv audio. At same time, four group
the firm resigned approximately
Merger was affected recently of at a later date.. An original tele¬ leaders advanced to supervisors in TV Master Control: Pete Zaiko,
one month after losing the account two Chi agencies, Marvin Gordon vision play of his, “The Dievil As Bernie Meinshein, Earl Warner and William Getz . . . Margaret Sedand . was replaced by C. N. Rohra- & Associates and Henry M. Hemp¬ a./Roaring Lion,” originally done wick is new voice behind the Mollie Martin Show, Monday through
bough. and a new set of veepees.
stead Co., creating a new company on “Kraft TV Theatre,” -has been Fridayv WBAL Radio morning staple . . . Walter Sondheim Jr., veepee
It is. believed, that the change in known, as Gordon Ac Hempstead,
bought by the BBC Co.'for tele¬ and secretary of Hoschild, Kohn Sc Co. department store, named to
agencies was brought about by the
Fannie May Candy Co. appointed cast in England.
WFBR Radio Board of Directors at annual stockholders meeting . . .
slumping sales of the *57 models. H. W. Kastor & Sons. Company
Nelson Bond’s short - story,
Buick until 1957 held down third ; is in process of getting national “Button, Button,” published in his Jack Wells, host of WJZ^TV’s “Baltimore ClOse-Up,” was master of
ceremonies at second annual CYO Mardi Gras at Fifth Regiment ArmPlace in the auto marltet preceded -distril)Sti0n On its “frozen fresh” volume of science fiction stories
.
„iory .
Conway Robinson, WBAL Farm Director, and associate David
m
^ for : which Kastor is has beeh°pi^ha^d^ by^‘^a^^e
guest speakers before some; 1,000 foreign guests of Department of
mouth ousted BuiCk frpm third. preppjng a campaign in hewsAgriculture in Washington.
Theatre.”
spot list year causing incUon be-j ®apSs “nd 0n ra<Uo Sd tv.
tween advertiser and agency.
i f-o
Thhmac w
i
Carol Warner. Gluck has just 1
BBD&O which currently handles
Thomas(s P‘
BrorbvJ°as Ca i completed her 23d script this -sea- IN PITTSBURGH
the DeSoto for Chrysler is the Needham,’ *
ot aim uy« i\ «nn
SOn for
odds on favorite to pick up the producer in the radio-tv ' depart-1
d-o) for “City Hospital” (CBS Ra-| Tom Bennett, former KDKA program director and lately With WEDO
and WEIR, suffered a stroke ... Jack Dill has been pinch-Jiitting for
Chrysler auto account with Leo°
' George - Lowther’s original teleBurnett, Ted Bates. Benton & toonists Inc. and North Advertis- pjay, “Soundings,” has been pur- ailing Bill Brant, early morning WAMP deejay . ; . George Newell add¬
Bowles, Young & Rubicam ^ and lng prev^ously NL&B^ .^
chased by the Canadian Broadcast. ed to WQED production staff. Just out of service, where he was with
Lennen & Newell dusting off their Alton B. Copeland, ex-BBD&O ..
c
: done vesterdav Signal , Corps Television at Fort Monmouth, N.J., Newell, is an exfloor
Buick pitches and-putting on new New' York, a^ an assistant medi
Wheris currently work- manager at WTVN-TV, Columbus, O. . . . Janette Davis came here to
faces to be classified.as contenders, director.
ing on his 18th adaptation for weed out the “Talent Scouts’’ finalists from the 15 previously picked
by Mark Rnssell . . . Leonard’ Kapner* general manager of WCAE, and
Back In Their Shell
1 Philip H. Kemper Jr. hais been “Matinee Theatre ”
his wife vacationing in Florida . . . Lbppy Bryant subtfing for his broth¬
Whether it's a case of sour ' named an. account exeo by Campjames Blumgaften has done
grapes or Avhether the argument . bell-Mithun in Chi,
number of scripts for “True Story" er, Slim Bryant, on WAMO platter show while latter is in Miami . • ♦
Paul Shannon, who shifted from KDKA radio to KDKA-TV, landed a
1aAro
Madison
jaCk
Simpson,
Avho
as.
v.p.
in
and
MModera
Romances•,
on
NBC,
.
1hv
_ rho
ii . Dffoni'vnion on
A
1
tIdtK
OllliPdUli,
WUU
V
.
M.
in
. thAmcPlvPQ
_ •
_:< ■
:
•:
..
.1 p;m. news show on the AM outlet for a bakery company every Sat¬
^
charge of radio-tv for Foote, Cone, Josefph Cochran has recently urday and-Sunday . . . Ray Schneider, news chief at WWSW, celebrated
is that they Reserve tha nanms of & Beidirig here has been in the I completed a training film for the. his
24th anni at station.
hucksters. The
business of buying shows, has, U. S. Army Signal Corps and has
didn’t land the Buick account are
"
^ , v nd also written for True Story.
IN
CLEVELAND
Blanche Gaines, literary repre¬
sWe’1"6: |i“Bson recently Aig
sentative for all the foregoing,
NABET and Westinghouse signed three-year contract for 66 techni¬
K Twit'S.
on! left lash iyeek for 3 huanesi trip cians and seven maintenance employees at KYW, KYW-TV, ending
strike threat with escalator clauses providing for salary stepup from
at McCann-Erickson and at BBD&O i
» !*: jon th<> <***•
$156 to $162.50. Most employees,, however, already at $170 base and
both of whom the ad men say! tempting to restyle the brainchild |
pitched for the Bliick billings when =or tv*.
Greensboro, N. C.,—Fred Fletch¬ come under general cost-of-living hike after second year . . . Don Per¬
they already had competitive auto] Tentatively titled “Eyewitness," er, vice president and general man¬ ris upped to assistant general manager’s post at WEWS ... KYW,.KYWaccounts in the hqusiA.
{the show pegs on the fallibility of ager of the Capitol Broadcasting TV news director Sanford Markey, ana WGAR news director Charles
The advertising* industry has witnesses to crime! Simpson, in a Co., announced that George Penny, Day panel members at Junior Chamber of Commerce media discussion
been used as a punching; hag by good spot to do it, has been broach- a veteran Raleigh newspaperman, (17) ... . Oscar and Rita Bergman, both ex-Plain Dealer writers, pacted
anvone evenly remotely connected: ing. some FC&B clients with the . has been named news director of for Mr. and Mrs. spiel daily on WSRS . : . Bob Nealreported signed

H'wood Agencies

TV Playwrights On The
Blanche Gaines Roster
And What They’re Op To

...
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RADIO-TELEVISION

INVITING... !
Producers
Talent Scouts
^ Stage, TV and
Film Executives
★ Show Folk and
Dance Lovers
To The . Gala

Buddy PHILLIPS
Syvilla FORT

DANCE CARNIVAL
★ An exciting Dance
Revue featuring a
cast of 50.
^ Premiere performance
of dances by future
stars, never before
seen in America.
if 10 different types
of new dances.
Sparkling new routines*
created by the world's
leading choreographers.
if Famous and "Soon-ToBe-Famous" Entertai
if Exciting and Exotic
Groups, expertly
performing.
if Modern Jazz.
if Calypso.
if Afro-Cuban.
if Jazz Interpretati
if Caribbean Dances.
★ Augmented Dance
Orchestra.

GUESTS:

Harry BEUAFONTE
Tally BEATTY
Hvbia IAMES
Abbie LINCOLN
lame* McKIIMEY
Walter NICKS
Dozens and dozens
of other top stars!
AND

Syvilla FORT DANCES
<★ Conga Drummers
★ Bongo Experts
★ Professional
Entertainers from
leading Broadway
Musicals and
America's finest
Night Clubs

Fridiy 10 |kiiia to3 Naiiib
far the Palm Room of the
JAi
43rd St. and Sixth Ave.

TICKETS NOW $2#00
... at door $3.00
Maks

yoor reservations at ONCE!

Telephone Now

COLUMBUS 5-9295
You're Invited
Phene New!
One of the

Greatest Dance
Entertainments

by
Buddy PHILLIPS
Syvilla FORT
FEBRUARY 28th
COLUMBUS £-9295
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clared “there is no question in my
mind that I. made the-right deci¬
sion in ruling against National Air¬
lines and favor of Katzentine’s
Continued from page 24 —
SSSS Continued from page 23
W.KAT in the initial examiner’s de¬
and Petrine Palmer, former mayor , cision on the Channel 10 grant. He folksy voice, the. kind you can
said
he
was
more
certain
of
this
trust, which is just right for this
of Miami, who allegedly acted as
an intermediary to get Mack to ob- [ decision than of two others which kind of show.. But there seems to
tain a release from a “pledge” to the Commission upheld, and statetl be oiie host too many with Bill
Whiteside.
; he “was surprised” at the FCC’s Mason popping up again and again,
reversal of his decision. However, and the show is crowded where it
Mack Anxious to Testify
he felt that it was possible for an¬ should be smoothest—at the intro
Paris, Feb. 11.
Both Mack and Whiteside have ! other exmniner to reach a different points. Interviews and. narration
issued p b sit i v.e denials of I decision with propriety and added on the film clips are done by
With Video set. sales hitting the
Schwartz's charges. In a letter to !; there‘ is nothing unusual about an stringers, top farmcasters. in their 700,000 mark and film boxoffice
Subcommittee Chairman Qren Har- j examiner’s decision being reversed. own locales, like Dick Passage and
ris (D-Ark.); Mack expressed con- \ Sharfman said he did not grade Dana Burnett who contributed to ■ fluctuating all over France in a
! curve from solid to off biz, filmites
fidence that “when all the facts the four competing applicants for the opus caught for review.
Show never condescends to the i are again bringing up video as a
are presented
.. you will eon- ! Channel 10, but if he had. National
elude that the accusations of Ber- j Airlines’ Public Service Television stix and is nicely photographed
nard Schwartz are without founda- : stibsid would have been graded the and well . edited. And there’s possible present competitor, and
enough flexibility in the format for
tion.”
He had requested “
lowest of the four. Thus, Sharf¬ changes until the most successful definitely a future one. It .Is felt
early opportunity to appear .
that the rapport between films and
man confirmed some of, Schwartz'
and answer the unsubstantiated ! earlier testimony on the qualifica¬ feature fodder can bp' determined.
tv should be looked into now to
Les.
charges, , accusations,: innuendoes .! tions of National Airlines.
try to avoid the sudden disastrous
and distortions so recklessly made”
circumstances, in many cases, it
Later, Judge Robert H, Ander¬
SCHOOLS & SUR¬ had on films in the U.S. and Eng-,
by Schwartz.
son testified that when he Was prac¬ SATELLITES,
VIVAL
land.
ticing
law
as
a
member
of
the
firm
Miack also advised Harris that he
With Charles Van Doren, narrator,
It is felt that in spite of its
has communicated with J. Edgar .Which handled National’s affairs,
others
slashed budget the State subsidized
Hoover of the Federal Bureau of \ hie brought attorney Thurman A. Producer: Telenews
tv setup,, under RadiodiffusionInvestigation and has offered full 'Whiteside into the . case. . But soon Director-Writer: Richard Krolik
cooperation. He furthermore told after, he was. appointed a judge. Distributor: National.. Education Television Francais'e, is now in a
fairly steady financial orbit with
reporters he has “no intention” of Withdrew from practice and lost
Assn.
hiked license prices bringing in
touch with the case. He said he 30 Mins.
resigning from the FCC.
In the midst of criticism of our revenue. It has advantages in not
Whiteside has denied “categori¬ first learned of the award (of the
educational
system,
the
..
National
having the tax problems of the
channel
to
National)
through
the
cally and absolutely” that he rer .
Education Assn., the largest and film/and it can offer good old or
ceived “political preferment” from newspapers.
oldest professional teaching organ¬ fairly recent pix at best; weekendMack and. has charged that
ization in the U. S:, has put to¬ hours, plus the number of growing
Schwartz: “deliberately. withheld”
gether a half-hour, documentary on sets in public places such as cafes,
other information regarding loans j
the state , of the nation’s* schools. community rural centers, schools,
he ‘Whiteside) has made to Mack
Largely, the documentary shaped etc.
going back five years before the
up as a defense of America’s
A special commission, created to
latter's appointment to the Com¬
school System, despite Russia’s
spectacular success with Sputnik study film vss. tv problems, has not
mission.. '
come
up with any concrete views
The outcome; of Mack’s testi¬
Produced by Telenews for NEA,
mony is bound to. have far-reach¬
London, Feb. 18.
the film is being distributed to as yet and film exhibs feel they
must
take things in hand them¬
ing repercussions; First of all, it
A European Television Exhibi¬ nearly 200 stations for local tele¬ selves. Key cities are not affected
casting. Because NEA was able to
affects his. own personal and pro-:
tion
will.be
held,
in
London
from
too
much
by tv as yet but- rural
obtain the services of Charles Van
fessional future. Secondly, it af¬
fects the future of Dr. Schwartz,; May 19 to 24 with the main pur¬ Doren as commentator, NBC affili¬ centers are. They feel that the gov¬
ates
have
first
crack
at
telecasting
ernment
should
not sked feature
who emerged as somewhat of a pose of attracting potential adver¬
public hero from the Subcommit-: tisers to the medium. The exhibi¬ the. documentary. Van Doren is1 pix on video during the weekends,
under
contract
with
NBC.
Most
which
is
the
top
filmgoing time.
tee hearing last Thursday (13) for
will be showing the film
Producers who are getting bet¬
which he was subpenaed to back tion, which is planned as an an¬ stations
on March 1 and 2.
ter
prices
for
video
usage of their
nual
event,
will
deal
with
develop¬
up his charges that he had “evi¬
Notables and authorities in¬ pix, are hot against their. showing
dence of payment of money” to an ments, in European tv. The first
cluded
in
the
round
robin
query
after
a
film
has
tun
its.
regular exFCC member. Thirdly, it affects show wilL.be confined exclusively about the state of education in the
the future course of the Subcofii- to trade and professional interests. U: S. were Vice President Richard hib course. But exhibs naturally
are
and
this
has
also
led
.tc) intra-.
mittee investigation.
A new company. Prestige Promo¬ Nixon, Senator Lyndon Johnson,
Experienced Washington observ¬ tions Ltd,, has. been formed to or¬ H. Rowan Gaither, Jr., board mural frictions. So with 1960 to see
ers point to portions of Schwartz's ganize: and present a series of such chairman of the Ford Foundation; all of France within Video range,
testimony which,: they , feel, will exhibitions at Park Lane House. Dr. William G. Carr, exec secre¬ plus a second, possibly commer¬
need conclusive evidence. It’s Ijts managing director is Colin M. tary of the NEA; and Dr. James R. cial, channel in the offing, film
pointed out, for example, that M. Simpson, who represented the Killian Jr., science advisor to the people feel it is now the time to
set up a working agreement^with
Schwartz left the Impression in Finnish-British Trade Association White House.
NEA exec secretary Carr came video before it becomes too great
his testimony that Sen. George at the'British Trade Fair and Ex¬
Smathers (D-Fla.) informed A. hibition in Helsinki last September. through most effectively. He un¬ a medium to live in harmony with
derlined that our concept of edu¬ other show biz facets.
Frank Katzenstein, who had won
Taking part in the first exhibi¬
the examiner’s decision , for chan- tion will-be leading advertisers and cation differs from that of totali¬
tarian
Russia, and should remain
nel 10/ that Mack was “pledged” advertising agencies, production different.
He acknowledged some
to Whiteside. Transcript of the companies, tv programmers and of our educational
problems, and
testimony, however,' appears to equipment manufacturers. Admis-. the cost in terms of money and
raise some doubt on this point.
sion will be by personal invitation energy needed to solve them.
=5 Continued from; page 23
It’s also being asked, if the evi¬ only.
Most of the other notables were
dence is conclusive, why Schwartz
interwoven via film clips, giving potential” occasioned by option
felt It necessary to point to the
the documentary a static and for¬ time, he said.
high reputation of the examiner,
mal air. Historical perspective was
McGannon was scornful of what
given a Visual lift by the use of
Herbert Sharfman, who wrote the
some excellent stock footage^
he called the Barrow group’s unr
Initial decision. And it's wondered
Many, questions were raised, but orthodox methods.” He said Westwhether Schwartz can absolutely ==== Contlnue4 from pass 27,«5S5i
left unanswered, a characteristic
verify information obtained from
ecutive secretary,, the ..man who. of any discussion of education. But inghouse was asked to comment on
a losing applicantone good effect was to tone down radio and radio networks, rather
.was
singled
out
by
the
four
A’s
Under questioning yesterday
hysteria voiced by critics, and than tv and “in these 1,400 pages
(Mon.) regarding the award of because of the AFTRA resolution, the
turn the spotlight on some real of repbrt there’s not one word
channel 10 in Miami to National said that every .branch “has the in¬ problems like teachers’ salaries about radio and radio networks
Airlines, Schwartz testified that the alienable democratic right, in rep¬ and overcrowded - school - condi¬ except to suggest some inquiry into
subcommittee files contain “nu¬
tions,
Horo. *1 radio ought to be made in the
merous allegations” that CoL Gor¬ resenting its members,” to speak
future."
don Moore, brother-in-law of Mrs. out as. it wishes, just so long as it
He claimed the Barrow recom¬
‘Happy*
Aussie
Sale
doesn’t
try
to
speak
for
other
four
Eisenhower, influenced the vote of
The hour-long version of “Hopa- mendations were evolved in a ^’man¬
three commissioners in the case- A’s member branches.
ner
neither logical nor .valid” and
Retaliatory missive was directed long Cassidy” has been sold to
former Chairman George C. McWBC would have a lot more
Connaughey. Robert E. Lee and at the chiefs of the other four A ATN, Sydney, Australia,' by Fre¬ said
to
say
on the subject before the
Doerfer. Moore, he said, was a branches—Screen Actors Guild, mantle. The overseas tv distribu¬
partner with National officials in a American Guild of Musical Artists, tor also sold the 39 half-hour Span¬ FCC in early March.
shipyard in the Dominican Re¬ Equity* and American. Guild of ish-dubbed episodes of the “HopaVariety Artists, the latter being long” aeries to the CMQ Network
public: .
Albany—Thomas S. Murphy, gen¬
Questioned further, he said he the only branch that was not in¬ in'Cuba, with Malta, a local soft eral manager of WTEN-TV and
did not know whether the allega¬ volved in the remonstration of drink manufacturer picking up the WROW, is a new director of the
tab.
tions were “true of false” but that Conaway.
Albany- Chamber of Commerce. '
they should be pursued to bring
out the facts.
Questioned about the FCC award
of channel 5 in Boston to the Bos¬
ton I^erald-Traveler, Schwartz said
the investigation is in a prelimin¬
ary stage and he preferred not to
discuss it.
Subcommittee put into the rec¬
ord an affidavit by J. Frank Katz: ehtine, who had won the exam¬
iner’s nod for channel 10 .which
Schwartz referred to earlier in the
hearings. Schwartz testified he ob¬
tained the affidavit from Sen.
Estes Kefaiiver (D-Tenn.).
According to the document, a
“powerful Republican,” whom
Schwartz was unable too identify,
informed Katzentine that National
would receive the channel 10
award.
The affidavit further stated that
Katzentine was told by John
#
HIGHWAY PATROL.....
Time.after time in city after city
| Knight that the latter, was inwith 78.0% of audience
| formed by an attorney for National
j that channel 10 was “in the bag”
HARBOR COMMAND
j and that three members of FCC
with SI .9% of audience
■; were lined up solidly for the air
Syndicated Film Ratings ARB Oct '57
' line.
I In testimony, today (Tues.), FCC
ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS INC.
I Examiner Herbert Sharfman de¬

‘Heroes ft Barns’

|

Syndication Reviews

French TV: let s
Avoid U.S., Anglo
Problems on Pix

TV Ediibition Planned
For london to Lore
Advertisers to Median)

Don Mcfiannon

AFTRA
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LEE CAPTURES NEW YORK!
(PEGGY, that is.,,)
Variety

February I2th

Copacabana* N. Y.
“If there’s nothing like a dame,
there’s also nothing quite , like an
ih-persori version of Miss Lee,
who’s gorgeously coif fed and
gowned.. A reviewer, who last
caught her flashing in the flesh
way back, nearly five years ago. at
ex-Copa impresario Monte Proser’s
ex-La Vie En Rose, had nearly for¬
gotten how quietly electric this
singer can be. Her television ap¬
pearances have meant money in the
bank.to cry with, but a Lee doing
a couple of numbers to rigid pro¬
duction requirements and the
sometimes slip-happy video cam¬
eras is, at best, no . substitute for
the mccoy live done vis-a-vis cus¬
tomers who breathe and are in a
position to react so that a per¬
former can catch the pulse then
and. there .. .
The phrasing, the articulation,
the authentic, charm and the sin¬
cerity show all the way through,
finally to encase the audience in an
indefinable aura; they know .they’ve
been had, by a singer who sneaks
up on them without them being
aware of it. There’s hardly any¬
one in the business' more artful,
that way and in others, than Miss
Lee. Significantly; , she avoids cur¬
rent songs like the Asian flu, has
a romp or a serioso session with
the old standards or special , mate¬
rial, capped by such fascinatin’
rhythms as “Don’t Fool Around
* with Calico,” “When My Sugar,
Walks Down the Street,” ad in¬
finitum.
Her edition of “My Heart Stood
Still” is andante cut about in half,
or slower than Rodgers & Hart in¬
tended it to be, perhaps, but. as
done by this thrush, a thorough
winner. She has a carload of other
stuff in other tempos. With “You
Give Me Fever” a particular smash,
complete with -spotlight and tom¬
tom effects. She will segue from
the cheerful to the ballady stuff,
oozing sensitivity and enveloping
as the accomp pianist directs the.
beat and. the fiddles fiddle the
emt in a mood, and then into “St.
jouis Blues” for another score.
One of her encores, “Nothing,” is a
beaut. Ditto the whole turn.”
Tran.

i

New York World-Telegrem, Feb. 7th

Peggy Lee Is Star
Of Copacabana Show
By ROBERT W. DANA
. “A great performance demands
the respectful attention of the au¬
dience, even, in a night club. Where
glasses, silverware and careless
tongues can create a distorted and
annoying symphony of noises. You
could hear the proverbial pins,
dropping.all over the Copacabana
last night as the. Well-behaved cus¬
tomers paid tribute to Peggy Lee at
one of her greatest triumphs.
Warmth and Rhythm
As I recall the richness,, the
warmth, the exciting rhythm and
the naturalness of her performance,
I try to pinpoint the high spots.
Since there were no low ones, this
is a.task.”
HY GARDNER
Herald Tribuney Feb. 14th
“I think Peggy. Lee is the dream¬
iest purveyor of torch tunes to
plaiy the Copacabana since Lena
Horne hynotised. New Yorkers at
. the Waldorf, She Weaves a spell
that even leaves the customers out
in left and; right; field spellbound
and .with a drinking audience.
That’s music magic.”

LEE MORTIMER

Peggy Lee at
Cdpa(Oh, Boy!)
“Don’t say I didn’t tell you, I
mean that the new Copacabana ex¬
travaganza is one of the most en¬
tertaining ever offered by Prof.
Podell, that’s saying a lot, because
in the past the professor has of¬
fered some of* the greatest shows
ever seen anywhere.
BLONDE AND BEAUTIFUL
Peggy Lee is one of the all-time
top singers, but you will hot be
blue when you hear her because,
well, because she’s Peggy Lee and
what more can I say? (I could say
I love you, Peggy, and I do.)
What a showman, or woman—
that is.”
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FRONTIER GENTLEMAN
SIGNAL TEN
PEE JAY HEARTBEAT
‘With Carl Greyson, Trooper Tim.
With Frank Sinatra, Rosemary With John Dehner, others
McCarthy, others
Clooney, Eddie Cantor, Art Ford, Producer-Director-Writerj Antony
Producer: Bob Prestegaarde
Ellis
Dick Whittinghfll, others
Musical Director: Jerry Goldsmith 25 Mins., Sun., 6:05-6:30 pjn.
Writer-Director: Irwin Lewis
Broadcast Music, Inc., once again, has collected Its tv ciinic papers
.WGN, Chicago
25 Mins., Sun., 2:39 4>jn.
'
Producer: Hal Mare Arden.
Usually any public affairs effort on industry problems and made them available in cloth-bound book
CBS Radio; from Hollywood
25 Mins., Fri.; 9:3a pan,
form.
These collections can’t be heat for usefulness and value; The
In an effort to repeat the sue-, is commendable if only for its
ABN, from New York
Frank Sinatra,. Rosemary cess, of “Gunsmoke,” which began good intentions, but the. fresh ap¬ latest is tagged “Television—Today and Tomorrow” and is the com¬
plete
report
of the five 1957 "tv talk” clinics staged by BMI in
Clooney and Eddie Cantor topped on radio in 1952, CBS Radio, re¬ proach is still rare on the local
off a 25-minute transcribed salute cently launched another Sunday scale, and rarer yet is the ability New York, California, Illinois, Georgia and Texas. Every conceivable
problem
arising
in the field is explored In this big source hook replete
to
satisfy
all.
levels
of
audience
to the 1958 Heart Fund. Campaign, westerner, but from what was re¬
by the Disk Jockeys of America vealed last Sabbath (16), “Fron¬ With a do-gooder show. Alexander with questions & answers from the floor following delivery of each
which was beamed at various times tier Gentleman” isn’t likely to ap¬ C. Field Jr., pubaffairs chief -for clinic paper. More than 35 industry specialists and government officers
last week by ABN, NBC and MBS. peal anywhere hear as much/ WGN Inc., has . hatched. an idea participated in the powwows arid their words are recorded in full.. Sub¬
Appropriately, enough,, overall ti¬ John Dehner starred as ah English that makes it entertainingly pos¬ ject matter is as diverse ak a variety store and. runs the electronic cir¬
tle of this melange of pop tunes correspondent in the west of the sible to put up-with nearly half an cuit from problems on handling of film, children’s programs, public
1870’sr. He did everything—from hour of traffic safety admonition— service features, research and promotion to color, tv and union rela¬
was “Deejay Heartbeat.’’
' something normally accomplished
' „
Presence of Sinatra and Miss fighting to doctoring drunks arid i oc the air in a 20-second slogan; tions. ’
Clooney ostensibly stemmed from gunwounds.
Also, the bull Session wrapups at the conclusion of each regional
;.
It's, done with the candid mike
Producer,
director
and
writer
An¬
the fact that they were chosen by
meeting make a worthy addition to the book. Probing papers have been
’technique,
letting.the
audience
lis¬
the disk jocks’ org in a nationwide tony Ellis . strove ..to make his
ten in on the highway interview’s contributed by Norman Knight on tv film; Sam ..Cook Digges on public
poll, as “America's King and sounds and his action as realistic of
an Indiana: State Trooper with service programming; Peter B! Kenny ori station personnel; Easter
Queen of Hearts.’’ While the en¬ as those on “Gunsmoke” biit he transgressors
of. the motoring laws. Straker on tv equipment; Philip G. Lasky on children’s programming;
tire program obviously was a sin¬ failed. It was hard for him to The trooper carries
a pocket tape Frank P. Fogarty on weather, sports and special events; Grover Dela¬
make
a
Belvederian
character
’.as
cere step to-help get the public her
recorder
with
a wrist microphone, ney on pros and cons of film programming/.and a raft of others, mostly
hind the current heart drive,, the realistic as the hard-breathing, and the violator, of course, is total¬ sound
and practical.
continuity was far from smooth due often frightened hero of “Gun^ ly. unaware that he’s Speaking for
to use of what seemed to be more smoke.” And Dehner, perhaps be¬ the record! Naturally, the station
Llkb the postmian. television’s touring flacks are out in. the field ini
than a score of voices On the sound cause he Was saddled with an un¬ is careful to edit out all identifica¬
believable role, was hardly con¬
track.
tion arid profanity.. Initialed (16) all sorts of rating weather; if the shows involved are hurting on the
When excerpts of Sinatra croon¬ vincing or exciting as the lead. ~ focussed, on several . speeders, a rating end, the flacks are out hypoing them, and if they are doing Well,
Art.
ing “Young in Heart” or Miss
tail-light violator,, a hit-and-ruh the tours are set to keep them up where they are* Example of the
Clooney softly warbling “When
suspect, and the. post mortem to a latter is General Public Relations, the Benton & Bowles subsid, which
You Wish Upon a Star” were in¬
head-on collision.
currently has two of its flacks, ori tour to push four shows, all. of them
serted. the show had some undeni¬
/Each situation is a vignette high-rated, ‘Danny Thomas Show,” “December Bride,” “LOretta Young
able entertainment values. Like¬
bleeding with human nature, and Show” and “Zane Grey Theatre,” Eleanor Corrigan is hitting the mid¬
wise, the stars’ merry banter with
some reason there’s always hu¬ west, covering Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, St! Louis and
Eddie Cantor who posed as an en¬ 55S Continued from page 27 ^— for
mor in a motorist’s endeavor to Kansas City/while Jean Meredith of the GPR Los Angeles office is
gineer also had its rewarding mo¬
cop a plea. Producer Bob Preste- covering San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Denver, Dallas and Ft.
ments. But the rapidfire snatches tied to the time period. So that gaarde
will. be lucky to find a Worth.
Of dialog from a myriad of platter we’ve got to not only give the- new
with as sympathetic a carpilots in so short a time tended to buyer what he wants, but satisfy trooper
side
mariner
as he had for the first
some
of
our
present
sponsors,
mar the show’s effectiveness.
show in Tim ^McCarthy of Post No. . Dropping of Ted Husing by CBS Radio a couple hf weeks back stir¬
Battery of platter spinners was • “But even if this presents a T, Indiana State Police. Though red up a minor storm in the press, last week. - Husing, recovering from
led by Art Fprd and Dick Whit- brand new situation in network he*s gentlemanly, McCarthy is a a brain tumor, was hired by. the web’s sports department last August
tinghill. national co-chairmen of television—and I don’t recall our firm executor of the law and a at $150 & week. Since then, he’s been able to do little because of the
the Disk Jockey Committee of the ever getting as involved in jug¬ well-spoken moralist, and all the slowness with which liis sight has returned, and his only stint for the
American Heart Assn, A Cantor- gling as thisr-the situation still violators he apprehended were web was a local KNX show in Los Angeles With Tom Harmori: Couple
Eddie Fisher duet, “You Gotta looks pretty healthy. ^They’re out courteously whisked off to the
of weeks ago, when’CBS began staff cutbacks in its news^pubiic affairs
Have Heart,” was a natural lead-in there, waiting to be sold. Theyj-e clink.
operation (under which sports falls), Husing was notified he was being
for a funds plea for research. As working us to the bone—I don’t
Carl Greyson does a fine job of. let go.
Cantor himself put it: “I’m a car- ever remember having to sell so narrating
between arrests,: hut
diactor, but I don’t sit around and hard—-but they’ve got the money it beqomesinannoying
to hear him
mope.”
Budweiser wholesalers and distributors are being introduced to the
arid they want to buy.. ..and there; reiterate the drive-carefully .mes¬
Aside from Voices of innumer¬ are plenty of ’em—we’ve got about sages
when
the
points
made so 1958 radio campaign via a 45 rpm; promotional record styled after pop
able. deejays, producer Hal Marc 20 on our active list right now. As well implicitly; Also,,are
record albums. Record has five one-minute spots on one side and three-,
while
the
Arden also worked the voices of
highway noises lend credence to minute instrumental version Of “Budweiser” “Where There’s Life . .
such top show biz names as Bing I said before, this season hasn’t the
on-the-spot interviewing, they melody on the other.
Crosby, Bob Hope, Jimmy Durante, been that bad; those so-called fail¬ sometimes,
invade the foreground
Cover album is a color reproduction of March Budweiser ad sched¬
Helen Traubel and Doris Day into ures have been near-sucesses, or at and drown out parts of the conver¬
uled to appear iri national mags, Sunday supplements and outdoor post-,
least
near-average
attempts,
and
the tape. Sandwiched in between
sation.
ers. Albums were distributed at. brewery’s recent sales meetirig on the
were vocals from standard pop rec¬ for most of them, it was just a
On the whole, though; it’s an Coast and are now on their way to Budweiser dealers around the coun¬
ords. From a technical standpoint matter of not having tile right pro¬
•
the tape often had the spontaneity gram vehicle. . So they’re ready excellent pubaffairs idea well pro¬ try. •
Des.
of a live broadcast. But the sheer and willing to try again, and our duced.
number of participants made this major job is to njanage to swing
North
Carolina’s
sixth annual Farm Press, Radio, and Television In¬
a busy 25 minutes for the ear.
j thenf into the right time periods JAZZ FOR SATURDAY
With Canadian Jazz Quartet; David stitute has been scheduled for Feb. 28rMarch 1. in Raleigh, Sponsored
Gilb.
and shows.” .
by the N. G. Press Assn., the N. C. Assn, of Broadcasters (radio and
Scrivens, announcer
television), and the N. C. Farm Writers Assn:, and conducted by the
Producer: John Benson
Writer: Peter Shaw!
division of agricultural Information, the Institute annually attracts
30 Mins.; Sat.; 7 p.ni. ,
newspaper-farm editors, magazine editors, radio arid television farm di¬
Trans-Canada, from Ottawa
rectors, agricultural public relations leaders arid others interested in
The 7 /pjn. slot ori CBC’s Trans- agricultural news reporting.
Canada radio web is kept for music
Institute opens with a dinner Feb: 28 with sessions on the^tate Col¬
arid for the next six or more Weeks lege
campus,
_
’ ’
’
i
it will tote the solid jazz of the
Canadian Jazz Quartet, a group
Four regional meetings for affiliates were slated for February by
that has built a big local following
and should collect plenty dialer in¬ American Broadcasting Network. Robert Eastman, the radio’s web’s
terest coast to . coast via audio. In pr^xy, fleW to Frisco to open the first of the sessions Monday (17).
opeiier, coinbo benefited from okay Tomorrow (Thurs.) affiliates in the midwest. start their conclave in s
technical production Which knitted, Chicago, and on.Tuesday (25) attention shifts to New York City.
instruments as a group but simul¬
Feb. 28, ABN affiliates meet in New Orleans.
taneously permitted them to be
heard singly. CJQ uses: the group
Series of forums
copyright law is being conducted by the Copy-,
sound even When soloes are being right Society of-the U.S.A. With the codperation of the Copyright Com-.
featured, to good effect. Champ mittee»of the Federal Bar Assn, of N. Y., N. J. and Conn. A March IF
Champagne, Who fronted the Ga¬
tineau Club house band during session, location .riot set, will deal with copyrights in entertainment
last nitery season, heads the four¬ and advertising, while an April 8 forum will deal generally, with rights
some on 88s, subbing on bass when , under the copyright laws. Forum on copyrights in music and record-,
bassist Pete Fleming goes to vibes. ings. Was held last week (11) at NBC.
Russell Thomas hahdles alto sax,,
flute, clarinet, and-Rick McDonald
. Windy City’s educational station, WTTW (Ch. Ill, officially launched
drums.
Its 1958 community drive for operating funds last. week. Station esti¬
Thomas has the savvy to give mates its. budget this year, its third, will: be around $735,000, with
the impression of other w.k. toot¬ about $500,000 of that amount coming in via the sideline businesses
ing styles (example: Johnny of the station—national distribution, Chi Board of Education tv col¬
Hodges. in the combo’s Ellington lege courses, closed circuit production, and kinescoping work done
medley) while never losing his Own for outside agencies and organizations.
identity. Champagne’s keyboarding
Station has raised enough money so far, over $100,000, to pay for
is of the flowery. jaZz school with
plenty chording and enough single¬ recent studio expansion and power boost but still needs some $235,000
from
community donations.
s
noting, earnest arid sincere. Mc¬
Donald’s drumming has a brittle,
accented uriohtrusiveness blending
neatly with Fleming’s clicko bass
performance to lift, the group
along.
Besides the Ellington grouping,
standouts Included a combo-backed
vibe bit ori “Imagination” and a
hard-sell job on Tororito-man Moe
Koffman’s “Swinging Shepherd]
Blues.”
.
|
This stint highlighted disking ,
possibilities of the Canadian Jazz
Quartet.
Garni. j
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ATLANTA

Brit TV Heart Surgery
London, Feb. 18.
A delicate heart operation will
be screened by BBC-TV next Tues;
(25)- in its “Your Life In Their
Hands” series. The operation,
filmed at a Birmingham hospital
recently, shows how a surgeon
made a hole in a patient^-heart,
inserted his finger and manipulated
the valye.
The film, which gives a descrip¬
tion of the disease, stiffening and
narrowing of the mitral valve In
the heart; and its treatment, shows
the operation taking place with
hardly any sign of blood.

Contact: RICHARD A. HARPER, General Salts Mgr.
MGM-TV, a service of Loewis Incorporated
701 7th Ave., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 2-2000
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
.By HERM SCHOENFELD.
Tony Bennett (Columbia): r “DONE LAID AROUND" (Sangat),
“ALONE AT LAST”-“MY FOOL- . a bright folk tune, is handled in
ISH HEART” (Paramount-Joy*), a slick fashion by this combo which
blend of two songs, with '‘Foolish is herebly making its reentry into
Heart” as counter-melody, adds up the pop single field after a long
to first-rate class ballad material hiatus. “TAKE THIS LETTER”.
for potent projection for Tony (Sangat) is another attractive folkBennett who could buck the pre¬ styled number.
Richard Maltby Orch: “THE
vailing winds . with this one..
“YOU'RE SO RIGHT FOR ME” PORTRAIT PAINTER OF PAREE”
(Livingston & Evans*), from the (Rufeht) is a charming orch and
“Oil Captain” score, has a neat, pop choral slice with a clever lyric
which. may, however, not be upi
favor with a jumping beat.
Harry Belafonte (RCA Victor): the current juve alley. “THE MU-

Best Bets
TONY BENNETT
_ALONE AT LAST-FOOLISH HEART
(Columbia) ______, :,
,:. .You’re So Right, for Me
HARRY BELAFONTE .............. THE MARCHING SAINTS
(RCA Victor ) ,:................. .Did You Hear About Jerry
THE CHORDETTES
......-....... .. -LOLLIPOP
(Cadence)
._n Baby, Come-A B.ackrA
THE TRAVELERS ....TEEN AGE MACHINE AGE
(And ex)
Why
THE RIO ROCKERS
.... MEXICAN ROCK ’N’ ROLL
(Capitol)
...- .Mexicali Baby
AL HIBBLER ......___ .GLAD I’M NOT YOUNG ANYMORE
(Decca)
...My. Heart Tells Me

“The Many Sides of Pat Suzuki”
(Vlk). Pat Supzuki, a Coast song¬
stress. of Japanese descent, regis¬
ters as a socko talent in her first
album outing. Miss Suzuki has
nothing Oriental about her vocal¬
izing, She projects with powerful,
belting pipes that are, however,
capable of subtle sensitive shadings
typical of the topflight stylists.
Miss Suzuki definitely will be heard
from in the disk market. In this
set, she does a program of familiar
standards, including “From; This(
Moment On,”*“A Sunday Kind of
i Love,” “Solitude,” “Always True to
| You in. My Fashion” and a medley
of picture tunes. Henri Rene’s orch
supplies consistently tasteful back¬
ing.
LAWRENCE WELK
“Mardi Gran Time With the
And His Champagne Music
Dukes of Dixieland” (Audio Fidel¬
Present “ONE-NOTE POLKA”
ity),
Volume Six in the series of
(Coral No. 61937) with The Sparklers
b/W “Layers On The Park Bench” dixie albums with this New Orleans
combo, this package & atly timed
for the Mardi Gras season in that
ing. “TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS” city. Once again, this well-inte¬
(Mills*), the oldie, also, is done up grated crew dishes up a full course
as an. atmospheric instrumental.
of two-beat standards in swinging,
. Candy Reed (Vanguard): “LOVE, colorful arrangements, including
OH, LOVE” (Edent), a.rocking en¬ vocals by various, sidemen. Record¬
try, is shaped into an arresting side ing quality . maintains the high
by this new blues-styled songstress. standards of the previous Dukes’
“GIVE ME LOVE” (Sangat) is albums. Among the top sides are
similarly grooved material, aided “Way Down Yonder in New Or¬
by a catching beat.
leans,” “At the Mardi Gras,” “King
Jo Stafford (Columbia): “SWEET Zulu Parade”, and “Loveless Love.”
LITTLE DARLIN’ ” (Mellint), a
Vic Damone: “Angela Mia” (Co¬
rhythm side with a slight country lumbia). In a format that has been
flavor, is. delivered in appealing used before, Vic Damone returns
style by Jo Stafford, with multiple to his ancestral bailiwick for a rep¬
dubbing effects: Ks her most com¬ ertory of Italian songs. It’s a Highly
mercial side in some: time. “ITS melodic package of sentimental
NEVER QUITE THE SAME” (Liv¬ ballads, ranging from the “title
ingston & Evans*), from the “Oh song, through such titles as
(Continued on page 49)
“Anema e core,” ‘Non dimenticar,”

SIC BOX” (Peer!) is another col¬
“THE MARCHING SAINTS” SI
orful piece of special programming
(Clara*;, an adaptation of “When 01
material.
_
The Saints Go Marching In.” is m
given a powerful, handclapping,
Jack HH1: “LOVE THEME FROM
xevivalist Workover by Harry Bela- ,ir
“THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV”
fonte for strong pop impact. “DID (j
(Robbins*), theme from; the MGM
YOU HEAR ABOUT JERRY” pj
pic; is a melancholy Russian mel¬
(Clara*), a Caribbean work song, Q(
ody,, effectively played: on the cymis handled in Belafonte’s striking j,,
balon by Jack Hill with orch backstyle, with some haunting echo effects.
The Chordettes (Cadence): “LOL¬
LIPOP” (Marks!), a rocking item
with a cute lyric, is given a highly
catching ride by this combo.
“B A B Y,
COME-A
BACK-A”
(Budd*) is another good , contem¬
porary-styled item, also neatly
sold.
1 The Travelers CAndex): “TEEN
—Z'&RIETY
AGE MACHINE AGE” (Andreat)
is a swinging, clever teeiiageSurvey of retail disk best
angled item sOcked over by a
setters based on reports ob¬
smooth rocking combo. Could go
tained from leading stores in
all the way. “WHY” (Andreat) is
21 cities and showing comre¬
a typical slow rocking ballad.
parative sales rating for this
The Rio Rockers (Capitol):
and last week:
“MEXICAN ROCK ’N’ ROLL"
(Emperort) is rocking Latin .in¬
strumental with a catching melodic
National
5
k
.line played by a small combo with
Rating
a piano and guitar' lead. “MEXI¬
fe S? -S
This Last
CAN BABY” (Emperort) is a
wk. Wk.
Artist, Label, Title_
■
rocking item with a tricky beat and
a typical lyric.
'
SILHOUETTES (Ember)
A1 Hibbler (Decca): “GLAD I’M
3 ..
1
1
1
Get a Jol;.,..,..v.;....V.>.,.w
NOT YOUNG ANYMORE”
PERRY COMO (Victor)
(Lowal*), from the “Gigi” score, is
2
10
.Catch
a
Falling
Star.,.......
v...
a standout ballad with strong pop
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
potential via this Ai Hibbler rendi¬
....
9
7 18
tion. “MY HEART TELLS ME”
3
7
Sail Along Silvery Moon.
(BVC*) is another topflight number
ROYAL TEENS (ABC-Par)
due for spins.
1 10
2
4
4
Short Shorts
.......
Della Reese (Jubilee): “HOW
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
CAN YOU LOSE" (Planetary*), a
5
6
1
Beg
of
Yon................,...
solid rhythm tune with an aboveELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
par lyric, is belted for maximum
6A ii . Don’t.... v..........
returns by this songstress. “IF
NOT FOR YOU” (United*), a slow,
DANNY & JUNIORS (ABC-Par)
ballad, is also handled in commer¬
6B 3
At the Hop:.-. ...■-......
cial style.
CRESCENDOS (Nasco)
Ronald & Ruby (RCA Victor):
2
Oh, Julie :^.
“LOLLIPOP” (Markst), in this ver- , 8
;
McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral)
sion, gets a bouncing ride by a. ~
9
9 .Sugartime
. ...
juve-sounding combo. “PICKLE
BABY” (Markst) is routine stuff in
CHUCK BERRY (Chess)
the same idiom.
10
20
Sweet Little Sixteen .:,. .......
Kirby Stone Four (Columbia);
FOUR PREPS (Capitol)
“IT’S A REALLY BIG SHOW TO¬
,.
Twenty-Six. Miles ..
NIGHT” (Alpha*), topflight mate¬ 11
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par)
rial for this' nitery team, is the oc¬
f9
You Are My Destiny...y.......
casion for a smart takeoff on Ed 12
Sullivan.
Excellent side ’which ...
CHAMPS (Challenge)
could get lotsa pop spins. “WHIS-, ; 13
..
Tequila
..........
PERING-'GROOVIN’ HIGH” (MHDIAMONDS (Mercury)
'
ler-Fisher-Leeds*) is a swinging
14
‘5
The Stroll--.----medley of the oldie, “Whisperin,”
and a progressive jazz tune,
. CHANTELS (End)
~T7
‘ '
“Groovin’High.”
15A 12
Maybe : v\ .......... r ,....
Dick Jacobs Orch (Coral): “THE
BILLY & LILLIE (Swan)
MARCHIN' DRUMMER BLUES” 15B 15
La Dee Dah : ...
.
(Coliseum!), a blend of marching
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
and rocking ideas, is dished up in
25
Witchcraft ..... . . ......
a driving instrumental by . Dick 17
Jacobs. “7-11 MAMBO NO. 5” I
""
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
•
(Peer!) is a swinging slice with a 18
3 .. - ...
14
Stood Up....
mambo beat;.
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence)
Cindy & Lindy (ABC-Para¬
19
....
Are
You
Sincere
...
.
.
............
mount): “SITTIN’ IT OUT” (Gilt), a
juve-angled tune, is given an ap¬
FRANKIE AVALoft (Chancellor) .
proved rocking slice by this duo 20A 13
Dede Dinah ..
.V...
f ar pop impact, “SHARIN’ ” (Shel¬
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
don!) has a catching Latin rhythm 20B 18
March from River Kwai... .......,
peg which could appeal to the kids.
LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty)
Joanne Gilbert (GNP): “GLIT¬
Good Golly Miss Holly ..: .
TER AND GLOW” (Gilbert- 20C 21
Kahn*), a bright ballad in a non-*
: ^
MOE KOFFMAN (JubilCeT
”
rocking idiom, is projected with 23A . . . Swingin’ Shepherd Bines .. . ... .. > 4
smart phrasing by this songstress,
f'*
PAT BOONE (Dot)
^
“THE ONE I LOVE BELONGS TO
It’S Too Soon to Know .... .......
SOMEBODY ELSE" (Kahn-Ban¬ 2$B ^ ..
1 i
PERRY COMO (Victor)
tam*), the oldie, is also handled
25
8
Magic Moments.. .
stylishly. ,
The Weavers (Vaiigua rd):

“Arrivederci Roma,” “O solo mio,”
“Luna rossa,” and such Italo-based
songs as “I Have But One Heart,”
“Just Say I Love Her,” ‘Tell Me
That You Love Me” .and “You’re
Breaking. My Heart.” Damone de¬
livers in an easy style, at home
both in the English and Italian
lyrics. Glenn Osser backs up ap¬
propriately with fiddles and. accor¬
dions.
Abbe Lane: “Be Mine Tonight”
(RCA Victor), The tipoff to this
package is that no space is wasted
on any liner notes. Both sides of
the jacket are filled with eye¬
catching photos of Abbe Lane, Miss
Lane, who’s now in the legit musi¬
cal, “Oh Captain,” is a competent,
if not standout, songstress who; is
savvy enough not to "go beyond the
range of her talent. In this pack¬
age, she does several Latin , num¬
bers and some pop standards1 in
south-of-the-boarder tempo. Tito
Puente’s orch lays down a solid
beat,
“Andy Williams Sings Rodgers
& Hammerstein” (Cadence). Andy
Williams, a fine crooner who knows
how to vary his approach to differ¬
ing material, wraps up this Rod¬
gers & Hammerstein showtune
medley in slick commercial style.
Williams ranges easily over thi
R&H material, swinging when nec¬
essary as . on “Getting to Know
You,” romantically crooning. tunes
like “Some Enchanted Evening”
and “Hello Young Lovers,” and
brightly chirping “Surrey With the
Fringe On Top” and '.‘Whistle a
Happy Tune.”
Liane: “Paris Midnight” (Van¬
guard). . Liane is a^, expert Conti(Continued on page 48)
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MUSIC

Variety
British Disk Bestsellers

Putting In 2c Worth
Smm Continued from page 43
provision. The clause was. Inserted
into the Original 1909 law with the
idea of blocking any single large
dish, company from obtaining a
monopoly of song* material from
publishers.
Lofber stated that the need for
revision of the copyright statute,
was f r e que nt 1 y “exaggerated’*
among lawyers. He said that de¬
spite possibly archaic or ambigu¬
ous aspects of the statute, the vari¬
ous components of the industry
had realistically worked out cus¬
toms which accorded with the
practicalities of their business/'
Diamond defended the 2c limit as
not - being unfair on the grounds
that, despite inflationary tenden¬
cies since 1909, two cents paid by
the consumer buys him more mu¬
sic on a record that it did in 1909.
In short, two cents buys a longer
musical segment than It did on the .
relatively high-priced and shorterrunning disks of four and. five
decades ago.
William Kline, of the Hays, St;
John, Abramson & Heillron office,
also participated in the forum but
confined his remarks td_the prob¬
lem of disk publication and copy¬
right.
Ted Jackson, of the Gilbert &
Gilbert law firm who chairmanned
the meeting, commented after¬
wards to Variety that a two-cent
ceiling on royalties, in his experi¬
ence.. representing music / publish¬
ers, did affect negotiations with
disk c o m p a n i es. It has been
pointed out previously that the 2c
maximum in effect tends to drive
the disk royalties below two cents

sssssss

and, in fact, most pop tunes to¬ •
day are recorded under cut royalty
rates.
Series of upcoming copyright
discussions Under the same au¬
spices, held at the NBC studios in
Rockefeller. Center, N Y., \vili
cover such subjects as “Copyright
Litigation in the Entertainment,
Publishing and Advertising Indus-:
tries,” March 11; “Rights Under the
Copyright Law,” April 8; and
“Copyright Law and the Legiti¬
mate Theatre;” May 13.

London, Feb. 18.
Story of My Life... .Holliday
(Columbia)
Jailhouse "Rock ...... Presley
(RCA)
Oh! Boy ........... Crickets
(Vogue-Coral)
At the Hop: .Danny & Juniors
(HMV)
Magic:Moments
Como
(RCA)
Ail the Way.. .... ....Sinatra
. (Capitol)
April Love.. ....... .Boone
(London)
Great Balls of Fire.... Lewis
(London) .
Love Me Forever__;. Ryan
(Pye-Nixa)
You Are My Destiny .... Anka'
.'(Columbia)

Trust Suit; Lengsfelder Case Ruling
-4-

Philadephia, Feb. 18.
A $1,000,000 treble damages
antitrust suit aimed against the
American Society _pf Composers,
Authors & Publishers’ licenseirig
setup was filed in' Philadelphia
Federal Court last week by MuseArt, operators of a wired music
service.
The plaintiffs made a
special target of ASCAP’s alleged
power to refuse to sell perform*:
ance rights to individual songs* in
its repertory or to fix such “exorhitantly high rates that a purchase of performance rights to* a
single composition becomes impractical.”
Muse-Art
also
charged
that
ASCAP “can and does require its
purchasers to take at a n^mopolistically fixed annual fee the entire repertory of all compositions
controlled by the combination.'*
The plaintiff contended that the
Society holds an “illegal monop¬
oly” on about 95% of U. S. and
foreign
copyrights
and
that
ASCAP’s “blanket licensing” practice “forces a customer to purchasC the rights to thousands of
unwanted compositions in order to
get performing rights in a comparative few that he may desire,”
.. In addition to damages. MuseArt is asking for. an injunction to
restrain ASCAP from enforcing its
control over compositions.

Stolz's Victor LP

. Robert Stolz, perhaps the last of•
the great surviving Viennese com¬“
posers, is recording a 12-inch LP3
for RCA Victor iii Vienna, keyed1
to “Vienna Waltzes .Today,”
In¬stead bf the pre-World War I musi¬•
cal idioms of Franz Lehar, Gustav7
Kerker, Gustav, Luders, Johann1
Strauss senior and junior, josepfE
Lanner et al.:, Stolz’s baton will putt
accent on the late Emmerich Kal¬
man, the late Oscar Straus, the late5
Dr. Ralph Benatzky and his own1
works (“Two Hearts In ThreeQuarter Time,”
“White Horse?
Inn,” etc.).
While the cbmposer has returned1
to his native Austria, where he hass
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
With the formation of 20th Cen¬ been making his headquarters5
tury Records, subsid of 20th-Fox post-war, he still maintains anV
Studios, the label under guidance; apartment in New York.,
of prexy Henry Onorati has begun
to eye studio contract players as
possible disk bait....
[
20th has a full roster, of young
.
talent under pact, some of which
Pittsburgh^ Feb. 18.
are graduates of .the Ben Bard
Despite biting, cold, Sam Cooke
}
; dramatic school on the lot. Studio’s show pulled total attendance of
y
awareness as to the potential of 4,800 .and gross of nearly $18,000
l
its contract players being success¬ for two. shows in one-nighter last,
1
ful on wax is cued by the prosper¬ week at 3,800-seat Syria Mosque.
•
ity severaM
labels have , had
Advance, had been slow and itt
by signing actors to recording- cgn- wa's figured weather would kill at¬
tracts.
traction’s chances, but surprisingly
!
Of course, the new label will strong window sale developed at
also concentrate on developing last minute. Cooke had with him
talented, disk finds for theatrical the Silhouettes, Dubs, Drifters, Er¬
The suit of publisher Hans J.
films.
:/
nie Freeman and Thurston Harris.
■ Lengsfelder against the weighted
voting procedure of the American
Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers will come up for trial
to determine the facts in the case,
according to a ruling handed down
by N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
Owen J. McGivern last week. MeGivern, in rilling on a motion, by
the plaintiff to strike the various
defeases made by ASCAP, stated
that some question involved In
Lengsfelder’s charges that a small
group of top publishers control the
Society can only be decided at a
trial.
I J |
The
judge,
however,
ruled
G
SS <
agaiilst Lengsfelder in upholding
« £ T 2
T S3,-5
ASCAP’s defenses that Lengs¬
felder has no grounds for legal
:? B i i
action since, in joining ASCAP,
£, ?
w
he agreed to abide by all the So¬
ciety’s bylaws, even if fraud was
involved in adopting* the weighted
vote.
The judge’s decision represents
a preliminary skirmish won by
10
3
4
2
1
Lengsfelder since the judge, in ef¬
fect, ruled that there was enough
3
1
1
9 ..
5
4
2
substance in his charges to deter-,
mine whether or not they are true.
2
4
2
The procedurel alternative would
have been that the judge could
have ruled that even if ail of
Lengsfelder’s charges were true, it.
still would hot have been the
8 .: 10
basis for an action.
,
Lengseflder, represented by the
10
5 10 ....
1
4
law firm of Weinstein & Levinson,
has charged that ASCAP’s weight¬
ed voting system, in which each
member’s ballots is proportionate
to his earnings, is against public
policy,

20th-Fox Label Looking

Continued from page 43

sociated with MGM in the produc¬
tion of jazz packages on a; spas¬
modic basis.
He produced such
MGM packages as “Hot Vs. Cool,”
“Cats Vs. Chicks,” “West Coast Vs.
East Coast” and more recently
the “Hi Fi Suite” in collaboration
with Dick Hyman.
Release plans call for an imme¬
diate scheduling of - the “Oh Capr.
taiii!?r. set as well as listing a
scehdule for the next three months
of an anthology titled “48 Stars of
American Jazz,*’ an expansion of
the “Cats Vs. / Chicks" set ’ to a
12-incH LP, and a package tagged
“The Swinging Seasons” /which
will feature original music by
Feather and Hyman.
Already
scheduled for; release is a jazz
treatment of the Alan. Jay LernerFrederick LoeWe score from the
Metro pic, “Gigi” by the Dick Hy¬
man Trio.

Sam Cooke & Co. $18,000
For 2 in Frigid Pitt

[ Lengsfelder-ASCAP Suit
\
Earmarked for Trial

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLEHS
r&RIETY-

I—Survey of retail album best
sellers based on reports from leadr
iiig stores and shotting comparative
ratings for this week and last.

mm

s

National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

Artist, Label, Title._[ fe
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Come Fly With Me (W 920). 1
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Warm (CL 1078)........:.. 2
AROUNP THE WORLD (Decca)
Soundtrack ;<DL 9046)......
. 9:
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
Original Cast (OL 5090) .,. 8
PAL JOEY (Capitol)
Soundtrack (W. 912). ...... .
3
MUSIC MAN (Capitol)
Original Cast (WAO 990) .. ...
RICKY: NELSON (Imperial).
Ricky (IMP 9048) ■ •: ■ /. .: 4
PAT BOONE (Dot)
Pars Great Hits (DLP 3071) .. 10
TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capitol)
Hymns (T 756)
.... r.
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000).'.
OKLAHOMA (Capitol)
Soundtrack (SAP 595) . *-- . . ,
KING A I (Capitol)
•
•/..
Soundtrack ( W 740)--.... 'Q
MANTOVANI (London)
Film Encores/ (LL 1700).......
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Wonderful, Won’fnl (CL 1028). S
RAY CONIFF (Columbia)
’S Marvelqus (CL 1074)..
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
One of Those Things (W 903).. 7
APRIL XOVE (Dot)
'
"■
Soundtrack (DLP 9000).....,.. -.
WEST SIDE STORY (Columbia)
Original Cast (CL,5230),,.... ,.
GLENN MILLER ORCH (Victor)
Carnegie Hall C’ccrt (LPM 1056) .>
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)
Jimmie Rodgers (R 25020);.
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Where Are You (W 855) ....... ..
DAKOTA STATON (Capitol)
Late Late Show (T 876) .,
. .
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
Love Is the Thing (W 823).... 6
PERCY FAITH (Columbia)
. Viva (CL 1075),.
.
TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capitol)
Spirituals (T 818)

.
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Cleve. Blows Whistle On
Dj’s Igor/ Under Ban By
WERE; Clerics on teerics
Cleveland, *Feb. 18.
WERE disk jockey Bill Handle
was clipped off the aif by Sam
Elbert program manager, when
Randle started to play “Igor,”
banned because of bad taste. In
Randle’s place, a .commercial was
read. Each time Randle sought to
refer to the record and dispute,
he was clipped:
Randle protested this was cen¬
sorship, and -that the record al¬
though "unsavory was not porno¬
graphic,” and he allowed it was
up to the public to determine the
record’s value.
Fiber’s contention
was
that
“pornography alone does not make
(for bad taste. The record has a
yile lyric.” He added that “when
management makes a decision, the
performer has no right to defy it.”

Decca Ups Paul laio

4

Paul Baio,. Decca salesman in
the Indiana territory, has been pro¬
moted to midwest promotion rep
for the label.
He’ll work under Martin P.
Salkin, national publicity chief.

P&RIEfrT
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Gogi Grant and Tony Martin sing the lively, lovely Lerner-Loewe score from “Gigi.” Backed by an exciting
consumer campaign on radio, ads in the New Yorker, special point-of-sale display material 1 On Long
Play (LPM-1716) and 45 Economy Package (EPA-4258).Order from your RCA Victor distributor today.

• RC4\|GIQR @
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Mercs Sales Gabs
In NX LA & Chi;
400G Ad Budget

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS
1

i

Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
12
cities and showing coni
l parative sales rating for this
and last week.
* ASCAP
t BMI
Js
o;

This Last;
wk. wk.
. . "
'. .

I

tor. When he was “appointed” to
his post in July, 1958, the 300 or
so coin-machine owners here had ;

Title and Publisher
.
. .;
.

1
7

3A
*3B

4
3

*SiIvery Moon (Joy)............
tSugartime (Nor-Va-Jak)... ..

2
3

5
6
7
8
9

2
6
5
8
..

*AII the Way (Maraville),...
...
fAtthe Hop (SMV).s
*Liechtensteiner Polka (Burl;)....
* Around- the World (Young)...!.
♦Witchcraft (Morris).,.
.....:.

9
6
..
..
8

’

1
-5
6

7

4
3
5
”2

3. AT THE HOP (5)

5. OH JULIE (1)
6;

DON’T (1) .....

7. WITCHCRAFT (1)
8.

p
O
I
N
T
S
=■
98
77

-gs
69

60

But when Doherty, visiting Mur34
Phy in Frisco the following week
~3Q
about publicity for the concert,
—learned Murphy wasn’t under con25
tract.
17
17

--r
_ii
9

'♦♦♦♦

McGuire Sisters ...,
Silhouettes ..,.. .Ember
Danny Sc Juniors ...,. .ABC-Par
Billy Vaughn ........ ......Dot
Crescendos .......... ... .Nasco
.. Elvis Presley ........ ..., Victor
Frank Sinatra ....... ,.. Capitol
^ Perry Como. ... .Victor
Pat Boone .......... ......Dot
Moe Koffman ...... . ..Jubilee

2. GET A JOB (3)

CATCH A FALLING STAR (1)

10. SWINGING SHEPHERD BLUES (1)

San Francisco, Feb. 18.
A pair of Santa Clara U, stud*
ents caught dee jay-promoter Char¬
ley Stern with his flank exposed,
last week and immediately cut him
out of the profits of a promotion.
; Stern sold Dave Rudolph and
Don Doherty, students at the University 50 miles south of Frisco,
Turk Murphy’s seven-man band,
Earl (Fatha) Hines’ Trio and
singer Barbara Dane for a “jazz
concert,” Stern’s price was $600
against 60% of the gate. He assured the students he had Murphy,
Hines arid Dane under contract for
the gig.

38

JSS5S5L.10 Best Sellers on Coin Machinesn

9. IT’S TOO SOON TO KNOW (2)
1
>
;
!

1
3
7
2

»Magic Moments (Famous)4
^Fascination (Southern).;..........
fShepherd Bines (B-Kahl),:......
*Chances Are (Korwin)..
»TiM(ChappeU)......
*Pretend Don’t See (Meadow)-

4* SAIL ALONG SILVERY MOON <4>
!
■
■;
'

I J I

- »April Love (Feist)r
.. 10
*Catch a Falling Star (Marvin. ,
T '

lT SUGARTIME (5)
;
:

I A

5
«
'fe ~.

..

1
2

10
14
11A 9
11B 13 •
13
..:
14
..
15

How to Play Jazz
Close to the Vest
T The College Way
‘S
»
L

National
Rating

Disk Piracy

their tax-per-machiqe boosted from
50c monthly to an even buck. It's
believed, also, that he was the
pivotal figure in setting up a curi¬
ous contract with Local 134, International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers.
Fred Tom (Jukebox)
Smith, local’s business agent, got
the association to sign a, contract
requiring coin-machines to have a
union sticker. Under the contract,
service workers are required to be
Local 134 members, but the Trib
says it was told by some operators
their workers aren’t unionized.
Local 134 business, manager Thomas Murray, who said he was unaware of the Organizing of the coinmachines, termed the contract
“very unusual.”
Three-Way Probe.
• Arrest of Eglise uncovered depth
of hoodlum penetration- into the
local jukebox industry', which cur¬
rently is under scrutiny by Fed¬
eral, state and local authorities^
The Trib said it was told by some
juke ops that they “went along”
and bought supplies from Eglise
“when they saw that . profitable
jukebox locations were lost by op¬
erators” who "refused to deal with
him. State’s Atty. Benjamin Adamowski said the ops had been
“muscled” to buy from Eglise who,
he added, “was attempting to take
over the distribution to more than
8,500 Chicago operators.”

PSnmfr

[—

Chicago, Feb. 18.
Annual sales meeting of Mercury
Records will be a three-city, threeday affair aimed at saving tilne and
coin.
Company
powwows
are
skedded for Feb. 21, 22, 23 in N, Y.,
Chi. and L. A., respectively, with
prexy Irving B. Green presiding in
each town.
It’s understood that major points
to be covered are a sales incentive*
plan and the possible integration
of sales staff with promotion de¬
partment. Discussion is also ex¬
pected on the diskery’s future ad¬
vertising projects. Mercury account
recently went to the Chi ad shop of
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, with an
announced 1958 budget of around
$409,000.
Other Mercury eXecs at the meet¬
ing will be v.p.-comptroller Irwin
H. Steinberg, a&r veepee Art Talmadge . arid promo-ad director
Kenneth Myers.

Lj; Continued - from page 43
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Second Group
MAGIC MOMENTS
..

THE STROLL
YOU ARE MY DESTINY
I BEG OF YOU
SHORT SHORTS
PEGGY SUE
2 6 MILE S
SWEET LITTLE 16
RAUNCHY

______

...... . . .

ARE YOU "SINCERE

Perry Como ..,.. Victor
, Mercury
Diamonds
Paul Anka
. .ABC-Par
... .Victor
Elvis Presley
Royal Teens ........ ABC-Par
.Coral
Buddy Holly
Four Preps
....... ...Capitol
.. Chess
Chuck Berry
.. Phillips
fBill Justis ...
. . -{ Billy Vaughan .. .......Dot
[Ernie Freeman ....... .Imperial
Andy Williams ......,. Cadence
..

[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 101

THE GIFTI
OF LOVE
*★* ★ *

Album Reviews
s;' Continued from page 44 =
nental chariteuse who doesn’t strive
for dramatic effects, but gets the
desired effect out of her lucid-han¬
dling of the material, nl this pack¬
age, she delivers a set of Gallic
standards, including “La Vie Eri
Rbse,” “Parle moi d’amour,” “Dom¬
ino.” An instrumental trio , backs

★ ★★★★★★★★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★★★★ ★ A

4c

>♦*

4* *

Playboy Award Winner

*

1 GERRY MULLIGAN!
*

QUARTETTE

*

*

Just Concluded BAKER'S KEYBOARD, Detroit

$

X

Currently BLUE NQTE, Chicago

J

J

Outstanding* Modern Recording Artist

%

jj—ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION*!
I
I
I
I
I

Student
discovered
Murphy’s
band was to get $235 for the date,
found Hines expected to go on at
8 P'm- in order to be back in
Frisco to start work at the Hangover Club 90 minutes later. . Student added up the figures, found
Stern inevitably would get at least.
$125 profit, with Santa Clara doing
all the promotion.
So Doherty contracted for Mur¬
phy’s band directly, got in touch
with Hines and learned Hines
couldn’t make the show and con¬
tracted ditectly with Miss Dane.
A couple of nights before the
show, Sterp got in touch with the
students and offered them Mur¬
phy’s band and Miss Dane for $400.
The students nixed this and added
that they considered ftieir contract
with Stern Void because of “an ariticipatory breach”—that is, they
knew Hines wouldn't make the
date. Result was that the concert,
scaled at $1.50, went on with Mur¬
phy’s band for $235, Miss Dane for
$50 arid the Kingston Trio, up from
Los Angeles, for $209—total of
$485.

JOE GLASER, Pres.
745 Fifth Avt. 113 N. Wabath Avr
447 Lincoln Rtf.
Now York 12. N.Y.
Chicago, lit
Miami
, Fla.
Phonot
Phono:
Phono:
PLaxaf-44M
CEntral 4-9451
JEfftrsonM3M

I
lilt Sunset Blvd.
H'wood 44, Calif.
Phono:
OLympia 2-994#

I
I
I
I

up capably and is spotlighted on
several instrumental numbers.
“Hi-Fi Drums” (Capitol). Seven
top drummers are. let go in this
entry mid, although this concentra¬
tion of percussive effects may
prove to be too much for sensitive
ears, it adds up to . a useful an¬
thology of contemporary skinbeaters. Buddy Rich’s pyrotechnic dis¬
play oh the title song, backed by
Woody Herman's band, may be
worth the price Of admission alone.
There are also some superb drum¬
ming displays by Louis Bellson,
Chuck ^Flores, Dave Black, Alvin
Stoller/ Stan Levey and Iry Cottier.
Levey, Cottier and Stoller join up
in one long number for some triple
tympany of effects.
Other orchs
heard in this set behind the drum¬
mers are Billy May’s, Duke Elling^
ton’s and an oil-star combo.
Art
Tatuin-Buddy
DeFranco
Quartet (Verve); The late Art Ta¬
tum, a jazz keyboard, virtuoso, and
Buddy DeFranco, a brilliant clari¬
netist, whipped up some nifty
sounds while working together. In
this disk folio Tatum drives through
long solos on eight standards,
closely pursued by DeFranco and
Callender, bassist, and Bill Douglas,
on drums. A fine posthumous trib¬
ute to. Tatum.
Leon Merian: *The Magic Horn”
(Decca). Leon Merian, a trumpeter

with a lush, highly commercial
quality not unlike that of Harry
James’, gets a full showcasing in
this instrumental collection. Merian
has a full, warm sound and a load
of technique that be shows on such
numbers, as the title song, “Harlem
Nocturne,” “Someone to Watch
Over Me,” “When You Wish Upon
a Star” and other ballads.'
“The Immortal Hank Williams”
(MGM), The late Hank Williams,
the talented country singer and
composer who died several years
ago at the age of 30, recorded a.
vast catalog of his own tunes which
MGM has been releasing gradually.
Williams was an authentic hillbilly
singer, who was able to gather nip
folktune eleriients into direct and
honest expressions of sentiment.
Camarata: “Summer” . (Disney¬
land). In the dead of winter, this
music to wish for summer by
should draw hefty response. Camarata, with a large stringed orch, !
evokes that hot weather mood with
an appropriate sorigalog including
“Summertime,”. “Heat . Wave,”
"Stars Fell on Alabama,” “Slimmer •
Love,” “Softly As in a Morning
Sunrise,” “The Night Is Young/’ etc.
The Music Maestros: “Time for
Dancing" (Brunswick). As the title
puts it, this is strictly for dancers.
The tempos are. easy and clear;
the arrangements are of the society
band type; and the. book includes
some three dozen varied standards,
including dixieland polka, waltz
and foxtrot rhythms. This combo
is under the triple baton of Monte
Freed, Lester (Buster) Braun and
Jack Waltzer,
Hem.

Weiss Back to Paris
Bobby Weiss, chief of the In¬
ternational division of Edwin H.
■Morris Music’s operation, planes
back tonight (Wed.) to his Paris
headquarters following powwows
with Buddy Morris in N. Y. Weiss
is planning a quick trek around
the Continent later this month to
pick up new material.

DEAN
JONES
ME! PLEASE
ME
ond

MEET ME IN
THE STUDY HALL
K 12620

PRECIOUS
friM WaroerBris. Tndictiia
“NARJOftlE WnNIMSTJIR”
mUESMIli
B« Victor
IMS MY
, Columbia
THE JBINSTOM NOS. LoMoi
others to follow

ftiStiEfr
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TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tuiies listed hereunder is
arrived at tinder a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks, and retail sheet music).
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week.

TALENT
ARTIST AND LABEL

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)

.Youf

SILHOUETTES (Ember)
PERRY COMO (Victor)

Get A Jobf
.(Catch A FalUng .star*
(Magic Moments*
BILLY
.{Sail Along Silvery Moorif
BILLY VAUGHN
VAUGHN (Dot)
(Dot)
•
(Raunchy f
DANNY & JUNIORS (ABC-Par)
At The Hopf
McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral) .....v,.. Sugartimef
ROYAL TEENS (ABC-Par)
Short Shortsf
CRESCENDOS (Nasco)
Oh Juliet
You Are. My Destiny!
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par)
The Sirollf
DIAMONDS (Mercury).
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

TUNES
TUNE

PUBLISHER

♦SAIL ALONG SILVERY MOON
Joy
♦CATCH A FALLING STAR .. ..
Marvin
tSUGARTIME
Nor-Va-Jak
fGET A JOB ..,..-.....,.,.....
Ulysses-Bagby
fAT THE HOP
--...........--.S-Sealark
* APRIL LOVE—“April Love”-F
Feist
fSHORT SHORTS
Admiration
fOH JULIE .....
Excellor
fDON’T
Presley
fl BEG OF YOU ,... ..
Presley
(*ASCAP |BMI F-Films)

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
Continued from pa;e (4 ssSSSSSSSSS

Captain” score, is .a pleasing classy
ballad, also wih pop cflances.
Tracey Twins <E a s t Wes t):
“HEARTBREAK HILL” (ReserveProgressive.!), & teer^jerking rock*
ing ballad, is marked by a highly
commercial vocal'and. an unusual
soprano sax background. Could be
BABY” (Westportf) also has an
offbeat sound that could put. it
over.
Champ Butier, (Keen): “HEART—
■

Smash Hit! I

PERRY COMO’S
MAGIC
MOMENTS
RCAV^.TOP

|

FAMOUS MUSiC CORPORATION

From SWEDEN. . , the CAPTIVATING

SWEDISH
POLKA
RON GOODWIN
or CAPITOL
GENE WISNIEWSKI
or DANA
anifdin .

2

MILLS jMUSlC. Inc*

1

BREAK CANNONBALL” (Meridan), a blues ballad, is delivered
wi'th a dramatic flourish by Champ
BUtier> But it’s outside of the curr
frcn/ic
‘'lwrccTccTDDT
rent pop trends.^ MISSISSIPPI
MUD’ (Shapiro-Bernstein*), the
oldie, is sriappily vocalled with an
oldfashioned flavor.
.
«-vrAn
Farrell (Date).
YEAH
YEAH” (T.J.t), a swinging rhythm
tune with a lyric that doesn’t go
much beyond the title, is handled
niftily by Billy Farrell, a. singer
who was rocking long before that
idiom became popular. “SOME¬
DAY” (Duchesst) is a! good ballad
that, gives Farrell more of a chance
to vocalize.
.
Tony Martin. (RCA Victor):
“GIGI” (Lowal*), title song of the
MGM pic which has been stacking
up a lot of disk versions, gets an¬
other classy slice by Tony Martin
who does an all-out selling job on
this one; “NOCHE DE AMOR”
(Alta*) is a lush Latin-styled bal¬
lad, also belted all the way home.
The Dusters (ABC-Paramount) :
“COOLATION” (Salemt) is' a.rock¬
ing instrumental with a strong
repetitive melodic. phrase which
the kids seem to he going for these
days; “PRETTY GIRL” (Pamcot)
Is routine r’n’ r stuff.
Rock Murphy (Verve): MGIT
WITH IT” (Vivid*) is jn hardhitting
instrumental With a guitar lead
arid a rocking beat. “THE GAY
EVENING” (Vivid*) is a less strik¬
ing slice<
Donnie Elbert (King): “PEEK-ABOO”' (Instantt) is a kriockdowri .
rocking tune projected with all
the bluesy gimmicks by this song¬
stress. “MY CONFESSION OF
LOVE’* (Men-Lot) is a fair slow
ballad.
* ;,

into St. Louis’ Congress Hotel Fed.
New York
19 for 11 days .. . A couple of oneRobbins Music (Big Three firm) weekers inked for Gene Kropas
has acquired U. S. rights to “Nel quartet—May 7 at the K.C, Orchid
j Blu Dupinto Di Blu,” No. 1 prize- and June 2 at the Embers in Ft.
I winner at recent “Festival of Wayne ... Dorothy Donegan and
i Italian Songs” at San Remo, Italy her trio. start April 7 on a two!.
.. Jubilee Records cutting ah framer at McCurdy Hotel, Evans¬
on - the - spot alhurii with Della ville, Ind, Pianist also has a fort¬
Reese during her current stand night slated at Ft. Wayne’s Embers
Kelly’s, Ghicdgo . . . Bill Hayes starting April 21, followed by a
set to appear in Allied Artists' two-week turn at the St. Louis
“Rock and Sock” ... Neal Hefti Congress . . . Hal Otis, who used
to do some c o m m e r c ial s for to baton for. society terping at
Yeung & Rubicam . . .. Publisher Chi’s Sheraton-Blackstone, has a
Jerry Lynn to Europe and the quartet current at the Flame,
I Midde East this month for a series Duluth .
, Dukes of Dixieland,
’ of publishing and recording hud- who . first made it in Chi at the
; dies : . . Tommy Fredericks & The Preview, launch a four-weeker at
J Hi Notes, Carlton diskers, hack in the Blue Note June 4. They played
- Gotham after a Boston plugging a week there recently by. way of
'tour for “Prince of Players.”
adjusting to the jazz flagship . . ♦
. A1 Hibbler cancelled his March Lurlean Hunter and Buddy Greco
; 23 date at Birdland to take off on l auartet are back , in Chi at the
a European concert tour . . . [Brass Rail, through March 12 . . .
Hughie Barrett, pianist, and the A1 [.After his Kansas*' City date. Gene
Lozito Trio currently at the Sea j Krupa sets up at Chi’s" Blue Note
Crest, Hollywood,. Fla. . ; Juggy for a pair. The Note also gets
Gayles, Carlton field manager, on j George Shearing April 23 . . , Cin¬
| a plugging trip through the south dy & Lindy inked for two rounds
and midwest.. .. Bernie Nierow
the Ft. Wayne Embers, kicking
I opens at the Embers March 3 . . . at
off March 17 ... Slim GaiUard
j Jcri Southern cut two songs from added to the Chi Cloister Inn bill
|; “Oh: Captain!”—“Life Does A G:rl which also' has the Eddie Higgins
i A Favor” and “We’re Not Chil¬ Trio and Kim Karter
dren,” for her first Roulette pop
j single date . . . David Rose guests
- on CBSrTV’s “ ig Record” tonight
San Francisco
' (Wed.) . . . The Four Voices, Col¬
Johnny Mathis plays an after-?
umbia diskers; at the Club Safari,
College Point, L. I., (21-22).
i noon show next Sunday 123) at the
.! U. of Cal. gym at Brkeley and an
evenirig show, same day at the Ber¬
Hollywood
Community Theatre. June
I Ken Tobey, star of the “Whifly-. keley
birds” vidpix. series, has waxed Christy, Cal Tjader, The Lancers
arid
Claude
Gordon’s band on the
“Music From Above” for the Hi-Fi
bill . . Anson Weeks’ Fan¬
label . . . Producer Robert E. Kent same
has penned words and music for tasy album has gone over the 7,000
his Warners’ release, “Badman’s mark in Frisco . . . Peter Rabbit at
Country.” . . . Dorothy Shay will Fack’s P. . Modern Jazz Qnartet
booked, into the Blackhawk for
wax an LP for Imperial Records April
— Scribe Ralph Gleason’s
entitled “Songs For Stouthearted
Men’’ ..... . John Elliott and Jack reported, incidentally, that John
Meakin Will pen music for UPA’s. Lewis was rumored leaving the
“Ham and Hattie” cartoon for Col¬ quartet and that Billy Taylor and
umbia release . ; . Dwayne Hick¬ Mary LoU Williams have been con¬
man cuts his initial sides for ABC- tacted to take over the group’s
piano.
Paramount Records this week .
Chris Heman will record “Songs
For'Honey mooners” for the Verve
label . . . Stan Jones will wax the
With Denise Lor current, Statlertheme music from C. V. Whitney’s
“Missouri Traveler’- for Disney¬ Hiltori has Davis & Reese succeed¬
land Records . . . Earl Grant Quarv ing Feb. 20, Earl WrightsoiT Sc Lois
tet on a one-month dee jay tour to Hunt set for March 6, Three Suns
plug latest Decca LP, “The Ver- in March 20, Jackie Miles inked for
an April 3 opening, followed by
. satile Earl Grant”
Senor Wences on April 17, Jose
Greco dated for May 1, Carol
Chicago
Channing due May 29 and Marie
Oscar Peterson Trio set for Chi’s MacDonald following June .12 . . .
London House for four Weeks, Chavela bowed Feb. 15 for a fort¬
opening June 11 . . . Teddy Wilson night at the Tree Club . . .
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Autry’s Havana Rodeo

Puzzler in Quebec’s 2 A.M. Curfew
United States, and. maintains small
house bands in both rooms.
Ottawa, Feb. 18.
Area’s two larger niteries are
While Montreal nitery bonifaces closed for the snow months but
clamor angrily at an enforced 2 were expecting to reopefi in late
March of eafly April. Like the
a.m. closing law, their counter¬ people still doing^business, man¬
parts in Hull, Que., spots are blist¬
ering the wallpaper at the same, agements of the Chaudiere and
law but with sharper and more Gatineau clubs” have their fingers
painful teeth. By some legal jug¬ crossed in the expectation that a
gling. the Quebec Province law; provincial law that blasts business
that closes Montreal clubs at 2 ’ and might well shutter the places
a.in. shutters other Quebec clubs» permanently just can’t last long.
at 1 a.m., but the curfew in Hull i Quebec Hotel Owners. Assn, is
to try to find a solution,
is midnight,
j huddling
to the . problem that could possibly
Kb explanation of the apparent ; deprive this and other districts of
discrepancy has come and the club ! clubs,
niteries,
lounges
and
and dancery operators in Hull are danceries.
V
bewildered. Previous closing time
-was 2 a.m. and, operators claim,
biggest biz was between midnight
and 2, not only at the bar but for
checkrooms, eateries
(whether
their, own or across the street),
taxis, others. One immedaite re¬
Dallas, Feb, 18.
sult w*as the dismissal of 25 staffers
A district court jury last week
(barmen, waiters, others) at Stand- convicted Candy Barr of possessing
ishall and Chez Henri Hotels.
narcotics illegally and set the pen¬
Also hit hard; by the.curfew is alty for the stripper, at 15 years in
Henri Moreaultf operator of the prison. She displayed no emotion
Circus Lounge and downstairs as the verdict was delivered.
The night club , stripper tried un¬
Grill in the Ottawa House. . Both
rooms fun three shows nightly. successfully to make a last-minute
appeal
in her own behalf shortly
Problem now is getting three
shows over before midnight. Prob¬ before the jury received, the case.
She
remained
in jail as her at¬
lem also is attracting pre-midnight
business, most of it from Ottawa. torneys prepared a motion for a
“How,” Moreault asked a reporter, new trial.
Charged and. tried under her real
“can anyone in this business make
money with a midnight dosing name of .Mrs. Juanita Dale Phillips,
time? It’s impossible/’ Moreault she called the verdict “ridiculous"
books acts on a weekly or two- and added,, “my spirit is not
week basis; 99% of them from the broken/’
By PAUL GORMLEY

CANDY BARR’S 15-YR.
RAP FOR NARCOTICS
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Fast With Crack, Sow at Track,
Joe Frisco Dies on Coast at 68

Gene Autry -With World’s. Cham¬
pionship Rodeo has signed for a
10-day stand at the Sports Palace,
Havana, starting Feb. 28,
Autry. wound up 10-day session
on Saturday (15) at the San An¬ .. Joe Frisco, the stuttering c&mic.-f-—:—r-*—-—“—-—:—-—!—
tonio Livestock Show. Included
$1,000 weekly. However, there
in that layout were Gail Davis
tpHlbfn
were niteryoperators on 52d St.
(Anrtie Oakley), Foy Willing and
^„
ctrpa)r
who
got him to work Ymnf
free, merely
Riders of the Purple Sage.
been. on tne longest losing. strcdK t .tAffin
.nvnno in .hnu, hl» llP ^ PlaCUlg* battle m front Of him
vis-a-vis anyone
in show biz, he ■ ; r, .^ .-i- - ■
„ •
,ir;f at the bar, and having him make
was the acknowledged king of. wit w.:«,
wit-fhr the-erpater amiiw.
of the horserooms. In his latterday
J™
vaude appearances, he did a rou- m
reDutaUon as^a' storyteller
£» of
wa? simte to that of Dorothy
; Viewers wM ribSSMlaS
ground generally didn’t dig the st°nes couldn t be published in the
idiom
e
J
s columns or elsewhere, they got a
Toronto, Feb. l!p.
1
J ■ L.
, printed airing by being “hung” on
Frisco, who died. Sunday (16) at Frisco, just as other types of yearns
For impersonating an agentland
the
le Motion Picture Country House were attributed to-Miss Parker,
defrauding a client of $640, - Ed and
Hospital, Hollywood; had
id .Hospital,
His initial forays in yaude were
James was sentericed in Magis¬ earned as much as $50,000 a year, under the billing of Frisco, a jazz
trates Court here to,four years in but like most horseplayers was dancer; He later worked in an
act called Frisco & His Jazz Band,
Kingston Penitentiary.
Former virtually penniless to the; end.
There was one instance ini which' and at one time as a. comedy and
broker’s- clerk had passed himself it was reported that Frisco' was dance twin billed “Frisco with Mcoff as the real Ed James, Holly¬ seen entering a Chicago horsepar- Dermott & Cox.” It was while
wood-based original Writer of the lor with a Bible. He told a friend working in this act that he
“Father Know;s Best’’ radio series. that if, he liked it there he would branched out: as a comedy, talker,
The myth led to a job.in the press stay over, Sunday. In another story, There was also a period When the'
information bureau of the Ca¬ he Was supposed to have gone out apt Was known as Frisco & Co., a
nadian Broadcasting Corp., with With eating money to buy a,chicken troupe of five. At the Palace, N.Y.,
contacts gained there permitting plus other foodstuffs. He stopped in 1926, he introduced a new .kind'
the. Toronto-born Ed James, 27, to in .at the bookie’s on the way to the of dance which stopped the house,
branch out as a theatrical agent, supermarket. When he returned to It was a “Jewish Charleston/’ ’
A few days before his death;
with posh , headquarters in the his diggings, he was asked, “Where’s
the chicken?” “It CK>c-c>came Jn Frisco was voted an honorary memnew Westbufy Hotel.
As first advance In “furthering f-f-fifth at Santa Anita, fk'isco bwship by the American Guild of
Variety Artists, and there had,
her career/’ Phyllis Marshall, sing¬ sputtered.
er, testified that, 6n Dec, 26, . With another foray at the track, been several testimonials in nis
James had thrown a party foe her he heaved a sigh of relief at break- behalfon. the Coast:
•----■ ■ -*
in the King Edward Hotel here ing even “and d-d-did I need the
KT .
,
.
and billed her for $640 which she money.” One time, he boasted of n. ,
paid after receiving an itemized a fine day at the track. “I got a , Kicky Nelson S Tex. Date
Dallas, Feb. 18.
receipt from James. She was later ride home.”
billed by the hotel for .the amount
Frisco broke into show business
Ricky Nelson will. * headline a
Which James said he had paid.
as a dancer in . Chicago where he pops and rock ’n’ roll show March
worked for coins pitched at him. 15 at State Fair Music Hall. GorHe developed a distinct style of don -McLendon, prexy of KLIF,
dancing to “Darktown Strutters is sponsoring and will add other
Ball” along with his name which acts.
he adopted. He was born Louis W.
Station previously had Cotton
Joseph in Iowa. He came to New Bowl appearances by Elvis PresYork:in 1917 . and was a hit in the ley (1956) and Pat Boone (1957),
during the annual Texas: State
top spots. He worked in the “Zieg- durir
feld Follies” and at the Palace. He Fair,
also worked Loew’s State, among
other theatres and -cafes in New
York.
ii'THE COMEDIAN’’
There was one period in Frisco’s
The Only Real Monthly
career in Which he abstained from
pPROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE
work, because he couldn’t get his
the
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST
established salary which he claimed

Ed Janies (‘Father Knows
Rest’) Slapped in Jail

'Vivacious!" "Versatile!"
"Personality!"

TONI
CARROLL
MGM RECORDING Artist

BRITISH AGENTS CROWD
N.Y.FORTALENT PROWL
British talent buyers are making
the annual visit to the -U. S; to
look over availabilities. Ip New
York at this time are producer
Jack Hylton, Al Bumett, operator
of the Stork Club; London, and
agent Lew Grade, of the Lew &
Leslie Grade Agency in that city.
Harry Morris, operator of the
Colony Club, London, returned to
England last week after a brief
visit in New York,
Grade, in. addition: to looking
j over availabilities in the variety
| field is seeking, properties for
I British commercial television.

"FILM SINGING BEAUTY
WOWS REVERE CLUB"
George Cjorko, Boston Daily Record
“There’s i black haired beauty, who really
Bings up a storm at the Frolics. Hot from
Hollywood where she was in *The French..
Line, with Jane Russell, and “The Merry
Widow’ with Lana Turner. Best description
of her work is that she is a non sepia Lena.
Horne; She’s tall, slim and terrific/*
Uariett
Le Cc&aret, Toronto
“After eight weeks with George Jessel in
'Showtime’ TONI CARROLL breaking In
new song act: with Jonathan Lucas staging.
Mfts Carroll supplies warbling, good looks,
the chassis and Insh Wardrobe. Brings lady
like class, to. her singing and sounds good

M.-. Clifton . Maxwell has been
named to. succeed Francis B. Deed¬
ing as director of public properties
at Houston. The post includes man¬
agement of the Sam Houston Col¬
iseum and allied facilities.

.*1

Now In Its 90th Issue* 'containing
stories* ” one-liners* poemettes* song
titles* hecklers* audience stuff, mono¬
logs, parodies, double gags, bits.
Ideas, Intros* Impressions- -and im¬
personations, political, interruptions.
Thoughts of -the'-: Day, . Humorous
Views of the. News, etc. .$15 yearly.
3. Yrs. $35—Single Issues $2
RATES GO UP MARCH FIRST
Hurryl No C.O.D.'

BILLY GLASON
R00 W. 54 St.; New York 19

JENNY
COLLINS
Currently

HILTON ISTANBUL
Completed
10 Weoks, CIRO'S. Earls

USstitiTr

Ottawa House, Hull, Que.
“Toni Carroll’s chirping Is 'nicely con¬
structed, and ao is she. Canary’s songalog
solidly prodneefd, tune by tone, for strongest
impact, strictly commercial and customers
bay it. Has clicko pipes but could sell her
stanza on scenic value alone.”
Conn.

^

DAVID C. SIMONSON
Mt Kisco Westport County
“Last but not least. one of the most statu¬
esque singers we have. seen. Physically, she
out Mansfields Mansfield!”

Current: NIGHT CLUB ACT, Staged by JONATHAN LUCAS
Future Engagements

COLONY CLUB, London, Eng.
BEVERLY HILLS COUNTRY CLUB, Newport. Ky.
•
Management: v

AGNETA AGENCY
Americas Building, 1270 Sixth AV#.,
Radio City 20, New York;

DAY, DAWN and DUSK
Currently:

HACIENDA HOTEL
*

US VEGAS
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OK of 20G Award
4-Day Board Meet

Signpost
Last week’s House Reviews
Variety took in three vauderies-^all foreign.
Not one
new U.
viewed;

S. vaudery was re¬

The foreign, music halls
given critical attention by
Variety global correspondents
were the Bobinoi Paris; Em¬
pire, Glasgow; Opera, San¬
tiago.

The Roxy Theatre is bowing out-**
of stageshows following the cur¬
rent run of the present bill with
"Farewell to Arms” topping. The
Irving Siders, a ve.epee of the
New YOrk house will close for in¬
stallation of the Cinemiracle Gale Agency, resigned last week to
screen, which will fake up the en¬ be Vaughn Monroe’s: personal man- i
tire front of the stage, and thus ager and to. sign talent for the Bar¬
preclude the possibility of any clay label. Monroe will continue to
form of stage, entertainment. be booked by General Artists Gorp.
Opening date for the new process Monroe was handled for many :
hasn’t been set.
The first film years by Willard Alexander.
tinder the new: process will be . Siders has been with the Gale
office for about three years. Prior
"Windjammer.”
to that was with the Shaw agency
The Roxy, since resumption, of and had worked as an indie for a
stageshows about two years ago, time. Presently agency prexy Tim
had been on an icesbow policy.. Gale has no plans for filling Slder’s .
This policy was expanded under I spot.
Robert C. Rothafel to include
Vancouver, Feb. 18.
largescale icers.' At one time
One price, four-a-day vaude re¬
Sonja Henie headlined there:
turns to Vancouver when the newElimination of the stage fare at
titled Majestic Theatre, 1,300?,.
the Roxy leaves only the Radio
seater, opens early in March.”
Isy Walters, who turned his
City Music Hail in midtown New
Cave nitery over to Richard Wal¬
York as the sole stageshow exhi¬
ters, bis; son, last fall, will co-bonibition spot. In Manhattan, the
face Vancouver’s new vaudery with
only other house is the Apollo.
Charlie Nelson, headman of Man¬
The Roxy , at One time was One
darin Gardens cabaTet and long¬
of the most important showcases
time film exhib.
in New York. When A. J. Balaban
.. Majestic was a Pantages house
was managing director and booker
in 1911, was later the Beacon The¬
was Sammy Rauch, it spent as
^
Houston, Feb. 18.
atre,: and latterly the Hastings
much as $25,000 weekly on talent.
The biggest liquor raid ever or¬
The late Grace Moore, Carmen ganized by the Texas Liquor Con¬ Odeori film situation until pen¬
cilled out early last year. The¬
Miranda, Jack Benny (who got
Board swept into 25 privateries atre’s inside facilities were com¬
$40,000 with overages), Abbott & trol
here last week (14). Thousands of pletely
refurbished three years
Costello at their height, and Others : booze
bottles were confiscated, ops ago, to the. tune, said Nelson, of
headlined there.
arid employees were carted off to some $227,000 spent by Odeon cir¬
Roxy stageshows were cut out the
hoosegow, and the. entire after- cuit, ..features 19 dressing rooms,
completely when “The Robe” in
fraternity was given
bad new plumbing, plus full vaude-Iegit
the Cinemascope process was dark
case
of the jitters.
staging facilities.
shown, and was revived some time
When the smoke had cleared,
“We’re open for road : shows,
later as.a general aid to business..
police blotter showed fir had stage bands, variety acts and all
The Roxy may run another film the
been. arrested, each held on $400 road attractions,” Walters said.
following “Arms” and close 4Pril bond.
Bonifaces- were charged “We-re also going in for volume
13. However, in the event that
doesn’t occur, and- theatre shutters with operating Open saloons, the trade. One price—50c till 6 p.m„
employees
with assisting them.
60c after that”
on the original date, “Wind jam
Vaudery Will operate from 2 p.m.
mer” will open April 8, two days, . Woody Mints, local Liquor Con¬
trol
Board
chief,
said
the
laxness
to 5 a.m., with stageshows at 3:30,
after its preem at the Chinese
of privatery owners brought on the 7:30,10 and 2:30, and will use a
Theatre in Hollywood.
Because of projection problems, raid. “Our investigators have line of eight, later 16.
the Roxy will lose approximately been visiting these clubs for over . Reentry of vaude is well-timed
half its 6;000 seats. since the mez¬ a month. They made note of all in this area.- Centenary activities
zanine and balcony will be elimi¬ the places in which they could buy are expected to jam the town with
nated and the booth installed in mixed drinks without having mem¬ tourists, with consequent bonanza
that area. It’s a hard-ticket show, bership cards. We took our time for wicket: trade in all aspects of
(Continued on page 54)
j local show-biz.
of course.

Siders PM for Monroe

Even Raids Come
Giant^Size in Tex.;
25 Privateries Hit

FRANKIE
VAUGHAN

51

►

Borge’s 9GtoU. of Conn.
The U. of Connecticut scholar¬
ship fund was given nearly $9,000,
the entire receipts of a Victor
Borge Concert at the university’s
auditorium in Storrs last Thurs¬
day ;(13). House was sold out two
weeks in advance of the date, and
space on the stage and standing
room were sold on the night of the
concert. Gross was a new high for
the auditorium.
Borge, a resident of Southbury
in that state, donated his fee to
the scholarship fund.

Make It on Own
The soon-to-be-opened HiltonHavana will have a unique setup
insofar as the operation of the nitery and casino is concerned. It will
be the first hotel in Havana in
which the- nitery arid the casino
•will be completely divorced. The
casino will be an entity separate
and apart from the hotel,'dining
room arid cafe. The Cuban syndi¬
cate; paying $1,000,000 annually
for the gaming privilege in that
inn, will have nothing to do with
subsidizing the. entertainment, or
with paying any of the cost , of the
hotel operation.
Just how this will work out is
hard to determine at this point.
At this time, When casino and hotel
operation in the boom Cuban town
is at its competitive height, cafe
names are being used to lure the
players and any deficits in the nit¬
ery rooms are borne by the greenfelts. However, this will not be the
case at the Hilton.
The entertainment being planned
(Continued on page 52).
y

By JOE COHEN
The national board of the Amer¬
ican Guild of Variety Artists in its
four-day meeting at the Hotel New
Yorker, N. Y„ which ended in the
small hours of Saturday (15) morn¬
ing, exonerated itself for having
voted permission to the union’s na¬
tional administrator, Jackie Bright,
to use the AGVA treasury to pay
off a personal $20,000 libel award.
To. a demand by board member
Russell Swann that Bright be oust¬
ed for “deception” and “Gestapo
tactics,” the board voted an exon¬
eration and complete whitewash of
the episode, in a vote of confidence
for the national administrative sec¬
retary.
How the voting would go was
evident very early in the meeting
when president Georgie Price, sug¬
gested that those members who had
participated in benefits of the un¬
ion’s sick and relief fund abstain
from voting on AGVA fiscal mat¬
ters: The proposal was howled
down with! bitter comment by many
members from the floor. Some ap¬
parently felt that if such a measure
were adopted .there wouldn’t be a
quorum left to vote on any mat¬
ter involving the union’s tuasury.
Actually there were very few leg¬
islative accomplishments at this
meeting, primarily because of the
confab’s modus operand! which per¬
mitted Bright to utilize the bulk
of the four-day meeting for his re¬
port. Under the parliamentary pro¬
cedure adopted, Bright’s report
couldn’t be interrupted with ques¬
tions from the floor or for com¬
ment However, under Bright’s re¬
ports, came other reports of
branch managers,, and officers.
Bright finished his report on the
final day, which left little time for
discussion. By that time it was too
late for a thorough analysis.
. See ’One-Man* Unionism
- However, It was evident that
Bright had steered AGVA into
what many members fear-one-man
unionism. At the outset of his re¬
port he said, “Make no mistake—I
(Continued on page 54)

all time box office
record breaker at
London’s famous
PALACE THEATRE !
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Steele’s Palladium if’;
Liberace Ducats on Aussie Date
Wants More Ulan $5,000
To Hit Record $11 Top, Plus Tux
y ERIC GORRICK

*

Sydney, Feb. 18.
Lee Gordon ex-GI who runs the
Stadium loop here, is moving Into
the ritzy theatre zone in a bid for
a run with Liberace at the 3,000-..
seat Trocadero, plush dancehall,
Feb. 27, with a top scaled at $11
and formal dress (tux or white tie
and tails). Pianist will give around
10 concerts in this key. with Mel¬
bourne and other Aussie centres
to follow.
Understood that Gordon figured
Liberace carries “too much class”
to spot in the local Stadium with
its seating capacity of 13.000, lo¬
cated in a not-so-funnv section of
this city.
Gordon has gotten
plenty here ■ though with toppers
like Johnnie Ray, Nat King Cole,
Louis Armstrong, and rock ’n’
roll. Bob Hope called the Stadium
“Texas With the roof on” when hie
played it.
Local showmen are anxious to
see just how Gordon will make out
in the swank mid town sector at an
11-smackers top on his initial bid
with' Liberace, who is reported
taking out the highest coin ever
paid a solo act here.
Gordon hit the b.o. jackpot again
Jan. 30 at the Stadium with Pant
Anka, Jerry Lee Lewis, the
Crickets, Buddy Holly, and Jodie
Sands.
Show, smartly paced and easily
one of the best setups yet import¬
ed by ' Gordon, pulled around
20.000 on the initial twice-nightly
schedule at a $3 top. Each act
clicked handsomely after working
at top pressure in steamy tropical
heat for a lengthy span, highlight¬
ing with such numbers as “Diana,”
“Whole Lotta Shakin’ Coin’ On,”
“That’ll Be the Day,” ' “Peggy
Sue,” “With All My Heart,” plus a
host of other platter pops.
U. S. toppers have hit the big
coin for Gordon in his “Tin Shed”?
now it’s up to Liberace. to show
what he can do in the plush spot
at $11.

London, Feb. 18r
Rockster. Tommy Steele .has been
offered a two week billtopping stint
at the London Palladium commenc¬
ing April 7. So far, the offer has
not been accepted because of fail¬
ure to agree oh. terms.
mSSSSm Continued from pane: 51 ==== .. A spokesman for the Harold
for the Havana edition of the chain : Fielding office, which handles
will be along the lines of the Mon-; Steele, said that the rocker, was
seigneur, Paris, and the Villa! offered in the region of $5;00Q a
Fontana, Mexico City, Inn is seekT' week.. “That,” he commented, “was
ing a quiet and class type of di¬ not enough.”
vertissement, along Instrumental;
and polite vocal lines.
•'
'
The hotel’s opening exercises are
set for March 19 to 23. About 250
guests will be invited for the
preem, and only that number of j
rooms will be Opened. The entire!.
inn will be open right after the
premiere.
The Hilton-Havana literate:- e will
mention the casino only as one of
the facilities available at the hotel,
along with the dining room, supper
club, swimming pool etc. It’s in
Chicago, Feb. IB.
keeping with the policy established
Booker A1 Dvorin, who’s been
in all the Hilton, hospices where siphoning off what he considers his
casinos, are operated. Sole control: share of the industrial market, has
of the casino operation by the hotel } landed his biggest plum to date—
will be only in the matter of stand-j-a one-shot package for Sealy Inc.,
ards and decorum.
the bedding manufacturer. Show's
to play next Sunday .(23) .at the
Sheraton-BIackstone Hotel before
an audience of plant managers and
A testimonial dinner to the late : key salesmen from. the 31 Sealy
franchised-faetories
in the U.S. and'
Billy Vine is being planned for the \ Canada.
Old Romanian, N.Y., on March 31. j Dvorin’s especially elated over
Vine was to have started at that ! the sale because it marks Sealy’s
spot last Wednesday (12), the day ] first attempt to bring entertainr
of his funeral.
j merit tdone of its sales sessions.
Testimonial is being organized by | Unusual angle is that show., and
some close friends and is being sales pitch will be integrated and
plugged by The Troupers, femme paced to run from 9 am. to B pm.
theatrical organization.
Production .will involve a chorus
of eight and about 30 local thespers
from the broadcasting-film ranks.
Hilltoppert’ U.K. Dates Dvorin himself will -baton n. 10piece band. Entire-production, has
Newcastle, Eng., Feb. 18.
been scripteri-by Roy Kane , who
The HiQtoppers, U. S. vocal books club dates and One-nlghters
group, open on a return vaude trek for the Dvorin -shop.
at 'the Empire here April 7, fol¬
Previously, Dvorin has provided
lowing with dates at Leeds, Glas¬ sales meeting talent for such firms
gow and Edinburgh;
as JJeagram’s, Eastman Kodak, ^and
Group, which last played here in Stindard Oil (Indiana). He also
1956, are expected to be booked for assembles supporting casts for Eltv dates during their stay here, 1 vis Presley concert tours.

Ice Show Review
v Holiday On lee
European production of Maurice
Chalfen presentation in.tico acts.
Produced by George and Ruth Ty¬
son with Dolores Pallet; scenery
and choreography, Maria Carr, Roy
Buchanan. Helen Smith, Giin Hammatih;Inez Matzoll; orchestrations,
Paul Summey; composer and ar¬
ranger, Andre Muscat; conductor,.
Sem Kdpper. With Kay Servgtius,
Arnold Shoda, Jack Raffloer, Rose¬
marie & Robert Unger, Rastellis
(4), Werner Mueller, Jerry & Kay
Mopes,
Helen Smith, Manfred
Wollschlaeger,
Werner
Komemann. Glamour leers & Ice Spires.
At Kongresshalle, Frankfurt, Feb.

Hilton Casino

Bed of Roses For
Booker Dvonn Via
- Sealys Hoopla

18, ’58; $3 top.
After one has seen a few ice
shows, the format becomes as styl¬
ized in its perfection and balance
as a well-planed bigtime vaude¬
ville show — providing lookers,
singers, good music, the man-whojumps-the-barrels, the man-whoskates-on-stilts, a couple of com¬
edy bits utilizing the audience
whenever possible, giant produc¬
tion numbers, spectacular cos¬
tumes and trick lighting; the clas¬
sic waltz and swing waltz, some
trick, jumping and Spins.
Arid after a few years comes the
the question, “What can they do
that’s new and fresh , and. enter¬
taining?”
The answer, in the case of the
1958 European edition of “Holiday
on Ice”—one of six such produc¬
tions throughout the world. —■ is
plenty. It’s the same studied for¬
mat that the producers, know the.
audience has come to enjoy, and
they've added some new twists to
make this a must for the whole
family. The ’58 edition, like its
predecessors, is a mighty fine par¬
cel of entertainment. Here in Eur¬
ope, it’s set for fine business.
An extra plus has been added
for the German performances,
with the singing of some outstand¬
ing local skaters such as Werner
Kornemann, excellent for German
publicity and news breaks. The
American-produced show has Eu¬
;ropean savvy in not being “strictly,
foi Americans.” Although much

of the recorded music is sung in
English, introductions and expla¬
nations are made throughout in
German.
Show starts with blonde looker
Kay Servatius, and packs talented
entertainment into split-second
timing all the Way. Biggest mitt
gees to comic Guy Longpre, who
acts as if the ice is liquid and takes
a bath in it, carefully splashing fill
over his body and doing a hilari¬
ous backstroke and crawl while,
gliding over the ice; His antics 61
running up into the audience on
skates, to,: draw big applause. The
black-faced clowns, the Rastelli
four, who combine unbelievable
versatility on playing two or three
instruments at a time . While skat¬
ing, are also a major hit.
A good audience participation
stunt is “Sweetness for All,” with
pretty girls drawing animal-shaped
carts and selecting kiddies from
the audience to be paraded across
the ice in one of the “spectacu¬
lars.” Show builds to a beaut of a
finale With the big “Carnival by
the Eskimos” number.
: Once again “Holiday on Ice” has
done it with an evening packed
full entertainment, color, costume
and fantasy.
Haze.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, Feb. 18:
Lester Rose, treasurer of NVA
and the first "Office boy for Variety
(1905), shot in. from Forest Hills,
L. I. He’s now under observation.
Herbert Gladney of 20th-Fox in
Chicago and chairman of our “We
The Patients” entertainment com¬
mittee. took nine months to rate an
all-clear.
Ann Budd, sister of Francis Zinger (Warner Bros.), visited by her
lusband Ed who planed in. Her
progress is tops following surgery.
Arlene Fatta, whose father Frank
is a freelance cameraman, in from.
Glendale, N. Y., for the annual
checkup and rated above par, hav¬
ing. taken 15 months to overcome
her illness and back to work she
goes.
Write to those who are I1L

i

AN EVENING WITH TONY LAVELLI
ACT I “CONCERT IN VARIETY”

ACT II “SONGS, DANCE and COMEDY !”

(A ONE-MAN, TWO-HOUR SHOW)

NOW BOOKING
FALL-WINTER '5S-'59—

EXCLUSIVE ROUTINES,
ORIGINAL MATERIAL,

BOOKERS, CHAIRMEN,
PROMQTflRS:
WRITE FOR TERMS,
DATES,

SPECIAL
ARRANGEMENTS
BY TONY LAVELLI

FREE LITERATURE

NIGHT CLUB ACT

THE TONY LAVELLI OFFICE

Current Release:

AVAILABLE ONLY

13 E. 55th, N. Y. 22, N. Y.

FOLKWAYS IP (FS 3837)

MAY THRU AUGUST

PLaza 5-7436
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Vaude, Cafe Dates
New York
Elena Giusti inked for the Capri,
Havana, starting Feb. 28 . . . Bob
Lewis & Ginny go to the Coral Isle
Hotel, Bermuda, April 14. . . My¬
ron Cohen down for the Eden Roc,
Miami Beach, March *30 . . Joey
Bishop pacted for the Latin Casino,
Philadelphia, May 22 . .
Bobby
Short Tenewed at the Blue Angel
for a second month ... Jose Greco
inked for a concert at the Lewisohn Stadium July 19 . . Marie
McDonald set for the Statler Hil¬
ton, Dallas, June 12 . . . The Chantels added to the touring Alan
Freed package headlined by Jerry
Lee Lewis, Chuck Berry, Frankie
Lymoh & Buddy Holly . . . Show
to tour with Alan Gale in a series
of hard-ticket vauders to include
Dunhills, Fran Warren, Arnold
Dover . . . Blackburn Twins' & Jer¬
ry Collins started at the Town &
Country Club, Brooklyn, yesterday
(Tues.) . , . Alan Drake goes to the
Flamingo, Xas Vegas, Feb. 3.

Chicago
-Ciro Rimac Revue (7) starts a
two-weeker Feb. 28 at the Muehlebach in K.C. . . . Myron Cohen and
Johnny Bachemin arrive at the Chi
Chez Paree. Feb. 17, with Sammy
Davis Jr. set to follow Feb. 28.. '.
Yonely , goes to the Queen Eliza¬
beth Hotel in Montreal June 30 for
three stanzas , \ . New Orleans’
Roosevelt Hotel on a big-name pol¬
icy with Jimmy Durante opening
May 1, Jose Greco supplants May
15, and Roberta Sherwood starts
June 12 . . - Corinne Calvet set for
a pair at thd Monteleone, New Or¬
leans, starting March 18. . She’s
also down for two weeks at the
Dallas Statler-Hilton, May 15.
Same hospice has a lineup that in¬
cludes Senor Wences (April 18), J
Jose Greco (May 1), and Marie
McDonald (June 12) . . . Elaine
May & Mike Nichols, current In
Gotham, return to Chi at Mister
Kelly’s April 7.

Hollywood
' Gus Bivona orch opens a week¬
end booking-at the Palladium be¬
ginning Feb, 28 .. . Comedy dance
team of Anthony Allen & Hodges
joins the Jaye P. Morgan show, at
CocoanUt Grove beginning Feb. 27
. ; . Comic Lenity Kent and singer

NICK LUCAS

Dick Hallman hold over, at the
Slate Bros, club two weeks . . .
DeCastro Sisters open a four-week
stint at the Riviera, Las Vegas, be¬
ginning Sunday (23) . . . Eydle
Gorme set for a return to El
Rancho, Las Vegas, opening July
7, co-headlining with Joe E. Lewis
. , . Connie Towers set for a twoweek, stand at the Statler Hotel,
Cleveland, Feb. 24. Mills Bros, and
the Davp Pell orch open the new
show- at the Crescendo tomorrow
(Thurs.) . . . Deal is cooking for
pianist Roger Williams to attend
the Brussels Fair in May.

Atlanta
Jay Marshall headlines new show
at Henry Grady Hotel’s Paradise
Room, backed . up by Mobiles,
dancers, and Erv Hinkle band . . .
Jack Sargent has returned to Para¬
dise Room as assistant to mgr.
Lark Bragg . . . Harem Club, At¬
lanta’s newest dine & dance spot,
bowed a new show Monday (17)
topped by. Collette Divine, Terry
Collins, and Freddie David v . .
Chuck and .Bill, doing business as
The Kentuckians, headlining at
Anchorage Room in Clermont
Hotel, supported by The Charac¬
ters, ; . . Don Bradfield, pianist,
opened Monday at Danny Demetry’s Zebra Lounge, in lobby of
Howell House . ; .. Doris Angers,
Canadian beauty contest winner,
held over at Leb’s Pigalley , . .
McConnell & Moore, jugglers, and
singer Freddie Martell continue in
Empire Room at Atlanta Biltmore
Hotel . . . Four Mints are playing
a return at Domino Lounge in Im¬
perial Hotel, heading bill which
features Marta Dane and Bill Ber¬
nard! . . . Among holdovers: Cotton
Watts & Chick, Lalin .Francis, Joy
LaSeor, Betty Dixon at Club
Peachtree, joined by. Jean Chapel
Monday (17).

Paris
(18 Months-—Ret. Eng.)

LATIN QUARTER
New York
(4 Months-—Ret. Eng.)

LATIN QUARTER
Miami Beach

Scotland

(4 Months—Ret. Eng.)

The Hilitoppers, U. S. singing
group, lined up for the Empire,
Glasgow, April 21. Olsen & John¬
son may headline .at same vaudery
April 14 . . . Terry Dene, English
rock ’n’ roller,, set for Glasgow
March 17 . . . Eddie Calvert, trum¬
peter, staging, his own roadshow at
Empire, Edinburgh; M^rch 31 . .
Jimmy Logan pacted young singer
Don Peters for vaude stint at Aber¬
deen Feb. 24 ..... Unit led by come¬
dian Jack Anthony and featuring
young comedian Andy. Stewart do¬
ing good biz at Gaiety Theatre,'Ayr
. . . Jack Milrby set as comic for
summer stint at Gaiety, Ayr;

TROPICANA
Cuba
(6 Weeks)

NEW FRONTIER
lets Vegas

[iTTjTTHij
las Vegas

FLAME ROOM
RADISSON HOTEL

(Ret.. Eng.)

Blackpool, Eng., Feb. 18.
. The Nitwits, English comedymusical group, are pacted for' sum¬
mer revue at Blackpool; Hippo¬
drome, where Tom Arnold and lo¬
cal showman Jack Taylor will
stage a new summer production.
Stars already announced fot this
date are Winifred Atwell and
Michael Holliday. Opening in midJune; show is likely to run for
about 12 weeks. The Nitwits ap¬
peared at the Hippodrome here in
1956.
Shirley Bassey, colored song¬
stress currently in Australia, and
comedian Nqrman Evans are both
set for local impresario James
Brennan’s show at the Regal
pavilion on Blackpool South Pier. I

Minneapolis, Minn.
FEB. 20th thru MARCH 6
Under Contract to
Decca Records

YVONNE MORAY
HACIENDA HOTEL
Fmn CalH.
ASSOCIATED lOOKINS CORE.
. Jo* Slator, Pros.

EDEN ROC
Miami Beach

FONTAINEBLEAU
Miami Beach

HOLIDAY HOTEL
Reno
Etc./ Etc.. • .

VING MERLIN
W*

LYNDA

"V

; ESTORIL CASINO
Lisbon

/
Mgt.: Jerry Levy • Frod Amol

I
1

Dir.: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

The DEEP
RIVER BOYS
HARRY DOUGLASS

BEVERLY HILLS C. C.
CINCINNATI, Ohio

March 12—

PALM BEACH, Florida
^

—

ORLANDO, Florid.

FORT LAUDERDALE, Florida

Now York City
RCA VICTOR RECORDINGS

1958

March 14—

CITY AUDITORIUM
OCEAN GALT HOTEL

9th International Tour

jtniiiiiiiiniiEiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiniEi.il..

.... and into

March 2—

Starring

Oirtction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Pm*. Mgr.t ED KIRKEBY

Fobrnary 24--

Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGtNCY

April 1 It Woohc)—

MOULIN ROUGE, Hollywood
Return Engagement
June 1 (3 Months)—

MOULIN ROUGE, Paris
Personal Management TONY AZZI
3 RUE ST. DIDIER. Porls, Froiice
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junction suit in which Jones sought g=!=== ■

.

.

were written these purposes. Jones,
however, claimed that the $20,000
was fdr settlement of the libel action, and. he dropped the injunction suit lit return for; the pfiviprivilege , of speaking to the national
and return of his membermemberboard abd
ship cardL
card. He
He. said
said that
that his
his attorattorship
ney in New York couldn’t remem?<*
her any writing on the face of the
In Bright’s report were included ish his report in the slotted time.
check at the time he received them
from AGVA. Jones also said, that

■
Continued from page si ■■
am the branch manager of every ] that also has to be approved by the
branch in AGVA/’ He continued members of the fund.
by saying that without him none .
Extended a Day
of these people could operate with
The meeting had been extended
lOOro efficiency and he is the liai- an extra day when it became
son that holds this vast structure parent verVcarly in the proceedtogether.
ings, that Bright would never fin-

on the evenin^f the extencSl da^
All matters not touched upon by
the nationalboard, constttutionaUy,
are to be acted upon by the executive committee.
tn
T«a

There was another proposal, aUjaelegaUon apparently has
for the future, among them, the qualms. Instructions to the HoiOf a $180,000 home m
in Lvwood
lywood group included
included a motion
purchase of
Florida
Florlda for old members and where that executive board meetings shall
working performers and their famifamr- contain _ representatives
representatives, from all
lies would be able to vacation at parts 6f the country even if they
$a per Person Per day
The ex- had to transport from either coast,
tension of the N. Y. auditions pro- Under present conditions, it is posgram throughout the country was sible to car^^on aU exec board sesalso suggested. There was also a sions with only four members iconproposal for an Oscar award for stituting a quorum) carrying out
supporting performers on variety the business. Four members, inshows. It was felt that the head- variably friendly to Bright, have
liners already had enough honors been holding the bulk of the exec
heaped upon them.
confabs, okaying junkets, expense
There wa sanother proposal, al- accounts and sundry other busithough not from Bright, designed to ness.
keep the executive board members
For example, the exec board
happy and voting with the admin- voted to. poll the national board
istration. This was that some time on okaying the payment of $20,000
in the future, all exec board mem- out of the AGVA treasury to satisbers should be paid. Bex Weber, fy Dick Jones’ libel award against
a former treasurer and a board Bright. AGVA had already been
member, was voted the job of absolved as a defendant in this case
comptroller, a position vacant since and an award had been assessed
the death of John Donohue. The against. Bright and his predecessor,
work has been done by the clerical Jack Irving, for libelous articles in
staff, and there has apparently AGVA News, written on their bebeen no need to fill the job. How- half by a tradepaper reporter who
ever, a 1955”resolution stipulated was promised $400 for the job but
that when the post was to be filled, given only $175.
Weber vrould be considered. Alan
Bright explained the entire acWalker was also voted to be rec- tion to. the board on the basis*
ommended for the.post of manager that $5,000 was for the libel award
of the Welfare Tnik Fund, a step and $l|5ff00 for settlement of anJc»

call
any. ^ such. markings ^on
.on the
caU ^ *“*.suchl
check.^aithough she copied its mf°rm*tion on the checkfor her
re^iu^S
.
Other resolutions passed at the
“<**dad the following
1SSSS, *5^S5T®
Hilton Palmer Hotel, Chicago, and
“Holidav on Icq”
lee” and “Ice
*‘Iee
the «Holiday
Follies,”
a $1 per-£pita
per-capita expend!F0mes/’^$1
ture
of the AGVA optore to come out of
opera tin 2 fund to ficht ralifnmin’c
“r^to wbrk” lS^ ap^Jdntoent
of irvinB Grossman and Price tn »
spe^l^SSStteeTor^revitaU0f fhe 4A’s.”
Also the granting of an honorary
membership card to Joe Frisco
(who died shortly afterward)- that
the national administrator report
on negotiations regarding cruScsreaffirmation of the new mlnimums
for USO tours; that the juvenile
delinquency program in cOnjunction with the AFL-CIO Community
Service be accelerated.
it was reaffirmed that the next
AGVA' convention take place in
Mexico City, starting June 9 for
three days, to be followed by the
national boaFd meeting on June 13
for three days. Bright left immediately after the board meeting for
Mexico City to arrange details
It’s estimated that the cost Of an
AGVA national board meeting runs
to about $7,5QOT, which includes
transportation, lodgings, per diem
allowances, etc. i Its major accomplishment was hearing Bright complete his report.

mvesStor? ** Liqtt0r *****
inY,^l
1®al®fs*.
,
investigators.
. .^5®
bee^ C°n‘
^ ®d
°ne
?^Ya\er^ juanager.
We li never
find out where private clubs really
stand, until that happens.”
'^hi«7h~»oe'SrfiTe club, provide combos, singers, or pianist,
Cork InterInterpolice did not hit the Cork,
Crescendo clubs,,1 only
national or Crescendo^lubs
bookine acts;
arts.
spots in town now booking
Nevertheless the raider*
t_
men and *52 police officers (“praefe
callv the entire nieht traffic detail’O who struck dm-ing^the cocktail hour in 25 places simultaneously. did include several ultra pusheries: The Match-Box, Club DeLaine, and the Park Towers They
hauled in 8,400 bottles from all
locations.
' _
1__
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Hypnotist Byron Uoors
AtlVA iSOt Sez flew Vote
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Dave Byron,
Byron,, a hypnotist based
. Pav?
111 Chicago who sprang»tq trade
E?0111*116110® recelitly as a result of
bl“ de,mandf .for an investigation
1?
.tbe affa . VDf the American
FEr® .°\.Variaty Artists, sent a
let , to the union’s national board
??eetih8 ‘clearing” the administritlon .of“y wrongdoing, except in
?ne ^stance. The administration,
he said-,
said, having en-ed
erred in
In the wordae
mg of re^ererlduinr
referendum 84
84 which polled
.the board on whether the union
should pay for national administrator Jackie Bright’s personal assessment of a $20,000 libel rap
awarded to Dick Jones, should
have sent out a new poll, correctfcuW^ed’
a new yote taken.
Otherwise, the administration was
“exonerated”
of any
exonerated* by him
wrongdoing.
**22*^* u*
Byron said he conducted his ihvestigation
with
his
attorney.
However,
on
questioning
by
Vamett, ho has refused to divulge
the name of his lawyer who
worked with him on this case, and ;
whom; he claimed was sent to New
York to look at court records.
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Chicago. Feb. 18.
Shaw Artists Corp. has shifted
Ira Sidelle from L. A. to Its Chi¬
cago office to book nltery acts.
Sidelle has been with the agency
for a year and before that was with
General Artists Corp.'
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wa*
pinched in the middle of her act
Celebrity .Lounge early
Thursday J13).: The police contingent, led by Capt. Carl M. Lar--.
sen of the Framingham barracks.
^ —
’
***
The terner ehawwi with «*nar
-ierPer. Charged with particioatinv
nT S
Ma“uef jBelui
o?d S
®iu VSwell
r
??
rt.r«d with
°* ^weil, charged with
were^artld
*tTttS Lowell
carted off to the Lowell
releasId^ln^Snn111*
Wf#
^°0
4 B*U° **
* _
“*
The cops also arrested a bel“£erent customer who found the
police attitude unsporting and
vented his feelings in fisticuffs, Police
llce provided
pr®vided overnight lodging for
dancing.
the defender of exotic dancing,
Police charged the
dancer's
terping was . more erotic thaii
than ex°*ic
and
de*cribed
it
as
a
kind of
otic
described
“Oriental tease.” The dancer
daneqr was
a biS
b*8 draw at the club and had
Piayed to
to SRO
sro for
for the
the first
first show,
show,
played
but only a few patrons were on
hand to o.o. the ttoopers ringing
down the curtain,
Last’year, a series ot raids were;
made by state police on offbeat
niteries and roadside clubs,
-. .■ ..
;
Ilfinii’c Ulnocc
MllIIU 5 UIUC99
Henry Dunn, former national administrative secretary of JtGVA
AGVA
and now a national board member
from Hollywood, was taken ill in
New York shortly after arriving at
the confab. He was taken to Polyclinic Hospital, the first beneficiary
of the union’s hospitalization plan.
illness was diagnosed as lobar
pneumonia, and after getting shot
full of antibiotics, he was disMonday <17).
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continued from page 51 .
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^1a getting the information, then we
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moved,” he declared.
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4 State law forbids running an
•
»
*
“open
v«
a
g*
‘ open* .saloon,”
, saloon ” Mints explained,
|v
A |vt|
mw#
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and includes sale of liquor-by-theHam
MirAnr I
111
Hav Jr.
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drink 1in
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“ the definition of the term.
flCl
But as
as in
in so
so many
many Texas
Texas statutes,
statutes,
J
w
But
Jr
here is
big gap: nowhere is the
Mass. Feb.
Feb 18.
18
if a
-^
Lowell, Mass.,
term “private club” used or deIn the first, state nni’iee
fined. PResiift i ^haT^tat^ ^
In the first' state police raid on
fined.
Result is that status of
®
p?re ““ **
membership bistros .is entirely in strippers
some time, exotic
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Raids Come Bis_
Big
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Exotic Too Erotic

Bright’s 4-Day Filibuster

Ings, a bit on how he made the
last days of an old performer in
Buffalo happy by giving him an
honorary membership card, how
the Denver branch was brought
Into solvency etc

..
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Presenting

6V65’
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STEUBENS
VIENNA ROOM
BOSTON

WILL JORDAN
Cumntly,

ALAMO-ORCHID ROOM,

Detroit

February 24th, 26th, 28th and March 6th

Thanks to
JOE AND MAX SCHNEIDER
DON DENNIS
Avoilabilifyr
JACK MANDEL, 1697 Broadway, New Yeilc
DANNY GRAHAM, 203 N. Wabash Aveaae, Chicago

NBC Radio BANDSTAND
H AM to 12 Noon
Direction
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

IM Assariag Stan of ^WHATS ON YOUt MIND*
Personal Management

Lucille and Eddie ROBERTS

ROYPUKR

Currently Appearing COLUMBIA RESTAURANT
TANH, FtORIDA. FEBRUARY 18-25
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St. Regis, N.¥.

I break that characterized H e 1 e h

PfistMETY
Tropicana, Las Vegas

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
ords, scored throughout her 20minute turn. She pleased the
crowd with a Charleston routine
that gave ringsiders a chance to
eye some purty gams. Kay Cee
Jones, is a little, girl who comes
across real big. and she bears
Watching.
Remainder of show continues to
stand out with Blue’s showmanship
sparking, the revue. Also billed is
Barbara Heller, a slim-built come¬
dienne who remains heavy on en¬
tertainment. Such bits as. a satire
On Judy Garland’s. '■Born In A
Trunk”-^sung? of course, to differ¬
ent lyrics—score big with patrons.
Re m a i rid e r of show includes
comic-stooge Sammy Wolf, Lois
Ray arid, the Ivan Lane orch (5)
who provide good backing on all
fronts:
Kn/a.

55

Black Orekid, Ckt

Denise Darcel (with Fred Siam• I Morgan and she also has a good
Chicago* Feb. II. ■
Las Vegas* Feb. 13.
jner), Milt Shaw & Ray BariOrchs; sense of fun. The joy she appar¬
Jonathan Winters, Jennie Smith,
Jayne Mansfield, Mtckey Harglently feels in just being out In
$2-$3 coven
Joe Pamello Trio; $1.50 cover.
front of a crowd communicates tay, Cathy Crosby, Elaine Dunn,
Dante D’Paulo, Jack Ackerman,
With great impact.
The St. Regis’ Maisonette is now
There wasn’t much question how
. Opening night. Miss Gorme was Lizanne Truex, George Chakans,
on ie kique Fraricais with Denise
(8),
his preem audience would take
obviously suffering from, a cold; Sean Garrison, . Showgirls
parcel succeeding Doretta Morrow. Some of her tones were slightly
to Jonathan Winters. It was one
Line (7), Boys (4); original music
Miss Darcel, who hasn’t been in a nasal and without being coy about
thing (and a very good one) to be
major N-.Y. showing since her last it or attempting ’to inspire sym¬ for “Tropicana Holiday” Gordon
Jack Paaris sit-in for a tv fortnight
date at the Hotel Pierre’s Cotillion pathy (a misplaced emotion at a Jenkins; staged by Earl Barton; set¬
jUst prior to his arrival here; and
Room, inspired an opening that night club), she had recourse sev¬ tings,.. Glenn Holse; Nat Brand•It; was another to have rhubarb
had maitre d’ WVugust hopping; eral times, to a handkerchief to wynne.Sc.Orch; $3 minimum.
frpsting put on that cake by purstrenuously, crowding extra tables relieve obviously annoying conges¬
pK pundit Ashley Montagu. Hardwherever the tiniest space permit-; tion. But these minor (to the audi¬
lyithin three, short years, Jayne,
lyoa surprise* then, that a packed
ted, and; even asking VIP: to take ence) flaws were .used- by Miss Mansfield has graduated from a noBlack Orchid greeted Winters’ first
some , less desirable quarters. By Gorme for humor and, as her voice riame Hollywood starlet to -‘a Las
appearance with a whistle-punc¬
the preem’s /indications. Miss Dar¬ Warmed up, the flaws in the vocal Vegas headliner. While this doesn’t
tuated, table-pounding .ovation-^*
cel .should continue to inspire, texture disappeared, and the tones necessarily, mean,a phenomenal ac¬
sort of a conquering hero’s wel¬
business.
came across- clear, true arid sweet. crual ..of talent in that brief time,
come.
Miss Darcel came into the. Mai¬ Miss Cforme. does standards, some it does exemplify the miracle that
Comic’s pouch of pasquinades in¬
sonette with an act that needs con¬ of them, mow identified with her can be accomplished by the close
cludes horror films land some Boris
siderable pruning as of opening arid some, she boldly appropriates application of publicity values
Karloff mimicry),
tv
westerns,
night, and no doubt the process has from, her elders, including (plus a body to enhance them) by a Hofei Muehlebach.K. €• (“thrise redskins never win”), fish¬
been completed by now. She has “Swanee” and “Rockabye.” It is a girl-of ambition* She has given as
Kansas City, Feb. 14.
ing (with tackle that boomerangs),
improved considerably as a singer solid act that should be a sellout, generously of. her profile as Mate
Ginny. Simms, Carl Sands Orch the new femme driver and ditto
and as a performer since her stage for. her thi-eeweek turn at the West once did so profitably with (8); $1-$1.50 cover.;
service station attendant (chaos
her promise, of close, friendship—
bow at the Strand Theatre some Grove.
for both), and a wonderfully adroit
years ago when she . had a male
Nora Kovach & Istvan Babovsky, and in payment to Miss Mansfield
panto
of a pitcher in a crucial
Ginny Simms is a name long un¬
quartet hide her rough spots* Which stars of the Hungarian ballet Who came a Broadway show, a 20th-Fox
ninth-inning situation.
Last two
Were considerable in those days. fled their country three years ago, contract and now a $25,000 per- heard in entertainment circles sketches are especially effective,
here*
and
her
booking
into
the
Ter¬
Today, she has learned to person¬ do an impressive combination of Week deal for a minimum Of four
although the baseball bit could be
alize over these^ defects and the classic and modern dance, smartly frames at the. plush Tropicana race Grill came as something of a a wee too parochial from the gals’
surprise. In her turn Miss Simms
audience can find, them rather costuriied and choreographed, as Hotel.
alludes to being “back iri action,” Viewpoint.
entertaining. However, on her the opening act. Skinnay Ennis
If Miss Mansfield has shown for¬
Winters Wisely doesn’t milk his
preem, . she formed a pattern of and his band are doirig a fine job titude to gain her aims, Monte while, actually she looks like she material, though possibly this is
has
never been away. The ingre¬
of
standing
in
while,
the
perennial
operation Which held tim audience
Proser likewise shows extraordi¬
the
result of his work on tv with
during her songs and she lost them Freddy Martin is on a three week nary courage. He’s not only taking dients for a good show are there, its relentless time compartments.
Borne.
during the patter—which ran on lay-off.
a gamble in this dice town With a but a. few uneven spots came out At any rate, comic quits while he’s
in
.the
opening
performance
and
a
for considerable lengths, it’s in
nitery novice (albeit a name) like
ahead, arid maybe- that thesis de¬
this area that the tightening .and Fontainebleau. M. B’eh Miss Mansfield, but he’s placing his house packed with conventioneers cided him to. polish off his assign¬
chips On. the line with a complete made its problem, too. The singing ment in but 28 minutes, ankling
editing process should be. nithiess.
Miami Beach, Feb. 11.
shOw biz newcomer like Cathy is first-rate, but the show in 30 the. stage to a rousing hand ana
Miss Darcel has a good tune
selection, comprising pops both en
Liberace, uiith SidKrofft, Chris- Crosby* daughter of orchestra minutes. needs settling.: Repertory by Miss Simms covers no audible grumbling over the act’s,
Anglais and in. her native tongue, tine Callas, Gordon Robertson, Sa- leader Bob of Der Single clan.
length* or lack of it.
However, while Miss Marisfield cari a wide swath, some tunes included
and they generally please the audi¬ casas Orch; $3.50-$7,5Q minimum.
Shows warmup spot goes to
more Or less get by on her name being highly familiar to the house, thrush JJennie Smith. It’s the Chi
ence. In the talk department. Miss
and
some
considerable
strangers!
value. Miss Crosby is riot quite
Darcel apparently found that she
nitery
bow for this winsome gal,
Bring-in of Liberace at this, trine ready for this bigtime opportunity. Her “I’ve. Got a Crush on You,”
had to abandon audience participa¬
whose voice has a pleasant quality
tion. Her “Alouette” was jettisoned of season is serving to attract some Top obviously her voice arid de¬ “Just in Time” and “I’ve Got You that needs to find a more deserv¬
new
patronage
to
the
La
Ronde—
livery are too much in need of sea¬ Under My Skin” make for a lively ing rind identifying style.
in midstream because of the failure
Her
of the males to participate. But in the type of customer, rarely seen soning arid experience—something opening. There’s something to be “How About You” and “Remember
her other vocal endeavors. Miss around the oceanfrorit. cafe run, her truly striking brunet beauty desired with “Baby, Did You Hear Me” are commonplace, but she
Darcel performed such, staples as and comprising the conservative cannot quite cOunteract-^-and she’s Me,” and her medley of Oscar- makes amends with “Crazy Moon”
set, Who rarely are lured to a night held to; but two numbers in the Winning tunes gets goirig slowly but
■ ‘C’est Si Bon,“ “My Man,” “I Love
and “It Had to Be You.” Her 15club.
eventually brings around the cus¬
show.
Paris,” “Chattanooga Chop Choo”
Liberace’s new act is a big deal •Miss Mansfield,- on the other tomers: She .registers strongly on* minute turn holds, patter to a bare
hnd a few others' Generally, she
minimum.
Good backing, per
with them, as it is with the - regu¬
a
blues
number
and
a
rhythm
ver¬
hand, makes no pretense at any
laid the basis of doing well in this
lars who drop in for a view of the particular talent other than her sion of “Cuddle Up a Little Closer,” usual* from the. Joe Pamello Trio,
room—with correction of certain
melting-voiced personality boy and scenic values. In extraordinarily While “Who . Wouldn’t Love You” Mary Kaye Trio takes the topline
defects, of course.
Pit. '
remain to portion out surprised tight-fitting dresses and gowns—on gets a big hand, too. A calypso at spot Feb. 22.
Miss Darcel’s piano accompani¬
plaudits. The guy is commercial her feet or being twirled by strong- finish is riot well chosen. Singing
ment is by Fred Stammer. The Milt
all the way, from the- self-kidding boy hubby Mickey Hargitay who ability of. the girl who was big m
Chez
Plmneau,
Paris
Shaw group provides fine backmariner in which he explains away
^
Paris, Feb. 11.
stopping and dansapation and Ray the frequent changes in glittering, has as much in Hungarian, dialect the Kay Kyser days is all there. It
Quin*
Pierre Dudan, Mory Perry, R.
Bari’s crew takes over for. the metallic gleamirig tux - costumes; as he has in muscles—she’s strict¬ needs better routing.
ly playing a sex-charged gal and.
Marsan, Fred Orbeck Orch (5);
relief.
Jose.
his not-so nimble, attempts at hoof- Proser is playing her essentially in
Zutz’s, Vancouver, Wn. $3 minimum.
ery arid the self-effacing “jokes” that light. She’s a curiosity piece,
Portland, Ore., Feb. 12.
Rones, Las Vegas
he iriakes about press and public something oh the order, of Marlene
Cozy candlelit room is located on
Las Vegas; Feb. 11.
reactions to his eccentric inanners Dietrich, and as such should draw - Bonnie Guitar; Billy Greenfield
the top of Paris iri the Butte MontJesse White, Sid Fields, Harold and reputatiori. He has aimed more business. Basically, she’s doirig Trip; no cover or minimum.
iriartre. Decked with paintings, it
Minsky’s. “Folies International,” to the cafegoers in the new setup* merely walk-ons in the show, dis¬
This intimate nitery in nearby gets the art crowd and those look-'
Smith & Dale, Dior Dancers (4), elrihinating the classic vein por¬ guised as comedy bits*'but there
Vancouver,
Wash,
(across the ing for vintage atmospherics. Pi¬
Five Fredonias, Boubouka, Carol tions, with Gershwin and other are few laughs^
river),
has been relit (11). and -is erre Dudan heads 'the unpreten¬
moderns
replacing
them
in
his
repPer usual, Proser’s production,
King,- Sunny .Knight, Cee Davidson
now
under
new
management
with tious show and gives out 40 min¬
ertoire of Baldwin tinklings. Addi¬ “Tropicana Holiday” (with an un¬
Orch (12); choreography,- Mnie,
tion of two new acts adds to poten¬ usual amount of. plugs for the Mo- a one-act policy. Formal preem has utes. of song and patter that’s in
for yocks and good listening.
Kamatova;. $3 minimum..
been
set
for
early
March
after
face¬
cy of the staging. .
cambo in Hollywood), is lush, beau¬
Dudan is a tall, personable fel¬
lifting 4s completed. New bosses
Sid Krofft is the big item in sup¬
Harold Minsky’s “Folies Inter¬ port. He’s a fine puppeteer with tiful arid extremely well costumed. Will have format of a semi-name or low whose songs are melodic, witty ,
national” doesn’t stray frorir the an inventive bent in the figurines With an original if undistinguished top; talent arid later will probably and deft. Some have been big ill.
traditional Minsky something old- he manipulates.' They’re colorful score by/Gordon Jenkins, it makes add one or tWo opening acts to the the _ U.S„ like “Melancholy” and
“Clipan Clopan,” and he has many
new-borrowed-bliie.
This ' lavish and the workout against his black- as iriuch use as possible of the fine show.
splash, a natural for the balding trouser backing comes off iri- show- talents of personality singer-dancer
Bonnie Guitar, native of Seattle, more that could make the trip*
burley claque, is highlighted by manly style. The act is worthy of Elaine Dunn,- hoofers Dante D’¬ is in for two frames in her north¬ Clever, macabre stories, and his
Paulo
and
Jack
Ackerman*
dancers
Smith & Dale in their w.k. “Dr, a spotting on its own* Liberace
west. debut-as a show topper. Gal breathless-voiced renditions of his
Chakaris
arid lizanne
Kronkhite” sketch. Word of mouth takps full advantage of Krofft’s George
slams out a Variety of tunes with own songs .make him in for big'
?
about the bra-less babes—more of capabilities in a finale; bit which Truex, and singer Sean Garrison, ri fine change of pace. Stint is en¬ mitts.
latter
working
.
principally
with
Mory Perry is a pert blonds’
’em -than ever before—doubtless:) has a Liberace figurine* complete
tertaining and interesting through¬
will hypo the hotel’s, casino action, to costume and jewelry, brought on Miss Crosby. The eight showgirls out arid the customers are off their whose songalOg is somewhat too
are, , per usual,/ gorgeous and gor¬
as will the “adults only” tag.
iriitts all the way. She also plays torchy and her voice too piercing,
while he is’ offstage changing, with
Jesse’ White is teamed with one Liberace providing the mike-talk geously gowned; the Seven chorines an electric guitar skillfully as ac¬ as yet. Toning down could make'
arid four chorus boys are well .chor¬
of Ben Blue’s partners, Sid Fields, for the puppet, It rates the show-J
companiment in a country style her a pleasant orch staple, but she
eographed, and Nat Brandwynrie’s
lacks the individuality for solo
and they -revive some of the Blue stop reaction raised.
1 orch expertly plays the shbw. While presentation that’s very refreshing. singing. R. Marsan is a clever
Using
no gimmicks to sell her tal-.
material, now familiar on the Strip
Christine Callas is his replace¬ this show’s most obvious defect is
T-a fact most of the tourists prob-| ment for Jean Fenn. A handsome
ent, Miss Guitar climaxes her 30 standup comedian. Fred Orbeck
a lack of comedy and ah over¬
minutes with her pop platter stuff. orch (5) provides interim and dancri
ably won’t notice and about which brunet, she has. the x^asics for a
abundance of vocals and /dancing,
the nudity oglers won’t give a hoot. fine contralto soloist. As of now,,
Act could go major. league with music. It is mainly a Gallic spot*
Proser most certainly rates kudos
careful management and some spe¬ for knowledge of the lingo is need**
The DiorDancers (4) is an ex¬ however, she needs plenty of Work
for an A-.l production. The. laughs
ed, but gets tourists wanting oldcial staging.
Feve.
ceptionally good Apache-type act to smooth the rougher edges. With¬
may.be better, as and wheri Edie
style Paris nitery surroundings.
id which, the: lone femme partner al, when she joins With Liberace in
Adams takes over as headliner in
Mosk.
is. tossed about With skilful. aban-| duetings and on the “aCcomp” se¬
Adolphus, Dallas
four weeks.
don. The Five Fredonias—actually quence, she gets thena to mitting
Dallas* Feb. 14. .
Opening night (12) was a sellout
six because a pre-teenage sister has warmly,
Windsor
Hotel,
N’treal
'
Lory.
Tito Guizar, Joe Reichman Orch
affair, at $50 per plate for the
been added—te an act from Ger. “
Montreal, Feb. 11.
March Of Dimes, latter, awarding (7); $1.50-$2 cover.
• many which registers high in the
Vicki Benet, Max Chamitov orch
plaques to the Tropicana Hotel, and
Cave,
Vancouver
acrobatic department. Boubouka,
(4), Sandro Montero; no cover or
Monte
Proser
for
their
efforts.
in
Mexican
troubadour
Tito
Guizar
Vancouver* Feb. 12,
Carol King and Sunny Knight are
Scho. behalf of the charity. \ is ori f r i e ri d 1 y “homegrounds” minimum.
Billy Daniels, Simmy Bow, Pat
the three “exotic dancers,’’ latter
when he plays Dallas, He’s been a
doing, a standard strip and all giv¬ Sides, Fraser McPherson Orch (8),
The luxurious figure and adQ>
fave for 20 years, and current fort¬
Ben Blue’s, Santa
ing generously with the leer-luring Ken Cooper; $2 cover.
night is his second in nine months, quate piping of Vicki Benet gracri
bumps and grinds.* ‘Choreography
Monica
the handsome, refurbished Embas¬
at
the
plush
Century
Room,
where
by Mme. Kamarova is imaginative;
Billy Daniels once again sets the
Santa Monica* Cal., Feb. 11. . he drew a full house at opening sy Room as the second performer
' Cee Davidson batons, the Orch (12) Cave’s cash register jumping. He
Ben/ Blue, Barbara Heller,, Kay (13L
in the hotel’s new sjiow policy. She
for revue.
Duke.
did it last July. This particular Cee. Jones, Lois Ray, Sammy Wolf,
He runs, a full vocal course in 60 scores handily.
six-day stint is not quite SRO, but Ivan Lane Orch (5); $3.50 mini¬ iniriutes of songs in Spanish arid
Gowned in a'clinging outfit that
both
floorshoWs
;play
to
near
full
Ambassador Hotel* L- A,
mum.
English, doing local musts—“Gra¬ reveals but leaves little room foj
houses—which reverses the downLos Angeles, Feb. li.
nada,” “Malaguena” and “Guada¬ movement* Miss Benet sings in an
. Eydie Gorme, Kovach■ & Rabov- beat trend in the area’s b.o., and
S e. c o n d time; around at Ben lajara.” Guizar inixes both lan¬ expressive fashion but songalog
sky, Skinnay Ennis Orch; $2-$2.50 helps set things up for marquee Blue’s Santa. Monica nitery finds guages for a great version of needs updating and could include
names Richard Walters Will pre¬ show comparably the same when “Around the World,” keeps build¬ more original items. The old Gal¬
cover, $3 minimum.
sent this Centenary summer. .
caught at club’s opening in No¬ ing via a stage stroll, giving with lic standards which most chantootSame old BD stagecraft emerges vember With, exception of song¬ numbers in English. Audierice par¬ sies with an accent could get away
Eydie Gorme was advertised for
and cops usual rave response. The stress Kay Cee Jones,, brought in ticipation Singsong welds his audi¬ with several years ago have passed
her Cocoanut Grove opening as
pipes
are
iri
finest
fettle;
and
trick
10 days ago* to supplant Anri tors. Smash bit Is “Cielito Lindo” and even the most devoted Franco¬
“the charming recording and tele¬
vision star.” Charming is a meagre of vanishing offstage twixt stanzas Mason. Chirp, who shares, costar in Spanish, In waltz time and in phile becomes restless when “Pidescription of this. young singer of “The Masculine Touch” (by now spot with Barbara Heller and Blue, rock ’ri’ roll tempo. “Jalisco” pulls galle” and such are belted.
Tempos throughout are varied
who gives in her first L, A. club a new BD trademark), makes every Is a canny type Who knows what palm praise and to clinch ’the long
appearance all indications of being verse a heavy-mitted ericore. Song- to sing and; when to sing it For1 sesh he begs off with “El Rancho enough to keep up the interest and
a sky-rocketing personality of Un¬ alog sets off a nostalgic binge, this night, which was especially Grande.” Only overdone bit is patter is kept to a minimum. On
especially on medley of singer’s memorable because of a special singer’s constant “ladies and gen¬ riight caught. Miss Benet battled a
usual dynamism and magnetism.
Nothing Miss Gorme has done in load of former disclicks. Benny eulogy given vet actor Charles tlemen” phrase in every sentence, very talkative room and wasn’t
tv or records can prepare one for Payne’s mugging and riffing, plus Coburn on his 80th birthday by which he could pare, or switch to helped by the general acoustics.
her in-person authority and com¬ solo cm “St. . James infirmary Blue, Miss Jones belted out a ver¬ “senoras y senores” Occasionally. - Pianist Max Chamitov and his
Slick backing by Joe Reichman combo play their usual good show
satile repertoire which included
mand and the casual ease with Blues,” net sock applause;
Simmy Bow is. a racy young “If I Was President,” “Some Of and crew abet Guizar’s guitar, and and split the Interim sets with gui¬
which she uses them to belt across
the blues, croon a ballad and in¬ comic serving offbeat, chatter with These Days” “There’ll Be Some there’s a packed floor at terp time. tarist Sandro Montero. Room has
The gags Changes Made” and a specialty
fect an audience with the atmos¬ tuneful interruptions.
Act winds Feb. 26; next night, been building steadily since recent
phere that something special and are riovel, domestic-pegged and tune with an Oriental beat called singer Betty Martin and dancers opening and Miss Benet proves' to
Wonderful is taking place. Miss unquotable* and go. over big.
Mitzi & Lawrence open a fort¬ be a strong contributing factor.
"Oh What a Bhag-Dad Had.”
Toms.
,
Gorme has the same, air of heart¬
Singer, under pact to Dot Rec¬ night*
Newt* Bark. . j

. -.. .
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF FEBRUARY 19
Numerals In connftctlon with bills h«low Indicat* opening dayef shew
whether full or split week
Letter in parentheses Indicates circuit: *tl> Independent; (L) Leew; (M) Mess;
( > Paramount) (R) RKO; <S> Stoll; IT) Tivoli; <W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (P) 20
Corps de Ballet.
Jack Header
Sondra Barrett
Rockettes.
Glee Club
Lucille Manners

.Foursome
Renald & Rudy
RokV 20
Harrison A.Kossi
Skating" Squires
Roxyettes.

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T> 24
Shirley Bassey
Vic Hyde
Lili Berde
Clifford Guest
Curibas (4>
George Holmes
Neal & Newton
Eleanor Gunter
doe Martin
Lionel Easton 3
Jimmy Jeff
-David Sterle
Irene Bevans
Rae -Morgan

Victor Alverez
Miriam Barr eras
La Serie pro
Ortega ,Oro
T'opicaiie
Nat King Cole
Erlinda Cottes
Alberto Rochi

Blanca Varela .
Gladys 4e Freddy
Riveros • '
Guaracheros . .
Monica Caste! '
Troplcaha Ballet
S Suarez Orq
4 Romeo Orq

LAS VEGAS

Desert Inn
Dorothy Dorbin
Jimmy Durante
Dancers'
Eddie Jackson
Shecky. Greene
Sonny KingRay Sinatra Ore
Skeets Minton
Sahara
Donn, Arden Dncrs Marlene Dietrich
Carlton . Hayes Ore Amin Bros.
Dunes- Louis Basil Ore
"Minsky's Folies
Louis Prima-Keely
. International"
Smith.
Smith & Dale
. .
Sands.
Jesse White
Jerry Lewis
Sid. Fields
Peg Leg Bates
5 Fredonias
Dick Humphreys
Dior Dancers
Mudlarks
Boubouka
Copa Girls
Carol King
Antonio Morelli Ore
Sunny Knight
San Souci
"Gay Paree Revue”
Cee Davidson Ore
. .. El Cortez
Hoyt Henry Ore
Dubonnet -Trio
. Showboat
Dick Saunders
Hank Penny
Marcie Miller
Shirley: Scott
. Deedy Sc Bill .
Garr Nelson
! El Rancho Vegas
Showboat Girls
Vic Artese Ore
1 Sophie Tucker .
Silver Slipper
Vagabonds
Dick: Rice Orch
Hank Henry
Loray White.
Flamingo
Ritz. Bros.;.
Annie Malobey .
Guy Lombardo' Ore
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Gogi Grant
Hotel StatlerFlainingoettes
Sparky Kaye
XaVier Cugat Ore
Jack Cathcart Ore
Mac Dennison
Hofei Taft
Fremont
Hotel
Geo. Redman Ore
Vincent Lopez Ore
Thunderbird
Nltecaps
Hotel St. Regis
Frank Gusto
Make Believes
Denise Darcel
Joe
Pornaro
The
Victors
Milt Shaw Ore
. Tropicana
The
Castles
Ray Bari Ore
Jayne Mansfield
. Latin Quarter
Harry
Ranch
Mickey
Hargitay
Goofers
Jig
Adams
.
Elaine
Dunn
Haller Sc Hayden
Cathy Crosby
Bob White Quartet
Malagoa Sis
Lizahne. Truex
L
&
F
Maynard
Peiro Bros.
Riviera
Dante DTaulo
Chandra Kaly
Geo. Chakaris
Martha Ann Bentley Ginger Rogers
Navelltes
Jack Ackerman
Jamel Twins
Cavanaughs'
Nat
Brandywynne
India Adam«
Bob Kennedy
Jo Lombardi'Ore
B Harlowe Ore
La Cupfdon
Americana
Sacasas Ore
Gretchen Wyler
Dean Martin
Old Romanian
Pupi Campa Ore
Raul Sc Eva Reyes
McKenna line
. Latin Quarter'
Jackie . Heller
Avon Long
Lee Martin Ore..
Milton Berle
Margaret Tyne*
Betty George
Laveme Hutchinson Maya Ore
Avalon
Metropolitans
George Carl
Hal Winters
Dunhills
Town.* Country
Bobby Dukoff Ore
Quito Clayero
Blackburn Twins
Anita Boyar
Gina Guardi
Jerry Collins
Red Smith 3
Martha Errole
Buster Burnell
. Balmoral
Walter Nye Ore
Ned Harvey Qre
Charlie Farrell .
Sicaris Ore
Havana Hardl Gras
Viennese Lantern Irving Fields 3
Diosa Costello
Laureanne LeMay ' Biny Mitchen
Mickey Gentile
Milo* Velarde
Evelyn Sharpe *
Jose Curbelo Ore
Don Casino
Ernest Schoen Ore
Carillion
Tonia Flores ,
Paul Mann
Dorothy Sarnoff
Tony ft Francella
Village Barn
Henny Youngman
Juan Romero
Billy Kelly
Louis Jordan 3
David Tyler..Ore
Mae Sagan
Dick Sterling
.
.
Luis Varona Ore
Larry McMahon
Jaques Donnet Orc
Malayan
Irving Harris
Cafe De Paris
Pets Petersen 3
Belle Carroll
Geqrge Matson
Piute Pete
The Szonys
Calypso Revue.
Bobby Meyers Ore
Plroska .
Murray Franklin's5
Village Vanguard
Billy Fellows...
Terry Haven
Irwin- Corey :.
Dick Ha villa nd
Jet MacDonald
Charlie Mingus
Dick Estes
Danny. Rogers
Melvin Stewart
Bona Nagy.
Snuffy Miller
-Waldorf-Astoria
Chickle James
Roy Sedley
McGuire Sisters .
T.lnfla BishOP
Doug Scott
Emil .Coleman Ore*
Croft Twins
Sue Lawton
Bela Bahai .Ore ■'
Tinker. Bell
Eddie Bernard
Lyda Fairbanks . . Nautilus
Freddie Bell BenMonica - Boyar
hops
Mac Pepper
Glenn Sc Coleen
Deauville
Carlos & Yvonne
Menchassys
Red Caps
6yd Stanley Ore
Luparescos
Tito Puente Ore
Sans Souci
Paul Castle
Damlta Jot Dick Hall
Darlene Sellik
Di Lido
Freddy- Calo Ore
Jo Ann McGowan
Bageltlme Revue
Saxony
Fred Napier
Barton. Bros.-.
Geisha Girl Revue
Adrian Swan
Eddie .Scnaeffer
Ming 4c Li ng
Norman Crider
T.iiiiaw Hayes
Toy. 4c Wing
Tune Tattlers 4
Kay Carole .
Florence Ahn
Charlie Fisk Ore
Bea Kalmus
Tony Toyada
Drake Hotel
Tong Bros.
Bobby Escoto
Pat O’Day
Bernie Sager
Kabouki Dncrs.
Jlmmv Blade: Ore
Caney Ore
Rath Wallis
Gate of Horn
Eden Roe
Charles & Faye
P. Amaya Sc Teresa. Nat-King Cole
Henry Levene Ore
London House
Savin*
Dorothy Donegan 3
Carmen Cavallaro 4 Emery Dedtsch
Don Rickies
Mister Kelly's
Strings
Bobby Sherwdod
Della Reese
Dolores Leigh
Rascha Rodett .
Phil Leeds
Mai Malkin Ore
Pete Brady 3
Marx & Frigo (3)
Sonny Kendis Oro.
Marty Franklin 3
Palmer House
Louis Varena Ore.
Bob Sennett .
Nelson Eddy
Murri & Ruth
Gale Sherwood
Shalborn*
Sallie Blair-'
Morlidor Trio
CappleRos
Arthur Blake
Ben'Arden Ore
Hal Edwards Ore
Leonard Young
Len Dawson Ore.
' Fontainebleau
Lord Flea Calypso
Tony Martin .
Reg Priestroan
Norman Thorpe
SYDNEY
Tivoli CT) 24
Larry Griswold
Johnny Lockwood
Eagle & Man
A Robins
Rayes 8c Faye
Anny Berryer
Medlock & Marlowe
Winnetou & Squaw
B i D Stuchberry .
Jimmy Parkinson
Edit Juhasz
Frank Ward

NEW YORK CITY
Blue Angel
Bobby Short
OFson Bean
Will Holt
Carolina & Belen
Phyllis Dillon
Jimmie Lyon Trio
Bon Soir
Kaye Ballard
Tony & Eddie
Morgana King
Jimmie Daniels
Casanova
Jose Duval
Margrit & Adrienne
Chateau Madrid
Carmen Amaya Co.
Ralph Font Ore
Panchito Ore.
eopacanana
Tony Bennett
Rowan 4c Martin
Paulette Sis
Cindy Tyson
Sammy Deveos
Peggy Womack.
Michael Dursb Dr£
Frank Marti On*
Downstairs Room
Julius Monk
Ronny Graham
Ceil Cabot
Ellen Hanley
Jeaift Arnold
Gerry Matthews
Stan Keen
El Chico
Marisa Terol
Lucerite Tena.
Carlos 8c Mvrna
Mellitas DePCampo
No 1 Fifth Av»
Cedrone & aiitchell
Bob Downey
Harold FonviRe
Joan Bishop
Hotel Pierre .
Stanley Melha Ore
Joe Ri card el Ore
Betty Benee
Hotel Plaza
Genevieve
Ted Straeter Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Hotel Roosevelt

MIAMI-M1AMI BEACH

CHICAGO
Black Qrchj
Mary Kaye Trio
j
Joe Parnello <3>
Blue Angel
"Calypso- Extrava¬
ganza” .
Princess Abilia &
Kin? Christian
Lord Christo
Lord Rafael
Candelas Trio
j
Roger McCall
Blue Note
Gerry Mulligan 4
Laon Sash 4
Chez Perce
Myron Cohen
John Bachemin ....
Chez Adorables 6
Ted Fio: Ritb Ore
Cloister Inn
Eddie Higgins Trio.
Kim Karter
SUm Gaillard
Conrad Hilton.
"Big. Top"

LOS ANGELES
Avahfe Garde
Matt Dennis Trio
Ruth Olay
Shelley Berman
Ben Blue's
Ben Blue
Kay Cee Jones
Barbara Heller
Sammy Wolf.
Lois Ray
Ivan Lane Ore
Coconut Grove
Eydie Gonne
Kovach Sz Rabovsky
Skinnay Ennis Ore
Crescendo
Mills. Bros.
Daye Pell . Ore
-III Club
Paata Morgan
Hi-Lo's
George Kirby
Shelly Manne Ore
Largo
Frances Faye
Buddy Lester
Eddie Grady Ore

Larry . Potter's
Supper Club
Ink: Spots
Boodles Weaver
Mocambo
Alan King
Betsy Duncan
Paul Hebert Ore
Moulin Rouge
Will Mastin Trio
Donn Arden Line.
Royal Guards
Eddie O’Neill Ore
Slate Bros.
Lenny Kent
Dick Kallman
The Threesome
Staffer Hotel
Geo. Arnolds
’.‘Rhythm on Ice”
.Revue
Ed Bersman Ore
The Seville
Tantrums In Tempo
HiEi’s
Jimmie Fields Dcrs
l
Ye Little Club
'■ Toni Harper
Randy Sparks

HAVANA
Capri
Wences
Diahann Carroll
Ethel Martin
Dick Curry
Nacienet
Pa ta chou
Parisien Dncrs
Dancing WatersW Reyes Ore

Riviera
Jaye P. Morgan
Leo Diamond
Casino Playa Ore
Bans Souci
Dick Lee
Dolores Perry:
Gloria dc Rolande
RolaUdP La Serie

RENO
Harolds Club
DynamicsTwin-Tunes (5)
4 Lovers.. Harrah's .
Debra Hayes €5)
Jackie ;4c Roy
Jackie Burns
Mafalda
Holiday
Windsors
Chuckles

: Mapas Skyroom
Kay Martin
Harria 4c Misters.
Elliott 4c -Lawrence
Dubonnet 3
Jade Melick 3
Johnny Matson
Riverside
Modernaires
Starlets
Bill CUHord Ore

SAN FRANCISCO
Ann's 44ft Club
Patsy Kelly
Backstage
Joanne Reretta
Bernard Bragg
Geo. Shearing S
Easy Street
Turk Murphy Ore
Feck's II V
Bobby Troup
Four Preps
Fairmont Hotel
Carol 'Planning
E. Heckscher Ore
Gar *rs
_
Bee, Ray 4c Ray K.

Muggsy Spinier.
Jo* Sullivan .
ffungry I
Morf Sahl
Jo Ryder
Tom O'Horgan
Jack's Waterfront
Ernestine .Anderson
Memry Midgett
Pat Paulsen
Jazz Showcase
Dick Saltzman 4
Vince Guaraldi
Lit Greenwood
LoU Gottlieb
: 345 Club
Carl Ravazza
Allen Cole
Dorothy Dorben
;Dcrs (10) ••
Alex Dushin'Orc
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House Reviews

RON URBAN
Mafic
10 Mins.
Steuben’s* Boston
Ron Urban, personable blonde
youngster in traditional conjurer
ler, the second lead and her in¬
Apollo, X. Y.
tails and white tie, but for short
Billy Williams. Quartet, Lee An¬ tuition was right. Marten’s meta¬
time in the midwest. area and off
morphosis- is tagged under New
drews
&
The
Hearts
(5>,
Cholathe club-date and ice show circuits;
Acts, for he is now a personalized
not yet- documented in Variety, ] teers (3), Valerie Carr, Three Play¬ singer to contend with.
mates*
Bert
Howell
&
Buddy
Bow¬
has one of the brightest and hand¬
Miss Piaf alstf brought along
somest sight acts on- the illusion ser* Reuben Phillips Band U3);
I Marlene & Co. (5) from Brazil.
wheel. With slick aplomb and “River's Edges” (20th).
Marlene, is a husky looker poured
studied nonchalance, he produces
into a Jwrap-around dress.
She
doves in all colors of the rainbow
Home, of Harlem vaude pulled in gives out some Brazilian fados with
from impossible places. This hfer- a ‘‘downtown” act to headline this
the right sensuality arid dynamism
lin of the birds stands out with pro week and had some of its regulars
workmanship and draws “ahs”; and brush up on their' mid-Manhattan and makes for a good entry (see
New Acts). Jacques Courtois is a
“ohs” from aud with each proiduc-. stylings, with less than the* usual
tion of 15 doves , in gold, pink, emphasis on the big idiom along deft ventriloquist who. does his bit ‘
grpen, orange, white, orchid and 125th St.-^rock ’n’ roll. There’s with a .pipe in his mouth. He has
the savvy material, tiriiing and
purple.
nothing wrong with playing the deftness to make this a top vent
Birds . emerge from balloons music straight once in a while or
act.
bursting in air; from pink silks, he even more frequently than. that.
Great Pusztai Troupe (7) is a
produces a pink bird;, from, gold But the net result of signing the
silks, a gold bird, etc: He tears Billy Williams. Quartet* refurbish¬ teeterboard act that rates the great
pink and blue paper together and ing the house hand .(a systematic in its monicker. Men rocket atop
the . paper restores itself. He tears change that has been taking place two to three arid four of their cothe blue paper, in silhouette of over the past several months) and workers already on each others'
bird,
and
blue
colored
dove bringing in the Choclateers, a trio shoulders, or do chain reaction set¬
emerges. As each bird is produced, of dancing comics who are more ups on three boards. This is a turn
it: is placed on a stand on stage. downtown than ’way up town in of high calibre for U.S. video and
He’s great with the double climax their approach, is a soft boxoffice vaude. Malta & Fernando Dogs
have the usual appeal.
effects, producing a . second bird for the Apollo this week:
Bobby Jule is a brilliant juggler
after the first. For his magnum
Reuben Phillips heads the who is svelte and perfect: enough
opus, he pours a pitcher of milk
house’s sidemen, whom the Apollo to inject some comedies into his
into a rolled-up magazine, puffs out
management has been depending routine. When he . drops anything
silks and birds, whips silks around
on more and more of late in lieu of it is strictly for laughs. . His is a
and produces a birdcage with live
parrot. Doubre climax and finale, outside- group. Either Phillips or top supporting act with enormous
some arranger has been stressing Yank possibilities.
Romanos (3)
which gets him off way ahead, is
less and less of,the hot-lick stuff are a good opener; two women and
production of a 17-inch square by
18-inch high bird cage with two and increasing semi-classics, e.g., a man cavort gracefully on bikes
blue-colored doves from the same a George Gershwin medley, han¬ and unicycles and end it in a flurry
silks. Night Caught Urban nabbed dled prettily by the individual toot- of tiny bikes being peddled furi¬
Josett#
big mitting all through and had ers and percussionists but less than ously across the stage,
terrifico femme aud-attention With perfectly in unison. The arrange¬ Privat is a saucy singer with poise,
brilliant display of live color pas- ments seem too dressed up for a hilt she. still needs some ease in
-tels (doves). He. manipulates his band so heavy on brass and so presentation and a better songalog
to fit her breezy character. Now
illusions to make this a savvy light on strings.
magico act and collects warm cus¬ . Lee Andrews & The Hearts and arch instead of bright, some toadthe Three Playmates, latter a work may well make her a good
tomer. approval:
Great bet for all visual mediums, mixed black arid white femme staple in the singing corps here.
Mosk.
vaude, niteries, tv, and variety troupe, are the orily accented con¬
stanzas where zing, flash, color an* cessions to the. r & r aficionados,
hut both teams are so ordinary that
showmanship required.
Guy.
they prove of little, if any, satis¬
faction i,
MARLENE & CO (4)
-Oh the other hand, the Chocla¬
teers, a veteran troupe of another
genre, is almost as disappointing.
The Fol-He-Rols
X’Olympia. Paris
It is not their sophistication any
(KING’S, GLASGOW)
In spife of her name Marlene is more than it is the stomp-stomp
Glasgow, Feb. 18.
right from the carioca H circuits beat of the previously mentioned
Greater Newman presentation, of
where she was discovered by Edith crews that makes them weak. Danc¬ revue.
Sketches and lyrics by
Piaf. She shiinmies out after the ing is energetic, but in poor form. Newman; additional lyrics, Philip
scene is set by four bongo-playing, Choclateers’ salvation is In the fine Whitley; Music, Harry .Tail, Wolsedervishing sepia boys. Brawny but voice of the largest membei; of the
shapely, she gives out a series of trio. Though he clowns, he has a ley Charges; dance arrangments,
samba and fado-type rhythms ac¬ style and a control which should Thurza Rogers, Cherry Willoughby;
companied by a frenetic series of be taken seriously by those who pianos, Harry Tait, Alice Ste¬
contorting'torso gyrations and La¬ like jazz. But he shouldn’t dance, phenson; drums, Jimmy Green,
tino dance steps.
Valerie Carr, tall and with per¬ At King's Theatre, Glasgow, Feb.
Her voice is husky^d true and fect vocal control, is also to be 17,’58; $00 top.
she looms a neat Yank plush room appreciated: She sings numbers
entry.
Mosk.
This, light-entertainment
unit
such as “Foggy Day,” "Over the
Rainbow,” . “Too Marvelous For provides bright fodder that pays off
Words,” which are delivered a la in results on both laff and mittFOUR NATURAUS
Frank Sinatra and Judy Garland. meters. It’s made up of several
Songs
She’s not overly imitative, but she ■ talented young men, a looseMins.
borrows in great measure from limbed comedienne, arid. some
Alhambrii, Glasgow .
their distinctive phrasing in the pretty dancing girls, all backed by
New singing act, just launched;
songs they have respectively made- slick and witty material:
a good bet fbr. hookers who want to or kept-famous. She’ll he tops when
Leslie Crowther, tall, bovine¬
be m early on a quartet with prom¬
she recognizes that she has more faced comedian, shows versatility
ise.
They _ harmonize :pop ; tunes,
than enough to go it entirely on arid flair for mimicry, and is best
; their groupings and movements all her own.
as a French lover arid an argumen¬
show, sign of intensive rehearsing.
Bert Hbwell'& Buddy Bowser are tative father in a park. Contrast in
An asset is their garbing. Guitarteamed again for some easy-to-take comedy is by Jack Tripp, a smaller
playing member of the* group comedy. Lines are no improvement type with agile movements, expres¬
frowns and. scowls tod much, and
over the Apollo comedic standard, sive mouth and strong sense of
should bear a happier expression.
but the delivery by both men is coihedy. He scores in sketch as a
Rest of group could, also raise some
generally more congenial than raw recruit getting the better of an
more brightness in facial output. .
hellbent for the nearest strip joint: officer, and as leader of Les Girls
Okay for general run of: U. K.
Bowser also fills in as a “running in a “.Can-Cari” item.
and Commonwealth vauderies, and host.
Kathleen West is a law unto her¬
useful bet for tv ‘‘new faces” pro¬
AS for the Billy Williams Quar¬ self as comedienne. She’s a rub¬
grams.
Gord.
tet, they have lost none, of their berfaced, rubber-limbed distaffer
Verve , or solid, songability.. They with ugly face and a flair for
glide through a series of tunes each twisting herself into oddest shapesi
FELIX MARTEN
of which is topflight inusically, but Making a strong impact at outset,
Songs
they fail. to, move Apollo pewsters she must guard against holding the
30 Mins.
stage so long that she becomes
to any great heights of response.
L’Olympia, Paris
tedious. Distaffer has great com¬
Art.
Edith . Piafs proteges have in¬
edy artistry, seen best in “An In¬
cluded such names as Yves Mon¬
vitation irito the Garden” as a nottand, Charles Aznavour, Eddie Con¬
so-simple Maud.
L’Olympia, Paris
stantine, Les Compagnons de la
Also on the distaff side, Pat
Chanson, and she now sends an¬
Paris, Feb. 18.
I
other one into the probable top
Edith Piaf, Felix Marten, Jacques Lambert, a looker, merits praise
She’s
brackets of the specialized star Courtois, Great Pusztai Troupe for-her bright chirping.
singers here in Felix Marten. It ( 7), Bobby Jule, Malta tc Fernando backed by a pretty bunch' of girl
is a tribute to Miss Piaf’s show Dogs,: Marlene, Romanos (3 ), Jo- dancers and singers. Sonia Rees,
a cosily-built blonde, adds further
sense for Marten, up to now, was sette Privat; $2 top.
s.a.
a personable six-footer with a raspy
Largely, it’s a show in which the
voice who. did sardonic, wiseguy£.aiin rial is in for a six wei
males get most chances, as per Jack
ish songs. He was an okay filler
Tripp, Leslie Crowther and Peter
but now,, tinder the tutelage of in this big house and. Judging fn
advance
sales,
may
keep
it
SI
Felgate in a “Do You Believe, in.
Miss Piaf, denotes a true offbeat
Fairies?” . number.
Felgate,
a
feel for more human and dramatic Probably only Maurice Cheval
and Yves Montand could equal 1
■songs.
pleasant young man with a promi- e
nent beaked, nose, scores in "Lean-.
Marten delivers a well concocted pull Miss Piaf has for all types a
J
series of songs in which he gives age: groups.
in’ on a Lamppost.” Allen Chris¬
Miss Piaf’s inner, throaty rii
out real attitudes towards love and
tie, Australian singer, also aoes
day dreams, interspersed with some ness needs no more further )
good work.
patter numbers., to give this an praisal except to say that, thou
Speeded up somewhat, show of¬
audience, identification tag, the the rich wail of her voice goes
fered would have greater impact
secret of Miss Piaf.
I the rails at times, she has the r
As is, it’s friendly, intimate enter¬
mentum,
depth
and
perfection
Marten, has also worked his ges¬
tainment fodder, imaginatively de¬
tures and timing into top pro chan¬ . backing, gesture and songalog
vised and provided by performers
nels. He looms a probable star keep her one of the top so)
with lotsa individual talent Crow¬
stresses
extant
performer soon, arid his showman¬
ther and Tripp would be useful
She is surrounded by a perfec
ship may have him ready for Yank,
bets for tv if yanked out and given
.picked batch of acts to wrap t
chanc&s in two years or so.
a series.
into first-rate musichall. It see
Mosk.
Harry Tait and Alice Stephen¬
Miss Piaf had a hand in this t
son are garbed in oldie concert
and she emerges as good a boo]
style as they tinkle the ivories in
Tony Costas has been named as she. is a singer. She has mi
pit ditto Jimmy Green at the
manager of the King's Club* Dallas. Felix Marten, heretofore only a
drums.
'
Gord.
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For Its 5-Year Repertory Project
The Phoenix Theatre, N. Y.j is4planning a five-year project re¬
quiring $750,000 in fresh capital.
The materialization of that en¬
deavor, on top of approximately
Playwright Max Wilk; apparently
$450,000 already expended during
the theatre’s four - and- one - half tried, but vainly, last Friday night
(14)
• to take his mind , off the
years of operation, would bring the
total investment in the: egghead opening of his comedy, “Cloud?,”
at
the
Gblden Theatre, I¥? Y. While
stock operation to about $1,200,000.
The new backing, which the non- his; own play was having its preem
performance
at the Golden, he was
profit off-Broadway operation in¬
tends raising through contribu¬ next .door at the Royale watching
“The
Entertainer,”
tions, would be used to establish a
The strain was apparently too
permanent company and repertory
theatre .operation.
The Phoenix much for the playwright, however,
moved; into tax exempt status, at as his seat at the Royale was va¬
the beginning of the current sea¬ cant after the first actintermission.
son,. when Theatre, Inc.*, ,
non~j
profit organization, took over the
sponsorship, with T. Edward Hambleton and Norris Houghton, conr
tinuing as managing directors:
!
The initial phase of the five-year
‘
Phoenix plan calls for the produc¬
tion of 12 plays (six a year) by
Nobel Prize winners.; In addition,
supplementary programs, such as * A Syracuse housewife has her
the religious drama, series and own recipe for legittuner produc¬
Monday, night “Sideshows,’’ would tion—and it’s perfectly; permis¬
be continued. The plan also pro¬ sible. All that’s, needed is a single
vides for road tours of outstanding performer, one utility costume and
Phoenix. productions and the book¬ a piano pliayer. These are the in¬
ing of U. S. and fbreign companies gredients that go. into her oneat the theatre. Furthermore,; the woman presentation of “Kiss Me,
Phoenix would form a company for Kate,” which in .its original form
required a company of 16 princi¬
foreign hikes.
The present plan is for the proj¬ pals, plus chorus.
.The; housewife, Mrs. Bea Solo-,
ect to be launched next. season.
That, according to . the Phoenix man, has appeared in prior “in¬
terpretations”
of Broadway: clidk
blueprint would require the raising,
of $350,000 by June IV
Of that musicals, as have others. The
“Kate”
situation,
however, is be¬
amount, $175,000 would be applied
to the theatre operation for the lieved to be the first time that per¬
mission,
has
been
obtained
for such
first season, while, the balance; to
be carried oyer to subsequent sea¬ an undertaking. The . greenlight
sons, would be in non-recurring was. given to Mrs. Solomon by the
capital funds, That includes $100,- show’s authors, Bella arid Samuel
, guarantee for permanent com¬ Spewack and Cole Potter, and she’s
pany and repertory; $25,000, rent, paying royalties on her perform¬
ances' to the musical’s licensing
(Continued on page 62)
agent; Tams-Witmark Music Li¬
brary.
Mrs. Solomon debuted her ver¬
sion of “Kate” last October and
siric'e then has played about 25 oneniter dates. The bookings, spon¬
sored by various organizations,
ranging from Women’s clubs to re¬
ligious and educational groups,
Ft. Worth city fathers have voted have , been situated mostly in cen¬
a $500,000 bond issue for the con¬ tral N. Y. State. Mrs. Solomon, ac¬
struction of a Kaiser aluminum companied at the piano by Thelina
dome on the site of the former Miller Cohn; uses a special four-inBilly Bose Casa Manana. It will one costume for the required char¬
be a theatre-in-the-round, with acter. switches. The garment was
1,750 seats to be. scaled to $3.50 top designed by Eaves Costiiirie Co.
weekends, opening June 30 for a
One-woman . preformances . or
“readings” of Broadway shows are
season of musicals.
For first season 10 weeks is con¬ a fairly old stunt, but have mostly
templated, two weeks each to such been done without permission or
probable starters as “King and I,” payment pf royalty, under, the guise
“Guys and Dolls,*' “Kismet’; and of being “lectures.” In general in
“Merry Widow.” In 1959, assuming, such cases .if the show's author or
community; support at the boxof- original producer Iparns of the
fice, a 20-Week season is envi¬ pirated Version, legal action. is;
sioned by producers . . James N. threatened arid even occasionally
Snowden; and Melvin Dacus, who carried out to halt the operation.

Wilk Couldn’t Take It,
At Least in Absentia

1-Woman late;

000

Ft. Worth to Construct
500G Aluminum Dome
For Snmmer Musicals

are also connected with the local
opera.
Proposed, policy calls for stand- ,
ard talent rather than stars: Mi¬
chael POUock, of the N.Y. City Cen¬
ter production staff, has been ap¬
pointed to do the casting in Man¬
hattan: and lajter to take up . resi¬
dence as director.
Pollock points up the technical
facilities and. actor comforts: pos-:
'Sible in
an
aluminum dome,
air-conditioned or heated as need¬
ed, and immune to the storm haz¬
ards which beset summer tents.
Bullish on the device (film show¬
men also are * using aluminum
domes here and there), Pollock
believes they give a big boost to
muhicipally-sppnsored theatres
Fort Worth, plan is to divert
any b.o. profits to a general fund.
Theatre ini yeats ahead might
present straight drama, ballet and
even; opera.
I

PRODUCER ELIZ. MIELE
BANKRUPT FOR 178G
Elizabeth Miele, who produced
the 1954 Broadway flop, “Hit the
Trail,” has. filed a voluntary peti¬
tion, of bankruptcy in N. Y. Fed¬
eral Court- The total liabillty
claimed, is $177,966, while the
number of - unsecured creditors
listed is 70.
Miss. Miele lists no assets and
an income for . 1956 and 1957 of
$5,655 arid $5,712, respectively.
The coin according to the petition,
represents Income from a trust
fund.
Actors. Equity and the American
Guild of Musical Artists have sent
a joint statement to Congress, pro¬
testing the US.’ “limited partic¬
ipation ,. . . in the field of the. performing arts in the Brussels Fair.,
this, summer.”

Drama Ed, Dost Herald
Boston, Feb. 1L
Lyon Phelps,. grand : riephew of
the lata lecturer-critic-editor Wil¬
liam Lyon Phelps, is the new as¬
sistant to dramia-editor-critic Elinor
Hughes at the Boston Herald.
Phelps^ former Boston Sunday Post
feature .writer and playwright,:
succeeds Robert Taylor, who.trans¬
ferred to the editorial writing staff.
The new Herald drama assist¬
ant’s full name is also William
Lyon Phelps, but he uses the sec- ond name only.

Dallas, Feb. 18,
Maria Merieghini Callas has
signed a contract to return to and
opeii the Dallas Civic Operas sec¬
ond season next Oct. 31.
It’ll'be a revival of Vherubini’s
“Medea,” reportedly work's first
staged performance: in this coun¬
try since Andrew Jackson’s inau¬
guration.

In Money Snarl

Union Listens, But Wont Negotiate
*

Schedule 2 ‘Party’ Plays
For London Production
. London, Feb. 18. .
“The Party” is a popular legit
title here.
Two new dramatists
have plays scheduled for local pro¬
duction under that tag, but it’s ex¬
pected that one entry may be re¬
titled.
Charles Laughton is scheduled
to double as director-star of one of
the vehicles, written, by Jane Ar¬
den. The other; by Harold Pinter,
is to be directed by Peter Wood.

The death last week of Harry
Froirikes, owner of the National
Theatre, N. Y., left the: house vir¬
tually bankrupt.
The situation,
lieved to be unprecedented in recent legit history, occurred during
the second and final week of the
run of. "Winesburg, Ohio” at 4he
theatre,
Fromkes, who fell or jumped
from a wiridpw of his 12th floor
New York home/ reportedly han¬
dled. all the financial details of the
theatre himself. He was also un¬
derstood to have .been Iris bwff. at¬
torney.
However, the standard
treasurer’s account and manager’s
account, which, he presumably:
kept, couldn’t be fourid following
his death.
thus, the theatre was left com¬
pletely without, funds for .opera¬
tional expenses and other financial
obligations. Approximately $1,300
taken in at the b.o. during the bal¬
ance of the week was used to pay
off the house personnel. Five stage¬
hands. were paid over $600 by per¬
sonal check by James F. Reilly,
executive secretary of the League
of N: Y. Theatre.
The producers of the play, Yvette
Schumer, . S.; L. Adler and the
Saba; Co., were, unable to cover
the unexpected- costs as a. check
issued to them by Fromkes Was
(Continued on page 62)

of Lady’

Percentage deals on “Who Was
That Lkdyfl Saw You With?” in¬
volve a maximum 2854% of the
weekly gross ©n the comedy. That’s
exclusive'of theatre rentals. It re¬
flects payments to the producer, di¬
rector, author and two of the
show's three costars'.
Peter Lind Hayes , and his wife,
Mary Healy, who share, star billing
with Ray Walson, are in for 12i£%
of the gross until either production
costs have been recouped or 21
playing weeks have elapsed. There¬
after,--their share of the receipts
will be .15%. .
Author Norman . Krasna collects
the basic Dramatists Guild mini¬
mum (5% of the first $5,000 gross,
756% of the next $2,000 and 10%
of the balance) during the produc¬
tion’s current out-of-town tryout
and a straight 10% when it hits
New York. Once the show pays off,
director Alex Segal will get 256%
of the gross. Until then his take
is 2%.
Producer Leland Hayward gets a
straight 1% of the gross and as
general partner 25% of any profits
on the venture. The backers are in
for the usual 50% split of the prof¬
its, while the. remaining 25% will
go to Leland Hayward Productions,
iriCo which owns the production . New York theatres aren't pay¬
rights to the Krasna comedy.. The ing their fair share of the load to
David . Merrick, who has become project is capitalized at $125,000,. bring convention delegates and va¬
known in the trade for resource¬ with provirion for 10% overcall.
cationing visitors to Gotham.
A
ful, publicity and. advertising meth¬
paltry $2,000 of its $600,000 an¬
ods for his shows, came up with
nual budget comes from the the¬
two .new wrinkles in the last cou¬
atrical industry, according to Royal
ple of weeks. He had. to modify
W. Ryan, executive veepee of the
N.Y. convention bureau.
orie of the devices this, week, how¬
ever, following protests by other
Ryan feels that both the film
Boston, Feb. 18.,
Broadway managements.
and legit houses should be con¬
Stanley Bell, in actor and mem¬ tributing more to the financial
The producer has for several
years been dropping the initial ber of an old theatrical family, campaign underwritten by some
"The” from the titles of his shows; jumped or fell to his death yester¬ 1,300 subscribers/ Presently some
as listed in the alphabetical ads. day (Mon.) from the eighth floor $25,000 is tossed into the bureau's
iff the: daily papers. He tried a of the Hotel Touraine here. The 40- financial pot by night clubs and
new twist for the ABC ads for year-old performer had been a restaurants in New York, hut the
“The .Entertainer,” retaining the member of the touring company of film and legit operators, by com¬
initial article but having it printed “Much Ado About Nothing,” cur¬ parison, are In the niggardly pew.
in smaller type above the noun rently playing the Shubert Theatre
Annual report ef the bureau to
. ■ . . be released tomorrow (20) Teveals
and thereby getting: it placed here.
Bell, who played Don Pedro, haa that the convention delegate in
further ahead in the listing, un¬
been out pf the cast since walking New York spent 5.71% of his
der “E.”
The N. Y. Times carried the ad out off tlid production while play¬ dollar on theatres;
.86% on
that way in its Sunday issue pf ing a scene with the show’s star, movies; 9.30% on hotel restaur¬
Feb. 9, but thereafter would not Katharine Hepburn, in Washington ants and 4.48% on night clubs.
accept the copy in that; form, for last Friday night (14). His under¬ Rest of conventioneer’s buck goes
inclusion under “E.”: The .“Enter¬ study, EUis Rabb, went on after for hotel room,. beverages, retail
tainer” ads have since dropped the Miss. Hepburn was left virtually shopping,
local
transportation,
initial; “The” and been placed in stranded on stage for a brief period. sightseeing, sports events, car
Bell disappeared for an entire service and miscellaneous. Vaca¬
the “E” position in the Times..
The other papers, notably the day and then showed up in New tion visitor , spends proportionate¬
N. Y. Herald Tribune , and. the York at the home of John House-, ly* less in all categories but Sight¬
Post, continued , to accept the ebpy man, the : show’s director. He seeing.
with the initial “The” In small claimed he had “blanked out” dur¬
Bernard F, Gimbel is prexy and
type
above
“Entertainer”
and ing the performance.' Bell report¬ chairman, of the hureau.
place, it in .the “E” position, but edly was to have returned to the
this. Week ruled out the: article Cast last night (Mon.), but the pro¬
after receiving protests. -. Other gram for the production listed
managements; threatened that if Rabb in the role of Don Pedro.
Houseman told police that Bell
Merrick were allowed to continue
the small-type “The” strategem; had telephoned him Sunday night
Pinehurst, N. C., Feb. 18.
they would follow similar, practice (16) that he was unable to sleep
Qn the theory that winter golfwith the copy: for their shows.
and that he had advised him to see
vacationers may extend their visits
(Continued on page 61)
a doctor.
at this resort if evening entertain¬
ment is available for their wives,
Pinehurst will have a spring legit
season again this year. The teeand-green season normally lasts
three months.
Patricia and Fred Carmichael
will return with their repertory
company of 14 t© the riaidtown ’
Caravan Theatre, an old red brick
building with a green tile roof.
The couple operate a strawhat at
Dorset, Vt., every summer.
The local season will open Feb.
21 with George Oppenheimer’g
comedy, “Here Today.” The regu¬
lar schedule calls for Friday-Sunday night performances for 18
weeks.

N. Y. Convention Bareao
Avers Theatres Cheat
On Pro Rata Overhead

Merrick Gimmicks Ads;
Other Producers Beef,
Sti He Has to Drop <llie’

ACTOR STANLEY BELL
DIES IN BOSTON FALL

To Extend Golf Season

After March 1st, 1958
Newsstands

Per Copy

The new League of off-Broadway
Theatres has made limited head¬
way in its effort to combat the
Actors Equity policy of unilateral
action in establishing off-Br©s$lway
regulations. The union, although,
reportedly, refusing' to negotiate
with the group, is meeting pro¬
ducer-members to discuss their
beefs.
.
The setup parallels the situation
that existed between Equity and
summer stock managers prior to
the . union's recognition of several
representative groups .for bargain¬
ing purposes.
It boils down to
Equity issuing self-formula ted rules
and then holding confabs on them.
The procedure, which cued peren¬
nial complaints •from the stock
managers, appears to be acceptable
to the.League,
Both Equity and League reps
claim the relationship is amicable.
However, that wasn’t the case when
the League was formed last Novem¬
ber after the off-Broadway mana¬
gers had been hit with a series of
new regulations. A wire protest¬
ing the unilaierial action by Equity
and demanding the right to nego¬
tiate was sent out by the League.
The request was subsequently
tabled by the Equity council pend¬
ing additional investigation.
However,
in
Docember
the
League was informed that Equity
would discuss the matter at a latere
date and the first official get-to¬
gether was held Feb. 5 and another
is . sOt for Feb. 26. Prior to the
last week’s meet, however, mem¬
bers of the League had been adding
to each contract filed with the union
the following statement, “As per
instructions by the League of offBroadway Theatres this contract is
being signed under protest.”
The League’s primary aim in its
discussions with Equity is to es¬
tablish a certain amount of perma¬
nency fin the issuance of rules by
the union.

Subscription

Per Year

See Details Page 9
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On Solo Week in St Loo
St. Louis, Feb. 18.
“Middle of the Night,” starring
Edward G. Robinson, grossed a
good $30,900 last week at the
American Theatre here.
The production is splitting the
current week between the .Victoria,:
Kansas City, and the Auditorium,
Broadway, after toppling the pre¬ 1,297; $59,085) (Gwen Verdon, Thel¬ Denver.
vious frame, held pretty much to ma Ritter). Previous week* $39,the level of that stanza, last week. 200; last week, nearly $40,800.
The pp ’n’ down fluctuation in
Oh, Captain, Alvin (MC) (2d wk;
grosses was generally moderate, 15 p) <$8.35-$9.20; 1,331; $60,000).
while business since last Saturday Previous week, $58,500, with par¬
night (15) has been downbeat for ties, for first seven performances
most shows because of the blizzard and one preview; last week, almost
and near-zero weather.
$58,900, with parties.
Shows selling out or playing to
Romanoff and Juliet, Plymouth
Virtual capacity last week included (C) (19th wk; 148 p) ($5.75-$6,25;
“Auntie Marne," “Dark at the Top 14)62; $36,625) (Peter. Ustinov).
of the Stairs,” “Jamaica,” “Look Previous week, $27,000; last week,
Homeward, Angel,” “Music Man,” over $26,000.
“My Fair Lady,” “Oh Captain,”
Rope Dancers, Miller’s (D) (13th
“Sunrise at Campobello,” “Two for wk; 101 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 944; $27,Boston, Feb. 18.
the Seesaw” and the opener, “The. 850) (Siobhan McKenna, Art Car¬
The Hub continued with a threeEntertainer.” .
ney). Previous week, $13,500; last show lineup last week. The count
this stanza Is two legit shows,-the
week, almost $13,800.
Estimates for Last Week
Sunrise At Campobello, Cort (D) holdover- “No Time for Sergeants”
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
and the neWcomer, ‘‘Much : Ado
(3d
wk;
20
p)
($6.90;
1,155;
$36,000)
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
About Nothing,” at thg, Shubert.
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ (Ralph Bellamy). Previous week, Also, on tap for a bne-Week s^aind
on subscription; last week,
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬ $33,900
are the Inbal -Dancers, at the Wil¬
over $35,200 on subscription.
eretta).
Time Remembered, Morosco (C) bur.
Other parenthetic designations (14th wk; Ill p) ($9;90; 946; $43,George Oshrin, company manarefer, respectively, to weeksplayed, 000) (HeleiLHayes, Richard Burton, ger of f'Much Ado,” hired snow
number of performances through Susan Strasberg). Previous week, shovelers to dear the cprs in the
railroad yard so the scenery could,
last Saturday, top. prices (where $41,400; last week, over $39,400.
two prices are given, the higher is
Tunnel of Love, Beck (C) (51st be moved in'for the scheduled
for Friday-Satyrday nights and the wk; 409 p) ($5.75; 1,280; $33,000) opening., last night <(Mon.), Thelower for weeknights), number (Johnny Carson,. Marsha Hunt). Inbal troupe, also slated to open
of seats, capacity gross and stars,. Previous week, $7,600; last week, last nighty had to postpone its
performance until . tonight
Price includes 10% Federal and almost $8,900. Exits* next Sunday preem
(Tues.) -because the wCather de¬
5% City tax, but grosses are net; (23) to toUr, with Larry Parks suc¬ layed
the
arrival of set? and cos¬
ceeding Carson:
Auntie Marne, Broadhurst (C)
*
Two for the Seesaw,. Booth (CD) tumes used by the company,
C62d Wk; 485 p) ($6.90; 1,214; $46.Upcoming bookings include.
(5th wk; 36 p) ($6.90; 780; $31,700)
500) • (Greer Garson). Previous
.“Master
i-of
Thornfield”.
Colonial,
(Henry Fonda).
Previous week,
week, $46,800; last week, over $46,$31,400, with parties; last; week, two weeks beginning next Tuesday
100
(25); A m e ric a n Ballet Theatre,
over $31,800, with One party.
^
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC)
West Side Story,. Winter Garden Shubert/ one-week: beginning
(64th wk; 508 p) ($8.05; 1,453; $58,- (MD) (21st wk; 164 p) ($8.05; 1,404; March 3, and “Love Me Little,’*
101) (Judy Holliday).
Previous $63,203). Previous week, $55,900; Wilbur, two weeks begining March
10.
L
week, $56,100; last \veek, over $55,- last week, over $56,300.
Estimates for/Last Week .
600.
Miscellaneous
Back to Methuselah, Shubert (D)
Body Beautiful, Broadway (MC)
Infernal Machine, Phoenix (D) (single week) ($4.40- $5; 1,717;
(4th: wk; 28 p) ($8.05; 1,900; $74,(2d wk; 16 p) ($4.60; 1,150; $29,392) $50,100) (Tyrone P o we r, Faye
000). ' Previous week, $33,700; last
(June Havoc, John Kerr). Previous Emerson, Arthur Treacher). Over
week, nearly $35,000.
week, underquoted, was over; $13,- $41,000; departed Saturday. (15). ;
Cloud 7, Golden (C) (1st wk; 3 p)
Day the Money Stopped, Wilbur
for first eight performances;
$5.75-$6.35; 800; $26,000) (Ralph
(C) (single; week) ($4.95/ 1,241;
last. Week; nearly $lj0,500.
Meeker, Martha Scott).
Opened
$32,699)
(Richard
Basehart).
Closed Last Week
last Friday (14) to unanimous pans
Opened-Feb. 10 to unanimous pans
Marcel Marceau, City Center (Diirgin, Globe; Doyle, American;
(Aston, World-Telegram; Atkinson,
Times; Chapman, News; Coleman, (4th wk; 32 p) ($3.80; .3,090; $61,- Dewar, Traveler; Hughes,- Herald;
Mirror; Kerr, Herald Tribune; Mc¬ 812). Previous week, $39,800; last Norton, Record; Melvin, Monitor);
Clain, Journal-American; Watts, week, almost $40,700. Exited to over: $8,700; left Saturday (15)
Post); nearly $9,300 for first three tour last Sunday (16), after wind¬ fpr Broadway;
performances and three previews. ing up limited four-week stand. .
No-Time for Sergeants, Colonial
Summer of the 17th Doll, Coronet (C) (3d Wk.) ($4.40-$4.90; 1,500;
Compulsion,
Ambassador
(D)
(17th wk; 132 p> ($5.75-$6.90; 1,155; (D) (4th wk; 29 p) ($6.90; 1,101; $38,958). Okay $27,000; previous
$36,200) (Frank Conroy, Roddy Mc¬ $35,040). Previous week, $12,100; week, $26,500; departs- next Satur¬
Dowell, Dean Stockwell).
Previ¬ last week, over $13,500. Closed last day (22).
ous week, $27,000;. last week, al¬ Saturday (15) at an approximate
most $28,000. Closes next Satur¬ $10,000 loss on a $60,000 invest¬
ment.
day (22).
'
Wihesburg, Ohio, National' (D)
Dark at the Top of Hie Stairs,
Music Box CD) (11th wk; 84 p) (2d wk; 13 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,162;
($5.75-$6.90; 1,010; $33,000). Pre¬ $38,876) (Dorothy McGuire, Leon
vious week, $33,700, with parties; Ames; James Whitmore), Previous
Rochester, Feb. 18.
week, $10,100 for first five per¬
last week, same.
“Auntie Marne,” starring Con¬
Entertainer, Royale (CD) (1st wk; formances; last week, almost $7.- stance Benhett, grossed a tremen¬
p) ($7.50; 1,050; $43,500) (Law¬ 800. Closed last Saturday (15) at . a dous $59,300 last, week at the 2,574rence Olivier, George Relph, loss of at least $100,000, its original seat Auditorium here.
Brenda de Banzie, Joan Plowright), investment
The comedy is current at Ford’s
Opened last Wednesday (12) to four
Opening This Week
Theatre, Baltimore.
affirmative notices (Aston, WorldAnnie Get Tour Gun, City Cen¬
Telegram; Kerr,. Herald Tribune; ter (MC) ($3.80; 3,090; $61,812).
McClain, Journal-American; Watts, First in a series of three N. Y. City
Post) and three negative (Atkinson, Center Light Opera Co/ revival ;
As You Like It. Heckscher (1-20Times; Chapman, News; Coleman, opens a limited two-week stand to¬ 58); closes next Saturday (22).
Mirror); over $35,500 for first six night (Wed.).
Boy Friend, Downtown (1-25-58).
performances and ohe preview.
Brothers Karamazov, Gate (12. Day the Money Stopped; Belasco
Fair Game,. Longacre (C) (15th (D) ($5,75; 1,037; $31,58# (Richard 6-57).
wk; 121 p) t$5,75-$6.90; 1,101; $32,- Basehart). Stanley Gilkey & Pro¬
Clerajnbard, Rooftop Gl-7-57).
Courageous
One,
Greenwich
000) (Sam Levene). Previous Week, ducers Theatre presentation of
$22,900; last week, nearly $23,000. Maxwell Anderson’s adaptation of Mews (1-20-58).
Jamaica, imperial (MC) (16th a novel by Brendan Gill; produc¬
Endgame, Cherry Lane (1-28-58).
>k; 124 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000) tion financed at $100,0Q0, cost aiiout
Garden District, York (1-7-58).
(Lena Horne, Ricardo Montalban). $85,000 to bring, after an approxi¬
Iceman Cometh, Circle in the
As usual, $63,700.
mate $20,000 out-of-town loss; can Square (5-8-56); closes next Sunday
LiT Abner, St James (MC) (66th break even at around $17,000 gross (23).
wk; 524 p) ($8.05; 1,615; $58,100); and net about $6,500 at capacity;
King’s Standards, Blackfriars (212-58).
Previous week, $37,100; last week, opens tomorrow night iThurs.),
almost $37,300.
Obligatto, Theatre Marquee (2Portofino, Adelphi (MC) ($6.90Long Day’s Journey Into. Night, $8.05;
1,434; - $50,000)
(Georges 18-58).
Hayes (D) (59th wk; 354 p) ($6.90; Guetary, Helen Gallagher, Robert . Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-251.039; $30,000) (Fredric March, Strauss). Richard Ney production, 55).
Trial of Dmitri Karamazov, Jan
Florence Eldridge).
Previous for which he originally wrote the:
week, $17,700; last week, over $17,- book' and lyrics,, with. Louis Bellson HuS (1-27-58); closes next " Sunday
500. Closes. March 29.
.
and Will Irwin contributing the (23).
Wlnkelberg, Renata
(1-14.-58);
Look Back in Anger, Lyceum (D), score (Gordon Wholey was called
(20th wk; 159 p) ($5.75; 995; $26,- in during the tryout to doctor the closes next Sunday (23);
Closed Last Week
400) (Mary TJre, Kenneth Haigh). book, -while Sheldon Harnick was
Tobias & Angel, Theatre East
Previous week, $17,000; last week, ■ given the assignment of writing
over $16,000.
(1-2-58).
lyrics for three new songs .and. re¬
Look Homeward, Angel, Barry¬ writing the * lyrics for five other
more (Di (12th wk; 92 p) ($6.90; numbers); production financed at
SCHEDULED N Y. OPENINGS
1,076; $40,716) (Anthony Perkins, $230,000 (including 15% overcall),
BROADWAY
Jo Van Fleet, Hugh Griffith). cost about $175,000 to bring in,
(Theatres Set) .
Previous week, $40,300 with par¬ after an approximate $5.0,000 outWaltz Toreadors; Coronet (2-25-58).
ties; last week, nearly $40,700, of-town loss; ^can break even at
Blue Denim, Playhouse (2-27-68).
Who Wa's That Lady, Beck t3-3-58).
with parties.
around $27,000 gross and net about
Wonderful' Town, Center ..(3-5-58).
Music Man, Majestic (MC) (9th $12,000 at capacity; opens Friday
International Soiree, Bijou (3-12-58).
wk; 68 p) ($8:05; 1,626; $68,658). night t21);
Methusaleh, Ambassador. (3-24-58).
'
Say Darling, ANTA (4-3-58).
Previous week, $68,100 with par¬
Joyce Grenfell (wk. 4-7-58).
ties; last week, almost $68,500,
Oklahoma, Center (3-19-58).
With parties.
Love Me Little, Hayea (4-9-58).
, Visit, Lunt-Fontanne X4-14-58),
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
(Theatres Not Set).
(101st wk; 803 p) ($8.05; 1,551; $68,Plaintiff In Pretty Hat (wk. 3-17-58).
2l0) (Edward Mulhare, Sally Ann
Pittsburgh, Feb. 18:
Hearts & Dollars (4-3-58).
Tfowes). Steady at $69,200. Show
“Diary of Anne Frank,” starring
Firstborn (4-29-58).
is selling 20 balcony seats at each Joseph Schildkraut, grossed ail
OFF-BROADWAY
performance to students at 70c a okay $27,600 last week at the Nixon
Enemy People, Provincetown (2-25-58).
Dark of MOoh, Carnegie (2-26-58).
Theatre here.
ticket.
Children of Darkness, Circle (2-28-58).
New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD)
The drama is current at the Wal¬
Power of Dr*ams, Sullivan St. (3-4-58).
(40th wk; 319 p)
($8.06$9.20; nut Theatre, Philadelphia.
Long Gallery, BNA (3-648).

‘Sergeants’ 27G,
‘Methuselah’ 41G,

,
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BENNETT WOW $59,300,
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Off-Broadway Shows

‘Diary’ Passable $27,600
On Week in Pittsburgh
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PUDy Busy; "Blue Denim’ $14800,
‘Who Was’ $27,800, Planet’ $29,500
Bus & Track 'Sergeants’
26G in Southern Split
Columbus, Ga., Feb. 18.
The bus-and-truck company of
■‘No Time for Sergeants" grossed
a satisfactory $26,000 last week in
a four-way, eight performance
split. Dates played, with grosses
listed parenthetically, were as fol¬
lows:
One performance Sunday (9),
Auditorium, Miami ($3,500); one
performance Monday (10), Audi¬
torium, Ft. Lauderdale ($4,500):
two-performance
return
stand
Tuesday-Wednesday (11-12), Audi¬
torium, Miami ($6,700); two per¬
formances Friday (14), Auditorium,
Tallahassee ($5,100), and two per¬
formances Saturday (15), Jordan
Auditorium, here ($6,200).

Washington, Feb. 18.
Shubert theatre racked up near
capacity business last week with
Katherine Hepburn and Alfred
Drake in “Much Ado About Noth¬
ing.” Shubert'is dark this week,
reopening next Monday (24) with
two weeks of “Visit to a Small
Planet.”
National got off to a good start
with “Waltz of the Toreadors”, de¬
spite unfavorable weather and
absence of star Melvyn Douglas
from four performances because of
a bad throat. Paul Ballantyne han¬
dled the star part. ‘‘Waltz” stays
for a second week, followed by two
weeks of “Auntie Mame.”
Estimates for Last Week
Much. Ado About Nothing, Shu¬
bert (C) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,550; $37,000) (Katherine Hepburn, Alfred
Drake). Big $35,000.
Waltz of the Toreadors, National
(D) (1st wk) ($5.50-$4.95; 1,667;
$38,000) (Melvyn Douglas, Betty
Field, Lili Darvas). Hefty $26,300.

GRENFELL $9,600 (3),
COWARD 26G (7), S.F.
San Francisco, Feb. 18.
Noel Coward’s two comedies
(“Nude With Violin” and “Present
Laughter,’,’ on alternating nigh&)
opened to excellent' business in
seven performances at the Curran
last week;
In addition, Joyce Grenfell’s onewoman show at the Geary .proved
to be a sleeper, and packed them
in for three nights.
Randolph
Hale’s Coast version of “Tunnel of
Love,” at the Alcazar, slipped in
face of the Geary Street competi¬
tion.
Estimates for Last Week
Nude With Violin-Present Laugh¬
ter, Curran. (1st wk) ($4.40-$4.95;
1,758;
$47,500)
(Noel Coward).
Fine $26,000 for seven perform¬
ances.
' Joyce Grenfell Presents, Geary.
(1st wk) ($3.85; 1,5550; $31,000).
Sock $9,600 for three perform¬
ances.
Tunnel of Love, Alcazar. (19th
wk) ($4.40; 1,147; $32,000).(RusseH
Nype, William Bishop).
Sagging
$10,000; last week, $12,300.

Errol Flynn NG $12^00
In Tryout Week, Detroit
_
Detroit, Feb. 18.
Only one .of Detroit’s three legiters is open this, week: Current at
the Shubert is “Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof,” starring Victor Jory. The
Tennessee Williams play, having
its second outing here in successive
years, is in for a week. Upcoming
is “Tunnel of Love,” staiTing Larry
Parks anc| Marsha Hunt, opening
Feb. 26 for a scheduled six-week
run at the. Shubert.
“The Master of Thornfield,” star¬
ring Errol Flynn, has moved on to
Cincinnati for more breaking-in
after a dismal opening week at the
Shubert.
Huntington Hartford’s
adaptation of “Jane Eyre” is sched¬
uled to go on to Boston prior to
Broadway. Romantic drama got a
pan (Callaghan, Free Press); and
two downbeat-but-hopeful reviews
(Mossman,
News,
and
Taylor.
Times).
Estimate for Last Week
Master of Thornfield, Shubert
(D) ($4.50; 2,050; $35,000) (Errol
Flynn). Poor $12,200; continuing
try-out tour in Cincinnati.

Philadelphia, Feb. 18.
Local legit buzzed along with
four shows on the boards last week,
but business was spotty even be¬
fore the weather turned brutal
Saturday (15). The musical tryout,
“Portofino” moved out over the
weekend after a disastrous engage¬
ment, but the tburing “Diary of
Anne - Frank” arrives this week to
keep the four-show crop intact.
Future bookings include a repeat
stand of “No Time for Sergeants,”
due next Monday (24) at the For¬
rest; the- touring “Long Day’s
Journey Into Night,” March 3, Lo¬
cust; the tryout ‘‘Say, Darling”
March 17,
Shubert;
“Back to
Methuselah” the same night at the
Locust, and the tryout “Love Me
Little,” March 24, Walnut.
Estimates for Last Week
Blue Denim, Locust (C) (1st wk)
($4.80; 1,580; $43,000) ^Chester
Morris). Opened to one favorable
review (deSchauensee, Bulletin)
and two pans (Gaghan, News; Mur¬
dock. Inquirer); tryout grossed *
so-so $14,800; exits next Saturday
(22) for New York.
Portofino, Erlanger (MC) (4th
wk) ($6; 1,880; $53,000) (Georges
Guetary, Helen Gallagher, Robert
Strauss). Wound up a dire tryout
stand with an incredible - $7,00)9;
left Saturday (15) for Broadway.:
Visit to X Small Planet/Forrest
(C) ($4.80r 1,760; $35,000) (Cyril
Ritchard). Toitrer was sluffed off
by the second-string critics, but the
star-got raves; neat $29,500; holds
through Saturday (22).
Who Was That Lady I Saw You
With, Shubert (C) (2d wk): ($5.40;
1,870; $45,000) (Peter Lin<$ Hayes,
Mary Healy, Ray Walston)..:. Hand¬
some $27,800; exits town next Sat¬
urday (22) for New York' and a
week of previews before the Broad¬
way preem March 3.
Opening. This WeekDiary of Anne Frank, Walnut
(D) ($4.80; 1,340; $33,000) (Joseph
Schildkraut). Return booking for
the tourer, opened last night
(Mon.). ‘
’

‘Milliionaire’ Oke $24,100,
‘Journey’ So-So $18,300,
‘FelIa’Fair$33,600, Chi
Chicago, Kab. 18.
Local legit -held fairly sturdy last
week. . “Most Happy Fella” im¬
proved a bit on subscription and
“Happiest Million a i.r e” eased
slightly. Both shows started with
generally negative notices from the
four Chi critics. “My Fair Lady”
again went close to clean at the
Shubert.
“Long Day’s Journey Into Night’*
picked up before* it moved out to
resume tour. Marcel Marceau be¬
gins three weeks at: the Great
Northern tonight (Tues.). “Com¬
pulsion,” slated to open the Erlan¬
ger hext Wednesday (26), has been
cancelled 'because the advance ads
failed to detonate a big mail order
response.
Estimates for Last Week
Happiest Millionaire, Harris. (C)
(3d wk) ($5.50; 1,000; $30,500) (Wal¬
ter Pidgeon). Almost. $24,100 in
third and final subscription week;,
previous week,. over $24,300..
Long Day’s Journey Into Night,
Erlanger (D) (6th wk) ($5; 1,330;
$32,800) (Fay Bainter, Anew McMaster). Over $18,300 with Ruth
Nelson subbing for the ailing Miss
Bainter; previous week, $16,553;
closed Saturday (15) to continue
tour..
Most: Happy Fella, Blackstone
(MD) (2d wk) ($7; 1,425; $58,700)
(Robert Weede). Nearly $33,600 on
subscription week; previous, week,
$30,000 for seven performances.
My Fair Lady, Shubert. (MC).
(15 th wk) ($7; 2,100; $72,979).
About $72,600; previous week $72,500.
Opening This Week
. Marcel Marceau, Great Northern
($4.40; 1,500; $30,500). Opens to¬
night (Tues.) to an advance of
nearly $15,000.

‘Fur* Profitable $17,900
2d Wk. Repeat, Toronto
Toronto, Feb. 18.:
On. Its fourth Toronto engage^
ment, this time for a fortnight’s
run at the Rbyal Alexandra Thea¬
tre,-“My Fur Lady” racked up good
gross, with' almost capacity to the
end of the second week. After its
Toronto - date, the musical tours
■Ontario and Quebec one-nighters
by bus.
Estimaie for Last Week
My Fur Lady, Royal Alexandra
(2d wk) * ($3.50; 1,525; $28,000).
Grossed $17,900, this giving the:
musical $34,200 for the two-weeks’
engagement here.
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PRODUCER DISCOVERS

SRO BEGINS WITH $R

THE ADVERTISEMENT

THE RESULTS

Appearing in the January 25 issue of the Saturday Review, this advertise¬
ment offered tickets, by mail, for David Merrick’s presentation of
Laurence Olivier in The Entertainer. Cost? 31,420. Exposure? To
200,000 of the nation’s most alert—and solvent—readers. (Half of SR’s .
readers earn $10,000 a year—or more.)

This is the letter written by Mr. Merrick on February 4—just 11 days
after the appearance of the advertisement and a full week before The
Entertainers scheduled opening. It reports more than 4,000 orders, the
receipt of almost $60,000 in cash—approximatdy 42 tim«E the cost of

HEAVENLY NEWS FROM
As a direct consequence of the overwhelming
response .to the invitation extended by Mr. ..
Merrick to SR readers to buy tickets to his hew
show, SR is openihg its pages to other producers
—so that they, too, like Mr. Merrick, can sell
cut the house at a lower cost than through any?
other medium.

the advertisement.

FOR BROADWAY ANGELS

Most important, SR will accept only one such
ad per issue—so that any producer using it will
have full access to its entire audience^ without
any competition from any other producer.
Saturday Review readers look upon such
offers as an opportunity—broughtthem by
their favorite magazine. With checks came

25 WEST 45TH-STREET

- letters from readers. One reader expressed her
thanks and confessed she had "almost stopped
theater going due to the difficulty over seats.**
Perhaps the most significant statement made
was: "Thank you, Saturday Review for your
thoughtfulness and hoping you can 'swing’
other first 'editions!***

NEW YORK 36i N. Y;

The growing national weekly for peopie whose time is limited but whose interests are not
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and prove a profitable undertaking.
The three stars of the produc¬
tion, John Gielgud, Irene Worth
and Gwen Ffrangcon-Davies, ex¬
pertly create the .tension which the
Keep Venr Hair On!
author desires, blit it's due more
London, Feb. i4,
to their acting than to the original
Alan Kevin Kaplan presentation of
two-act (14 scenes) musical comedy, with script.. Gielgud, particularly, as the
book and lyrics by John Cranko;. music, man who can’t understand why lie
John Addison; staged, by Cranko; decor.
.has been shiinned by his family
Tony Armstrong Jones and Desmond
Heeley. Stars Rachel . Roberts; John Tur¬ and has no‘ knowledge of what hap¬
ner, Erik Mork. Betty Marsden, Gilbert pened in the potting shed when he
Vernon. At. Apollo Theatre, London, Feb.
Was a boy of 14, gives a perform¬
13, *58; $2.80 top,
Joe Baker _......... John Turner ance of unusual depth and" sin¬
Lady ffoyte-Bowen..Betty Marsden cerity.
Toni .....
..... -.; ’ Gilbert Vernon
, Miss Ffrangcon-Davies, as the
Girl in Patent Leather Pumps
.
Debbie Hamilton mother who . desperately tries to
Olaf
... Erik Mork conceal the boyhood incident, is
Mabel Gibbs
..,...... Rachel Roberts.
Marlene ..
Barbara: Windsor coldly aloof, yet always dignified.
Xaviei •.
Mervyn Wilding The real warmth, emanates from
Sally
....:.. Mela. White Irene Worth as Gielgud’s ex-wife,
Maurice _..... -.......
Steve Arlen
Violet ...
Margaret Dawn still in love and at a loss to know
Delphine ... ..... ....... . Brenda Haydn why their marriage cracked;
Vera _............... Adrienne Mprsh
But probably the . most moving
Rene .Paul Vieyra
Sir. William Jumbleby. . . Eric Thomown. performance is by Redmond PhilPoUce Gonstahle:.-....Trevor Griffiths
(Continued on page 61)
Dave
Nicholas Amer

Wednesday, February 19, 1958

Shows Abroad
Epitaph for George
Dillon
London, Feb. 12.
English Stage Co. presentation of three- j
act. (four scenes) drama by John Osborne
and Anthony Creighton. Stars Yvonne
Mitchell. Staged by William Gaskill; decor.
Stephen Doncaster: At Royal Court Thea¬
tre, London, Feb, 11. *58;
2.20 top.
Josie Elliott ..
WendyCraig
Ruth Gray
Yvonne Mitchell
Mrs. Elliott
Alison Leggatt
Norah Elliot ..........-r-. Avnl Hgar
Percy Elliot ...••• ■ Toke Totfnley
George Dillon ........ Robert Stephens
Geoffrey Colwyn-Stuart -Ph^P Locke
Mr. Webb
Paul Bailey
Barney Evans ........... Nigel Davenport

John Osborne was an angry
young man long before he achieved
trans-Atlantic., recognition
with
“Look Back in Anger.” - In Epitaph
for George Dillon,” Which he wrote
in association with Anthony Creignton, he reveals himself as a natural
playwright with a gift for acute
observation and embittered charac¬
terization. It is not a good play,
but a controversial one and suffi¬
ciently vivid to stimulate diseusr
sion. Although the show is in for a
limited run at the Royal Court,
some enterprising West End man¬
ager will probably see the poten¬
tialities of a profitable transfer.
“George Dillon” has the same
provocative theme that Character¬
ized “Look Back in Anger.” The
characters are. dissected with the
same uncanny and almost malicious
precision. The dialog is tense and
occasionally inspired, and the re¬
lief comes largely from shrewdly
timed directorial touches.
The title character is a sponging
would be actor, would-be play¬
wright who formerly bled his
mother and now imposes on a
kindly old lady who sees in him a
resemblance to the son she lost in
the war. He despises his benefac¬
tress, ignores her henpecked husband and seduces the younger
daughter. Only to an aunt does he
show some respect, and although
she falls in love with him, she sees
through him.
Although the play lacks form, it
succeeds very largely by virtue of
its characterizations. George Dil¬
lon is craftily etched. and slrilfully
interpreted by Robert Stephens,
He plays the man of moods, the
shammer and the braggart with
believable fluency, and the. final
curtain scene* in which his death, is
coinciding With his first success,
strikes u keen emotional note.
Yvonne Mitchell, an accom¬
plished actress, achieves a wealth
of understanding as: the cleaiiveyed
aunt, but occasionally lacks projec¬
tion. Wendy Craig as the jive-mad
daughter who is seduced and Avril
Elgar as her straightlaced sister
are in top form, while Alison Leg¬
gatt and *Toke Townley as their
parents adequately complete the
assorted family that comes under
the authors* critical microscope.
Neat cameos are provided by Philip
Locke, Paul Bailey and Nigel
Davenport in smaller roles.

Myrd.
“Dance With the Baby” a new
play by Michael V. Gazzo, is
planned for Broadway production
next fall by Jay Julien.

J

PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED

Theatrical and TV Mate* Up • All
1-Leading Cosmetic Lines • Imported
1 A Domestic Perfumes * Distinctive
Fountain Service.
FREE DELIVERY
OPEN SUNDAYS
"The Drug Store of the Stars"

HADLEY REXALL DRUGS
1181 4th Ave., Cor. 44 St- NEW YORK
Telephone PLexa 7-MU

TENT

John Cranko, the choreographer
who was the guiding spirit behind
the Surrealistic “Cranks” revue, a
Hit a few'seasons back, has now
tried his hand: at. a book show, but
with disastrous results. The new
musical, “Keep Your Hair On/’ is
a sad experience for. all concerned.
.This comparatively expensive
venture into musical comedy fails
primarily for one reason, the inade¬
quacy of the book. Its story line,
as developed in the first act, is
corny to a degree, using the con¬
ventional
boy-meets-girl
theme
against a background of party poli¬
ces. In the second act, however,
Cranko substitutes absurdity for:
dullness. The bulk of the action is
ludicrous.
His .novelettish-type book does
not fit in with the off-beat tech-,
nique in presentation. The decor
and costumes are unusually good,
the music is variable, .with one
wort h w h i 1 e song, “Crowning
Glory,” which earns for Betty
Marsden an ovation. The romantic
ballads are frequently tedious and
one, “Oh I Do, I Do” seems in¬
terminable.
Only Miss Marsden rises above
the material. John Turner; Gilbert
Vernon, Rachel Roberts and Erik
Mork appear to limp through their
roles without much enthusiasm or.
confidence. The last named, a wellknown Danish actor, is making his
British stage debut in this produc¬
tion. He’s a personable enough
young man, but-with only a mod¬
erate singing voice and it’s not
apparent Why he was brought aver
for the part.
Myto.

The Potting. Shed
London, Feb, 71
New Watergate Theatre Club (in asso¬
ciation with H. M. Tennent A Donmar
Productions) .presentation of threeract
(five scenes) drama by Graham Greene.
Stars, John Gielgud. Irene Worth and.
Gwen
Ffrangcon-Davies.
Staged
by
Michael Macbwan. Decor by Paul Mayo:
At Globe Theatre, London, Feb. 5, '58;
$2.80 top.
Dr. Baston ......_
Walter Hudd
Anne Callifer .. Sarah Long
Sara Callifer ..... ..-1.....
, Irene.Worth
Mrs. Callifer;.....Gwen Ffrangcon-Davies.
John Callifer
Lockwood West
James Callifer ..........- ■ John Gielgud
Corner ........ . William Peacock
Dr, Krenzer
Peter Hling
Mrs. Potter .......... Dorothy Dewhurst
Miss Connolly
Aithna Gover
Rev: Callifer ......... Redmond. Phillips

Graham Greene, again riding his
favorite, hobby-horse of religion
and whisky-sodden priests, is hand¬
somely served, in this production
by a cast of exceptional quality.
This Is a base .in which the marquee
lure Will be the saver to attract the
paying customers. Even so, the
play may not stand up for an ex¬
ceptional run, but should survive
longer than it did in New York,

OWNERS
MANAGERS

Special concessions will be given fo all tent owners, and
managers on costume rentals and purchases from the larg¬
est stock available in the country.
For many years we have serviced such outstanding companies as
ST. LOUIS MUNICIPAL OPERAr LOUISVILLE; STARLIGHT THEATRE,
KANSAS; OAKDALE; WARWICK; ALLENTOWN "AND MANY OTHERS.

Come in and make your arrangements as soon as possible.

GREAT SAVINGS WILL BE MADE ON ALL CONTRACTS
EXECUTED BEFORE APRIL 1.

EAVES COSTUME
SEE ANDREW GEOLY
EAVES RUILDING, 151 WEST 44th ST., NEW YORIC 3$. N. Y.
-■
*
Kdn 7-3730

British Shows
(Figures denote opening dates)
LONDON
At Drop of Hat, Fortune 0 24-57).
Bells Ringing, Coliseum (11-14 57).
Boy Friend. Wyndnamrs < 12-1-53 >
Bride & Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-56)
Cat cn Hot. Tin Roof; Comfrdy. (T-30,58).
•Dear Delinquent, Aldwych .(6-5-57);:
Dinner With Family/ New (m-dOS?).
Dry Rot. WhltehaD »8-3i-54) .
Flowering Cherry, Haymarket (11-21-57).
Free As Air, Savoy (6-6-57)..
Grab: Me' a Gondola.'Lyric (12-26-56),
.Happiest Mill., Cambridge (11-15-57),
Keep Your Hair *^n, Aoollo (2-13-58).
Lady at Wheel, Westminster (249-58).
Lyslstrata, York's (2-18-58).
Lovebirds, Adelphi 4-20-57). .
Mousetrap, Anmassadors (11-25-52)
New Crazy Gang, Vic. PaL (12-18-56*
Paddle Own Canoe, Criterion (12-<t57>.
Plaisirs De Paris, Wales (4-20-57).
Potting Shed, Globe (2-5-53).
Rape of Belt, PicadiUy (12-12-57).
Repertory, Old Vic (9-18-57).
Roar Like a. Dove, Phoenix. (9-25-57).
. Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
S*>lad Days. Vaudeville (8-5-54).
•Share My Lettuce, Garrick (9-25-57).
Touch of Sun, Seville (1-31-58).
Tunnel of. Love, Majesty’s (12-3-57).
•Transferred. ••.
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Where's Charley,. Palace (2-20-58).
Sport of Mad Mother, Royal Ct. (2-25-58).
Hunter's Moon, Wjnt: Gard. (2-26-58).
Touch It Llnht, Strand (Sr27-58>.
CLOSED LAST WEEK
House bv Lake, York’s. (5-9:56)
Rorseland, St. Martin's (2-12-58). ...
Stranger in the Sea, Arts (U-TC-ST).
ON TOUR
Blind Alley
Beth
Chalk Garden.
Cupid Is an Imp
D'Oyly Carte Opera'
Double Cross 1
House By the Lake,
Simple Spy man
No Way to Kill .
Nude With Violin
Peter Pan
Waltz of the Toreadors

Touring Shows
(Feb. 11-March 2) ,
Auntie Marne (2d Co.) (Constance Bennettl^-Ford’s,
Balto
(17-22);
National,
Wash. (24-1).
Back to Methuselah. (tryout) (Tyrone.
Power, Faye Emerson, Arthur Treacher—
Veterans' Aud:, Providence, R.I. (17);
State. Portland, Me.. (18); BushneU Memo¬
rial Aud., Hartford.. Conn. (19-20); Klein
Memorial Aud., Bridgeport. Conn. i21);
Academy of Music. Brooklyn.(22); Munici¬
pal Aud.. . Johnson City, .. Tenn. (24);
Aycock. Aud., Greensboro, N.C.
(25);
Municipal Aud;, Charlotte. N.C.. (26);
Municipal. Aud., Columbia, S.C.
(27);
Memorial Aiid.. Chapel. Hill,. N.C. (28-1).
(Reviewed In VARIETY. Jan. 23, ’58). .
Blue' Denim <tryout)-rLocusV : Philly
(17-22. moves to N.Y.) (Reviewed in
VARIETY. Feb. 12. ’58).
Canadian Players—Town State Teachers
College. Cedar Falls. Ia. (17); Mankato
(Miim.) State College Aud. (18): St. Olaf
CoUege Aud., Northfieia. Minn. (20).
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Victor Jory>-^
Shubert, Det: (17-22); Nixon. Pitt. (24-1).
Damn Yankees—Ovens Aud.. Charlotte
(17-18); Mosque. Richmond (20-22); Center.
Norfolk (23); Ford’* Balto (25-26); Capitol.
Wheeling (27-28); Municipal Aud., Can¬
ton Cl).
Diary of- Anne Frank (Joseph Schildkraut)—Walnut, Philly (17-1).
. Happiest. Millionaire (Waiter Pidgeon)—
Harris. Chi (22-1).
. Joyce Grenfell (tryoutlr-Hartford. L.A.
(17-22).
. Long Day's Journey Into Night (Anew
McMaster)—r-Nixon, Pitt. (17-22); American.
St. L. (24-D.
v
Marcel Mafceau—Great Northern,. Chi
(18-1). :
. Master of Thornfiefd (trirout) (Errol
Flynn)—Shubert. Clncy (17-22); Colonial,
Boston (25-1) (Reviewed In VARIETY, Feb.
12. *58).
Middle of the Night (Edward G. Robin¬
son)—Victoria. K.C. .17.-18); Aud., Denver
(20-22); Biltmore, L.A. (25-1).
Most
Happy
Fella—Blackstone,
Chi
(17-1).
. Much Ado About Nothing. (Katharine
Hepburn)—Shubert, Boston (17-1).
My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Brian Aheriie,.
Anne Rogers)-1—Shubert. Chi (17:1). ...
No; Time for Sergeants (N.Y. CoJ—
Lanier. H. S.,: Montgomery. (17); Municipal
Aud., Jackson, Miss, (18); Robinson Aud.,
Little Rock (19-20); F.llfs Aud:, Memphis
(21-22); Howard Aud., Ruston. La. i24);
Municipal Aud., Shrevepcrt (25-26); Music
Hall, Houston (27:1).
No Time for: Sergeants. (Nat*l. Co.)—
Colonial, Boston (17-22); Forrest, Philly
(24-1).
Nude With Violin A Present Laughter
(Noel Coward)—Curran, S.F. (17-1).
Plaintiff in e
Pretty , Hat (tryout)
(Glynls JohnS, Hugh Williams)—Royal
Polnclana, Palm . Beach (24-D.
Say Darling (tryout) (David. Wayne,
Vivian Blaine, Johnny Desmond)—(22-lk
Tunnel of Love (Larry Parks, Marsha
Hunt)—Shubert, Det. (264).
'
Tunnel . Of Love (Coast Co.) (Russell
Nype,
William Bishop)—Alcazar,
S.F.
(17-1).
;
.
.
Visit to e Smalt Planet (Cyril Ritchard)
-^Forrest, Philly (17-22); Shubert,^ Wash.
(24-1). ■
. Waltz of. the Toreadors (Melvyn Doug¬
las. Betty Field, Liu Darvas)—National,
Wash. (17-22, moves to N.Y.).
Who Was That Lady I Saw You With?
(tryout) (Peter Bind Hayes, Mary Healy.
Riy
Walston)—Shubert, Philly
(17-22,
moves to N.YJ (Reviewed, in VARIETY,
Feb. 12. *58).

Current financial status of New York and touring productions,
including closed operations, on which payment has recently beerimade. Investment figures include overcall, if any.. (R)' designates
amount of original investment repaid to the backers. <P) designates
amount of profit distributed to the backqrs. Unless otherwise indi¬
cated, the backers’; share is 50% of the total profit, with the man-,
ageriientr getting all dr most of the remaining 50%.
Show

Title

Investment

. .$179,307
Auntie Mame (N.Y. Co.)
130,000
Auntie Mame (2d Co.)
Bells Are Ringing
.......... . 360,000
Damn Yankees ..... . 250,000
Dark at Top of Stairs ..... . 100,000
Diary of Anne Frank .. . 75,000
Happiest Millionaire
99.000
Jamaica ... . ...... . 300,000
Long Day’s Journey Into Night......, ..80,000
Look Homeward, Ailgel
. ..1215,000'
Look Back in Anger --- . 40,000
100,000
Middle of the Night*__
375,000
Most Happy Fella
Music Man ;,......
300,000
My Fair Lady (2 Cos.)_........,. 300,000
New Girl in Town .
......,.:... *..... 300,000
100,000
No Time for Sergeants (2 Cos.)
80,000
Romanoff and Juliet
110,000
Sunrise at CampohellO
Tunnel of Love
60,000
-300,000
West Side Story

Backers'
Return
To Date
*$92,336.82 (P).
13,000 (R)
80,000 (P)
437,500 (P)
75,000 (R)
99,300. (P)
54,000 (R)
120.000.4R)
45,500 (P)
62,500 (R)
4,000 (P)
87,500 (P).
176,000 (P)
60,000 (R)
*680,000 (P)
45,000 (P)
545,965 (P)
48,000 (R)
20,000 (R)
120,000 (P)
300,000 (R)

CLOSED SHOWS
Happy Hunting .......,... . 360,000
Teahouse of the August Moon (2d Co,) ... 65,000
Teahouse of the August Moon (3d Co.) .. 65,000/

285,000 (lO
235,125 (P)
73,000 (P)

* Backers of “Auntie Mamie” receive 34.471% of the profits; “My
F^ir Lady” profit is approximate.

Shows on Broadway
The Entertainer

the gone-to-seed Cmcee-comic for
a band of urider-nburished nudes,
but his retired: father, a man of
some dignity and the author’s
spokesman for the Brittania of yesteryear,. was an authentic great of
the old riuisic halls. This role is
handled with canny skill by George
Relph.
Only an insider perhaps would
dare, guess how much. of. the credit
for the. staging belongs to. Tony
Richardson. Olivier has worked
out his characterization with acute
observation and mosaic detailing.
I He comics in a pearl gray; bowler
Now playing—“The Entertainer” kand yellow gloves, twirling a cane
and reeking of perpetual smirk. Ho
Next attraction—'“Macbeth”
Take the above literally. It sums is convincingly an empty mecha¬
up the essential fact about the nism of repeated 'mannerisms, vul¬
David Merrick import at the gar to the bone.:
His bad jokes and the witless
Royale: a great repertory starts
having a go at a hit of theatrical, song lyrics are items which can be
slumming. He demonstrates what recognized and defended as real¬
a master technician, an acute eye ism. The shoddy material is part of
and ear, can do with the role of a the shoddy entertainer and such
hollow - selfish, debased - defeated corruption of professionalism has
been seen no further away than
smalltime trouper.
Admiration fofc the performance 42d Street when burlesque comics
of Laurence Olivier and the novel¬ used to try to be funny while the
ty, of it accounts for. the crowded moujiks insistently applauded for
houses of a short engagement. But the strippers to come on.
There are moments when Archie
admiration stops short Of John: Os¬
borne’s script which, curiously, has Rice, in the playing of Olivier, is
a lot of acting in it but not inuch as terrifying as his Richard III, all
decayed and evil inside but the
conterit.
* .
(Continued ,ori page 61)
This, of course, is a stunt arid
most theatregoers will , ride with it
on that premise. It is Something to
see the fabled Olivier of Shakes¬
pearian stature descend to cracking
jokes, singing songs and even ven¬
turing a small, fake (very fake) tap
dance.
Memory recalls Noel Coward’s
“Red Peppers,” Alfred Lunt’s “Idi¬
ot’s Delight,” Lee Tracy’s “Broad¬
way,” Hal Skelly’s “Burlesque,”
Gene . Kelly’s “Pal Joey” and; way
back, George M. Cohan’s own in¬
curable “Song and Dance Man.” In
brief,rthe legit betimes has been
fascinated with the no-talent, or
no-charjacter, or both, prototype
of the theatrical honky-tonks.
That .the play Is actable,, arid In
Olivier’s case superbly so, reflects
the playwright’s own origins as
actor. The people are believable,
but they do not engross the be¬
holder.. Perhaps the key to the
failure lies in. their: “tragedy” be-,
ing three-parts self-pity and onepart gin. The family scenes are
48lh St;, West of Bwoy
prolonged booze bouts and indeed
Clrtlo 6-8800
the constant opening of new bottles
comes within a burp of being unin¬
tentionally satirical.
Osborne discharges many a crack
about the fading British Empire,
rather painful, some of it, to sym¬
Mervyn Nelson
pathetic American ears. He is also'
Director, Zlogfiold Follioa
preoccupied with slurs at homo-1
sexuals and it would be hard to
FEB. 1st
LIMITED CLASS
recall a play which had so many
THEATRE STUDIO of N. Y.
references to delphimiUms: But to
953 West 49th St^ PL 7-531$
those who know the British halls
David Merrick (with L.Q.P. Ltd of Lon¬
don) presentation of three-act drama by
John Osborne. .. Stars Laurence Olivier,
George. Relph, Brenda da Banzie, Joan
Plowright. Features Richard Pasco. Staged
by Tony Richardson; music; John Addi¬
son; setting^, Alan Taggi costumes, Clare
Jeffery; lighting, Tharon Musser; musical
direction, Gershon Kingsley. At Royale
Theatre, N-Y., Feb. 12, *58; $7.50 top ($9.20
opening);
Billy Rice ........._-.. George Relph
Jean Ribp ..Joan Plowright
Archie Rice ............ Laurence Olivier
Phoebe Rice ......Brenda de Banzie
Frank Rice ...
Richard Pasco
Britannia ....... Jeri Archer
WilUam Rice ...;.... Guy Spauil
Graham .........-....... Peter Donat

HOI EL PRUDENT*

I

£

MUSICAL COMEDY
TECHNIQUE CLASS

the humor is a tape recording. By
long tradition swish has been run*
rier-up to umbrella gags. So it’s In
smalltime character that Olivier
keeps comicking gratitude to God
that he’s normal.
Olivier steps, back and forth In
the unfoldment of the story be¬
tween the olio of an English seaside
fleabag and the family digs, He is

NEEDSOME EXTRA MONEY?
SALES LADIES WANTED FOR
Woman's Woar Retail Shop
Bo porsonablo) MINIMUM; 3 days a
waak; 4 flours daily; Saturday, 5 to
• hours.
Phono for Appointment

HE 3-7076

Wednesday^ February 19, 19S8

LITERATI

last week's Variety story regarding the new Actors Equity agency
rules incorrectly; stated that the membership had voted at the January
meeting, 116-114-ini favor of the proposed revisions. An overwhelming
majority of those present at that confab balloted in favor of changing
the long-standing code: The 116414. count applied to the vote calling
for elimination of a. proposed, stipulation barring actors; on minimum
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tand
lips the whisky-sodden priest who ’
Lillian Roth’s New Book .
and book publishing business in
“Beyond N.Y.
N.Y.
under pressure, tells Gielgud what „ Lillian Roth's new book "Beyond
happened in. the potting shed and My _Worth,’’ afollowup to herbestKenneth T. Hurst, ex-McGraw-

—

continued

from pace ss - ,,

The Potting Shed

1

•

tions. pther. meetings will follow.
t ’*
tv
(j-q -ii-. * ,, ,• ■ •
. ;. .
Jen Archer, who is Bnttama, the stripper m the Laurence Olivier
Entertainer.”
fp.
starrer, “The. Entertainer
” at the Rovale
Royale Theatre.
Theatre, N.Y
N.Y.,. has hoon
been reauired to wear a flesh-colored bra (realistically painted) On order'of
the N.Y. License Commissioner. The municipal official also forced the
elimination of one line of dialog, an innocuous bit of slang in England,
but with a different connotation in the U S: The show’s program carries a glossary of Britishisms.
:
...
■:
—— ..........
..
—
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ChnUfC All DwaaiIhiaii

OlHJWS Oil
Shows
on DrOdQWdV
Broadway
VI.

which the author hss Ddinstskinslv
developed However after the ell_ Ar 75.
,
miint^
scene has a duality of Padding and
is more in the nature of tvingup
the ends, rather than adding to the
story proper
The first-ritp past includes such

issue of, Catholic Digest. Ssme resigned Wflmcr Bros* story ,€ut
chapter also ran in recent issue of sold first serialization rights of his
This.
Matrazino
i new novel,
havpI “Who Walked Through
This Wepk
Week Magazine.
——
the Gate?” to Cosmo.
Radcliffe’s Publishing Courses
A; J. Cronin's new novel. The
; PublishersVRGw Will again move Northern Light,” takes its title
: to -Badcliffe. this summer when the from the newspaper and the editor
^o^ge OP®®5 the, Ilth session of thereof who is the central charaeCourse in Publishing Prpeed- ter of the soon-due Little, Biown
Hiidd and Peter Tllintr the former ures on June 18-29. The course, publication.
asa rationalist friend nf the family designed to prepare both men and
Sydney and Melbourne (Ausand the latter as a psychologist women for a career in publishing, tralia) publisher and. broadcasting
failed to nrobl the mvs- is staffed by: more than 50 of the station owner Frank Packer nnderX™ T-the
execu.- went eye, surgery .at New: York*
iworthwhile performances are con- tives.
...
Presbyterian
SI>eak
tributed by Sarah Long and LockThe cuiTiculum includes training . wnardB. Levinsont wiu ispcaj
wood West.
. in the techniques of publishing, as ^ the Officere wives ^iuo^^
. Michael Macowan has staged the well as discussion of the various ^
Yard-oh Feb 25 on the subdrama with a sincerity which gives opportunities from paperbacks to
J?™[™‘gg""f CasaSova/7
h^hLs latest book
full play to its dramatic potenUali- scholarly publishings little magaties.
Decor
by
Paul
Mayo
is
up
to
unes
to
mass
circulation
giants,
the
title;
of his latest book.
ties. Decor by
! Course is under direction of Helen
average.
.! D.: Venn, ex-Conde Nast and J.
' j Walter Thompson.

S

Vivuunuj
from page <o
Tile Entertainer
write a play that’s not so much »nmotors still running. The punch of believable as negligible and a comthe second act, news that:his other edy that’s: almost devoid of humor.
sofi " has been murdered by his ^’s a gimmicksort ofshow that
Egyptian captors in the Suez inci- makes hackneyed fun of such steredlnL
rives the
the star
star a
a chanceth
rin dtype
htype patsies
patsies as
as Madison
Madison Ave.-type
Ave.-tybe
dent, gives
chance to do
an emotional vomit. It may be sup- executives, bankers, PTA officials,
posed that every great star, in his
* novelists and real; estate
time must impersonate a song and agents. However, it hasn’t, anything
-dance man and upchuck on stage, specific to suggest about the indir:
.
...
vidnnlieHn
irnnH . life
lifu it’s
it'c touting.
tnnfma t
Beauchamp’s ’Focus On Fame’. II__
That most Of the fnreeriint* ic vidualistic good}
Alias OI L8KII
Beauchamp’s'Focus
_
; Continued from pace 1
David Niven’s :=
.
brilliant!?reahzedtheairiraHv^
Its principal jest appears to be _ „
\
-■
Five actresses—and
actresses-aridDavid
Continued from pace l—.
plabis the importing of the piay th* ^sumption that husband-and, = cont.ni.ed from ws»; l —* wif^giire. among the Iff most ! inftuenCed by a newly-folind canine
by David Merrick and its flashV “ciL^
Gherry.” costarring Ralph
! performerpea^ for one limited whirl. The Broadway in4958V ™ ? $5.75 toi i Kichardso? and Celia Johnson; N.
S supreme, ^he!
But the picture has. a gigantic
music of John Addispn, the settings (plus transportation
ideals and '■
Hunter’s “A Tpuch_of the Sun,
Qth^rs are Audrey Hepburn Pier ! number of partisans, as witness the
tin^SH'devSfe advertSfnf Srtrin such
incidentals as baby- • ?£starriMlch®e,1HRe4^lS DlS Angeli, Vivien Leigh, Mkhele Mor^ { $5,500,000 anticipatedin domestic
ten vaudeville advertising; curtain 5*^ter. Expense). TJie play is hardly Wynyard^ Rpnald
IZ
Squire, aad
gan: apd
(Untted States and
and__ Canada) film
fllm
d
w gan
and. Mfeabeth
Elizabeth Taylor. This he | (United
and the electric siderproscenium f__
Louise Allbritton.’
♦i7edT* ,2reveals in his book “Focus on i rentals. This figure is the. estior even stock:
annunciators: the costuming, of
The show has a few amusing | Levy’s; The^ Rape of the Belt,
Famev (Odhams, $3.50), just pub- j mate offered by Irving Ludwig,
Clare Jeffry, the lighting of Tha- lines’and at least one character,; a I costairing Kay Hanimond, Jonn lished, a few nibnths after his! sales chief for Buena Vista Disron Musser are all integral , and
literal-niinded Clements, Carstance Cummings
Cumnungs tragic suicide,
suicide.
• tribiiting Corp., which is Disney’s
important cbihpbnem^bLthb total plaintive, tireless, literal-minded
j “Focus, on Fame” shows how own releasing agency,
wo.directing
is G?4hon
Kingsley’s baton work
the ?rdp,Ca"Tnwimarrea^iSiu'
pmy*® wita real skill ‘and
aud i “I?!'1'8’
Other active projects
the j Beauchamp set up as photographer |
For comparison purposes, this
dinky trench orchestra, in char- t tLylf-’ nuf.ht
fiuarious. The pi'o- producer-realtor’s schedule include when he was only 16 and how his Dbrothy McGuire-Fess Parker coacter^
ductum has been staged \yith a the following items to be presented first client turned out to be a young 4 starrer drew $1110>000 ^ its first
*T———— Continued
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Atlas of Legit

Brenda de Banrie as the second
m ^K,Ce”v /lgUUf
Joan plownght as. his;daughter by
a prior entanglement havejopportunities to wax maudlin and angry
each, displays .prapticed theatncal technique. Again the roles
are actable if. hackneyed.
;
Possibly the most artificia role
a;
brother, is
is handled
handled by
by Richard
Richard
e brother,
Pasco.: He has to: bounce .aroilnd
the stage, in» shrill, undefined
bravado, mouthing snatches of
hymns ana
and old
tunes, a completely
completely
nymns
om
_ tunes,,never
haphazard character
thought
through by the: author. Pasco,
under these circumstances, rates
not brily
billy praise but some sjonpathy.
sympathy,
It follows that Olivier's perform^ a must-see for all N.Y.
aet«K who take acting seriously
SJS L 1U / tow” fpr a rhlL
not too long.
band.

took ^ve^Tro WeiSii^Ring Jn? Un£f ^aywrigJte Co.^ponsorshjp;
[ ins the ttyout tour, and the needGentlemen Be Seated, a Civil, then on, with the exception of the
lessly elaborate scenery (presum- War- musical by Jerome Morons war years when his job took him as
abiy as specified in the script) has and Edward Eager, with Vincent J. a war correspondent to unpleasant
been designed and lighted by Al- Donohue as director, "Judith,” places, he stuck mainly to glamor,
bert Johnson, with costumes; by Christopher Fry’s adaptation of His business thrived considerably
Alice Gibson.
Jean Giraudoux; ^Firstborn,” by and it is obvious that marrying
Ralph Meeker, top-started as the Fiy, to costar Katharine Cornell Sarah Churchill, and thus becoming
herb who rebels after 12 years of and Anthony
ithony Quayle; the hew
ne>v the son-in-law of Churchill, did it
shuttling on
on the
the -New
Haven railshuttling
New .Haven
rail- Joyce Grenfell
no harm around Mayfair.
Grenfell Show.
road; spends most of the eVeriinf
Also “The Pleasure of His ComLavishly illustrated, “Focus on
sprawled in the sofa, blowing i
by:
Samuel
J,
Taylor
and
written
and
trumpet and making symbolic ref- pany, ' by. Samuel J, rayior ana Fame”
--- is
« pleasantlythor
hS Ze
to graouaung
graduating irom
from the
or- Cornelia Otis Skinner,
to_.be ':0r ainiicin?
^uicinff sldpliphlc
sidelieh^ nn curb
^iirh r»Pr«shnnervinn
erences xo
xne
V-,
__with
Rruttmv amusing
on suen person
personchestra to playing solo, or
leering produced with Frederick Brisson;
amusmg siaeiignis
siaeiignis on^^suen
at the feminine neighbors, making “Daailin’ Man,” a musical version yjahor”'Chaplin Garbo and manv
passes at his wife and patting his of Sean O’Casey’s “Juno and the dthersparticularly intrieuine is
teenage daughter’s rear. It’s a Paycock,”
paycock,” with book by Joseph the stoiy
story of when mss Monroe was
slack performance m an unattrac- stein arid songs by Marc BUtzstem; invited J0 a Beauchamp party just
^Ve part.
: ,7
, Lesley Storm’s London bit, “Roar after “All About Eve.” George
.Martha SgottJs^belieyaMe, and Like a Dov>» costarring John Me- Sanders and Miss Gabor arrivld
rnfh^«I.ri?0«.nt£nwif«,:vhninrtHI Callum, David Hutcheson, Paul and Sanders went over to greet
^
McGrath, Jean Dixon and Anne Miss Monroe,-but not Miss Gabor.
loves the overgrown juvenile after v-lrnlLali
.’.• 1 She.swent
oiit of
of the
the room
room saying
savins
She swept out
18 years of marriage, and John
Cheri,” to be adapted indignantly; “How, can you“aye
McGiver is approximaitely passable
AcvhvYvuriA.fnri-Jiro.
this
woman
in
your
’ouse.
I will
as the board chairman, a role that from stories by Colette,, for co-provi
room w
A.i0hf
hnon a
a c^Hnnt
I ductiori with
,« ith Robert
Robert Lewis;
Lewis; “His“His- J ’3.^fSbor
not Wg-ln the room
w refreshing
mi?ht havo
have been
standout.
With

staged by^ld‘aHorne?!eiVttrngSLnd hghT
There are also admirably enering. Albert Johnson; costumes, Alice getic supporting performances by

toire de Vasco,” by^Georges Schehade and Joseph Kosma, for co-

Scott;1^- fe^tcures ^Johii
Cooper, Anne Heim> Mary. Beil,

production^ith^ Saint ^bber^“The
Qa^ebo,
by Alec Coppel, to be

ichard

Mary Cooper, Harriet MacGibbon

un u£dtIi Theatre’ N Y-’ and Mary ^Bel1 as neighbors. Rob- co.ptoduced with Brisson;

d. Barstow'Tnimbuii/,... ■ John .McGiver.
•»
Commuter ........
V.V.*.'
Commuter
... VchardMcMurtay
Ichaid McMurtay

“The
^ Loving Couple,” by Patrick Dennis;
Tarn^c vjw’ ‘‘Faniily Reiiriion,” by T. S. Eliot,
fs a teenage swain Richard arid Jeari Paul Sartre’s “God arid

Sally Reece
Anne Helm «ne as a
Russ ..s......., Janies Valentine Hamilton
Mary Reece
iV;;.-.’.-' "Martha
C. Welch as a non- Peter Brook.
Martha,siotf.
Scott nian;
man Charles
Cha
BeismuUer ...
Richard Hamilton
rmic
uuiiiuuuiH bank
ucuAik ciupiyj'ccf
uc uuiic
S&US>ubiedky
'’ Rich|^Si^
conformist
employee, v/iwiicD
Charles .• rrojccLa^o
Projects*! be
done by rivuutcio
Producers
William Doubleday.Robert
Elides ^nmonniS
White as
■Marlowe . ............ Charles C. Welch White
as a; middleaged neighbor Theatre, in which Stevens is partFiona.
Bostwlck
Miry Cooper ^bo’s
-u/hn’c
pyp
SuVe^nTv^excited
to learn about sex
who’s1 ^
sex, nered with Robert Whitehead,
Whitehead and
DeUvery Boy ...... 4.....:. Terry Doyle
• Cele
Cei« McLaughlin
MeSLuSS -and:
Louise Hoff.-as;-a,maid.,
and LOUI.
Hoff as a maid with;.•
with Robert-W.pobert W. Dowling, include:
Mrs. Potter
aEd
•*.V Harriet MacGibbon sore feet'
. . “Th- Visit ” Maurice Valehcv
Mr*. Finch .:..
^i^Saron
m«l Marshall
****
Milton Baron and
Marshall Earl
adapution,.oi Fjjedcrici. DhrenDudley R. Bostwick.-Helga Quinn .. ..:
.
•ffi^'Quinn•
V.*,I.•
are the producers. 1The play^^ was matt *spring ALfr^Xurit^nd
^Hotc

-tt .MW- SLfig'

One of
. One
of the
the standardxomedy
standardxomedy plots
plots
involves a non-conformist getting
away, from it all to seek freedom
to express his individuality. Philip
Barrrf fii? wS/^Vh^i^thpm^ in
Barry did well with the theme in
“Holiday” and. about a decade later
Georpp^
wlrt
George S. Kaufman arid Moss Hart
concocted a gem-variation in “You
Cari t Take It With You.”
Can’t
An age-of-anxiety version would
naturaUy change the terms a bit,
on? of fhe
compames,
SaSdrd£
it-vourself hSih^mrVlrpanIimother’s
CoS?^W^ dibSna?^^sex^as the
epitoml of the SoJd lift That’s
W# SScrfini®
Broadway last week after a checkered course of options and postponements.
Max Wilk. (he’s the sop of the
Jrife WiSJv" hBr05*thSt0IH nw?
hS■f^S),i«W5^.aUfhKr!2. S’
AfS tho

thf>
seStiSPfhe?o^^whol9^! tari S
rebel^caihsf the firilv a^d from
Connecticut to Manhattan obviously thinks he’s a very devil of a
ehap, and most of the other characters treat him with surprising patience (one fellow-commuter reacts
more humanly, however).
however).
The author
anHinr has
hnie also
altn managed
manatfpH to
Ih
The

tipn,”- butunder
U^'^mt^der

. W
nam* ^pShg^he^^erS^
wouldn’t be much good.:' Hope,
’
“
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Theatre; “Goldilocks,” musical with
II.mh.L ekf-!.l—
Hurnftlf
book and lvrics bv Walter and Jeaii
mvlFICK lllRIDilCKS
™ UIIIIIIIIW®
and ‘score by Leroy Ander,
_,
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The other new gimmick, startei
started Warm, adapted by S. N. Behrman
by Merrick this week, is to take from “The Worcester Papers”;
^ composite ad on Page 2 of the "Zuleika,” a British musical version.
Times for aU four of his current of “Zuleika Dobson ” Max BeerBroadway shows, ’The. Entertain- bohm’s novel; Graham Greene’s
er” “Jamaica,” “Romanoff and “The Power and the Glory”; Erich
Juliet” and “Look Back in Anger.” Maria Remarque’s “The Last StaThe cbpy and type-style of the ads tion”,^Iary Chase’s “Lolita”; Euis simUar to that for the. regular gene O’Neill^ “Touch of the Poee”;
ABC listings, which .Merrick^s
»lso continuing. In addition, thevrih the Family’ Arthur
ad has a special heading read- Koberis Tether Trow, and toing “Stage Plays,” in typo similar morrow night s opening, The Day
to
the
recently-added
banner the Money Stopped,” adapted by
*b5£e
AB<3 Ustinis- A11/. MaxAveli Anderson from Breudan
^ b^5*r °verJh* ABC ads, Giirs story, co-produced with Stan,
readin& Theatre Directory,” has ley Gilltey•. •
•.
1)6611 carried by all the dailies exShows in which Stevens has al^ the News*
The idea orig- ready heen^^associated in the pro-.
in.ated with th.e
of N. Y. duction this season Include “Time
Theatres. ^Aside from the obvious Remembered, ^ The^Rope^DancPurpose of dressing up the alpha- ers, • . Nude With Violin
(and
hetical listings, it is;aimed to make
Present Laughter’ ),
Saturday
Broadway legit ads . stand out Night .Kid,” “Miss Lonelyliearts:’ j
froip all the assorted entertain-“Under Milk .Wood,” “Summer of f
ment copy In the amusement sec- the 17th Doll,” “West Side. Story”
tinnc.inF.
th» jlailipc ’
- land
anH “Country
''Pniint™ Wife.”
Wifa-,,:
*ons
of. *ie

wouldntbe mu g

•

84 engagements whereos the sug
A^ady^
the Tramp took $900.000-andth*
blockbusting “20,000 Leagues Under the Sea” reaped $1,500,000.
Leo Samuels, BV president, stab
ed the returns on the picture
“gives assurance that people are
f sgu
stm ready and eager to go out in
i; droves to see good famUy
family enterj tainment.”
He added that the
I grosses
in
some
key
city
grosses in some Key euy situations
situations
XV€re
running
ahead of
20,000
”
w
Leagues.”
In another comment perhaps addressed to other producers and «xhibitors, Samuels noted there’s no
suggestion of sex or any downbeat
theme In the picture and there’s
none in the adyertisinf.
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candbr^tma how shehopedve?v
much ’for a Dart in a DarticulaV

steadfastly refused to “rate” films
or—what amounts to the same

PffonlSeasa^Iiriil
not ’aVe zis woman' in my picture’,

thing-to.establish a separate Code
seal for adult films.

Miss Gabor addedi ’If I ’ad known
Superficially, the backing of biUs
she was going to be a big star I establishing a rating system such
would never ’ave quarreled wiz her as exists .in Britaiii, for example.
in the first place!”
represent a compromise on the

uSttfcZ&'ffit- Where,
S?- of-in the past, it has argued
camp.,

able
bool some^
abie ^^
Kofs
i|v^s bd
on ^ sometDin« 01 -pia*1
^

rT are ^ “ha^1M l.°
all. of the population, it now is

^_

willing to come to the crux of its

K
-gpu
s,o^h0*f
nic?^d^forTelease^hv^t^x^ISl

argument, 1 e that the young must
he
proiecte

^L^lSed^by

Chicjo

5&S es “d **-

^

However,

cii“iv

some

realistically-in-

^vriSmen?1irn^tht rtate

Kogan apd his frequent collabo- action designed to prevent the comrator* Lloyd Wendt, editor pf Chi plete. collapse of pre-releas.e cenTrib«“e Sunday magazine, are ako sotship which has been tottering

book is due in the fall’
:
:
Rare Theatre Books
Americ£S
EducItiST Theatre
As&m, 7(Stly with the Uni^^^^^^
0f Miami Press, is scheduling pul^
licatioft of a series of rare books on
the theatre, with Prof. Barnard
Hewitt of the U. of imnois speech
Sme pC? y^Sf
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= Continue* from paSe i.aas.
liberal arts schools as well av ctat
fo? Se”
“liready * Set1^to^ aW 6%%e
sh^ a Me ^ SmatSJ, »d
-education,'Defense Secretary
"^terla^ from bpofc that areeithg Neil McEfroyf Harvard President
oniv iifforeftnlanffUaPM^
C Nathan Pusey, former nrez James
Fmst volume duettifs year will B. Conarit, LeonardP Bernstein
contgin.princip’arsources of infor- Howard Lindsay, John Mason
matioii about’Renaissance Italian Brown, Barbara Ward Jackson,
theatre apd stage scenery in trans- Sen. John Kennedy and other protulations from vritings of Sebastiaho inent alumni. Program will be coSerlio,
Nicola Sabbattini,
and produced by CBS and
Joseph Furttenbach.
with BBD&O the agency.
=-Couple of weeks back, CBS sold
CHATTER
v
an hour of tinie to the InternaPop . Stars Publications Inc. au- tional Ladies Garment Workers
thorized to conduct a printing arid Union, which sponsored the AM
publishing business in N.Y, '
version of “See It Now
“From
. The Egghead Book Shop Inc. also [ Precinct to President,” the Harry
fn conduct
Mnit.iaf *:
m magazine i Truman-Edr Murrow eonversatioos.
_____
authorized, to
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hosted the press in between hops,
via private plane, with next stop
Belgrade* then Paris and London.
/COVent Garden 0135/6/7)
Author-playwright J. P. McEvoy Todd revealed that, nothing con¬
Patrick Matthews,, an executive
in Harkness Pavilion recovering crete had come of his Moscow visit,
from a second operation for a brain but had hopes for future negotia¬ in Rank Screen Services,, elevated
to board..
tumor.
tions.
Songstress Julie Martin leaves
Lester Rose, long a figure around
foi Johannesburg Sunday (23) for
Times Square and once an ad
a sixweek' tour with Tommy Steele.
staffer on Variety, ill at Will
Richard Chuter named booking
Rogers Memorial Hospital in Sara-h
By Jerry Gaghan
manager for the Essoldo circuit,
nac Lake, N. Y.
..
.... Carol Lynley, juve lead in “Blue s u c e e e d.i ng; Frank Kemp Who
Showman and industrialist. Denim” out of cast one night (11) joined Granada in similar job.
Harry- E. Gould taking his wife [ due to illness,
F r e n c. h actress Nadia Tailliec
and three boys for three months,
Fire completely destroyed -the makes her British screen debut in
at Cap d’Antibes, starting June IQ, j Club Internationale, midcity: spot, a new Ronald' Shiner comedy,
then shifting to Monte Carlo July | passerby. telephoned in the early “Girls at Sea.”
"
20 until Labor Day. Goul<|s selling \ morning a'arm.
Heather Sears, named best ac¬
their Greenwich (Conn.) estate.
Franz AUers will conduct “Music ( tress of year by the British Film
Granada Theatres and flranada- of the Theatre” for the Phila. Or-j Academy, being tested for lead in
TV (England) board chairman Sid¬ chestra . Pension Fund.' Edward “Ben Hur” opposite Charlton Hes¬
ney Bernstein and his Wife to Mulhare and Michael King. will ton.
Michael. Powell (who, with
Washington this weekend to o;o._ guest:.
Guiomar Novaes, who cancelled Emeric PresSburger, produced
the American capital, as part of
w ____...._ out earlier in the -season, will re- “Red Shoes”) readying a hew film
their U.
S. holiday. During the war
he was British information officer .turn to the Academy of Music urn- based on story of. a. beautiful dance
in the U.’S,
Ider auspices of the Philadelphia ■star'.-:‘
Robert. Shaw, featured in “The
Manhattan Borough President j Forum.
*
*
'
.
Huian Jack honored as “the:Times;
Doug Rogers will stage the Buccaneer”; vidpic series, joined
Square Citizen of 1957” by the Na-; dancing numbers, for University of cast of “Sea Fury,” Victor Mctional Variety Artists Post 690 of! Pennsylvania’s Mask arid Wig Show Laglen-Stanley Baker-LUciana Palthe American: Legion at its annual j to be given on the campus at Irvine uzzi starrer for Rank release.
The H igh . Commissioner for
dinner for “outstanding leadership j Auditorium (April 24-26).
:
and accomplishments to improve!
Recent blizzard boffed^nitery Australia Was guest; of honor at
business here. More than 600 can¬ Savoy reception tossed by. Asso¬
Times Square.”
Mrs. Mike Bernard, 2Q8 West cellations at: the Latin Casino, ciated British Pictures to launch
Church St., Champaign, HL, widow Where Louis Armstrong and Jack its “Flying Doctor” tv series which
of the late pioneer jazz pianist*, E. Leonard are headliners. Red is to be filmed Down Under.
Shani Wallis leaves London Sat¬
anxious to hear from old friends, Hill Inn, Jersey music showcase,
urday (22) . eriroute to Melbourne
particularly Ann Butler & Hal shuttered for weekend,.
to star in “Bells Are Ringing,” but
Parker (double), Amy Butler (sin¬
will have a week’s stopover in
gle) among others. Mrs. Bernard
N: Y,. where she will see the Origi¬
has been in ill health and retire¬
nal Broadway production.
ment from show biz.
ByLesRees
Russell V. Downing, president of (2123 Fremont Ave, So.; FR 7-2609)
Radio City Music’ Hall, and Rube
Ferlin Husky topped a St. Paul
Jackter, general sales manager of Auditorium stageshow.
Columbia, this week named coNick Lucas into Hotel RadissOh
By Eric Gorrick
chairmen of the motion picture Flame Room,
(Film House, Sydney)
section of the Greater N. Y. Coun¬
St. Paul Civic Theatre present¬
Vic Green, former Repu b 1 i c
cils of the Boy Scouts of America. ing “The Desperate Hours.”
chief; here, returned to London. to
Solicitations in this year’s fund
Louis Armstrong booked for
campaign will be limited to indus- Minnesota U, Northrop Auditorium seek another film appointment.
. “Damn Yankees” off to solid
tryites earning at least $5,000 a March 1 date.
start at Her Majesty’s, Melbourne,
year.
k Local Doc Evans Dixieland band
The N. Y. Times’ Meyer Berger into habe St. Louis Park cinema for for J. C. Williamson Ltd.
Tele set sales here hitting new
did a feature on the Waldorf's third Friday night.
peak as programs improve. Mainly
director of restaurants Luigi (Gigi)
Met Opera principal Regina ResMolinajri and his rehabilitation en¬ nik here .to sing at Israeli bond¬ U. S. fare so far.
Allied Artists has not appointed
dowment for a Christopher Colum¬ holders’ “Shower of .Stars.”.
a local rep following the. resigna¬
bus shrine in the valley of the
Exhibition by Althea Gibson,
Nure, some 20 miles from where he women’s. teriTHs champion, drew tion of Wally Orr. Product is now
was born. It’s a more than four 2,325 paid admissions, an all-time going through RKO.
Possibility that several Mel¬
centuries’ old tower that belonged
amateur tennis refcord here.
bourne nabe* cinemas will only
to Cristoforo Colombo—The Great
screen three nights weekly follow¬
Navigator, as the Italians laud him
ing biz slump. >
—and possibly to his forebears.
Advance sales are reported .as
solid'fqr Liberace. due to; pfeehi in
Sydney; Feb. 27, for Lee (Gordon at
■sssss Continued from page 57 —
$11 top.
By Lary Solloway
J. C. Williamson Ltd._roadshowreportedly returned for insufficient
(1755 Calais Dr.; Union 5-5389)
funds. The. check was for $7,500, ing “Pajama Game” through New
Chicago Opera Ballet due at
representing a $5,00 return on a Zealand. Show has. been major hit
Beach Auditorium March 1.
in the Aussie keyers.
. Judith Anderson and Cathleeh $10,000 bond put. up by the pro¬
“Love in1 Afternoon” (UA), “Les
Nesbit at the. Coconut. Grove Play¬ ducers and a $2,500 share of the: Girls”
(M-G),. “Pajama
Game”
initial week’-s^receipts.
house in “Chalk Garden.”
(WB), “Affair To Remember”
Milton Berle due at the Roney
John Shubert, representing the (20th), and ‘.‘Don’t Go Near Water"
Feb. 20 prior to his Feb. 23 open¬ Shubert Theatre interests, also (M-G) are the toppers here.
ing at Latin Quarter.
pitched in to keep the drama, go¬
Jack Labow, RKO boss here,:
Dean
• ."
.r Martin
, —- will fill his date : mg
ing through
mrougu its
us last week.
wees, He
ne sup- currently biz-huddling with. N. Y.
1 UtodWkw*'with five
tons of execs. Labow recently took over
©ner instead of tMO«-£
o\
night, but for ‘one,
coal last Wednesday (12) and an¬ from Doug .Lotherington in this
weeks.
zone.
Vincent Price and. Kenny Del- other five tons last Saturday. (15).
mar playing leads in “Visit To A The Shuberts have a first mortgage
Small Planet” at Royal Poinciana on the theatre, which they sold to
Fromkes in 1956 for a reported
Playhouse in Palm Beach.
Donald O’Connor will have Sid¬ $900,000, under a Government con¬
By Gene Moskowitz
ney. Miller, Amazing Mr. Ballan- sent decree.
(28 Rue Huchettc; Odeon 4944)
tine. Bogihos (3). plus a line when
Gallic comedian Darry Cowl al¬
The Shuberts are also footing
he reopens the Deauville’s Casano¬ the bill this week for the stage- ready set fpr. seven film stints this
va Room 27.
doorman and house engineer, who year.
Theatre of: Nations begins its
Waite r Winchell also at the are being kept on in a caretaking:
Rcney. and able to'extend his stay capacity. As; yet, it’s not known; four-month tenancy at the Theatre
thanks to facilities here for taping who will take over the operation Sarah Bernhardt March 26.
Romairi Gary in to work on
“File” tv-films. His first-time emof the.theatre.
script of his. book, “The Roots of
see’d-Variety Tent benefit topped
Another uncertain aspect of the Heaven,” With. IrWin; Shaw. John
-last year’s gross by more than
$15,000 and took in close to situation .pertains to refunds on Huston directs this pic for Darryl
tickets sold iri advance. This is Zariuck and 2Qth-Fox release.
$25,000.
Peter Brook staging Arthur Mil¬
expected to run about. $5,000$8,000. It’s figured that some legit ler’s “View From Bridge,” adapted
by
Marcel: Ayme, at Theatre An¬
group may assume the responsibil¬
ity With the idea of maintaining toine.. He1 then does Jean Genet’s
By Robert F* Hawkins;
offbeat piece “Le Balcon.” .
(Foreign Press Club; Tel 65906)
the goodwill of the theatregoing
Vincente Minnelli signed Yank
Italian delegation back from public.
choreographer George Reich to
South Africa, where a series Of
Meanwhile, signs .have been handle the terp chores on 'the
Italian film, .weeks was recently posted at the National informing pic “Reluctant Debutante” (M-G),
held. Thesps on junket included
those due refunds to. mail in their which st^ts here ttiis week with
Sylva Koscina, Cosetta Greco and
tickets torthe theatre for action on Rex Harrison and Kay Kendall.
Franca: Bettoia.
. “10 Commandments” (Par) play¬
Myriam Bru planed to Munich the matter. Although: the League ing SRO in its engagement at
to start work bn a remake of “Res- of N. Y. Theatres hasn’t become hiked prices on a two-a-day. basis
surection.” twin, production effort involved in the affair, discussion at the Paramount here and is re¬
of Bavaria of Munich and Rizzoli of the situation and presumbaly peating in its subtitled version at
of Italy. Director is Rolf Hansen, methods to avoid possible repe¬ George V Theatre on the Champswhile co-star Will be Horst Bucholz. tition, is scheduled to come up at Elysees.
First hearing of the Lollobrigida- next Wednesday’s (26) meeting: of
Oldtime Yank flack Guido Or¬
Rizzoli contract hassle wa$ held the League board.
lando had
Gallic
screenwriter
during the absence of the actress,
who’s in the U. S. on a p.a. tour.
Case was postponed to Feb- 24,
When Rizzoli’s lawyers will present
his case.
Italian President Giovanni Gronchi will personally receive all win¬
ners of the. “Silver Ribbon” awards,
local Oscar equivalents.
Kudos
went to Dino DeLaUrentiis, Fede¬
rico Fellini, Giulietta Masina and
others.
“10 Commandments’’ (Par) wound
up its Rome first-run with some
$111,000 in the till. Replacement.
“Pal Joey” (Columbia), hit a very
high average for the first three
days to total some $6,000, high for'
a musical.
i
Elizabeth Taylor and Mike Todd

Australia

Miami Beach

Fromkes’ Death

Paris

Rome
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Jacques Remy do a film treatment
from his biog, “Confessions of a
Scoundrel,” . Various Gallic pro¬
ducers and‘Preston Sturgesare re¬ r Joan Fontaine recuperating frpm
the flu.
portedly interested in ft.
-Henry King celebrates his 40th
Though she gave her farewell
performance at the Olympia Mu- year in pic biz this week.
David Butler was left estate in
sichall two years ago, Josephine
Baker makes a comeback there excess of $100,000 by his wife.
May 21. *
heading a three week ; Sterling Hayden adopted name
show. She is doing it for funds and legally.
Sammy Davis Jr. underwent
an itch to get back on the stage.
three hours of oral surgery.
Katy Jurfido arrived from Cuer¬
navaca for pic assignment.
Alfred E. Daff back from trek to
By Ramsay Ames- .Universal exchanges in Antipodes.
(Castellqna Hilton; 572200)
Bob Hope off . to London Feb. 27
Songstress Janet Grey bowed to attend world preem of his indie,
into cabaret Morocco.
“Paris. Holiday.”
Wilbert . Bradley and dancers ih , Harry Mines- joined Hecht-Hill
from Rome for tele, a Italian- Lancaster flackery as permanent
Spanish film and a date at Bar¬ staffer.
celona’s Bolero.
Lee Van Cleef had 14 stitches in
Photographer Juan Gyenes has right hand as result of an accident
been decorated by the Spanish in Mexico.; .
government with Order of Isabel
Lewis Allen returned from Eng-:
la Catolica.
land, where: he directed Par’s
Serrano de Qsma starts “Playa “Another Time, Another Place.”
Negra” (Black Beach) in the Canary
Richard B; Duckett in froi
Islands this spring. His stair is Lina N. Y. to prep first Viscount pro¬
Rosales.
duction, “Korea Attack.”
. ..
Bruno
Coouatrix,
manager of
Price Waterhouse, certified pub¬
the Paris Olympia Theatre, due lic accounting firm, will tabulate
here to discuss a March 19 opening balloting on Oscar sweepstakes for
for Perez Prado (Damaso) at the 22d year.
Olympia. *
E d d ie “Rochester” Anderson
Juan de Orduna Will finallymiake collapsed on set during day-before
'La Tirana.” Paquita Rico plays the rehearsal of CBS-TV’s “Shower of
title role, while Gustave: Rojo and Stars,” and : removed to hospital
Mexico’s Cqlumba Dominguez co- for observation.
star:
Italy’s Rosana Podesta and hus¬
band Marco Vicario are in Barce¬
lona, to finish shooting “Su Propio
Destino” (His Own Destiny), which
By Gordon Irving
(Glasgow: BEArsden 5566).
was made partly in Rome.
Alberto Closas and company,
“Dunkirk,” new British pic, set
With new femme star Maria Jesus foi gala opening, fit Glasgow in
Cuadra, opened at Teatro de la April.
Comedia with “Buenas Noches,
Alma Cogan* English thrush,
Bettina,” Spanish adaptation of the
planed to Iceland via Glfisgow on
Italian musical.
10-day
tour.
Irene Hilda a smash during her
“Sayonara” (WB) into city-cen¬
three-day run (Jan. 31-Feb. 1-2) at
ter
Regal
arid Coliseum Cinemas
Castellaiia
Hilton's Rendezvous.
She also squeezed in* radio, a. tv at Glasgow following prelim bally¬
show with brother Bernard Hilda hoo.
orch and an offer for 4he spring fit
Aly Wilson, -Freddie Sfiles find
the Istanbul Helton.
Jimmy Neil comedy team toppers
Carmen Sevilla —r Ricardo in new vaude layout at Pavilion,
Montalban costarrer,. “The Desert Glasgow.
Lovers,” at the Cine Avenida* “12
Tommy Morgan, Scot comedian,
Angry Men” (UA) at Capitol; Eng¬ hospitalized and unlikely to appear
land’s “Lost” fit the Lope de Vega; in his skedded summer season at
Sofia Loren—Vittorio diSicca pic, Pavilion, Glasgow.1
“La Bella Mugaia,” at the -Cerlos
Stewart Cruikshank’s “Mother
III and Roxy; and Spanish “El
Tigre de Chamberi” at Gran Via. Goose” only pantomime left run¬
ning in Scotland. Its run at Alhambra, Glasgow, is to end late in
March.
Leading acts from “Fol-de-Rols”
revue, ice pantomime arid vaude
Continued from page 57 SSSSSS show, attended Ball of the Stars in
City Chambers. Glasgow. Coin
other deposits and bonds, and $50,- went to Scottish Theatrical Vari¬
000, contingency for loss.
ety Artistes’ Benevolent Furid.
The outlay for the operation of
the theatre is based on the . house
operating at 50%. of capacity. In
its rundown of the proposed proj¬
By Forrest Duke
ect, the Phoenix notes that attend¬
(DUdley 2-6100)
ance at the 1,186-seat theatre since
Ish Kabibble orch back In Fre¬
its inception in 1953 has been
mont Carnival Room,
about 50% of capacity.
Gil Bogos, former Vegas dee jay,,
After the completion of the first now doing promotion for Liberty
season, the budget on the long- and MGM Records iri L.A.
range program calls for another
Allen Drake, comic who clicked
$300,000 to be raised for the opera¬ here last year With Sammy Davis
tion of the theatre during the ensu¬ Jr. at the Sands, set for Tony Mar¬
ing four years. That would be in tin Flamingo April 3. .
diminishing annual totals, of $100:Betty Grable due in town for
000 each for the 1959-60 find 1960- Ritz Bros, opening at Flamingo find
61 seasons and. $50,000 each for the to prep for xier appearance with
twD succeeding semesters. An addi¬ Sophie Tucker on the. .Jerry Lewis
tional $100,000 is required during tele show from the Sands,
England’s Earl of Sussex at
the five years foi* a revolving fund
to finance supporting projects find Tropicaria with Charlie Baron,
for plant improvements arid perma¬ Joining in on the royal chat: Jane
Kean, Morite Proser, Glenn Holse,
nent. equipment.
Earl. Barton,. Phil Crosby, Dennis
The annual budget is figured at
Crosby, Joe Foley and Felicia
$565,000, with the $475,000 to be
Atkins.
raised for theatre operation costs
over the five-year soread reflecting
the estimated deficit after the de¬
duction of boxoffice income. The
breakdown on the annual budget
for a 30-week season iricludes SSS' Continued from page 7
$390,000 operating cosfs. $125,000
production ' costs and $50,000 . for qrient run houses too,” he de¬
promotion find -fund-raising. The clared.
Goetz predicts that there will be
Weekly running expense on the op¬
more independents operatirig '
eration is figured at $13,000.
Prior to the Theatre. Inc,; take¬ Hollywood. At. the same time; ire
over *of the Phoenix, the operation feels the major studios will corihad been financed by a succession tinue to be a strong factor in the
of limited partnership deals. The industry. “They’ll operate as pre¬
capitalization raised to laurich the viously with stables of players,”
he declared.
“That’s where the
venture was $125,000.
new stars will come from.
It’s
difficult for the independent to de¬
velop, a number of new stairs/’
Goetz has a basic “but loosecontract ; with Columbia to pro¬
duce two pictures a year.
His
tieup with Warners on “Sayonara”
resulted, from ai lawsuit involving
the fights to the property* and, as
a compromise, he joined with WB
to produce the film, For Col, he
is in the * process of completing
“Me and the Colonel,” starring
Danny Kaye. The picture is based
oh the stage play “Jacobowsky arid
the Colonel.” Although. Goetz has
a nufnber of other properties
available, he has “nothing set or
specific” for his next project.
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JOE FRISCO
Joe. Frisco, 68, vaude, musical
comedy and film comedian, died
Feb. 16 in Hollywood after a long
illness.
Details in vaude section.

63

PZSilETY
Milton Feldman, film' producer at
Columbia Pictures; and Edward in
charge of Hollywood office of
North Advertising agency* survive.

Havana Makes Like Las Vegas

. Louis. Sturz, 73, CPA in New
i Continued from pace 1 i
York’s Paramount Bldg.; died of a
heart ailment in Florida Feb. 13. money players in Havana hut With the tariffs are in the Miami Beach
Where Las Vegas was forced to
He had show biz cliehts and was the recent openings of the. new de
executor of the late Joe Laurie Ijuxe hotels there/w7as a feeling that put on a $2 minimum—and; this
Jr.’s estate.
the casino operators would be fool¬ year it’s been tilted to $3—but it’s
still a bargain,'the tariffs of the
ish if negative word got around.
Adolph Schmid, 89; former chief : It probably is not so, but the ill Havana Riviera’s Copa Room typify
arranger for the NBC Symphony luck, oh an average; was a. recent the gerieral picture $7.50 minimum
Orchestra/ and orchestrater for post-mortem among a segment of per person for dinner,, food or bev¬
prima ballerina Arina Pavlova, died the S.S, Nieuw Amsterdam cruise erage; $6 minimum at supper.
Feb. 13 in. Englewood,, N. J. His
passengers. Havana is. a port-ofShows Still a Problem
brother survives.
call on the winter cruises.
Showrs are still a problem. The'
Charles H. Arrington, 67, pio¬ ; Many cruise passengers are the competition seems to follow the
neer. exhibitor arid, a former presi¬ same people, who travel With the Vegas “franchise" system, but the
dent of the N. C: arid S. C; .Theatre seasons, know. Las Vegas, do the lines are being drawn and spelled
Owners Assn., died Feb. 9 in Miami Beach-Palm Beach circuit, out as the competition quickens. At
Rocky Mount, N. C.
and:many are also, at home in the this semester all the spots seemed
European spas and Riviera casinos. to be coasting on budgets but Nat
Mother, 61, of Bryan* Goode,
Transportation Lags
1 King Cole, Tony Martin, Hildeiri ember, of Warner Bros.’ tv Com¬
Apart from that, it is admitted garde, -Patachou, Joe E. Lewis
mercial dept,,, died Feb- 12 in Hol¬
How,, that Havana , is luxury hotel- arid Jiriimy Durante are uplywood, following a. long illness.
equipped yet transportation has not J coming. Sieve Lawrence headed
J up '.with/ the. ne\v buildings.
.
the
Riviera’s
show
with
an
William Berke, 54, vet film pro- caught
ducer-ditactbr. died Feb. 15 in At one time, when the Nacional-was authoritative songalog, but French
Hollywood,. His wife* son and alone capable of handling the con¬ ventriloquist Jay Nemeth and*
daughter, survive:.
vention business; the traffic ex¬ “Nicky” (a cute pooch, as the
ceeded the. rooms, but the luxury dumiriy, marking a most engag¬
Gregory Gtrtubeff, former film Capri and RivieVa—last words in. ing foil) and Jack Cole' and his
actor and musician," died Feb. 11 plush
resort . Operations — have dancers were just as standout. Don
in Hollywod. His wife survives..
thrown the weight in another ,di- i Cornell was at the Capri and Kat~
*
rection. Soon
due
are the "
Deau¬ ryna Ranieri headliried the Merle
Daughter, 7 months, of composer
Jacobs-produced show in the Casi-:
Nelson Riddle; died of bronchial ville and the Havana Hilton.
Nat Harris, vet of the Broadway no Parisien of the Hotel Nacional
inflammation Feb, 12, in Santa
bistros, is front-man for the Capri de Cuba, now an Intercontinental
Monica, Cai:
.'
and Ed Levinson (LaS Vegas) arid chain hotel, part of the PanAmerlMother, 66: of producer Stanley Meyer Lansky are at the swank can Airways system. (Interconti___
Kramer; died Feb. 12; ‘
Holly¬ Riviera where Jim Ennis,
long at , nerital just opened a new hostelry in
wood.
the Nacional, Is now/manager. The j Willemstad, Curacao, Netherlands
busloads still go to the Tropicana I West Indies. Unfortunately it Is
. Brother, 63. of Frances Horwich; and the bohemian Pennsylvania [ marred by inept service, which is a
“Miss Frances" of WGN-TV’s ‘‘Ding Ave. (Havana’s lowdown Harleiri- keynote throughout the tourist*
Dong. School," died Feb, 13: in type hot spots) but the big action boiling Caribbean, Help is no prohChicago.
seems : to be around the major lem—there’s plenty of it, but it’s all
hotels. The-Montmartre has done unskilled and so inept as to appear
. Father., 80,; of comedian Ben an el foldo. Harry (Lefty) Clark, | almost
deliberately
sabotaging
Lessy, died Feb. 10 in Hollywood.
no relation to the Nacional’s Wil-' goodwill,
bur Clark, has. the Tropicana carl
Katyna Ranieri’s ‘Recital*
sil)b.....
.
After a long show Miss Ranieri
Betty Spare to; Arthur H.
The same Vegas kiddies are did a song recital that would have
Schwartz,. New York, Feb. 14, 1958. around. One spots Frank Erickson had tlie Vegas casino operators
Former N: Y. Supreme Court Jus-, and Meyer Lansky with the same ‘ tearing the- green felt off the
tice Schwartz is of the (Charles.) readiness as the waiters and cap,; tables.
she held them but also
Schwartz & (Louis D.) Frohlich law
She has “glamorfirm .which represents . ASCAP, tarns ftrim the New York spots who , woi;e *em dut
iized“ herself even mote than when
Columbia Pictures and important -'have.gone..wjiere the action- is;
A sidelight on the illfated Ginger recently New Act-reviewed at the
show biz personalities and. estates
(Charies Chaplin.; A1 Jolson, et al.) Rogers inaugural at the Riviera last i Hotel .Plaza’s .Persian Room (N.Y.),
Carol Louise Sonne-to Alexan¬ December is summed Up by Hams., but erred in riot recognizing the
der Cochran Ewing, Feb. 15, Tux¬ So we^ all .had better shows
, large Yanqui tourist contingent,
edo Park, N. Y; He is exec sec of what—those three days of their; she kept “interpreting" her domithe Ballet Theatre Foundation.
opening got ^11 the pig money, and nantiy Italian repertoire only into
Mrs. Abby Ray Izard .to. Turner. killed the rest of us." The Bivi- | Spanish. Jacobs has a click floorCatledge, Feb. 15, New Orleans.
eras casino, larger than any of the i show, including the ever-effective
He is managing editor of the N. Y^
others, seemed to be doing .a“ ^.{.“Dancing- Waters” which ,in this
Times.
core oil the in-between ports of this , setting, is a rousing interlude. WilJudy Reichichar to Richard
i bur Clark operates the Casino,
Weiss, Pittsburgh, Feb. 10. Bride’s ^rii^e boat.
The /Capri is in the old world'
—
Havana’s big opportunity, /of
secretary to Mark Lewis,, head of
motif of redplush drapes, very course, is (1) its more surefire
Playhouse School of Acting.
Carol Lee" Ladd to John Veitch, much of the traditional Monte weather for the sun-followers than
North Hollywood,' Feb. 9. Bride’s Carlo scheme of things, including Florida, (2), the gambling, arid
actress-stepdaughter of Alan Ladd* a salle privee for the baccarat and (3) , which may wen become No. 1,
chemin-de-fer. But dice is the big its appeal as a convention city.
he’s a studio manager.
Julie Van - Zandt to Robert H. action, • With tl. -S. stickmen and
Where the Nacional had a prob¬
Rains, North' Hollywood, Feb. 14. pit bosses all over the place. .
lem timetabling any convention
Bride’s an actress; he’s a studio
Steep Tariffs .
business there’s plenty of room
exec.
The. big difference" is the accent now—and the new Havana Hilton
June Kriight to David Lewinr
on the economics/ Vegas gives it is due to bow next month.
New York, Feb, 1. Bride, is an edi¬
aiyay
just to churn the traffic.
The next thing is for the air¬
torial assistant in Mutual’s news
Even the captains arid waiters real¬ lines to catch up. Havana’s handi¬
headquarters; he’s a composer.
Jeannie Johnson to Bobby Brown, ize they get a better payoff by riot cap differs from Vegas, which is
San Francisco, Feb. 14i Bride’s :a crowding the. customers for the still within driving distance of Los
ppurboire, Iri. Havana the hand is. Angeles—but while the mileage is
nightclub singer-dancer.
Susan Nell to Michael Wilding, out too urisUbtly—'this is your the same you can’t motor from
Las Vegas, Feb. 12. He’s an actor. waiter; I am your captain”—and Miami.
' Leah Lerer to Max Gendel, Chir
cago, Feb; 14. He’s a legit pressagent currently on tour with Mar¬
cel Marceau.

and RKO in that capacity: Tiie
words, “William Le. Baron per¬
cents—," were once familiar on
main titles. He had also been a.
vice president of the old FBO (Fiim
Booking Office).
Starting in pictures in -1919 as a
STANLEY BELL
director for. Cosmopolitan, . Le
Stanley Bell, - 40, actor, ..fell or • Baton also had credits as: a scriptjumped to'bis death Feb. 17 in et- He had been. ill .nearly a year,
Boston.
following a .heart attack;
.Details- in Legit.
. . EDWARD L. FARRELL
HELE& TWELVETREES
Edward. L.- Farrell, 78, onetime
Helen Twelvetrees, 50, legit-film vaude. song-and-dancer, died Feb.
actress, died.Feb. 13 in Harrisburg, 15 in Chicago, after , an illness of
several Weeks. He retired from
Pa.
.
. She launched her . career, as an show, biz about 15 years ago, and
artist’s model. She later joined a a few years later went to work as
stock company of the Stuart Walk¬ assistant nianager of a Chi restaur
er Players,'ijrith which she /ap¬ rant:. In recent years he had enter¬
peared in. “An American Tragedy," tained frequently at»veterans’ .hos¬
“Elmer Gantry”, and “Roulette," pitals.
Survived by a brother Joseph C.,
Going to Hollywood* in 1920 to apr
pear in “TheGhbst Talks” for Fox retired longtime press, agent for
Films, Miss .Twelvetrees
later the Chicago Blackhawks hockey
signed a lohg-terin contract with team.'
Pathe Films!
GEORGE P. COMUNTZIS .
She co-starred > with MauriCe
George P:/ Comuntzis, 73,. yet-,
Chevalier 'and Baby Leroy in' “A
Bedtime ’ Story,” and remained in eran Morgantown, W', Va.,:. theatre
films until 1940,"appearing With owner/, died in Pittsburgh7 Feb. 2
John Barrymore, Robert Taylor, just a few days after suffering-: a
stroke. With two: brothers, . John
Spencer Tracy and Clark Gable.
and •Harry, and later a partner,
Her husband survives.
George Sallows, who had been
their manager, Comuntzis built up.
MURRAY KISSEN
Murray Kissen, 68, who at one an extensive theatre, chain in West
time did a ^comedy song act with Virginia arid also a restaurant in
Joe Burns; died Feb. 17 at Pom¬ Morgantown.
A native of Greece, Comuntzis
pano Beach, Fla. In his later years,
he was a president of a newspaper came to the U. S/in 1901. His wife,
distribution firm in Port Jervis, two sohs arid three daughters sur¬
vive.
v
N. Y., Which he founded in 1935..
Kissen & Burns7 started in show
MINNIE COLLINS
biz around 1910 doing an act at
Mrs. Minnie Collins, 82; widow
first that was reminiscent of that
of, their contemporaries,, the’ Avon of Samuel /Collins,. who played a
Comedy Four. Their material was lead role in the original. ‘/Abie’s
changed
frequently,
and
they Irish Rose," died Feb. 12 iri Haver¬
played the Palace Theatre, ,-N. Y., hill, Mass. On the; stage for 40
on several occasions,. In appraising years, she retired in 1938 when .her
their work at the Capitol, N. Y:, in husband died.
Mrs. Collins was a cousin of- the
1928, a Variety reviewer pleaded
Maggie
Cli ,
celebrated
with bookers to prevent copyists late
from stealing this'kind of act, since .vaudeville star of yesteryear whose
otherwise the: field would be Official billing was/ /‘The Irish
smothered with this material. They, Queen,"
were conceded to.be one of the top
EDWARD D. CLEEY.
turns in their , genre. Kissen did,
Edward D: Clery, 63. retired gehr.
the comedy, to. Burns’ straighting.
Survived by his- wife, daughter era! manager of WIBG, died Feb.
, 11 in Drexel Hill, Pa. After 25
and two grandchildren.
1 years with the .Seaboard Radio
i Corp., he resigned two. years ago.
PHILIP VAN ZANDT
Philip Van Zandt, 54, stage, ’ He had been general .manager of
screen and tv actor, was found dead , WIBG since/ 1938 after hojding.
Feb. 16 in his Hollywood apartment. -same spot with WTNJ, Trenton,
’
Police directed an'autopsy after a N; ■ J. '
Survived by wife,.son and sister.
bottle of sleeping pills was. dis¬
covered next to his bed:
MARY CRAVEN
A native of Amsterdam; the
Mary Craven, 82, widow of Frank
Netherlands, Van Zandt started his,
theatrical- career in 1927. He was Craven, died Feb: 13 in Hollywood:
later seen in Such Broadway pro¬ A figure in the theatre for ,many
ductions as“Bpy Meets Girl” and years, she was also once married
“She Loves Me Not.” He Avent to to Arnold Daly.
Surviving are a son, John Cra¬
Hollywood in 1941 td appear in Co¬
lumbia’s “Those High Grey Walls.” ven, actor, and daughter, Blythe
Primarily a character: actor, he Daly,, actress.
/was cast .in scores of films. Among
JOHN E. HOLSTON
his screen credits were “The Loves
John E. HolSton, 63,' 20th-Fox
of Carmen,” “Cyrano de Bergerac,”
“Our Miss Brooks" and “The Big branch manager in Charlotte,
Combo." More recently he haff N. C., died Feb. 6 iri that city; Anative of Selma, Ala., he was asso¬
been working in telefilms.
ciated with the company arid its
predecessor for 35 years.:
ARTHUR J. P. HYTCH
His wife and a son survive:
Arthur John Preston .Hytch, 59,
chief publicity officer for the BBC
RAYMOND NEEDLEMAN
froni 1927 until 1955, died Feb. 10
Rayhiorid Needleman, 37, orig¬
in London. He launched his career
with the Ministry of .Labor in 1919, inator of the Bishop, Brothers; com¬
after distinguished war service as edy team of the late 1930s, died
a pilot, and took up his- publicity Feb, 15 in Philadelphia.A victim;
post with the BBC in 1927. A year of multiple sclerosis, he had been
Mr. and Mrs. Les Keitet, twin
latex*, he toured America and Can¬ bedriddensince 1940;
-daughters, Marihasset; L. I.. Feb.
ada to study broadcasting tech- / Mother, four; brothers and sister 4. Father is a WABC-TV, N. Y,t
survive.
iques.
sportscaster.Before leaving the Corporation
Mr. arid Mrs. Kay Babcock, son,
JOHN TREBACH
in 1955 he played a big part: in the
Santa Monica, Cal:, Feb. 9., Father
John Trebach,’ 55, maitre . d* at is in 20th-Fox publicity dept..
setting up of the Eurovision tv
hook-up. He was noted as a writer the Mocambo, died of a heart at¬ . Mr. arid Mrs, Leo Dym, Son,.
on tv and radio .subjects, and was tack Feb, 10 IS Hollywood. Vet¬ Pittsburgh, Feb; 9, Father operates
the London correspondent of’ an eran of mairiy years in Hollywood Royal and Elks ballrooms.
Irish .paperi “Radio, Review" until nitery biz, - he had been -at the
Mr. and. Mrs: Sam Cdslow, daugh¬
Mocambo 12 years.
his death.
ter, Jan. 28, New. York. He is the
His wife and: son survive;
Wife and two daughters survive.
songwriter;
Mr, and Mrs. Jules E. Brulatour,
Abraham H. Siegel, 28, research son, Feb. 9, Orange. N. J. He is
HAROLD HARRIS
Harold Harris, 38, attorney-with statistician .for ARC-TV and for¬ the son of the late Jules E. Brualthe law firm of Sargoy & Steiri, merly with the Alfred Politz re¬ toui', longtime' motion picture, top¬
which represents the film distribu¬ search organizatiori, died of pneu¬ per with Eastman Kodak arid w.k.
tors in cases involving boxoffice monia Feb/11 in New York.. Sur¬ in. the film business,
receipts, died. Feb. TO in New Mil¬ vived by his mother.
. Mr. arid Mrs. Alden Schwimmer>
ford, N. Y.
. son, New. York, Feb. 14:. Father is
William L. Peacock, 85, onetime an . agent = with Ashley-Steiner;
For nearly the past 10 years lie
specialized in. motion picture .arid ’cellist arid former professor of mu¬ mother is former casting director
antitrust law and represented.'the sic, died Feb. 14 in Dallas.
at Grey Advertising.
.
companies in many such cases. At
./ Mr. arid Mrs. Joe MantelL son,
the7 time of his death he was com¬ * Catherine Willoughby, 62, wife Los Arigeles, Feb.. 8; Father’s an
pleting the second year of a two- of Joseph Willoughby, master car¬ actor.
year term as councilman of the penter at the Lyceum Theatre,
Mr, ririd Mrs. Wes Wise, : son,
Borpugh of ; New Milford, andwas N. Y., died. Feb. ID in New York Dallas, recently. Father is sports-/
active in the local Jewish Commu¬ after a long illness. Also surviving caster with WFAA-TV in that;city.
is a son, Joseph Jr., an outside ; Mr; arid Mrs: Harold Stone, son,
nity Center.:
Survivors are his widow, Mil- property man with NBC-TV^
Feb, 14i-N; Y, Father known pro¬
drew; his two sons, his mother and
fessionally as Howard Stone, is
Father, ; 96, fif singer Anita-Gor¬ general stage, manager of /‘Look
a sister.
don, died Feb; 6: in Corsicana, Tex. Back iri. Anger"; mother is actress
WILLIAM.LE BARON
Toni Cushirig, .
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Corbin,
William Le Baron, 75, film show-; . Esther Begelman, wifri of David
man, died Feb. 9 in Los Angeles, j Begelman, executive ait MCA iri the daughter, San Francisco, Feb. 12.
He was one .of the early “studio tele. dept;, died. Feb. 15; after; a r_
He’s, a promotion writer at.KCBS,
brdthefrfTfiseo. '
serving both Paramount I lofiY iTffie^s.^’Mtither,

MARRIAGES

BIRTHS

Too-Tense Atmosphere

A strongly negative air about the Havana casino operations
..comes from" just had showmanship. Nowhere else in gambling ca¬
sinos, piush or otherwise—and Havana of course has all the semblance of a plush operation—is therfe such a too obvious supervi¬
sion, of the plays, the players and the. dealers, be they stickmen
at the crap tables or the kiddies twirling the roulette ball or deal*
ing at the blackjack tables.
Iff the manner of the umpires perched high on a ladder-bench at
a tennis match so, too, are the pit bosses perched aloft overlooking
the entire field of play. It’s particularly true at the No. 1 dice tables.
The public isn’t supposed to know, nor does it care, that this
: strict supervision is over the Habanera stickmen who are spelled
by the pros from the La's Vegas and kindred Yank belts. Manpower
being what it, plus the fact that it’s part of so-called local boosterism to create new jobs and hypo the economy, naturally the dai¬
quiri belt’s young7 men have been trained to make with the profes¬
sional sing-song of the dice tables. But many are still7 semi-pros,
hence the strict supervision.
All Of which detracts markedly from the grace and the air of
good sportsmanship which is the fundamental of ail gaming casi¬
nos. It is this insouciant air which puts a false value—or almost
complete lack of value—rori the chips themselves and, in the aura
of artificial and rarified buoyancy, tends to make the players re¬
gard the sordid values of their chips with an almost detached air.
All of which rebounds to the faster “action.” As of now the Havana
. operators seem so intent on efficiency as to spoil the romance and
the glamor of the chancey chips.
Not as vivid but none the less realistic is the slot-machine7 tech¬
nique. They are so side-by-each. as to almost completely occupy all
the wall space. There isn’t that casual, it’s-here-for-the-girls’-converiience attitude. And, not so incidentally, the banging arid the
flagging of the one-arm bandits makes for a strange staccato that
must have a high-frequency nerve-strain on, the professional at••
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ANOTHER SCOOP FOR OBANADA

What the papers said the followiiy* morning:

This weekly program has already presented

It cannot be denied that Granada showed mu th acumen in booking
a preview of the Sagan ballet. The Brokeh Date. I imagine that
few homes with a choice missed Chelsea* at Nine last night.
^
Daily Mail

MISCHA ELMAN
DIAHANN CARROLL
JULIUS KATCHEN
STEPHANE GRAPPELLY
BERNARD BRADEN
NIGEL PATRICK
LES MAINS JOLY
ALAN KING
MARCEL MARCEAU
JEANNIE CARSON
MOIRA SHEARER
ANTON WALBROOK
CHARLES LAUGHTON
YEHUDI MENUHIN
ANTON DOUN
BALLET DE BEJART

Last night ITV in Chelsea at Nine put on its most daring pro¬
duction so far. The French cast danced with tremendous verve,
precision and accuracy. British television has seldom seen such
a combination of musical, dramatic and dancing talent. The
Granada Company have certainly shown that they think TV has
shed its adolescent growing pains and is now adult entertainment
Daily Sketch
Three scenes from Francoise Sagan’s controversial ballet
* Broken Date * shown on ITV last night, confirmed what
they’ve been saying about it in France.
Daily Herald

GBANADM TV NETWOBK 36

MALCUZYNSKI
SIR DONALD WOLFIT
FERRANTE AND TEICHER
SISTER ROSETTA THARPB
PAUL GILBERT
RICHARD TUCKER
THE ROYAL DANISH BALLET
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
POUISHN OFF
MICHAEL DENISON
THOMAS L. THOMAS
GARY GRAFFMAN
ANNE BAXTER
JACK HAWKINS
EDDIE VlTCH

Golden Square, London, W.i
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IT’S NOW ‘MUDISON AVENUE’
Stand By for a Pleasant Surprise: [ffOERICJES RESENT IFflmBizFears 'Whipping Boy Role,
Stumps for Foreign Aid & Trade Pacts
Chicago Legit Having Big Season
Chicago, 'Feb, 25. .4The road may have its soft spots
Titling Is an Art
this season, but for a change Chi¬
cago isn’t one of them. Up to now;
London, Feb. 25.
approximately half way through
Robert Colwyn-s “I Was a
the 1957-58 semester, the Windy
Call Girl,” which has been
City has been behaving like a good
touring England = under that
legit town with only two boxoffice
tag, is being re titled to avoid
. disappointments in nine arriyals^confusion with. a prior Cpland even those were not actual
wyn property, “Call Girl.”
flops here. Yet the city’s, past is
The new label Is “Between
catching up with, it, and at just
the time business is hottest sev- _ the Sheets.”
eral houses are darkening for lack of bookings.
i
Whether because of “My Fair I
Lady” and the backfence talk it. 1
generates or because of an unusual¬
ly sympathetic press this season,
the Windy City has been experienc¬
ing a greater awareness to legit
than it has had in a long time. Ex^
cept that there’s only one toiirer
on tap for future arrival,. “Visit
to a Small Planet,” due at the Har¬
ris March 31, . this might have
Kingsville, Tex.; . Feb. 25.
turned out to be the, biggest Chi
season in years.
The. declaration of war.. against
Of the nine shows that so far ^
television, staged here by Hall In¬
have registered a total of 51 playr d
dustries theatres, via an advertis¬
ing woeks here, only “Separate j,
ing campaign attacking the influ¬
Tables” may have been a loser in ,eence of tv on family habits, fe. said'
.'ts two and. a half week run, but to be bringing results at the the¬
that show did no better, and often aatre boxoffice. . The ads. pu’jed no
worse, in other cities on the road; ppunches, in directly attacking tv
“Diary of Anne Frank” had ,a dis- a,
as causing everything from divorce
mar final month in its 10-week to shaky nerves and advised read¬
Chicago stand, but even so it eers of the Kingsville Record (in
showed a slight profit, bucking un-. w
which the series is running) to go
impressed reviews all the way.
0out to a film house for relaxation.
After shattering business in two1 According to Bill LaNoue^ man¬
previous cities, “Long Day’s Jour- aager of the 1,300-seat Texas thea¬
ney Into Night” rallied here in a ti
tre, there’s been a sudden upsurge
seven week run to recoup much ^
in business for top pictures. He
of its earlier losses. “Waltz of the ti
traces the upbeat directly to the
Toreadors” and “Middle of the ti
talk created by the controversial
(Continued on page 63)
, a<
adsl Right after the ads appeared,
said LaNoiie, the-theatre did out¬
standing business with “Don’t Go
Near the Water” (Metro) and “Old
Yeller” (Disney).
Kingsville; with a population of
some 17,000, is regarded as a cos¬
mopolitan small city. Celanese
Corp. of America, Humble Oil,
Bob Hope will film his April 5 Texas A&I College and King Ranch
bring
a diversified population to.
NBC-TV show in Moscow week
after next, diplomatic weather per¬ the city. In addition, the Kingsville
Record
amusement page has at¬
mitting. The comedian and his
staff have already received visas tracted some attention via the ag¬
from the Soviet Union and have gressive campaign of film column¬
booked top Soviet talent for the ist Jake Trusell who has been wag¬
show. All that remains tc - finalize ing a one-man war for. the all-out
(Continued .on page 42)
filming of the program is Russian
permission to do the actual filming
of the program in Moscow.
Comedian took off yesterday
(Tues.) from Idlewild Internation¬
al Airport, N. Y;, for London,
where he’ll stay a Week for the pre¬
miere of .his pic, “Holiday in . Metro wiiL combine the first
Paris.” Then he’ll fly into Mos¬ three episodes of its upcoming tele¬
cow to rehearse and film the pro¬ pix series, “Northwest Passage,”
gram. Filming is slated to take into a full-length motion picture
place in a Moscow theatre before for theatrical distribution abroad.
an audience composed of high. It’s stressed that the film will not
Russian officials, U. S, Embassy go to theatres in the U. S. or Can¬
ada so as to avoid cnoflict with the
staffers, and their families.
Already booked for the Moscow presentation of the tv series.
The telepix series has been pur¬
show are Popov, the w.k. Soviet
clown, the Russian Choir, and the chased by NBC for showing next
season.
Folk Ballet Company.

Nominates Video

Of U.S. Economy

Bob Hope All Set To
Vidfilm Show m Moscow;
Up to Diplomatic OK

Three Metro Telepix
Make One Featnre

y

Though It is not directly in¬
volved, the motion picture indus¬
try is keeping an anxious eye on
The Madison: Ave: agency boys
the progress of both the Admin¬
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
are
in arms, claiming that “ad¬
istration’s" foreign aid program and
. Never let a day be entirely
vertising”. has. practically become
the proposed extension. of the Re¬
lost .
a dirty word in the eyes of the U.S.,
ciprocal Trade Agreements Act.
A Hollywood producer, ne¬
populace, and they blame the press,
gotiating with Groucho Marx
The industry’s spokesmen in
for giving them the needles and
to appear in an upcoming film,
Washington,
i.e. the . Motion Pic¬
perpetuating the bum rap When¬
got a flat turndown.
ture Assn, of America, and its
ever and wherever possible.
Rather than have the whole
president,
Eric
Johnston, are once
Recent pressure from clients
thing be an entire bust, film¬ . again throwing their full weight
to “clean up the street”-and erase
maker queried: “Can you at
behind
both
measures
in the real¬
the stigma that the. ad agencies
least get me a DeSoto whole¬
ization that, if either one of them
are run by “coh men” has reached
sale?”should
die
in
the
Congress,
it
a point where the advertising men,:
could boomerang against the film
with the blessing oT the parent
business,
American Assn, of Advertising
The Mutual Security program
Agencies, are thinking of inaug¬
lias run into opposition. President
urating a Widespread public, rela¬
Eisenhower has asked for $3,942,tions campaign coast-to-coast to
100,000 for the year starting July
take the hucksters , out of the gut¬
1. Last year, the Congress appro¬
ter and restore the street to some
semblance of respectability.
priated $3,435,810,000 in foreign
aid: With an eye to the current
The fact that ad agency activity,
particularly Where giant accounts
recession plaguing the U.S. econare concerned, is no longer rele; oriiy, strong sentiments have de¬
: gated to the financial pages of the
veloped in both houses against
newspapers but quite frequently
continuation of the program. John¬
spills over into the regular news;
ston heads up a program. designed
Atlantic City, Feb, 25.
pages, and even Page One, doesn’t . Little doubt is left but that the to “sell” the American public bn
rest too well with the agency hier¬ $100,000 ticket sale guarantee de¬ | continuation of this aid.
archy.. This is due chiefly to the manded by the Shubert Interests
The- reciprocal trade agreement,
fact that in practically all instances before they would plan to bring which expires June 30. is up for
the ad agency mail is portrayed in five pre-Broadway shoWs here for a five-year .extension and is being
the copy as something of a phony, tryouts in the Boardwalk Warner vocally opposed in the hearings be¬
and that underneath: the Madison will be;. met. With. March 31 as a fore the. House Ways and Means
Ave. glamor some form of . skul-. deadline, already over $50,000 has Committee. It is feared that the
duggery arid questionable ethics is beeri subscribed. With the big pur¬ Act may be crippled by amendinvolved..
chasers, hotels and top business I ments of a . protectionist nature. It
. The client bitterly resents the houses, holding back to push the authorizes the President to enter
(Continued ob page 40)
drive over the top.
into agreements with other counMichael Fiore, president of the
(Continued on page 63)
resort’s Chamber of Commerce, and
a hotelman, made the job of sell¬
ing the 5,000 subscription books a
county-wide proposition, with the
result that every ciVIc and frater¬
nal club in the area both bought
and sold, the admission books,
which contain five tickets for the
five shows, at $4 a ticket.
. Chicago, Feb. 25.
George Norford, veteran with the
Realizing that many In the work¬
WGN has lowered the boom on ing class would not be able to fork NBC press dept., becomes the first
rock *n’ roll, and that musical id¬ over .$40 for a pair of books, Flore Negro producer in network televi¬
iom is now platter non grata on arranged with the city’s banks to sion when, he takes over “The Sub¬
the Chicago Tribune station. Pro¬ sell the pasteboards on the install- ject Is Jazz,” one Of NBC-TV’s
gram . manager Bruce Dennis told . ment plan. Purchasers can open an three new educational series be¬
a company, sales clinic last Friday account and deposit $2 or more ginning March 24.
(21) that “rock V roll has been •weekly until the total is $20 when
Technically, Norford is on leave
grossly overexposed on radio” and
(Continued on page 56)
from the press dept, and on loan to
that the quality of:the so-called hit
Ed
Stanley’s public affairs opera¬
tunes have been growing steadily
tion. He has: no producer’s con¬
worse. On one,current;pop record
tract with the web, but nonetheless
list, Dennis pointed out, “eight out
is the first member of his race to
of 10 numbers are trash not ac¬
Jreach working-producer’s status at
ceptable for radio presentation:”
the networks. His leave is of six
In addition to more tuneful pro¬
Dr. Joyce Brothers, the psycholo¬ month’s duration, with the door
gramming, Dennis said the station
open to permanent producer status,
gist
and
parttime
boxing
expert
was bearing down on all unneces¬
Norford has been with the net¬
sary chatter with the slogan “say who got national exposure on $64,000
Question,”"
has
been
signed
by
work
for six years, handling pubsomething—oir play something.”
Move is consistent with the Quaal- CBS Radio to handle the color com¬ ; licity primarily on the web’s dra¬
mentary
on
the
Carmen
Basiliomatic
shows. Prior to that, he
ity changes at WGN Inc. over the
past 18 months, per the white Sugar Ray Robinson championship wrote documentary films for the
gloves policies of. veep-general bout out of Chicago March 25. State Dept., and training films for
manager Ward Quaal. When he took CBS has radio, rights on the bout; the Army, following a stint with
over the Trib stations in August it’s a closed-circuit, event for tv. Opportunity magazine. He’s also a
1956, Quaal extricated tv pitchmen •: Dr. Brothers.wilLshare the color playwright, having sold one play to
and has been progressing along with Chi American sportswriter the Theatre Guild (produced on
lines, of irioffensiVeness ever since. Wendell Smith, while Jack Drees the strawhat circuit) and optioned
WGN is the fifth major AMer does the blow-by-blow. Jimmy Do¬ others to the Playwrights Co.,
in town to exert a ban oh rock ’n’ lan, exec producer of CBS Radio George Abbott and George S. Kauf¬
Sports, will produce the broadcast. man.
roll.
By GEORGE ROSEN

That’* a Producer

A.C. Again Gets
In Legit Swim
With IMG Kitty

WGN^Chi, Mutes
The Big Beat

Norford’s Jazz Series
As Network Television’s
First Negro Producer

Quiz Expert Signed
For Boot Commentary

2
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CARL FOREMAN BLASTS
SALE OF HIS PIX TO TV

Yanks From Council; Change Quota
London, Feb. 25. •
A" proposal which seeks to ex¬
clude Americans from membership
of Ihe Cinematograph Films Coun¬
cil has been submitted to the
Board of Trade by British film in¬
dustry unions. In- a document,.
which contains . recommendations
for the revision of the Film Act,
is the suggestion that no member
Of the council should represent
foreign film interests against
which the Act seeks to: provide
protection.
Another majpr demand is the
updating of the definition of a
British picture, which the unions
claim is unsatisfactory under the
present provisions. Consequently
it's urged that the definition be
amended to provide eligibility
when a picture is made by a com¬
pany, incorporated under UK laws,,
and* with a majority of British di¬
rectors.
The unions are also asking the
BOT to narrow the Act so that it
operates only within the UK un¬
less -a suitable reciprocity deal is
worked out between Common¬
wealth. and Colonial countries. This
Would mean the restricted use of
studios in these countries for the
making of British quota pictures.
Under the existing legislation, any
film made, within the Empire, pro¬
viding it fulfills other conditions
In the Act, automatically qualifies
for quota.
'
The document states that al¬
though it may have been necessary
in the early days of legislation to
establish quota on the basis of a
percentage of British films as to
number screened, such an ap¬
proach now was fundamentally
wrong,' and should be changed."
Although it was still not com¬
pletely satisfactory, it is pointed
out that commercial television has
established itself on a proper basis
by airing material predominantly
British in tone and content. The
unions believe that the Films Act
should be redrafted on similar
terms.
A maximum quota for
foreign pix should then be fixed
either under the Act, or as at pres¬
ent on a year to year basis by the
head of the BOT. after consulta¬
tions with the Film Council.

LAMBS’ LERNER-LOEWE
SHINDIG RAISES 10G
Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick
Loewe, who first met. at The.
Lambs several semesters ago, were
given a testimonial shindig at the;
actors* , club on Sunday. (23) with
more, than 350 show biz arid
Journalistic bigwigs present and
$10,000 Was realized at $12,50-$25
ahead.
Maurice' Chevalier, who is
“Gigi,” the Arthur Freed (Metro)
production featuring the LerrierLoewe music, flew, in from Paris for
the occasion;’; Also: on hand to salute the pair were. Fred Waririg,
Douglas
Fairbanks,
Laurence
Olivier, Peter Ustinov, Edward
Mulhare arid Sally Ann Howes of
“My Fair Lady,” Bobby Howes
(Miss Howes’ father), Robert Pres¬
ton, Victor Borge, Walter Greaza,
Harry Hershfiqldj Eric ; Portman,
Celeste Holm, Howard Dietz, Leon¬
ard H. Goldenson. Oliver Treyz;
Robert Griffin, Herman Levin,
Torn MacLeod, Belan Amperan,
Lauren Bacall, Max Gordon, Louis
Joiirdan, George ; Axelrod, Jack
Barry, Fred Clark, Kirk Douglas,
Frank Farrell, Marie Torre, Ar¬
thur Hornblow Jr., Bert Lahr,
Roger Wolfe Kahn, Michael Myerberg;. Russell Patterson, Arlene
Francis, Martin Gabel, Bennett
Cerf. George Alpert, Richard Ad¬
ler, Turner Catledge* Ronald Radd,
Harold Rome, Vincent Sardi, Ar¬
thur Schwartz, Irene M. Selznick,
Donald Woods, Claude Phillipe and
Bernard Sobel.
Members: of The Lambs who
worked on the Lerner-Loewe testi¬
monial were Sean Dillon, collie;
William Gaxton, shepherd; Loring
Smith; boy, and Mickey. Alpert,
chairman of entertainment.
Proceeds will -go to The Lambs
Relief. Foundation.

VIP Show Biz Turnout
At U.S. Security Meet;
Acheson’s Mild Goof

London, Feb. 18.
The policy of the picture indus¬
try in providing its own competi¬
tion, for tv by selling off important
product was ^described as “suicidal”
by Carl Foreman,
This former
Hollywood writer,: now producing
urider a Columbia contract here,
was particularly bitter ati the re¬
cent decision to unload to, televi¬
sion-a trio of pix. which-he had
scripted and in which he retained
a residual interest.
“For. a sum Which I am almost
asbariiCd to mention (reportedly
just over $500,000), three impor¬
tant pictures^ ‘High Noon,’ ‘Cyrano
de Bergerac’ arid *The Men,’ have
been sold to our competitors,!’.

. Madrid, Feb; 25.
Will Titanus of Italy receive
authority to shoot its “Goya” ex¬
teriors in Spain? Question mark
speculation along Film Row was
sparked by news that a local
screenplay bn the life of Goya had
received approval from tlie Duke |
of Alba and Spain’s Diireccion Gen-i
eral de Cine.
Spanish Script, “La Diosa y el
Genio” (Goddess and the Genius),
was penned by vet writer Vicente
Escriva and art critic Ramon
Faraldo for Aspa Films. (Same title,
as recent Aldous Huxley novel and
flop Broadway play).
Titanus has not yet submitted
request -for a shooting permit
(which includes script sanction) to
cover announced , six weeks, of loca¬
tion lensirig beginning., the latter
part of April; but the Ava Gardner-Anthony. Franciosa vehicle is
reported ini disfavor with the
House of Alba.
/
Duke’s position is that no histor¬
ical eviderice exists to prove a turbulerit liaison d’amour between the
artist arid Duchess of Alba during
which Goya painted the contro¬
versially1 famous “Naked Maja.”
Albas contend Goya painted the
body of a young model and only
the head of the royal beauty, later
substituting another face repainted
(Continued on page 62>
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By ABEL GREEN
Goldwyn’s Own Biopic Prejudice
“Hesketh Pearson, the British biographer, offered Sam some real
fancy terms to do a biography but, like Irving Berlin, who doesn’t want
to see any film biography on him produced in his lifetime, so does Sam
think that there should be no Sam Goldwyn biography published while
he’s alive,” says Frances (Mrs. Samuel) Goldwyn. “He thinks I can do
it, too, after he’s gone but I don’t think so.”
Riviera As a Standing Set
“With all these Cote d’Azur localed-pictures,”. says Jerry Wald, “the
Riviera is getting to be a standing set like a western street on the Re¬
public back-lot.”
Cohn! ‘Any Office’ll Do’
Harry Cohn, prez. of Columbia Pictures, is still adamant on merging
studio facilities for economy.. “All I need is this office, and the Office
can be on any lot,” says he, “to create motion pictures. So it can be in
Culver City or BevHills, or in the Valley as on Gower Street—what
difference does it make? And what’s wrong with using combined stages,
wardrobes, props, tCchniciaris, orchestras, research, clearances and al¬
most every other department except individual brairis and creativeness?”
Hits Make Happy
“Greatest morale for a film studio,” says 20th-Fox production boss
Buddy Adler, “is success. If you have a hit it attracts people and gen¬
erates new enthusiasms. Sometimes this business of late is like shoot¬
ing crap but when you win it’s real good. Look at the number of prom¬
ising young people we’ve generated from ‘Peyton Place* alone!”

Washington. Feb. 20..
At luncheon here today (Tues.)
kicking Off. all-day conference of
foreign aspects of the United
States’ national security program,
forpfier Secretary of State Dean
Philadelphia, Feb. 25.
Acheson, serving as . toastmaster,
Will of:the late Emanuel (Manie)= introduced 20th-Fox topper Spyros
Sacks, \vho died Feb. 9 of leukemia Skouras “as the president of Metroat the Albert Einstein Medical Goldwyn-Mayer.”
Center here, was filed yesterday
Although:the overflow crowd of
(Monday). He left an estate esti¬ 1,500 at the Hotel Statler roared
mated at $250,000, income of which at the error, Acheson continued
goes to his 83-year-old mother, with the introduction unaware of
Ida May, during, her. lifetime;
his boo-boo.
Lester Sacks, only brother of > Former President Harry S. TruTokyo, Feb. 18.
the late RCA-NBC veepee, was , man was speaker at the. luncheon.
Motion. Picture Producers Assn,
named executor of the estate, and : Conference, aimed at helping the of Japan (Eiren) is seriously weigh¬
trustees are Isaac (Ike) D. Levy, [administration’s foreign aid pro- ing measures to cope with the
Sacks’ lifetime friend and mentor, ’ gram, was engineered by Eric threat of television here.
(Continued on page .62)
l
.(Continued on page 63)
At a meeting, an Eireri commit¬
tee discussed ways and means to
map out a unified policy regarding
appearances of film actors on tv
Question baffles studios who now
have no book to refer to regarding
this practice and are vague as to
Trade Mark Registered
American and British reaction
(Also baffled—Ed ).
by SIME SILVERMAN; Published Weekly by.
Syd Silverman, President
The meeting deadlocked, how¬
154 West 48tb St.. New York 36. N.Y.
JXJdson 2 2700
ever, when . other questions were
Hollywood 21
.6404 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 94141
introduced concerning furnishing
Washington 4
.
trailers to tv, telecasting of film
1292 National Press Building, STerllng 3-5445
clips etc.
Chicago 11
612 No. Michigan Ave.. DElawaro 7-4984
Result Was that committee de¬
London WC2
rided to invite additional opinions!
8 St. Martin’s PI., Trafalgar Sq.. COVent Garden 0135..
from member companies on these!
SUBSCRIPTION Annual. SlO; Foreign. *11; SLnrl« CopIe», 25 Cent*
matters by Feb. 24. <Sounds like
IJ.SJi.—EdJi
ABEL GREEN. Editor

MANIE SACKS’ESTATE
ESTIMATED AT 253G

:: Short Quotes & Opinions ••

Film Features On TV

Long Runs For Hits
“There’s no reason why I can’t take three times as much out of 500
key, de luxe, first-run theatres, with ‘Guys arid Dolls'T observed Sam¬
uel Goldwyn, “and that goes for the exhibitors as well. Look at Para¬
mount’s and C. B. DeMille’s success with their long-runs of a .year or
more with ‘10 Commandments’.” In the same idiom Jerry Wald arid
other producers are of the opinion that a hit film/iike a hit play, should
run months and years in one theatre, whether qn a reserved-seat or
grind policy doesn’t matter. He points to Mike Todd’s skillfull hand¬
ling of “80 Days” and other pictures.
And The Flipper
“Nothing wrong with this business that a few funerals can’t cure!”
is one Hollywood cynic’s summation.

Maria Schell: Lotsa Smile,
German Actress* U. S. Debut Occasions Toothy Criti¬
cisms—Handles Herself Adroitly With Press

‘KWAI’BIG WINNER IN
BRIT. ACADEMY RACE

Maria Schell, the German ac¬
tress whose smile has gained her
world fame, got attention accord¬
ingly when the metropolitan
critics last week reviewed her
first American film, Metro’s /‘The
Brothers Karamazov” in which she
plays Grushenka.
It was probably the most exten¬
sive reference to a lady’s smile
since the days whep the Mona Lisa
first came to the attention of
writers. Some critics apparently
felt the two characters had some¬
thing in common.
“She gets her effects Jess with
wiggles than: with smiling and
crafty coquetry,’’ commented the
Times’ Bosley Crowther, adding
“It is a little hard to. understand
her.”
There wasn’t a reviewer, who
could resist the Schell smile,
though reaction Wasn't uniform.
Said the Mirror’s Justin Gilbert:
“Richard) Brooks has her smiling
too much and Miss. Schell’s smile
is soulful rather than-sinful.”
The Daily ,News plainly: didn’t
care for Miss Schell’s teeth ex¬
posure. ‘‘She wears a Cheshirecat grin for most of the story, an
expression that becomes a cliche
long before the picture ends,” the
reviewer commented. The Tele¬
gram thought otherwise, wrote
(Continued on page .63)

London, Feb. 25.
“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col)
nabbed four of the dozen 1957
awards announced by the British
Film. Academy. “Bridge” gets the
nod for the best British film and
best pic from any source. Pierre
Boule’s “Bridge” screenplay was
voted the top British scenario of
the year and Alec Guinness’s per¬
formance, as the British officer, is
rated the best thesping by a U.R.
actor. For her work in “The Story
or Esther Costello,” Heather Sears
is considered to have turned in the
best performance by a British ac¬
tress. This was Miss Sears’ screen
debut.
The Academy named Henry
Fonda’s work in “12 Angry Men”
as the tops by a foreign, actor and
Simone Signoret gets the award
for the best stint by a foreign ac¬
tress for her work in “The Witches
of Salem.” .
Awards .will be handed out at
the Odeon, Leicester Square, on
Match 6 when the Romulus Laur¬
ence Harvey starrer, “The Silent
Enemy,” will be. preemed.

Congressional Record Re
Two Lombardo Marriages
Washington, Feb. 25,
A long marriage by show biz
people is deserving of special
commendation in the opinion of
Rep. Victor L. Anfuso (D.t N.Y.).
So he paid tribute to the long
marriages of bandleader Guy Lom¬
bardo and his brother. Carmen.
He pointed out in the Congression¬
al Record that eacli brother has
now been wed 32 years. This, he
said, is a lovely ~ thing, since
the rate of divorce arid remarriage
is “notoriously" high in the eritertainment world.

HOLLYWOOD HISTORY
WITH CHAPLIN OUT?

j

Om of the provocative

Jean Cocteau Active

Charts, to appear i*

Paris,'Feb. 25.
After a lengthy absence, due to j
both his touchy .health and his ac¬
tivities on behalf of the Academie
Franchise, Jean Cocteau is return¬
ing to show biz.
He’ll direct two pictures based
on his own plays, i.e. “La Machine
a Ecrire”. (The Typewriter) and
“Monstres Sacres;”
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Hollywood, Feb. 25.
. Moot question in the film colony
is Whether Charles Chaplin’s, name
Will be included with some 1,500
film biz history-makers in the beau¬
tification of Hollywood Blvfl. now
being planned by the Hollywood
Improvement Assn:
In its final list of film, notables,
past and present, whose , names will
be placed in three-foot bronze
stars in the “Walk of Fame” on
Hollywood Blvd.y the Association
left off . the Chaplin tag, although
It had been included in the original
list included by Hollywood Cham¬
ber; of Commerce.;
However, according to Harry M.
Sugarman, former exhib and: prexy
of the-Association, by the time the
names are finally laid in cement
those opposing the inclusion of
Chaplin’s monicker Will probably
have been convinced to change
their minds. 1

Common Market ‘Familiar’Voice Is Heard—Petrillo’s;
In Big Setback New Twist Versus Freelance Market
Bonn, Feb. 25.
The common film market, much
discussed as a possibility between
Germany, Italy and France, has re¬
ceived a major setback in the latest
. meeting held last week between
delegates of the three countries
here; The common market, which
would give customs and. import
preferences in. a film exchange
among the three nations, has long
been opposed by the American film
companies, who would be serious¬
ly hurt by the benefits) that would
exist between the three European
lands.
However, when German Minister
of Economics Erhard invited rep¬
resentatives of the -French and
Italian film industry, as well as
German reps Walter Kbppel and
Dr. Kurt Schoenb to a long-plan¬
ned meeting here to discuss the
future of this venture, all apparent¬
ly did-not go, well.
Both France and Italy: suggest¬
ed that to equalize the film siutation in all three lands, it would be
advisable if the German film in¬
dustry were government-subsidized
as it is in their two countries. And
Erhard objected strongly to this,
giving a flat “no" to the suggestion.
He explained that, as a professor
pf economics, he opposes the theo¬
ry of subsidies and believes any
Industry should be sustained by it¬
self. because as such it produces a
good product for which the buyer,
is willing, to pay the cost. His an¬
swer, in effect, Was that the Ger¬
man industry, would have to pro¬
duce better films in order to win
a larger public, and would have..to
operate more efficiently in keeping
Its costs down;
Several other factors relating to
the two-hour discussion were also
considered significant in the pro¬
tocol-conscious European film cir¬
cles. Although the French film in¬
dustry was represented, the French
government was not.
Some felt
this indicated that France realized
there might be objections to the
possible forthcoming common mar-;
ket and had thus abstained from
attending the gathering.
Also, at the dinner given for the
guests, neither. Minister Erhard
nor the Ministerial Director. Risse
attended
another factor that
seemed to indicate to observers a
lack of interest in furthering the
business.

‘ART'MUST PAY SAME
AS ANY OTHER—IATSE
Dos Angeles,: Feb. 25.
Pitch, to raise local art houses to
first-run classification is being
here by ProjeetiOffists Local 150.
One theatre, the Monica, has been
signed up for the basic $3:14 per
hour scale for boothmen, and negotiotions have started with operator
Herbert Rosener for his Canon and
Vagabond Theatres.
' “Why' shouldn't art houses pay
the same scale as other first-runs,”
George Schaefer, Local 150 biz
agent, demands. “They charge the
sdme admission price, and more
than some of the regular firstruns.”
Understood
the
Projectionsts
local in San Francisco also is out
to raise the classification: of R6seners’ two art houses there, the
Larkin and Clay.

Louis hayward, producer
Plans to.. Shoot 'Moment of Truth'
In Mexico
Hollywood,: Feb. 25. .
Louis Hayward has acquired the.
tentatively
titled
“Moment
of
Truth/’ story by Charles Lang*,
and plans to produce It as an indie
theatrical film.
Hayward will. not appear in the
film himself, instead the produceractor is hunting for top stars for
the property which is being pack¬
aged by Paul Kohner. Plans are
to shoot the film in Mexico, locale
of much of the story,

|

film companies are seeking to oiiti
By GENE ABNEEL
maneuver AFM president James C.
In a s/cret meeting subsequently
Petrillo on both the public and
described all the way from “rou¬
trade fronts. According to soine
tine” to “emergency,’r a large
sources, the idea is to impress all
group of important New York film
show business particularly with, the
executives quietly met in thn Co¬
aforestated “collossal” nature; "of
lumbia homeoffice board room last
the musicians' conditions and ;the
Thursday (20) for a discussion;
strategy is to keep things quiet
what most agreed were the. “colbs- until a campaign is set to roll;
sal” terms demanded by the Amer¬
No Pickets^Yet!
ican Federation of Musicians in
Working agreement. with AFM
negotiating a new pact covering
expired at midnight last. Wednes¬
employment and participations.
Sitting in on the unusual huddle day .(19), the union is now official¬
were Eric A.: Johnston; president ly on strike but there is no picket¬
of the Motion Picture Assn. of: ing at the studios.
The fact that there are no plac¬
America; Spyros P. Skouras, head
of 20th-Fox; Joseph R. Vogel, pres¬ ard-bearers marching outside the
ident of Loew’s, and the sales di¬ lots is, of course, of major im¬
rectors and the ad^pub chiefs of the: portance. The key angle is a ques¬
tion mark: Would other uriionites
various distributors/ ’
The ..meeting Was secret and it respect picket lines? The. signifi¬
was followed by no official an¬ cance, here is obvious; failure of;
nouncements. There has since been LA.T:S.E. members to show for
much, disparity in reports as to work would mean an immediate
what transpired. Reason for all stoppage of all production activity.
If this were to materialize the.
the cover-up appeared to be two¬
losses would be staggering, is. not
fold.
disastrous to an already : hand-tO. For one, at least a few of
mouth film financing situation: A
the participants- came away
from the huddle with the dis- . big consideration is that many pic¬
tures: now rolling have independ¬
tinct impression that all disent performers involved, and they
tribs, in the course-of mulling
may hot be able to. interrupt work
the AFM situation, are unani¬
on a particular picture and resume;
mous—at least for the fore¬
seeable future—against dis1 in it at some given point in, the
future because of their personal
posal of post-1948 pictures to
schedules: Thus, dozens of prop¬
television. Each is said to have
erties, involving investments high
made the decision independent
in the millions, cleariy would be
of the other but top company
jeopardized, first by the danger
officials, ever mindful 'pf the
Of the immediate work halt and,
antitrust laws, avoid any sug... gestion Of collusive action.

of

Second part of the “everything’soff-the-fecord” stance is that the

Kurt Unger Settled k
London as Production
Aide for U.A. Expansion
In a switch that took the trade
by surprise, Kurt Unger has been
removed from distribution chief in
Italy for United Artists to produc¬
tion, liaison for the same company
in London. This, it’s said, will have
no bearing on the function of
Monty C. Morion as UA’s distribu¬
tion supervisor in the United King¬
dom.
Surprising angle is that Unger
has been a. distribution Operative
right along, and recognized in the
trade as among the more savvy.
Transfer to the British capital is
obviously a promotion and ties in
with UA’s expanded production
activities based in London., Yet, UA
professes to maintain no more link
with; distribution-rwise, the . ahimportant Italian market..
UA's outlet in Italy continues to.
be D.E.A.R. Films, which is a fran¬
chise operation. Unger had; been
UA’s
immediate
contact
with
D.E.A.R.

Economics of Tape

then, by .the chance that resump¬
tion of the lensing might be too
difficult.
. By contrast, the musicians* walk¬
out, in itself is not so catastrophic
since production can continue with
Scoring done later or in another
country beyond the AFM reaches.
Not Clear So Far
Curiously, many of those at. the;
Gotham “cabal” said they were at
a loss to understand the specific
reasoning behind the AFM’s proj¬
ected new work terms or, indeed,
just what the terms are. One exec
related that Petrillo presented one
set of demands and then added |
that Hollywood Local 47 would
have additional ideas anent what’s
wanted.
In general, it appeared that AFM
is insisting upon a 6% cut in on
all revenues from television, upped |
compensation for working musi-i
cians, guarantees of work periods
and standby employment.
Top studios, unlike the past,
have a major problem in their.as¬
sociations with indie film-makers.
The companies are finding more
and more difficulty in mapping
long-range production programs
and consequently, don’t want to
commit themselves to long-range
employment arrangements.
The Feeling In Hollywood
Hollywood, Feb. 25. .
.-With the major studios minus
musicians following expiration of
contract last Wednesday (19), the
American Federation of Musicians
is/ mapping its strategy against film
companies. To a degree Hollywood
(Continued on page 63)

By FRED HIFT
Comparatively
narrow
profit
margin on which the film, com¬
panies operate in today’s inflation¬
ary economy, and the reason for
the determined Cutback psychol¬
ogy at virtually all of the majors,
is underscored by a study of the
net-to-gross ratio of six key out¬
fits.
It demonstrates the hazards of
the film biz in which the relation¬
ship between costs and volume-rreflecting the ultimate ratio of net
to gross — require adjustment.
It reflects, too, the rising cost of
production and the continuing
weight of overhead at a time when
so much filming is being done away
from the studio plants. Production
investment is as high as ever, but
the risk is spread over a much nar¬
rower area and the cost level has
kept pace with, expanding volume.
Though the film business is well
below the national manufacturing
average in terms of its profit ratio,
it is not wholly out-of-line as far
as the general trend is concerned.
According to President Eisenhow¬
er’s economic report to Congress,
the 1947-1950 national average
(after taxes) was 6.7%. It’s dropped
since then, hitting 5.5% during
1956 and a low of 4.7% during the
third quarter of 1957.
According to one industry econo¬
mist, taking a film Company aver¬
age wouldn’t be realistic unless
many divergent factors, including
the number and types of films re¬
leased, “outside” activities of. sub¬
sidiaries in fields ranging from
music to oil, are considered. Nor,

Five Years of Net Ratios

Vs. Film for Contis
Among the many features and
appraisals to appear in
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The following chart shows the net-to-gross percentage ratio of six
major film companies during the. past, five years. The 20th-FoX
and Paramount figures for 1957 aren't hi yet, and Metro had a loss for
the year.'
1957
1955
1956
1954
Warner Bros, ..
.4.2%
3.7%
5.2%
5.5%
' —
20.th-Fox
5. %
4.9%
6.8%
Universal
.3.9%
5.1%
5.1%
4.8%
......... —
Metro ..
2.8%
3:1%
3.5%
Columbia'
♦ . rv/i . .2.1%
2.9%
5.5%.
4.4%
Paramount
9.1%.
8.2%.
8.2%
say accountants, can one company’s

National Boxoffice Survey
•

'r

.
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Storm Over, Biz Better; ‘Witness* New Champ,
‘Arms’ 2d, ‘Day*’ 3d, ‘Yeller’ 4th, ‘Raintree’ 5th

write-off are applied.
Paramount, fqs^kampie, stands

End of the big snow- and vastly will/ capture ilth place while
a
195®* a
improved transport will give first- “Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G> will wll<)?pm® $5,000,000 profit on the
run film biz a shot in the arm this round: Out the Top 12 list. “Don’t spec^ saI®
films, and On investstanza; according to reports re- Go Near Water” (M-G), “Bonjour ”ients must be taken mto account,
celved. from Variety correspond- Tristesse” (Col), “Darby’s Rangers” A more dramatic illustration of the
ents in some 23 representative key (WB) and “Gervaise” (Cpnt) are widening industry spread between
cities.
In numerous localities, the;runner-up films.
gross and .net is embodied in the
which were hit hardest last session,
“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G), t/0iu?lDl5 Pictures performance,
the same pix are doing bigger trade one of new entrants, promises to . Back in 1953, w-th a gross of
than week ago.. Some new fare is go places judging from sock open-]°nly $60,273,000 and a net of
also helping.
'
ing session at N. Y. Music Hall. $942,000, its net-to-gross ratio was
New champioh is “Witness For “Big Beat” (U), also new, is rated onIy 1-9%. The Col gross volume
Milton E. Cohen, United Artists’ Prosecution” (UA) which is eflein Detroit*
rose steadily from then, t6i $80,«
eastern and southern division man¬
to $91,145,000 in 1956 and,
ager, has been named supervisor first last round. “Witness/’ playing brisk in. Chi, just okay .in N. Y. and
in some 13 keys, not onl$r is regis- s&’SP- I? Toronto.
“Snow White” finally to $106,600,000 in 1957, reof sales for “Around. the World
tering great , opening week trade ( B V) is - doing excellent trade on fleeting, in part sales to tv and the
in 80 Days” and in this capacity but also displaying marked stam-furre*ff trip around, being great operations of the Screen Gems
will give his full time to handling ina. .. .“Arms” is; a stalwart second- m.N^Y.,-happy In Providence and subsidiary.
of this single production. He will place winner.
For a while—during 1954 and
work With a representative of the
“Around World in 80 Days” i/Lady Takes Flyeri’ (U). another 1955-the ratio of _net to gross
.(Mike) Todd Company on the “80 (TJAl ls windiTie iin
^
blg newie’ is a bit uneven cur- rose accordingly, to 4.4% in 1954
Days” release.
sStfid ^week Agb HVcur?en?ly **tly buVraSSibig lp Louisville ** « hig* as 5.5% in 1955 bS
Cohen’s appointment means UA
playing^n^feweVLey cities^than an^_s°‘sP
t
* plummetted back to
is following the.policy pattern set
In recent weeks
“Old Yeller”
‘Sayonara (WB), okay in Chi, 2.9% as gross and net went in opby Paramount when the; latter
(BV) is pushing UP from ninth to tesocko in L. A. and neat in Philly. posite directions, and in 1957 it
placed Charles Boasberg (who’s.now fourth spot
P
“Spanish Affair” (Par), fancy in sank further to 2.1%.
Warners general /sales chief) In
Metro Dlaeram
charge Of “Ten Commandments.” j ' "Raintree' County- (M-G) also N J- shaPe* 7*”? ,!n
/-i"-11.?‘ Somewhat similar pattern per-.
MoVe also is seen as heralding is climbing from eighth to fifth. '■ .
m Detroit.^ Ft. Dobbs ’ tains to Metro. In 1955, the comextensive new bookings of the Todd “Peyton Place” (20th) will edge up
picture. So far it has opened in. from seventh to sixth.position as a (.w^/ okay in Louisville, looks pany grossed $170,952,000 and
showed a net of $5,311,733 (3.1%).
210 situations and grossed $31,- result of an amazing burst of stout m Detroit,.
“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) In 1956, with the volume up over
647,703, according to UA. It is now strength. . “God Created Woman”.
(Kings)
is
seventh;
continues;
its
remarkable
showings
$2,000,000
to $172,355,000, the net
in its 71st week at New. York’s
“Search for Paradise” (Ciner- ™ N. Y:, Boston and L. A. “10 fell to 2.8% ($4,837,000). But in
Rivoli Theatre where the total
ama)
is
fininshing
eighth,
with
Pommandments”
(Par)
still
is
1957>
with
the gross down appregross so far is almost $3,000,000.
Cohen, who had been with UA “Wild Is Wind” (Par), a newcomer, sturdy in N. Y. and L. A., and is ciably to $154,320,000, the corntaking
ninth
money.
“Seven
Wonabout
to
go
out
on
additional
lesser
pany
showed
a loss of $455,000.
previously, rejoined UA as west¬
of -, world”
World” ((Cinerama)
indicative of how high operational
Cinerama) is first-runs..
ern-southern manager, in 1951 when ders of
winding
in
10th
spot
..
(Complete
Boxoffice
Reports
of
other
costs
had wiped out the
spot.
the Arthur B. Krim-Robeft S.
“Gift of Love” (20th),_ a newie*1 Pages 8-9.)
(Continued on page 62)
Benjamin regime took over.

To Boss‘80 Days’Sales
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Critics Partly to Blame, But Industry
Todd Breaks a Lance for'Don Quixote
Apologizes When Snowing Oldies, Share-Ownmf Directors
Confi¬
And DeMille Deplores Psychology - j*
wiU be weI*med
*

u

1
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The public doesn’t attend the4
Louvre to. see a reissue of Mona
Lisa.,
Laurence Olivier doesn’t
apologize with each presentation
of “Hamlet.”
So, asks Cecil B..
DeMille, why does the film indus¬
try behave so timidly when re-of¬
fering some of the great pictures
of the past?

■

Wanna be
Tbe bn the board of di] rectors of a motion picture comcom¬
pany?
Applications will be welcomed
by.. Cinerama Productions- Corp.
which has sent out an SOS for
Metro on Reissues
qualified board members.
The
only requirement apparently is
Now that exhibitors appear
that
the
applicant
hold
a
substan¬
to be more Sympathetic to old
tial number of shares in the comr
“movies” in their efforts to
pany.
keep them off television, dis¬
Cinerama Productions’ quest for
tributors are hopeful that they
will give1 concrete evidence of
board members stems from its re¬
this new attitude. Metro, for
cent victorious proxy battle with
example; held out 50 (for the¬
Philadelphia stockbroker Perry N*
atrical reissue) of what it con¬
Selheimer. According to thd com¬
sidered some of its outstanding
pany, in accordance With opinions
attractions from the pre-1948
expressed at the annual stockhold¬
ers’ meeting recently, the man¬
backlog it is releasing to tele¬
agement' decided that the, present
vision.
five-man board should be expanded
So far it has released 20 of
to include “several additional per¬
the 50 pictures, but the results
sons in business and entertainment
have been “fair” to ’‘outright
who can represent ..areas in addi¬
pbor” hecause of the lack of ex¬
tion to that presently represented
hibitor support. Jack. Byrne,
on your board of directors, and
Metro’s sales chief, is hopeful,
who are substantial stockholders of
however, that the 30 unreleased
your company.” In a letter to
films will receive a better re¬
ception than the previous one. . stockholders, prexy Milo J. Siitliff
requested aht the names of quali¬
Byrne plans to hold a meeting
fied; potential directors be sent in.
with his sales staff shortly to
He asked the" investors to include
discuss the reissue possibilities
biographical material ’’relating to
of these oldies plus some of.
qualifications.”
the top pix in -the post-1048
Another consequence of the
library.
proxy dispute was the amendment
Byrne is conviced there is a;
of.
the company’s by-laws to pro¬
market for the old films and he
vide that no agreement may be en¬
stressed he would make every
tered relating to the issuance of
effort to find out the possibili¬
any authorized but heretofore un¬
ties” now that there is a
issued stock without the approval
“warmer reeeptiveness” among
of the stockholders.
exhibitors.

I
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-States the producer: “The great
pictures created the fame of this
industry.
Stop * apologizing and
put them out as they were put out
originally.”
Without specifying titles, the
filmrmaker said the trade has many
first-rate specimens Of the mo¬
tion picture, art in its; vaults; “This
industry will not come Of age un¬
til it makes a determined effort to
keep the great works aliye.’V
The classics made through the
years should remain with the in¬
dustry and presented to the public
theatrically, noton television, stated
DeMille. He would include even
some product from the silent era
although it would require projec¬
tion readjusted to 60 feet of film
a minute instead of the presentday standard of 90 feet.
DeMille further insists that the
theatrical re-runs of the outstahd- .
ing pictures, regardless of age,
would provide considerably more
money than could be. realized from
television licensing.
Producer dropped the comments
on this and other subjects at the •
Paramount homeoffice last Week
during the course of a presenta¬
tion-to him of an award from Fame
mag for his production of “Ten
Commandments.”
In acknowledging the salute,
DeMille said he was grateful that
.233 Made in 1957 put of 3$0 Code-Approved
.he was being honored for a “spec¬
tacular career and not a career of
Features-—From 51 to 61%
spectaculars.”
Although widely
known for the amhitiousnbss of his
pictures, he makes the point that . Following a period of decline, the 18 properties included pix taken
original; screenplay last year came from tv originals,
into its. own again iri- Hollywood:
The total of 380 films reviewed
Compilation shows that 61% of ail by the Code includes a small numDeMille on Critics
films approved in 1957 by the Pro- ber of.British and other foreign imr
Cecil B. DeMille’s antipathy
duction Code in Hollywood were. ports.
for professional motion pic¬
based on original stories written
The 1957 compilation brings to
ture critics in general is hard¬
for the screen. In 1956, the per- 6,457 the number of films based on
ly masked in the incident he
j
cenfage
was
51%.
original
screenplays since 1935.
related in New York this
The 1957 percentage^-233 prig- Also, 1,836 novels were turned into
week.
irials
out
of
a
total
of
380
films
ap|
pictures
arid 634 plays.
In the
An Italian, reviewer viewed

Original Screenplays in Comeback

“Ten
Commandments,”
the
producer recalled, and gave it
a pan.
Then he went home
and read the book and liked it
even less.
It’s the story that counts first, that
production values are secondary.
The veteran film-maker (he’s 77,
now looking arpund for a followup
to “Commandments” and as chip¬
per and abounding in energy as
ever) also took the opportunity to
lash out at his petpeeve, this be¬
ing the professional film critic.
He thinks too many reviewers
feel superior to the films they ap¬
praise and think it impossible that
the motion picture can be an art
form when it’s viewed by so many
millions of people around the
world.
There’s nothing new about this
critic attitude which has it that
art is not good if it can be under¬
stood, DeMille remarked. And at
this point he passed arpund a re¬
view of “Men and Women,” which
his father, Henry Churchiil De¬
Mille, arid David Belasco pre¬
sented.
The review was severely critical
of the play on the grounds that it
likely Would prove “popular enter-j
-tainment.”
The notice appeared
in N. Y.’s Dramatic Mirror in No¬
vember, 1890.;
And ever since critics’ regard of
the public has been going lower and
lower with each review,” DeMille
concluded.

Babb Vs. Katzman Set
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Request by Sain Katzman of
Columbia for dismissal of Kroger
Babb suit to prevent Katzman mak¬
ing pic titled “Pretty Boy Floyd
Story” was denied by Federal
Judge Ben Harrison. Babb original¬
ly filed prelim injunction to prer
vent Katzman making pic.
Federal Judge -Leon R. Yarikwich
month ago took dismissal request
under advisement. Suit now goes
trial on merits:

Wants Spaniards to Have Enthusiasm and
dence—Has Picked Unknown Director
JACQUES GELMAN'S DEAL

Madrid,. Feb.. 25.
American film producer Mike
Todd faced a tense crowded press
conference here last Thursday 120)
Producer Jacques Gelinan, who ■arid asked for a blank check of
makes, his hoine iri. Mexico City “enthusiastic support; endorsehient
and is also partnered with come¬ and confidence” in.. his i proposed
dian
Cantinflas
and
Santiago film, production of Spain’s great
Reach! in the Churubuscb Studiosv literary classic, “Don Quixote.”
The meeting brought to a focus
Azcarraga Syndicate has gone to
Hollywood after a New York holi¬ a long-standing difference between
day, with his wife to huddle on a Spaniards, who expect the worst
in the way of “script liberties arid
coproduction with Columbia,
George Sidney’s unit will be al¬ interpretations” and Todd who re¬
lied in the venture, an original by mains stubborn in his conviction
Leonard Spigelgass, and unlike that “the true, spirit of Carvantes
many Gelman coproductions this is a matter of interpretation.”
one will be only iri one version, Spaniards answer to Todd amounts
English, saris any Latin sound¬ to saying, “Yes, but---.”
Jilst what they think Todd may do
track.
to their literacy prize is not clear
and Todd himself argues he’s been
criticized and attacked iri Spain
“for a concept I never discussed
with anyone.”
Casimiro Bori, president of C. B.
Films (the local United Artists
franchise) presided solemnly . as
Todd’s official interpreter. A. defi¬
Washington, Feb. 25.
nitely edgy conflict ran through the
If Writer 1 and writer- 2 both press session, with Todd stating
crib from the same writer, then that he would prefer to shoot the
writer 1 can’t sue writer 2 for film in Spain but would shoot it
plagiarism, the U. S. Federal Court sonmeWhere else should Spanish at¬
said in effect here last week,
titude force him to do so.
Todd, scorned the idea that Cer^
MGM was aquitted of plagiarisin
vantes
was scared arid said “Quix¬
in an action brought by Miss Dona
B. Costello, of Washington,-‘by a ote” was not more sacrosanct than
the
.
Bible
which “a man called De¬
ruling of Federal Judge Raymond
Mille shot once or twice.” The
B: Keech last Week.
Miss Costello charged that the producer quipped that Spaniards
Metro film, “Knights of the Round have two. businesses, “they’re own,
Table,” starring Robert Taylor and arid casting ‘Don Quixote’ for me”
Ava Gardner; had been taken from although no two Spaniards agreed
a script she submitted to the stu-. on suitable actors, i
Todd stated, without: naming,
dio back in the 1930’s and which
had been rejected. She demanded that he had practically signed his
director
for the film. It was, a
$5,000,000 for infringement of copy¬
young man who had never directed
right.
before
but
through
Todd
In his 14-page opinion. Judge
Keech. found that both the studio could, with a minimum of conflict,
arid Miss Costello had gotten most achieve his vision of the zany
of their material from Sir Thomas knight of windmill-tilting fame.
Producer made an issue of de¬
Malory’s
15th Century “Morte
d’Arthur” arid from Alfred Lord scribing his “Quixote” as a ‘‘show”
Tennyson’s 19th Century “Idiylls of and not as a moving picture and
the King.” Neither side, trie judge he revealed that he will finance
ruled,
"can claim originality.” this show without any prior dis¬
tribution committment, though his
What’s more, Continued the court,
affections lean to United Artists,
they did not use identical angles in
which handies his "80 Days Around
developing the story.
The World.”
A new Todd camera and projec¬
tion process Will give “Quixote”
greater definition^ than heretofore
developed, he said, and money
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Bulk of Jesse. L. Lasky’s estate, used in its experiment already
topped total spent last year by
comprising family home, personal
U. S. ;film industry for technical film
effects and $25,000 life insurance
progress.
Still unnamed, Todd
policy, was left to his family; Filiri
felt his new system Was not as im¬
pioneer died Jan. 13 at age of 77.
portant as his basic idea of a
Home and effects went to the
I screen show to draw public, from
widow, Bessie, Who also is to . get
homes and television.
remainder of proceeds from in¬
[. Elizabeth Taylor sat throughout
surance after other payments. . Af- j
the press session refusing all com¬
ter costs of administering estate
ment to keep spotlight on Cer¬
and inheritance taxes, two sons,
vantes and Todd.
Jesse Jr., arid Wiliam, are each to
receive three-tenths, a daughter,
New York Point of View
Betty Bidlack, four-tenths. Ran¬
Mike: Todd’s devotion to “Don
dolph Rogers/ his secretary for
Quixote” as his next screen enter¬
many years. Was bequeathed $2,000.
prise has not stirred the same kind
of discussion lit American film cir¬
cles as in Spain but it has been a
N. Y. to L. A.
matter of considerable conversa¬
Ben Astar
tional wonder nonetheless.
As
Ann Corio
with the Spaniards; the American
Cecil B. DeMille
backseat drivers do not know what
George Durgom
story treatment Todd has in mind.
Ray Evans
Not knowing this all-important
Dody Goodman
fact, and going only by their
Jay Livingston
knowiegde of the.‘book, itself, the
James A. Maloney.
question in U. S. film circles " :
Edward A.. Morey
“Why that, old chestnut?’'
Jaye P. Morgan
“QuixotoPMias been done on the
Norton V. Ritchey
stage by Otis Skinner, on tele¬
OliveJ- Smith
vision by Orson Welles, in various
James Tyson
radio versions in America, Britain
and Canada. A ^Spanish film (by
L. A. to n. Y.
Cifesa) in 1949 and a Soviet 'Rus¬
sian film Of 1957 are all cited. They
Buddy Adler
have all. added Up to a profound
. Kermit Bloomgarden
boredom on the part ofjthe modErskine Caldwell
cern public.
Alfred E. Daff
Typically 15th Century Quixote
Deborah Kerr
**
himself emerges.-as an amiable
Lester Lewis
lunatic, his devoted disciple Pancho
Shari Lewis
as a male nurse and the famousLeo McCarey
battle with the. windmills as the
Wendell Niles
hallucinations of a . pathetic old
Lilo Pulver
man. Confronted with these recol¬
Earl. Revoir
lections of “Don Quixote,” Amer¬
Frank H. Bicketson Jr.
ican showmen: have shaken; their
heads and assumed that Todd must
N. Y. to Europe
have much more, whatever it may
Gene. Austin
be, in mind.
Sidney Bernstei
Bob Hope
Europe to N* Y.
Ted Hudes;
Maria Schell
Maurice Chevalier
William Shelton
Bruno Coquatrix

Company & Author Both
Cribbed Same Classic;

whom

Jesse Lasky’s Estate

Originals—-Plays—Novels
Following is a comparative rundown ah the source rnaterial of
motion pictures since 1950 in terms of original screen stories, stage
plays and novels:
Year
Plays
Originals
Novels
315 (73.4%)
18 (4.2%)
1950
67. (15.6%)
1951
25 (5.8%)
291 (67.3%)
70 (16.2%)
1952
246.(66.9%)
17- (4.6%)
64 <17.4%)
1953
19 (5.4%).
227 (64,1%)
72 (20.3%)
1954..
177 (58:4%)
11 (3.7%)
61 (20.1%)
1955
. 23 (7*5%)
158 (518%)
74 (24 %)
20 (5.9%)
172 (51 %)
1956
71 (21.1%)
1957
233 (61 %)
20 (5 %)
78 (23 %)
proved—is the highest since 1953
and. comes close to the 62,9% aver¬
age recorded for the 21-year period
between 1935 and. 1956.
Figure reflects both the trend
towards independent production
and the overriding hesitance to
shell out small fortunes for expen¬
sive bestsellers and stage proper¬
ties, which are naturally limited in
number anyway. There has been
a group of opinion on the Coast
and also in New York holding that;
despite the presold, values of im¬
portant books and plays, the screen
would be better served by stories
scripted directly for it.
Actually, during 1957, there was
a slight rise in the. number of nov¬
els brought to the screen. The total
of such films ran to 78, or 23% of
the total. In ’56, the comparable
percentage was 21.1%: Code ap¬
proved 20 films based on plays;
which is the same number as in
1956, but represents 5% agginst
5-9% in 1956. j
;:
There Was a sharp drop in short
stories as filiri. material, i.e. 12 (4%)
compared with 39 (11.6%) in ’56.
Biographies last year ran to a total
of 11 against eight the prior year.
Also in 1956, four films Were based
on tv plays, four had documentary
origin, and.18 i4%) came from niiscellaneous sources. In 1956, these

early days, the. percentage pf screen
originals was much higher, arid this
condition did not really change un¬
til after the war. In 1943, for in¬
stance, the percentage of originals
hit a high of 7.4.8%. Novels during
the "same year accounted for 10%
of the total output. The drop in
the use of originals started m 1951
and has continued since. With 1957
marking the first reverse.

Furrier Teitdbaum Sues
For ‘Coordination’ Fees
On 7 Hills of Rome’
Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
.Clairriing that his “coordinated”
activities allowed “Seven Hills of
Rome” to. be completed, Bevhills
furrier Albert Teitelbaum slapped
$100,000 suit in L.A.; Superior
Court against producer Lester
Welch and Gregor Productions
Inc.
Teitelbauiri asserted that he was
summoned to Italy On June 7, 1957,
when production on pic Was. halted
because of technical difficulties,
and through lus offices the Mario
Lanza filiri was finished.
>

By HANK WERBA

[;

Setting Up Mexican Co-Produciion
With Columbia
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Barney Balaban Spells Out Paramount’s Philosophy
On Product—Optimism Modified by Caution s

I

Rank Film Distributors of Amer¬
determined to find outlets for
Allied Arts Pfd; Pays ica,
the British-made pictures: in the
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
U. S. market, is ready to battle any
A 1394c per share dividend
circuit that refuses to give the pix
on 5% cumulative convertible
a proper hearing. The. Yank-Bank
preferred stock has been de¬
company is now feuding With the
clared -by Allied Artists.
! 108-theatre Schine circuit,: and
Melon, is payable March 15,
will open one of its pictures in . a
1958, to stockholders of record
high, school auditorium in oppo¬
March 3.
sition to . a Schi
theatre in a
“closed” town:
Feud is based on- the Schine out¬
fit’s alleged refusal to book Rank’s
“Pursuit of the Graf Spee” in any
of its theatres. It's charged, too,
that Schine executives refused to
hold talks with Rank executives.
Another effort, it’s said, was made
to break flown the Schine: prejudice
agamst English pix with “The
One That,Got Away,” a picture]
based on a true-life incident of a
Nazi prisoner who escaped from
Despite reporta of. differences Canada into the U. S. at Ogdens-,
burg, N. Y., where the Schine.
between distributors and; exhibitors
chain operates a theatre. The cir¬
oyer .certain pictures, United Ar-] cuit, it’s reported, agreed to/hold
tists v.p. William J. Heineman be¬ the world premiere in Ogdensburg,
lieves exhibitors “are; no longer but would only take the picture for
buying terms.”
three houses in the chain.
Rank, however, held out for the
Heineman thinks the theatremen
are out for the better pictures and entire circpit and when Schine
they rate as secondary any consid¬ nixed this"r demand, the British
eration of a percentage split, or company decided to open the pic¬
ture at the high school auditorium
basic fiat, rental.
This, of course, is a major de¬ in opposition to the Schine thea¬
parture from the practice of a re¬ tre in Ogdensburg. The picture will
cent period when exhibs Were so be shown at the high school for
greatly influenced by the amount four days starting March 18 and
of imoney a
icture would cost will receive the usual hoopla

paramount prexy Barney Bala¬
ban has instructed the company’s!
studio ‘‘to make every good pic¬
ture possible regardless of their
number.”
In addition, Balaban
stated that he had notified studio
topper Y. Frank Freeman that Par
in not placing, “an overall ceiling
on the amount to be spent by the
studio for feature production dur¬
ing 1958.”
These pictures, Bala¬
ban added, would :be released in
1959 and I960.
Par’s production policy was out¬
lined in a letter to Ernest G. Spel¬
lings, president of Theatre Owners
of America.: In the same letter,
Balaban al3b presented Par’s posi¬
tion regarding the sale, of post1958 pictures to television, (see
separate story ).
Discussing other complaints of
exhibitor groups, the Par topper
stated that no film executive would
be deliberately guilty of “disorder¬
ly distribution.” Every company,
he explained, is interested in prop¬
er exploitation and handling of
product to obtain the maximum
potential “To do otherwise would
only result in injury to his company
as well as to his exhibitor cus¬
tomers,” he noted.
However,. he pointed out. that a.
film company: must be mindful of
such things as “duplication of
themes, duplication of stars, com¬
petition for preferred playing time
and the availability of stars for
exploitation purposes, within cer¬ them.
tain time limits.”
Main thing now, according to
In addition, Balaban- asked the- Heineman, is how much money a
atreman to bear in mind' the picture .will make at the boxoffice.
changes that have taken place in And it’s on this basis that deals
the industry, particularly the rise are made, he states.
of the independent producers.
These producers, many of whom
are stars of the pictures, “are en¬
titled to, ; and do, express their
views as to when they want their
pictures released and how they
want them distributed,” Balaban
pointed out.
If exhibitors take into considera¬
: Dept, of Justice
balking at the
tion all these factors, Balaban sard, idea of United Paramount Thea¬
Paramount has and will continue tres’ desire to reacquire a theatre
“to the best of our ability” dis¬ the circuit divested some years ago
tribute pictures in an orderly man¬ under the terms of the industry
antitrust decree.
This became,
ner.
Balaban said that lie was acutely known this-Week as New York Fed¬
aware that “there is certainly eral Judge . Edmund L. jPalmieri
ground for concern and soul search¬ reserved decision on . a D. of
ing in seeking ways and means of J. motion seeking to block cir¬
Improving conditions in our in¬ cuit’s takeover of the: Grove The¬
dustry.” If those in the industry atre, Elgin, Ill.
UPT dropped the Grove within
employ “native intelligence” and
devote themselves to the problems, the framework of the consent but
he added, “answers can and will be n^w wants to. purchase it back as a
found that produce enough rev¬ replacement for the chain’s Rialto, |
enue on a world-wide basis from all same city, which Was destroyed by ,
"i
sources to assure a continued fire."
source of supply to exhibition and
Government lawyers some time
thereby assure the. continued exis¬ ago okayed UPT’s Te-acquisition of
tence of the theatres of this coun¬ a previously-divested house, in
try:”
'_
! Vicksburg, Miss,, but, are fighting,
the Elgin deal because of competi¬
tive circumstances in this city.
MORI KRUSHEN TO MIAMI

Now Buy Films,
Rather Than %

Par Circuit Taking Back
Divorced Elgin House

Big

Three-Theatre Opening, for
Hope’s UA ‘Paris Hiloday*

ROOSEVELT GOES DE LUXE

B&K Diverts Loop House Front
Mori Krushen, exploitation chief
Action Combo Policy
of United Artiste, left yesterday
(•Tues.) for Miami to supervise two
Chicago, Feb. 25.
of his fieldmen already converged,
Balaban & Katz circuit plans to
there for the gala. American open¬
switch its Loop-situated Roosevelt
ing of the Bob Hope-Fernandel
Theatre from action combos to a
French-made “Paris Holiday.” Ad-:
single pic policy of long-run dedy Addison and Howard Pearl are
luxers. New policy begins April
the fieldmen.
5 with “Young Lions” (20th).
Prime premiere will be held
Filmery will shutter for three
March 7 at the Beach Theatre but flays starting April 2, to allow for
film opens next day also at the ; installation of a larger screen, new
Olympia and Gables. Hope who is projection and sound equipment,
due in from London (possibly via and other improvements. House, a
Moscow,- Russia) will be joined at 1,400-seater, currently" has a 90c
Miami by Anita Ekberg for per¬ top, which goes up to either $1.50
sonals at all three houses.
UA qr $1.80 with “Lions.”
premiere party will be at Eden
Roc.
I
Bob Hope arrived in1 N.Y. yes¬
terday a.m. and took the Tuesday
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
night plane to London, for theWilliam Holden, currently feud¬
premiere there. His French co-star
will be. present in London, not in ing with Paramount over contrac| tual obligations, left yesterday
.Miami.
Huddling on the special occasion (Mon.) for N. Y. with Famous
will be Louis J. Finske, Harry Bot- Artists reps, his agents.
Will huddle with Barney Bala¬
Wick and Howard Pettingill of
ban.
Florida State Theatres.

Brit Unions ‘Forced Parity* Idea
Labelled ‘Unrealistic* by Ya
Griff Johnson Planes to
American film executives in.
N. Y. shrugged off as “surprisingly
unrealistic” last week the British
union’s suggestion that AngloAmerican film relations be put bn
a reciprocal basis.:
Five of Britain’s film trade
unions, in a memorandum to the
British /Board of Trade, put for¬
ward the proposal that American
film activity in ..Britain be re¬
stricted in ratio ta the release and
earnings of British films in the
States.
They also asked for a more strin-;
gent definition of what, constitutes
a British quota picture.
Griffith
Johnson, v.p. of the Motion Pic¬
ture Export Assn., flew to London
last week in the wake of the Brit¬
ish unions’ ihove. MPEA London
office had temporarily been left un¬
covered. Charles Baldwin, due to
go to London from Rome, Was de¬
layed by the grippe.
American comment on the Brit¬
ish move was restrained.
“That
kind of thing always comes up
when ;an industry gets into trouble,”
said one executive. “I don’t think
we have much to worry, about since
the British government won’t go
along with this sort of thing.”
Another pointed out that the J;
Arthur Rank Organization now had
its own distributing outfit in the
U.: S. and it could no longer be

claimed that American.’distributors
wereh’t doing their best to push
the British product.
As for the
definition of “quota” pix, he said
that any severe limitations, involv¬
ing also American participation in
the Eady Fund for films produced
in Britain, could easily backfire via
a cutback of U. S. filming in Brit¬
ish studios.

Busy; Lil Space
For TV Renters
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Most of the major film studios
in Hollywood still Won’t take inflie
telepix producers in as rental
clients due to lack of space because
of their own vidpf eduction and
theatrical film skeds. Once hardand-fast policies against taking part
iii tv production have been revoked
by the majors, but they just don’t
have the space for the indies, with
few exceptions. As a result indie
rental lots here are still busy de(Continued on page 18)
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Stage Struck
Unrestrained Susan Strasberg
in film debut. Tyro who steps
into the starts spot on a Broad¬
way opening night. Slow. Fair
prospects.
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
. Buena Vista release -of an RKO-Radio
production.
Stars Henry Fonda, Susan
Strasberg,
Joan
Greenwood,
Herbert
Marshall. ' Christopher
Plummer,, also
with Daniel Ocko. Pat Harrington, Frank
Campanella, John Fiedler,. Patricia Enclund. Jack Weston, Sally Grade, Nina
Hansen, Harold Grau.
Produced hy
Stuart Millar. Directed hy Sidney Lumet.
Screenplay, Ruth- and Augustus. Goetz;
play, Zoe Akins; camera. Franz. Planer,
Maurice Hartzhand^ music, Alex . North;
editor, Stuart. Gilmore.
Previewed in
Hollywood. Feb. 21, ’58. Running time,
95 MINS.
Lewis Easton:*i\........... Henry Fonda
Eva Lovelace ..
Susan Strasberg
Rita Vernon ............ Joan Greenwood
Robert Hedges _ ___ Herbert Marshall
Joe Sheridan ..... Christopher Plummer
Constantine
- Daniel Ocko
Benny.......
Pat Harrington
Victor .....
Frank Campanella
Adrian . John Fiedler
Gwen Hall
.......... Patricia Engluhd
Frank ..
Jack Weston
Elizabeth
^ Sally Grade
Regina
.......... Nina Hansen
Doorman .Harold Grau

“Stage Struck,” a Buena' Vista
release of an RKO picture, weaves
another variation on the now wellworn tale of the eager young ac¬
tress who can’t. persuade anyone
on Broadway to. give her a job un¬
til the star flounces out on the
eve of opening night.
The tyro
steps into the star's shoes, knocks
the audience right out of its red
plush seats; veterans , backstage
murmur, “that’s show biz,” and
the camera pans slowly away from
a solitary figure standing in the
middle of an empty theatre; mu¬
sic up and out. It’s a remake of
•‘Morning Glory,” a yesteryear
Katherine Hepburn starrer.
Producer Stuart Millar and di¬
rector Sidney Lumet have tried to
mask this threadbare theme with
the sheen, and substance of authen¬
tic settings in Technicolor (the
Whole picture was shot in New
York), with good actors and with
touches both romantic and realismtic. But the telling is not novel
enough to make it freshly attrac¬
tive and the result is fair box of¬
fice prospects at best.
Susan
Strasberg -plays
the
would-be actress who hounds pro¬
ducer Henry Fonda for a Chance.
He is intrigued by the girl but
not as an actress and turns her
down.
Not so his playwright,
Christopher Plummer, who sees her
both as actress and romantic op¬
posite.-, When the star of their
show, Joan Greenwood, makes a
temperamental, exit, Plummer has
Miss Strasberg set to take over
her role and she does with plot-:
predictable ease mid success.
Miss Strasberg occupies a malor portion of the fobtage in this
Ruth and Augustus Goetz screen¬
play from a Zoe Akins play. She
is not a conventional screen beauty
but her face is expressive and
lively.
Her technique is formid¬
able and her director seems to have
been so bewitched by it that she
receives virtually no restraint from
him, and she needed some. Reac¬
tions to the young actress—here
making her major motion picture
debut—are likely to be highly in¬
dividual and divided.
Fonda , plays with his customary
quiet authority and disarming
command and Herbert Marshall
limns a warming. portrait as a
stage veteran.
Miss Greenwood,
no mean “technician” herself, gives
the rampaging star the Bankhead
bit and very funny she is; Plum¬
mer _has considerable depth to his
playing and adds to the value of
the production. Others who stand
out include radio studio veteran
Daniel Ocko, Patricia Englund and
Pat Harrington,
The Goetz* screenplay is literate
and often penetrating but it is
mortally deficient on real humor.
The direction is sometimes attrac¬
tive, particularly in such situations
as the opening sequences
in
Fonda’s office, but it plays slow
and loose when it allows such
scenes as Miss Strasberg’s recita¬
tion of the entire balcony scene
from “Romeo'and Juliet.”
Camera work by Franz Planer
and Maurice Hartzbarid is striking,
notably in the Central Park scene,
a setting of a Greenwich Village,
street, dawn in Times Square, and
the' interiors of the theatre (actual¬
ly the National on ^41st street,
recently in the headlines because
of its owner’s death).
Potee.

76 Actors on 20th Roll
Hollywood, Feb, 25.
Twentieth-Fox
latest contract
count reveals studio has 76 players
under signature, more than, at any
time since 1947 when list of regu¬
lar players Under pact totalled 82,
Current breakdown is 37 actors
and 39 actresses.
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FILM REVIEWS
Underwater Warrior
Boutina programmer of frog¬
men exploit*.
Hollywood; Feb. 14.
Metro, release of.Ivan Tors production.
Stars Dan Dailey; Claire Kelly; features
Jaine/g Gregory, Ross Martin, Raymond
Bailey,. Alex. Gerry, Genie Coree,. Charles
Keane, Jon. Lindbergh. Zale Parry, - Alex
Fane. Produced by Ivan Tors. Directed
by. Andrew Marton. Screenplay; Gene
Levitt; camera, Joseph Biroc; Lamar
Boreni music, Harry Sukman; editor,
Charles Craft. Previewed at the Pantages
Theatre, Hollywood, Feb. 14, ’58, Run¬
ning tinie. 90 MINS,
Comdr. David Forest...-Dan Dailey
Anne Whlnmore
:. Claire KeUy
Comdr. William Arnold.... James Gregory
Joe O’Brian .............. Boss Martin
Adm. Ashton
Raymond Bailey
Capt. .of Battleship .......... Alex Gerry
Marie.Genie Coree
Captain ........ Charles Keane
Boat Officer
Jon -Lindbergh
Girl Swimmer ................ Zalte Parry.
Davey Jr..
Alex Fane

Some
interesting . underwater
photography
highlights
MGM’s
“Underwater Warrior,” hut the
land-bound stretches in between
the watery sequences bog down so
that it adds up to very mild enter¬
tainment. The fault lies in the
screenplay, based on the true life
adventures of Navy . Commander
Francis D. Fane. There is. no im¬
portant climax to the story strong
enough to justify the length of the
picture. It proceeds from episode
to episode without a central theme.
Exploitation of the current inter¬
est in lung-diving may help to sell
this Ivan Tors production to action
audience.. It’s directed by. Andrew
Marton from Gene Levitt’s screen¬
play.
Dan Dailey plays the navy Officer
who believes that frogmen have an
important job to play in the na¬
tion’s defense. He pushes his belief
in the days before World War H
and through that cpri'flic't- and into
the Korean war, often against top
brass disapproval or misunder¬
standing. Against this action is his
personal life with wife Claire
Kelly, who. traditionally Wants her
husband home for supper and not
off pushing the fish around.
There is some humOr in Levitt’s
script, and Marton’s direction takes
good, advantage of it. The direction
is also skillful in dealing at some
length with the technical aspects
of diving and in utilizing at length
Lamar Boren’s excellent under¬
water photography. The shark se¬
quences,- however, might better
have been played for the zest of
drama that the picture needs rather
than the humor they are used for.
Dailey makes a believable frog¬
man and Miss Kelly is pleasant in
a standout role. James Gregory,
Ross Martin and Raymond Bailey
make up the other important mem¬
bers of the cast. Jon Lindbergh
■appear! briefly arid acceptably. His
name could be an added starter in
exploitation.
Powe.

Cross-Up
Involved melodrama. Smaller
program market.
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
United Artists release of Robert 1
Baker-Monty Berman.', production.. Stair
Larry Parks; features Constance SmitI
I Lisa Daniely. Directed' by John. Gillin;
Screenplay, Gilling, Willis Boldbeck, base
on. novel, ‘TU Never Come Back,” b
John Mair;. camera, Eric Cross;. mush
Stanley Black.. Previewed Feb. 10, '51
Running time. 83 MINS.
John Desmond ....,..... Larry Park
. ne w •' *.. •■••• • • Constance Smit
Anna Ray. .................
Daniel

Cross-Up’* Is the story of an
American newspaper corresporiderit
in London who bucks an interna¬
tional counterfeiting gang. Like so
many ‘ British melodramas turned
out on short budget it becomes in¬
volved in plottage, and emerges
only a fair entry for secondary
program situations. Larry Parks is
only American name in cast
Filmed In London, the Robert S.
Baker-Monty Berman production
suffers from a commonplace story
idea and routine handling which
give an old-fashioned air to unfoldment Script by John Gilling
and Willis Gdldtieck has. Parks be¬
coming involved with a mystery
femme who turns out to be an
agent for the crime ring.. She’s,
accidentally killed while he's strug¬
gling With her for possession of a
gun she pulls on him when he
picks up her diary, and he makes
off with diary, which turns out to
be a record of the gang’s agenits in
various countries, recorded in
cipher. Major portion of action
deals with efforts of the gang to
retrieve this book.
John GiUing’s direction lacks
spark, with result the portrayal!
aren’t
particularly
interesting.
Parks vacillates between straight
drama and. out-of-place coyness,
Lisa Daniely is heavy as the agent
but Constance Smith manages some
semblance Of credibility as Parks’
secretary. Cyril Chamberlain is
the gang leader. Parks* nemesis,
okay in part.
Technical credits are average.,
I
Whit.

Campbell’s Kingdom
.“Campbell’s Kingdom,” a
British import. tradesh.oWn in
New
York
recently,
was
reviewed by Variety from
London in the Sept, ll, 1957,
Issue. Based on a- novel by
Hammond Innes, the Betty E.
Box production stars Dirk Bo¬
garde, Stanley Baker, Michael
Craig and . Barbara Murray.
Rank Film. Distributors of
America is releasing in the
U. S< "
In appraising the film. Rich
opiined that this adventure
yarn set in the Canadian Rook¬
ies contains “ample excitement
and mounting drama.” Acting,
reviewer added, is “solid”
while Ralph Thomas’ direction
creates a “first class, edgy at¬
mosphere.”

Mail From Cod’s
Country

Carve Der Name With
Pride
(BRITISH)

Routine oater in
widescreen.

color

and

Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Allied Artists release of Scott R. Dunlap
production; Stars George^ Montgomery/
Randy Stuart; features. Gregg Barton,
Kim Charney, Susan Cummings. Produced
by Scott R. Dunlap. Directed Jay Paul
Landres. Screenplay, George Waggner;
camera, Harry Neumann; music. Marlin
Skilesj editor, George White. Previewed
at the studio, Feb. 10, *58. Running time,
72 MINS
. George Montgomery
Dan ..........
_ Randy.StUart
Nancy ........
.. . Gregg Barton
Colonel
....... Kim- Charney'
Stony
...., Susan Cummings
■Mary Jo. ......
James Griffith
Mark ........
.;House Peters Jr.
Curt . . ...
PhiUip Terry
Sheriff ......

“Man From God s Country/’ a
Scott R. Dunlap production for
Allied Artists, directed by Paul
Landres, is a routine western that
Corse of the Demon
will have to depend upon George
Moiitgoihery’s name for whatever
Unusual horror pic with good
business it is able to rustle up. The
exploitable elements;
story IS familiar and it is given no
special treatment to make it more
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
Columbia release of Hal E. Chester Pro¬ attractive. It contains one interest¬
duction. Stars Dana: Andrews, Peggy Cum¬ ing anomaly. It had a shooting title
mins. With NiaU MacGinnis, Maurice Den¬ of “New Day at Sundown,”: and
ham, Athene Seyler, Liam Redmond; also
“title song” still has that
Reginald Beckwith, Ewan Roberts, Peter the
Elliott,
Rosamund
Greenwood,
Brian handle.
Wilde, Richard Leech. Lloyd Lamble,
Montgomery, is a frontier sheriff
Peter Hobbes', Charles Lloyd-Pack. John
Salew, Janet Barrow, Percy Herbert, Lynn who has resigned, his job under,
Tracy.
Director,.
Jacques
Tourneur;
screenplay, Charles Bennett and Hal E. fire because he kept the town
Chester from Montague R. James story; clean but Only by shooting down
cajnera, Ted Scaife; editor, Michael Gor¬ the would-be defilers. The towns¬
don; music, Clifton Parker. Previewed
people want a quieter town even if
Feb. 14, ’58/ Running time; 92 MINS,
John Holden................. Dana Andrews it is less law-abiding. Montgomery
Joanna .Harrington
Peggy Cummins drifts off to ride herd on the trail
Doctor Karswell
Niall MacGinnis
Sundown—a frontier town—
Professor Harrington-Maurice Denham to
Mrs. KarsweU .. .V...... Athene Seyler where he hopes to meet a Civil War
Mark O’Brien .........Liam Redmond crony. House Peters Jr. He finds
Mr. Meek
' Reginald Beckwith
Lloyd Williamson..Ewan Roberts Peters in the toils of the local
Kumar
..... Peter Elliott crime boss, Frank Wilcox, who also
Mrs. Meek ..,....... Rosamond Greenwood
Rand Hobart . ,
.v...... ... Brian Wilde runs Sundown. Montgomery finally
Inspector MOttram.., . Richard Leech rouses Peters dormant sense of
Detective Simmons
Lloyd Lamble justice and they pair Up to gun
Superintendent
...... Peter Hobbes
Chemist ......
. Charles Lloyd-Pack’ down the lawless element. A happy
Librarian
John Salew and romantic ending is provided
Mrs. Hobart ...
Janet Barrow when Susan Cummings and Peters
Farmer .......
..... Percy Herbert
Air Hostess ....
......... Lynn Tracy team up and Randy Stuart, th£
. local dance, hall hostess, makes a
clean start with Montgomery,
The only, mechanical thing about
The cast is equal to the demands
‘‘Curse of the Demon” is the fiery of the script arid Landres does his
monster itself, the rest of the fine best to obscure its paucity by keep¬
Hal E. Chester production flowing, ing things moving, as briskly:1 as
with eerie suspense, marking fine possible. The Cinemascope, DeLuxe color gives the picture good
possibilities for h.oT exploitation. physical values that are exploited
Ri a day when most horror pix are by Harry Neumann’s photography.
Powe.
grasping creatures from outer
space, this Columbia release, made
Amore
e
Ufa
ia
celt
ere
in England, has the unique bonus
(Love and Chatter)
of conjuring a mythical chimera(ITALQ—FRANCO—SPANISH)
like creature from the past. Addi¬
Rome, Feb. 18.
tionally, toplined Dana Andrews

Dignified and absorbing reallife Wartime adventure with
standout performance by Vir¬
ginia McKenna; goad biz pros/
London, Feb. 18.
Rank (Daniel M. AngeD production and
release. Stars Virginia McKenna,. Paul
Scofield.
Directed by Lewis Gilbert.
Screenplay, Vernon Harris and Lewi
Gilbert from book by. R. J. Minney; edi¬
tor, John Shirley; camera; John Wilcox;
music, William Alwyn. At Odeon, Leices¬
ter/ Square, London. Running time, 119
Violette Szabo ...... Virginia McKenna
Tony . Fraser.
•,.. Paul Scofield
Mr. BusbeU
Jack Warner
Mrs. BusheU
...... Denise Grey
Etienne Szabo .......
Alain Saury
Jacques
- .Maurice. Ronet
Lillian Rolfe ......... ....... Anne Leon
Potter
....,. Sydney. Tafler
Vera' Atkins
• ••■. Avice Landone
Denise Blocli .........;.. Nicole Stephane
Interrogator .........
Noel Willman
NIC.O. Instructor
. . . BiU Owen
Winnie
. -.... Billie WbitelaW
Colonel Buckmaster.. .; .William Meryyn
Commandant Suhren.
Harold .Lang

Without
breaking ..any , new
ground, “Carve. Her Name With
Pride” nevertheless stands out as. a
dignified and absorbing pic; Pro¬
ducer Danny Angel and director
Lewis Gilbert can well carve for
theriiselves a substantial slice of
the pri.de which their entire team
can rightly enjoy for this effort. If
the British public’s taste for war
films has riot yet been sated then
“Pride” should click. U.S,: audi¬
ences wiU do themselves a. good
turn, by examining the work of Vir¬
ginia McKenna and her co-star,
Paul Scofield, one of Britain’s top
legit artists.
The film pays tribute to the Teal
life exploits of Violette Szabo, a
beautiful young woman who became a British cloak-and-dagger
agent in France and won a post¬
humous George Cross after, being
tortured and executed in RaVensbruck Canip. Part of the pic’s at¬
traction is its lack of hysteria. It
keeps resolutely to the facts and
refuses to allow the espionage arid
torture sequences to go past the
bounds Of credulity. The very ordi¬
nariness of its early background,
heightens the impact. About 50%
of the pic has unrolled before there
is ariy hint of dramatic violence,
but then these scenes have a sock ,
effect.
Miss ;Szabb, an attractive . 19year-old shop assistant, lives in a
humble London suburb. War had
barely touched her when she fell
In love and married a French offi¬
cer. After two years he was killed,
without having seen their little
daughter. Although-a slim, almost
fragile looking young girl, Violette
was an accomplished athlete and,
. Cei-Incoiii.release of ah Electra Cinerna- the daughter of a French mother,
may perk business,, with the ma¬ tografica-Ariel
Film-Societe Francaise De
jority of current scaries being cast Cinematografie co-production.. Stars Vit¬ she spoke. French fluently.. She had
torio
DeSica, Gino Cervi; features Elisa, all the quaiificatibns/needed to be¬
with no established stars;
vegani. Isa Pola, Carla Gravina, Geronimo come one of the secret team work¬
Scripted by Charles Bennett and Meynier. Directed , by. Alessandro BlasettL ing on sabotage in Europe.
producer Chester from a story by Screenplay,. Cesare Zavattini, Isa Barta-.
Then comes active, service. On
lini, Blasetti; from :story by Zavattihl.
Montague R. James, “Curse” is an Camera, Gabor Pogany. Music, Mario the second of her assignments she
interesting tale, completely irra¬ Nascimbene. Editor, Mario Serandrei. is captured after a running fight
tional hut.somehow deserving of a Prevmwed in Rome. Running time, 105 against the Nazis, which ends in
peculiar kind of belief. Directed Father ................
ittorlo DeSica her capture. Then follows tortur¬
with a supernatural touch by Mother ............... . .. Elisa Cegani ing interrogation, her incarceration
Jacques Tourneur, it abounds in son .,.... ............ Geronimo Meynier in a concentration camp and her
magic, hypnotism, seances, strange
execution. Virginia McKenna, long
aheratiOns and. profuse delving into
Pic Is cut severai notches above tabbed as “The English. Rose,”
the occult.
current local. fare, arid boasts an /showed sign! of her. ability in “A.
A§ an : American , psychologist intelligent script plus some expert Town Like Alice.” With “Carve'
who opens his. mind to strange oc¬ performances. Moreover, its often Her Name With Pride,” she is ob¬
curences,
Andrews
sometimes above-belt huirior is handled with viously topnotch.. The role of Voiseems overly unsympathetic but he tongue in cheek by director Alessan¬ lette Szabo was riot only a physical .
proves himself well able to hold dro Blasetti to good effect Pic ordeal but a different emotional
the conflict together. 'Peggy Cum¬ should pay off in depth in home one. Miss McKenna runs the gamut
mins1 is as beautiful as when she territory and make okay export of humor, charm and toughness.
was talked of for “Forever Amber” fare.
By skillful playing and equally
and With a sweet British accent,
Story comprises several tales— skillful makeup; Miss McKenna’s
she’s
properly
and poignantly
ordeal is expertly revealed.
one about a speech-crazed town
afraid. Niall MacGinnis, as the
There are other equally good
devil’s desciple on earth, brings to mayor (DeSica) and his atteriipts to performances. .Paul .Scofield, as
keep his Voters (notably a group of the officer colleague who falls, 'in
this fearsome epic an excellent
oldsters
in
a
home
forrihe
aged)
performance.
love with: his gallant young com¬
happy while promoting' himself,
Andrews1 flies to England to zoom and the love affair of his son rade, and Alain Saury, as her.
through a psychological investiga¬ (Geronimo Meynier) for. the local young husband; Jack Warner and
Denise Grey, as- her stolid middletion of a dealer in the black arts, streetcleairier’s
daughter
(Carla
MacGinhis, only to find the doctor Gravina). Attempts to bridge the aged parents;:Bill; Owen, a standout
who had started the query has been social gap while at the same time as Miss. McKenna’s sergeant in¬
brutally mauled by some - gigantic trying to appease: a rich industria- structor, Noel Willman; Maurice
thing. That MacGinnis cast a curse 1st who wants his estate’s scenery Ronet, Billie Whitelaw arid Sydney;
becomes obvious, and though An¬ kept free of buildings, make up the Tafler all contribute admirably to
the thesping; There are also per¬
drews doesn’t go in for this sort of remainder of the pic.
formances of particular interest by
tommy-rot, he eventually changes
Despite the split into twb basic
his mind when his death is set for plots, the director manages to keep Arine Leon and Nicole Stepharie
three days hence by the magician’s a fast pace plus general unity. as two girl agents who share Miss
passing unnoticed a parchment Performances of all are consider¬ McKenna’s fate.
William Alwyn’i . music strikes
with runic symbols. All this time, ably better than the usual norm/
Miss Cummins, niece of the dead another credit.: .to . direction. Vit- . the right dramatic note. Lewis Gil¬
bert’s direction is firm and sympa¬
doctor, ^is prodding Andrews along
torio DeSica is excellent in his
the investigative path until he amusing limning of the bluff-and- thetic. The air raid arid concentra¬
learns he must return the parch¬ thpoder . public speaking maniac tion camp sequences are photo¬
graphed admirably by John Wilcox
ment to the giver in order to save
while Elisa Cegani has never been
his. own. life. He does, and the better as his underdog wife. Gino while the screeriplay by Vernon
Harris and Lewis Gilbert blends
witch doctor is hauled off by the
Ceryi abiy acts the industrialist; humor, unniawkish sentiment and
monster/ all ending in a rather dis¬
with Isa Pola caricaturing a nou¬ realism.
astrously happy finish.
veau riche. But the two youngsters,
If this film can be faulted; it is
'Keeping up with the frightening whose, troubled puppy love, affair, that it takes a shade too long to
effects by George Blackwell and is the better part of the picture, make its early points. In an effort
Wally Veeyers, Ted Scaife’s camera
walk away with the honors/ to establish atmosphere it lingers
work is tops.
Effective in its -While Geronimo Meynier confirms where its pace might have been
heightening of fear is the Clifton talent noted in past pix, Carla sharpened by more dramatic .cut¬
Parker score, with sound effects by Gravina is a definite find of her ting by John $hirley. But it is just
Charles Crafford an added plus.
type in her first role. Music, lens- about the best tribute yet contrib¬
Ron.
mg, editing, and all credits are of uted by British studios to, the
top order.
Hawk.
brand of courage which lifted an
J. Arthur Rank Organization has
ordinary girl, with all her fears
set up. a division office in Dallas s- Basil Rathbone into Columbia and her emotions, Jfl the stars, ana
with Sol Sachs in charge.
’; Pictures’ “The Last Hurrah.”
flecked her with glory.
Rich,
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Oscar Ball Ups LA.;‘Witness’Huge
112G in 14 Spots, ‘Sayonara’ Rousing
$20,800, Teyton Wham 31G, 11th Wk.

Vcdncsday, February 26, 1958

‘Hills’ Modest $8,000,
Seattle; ‘Days’ Big 7G
Seattle, Feb. 25.
Newly
-opened Paramount,
where Cinerama held for 75. weeks,
is finding it difficult to attract pa¬
trons thus far. “Gift of Love” is
very slow in second round at that
house even with a new second fea¬
ture added. ‘‘Seven Hills of Rome”
is barely fair opening week at
Music. Hall, and returns generally
are disappointing this session all
over town. “Farewell To Arms”
continues big in fourth Fifth Ave.
week. “Around World in 80 Days”
continues standout in 45th week at
Blue Mouse.
Estimates, for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick)
(800;
$1,50-$2.50> — “Around the World
in 80 Days” (UA) (45th wk). Great
$7,000. Last week, $6,600.
Coliseum
(Fox-Evergreen)
(1,870; 90-$1.25) — “Stopover To¬
kyo”(20th) iand “Unknown Terror”
(20th). Okay $7,000. Last Week,
“Old YeUer” (BV) and “Outlaw
Son” (UA) (3d wk). $7,300./
Fifth Avenue (Fox - Evergreen)
(2,500; 95-$1.50) — “Farewell To
Arms” (20th) (4th wk). Big $6,500.
Last week, $7,700.
Hamrick) (850; 90!; Music
Music.. Box -IHamrick)
$1-25.).—“Rnintree^ County ^ (M-G).
(3d wk). Solid $6,800. Last week.
$7>400.
.
■
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90$1.25) -“ “Seven Hills of Rome?

Los Angeles, Feb. 25. 4---The considerable strength
n
j
n
showed
by
Academy-nominated
br02ldW3V UrOSSCS
iilros this stanza, and fact that a
wwaunn; us v^w
number of others are doing Well
'•--—
Will help biz to a generally good —Estimated Total Gross
session this week. “Peyton Place”
This Week
$566,700
continues doing great trade in four
(Based oh 26 theatres)
situations at $31,000 in 11th week.
Last Year . . . . -.... $829,500
“Witness For Prosecution” In
.(Based on 24 theatres)
first multiple-house run, is heading
for hotsy $24,000 in three theatres,
with a terrific $112,000 total for 10
hardtops and four ozoners.. “Sayo¬
nara” looks smash $20,800 in ninth
week at Hollywood Par, “River
Kwai” shapes swell $18,500 on
hard-ticket run in 10th Egyptian
round.
■ “Wild Is Wind” shapes good in
.two houses to start multi-house
'engagement. “Seven Wonders of
Baltimore, Feb,-25.
World” hit smash $19,900 in^37th
Rising temperatures hastened
hr 37th
.week while “Around World in .80
f
Days” shapes sbeko $18,500 in 62d disappearance of the big. snow
stanza. Both are hard-ticket pix.
which crippled the city last week
Estimates for This Week
blit enough remained to clog
.
<SW> 0*2; stteets. ke,p patro*at home
$1.50-$1.75) — “Spanish
Affair hamper the b.o. take. Because “Cross Up” (UA) $5*800.
(Par),; Weak $4,100. Last week houses were forced to. close threeOrpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90ToYwv? «7°4nn °SeCM
A io-four nights during snow, closing $1.25)-“Female Animal? (U“and
(9tOrpheum,’ Hollywood, tiptop dates were puked back arid new
week'^Campbell’s
(Metropolitan-FWCl* 12,213;. 756; entries held off. Only new one is Kingdom’’ (Rank) and “As Long

‘Peyton Fancy 8G

iZ3?L..?;^5^'5(UAj (Ist^multiple
house”run)7 Hotsy $24,000 or near,
Last week, Orpheum with Hawaii,
“Raintree County” (M.-G) (2d Wk,
Orpheum; 4th, Hawaii), $5,300.
HoUywood with Downtown Paramount, “Darby’s Rangers ’ (WB),
“Oregon Passage’? (AA), $19,400.
Uptown with Hillstreet, Ins, Old
Yeller tBV) (1st muRi-runJ. Amhush at Cimarron Pass (20th) (8
days) $17,400.
:
Hillstreet, Hawaii (RKO-G&S)
inbco. -j ine. qn ci ^0)_—“Wild Is
wS
(Pnr)’(lst
mul^-house
Wind (Par) (1st muira nouse run)
run;
(Continued on page 18)
<mn aaa^ii l

Gift
Neat $7 000. Mols.:
UUI llCdl «pi,UUV, lupio.9

<
at Sea” at tbe Playhouse,
which like others downtown, was
s^so. Jn spite> of the white stuff
“Feyton Place” Went into ninth
frame at the Century and “And
God Created Woman” into 15th at
the Cinema.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Fruchtman) (1,100,50(1,100;50$ii50)—“Peyton
$1.50)—“Peyton Place” (20th) (9th
^k).
wk). Back to fancy $8,000 after
$5,000
last week.
week.
$5,000 last
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50Cinema.
50-.
$1.25) — “God Created Woman”
$1-25)
(Ki
) (15th wk) Qke $2,000 after
(Kings) (15th wk). Oke $2,000 after
$1,500
in
14th.
$1,500
$1,500 in 14th.
. Film. Centre (Rappaport) (890;.
(890;
50$1.50) t—; “Raintree
“Raintree County”
County”
'50$1.50)
(M-G).
wk). Nice
Nice $5,500
$5,500 after
after
(M-G) (8th
(8th Wk).

*WiI«iacc’ Rnffffoil $Q
$3,000 a week ago.
ItlUH&b lUIggWI fJjVVU,
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 501 Ap \n 01 cf $1,25) — “Nana” (Indie) (6th wk).
Wonders
IB OlSl Warmed to $2,000 after $1,500 in
fifth.
Minneapolis, Feb. 25.
,
/T»
..
Among a quartet .of newcomers
HiPP^dromc (Rappaport) ^2,300;
“Witness for Prosecution’’ stands
D°n 1
out easily. It puts in the shade the (M-Q) (5th wk). Okay $6,500 after
other newcomers, including Bon- $4,800 in fourth.
Jour Tristesse,” “Gift of Love ’ and
Mayfair (Fruchtman) (980; 50“Man in the Shadow.” Holdovers $1;25) — “Quiet American” (UA)
continue conspicuous and numer- (2d wk). Big $4,000 after $3,000 in
ous. It’s the 81st
8lst and final “Seven opener.
World”’ week ana
and me
the
Wonders of World
New
(Fruchtman)
(1,600;
50
33d for the town’s other hard- $1.25)—“Gift
$1.25)—“Gift of Love” (20th) (2d
ticket film, “Around World in 8Q wk). Went to $6,000 after $5,000
Days.” Chalking up their ninth and in first.
fifth stanzas, respectively, “Don’t
Stanley (Fruchtman) (3/200- 50Go Near Water” and “Old Yeller” ci 25) _ "OiS ySS” ™ S
are at the point of Winding up
Okav iSOOO aftpr S6WK) for
rensational and highly profitable ™ond
? ’
$6,000 for
rims. For “Farewell To Arms,"
^ •
kA
It’S the third big Week.
m&hmis* .(Schwaber) (460;t 50Estimates for This Week
fi‘Knvr"TA1I ^ ^ea*«TTM^'-.rWariS
Esumaiea ror rnw w *
$2,500. Last week, “Uncle Vanya”
*o^^5^.n„nHa Wnrl(Indie) ^th wk), $1,500.
Town (SW-Cinerama) (1,125) —
mr S
Mnnft 1 “Seven Wonders of World” (CineBig $9,000. Last.week, ^,ooo._n rama) (9th wk). Tepid $4,000 after

As_ Happy" (Rank), ^$4,400._a
Ikf^Thmder Road”
niJll
Last week
iS* RUteS
yi0ient Mjle” (20th),. $4,500.
. •- • ■ .■
:
•
411I*.
1*
41I7*.
9 T
*
1
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Indianapolis, Feb. 25.
Biz is still in moderate groove
at first-runs here this stanza,, with
holdovers still dominating situation. However, the top new entry.
entry,
"Witness for Prosecution,’? looms
sturdy atLoew s with extra weeks
Possible. “Raintree ^County
is
okay in second week at Lyric.
“Farewell to Arms” at Keith’s and
««oid Yeller” at Circle both in
third stanzas, are still clicking. '“I
Was a Teenage Frankenstei ” Is
only mild at the Indiana.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 7590)^-“Old Yeller” (BV) (3d wk).
Very good $9,000, making it over
$40,000.
$40,000 for run.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-90) —
“Teenage Frankenstein’* (AI). Soso $8,000. Last Week, “Enemy Below” (20th) and “Young and Dangerous” (20th), $7,500.
Keith’s (C-D) <1,200; 90-$1.25)-«Farewell to Arms” (20th) (3d wk).
Strong $9,500. Last week, $13,000.
Locw’s (Lo4w) (2,427; 75-90) —
“Witness for Prosecution” (UA).
Dandy $11,000 or close. Last Week,
“SevenTliDs of Rome” (M-G) and
“Fort Bowie” (UA). $5,000.
Lyric (C-D) <850; $1.25-$2.20)—
“Raintree County" (M-G) (2d wk).

$1^75^$!m)5) — “Seven11^Wonders” abollt same in Previous frame.
Big $12,000./ Last week, $14,000.
(Cinerama) (81st wk). Has distinc¬
tion of having outlasted its two 17 /1 fl
T|
I
<1
9 T|
*1 A/1

“fs k LI.
onaps Back; ‘Arms
Anns Bangup
Hangup 10G,
lUti,
K.C. Snaps
$12,000, 'Witness’ 11G
Teller Nice $12,000,‘Witness

wk). Into its third month before
finaily calling quits Bows out .with
'*^oSnnC^°ry
Last week.
$4,200.
_
vr*
(Pa/TT^0T8r0;r^8«Q92i7r .5^5
in Shadow <_U). Mild $3,000. Last
week, Spanish Affair (Par) apd
-olnv? Red Roek (20th)»
$2^500 in 5 aoyk,
_A * oc,
Radio pty (Pat) (4,100; 90-$l.25)
—; Farewell To Arms (20th) (3d
wk). Hep with $8,000. Last week,
vll.000.
. .
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800^7^
Jristesse
(Co^).
Moderate $7,500. Last week, Dar^ysRailgers/T.Yf'?^R?»^ 56.500.
,
RKO Pan (RKO) ( 1,800; 75-90)—
(5th \vk). Pleasant $5,000. Last week, same.
State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—“Gift
of Love” (20th). Neat $7,000. Last
week,
“Enemy
Below"
(20th),
$7,000.
.
Suburban World (Mann) (700; 85)
—“Bnde Is Much Too Beautiful”
(Indie). Big $3,500. Last week, “To
Paris With Love” (Cont) and “Lady
Killers” (Cont) (2d.runs), $1,400.
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)—
“Witness for Prosecution” (UA).
Smash $9,000, Last week, “Third
Key” (RFDA), $3,500.

*

Kansas City, Feb. 25,
Brightest of current crop ~ is
“Witness for the Prosecution,”
stout at the Midland. “FareweU TO
Arms” at the Tower is bright, and
stays. “Old Yeller’Vis going strong
in a move-over to three Fox Midwest houses after three weeks at
the. Tower. Other spots have holdovers.
.
“Raintree County” in ninth week
at the Roxy is showing enough to
hold again. “God Created Wornan» at the art-filn Kimo continues
to break all records, its third week
figure being, far above most opening stanzas. Weather, returned to
near normal for the season, after
weeks of snow arid cold/ and this
helped.
Estimates for This Week
Glen (Dickinson) (700; 75-90)—
“Street of Shame” (Indie). Mild
$1,500. Last week, "Bob arid Sally”
(Indie) and “She Shoulda Said No”
(Indie) (11th wk), $800:
Kima (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25)
—“God Created Woman” (Kings)
(3d wk). Holds sock pace at $4,500;
stays; on. Last week, 5,000.
.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 90-$1.25)
I—“Witness for Prosecution” (UA)

and i‘Long Haul” (Col). Sturdy
$11,000; holds. Last week, “Seven
Hills of Rome” (M-G) and “Happy
Road” (M-G), $5,500,
Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194;
$1.25-$2) ■— “Seven Wonders of
World” (Cinerama) (26th wk). Lev-.
elled off to around $6,000; holds.
Last . Week, same.
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)—
“Ft, Dobbs” (WB) and “Shortcut
To Hell” (Par) (2d wk-6 days). Fair
$4,000. Last week, $8,000.
Rockhill (Little Art Theatres)
(750; 75-90)—“Don Giovanni” (Indie). Qke.$1,500. Last week, “Maid
in Paris” (Indie), $1,200.
-Roxy (Durwood)
(879; $1.25$1.50)--“Raintree County” (M-G)
(9th wk). Fair $3,000. Holds. Last
Week, $3,500.
Tower (Fox Midwest) (2,000; 90$1.25)—“Farewell To Arms” (20th).
Bright $10,600. Stays on. Last
week, “Qld Yeller” (BV) (3d wk),
$6,000.
.Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox
Midwest) (2,043; 700; 1,217; 75-90)
-^“Old Yeller” (BV) (m.o.). Fine
$12,000; could hold. Last week,
“Gift of Love" (20th). and “Plunder Road" (20tb); $8,000;

Del. Soars; ‘Raintree Great $27,000,
‘Beat’ Big lfG, Dobbs’ Dandy 15G
Key City Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week . ..$2,491,600
(Based on 21 cities and 230

theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
cluding N. Y. )
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year ......... $3,2X5,600
(Based on 21 cities and 217
theatres*)

‘Witness Fat 20G,
Cleve.; ‘Anns’ 13G

Detroit, Feb. 25.
Warmer weather and vanishing
snow are creating conditions which
promise to aid strong product to'
another good week among the
downtowners. “Raintree County”
shapes wow at the Adams. “Tar¬
nished Angels" looks bright at
Michigan.“Fort Dobbs” is sturdy
at Palms. “Big Beat? looms lively
at> Broad way-Capitol.
Third week of “Search for Para¬
dise” is terrific at Music Hall. Re¬
issue of three-dimensional “House
of Wax” arid “Pharitoin of Rue
Morgue" Ore hotsy at Fox. “Fare¬
weU to Arms” stays fine in third
session at United Artists. “God
.Created Woman” still is smash in
sixth round at the Trans - Lux
Krim.
'
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5;000; 90$1.25)—“House of Wax” (WB) and
“Phantom of Rue Morgue” (WB)
(reissues). Great $18,000 for these
3-D pix. Last, week, “Peyton Place”
(20th), $12,000 in seventh week. .
Ml c hi g a h (United : Detroit)
(4,000; > 90 -$L25). — “Tarnished
Angels” (U) arid “Oregon Passage”
(AA). Bright $16,000. Last week,
“Sayoriara” (WB) (7th wk), $12,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)—
“Ft. Dobbs” (WB): and “Across the
Bridge” (Indie). Sturdy $15,000.
Last week,
“Darby’s Rangers”
(WB) and “Ride Out for Revenge”
(UA), $17;000..
Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.50)—
“Old YeUer” (BV) (6th wk). Oke
$9,000. Last week, $10,000.
Broadway- Capitol (UD) (3,500;
90-$1.25) -— “Big Beat” CU) and
"Summer Love” (U). Lively $16,000 or near. Last week, “From
HeUvIt Came” (AA) and “Teenage
Doll” (AA), $12,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,667;
$1.25-$1.80)—“Farewell, to Arms”
(20th) (3d wk). Fine $13,000. Last
week,$13,800.
Adams (Balabari) (1,700; $1.25$1.50)—“Raintree County” (M-G),
Great $27,000. Last we*»k. “Don’t
Go Near Water” (M-G) (8th wk),
$7,000.
Music Hall <SW - Cinerama)
(1,205; $1.20-$2.65) — “Search for
Paradise” (Cirierariia) (3d wk). Ter¬
rific $25,000. Last week, $24,000.
Trans-Lux (Krim) (1,000; 90$1.65) — “God Created Woman”
(Kings) (6th wk). Wow $12,000.
Last week; same.

Cleveland, Feb. 25.
Best bet here this stariza Is
“Witness For Prosecution," with
a socko figure at the State and one
of biggest at that house in some
time. “Old Yeller”- also is very
potent at the Hipp. “Raintree
County” shapes lively in third
Stillman session while “Farewell
To Arms” looks big in third at
Allen.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (S-W) (3,800; 90-$1.50) —
“Farewell To Arms” (20th> (3d wk).
Big $13,000. Last week, $15,500.
Embassy
(Community)
(1,200;
70-90) — “Gun Fever” (UA) and
“Female:Animal” (UA). Nice $6,000
or elose. Last week, “Damri Citi¬
zen” (U) and “Violators” (U),
$4,800..
Continental (Art Theatre Guild)
(850; $1.25)—“God Created Wom¬
an” (Kings) (m.o.). Oke $2,900 on
ninth: lap after $3,300.
Heights Art (Guild) (925; $1.25)
-VGervaise” (Cont). Good $3,500
or near. Last week, "Brothers iri
Law” (Indie) $1,900.
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 90-$L25)
—“Old YeUer” .(BV). Potent $18,000. Last week, “Peyton Place”
(20th) (8th wk), $11,000.
Lower Mall (Community) (500;
60-90)—“Garden of-Eden” (Indie).
Trim $3,500. Last week, “The
Roots" (Indie), $2,000.
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1^5-$2.50)
— “Around World in 80 Days”
(UA) (37th wk). Fine $8,000. Last
week, $8,500.
Palace (SW-Cinerama). (1^50;
$1.25-$2.40) — “Seven Woriders of
World” (Cinerama) C4th wk). Satis¬
factory $16,100. Last week, $17,500.
State (Loew) (3,500; 70 - 90) —
"Witness for Prosecutiori” (UA).
Socko $20,000. Last week, “Gift of
Boston, Feb. 25. .
Love” (20th), $11,500.
Snow again Sunday (23) sloughed.
Stillman (Loew) <2,700; 90-$1.25)
-— "Raintree County”. (M-G) (3d biz as natives scared away after
wk). Lively $12/000. Last week, previous Sunday’s 19.6-irich fall.
Because- of last week’s transpor¬
$12,500,
tation tieup cause~d by snowfall,
vacash moppets didn’t make town
until riiidweek. Result is that this
week’s biz wiU run ahead of last
stanza in many cases. Biggest new¬
comer is “Witness For Prosecu¬
tion,” terrific it State.
Orpheum. has “Don’t Go Near
Water,” fancy in. second week.
Cincinnati, Feb. 25.
Only two other new entries
First-runs are showing improve¬ ‘jDarby’s Rangers," good at Para¬
ment this week, after the fadeout mount and Fenway,, and “Borijour
of the severe cold speU. Over-all “Tristesse” shaping soUd at Astor.
outlook is shaping close to par for Bopped by storm were “Snow
opening of Lent. “Darby’s Rang¬ White” in second at the Memorial;
ers,” looming firm at the Palace, is “Farewell to Arms,” in third at.
standout. “Safecracker,” . another the MetropoUtan; and “Search for
new bill, rates fairish at the Grand. Paradise" in 14th at Boston. “God
Holdovers of “Don’t Go Near Created Woman” is great at Bea¬
Water,” in third at the Albee, and con Hill in third.
Estimates for This Week
“Old Yeller,” at Keith's in' fourth
are in okay stride. Hard ticket
Astor (B&Q) .(1,372; 90-$1.50)—
“Search for Paradise” is on up¬ “Bonjour Tristesse” (Col). Good
beat in 12th frame.
$17,000. Last week,“Wild Is Wind”
(Par) <9 days),.$7,000.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)— - Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90“Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G) (3d $1,50) — “God Created. Woman’
wk).
Okay $8,000.
Last week, (Kings) (3d wk). Second week,
great $9,000.
$9,500.
Boston
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,354;
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; $1.25-$2.65) — “Search For Para¬
$1.20-$2.65) — “Search for Para¬ dise” (Cineraina) (14th wk). Neat
dise” (Cinerama) (12th wk). Perk¬ $17,500. Last week, $16,000,
ing to swell $14,000 over $12,700
Capri (Sack) (990; 50-$1.50)-—
in 11th round.
“AU at Sea” (M-G) and “Invitation
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$l.lQ}— to Dance?? (M-G) <4th wk). Fine
“Safecracker” (M-G) and “Under¬ $7,500. Last week, $10,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)—
water Warrior” (M-G). Fairish $6,500. Last week, “Raintree Coun¬ “Ladykillers” (Cont) and “To Paris
ty” (M-G) (8th wk), at 90-$1.50 With Love” (Cont) (reissues) (2d
wk). First week was smooth $7,scale. Iff- days, $5,500.
Guild (Vance) (300; 50-90)—“AU 000, over estimate.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$l:10)—
At Sea” (M-G) (9th wk). Closing
to good $1,400 for pickup over $1,- “Darby’s. Rangers” (WB) and “Man
From God’s Country” (AA), Oke
000 last week.
$5,000. Last week, “Jet Attack”
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)— (AI) and "Suicide BattaUon” (In¬
“Old Yeller” (BV) (4th wk). Wind¬ die), $5L00.
ing up stay at solid $7,000 clip arid
Gary (Sack) (1,340; $1.50-$2.75)-^
better than last week’s $6,500.
"Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (9th
Palace (RKO) (2.600; 75-$1.10)— wk). Sturdy $18,000. Last week,
“Darby’s Rangers* (WB).
Firm 20 000
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$L25)
$10,000 or near. Last week, “Deep
(Continued on page 18)
Six” (WB), $8,000.

‘Witness’ Smash $35,000,
Hub; ‘Bonjonr’ Good 17G,
‘Woman’ Socko 9G, 3d

Clncy Warmer, Biz Also;
‘Rangers’ Trim $10,000,
‘Search’Solid 14G, 12
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Her most famous film is drawing record crowds!”
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BREAKING
WEEK AFTER
WEEK!”
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“MUCH .MORE THAN !
AMERICAN AUDIENCES
ARE USED TO SEEIN0 OF
WHAT 23-YEAR-OLD GIRLS
ARE :MADE ■ OF!" (UFI)Magazine
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rand God created
BrigiHe
IN ClNEMASCOpE and
A RAOUL J. LEVY Production ♦ Directed by R. Vadim
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Washington.
Plaxa—Fantastic (llth wk), stays
on. "And God Created Woman’'
In. 12th stanza, at Trans Lux-Plaza,
Is practically as good as new.

‘Womaa’Huge

%My,
Philadelphia,
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INTERNATIONAL

Rank Unit Working On
‘Moon' in Africa Finds

Spain’s Down-m-Mud Production
Madrid, Feb. 18. 4<
Spanish producers have asked
the government to approve a taxfree 5% boxoffice hike as part of
a project that will drastically .over¬
haul present state protection for
Berlin, Feb. 18.
film-making here, insure an unin¬
Reports from East Germany state
terrupted flow of pesetas into pro¬
duction aid coffers and end the that DEFA (Sole pix producing out¬
continued shutdown of film-mak¬ fit in that part of Germany) plans
„ operations.
__
to complete 25 films this year. Six
ing
Project, now in the hands of a | of these are to be tinters and four
six-ministry committee, is pri¬ will be made in the Totalvision
marily designed to establish a per¬ system, East Germany’s widescreen
manently solvent annual produc¬ process.
Checkup of DEFA’s forthcoming
tion aid fund of 150,000,000 pesetas
productions reveals that this State($3,750,000).
Five per .cent : ticket increase, it owned company still follows the.
is estimated, will provide half the party line on its 1958 pix lineups.;
desired .amount while the balance Nearly every film has a certain
is raised from current import li-? “message.” Much is anti-capitalist,
anti-Fascist or other anti-material,
cense fees.
solidly sledged home.
For the past five years,, aid fund
“The .Life Begins,” which Slatan;
has been nourished exclusively by
film import charges.
Suspension Dudow has on his agenda, has ob¬
of U. S. film shipments by the viously an ariti-West German angle,
Motion Picture Export Assn, and “THe Dear God In; Berlin” is an
consequent fund loss of high dis¬ attack against the gigotry in west¬
criminatory import charges im¬ ern politics. “Operation Superman”
port charges imposed on Yank is a juve-slanted film that’s to ridi¬
product, caused film aid mechan¬ cule the American way of life.ism collapse ' intermittently last
year.

Johannesburg, Feb. 18.
Voodoo or just plain bad luck is j
playing havoc With the J. Arthur

-'VARIETY'S* LONDON OFFICI
S St. Mirtln'i Pint, Tralilaw Square

On Screen, Italy Goes Chaste
“Extreme” censorship In Italy is killing whatever chances the
Italians have for making a dent in. the American market, Joseph
Green, prez of President Films, said in Manhattan last week
following his retain from Europe.
“I saw a good Italian picture in Rome which might have chances
for the.U. S.,” Green related, “but.it didn’t even have a kiss or.an
..embrace in if. Producers told me that censorship is getting
really severe.”
By contrast, France seems to have adopted an “everything
goes” approach, Green said.

Rank unit now filming the Joy
Packer novel, “Nor The Moon By I
Night,” in Natal’s Valley of a Thou¬
sand Hills. Ever since the unit,
headed by. ..producer John Straf¬
ford and director Ken Annakin (pic
stars Belinda Lee, Michael Craig
and Patrick MeGoohan), arrived bn
locatiori early in December, a series
of misfortunes have set the shoot¬
ing plans way behind schedule.
First, the traditional South Afri¬
can. sunshine deserted the Valley,
By HANK WERBA
and either heavy mists or torren¬
tial rains kept cameras covered
Madrid, Feb. 25.
and actors and technicians indoors
Spanish film authorities have
for many days. Next, lighting
virtually
suspended
coproductions
cameraman Peter Hennessy had a
relapse from ah illness contracted
with Italy as of now and it is un¬
London,
Feb.
18.
in England, was sent back home,
likely the unofficial ban will be
Frederic Wakeman, author of lifted until the Italian-Spanish film
and production ceased until Harry
Waxman planed out to replace “The Hucksters,” “Shore Leave” ;accofd, revised and approved an¬
him. Then continuity girl Gladys and several other novels which nually, is clarified and-initialed by
Goldsmith developed blood-poison¬ have hit the screen, is moving into both governments.
ing of the legs and was rushed to the film biz. He has revealed a tieLast year, coproductions be¬
hospital. Two weeks ago produc¬ up with Greek director Michael tween the two Mediterranean coun¬
tion manager Jack Martin followed Cacoyannis for the production of tries accounted for one-third of
a film based on his novel, “The
suit; also With a poisoned limb.
Spain’s -total film output. Film
Leon Steyn, owner and trainer Wastrel.” Cacoyannis, looking for sources here, however, listing rea¬
properties,
read “The Wastrel” and
pf two cheetahs, which appear in
sons for official dissatisfaction with
the film, was badly mauled by one huddled with Wakeman..
results, «ay features failed to yield
Wakehran will act as producer economic or prestige benefits at
of the animals while trying to
With government now . limiting
and collaborate with Cacoyannis this end.
gropm
his.
“pets”
for
a
scene.
He
even those U. S. films available
emerged from the encounter with on the screenplay, which will be
Commerce ministry toppers are
through channels other than
a gashed'knee and a torn arm. Star filmed , either in, Bermuda, or in reported frowning at meager cur¬
MPEA, need for new film protec¬
Patrick . McGoohan: was involved Jamaica, with a top YanJ^ star.
rency returns from exploitation of
tive measures became generally
a auto crash, fortunately with more
jointly-made pix in. world,market.
recognized. to stave off total in¬
damage to the car than to his per¬
Generally, Italy has taken Europe
dustry collapse.
son. A dramatic climax to this long
and the Spanish copartner took
First sale of American features
As explained in trade circles, the
list of setbacks, was Belinda Lee’s
Latin America with the balance of
proposed 150,000,600 peseta, fund to Poland has beep. concluded by sudden departure for Rome, suffer¬
the
world evenly divided: This 50will be employed in , several di¬ Bernard Kreisler’s International ing from an overdose of sleeping
50 area proved arid for Spain last
it’s the pills.
rections.
Foremo s t, it will Film Associates Corp.
year
and the. government warits to
methodically provide sindicato first such deal to he jnade in that
Miss Lee since has. planed back
know why.
loans and finished filiri subsidies Country since 1948 and it beats to
to South Africa. Although ishe suc¬
Government
is also said to : be
to producers. : Fund will also the punch the Motion Picture Ex¬
cessfully; avoided "interviews with
Paris, Feb. 25.
listening sympathetically, to com¬
subsidize Uniespana efforts to> se¬ port Assn, which has a deal for 26
reporters at Johannesburg’s Jan
plaints
from,
the
! Spanish Actors;
The
last
month’s
film
gross,fig¬
cure a world film market footing pictures pending in Poland.!
Smuth Airport, picturewise . her ures. led to a new .feeling of op¬ Assn, formed last year within the
for local pix.
Kreisler’s
arrangement ;, with '‘secret return” received, the widest
timism here after some exhibitors . Sindicato Nacional del Espectaculo,
A third allocation will be ear¬ Film Polski is for two titles-— possible coverage; Production on
began singing the blues because of that local thesps have been rele¬
marked to finance a system of bank “Tomorrow .. Is
ForeVer”
and the. seemingly ill-fated. Valley ven¬
gated to secondary roles and; em-■,
credit for producers holding dis- “Woman in . the Window”—with a ture is being resumed immediately, the slumping boxoffice during No-,
ployed mainly to satisy.film pactia
trib promissory notes against re¬ third picture, “The Stranger,” un¬ and everyone Connected with it vember and. December. The new
minimum cast obligations.
s
resurge
of
film
attendance
was
due
lease. rights,
Fund will act as der discussion.
Deal became a hopes fervently that Miss Lee’s
Also reflected in official, think¬
guarantor to a designated bank in j reality when Kreisler got approval , Roman holiday will be the last mis¬ to some solid new films, with filriiates
here
now
feeling
there
is
noth¬
ing
are
statistics
showing
major
coall cases where distrib paper prom- of the necessary currency ex¬ hap to befall it.
ing wrong with the pix biz if the production footage shot in Spain,
ises are not. fulfilled.
Innovation, change • from the International
leaving impression italo producers
strong, films are available.
is considered urgent in the pres¬ Media Guarantee Program.
Tonpers were “Bridge oh River are chiefly attracted by low local
ent tight money economy.
Kreisler also has acceptance of
Kwai” (Col), which wound a rec-. costs rather than a genuine desire
Another fund function. Consid¬ a deal forthe film “Tomorrow Is
ordbreakiiig eight weeks at one of to coproduce for dual-industry
ered long overdue by many ob¬ Forever” from Sovexport Film in
the top tandems here, arid "10 benefits.
Rome, Feb. 18.
servers, will provide credit to Moscow, but is . holding up deliv¬
Commandments” (Par), which is
Spanish film rulers are particu¬
Spanish film studios to modernize ery pending clarification of . the : More trouble may be in store
SRO in two-a-day showings at two larly firm in holdiiig.back approval ;
plants and purchase up-to-date workings of the recent Cultural ex¬ here for Yank'" Companies and
houses. .
for the 70% Italian—30% Spanish
equipment And in a further step change agreement’ between, the MPEA if current threats material¬
Other big winners were a Com¬ investment ;split arid word here is
to . augment
industry
capacity XL S. and the Russians, interna-, ize. Italian film industry labor urn
edy “Le Triporteur,” Brigitte Bar-, that Italian retaliation has now
and efficiency* a percentage of tional Film Associates had shipped ions are said to be planning a pro¬
dot’s “Parisienhe,” and “Nights of eliminated the 70% Spanish—30%
film fund income will ^partially fiye features to Moscow for screen¬ test move against American com¬
Cabiria,” Federico Fellinis’ Italo Italian coproduction arrangement.
subsidize Spain’s Motiop Picture ing, first part of a group of 11.
panies for alleged irregular labor pic,
' .
This leaves only the equal prirti- .
Institute, now slowly, training pro¬
!
Kreisler discussed the cultural procedure.
cipation formula open and it is her
fessional talent and technicians.
pact in Washington last week with
Source pf trouble is the, recent ]
lieved Spanish authorities will .con¬
Producers finally hope there U. S. Ambassador William Lacy, overhead cutting move, which has
tinue delaying .action until lengthy
will still be a sufficient balance in who'had negotiated it, and Mikhail resulted in the dismissal of large,
scrutiny of pending projects by
the kitty to finance a Spanish film Menshikov, the new Soviet Am¬ batches of U.S. • company employ¬
government arid sindicato film
distribution
network
in
Latin bassador.
ees. Though exact details are still
chiefs eliminates Italo-Spain film
America.
Polish deal for the two features not known, labor beefs appears to
pact sidestepping.^
was actually signed last October, be over the way the companies
but was held up pending finaliza¬ handled their collective labor urn
Offbeat German
film. . called
tion of. the currency exchange ion contracts. First unofficial hint
“Jonas” has been acquired for U.S:.
agreement via the IMG program. of trouble was contained in a pro¬
distribution by Joseph Green, head
test
telegram
sent
to
MPEA
by
Poles originally selected ten films
of President Films. Picture was
of which they screened five and leader of democratic labor unions,
made by Ottomar Dominick, a Ger¬
Claudio. Roccbi.
picked two.
man psychiatrist, and deals with a
man’s struggle to survive in modern
Buenos Aires, Feb. 25.
society. Being 80% narration, it’s
Rome, Feb; 18.
The U. S. Embassy has received
being dubbed.
Another strong plea for the
the Argentine Foreign office for¬
Film, to be released next April
banning of foreign (i.e. Yank) films
mal reply (in writing), to a note]
or May; has a Duke Ellington mu¬
of a Certain age group has been
from the State Dept., which had
sical score. Green said he had op¬
made here this time by a mixed
protested against payment of the
tions
several other German
group—of: labor and. film industry
$5,000 tax on American films, ac¬
films.
officials. Termed “Cinecitta Eco¬
cepting the terms of that note and
Trouble With the German pic¬
nomic Conference,” the confab was.
agreeing to forego the tax.in the
wise would have been offered to tures today, he found, is that “they
London, Feb. 25.
attended by industry workers, and
case of American features.
The British picture industry is the tv outlets. Producers or distri¬ could have been iriade anywhere. officials.
Also called for at the;
A copy of the note went to I
butors who allow their films to go They’re full, of cliches and gem
Robert. Corkery, who will resume j nearing agreement on its control
conclave was a limitation Vof dub¬
on the airwaves are threatened eralities and very talky. But
conversations with the. . Foreign [ plan to halt the sale of feature pixj with a total boycott.
worst of all! they’re not specifically bing permits for foreign product
Office on this subject today (Tries.) for tv. The drafting committee has . The. plan has the backing of the or interestingly ‘German.’ ” “Most as well as the usual requests for
after the elections on Sunday. made rapid progress, and at yes¬ U. S. majors which have given an of them wouldn’t do for the lowering fiscal levies by the gov¬
Since the Foreign. Office decision terday's (Mott:) Session more or assurance that they, will add a States,” Greeri said, “but at least1 ernment and reenforcing of cur¬
Is
one
i less completed the first stage oi its clause in future backlog contracts they’re identifiable. And when they rently badly off government film
is binding whatever may be thej^brk A detailed draft now goes excluding . the United Kingdom are. good, they are; good mostly, be¬ ventures—Cinecitta Studios, Cines
attitude of the new Administrati
0ut to the five; participating asso- from available . territories. How¬ cause they have something that, Productions and the bankrupt
elected and taking office on. May 1J ciati°fls for their adoption as a ever, that condition, did riot apply only the Swedish can have in their ENIC theatre chain.
The fact that conversations will first step before the essential, pur- to the.recent Parampurit-MCA deal pictures,”
Meet decided to present these
contmue starting today. shqu* =8that • c;haSmg-authority can be set up. It and there appears to be some doubt
ideas tp the appropriate govern¬
there are still points to ba cleaned j js confidently believed that the ma- on this side of the . Atlantic what
ment bodies for consideration.
Italo Pix Better in So. Africa
Rome, .Feb. 18.
Can film . .in?p°rt.s’ chmery will be in working order action will be taken; if any . fi1 ms in
To date, limitation of circulation
w hich have been unrestricted m: within a comparatively short time, that package are sold to the British
Italian pix have increased their of U.S, pix in the Italian market
the two years^mce the 1955; RevoThe plan. origiiiaUy devised by webs.
penetratipri: of the South African has been a voluritary matter up
the
recent to each company. ANICA prexy
}uhon- J^19.57’U- S-,AlfTt^sItr Cecil G, Bernstein, deputy chair- . Although concluded after the in¬ market following
leased 387 pictures out of the 791 j nian of the Granada Group (thea- dustry’s < deadline date of Feb. 4 Italian fiim weeks sponsored there Eitel Monaco recently told Variety
foreign releases.
j tre chain which Controls a commer- the, deal was obviously in negotia¬ by UNITALI A.
he was riot in favor of . definite
„ . _ ,
.
.
t
. 1 ciai tv outlet in north England) tion, long before the Bernstein plan
Ampng the practical, results, regulation hut favored a self-con¬
Enc Johnston on “Youth Wants roir«j fnr ^
wP naid bv had been adopted by the five, ma¬
which followed the press coverage trol sj7stem. He noted that .many
to Know” on tv Sunday was asked, n lS2;eVy
il
about the upcoming negotiations1
t'^e;weekly OTJfl jor associations in the British in- .of the events is a pact whereby the exhibs were still, riiaking. big/
dustry; Among the five is the Kine- Empire circuit will handle^ con¬ money with some “old” Yank pix
for film sales to Russia. “I’ve dealt.jor
^n4 *s
with them before.” he said. ”and|ed to. yield close to $2,000,000 in a matograph Renters Society, in siderable Italian product in its 96- (notably "Gone With . Wind”), and
based bn that I’ll never predict year. The coin received will be which Paramount holds a iriember- odd pic houses. Pact is valid it. would therefore, be fpolisli to
what’ll happen.”
t.used to. buy off pix which other¬ ship.
through 1958.
impose a definite, age limit.

25 FILMS THIS YEAR

On Italian Co-Finance Features

WAKEMAN TO INVADE
PIX PRODUCING FIELD

Labor Unions in Rome
Unhappy Over Firings

Not‘Interestingly’ German
Is Trouble With Most Films
Currently Made in Reich

Arg. Agrees to Forego
New $5,000 Tax on U.S.
Films; Binds New Govt

Italo Laborites Would
Ban Some Yank Films,

on
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WHERE ARE THE STAGE SHOWS
OF YESTERYEAR?

bility
toward
the
Stagehands
Union, or. the Musicians Union be
incurred. This is a bona fide haz-

By ROBERT J. LANDRY
Nobody seems to mention anymore even the possibility of using round
talent on. the stage of downtown film houses. It’s so rare nowadays for
A. local exhibitor to inject something “live” into his show that in four
or five isolated instances in recent months the new* was- given a “nostalgie echo of yesteryear” treatment in these columns.
Why this paralysis of all adventure and test where added talent values are concerned? Is the risk so great as assumed It is better to; sit
and moan rather than get up and act? Some,film houses have found
that long-time-nosee faces come back when something more than a
picture is presented In a picturehouse.
’
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A Vancouver house manager, with the permission of his circuit, has
booked a number of concert platform attractions which happened to
be touring in the area. In a Carolina situation a stage booking of a
community singing society brought a flurry of newcomers to the boxoffice. Jazz jamborees have been used in hardtops With promising re-
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House Managers in Chef Cap
By GEORGE WIEDERHOLD
Louisville, Feb. 25.
Casual observer making a tour of the some 86 exhibits on dis¬
play at the Allied States Drive-In Theatres convention, which
met here recently at the Kentucky Hotel, might have been par¬
doned for wondering if this Was really a film exhibitors convention.
A few exhibits of film projection equipment, accessories, speakers,
and the like were on display.
But outnumbering the strictly film equipment were items appeal¬
ing to the inner man, coffeemakers, paper cups, vending machines,
soft drinks, pop corn, barbecue, pizza, hot dogs* in fact one exhibi¬
tor boasted that some drive-ins serve full meals, With French fries
and all the trimmings. Entertainment for the whole family, with
special emphasis on rides and various gadgets to entertain the
small fry were there. Midget autos, Ferris wheels, teeter-totters,
merry-go-rounds, aqd the like, were on display all over the place.
A considerable part of one convention sesh was taken up by
speakers who discussed hot what patrons could see in a drive-in,
but
could eat
in one. aesiaes
Besides extolling
out what
wnai they
mey couiu
eai m
exiomng popcorn as a de¬
flepression.
pression, product, filling and nutritious, speakers
Speakers said popcorn sales
are
are booming
booming in
in a
a recession.
recession. One
One speaker
speaker enthused
enthused “We
“We have
have a
a
chance to make big money . .. big money from
from, a captive audience,
all closed in,
in. just waiting for us to take their money.”
——as—

Suits and the question arises: if jazz can fill Lewsohn. Stadium, crowd
..
. ...
Newport and wow the college set, why can't jazz sell film theatre tick- men,: and Indeed to aU trained to tarnished Lit departmentszrf col- ticipating at this meeting, also gave
€^?
’
J
the classic; cash-qn-the-till pay win- leges. Caldwell will contmue the okays.
furiously enough the ticket-selling workshops for exhibitors seldom £?W*the *oldiag of a theatre5, any longhair approach dn a seriesi of
Each, of the three reps is now
explore the possibilities of other-than-screen fare. This partly ,mSy bo
anywhere, remains pro- lectures In Europe tn baity foreign to report to his respective organ!-

attributed to the known distaste bf+—--rfilm men for live actors. Live actors and
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foundly sad.

await saivaUon’s arrival by

.sdme Producer-distributorexec-

release, sUrtmtaro^d June 15.

zation lor tuU. formal Voting.

In addition, to eimloitation op-

embarrass them, like musicians in expres^truck.Y If th^plcture
j>e >ret»
S".ah •SSS^mR^
the pit rather than on the sound nrvn<; that’s all
Tf the nictnre ^.unera^ and even say good rid- offered exhibs,
track. If vaudeville was hever the mops’ uPi the scream is against
Bottle Caps Makes In
average exhibitor’s dish, and if the percentage terms. So it isn’t .■^Sin^S^retii^bS^SteewS''’
San Antonia, Feb. 25.
many today don’t even remember television alone, nor the “old”■■ SSKT-ISPeDsi-Cola will sDonsor a series
it, there is nonetheless the historic movies
competition
to
“hew”'■of kid shows here at the Texas
truth that once upon a time, and movies. A creeping inertia, a suTheatre with the first set for Satfor a long ttaie, the“combmatiqn
pine faith in push-button economnobodvtie uo erave^ urday (1). Admission will be six,
pohey was standard in downtown ics and an automatic source-of- digging 1asa IdS-lSt they fS Pepsi-Cola bottle caps.
operation.
supply which will Aiitonmti^y- gJRgfr**,
* * '
In addition to the screen feainto their own hot.
holes
Remember ‘Augmented’*
draw the multitudes with small
tures there will be 20 prizes given
Meantime, anyone for jazz?
Show business of yore fed on creativity at the retail level has
away to those attending.
“augmented"
attraction.
More now borne its puny fruit.
Erehead Vs Flatheads
———
—_—.
frombones, mure act?, more for
At the recent Louise convenEgghead ve^iatneags
Downtown
Downtown Parking
Parking
your money. “More" did not then turn of dnve-in operators the inseDarate caS:em are bdMinneapolis, Feb,
Feb. 25.
mean wider screens or.louder am- novstion of an_auto-cmema park at iJ^SftoSfoi^ . A second downtown theatre here,
Piifiers or deeper opUcaldunen- El .Cajon. Galiforaa, stirred exten- aepremeitorrele^eoiqoas ^ bkO Orpheum, is now adversion. It meant more then what was tsive interest.. The dnve-ln must Little^AM^^ “^Xn
the «sbig tree parking for its-patrons
—

___
Goldman’s
Goldman-. State Job
Philadelphia, Feb. 25.
William Goldman, owner of the
Erlanger Theatre and a chain of
first run midtown houses, was
drafted as president of a new statewide organization, the Pennsylvariia Assn, of Amusement Industries. He had served as president
£[Jg^ association, for the
Past three years,
Beset by pressures, political and.
economic wun
Deen
with wmen
which it nas
has been
unable
qope on
an Individual
unable to
to cope
on an
Individual
basis, reps from virtually every
amusement enterprise in Pennsylvania met at the Warwick Hotel to
expand the present local associa-
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-r-r-- Erskine Caldwell best-seller for
5 pm.
van
mm
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w
a
a
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a
tUnited Artists release, according
Same has been in effect at Ted
ba?e.b^»
MAvlrAi’ DannAflnn fliA Qivnnlar
t0L Mann
over
the
weekend. Mann’s loop World for past two
S^atmg nnks»
There’ll be both the longhair and years. However, the World seats bo^g legit a°d pix houses.
■FF J
mass approach.
only 4Q0 as compared to the OrAlso appointed were Ted Schlan-
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I Bfi Market 1Precedes
r6€6u6S me
dUDDlV
The
the Supply

LongffaiF wfll be spearheaded by
“Vaudeville” does not exist today in any organized sense of
Caldwell, who begins an East
available service. In its heyday 12,000 acts earned their livelihoods.
Today there is no market, hence
Coast tour this week. As part of
The market creates the supply. Today
the campaign, author will lecture
no convenient supply. Even knowledgeable bookers are hard to
next month before the Southern
find. Hence no
ho pushbutton marked “vaude” will solve the film theathea¬
Ire’s dilemma.
Writers Workshop at the U. of
tre’s
dilemma.
Georgia—Georgia is story locale
But before new sources of “live” talent could be developed, the
to be this: a change of attitude among film
of controversial tome—to. complefirst change would have to.be
ment speeches before other colcircuits and individual film showmen.
of. the successors to, vaudeville flourish
and. civic groups.
The remnants of,
flourish in the
lege and
cafes.
Mass and youth campaigns will
cafes.
^. go heavy on disk jockey coverage,
,
. ...
., .
.
.
. ..
peg here the current Concert Hall
J2f* •
wait, for sundown to sureowd its album of co-star Tina^^ LUuise and
played, "m2” or "MarcheMlI.- giant screenwithcontrastmg dark- alsothe Elmer Bernsteinscoreretaire there were special cannons ness to bring out the field of light. pordine
Robert Rvan Alrfo Rav
lor
^again the “augmented” The ingemous Mr. A1 Dumonto Miss Louise, Buddy Hackett, Fay
touch. (Significantly the very word out in God’s country is operating sna,n jaov Lord and others in
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P^euin’s 2,800.
Deals are made by theatres in
question With nearby parking lots,
the showhouses paying the lots operators a certain amouht for each
patron’s car parked. The patron has
his car ticket stamped by the theatre cashier.
Neighborhood theatres, of course,
still emphasize free parking as one
of their chief selling points. In St.
PauL it’s available for patrons of
two downtown theatres, one of
them Menu's World.
_
Tnin^ n1K;npu
Film industry’s business-building
uroeram lone in the talk staee

John^^p ernmpa4nr’H
’
s'hanirW trMs^
p
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Never Was
Was '6th
Biggest*
Never
6th Biggest
Hollywood.
Hollywood,
Editor, Variety:
In her lambasting of “magic
imin movi*
Dhrases” that Ann’t
don’t hpln
fnTases
that don t help movie
business (Variety, Jan. 29), Mrs,
Marjorie Dawson observes that
motion pictures “only 12 years ego
ratedsixtha™,ngUSindustries"
biggest Industry^ as applied to the

“augmented" has gone out of the bis drive-in Juring
^gfprS VTSi'S?- Messing‘of Affied Snreus toit h^made“dnsS
di»niiuF«wad»^r>
.
as a special county fair for .the ^an, ^ long-distance phone inter- States Assn., along with the Inde- ” tarklt for much taxlttoh a^
To talk of “hve" talent today is teplay and sale of merchandise. vte„s dln.ing AW1 and May with pendent Theatre Owners Assn, and
.Donated hv
WhTaS;eSwf.«S™ ^cl^^ffes
.wno now Knows, or remempers. or wmen lypuies our umes—ne
respects; the reason whyChicago's practicing diyersification”
Oriental was_ a goldmine for years?.
‘Diversification’ Is: Old

24?
C?st l^eady has
Metropolitan Motion Picture
completed mne foreign language Theatres Assn.
Previously, the hippest” lino and fiPnrpd thp intapes fdr radio plugging abroad.
Motion Picture Assn, of America ’a?stre was a tosh fieldto tan
dustry Was a lush field to tap.
Problem regarding opposition by and Theatre.Owners of America ap, .
. ^It’s■ ■ bad
enough for uninformed
.XVJ.X. roups
ivuj/o who
uuu declare
ucuaic pic
yn <x
bca i P'O'-'Z
me
wiuciaugc
piufiiaiu
■
.
plus POTl A”h,“lus<th^pieture’ f Bul jet >»s not be discovering Xcivic
a sex
proved the
widerange;
program
subject is being met, according to which includes sponsorship of the Pe^aoasJ° ?
something new in that which
basicalIy not dew. The film theatre Mann,
mainly by stressing, the Academy Awards telecast and an malarkey, but anyone who has
spent years on the MPA A staff
COUian t ao tf
It, inat iact was once wif-h tsininp
fill eatnnaipn
sbng slides, nrcfonliirhic
organludes, .-fach*;
fash- d'lassin
classic values
values <tf
of the
the novel
novel. RiirSur- extensive
extensive newsnanei*
newspaper ad
campaign. fhnnM ifnnw tho foMc hhftpr Tha
tte^good oM deyt" t? whfch
hometown dWing|Veys undertoken by .production
Allied until the past week had phrase, actually was put out by
.oforanno ie orv -uKixr sc?lippf kids, or regular travelling company and UA, which distrib- not been an active participant in cnmon„d
someone in the old Hays Office
“tLav^
s®hafllS1py vaudeville acts.was “diversifying.” utes,= reveal “God’s Little Acre” is meetings concerning the trade enabout 30 years ago and is still be¬
fTiri^l^gx^ac ^at Tbat trutb seems overlooked today.' included in. the. curricula of most deavor and appeared not likely to ina^nnntpd6^8
ing qiiotcd
quoted by_
by persons who accept
pending onrthe film alone was, at
arffJ,pd that
a depressed
dpnrpsspd coBeae
vn along.
ainnv tTnXvzmvCo™,, mg
?paT£™f^
Xt ls« argued
that a
college Amhriean
American Lit
Lit conrsps
courses tndsv,
today, go
Ho^ver;^Wilbur Snap£,
iiZ
fatin?
a^d d®£®&d theatre owSer or
In an elaboration : of the long- representing the ;xhibit0ri%<yu& ^ rtafements without checking,
films, a real risk of ^anunp,
manager will not take further risks hair campaign, UA will merchan- revealed the change of heart.
There are, and have been for
Mimeo Not Magical
and indeed cannot afford any out- dise 10,000 reprints of an article apIt’s understood Snaper voted in over three decades, at least two
One thing for sure. The burning- lay for talent. Mebbe. Could the pearing in the May issue of Atlan- the affirmative on. condition that dozen , industries bigger than the
acid prose turned out on theatre Paramount in Times Square afford tic Monthly, written by Prof. Car- the campaign is conducted.in such moviesT-m P°int of investment,
office mimeograph machines to at- Alan Freed’s recent rock ’n’ roll vel Collins of M.I.T., which touches fashion that small theatres will Y1*088 mcome> employees, profits,
tack distributors will not sell any riotorama?.
The lines literally on Caldwell and the 25 years of benefit, and not only situations In or any way you care to figure. Tne
tickets. In the end the calamity- belted the entire city block for controversy over novel. UA also big cities. It’s apparent this con- data is.
avadable_from^ tne
howlers have only sold every news- this particular demonstration of will send taped interviews with dition was^Tound acceptable^^by oth- P?Pj- °f von^CTce, the N. Y. Stock
magazine, and knows-only-what-he- “diversification.”
Caldwell to "colleges for broadcast er groups at a New York meeting. Excliange Jhe Public Library^ etc.,
hears columnist that the film biz
Of course the problems inciden- via some 350 radio stations owned
Harry Brandt, for ITOA, and Sol- A few of these industries are: food,
is on the slide. Some achievement, tal to the use; of -‘live” talent are by schools, and a canned.film lee- omon M. Straiisberg, for MMPTA, dl!ugs’ autos, steel, oil, gas, elecEmotion resolves no economics, real and aggravating. And nobody ture by Cialdwell likewise will he both of which are N. Y. outfits, oar- tr,icity* hotels, railroads, shoe manEmqtion produced the divorcement^,
^
"V,; ... -' K.
-ufactunng, ^.dotbing, textiles, .-to«
against which its former advocates
;
Jgm. bacca, mining, pubtishing, connow howl
p
^
^
_
I struction, manufacturing, bakmg.
The menace of “old” movies to i
Daiiiiahm
T !|va
UmmIm
Ta
Unm
CL^i.1
|. brewing, telephone, farming.
“new” movies may be sufficiently
The only “sixth biggest” rating
real and exhibitors understandably |
• V|IVV««IJ
w
lillvl ft
| ever attained by movies is in volseek assurances: from the distribu- •/
.. „„
..~
1 ume of publicity. In that respect,
tors. One by-product is this:.more "
' ’
..
^
*/
it’s probablyjiloser*to No. 1.
-- -- corn and he counseled them, to deal
_
theatres will begin playing more
Louisville, Feb;. 25.
“good- quality”
Don
Carle Gillette.
kind of arreissues. That’s the kindAlready punchdrunk from the blows of television,
with reputable firms If they wanted to maintain
“—:—
their important popcorn patronage
Hanky Panky
StlSStor^-e^
~ th^tres face enotlier series crisis in
San Antonio,
While this condition—tne siiortage of popcorn_
San
Antonio, Feb.
Feb. 25.
25.
banker.
1958. There will be a drastic shortage of popcorn,
may seem ludicrous to those out of the theatre busiWhen the Universal release “All
It’s too readily forgotten cur- and much of the popcorn that will be available
ness, it was pointed out by S. J. Pappas, of the Mine to Give”. .opens at the Laurel
rently that radio kept people home will be of poor quality. So warned Bill Smith, of
Alliance Amusement Co. of Chicago, that popcorn Theatre, patrons will find hankies
by the millions and that radio, in the Popcorn Institute..
is so important to the economy of theatres that “the for the ladies on sale in the lobby
its heyday, was attacked and deHe told delegates to Allied States Assn.’S fifth
Word should be treated with more reverence.” He of the theatre.
plored precisely, but precisely, In annual drive-in convention here that because of
no£^d, for example, that it provided the highest
Bill Elder, manager of the housa
the same language how directed at “abnormal weather conditions” during 1957 in the
profit ratio in concessions sales.
says it’s a two-way gag.'The pic is
video. But television won’t go way corn-growing states that, only 250,000,000 pounds of
Terming popcorn “the queen of the concession a real tear jerker.
and die.
popcorn will be available as compared with 332,products. Smith said that It was indeed unfortu_
- ' ' -Push-Button Showmen
000,000 pounds, for the previous year. And, he
bate that the crisis should come .at this time. He
w p iii’rGinthiiii hi»s mirchased
The trouble with too many the- added, a good part of the supply will be of such
^ jndiested that popcorn is a the Chief Drive-in Theatre at Friatre managements, in the opinion poor quality that “it’ll only be fit for pigeons.” He
depresslon and recession product” and that sales ona. Tex. He also owns Regal Theaof tradesters, is that they expect told theatremen that there would be rationing of
1d creased during a period of economic stress.
tre and Elk Drive.
is
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Popcoin, Like Prints, To Run Short
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HAIL A NEW HIT!
BUSINESS GREAT! M-G-M’s NEW BLOCKBUSTER WINS
PRESS & PUBLIC IN MUSIC HALL (N.Y.) WORLD PREMIERE!

'KARAMAZOV’ MOVIE
MASTERPIECE ! —Newsweek
‘“HIGHEST RATING!’ ★★★★ Four Stars! The Jives, loves,
hates and lusts make absorbing drama . .. uninhibited scenes ...
lusty pleasures of life. An arresting film.’*
—Cameron, News
“‘KING-SIZED!’ Vigorous drama. Lust and love in this king-sized,
handsome color picture.’ ’
—Crowther, Times
‘“PASSIONS SACRED, PROFANE!’ Good story told with pace
and fervor. Photography that movies rarely achieve. Yul Brynner
dashing, virile. Maria Schell, a pleasure to watch.’*
—Zinsser, Herald Tribune
“ ‘EXCITEMENT!’ Splashes screen with turbulent passions and
crimes. One watches with stunned attention. Powerful acting of
fine cast. Bold, splendid film.
—Peper, World-Telegram & Sun
“‘SUPERIOR!’ Karamazov A-l•. • Superiorscreen entertainment.”
—Gilbert, Mirror
“‘HARD TO IMPROVE!’ M-G-M’s ‘Brothers Karamazov’ would
be hard to improve in terms of cast, color, scene and music. Lee J.
Cobb tremendous.”
—Winsten^ Post
“‘LAVISH!’ Film of good and evil. Stormy love scenes,
action, gypsy songs and dances, lavishly mounted.”
—rPehwick, Journal-American

M-G-M presents

B

THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV
starring

YUL BRYNNER
TRADE PRESS FORECASTS BIG BIZ:
“Magnificent production to convert into dollars at the
boxoffiee.”—M. P. Herald. “Stands to be a big commer¬
cial hit.”—Film Daily. “Stacks up with, the blockbusters
of the season,”—M. P. Daily. “Ammunition aplenty to
load the big exploitation guns. ’ ’—Boxoffiee. “One of the
year’s commercial successes.”—Variety. “Word-of-mouth
potent force behind its success.”—M. P. Exhibitor. “One
of the season’s major offerings.”—Film Bulletin,

MARIA SCHELL • CLAIRE BLOOM
LEE J. COBB • ALBERT SALMI
and co-starring

RICHARD BASEHART
with WILLIAM SHATNER
From the Novel by Fyodor Dostoyevsky

An Avon Production • In MBTROCOLOR
Screen Play and Direction by RICHARD BROOKS
Produced by PANDRO S. BERMAN
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Despite Tankee Weather & Jeremiahs
Atlanta Theatres Say Biz Dandy
By SAM LUCCHESE
Atlanta, Feb. 25.
Prophets of doom and gloom
are not having their chorus swelled
from motion picture theatre oper¬
ators in Atlanta and vicinity. On
the contrary, exhibitors hereabouts
are scoffing at survey reports that
paint generally dark picture for in¬
dustry. They admit situation may
be due to local conditions that ob¬
tain while rest of country is feel¬
ing effects of recession, hut, for
the nonce, they’re making purring
sounds of contentment. Business is
good, they say, and, taking a firm
look into the future, they expect
it to stay that way so long as
they cap get their mitts on a good
product. That, they feel, is the key
to the profits: game.
Backing up their contentions is
.the fact that “Peyton Place” now is
In an 'unprecedented fourth week
at Fox Theatre, Wilby-Kincey’s 4400-seat flagship. Loew’s Grand
Theatre currently has Metro’s
“Raintree County” at advanced
prices in fourth week on a grind
policy and only recently did four
weeks business with “Don’t Go
Near the Water.” “Old.. Teller”
moved out of Rialto Theatre after
seven weeks and “The Hunchback
of Notre Dame,” Gina Lollohrigida
ahd Tony Quinn starrer, seems dug
in for a long run there. Roxy The¬
atre is showing David O. Selznick’s
“Farewell to Arms,” now in its
fourth week at advanced prices.
Jimmy Harrison, Wilby-Kincey
chief in this area, says that despite
falloff iii business during last quar¬
ter of 1957, attendance this year
has been 30 to 40% better. Har¬
rison opines that the public is. be¬
coming more selective about mov¬
ies they pay to see and producers
are trying their level best to im¬
prove their product and please the
cash customers: .Harrison expects
continued improvement along this
line.
“AS the product improves, even
better writers and actors will be
attracted (to the industry). One
ill lead to the other.”
‘Product on Upgrade’
Howard Rutherford, manager of
Loew’s Grand, is another who re¬
ports that patronage has improved
and attributes it to. the fact that
“the quality Of the product is def¬
initely on the upgrade.”
Bob Moscow, manager of the
Rialto, believes that the increase
in attendance in Atlanta is due to
a desire on the part of the publicH
to “see the best.” Some 95,000
patrons saw “Old Yeller” during its
long run at this 1,000-seat down¬
town house.
Walter Monroe, manager of
Peachtree Art Theatre, reports his
patronage increase at “100 per Cent
over normal.” Of course, the fact
that Peachtree Art has been show¬
ing Brigitte Bardot starrer “And
God Created Woman” accounts for
this fine showing. Starting Wed¬
nesday (19.) Bardot film will take
a one-week respite while “Invita¬
tion to the Dance,” with Gene
Kelly, Tamara Touraanova and
Carol Haney, moves in for a special
engagement under sponsorship of
Atlanta Civic Ballet. This will be
a seven-day hiatus, following which
Brigitte will be back on Peachtree
Aft screen to begin seventh, week
in “And God Created Woman/’
Meanwhile, legitimate attractions
are doing well at Tower Theatre
boxoffice. Advance sale for “Damn ;
Yankees,” New York company star¬ j
ring Devra Korwin, Ralph Lowe :
and Leon Janney, is reported good;
Show'is booked into Tower for two
days, three performances March ?
and.8 at $4.95 top.
“Holiday on Ice, 1958,” now in
midst of 10-day rurii is packing ’em
In at City Auditorium.
And all this business is being
done despite cold wave (termed
“Yankee Weather” by Deep South
natives) that has gripped Hot Bis¬
cuit Belt for almost six weeks,
capped Saturday (15) in Atlanta
by two inches of snow.

l
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'Windjammer4 Delays

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Date
of
National
Theatres’
World premiere of “Windjammer”
in CineMiracle is switched from
Easter Sunday at Chinese Theatre
to April 8, two days later.
National also set N.-Y. opening
at Ropy for April ID.

Loew Shareholder Farr
Sounds Off Against
New Texas Drive-In
Jack A... Farr, a Texas; drive-in
operator and a Loew’s stockholder,
apparently doesn’t like the idea of
Loew’s Theatres moving into the
Lone Star State, with a new ozoner.
As a shareholder, Farr sent in! his
proxy statement to Irving H.
Greenfield, Loew’s corporate .secre¬
tary, and asked that a letter in
which he. purports to point out
• “some great mistakes” of Loew’s be
; read at the annual meeting tomor¬
row (Thurs.).
In his letter, written on the sta¬
tionery of Farr Realty Corp., Farr
makes no mention of his associa¬
tion with drive-ins or that he oper¬
ates one in Houston. He charges
that Loew’s new Sharpsto wn DriveIn, just outside of Houston,.-was
built at the cost of $1,000,000 and
that it will never make a profit.
However, he states that because of
its location it will cause undue
competition for both outdoor and
indoor theatres in the area which
have been customers for Metro pic¬
tures. He does not mention that his
ozoner blight be affected. He rec¬
ommends that the- stockholders
vote to disassemble the" theatre
“and deduct, its construction cost
from the salary of the president
and each director" of Loew’s Inc.
until all the monies wasted have
been repaid.
Farr* in addition, doesn’t like the
titles of Metro pictures. He feels
that such titles as “Les Girls/’
“Jailhouse Rock” and ‘‘Invisible
Boy” are taking money away from
stockholders. Farr wants Loew’s
execs to devote their time to the
production and distribution, of pic¬
tures which will be. offered to ex¬
hibitors at fair terms. He also
wants the stockholders to order the
management to pull every, picture
possible off television “regardless
of the rental price tv offers to pay,”
Farr maintains that theatres are:
the company’s customers “and we
should protect them to the best of
our ability.”
Farr released copies of his. letter
to the trade press.
Boris Karloff set for two pix by
Aubrey Schehck-Howard W. Koch
to follow his appearance in their
“Frankenstein—1970.”

Recovery From landlord
On City-Ordered Changes
Where substantial and extensive
alterations, are involved the tenant
will not be charged with making
them. That was the-crux of a. de¬
cision handed down by justice Ben¬
jamin; Shalleck in N. Y. Municipal
Court last week awarding 59th
Street Cinema Corp. a $4,985
judgment against Lydia Theatre
Inc.
Case arose out of the city’s widenirig of Third Ave. iii 1955: In
connection with, modernization of
the thoroughfare, the city fathers
ordered Lydia, as owner of the
Baronet Theatre,; at 59th Stl and
Third AveM to shorten its marquee
and reduce the width of the . side¬
walk.
Lydia, however,, disclaimed re¬
sponsibility and asserted that such
work was the obligation Of ,59th
Street .Cinema Corp., a subsidiary
of Walter Reade Theatres, which
took a 21-y.ear lease on the prem¬
ises in 195L Finding itself in a
spot, the tenant ..arranged for the
alterations and later sued to re¬
cover the cost of same.

Hollywood, Feb. 25.. A
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Louis K. Sidney, veteran Loew’sA great, perhaps the greatest
Metro film studio and theatre exec, film salesman in the history of the
and former WHN (now WMGM) business, A1 Lichtman, 70, motion
chieftain, died Saturday (22) after
picture pioneer and one of the ear¬
a long illness at the age. of 63 at
liest distributors, died at his home
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital. Until
here Feb. 20. He had suffered
his bowout three years ago from
Loew’s. Inc., Sidney was a veepee coronary occlusion the night be¬
arid rneiriber of four-man exec com¬ fore, rallied for a time, then died
a few hours later.
mittee in charge of MGM studios;
He started theatrically ‘as ah
. He-was . also veepee-and director
of the Motion Picture Producers usher-in a N.Y. burley house at 13.
Assn, arid director of Motion Pic¬ At the time of his death he had
ture Relief Fund arid Hollywood just completed producing.. “The
Coordinating Committee. Sidney Young Lions” for 20th-Fox, with
was father Of George Sidney, pro¬ which company he had been asso¬
ducer-director and currently prexy ciated for some years. Retiring
Of Screen Directors Guild, Lr K. from 20th in 1956 because of ill
Sidney was also a veepee of George; health, after having been head of
Sidney Productions, riow releasing distribution for four years—dlirthrough Columbia.
irig which he figured prominently
Before coming to the Coast in in the launching of Cinemascope^—
1937 he was \with Loew’s in the he returned last year to studio as
east as manager; of theatres in a producer.
Pittsburgh, Toledo and: Dayton, and
Born in Hungary in 1888, Lichtin New York He also supervised man emigrated td N.Y with his
Loew’s Theatres’ stage policies. He
family When he was 10. Both par¬
was regarded as. One of the .best in¬
ents dying, within three years, he
formed execs in show business;
In recent, years, Sidney had suf¬ was left to his own. devices, and
Under terms of. the lease, Lydia fered cerebral hemorrhages and the drive that later characterized
argued, 59th . Street Cinema agreed coronary attacks. Early. Saturday his rise in film industry becariie
to observe a clause which reads:. morning he took a ‘ turn for. the apparent when he supported him¬
“That the tenant shall, promptly worse and was rushed froni his self. with odd jobs. Hie joined a
execute and comply with all star Beverly Hills home to Cedars, circus as a roustabout, did monologs on Gus Sun time and everitututes, ordinances, etc., of Federal, where he died severi hours later.
Funeral services were held yes¬ ally landed a job with the Powers
State and City Government
. .”
terday (Tuesday) at T&ihple Israel, Motion Picture Co., which pro¬
Court disagreed .with this conten¬
.Hollywood; with internment in duced, one-reelers in a loft on 42d
tion and held that the “general
Hillside Memorial Park, Active St:, N.Y.
fuie is that where substantial and pallbearers
were
Marvin" H.
Joined! Zukor
extensive alterations are involved, Schenck, Ben Thau, Abe Lastfogel,
In 191-2, going to. Adolph Zukor,
as in the present case, the tenant, Edgar J. Mannix, Joseph J. Cohen,
will riot be charged with the ex¬ Jack Cummings, Ben Goetz arid head of newly-formed Famous
Players Co., with a proposition to
pense of making them.”
Benjamin B. Kaharie.
Sidney retired froiri Metro in produce “The Count of Monte
January,. 1956. after an association Cristo,” Lichtman landed a job.
as sales manager at $50 weekly and
of 33 years.
Following his employment by 10% interest in company. Two
Loew’s in 1923; he operated thea¬ years later, he left Zukor. and with
tres, produced stage shows and ran coin he had amassed set up his
the company’s radio station. In own company, Alco, which dis. Washington, Feb. 25.
1937, Sidney was assigned to the
' Film industry dividends for Jan¬ Coast studio where he was in the tribbed indie product. When this
uary fell,, belbw those for January top administrative echelon until he went broke because a partner ab¬
sconded with most of the- assets
1957. In 'the first month, of this retired.
(Alco, incidentally; later became
year, the. stockholders’ melon ag¬
Sidney broke into show business
gregated $1,373,000. A year? earlier, while still in school via his Operas the original Metro) he returned to
Zukor
and pair in 1915 formed Artit was $1,690,000.
tion of a concession at the old Hip¬
craft Pictures Iric., distributing pi
Following are the publicly re¬ podrome in New York. He later that starred Mary Pickford, Doug¬
ported divident payments for both became treasurer of this house. las Fairbanks, William S. Hart and
Januarysi-^-National T h e a t r e s , For a while, he worked out of the others produced by D. W. Griffith;
publicity department at the Hipp
$346,000 both, years; List Indus¬
iand later with the Shuberts before Later, Artcraft merged, with. Para¬
tries, $788,090 both years; Republic
becoming an assistant , to Will A. mount and Famous Players-Lasky,
Pictures, $100,000 both years. Walt Page, manager of Olga Nethersble’s under latter title, and Lichtman be¬
Disney $135,000 in January 1958, “The Writing on the Wall,” with came general manager of combined
none in January 1957. Duart Film the road company.
companies. By 1920, he had run
Laboratories, $4,000 this year, none
Versatile Background
company’s gross weekly business
last year. Chesapeake Industries
Later, he Went out on tOiir in a from $400,000 to $1,000,000..
paid nothing :this time, but $121,- show with, his comedian-brother;
Joining the new United Artists
000, a year earlier. Columbia Pic¬ George for whom the producer- in 1921. he ankled this firm for.
tures which shelled out $320,000 in director. is nairied. L. K. was a several years to form Preferred
1957, paid nothing in January of hoofer, maestro and stage manager Pictures, but returned to UA in
this year. .District Theatres paid of this enterprise.. He also became 1926 and following year was elected
none this January and $15,000 in an actors’ agent before turning to prexy; post he held for nine years,
January 1957.
(Continued on page 62)
until he resigned to swing over to
Loew’s. Inc., as veepee in 1936.
Helping reorganize the Metro- stu¬
dios*.he closed deal with David O.
Selznick for release Of “Gone With
the Wind,” and during period lie
was with coinpany Loew’s enjoyed
some of company’s most prosper¬
ous years. He also acted as exec
ceive a guaranteed annual wage already. in the. works—is that costs* producer on such big films as "Boys
plus tax free dividends at the end particularly fof locatioa pictures, Town,.” . “Green Dolphin Street”
of the year.
For. non-residents, will be considerably cheaper. He and “Wizard of Oz.”
Resigning in. 1949 because of poor
Cowan has;; worked out another points out, for example, that every
scheme for writers so that they time a studio goes abroad for a health; Lichtman later in year was
will be able to keep,as much of picture, it costs from $200,000 to enticed to return to activity by
their earnings as possible under $500,000 for the transportation and 20th prexy Spyros Skouras, arid he
stepped ^. into coihpany’s distrib
legal provisions of tax laws of the accbriimpdations of a crew of about
chiieftanship later the same year.
U: S. and. P. R.
125 people. With a trained crew
Asthmatic
An authors’ company—consist¬ on hand in Puerto Rico, he notes
Lichtman’s poor health stemmed
ing
of , Frank Nugent,
Niven that only the principals will have
Busch,
Norman
Corwin,. Noel to be transported to the island. As chiefly from chronic arid severe
Langley, Herbert Kline; Reginald a consequence, the studio’s backlot asthriaa. He kept oxygen pumping
Denny rind Mary Orr—has been will have a number of permanent apparatus both in his. office arid in
organized. Each of these writers units, including a South Seas site, his home to give him respiratory,
will get their regular fees for the an African village, a Harlem relief.
At the time of his death* Licht¬
writing of screenplays and will be street, etc.
man was under the Metro pension
required to pay the regular U. S,
Cpwan is currently working on
federal tax. on these earnings. a plan whereby performers, direc? plan and is understood tb have been
However,, a share of the studio’s tors, producers and various com¬ receiving $50,000 annually over a
10-year period as a consultant* as
profits will! be earmarked for the
binations of creative talent can en¬
authors’ company. In addition, the joy tax-saving benefits and profit part of his expiration deal when he
retired from 20tb-Fox in 1953. .The
writers* it’s , said, will he able to
sharing.
Metro pension, .reported to pay
emerge with capital gains deals.
The producer leaves for Puerto
In a way, the authors’ company Rico early in April to begin pro¬ around $24,000 yearly, was what is
called “the 10-year certainty plan.”
will operate similarly to the legiti¬ duction on two pictures, to be
Under this, he would have been
mate
theatre Play Wrights \ Co- made entirely un location for* the paid for a period of 20 years had
While each of the writers will re¬ purpose of breaking in the crew
he lived; if lie died within a 10ceive a regular stipend for each pic¬ that will be stationed permanently
year period, balance of pension,
ture he writes, they’ll all share in on the island. Although tax bene¬
over the 10-year span would be
the profits of the company.
fits, for th'e most part, are more paid into his estate. He also is said
Rent as Revenue
easily obtained by residents, Cow¬ to have a percentage of profits of
According to. Cowan, the P. R. an notes that since Puerto Rico is ’Young Lions,” due shortly for
plant, to .be kriowri as Common¬ an American possession, residents release.
wealth .Studios,; . will not provide are free to come arid go at any.
A1 Lichtman was th^first man i
the financing for pictures to: be time. There is no 18-month re¬ film biz to suggest to Adolph Zukor
produced there.
The coin will striction in order to gain the tax that a\ company make annual pro¬
come from the major coriipanies savings. As part of the arrange¬ grams of 52 feature length films*
that decide to make pictures at the ment with the Puerto Rican gov¬ He was also probably the father of
P. R. studio.
ernment, the, new studio will also block-booking, by suggesting the
Cowan’s pitch to the studios— train local citizens in the technical sale of the company’s yearly pro¬
he reports a number of deals are aspects of film production.
gram in advance.

ON FILM DIVIDENDS

Puerto Rican Studio Project Primed;
Special Angles For Rental Units
Utilizing the beneficial tax ad¬
vantages of Puerto Rico, aimed at
attracting new industry to the is¬
land, producer Lester Cowan, in
association with the Puerto Rican
Industrial Development . Co:, is
ready to proceed with the organi¬
zation of a film industry. on the
U. S.-affiliated island.' Construc¬
tion of a studio, with three sound
stages, equipment, service build¬
ings and a backlot, will be started
in April, according to Cowan. The
first stage is expected to be ready
for operation in August,
Under the terms of thearrangemerit with the Puerto Rican govermfient, the studio will be. built
at an initial .cost of $1,000,000 and
will be rented to Cowan over a
10-year period at an. annual fee of
$100,000 to amortize the original
investment. At the end of that
period, it becomes Cowan’s proper¬
ty. During the 10-year period,
Cowan enjoys tax free benefits,
similar to those Puerto, Rico. has
granted some. 200 other industries
that- have established operations on
the island.
As part of his plan to lure Amer¬
ican technicians, writers, stars and
directors to the island to produce
pictures there, Cowan is setting up
a profit-sharing system whereby
those who participate in the activi¬
ties of the studio receive tax-free
dividends as provided by the
Puerto Rican tax laws.
For example, he: plans to have a
resident crew of 55 key tech-,
niciaris. These technicians Will re¬
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From Warner Bros. ... Herman Wouks Great Best-Seller
That More than Any Other belongs To The
young Lovers Of This Generation!
THE DAY
MARSHA TELLS
MARJORIE
ABOUT NOEL

THE NIGHT MARJORIE
CONFESSES HER
TEMPTATIONS TO
HER MOTHER...

\.. .“You’re putting
up too much
of a battle,
honey
... NseS’s
not used
to that.

“Marjorie, take those
feelings and
save them for
the man who’ll
marry you.”

THE NIGHT

MARJORIE
FOLLOWS NOEL
-AND FINDS
IMOGENE
. .‘Tve been playing
pur rules, Marjorie
—not touching you,
not touching any
other girl
either... isS!
Imogene.”

THE NIGHT
MARJORIE’S
INNOCENCE
CRUMBLES

in*0'
MOT-

aii(jideC

...“Noel, I
don't care!
Maybe, what
I’m doing is
wrong. I
don't know
-I’m in love!”

CLAIRE TREVOR • ED WYNN * EVERETT SLOANE
MARTY MILNER• CAROLYN JONES
WITH GEORGE TOBIAS • JESSE WHITE •. MARTIN 'BALSAM • EDWARD BYRNES

SCREENPLAY BY EVERETT FREEMAN ‘ PRODUCED BY MILTON SPERLING •

ONE OF THE PRESS BOOK ADS

SPECIAL
THEATRE
TRADE
SHOWINGS
MARCH 3rd

i . . ■■■■ m ■ '

—■

IRECTEO BY IRVING RAPPER

-

■ ■■■ ■ .

■

■ i

BOSTON

DALLAS

KANSAS CITY

NEW ORLEANS

PORTLAND

Allston, Mass.

Palace 9:15 AM

Brookside 1:30 PM

Famous 8.00 PM

21st Ave. 200 PM

Capitol 2:00 PM

DENVER

LOS ANGELES

NEW YORK

SALT LAKE CITY

BUFFALO

Ogden 1:30PM

Fox Bpulevard 1.30 PM

Criterion lOOOAM

Center 9:30 AM

Niagara 1:30 PM

DES MOINES

MEMPHIS

OKLAHOMA CITY

SAN FRANCISCO

CHARLOTTE
Carolina 10:00 AM

CHICAGO
Century 10:15 AM

Uptown 1:30 PM

Warner 10:00 AM

Midwest 9:30 AM

Alhambra 200 PM

DETROIT

MILWAUKEE

OMAHA

SEATTLE

World 2:00 PM

Uptown 200 PM

Dundee 1:30 PM

Egyptian 200 PM

INDIANAPOLIS

MINNEAPOLIS

PHILADELPHIA

ST. LOUIS

ALBANY

CINCINNATI

Madison 2:00 PM

Hollywood 200 PM

Uptown 1 iOO PM

Uptown 200 PM

Logan 200 PM

St. Louis lOOOAM

ATLANTA

CLEVELAND _

JACKSONVILLE

NEW HAVEN

PITTSBURGH

WASHINGTON

Fox lOOOAM

Colony 2:00 PM

St.Johns 9:30AM

Roger Sherman 10:15 AM

Schenley 1100 AM

Ambassador 10:30 AM

is

KARIETt

hctures

Reels V Records

Kmgsleys Advice to French Showmen;
Vital to Have Dubbed Prints Pronto
French producers, wanting tp+r
take a “reasonable” gamble on the .
success of their films in the U. SI, J
should also be willing to share the.
independent distributors’ risk by
sharing dubbing costs in advance
of a picture’s release, Edward L.
Kingsley, prez of Kingsley-Inter¬
national, opined in N. Y. this week.
Minneapolis, Feb. 25.
Sentiment apparently is growing
Kingsley cited the example of
the Brigitte Bardot starrer, “And 1throughout the state in opposition
God Created Woman” which was 1to daylight saving time which, pre¬
dubbed into English before any- 1vailed last summer for the first
one knew for sure whether or not inon-wartime period. It caused Min¬
it’d.-click. “It was a tremendous inesota exhibitors, and particularly
advantage to us to have the dubbed 1those operating outdoor theatres,
version
available
immediately imuch boxoffice damage ini 1957.
Another
Minneapolis
Sunday
when it was realized that the film
would catch on,”, he said.
!Tribune newspaper poll, just taken,
revealed
that,
If
anything,
its
oppo¬
He added that, too often, an ]
import was released and dubbed ]nents outnumber proponents.
Also,
the
Tribune
last
Sunday
only after it became apparent that
the public might go for it. “By published a letter from Don Mit¬
having a dubbed version available, (chell, a state legislator who had
on a film in which we have con- ■voted it in, declaring that in the
fidence—even though it does eh- ]next state legislature he’ll oppose
tail a risk—we can avoid the fatal, jDST’s continuation unless there’s a
lag between ‘art house’ and gen- :national agreement on it.
eral release,” he declared.
In the letter Mitchell admitted
Though sanguine oh the future ]his favorable vote was not favor¬
of dubbing ("God Created Woman’” ;ably received by bis constituents.
did proportionally better in the
The legislature doesn’t meet
English-language version than in again
,
until 1959 so that DST again
its original French Version), Kings- .will
,
be in effect in Minnesota next
ley nevertheless felt that “dubbing ,summer,, but exhibitors are hoping
isn’t necessarily the salvation.” It .that Gov. A. O.. Freeman will use
depends very much on the type of his authority to shorten its period.
picture, he said. “The film above
all must be attractive, to the gen- :
eral audience or else, with or
without dubbing, it won’t go.”

Daylight Time Gathers
Foes Bat Can’t Stop It
For Upcoming Sommer

Outlook Bettered

Well-Renled Studios

SS. Continued from page S
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Washington, Feb: 25.
Library of Congress now has
118,832 reels of motion picture
film and 101,490 phonograph
records.
. •
Librarian L. Quincy Mum-;
ford states the collection also
included 1,958,186 pieces of
music, including, early libret¬
tos. During the year, a total of
225,807 works Were registered
for copyright at the Library.
This included motion pictures,
plays,' new. musical, composi¬
tions, etc._

Picture Grosses
‘WITNESS’ GREAT 12G,
FRISCO;‘WIND’OK 13C

San Francisco, Feb. 25.
Despite heavy. rains, Frisco firstruns are holding up nicely in this
current
session.
“Witness
for
Prosecution” shapes standout being
great in third round at United
■
Artists. “Wild Is Wind” is rated
okay at Paramount. “Peyton Place”
continues big in fifth stanza at :the
Fox.. “Seven Hills of Rome” is
heading for a-fine take, in second
Warfield stanza. “Golden Age of
Comedy” continues lofty in -second
Loew’s Theatres opens a hew frame at the Vogue.
drive-in today (Wed.) in SharpsEstimates for This Week
town, Texas, mushrooming new -res¬
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 90idential development of Houston. $1.25)—“Lady Takes Flyer” (U)
The opening . of 1,700-car ozoner arid “Flood Tide” (U). Modest
will be preceded by an invitational $9,000: Last week, “Came From
Outer Space” (U) and “This Is
preview the night before.
With an eye on the family trade, Russia” (U), $9,500*
i
Fox (FWC) (4,651? $1.25-$1.50)—
special accent has been placed on
i “Peyton Place” (20th) (5th wk). Big
a multitude. of play attractions, in¬ i $ll;000. Last week, $14,000.
cluding a 72-pasSengcr miniature
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25)
railroad, a large carousel, a chil¬ —“Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G)
dren’s zoo, a fairy tale village, and and “Gun Fever” (UA) (2d wk).
a circus playground.
Fine $12,000 or over. Last week,
The new theatre, is the focal $16,000.
point in a model community estab¬ - Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l.25)
lished on barren prairie in 1955. —“Wild
Is Wind”
(Par)
and
Thus far, about 1,200 families have .‘Crowded Paradise” (Par). Barely
settled in Sharpstowh, with con¬ okay $13,000: Last week, “Darby’s
struction under way on 500 addi¬ Rangers” (WB) and “Return to
.
tional homes in the $14,000:$16,000 Warbow” (Col), $13,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 9Qr$1.25)
price bracket. The drive-in covers
36 acres, of which 10 are devoted —“Viking Women and Sea Ser¬
pent” (AI). and “Astounding Sheto parks and playgrounds.
Wayne Horton, has been named Monster” (At). Smooth $11,000.
Last
week, “Bonjour Tristesse”
manager, of the new operation, un¬
der the supervision of Homer Mc- (Col) (2d wk), $9,000.
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458;
Callon, veteran manager of Loew’s
$1.75-$2.65)^-“Seven Wonders of
State in. downtown Houston.
World” (Cinerama) (66th wk). Fast
$17,500. Last Week, $16,000.
United Artists (No, Coast) (1;207;
BOSTON
90-$l.25)—“Witness for Prosecu¬
(Continued from page 8)
tion” (UA) and “Ride Out for
—‘‘GerVaise’’ (Cont) (6th wk). Okay Revenge” (UA) (3d wk). Great
$7,000. Last week, ditto.
$12,000. Last week, $12,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 75-$l.l0)
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25-$2)
—‘Snow White” (BV) (reissue) (2d —“Raintree County” .. (M-G) (9th
wk). Bright $17,000. Last Week, wk"). Big $4,000. Last weekr $4,500.
$15,000, below hopes.
Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774;
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90$1.25-$1.50)
“GerVaise” (Cont)
$1.25)—“Farewell to Arms” (20th>
(8th wk). Hep $3,000. Last week,
(3d -wk). Good $18,000. Last week,
$2,500.
$19,000, below estimate;
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (364; $1.25)
Paramount iNET) (1,700; 60—“Golden Age of Comedy” (Indie)
$>.10) — “Darby’s Rangers”. (WB)
(2d wk). Lofty $5,700. Last week,
and “Man From God’s Country”
<AA).
Oke $11,000. Last week, $6*200.
Coronet
(United
Californiai)
“Jet Attack” (AI) and “Suicide Bat¬
(1*250;
$1.50-$3.75) — “Around
talion" (Indie), $10,000.
Pilgrim (NET) (1,000; 65-95)— World in 80 Days” (UA) (61st wk).
“Sing Boy Sing” (20th) (2d Wk). Lively $13,800. Last week, $14,000.

LOEW’S TEXAS DRIVE-IN
WITH KIDS’ RAILROAD

Kingsley, Who with the Bardot 1
film is handling what shapes as iSpite the major’s entry into telethe top grossing import ever (prob- ifilming.
ably around $2,000,000), debunked
Buddy Adler, production chief at
the notion that ’ the foreign film .20th-Fox, explained, “We don’t have
was making huge Strides in the ‘enough stages for the 36 pictures
States.
“The big hits help, of ,we are making this year; that’s
course,” he said, “but, on the ,why We are building four more
whole, progress is still extremely ,stages. We have 12 stages now, and
slow.” What is true, he said, is :there is no room whatsoever for tv
that a successful foreign picture
production.”
can do better than ever "and each
Jack t». Warner, head of Warner
success paves the pay for other
Bros.* theatrical; film and tv- pix
foreign films.”
production, stated “our current tel¬
In Kingsley’s opinion^ the “prod- • (evision productioii coupled with
uct shortage” has little relation to j our theatrical pictures and in¬
exhibitors’ willingness to give im- j creased tv production in the future
ports a chance. If this were true, i will use up all available facilities.!’
then the British films would be the ] In addition to four vidpix series
natural heirs to that screentime, WB already has, the studio has an¬
he argued, and yet they’re not. “It I nounced five more, series, so it First week was oke $9,000.
.
is true,” he commented,” that i anticipates Its 24 stages will be
Saxon
(Saxon)
(1,100; $1.50LOS ANGELES
French films present a new and ! kept busy with both theatrical films $3.30) — “Around World in 80
(Continued from page 8)
Days” (UA) (46th wk). Stout $20,often exciting experience for peo¬ and vidpix.
000, With extra mats. Last week, and “High Heir* (Par). Good $16,ple and they .gain acceptance be¬
Metro, however, still has space $17,000.
000 or close:
cause of it. Actually, the French
Trans-Lux . (Trans-Lux) (730; 75Pantages, State
rRKO-UATC)
have more of a world market than i ■for indie vidpixers .under its. plans
$1:10) .— “Respectful Prostitute” (2,812; 2.404; 90-$1.50) — “Seven
to
the British, if. you come down to;' have its stages eventually divided
(Indie) and “Lover Boy” (Indie)
it; Because of their special flavor. [ 50-50 for theatrical film and tv (4th wk). Oke $3^000. Last week, Hills of Rome” (M-G) (3d wk, Parifilm production: Sam Marx, pro¬
tages; 1st, State, on 1st multi-house
they are accepted everywhere and]
$3 200
run with nabes, driveins). Slim
can break through more. easily l duction head at Metro. TV, said
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 75-$1.25) $12,500: Last week, Pantages, $10,“we’re
wide
open
for
indies,
but
despite the language barrier.”
j
—“Don’t -Go Near Water” (M-G) 400. State, “Don’t Go Near Water”
with the usual phrase that we can
(2d
wk).
Fine
$18,500.
Last
week,
Kingsley reminded that, apart ; slam the door to them at any time.
(M-G), “Happy Road" (M-G) (2d
from the foreign biggies; like' his; This is because if we had 10 series $18,000.
Wk), $6,900.
State (Loew) (3,600; 75-$l.25)^Iris
(FWC). (825;
90-$1.50)—
own “God Created Wqman” and a shooting here that woqld: take up
couple of other imports, the great | 12 stages, roughly half of our “Witness For Prosecution” (UA). “Raintree County” (M-G). (mioJ.
Wow $35,000 or over. Last week, Modest $5,000.
mas^ of overseas films fail to go! Stages, , and that’s all we want for
“Don’t Go Near . Water” (M-G),
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50)
much beyond the art circuit, and j tv.”.
$10,000.
—“All at Sea” (M-G) (2d wk).
same don’t even manage. to get j
Plump $5,OO0. Last week, $6,600.
back print cost* He pointed to the ]
j
Downtown Paramount (ABPT)
failure of the Japanese to succeed ;
; (3,300; 90-$i.50)—“Darby’s Rang¬
after their initial successes with ers” (WB> (2d wk). Sturdy $,8500.
“Rashomon” and “Gates of Hell.” j
New Fox, Ritz, Rialto (FWG-Metropolitan) (965; 1,320; 839; 90Kingsley, whose outfit is con- j
Appearing On NBC’s “Youth .Wantg To Know” tv show Sunday after¬ $1.50)---“Farewell to Arms” (20th)
■nected with Columbia Pictures, j
expressed surprise at the tendency: noon (23), Eric Johnston, prez of the Motion Picture Assn: of Ameri- (2d wk). Pale $8,700. Last week,
, admitted that the U.S. film industry is shipping abroad some pic¬ $9,900.
of softie of the indies to build up
Fox
Wilshire
(FWC)
(2,296;
large
distribution
organizations j tures that It shouldn!t, but added that, on the whole, the industry was
$1.25-$1.75)—“Gift of Love” (20th)
with matching overheads. “When doing a good job overseas.
Asked whether there should be any censorship of exports, the MPEA (3d wk). Poor $2,500. Last week,
you have a good picture, the ex-.j
$3,900.
hibitors literally ‘smell’ you out] prexy replied strongly in the negative.
Hollywood
Paramount
(F&M)
anyway ” he said, and the top runs j
Johnston was on the program to help publicize his job as President (1,468; $1.25-$2.40) — “Sayonara”
can be sold right out of New York, j Eisenhower’s assistant on acquainting the public with the Administra¬ (WB) (9th wk). Smash $20,800.
The rest can very adequately be ; tion’s foreign aid program. His answers were, for the most part, short Last week. $16,100.
handled by the sub-distributors..” j and evasive except when the questions had a bearing on mutual se¬
Egyptian (UATC) (1,503; $1.25curity.
$3.50)^“Bridge on River Kwai”
The youngsters on the show persistently brought up questions in¬ (Col) (10th wk). Swell $18,500.
volving the film biz and television. Asked about pay-tv, Johnston said Last week, $17,900;
Los Angeles, Fox Beverly; Loyo¬
the problem was “now in the hands of the American people” who’d
have whatever they want. Reply struck some as curious in that the is¬ la, Vogue (FWC) (2,097; 1,170;
sue of pay-tv at the moment is still very much within the hands of the 1,248; 825; $1.25-$2.40> — “Peyton
'Panel sessions on ticket selling,
Place” (20th) (6th wk, Los An¬
Federal Communications Commission and far from a practical test.
concessions and new equipment
geles; llth wk; others). Socko $30,Johnston acknowledged the sellout of the pre-1948 filths to tv, but
will highlight the drive-in conven¬
500. Last week, $25,100.
said there was no trend towards a post-48 crop to tv. In fact, he.held,
Downtown, Wiltern (SW) (1,757;
tion of Theatre Owners of America
“none” of the post-’48 pictures have been sold; although this, isn’t ac¬ 2,344; $1.25-$2.50)—“10 Command¬
in San Francisco March 26-27. Abe
Biumenfeld and Roy Cooper , are curate in that a number of indie pbst-’48 releases have gone to tv and ments” (Par) (18th wk). Solid $11,are being aired, “High Noon*” being just one example..
000 or near. Last week, $11,500.
co-chairmen.
Warner Hollywood (SW-CineraSince this is the first time TOA; . Asked what would happen to tv once the “old” old films had been
has held a separate drive-ini eon- ; used up, Johnston simply said: “I don’t know.” One of the youngsters ma) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65) — “Seven
vention, the. meeting has been! asked Johnston Whether the industry didn’t feel that the flood, of old¬ Wonders” (Cinerama). Started 38th
dubbed a “cohventionette.” The; ies on tv was like cutting the industry’s own throat. Johnston carefully 'veek Sunday (23) after smash $19.900 last week.
convention will follow the mid-: distinguished between exhibition and production. Each company, he
Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75winter board meeting of TOAj said, had to solve its own problem in that respect. Was he not the “boss”
$3.50)—“Around
World in 80 Days”
which will be held March 24-25.
■ in the film business?. “I don’t , tell the. companies what they should or
(UA) (62d wk). Bright $18,500 or
Arrangements are being made to | shouldn’t do with, their product,” he replied..
near. Last week, $18,000.
bring two televised events to the j Johnston sidestepped, a number of political questions .potentially em¬
Crest Sunset (Lippert -Cohen)
delegates—the . closed-circuit tele- ■ barrassing to him as (of the moment, at least) a. spokesman for the Ad¬ (800; 540; $1.25-$1.50) — “Last
cast of the RObinson-Basilio bout ' ministration. The. majority of his replies were noncommittal or in the Bridge” (Indie) (3d wk).
Fair
and the Academy Award telecast.] •*I can’t really tell” category.
I $3,000. Last week, $4,600.

Youth Asks—Johnston Answers (Sometimes)

TOA ‘CONVENTIONETTE’ |
IN FRISCO MARCH 28|

BROADWAY
(Continued from page 9)
ing week will run through next
Sunday (2), making it a 10-day
week. After Sunday, house closes
down until April 8 or 9 to prep
house for showing initial CineMiracle pic. Current week of seven
days ending Thursday (27) looks
like okay $45,000. The fourth Was
$32,000.
State (Loew) (3,450; 50-$l.75)—
| “Raintree County” (M-G) (10 th
wk). This stanza ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks to reach big $22,000.
Ninth week was $12,000.

i

Sutton (RftB) (561; 95-$1.75) —
“Sniiles. of Summer Night” (Rank)
(10th wk). Ninth round finished
Sunday (23) was brighter $4,300.
Eighth, $4,400.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1$1.50)—“Old Yeller” (BV) (loth
wk). Ninth week ended yesterday
(Tues.) was smooth $7,000, same as
eighth week. “Loyemaker” (T-L)
opens March 10.
|
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2)
—“Quiet American” (UA) (3d-fmal
|wk). Current week of 8 days end¬
ing tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hit
modest $10,500.' Second regular
week was $8,500. "Last Paradise”
(UA) opens Friday (28).
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600;
$1.80-$3.50) — “Search For Para-,
dise” (Cinerama) (23d wk). The 22d
w-eek. ended Saturday (22) was fine
$25,100. The 21st week was $28,900
with two extra shows helping.
World (Times) (400; 95-$1.50K“Bride Is Much Too Beautifiil”
(Ellis) (6th wk). Fifth round ended
Sunday (23) was trim $5,700.
Fourth, $6,400.

‘Witness’ Hotsy $10,000,
Port; ‘Woman’ 6G, 5th
Portland, Ore., Feb. 25.
First-run biz continues in high
gear at nearly all spots for. the sec¬
ond month in succession this year.
Top produdt has taken the patrons
out of the living room and into the
cinema. House managers also are
doing big promotion jobs. “God
Created Woman” holds for a fifth
unbelievable round at Guild and
Fine Arts, arty houses. “Farewell
To Arms” looks lofty in fourth
round at the Fox."Witness For
Prosecution,” big at the Liberty,
is top new entrant.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,875;. $1$1.50)—“Lady Takes Flyer” (U)
and “Damn Citizen” (U). Modest
$5,000 or near. Last week, “Dar¬
by’s Rangers’’ (WB) and “Forbid¬
den Desert” (WB), $6,200.
Fine Arts (Foster) (425; $1.25)-^“God Created Woman” (Kings)
(5th wk), also at Guild. Lusty
$3,000. Last Week, $3,100.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50>
—“Farewell To Arms” (20th) (4th
wk>.
Nifty $7,000.
Last week,
$8,300.
Guild (Foster) (400;. $1.25)—“God
Created Woman” (King) (5th wk).
Lusty $3,000 or a bit over. Last
week,. $3,800.
Liberty. (Hamrick) (1,890; $1$1.50)—“Witness For Prosecution”
(UA) and “Chicago Confidential”
(UA). Big $10,000 or over. Last
week, “Campbell’s K i h g d o m”
(Rank) and “As Long A§ Happy”
(Rank), $3,300.
Paramount (Port-Par). (3,400; $1$1.50)—“Wild Is Wind” (Par) and
"Lost Lagoon” (UA). NSH $5,000.
Last week, “Old Yeller” (BV) and
“Outlaw’s Son” (BV) (3d wk),
$6,800.

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 9)
000. Last week, “Seven Hills of
Rome” (M-G) (2d wk) $5,300 in 5
days.
Columbia (Loew) (1,154; 90-$1.25)
—“Raintree County” . (M-G). (2d
run): (4th wk).
Fine $9,000, re¬
bounding from $7,100 of last week.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 85-$1.25)—
“Old Yeller” (BV) (5th wk). Nice
$8,000 after $5,000 in fourth.
Palace (Loew) (2,350; 90-$1.50)—
“Farewell To Arms” (20th), Wow
$25,000; holds. Last week, “Peyton
Place” (20th) (9th wk-5 days) $5,500.
Plaza (T-L) (276; 90-$1.50)—“God
Created Woman” (Kings) (10th
wk). Comfortable $4,000 after same
in 15th week.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.50)—
“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) (4th wk).
Off to $5,000 after $6,000 wfeek.
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $l,25-$3)—
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA).
(47th wk). Smooth $8,000 against
$5,000 last Week.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300;
$1.20-$2.40) — “Search for Para¬
dise” (Cinerama) (7th wk). Re¬
bounding to nice $10,000 after
8 000

$ ,

.
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Fnichtman and Rappaport Control Firstruns—
Former Blames H’wobd, Not TV, for Biz
By LOU CEpRONE JR.

‘Brotherhood’ on Upbeat

Baltimore, Feb. 25:
|
Baltimore became a two-man.
town, house-wise, with deal where¬
Record theatre participation for
by Jack Fruchtman, operator of the. film industry’s Brotherhood
the Century and New and owner Week campaign was reported by
of the Mayfair, will now operate Alex Harrison, 20th-Fox general
the Stanley, former Wiarner Broth¬ sales manager and national chair¬
ers house.
man of the industry drive.
Harrison said reports front area
Move
splits
-the
downtown
houses evenly between Fruchtman chairmen-showed that theatre par¬
and I. M. Rappaport, who owns ticipation in the “grass ' roots”,
other four' downtown first-runs: areas had hit an alltime high, with
Filin Centre,- Hippodrome, Little participation in the. southern states
tripled over 1957. Radio and tv
and Toyvn.
stations also are cooperating. :
Only other first pun houses are
According .to Harrison, 11,714 or
three
art theatres owned by 67.56%, of tfie country’s 17,338
Schwaber Theatres but these, the theatres participated in the collec¬
5 West, Cinema and Playhouse, tions.
'
escape the . downtown tag since
they are closer to suburban areas.
Fruchtman owns outright, only
the Mayfair, former action house
which he purchased late last year.
Both the New and Century are
leased to him toy Morris Mechanic,
who came “out of semi-retirement”
to buy the Stanley and operate it
“in conjunction with” Fruchtman.
Audience collections, held main¬
Fruchtman, who owns five more ly during the. week of last Aug. 7,
theatres, in southern Maryland, and the annual Christmas Salute
will revamp downtown picture, he brought the Will Rogers Memorial
says. He!ll cling to policy of play¬ Hospital and Research Laboratories
ing only the biggies' and; farming income of $534,657, which is a
the second-raters out to the nabes. gain of $148,721 over the previous
Blames Product
year’s dual campaign, it was re¬
He lays blame for current cine¬ ported. by the Safanac institution
.this.
week.
ma conditions not so much to tv
but to producers in Hollywood. . Financial: breakdown was re¬
“•Television has tremendously af¬ leased by Abe Montague, Rogers
fected films, certainly,” he said/ president, and, addressed to all
“but the picture could be much “stockholders”—meaning everyone
prettier if we were to get bigger in. show business and members of
and better product from the film their: families.
The audience collections alone
makers.
“People are not going to come, accounted for income of $414,272.
out to see the usual product.: What Among the ’ more active circuits,;
they, want are; blockbusters and Fabian Enterprises along with
that is what We need. Give me Stanley, Werner and Cinerama
the blockbusters and 1’U show. you. raised $113,985, Loew’s Theatres
$70,360, and RKO Theatres $28;353.
the audiences,” he said.
Christmas Salute, which includes;
Fruchtman also, believes the
number of downtown houses has to special gifts and donations by inbe thinned and same for the natoes. dustryites. Via a scroll-sighing cam¬
Fewer houses with bigger offerings paign, brought $120,384.
Report/Which covers the period
are the answer, he contends.
from June i, 1957, to Jan. 31, 1958/
He is also find.believer in theory
listed total income of $603,631.
that people will pay, regardless Of This includes contributions from
price, to see what they want to
the Screen Actors’.Guild, Ameri¬
see and going altong with this, he
can Guild of Musical Artists, Ac¬
upped prices at the Century from tors’ Fund of America and other
$1.25 to $1.50 when “Peyton Place”
groups along with the Salute; and
bowed; It is in its ninth frame, a the audience collections.
record for present-day runs here.
Among the projects now listed
oh the Rogers program is an X-ray
checkup service to be made avail¬
able, through; mobile units, in all
exchange cities and entertainment
centres across the country. This is
to be done: in cooperation with lo¬
. . Minneapolis, Feb. 25.
cal . tuberculosis and. heart associa¬
Harvey Buchanan, veteran dis^ tions. and boards of health. Now
trict manager of the. Minnesota formulating this are Ernest Emerling,. Loew’s Theatres ad chief;
Amusement (United Paramount) Harry Goldberg,:, Stanley Warner
In Duluth, Mi ., and' Superipr, ad-pub head, and. Dr, Edgar Mayer
Wis., has resigned to accept an apv of Rogers.
, Idea is to have all amusement
pointment by Wisconsin Gov. Vi W.
Thomson as the state’s grain com¬ industry personnel participate in
the
X-ray campaign and in so doing
missioner.
communicate to the general pub¬
Buchanan, , who was a Paramount
lic the values of such an endeavor.
partner prior to the .consent de¬
Another undertaking is to con¬
cree, will continue to serve7 in . an.
cern pulmonary ^research. The
advisory capacity for circuit.
Montague Fellowship, ; amounting
to $5,000 per year for Work inmedicine and research on chest
BLAST CLOSES THEATRE
diseases, will be." dedicated to this
Par, K.C., Loses Night's Perform- project:
Facilities of Rogers are available
* Plus Refunds
gratis to. all show business persons
but
the hospital is supported main¬
Kansas City, Feb. 25.
ly by the picture; business.
. Operation of the Paramount
Theatre, downtown key house, has
been unaffected by a. blast: which
occurred on the lower level .of the
building last Monday (17). House
Portland, Ore., Feb. 25.
Was evacuated when the minor :• William H. Thedford,.. president
blast came at 6 p.m.* money was of the Evergreen circuit, promoted
refunded, and the theatre closed showmandiser Oscar Nyberg froiri
for the night
Oregon district manager to divir
Investigation showed.. the blast sion. chief of Oregon and Wash¬
to have come from a natural gas ington: He will have charge of
main leaking under the street in; Evergreen’s 25 major showcases in
front of the theatre, and to have Seattle, Spokane, 01jTmma/. Bell¬
been of-a. minor, nature. Heads of ingham, Everett, Bremerton, Van¬
three sprinkler system tops were couver, Eugene, and Portland.
knocked off and .three7 rooms in the Headquarters for Evergreen, a sub¬
basement were flooded... Damage sidiary of Fox-West. Coast The¬
to the property was.:estimated at. atres, is in Seattle,
something Over $100 by Harold.
Nyberg/ a vet in . show business
for more than 30 years, rates as
Lyon, manager.
Blast picked an opportune time “an exhibitor’s, exhibitor” and a
to gb off under the patrons. They. field man’s beau ideal.
Rex Hopkins, manager of the
Were watching “Shortcut to .Hell,”
which Was coupled on the bill with Hollywood Theatre here has been
upped
to Oregon, district manager.
“Fort obbs.”

,657 Take

HARVEY BUCHANAN AS
GRAIN COMMISSIONER

More Braid for Nyberg

Rhoden Optimistic At
Nat l Theatres Meet;
Cites Cuts, Better Pix;
Los Angeles, Feb. 25. J
Slash in. operating costs, contri¬
butions from company’s recent di¬
versification program: and growing
number of quality pix are harbin¬
gers of a bright future for National
Theatres, both in the current quar¬
ter and onward, prexy Elmer G.
Rhoden reported at company’s an¬
nual stockholders meeting here last
-.week.-.
During the seven weeks begin¬
ning Dec. 25, 1957, National’s gross
and; earnings equalled those fori
corresponding period of a year ago,
he said. As against this, he point¬
ed out, gross for the seven weeks
which begfin Sept. 25, 1957, was
down $1,500,000 from, correspond¬
ing. period of 1956, and operations
were, conducted at a loss: Uppance
i profits, for current quarter are
directly traceable to the “signifi¬
cant improvement” in the quality
of films recently released, he noted,
For this quarter, ending March 25,
the gross should approximate that
of similar quarter in 1957, he
added.
Speaking of slashes in costs, Rho¬
den disclosed that company had
trimmed $114,000 from its operat¬
ing expenses in 195.7, plus another
$300,000 * administrative sayings.
Circuit will begin to: feel the. re¬
sults of its various. diversification
moves/durihg latter part of fiscal
year, according to Rhoden. These
already have extended to the new
widescreen process, . Cinemiracle,
and purchase of Kansas City sta¬
tions WDAF-TV and WDAF-radio.
In addition,. National now will
expend . $750,OOO in installations' in
the new Pacific Ocean Park, the
amusement, park now under con¬
struction on the old Ocean Park
pier—next door to Santa Monica
and Venice—being developed as a
$10,000,000 project by CBS and
Santa Anita. Turf Club, In addi¬
tion to four major attractions in
park, NT will, operate all Counters
handling candy, popcorn, etc..
For the .first time, too, it was
pointed out, NT will realize in¬
come from abroad, when ‘‘Wind¬
jammer,” company’s first picture
in the new Cinemiracle process', be¬
gins to show overseas. Pic will
open at Chinese Theatre here April
6, followed a few days later at the
Roxy in N. Y; Openings will fol¬
low In other . U. S; cities and in.
Europe, NT has exclusive distri¬
bution and exhibition rights , to all
films lensed in Uihemiracle, and
present plans call for a production
sfced of three pix annually by i960.
Rhoden also reported that sub¬
stantial- reductions have already
been effected in theatre operations
through the disposal of theatres.
Since, last Sept. 24, he said, NT
has disposed of eight theatre and
real estate properties at aggregate
sales, price of $1,650,000, and has
designated other properties for ad¬
ditional sale/
Board of directors members re¬
elected: at yesterday’s conclave, in¬
cluded Rhoden, John B. Bertefo,
B. Gerald Cantor, Peter Colefax,
Willard W. Keith, Alan May/Rich¬
ard W,: Millar, F. H. Ricketson Jr.,
Graham L. Sterling, Samuel Firks
arid Jack W; Qstrow were elected
directors to succeed Gregson Bautzer. and Earle G. Hines, resigned.
All incumbent officers were re¬
elected by directorate.

PICTURES

Privately-Financed, Cinerama to Run
Noon to 1 AM. at Brussels Expo
Metro’s Batting Order
• In addition to “Rairitree County,”
“Don’t Go Near the Water” and
“Seven Hills of Rome,” all running
currently, 13. releases will com¬
prise Metro's schedule of films for
the company’s “MGM Back on Top
in ’58” sales drive, which covers, a
six-month period ending June 26.
General sales manager Jack
Byrne reports this schedule: Febru¬
ary —: “I Accuse,” “Underwater
Warrior” and “All at Sea.” March
“The
Brothers
Karamazov,”
“Saddle the Winds” and “The High
Cost of Loving/’ April—‘Merry
Andrews” and “Handle With Care/'
May-JurieW'The Sheepman,” “Cry
Terror,” “The Law . and Jake
Wade,” “High School Confiden¬
tial” and “Gigi.”

Nose-Counting
On Screen Aids
Chicago. Feb. 25.
Advertising may have a new
numbers game—this one extolling
theatre screen blurbs.
The incredible “fact,” via the
recently - formed Theatre - screen
Advertising Bureau (TsAB), is that
an average of 159,000,000 persons
per month over age 12 will see
filmery commercials in 1958. In
huckster terminology, “persons”
translates as exposures.
Prediction is from Gordon Wink¬
ler, the bureau’s information chief.
Who calculates a 10% hike in the-2
atre attendance over 1957. Last
year’s approximate average per
month, according to Winkler, was
144,650,000 exposures.
Bureau also notes that about 23,400,000 seats are available in the¬
atres showing ad films, an in¬
crease of more than 15,000,000
since 1946.
Conflict
(Estimates in the film business
are that admissions, average about
40,000,000 weekly, which might
seem consistent with TsAB report.
However, obviously many' theatres
do not show screen advertising and
consequently there simply can’t be
those 159,000,000 monthly “expo¬
sures.”—Ed.)

Cinerama will be the only Ameri¬
can entertainment on display in
the evenings
at the Brussels
World’s Fair which opens on April
17; The U.S. Pavilion, as conditions,
now stand, will close at 6 p.m.,
while Cinerama will be shown
from the hours of 12 noon to 1 a.m.
Cinerama, which will be the only
commercial U.S. motion picture to
be seen at the Fair, is being en¬
tirely financed by private enter¬
prise via Robin International, an
import-export firm which has cer¬
tain exclusive rights to Cinerama
showings overseas.
A large, new all-aluminum thea¬
tre, seating 1,200, is being built
.at the'cost of $300,000 ‘ in the
amusement section of the fair
grounds for the exhibition of the
three-strip pix.
According to Nicolas ' Reisini,
head of Robin International, there
will be seven or eight showings
daily. Three Cinerama pictures are
scheduled to be shown—‘.‘This Is
Cinerama,” “Cinerama Holiday”
and “Seven Wonders of the World.”
The pictures will be edited down
to approximately one hour each
and’ each picture will be shown
for about three days in a row, al¬
though no set pattern has as yet
been established. Reisini noted that
in the editing down of the pictures,
efforts will be made to concentrate
on the footage that deals with .
American life and the American,
scene.
The admission charge, ori a re¬
served seat basis, will be 100 Bel¬
gian francs or about $2, Reisini
said that he wanted the admission
change to be clpeaper, but that the
$2 price was suggested by Fair of¬
ficials they feared that a lesser
price would represent unfair com¬
petition. for other events which,
plan to ask for $2.
Exhibition of Cinerama at trade
iaits—in Damascus (Syria) in 1954
and in Bangkok (Thailand) in 1955,
for example— was credited with
scoring diplomatic triumphs for
the U.S. It' has been called “Amer¬
ica’s best ambassador overseas,’^

LOCATION, NOT VOLUME,
CLOSES EXCHANGES

The elimination and corsolidati?n
of exchanges, long regarded as an
economic necessity, appears to be
gaining
momentum.
Universal
seems to be spearheading the dras¬
tic change in distribution methods
by shuttering eight exchanges. The
locations selected, it’s said, was
not based on the dollar level or
volume; but mainly on the geo¬
graphical position. In short, if it’s
felt that there are nearby ex¬
changes which can service the areas
Philadelphia, Feb. 25.
just as well as previously, eertai
The employees of the Boyd Thea¬ offices are lopped off..
tre, where “Search for Paradise”
For example, the exchanges elim¬
is in its 21st week, were given two inated or about to be severed by U ’
weeks notice (15) and are: now oh include New Haven, Albany, In¬
a weekrto-week basis. General man¬ dianapolis, Oklahoma City, Omaha,
ager Hal Grossman was called Milwaukee, Portland, Ore., and
back from a Miami Beach vacation Cleveland. In all these cases, the
to learn the axe had fallen.
work can easily be shifted to ex¬
There is still a possibility that change centres in nearby citiea
In a number of instances, the
“Cinerama-South Pacific,” fifth in
series,; may come in. But the pro¬ exchanges are not being totally
duction has yet to be scored accord¬ eliminated. A skeleton force will
ing to Boyd officials* Should the: be maintained for the purpose of
Stanley-Warner chain take back continuing personal contact with
the house, as Is now rumoredi the exhibitors in the areas affected^
expense of converting to regular
pix and reconverting again might
mean the end of Cinerama attrac¬
tions in this town.
Los Angeles, Feb- 25,
Distributors Corp. of America,
which;: holds U. S. distrib rights to
both “Mile: Striptease,” starring
Brigitte Bardot, arid “The Miller’s
Beautiful Wife,” Sophia LorenVittorio De Sica costarrer, is pack¬
aging pair as first foreign language
double bill on Coast.
Pix, previously showcased indi¬
vidually at Crest and Sunset, art
Production of. a feature in Is¬ Wherever, people gather arid talk,
houses here, have been booked into
Inevitably
this
campaign,
and
that
rael/ first picture to be made in
eight
local
theatres,
opening
come up. They’re saturated with
March 5.
that country in three : years, is
deeds of individual acts of hero7-,
planned by Joseph Green, head of ism. it’s always , this man or- that
President Films, who recently re¬ battalion having performed an
turned from a European jaunt/ act of heroism. They don’t realize
Picture will have a $200,000 budget that such isolated instances. are
and will rate as an American- /difficult to sell to the world,"
French-Israeli coproduction, with Green; declared..
-jllllO till Mil(16 HALL—
• He said the overwhelming need
the Israeli government to assist in
Rockoftffer Center • CI S-4600 '
in Israel vias for professional, peo¬
the financing.
“THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV”
Story will be told through the ple. “Israelis haive been so used
eyes of a Belgian girl pianist who to. ‘improvising* that they tend to j
sterrintYDL BRYNNER
feel the same way about films,” he
escapes to Israel.
HARM SCHELL . CUfRE BLOOM
“The .trouble in Israel is that observed. “Only it doesn’t work
Am M-CtM AMtooco • hi METROCOLOft
everyone in that young nation is arid, they’re beginning to realize]
o«»«i sectmui mg nanmmti
still puhchdrunk with ‘action.’ it.”

Cinerama May Bow Out
Of Boyd, Philadelphia

Bardot & Loren Paired

More Practical, Less Excited Slant
Needed for Israeli Films-Green

New York Theatre

go
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Metro Remakes ‘Cimarron’
Heavily Financed, Nation-Wide
Campaign Scares Off Toll Pals
From Los Angeles June 3 Vote
Latest: Los Angeles public
may vote in November regular
elections rather than in June,
as first scheduled. Thereby
toll vision would avoid “ artifi¬
cial tidal wave** of networkstirred opposition.

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
'
Metro has set a re-make of
“Cimarron,” based on the Edna
Ferber novel, for its second pro¬
duction to be filmed in its Camera
65. process. “Raintree County”!
was the first.
!
Edmund
Grainger has been
banded producer reins.
RKO
turned out pic in 1931; as a Rich- j
ard Dix-Irene Dunne costarrer.

Depends What Side—
Charlotte, N. C., Feb, 25.
Toll-tv controversy is spill¬
ing over into the public prints.
The pro-toll Charlotte Observ¬
er carried an editorial advo¬
cating pay-tv tests under the
close supervision of the Fed¬
eral Communications Commis¬
sion.
Jefferson Standard. Broad¬
casting
Co:
(WBTV-WBTWBTW). .took out an almost
fullpage ad in the Charlotte
News,, calling. it “An Editorial
Rebuttal.” Text cited the pre¬
sentation of many top shows on .
"free” tv arid repeated most of
the by-now-familiar anti-toll
arguments generally voiced by
broadcasters.

McDonald raps fccs
RAP AT TOLLVISION

Chicago, Feb. 25.
Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
House and Senate Commerce
That hassle over p3y-tv in LA.,
Committee’s
recent
resolutions
led-by a Citizens Committee which
“to” ' Federal
Communications
secured the necessary number of
Commission to hold off feevee
signatures on two petitions to place
trials brought a fresh blast from
referendum on the June primaries
Phonevision (Zenith Radio Corp.)
ballot, may go pfft!
prexy, Commdr. Eugene F, McDon¬
One of the two feevee outfits rto
ald Jr. who called it ,the outcome
which the L.A- City Council last
of a “fear campaign.”
November granted franchises, on
McDonald said the Committees’
Friday (211 formally requested
recommendations to foretsall, the :
withdrawal of its franchise, and
trials pending further Congres¬
the other indicated it may follow
sional investigation did not sur¬
suit.
prise him in view of the pressures
In a letter addressed to the
put on the committee members by
Council, Louis A. Novins, prexy of
their constituents. The constitu¬ [
International
Telemeter
Corp.,
ents, he said, “had been frightened
asked Withdrawal of the franchise
by a campaign of deliberate mis¬
granted Fox West Coast-Interna¬
representation into believing that
tional Telemeter.
even a limited test of subscription |
tv would deprive them of the ad¬
“Because of our faith in the in¬
vertising programs they now re¬
evitability of pay television,” he
ceive.”
said, “we relinquish our franchise
McDonald charged the chieftains
rather than burden the City with
of the three video networks with
a needless expenditure of public
“using their astounding power to
funds for a. referendum that is now
mold public opinion to kill off sub¬
complicated by issues and forces
scription television.” Affiliates, he
unrelated to pay television/’
'
Both the International Boxing ■ said, urged their audiences to pres¬
Savings to the city if both fran¬
chise-holders withdraw so that the Club and Teleprompter Corp., pro¬ sure Congressmen to ban fee tele¬
referendum isn’t placed on ballot moter and closed-circuit tv distrib¬ vision, and “this generated hun¬
Will be $100,000, according to City utor, respectively, of the Ray. Rob¬ dreds of thousands of letters.”
. McDonald termed the affils onCouncilman Ransom M. Callicott,
inson - Carmen
Basilio
middle the-air campaign “misuse of the
to whom Novins directed his letter.
air.”
weight
championship
fight
on
Novins also stated: “Before the
end of the year, International Tele¬ March 25, categorically denied this
PLEDGED ANTI-TOLLERS
meter Corp. will be installing its week that any rights bad been
system in communities on the East granted to Selectivision to carry
Members
of ..Congress. Convinced
and West Coast.
These will be
the fight to subscribers of a home
By Their Pain Mail.
smaller communities than Los. An¬
tv
b.o.
system.
A
Selectivision
geles but will represent a crossMinneapolis, Feb. 25.
section of the public.
Here the demonstrator last week said the
Two
Minnesota
congressmen
issue of pay television will be de¬ company had obtained rights to
have made; known through the
cided in the traditional American
the fight. This was later retracted j newspapers that they’ll do every¬
way—by the public in the market
[ by Bernard L. Goldenberg, as¬ thing within their power to block
place.”
any form- of pay television.
Skiatron, the other outfit granted sistant to the prexy . of the pay-tv
. Ui S. Senator E. F. Thye, who’ll
franchise, also is considering call¬ firm.
be a candidate for re-election in
ing the whole thing off. City Coun¬ |
According to;. Goldenberg, how¬ November, has informed the press
cil is expected to make final de¬
ever, his company has received in-' that he has received “thousands of
cision either today or tomorrow.
I quiries from theatres in cities in letters” on the subject and he
Speaking for Skiatron, veepee
wishes the public to know he’ll
Jerome Doff told the Council Fri¬ California and Nevada where there “continue” his opposition to .tollday: “If the Council insists on put¬ are community antenna systems. vision “in every way I can,”;
ting the matter on the June 3 bal¬ Goldenberg said that negotiations
Congressman John A. Blatnik
lot we will probably ask that the were taking place with these the¬ told the Twin Cities press that he
franchise ordinances be repealed.” atres whereby the fight, via the has received “an avalanche of
Due to the “heavily financed and facilities of the theatres, could be cards, telegrams, letters and peti¬
misleading nationwide campaign” piped to homes at the same price tions against pay tv.”
against pay tv, he said, “we realize as the boxoffice admission. He said
At latest count, he said; more
We cannot conduct a campaign of he could see no legal obstacle to than 12,000 residents of bis dis¬
sufficient magnitude by June 3 this method of transmission as trict have contacted him in Some
to secure mature understanding of long as the theatres controlled it way and “thus far from the pile
and paid, Teleprompter the regular and sacks of mail and telegrams
the real issues by the voters.”
recieved, I found only one letter
A plea at same meeting was admission price.
The IBC and Teleprompter, * in in toll tv’s support.”
made by Julius Tuchler, who: beads
Blatnik. also was quoted to the
the Citizens Committee Against a joint statement, declared they
Pay TV, for the issues to be had no knowledge of or have had effect that he’ll support. legislation
any contact with representatives of putting: Congress on record to the
placed on the June 3 ballot.
Selectivision. . They assured the- [ effect that the FCC should not
Though, it is giving up its Los atremen who have contracted for [ without specific law authorization
permit any tv broadcasting station
Angeles toll-tv franchise, Skiatron the event that thie closed-circuit
to impose a tool or other charge
nevertheless has no intention of transmission to their theatres will
on the general public for the priv¬
giving up the market and' in effect be the sole telecast of the fight to
ilege of viewing any tv programs. .
be permitted.
is merely changing tactics to avoid
the projected referendum.
One of the potent reasons why
Skiatron can't quit quite so easily
is its tieup with Walter O’Malley
and his Dodgers who moved to the
Coast very much With the under¬
standing that there’d be pay-tv op¬
erating.
to place the webs under direct FCC
Washington, Feb. 25.
It’s understood that Skiatron
With declaration last week by regulation. Other members of the
feels it can get the L.A. goahead
including
Chairman
by adopting the procedure used Chairman Warren iG. Magnuson Committee
in Santa Ana County, 30 miles (D-Wash.) that the Senate Inter¬ Magnuson, are favorable to the
south of. L.A., where the City state Commerce Committee will FCC authorization.
It’s likely that the FCC will be
Council simply passed a, “resolu¬ hold hearings on tollvision in
tion on the minutes” which author¬ March, there are indications that called. upon [for testimony on net¬
work
operations in the feevee bat¬
another
Congressional
battle
on
ized Skiatron to start functioning.
tle. Sen. Russell Long (D-La.) re¬
Similar policy is being followed in pay-see may be developing.
cently
asked Commission Chairman
Since these hearings may pror
Orange County, and there’s now a
strong feeling that it can be used vide subscription promoters their Dberfer to look into charges of
“misuse”
Of network facilities In
also in L.A. proper without fear of last stand in behalf of the Federal
interference from the (consider¬ Communications Commission., au¬ handling the subscription contro¬
versy.
Doerfer
may have something
able) opposition.
thorization of a feevee trial run,
to report: by the time of the hear¬
Unlike Telemeter, which seems it’s expected they will be utilized, :
ings.
to have resigned itself to a start to iash out at alleged “propaganda’’
One possibility which could mili¬
via smaller towns, Skiatron is de¬ activities by the networks to stir
termined to get*going in a big city. up the flood of mail to Congress tate against the hearings is the un¬
Apart from the legislative moves, to stop trial run of fee systems. Re¬ likely event that the Senate may
Skiatron also is exploring a differ¬ cent accusations by Zenith and approve the Thurmond resolution
which the Committee recommend¬
ent placement of its cables, pds- Skiatron point in this direction.
Tollvisioners .may find at least ed Magnuson disclosed, “by a close
„ sibiy via utility poles; *
one strong ally on the Committee vote on a show of hands,” It’s con¬
. Frank Irvin has been promoted in Seri. John W. Bricker (R-O.), sidered doubtful, however, that the
to city manager for the Kincey long a bitter critic of network Senate will be disposed to debate
Theatres in Wilson, N. C.
“monopoly” and author of a bill this measure for some time al-
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Wheeler, Tex., Feb. 25
Lee Guthrie has put up a television tower and IS stringing cable
all over the city. He hopes to have the system in operation within
the next several weeks, receiving programs from Amarillo, Tex.,
Channel 4; Enid, Oklahoma, Channel 5 and on Channel 9, Okla^
homa City, Okla.
Guthrie says that he is charging subscribers a $25 installation
fee and $7 per month for the service. He is expecting between
250 and 300 installations'in this tv fringe area community.
He is owner and operator of the Vogue and Mustang Drive-In
Theatres here._
. .
_/__

See Theatre in Jeopardy as Qosed-TV
Fight Site; Teleprompter Eyes Arenas
PRELIMINARIES OKAYED
FOR SANTA ANA TOLL
Santa Ana, Cal., Feb. 25
Skiatron has received the greenlight to make a:survey as to pro¬
cedure for pay-tv here, via pass¬
age by the Santa Ana City Council of a so-called “minute order.”
This allows preliminary . steps for
toll-tv without adoption of a city
ordinance.
Once Skiatron completes its sur¬
vey,. however, it must report re¬
sults to Council for further action.
At a meeting of the Council last
week, Skiatron reps explained they
need a much larger potential audi¬
ence than Santa Ana, but that the
city would be one link in a chain
company hopes to set up.
Skiatron plans similar proced¬
ures in othef California cities, in¬
cluding L.A. area.

Sides Vs. Toll
For Status Quo
Broadcasting >snd Film Commis¬
sion of the National Council of the
Churches of Christ in the U. S. has
put itself on record (vote not
given) as being flatly opposed to
pay television;
Commission’s news bulletin car¬
ries an article by S. Franklin Mack
which concludes with the state¬
ment that the group "goes on rec¬
ord as being deeply grateful for all
the benefits of ‘free’ TV,” but adds
that “we are resolved to do our
part; constructively, to improve the
present system.”
Reminding readers of the costs
of pay-tv, the bulletin observed
“In terms of the economics of the
situation alone, old John Q. had
better stop and count his blessings.”
Article held that any pay system
couldn’t offer anything that was
much superior to the programming
now on the air. And it added:
“To give a station the right to
limit its services to the few Who
could or would pay, and to make a
charge for something to which the
setowner expected to have free ac¬
cess , . . would seem to introduce
a new and contrary principle of
operation.”

Senate’s Own Toll Probe with Bricker,
Foe of Webs, May Bring Out ‘Rebuttal'
though
Sen, Strom Thurmond
(D-S.C.) will be pushing for it.
The resolution declares “it is the
sense of the Senate that the FCC
should hot, without specific au¬
thorization by law” permit any tv
station to charge for programs. It.
specifically exempts community an¬
tenna systems and “programs trans¬
mitted by cable or wire or both.”
In view of a previous resolution
adopted by the House Commerce
Committee, in which the Commit¬
tee itself called on FCC to hold off
on subscription, it appears quite
certain that the Commission will
set .aside for the time being its au¬
thorization for. a feevee test.
But if the Senate should fail to
approve the Thurmond measure,
the Commission may give less
weight to the House Committee ac¬
tion. In any event, the agency has
rip application presently before it
which it would be likely to consid¬
er come March 1

Despite complaints from exhibi¬
tors in. some areas that they are
being by-passed in favor of arenas;
Teleprompter Corp. is having no
difficulty in lining up outlets for
the closed-circuit telecast of the
Carmen Basilio-Ray Robinson mid¬
dleweight championship fight on
March 25. According to William
Rosensohn, Teleprompter v.p. in.
charge of the operatioii, the com¬
pany has. signed up 181 situations
in 140 cities for a total seating
capacity so far of 512,000 seats.
Stanley Warner has contracted for
20 theatres and Loew’s for 19. A
total of 21 houses will carry the
fight in the N. ; Y. Metropolitan
area.
However, there are indications
that the future of theatres is. the
primary outlet for closed-tv fights
is in jeopardy under the Teleprompter policy of presenting tv
fights in boxing arenas/ “It’s a
natural
development,”
declared
Rosensohn.
Teleprompter had guaranteed
the International Boxing Club 500,000 seats for the event.
This
guarantee, Rosensohn noted, made
it necessary for Teleprompter to
seek arenas in some areas where
sufficient theatre seating could not
be obtained. In all cases, Rosen¬
sohn stressed, first preference was
given to. all theatres with perma¬
nent closed-circuit installations.
Exhibitor beefs ' came mainly
from areas where Teleprompter
has leased the rights tb local box¬
ing promoters. “No exhibitor is
going to get hurt,” Rosensohn said!
“We’re being extremely7 fair.” The.
Teleprompter v.p. pointed out that
there was a tremendous logistics
problem with the deploying of the
available; portable equipment and
that his company had to place the
units in spots where it could obtain
the largest seating capacity.
Boxing promoters have snared
the closed-circuit rights on the
West Coast, Houston, Rochester,
Syracuse and Louisville. In Roch¬
ester and Syracuse, Rosensohn
said, Teleprompter only followed
a pattern that bad been established
before.
The local manager of
Loew’s Theatre in Rochester pro¬
tested on the ground that the tele¬
cast would be held in the War
Memorial, a civic-owned arena. He
made the point that the city
shouldn’t take business away from
a local taxpayer. The War Memor¬
ial Commission replied that the
event was accepted because it
didn’t seem “like it was coming
into town.”
According to Rosensohn, the tele¬
cast was offered to the Interstate
Circuit for Houston and Dallas.
However, when Interstate turned it
down, it was given to a local box¬
ing promoter.
In addition to the places cited,
the telecast will be viewed in audi¬
toriums and arenas in Portland;
Seattle, San Diego, San Francisco,
Spokane> Tacoma, Sacramento, San
Jose, and Stockton. In addition to
the Cow Palace in Frisco,. three
theatres will also carry the fight.
Rosensohn frankly admitted that
the use of arenas and. the tieup
with boxing promoters had inter¬
esting possibilities. “They should
know who the fight fans in their
areas are,” he declared. In addi¬
tion, a number 6f the promotere
are staging live bouts before me
championship telecast, Rosensohn
noted. This, he feels, offers^an ex¬
cellent opportunity for thefrevitalization of local fight club§v which
have come across tough times be¬
cause of the Inroads of television.
Basically*. Roserisbhn .said\.the
high capacity required to meet the
hefty guarantee necessitated the
use of the arenas; plus the need
to spread the available equipment
in places where it could reach the
most people.

9J'

—Of Wax & Rubicam
You can’t tell your irriage-orthicon, without a scorecard!
Watching tv today calls for a Ph. D in chemistry from MIT and
advance knowledge of what research, scientists are doing to tooth¬
paste, beauty cream, eiggie and cheese. TV commercials currently
are up to their ionized radiation poirits in - technical lingo (come
again!).
The avei age viewer is floored by the mumbo jumbo of scientific
phrases in the sales pitch. for deodorants or sweat killers, yoit
should pardon the expression.
To fully appreciate a tv commercial one must have the wisdom
of a polymer chemist,; a theoretical chemist and an engineer fa¬
miliar with sub carrier, oscillators (no relation to osculation) and
modulations.
First On the list is the numbers game.. Are youlfamiliar with the
following and piease look for the answers, on your screen.
The deodorizer fortified with TD-4.
1
The new confectioners sugar fortified with 10-X.
The toothpaste loaded with WD-9.'
The motor oil with the active, ingredient Z-7‘The last word” on the tv Commercial front includes such “reg¬
istered” or technically-jargonned gems as GARDOL, ESTRON,
LUREX, LUMIUM, VIONATE, BIO-DYNE, RYNOSEC, MITOGA,
PURSCENT, LIQUIFIX, RADIONICS, OPAQUELON, NEO-SYNEPHRINE, HYDROLIN and SLS.
Then there’s the filter-tip dodge,, arid thK as any House Gov¬
ernment Operations Committee member will testify, Can drive you
to homogenized drink. The tv viewer is touted:
“Hi-Fi filter,” “Modern filters” and “Miracle tip filters.”
Other recent , entries include THERADAN (thanks to the makers
of BUFFERIN), SARTHIONATE arid THOREXIN with D-METHORPHAN,
On Madison Ave. they roll this frarnmis into a; skin cream game
and pOrtis it into a queen bee’s ball of wax and rubicam; _:_

Marty Faye’s Unique Chi Status as Enemies Practi¬
cally Wait in Line
Chicago, Feb. 25.
Matty Faye,, if he wanted to,
could probably write a book on the
power of negative thinking.
In recent months he has even
outstripped jack Eigen as. foremost
practitioner of the thinking that
the next best thing to being the
most, popular guy in . town, is to be
the most unpopular. This he ac¬
complishes on both radio and tv by
what he considers “controversy,”
to wit, debunking, bumrapping and
in general thinking negatively—~
out loud.r
Last couple weeks reaped him a
windfall of ill repute. Her’s how
he strengthened his position as the
least loved personality in town;
(1) The Chicago Tribune has
banned his name; because of what
the gazette considered off-base re¬
marks regarding a Trib news story.
Faye follows the latenight feature
film on WBKB every night, but as
far as the Tribune Listing is con¬
cerned the station signs off after
the film.
(2) WBKB is being sued for
$500,000 by a fruit seller across
the street of the station because of
alledged slanderous remarks by
Faye. Seems Faye, had called him
a “crook” after finding a bad plum
In the groceries he’d bought one
ight before going on the air. Faye,
who dismisses it as a “nuisance
suit,” says he wasn’t named de¬
fendant because the lawyer has
(Continued on page 42).
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By JACK BELLMAN
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Grammarians may not like the
split infinitive but. the split Week
is becoming more popular in tv
than in the old days of small time
vaudeville. It’s a means to an end
—“end our agony.” .
As the tv market softens and
the tide of prosperity recedes like
an actor’s hairline; the big spend¬
ers are tightening their money
belts: Declaim sponsors with rat¬
ings on the soft side, “let’s quit
throwing good money after bad;
let’s share our misfortune With
somebody else.” And so was bom.
the alternate sponsor, who, in many
cases is now asking “why?”
In a recent compilation of avail¬
abilities^- what actors call “at lib¬
erty” or in more polite Hollywood
circles, “between pictures,” the
list is growing alarmingly. On the
three networks are at least 25
shows looking for someone to give
a hand With the staggering costs.
As of last week CBS had 11 bankrollers willing to share their, bunk
(meaning bed>;; NBC could use
nine new underwriters, and ABC
has five “opportunities for invest¬
ors.”
The list Will, grow week-by-week
with each new rating release, and
don’t overlook, those dealers, who
can kill a show, faster than , the
board chairman. Around the, ad
I
(Continued on page 26)

The Grossinger crowd main¬
tains that Henry Denker muf¬
fed a real opportunity in tit¬
ling his Kraft TV Theatre pre¬
sentation last week marking
the bow of Milton Berle in a
serious drama.
Instead of “Material Wit¬
ness,” it’s figured it would
have been a natural to call it
“Sunrise at Monticello.”

ABC-TV’s Hot Jan.
Current jubilation around
ABG-TV stems from the fact
that the network accountants
have just come up with the
following revelation: Network’s
January
billings
are
44%
ahead of the previous January.
Upswing is Ollie Treyz’s re¬
sponding-in-kind for being
tapped as prexy of the tv net¬
work.

In a move probably without pre¬
cedent in television, R. J, Reynolds
has purchased sponsorship of a pro¬
gram, segment previously occupied
for a year by a competitive cigaret
maker;
Reynolds, for its Camel
brand, bas purchased six alternate
weeks of “Playhouse 90,” in the
period being vacated by Marlboros,
the Philip Mprfis filter..
Blit;, though running through late
spring and early slimmer, has some
unusual, ramifications/ For one
(Continued on page 42) .

Vigorous attack on the “variety
of claims and counterclaims of
leadership made by other networks
this season” was launched this
week by CBS-TV. In a letter to
key CBS-TV advertisers and agen¬
cies, sales administration veep Bill
Hylan declared that “by .using CBS
Television as the yardstick against
which the other networks, measure
their performance,-they implicitly
concede the leadership of the CBS
Television Network.”
Letter, mailed yesterday (Tues ),
accused the other networks of
basing their arguments “on in-,
genious interpretations and mis¬
interpretations of Virtually every
known research service.”
But
these arguments are valid only in
that they “implicity concede” CBS’
leadership, he said.
Though the networks make a
practice Of bombarding clients and
agencies with rating information,
the step of attacking claims of
other webs under the signature of
a top official and through person¬
ally-addressed letters is highly un¬
usual and indicative of the annoy¬
ance of CBS brass with the bar¬
rage of rating emanating this sea¬
son from NBC and ABC.
Hylan turned to. Nielsen, which
he called “the single most widely
accepted rating service,” to give
the advertisers the “true value of
your television investment,”
At
night, he said, CBS leads NBC
with an 11% larger audience, 8%
(Continued on page 42)

Last Week of This

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER
(Expires March 1, 1958)

All readers of Variety have the opportunity to renew, extend or obtain
a subscription at the present rates for a period of from 1 to 3 years.

Current Rates Are
CBS Radio, last holdout against
the 30-second network participa¬
tion, will now begin to sell the
half-minute spots, following ap¬
proval of the move by the webte
affiliate board last week. Web is
now. pricing the new availabilities,
which. Will be sold only within day¬
time periods, and expects to be on
the market with them next week.
Under the network’s new plan,
advertisers may purchase the equlv-r
alent of a 2!4-minute daytime seg¬
ment, equal to 30 seconds of com¬
mercial time. Since the web cur¬
rently, sells daytime in 7>4-minute
segments (one and. a half commer¬
cial minutes), the new move will
constitute, a split of that 7^4-minr
ute seg into either a five and a
2*4 or three 214’s. Under present
scheduling, the advertiser with the
(Continued on page 26)

Bill Cullen, already shouldering
a load on the television networks,
is understood getting unhappier
by the minute about his four-hour
cross-the-board morning chore on
. “Aladdin,” the S. J. PerelmanWRCA Radio, the NBC New York
Cole Porter collaboration on CBSflagship. The station, in turn, is
TV’s “Du Pont Show of .the
said to be “ready to release” Cul¬
len but apparently wants this to Month,” swept to an easy Trendex
victory over its Friday night (21)
coincide with announcement of a
replacement for the dee jay-emcee*, competition, averaging Out to a
24.6 rating over its 7:30-9 span.
chatterbox. Cullen has held down,
At 7:30, “Aladdin” pulled down
the 6 to 10, a m. “Pulse” berth on
a
22:2 vs. 9,8 for NBC’s “Truth or
the local for-about two and a half
Consequences” and 11.8 for ABC’s
years.
“Rin Tin Tin.” At 8, it was 26.3 for
Cullen is on three network
stanzas—the five-a-week daytime “Aladdin,” 12.5 for. NBC’s “Court
I
of
Last Resort” and 11.2 for
“The Price Is Right," the once
weekly nighttime version of it on ABC’s “Jim Bowie.” . At 8:30,
‘■Aladdin” closed with a 25:4,
NBC-TV and Tve Got a Secret
on CBS-TV He figures that’s . a NBC’s “Life of RilCy”: scored an
heavy enough schedule without 11.6 and ABC’s “Colt .45” jumped
to a 17.8.
“Pulse/’

tBS-Tfs‘Aladdin’Rubs ;
Trendex the Right Way

J
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Romulus Films in Bid
For New British Indie
TV Commercial Outlet
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This number, to be published in March,
will contain features of special interest
to all those who are concerned with the
foreign and domestic use of TV-FILMS.
Here are a few of the features:

How do new syndicated
series stack up against
the proved favorites?
Foreign Sales of Vidpix
Potential New Business
for Commercial Houses
> Latest Doings with Fea¬
ture Films on TV
• Symposium on tape ver¬
sus film for future com¬
mercials

These are just a FEW of the feature
stories and charts that, combined with
VARIETY'S regular news coverage,
create DEMAND readership values.
Take advantage of the special exploi¬
tation values of this issue and
Make Your Space Reservation Now

NEW YORK 36

CHICAGO 11

154 W. 44tfi St.

412 N. Michigan Ave.

HOLLYWOOD 28

LONDON, W. C. 2

4404 SiMMt Blvd.

$ Sr. Martin's Ploca
Trafalgar Square

London, Feb. 25?
Romulus Films has been named
as part of a combine group which
will be competing for a license to
operate a new commercial tv out¬
let to serve the Eastern Counties
of England; The group will be
headed by Marquess Townshend
and will also include the Man¬
chester Guardian.
It will be at least a year before
the proposed outlet Will be opera¬
tional and at present three possi¬
ble sites for the transmitting sta-.
tion are being investigated in Nor¬
folk and Suffolk.
Two other groups are making a
bid for the neW indie outlet. One
is headed by the Norfolk News Co.,
publishers of the Eastern Daily
Press; the East Anglian Daily
Times Co ; and the East Midlands
Allied
Press,
which
publishes
newspapers.in the western part of
the area.tobe served by the outlet
The other rival concern is a group
headed by Odliams Press, publisers
of several newspapers arid periodi¬
cals including the Daily Herald and
the Sunday paper, The People.

In NI. Its Not So
Much Your Show
As Your Facilities
The value of getting a syndi¬
cated show .on WCBSrTV, N. Y.;
one of the three network flagships,
as opposed, to the also-ran status
of the four indies in most tirne
segments, again is underlined by
the rating experience of MCA TV’s
“Mickey SpiUane’s Mike Hammer.”
“Hammer” show is off to a; fast
start with a 18.9 American; Re¬
search Bureau rating arid a 44.3%
share of the audience, according to
a special co-incidental taken Feb.
18.
The figure was double the
rating' of the nearest of the pro¬
gram’s six competitiors in the
same; time segment of 10:30 to 11
p.m:
f
Granted the particular skein
showcased is a vital element in the
rating draw—for example, in the
same time segment, reruns of “I
Led Three Lives” only scored; a
5.9 in the sime slot. But another
important element is the stations’
dominance in the market.
Ziv’s “Sea Hunt” On the same
station on its first outing. out¬
ranked all syndicated shows iri the
New York market, according to the
last regular ARB rating.
Time and again, when Syndi¬
cated skeins of similar stature go
to the tail-end ranking stations in
the New York market, an occur?
rence which happens quite freently with the big network affili¬
ates too crowded for many syndi¬
cated series, the ratings in N. Y.
hardly match up to ratings drawn
by the same skeins in other cities.
In fact, in case after case, the
N. Y. ratings for syndicated skeins
tend to deflate the national syndi¬
cated ratings drawn up by Pulse,,
with many series doing better in
the national Pulse syndicated run¬
down minus exposure in the N. Y.
market.

Pact Marcia Henderson
For ‘Airline Hostess’
.
^
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Marcia Henderson', who has ap¬
peared on Broadway legit and has
„ a long list of feature and tv credits,
will play the title role in-“Airline
Hostess,” new series to be produced
by Television Programs of America.
First episode will go into pro¬
duction at California Studios, Mon¬
day (5). Leon Fromkess, TPA’s
v.p. for production, will be exec
producer for the series; Milton
Krims, producer; and Jus Addis,
director.

Lamas’ ’Bravados’
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Deal has been finned for Fer¬
nando Lamas to star in a new tele?
pix series, “The Bravados,*' for
Lewman Productions at Revue.
Lamas and the vidfilmery, owned
by Jane Wyman, will split owner¬
ship in the new project 50-50. Pilot
of the series will be shown oil
Miss Wyman’s NBC series in the
near future.

Paul Talbot Joins
Trek to Soviet On
Telepix Exchange
Paul Talbot, prexy of Fremantle
Overseas Radio & Television, *
joining the trek to Moscow for an
O.o. of Russia’s tv film needs and of
exportable Soviet film; for world¬
wide tv distribution.
Talbot’s visit in March will be in
line with, the new U.S.-Soviet cul¬
tural exchange agreeriient. It will
follow the trek of Edward J.. Stern,
prez of Ziv International, who left
for Moscow from London last week,
accompanied by Joseph M. Brandel, Ziv veepee in charge of Euro¬
pean operations.
-Any exchange of tv film fare be¬
tween the U.S. and the Soviets will,
die aborning “if all that we offer
them is ‘Boston Blackie- type pro-:
gramming," Talbot; feels. They
should be offered a more represen¬
tative sampling of American tv pro¬
gramming, the cultural as. well as
the popular potboilers, he opines.
Fremantle has In its catalog old ■"
features such as the late. Robert
Flaherty’s “Nariook of the North,”
and “Louisiana, Story,” the Ency¬
clopaedia Britarinica Film library,
documentaries of wild life, film ex¬
cerpts . of “Omnibus,” and “Hopalong Cassidy.” Talbot who leaves
tomorrow (ThursJ for London, on
the first leg of his journey, feels
that the Russians should get a cul¬
tural as well as a pop sampling of
U.S. tv fare,
. Fremantle, which has represen¬
tatives throughout the world, i
ready to take on Soviet, entertainriierit fare for distribution, filmed
programs dealing with the ballet,
opera, etc. Talbot acknowledges
that his:.organization couldn’t han¬
dle any syndication of Soviet films
in the U.S., where his organization
has nO syndication sales facilities.
However, he could talk a possible
network exposure deal, or interest
other, parties.
. Talbot is especially interested in
a Soviet sponsored telefilmed ser¬
ies dealing with various aspects of
Russian-life, being done by a Swed¬
ish pfodUcrir. He feels his overseas
operation could do a distribution
job for acceptable Soviet programs
ming,
The Fremantle prexy is going to
Moscow as a private entrepreneur.
He has already met the Soviet, tv
toppers at a UNESCO conference
back ’
1955, right after the
Geneva summit meeting when the
olive branch marked Soviet-U.S.
relations. The Soviet tv toppers
whom he’s slated to confer with
again in Moscow are Ivan Andreev,
head of tv operations, and Nicolai
Jouravlev, director of the cinema.
Prior to his Moscow trip, Talbot
will visit London, Munich*. Hainburg, Copenhagen, Stockholm and
Helsinki. While in London, he will
confer with British producers on
possible telefilm production in Aus¬
tralia’s New Artransa Film Studios.

Series on SainF
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Louis Hayward, who starred in
some, of the theatrical films bn?ed
on Leslie Charteris’ “the Saint, *
at RKO years ago, is negotiating'
with Charteris for tv rights to the
property. Actor wants to form a
vidfilmery with Charteris and star
in a series based on the exploits of
Simon Templar.
Hayward last week reached
settlement with Gross-KrasneV who
produced “The Lone Wolf,” iri
which he starred four years ago.
In settlement he will receive ari
estimated $100,000, including for¬
eign rights on the 39 vidfilms
made.
Altogether Hayward will
thus earn about $200,000 from
“Wolf,” and he makes it clear he’s
disappointed, adding: “I Went into
it with stars in my eyes, thinking
the deal would be worth at least
$500,000, what with my 25% of the
property.”
Hayward starred in, a pilot of
“The Highwayman” for producer
Hannah Weinstein in England, but
it didn’t sell. Official Films was
interested in series for syndica¬
tion, but the-actor wasn’t
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FEATURES VS. LIVE DRAMA
TTracerV $1,5(^1,000 <GIveaway,
m Thos® Wmoney network quizzers have nothing on “The
.Tracer, the syndicated entry- which in. its first, year, on the air
has . given away more, than all the top money shows combined,
though exposed in less than 50 markets. According to Tracers
Corp. of America, the. company which- traces missing stockholders
and depositors and on whose files the series Is based, the show
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
ha$ placed nearly $1,500,000 in its first year on the air, more than
Overlooked in the general fading
all the cash quiz shows combined.
of live drama on tv, With fewer
- Unted Artists, which came
MPA, the New Orleans based production company which pro¬
regular networked shows in that
through with two feature packages
duces: and distributes the . series, hak completed: 39 shows and is
category^ year by year, is the com¬
of. post-’48’s, apparently is wres¬
Currently considering, filming.of a .second-year cycle of another
pensatory rise in the quality of
tling with its soul on whether to
39. Show is tied in With Tracers on a local level via the use of
major studio features being telecast
release another post-’48 package.
local slides bearing the names of residents whom Tracers Corp. is
by the stations.
trying to locate. That $1,500,000 has been given to people fwho
Exhibitor pressure against the
It’s an open question of what
were found through the show.
'
tv distribution of recent feature
caused the. demise of such network
Top single “winner”—-that is, a: person who had money due him1
pix has been growing lately, with
either through interest on stocks, bonds or deposits or through - showcases as “Robert Montgomery
the rallying cry out to all seg¬
Among the many features and
Presents,"
“Kaiser
Aluminum
trust funds but who couldn’t be found—-was handed $28,000 in Los
ments of the motion picture in¬
Hour,” etc. Was it poor scripts, lack
Angeles. . On.K$D-TV in St, Louis a couple of Weeks ago, $20,000
dustry to "Hold the Line at *49,”
of. courage in facing up to contro¬
appraisals to appear la
was handed a “missing heir” through the show. Most amounts are
Prior to this pressure build-up,
versial topics, the need, for sug¬
smaller, but with a gpodly percentage of missing persons showing
UA’s features-to-tv department un¬
ary plots?
tip iri. each city through the locally-televised slides/the total of
der the aegis of John Leo, said it
$1,500,000 has been amassed.
But there is no question that the
wias prepping a new list of from
appetite for drama on tv is present
39 to 52 titles. In the past, simi¬
and it’s being fed by the better old¬
Semi-Annual TV Film htue
lar lists were circulated among the
ies out of the libraries of the ma¬
leading station film buyers prior
jors and other cinematic sources.
to their official release. That hap¬
How tame the dramatic qualities of
OUT IN TMARCH
pened when UA TV released its 52
an uneven live networked series
“Award Group” and its “Top 39.”
compared tb the theatrical hits of
But now, in the face of exhibitor
past years, “High Noori“Thirty
pressure, UA TV is holding its list
Seconds Over Tokyo,” “How Green
of titles, playing it cozy.
ifWas My Valley,’’ .“Les Miserables,”
Despite pre-selling season tallies* The . tipoff should come at the
'“Golden Boy,” “Follow the Fleet,’’.
indicating that the . number of
April meeting of the National
etc.'v '
Assn, of Broadcasters in Los An¬
pilots this season will number over
The. comparison ciies the ques¬
geles, or shortly prior to that date.
100, or about the same number as
tion Of whether live networked
UA execs are known to have
drama shows just couldn't stand
last season; CBS Film Sales prexy
mixed feeiirigs about the whole
the competition With the deluge
Leslie Harris feels that there will
theatricals to tv situation. Alone
of oldies; a good many dated clink¬
be far fewer pilots around for
among the major distribution or¬
ers, but some representing the best
One of the provocative
ganizations. it has no production
showing, beginninghext month than
cinematics in past years.
arm, and is therefore able to re¬
estimated.
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
$1-Mil vs. 50 G
lease post-’48 pix without waiting
charts
to
appear
in
In terms of money, it’s usually
“There’s a lot of' conversation
'Desilu Productions is blueprint¬ for a Hollywood 'talent guild for¬
a $1,000,000 budget or more against ing, tv film’s most ambitious series
about projected series and pilots/’
mula, although it is holding money
a budget of about $50,000 or so for. to date—a series of; 37 hour-long
says Harris,. /‘Relatively few are
iri escrow when and if, individual
getting, into the production stage.”
PfatlETY
the live dramas. There’s hardly any vidfilms involving a production,
agreements on affected pix are ar¬
Harris came back with that con¬
comparison in terms of star and outlay of approximately $7,500,000. j
rived at. Also unique among the
viction following, a trip to the
Six of the shows may be 90-minute majors, the only pix it has to re¬
Semi-Annual TV Film Issue production values;
Coast, where he',' said .the accent
No question the current live films. In disclosing his new proj¬
lease to tv are those made after.
currently
“fewer but better”
showcases offer: a spontaneity and ect, Desilu prexy-owner Desi Ar¬ August, 1948, the cut-off date after
pilots.
a freshness that the filmed oldies naz also said tag of the series will which the Guilds are entitled to
OUT IN MARCH
don’t, possess; Many are. offered in be “Desilu Playhouse;” ; Outlay for residual payments. The reason for
Production toppers realize that
prime time periods as opposed to the series, including time as well
advertisers are shopping ardund
that is that the Krim-Benjamin
off-hour telecasting of features.; as production coin,. will involve mariagement group took over the
today more than ever, not so much
But those advantages are lost when about $15,000,000.
for a cheap show, according to
eoiripany after that August, ’48
the live network showcase comes;
Harris, but a ,telefilm vehicle which
Arnaz has conferred with top period and the company acquired
through with an. also-ran produc¬ CBS execs on: the project, and
offers product, identification and
(Continued on page 26)
tion,. hardly distinguished, which they have approved arid given him
proper showcasing. Agency repre¬
happens often during the course I the greenlight on . it. Arnaz and
sentatives on the Coast, he went
of a season.
on, haven’t been seeing many pi¬
his. wife, Lucille Ball, are under a
As an indication of the further 10-year exclusive contract to CBS
lots, nor. from the looks of things
trouble of live network drama is as performers, so the web has first
do they expect as many.
the uncertain status of that long¬ call on any deal such as the Play¬
Harris’ impressions differ from a
time . net bellwether NBC-TV’s house, iriashiuch as the team will,
Variety rundown of the pilot plans
“Kraft Theatre” for next season; star in five . op. six of the lorigies,
of all the major telefilm houses.
Talent Associates is taking over arid Arriaz will host' the series.
It remains *to be seen whether
In the absence of new cartoon/
for
Kraft from/J. Walter Thomp¬
In addition to the vehicles in
those announced plans are - ’conver¬ material to fill afternoon moppet
son in April, but whether the vehi¬ which the comedy team will star,
Without any fanfare, execs of the
sation pieces” or are. translated into
program time on local television, a cle is renewed next season depends there will be six specs—musicals Republic subsid Hollywood Tele¬
actual pilots.
couple of Texans are preparing a on whether TA can pump new life in which; original books will bd vision Services have been busy
Most telefilm houses right now
into; the showcase.
used.
Budgets on the musicals pitching Republics post-48’s for
are sifting on their pilots, declin¬ series of Westerns acted entirely
Almost in inverse proportion to may go over $500,000 each. Rest sale to stations.
ing to show them around at this by juves; Who range in age from
the fewer networked drama shows of the series will consist of melo¬
Recently, Westinghouse’s WBZ
time, when commitments for next about three to 13. Reycar Tv. Pro¬ has been the; increasing pool of
dramas, westerns, adventure, fami¬ in Boston inked for the post-’48
season, are too early to be had. ductions, owned By Tommy Rey¬
quality-theatricals available to lo¬ ly drama; but there will be no package of 140 Republic features,
They will begin circulating in mid- nolds, in San Antonio tv, and R. H.
cal Stations; Another facet of. the stories of violence or of psycho-, 65 westerns and about 15 serials.
March and right up through the Carter,' Texas businessman,, has al¬
picture is that the taboos now cur¬ paths,. Arnaz stressed.
The package was kicked off in
summer.; No one likes to screen, a ready finished a 26-minute pilot of
rent in live drama are hardly du¬
Arnaz. Is currently in negotia¬ the tv market by NBC’s o&o $2,pilot for a potential sponsor apd “Texas Little Buckaroos” and plans plicated in oldies, which also had
tions for top - creative talent to 000,000 deal. At the time. Repub¬
26 more films by June or July.
(Continued on page 42)
their restrictions. But.in compari¬ work on the series/ and also ^aid
lic’s HTS was said to have made a
Nat Gassman’s Medallion Televi¬ son the oldies appear more gutsy, since his concentration will be on deal with a new organization Video
sion has taken over distribution of far more involved with life,, and the story, his company plans to
Artists for distribution of the Re¬
the new telefilm package, which have a greater, ability to capture buy novels, plays, books from gal¬
public pix in a number of top mar¬
uses tyro talent. Reycar is admit¬ and involve the viewer in the pro¬ ley forms, originals—to get top
kets other than those of NBC
tedly blueprinting the stanzas, ceedings.
properties; wherever possible.
o&o’s. But that deal fell through
which Will vary in length from 12
In tv’s, younger days, there was
Plans are to begin production and Video is suing for $1,000,000
tn 26 minutes, for existing after-, itiore experimental work being next month, with most: of the in damages.
noon strip, formats, after. Hal done, more provocative themes on shooting at Desilu-Gqwer, although
Apparently, HTS now is taking
Roach’s “Our, Gang/* which was the whole being tackled, making audience segriients such as those
resuscitated a few years ago for a tv drama standout in comparison starring Arnaz and Miss Ball will over distribution of the backlog
on its own.
•The range of syndication shows, highly-successful tv engagement.
with, theatricals, especially the old¬ be. shot at their Motion; Picture
usually limited to the staples of
Reycar intends to do 104 of . the ies. That is LeSs so. today, with mariy Centre, and some vidpix will be
action-adventure, whodunits and low-budget fiicks, enough for a twolensed at DesilU-Culver City.. Ar¬
(Continued on page 26)
Westerns, may be expanded to take year supply to stations. However,
naz is aiming for a fall, start for
In art;
,
Gassman will start peddling by the
the series,; and web toppers are
, CBS Film! Sales is dickering
currently discussing a. time slot
(Continued .on page 26)
with the CBS net to take over
for the projected show. Plans are
“Collector’s Item/’ starring Vin¬
to repeat 13 of the shows in the
cent Price and Peter Lorre. The
(Continued on page 26)
CBS syndication arm feels that
The best laid plans , of Hal Roach
ABC Film Syndication and Rusthere is a growing interest in art
Studios gang aft a-gley, according
sell
.Hayden,
producer
of
“26
Men,”
throughout the -country, in cities
to John Steinbeck, author of “Of
are mulling second year production
ranging from Kansas City to Dal¬
Mice arid Men.” He didn’t put I
Ottawa, Feb. 25.
on the western, in the face of the
las. Further evidence is the very
these words but the effect is the
Formation of a new company wide acceptance of the initial year’s
successful ait lecture tour now
same in a Federal Court suit he
being conducted by Price Who, called Crawley-McConnell Ltd. , has skein in syndicatioh and the appar¬
filed this week in New York.
sparked
.production
of
a
$1,000,000
Metro TV Is pitching a j kiddie
ent yen for westerns next season.
ever since his appearance on the
Steinbeck claims he gave all
Recent sales. Include R. J, Reyn¬ national show, composed of Leo the
“$64,000 Question,” has been pack¬ telefilm series based on case his¬
tories id the files of the Royal olds Tobacco, which bought ..the Lion short subjects with the “Toni rights to “Mice” to Roach under a
ing, them in on the gab circuit.
1939 agreement in turn for certain
The' pilot and the projected Canadian Mounted Police. Firm, skein for. Winston :Cigs in Seattle, and Jerry" cartoons as the leader.
Plan is to have a half-hour, show monies and percentages. Film is
serieis has Price as the proprietor headed by A. A. Crawley of Ottawa Dallas and Great Falls, Mont. Ad¬
now playing the. television' circuit.
of an important art gallery, with and ijohn McConnell Jr., of Mon¬ ditional, contracts were inked with with one Tom. & Jerry cartoon,
coupled
with two Metro novelty
However, states the plaintiff.
treal,
has
the
cooperation
of
the
Frank
B.
Taylor
Advertising,
for
Lorre, a reformed confidence man
as his assistant. It’s in the light; heretofore secretive RCMP in us¬ Donovan Coffee on WBRC-TV; And short subjects. Possible host of Roach defaulted on the payments
ing
its
better-known
cases.
the
show
would
be
Bert
Lahr
at
op¬
and,
as per that same 1939 pact, he,
with
stations
WMBS-TV,
Kansas
comedy-drama vein, with each epi¬
Shooting will begin in the Ot¬ City; KDALtTV, Duluth; KBES-TV, tion at the of sponsor. Other Metro Steinbeck, is in a position to re¬
sode- featuring a different: art
tawa
area
next
summer,
on
the
39short
subjects
are
being
prepped
trieve
the rights. This is what he
Medford;
and
KNAC-TV.
Fort
work, brought in as incidental to
week series of half-hour films.
to hit the syndication trait
wants along with a percentage.
Smith.
the plot, development.

Due to Stepped-Up Exhib Pressure

Economics of Tape

Vs. Film for Com9ls

PSssiETt

Les flank Tverybody TaBang

All-Time Top 50

Vidflm Senes At
$7,500,(1 Cost

Film Features On TV

Toy Pistol Series
Shooting in Texas;

HTS Peddling
Rep&Post-’48s

CBS FOmsFeek
Art Can Be Fun

ROYAL M0UMTIES
AS TELEPIX SERIES

Join Steinbeck Asks
Return of ‘Mice & Men’
Rights From Hal Roach

Plan 2d Year Production
On ABC FilmV26 Men’

METRO TV’S KIDPIX;
BERT LAHR AS HOST
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BARRY GRAY’S FLORIDA
CBS-TV Regains Aft Supremacy
(LATER HAVANA) GAB 'Rock Hunter? Justa Jerkin
On Ratings; NBC’s Pre-Noon Lead
A Grey Flannel Suit-Harvey

That daytime rating pendulum,-fr
which In the past yea? and a half
TV-To-Grand Opera
pulled NBC-TV out of an also-ran
William Lewis, who was a
rut, has now begun to swing back
tenor on the Sid Caesar show
in favor of-CBStTV. Columbia in
not long ago, is making his
the past few Nielsens has taken
debut in grand opera on March
over complete domination of the
1. He’ll sing Narraboth role
afternoons from NBC, and with a
in ^Salome” at the Metro¬
CBS revamp coming up in the
politan..
mornings this spring, the momen¬
Erich Leinsdorf will con¬
tum may carry CBS-TV back from
duct!
a position of a real dogfight to
clearcut supremacy.
The CBSTV afternoon lineup.
Which got a mild revamp when the
-network started to :take counter¬
measures against NBC inroads, is
now hurting NBC, with that web’s
“Matinee Theatre” and “Queen for
a Day" entries down by more than
three rating points from their
Don Hyatt, longtime associate of
peaks a year ago. On a program
basis, CBS-TV tops every NBC com-, the late Henry (Pete) Salomon, has
petitive entry (though on a quar¬ been appointed acting director of.
ter-hour basis one segment of the special projects unit at NBCTV, the post. Salomon held at Ms
“Queen” squeaks through).
death three weeks ago. Hyatt was
NBC continues to dominate the
Salomon’s associate producer; on
mornings, but CBS’ first new am“Victory at Sea” and the “Project
show in some time, the new “Dot20” shows.
to” entry which replaced “Strike
Hyatt will , report directly to pro¬
It Rich” the first of the year, is
gramming v.p. Bob Lewine. . Lat¬
already topping its NBC “Truth
ter, though keeping his current
or Consequences” competition after title of v.p., network television pro¬
only two rating periods.. What with grams, assumes .direct supervision
Arthur Godfrey consolidating to a
of all key programming personnel
half-hour, Garry Moore being re¬
because of the recent death of pro¬
placed and “Love of Life” going
grams & talent v.p. Manie Sacks.
to a half-hour at hoon (April 14,
when “Hotel Cosmopolitan” is can¬
celled), CBS figures there should
be a real dogfight in the morning
hours while it’s coasting id an
easy afternoon victory.
In the. competitive afternoon
hours, “House Party” ,at 2:30 pulls
St. Paul, Feb. 25.
down a 12.2 in the second Nielsen
KSTF-TV and Radio is gleefully
report for January (up from aui
11.4 a year ago), while NBC’s new pointing out that from Dec. 17,
•‘Kitty Foyle” isn’t rated because 1957, to Feb. 4, 1958, while both
of its sustaining status. At 3, “Big local dailies Were unpublished be¬
Payoff” is up to an 11.8 (from 10.0 cause of. a strike against them,
a year ago), while at 3:30 thie new the Minneapolis Federal Reserve
•‘Verdict Is Yours” registers an 11.8 bank reported that the St Paul’s
(up.from Bob Crosby’s 8.5 a year weekly department store sales,
back). NBC’s “Matinee Theatre” based on retail dollar amounts,
at 3-4 averages 7.4, down from its showed a 4% increase over^he pre¬
10.4 a year ago. In the 4 to 5 vious year’s corresponding period.
The station claims that radio was
period, CBS’ “Brighter Day” is up
from a 9.6 to a 10.5, “Secret Storm” the principal factor responsible
is up from a 9.9 to a 10.8 and “Edge for stores’ healthy business in the
of Night” is down from a 10.4 to face of the inability, to advertise
10.0 But NBC’s “Queen” is down in the regular newspapers.
In its circular containing this in¬
from a 13.7 to a 10.5 and “Modern
Romances” is down from a 10.1 to formation, mailed to stores here,
the station quotes other FRB fig¬
an 8.7.
In the mornings, CBS is outrated ures revealing that St. Paul retail
sales also closely matched those, of
In all but three time periods, and
the other Twin City, Minneapolis,’
is generally down from last year
where there, was no interruption of
while NBC has remained somewhat
the same. At 10, the departing newspaper service.

Hyatt Carries On
Salomon Projects

Deal has been closed for com¬
mentator Barry Gray to move his.
midnight origination from WMCA,
N.Y.,. to Miami Beach; Gray will
originate from the Seville Hotel
starting Friday (28) for six weeks.
Deal calls for Gray hitting a $2,750
Weekly salary, plus a two-bedroom
suite end the hotel picking up vari¬
ous tabs in connection with the
show. Mutual network will carry
the layout on approximately 300
stations plus WMCA.
Preem festivities in Miami Beach
calls for appearances on Gray’s
show by Milton Berle, as well as
the Mayor of Miami Beach. Orig¬
ination point will be WKAT.
There is the possibility that
Gray’s show will move to. the Ha¬
vana Riviera following, his Seville
hotel stint. Deal is still being ne¬
gotiated by his agents, Baum &
Newborn: Should that be finalized,
then resumption of hisNY! broad¬
casts, now set for AprU 12, will
be moved back. Gray incidentally,
renewed with his parent station
WMCA for an additional year.

St. Paul Dept Stores’
Biz Hike Despite Strike
Of Dailies; Radio Hero

Arlene Francis falls victim to CBS’
also-departing Garry Moore by a
6.8 to 5.3 score (Moore is down
from 7.9 a year ago while Miss
Francis is up from 3.3 for “Home”).
At 10:30 and 11, NBC’s “Treasure
Hunt” and “Price'Is Right” top
Godfrey by 9.3 and 11.6 scores to
Godfrey’s average -of. 6.9 (down
from 9.7 a year ago).
At 11:30, however,- the new
“Dotto” registers a 10.1, topping
“Truth’s” 8.9, but the situation is re¬
versed at the soon-to-be-revamped
(Continued on page, 26)

P&G, SB Daytime
Coin for NBC-TV
Accumulation of new and re¬
newed business from Standard
Brands and Procter & Gamble
has thrown $2,000,000 into the
NBC-TV daytime kitty. Biggest
share came from SB, via Ted
Bates, which bought an alternate
Tuesday
quarter-hour in “The
Price Is Right” and renewed its
every-Tuesday sponsorship of a
segment of “Queen for a Day.”
Both are 52-week orders, former
taking effect this week and the re¬
newal April 15.
PAG bought an 11-week. “Tic
Tac Dough” segment on alternate
Thursdays, which combined with
its present skip-week Thursday,
will give it weekly sponsorship on
the Thursday “TTD” seg. More¬
over, it’s extended its quarter-hour
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Friday segments on “Dough” for
another 13 weeks, and its two al¬
ternate-week segments of “It Could
Be You” for another 10 weeks.
P&G agency was Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.

RANDY MERRIMAN
RETURNS TO MPLS.
Minneapolis* Feb. 25.
Randy
Merriman,
who
quit
KSTP here six y iears ago to become
emcee of the CBS-TV network
“Big Payoff” show out of New
York, returns to Minneapolis next
month to join WCCO-TV and
WCCO Radio as one of their per¬
sonalities.
The stations With which „ he’ll
become associated, are CBS affili¬
ates. He was in town last Week for
conferences with the local stations’
executives, A Minneapolitan,, he
had resigned from “The Big Pay¬
off” last year.
Merrimah’s beginning tv net¬
work salary was $50,000 a year and,
according to what he told newspa¬
pers here, he “will not be making
much of a financial sacrifice”
coming back to Minneapolis.
His
local schedule will call for two
hours of radio shows each week¬
day and at least one weekly tv
show half-hour.

Dismiss $3,000,000 Suit
Vs. Gertrude Berg, NBC
The
$3,000,000 damage
suit
against Gertrude Berg and NBC
filed by Sophia Givoru has Ijeen
dismissed by Judge Sidney Sugarman in N, Y. Federal Court. Miss
Civoru had claimed she was part¬
nered with Miss Berg in the writing
of the original. “The . Rise of the
Goldbergs” and .claimed fraud in
the termination of their partner¬
ship in 1929.
Jurist referred to an. earlier suit
in N. Y. Supreme Court which had
been won by! Mrs. Berg and said
the previous judgment had long
since become final.

Chicago, Feb. 25.

Morgan’s Abortive ABC
Radio Tenure Invites
$375,000 Damage Suit

Success really did spoil Rock
Hunter. Not his pwn success but
the success of the whole advertis¬
ing industry: That’s how ABC;
commentator Paul Harvey has it
doped.
HarVey accepted an invitation to
guestspeak last week before the;
Racine (Wis.) Advertising Club and
dealt the Whole advertising fra¬
ternity an eloquent kick on the
sitting bone. His rousing speech
chided admen for coasting too long
on cliches, begrudged them their
martinis during working hours, and
even blamed them partly for the
current business recession (“It’s a
cinch industry has recently pro¬
duced more than you have sold!”).
It’s time, he said in effect, the
advertising industry went back to
work. “When ‘they’ say business
will he off >10% this year, work
10% harder and make it come , out
even.” More creative advertising,
he opined, can reverse the down¬
ward trend of business. .
Without condemning the profes¬
sion itself (he believes “without
advertising we would still be a na¬
tion of bicyclists”), Harvey in¬
dicted the double-talking, glanior
conscious ahd slothful ad prototype
today vis-a-vis the “scared guys”
during the depression .who reported
for work at 8 a.m., lunched at their
desks and' “raised industry’s step¬
child to an industry itself.” And
this is the prosperity, he said;
“that Rock Hunter is trying to
drink up.”
Hunter; the fictitious symbol of
the ad trade, Harvey described as
“a jerk in a gray flannel suit” who,
by Hollywood’s caricature; became
a big success because he got a sexy
movie star to plug his client's lip¬
stick. “Rock Hunter has had it too
easy,” Harvey said. “Advertising
budgets have doubled In the past

American Broadcasting Network
was: hit with a $375,000 damage
sujLt in New York Federal Court
last week , by William S. Morgan
Jr-,Morgan, working for the Gor¬
don McLendon stations in the
southwest, was air set last May to
become the $50,Q00-a-year-plus pro¬
gram vicepresident for the radio
network,' but 15 days after the con¬
tract was inked, the deal blew iip.
The. reasons were shrouded in mys¬
tery..
However, after Mbrgan filed suit,
alleging that in relying upon the
ABN contract he resigned the job
as program chief for McClendon’s
KLIF in Dallas, ABN then de¬
clared the reason for abrogating
the pact and replacing Morgan at
the last; minute with Stephen La-,
bunski. Web said that when it made
the Morgan deal oil May 15, it did
not know about alleged problems
Morgan had when at one time he
was an insurance broker in Little
Rock, Ark. In Its countercomplaint,
ABN told the Court that while Mor¬
gan had his brokerage, there were
numerous discrepancies in his ac¬
counts' and irregularities in the
Way he wrote his insurance poli¬
cies.
Web, When the deal with Mor¬
gan fell through on Independence
Day weekend; tried its hardest to
conceal the reasons for the breakoff. But.it Was learned unofficially
that Robert Eastman, the Web’s
prexy and the man responsible for ,
hiring Morgan, was approached by !
a large insurance company in the
east, which was threatening to
press , a claim . against Morgan now
that he was, leaving the hinterlands
for New York. Meanvfliite. Morgan
had cotee to New York on the holi¬
day weekend. He returned to Tex¬
as shortly thereafter; and was later
rehired by McLendon In a new
capacity..
Morgan had made a three-year
pact With ABN, and plus $50,000 in
annual wages he was, the. court
suit, claims, entitled to a share in
any profits the. network made.
Parenthetically, this pact is be¬
lieved to have offered the would-be
program veep more coin than any
head the radio v
has had in at
least the last dec.

Klamanto ‘Studio 1’
Summertime Semester
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Julian Klaman, Coast producer
primarily identified with vidpix,
takes, a fling at live dramatics this
summer as one of a team of pro¬
ducers of “Studio One Summer
Theatre in Hollywood,” the Westinghouse dog-days version of “Stu¬
dio One” on CBS-TV- Klaman cur¬
rently produces the network’s
filmed western,' “Have Gun, Will
Travel.”
Schedule
for
“Studio
One”
through the summer calls for Nor;
man Felton to take over producer
chores from Gordon Duff for 10
weeks starting this week.
Duff
then returns'for four shows,, then
Felton does another four and then
Klaman and others still to be
named take over the summer tour.

decade
. , spending’s been easy
. . . advertising was tax deductible.
Copywriters pasted
cliches to¬
gether, and account executives
spent three-hour lunch' periods Vesing the client’s assistant and called
it ‘Work’.”
“The Rock Hunters have been
selling the client a fast round of
anything,” Harvey said, and that’s
not good enough anymore. “ROck
Hunter has needed a little kick in
the pants and cold water in the
face. Actually needed it. With the
art of salesmanship nine parts
dead, and the science of advertis¬
ing coasting along on cliches, we’re
getting exactly what we deserve;.”
Harveyisms
Here are some pearls, from Har¬
vey’s colorful speech,:—Among the most pitiful fail¬
ures 1 know: are the large handful
of advertising men who were once
acclaimed “genius.”
—If advertising never accomp¬
lishes anything else, the fact that
it has made the world conscious
of BO has justified its existence.
—We don’t buy oranges, we buy
vitality. We don’t buy a car, we
buy prestige. Well it’s been fun
while it lasted.
*
—We, with a smattering of
knowledge concerning the dark and
mysterious frontier of the human
brain are trusted with the weap¬
ons capable of brainwashing whole?
populations, individually and enmasse.
—What chance has all the clini¬
cal evidence against cigarets when
matched against a multimillion dol¬
lar professional brainwashing, of
our population? Sales figures prove .
—the facts haven’t a chance.
--■“The trade of advertising is
now so near perfection that it is
not easy to propose any improve¬
ment.” I. didn’t write that.. Dr.
Samuel Johnson did ;. . . 250 yiears
ago.

Geo. Burns Preps New
TV Series in Same Yein
Hollywood; Feb. 25.
George Burns, now that Grade
Allen is retiring to hausfrau, is
readying pilot film for a new Vidpix
series, presumably titled, “The
George Burns Show.” It will be in
the same vein as current “Burns
& Allen Show,” with continuing
characters of present series—Ron¬
nie Burns, Larry Keating, Bea Benaderet and Harry Vqn Zell—retained.
Burns will enact much the same
role he now portrays. Grade, who
leaves a 34-year teaming with
Burns at close. of current tv sea¬
son, will, not be replaced. If an
imitator, in a “Grade-type” char¬
acter were to come along, accord¬
ing to Bums, ‘‘the audience would
miss Grade more than ever.”

NBC Pacts CBS
In N. 0. for Paar Show
NBC-TV has sidestepped Its New
Orleans outlet, WDSU-TV, and has
signed on CBS’ WWL-TV outlet to
carry its “Jack Paar Show.” WWLTV will carry the 11 p.m. to mid¬
night central time zone feed on the
Paar stanza starting Monday (3).
NBC signed the deal following
WBSU’s refusal to carry the show.
Paar lineup is now up tp 107,stations, up 41 outlets over his ^Sep¬
tember low of 66. Only one major
market- remains to., be cleared,
that being San Francisco. The
WWL-TV deal isn’t the first time,
incidentally, that . NBC has signed
with a CBS affiliate for the shoW
when the NBC outlet refused to
dear.

Helen Sioussat to D.C.

.

Dr. Floyd Zulli Jr.,, highscoring.
prof of “Sunrise Semester” on
WCBS, is being peddled by CBS*
TV for a regular 30-minute stanza
devoted to books. A pilot version
of the show is currently making
the rounds , of potential sponsors.
|
Prof. - Zulli,. WCBS’ answer to
[.NBC’s Charles Van Doren, Is one
of the hottest pieces of tasty
“literary” property on video chan¬
nels, and his second round of
“Sunrise Semester” is evidently
boosting sale of books, particularly
the classics on his recommended
reading list.
Publishers of paperbacks have
latched on to Prof. Zulli’s current
list of books and are promoting
them With unusual, zeal,
Avon, one of the big paperback
outfits, reports a flurry of orders
for its softcover edition of Aldous
Huxley’s “Point Counter Point,”
which the prof will examine lat¬
ter part of March and April.
Dr. Zulli, according to Avon,
will plug this particular edition
because it is cheapest on the mar¬
ket, Publisher has been busy sup¬
plying this edition to bookshops in
regions of NYU and Columbia, at
Barnes & Noble and Macy’s . ‘as
well as bookshops in Vassar,
Princeton and Yale environs.Similarly* New American Li¬
brary, major: paperback publisher,
is heavily promoting Prof. Zulli
and three of the titles on the lat¬
ter’s spring “Sunrise Semester”
list. Publisher is flooding book¬
stores with flyers featuring picture
of the NYU prof and NAL covers
of three titles, “Sons and Lovers,”
“Cheri” and “The Conformist.”

Helen J. Sioussat, CBS director
of talks for the pa^t 22 years, has
Kansas City—KCMO-TV has
been named executive assistant to
hooked up with the school board
CBS Washington v.p, Joe Ream.
of Kansas City, Mo., and for the
She takes the post^ next Monday second straight: year Is broadcast¬
ing a series, of educational pro¬
CBS dissolved the talks .dept, grams over a 10-week period for
■three weeks ago in Its personnel in classroom viewing. This; year’s
overhauling within CBS News, and series is titled “Discovery” and is
offered the Washington post to heard for 30 minutes at 2 p.m, qn
Thursdays. It began Feb. 20;
I Miss Sioussat at that time.
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U:S. State Dept has apparently said “nyet” to a Russian maneu¬
ver to muscle U.S. television equipment into its own exhibits at
the Brussels World Fair next August. Representative of Amtorg,
the Soviet trading company in the U.S., came to RCA. several weeks
ago to: request a loan of aii RCA color, set purportedly for use in
the Soviet exhibition at Brussels. RCA gave Amtorg a tentative
okay, but said it would have to be cleared with the* State Dept.
RCA hasri.’t heard from Amtorg since.
Meanwhile, NBC’s International Division has won the contract to
handle all U.iS. television activities at the Brussels Expo. Under¬
stood the contract was the subject of hot bidding between CBS and
NBC, with the latter’s financing of the world premiere of GianCarlo Mehotti’s new opera; “Mafia Golovin,” for the expo a prob¬
able factor in its favor, NBC will provide two color camera chains
plus black.& white equipment for the U.S. display.

TV Production Center on Agenda
For New York City Bd. of Education
WNYE, booming FM outlet of*
the New York City Board of Edu- '
cation is awaiting a decision from
the Budget Director for a $500,000
Five newscasts each weekend
grant to build a tv production cen¬
ter as a separate wing of the new are to be presented by the National
Liquid Petroleum . Gas Council
Westinghouse
Vocational
High
over the Mutual net, starting in
School; in downtown Brooklyn:
April.
If Abraham D. Beame, budget
In its first radio network buy,
chieftain of the city, okays the re¬ the Gas Council is presenting the
quest, it is a safe assumption that MBS campaign institutionally - on
the Board of Estimate will go behalf of its member dealers
along with an okay for the project throughout the country. Agency is
1958-59 capital budget.
McCann-Erickson.
James F. Macandrew, director! of
broadcasting of WNYE. and a-, fa¬
miliar
figure
on
WCBS-TV’s
“Camera Three” show, says con¬
struction of a tv production center
would greatly increase WNYE’s
progra inming features on commercial video outlets in metropolitan
.area.

Gas Comicil Newscasts

FCC Source Sez

Since commercial tv stations are
. necessarily cramped, for studio re¬
hearsals space, the Board of Edu¬
cation’s additional facilities would
relieve strain and pose fewer prob¬
lems in dealings with each other.
As for additional time oh commer¬
cial video channels for Board of
Education programs, officials are
confidient they'll get more of it;
once the physical space problem is
solved. A direct line to the com¬
mercial video outlets from the
Board of Education tv production
center, would simplify matters, the
educators believe.
Macandrew envisions Board of.
Education tv center as one of sev¬
eral links in a chain of New York
educational Outlets tied in with
commercial tvets. META is an¬
other, and perhaps one or two of
the universities in the area could
be included.
Proposed plan for Board tv pro¬
duction center calls for sufficient
office space, dressing rooms, prop¬
erty rooms and several 40x60 stu¬
dios. Quarters could be employed
for production, of school programs,
adult education features, making
of 16m films and kines of tv shows.
Currently WNYE has staff of 34
workers with four assigned to tv
programming. It is currently tele(Continued on page 38)

“How Do You Rate?”, new audi¬
ence participation package out of
the
Entertainment
Productions
Inc.. (EPI) stable, is virtually set
as the replacement for the 10:30
to 11 a.m. strip being vacated
March 31 by Arthur Godfrey when
he winds up his. simulcasting
chores at CBS-TV and concentrates
on a new 11 to 11:30 a.m. show.
“Rate” was auditidn-kinned over
the weekend and has. only to. be
screened by CBS brass for final
okay. Show Was previously the top.
candidate to replace Garry Moore
at 10 to 10:30 sometime in late
spring or early summer, but when
Godfrey and-the network came to
terms on his new format, “Rate”
was moved up as his 10:30 replace?
merit*
CBS now must come, up
with
another replacement for
Moore, though it may defer this
(Continued on page 26)

Washington, Feb. 25.
A four-count criminal indict¬
ment against RCA on charges of
conspiracy in manufacture and
sale of radio arid. tv sets and
licensing of patents was announced
here last week by Atty. Gen. Wil¬
liam P. Rogers, The indictment
was returned by a New York Fed¬
eral Grand Jury.
If the indictment is made to
stick, it was learned from Fed¬
eral Communications Commission
sources, it could have a bearing on
the qualifications of NBC (RCA
subsidy to hold, radio arid tv station
licenses. !
The indictment charges, accord¬
ing to Rogers, “that RCA con¬
spired to restrain the manufacture,
sale and .distribution of radio pur¬
pose apparatus and the licensing
of radio purpose patents; and that
it. conspired to monopolize, .at¬
tempted to monopolize and monop¬
olized the licensing of radio pur¬
pose patents in the U. S.”
(Radio purpose patents were de¬
fined as . patents including “vital
electroriic devices” as well , as ra¬
dio and tv receiving arid broad¬
casting apparatus).
.
..
Named as co-conspirators wrire
more than 25 of the leading World
electronics. manufacturers, include
ing General Electric, Westirighouse^AT. &.T., Western. Electric,
Hazeltine Coirp., Telefunken of
Germany, Philips of Holland,
Electric and Musical Industries
Ltd. and English Electric Co. Ltd.
of England,, and Compagnie Gen¬
erate. de Telegraphie sans Fil of
France.
Through agreements with these
companies,. indictment
alleged,
“RCA has been able to control the
licensing of domestic radio pur(COntinued on page 42).

‘On Trial’ Returning
For a Summer Run
‘?On Trial,” the Joseph Cotten
starrer that had a Friday night run
on NBC-TV season before last, will
do summer duty for American Toba'cco as the “Hit Parade” replace¬
ment.
Series!,
purchased
via
BBD&O, will 'rim from June 14
through Aug. 30.
Program, all film repeats, will
be retitled ‘The Joseph Cotten
Show.”
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Expand Kintner s Exec VJ\ Status
In Reallocation of Denny Duties
ABC-TV DICKERING
McCRARY PACKAGE

Many, broadcasters consider this
an era unparalleled for news,
matching in intensity World War
Tex McCrary has been dickering
II and surpassing it. in scope, rang¬
ing from the Sputnik to Middle with ABC-TV about a tv package
East tensions on the international- in which the public relations maninterstellar front to the freeze arid tv host has an ownership interest.
Nathan Leopold locally. Condition A fortnight ago, McCrary had an
has created a news-hungry public initial confab with Oliver Treyz,
which in turn has created a dy¬ who heads ABC-TV.
namic increase in the amount and
A relatively short time before,
kind of news coverage in radio in “Close-Up,” an afternoon cross-thethe past several weeks.
boarder on which McCrary and his
News has become so important a wife, Jinx Falkenburjg, appeared,
commodity , in both local arid net¬ was axed by NBC-TV. “Close-Up”
work audio in New Yorrk, for in¬ was carried on better than 60 NBC
stance, it has almost reached the stations; Currently, McCrary and
point where a listener can turn hiS frail are doing a local afternoon
a dial and pick up regular and spot strip on WRCA-TV.
news broadcasts at almost any time
Though McCrary was not avail¬
of the day' or night. Broadcasters able for comment, ABC carefully
have .entered an age of high-degree pointed out that the package Mc¬
news competitiveness both for coin Crary has for sale would not re¬
and for following.
quire his on-the-air talents. Otherr
To the networks, news has be¬ wise there was no description
come the solid base oil which the • offered of the Show.
organization is; sustained andwithout it, sprite observers argue, the
networks: would be out of business.
To the independent radio operator,
it has suddenly become just as im¬
portant, for several reasons. Prin¬
cipally, news has become the most
saleable item many stations have.
New York indies are discovering
that an increase or betterment of
news coverage can attract a stead¬
ier llstenership for the surround¬
ing
entertainment
arid
deejay
stanzas. And, from the reports of
p; A. (Buddy) Sugg has accepted
Gotham managers. Who have their
eyes on the rest of the natiori for NBC’s offer to head up its o&o and
programming ideas and trends, the spot sales operation arid joins the
spread in news is not limited to
web April 1 as a v.p. At the same
New York.
tiriie, Tom McFadden, whose spot
All Schedules Upped
New York’s major stations; net¬ Sugg will take over, becomes v.p.
work and indie, in just the past and director of NBC Spot Sales.
few weeks, have added exactly McFadden last week made his deci¬
three hours and eight minutes of sion to stay with the network In
news a day to their collective
the new post though it involves
schedules. WOR, the Gotham out¬ only one of the two areas he pre¬
let stressing news the most until
viously supervised;
now, added 60 minutes; WABC
Sugg, exec w.p: and director of
picked up 45 minutes, WRCA 55
minutes, and WNEW, in a radical WKY Television System Inc., will
departure from a longtime stand¬ take until April to wind up his
ard of _ news oil the half-hour, affairs with the Oklahoma Publish¬
added seven four-minute (for the ing- Co. subsid and its outlets in
moment just as a public service Oklahoma City, Montgomery and
and not to sell) to its daily lineup: Tampa, but will be elected, an NBC
Theyt and stations such as WINS, v.p., at the next board rneeting on
WMGM and WMGA, are stressing March . 7. Sugg will report directly
news gimmicks that have made on- to NBC prexy Bob Sarnoff,. prie of
the-spot reporting, beeper phone only three NBC veeeps who do so.
pickups, out-of-town stringers and
Still unresolved is the question
“news centres” new catchwords of whether Sugg will bring in a
and ideas in local and national ra¬ v.p. or director of o&o’s, since Mc¬
dio reporting—and promotion.
Fadden has already been desig¬
Mutual is virtually living off its nated to head up the spot sales end
news, and apart from a few enter¬ of the picture. Under the Charles
tainment packages such as Kate Denny operatiori,. with Denny as.
Smith's new strip, the network re¬ exec v.p. over several operational
cently went so far as to add a post¬ areas but. concentrating in the main
midnight interview show by Barry on o&o’s & spot sales, McFadden
Gray just so that it could add two operated as v.p. in charge of both,
new five-minute Ttews capsules a with Jack Heber as director of spot
night, because bossman Paul Rob- sales but with no equivalent exec
(Continued on page 42)
to Reber heading o&o’s. Web is
leaving the choice up to Sugg as
to whetherihe’ll use a direct subor¬
dinate in the. o&o operation,
Sonie confusion still exists as to
whom Sugg with replace. He’s not
taking Denny’s spot, since he’ll de¬
vote himself exclusively to the o&o
spot, sales area on a v.p. level, while
Thirty full one-hour sessions from Denny as an exec. v.p. had respon¬
the now inoperative “Show of sibility for several separate opera¬
Shows” have been leased to British tions. Actually, he’s to take over
tele arid legit impresario Jack Hyl¬ McFadderi’s title, but unlike Mc¬
ton, currently In the U.S. shopping Fadden, will be his own boss.
for tele shows and talent. Under
terms of the deal consummated last
week between Hylton apd Max
Liebman Productions, Inc., suffi¬
Newell T. Schwin is leavirig his
cient material for 30 shows to be
sales manager of CBS’
used within one year, has been post
rented. Deal involves options for Terrytoons to move to the CBSleasing for five years and for single TV network sales force as manager
of special projects. In the newly
use.
Material comprises sketches and created post, Schwinn will trouble¬
musical items which may be used shoot on special accounts, and will
in any' sequence Hylton desires: report to . sales v.p. Tom Dawson,
SchWihn’s been Terrytoons sales
Firm set up by producer Max Lieb¬
man: owns the rights to most of boss for the past two years, prior
the material used on that layout to which he was manager of sales
during its tenure on NBC-TV, with development for CBS Radio Spot
the exception of a few items which: Sales. He joined the web in 1953 I
Llebmari obtained from outside in Chicago as exec assistant to CBS
sources. Deal was made on a royal¬ central division veep H. Leslie Atlass.
ty basis. '•

Liebman’s Lend-Lease
Of ’Show of Shows’'
Material to Hylton

Schwin’s Sales Berth

Bob Kintner has been named to
the new post of executive v.p.,
television network, at NBC. Ap¬
pointment comes in the Wake of re¬
allocation of the duties of Charles.
Denny,, who moved to RCA last
week. It marks thefirst time the
network has had an exec v. p. In
complete charge of the tv network
proper, and the first time one exec
embraced, .the entire operation
since the days some four years
ago when Jack Herbert was v. p.
in charge of the television Web.,.
Actually, the change came about
through the allocation to Kintner
of supervision over v. p. Charles
Colledge’s facilities department,
which embraces facilities, produc¬
tion and engineering, previously
supervised by Denny. With Kint¬
ner already in charge of tv pro¬
grams & sales, new title would
have been awkward, and since su¬
pervision involves virtually all of
networking anyway, it was decided
to give Kintner the new title.
Decision, however, marks the
Web’s first departure from the rec¬
ommendations of the Booz, Alien &
Hamilton management survey com¬
pleted last year. Survey insisted
that facilities-production be di¬
vorced from the programming, op¬
eration,. and hence it was turned
over to Denny as exec v.p. in
charge of operations. Now, how¬
ever, it comes under Kintner’s pro¬
gram-sales operation.
As to Denny’s other areas of
supervision, J. M. (Mac) Clifford,
exec v. p. in charge of adminis¬
tration, takes Over California Na¬
tional Productions and NBC Inter¬
national. Joe Culligan, as v. p. in .
charge, of radio, now reports di¬
rectly to prexy Bob Sarnoff.

Hertzs $1,000,000
Ride on CBS Radio
Hertz auto rental system, in its
fitst major network radio buy, has
set a; $1,000,000 gross deal on CBS
Radio under which it will bankroll
a five-minute business news strip
starring Walter Cronkite and at.
the same time sponsor seven fivemihute weekend news Capsules.
Entire deal runs a solid 52 weeks.
In part, deal was based, on CBS
research which indicated that the
great majority, of car renters are
businessmen, which induced Hertz
to Use the business news strip on.
the web. Radio auto usage was a
factor in Hertz’s selection of radio.
The business news strip will run
7:30 to 7:35 p.m. cross-the-board.
With Cronkite giving up that segr
ment of his “Answer, Please” show
to do the Hertz strip. Deal was set
via Campbell-Ewald.

In One Way Or Another
All Top 15 Advertisers
Back on NBC Radio Sked
With both American Tobacco and
Campbell Soups signing for cam¬
paigns on NBC Radio, the network
now has back all of the 15 top ad¬
vertisers who once dominated net¬
work radio. American Tobacco, for
Lucky Strike, inked for a 13-week
Bob & Ray campaign, while Camp¬
bell’s bought a daytime participa¬
tion spread. Combined billings on
the two deals run nearly $300,000
net.
American
has
bought,
via
BBD&O., 10 five-minute Bob & Ray
segments a week in “Monitor” over
a 13-week span starting May 15.
Campbell’s,. also out of BBD&O,
has bought 35 daytime participa¬
tions through April 11 and another
15 for the April 14-25 period; Web’s
comeback Cairipaign, which has priiriarily stressed billings, is further
pointed, up via its inclusion after
several years of Radio’s original
Top 15 billers.
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Hfe Can Hake ’Em Just As Cheap
Or Cheaper in N. Y/: Herb Leonard

for 52 weeks, $1,800,000 net
“Robin Hood.” Wildroot drop¬
ping out. Cost; $39,600, repeats
free.
Armstrong Circle Theatre. Wants
out of 10-11 Wednesday riight time
period (in alternation with U; S.
Steel).
“Richard Diamond:”
Lorillard
wants to sell: off half. : Cost, $40,500.
“Leave It To Beaver.”
Alter¬
nate week still open. Cost, $46,000;
repeats free.
Doug Edwards News. American
Can cancelling. Cost, $5,000.
“Perry Mason ” Purex wants to
drop alternate hour after March 8.
Bristol-Myer dropping its alter¬
nate half-hour March 29.
Cost,
$80,000 gross, repeats $40,000; half
that amount for half hours.
Lucky DpRar being, bought by
Brown & Williamson with, possi¬
bility of selling off half.
. . “Oh. Susanna” (Gale Storm).
Helene Curtis pulling out leaving
Nestle.
Cost; $46,000 grosis; re¬
peats half;
ABC
Arthur Murray. Party; Half open.
Cost, $26,500.
“Navy Log.” Participations open:
Cost, $38,825.
‘{Make Me . Laugh:”
American
Tobacco may sell Off half.
“Jim Bowie.”. Alternate weeks
with American Chicle open. Cost,
$42,000.
Dick Clark Show (dance. party).
Available for time cost only ($36,000) for first J3 weeks; Contin¬
uing cost, $17,250.
(Sat., 7:30-8
p.m.). "■
' “Adventures at Scott. Island.’’:
Camel selling off alternate, weeks.
Cost, $45,700 gross.

Hollywood, Feb. 25. 4-—• •• ■ ■■■-•
—
Need for a “czar” in N.Y. to co¬
ordinate municipal authorities with
Don Araeche returns to network
motion picture and telepix pro¬
ducers locating there: is seen as a radio with , his own series next
week .when he preems ■ “Don
“definite must” by Herbert B. Leon¬
Ameche’s Real Life Stories,” a
ard, producer of five current vidpix
new soaper, on NBC Radio. Show
series.
moves into the 10:30. to T1 a.m.
Just returned from Gotham, strip, immediately "following the
where he intends lensing his. new¬ web’s “My True Story,” and trims
est series, “Naked City,” shortly, “NBC Bandstand” down ; to . an
Leonard reports: “A man is needed hour, in the 11 to noon spot.; Latter
to work with all departments as a is being retitled “Bert Parks’
sort Of ‘clearing house’ with the Bandstand.”authority to express the feelings
New show . will be hosted, by
of the city father's, in . order, to Ameche and will turn out a com¬
simplify the task on both ends.
plete story each week, a la “True
“A definite effort is being-made Story.” It’s a Hi Brown package.
In N.Y. to try to help tv producers
to succeed. A feeling exists, that
they would like to keep identified
with tv production, ‘they are trying
to dispel their reputation of being
uncooperative,*’ says the producer.
Comparing N.Y. and Hollywood
budgets, Leonard declares that,
New. device to “force” viewers
“all things being equal in terms of
cooperation, I think films can. be to watch a tv program’s commer¬
made as cheaply, or cheaper, in. cials, or at least to “make it pay”
to watch .the.blurbs.;.has been in¬
N.Y- than they can in L.A.
“There are, however, limited fa¬ corporated into, a projected quiz:
show
being packaged by Gil Cates
cilities to be found in N.Y.,, and
you have to be lucky to find them and Bill Naud. It’s a write-in com
there. There are some 21) studios test involving some. $10,000 worth
of various sizes in L.A.r but only of merchandise prizes, in which-the
four Or five in New York. We’re answers are based on the commer¬
going to shOot “Naked City” at the cial shown.
Idea, is that the viewers must
Biltmore Studios. We have two
of its four stages locked for our watch the commercials closely to
answer five questions centered on
use.”
the blurbs. As for the quiz show
“Naked City,” which he is pro¬
itself, the same device is. Used on.
Continued from page 24 ■—
ducing in association, with Screen
the contestants,; except that they’ll
Gems, begins filming Feb. 27 Or
be answering questions based on noontime slot, where NBC’s “Tic
28, “subject to finding the star,”
an entertainment offering, either a Tac Dough” (up from a 9.0 last
says Leonard. Originally negotiat¬
live act, a film clip* or a remote
year) tops “Hotel Cosmopolitan”
ing with Barry Fitzgerald for the
of an act. Show is titled “Enter¬
lead, Leonard had to alter his plans
tainment Quiz,” and the format is and “Love of Life” by 10.1 to 6.3
when the actor had a recent stroke.
designed to showcase one top guest and 9.0 respectively. At 12:30 to
Having failed thus far in his efforts
act on the order of an Abbe Lane, 1, CBS takers over domination, with
to find a suitable replacement, the
a Dick Button, etc.
tits “Search for Tomorrow” and
producer may switch from an Irish¬
Contestants, a champion and a “Guiding. Light” soaps, though
man to an American type of char¬
challenger, .must choose to answer donw: slightly from last year, top
acter for the part.
questions based on what they’ve NBC’s “It Could Be You” by 10.3
Lou Appleton has been Signed as seen or heard in the act or film
and 11:0 to 9.6 for “Could Be.”
associate producer of the series, clip. Similarly, when the commer¬
Latter is up from its 8.7 a year ago.
with Jess Kimmel, formerly U-I’s cial is on, the viewer must answer
CBS-TV prexy Merle Jones em¬
New Talent dept, head, as assistant five questions based on What they
tO the producer. Sterling Silliphant saw or heard on the commercial. phasized the fact at a closed-circuit
will be story cofisultant and will Viewer enters his answer on a post¬ Friday (21) to affiliates, that on a
program basis, CBS sweeps four
write some of the segments. Series card to be eligible.
V
of the five top daytime: shows and
will be directed by Jerry Hopper.
Show is currently being consid¬
eight out of the top 10 as rated
“We'll be trying to tell antholo¬ ered. at the webs and a couple of
by Nielsen.; Topping the list Is
gies within the framework of a agencies.; Packagers, by the way,
‘•‘House Party’? with its 12.2. First
continuing-character show,” _ says are a “kid brother act” of a sort.
NBC enti^r is “Price Is Right,” with
Leonard. “Unlike other series, the Gil Cates is the brother. of vet pro¬
an 11.6, in. the fourth spot, and the
format, will be the ; servant, and ducer Joe Cates, while Bill Naud
only
other. NBC
day timer is
not the employer, of the producers is the brother Of Tom Naud, the
“Queen” tied for eighth with
and writers, It will be a human- “Pat Boone Show” producer.
“Brighter. Day” by virtue of their
interest series about New York,
10.5 ratings.
and, although told through the eyes
ABC, of colirse, has been making
of twro law enforcement officers,
heavy inroads in late afternoon
the emphasis will not be on vio¬
with Dick Clark’s “Bandstand,” but
lence.”
Continued from page 21
since this sq far is Only sporadical¬
ly - commercial; . enough segments
agencies this intelligence, has been
spread by agents, packagers and aren’t rated by Nielsen to indicate
the extent of its impact oil CBS
networks so here’s the state; of
and NBC.
sponsored tv where the cries of
help, are loudest.
NBC
“Price Is Right.” RCA wants out
of its alternation with Speidel.
Contmued from page. 23.
London, Feb. 25.
Gross, average program cost, .$17,The exchange of television mate¬ 650.
tv distribution rights, along with
rial .between Assoriated-Rediffu“Restless Gun.” Lambert wants
other rights/on many of its pix.
sion, London’s weekday commercial to sell off half. Cost, $40,825; re¬
I
On one hand, UA exeqs feel that
tv programmers, and Moscow State peats $20,700.
TV, was set rolling from the Lohr
. “Suspicion.” Ford and Philip | the “Hold the Line at ’49” is a
don end last week, when A.R dis-. Morris dropping Off. Cost, $77,750 meaningless
campaign
slogan,
patched five minutes of film to the for full hour.
which will hurt exhibs more, they
other side of the Iron Curtain. The . “Treasure
Hunt;”
Alternate
argue, a new batch of 39 or 52
firs* “featurette,” was about Tele¬ weeks open.
post-’48’s,- or. the whole library of
vision House, the programmer’s
“Wagon Train.” Turns, alternate
Paramount, recently sold to MCA
nerve centre.
ing with Drackett, dropping off in
for tv distribution? Nevertheless,
The pact was set by John Mc¬ i late April, General Foods picking the UA management remains* con*
Millan, A-R’s program controller,, up Brackett’s half during summer. cerried about the exhib pressure,
during a recent visit to the USSR Gross cost per half hour, $25,000..
as well, as being worried5 about the
for the handing over ceremony of
“Tic Tac Dough.” RCA asking
whole situation of how; badly the
“USSR Now,” a telefeature lensei out of sharing with Lambert. Aver¬ theatrical hbxoffice is. being af¬
in Russia with the cooperation of age gross cost, $21,175.
fected by vintage, pix on tv.
“You Bet Your Life;” DeSOto,
the authorities.
;
On the other hand, UA manage¬
Outline of the scheme is for both alternating with Toni seeking re¬
stations to exchange five minutes lief. Gross cost, $58;937; repeats, ment feels it has. a responsibility
to
company stockholders and in¬
of film each week. Subjects already $18,112.
“Jane Wyman Show," Hazel Bish¬ dividual producers r e l e a s i n g
lined up include the ballet, fash¬
through.
UA to get the last buck
ions, wages and the . Cost of living, op out, Quaker Qaats continues.
out of a picture—and the tail end
Cost, $39,275.
and child welfare.
of
the
pix
market is tv. That’s
No film has yet been received : “M Squad.’.’ Hazel Bishop pulling
where the last buck is.
from Russia, but an A-R spokesman out. Cost, $34,335.

Ameche’s Radio Strip

Cales-Naud’s Quiz Show
Makes It Worthwhile
To Know Your Com’ls

‘Rate’Quiz
= Continued from page 25 ss
until June. Tom Reddy will emcee
the new quizzer.
Under his new arrangement
(both with CBS-TV and CBS
Radio), Godfrey gives up his morn¬
ing simulcast and will do an hour
exclusively: for radio at 10 to 11
a.m. and a half-hour tv-only show
at 11 to 11:30. Previously, he did
radio-only at 10 to 10:30, then
launched into his simulcast from
10:30 to 11.30.
Televisioiv -net¬
work wasn’t happy with the simul¬
cast arrangement because it tended
to restrict the sight elements on
the tv side and called for too much
talk to satisfy the radio listeners.
Web, however, now faces the pros¬
pect of having to move the over¬
flow of Godfrey clients into differ¬
ent shows.
Radio web’s affiliate
board last Friday (21) voted a
resolution congratulating the web
on the divorcement of Godfrey’s
radio show from the tv.
Television web is hopeful God¬
frey will extend his new halfhour strip to an hour eventually,
it ail depends, said prexy Merle
Jones, on whether the new sched¬
ule is too strenuous to permit ex¬
pansion.

30-Second Spots
Continued front page 21
7Vfc-minute segment gets one oner
minute and One 30-second commer¬
cial and may use them for differ
eiit brands.
New pattern Will enable smaller
advertisers to move into CBS with
more frequency and for longer pe¬
riods. However,: the plan to sell 30second spots is applicable only to
daytime periods and the 30-second
blurbs won’t be available at night
or on weekends. These periods are
limited to bne-minUte blurbs sold
in iive-minute time segments under
the network’s “Impact” plan. .Network, at . the instigation , of its,
stations and because of its own
reluctance to abandon the prin¬
ciple of selling time rather than
participations, has been a holdout,
on moving into the 30-second sale.
But with NBC Radio, which sells
minutes, 30-seconds and six-second
spots; putting on the competitive
squeeze and snaring some smalladvertiser coin. unavailable to. CBS,
the network went to its affiliate at
last week’s meeting for an okay,
Affils, long opposed to such a move,
voted to go along with the change,
though not unanimously. Actually,
the web could have made the move
Without the affiliates’ consent, but
preferred to persuade the affils of
the validity of the move rather
than going about it unilaterally.

‘Help’

British, Soviet TV
Exchange Starts

said that when it does being to foil
in, it will either be slotted into the
weekly news-feature show “This
Week,” Or collected and edited into
a feature program.
Russian commentary for A-R’s
contributions is spoken by Rex
Brown, a research student at the
London School of Economics, with
production and script by David
Kentish.

UA TV

Friday night Shorts Spots (fol¬
lowing Gillette fights). Open. Cost,
$5,000 plus $1,235 for: sports au¬
thority..
“Noah’s Ark.” Starts in April,
no sponsor yet.
CBS
“Win-Go.” Alternate week open..
Cost, $37,375.
Sehlitz
Playhouse.
Alternate
week offered. Budget this; season^

In short, UA today finds it
hard and embarrassing to be plying the theatrical and tv feature
markets at. the same time. The
tipoff as to its direction should
come shortly prior .to. the. April
NAB meeting. If a hew list of fea¬
tures is not available then or at the
NAB meet itself, then UA is tak¬
ing: a hiatus from the features to
tv area until things settle d^j?-,

Features vs. Live

Kayoes Paul Taubmaa
Gab-&-Mosic Stanza
A ban on WINS by Local 802 of
the American Federation of Mu¬
sicians killed a deal between the
Elroy McCawrOwned radio station
in New York and Paul Taubman,
the owner of the Penthouse Club.
Taubman was to do a midnight
gab-and-music strip for McCaw.
Taubman, who is also the musical
director for several NBC shows
and hence has a close affiliation
with 802, backed off when he
found out that the indie was on
the union’s unfair list.
•The cross - the - hoard WINS
stanza was to come from the Pent¬
house Club, and the blueprint
called for Taubman to play the
piano as well as talk: At the last
minute, WINS was willing to elim¬
inate the liyft piano but Taubman
figured that even then doing noth¬
ing other than talk would create
a sticky situation with the union,
since he’s an active member. Pre¬
vious to making the now-abrogated
WINS deal, Taubman was discuss¬
ing a similar stanza with WR(/A,
the NBC key in New York, ^nd
he now reports that he’s again
dickering with the radio flag. 1
Four years ago, when WINS "be¬
longed - to Crosiey Broadcasting,
the station fired its live musicians.
AFM struck, putting pickets out¬
side Yankee Stadium Where WINS
was. radiocasting the Yankee base¬
ball games, but the layoff stuck..
This week, an 802 spokesman
said that since ownership of
WINS had changed hands since
the layoff, the present manage¬
ment might get "off the unfair list
by formally stating the change, in
ownership in a letter to the. union.
The. union executive said that
WMGM and WMCA. and other
N; Y.. radio stations,. which dimin¬
ished the number of live sidemen,
are. not: on the unfair list because
they retained between two and
four musicians each.

BLAIR’S $4,500,000
CHI OFFICE BUILDING
Chicago, Feb. 25.
John Biair & Co., radio-tv reppery, has purchased a choice
Michigan Ave. comer lot here on
which it intends to erect a $4,500,000 office building, designed spe¬
cifically for ad agency tenancy.
Prexy John C. Blair said hopes
were -the building would develop
into a Chicago advertising centre.
One of the upper floors of the
10-story structure, expandable to
16, will house the rep firm’s mid¬
west offices.
Site is the southeast corner of
Michigan and Erie St. Architec¬
tural plans are already; completed,
and Blair. Indicated that construc¬
tion would begin soon.

=5 Continued from page 23
observers feeling that quite the
reverse is true, with live drama
turning to fairy tales, tried and
true properties — of course, with
some notable exceptions...
The halfrhour celluloid skeins
off the Hollywood beltline, while
l they definitely have their place,
don’t fall into this discussion—-for
on the whole they are in a.different
league offering other than meaty,
dramatic fare.
In "this situation a “Thirty Sec¬
onds Over Tdkyo’V'continues to pull
in a 20-odd American Research Bu¬
reau rating and a “High Noon” gar¬
ners a neat 39.7 ARB in Detroit for
a Sunday early evening slot from 6
to 7:3Q p.pi* No doubt about it,
there’s an appetite for good drama
and the better oldies are feeding
it on tv.

Toy Pistol Series
■SSS Continued- from. page. 23
time the first 26 are completed in
the slimmer.
“Buckaroos” is a spoof of adult
tv westerns. The pilot, shown last
week in New York, featured all
the cliches—a lady stagecoach own¬
er, a newspaper editor, a tender¬
foot named Gaylord Appleton—but
coming from kids, some of them
adorned in handle-bar mustaches
and all of whom rode full-sized
horses quite well. A typical piece
of dialog: Bartender to stage rob¬
ber: “What’ll it be. Cactus.” Rob¬
ber: “Lenionadj^ not/foq _s,weet”

Desilu
—^ Continued from page .23; —a
summer hf 1959, and rerims will
include four of the Arnaz-Miss Ball
longies on tv. this season, others
being selected from the anthology
series.
Arnaz will function as exec pro¬
ducer. on the.'series, and Desilu
producers Bert Granet and Jerry
Thorpe are now helping him ready
the show. Arnaz, who has had the
idea for such a. series for six
years, said “I am not going1 to de-.
sign the shows for stars, but for
stories and dramatic values;”
He said he hasn’t even made a
presentation of series to sponsors,
explaining, “there are so mariy
problems and elements usually in¬
volved in a series, when you deal
with a sponsor, ad agency and net¬
work while preparing it that by
the time you go ahead on produc¬
tion, you’re apt to forget the. show
you started with. So this, time Idecided to do the show first, with¬
out thinking of the other problems.
I told a top agency exec my feel¬
ings about this, and he agreed, it
might be hest to concentrate on
the show first for a change.”
Houston:—For the second coni secutive year Falstaff sponsored
the telecasts of the $30,000 Hous¬
ton Golf classic on KTRK-TV.
Dizzy Dean ahd Kyle Rote handled
the telecasts coming: here from Sa“
Antonio where they also covered
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MACK SMACK IN THE MIDDLE
All Set for Barrow Fireworks
.
Washington, Feb. 25.
The most important hearing to be held by the Federal Com¬
munications Commission in many . a. moon begins next Monday (3)
with the taking of oral testimony on the Barrow . report recom¬
mendations for major restrictions on tv network operations.
With the Commission standing firm againstany postponement .of,
the hearings arid threatening ;night sessions .‘if necessary,” it’s
expected that the proceedings will be wound up within six weeks.
This might result in a final decision on the report by June 1.
Proceedings will bring to Washington many of the big names in
the tv industry, including Leonard Goldenson of ABC, Frank
Stanton of CBS, Robert Sarnoff of NBC, Thomas F. O’Neil of RKO
Teleradio, George B. Storer, Donald W. McGannon of Westinghouse. and Richard Moore of KTTV Hollywood.
Under the order of appearances, ABC execs. lead off the parade
of some 75 Witnesses slated to testify. CBS is next, followed byNBC. Altogether the networks will have 24 of their officials on
hand. They will be allowed a total of six days to present their
testimony.
Other major organizations to offer evidence are the affiliates
committees, the Station Representatives Assn., NTA Film Net¬
work, Edward Petry & Co., and the Committee for. Competitive TV.
Owners or representatives of about 20 stations will also appear.
It's expected that the testimony will focus on the Bartow
recommendations dealing with option time, must-buy, arid multiple
ownership. But there will also be evidence ori rates, compensation,
enforcement and application of FCC rules directly to networks.
In its Notice of Hearings issued six weeks ago, the Commission
said the report' of its Network . Study Staff; directed by Dean
Roscoe L. Barrow, of U. of Cincinnati, will provide a basis for
considering revision of its Chain Broadcasting Rules in the light
of the advent of television.
It further stated that the report will determine whether it
should recommend to *Congress “the enactment of additional
legislation relating to networks.”
Sen. John W. Brlcker; (RO.), ranking member, of the Interstate
Commerce Committee, is pushing for hearings on his bill to place
the networks under direct regulation of the FCC. The Committee
is reportedly waiting: for the Commission’s, decision on. the Barrow
report before scheduling hearings.
Testimony on the BarroW report will be heard by the full
Commission arid examination of witnesses will be conducted by. the
Commissioners.

N.Y. Police Cop a TV Plea
Deny Censorship of Scripts; Claim They’re Merely
‘Checking For Accuracy’
New York Police Dept., which
“reluctantly” checks television
scripts for accuracy, about policy
procedure when such scripts are
submitted, is growing increasingly
concerned over ah impression iri
the trade that it in any way acts as
a censoring body.
According, to Deputy Commis¬
sioner Walter Arm, the depart¬
ment “has no desire to act as a
censor In any manner. We don’t
encourage the practice, hut if a
writer or producer feels doubtful
about the accuracy of a docu¬
mentary script and asks us to
check it, we do so as a service to
them. But they are under no ob¬
ligation to subirilt the script to us,
and under no obligation, for that
matter, to use Our suggestions,”
Department’s
concern
stems
from a recent. incident in -which
VArmstrong Circle Theatre” de¬
cided against the use of a script
Which had been subiriitted to the
Department for checking and > was
found to have some 20 technical
inaccuracies. ^"-Script, hasedv on a
Redbook mag article, dealt with the
recent Campbell murder case m
Brooklyn.
,
„ . .
Attorney for “Armstrong haa
some doubts about the script and
asked the Department to look It
over, and the police found some 20
instances of discrepancies. One,
for example, was an incident in
Which a party was arrested quietly
but in the script was shown as
stood up against a wall and
frisked. Another dramatized con¬
versations among the police which
didn’t actually occur. The ‘'Arm¬
strong” attorney decided that it
would be best to drop the- script
as an “Armstrong” entry, since
that show is a documentary, but
to use it at some future date as a
fictitious play without pinpointing
names and places.
,
However, dropping of the script
has lead to the belief in come
quarters that .it was. a. matter, of.
police censorship, whereas Arm
points out that“this type of check¬
ing takes a lot of time arid effort,
and we’re reluctant to do it but
will do so when asked to as a^ mat¬
ter of service. But we don’t try
to tell anyone what and; how to
write a script or in any way at¬
tempt to censor scripts.”

All-Time Top 50
Film Features On TV
Oaa of tli* provocative
charts to appaar !■

Uahiety
Semi-Annual TV Film Issue
OUT IN MARCH

Cut Corners On

Henry Mays Beef: Scenic Designs
:

Washington, Feb. 25..
Revelation: of FCC Comr. Rich¬
ard F. Mack’s one-sixth interest in
a Miami insurance agency which
handles the National Airlines busi¬
ness may prove to be the most
damaging testimony yet brought
out against the Commissioner, it
was indicated today (Tues.) at hear¬
ings of the House Subcommittee
on Legislative Oversight. :
. Chairman Oren Harris (D., Ark.),
read off sections of the Communi¬
cations' Act and penalties dealing
with their violation regarding out¬
side interests by FCC Commissioners and said, “It appears to me that
some people have fallen into a
very bad situation.” While he’s not
“prejudging” the case, Harris said,
“the. facts are very plain to me.”
Rep. Harris made reference to
Sec. 4 (D); of the’ act, Which provides
that “no member of the Commis¬
sion .. shall be financially inter¬
ested in any company furnishing
services , . . to any company en¬
gaged in communication by. wire
Or radio . . . or in any company
owning stock, bonds or . other secu¬
rities of any such company, nor
hold any official relationship to
any person subject to the provi¬
sions-. of the Act:” Also, “Such
Commissioners shall not engage in
any other business, vocation, pro¬
fession or employment.”
He alsp read the law to Thur*
man Whiteside, Miami lawyer Who
had allegedly interceded with
Mack and who gave him the onesixth interest in the StemblerSheldon Insurance Agency, citing
that provision of the Commurilca*
tions Act which forbids any per¬
son involved; with the presentation
or preparation, of an adjudication
to make additional presentations
“directly or indirectly . . : unless
Upon notice and opportunity .for'
all parties to‘ participate.” Impli¬
cation was that Whiteside’s private
conversations with Mack were iri
violation of the law, allegation
which the attorney denied.
Whiteside brought out in addi¬
tional testimony today that Mack
had earned an additional $2,000
from his Interest in the insurance
company during 1957. The $2,000
was given him through the Andor
Company, a holding company whol¬
ly owned by Mack. His total take
from the Insurance company, there¬
fore, was nearly $12,000: Whiteside said this money was given
Mack for furnishing “leads” to the
company, though since Mack joined
ihe FCC it represented renewels
of business previously signed on
the basis of Mack’s leads.
1
; A key witness in the Channel If)
Miami case told a Congressional
committee yesterday (Mon.) that
(Continued on page 40)

Morse: ‘Remove Mack’
In addition to its other collective
bargaining demands. Writers Guild
Of America East wants the radio
and tv networks to remove con¬
tinuity writers from staff during
the time they are. preparing full
program, scripts for the webs.
Guildfeelingisthe webs have been
“cutting corners”, by getting
staffers to write programs without
payirig them the same residual
benefits that are in the freelance
contract. By tezhporarily removing
continuity scribblers from staff,
arid Into freelance ranks, they’ll
then qualify for residual coin,
This alleged coin saving device
of the webs is largely a practice
In radio, but a scribbler spokes*
man declared that the demand
would act “preventive medicine”
for tv. Radio webs, according to
the spokesmaii, have several pro¬
grains, which are fully prepared
by staff continuity men, and with¬
out added payment to them, ex¬
cept for commercial fees, A case
iri point was described as NBC’s
“Five-Star Matinee.” Stanza was
(Continued on page 38)
.

Washington, Feb. 25.
Seri.. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.),
sponsor of. a resolution for a
separate Senate inquiry into
regulatory agencies, said yes¬
terday (Mon.) that FCC Comr.
Richard Mack should be re¬
moved from office.
. Interviewed, on Mutiial’s
‘Reporters’ Roundup,” Morse
said that “ori the basis of what
has already been brought out
in the House hearings I think
that the President should have
called for his (Mack’s) resig¬
nation before now.”
Asked whether he thought
Commission Chairman John .
DoerfCr should be “fired” be¬
cause of disclosures regarding;
his travels,. Morse said, “the
only comment I’m going- to
make on Doerfer is I think he
should be thoroughly investir
gated .. , , I do nOt think (he)
has conducted himself as the
chairman of the Commission,
should.”
Morse said a Senate probe
of agencies would, mean “very
little duplicatiori” of the House
inquiry.

Economies of Tape
Vs. Film for Com9ls
Among tfco moay feotaroi and
appraisals to appear in

Pfotmfr
Semi-Annual TV Film Issue
OUT IN MARCH

"Big Record’Cut

CBS-TV’s “The Big Record” cuts
back to a half-hour homes March
26, moving into the Wednesday
8 :30 to 9 segment arid opening up
8 to 8:30 for another show. Oldsmobile will expand its sponsorship
ori “Record” to become solo bankroller, doubling its previous alter¬
nate-week half-hour stake in the
stanza.
Meanwhile CBS is engaged in a
massive juggling act concerning the
other two “Record” sponsors, Pillsbury and Armour, and the new
open half-hour. Sponsors; though
they have first crack at the Wed¬
nesday period, may choose to go
into other program areas. Pend¬
ing their decision, CBS. must fore¬
stall choice of a replacement show,
though “Too Young To Go Steady,”
in which Shultori ..(Which: recently
cancelled “Eve Arden Show”) is
interested, is a possibility if Shulton can get the time period locked
up.
.
Curiously, the Cut to a half-hour
for “Record” results from Qldsmohile’s fierce loyalty to star Patti
Page. Olds was engaged in a tug
of war with Pillsbury and Arihour,
which wanted to Cancel “Record,”
and the idea came to CBS that as
long as Olds was so strong for Miss
Page, perhaps it would pick up solo
sponsorship of a half-hour version.
Idea worked, solving One of the
web’s, major headaches of the sea¬
son.

Bernstein Pacts Plays
For Granada TV Airing,
Ends Month’s UJ. Stay
Sidney Bernstein, board chair¬
man of the 60-theatre chain in
Great Britain and ditto of GranadaTV, is returning to his London
base after a month’s business-vaca¬
tion in New York with his wife. He
has not:, yet finalized the appoint¬
ment of a permanent U.S, represen¬
tative for his video network but
plans are pretty well set for. a
New York headquarters for Grariada-TV. There rnay have to be one
also in Hollywood. He cut short
his U.S: stay by having the Coast
people confer with him in New
York.
Granada leans strongly on live
teleplay productions arid among
the properties which Bernstein
signed: are “Skin of Our Teeth,”
“All My Sons,” “Bridge of San
Luis Rey” and “Season In The
Sun/’ He will finalize other prop¬
erties of .like recent vintage by
American dramatists. There is a
strong inclination by the British
video public for American, play's
ind players. With the scripts Bern*
stein is also finalizing several name
players to make their British video
debut in these scripts.
He and his wife sail back this
Saturday (1) ori 'the SS Queen
Elizabeth.
i

Current trend among television
scenic designers to “outshout” the
medium’s performers is getting
out of hand, in the opinion of
Henry May, designer for the
“Omnibus” series. Too many de¬
signers are throwing up compli¬
cated sets and scenes behind,
standup comedians or. singers with
the result that they distract from
the performer and the perform¬
ance instead bf complementing
them.
Complaint underlies May’s prin¬
cipal working theory as a tv de¬
signer, namely that the scenic de¬
sign should always be subordinate
to the play and the players. It
should complement the mood of
the work, yet remain uncluttered
so that it doesn’t distract the audi¬
ence from the actors. May feels
television design, or design in any
medium, “should be simple, have
style, have good taste and above
all, should use realism only as a
last resort.”
May feels that many designers
tend to overdress a set, and be¬
lieves that there’s a “stripping
down” process which should keep
a set. at a point of maximum sim¬
plicity.
“Some designers, don’t
know when to stop stripping
the set down, to take the other ex*
treme,” he points out, but the
tendency to overdress is usually
the more harmful. May has the ad¬
vantage of working on “Omnibus”
with all kinds'of periods and prop¬
erties, so that he can stylize more
than the ordinary designer, but
even in the straight dramatics
(which he did for “Studio One”
and other CBS-TV shows before
joining “Omnibus” at its incep¬
tions), the set design should have a
definite but simple style, he feels.
As an example, he offers the
case of a script calling for a mur¬
der taking place against a setting
of trees. “You’d he surprised at
the. number of designers who hav¬
ing the same amount of money to
spend for willow trees or sombre
evergreens will pick the willows
just because they look prettier, or
because evergreens have been
used too often. It’s just 1’ke win*
dow dressing — everybody runs
around to see what everybody else
is doing.”
May. believes his rules-of-thumb
apply equally in the theatre, but
added to this is the complication
that designing for television Is
“far more difficult than for the
theatre.”
In tv, he says, “the
audience is always in movement;
it’s like theatre in the round in
that they tan see the set from any
and every angle. In the theatre,
their position is fixed, they’ve got.
a head-on-view and it’s only a flat
view, in tv, we can expect the
audience to see our set from
every conceivable angle, from
straight down or looking straight
up. Besides, we’ve got to worry
about function, keeping out of the
way of equipment and planning so
that the sets aren’t too far away,
for quick transitions.”

Austria Gets a Spec
Vienna, Feb. 25.
An all German-language hookup
was arranged by the Austrian state
operated television system, when
Robert Stolz’s newest musical,
“Hello! This Is Love,” was produced
here. Show is running at present
in Raimund Theatre before full
houses. Transmission was excel¬
lent. Stolz directed the orchestra.
Since there‘‘are only 26,000 sets
iri the entire country, cafes were
crowd’ed, haying advertised the pro¬
gram the entire week before.
Not all of these 26,000 set-owners,
contribute to the costs of the tv
system (fax here is £2 a month),
the government issuing a warning
in the. local newspapers on the day
of this production, that onljKabout
one-half has registered so far. Ac¬
tually this means a loss of 50%.
for the accruing royalties.
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VICTORY PROGRAM SALES — that’s CNP's brand-new sales division,
exclusive distributor of the CNP syndication re-runs and first-run-off-thenetwork shows, including “It’s a Great Life’’ and ‘‘Medic,”
While our NBC TELEVISION FILMS Dfesion distributes only new CNP
products like “The Silent Service,” “Boots and Saddles—The Story of the
Fifth Cavalry,” and “Union Pacific,” VICTORY PROGRAM SALES will
serve the non-network program needs of stations and advertisers with the
extensive range of properties listed below.
The man from VICTORY PROGRAM SALES is a highly-experienced spe¬
cialist who knows the broadcasting business. Program schedules, program¬
ming problems, rates and comparative ratings — they’re at his fingertips.
He knows current sponsor commitments and he knows where potential
income lies. Most of all, you'll discover, he knows how to be useful to you.

VICTORY PROGRAM SALES-A DIVISION OP

CALIFORNIA

NATIONALv PREDICTIONS, INC.

ITS A GREAT LIFE « MEDIC • ADVENTURES OF THE FALCON • CAPTURED • CRUNCH AND BBS * DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT
FRONTIER • HIS HONOR HOMER BELL « HOP ALONG CASSIDY • INNER SANCTUM • PARAGON -PLAYHOUSE • STEVE DONOVAN.
WESTERN MARSHAL • THE GREAT GILPERSLEEVE • THE LPJ.I PALMER. SHOW • THE VISITOR • VICTORY AT SEA • WATCH THE WORLD
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TV-FILMS

•

r

PfimgFf_Wednesday,

..
_

VARIETY-

ARB City'-By-City Syndicat ed Film Chart

VARIETY’S weekly chart of rily-by-cily ratings of syndicated and no
Honed spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur*
pan on a monthly basis. Cities! will. be rotated each week, with the 10 top*
rated film shows listed in each case* and their conipetUion shlawn opposite,
T
All ratings are furnished by ARB* based on the latest reports
This VARIETY chart represents q gathering, of all pertinenl information about film in each market* which can be used by distribu tors* agencies*
stations and clients as an aid in determining the efiectivene ss of a filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should .be paid to 1 ime—-day and
TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE
PHILADELPHIA

STATION

. DISTRIB.

DAT AND
TIME

Approximate Set Count—-2,000,000

AAP'......;....... . Mon.-Fri, 6:00-6:30
1, Popeye the Sailor (Ch): ....WFIL
WCAU,. .. CBS :...**** Sat. 10-30-11-00 ..
. .Sat. 7:00-7:30 ....
3. Highway Patrol (Adv)... ... .WCAU:.
-NBC.
_ . Sun.6:30-7:00 ....
4. Silent Service (Adv).... ....WFIL
..Sat. 6:00-6:30 ....
5. Sky King (Adv) ........ .... WCAU..
6. TV Reader’s Digest (Dr). _WFIL...
7. Martin Kane (Myst)... . .,.. WRCV..

time factors* since sets-in•use and audience composition vary according to
time slot* Le.* a Saturday afternoon children?s show* with a low rating* may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children* with corresponding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbre. .
,
, .
nations and symbols are as follows:; (Adv)* adventure; (Ch)* children’s;
(Co)* comedy; (Dr), i rama; (Doc)* documentary; (Mus)* musical;
(Myst)* mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp)* sports; (W)* western; (Worn)*
women's. Numbered synibols next to Station call letters represent the sta*
lion’s channel; all channe Is above 13 are 1JHF. Those ad agencies listed as.
distributors rep the natio nal sponsor from whom the film is aired.
Share
IS)

JANUARY
RATING

SETS IN I
USE
1

...42.6
47.6.. .. . 54.0
... 38.8
... 38.8
... 34.3

.....29.1...
.... .25 7..
.....23.7..,
.....227...
.... . 22.5...

... 39.5
. Stin. 6:00-6:30 . •.. .....20.2...
. ,Wed, 10:30-11:00 . .,,..18.0... ..,., 40:0_ ... 45.0

Approximate Set Count—1,610,000

1.. Popeye the Sailor (Ch) . . . . ..CKLW.. ......AAP....
2.
3.
4.
5.

Highway Patrol (Adv)_
The Honeymooners (Co).
Death Valley Days (W) . ._,
Studio 57 (Dr)...

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Casey Jones (Adv)-Amos ’n' Andy (Co) ......
Mickey Rooney (Co)....
Brave Eagle (W)
Harbor Command (Adv) .

SAN FRANCISCO

RATING

I Million Dollar Matinee (M-F) WCAU
8.1
Your Hit Parade.. * ; WRCV . * ... IS ft
Captain David Grief. .WRCV
91
Where We Stand. .WCAU.. ....,10.4
Newsreel ....
.WFIL
6.0
Grady and Hurst*.-... .. .WVUE ., .; , 4.1
Where We Stand......... , WCAU ..
.12.1
Wednesday Night Fights.. . WFIL . . v.. .15,9
Circle Theatre., . . WCAU
Newsreel; Weather....... .WFIL .. . . ; : 17 4
Damon Runyon Theatre... .WFIL
8.3
Newsreel ...
.WFIL .. .14.7
Official Detective. .WCAU .. ...130

Stations—-WJBK (2), WWJ (4), WXYZ (7), CKLW (9)

. .31.3... ..... 67:5...... .. 46.4 6 O’clock News
.. .WtVJ
8.6
Weathercast; Box 4.. .WWJ
7.6
.. Tues. 10:30-11:00 .. .. .. 29.4. .. ..... 62.3. . . 47.2 Crusader..
WJBK... .......
WWJ .... ,, ,.10.2
....wjbk.:. .......CBS... ..;... Sat. 10:30-11:00
..25.7...,
.. 54.5 Your Hit Parade..... WWJ .... ....14.9
... WWJ_
. Mon; 7:00-t:30 . . . . ....*251.... ..... 55.2. .. 45.5 Gangbusters
.;.
CKLW
8.1
WWJ... __MCA
Wed. 10:30-11:00 .. ,... .24,6... ..... 47.8. .. 51.5 Wednesday Night Fights..< . WXYZ .. ,...10.2
Crown Theatre---*. * . CKLW .. ....10.2
... WWJ ... ...Screen Gems ..... Tues.7:00-7:30 .... .....2L2.... .... . .41.0..... . .. 51.7 State Trooper........... .CKLW ... .15.2
. .Wed. 7:00-7:30 .... .... .20.8..*, .,... 43.4...... .,47.9 Don Ameche..
....WWJ.... ;...... CBS
.WJBK ... ....14:1
....CKLW.. --- . Screencraft... . Tues.6:30-7:00 .. .. .*...17.7..,. ..... 40.6:*,.,; ... 43:6 Annie Oakley-. WX YZ ... .,..12.4
. .. .CKLW.. _.-CBS...:_..., .Fri. 6:30-7:00 ;.... ....17,4...
44:8.;.... .. 38-8 Whirlyhirds ...
8.9
: WWJ
....WJBK... ....... Ziv..._...... .Fri, 10:30-11:00
, ,....17.2..., .....32.5...... .. 52.9 Person to Person............ .CKLW ... ,*..14.5
, Mon.-Fri. 6:00-6:30

Approximate Set Coimf—1,350,000

1.
2.
2.
3.
4.
5.
8.
7.

The Honeymooners (Co) . ...KRON... ....... cbs.
Highway Patrol (Adv).. ..; .KRON. *.
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KRON,.. .......Ziv!;.............
^ ., .Bagnall.....
Search for Adventure (Adv).. .KPIX.
..........
Harbor Command (Aflv);. .
KRON... .. i.ii.Ziv
.KPIX....
Secret Journal (Dr)......
. *■•.». . .MCA.. •:..
State Trooper (Adv)...... ....KPIX...
Popeye the Sailor (Ch).. ...KRON:.. ....... AAP...........

8.
9.
10.
10.

San Francisco Beat (Dr):. ....KPIX....
Men of Annapolis (Adv).. ...KPIX....
. ... . .. . .'
Annie Oakley (W)....... .... KGO.... . ... ,'CBS.
Sky King (Adv)...._ .... KGO . . v:
. Nahisco.,......

BALTIMORE

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

Stations-—TfRCV (3), WFIL (6), WCAU (10), WVUE (12)

47 0
8. Mickey Spillane (Myst).. ... .WCAU.. ......MCA;....__ . Tues. 10:30-11:00 . .,...17.9...
....WCAU.. .. CBS_...... .Sat, 5:30-6:00 .... .....17.7... _ 55.8_ ... 31.7
9. Annie Oakley (W).
.Tues!7:00-7:30 ... ....., 16.9.-"., ..... 385...... ,.. 43.9
10. The Honeymooners (Co). ... WRCV*; .. .CBS. .

DETROIT

Fefarnary 26, 1958

Stations—KRON (4), KPIX (5), KGO (7)

.29.1,... .... 62.4... ...
Thirs. 7:00-7:30
Tues. 6:30-7:00 , ... ....*24.0....
,,
.Thurs. 6:30-7:00
:24.0.... ..... 62.2....... . .
.Thurs.7:30-8:00 ... .....22.7.... ..... 38.7....... ..
Wed; 6:30-7:00
,19.3.... ..50.9.. ..
. Sat. 10:00-10:30 . .. ....:19.0....
....
.Sun. 7:00-7:30 - .,...17.7.... ..... 29.0.._ . .
. Mon.-Fri. 5:30-6:00 . .,...17 6;,..
..

46.6
44.8
38.6
58.7
37.9
51.0
61.0
34.6

;Sat. 10:3.0-11:0.0'. . _16.1.... ..... 41.7- .. 38.6
.Sat. 9:30-10:00
.....15,6..., ..... 26:9.....
57.9
TueS; 6;00-6;30
.15.5...
39.0,_ ..39.7
.Mon. 6:00^6:30 -... . >.. .15.5 ....
.. 38.9

Approximate Set Coiiuf-r—664,500

O. Henry Playhouse
.13.8
.KPIX
Frontier1
.. ..; ; . . .KGO .... ....11.6
7.6
Numbers and Space
.KPIX
Tic Tac Dough............ ;KRON ... .. .. . 210
9.6
Last of the Mohicans...... ; KPIX.*
End of the Rainbow..... .. .KRON ... ... :16.6
Movie Time . •
.. -.....;.. .KRON ... ...,27.9
8,3
Mickey Mouse Club........ .KGO
. k£ix ... ....10.3
I Led 3 Lives...
Your Hit Parade........... . KRON . . . .... .11.8
Lawrence Welk......... . KGO . . . . ...,24.5
Shell News..... .KRON ... ...13.1
KRON ... ....12.4
Shell News....
CBS News—D* Edwards. * .KPIX ... ..*.12.4

Stations—WMAR (2), WBAL (11), WJZ (13)

WJZ.,...
Mon;7:30t8;Q0
...25.8.... ...,,47:9
1. Casey Jones (Adv)
.. 53.9 Robin Hood.... .V..V...... .WMAR .; ... .19.2
2. Popeye the Sailor (Ch) .... ....WJZ..... ,..... .AAP;; Mon.-FrL 4:45-5:00 .
v . 24.2 ..,. . 73.8..,... . . 32.8 Where We Stand..;....... ;WMAR .. ,..13.4
Sat. & Sun.. 5:30-6:00
Annie Oakley.... .WBAL ... .... 58
4.2
Edge of Night. , * ........ .WMAR
.Sat,7:00-7:30 ...*. ...:221.V;. .46.0__ . * 48.0 Early. Show; Dateline ...... .WJZ .... ...16.4
3. Highway patrol (Adv).... .... WM AR ,. ...... Ziv..
4. Sheriff of Cochise (W) * *». ....WBAL... .,.NTA.............. Sat. 10:30-11:00 ... >. .19.6.,. . .36.6.. .. 53.6 Men of Annapolis......,.. .WMAR .. ....16.3
Kews; Late Show.,.,.,. . .WJZ .... ....16.3
Wed. 10:30-11:00
,17.0.,..
5. Frontier (W).... ....... «,..WBAL... .......NBC.,..
.. 37.4 News; Late Show......... .WJZ .... .,..12.1
8. Amos *n* Andy (Co)....... ..., WMAR; .. '. *.... CBS..... . .... ..,. .Mon.-Fri. 6:00-6:30 . ....167... v .... 412. . . 40;5 Early Show (M-F). ■.,..... .WJZ .... ...17.1
Ziv. ............. Sat. 10:30-11:00 ,. . ....16,3....
7. Men of Annapolis (Adv).. ... .WMAR. ..
>. 53.6 Sheriff of Cochise ........ ; WBAL . ... .19,6
.;..15,1.,...
8. Brave Eagle (W).......... ....WMAR.,. ...... CBS,.... . ««.««... v .Sat. 6:30-7:00
, .17.0
.. 4L0 Early Show ...... .WJZ
9. Public Defender (Dr).. .. ....WMAR..
Thurs.6:30-7:00 ..... ...*14,8:.:. . , . . 38.9.. .
WJZ . . . ... .17.7
38.0 Early Show.
.Sun. 10:00-10:30 ... ....14.5;. , . .... 25.2.....;. . . 57.6 Loretta Young.......,... WBAL ... ....27.0
10. The. Honeymooners (Co).. ...WJZ,...*

CINCINNATI
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8
9
10.

.
.

Approximate Set Coiml—^662,000

Highway: Patrol (Adv) ..... .. WKRC...
.Sat. 10:30-11:00 . . . . ... . 35.1... 1
Death Valley Days (W).... ..... WKRC.,»
Fri 7:00-7:30
*27.6;.;.
Cisco Kid (W). ....WCPO...
Ziv............... .Sun.6:00-6:30
... .27.2.
Men of Annapolis (Adv).. ....WCPO,..
.JSun. 6:30r7:00 . ... . ....24,2.,..
Dr. Christian (Dr) ,__ ... WKRC... ......Ziv.............. Mon. 7:00-7:30 ... *. ,,..2i:9....
28 Men (W)......... ....WLWT.... ... ... ABC,,.,.......... Thurs.7:00-7:30 ... ....21,3,..,
Sheriff of Cochise (W).... ....WKRC'.. .......NTA,:
Thurs.7:30-8:00 ... ....19 9...
Western Marshal (W)..... ....WKRC.* .«...... .NBC.:..... •. ..; . Tues. 6:30-7:00
.,..193....
Wed. 10:30-11:00 ..
Playhouse 57 (Dr)____; *.i WLWT...
19.0:,.;
W6d. 7:00-7:30 .. .,
Kingdom of the Sea (Doc). ....WLWT...

Stations—WLWT (5), WCPO (9), WKRC (12)

..V.

,ry.
....
....
....

.. 58.1
.. 45.2
..54:6
.. 51.8
48.8.....*. ..449
39.7
34.5....... .. 57.7
44.8.
43.1
46.8..,..., .. 40.6
38.5__ .. 48.3

WLWT
Your Hit Parade..
Outdoor Guide... .v,... .WLWT
Best of MGM............. .WLWT
Best of MGM ......._ .WLWT
Mama. ................... .WLWT
.WKRC
Frontier
-Tic Tac Dough....;...;... ,WLWT
News—Huntley-Brinkley .. .WLWT
Circle Theatre-........... .WKRC
Stage 7,;.......
v .WKRC

....14.2
8,7
.. ... .13.7
.. ...14.2
... .11.8
... ..,.10.9
.. .. .18.5
.. .,..14.3
... ....13.4
... ...,14.6
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DOUGH RE MI
ALADDIN
The GREAT CHALLENGE
With Gene Rayburn, emcee; Roger (Education for What?)
(Du Pont Show of the Month)
Tuttle, announcer; Paul Taub- With Howard K. Smith, moderator; With Cyril Ritchard, Dennis King,
man orch
Sal Mineo, Anna Maria AlberGeorge Hicks, announcer; Clar¬
Producer: Hugh Granigan
ghetti, Basil Rathbone, Howard
ence Faust, Max Lerner, Harri¬
Director: Richard Schneider
Morris, Una Merkel, Geoffrey
son Brown, Wallace Sterling,
39 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 10 a.m.
Holder, Alexander Clarke,
Very Rev.' Theodore M. Hes-.
It was an excellent 90.minutes PARTICIPATING
George Hall, John McCurry,
burgh, Harold Gores, Harold
that could have been excellenter NBC-Ty, from New York
others; Robert Emmett Dolan,
Taylor, guests
—if.
Trau.
musical director
NBC-TV is attempting to extend Producer: Jim Fleming
Music & Lyrics: Cole Porter
its successful audience participa¬ Director: Mike Zeamer
tion formula throughout its morn¬ 60 Mins., Sun. (23), 5 p.m.
Book: S. J. Perelman
Your HU rarade
Producer: Richard Lewine
- Rock ’n* roll has NBC-TV’s ing structure with the addition of CBS-TV, from New York
First of a special CBS-TV public Director: Ralph Nelson
“Your Hit Parade” reeling. Trapped this new Barry & Enright package
as the replacement for the “Arlene affairs series of seven programs Costume Designer: Irene Sharaff
in a format that necessitates the
airing of the top tunes of the week, Francis Show,” which just didn’t bearing the umbrella title of “The Set Designer: Bob Markell
which for the past year have been deliver ratings compatible with, the Great Challenge” and constituting 90 Min* . Fri. (21) 7:30 pm.
a symposium on the basic prob- DU PONT
predominately rock’n’rbllers, the test of the NBC daytiirie lineup.
Whether “Dough Re-Mi” is the. leriis (other than military) facing CBS-TV, from New York (color)
show .has iriinimum values for the
(BBD&O)
adults. And the fact that the tune’s answer, however, is problematical. American civilization vis a vis the
original: diskers; aren’t used has It’s a pleasant game, but it tends Soviet.' Union, “Education for
“Aladdin’s” Genie didn’t exactly
limited Its juve appeal. Only re¬ to get somewhat monotonous, even What?” proved as stimulating and play ball with CBS Fri. night. For
deeming feature up until this sear in one Sitting, let alone on a strip as challenging as its titles. Group all the abacadabra that paraded
son has been some clever produc¬ basis! Unlike / the other B&E of seven, educators, representing across the tv screen in tinted splen¬
tion work but even that has fallen “Dough” game, “Tic Tae Dough,” shades of opinion ranging from dor, the only wish that mattered—
this one is strictly a johnny-one-, the hard-core classicists! to the i
""n a p0ori cDec—failed
by. the. wayside.
Last Saturday (22) the. show. be> note affair that proves wearing..
arridribs'mi some^f 1 to materialize. The network’s proGairie
wrirlrs
this
Way:
three
con¬
gah a counterattack. In a revamped
fhp ^a^^fccii^c^oin^Ahierican rduclion impresarios, like the fabled
n magician, probably rubbed the
format,, program is .slicing.its “Hit testants are given the first three the major .issues -facing Arnerican
education today.
1 wrong lamp. What was conjured up
Parade” selection from seven furies) notes, of a song and $200 apiece
Beyond the unanimity surround¬ on this Du Pont Show of the Month
with
wh;Ch
tq
bid
against
each
down to five. It’s . still" almost
losing battle when it's got to work other for the right to hear the. ing : the necessity for heightening 90-minute special was a$ dull as it
with , such “hiri” as ‘‘Get A Job” fourth note and attempt to guess oi teacher prestige in the commu¬ was opulent.
and “At The Hop.” The Hit Parade the title. Winner gets the -value of nity and salary increases, the dis¬
Whatever the ingredients neces*
ciggie
sponsors,
however,
are the song plus the residue left from; cussion was most provocative iri sary to provide the bridge into,
counting on a “mystery tune” gim¬ the original $200. Each game con-, dealing , with the central point, i lusion, they were missing. The
“education
for
what?”
Panel
was
mick to pull up the rating. It’s a sists of three founds, with songs
show
abounded
in
practically
tired stunt that requires naming worth progressively $100, $200 and sharply’ divided, with Clarence everything else, including a scor
the tune and writing m on the $400; Contestant with the highest Faust, Fund for the Advancement by Cole Porter (his first for tv); a
topic “I Like Hit Parade cigarets cash , total is the wiririer arid can of Education proxy. Very Rev. “dream marquee” that included
because. . .” Initial mystery tune, go on tOk face* two more, contestants:. ;T h e o d o r e M.. Hesburgh, Notre Cyril Ritchard, Sal Mineo, Anna
a Richard Rodgers waltz, was fair-:
Combination of bidd’ng and the Dame. U. president, Dr. Wallace Maria Alberghetti, Dennis King,
ly simple to come by so the hitch game iriake for a pleasant, enough SterPng, Stanford U. prexy .and Basil Rathbone, Howard Morris.
for the$200,000in prizes will prob¬ format, but after a couple of Dr. Harrison Brown, Cal. Tech bio¬ Una Merkel and others; it boasted
ably rest on the letters. The “mys¬ round it begins to pall somewhat. chemist, all favoring concentration a “hock by S. J. Perelman” tag;
tery tune”angle apparently ap¬ Lack of real variety in the ques¬ bit the hard core of “valid, aca¬ cosi-uming that was a credit to the
peals only to the ciggie sponsor tions, and the sameness of each demic subjects” and Max Lerner, Irene Sharaff nameplate: But what
because on alternate weeks when found constitute the. key dangers Sarah Lawrence College prexy it needed, mostly—the creation of
Toni picks lip .the. tab, show will to! this entry. Gene Rayburn, in his Harold Taylor . and N e w t own. a mood, a spirit, the casting of a
feature the five “hits”, and four first quizmaster assignment, does a Mass., school superintendent Har¬ spell—was so elusive as to vanish
“specials.”
On “mystery tune” good job of handling contestants old Gores arguing in favor of the into thin air.
night, there are only three specials. and keeping the game moving, and socalled “personality” courses as a
As fantasy, this “Aladdin” was of
necessary ingredient of the mod¬
When “Your Hit Parade” first the Paul Taubman ofch gets those
th.e“let’s-bang-them-over-the-head”
ern curriculum.
started, in radio, 10 hits were aired. notes. across clearly arid without
But there was general agree¬ variety, replete with spangled pro¬
the
confusion
that
used,
to
plague
Now. it’s down to five and; if the
ment that today’s students lack the duction and wrapped up in CBS*
rock’n’roll vogue continues show some of the older musical quizzers. will to work hard at learning, that best tinsel. There was no place for
may be forced to prograiri “spe¬
Barry . & Enright will work in. a they tend to take the easy way out the kind of simplicity or the softer,
home variation of the quiz via k —not only they but education in quieter transitory flight into makecials” only or throw in the towel.
The “specials" on show caught telephone setup starting next week. general, and that the lack of “in¬ believe that might have established
Saturday were “People Will Say This makes sense, to judge by the spired teachers" will become an foi* the presentation a much-need¬
We’re In Love,” which was on success of the other shows utilizing increasingly acute problem in the ed charm. Everybody concerned
“YHP” for 29 weeks in 1943,. “Sing home-quizzes. But even this may j future. A .qu'estions-frpm-the-aUdi- seemed so preoccupied with telling
Something Simple” and “Button not prove enough of a. compensa- ] ence period was too short to be
the story that they forgot how silly
Up YOur Overcoat," Latter was de¬ tion for the note-weary viewer.
effective, and this element of the the story was and that fairy tales
Chan, j program
lightfully handled in a Charleston
could be expanded, since require less facts and more magic.
style by Jill Corey. Virginia Gib¬
the audience.constitutes experts in
Of them all. Ritchard perhaps
son, Alan Copeland arid Tommy
the field.
came closest to fulfilling his assign¬
Leonetti make the most of their VICTOR BORGE’S COMEDY &
Show originated from the. new ment although his- magician still
MUSIC
diffiout pop tune assignments , and
Caspafy
Auditorium
at
the
Rocke¬
Dick Jacobs tries his best to cap¬ With Rod Alexander & Bambi Linn, feller Institute, an impressive set¬ came out Ritchard. Rathbone as
the Emperor gave an an intriguing
Doretta Morrow, Abbott Lee
ture the musical mood. of the
Ruskin. Luther Henderson orch ting .for the series. Howark K, interpretation but somehow seemed
disclick originals!
Smith was an excellent moderator, remote and apart. Anna Maria Al¬
The .addition of mystery times, Producer: Allan Sherman
moving the discussion smoothly, berghetti was ornamental in her
arid specials will never make “Your Director: Jack Smight
getting the talk around,, to as many
Hit Parade” what it used to be. In Writers: Sherman^ Henry .Morgan, aspects of the problem as possible brief sequences and had the oppor¬
tunity to sing two of the Porter
Jack Douglas
today’s pop market, the show has
arid yet not cutting any of. them tunes, the “Aladdin” title number
outlived its usefulness and mean¬ 60 Mins.; Wed. (19), 9 p.m.
short, arid aptly summarizing the
and “I Adore You,” easily the
PONTIAC
ing.;
Gtos.
areas, of agreement, and disagree¬
standout of the composer’s eight
CBS-TV, from New York
ment. George Hicks, the offscreen
numbers.
Howard Morris as a
(MacMariiis, John & Adams)
Ed Sullivan. Show
arinouncr, did an excellent intro¬
pickpocket was a rather endearing
On his opening Pontiac commer¬ ductory and closing job.
Twentyfifth, anniversary of the cial,1 Victor Borge showed a.picture
pigtailed Morris, while Dennis
All in all; “Great Challenge”
world-famous. Radio City Music of his brandnew Pontiac—covered
K'ftg’s major contribution as the
Hall in New York would suggest beyond recognition. with snow—re- shapes as difficult but rewarding astrologer was; in putting over
viewing—difficult because the sub¬
an ideal peg for an elaborate vari¬
iharked that the trouble was that jects at hand are difficult and re¬ Porter’s “Trust Your. Destiny To
ety show, borrowing much of the his wife was still iri it, added that
Your Star.”
color that has . marked the theatre’s she wasn’t safe though because his quire concentration by the viewer,
Sal Mineo's Aladdin didn't par¬
but rewarding because they are
stage presentations. Ed Sullivan
brother was in there with, her, and
ticularly enhance matters. He was
had a tieup with the Hall Sunday. was off to the races with his third being dealt with earnestly and instill
the '58 tough kid of the streets,
telligently
by.
the
prime
thinkers
(23) night but curiously limited the
(Continued on page 41)
in the fields under study.
Ghan. no matter how angelic his mien,
enterprise to only a few minutes
and the way he casually wiped h:s
during which Raymond Paige’s
hand over the lamp, for example,
M: H. orchestra went through a
betrayed how little he believed iii
brief workout.
the magic. of the Genie. “Adore
Paige’s huge * aggregation, .took
You”
was the Mineo number, both
the audience on a delightful musi¬
in solo and iri counterpoint to Miss
cal. excursion arid interesting cam¬
Alberghetti’s "Aladdin,” one of the
era angles added to the visual
more fetching turns of the display.
plusses. But it Was. simply too
On the Whole, Porter contributed
brief; Indeed the : onlooker was JACK
HYLTON'S
MONDAY times enough to. throw out an ear.
I’**-serviceable
score, though none of
given to wonder why the AFM-ers
SHOW
It took a four-years-old tot, Helen
bothered to make the trip to the ) With Hughte Green, Winifred At¬ Crayford, to lift the show up to the the songs measured uo to “Adore
studio.
well, Rosalina Neri, Laurence height registered on the altimeter You.” “Destiny To Your Stars.”
Thereafter “Toast” resumed with
Harvey; Donald Cainpbell, Roriv With some remarkable trumpet particularly in Dennis King's re¬
its usual foirriat (if it can be. called
nie Ronalde, Paddy Stone, Helen playing and . in-tune singing on prise, smacked of fair Porter and
a format):. Numerous vaude turns
Crayford, the Paddy Stone Danc¬ “Around The World,” accompanied “Opportunity Knocks” at least
offered some play for Ritchard’s
were programmed in rapid succes¬
ers; Billy Ternent orch
by Hylton on piario;
sion with little effort inade to Writer:, Jurimy Coghill
. Show opened in the BOAC oper¬ stylized buffoonery.
segue one into the other! arid, all Associate producer: Bimbi Harris. ation? room at London Airport,
S, J. Perelman did a pedestrian
without, distinction.
Produetion: Jack Hylton Television where the captain of. the craft ex¬ job of adapting the book. Here,
Perhaps theatre policy or. union;
Productions Ltd
plained to Hughie Green, himself perhaps, was the show’s greatest
matters prevented Sullivan from 30 Mins., Mon., 8:30 p.m.
an experienced pilot, w'hat sort of weakness.
Rose.
bringing on any of; the other Hall Associated-Rediffusion from: Lon¬ weather was expected along the
features, such as the Glee Club,
route!
An interesting opening,
don
Rockettes arid., ballet troupe: If
In this age of the gimmick there which ip other circumstance would
there were no such injunctions he are apparently no limits to- zany have been a good lead-in tq a tele¬
missed an opportunity to do some¬ notions, arid somebody had to do feature about the flight. But from
thing special; instead of the rou¬ it sometime, so. the Jack Hylton the ops room, the! scene switched
tine..
Gene.
outfit took artists and a. camera to a production number, “Going to
Milton Berle, making his first
crew 30,000 feet up above the At' New York,” out on the tarmac,
laritic to produce a tv shbw. A with members of the cast cavorting dramatic appearance on television
Onmibus
BOAC
Britannia
became,
a
studio,
about
around
the
plane.
Bary.
via “Kraft" Theatre,” and Victor
Peter Ustinov’s tv tour de forces
are becoming commonplace.. As a complete with a honky-tonk pfano^
Borge, doing his third CBS-TV spe¬
sequel to his; standout performance and between inforinative trips up MANY HAPPY RETURNS
cial, fought it out to a near-draw
to
the
flight
deck
and
other
parts
With
Tony
Britton,
Don
Ameche,
on this series several weeks ago as
George Fonnby, Vanessa Lee, on the overnight Trendex last week,
Dr. Samuel Johnson, Ustinov last of the plane, the artists gave, out
but with Borge a slight victor. If
with
their;
routines.
It.
■
turned
out
Dennis
Lolis,
Shirley
Eaton,
Sunday (23) occupied the “Omni¬
June Whitfield, Irving Davies, there was a moral victory, however,
bus” slot, by displaying other fac¬ that, performers became slightly
ets of his formidable talent. He annoying distractions, in what.could . Gwen Bari, The Vernons Girls, it was Berle’s, since he registered
have
been
a
pretty
good,
documen¬
The Pefor Knight Singers, Geoff trie highest Trendex in “Kraft” hisstarred in a play, “Moment of
Love orch, others.
tory.
Truth;”'which he also happened to tary about the airbraft;
So Winifred Atwell played a Producer* Kenneth Carter.
write, stage and co-direct. (It was
Borge averaged out to a 24.1 for
produced on the London stage in couple of number^, on her jiangle Writer: .Budd Grossman.
his.
9 to 10 stint, beating-out
piano; Ronnie Rorialde did Some 90 Mins., Sat., .8:30 p.rii.
1952.)
Berle’s 23.8 average.
The ABC
bird impersonations; and Rosalina ABC-TV, from Birmingham.
Although Ustinov may riot be a Neri chirped through “The Best
ABC-TV celebrated Its second scorecard for the period registered
wholly disciplined playwright, Things In Life Are. Free.’’ This anniversary as ^weekend commer¬ a 15.1 for “Ozzie & Harriet” and an
“Momerit of Truth” had the marks was old stuff which would have) cial tv: programmers for the Mid¬ 8.4 for “The Betty White Show.”
of. a superior stylish Some, senti¬ come across better from an earth- lands and North, with a 90-minute Berle’s starring Kraft role-was itt
mentality and gaseous poetic prose bound studio, without ;t)ie constant j spectacular, designed to illustrate Henry Dehker’s original, “Material
(Continued on page 40) ~
(Continued on page 42)
drone of the engines which was at
Witness.”

Tele Follow-Up Comment
Kraft TV Theatre
Milton Berle took a whirl at
straight dramatics oh “Kraft Tele¬
vision Theatre"’ last-week (19), star¬
ring in a Henry Denker-scrjpted
original,. “Material Witness,” and
perhaps the best than can be said
for it is that it was an interesting
experiment for the comedian.. This
is hot to say that the fault can be
pinned primarily on Berle. Deriker,
who should know better, having
toiled successfully these many
years in the tv vineyards and hav¬
in':, among other things, co-au¬
thored the “Time Limit” legiter,
muVt take.the major rap. His story;
of ih ordinary guy (a white collar
worker) who. fears for h's wife and
kid a.ter witnessing a gang murder,
was a lacklustre affair, mostly dull
ih consent and overboard on pedestri'n dialog.
re was nothing, in Denker’s
teL?viry to inspire or stimulate any
spark cf latent dramatic talent in a
Eerie or anyone else. Berle, too,
might have benefited if Don Medr
fords direction had been more
intense, more progressively excit¬
ing and less a relating of facts as
in a documentary.
That Berle even managed to dam
up and overcome those character¬
istics that have stamped his com¬
edic career these many years re¬
dounds to his credit, but it's unfor¬
tunate that he.couldn’t rise beyond
that. He seemed to convey under¬
standing, but it never affected him;
in turn it never affected the aiidi-

en-e.

,
major supporting roles were
Richard Kiley as a plainclothes
copper and Nancy Marchand as the
frightened guy’s wife. It was a
hapless evening for both of them.
Rose.
Playhouse 90
“Point of No Return” was given
a careful and elaborate production
by “Playhouse 90” over CBS-TV
last week <20). It might have been
exciting, too, had not the commer¬
cials broken up the mood at least
once in each quarter-hour or less
of the 90-minuter. Frank D- Gilroy
turned in a slick tracker jack adap¬
tation of the Paul Osborn play (a
click Broadway vehicle for Henry
Fonda six seasons ago) from the
John P. Marquand bestseller.
I
Television being what it is, the
network must be. held accountable
for a kind of sabotage to potential
artistry that’s indigenous to the
medium when a succession of
^blurbs—in this case a load of seg¬
mented sponsorships — muscle in
with irritating intrusions; Theatre^
goers, would never stand for such
shenanigans arid it is at least ques¬
tionable whether tv, meaning spe¬
cifically “Playhouse 90,” isn’t kill¬
ing off its future chances by this
overcrowding on the commercials.;
At the 10:30 mark, of course,
there’s the traditional F.O.B. (full’
of blurbs)—regular sponsors, spots, j
.local cut-ins. arid the wordage of
the billed-hext-week host (in this
case Tab Hunter, who looked un¬
sure throughout as he gazed at the
cue-sheets). It’s an affront to the
work of playwright, cast, director
and backstage craftsinen when a
- viewer is obliged to sit through the
din before he can get back to the
next 12 or 15 minutes that consti¬
tute one act on “90.”
i
Otherwise, this can be said, for
“six-act” play: It; moved well,,
whether forward or backward (be¬
ing essentially iri flashback), was
superbly performed by a knowing,
cast and had . the benefit of toprung poshy settings by Robert Ty¬
ler Lee, particularly, of the elegant
■ Lovell home in Massachusetts (sub. urban Boston thinly fictionalized as
the town of Clyde).
Franklin
Schaffner’s. staging was alert and
Inventive, managing to ipreserve a
reasonable semblarice. of. continuity
even against the numerous inter¬
missions.
Chariton Heston, in the lead role
of the banker caught between yesno in his bid to attain a vice-presi¬
dency, managed to convey a sense
of his indecision, though suggest¬
ing to the viewer; that he was a bit
confused at times by the .part; his
wife was sharply drawn in the
hands of k genuine pro, the appeal¬
ing Katharine Bard; Hope Lange
“Peyton Place”) as Heston's wayback-when sweetheart with whom
marriage was frustrated by a
Brahmin - like, snobbish father,
played her role with great tender-:
ness, arid is a young beauty, be¬
sides; John Williams- as her wido od father gave to the.20kyearsa^o flashback the sense of. younglove doom that pervaded the play,
during the period then depicted; j
and Walter Abel arid Russell Col-1
lins were first-rate, as . was Edward j
Andrews in a role also much too:
abbreviated for his thespic stature.

Berle Delivers Kraft’s
Highest Trendex to Date
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In order to shed light on the intricate working's of the Spot timebuving function, NBC Spot Sales
has. just established a nation-wide agency TIMEBUYER OPINION PANEL.
Today the timebuyer is an important’ member of the agency marketing team, charged with the
responsibility of wisely investing' over-increasing budgets in Spot Radio and Television.
ti; hat factors contribute to the buying' decision? I low does the timebuyer, for example, regard;
station merchandising... the I. D.... package plans.. .the averaging* of two fating' services,..
nighttime radio,,. cost-per-thousand cut-off points.... station and personality prestige?
The TIMEBUYER OPINION PANEL is intended to serve as a medium of expression for time-

buyers, and.to provide a sounding board for their buying theories and practices. We believe each
report will provide valuable information for the buyer and for those who work with him.
Response to the first questionnaire. ..“On the Use of Ratings”. ..was extremely gratifying. Hun¬
dreds of replies have been received, from large and small, agencies across: the country.
The. report, including highly revealing comments on the problem of ratings, will be mailed to
Panel members shortly. Jf you would like to have your own co'mpllmeuMry copy, just write
IpdctM to NBC Spof Mh% M Rockefeller Plaza, New York id, N:iY.,

M-G-M Academy Award Package*
26 of Metro’s most memorable
films—13 Academy-Award winners
and 13 Academy-Award nominees
including such titles as:
*'Blossoms in the Dust” • "Boys Town1*
"Boom Town” • "Gaslight”
' ‘Waterloo Bridge” • "Madame Curie”

M-G-M Mystery & Action Package*
26 of Metro’s most exciting bigthrill features including such
titles
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde”
"White Cargo” • ‘^Mr. and Mrs. North”
"The Postman Always Rings Twice”
"Shadow of the Thin Man”
"Too Hot To Handle”

M-G-M Andy Hardy Theatre*
15 wonderful films... starring
Mickey Rooney in Metro-s heart¬
warming series , about America’s
favorite family.

Great Hand-Picked Packages.

THE BEST
OF M-G-M
Each package is a daisy...
designed to give you a dilly of a rating. A new,
selective,; practical way to purchase feature
pictures. The very best Of the films from the
studio that has always been known for having
made the very best.
Call us, write us, wire us for more complete in¬
formation bn these three powerhouse packages.

MCJMlTV
A SERVICE OF

I

LOEW S INCORPORATED

Richard A Harper, General Sales Mgr.
1540 Broadway, New York 36,.N.Y.,JUdson 2-2000
♦Not available in the markets where the entire:
M-G-M library of.pre--49 features is now being programmed.
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BAPIO-TEUE VISION

signed a 13-week pack with WCBS,
N.Y., as sponsor of the “Galen
Drake Show.’’ William Warren,
Jackson & Delaney represents Bitz.
American Molasses, via Hilton
& Riggio, launching 13-week spot
radio campaign for Grandma’s
Molasses.
' A home laundry-campaign is be¬
ing initiated this month by Frigid?
alre division of General Motors. Lo?
cal radio and tv to spearhead cam¬
Bj JACK BERNSTEIN
. nen Sc Newell :and D’Arcy whose paign.
Radio Television Training Assn.,
through William Warren, Jackson
Old, this year will be labelled i
dozen agencies have visited the & Delaney, has purchased 200 oneadvertising circles as “agency-,
Lincoln people in their home, minute radio spots. In New York
auto-trade-in year.” Chrysleris ap¬
grounds and nearly two dozen have to push their correspondence and
pointment of Leo Burnett to han¬
stated that they were interested in studio techniques courses.'
dle its corporate advertising and
Emil Mogul has started concen¬
the account.
the naming* of Young Sc. Rubicam
trated advertising drive on behalf
The $1,000,000 Volkswagon au¬ of National Shoes. Campaign to
for the Chrysler division, which
includes Chrysler and Imperial tomotive account is still hanging use nearly 30 radio stations arid
cars, ended a 10-day period of loose. The scene of the action of over 300 radio spots.
speculation for the $26,000,000 this account shifts to West Ger¬
Mogul agency also, starting radio
billings resigned, by McCann-Erick- many where several agency names campaign for Barney’s Clothes and
have been relayed to Heinz Nord: will use 200 radio spots ,per week
son.
McCann started the trade-in
^ ^ in New York area.
Ted Bates which moved this past
movement when it resigned the ; J^ich fJ°f
nVhpr
Chrysler billings to take., on the ,
^ th ■ weekend to 666 Fifth Ave. will link
35 rooms via a closed circuit tv sys¬
Bulck division, of General Motors ? sma11 agencies pitching,
and
an
estimated
$24,000,000 1
To round out the biggest year in, tem.
A weekly series of televised
worth of billings. Two auto ac- ; automotive switches is the persists
counts totalling nearly $7,000,000 1 ent reports that the Edsel division* brainstorming" sessions will be
are presently on the loose and ; of the Ford Motor Co. Is upset with produced by Frank Block Associ¬
seeking agency parking lots: Add the . car sales. The . slumping Edsel ates in St. Louis over KETC-TV
ed to all this is the trouble Foote, | sales have in part been attributed: Mondays at 9 p.m. Advertising firm
Cone & Belding has had in push-,to Foote, Cone & Belding with re-, producing show which deals with
ing Edsel, which entered the auto j ports that Edsel may do some shop- coinmunity problems.

Biz in Newest 'Agency Trade-In’
Maneuver-On Other Ad Fronts

Sd!r1S*«S,8S5S:KStl!i
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market last season, and the recur¬ piing of its own unless sales pick¬
rent reports that the car manu¬ up.
facturer, Ford, and the agency,
; Lost and Found Accounts
aren't seeing eye to eye indicating
By LES BROWN
Cunningham & Walsh has snared.
a possible change.
the estimated $1,700,000 billings
Chicago, Feb. 25,
Chrysler search for agencies to of the American Machine A Foun¬
Milton Slater, once. active In
replace McCanh-Ericksori was con¬ dry Co. The corporate advertising radio and tv In West Virginia, and
ducted on the quiet as compared account includes 11 divisions of Massachusetts, joined Leo Burnett
to the Biiick selection and lacked t theffrm ^ was formerly handled shop as a! broadcast supervisor.
the fanfare which caused public, by Fletcher D. Richards. Switch- Burnett, by tha way, bagged the
criticism of the firm and the agen- over t0 qfcW is effective March 1. Star-Klst Tuna account that was
cies pitching for the account.
i
The estimated $2,000,000 Vel formerly handled by Honig-Cooper,
Indications that Chrysler would ;
wder advertising account: for- San Francisco, Starts June 1.
•plit its corporate and Chrysler > £,erly h{m(Ued by Lerinen Sc NewJohn Baldwin has exited Need¬
division advertising between two ejj
js up jor
Agency ham, Louis, and Brorby .to join Ken¬
agencies appeared.likely almost a^l continue to handle Colgate's yon & Eckhardt as -account super¬
week ago. The two agencies which Vel liquid detergent and Lustre visor of the Wilson Co. biz.
appeared to have their foot In the Cream Shampoo ihd is expected to
Buchen Co. directors appointed
Chrysler door Were BBDO arid share the Vel Beauty bar billings, H. I. Orwlg and James L. Perry
Grant. Charles Browder, prexy of increased competition between the- as senior veepees and gave v.p.
the agency returned from Detroit liquid and the powder detergents stripes to John B. Thomas.
last weekend after presumably forced the powder account to be
H. W. Kastor Sc Sons tapped the
pitching for the Bufck account. placed elsewhere*
Perfecto Garda cigar account.
BBDO currently handles De Soto
Keyes; Madden & Jones has . Gerry J. Schnur, public relations
and at one time was the agency landed- the Pablum division of director of J. R. Pershall Co. was
for Chrysler institutional. Grant i Mead Johnson & Co. Account was named a veep, as was Stanley D.
was also frequently mentioned for formerly handled by Campbell? Levltz, creative director of Stern,
the corporate, honors and based its ! Mfthum and MeCann-Erickson.
Walters A Simmons Inc,
claim on the fact that it presently
Arthur R. Roberts Jr. made ac¬
Donahue Sc Coe has been named
handles Dodge and the television as the agency for Fairbanks, Morse count exec for. the Toni Co, at
advertising for Plymouth.
& Co. The account has ’ been han¬ Clinton E. Frank agency.
Young Sc Rubicam, after resign¬ dled by Buchen Co, of Chicago.
Police last week apprehended
ing the $5,000,000 Lincoln account
H. B. Humphrey has been, se¬ Robert J. Bassett, bookkeeper for
over a genuine hassle with the car; lected to he the agency for Delson the E, H. Brown ad agency, for
firm, had made a serious pitch for Candy Co.
pilfering $59,911 of the firm’s
the Buick business. E. C. Quinn,
money by writing out checks to
Switches
Chrysler division president in an¬
himself on the agency’s bank ac¬
Donald
Stuart
Hillman
has
nouncing the selection of Y&R
count. Bassett said he invested
said, “In selecting one.of the most i joiried Emil Mogul as executive the money in real estate, a travel
enterprising and respected agen- ' radio-tv producer,
ageiicy and in government savings
cies in the advertising business to • . Jack Payne, former radlo-tele- bonds and placed the rest in banks
presept the Chrysler and Imperial vision writer-producer .for Tatham- and loan associations. He said he
cars to the public, we are confi-Laird in ChicagO, ha$ joined the would like to pay back the debt
dent that its experience and talent D’Arcy Agency in St. Louts,
“by working 4t-out."
will give increased, merchandising !
Gdtert'J. SuppI^hM^jdnecbtlm
support to the sales program of radio-television staff of
our; dealer organization."
Quinn Manoff. where he unll be hi charge
added “in addition, to the agency's of commerciaL production.^
. .
long record of success and its. Earry C.
reputation for creative ability, an named assistant to. the president of
important factor in the selection’411® Manoff agency.
......
CBS has - agreed to arbitrate a
of Young & Rubicam was-: its
J. Sutter., whpjo^ej claim by Writers Guild of America
strong field organization and thor- Benton.^* BowlMlE-yejjJ ego as a that the web “improperly" fired
ough grounding In retail mariefet-^ C0Kr™ter,
e*ecte$'? vee* three newswritert during the, re¬
in<Tin thp
"
ipee of the. agency.
* 1 the field. _
, william C. Parik, formerly with cent big layoff in news and public
Rise of Burnett
. ; Calkins & Holden, has joiried affairs. Both sides expect to agree
Appointment of Leo Burnett to Reach, McClintOn as a vice presi- on an arbitrator Within the next
15 days.
handle the Chrysler corporate ac- dent and account supervisor,
When tha three writers were dis¬
count came as little surprise with
Milton Slater,, formerly assoclthe agency’s name being mention-: ated with the Tabco T^ipe Network, missed a couple of weeks ago, the
ed as a bidder as it was when the, has been nariied broadcast supervi- guild termed it a “lockout, not a
layoff.” WGA alleged that the work
Buick hillings came up. for; grabs. ’ sor ab^i0o Burnett.
Burnett currently bills in the ’ John G. Cole riamed director of the three, were doing merely fell
neighborhood *of $80,000,000 and West Coast tv commercials for Sul- into the hands of writers who. re¬
lias been one of the fastest rising. livan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. mained on staff, thereby overbur¬
dening the latter In a network ef¬
Campaigns
advertising agencies in the busi¬
Ritz Furs nf New York has fort tot; exact labor economies.
ness.
James Cope, Chrysler Corp. veepee said Burnett was selected on
the basis of high degree of crea¬
tivity and its outstanding successef
in varied product merchandisin':
fields, utilizing all advertising me¬
Final study on amount agencies should he compensated for
dia.
agency-produced tv shows as compared with agency-bought package
The agency upheaval on the part t
and network programs was released Monday. (24) when Professors
of the Chrysler Corp. may not be i
Albert W. Frey and Kenneth R. Davis of the Amos Tuck School,
over with recurrent reports from ,
Dartmouth, released their study on prevailing practices arid atti¬
Detroit trade sources that the ;
tudes of agencies, advertisers and media.
As . was expected,
Corp, is not happy with the De
agencies thought their compensation should he higher, than ad
Soto and the rumor mill has it the
.
J
car manufacturer may be taking ' managers do.
Here’s tht way advertising managen regard fair compensation
the vehicle off the- market entire¬
for various Undi of agency service t
ly,
Agency-produced shows: 31.1% favor more than 15% commis¬
The $5,000,000 Lincoln account
sion; 60.8% favor 15%; 8.1% favor less than 15%.
still seeking an agency home
Agency-bought shows: BJ2% favor more than 15%; 85.3% favor
with
Dancer -Fitzgerald - Sample
15%; 58^% favor less than 15%.
said to have the in&ide track.
Here’s the way ad agencies regard fair compensation:
The
agency
was
invited
to
Agency-produbed. shows: 69.7% favor more than 15% commis¬
make a presentation for the Chrys¬
sion; 29.7% favor 15%; 6% favor less than 155',
ler people and last week was visit¬
Agency-bought shows: 12.8% favor more than 15%; 80.9% favor
ed by the Lincoln executives. Also
15%; 6i3% favor less than 15%.
said to be In the running are Len-

Chi Agencies

Arbitrate CBS Layoffs
In News, Pnbaffairs
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IJV NEW YORK CITY
The hands of Kajar . the Magician, consultant on the “Aladdin” mu¬
sical, are booked for a live appearance tomorrow (Thurs.) in the BluWhite commercial on “Beat the Clock," Kajar’s pawa dittoed on RCA
blurbs a couple years ago . . . Jay Barney drew the lead on NBC-TV’a
“Frontiers of Faith" playing John Peter Muhlenberg, the Lutheran pas¬
tor who became a major general under Geo. Washington, plays CBS*
TV’s “Search for Tomorrow" today (Wed.) for the first time (that day
he’ll also be on same Web’s “Brighter Day”), continues on CBS-AM’s
“Helen Trent" and did a few more segments of CBS’ serial, “Couple
Next Door." . . . Sam Hindi, more prominently identified as producerdirector of out-of-town legiters and now berthed permanently in N.Y.,
gqes into a featured role on the U.S. Steel “Give Me My Spul”* entry
on March .12; whieh Alex Segal will direct. Hirsch has also been tapped
for CBS-TV “Edge of Night/’
Hugh Branigan leaving NBC where he was a tv unit manager to joi
Barry & Enright as producer on their new “Dough Re Mi” daytinier—
airing on NBC . . . Alfredo Antonini; now through with his “Seven
Lively Arts” conducting assignment, conducted the Milwaukee Sym¬
phony In two concerts and the Toronto Symph in one and. also con¬
ducting the score of a new documentary filiri on Chicago . . . Jackie
Rae, Canadian tv producer who recently returned to performing, makes
his U.S. tv debut on GBS-TY's “Jimmy Dean Show" March 15 .. . Boh
Hope signed for a guest shot on CBS' “The Big Record" March 19 . . .
Kim Hunter signed to star in "Ari Early Winter," segment being filmed
in N.Y. for the upcoming CBS-TV’er .“Rendezvous" .
Walter Cronkite was guest speaker at the N.Y.. State Broadcasters Assn, dinner
honoring the N.Y. State Legislature in Albany last night (Tues.), and
is skedded to receive the Distinguished Achievement Award from the
U. of Texas Alumni Assn, at a dinner at the Plaza Hotel Friday (28) in
N. Y. . . . Ervin Anderson nained administrative manager of CBS-TV
imit supervisor Dick Manley promoted to unit manager with NBC-TV
. . . Philadelphia Art Directors Club awarded their gold medal for out¬
standing achievement to CBS-TV graphic arts director Georg Olden
last week ... . Jackie Grimes returned from a stint producing filmed
variety shows for the Anriy to take a role In “Weridy Warren & the
News" . . . Dee Engelbach, CBS Radio producer, to deliver a series of
five lectures at the radio-tv workshop at New Rochelle College for
Women . . , WRCA-TV production -assistant Nancy Sehaines and “Oh,
Captain" orchestra manager Constantine Merjos married in N.Y., Sun¬
day (23)
/ . Margaret Whiting: does a dramatic role on CBS Radio’s
"Suspense" March 2. . Johnny Andrews plnchhitting for Ken Banghart on latter’s WRCA disk show while Banghart vacations in Curacao
... Ed Lethen, CBS-TV sales development manager, addressed the Ad
Club of N.Y. Thursday (20) . . . WNYC nutritionist Iva Bennett Is the
N. Y. City Health Dept, delegate to the National-Food Conference In
Washington this week . . . Don. Herbert celebrates the eighth anni of his
"Watch Mr. Wizard" on NBC-TV March 2, with his station lineup hav¬
ing increased some 40% In the past year to a new high of 71.
Chuck Reeves, exec producer for Dick Clsrk’s new Saturday nlghter
on ABC-TV, has set the guest roster for the next outing (March 1)
with 'Teresa Brewrir, other singers John Zacharly, Eddie Platt,
Ann Reynolds ^ .
Ethel Merman into Frank Sinatra’s stanza
on March 28 . . . Keenan WyniP'and Jimmy Boyd also guestarrlng—on
Betty White’s ABC-TV’er Wednesday (March 5)... . . Keefe Brasselle
subbed today (Wed.), and will again tomorrow for the vacationing Jan
Murray on “Treasure Hunt,” will be succeeded in other two-day emcee
assignments by Bob Smith, Bob Kennedy, Mel Allen and Johnny John¬
ston;. Murray returns, from Phoenix, March 11 .:. . David. Brown will
produce Murray’s new nighttime, “Wingo," set to replace Eve Arden
on CBS-TV April 1 . . . Tybee Afra,.Afro-Cuban dancer, guested on
Steve Allen’s latest Sunday (23) outing : , . Dale Wasserman completed
“Look. What’s Going On," for Kraft on March 19, a documentary on
N.Y.C. building dept practices . . . Dr, Carlton Fredericks will begin a
radio nutrition class-on “Living Should be Fun” series on WOR starting tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . John A. Gambling, host on WOR’s “Music
from Studio X," is vacationing .. . WPIX will be telecasting the hock-,
ey match between the New York Rangers and Montreal Canadians on
-March 8 , . . Public hearings in - Brook!yn by the Senate Subcommittee
on Juvenile Delinquency, scheduled for tomorrow (Thurs.) and Friday,
will he broadcast by MBS . . . Mutual’s “Army Hour" program received
its fourth successive Freedoms Foundation Awards
Marty Gllckman, WMGM sportscaster and Yonkers Raceway tv and
radio director, is in environs of Orlando, Fla.* for series: of tape^recordings and newsreel, pickups on grapefruit circuit happenings. Lou Niss,
former Brooklyn Eagle sports editor and current head of Yonkers Race¬
way publicity department, recently engaged Irving Rttdd, former
Brooklyn Dodgers radio-tv-mag promotion man, to exploit local harness
activities. Glickman returns from south March 3 . . . NBC’s Ken Bilby
breaking it up with a week’s rest in Jamaica (BWl) : . . Elizabeth Law¬
rence, regular hr “Road of Life,” also doubles over from B’way’s “Look
Homeward Angel," into a lead on NBC’s ‘‘True Story" and CBS-TV’s
"Guiding Light” , J - Bill Zuckert featured on “U.S. Steel Hour" tonight (Wed.) . . . Nicholas E. Baehr's adaptation of “The Sixty-Fifth
Floor," set for presentation today (Wed.) on “Matinee Theatre," and
he’s also been assigned to do a “Decoy” vidpix script . , . Broadcasting
Foundation 6f America feting Pierre Crencsse on his 10th anrii as North
American director of the French Broadcasting System with a luncheon
March 12 at the Metropolitan Club . . . Announcer Don Morrow pacted
by Benton & Bowles for a new blurb campaign on Zest . . . Joe Silver
now in running role as the D.A. on CBS-TV's “As the World Turns;"

IN HOLLYWOOD ...
Bud Kay left CBS-TV story department for a similar post with Harry
Ackerman, at Screen Gems. Frank Glicksman, his top aide, moves up to.
the head spot, at Television City ... So that Emmy voters can view a
daytime show during their off-night hours, Albert McCIeery arranged
for a showing of “Dark of the Moon,” over NBC’s KRCA A “Matinee
Theatre" entry, it won preliminary citations for the best direction by
McCIeery and the teleplay by Howard Richardsoii and William Berney
. . Gross-Krasne appointed William Morris agency as exclusive reps
in -the sale of its telefilm properties to networks or for national spon¬
sorship . .... Jerry Scoggins, one of the Cass County Boys, bought an in¬
terest in a radio station at Corona, Calif. ... Lou Edelman watched
Patricia Barry perform on1 Playhouse 90’s: “Reunion” and signed her
for the lead in ’.Tin Pan Sally.” She’s the Wife of Philip Barry Jr., tv
producer-director . . . Oscar Levant came out of retirement to sub for
the ailing Tom Duggan on KCOP...... When things get slow in tv there’s
always—for Bill Bacher, the investment business; Bill Barron, late of
Don Lee, the building, of shopping centers, and Cecil Underwood, exWarwick Sc Legler, incojne property at Sam Clementa, down the coast
from L:A. .... NBC’s Bob Klntner and Bob Lewlne thawed out at Palm
Springs before starting a series of program meetings in Hollywood

I

IN CHICAGO . .
“Ear On Chicago," longtime WBBM pubaffairs entry , done In collaboration with Illinois Institute of Technology, switches to WMAQ bn
March 9 under new title, “City Tn Sound." Jack Arigell takes over the
(Continued on page 38)
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•with 6 shows competing in the time period (Tues10:30 to 11 PM)! 2,268,000 New 'Workers for
Marlboro Cigarettes and Aerowax every week!
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EASY AS ABC
^ _ ,
With Joe E. Brown, Eddie Cantor,
Kenny Delmar, Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Bob Rope, Danny Kaye,
Yehudi Menuhin, Jack Benny,
Continued from page M
^
Frank Gallop. David Legrant,
Ginger McMannus, Bine Stars,
narrating chord that used to be Hugh Hill’s . •. Norm Ross off on three*
others
Producer-writer: Gerald Kean
week tour of Europe and India and spelled on his WBKB “VIP” show
By ABEL GREEN
4
Composer: Marcel Stem
by Daily News columnists Syd Harris arid Jack Mabley • . . WBBMWhat did we do before cello¬ CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE ^5 Mins., Thurs., 9:30 p.m.
TV’s
Frank Reynolds departed on tour of Israel and the Arab states'
ABN, from New York
With
Dr.
Stephen
Stepanchev,
Prof,
phane? Before Scotch tape? Be¬
Robert Crawford
Top show biz personalities from and being subbed for in bis three news slots by John Coughlin, Frank
fore zippers? And what did shut- Producer: Crawford.
both sides of the Atlantic have lent Sweeney and Rnss Bensley •. • Arthur C. Nielsen Jr., prefc of Nielsen
ins do before radio? Running a 40 Mins.; Mon.-Wed.-FrL, 3 pjn.
their talents to this series of shows research company, spieling on the audimeter on WILL, Urbana, today
feverish dial during an enforced WNYC, N.Y,
(Wed.) . « . Linn Burton back on the air. as WCFL’s all night deejay,
week of a virus leaves the hapless
With a literary cycle in vogue to popularize the work of the now that Dan Sorkin has the station’s early, morning show . . . Walt
lie-iir even less virulent from dee- on several Gotham radio and tv sta¬ United Nations Educational, Scien¬ Schwimmer and Miller Brewing Co, made extra prints of “All-Star
jay (AM) program poisoning. It’s tions, still another outlet has tossed tific and Cultural Organizations Golf” for Armed Services camps overseas ... Two FM Stations, WCLM
okay to walk away from it but a
(UNESCO). The billing of over 40 and WKFM* teamed up last Sunday (23) for a. stereophonic broadcast
temperatured temperament has its hat into the book ring. This, top. artists from the stage, screen
little choice when the decimal logically enoUgh, is New York’s | and music, world should help to at¬
IN WASHINGTON ...
points are above the 100-mark— municipally operated WNYC. For
it’s like the only crap-game in this. AMer has prided 'itself on its tract. and hold the desired audi¬
“Farm Newsreel,” innovation of Hearst-INS Telenews to lure the
ence.
town.
cultural achievements and “A
The initial segment in. the 13- rural viewer, made Its debut sponsored on .62 tv stations past week .: . .
So to begin, where would AM Radio' Course in Contemporary
Pat
Conway, the sheriff of “Tombstone Territory,” speaks to Catholic
week series, marking UNESCO’s
programming be without ASCAP? Literature,” which started Feb, .17, 10th
anniversary, was introductory U. drama classes: this week as part of his current campus tour ... Pick
There was a Hollywood gag about
in
nature.
As
conceived
by
pro¬
a very popular, always-available obviously is . in keeping with the ducer-writer Gerald Kean, it was Temple, local cowboy star sponsored by Giant food stores, partied on
gallant bachelor, which ran, “What station’s tradition.
a “soft-sell” bow,, with the accent his moveover from WTOP to WTTG . . . Jim Henson, originator and de¬
instructor of what is to be a on cleverness and with rather than signer of. “Sam and Friends” muppets, WRC-NBC moppet show which
will the BevHills girls. do if they
run out of So-and-so?” (name Of 14-Week course is Dr. Stephen a solid, rundown of UNESCO’s aims has received wide network exposure, cited by D. C. Federation of Wom¬
the gent omitted; he’s now. happily Stepanchev, Assistant Professor of and accomplishments.
On the en’s Clubs for outstanding creative ability . .. Vic Hirsh upped from as¬
married.) It can be paraphrased, English, Queens College. Three basis of the initialer, it’s hard to sistant to program director at WTOP . . . W WDC d.j.’s Fred Fiske arid
judge the overall impact of the Jack Rowzie hitting the teenage circuit with record number of appear¬
“What would the disk jockeys do
if they ran ou£ of Kern and Porter times weekly (Mon.-Wed.-Fri.L he series. Later, the segments may ances at juve functions . . . Charlie Crawford, ex of suburban station
presides over the 40-minUte tran¬ turn away from: being overly cute WGAY, has joined sales staff of WTOP radi
and Rodgers "and Berlin?”
airing starting at 3 p.m. On and offer substance, as well as en¬
.. And the monotonous sameness scribed
the initial session he explained that tertainment. But, on the basis of
of the pitch and the con!. All have his practice in the future, would be the initialer, producer-writer Kean IN BOSTON . ,.
the same paisy-walsy spiel—“your” to lecture for about a half-hour and should be given credit for getting
John. McLellan, jazz platter spinner on WHDH, hosting new daily
station.
Never knew so many then devote the balance of avail¬ away from the usual dry documen¬
broadcasters had taken in so. many able time to . questions from lis¬ tary format for. such series, apply¬ jazz show 6:45-7 p.m., “Top Shelf,” Success of jazz show aT; Sat. time of
partners from the public at large. teners.
ing an imaginative layout which 7-8 p.m. caused WHDH to move program to daily spot, John Day, WHDH
It fools nobody, this “your sta¬
Q. and a. aspect is in contrast to holds out possibilities for some program mgr,, stated . . . Rex Trailer, WBZ-TV cowboy personality,
tion” but it goes on drearily and the format of most of the rival solid effects. /'.
Music by composer Marcel Stern made tv.history here with a commercial for Teddie Brand Peanut But¬
monotonously arid in a same cycle. literary “shows” which primarily,
Of course there are attempts to follows. a lecture pattern only. was zingy and an assist, but the ter .from depths of huge water filled tank. Demonstrating skin diving
lyrics as sung by the Blue Stars to his moppet viewers, he did the commercial submerged in 12 feet
vary the theme. Martin Block’s Theme of the course is the "frag¬ were
hard to catch.
of water , . . Duncan MacDonal, WNAC “Yankee Home and Food
“Operation 60,000” (ABC) is an mentation of the modern world
The operier had two. characters:
obvious attempt to get away from the isolation and alienation of the Alpha, played by Frank Gallop, Show,” hosted actors-from “Much Ado About Nothing,” at the Shuindividual
sensibility
as
reflected
bert . . . WBZ-TV has skedded two iriore jazz shows to feel out aficio¬
trite top 10, 20 or 40 because, too
the Work, of English and Ameri¬ and Beta, played by David Legrant, nados in the area towards weekly programming of. permanent jazz
obviously, the cacophony and in
act as interlocutors for upcoming show . . . First is March 5 from 10:30 to 11 with JonahJones; second,
can
writers
of
the
period
since
monotony of the current “beat” 1920.” With the foregoing as his stanzas. Format also had a little
permits for no melody or variety point, Dr. Stepanchev steered lis¬ girl, portrayed by Ginger McMan¬ March 19, with Sarah Vaughn, both of whom., will be appearing at
in the rock ’n’ roll pattern; so the teners to the first lesson through nus, ask question about UNESCO. George Wein’s Story ville; Initial “StOryville” jazz show on WBZ-TV
attempt at a “true audience cross- an interesting analysis of Sher¬ Luther Evans, director of UNESCO, drew 7,000 pieces Of mail approving, station reported.
section” of kid and not-so-juvenile wood Anderson’s “Winesburg, O” delivered what, was called a brief
“commercial.”
listeners allegedly permits for
IN SEATTLE-TACOMA . . .
While sUch an analysis could be
The artists; all pros, performedstandards and other familiars. It’s a dry one, to Dr. Stepanchev’s
KING-TV will again cover the Lake Chelan Apple Cup hydroplane
a variation of the “Lucky Strike credit, he gave it an engaging read¬ with distinction. Others in the ros¬
extra” gimmick, to afford change- ing. In colorful phrases he con¬ ter for upcoming segments include races, set for May 10-11. Program director Lee Schulman says station
of-pace.
Ted Browne’s wit is ceded that Anderson is not “too June Allyson; Ingrid Bergman, will give it “all-out production”
Western singer Jimmy Wakely in
something else again in the deejay fashionable today
. . we could Victor Borge, Marlon Brando, Yul town to appear oil kickoff of KING’S “Thriftway Caravan” Thursday.
Brynner-^-that’s just a. sampling of
a-m. sweepstakes; the WMGM describe him as an impressionist, the
names beginning with A and (20). First show was done from stage of Moore Theatre with audience.
(N. Y.) indie, foiled by wife Rhoda, not like Theodore. Dreiser or the B, joining
in this attempt to create
performs like he makes seriojis contemporary James Farrell.”.Also better international understanding. Subsequent programs will be done in studio . . , KTVW also starting
comedy script preparation 'at¬ helpful not only for purposes of Although
networked
Thursday live local musical show, “Bill and Grover Dance Time,” telecast from
illustration
but
as
an
occasional
tempts.
But the majority are
nights, WABC, the New York flag¬ Crescent ballroom in Tacoma . , . A1 Cummings, one of Seattle’s top
“top” pops of the day; or requests change of pace were the recitations ship is carrying the series Sunday dj’s, will be replaced on KING by Leland R. “Ray” Briem, March 3.
of Anderson excerpts by Prof. Rob¬ nights, starting , at 11:30. p.m.
Cummings next stop unknown . .KING dj’s Warren Saunders and
—almost of the same pattern— ert
Crawford who doubles as pro¬
Dave Ballard have moved ,to KTIX, and Pat Lewis, formerly with
Hoto.
and moves one or two of the open¬ ducer of the program.
KNBX,
is moving to KING to do “Night Owl’’ show . .. Bill Fox, KTNTly laconic platter-chatterers to ob¬
Registration for the course, now
TV news director, doing live “Police File” telecast weekly from Seat¬
serve, as- they recite the banal
in
its
second
week,
is
said
to
be
tle.
groups and titles, “Well, this is heavy. These students seeking
the music business today!”
credit must pay a $24 fee and take
Then those sponsors who are a three-hour final exam to be given
Continued from page 27
. IN SAN FRANCISCO
only worried about “you.” . What May 24 at the college in Flushing,
Dave Lundy, KGO Radio’s sales manager*, quit for a job with the
they haven’t done just to worry L.I. But even those listeners not Written during the summer by
about you! They, too, take “you” interested in the credit will find WGA freelancers, who hence were Blair Agency, Los Angeles, No replacement yet selected, but ABC eyes
Very directly into partnership arid “Contemporary Literature” a prof¬ entitled to full residual rights, but are being cast toward Southern California . . . KOBY’s Dave Segal
Gilb.
the way they are self-sacrificing in itable experience.
later on by WGA staffers, who got signed contract for renovation of new studio, hopes to move in May. 1
(I) having gone to the ends of
. . . KSFO starts airing Frisco Giant ballgames March 8 . , . King Nor¬
Sputnikville practically just to get LUKE SLAUGHTER OF TOMB¬ nothing beyond straight salary.
man’s kiddie show dropping off KGO-TV shortly . . . NBC’s news veep.
“you” these rare, buys at such
Demand was interpreted by Bill Me Andrew in Frisco looking over KNBC news setrip, will take
STONE
great sacrificial loss that (2) it With Sam Buffington, others
sonic as being inspired by the some recommendations back to New York. One possible recommenda¬
freelancers that woiild damage the tion: setting up a local KNBC news staff, a la KCBS . . , KTVU, Oak-'
would be downright ungrateful if Producer: Lucian Davis
position Of staff writers by forcing land’s new Channel 2, hired Gene Mulligan, ex-Hollywood scripter, as
“you” didn’t have the vision or Director: William N. Robson
Work back into freelance hands. producer-director, His first job will be an allout live production March
the gumption to rise to the occa¬ Writer: Robert. Stanley
When questioned about it, the 2, day KTVU goes on the air
sion and just grab at these items. 25 Mins., Sun., 2:05 p.m.
. Also added to KTVU staff: Lea Nich¬
spokesman pointed out that such ols, ex-Denver, ex-WGN, Chicago, as news director . , . It’s no better
The fact that they’re something CBS Radio, from Hollywood
you really don’t have to shoot
Building Sunday afternoon Into was not true and that the demand than even money at ABC’s o-and-o KGO that the newly negotiated
will
only
remove
a
network
“temp¬
yourself, if you are callous or fool¬ cowboy time, CBS Radio added an¬
NABET contract will be ratified by ABC membership—KGO-TV’s had
ish enough to ignore their pleas, other western last Sunday (23). tation to cut Corners on writer two quickie NABET shutdowns within the last month.
payments” and that freelance or
is beside -the point. AH this is
interlarded with—and this, it must “Luke Slaughter of Tombstone” staff the writer will still be chosen
be said for them—some really dis¬ had a few of the qualities of audi¬ on his merits. Moreover, it was IN ST. LOUIS .
criminating Kern or POrter LP ence appeal more at least than added, during, his freelance ten¬ .KTVI, In cooperation with ABC, is juicing up Wednesday and Fri¬
obligatos. But then, do you know “Frontier Gentleman” which shares ure a staff writer would still pre¬
what, they go ahead and also do the 2 to 3 hour with it, but it too serve his supra-wage benefits day night viewing with “Operation Snack Wagon.” Three Buick sta¬
tion wagons make the rounds of the town every Wednesday and Fri¬
for “you”—they, just go and have suffered seriously in comparison (longevity, severance, etc.).
to spoil the whole mood with a
day between the hours of 7 and 10:30 p,nv calling on homes at random.
jingle which, on top of the sooth¬ with the highly original, most al¬
If the family is Watching KTVI, the driver brings a complete snack
ing LP mood music just makes ways authentic “Gunsmoke.”
layout for the entire family in and sets it up In front of the. tv set. Com¬
Slaughter, essayed by Sam Buf¬
you feel that they’re really riot as
panies participating in the promotion: Buick, Kaiser Aluminum Foil,
sincere they made cut like they fington, is a tough ex-cavalryman
Seven-Up, Nabisco Crackers, Kas Potato Chips, Pevely Dairy, Liptori
Continued from page 25
Were. So how can the real “you” tinned Arizona cattleman, who in
and TV Guide .. . Bob Ingham, veteran WSD-TV sportscaster, named
the
initialer
was
running
a
herd
casting over WPIX and WCBS “Man of the Year” by the St. Louis Sports Council . . . Tom Dailey,
be sure! Ever!
^
from Mexico to Texas, helped by a
Music-and-news is obviously a motley pickup crew and runaway with assortment of features. For formerly star of KWK-TV’s “Recall It and Win,” starts a new audiencesurefire and by no means bankroll- girl. This Slaughter fellah, as writ¬ example, Board of Education’s fea¬ participation show on KTVT-TV March 3 . . . Peggy Jostedt, radio-tv
breaking formula but, as with the ten by, Robert Stanley, who did the tures on WPIX, “The Living Black¬ copywriter for Gardner Ad Agency, named “Outstanding Young Wom¬
westerns on tv, a change of pace is first script, made a mystery put of board”' for upcoming weeks in¬ an of Metropolitan St. Louis” by the Jaycee-Ettes . . . Noel Digby, for¬
almost inevitable. It’s inevitable the simplest things and showed an cludes such overall titles as “The mer chief writer and producer at Stations WSM and WSM-TV, Nashthat comedy makes a big come¬ unduly mean streak, not a mean - Science Club,”.“Books and Busy f ville, now a tv writer at Gardner. Agency, assigned to the Busch Ba¬
back on the visual medium, and fighting streak like Mike Hammer, Hands,” “Something to Do” arid varian and Purina Dog Chow accounts.
the AM programming must see but a mean character streak: He “Dollars and Sense.” One of its
some increased interlarding of the was forever needling people, such more notable attractions is a
whodunits and soaps which here¬ as the time, he insisted calling a Thursday program tagged “News-: IN PHILADELPHIA . . .
tofore were a bulwark of the AM boy “Jimmie” when he knew the worthy,” a tv series for upper ele¬
Irv Blumberg, former Warner Bros, promotion and press rep for the
program pattern. There’s only a kid hated the name and wanted to mentary and junior high school Philadelphia-Washington area, now doing telefilm exploitation for
known as Jim, and like the time, pupils that probes the. headlines
handful of the latter on the radio be
at
the
very
beginning
of
the
story,
With
considerably
more
than
cur¬
WFIL-TV
.
. Elmer F. Jaspari, producer-director ,at WPTZ, now
schedules.
he cut another guy out of some
WRCV-TV, upped from director to veepee in charge of radio and tele¬
The music goes round and round business with the cheapest name¬ sory interest
Macandrew
is
assisted
in
this
and it comes out very boresome calling tactics. You couldn’t blame
vision at Bauer & Tripp ad agency .. . William J. Conran, former pro¬
if there’s no showmanly arrange¬ the. Other fellow for . wanting to major undertaking by Harry motion manager of WIBG, named administrative head of the Charles
Hirsch, acting assistant director; Morris Price School of Journalism and Advertising , . . Johnny Roments of other values.
That’s slaughter Slaughter later on.
Where the late-hour and post¬
Everything being realtive, the Florence Monroe, tv supervisor; sicka, WHAT announcer, stayed 20 hours ^at the mike over the blizzard
midnight shows have the advan¬ intense, low-keyed hero of this new Jean A. Eicks; script supervisor; weekend when the rest of the Staff couldn't make because of the heavy,
tage with their interviews (Tex & CBS Radio offering was more Cecil Suffern program supervisor; snow . . . WRCV-TV preeined a live wrestling show (22) with comment¬
Jinx, Bill Leonard, Barry Gray) creditable than the effete English^ Dorothy Klock, production super¬ ary by Sam Menacher ... Dirk Schaeffer, recently with, the Phila. Daily
visor arid Marjorie Knudsen, di¬ News amusement section, now assistant to WIP public relations di¬
and
offbeat discussions
(viz., man iri “Frontier Gentleman.”.
rector, all-city workshop.
Art.
WOR’s Long John).
rector Sam Serota.

Same Old Variation on Pitch & Con

From the Production Centres

WGA

Bd. of Education
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A dollar isn’t "small change” these days.
Particularly a television dollar. Every single
one Of them is getting harder to find. And every
single one of them now has to work like crazy.
So the following sixteen words are very important:1

ABCT Television’s average nighttime cost-per-thousand,
per commercial minute, is the lowest of all three network’s!?
How low is "lowest”? The exact figure is $3.07, with those other
networks trailing along with $3.19 and $3.68. That’s a figure that’s
low enough to make a difference of more than $320,000 to an advertiser
who buys 52 weeks of alternate Class A half hours... or a difference of more
than $470,000 to one who buys 52 weeks of weekly Class A half hours.
Gentlemen, let’s face it. With programming and coverage what they are
today, the big difference between competing networks is in the
value they deliver for a dollar. One offers the least Value.
One offers alittle more. But only one offers advertisers
the Trios* value* Today, that network is

ABC t E L E V IS I O N
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TV Followup Comment
■-Continued from pag*i

were more than offset by Ustinov’s
epigrammitic skill and sardonic
wit. The- play, which was an echo;
of the fall of France during the
last war, revolved around an aged
marshall, hero of a previous war,
who is asked to serve as head of
state in collaboration with the vic¬
torious enemy.
As playwright, Ustinov provided
a juicy vehicle for himself, as
actor. He played the ancient sol¬
dier brilliantly, fully evoking the
pathos from the marshall’s help¬
lessness. He ranged all the changes
of senility . .and, at the windup
when his daughter dies in his
arms, he struck, a profoundly mov¬
ing note which gave the piece a
tragic dignity.
An excellent group of perform¬
ers handled the supporting roles.
Jason Hobards Jr:, as the Prime
Minister, played with a Machiavel¬
lian polish and persuasive rhetoric.
Karol Stepanek, as the enemy gen¬
eral, gave a forceful Germanic
overtone to his portrayal. Rose¬
mary Harris, as the daughter, Cor¬
delia (a name taken from Shakes¬
peare’s “King Lear”), also contri¬
buted importantly to the play’s
impact. Fritz Weaver, as a philo¬
sophical newspaper photographer;
Nancy Wickwire, as the marshal’s
nurse; Wood Romoff, as the for¬
eign minister; and David KingWood, as the patriotic general, also
played in topdraw professional
style.
Henri:

up to no good when they marched
in with a mechanical nightingale.
Thomas. Mitchell as the Emperor
of China did effectively in the.
major role, as did : Liam Sullivan
with the.Crown Prince assignment.
Judith Braun, portraying the Fif¬
teenth Chambermaid, in love with
the Crown Prince, was less effec¬
tive.
This was one of those produc¬
tions ideally Suited for costuming
and therein it excelled: With sets
by William Kiernan, costumes1 by
Gwen Wakeling and. William Flan¬
nery’s aft direction, this version of
. “The Nightingale” was .exquisitolyconceived. Music, conduced by.
Morris Stoloff, was in proper spirit.
Notable scenes were - those in
Which the real nightingale, as the
favorite of the court, was placed
in the gilded cage, and when the
mechanical nightingale fell apart
and the royal physician couldn’t
repair it. Here was fairy tale play¬
acting at its best. Also arresting
was the arrival of the visitors from
Japan headed by Lisa Lu in role
of Lady Thrush. She played the
female menace excellently.
Photography, black and white,
was tiptop. Sponsors were John H.
Breck, Inc.; Sealtest Division of
National Dairy Products Corp. and
Hills Brosi Coffee. Their commer¬
cials were not intrusive.. Rans-
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WABC-JV’s Banner Biz
ABC-TV’s New York owned &
operated station, WABC-TV, hit an
alltime billings high. Since Dec.
20, 1957, the station, under the
aegis of veep Robert L. Stone, has
written- $1,700,000 in new bankroller billings, topping . the entire
first quarter of last year by 53%,
when. billings had already topped
the same period in 1956 by 13%.
The improved WABC-TV finan¬
cial situation is said to obtain at
most of the ABC-TV o&o’s, since
the network has, in the past year,
improved its own ratings, thereby
giving a boost to the surrounding'
local shows.

Mack
m

Continued from page 27

To implement part, of the recehtly completed Russiah-American cul¬
tural exchange pact, Benedict Gimbel Jf , pres, and general manager
of WIP in Philadelphia, has offered the station’s facilities to the U.S.
State Dept.
“The new cultural exchange program represents the first tangible
step forward toward improving relations between Jhe United States
and Russia,” the radio exec stated. “We here at WIP feel it necessary
to make an overt gesture toward implementing this program. T am
aware that there has been some question raised as to whether or hot
American radio and television would accept programs offered by the
Soviets in exchange. fOr American radio and ty features.”
“WIP would like to go on record,” Gimbel continued, “as the first
U.S. station to offer its facilities to the State Dept. He added that WIP
will broadcast all Soviet programs in the English language of with ac¬
companying simultaneous translation that receive State Dept, approval.”
Local 1 of the International Alliance of Theatrical &. Stage Employ¬
ees was enjoined by the U.S. District Court from forcing a work stop¬
page on CBS-TV remote stanzas because of a jurisdictional lighting
dispute with International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. It’s the
second injunction issued, the last time being against IBEW.
Network went to National Labor Relations Board, after IATSE stop¬
ped a “Let’s Take A Trip” remote from the S. S. United States when
the remote lighting chores were , handed to IBEW technicians. NLRB
asked tor the injunction against Local L
Nearly a year ago, the remote lighting dispute at CBS arose when
I ATSE was handed responsibility for a local show to come from the
Waldorf-Astoria. That time it was IBEW which stopped the stanza. It
was later held, CBS had the right to decide on the union to do remote
tv lighting.

he. supplied ..it with documents
showing that $4,980 in loans he
made to Cpmr. Richard A. Mack
were either paid or cancelled. But
the committee, said it had.no such
evidence.
. Thurman. A. Whiteside testified
before the House Subcommittee on
Legislative Oversight that in com¬
pliance with a subpoena he turned
Group of eight radio-tv newsmen have been tapped for fellowships
over seven promissory notes he.
received from Mack which were by the CBS Foundation, , second year the awards have been made. The
marked “paid and satisfied.” ^He CBS Foundation News & Public Affairs Fellowships, as-'they are cidled,.
also . asserted that. Mack paid^off entitle the winners to a year of study at Columbia U. and are worth ap¬
a $2,600 second mortgage and that proximately. $8,000 apiece in covering living, tuition and transportation
the Commissioner now owes him costs fof the winners. .
Eight recipients are Clayton Lee Edwards, news, supervisor of WTARi
only$250,.
Look Up and Live
Whiteside testified he always Norfolk; Bernard N. Eismann, CBS News, N.Y.; , Randall GOVer, director
The excursion by “Look. Up and
of
news at WWL-TV, New Orleans; Edihonde A. Haddad, news staffer
Live” into “Contemporary Thea¬ took promissory notes from Mack at KNX, Los Angeles; Gerhard Schw artzopff, CBS News bureau in
Jerry Lewis Show
tre and Religion” via a five-part se¬ but not necessarily at time of the
Networked shows from Las ries got a rousing windup on Sun¬ loans. He said there* was nothing Bonn; Guy Searls, CBS News Hong Kong correspondent; Donald H.:
Vegas have rarely risen above day (23) over CBS-TV with, a gan¬ “unusual” about his having the Weston, news director of KGVQ and KMSO-TV, Missoula, Mont.; and
mediocrity. This third: Jerry Lewis der into “The West Side Story.” notes but admitted it was' “irregu¬ Walter E. Whitaker, acting director Of university broadcasting services
hour show of the season had an
Host, Rev. Sidney. Lanier to¬ lar.” He said he has “many such” at the U. of Alabama.
added hazard. It was beamed in gether with director-choreographer
color for -the network, delayed via Jerome Robbins in discussing this notes.jn.his possession:.
American Federation of Television & Radio Artists has sent a letter
Under, questioning, Whiteside
lenticular film for the Coast. Last musical tragedy, again proved that
to the signatories of the federation’s Code notifying them Of a March
he turned over the original
Tuesday night’s airing neither
meeting to negotiate a new pact for live tv commercials.
. theatre can tackle said
notes
and
made
no
photostatic
raised nor lowered that mean level contemporary
important social problems on a
The commercials are not covered under the network program Code,
of entertainment. Inspired comedy lofty
as well as entertaining level- copies. He said he assumed docu¬ but there is a clause in the agreement allowing AFTRA to negotiate
was in short supply and the forced
ments
would
be
“safe”
with
the
“West Side Story” is a particu¬
the blurbs. UniOn intends demanding neW minimum wages and . revis¬
humor faded to get more than an larly effective vehicle from which committee.
occasional rise out of the Vegas to present some highly important
Subcommittee^ Chairman Oren ing the working conditions for the various hitchhikers, cowcatchers
studio audience, said to have been social problems of today inasmuch Harris (D-Ark.) indicated that “ap¬ and commercial cut-ins in tv.
chiefly- personnel from a nearby' as the show concerns itself with propriate action” would -be taken
military base.
The plans tor John Daly to do a 10:30 p.m; news strip on ABC-TV
a clash between Puerto Ricans and to clear the mystery. “It is art un-,
The once frenetic Lewis was those born on the mainland. .
usual. situation that such, an im¬ next fall do not, as originally understood, obviate continuation of his
now the more subdued comic, get¬ ' Robbins and Lanier, air articu¬ portant item should, be over¬ present 7:15 strip. Both of the daily quarter-hour newscasts would run
ting most of his laughs from visual late duo, together found a common looked,” he said. But he added next season, if the network can get the affiliates to come across with
grimacing. The writers, Harry level where the theatre and the
sufficient clearances for the latenight network news stanza.
Crane and Jerry Davis, had an pulpit could meet for the greater “the record is very clear that the
assist from the comic, but their benefit of society. The theatre, it committee does not have the
WMGM, the New York Loew’s-owned radio station* launched a cam¬
notes.”
.
.
combined efforts produced mostly was found can ask questions and
Whiteside, a Miami lawyer, tes¬ paign a week ago to get the state legislature to ban teenage weapons.
an imaginative lack. Lewis also pose problems, effectively to punc¬
shared th^ direction credit with tuate the discussions: ; Carol Law¬ tified that Comr. Mack has a one- Station linked with the Committee to Ban Teen Age Weapons, headed
Jack Shea, but he let producer rence, Mickey Calin and Larry sixth interest in an insurance firm by prominent jurists in the state, who want 250,000 signatures to
Ernest Glucksman solo it. Mebbe Kert illustrated some , potent points which received business from Pub¬ force the matter home with. the solons. WMGM called for postcard
Lewis tried to do tod much, didn’t from the show with; several, songs. lic Service Television . (National replies which will be added to the petition, and the station, which has
■rely enough on his helpers.
Jose.
Airlines . subsid) which operates not had time to count the responses, estimates roughly that they’ve
In the guest corner were Sophie
'Channel 10. Mack voted for Pub¬ been in the “several thousands.”
Tucker. Hans Conried and Betty
. The Twentieth Century
lic Service. Whiteside has a oneGrable. The ageless Soph came off
Lutheran Synodical Conference and Milwaukee radio station WTMJ
Atomic accident in the M. W. third interest in the agency.
best in a dueted run-through with Kellog Co. plant iir Houston, Texas,
Whiteside said he acquired stock marked a 30-year association Feb. 16 in the presentation of. Sunday
Lewis of some old standard pops. and what it did to families directly in the company—Stembler-Shelden morning Lutheran services on the air. It’s believed to be the longest
They took it off with a strut that concerned and surrounding com¬
continuous run on record for any religious program on Tadio. Show
brought the heaviest applause. munity was successfully. captured Insurance Agency—under a trus¬ has been valuable to bedridden Lutherans unable to attend church
Miss Grable, in fluffy frock and in “Enter With Caution: The. teeship and transferred . shares to services.
hiding her shapely stems, romped Atomic Age,” 60-minute production Mack in 1953 at no cost.
through a production number with on “The Twentieth Century” series . Since then, he testified, Mack
Lewis and three dancers stumbling over CBS-TV (23).. Here producer- has received nearly $10,000 from
around to whoop up a few laughs. writer-direetor Albert Wasserman; the firm in “participation pay¬
Conried was DraCtically wasted in Andrew Costikyan, photography di¬ ments:'.’
a phone booth skit, being used Only rector and Walter Cronkite’s narra¬
Whiteside revealed that it was
to thump Lewis on the noggin. It tion made for starkly compelling because. Of pressures which A.
■ Continued from page 1
gave Lewis the opportunity for account of horrors of an atomic Frank .Katzentine, also a lawyer,
in fact, as far as the news¬
dialect and his Jap singing bit.
accident.
put on him in connection with his aura of the “good time Charley” cently,
paper reading public was con¬
After La Tucker promised there
Using all principals involved,
of a $200,000 trust fund that hovers over his agency’s top cerned, Madison Ave. was virtually
would be no sermon, she took off this production told of what hap¬ handling
on her “Have Fun” recitative, pened to Jackson McVey, a worker that he withdrew his support of echelon. He’s playing around With ignored. A Joe KaselOw of the N. Y.
which was more preachy than in atomic energy plant who while the Public Service application and multi-million dollar billings in Herald Tribune or a Charles Siepractical for entertainment, pur¬ working with radioactive material, notified Coxnr* Mack he was no these days of tv and he wants his ve'it (ex-ad columnist of the N. Y.
poses. A pantomime bit by Lewis spread it to members of his family, longer interested in the case. He
World-Telegram) practically had
in which he was cued by a record¬ neighbors and the attendant physi¬ said that Katzentine’s threat of a Madison Ave. rep to be looked up¬ the whole field to themselves, with
ing voice in the art of making cal and physiological problems.
suit against him was “tantamount on as a respected, churchgoing their counterparts in other cities
love, had only , moments of humor.
citizen with both feet planted few and far between. Biff today,
Camera work was lluminating in to blackmail.”
For the takeout he romanced a tracing the cause of terrible, acci¬ .. Whiteside denied allegations
mop made to resemble the object dent and showing how tracerlab that he had Mack “pledged” to firmly on the ground. The fact that it’s become “must reading” with
the
agency man regards himself as dailies throughout the. country takof his affections. Lewis could have workers decontaminate suspected, vote for. Public Service or that
precisely the epitome of all these mg their cue from the N. Y. Times
trimmed it for perhaps .another areas
and personages. Viewers were he was retained by National in the virtues is in sharp variance with in stepping lip their coverage as at
orbing of Miss Grable. ' Bit at the piano by Lewis, with introduced to remarkably clear case: He said he turned down an the hot news copy that’s been major department of the paper.
the ivory thumper out-mugging pictures of how master manipula¬ offer of a $10,000 retainer by Na¬ creeping . Of late into prominent
This Is all well enough where the
operate and how radioactive tional’s law firm because of friend¬ areas pf the dailies. That’s why the
him, was* only mildly diverting. tors
is disposed. There were fine ships involved but volunteered to agencies are hopping mad and agency man is concerned. But what
Tempo picked up when Lewis un¬ waste
he
deeply resents is the fact that
limbered his nethers for a hoofing shots too of Houston Press’ cover¬ help out without a fee.
would like to do something about there is almost a sinful connotation
He said he only “recommended”
bit with a male partner. Music of age of dramatic story.
applied,
when, for example, a KudRep.
Chet
Holifield
(D-Cal.)
Walter Scharf was on the: loud
to Mack that he consider the cali¬
Let any agencyman try to “pull ner agency “blows” a $22,000,000
and brassy side, especially in member of the Joint Congressional ber of individuals associated with
Committee
on
Atomic
Energy
and
Buick
account,
or a McCann-Ericka
Fred
Wakeman”
and
put
his
Lewis's group singing takeoff,
Public Service and “never” asked
wild and frenzied. Production and chairman of its subcommittee on the Commissioner to vote for the profession under the fictional soii gives the heave to a .Chrysler
direction was uninspired. Color radiation told what should be done company. He had no indication searchlight Of an “expose” book account to take on Buick; or again
was fairly constant. but must’ve to protect citizenry from contami¬ that Mack would vote for PS. On and he’d be an overnight candi¬ an Arthur Fatt talks himself out
picked up some cactus fuzz cros¬ nation. Legislator urged that state one occasion, he said, Mack told date for the unemployment ranks. of a Kolynos account because of
police chiefs do utmost to prevent
sing the desert.
Helm.
In these highly sensitive days, his something he said on tv. As far as
similar type accidents and insisted. him he would abstain from voting name, would be mud up and down agencymen are concerned, it’s all
present day safety measures , are at all.
Shirley Temple’s Storybook
Ad Row. It was Wakeman, the ex- in a day’s work; ethically no worse
The thirU production and the not adequate. He urged ' model
Lord & Thomas and ex-Foote, or no better than the garment in¬
first filmed offering of “Shirley atomic energy regulating act across
Cone & fielding account exec, it’s dustry or the hardware business hi■ '
Temple’s Storybook” series, “The the country.
recalled, who was the first to syn¬ . jinx, yet it all comes out in a. man¬
Prudential
Insurance
C0.:
of
Nightingale” (19V on NBC-TV
Joseph
Brim,
who
just
finished
thesize
the era Of the hucksters
that puts agencies under
proved a lark for both young and America, sponsors of “Twentieth shooting “Across the Everglades” via the book of the same name ner
cloud and jeopardizes their posi¬
old; particularly the young who Century” series, rates rousing for Stuart and Budd Schulberg, (later a film). Until then there had tion
with
clients in general.
salute
for
this
series.
Its
middle
were permitted to stay, up after
commercial, on this occasion, was has signed on with Transfilm, the been no real or supposedly authen¬
the music dinner hour.
industrial
commercial
production
tic
crystallization
of
the
role
of
the
especially
effective.
Rons.
I
Alvin Sapinsley’s blank verse
Dallas—Lee Segall, prez and
house in New York, as its fulltime agency man in his dealings with
treatment of the Hans Christian
the sponsor. With “The Hucksters” general manager of KIXL here, has
Andersen fairy tale didn’t quite
Spokane — KHQ-TV here will director of cinematography.
announced
the return to the staBrim,
who
began
as
a
camera¬
came the public’s initial indoctrina¬
transport, older viewers to land oL televise 11 games of the Spokanetion’s.staff of John Wilson, one of
fantasy but there was sufficient Indians in the Pacific Coast base¬ man in Paris 30 years ago, has been tion into the flora and fauna of the outlet’s original staff when
Madison
Ave.
handling
feature
film
camerawork
make-believe to convince. the ball league, with Sick’s Rainier
KIXL went on the air 11 years ago..
younger set that such a bird did Brewing Co. of Spokane picking in the States since the end of
But that was more or less of an Wilson carries newly-created title
World War II*
exist and that the Japanese were up the tab.
isolated. instance. Until only re¬ of. Director of Promotion and Ideas, r
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It’s Now ’Mudison Ave.’

Jos. Bran to Transfilm
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CBS-TV ‘‘Comedy and Music0 spe¬
cial.
Borge and his viewers had a ball,
though perhaps not as rewarding
as his. two previous appearances,
both of which were one-man shows.
On this Outing, he and producer
(“I’ve Got a Secret”) Allan Sher¬
man chose to use guestars in the
persons of Rod Alexander & Bambi
Linn, Doretta MOrrow and 12-yearbld pianist Abbott Lee Ruskin, and
the guests, together with a little
too much emphasis on the straight
music, tended to slow Borge’s in¬
credible pacing down at times. But;
spottiness and all, it was still an
hour of heady television.
j
Borge reprised his standard
scissors-and-pastepot combinationcomposition routine of merging
Schubert’s “Serenade” and Strauss’
“Blue Danube”-into “The Blue
Serenade” (very prettily danced by
Alexander & Linn), got into a fine
bit in which he couldn’t mahage a
Chopin waltz while everybody from
a delivery boy tb an autograph
hunter rippled it off with ease, did
a hilarious. bit on Debussy which ,
included some wonderful physical
commentary on the composer’s
scoring for piano and generally
killed 'em with his trademarked
brand of unexpectedly nonsequiturial humor.
Less felicitous was an overlong
Gershwin medley» finaled with the
Inevitable “Rhapsody in Blue,” to
which a pice pictorial touch , was
added via remote shots of Times
Square, Central. Park and the East
River (though this got tiring too
after too ; much repetition), an
opening takeoff on Lawrence Welk,
and Borge’s tomfoolery With young
Ruskin, who did a Borge complete
to the piano-bench pratfall bowoff.
Miss Morrow was fine in a single
number put of “West Side Story.”
But Borge was at the top of his
comedic form, and as Gershwin put
it, “Who can ask for anything
more?”
Chan.

trumpet trio, a gal singer out
of the ECA offices in Washington,
an eccentric dancer from Brook-,
lyn, a dental student quartet bill¬
ing .itself as “The Four Front
Teeth,” and a guitarist-singer was
about par for the course. A pleas¬
ant “bill” that made no pretense
at being anything else, designed
for the edification of “Amateur
Hour’s loyal following.
Rose.

,

Bradley.
Producer: Sandy Howard
30 Mins., Fri., 12:30 p.m.
KTLA, Hollywood
. W h a t e v e r chance this “live
pilot” had of . attracting a sponsor
v.as badly impaired by Buddy; Les¬
ter’s . poor, judgment in telling a
s m o k e h p use story about what
makes sex so popular. (If you don’t
know the tagline, come into the
men’s room and we’ll tell you). It
had no place on tv and was pain¬
fully embarrassing to . the two
women on the panel ' - '
Throw this out, but in the fiitiire
watch those comics, and “Adlib”
could get into the commercial col¬
umn. The . idea, is not mew, a .Varia¬
tion on the old theme Of open dis¬
cussion On what’s in the minds of
men and women. Emcee Bill Brad-'
ley set up the topics and invited
trouble when he proposed sex as. a
subject with a night club comic on
the panel and nothing ventured
beyond what spilled out extempor¬
aneously. It’s another form of re¬
viving the : art of conversation,
which this very same tv almost
obsoleted.
To the credit of the other panel¬
ists .— Pamela Mason, Don Loper
and Iiia Anders — they conducted
themselves decorously. Miss Mason
conceded that'people hate her and
that Zsa Zsa put the Hungarian
curse on .her. Loper called the new
cliemise fad the “schlemiel look,”
thought .the “Playhouse 90” com¬
mercials are “adorable.” Miss
Anders , said she gets real mad at
commercials and, as with. Miss
Mason, ducked the. question of
“the secret of sex appeal.” Brad¬
ley should have steered clear of
sex and nudist colonies for the
sake of sensationalism.
Bradley is affably mannered -for
the moderating role but should
have been on .view more. Camera
work was slovenly. Sandy Howard
packaged the show and gave it a
test fun as the second half of his
“Greet the People” weekly show..
Helm.

'Comedy Unlimited’

FORMER NBC
SCRIPT EDITOR
(TV, Radio, Films) saalcs contact with
Producer, Asoncy or Film Co., as
Editor, Reader or Rasaarchar,
Box 1358, Variety, 154 W. 44th Jt.,
Now York, . 38.

. Minneapolis—With: the resigna¬
tion of Loren F. Bridges, founder.
of Northwestern College radio sta¬
tion KT1S here, Minneapolitan
Paid Raniseyer has been appointed
that station’s general manager an<|'
also to the same office for the col¬
lege’s other radio stations—KFNW,
Fargo, N. D., and KNWS, Waterloo,
la. While. resigning as general
manager, Bridges will remain. as
operational consultant for the
I three stations.

1

Saturday
Night

***&&£%%*& ‘

With Buddy Lester, Don Loper,
Pamela Mason, Ida Anders, Bill

:

Lm Mote HO. 4-6191, Ext. 102

*1

ADLIB

ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR
With Ted Mack, emcee
Producer: Lewis Graham
Directors: J. Robert Blum, Lloyd
Marx
SO Mins., Sat.,; 10 p.m;
PHARMACEUTICALS
NBC-TV, from New York
(Parkson)
Television shows come and go,
yet it’s one of the phenomena, of
the .medium: that. Tea Mack and his
“Original Amateur Hour” has Suc¬
ceeded in entrenching itself in
some area of the video spectrum
over thes many years; even to
playing a return engagement for LET’S GO BOATING
the. same sponsor, as in the present With Ken & Carolyn* narrator*
Producer: Joseph Levine
instance with Pharmaceuticals.
Matt Connolly Jn
Back in .’48 Mack and his. tyro j Director:
Mins.; Sun. (23) 6:30 p.m.
showcase, then an hour display, 30
PARTICIPATING
was a DuMont Sunday evening fix¬ WHDH-TV, Boston
ture (when DuM still enjoyed the
This half-hour film tour of the
status of a fullblown network) and
over the past decade it’s been doing New England Boat Show at Com¬
sponsor duty while' shuttling be¬ monwealth Armory minks a first
tween NBC and ABC, even on oc¬ in local tv history. Producer Joe
casion being tossed into tv’s red Levine and film crew moved in
Friday bight (21) at midnight and.
, hot Nielsen frays.
In its present Saturday night at using femihe and lad models shot
10 NBC slot, for example, “Ama¬ the whole thing, spent all day
teur Hour,” as Pharmaceuticals’ Saturday editing the script and
replacement for "End of the Rain¬ dubbing in narration by Ken &
bow,” is playing David to thd Carolyn; of WHDH radio show, and.,
“Gunsmoke’s” Goliath. Not that. showed it on Channel 5 Sunday
Mack & Co. are being called upon night for sponsor, Boston Heraldto toss CBS' No. 1 Nielsen entry Traveler Corp., all within 48 hours.
The resulting film toUr came
for a rating loss or, for that mat¬
through as a “Cinerama” type pro¬
ter, inflict any damage of sorts.
Yet within its own low-budget, duction with * young couple used
low-key framework, “Amateur to center action and narration
Hour,” over and above its com¬ around. Two cameras were used
mendable function,of exposing po¬ in the filming, and. film clips oftentially-promising talent to coast- boats in action were spliced into
to-coast audiences (with many of the . finished effort. Camera work
its “graduates” now at the top. of was good all around with long pan
the heap), has managed to achieve shots of the ArmoZy and boats on
an . enviable cost-per-thousand bat¬ display and in the following of the
ting average, that has made it an young couple is they inspect the
attractive buy for such sponsors as boats from stem -to stern and In¬
side. Nautical terms were woven
the Geritol makers.
Mack himself has an engaging in nicely by the narrators and they
way. with the competing tyros, put¬ do a slick job on pointing up the
ting them at their ease aiid thus interior furnishings and doohickies
achieving maximum performance of the luxury crafts on display.
value. Last Saturday’s (22) roundIt was a slick half-hour film
robin of a zany instrumental sex- ahow and producer Levine rates
kudos for tieing the ends together
in such rapid fashion and coming
up with all around pro job. It also
serves as example of what local tv
Fresh
New
timely
can do for edification of Hub.
Guy.
-PRO. COMEDY MATERIAL
1759 N. Orchid, Hollywood 28. Cal.
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give the treatment 4o Gov, Faubus and Sen. Talmadge, two Missis¬
sippi senators and the Civic Opera
House. .Latter got done id because
Faye lost $2,000 there in a rock
; Continued from page 25 ;
’n’ roll concert promotion. .He said i
he
underwrote it to see if people
«rts figured news was so saleable. the past few days, it added. seven would turn out for an r&r concert
hew
newscasts
a
day.
While
not
It was quite revealing when
presented
by someone who hated
American Broadcasting. Network presently meant for sale, these, it. They wouldn’t and didn’t.
was forced to retrench on its en¬ seven four-minute: newscasts dur¬
Faye’s
unpopularity
isn’t recent:
tertainment programming recently ing the course of the day are de¬
and yet, in the midst of the same signed as a listener hypo,, since but/ it’s probably become more
widespread
and
intense
since his
economy wave, conceded that, affil¬ they give a greater sweep of the
tv exposure. For years he’s been a
iates needed more nows and hence news.
bumrappar
of
pop
records
on sta¬
began arranging extension in its . All Of the New York stations, mo¬
national and international news tivated by the anxiety that listen-' tion WAAF (and Considered the
town’s
dumber
two
disk
jockey
coverage: NBC, no longer finds it ers Will tune elsewhere if there
sufficient:’just to offer the news, isn’t enough news, are trying their by many a record plugger, despite
but has entered a broad promotion¬ hands in this fresh competitive his negative approach, or maybe
al campaign, apparently to insure field. Stations not adding new reg¬ because of it. In a public appear¬
continued affiliate .support as well ularly-spaced news shows are ance at $oldiers Field one year, he
as listener interest. Essentially, the breaking into regular program, line¬ was greeted with a shower of de¬
NBC tack has been that without a up with hot spot news, employing bris by teenagers (whom, he calls
network the audience could not a variety of gimmicks to make it “stupid” on the air), and Once a
get the vast amount and variety more dramatic. WMGM launched teenage girl, recognizing him on
of coverage the web affiliates now the first of its “minute men” last the street, bounced a penny off his
give it;
week. Station, which normally face.
Besides music, Faye sounds off
It may be the success of net¬ runs five-minutes of news before- on politics, marriage, race relations
work news that prompted the each hour plus hews, highlights on and anything else he can dredge up
energetic thrusts indies have be¬ the half-hour and solid news be¬ for. ah opinion gn. In a demonstra¬
gun making to get more news on tween 5 and 6 a.m. add 11 add
of a depth interview on WBKB
their, own. Some stations hired midnight, considers the. “minute tion
one . night, Faye wanted to expose
stringers outside the hometown men” technique special events co¬ the
“truth” about bandleader
area, others are stressing a good verage. Station hired Milt Sosin, Russreal
so he impulsively
rewrite desk for the AP, UP and a regular staff , reporter on one of lifter Carlyle,
off his subject’s toupee.
even Reuters wires. And most sta¬ the Miami, Ha., dailies, to cover Naturally,. Carlyle blew his top—
tions are upbeating local news via Cape Canaveral on an exclusive
rest of it. Because of siich an¬
spot coverage, beeper phones, etc. broadcast basis for the New York the
Faye has his troubles getting
As for local radio, WOR on Jan. radio outlet. WMGM, paying a re¬ tics. personalities
to appear.
—shortly after it took time back tainer to stringer Sosin, also plans topLocal
of the art of con¬
from Mutual,, which no longer be¬ to hire others to act as their exclu¬ troversy savants
are
still
speculating over
longs to the same management-—: sive reporters in covering other whose gesture in the name of that
added, quarter-hour roundups at 2, key areas in the U.S., and all in an art was the most outrageous—
3, 4 and 5 p.m., thereby increasing effort to feed the indie’s listener- Faye’s with Carlyle or Jack Eigen’s
its earning potential by 60-minutes | ship a degree of the national cover¬ with Sammy Davis Jr. several
of card rate time a day. Needless age the webs are trying to offer months ago oh WNBQ: Eigen’s
to say, the station also figures this their affils. Like many other sta-. probing of the singer was climaxed
will keep listeners, glued for in- tions, WINS, a competitor in New by this urgent query: “Sammy, .if
between ;music and gab. Station in York indie ranks, is using a “news you had it to do over again,-would
1957, prior to. the increase given centre” hook and beeper-phones in
news time, grossed $1,500,000 in doing dews rewrites and remote you be bom Negro.”
journalistic jobs,'
news program sales alone. „
WRCA’s Nine New Segs
All of this means either, money,
. WRCA, more- of a network sta¬ or more listener identity for sta¬
tion thanrWOR, has nonetheless in¬ tions, with the .competitive news
creased its local news coverage. situation having become super¬
sis continued from page 1 =
True many of the increases took charged in. the past several days.
use of color in pictures made for
place .sometime ago, but the sta¬
theatres.
tion added 55-ininutes daily just
a week ago. In all, nine new segs:
Causes Nation’s'Recession!
were added to \the sked. The sta¬
Corpus Christi, Feb. 25.
tion was among the first, under
Continued from page 21, —^
former World-Telegram reporter
Television has not only hurt film
Gabe Pressman, to do remote pick¬ some idea that most show folks attendance, but it’s the cause for
up by reporters Pressman,. Bill
the present national recession. At
Ryan and Ray Owen. The pickups are broke.
least . that’s the theory of Sain
(3) His own station reprimanded Stokes, manager of Corpus Christi
were inserted, quite Often as they
occured, in existing entertainment him sharply last week for deroga¬ Theatres, here.
tory cracks he’d been making
and news programs on WRCA.
On the basis of talks With down¬
At the same time almost, WABC, about certain of its network shows. town businessmen, Stokes, is con¬
the ABN flag, added three new WBKB is an ABC o&o, and Fayes, vinced that tv is the culprit for the
quarter-hour news shows, at 6:15, whose main target, is contemporary general decline in business activity.
7:15 and. 8:15 a.m. daily. WNEW, pop music, has been hitting “Amer¬ He makes the point that with the
the city’s top. indie, has been carry¬ ican Bandstand” as “atrocious” and public staying home watching tele¬
ing hourly news capsules edited by Pat Boone as “nowhere.” It’s un¬ vision: it has no use for new clothes
a 20-man Daily News staff since derstood the station's knuckle-rap¬ aiid new automobiles and has cut¬
World War II began. The Daily ping was an ultimatum to behave back on spending in restaurants,
News shows were held sancrosanct or else. .
night clubs and other evening ac¬
Though he recognizes himself as tivities.
public service vehicles, but last
year the station, in face of the a “loudmouth,” Faye says he can’t
(Same charge was made 25 years
understand
why
everyone's
so
great sales potential, broke down
ago versus .radio:—Ed J.
and opened them, to advertisers. In rankled. He thinks of himself as a
crusader for good music and good
taste and believes that anyone who
speaks his mind honestly is going
to evoke controversy. “I’m getting
so many people mad at me that SSSSSS Continued from page 23 =
they’re tuning in just to hate me
for what I say. But next week I be told “Interesting,” but come
might say something they’ll agree around in a few months.” The next
with, and they'll like me.” Faye screening usually is anti-climactic
believes he’s being victimized by with the: advertising execs com¬
distorted retellings of what he’d menting “we’ve seen this pilot be¬
fore. So what’ve you got that’s
actually said on the air.
Each night on WBKB he per¬ new?”:
While on the. Coast, Harris
forms the ritual of “burying” peo¬
ple and things he dislikes, as if to pacted Richard Webb , for the lead
put the Old witch doctor hex on in “Border Patrol,” and talked with
Mgt. William Morris Agency
’em. Among- the Elvis Presleys, possible producers for ‘The Diplo¬
Ricky Nelsons and Jerry Lee mat” series, to be hosted by Claire
Lewises he's been known also to Booth Luce.

News Every Min. oil Mill.

1

Video Villain

Les Harris

Foreign TV Reviews
SS Continued from page 31 ——

a cross section of two years of in¬
die tv entertainment. Yank scriptet Budd Grossman was called In
to write the show, and a hefty
bunch of American and British top
talent was gathered together to
put it across. But despite this po¬
tential click formula, the offering
turned out to he uneven.
It was, however, a gallant at¬
tempt to present an offbeat pro¬
gram, but by the Very nature of its
assorted content and effort to be
out of the rut, the production got
hogged down,
Offering was a mixture of pro¬
duction numbers, comedy, drama¬
tic sketc h es and single„ acts.
Sketches, apart from one featuring
Don Ameche, were no high jinks,
and slowed down production. It
was this unsteady tempo which up¬
set the show’s balance.
Tony Britton made a pleasaht
job of emceeing and also made
useful contributions in other spots,
during the show, but even his quite
able linkmanship Wasn’t enough to
smooth out the joints between, rou¬
tines. For Ameche, making his sec¬
ond indie tv appearance in Britain,
a solo dramatic sketch written by
James Parish provided a smash
vehicle to exhibit his acting prow¬
ess. and earned him well deserved
hefty applause from a large studio
audience.
Biggest hand of the offering,
however, went to British vaudester
George Formby, who had the audi¬
ence whistling and singing with
him on some of his. old hit songs..
This Was one of the bright inter¬
ludes during the show, mainly be¬
cause it was unpretentious.
Sets were kept down to the min¬
imum, and reflected the impres¬
sion made by a similar type of
American program which was
aired in this country by indie tv
late last year. In fact, much of the
offering appeared to have been in¬
fluenced in no small manner by
that show.
Bary.

Spires’ MCA Duties
Cues Reexamination
In Wake of Par Deal
David A. (Sonny) Werblin, veep
of Music Corp. of America, says
that the duties of John B. Spires,
ex-Universal sales chief on the.
Continent, will undergo reexamination, in light of the Management.
Corp. of America (wholly owned
subsid of. MCA) takeover of the
Paramount pre-1948 backlog of 750
feature films. Spires’ MCA deal
was set before the Par deal. Inci¬
dentally, Dave Stein, younger
brother of MCA board chairman
JUles C. Stein, is general European
representative for the company;
Spires’. title was misidentified as
something similar to that..
Spires was originally contracted
to handle MCA-TV’s syndications
in Europe. Like Dave Stein,
Spires makes: his homo in Paris
also.
Takeover of the Par feature
films will see Spires on that also,
since many of them will be reis¬
sued theatrically overseas. For
one thing/ the. recent British film
business stand against MCA distributing any of the Paramount
Pictures to British video forf ends
that for some time to come.
The Continent, of course, isn’t
geared to the feature film idea—
the European video channels are
too big a. market potential for the.
30-minute and full-hour syndicated
vidpix, and will be for some time.
Incidentally, MCA hoard- chair¬
man J. C. Stein and wife Doris, On.
their current global trip, are still
in the Far East and “having, a ball,
riding: elephants, etc.” as t he y
write the New York homeoffice.

RCA Indietment
i Continued from pace 25 ;

pose, patents originating not only
With itself but with the other lead-*
ihg . domestic and foreign com¬
panies in the electronic field.’”
Sales of radio and tv sets by
American companies in 1956, ac¬
cording to the indictment, exceed¬
ed $1,400,000,000. RCA royalties
from domestic electronics makers
=. Continued from page
;from 1952 to 1956, the indictment
more sponsored time ..and 21% said, were .more than $96,000,000.
The indictment further charged
greater total nightime Viewing. In that as a. result of cartel arrange¬
the daytime, he conceded that ments with foreign companies,
NBC leads CBS by 2% in average electronic imports, totaled only
audience for the season to date, | $8,000,000 in 1956 and . exports at
hut pointed out that CBS has only $28,000,000, “with most ex¬
moved back Into, first place in the ports going to foreign subsidiaries
most. recent Nielsen. Moreover, of American electronics manufac-.
he said, CBS has 78% more spon¬ turers.”
Asst/Atty. Gen. Victor R. Han¬
sored time and 75% greater total,
sen in charge of antitrust said the
viewing for the season to date.
“These,” he said, are the broad purpose of the criminal action is
basic measurements that are sig¬ “to restore competition.. in this
nificant. They add up to the all- significant industry so that all com¬
important fact that, day and night, petitors of RCA can compete With
America spends more time watch¬ it at every level from the research
ing CBS Television than any other laboratory to the sale of end prod¬
network.” In an accompanying ucts.”
“Criminal actions,” he said, “are
series Of charts, Hylan spelled out
the details: 104 sponsored night¬ brought not only as a punitive
measure,
but also to discourage
time quarter-hours compared with
NBC’s 96 and ABC’s 74 on the sea¬ and deter similar activities by
son as a whole; 103 sponsored day¬ others in this, industry.”
Justice Dept, also has a civil
time quarter-hours Vs. 58 for. NBC
and two for ABC (covering 10 a.m. suit pending against RCA Involv¬
ing
the company's licensing prac¬
to 5 p.m.); CBS’ 44.9% share of
total 7 a.m.-ll p.m, viewing, based tices.
on Nielsen home hours, vs. 35.6%
FOR SALE—* Room Ranch Homo.
for NBC and 19.5%. for ABC;
Candlowood Leko, Conn. WALK IN
CBS’ 43.0% of nighttime (6-11
AND LIVE all year around. Fully
even to linens, silverware,
p.m.) total viewing, vs. 35.6% for furnished
bar supplies, and Spode china. 5 badNBC and 21,4% for ABC; and a
rooms, 5 baths, ultra modern kitchen
with recessed electric appliances, 2
whopping 63.0% of daytime (10
room fireplace, finished basement 114.
a.m.-5 p.m.) total viewing for CBS
ft. long,. spacious town and patio, 306
vs. 36.1% for NBC and 0.9% for
feet of lako frontage, sea wall,.- waterfloat,
covered boat dock, 2 motor boats
ABC.

Hylan

(inboard and outboard), 2 car garage.
Many custom made extras.

‘Playhouse 90’
—m Continued from page 21 ss

Nov. *5? Pulse Report
of Top Syndicated Shows

#1 HIGHWAY PATROL.....
#2MEN OF ANNAPOLIS...36.8
Piilse, Nov. ’57

ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS INC.

one thing, It raises some Interest¬
ing points as to the kind of identi¬
fication Marlboro built on the CBSTV show, and whether Camel’s will,
inherit all the groundwork laid, by
Marlboro.
Another interesting
twist lies not only in the fact that
Reynolds and Morris are competing
companies, but via the plain vs.
filter , advertising angles (like
Camel’s “smoke a real cigaret”
pitch, following the Marlboro filterfor-the-he-man angle).
Camel’s moves in In mid-April
and will be fitted in with Chemstrand on the latter’s two-show
>buy. Then, starting April 24, it
^oes alternate-weeks for a six-show
total. There’s also interest from
Reynolds for continuing sponsor¬
ship/ into the fall, though ho actual
order. Deal was set via the Wm.
Esty agency.

Price $150,006
Only Needs $50,000 Cash
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Now York — BArclay 7-9075
or Write Box V-224-58, VARIETY,
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AVAILABLE
Producer- iroctor for Industrial Shows.'
•Ten years experience with reivue or
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FOLK CONCERTS JAZZ UP B.O.
Its‘Some Enchanted March’as RCA
Sets ‘Bally High’ on ‘So. Pac.’ Track

Labels Can Get a ‘Check' for $350
The gold disk award, for 1,000,record sales, = will rioW need
the Record Industry Assn, of
America’s stamp of approval. The
RIAA has devised a system*where¬
by it will check sales on a given
disk and Will issue a certificate
when the 1,000,000 mark has been
reached.
The gold disk awards will con¬
tinue to be made by the individual,
manufacturer, but awards. attested
to by the RIAA may bear the seal
of the. association and . a legend
stating that the award has been
officially approved by the RIAA,
The RIAA check on' a record
may be requested by any record
company eligible for membership
in the org, even though the com¬
pany applying may not at the time
be. a member. Although this. checkup is being offered to all compa¬
nies, it; still remains an Optional
matter and the RIAA assumes that
some gold disk awards will con¬
tinue to be made without its of¬
ficial sanction.
When the RIAA certifies that
the 1,000,000 sales mark has been
reached, the recording company
Will then be authorized to publi¬
cize, the fact and to impress upon
the gold disk award the seal and
approval of the RIAA. Also both
the diskery and the artist con¬
cerned will each receive from the
RIAA an inscribed plaque relat¬
ing to the award.
The RIAA has firmed arrange¬
ments with Prager & Fenton, cer(Continued on page 48)
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If They’re Not Moving
At 45, Change ’Em To
Slower 33rpm ‘Stroll’
Chicago, Feb. 25.
What’s it take for a record to
move? Maybe speed. Mercury
hopes,
Diskery’s “Rocket Ride,” recent
45 release by rustic singer Narvel
Felts, was nowhere until, couple
weeks back, dee jay Jim Gaines of
KALB (Alexandria, Va.) inadver¬
tently played the platter at the 33
gait; Wrong-speeded, the tune had
a beat like the current, hotsy, “The
Stroll.”.
Word of the misplay (arid its in¬
gratiating sound) got back to veep
Art Talraadge, Mercury’s, a&r
chief, who decided to. re-master
the disk but found that doing so
would run it too long for airing.
He then re-cut the tune in reduced
tempo, meanwhile imploring jocks
to pull a “Gaines” on the original
version until the new brie reached
them.
New disk runs two minutes and,
like its predecessor, is backed by
“Dream World.” Another upshot:
tune’s now titled. “Rocket Ride
Stroll.” Early jock reaction, ac¬
cording to Talmadge, is all tb the
good.

LOIS KAHN’S DISKINGS
OF DAD GUS’SONGS
Lois Kahn, daughter of the late
songwriter Gus Kahn, will make
her debut on wax via a Jubilee album; She’ll warble a flock of her
father’s tunes.
Iricluded in the package will be
three "new” Kahn verses to
“Makin’ Whoopee,” recently dis¬
covered by Grace LeBoy Kahn, the
songwriter’s widow and herself
also a tunesmith.

Decca’s All-time ‘Bests’
Decca Records has dipped into
Its catalog for a series, of all-time
bestselling singles.. Comprised of
titles, the series, has been
tagged “Decca Blue Book of Stand¬
ards;;”.
;
Each dealer who orders a full set
of the 100'disks will get a perma¬
nent browser box plus index cards
for each record.

100

MGM’s ‘Portraits’-in-Wax
MGM Records has tied in with
Arnold Michaelis to release . a
series of ‘‘Recorded Portraits.”
Michaelis had been releasing the
“Portraits” through his! own indie
operation.
First two “Portraits” oh the
MGM schedule are interviews With
Elearior Roosevelt and Rodgers &
Hammerstein. The gabfests are
conducted by Michaelis,

11,800,000 Ahead
London, Feb. 25.
An Increase of 11,800,000 in the
number ; of records produced in
Britain during i957 over the previ¬
ous year is reported by the Board
of Trade. The December total of
7,500,000 brought.' the output for
the year up to the all-time high
figure of 78,300,000.
The December figure reflects the
growing popularity of EP’s, which
were mainly responsible for the
,100,000 increase: on the figure
for the corresponding month in the
previous year., For the last quar¬
ter of 1957, output of 78’s Was al¬
most' unchanged. Compared with
the similar. period in 1956, while
LP’s showed a - gain of less than
10%.. Production of other types
of. disks expanded by over 90%.

1

The folksingers ate coming back
into their own. With many jazz con¬
certs finding it tbrigh sledding
| around the country this past fall
' and winter season* the folksong
packages are picking up lots of
concert coin.
Jazz promoters are now eyeing
the folk field to compensate for
the dip that the hip presentations
have taken. Don Friedman and
Ken JoffCe, for example, already
have made the jazz-to-folk switch
with a couple, of successful pres¬
entations at New York’s Carnegie
Hall. The Joffee-Friedman Car¬
negie Hall clicks in November arid
January have spearheaded a string
of similar folk bashes with another
Carnegie date scheduled for March.
Marais & Miranda, vet folksingers, played to a strong b.o. at
a recent date in New York’s Town
Hall arid , other folksters like Josh
White, < Cynthia Gooding, Susan
Reed, Oscar Brand, Bob dibspri,
Richard Dyer-Berinett, Pete Seger
and Theodore Bikel have been,
racking up hefty grosses in their
concert stands.
. Bikel, for- example, pulled in a
$7,000 .gross in a recent date at.
Chicago’s Orchestra Hall with Josh
White and Ray Boguslay on the
bill. Bikel also hit an SRO stride
in college dates at Indiana, Okla¬
homa, Antioch* Oberlin, Berkeley
and Palo Alto. Tour promoter A1
Grossman is now trying to line up
(Continued, on page 50).

Teens Dp Aussie Disks
Sydney, Feb. 25.
. Platter riierchaiits here report
biz at a solid level via teenager
trade coast to coast. Influx of
U. S. talent over Lee Gordon’s
Stadium loop has keyed biz here;
Current toppers include “April
| Love;” “Diana!” “Fascination,”
“AH the Way,”. “Rainbow;” “White
Silver Sands,” “Little Susie;” “ivy
Rose,” "Affair to Remember.”

ASCAP SUES STATION
IN ATLANTIC CITY
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers Is pressing
its crackdown on radio outlets per¬
forming ASCAP songs without li¬
censes or after their pacta have
lapsed. Latest in a series of ac¬
tions, which were launched against
broadcast delinquents last year,
was filed in New Jersey Federal
Court last week against WLDB, At¬
lantic City. Leroy, arid Dorothy
Bremmer, owners of the station,
were named as defendants.
ASCAP plaintiffs, charging that
their copyrights were used with¬
out authorization, are Frank Loesser, Matt Dubey & Harold Karr,
New World Music and Mayfair Mu¬
sic.
Plaintiffs ask for statutory
damages of $250; per song infringe-,
irient together With court costs, at¬
torney fees arid an injunction.

Carolyn Leigh’s 5-Yr.
Pact With E.H. Morris
E. H. Morris Music has signed
lyricist Carolyn Leigh to* a new
five-year pact. Miss Leigh’s origi¬
nal three-year deal with the pub¬
lishing firm had about two more
months to run.
Lyricist is currently riding with
Frank Sinatra’s pop dick on. Capi¬
tol, “Witchcraft,” and is set for the
Jule Styne teleproduction of Janies
Thurber’s “Wonderful Q.”

Sunrise?
Columbia. Records’ pitch for
some of that rockabilly gravy
was further spotlighted last
week with the pactirig of Carl
Perkiris. Hillbilly crooner: was
picked up from Sain Philips’
Sun label.
A few years; ago, it’s re¬
called; another major, RCA
Victor, tapped the Sun roster
for a crooner named Elvis,
Presley.

i

RCA Victor Is shooting the
works on its soimdtrack album of
the 20th Century-Fox film adapta¬
tion of Rodgers & Hannrierstein’s
“South Pacific” musical play. Aim¬
ing for a 1,000,000 album sale- in
the. first 12 months, the diskery has
projected the costliest and most
extensive promotion to date in be¬
half of a single album.
The album, which will be re¬
leased early in March in conjunc¬
tion with the pic’s preem at the
Criterion Theatre, N.Y., March 19,
is being packaged five different
ways. There’ll be a regular $4.98
set, a deluxe LP platter with stills
from the pic at $6;93, a threepocket EP set, a single EP.disk and
a stereophonic tape package, also
including extensive notes and
photos. In addition, Victor has
made up a. special EP which will .be
sent to all coin operators and an¬
other special LP for disk jockeys.
Latter set, called the “Minute
Man,” has condensed the various
R&H tunes to 60-second running
time for programming in the tightsqueeze slots.
. For its initial (run, Victor is pro¬
ducing 500,000 “South Pacific” al¬
bums for saturation impact. An¬
other unusual aspect of Victor’s
focus on this is that it will be the
only pop album' release during
March, as against a usual dozen or
so albums issued monthly.

Julian T. Abeles, veteran show
biz attorney, was named general
counsel for the Music -Publishers
Protective Assn, at a board meet¬
ing in: New York yesterday (Tues.)i
New appointment fills the vacancy
created by the . death of Sidney
lYilliam Wattenberg last month.
Board members also appointed
Philip Wattenberg, surviving mem¬
ber of the Wattenberg & Watten¬
berg law firm, to handle the dayto-day legal routine for MPPA,
Abeles was unanimously chosen
‘New Buyers’ ,.
by the MPPA board. For the past
Victor execs believe that an en¬
several years Abeles has: been ac- tirely new generation of disk
(Continued; on page 50)
(Continued on page 50)
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS
The Four . Lads (Columbia). !
•’THERE’S ONLY ONE OF YOU”
(Korwin*> is a bright and happy
lark handled with taste and headed
for a big payoff. “BLUE TATTOO”
(Planetary*) is an intricate piece
which the boys handle easily and
turn into a likeable platter;
George Hamilton IV (ABC-Para¬
mount). “NOW . AND FOR AL¬
WAYS” (Sequence*) has a senti¬
mental ballad quality that George

the turntables. “ANOTHER TIME,
ANOTHER PLAGE” (Livingston &
Evans*) is a ballad out of the “Oh
Captain*” score and Miss Lynn
gives it a reading that's a bit too
solemn for pop tastes.
Jack Jones (Capitol). “A VERY
PRECIOUS LOVE” (Witmark*) is
the ballad push from the Warner
Bros, pic, “Marjorie Momingsiar,”
and Jack Jones turns it into an
okay programming bet. “WHAT’S

Best Bets
THE FOUR LADS ........
(Columbia)

GEORGE HAMILTON IV

... THERE'S ONLY ONE OF YOU Blue Tattoo

_.NOW AND FOR ALWAYS
. One Heart

(ABC-Paramount)

ERSEL HICKEY . .BLUEBIRDS OVER. THE MOUNTAIN
. .Hangih Around
(Epic}
IT’S SO EASY TO SAY
JOHNNY NASH

1

- My Pledge to You

(ABC-ParamOunt)

.... BLONDE BOMBSHELL
DON RONDO
( Jubilee) _,_There Goes My Heart Again

LAWRENCE WELK
Arid His Champagne Music
Present "ONE-NOTE POLKA”
(Coral No. 61937) with The Sparklers
b/w "LoVers On The Park Bench"

chances. “I THANK YOU MR.
MOON”. (Feist*) has h touch of the
shuffle beat in which the group
works so well.
.Norvelle Reid : (Decca). “ON A
STREET IN BARCELONA" (Cor¬
nell*) sets newcomer Norvelle Reid
in a romantic groove but he’ll need
something stronger to make a dent.
“MOONLIGHT SOUV E NIR S"
(Cornell*) is a burdensome ballad
that even good crooning can’t save.
1 Ruth Brown (Atlantic). “BOOK
i OF LIES” (Goday-Progressivet) is
a solid blues ballad that puts Ruth
Brown in her Old spin-grabbing
form. “JUST TOO MUCH” (Pro¬
gressive!) swings at a neat but
familiar pace. .
(ASCAP*, BMI!)

Hamilton IV works into a pop win- T
THE USE?” ((Rosemeadow*) is out
ner via his amiable crooning style, o:
of place in: this market.
“ONE HEART” (Brockwin*) fea¬
Johnny Brantley’s All - Stars
tures a shuffle beat that will go «
(Carlton). “THE PLACE” (Meri¬
well with the jukes and pick up d
dian!) could make its mark in the
some deejay play, too.
fi
field of swinging . instrumentals.
Ersel Hickey (Epic), “BLUE- “POT LUCK” (Meridian!) can also
BIRDS OVER THE MOUNTAIN” k
keep the yoUng terp crowd happy.
(Torpedot) will ride this Presley- | Somethin’ Smith & The Redheads
type crooner right to the top. Side (]
(Epic). “SCHOOL BUS ROCK"
runs less than two minutes which (<
(Springfield!) takes the boys oh a
should make it . a juke natural. X(
rocking ride but it’s on a familiar
“HANGIN’ AROUND” (Torpedot) r,
route -which will limit its. spinning
continues the Presley performance -but it’s good enough to step out
on its own.
Johnny Nash (ABC-Paramount).
“IT’S SO EASY TO SAY” (Kahlt)
is a strong followup to Nash’s
clicko “A very Special Love” re¬
peating the same soft ballad style
for similar results. “MY PLEDGE
TO YOU”* is another good ballad
with a string spinning potential, j
Don Rondo (Jubilee). “BLONDE
BOMBSHELL" (Saxon!) should
Survey of retail disk best
pick up plenty of play because of
sellerg based on reports Ob¬
its frolicsome lilt. “THERE GOES
tained from leading stores in
MY HEART AGAIN” (Wildcat!)
19 cities and. showing com¬
IS a standout ballad that has a
parative sales rating for this
chance to come through' in this
and last week;
market mainly because of Rondo’s
power-piped delivery.
Jaye P. Morgan (RCA Victor).
National
•TELL ME MORE” (Quintet*) has
a Slow rocking beat, but it-will be
Rating
hard-pressed to get moving in the
This Last
market.
“MY BLIND DATE”
wk. wk.
Artist, Label, Title , ,
(Quintet!) gives the thrush some
pretty banal sentiments to be wist¬
ROYAL TEENS (ABC-Par)
ful over.
1
4
Short Shorts . . |
......_:
Del Vikings. (Mercury). “THE
PERRY COMO (Victor)
VOODOO MAN” (Gilt) swings at
2
2
Catch a Falling Star..
a rocking pace and with the har¬
monizing tricks that reach the
SILHOUETTES (Ember)
teenage crowd. “CANT WAIT” ' 3
1
Get a Job. .....
-*
(Northern*) fits comfortably in the “
BILLY
VAUGHN (Dot)
“
rockin’ groove but there’s nothing
4
3 . Sail Along Silvery Moon,... ..:...
special about it that will set it
FOUR
PREPS
(Capitol)
apart from all the Others.
Johnnie
Ray
(Columbia).
5
il
26 Miles . . -.
“STROLLIN’ GIRL” (Carlyle*)
CRESCENDOS (Nasco)
sets n Johnnie Ray in the rockin’
fi
8
Oh, Julie.,.
groove that’s headed for jock and
McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral)
juke? play. “PLANT A LITTLE ^
7
9
Sngartime
v.^.
SEED” (Valando*) has a sustained
zippy beat but the lyric message
CHUCK BERRY (Chess)
skins off the track.
10
Sweet Little 16... ..
Sam Cooke (Keen). “YOU WERE
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor).
MADE FOR ME”. (Andrea*-) has
9
5
I Beg of You
.;
:
Sam Cooke vocalizing a pleasing
DANNY & JUNIORS (ABC-Par)
ballad, but some of his initial disk
excitement seems to be gone.
10
7
At the Hop
“LONELY ISLAND"
(Happ y
CHAMPS (Challenge)
House*.) has an intriguing melodic 11
13
Tequila
•
and lyric quality but it’s mainly
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
for offbeat programming.
‘
y
Jeri Southern (R 6 u 1 et t e).‘ 12A 6 Don’t v“WE’RE NOT CHILDREN” (Liv¬
PERRY COMO (Victor)
ingston & Evans*) is a Latino flav¬ 12B 2fi
Magic Moments. .
-.......
ored entry from “Oh Captain”
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
which Jeri Southern delivers with
17
Witchcraft
..
class and authority. ‘‘LIFE DOES 14
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence)
A GIRL A FAVOR”. (Livingston &
19
Are Yon Sincere . . - .: . . . .......
Evans*) out of the same show, is 15
good even though not exactly juke
“
BILLY & LILLIE (Swan)
fodder.
16
16
La Dee Pah
.......
Georgia Gibbs (RCA Victor).
FRANKIE AVALON (Chancellor);
“WAY WAY DOWN” (Marti t) is
DeDe Dinah
a swinging country-flavored piece 17A 20
with a steoout potential especially
— '
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
~
the way Georgia Gibbs, belts it. 17B 18
Stood UP ■ ■
.
“YOU’RE DOIN’ IT” tRoosevelt*)
:
DIAMONDS
(Mercury)
:
’
gives thrush a chance for more vo-f
14
The Stroll. ... ,...
.
cal pressure and she pounds it into 19
’ PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par)
the spinning column.
t ~
. Tommy Leonetti (Vik). “IN MY 20
12
Yon Are My Destiny..
LIFE” (Gilt) has a hand-clapping
~
CHANTELS (End)
'
beat that moves at a jaunty pace 21
15. Maybe
• -......
with Tommy Leonetti leading the •
PAT BOONE (Dotr
wav in an amiable manner. “RING j
24
It’s Too Soon to Know ......., ...
ON A RIBBON” (Sequence*) cap-1 22
tiires the folk quality in an easy- . :
MOE KOFFMAN (Jubilee) :
and’appealing way.
23
23
Swingin’ Shepherd Blues Vera Lynn (London). “SEVEN-, :
CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM)
1
TY-SIX TROMBONES” (Frank*)
Who’s Sorry Now
Is another in the long line of disk- 24 ...
LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty)
ings of the march from “The. Music
22
Good Golly Miss Holly
Man” and Vera Lynn gives it the 25

“Oh Captain!” (Columbia). Jay
Livingston and Ray Evans have
fashioned a lively score for the
Broadway legituner, “Oh Captain!,’’
and Columbia .Records, despite
RCA Victor’s nix on the use of
Abbe Lane, has dutifully and hap¬
pily cut. an. “original cast album.”
Unlike the contretemps a few years
back when Decca withheld Ethel
Merman .from Victor’s “original
cast” set of “Call Me, Madam,”
Miss Lane is not missed in this set.
Miss Lane’s songs in this package
are expertly handled by Eileen
Rodgers and as she whisks through
such pieces as “Femininity” and
“Double Standard,” she shows a
production voice that could be
taken out of the groove and placed
on stage. - All the other cast mem¬
bers are intact and they do their
jobs well. Tony Randall is no
great shakes as a crooner, but he
carries the melodies and gets the
punch lines across. Jacqueline MeKeever is always ear-pleasing and
is especially effective on “Sur¬
prise.” Edward Platt scores with
its “Never Quite The Same” and
“1’ve Been There and I’m Back”
and Susan; Johnson swings neatly
with “Give It All You’ve Got" and
“The Morning Music of Montmar?
tre.” iAir play probably will be
limited because of the racy nature
of many of lyrics but 'that will
probably help the package on the
sales level. Goddard Lieberson,
Columbia prexy, produced it with
an expert ear to the. groove.
. Sammy Davis Jr.: “Mood To Be
Wooed” (Decca). Sammy Davis Jr.
is showcased here in a subdued ro¬
mantic mood and he’s highly effec¬

tive at it. The ballads fit into the
warm, easygoing course that he’s
chartered for this outing, and with
the help of Mundell Loew’s guitar
it emerges as one of his best pack¬
ages. For the record, only the
Frank Sinatra-Sol Parker-Henry
Sanicola tUne,.“This Love of Mine,”
is out of the BMI vaults; all the
rest are ASCAP copyrights,
Erroll Garner; “Soliloquy” (Co¬
lumbia). Last year jazz pianist
Erroll Gamer made a dent in the
pop Lp market with “Concert By
The SeJ” and “Other Voices.” He
should repeat with his first 1958
set, “Soliloquy.” For here again is
a topnotch sampling of his effer¬
vescent and exuberant keyboard
styling. On this round he tackles
“You’d Be So Nice To Come Home
To,” “No More Time," “I Surren¬
der. Dear,” “If I Had You,” “Don’t
Take Your Love From Me” and Ills
own title song.
Artie Shaw Orch: “Any Old
Time” (RCA Victor). The Victor
label has dug into its vault for its
Artie Shaw representation in the
“Down Beat Jazz Milestone Series”
and the stuff it’s come up with is
Grade-A Shaw. For here is the
swinging maestro of 1938 to 1945,
and for those who long for the
good old days of band vocalists
there’s Billie Holiday on “Any Old
Time,” Helen Forrest on “All I
Remember Is You” and Lena
Home on “Love Me A Little” for
good measure.
Stan Kenton: “Rendezvous With
Kenton” (Capitol). This is an onthe-spot recording from the Ren*,
dezvous Ballroom at Balboa, Cal.,
which, incidentally, is now mancontinued on page 50)
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Watch for these NBC-TV network shows In colorand black-and-white...
THE PERRY GOMO SHOW, THE GEORGE GOBEL SHOW, THE EDDIE FISHER SHOW,
THE PRICE IS RIGHT, TIC TAG DOUGH..,all sponsored by....

kERJETr

Nelson Riddle........ Capitol..Tm Getting Sentimental.
Johnny Mathis._. . . Columbia.... *When 1 Am With You. ,
Don~Gibson
. Victor........*Oh Lonesome Me.......
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'And MORE. MORE.

ARTHUR FREED Production
Kofoa$od by . MGM
£ 3642

MORE PROMOTION.

PLACE YOUR ADVANCE ORDER NOW THROUGH YOUR LOCAL MGM RECORD DISTRIBUTOR
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RIAA
The ever-growing rocking school of cleffers and publishers was
again spotlighted at the second annual Broadcast Music Inc. rock
’n’ roll award luncheon at the Hotel Pierre, N.Y., recently when
62 tunesmiths and 30 publishing firms were toasted for producing
43 hit songs that were in the top 10 of the bestselling charts for 10
weeks or more in the past year. In most cases, two and sometimes
three publishers were cited for a single song.
Tunes cited included “Bye Bye Love,” by Boudleaux & Felice
Bryant; “Knee Deep In The Blues,” Melvin Endsley; “I Feel Good,”
Leonard Lee; “On My Word of Honor.” Jean Miles & Katheri ’
Harrison; “Ain’t Got No Home,’* Clarence Henry; “Happy, Happy
Birthday, Baby,” Margo J. Sylvia, Gilbert L. Lopez; “School Day,”
Chuck Berry; “Silhouettes,” Frank C. Slay Jr.. & Bob Crewe.
Also “Love Is Strange,” by Ethel Smith & Mickey Balcer;. “Blue
Monday,” Dave Bartholomew; “I'm Walkin’,” Antoine Domino,
Dave Bartholomew; “Valley Of Tears,” Domino & Bartholomew;.
“Little Darlin’,” Maurice Williams; “Come Go With Me,” Clarence
E. Quick; “Without Love,” Danny Small; “You. Send Me,” L. C.
Cook; ‘Tarty Doll,” Jimmy Bowen, Buddy Knox, Dan Lanier, Dav¬
id Alldred; “Thousand Miles Away,” James Sheppard & William
H. Miller; “Farther Up The. Road,” Don Robey, Joe Medwick Veasey; “Just To Hold My Hand,” Don Robey; “The Next Time You
See Me,” Earl Forrest & William Harvey.
Also “It Hurts To Be In Love,’* Rudy Toombs & Julius Dixon;
“Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On,” Sunny David & David Williams;
“That’ll Be The Day,” Jerry Allison, Buddy Holly, Norman Pet¬
ty; “Diana,” Paul Anka; “Just Because,” Uoyd Price; “All Shook
Up,” Otis Blackwell, Elvis Presley; “JailhoUSC Rock,” Jerry Lieber,
Mike Stoller; “Too Much,” Lee Rosenberg, Bernard Weinman; “C.
C. Rider,” Chuck Willis; “Jim Dandy,” : Lincoln Chase; “Lucky
Lips,” Stoller & Leiber; “Mister Lee,” Heather Dixon, Helen Bath¬
ers, Laura Webb, Emma Ruth, Jarinie Bought; “Searchin’,” Leiber
& Stoller. .
Also “Since I Met You Baby,” Ivory Joe Hunter; “Young Blood,”
Leiber & Stoller, Jerome Pomus; "Little Bitty Pretty One,” Rob¬
ert Byrd; “Jenny, Jenny,” Richard Penniman, Enotric Johnson;
“Lucille,” Aaron Collins Jr.; “Send Me Some Lovin',” Lloyd Price,
John S; Marascalco; “Short Fat Fannie,” Larry Williams; “Send
For Me ” Ollie Jones; and “Over The Mountain,” Rex Garvni.

Continued from page 43 _

tified public .accountants, to con¬

Vic Lewis, British Bandleader Due Here, Hits Drain- duct . the. audit. The firm is also
regularly employed by publishers’
Pipe Trousers, Blue Jeans, Goatees and Berets
agent Harry Fox to audit the sales

Brubeck Boffo in Brit,;
6,000 at First 2 Shows
London, Feb; 25.
Dave Brubeck foursome; present
ed here by the National Jazz Fed¬
eration, ended their British cqncert
stint last Sunday (23) after en¬
joying one of the biggest successes j
achieved by a visiting American !
outfit since the Anglo-U. S. band \
swap began. This is because they Ve
not pandered to popular taste, but
have demohstrated-what. they set
out to do—establish a different
approach to a form of music which
has, until- recently; been confined
to rigid patterns and set cliches;
They’ve shown the jazz public here
that there are no liiriits in the
music, but only limits to the musi¬
cian. And with this quartet those
limits are only infinite boundary
marks.
Over 6,000 people turned out on i
the group’s opening day to pack to
capacity London’s Festival Hall
during two concerts/and hear some
of the most imaginative arrange¬
ments of pop tunes, and new tunes
a la Brubeck. Brubeck’s simple
openings, expounded and developed
*by the delicate tone and intricate
melodies of Paul Desmond’s alto
sax, and handed back to the pian¬
ist for even more enlargement;
were almost works of genius. With
this sort of quality workmanship
was combined the immaculate per¬
cussion work of Joe Morello, fea¬
tured extensively as a front-liner,
and the subdued, thoughtful, but
driving bass of newcomer to the
outfit. Gene Wright
British support supplied for the
concert were the Jazz Couriers, ;
led by tenor saxists Ronnie Scott
and Tubby Hayes.
Bary.

VAUGHAN’S U.S. BALLY I
FOR HIS BRITISH FILM
British disk star Frankie*
Vaughari arrived in New York yes¬
terday (Tues.) for . a: series of tv ap-;
pearances and to work with W'»r-‘
ner Bros, in the promotion of his :
first ° film,. “Dangerous Youth.”
Vaughan is traveling with his per-:
zonal manager Paul Gave..
'
The disker, who*s released, in
the U. S. on the Epic label, is be-:
ing lined up for guest shots on the
Dick Clark (ABC-TV) and Ed Sul- livan (CBS-TV) shows. He recent- [
ly completed a run at London’s
Palace and was voted by the Varies
ty Club as the outstanding person¬
ality of the year. His pic was pro¬
duced by Herbert Wilcox and Anna
Neagle.

and royalty accounts of individual
record manufacturers.
A fee of $350 will be charged by
the RIAA for each record on which
an audit is requested. This fee
must accompany the formal appli¬
cation and is not refundable even
though it should develop the rec¬
ord is hot eligible for the gold
disk award: ,
The RIAA has established the
following criteria to determine the
.eligibility of a record to support
the gold disk award: 1) Only a
single record shall, be nominated.
2) Only single records actually
pressed or manufactured within
the continental limits of the U. S.
shall count, towards, the 1,000,000
sales total. 3f Only records offered
for sale in the y. S., its territories
or its, possessions, shall be in¬
cluded in the required mi imum
sales attainment. 4) A minimum
sale of 1,000,000 records need not
be achieved within any defined
period.
When any record has
reached the 1,000,000 sales mark,
the; company, selling that record
may make application even though
the period, covered; may extend
over a period of several years.
Although the present system of
awards is concerned only with
single records, the RIAA is study¬
ing a similar plan of awards for
album sales. Many companies are
now giving the old LP award for
albums that, have reached the
250,000 sales bracket which in dolI lar term is close, to $1,000,000.

RPTJXIT
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Geo. Abramson to MGM cost accounting,, analysis and fore¬

casting.
George Abramson has joined
Abramson has been coordinator
MGM Records as veepee in charge of business affairs at Columbia
of business affairs. He’ll function Records before faking the MGM
in the label’s internal operation of assignment.
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ing stores arid showing comparative
ratings for this week and last.
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Artist, Label, Title
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Come Fly With: Me (W 920)..
•
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia ■
Warm (CL 1078;. v.
: .*..
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
Original Cast (OL 5090)....
AROUND THE WORLD (Decca)
Sountrack (DL 9046) .
...v
PAL JOEY (Capitol)
Soundtrack (W 912).........
MUSIC MAN (Capitol)
Original Cast (W AO 990).....

...
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JANE MORGAN (Kapp)
Fascination (KXL 1066) :...
KING & I (Capitol)
Soundtrack (W 740)^.
DUKES OF DIXIELAND (Audio-Fidelity)
Volume IV (AFLP 1860)
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Wonderful Wonderful (CL 1028).. ..
JAMAICA. (Victor)
Original Cast (Loc .1036)
PERCY FAITH (Columbia)
Viva (CL 1075)
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RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
Ricky (IMP 9048)
PAT BOONE (Dot)
Pat’s Great Hits (DLP 3071)..
OKLAHOMA (Capitol)
Soundtrack. (SAO 595)PAT SUZUKI (Vik)
.i
Many Sides of Pat (LX 1127).
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
.
.
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000)
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)
Jimmie Rodgers (R 25020)...,..... ...,,....
ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi-Fi)
Taboo-(R 806). ..
GLENN MILLER ORCH (Victor)
Carnegie Hall Concert (LPM 1056) :..........
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
One of Those Things (W 903L
APRIL LOVE (Dot)
Soundtrack (DLP 9000).
. .
GOGI GRANT (Victor)
Helen Morgan Story (Loc 1030).. . . .....
TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capitol)
Hymns (T 756).... .
MANTOVANI (London)
_ .
Film Encores. (LL1700).. . W.
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Hollywood—(W

MGM Records Sets Its
Reid House in Order

Indianapolis—■(

Glasgow, Feb. 25.
Vic Lewis, British bandleader.
who is set fpr an upcoming 25-day
trek in the U„ S., hit out at low
Realignment of MGM Records’
standard of modern music trends.
Maestro, currently at Playhouse field force is continuing under the
Ballroom here, made his attack in helm of Irv Jerome, new veepee
in charge of sales and promotion.
an interview with a local scribe.
Don Foreman has been set to
He hit out at “pseudo-musicians
riding to fame on popularity of handle district, sales and promo¬
rock ’n’ roll,” and added: “This tion in the: midwest, headquarter¬
rock *n’ roll is just what the yo-yo ing in Wildwood, Ill; Bill Taylor
or biff-bat was a few years back; will continue handling the south
The young people don’t go for it and southwest, based in Garland,
because it is music—-it’s not—but Tex., arid Gordon Gray will work
simply because it is the craze of the eastern territory. Helen Tobin
the moment.
and Lila Wolf will be used on spe¬
“Drain-pipe trousers, blue jeans, cial* assignments,
The Coast setup will be an¬
goatee beards, black glasses, and
berets mean just as much to them nounced as soon as Jerome returns
as this so-called, music, which is: from an o,o. of that area early in
March. Sol Handwerger will work
just worthless trash.
“Music is an. art, and an art that I under Jerome in coordinating pub¬
'must be learned. Musicians have licity, advertising, promotion and
to study their instruments, but merchandising.
these kidsyof today who are harm¬
ing the music business so much
just don’t want to know how to Shirelles in Decca Camp
play. They are faking the least [ Decca Records has stepped into
line of resistance, and all they are the market for indie label material
by picking up the masters of a cou-:
making is a noise.”
Bandleader claimed that, if trend pie of sides by a new combo, the
Shirelles,
originally, issued on the
continues, there .would be no worth¬
Tiara label.
while musicians in a few years.
Group,
composed
of four teen¬
On his upcoming tour he will
take in American Army camps in age girls, cut “I Met Him On A
Sunday"
and
“I
Want
You To Be
Newfoundland, and the universities : My Boyfriend.”
of Maine, Harvard and Yale.
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A VERY
LOVE”
from tin' Warner Brothers motion picture

"MARJORIE MORNINGSTAR”
Boxed upon a nov-A by
Herman Wouh

AMES BROTHERS RCA Victor #47-7167
DORIS DAY

Columbia

SLIM WHITMAN

Imperial

JACK JONES

Capitol

BONNIE GUITAR

#8316
#$3929
#15708*

JOHNSTON BROS. London
DICK MAYMES

#4-41123

#1796

Hallmark EPH-200QA
Hallmai

Sound track album to be
released by
RCA VICTOR

M. WITMARK* SONS, 488 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
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Calypsodips
R&R Wings In
West Germany
Frankfurt, Feb. 18.
Even though the record business
generally is way up in West Ger¬
man, Elvis Presley and his rock
' ' roll cohorts would be all shook
up If they heard the news-^r&r is
hitting a downtrend in Germany,
and it’s being routed out of first
place by calypso.
The r&r fad in Germany, unlike
that in the States where it is ex¬
pected to last for a few more years,
is sliding down after just a year j
and a half, .according to record j
spokesmen here.
j
In the rush for r&r records that;
began with the popularity of Bill>
Haley & His Comets in 1956, young
Germans have bought tens Of pil¬
lions of the disks at four marks
(about $1) per platter. The: Christ¬
mas business, though, indicated the
change in favor of the fans—Harry
Belafonte’s calypso platters out-'
sold Elvis Presley 3 to 1. And while
manufacturers listed three rock ’n’.
roll disks in September, now just
one is listed. Two Calypsos were
listed in September, and four are
charted nowv
About half the records that are
most popular in Germany are hits
from the States that click here .
from two or four months later. A
major impetus for a hit record in
Germany is added by AFN, the
Armed Forces Network broadcast¬
ing from near here. It's credited
With bringing over most of the
TJ.S. tunes that become popular,
and has even revived interest in
some German songs. Jt's responsi¬
ble, for instance, for the renewed
interest iii “Mack the Knife,” the
Louis Armstrong platter of music
that was created in Germany as
part of Kurt Weill's “.Three Penny
Opera.”
Another surprising trend in the
disk business is the growing in¬
terest in classical records. They have risen to from 7 to 10% of
the total businests,.
West Germany produced over
50,000,000 platters last year, a 40%
rise over the previous year—and
1958 is due to go even higher.

Smash Hit!

PERRY COMO’S

MAGIC
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South Pacific

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

ISSS Continued from page 43 ssss
buyers will be exposed to the R&H
score, for the first time via the pic,
which has Giorgio Tozzi, as the
-soundtrack
*
for
Rossano
Brazzi, and Mitzi Gaynor handling
lead singing in the roles performed
on the stage by the late Ezio Pinza,
and Mary Martin.
Victors ad campaign for the al¬
bum in the consumer press and on
radih-tv will hit the $250,000
bracket A full-page four-color ad
in Life mag next month will mark
the first time that such * a spread
was ever devoted to a single album.
The diskery has also made a
; special, tieup with the ILS. Navy’s
recruiting service with streamers
plugging both the Navy and “South
Pacific” to be spotlighted in 5,000
postoffices across the country.- An¬
other phase of the tie-in is a
“South Pacific” company which is
being recruited in Chicago, and it’s
likely that Osqar Hammerstein 2d
I and Mitzi Gaynor to be on: hand
1 for the swearing-in ceremonies.
Victor is spreadeagling the field
With 6,150 cuffo albums for disk
jockeys, reviewers. Store buyers,
In addition, Victor is staging a conr
test for disk jockeys with top prize
being a 10-day vacation for two i
Hawaii.

Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based oh reports
obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
* ASCAP
t BMI
National
Bating
This Last
wk. wk.

Title and Publisher

. . ...

■.

.

S

.

a

♦Silvery Moon (Joy) i......
. ..., 2
♦April Love (Feist):;. ..../_; 7
tSugarthne (Nor-Va-Jakr ...I... 3
♦Catcha Falling- Star (Marvin).... 1.
♦All the Way. (Maraville)...
tShepherd Bines (B-Kahl)...:..:
4
tAt the Hop (SMV)-.
v
♦Liechtensteiner Polka fBurl:). ,.9
♦Around the World (Young)
♦Magic Moments (Famous) .
5
/♦Witchcraft (Morris) . .. .. . . . : . .
♦Fascination (Southern). ....,.... ./;
tAre You sincere (Peer).....,. .■/.
fGet a Job (U-Bagby)....... 8
IDon’t (Presley) ..
6

P'Skiety

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

6

10
'4]
7 ‘
9

1
9
5
4

1
5
9
10

8

10

4
9

"77

5

Folk Concerts

JO Best Sellers on

SUGARTIME (6)
GET A JOB (4)
AT THE HOP (6)
IT’S TOO SOOKPTO KNOW (31
THE STROLL (1)
SAIL ALONG SILVERY MOON (5)

— Continued from page. 43

McGuire

.. . . .. .. . Coral

Sisters

Silhouettes -......... . Ember
Danny & Juniors ... .. ABC-Par
Dot

Pat Boone
Diamonds

.. ... .Mercury

Billy Vaughn

Dot

f Moe Koffman ..... . . .., Jubilee
{David Rose ........ ......MGM

7. SWINGING SHEPHERD BLUES (2>

8.

WITCHCRAFT (2)
9. OH JULIE (2)
10. SWEET LITTLE 16 (1)

Frank Sinatra .....
Crescendos

...
.. Chess

Chuck Berry

Second Group
ARE YOU SINCERE .
YOU ARE MY DESTINt
STOOD UP
GOOD GOLLY MISS MOLLY
MAGIC MOMENTS

.*_

....

Andy Willi
Paul

.... .ABC-Par
..... Imperial

Anka.

Ricky Nelson .....
Little Richard ....
Perry Com

PEGGY SUE
ALL THE WAY
26 MILES ..........,.............
BALLAD OF A TEEN AGE QUEEN

Buddy Holly

TEQUILA,....

Champs

.....
Capitol.

Frank Sinatra

......... Capitol
Johnny Cash...

............. Sun
......,.. .... Challenge

[Figures tit parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 103

Bikel for similar annual tours
through 1961.
. The folk upbeat is also reflected
in the. disk field. Jack Holzman
head of Elektra Records, reports
that his folk biz has been doubling
annually. Elektra grooves such
folksters as Theodore Bikel j Josh
White and Susan Reed. Such other
labels as Folkways, Riverside,. Tra¬
dition, Vanguard* Esoteric and
Stinson are also swinging at a hot
sales pace with their folk catalog.
Holzrnan points to definite tie be¬
tween the concert appearances and
platter sales. He*s noted that in
many instances when a folk artist
plays a. town several 100 LP’s will
be peddled in that area within a
few days after the performance.
The niteries, too, are getting in
on the folk kick. Among those
which have; clicked with a folk
policy are Grossman’s... Gate of
Horn in Chicago, the hungry i i
San Francisco, the Crystal Palace
in St. Louis, the Limelight in
Aspen, Colo., and Down in the
Depths in New York.
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Worries Acts; See ‘Skeleton Week’
Performers as well; as talentagencies are starting to be con¬
cerned about a now discernible
trend toward. closing for Lent as
Singer Gerri Gale has been set
well as the stack season. Feeling
is that if such a movement con¬ for a series of' dates in Europe.
She
opens at the Morocco Club,
tinues, niteries may be only operat¬
ing on weekends and other nights Madrid, March. 1, and follows with
the
Bolero
Club, Barcelona, March
reasonably certain to bring in prof¬
16.
itable business.
Other
dates:
to follow on the Con¬
The six-week shuttering of the
Town Casino, Buffalo, one of the tinent. Miles Ingalls & Howard
Hoyt
are
plotting
the- dates.
top talent buyers in the northern
part of the country, and the pos¬
sible closing; of the Chez Paree,
Chicago, regarded as the keystone
of the nitery structure in the mid¬
west, has given the trade a couple
of items to worry about. The feel¬
ing is that an additional six weeks
out of the cafe season Would be
a severe blow to the industry.
Performers, feel that a Lenten
season closing is not like a cafe
shuttering during the summer.
During the hot months, there are
The biz downbeat ih.Fiorida has
many resorts opening up that can
substitute
for
the
shuttered resulted in another nitery casualty.
The
Carillon Hotel, Miami Beach,
niteries; Nothing like that comes
in at Lent to provide other employ¬ is dropping its nitery operations
starting
tonight (Wed.) when show
ment outlets!.
Should the trend to operating headed by Jack Durant and . Sunny
Gale
was
to have preemed.
only in the profitable periods be¬
Previous shutterings in the area
come prevalent, then the perform¬
include
the
Cotton. Club and the
ers feel that the next step will be
Deauville, which cancelled its pro¬
to shutter on. Mondays and Tues¬ duction
show.
however,
days and possibly Wednesdays* For preeihs tomorrowLatter,
'(Thurs.) with a
example, the Boulevard, Rego Park, layout
topped
by
Donald
O’Connor.
L. i., books shows only on week-,
The slight biz upbeat in Florida
ends. There were many periods
from warmer weather ap¬
when this spot was a full-week, resulting
parently
came too; late to aid the
for acts, . There are other; cafes
Carillon, The upbeat is said, to be
that operate along similar lines.
partially a result by the Florida
Recession coupled with severe Development Commission which
absence of headliners are regarded advertised maximum temperatures
as the primary causes of curtailed in newspapers in key cities in the
nitery operations.. It is known that north.
certain performers can. overcome
the Lenten or weather handicap.
But these acts aren’t generally
available and rather than run the
risks of loss, operators: are now
turning to shutterings instead of
taking a. chance pri a low-budgeted
^ Kansas City, Feb. 25.
show.
Annual Auto Show opening
March 1 in the Municipal Audi¬
torium again will have a stag¬
gered schedule for its name acts.
Opening weekend will have Mar¬
garet Whiting and the Crew Cuts,
vocal group staying - for the dura¬
Houston, Feb; 25.
tion of the show, ending March 9.
Texas Liquor Control Board in¬
Miss Whiting will be followed
spectors and Houston policemen by Louis Armstrong and concert
pulled simultaneous surprise raids group which wiil play March 3-4,
last weekend on 24 Houston pri¬ With, other acts to follow to be
vate clubs and lounges where they announced. . Carol Channing was
said mixed drinks were being originally figured to open, the
served. The raiding parties armed show, but deal never jelled. j?
with search warrants, arrested the
Club owners and managers and
London Theatre Club
confiscated liquor.
Stringent membership requirev
To Use Burley Policy
ments and the formation of a pri¬
. London, Feb. 25.
vate clUb association appeared
A
new
London theatre club, fea¬
likely following the biggest series turing burlesque
is
of liquor control raids of recent to be inaugurated entertainment,
in the West End.
years.
Raymond, a touring manager
, A total of 61 persons Were ar¬ Paul
specialty is strip shows, has
rested and more than 6000 fifths whose over
the Doric Ballrooms In
of liquor, were seized in the raids taken
Soho
and
will open on April 7.
on the clubs. Those arrested were
He
plans,
to operate on a threecharged with operating, or assist¬
ing in:the operation of a saloon. a-day basis, with, a show which
would
include
a lineup of 20 girls
A spokesman for the group seek¬
ing organization of the private club and an array of specialty acts.
There
will
be
a
nominal . member¬
association said that there would
fee of $1.50 a year and a seat
be a meeting scheduled of private ship
at
a
table
will
cost
$2.20. There’ll
club owners. Also invited to at¬ also be charges for food
and liquor.
tend will be ownefs and managers
Members,
however,
will
be able to
of clubs not raided.
see the show from a 50-feet long:
bar at which there’ll be no admissi
Charge and patrons only, will
have to pay the price of their
drinks. By operating as. a club,
Raymond will not be bound by the
Lord* Chamberlain’s ruling, on
The Johnny Otis Show, originally Static nudes.
on KFOX, Long. Beach, Cal., has
been signed for.a four-week tour of
Great Britain starting April 6. Unit
will consist of Otis, along with
Dallas, Feb. 23.
Marie Adams & Three Tons of Fun,
James H. Stewart, prez of the
Mel ” :’>liams, Arthur Matthews,
State Fair of Texas, was elected
and the Moonbeams.
. Hal Zeiger went over on a quick prez of the Texas Assn, of Fairs &
trip to London to Ink the date with Expositions at the conclusion of
Lew & Leslie Grade Agency on a the group’s 31st annual convention.
deal that was started by Joe Glas¬ He succeeds Joe Cooley of Abilene,
er’s Associated Booking Corp. Pack¬ who was reelected to the board
age will contain 15 performers* The of directors.
F. W. Stewart pf Sequin was
outfit is now being plugged in Eng¬
land' Via> A recent (CapitoL waxing elected v.p. and Bob Murdock of
Tyler secretary-treasurer.
made by the entire group.

Gerri’s Foreign Dates

in

Staggered Sked of Names
At Kansas City Auto Show

TEX. CLUB OPS PLAN
ORG. FOLLOWING RAID

Booked for British Tour

Stewart I

| SI

fit Wildwood; Bolero’s Less Dinero
'4Nitery operators are complain¬
ing that the cancellation clause,
permitting..talent an escape, from
fulfilling contracts if notice is given
a month in advance, has become
one of the major evils of the cafe,
business. The operators ciaiim that;
of late, with convention and ban¬
quet business becoming art in¬
creasingly important factor in the
night club orbit, they must know
What, their lineups are far in ad¬
vance so that, they can go. out and
sell dates.. With a threat of can¬
cellation of headliners, the opera¬
tors face heavy loss of* business.
Agitation, for. repeal of the 30day clause is becoming more vocal.
Bonifaces say they must know
where they stand in regards to ari'y
headliner if they’re to remain in
business. For example, an operator,
haying a commitment tp buy a
given headliner will immediately
contact certain organizations or
start selling in bulk on the basis of.
having that show. With cancella-:
tioii of the attraction, the parties
also run out. Many clubs are set
up. so that big parties supply the
bulk of the business and these
clubs, primarily, think that talent
contracts should be inviolate, and
once booked must stay booked.
A recent example was the can¬
cellation of Jerry Lewis at the Chez
Paree, Chicago. This came unfor¬
tunately, after the 30-day limit had
expired, and Lewis, in order to
start bis York Pictures film on
(Continued on page 54)

Hughes’ Nitery Muse
Negro author Langston
Hughes,; who- begins a series
of Sunday ight poetry read¬
ing sessions at the Village
Vanguard, N. Y., March 2, will
be backgrounded By bassist.
Charlie Mingus and pianist
Phineas Newborn.
There’s a possibility that
Hughes will go into full-week
stands at the Vanguard.

O’Brian’s Cues
on
Houston, Feb. 25.
Sharpshooting for the television
cameras is considerably easier than
attempting the same when sur¬
rounded by 12,000 hawkeyed critics.
Redfaced victim of that truth is
Hugh O’Brian, currently headlin¬
ing Houston Fat Stock Show Rodeo
(Feb. 19-March 2) in oater role of
Marshall Wyatt Earp.
Second night of rodeo (20), the
following mishaps occurred:
1. O'Brian rode into arena blaz(Contlnued on page 54)

The Wildwood, N. J., situation
which resembled a miniature Las
Vegas last season because of the.
prices that were paid for talent,
is showing signs of settling down
to just being Wildwood again, Op-':
erators who nearly priced them¬
selves out of business by virtue ofJ
kingsized salaries to acts will be £
paying prevailing market prices, or
maybe just a little above.
For example, the Bolero, pne of
the top name buyers of last year
and. which started its season with
Frankie Laine at $40,000 for 10
days, has settled down to. what
agencies regard*, as normal fees,
with perhaps * premium to com¬
pensate for vfy price growth any
particular performer may attain
between now and summertime. As
schedule now stands, the opening
on July 3 will be headlined by
Johnny Mathis; Andrews Sisters
and Harvey Stone are set for July
11, and the third show will have
(Continued on page 54)

A comparatively old relationship
was broken last week when Ray
Bolger shifted from the Sahara
Hotel, Las Vegas, where he has
played annually since the spot was
opened, to the Flamingo Hotel.
Bolger plays h!s Flamingo date
starting June 5 and follows with
the Cal-Neva Lodge, Lake Tahoe,
Nev., July 14.

Last Week of This

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER
(Expires March I, 1958)

All readers of Variety have the opportunity to renew, extend or obtain
a subscription at the present rates for a period of from 1 to -3 years.

Current Rates Are New Rates Will Be
..$10
Year
Years—
$18
Years—... .$24

1 Year
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’Saints’ March In
For Church Benefit
& Hare a (High) Bail

in
Madrid, Feb. 13. ,«
Flamenco, and top-priced acts are
not alick components for riitef y
operation in Spain, according to
Bernard Hilda, yet bandleader and
late-spot entrepreneur now run¬
ning J-he Castellana-Hilton’S Ren¬
dezvous Room.
Hilda took over spot last Octo¬
ber, redecorated extensively to
offer tasteful Parisian atmosphere
and completely remodeled enter¬
tainment policy.. He threw out
castenets and gave Flamencosublimated U. S. tourists a goodnatured sendoff to “Saihbra,” “Cor¬
ral” or “El Duende” for. the oneshot treatment he considers max¬
imum for Yank taste.
Ruling out headline attractions,
which easily draw capacity but
also draw off most of the gate in
Spain, the French Rendezvous boss
introduced (and personally em¬
ceed > a series of beauty contests,
fashion shows, apdienpce-participation games and gimmicks, nightly
giveaway? and “let’s-aU-sing-thisone” approach that are now con¬
gesting the room, a red-ink Hilton
cropper in former years.
With a decade of globetrotting
show biz years behind him Hilde
brought his band to Madrid for a
local date, after opening Beverly
Hilton’s Bali Room, and stayed on
to experiment With the local Hilton
showcase saloon.
Admitting early pull was long
and hard, the showman said new
policy finally triumphed when local
spenders, expansive and talkative
by nature, found participation at
showtime more fun than chair-sit¬
ting. Ambience successively be¬
came contagious for air base per¬
sonnel, International cafe, society
and sundry visiting firemen.

Mathis Show Polls
$4,400 at CaL Univ.
San Francisco, Feb‘25.
The Johnny Mathis show scored
a good $4,400 on Sunday (23) at
the. University of California gym
at Berkeley. In the afternoon,
layout grossed an excellent $4,700
at the Berkeley Community The¬
atre. Ducats peddled at a $3,75
top.
Show also Included June:
Christy, Cal Tjader, Lancers, and
Claude Gordon Orch with Marinie
Schwartz promoting.
On the previous day, the outfit
got a total of $11,403 in two per¬
formances at Russ Auditorium,
San Diego. Hal Zeiger promoted;

RAYR0MAINE
and CLAIRE
"Delightfully
Different"
Now
Appearing
~ CASINO
MARRAKECH
MOROCCO

thanks to

j
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/
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Grae Reps Deutch in fLY.
Phil Grae has been named N. Y.
representative of the , Milt. Deutch
Agency of Hollywood.5
Grae had been operating the Al
Wilson Agency with which? he was
partnered at the time of Wilson’s
death some years ago.
j

Barnett’s ‘Newcomers’
No Infringement On
Siliman’s *New Faces’
Las Vegas, Feb. 25.
Jackie Barnett, whose ^ original
musical “Newcomers of 1923”
opcne'd at Wilbur Clark’s. Desert
Inn today (25) says that , the con¬
fusion about the. title Was much
hullabaloo about nothing. . The
erroneous announcement that the
revue was to be. called “New
Faces of .192$” was: due to an in¬
advertent mistake by'a “dreamy
typist” according to Barnett.:
Variety ran it on page one Nov.
20, Leonard Sillman, prexy of New
Faces Inc., a New York corpora¬
tion which has the title registered
under trademark laws, protested
to both Barnett and the Desjert Inn;
“My show was never called that,”
says producer. Barnett, who was
Jimmy Durante’s protege and.
Writer for 11 years, “and it’s un¬
fortunate that I didn’t get to see
the news release before it was sent
out. From the very beginning, I’ve
call ed it ‘Newcomers of 1928’.”
Connor, Chopnick & Garrell,
attorneys for Sillman, have been
assured by both Clark and Barnett
that the “New Faces” will not be
used iri any way. The law firm is
now' in the process of. stopping
Miami and Chicago, clubs from
labeling .their shows “New Faces.”
Laurence Welk once announced his
new show as “Top Tunes and New
Faces,” and the firm* demanded
the elimination of its client’s. title
from the title of the show. After
the matter was considered by the
ad agency and Welk’s attorneys,
they changed the title to eliminate
“New Faces” from it and substi¬
tuted the words “NeW Talent.”
Barnett’s “Newcomers of 1928”
stars Paul Whiteman, Harry Richman, Rudy Vallee, Buster Keaton
arid Fifi D’Orsay. Nostalgia reigns
as Whiteman ‘conducts the orch in
“Rhapsody in Blue”; Richman sings;
“Birth of the Blues”; Vallee croons
“Stein Song”; Keaton does a re¬
prise of his w.k. comedy routines
from, films; and Miss D’Orsay
presents a saucy, French^ skit.
Extend Denny in Hawaii
Honolulu, Feb. 25;
Martin Denny group- has had its
pact extended at Don the Beach¬
comber’s Bora Bora lounge for an¬
other three months. Denny opened
the nitery a year ago. With several
new faces in his combo, Denny is
preppirig arrangements for his
third Liberty album.
Julius Wechter flew, in from
California last month to take over
the vibes.

THE GATEWAY 'SINGERS
HUNGRY i
Currently:

KfJ

SAN FRANCISCO

With,,,

Nitery dance team of Joy (Shoemaker) 8c (Ian) Guthrie, which played
the New Nixon, Pittsburgh, for a run this summer, has dissolved, with
both retiring from the spotlight to go behind the scenes. Guthrie has
By FRANK SCULLY
resumed teaching and Miss Shoemaker has joined choreographer Bob
Palm Springs, Feb. 25:
Simpson in New York to package and produce cafe shows and acts. In
Any nitery that could not hit fact, one of their turns, Simpsori-Joy Dancers, is currently *t New Nix¬
SRO with a bill featuring Frank on, where Miss Shoemaker last worked with. Guthrie-,
Sinatra, Bing Crosby; Phil Harris,
Joe Pushkin, Ryan & McDonald
Heriny Youngman-appears March 21 at the Burghoff Gardens, Ft.
arid .Duke Ellington’s 14-acts-in- Wayne, 'and thereby returns to the town which once gave him a benefit.
dne would have to be located in Some 26 years ago at the old RKO Palace there, be was taken ill, re¬
Grant’s Tomb. So it was no: great quired surgery and after four weeks in the hospital was on his back
proof of showmanship this time for both ways. He is plotting a reunion with the Ideal doctor, L. S. McKeeIrwin Schumari to pack his Chi man, who gave him the cut then.
Chi Starlite Room for this St.
Valentine’s Day party at a $15
minimum.
The . Duke was booked in as the
week’s attraction but the rest of
the 'acts, emceed by Phil Harris,
Were performing for Father Mi¬
chael O’Donohoe’s benefit for St.
Theresa’s church and: school. These
Chicago, Feb. 25,
added starters took so riiuch of
Fact that he couldn’t dance was
the evening that it was 12:30 be¬
a professional blessing for the late
fore Ellington’s class in jazztronomy was called to Order. Even in
Joe Frisco. Had it been otherwise,
a tabbed version of their amazing
the Frisco saga probably would
and diversified talents they took
have unfolded much less memor¬
an added 90 minutes. The show,
Sarasota; Feb. 25.
didn’t; close till 2 a.m,, which for
The Ringling. Bros; and Barnum ably.
this 10 o’clock desert town is some¬
Around'1914 or so, his Chi pals
& Bailey Circus will proceed with recall, the comic sought a modest
thing of an eridtirance record.
Considering all the talent that plans to sell surplus stock and niche, for himself iri the biz—as a
was involved, ]Phil Harris, highball Equipment in face of a suit seek¬ chorus boy with the* old LaSalle
in hand, handled the traffic of this ing an. injunction to halt the sale. Theatre stock company. . Came the
Milltown Follies—everybody was
audition; “Can you do a time
more, relaixed than .. Como—as Circus board irieetirig in New York step?” he was asked, Frisco gave
smoothly as if he were a Times iast week voted to dispose pf the. a fast assurance. But When it came
Square cop. One lush balled him surplus.
to putting up, best he could do was
up, though, by bidding $5,000 for . Attorneys, for Mrs. Hester Ring¬ what came to be: known as the
a new car and then welched on his
Frisco shuffle — .complete, even
•bid. “Listen. Saunders,” admon¬ ling Sanford ai: 1 her son, Stuart then, with outsized cigar In puss.
ish ed Alice Faye's husband, “you Lancaster, announced plans to That tumaway diverted him to
stick to black coffee and keep out seek to enjoin the sale of any cir¬ dancing: for ..coins pitched at him
cus assets. MrS; -Sanford is the and what ultimately became his
of these bids from now on."
daughter of Mrs. Edith Ringling, act.
‘Jameson’s Miracle’
He introduced Der Bingle as re¬ estate of which owns 40% of the
“He didri’t have big dreams
cently married and an expectant circus stock.
then,” remembers talent agent
Plans for the continuation of the Danny Graham, “He only wanted
father again next August, “no
mean feat in itself," and added i circus’ winter headquarters here to be a chorus boy.”. Much later,
Bing had become that very after¬ are in doubt. The Ringling direct when the Frisco emulators were in
noon the., new Thunderbird club •tors voted to close this Sarasota vogue, Graham reports, “Joe used
champion.
The Groaner, sans tourist attraction. Inasmuch as to say that people who applaud an
chapeau or toupee, with Jimmy the show will spend a good deal imitatiori are not applauding the
Van Heuseri at the piano, regaled of the winter months playing hard imitator, but the original.”
with a Van Heusen song about a top auditoriums, the need for win¬
Songwriter-turned-agent Will J.
character who swore he drove his ter quarters has virtually vanished, Harris (“Sweet Sue” lyricist) harks
ball right dowri the middle of the as. has the need for railroad, cars, back, to Frisco’s heyday in Chi,
canvas,
draught
animals,
etc.
fairway arid, funny thing, nobody
circa 1926, when the wit packed
ever fourid the ball to this day.
’em in at the Boston. Oyster
Harris, introduced Sinatra with
House of the old Morrison Hotel*
a crack, “seems a singer can’t get
“It wasn’t really ari act—but all
anywhere unless he’s an Italian
ad lib. Right in the middle of his
these days,” only he didn’t call him
dancing, with that big cigar spark¬
an “Italian’’ arid Sinatra, too,
ing, he’d spot a friend and walk
New York
climbed onstage with a drink in
over to his table and have a con¬
his hand. His ace song “All The
Opening night of Varel & Bailly, versation. Then without batting an
Way” had been sung previously by March 10 at the Waldorf-Astoria’s eye, he’d go .back in front of the
Connie. Barteau,. who with her hus¬ Empire Room, set as a benefit for band and pick up iri the middle of
band Ruby runs the. Dunes across
a chorus.”
the street from the Chi Chi, So the French Hospital With a $25Frisco's iast Windy City visit was
Sinatrai cut to “April In Paris,” per-plate dinner . . . Sallie Blair’s about a year and a half ago, when
“Witchcraft” arid “I Get A Kick starting date at the Latin Quarter he played one of Frank Darling’s
out of you.”
set for.April 17 for four weeks... big electrical union shows.
. Show opened \vith the. Arnold Carmen Torres a newcomer to the
Trio which came over from How¬ Chateau Madrid starting tomorrow
ard Manor, now owned by Dave (Thurs.l. . . . Johnnie Ray planes
“THE, COMEDIAN’’
Margolies and Jack Dempsey. Har¬ out to Brussels today. (Wed.) for a
ris had a' harder time pronouncing 10-week world tour during which
The Only Real Monthly
PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE
Margolies than. if it were “Beau¬ time he’ll work the Palladium,
champs.” . The natives, tried to help London . . . Guitarist Fernando THE LATEST — THE GREATEST. «—
THE
MOST-UP-TO-DATEST
him but after three editings he Slrvent a returnee to the Welling¬
Now In Its 90th Issue, containing
decided to let his version stand as ton’s Medallion Room.
stories, one-liners, poemettes, son*
Agent
Matty
Rosen
ailing
at
the
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono*
a running gag. After all, what
. logs, parodies; double gags. Bits,
could he lose? Hadn’t he broken Flemington (N. J.) Hospital
TimmieRogers booked for the Pal¬ Ideas, Intros, Impressions and Im¬
Jack Benny up the. night before on ladium,
London, April7 . . . joey personations, political. Interruptions.
the CBS spectacular when he ad Bishop pacted for the Pines, Hot Thoughts -of the ' Day, Humorous
of the News, eta. STS' yearly.
libbed, “I spend more on a rac¬ Springs, Ark;, March 3 . . . Norman Views
3 Yrs. $35—Single Issues $2
RATES GO UP MARCH FIRST
coon hunt thaii you do for talent”? & Dean to the Eddys’, Kansas City
Hurry] No C.O.D.'s
Qrie of the cutest acts was a pair •
George (Bullets) Dorgem
of non-pros. Ruby Meyers & planed out to the Coast for Jaye
BILLY QLASON
Daughter. Rigged in blue jeans and P. Morgan’s preem at the Cocoanut
20S W. >4 St., New York If
guitars, : they did hot version of Grove..
“Honeycomb”* and “Cry, Baby,
Cry,” Harris thought a lot of them.
BOX OFFICE GUARANTEE
The crowd; did too.
Ryan & McDonald, before they
hopped off to Eden Roc, Miami
Beach, kept the show at top speed
by their dance specialties, ending
WORLD’S GREATEST HYPNOTIST
on a Lankashire clog, danced ex¬
Norman Y. Chambers, past President North Caroline
clusively on the toes. She is Peggy
Fairs Association said: “I consider Joan Brandon the
Ryan, once a Donald O’Connor
greatest performer I have ever seen in rriy fair
experience/'
darice' partner. Having, five chil(Continued on page 54)
3rd RETURN ENGAGEMENT, ROCKY MT. FAI

P-P-Postscript on Joe Frisco

Despite Suit, Ringling
Circus to Push Sale
Of Surplus Equipment

Vaude, Cafe Dates

.IOAN BRANDON

Saranac Lake

CAB CALLOWAY
Featured In PARAMOUNT'S

“SL LOUIS BLUES”
SOON TO BE RELEASED
Met. Mil MITTLEK. UI» (roadway. N.w Ywt

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, Feb. 25.
The passing of Murray (Burns &)
Kissen came as a blow to many of
the patients here to whom Murray
played philanthropist while he was
resting here. His wife Dottie also
comes in for praise for her kindli¬
ness.
Abe Montague and Ned Shugrue
in for an inspection tour of the
institution and found everything
ship-shape.
Muriel (4 Eddy. Sisters) Danzi
drew an all-clear go back to work.
She and husband Jack left for New
Orleans to join the Hamid-Morton
Shrine Circus.
Write to those. who are ill.

(Sept. 23 thru 27)
2nd RETURN ENGAGEMENT* GREENVILLE N. C. FAI
(Oct. 7 thru II)
Currently On Tour With ONE WOMAN SHOW
(Fob. 15 thru March 11)

Mgt.i X BRANDON. 450 W, 24tk St., Ntw York

The DEEP RIVER_
starring HARRY DOUGLASS
tth International Tour

Direction* WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Per*. Mgr.t ED KIRKEBY
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A.C. s Convention Hall to Get $2-Mil
Facelift Over 4 Yrs, Via Luxury Tax
_

Atlantic City, Feb, 25.
This resort’s municipal Conven¬
tion Hall will be completely renov¬
ated over a four-year period at a
cost of some $2,000,000. The city’s
visitors during that period will
foot the. bill.
Convention Hall, built in the
late 1920’s at a cost of more than [
$15,000,000, occupies an entire |
beachfront block and is one of the i
largest buildings of its kind in the
•world. In its main arena, site of
the Miss America Pageant, where
circuses have played, and Where
thousands of conventions have been
housed, 41,000 can be seated. Mad¬
ison Square Garden and the Phila¬
delphia Convention Hall would fit
under its roof.
Times and the habits of coriven-,
tion delegates have changed in the
30 years the Hall has been a jresort
landmark. The years too have,taken
their toll to such an extent that the I
Hall was beginning tp cost money
in terms of lost convention busi¬
ness: Tliat business is a $30 to
$40 million a year proposition now,
and the lifeblood of the hotel ipr
dustry off-season.
It is hoped that the rebuilt Hall,:
with elevators ,to its upstairs ball¬
.
room (seating capacity,. 5,000). and

3% on. hotel
accommodations,
amusements, tobacco and wines and
liquors.
Plans for the project are’ now
being prepared and its first phase
will, be completed this year, with
the other three to follow. Financ¬
ing has been called unique in the
history of. any American city. In
fact, it could only happen here.
In all the years of its history
the Convention Hall has only
shpwn a profit three years, in 1934
When a dog track operated, and in
1951 and 1952, when convention
business was the best.
Losses have been as high as
$151,000, paid for by the city’s
taxpayers... Such payment is justi¬
fied because 165,000 delegates came
here for conventions last year, with
most using the Hall. When the
renovation Is completed, 40,000
square feet of floor spade will have
been added to the 268,000 on the
two levels.

PAUL ANKA TO TOUR
GT. BRITAIN 23 DAYS

Aberdeen, Scotland, Feb. 25. Paul;Anka,H6-y.ear-pId singer, is
set to teeoff a 23-day tour March 1
at the Music Hall here. He will
the galleries of the main area, airplay two performances nightly to
conditioned against the heat of the
a $1.20 top.
spring, late summer and early. auAnka will headline the “followtumri, will enable the city’s Con¬
vention Bureau to increase its sales ling night, a Sunday, at the 3,000as it seeks state and national con¬ 1 seater Cajfd Hall, Dundee, alsoplaying two shows. Prices again
ventions.
range from $1.20 to 50c.
How to raise $2,000,000 was. the
On March 3 Anka plays Usher
difficult proposition faced by the
city's commission form of govern¬ Hall, Edinburgh, following with
at
Newcastle,. Sheffield,
ment. The interest to be paid and dates
the reduction of such a debt was Leicester, Brighton, Bristol, Plym¬
termed too considerable for the outh, Bournemouth, York, Hull,
resort’s present economy. It was Manchester, Liverpool and Croy¬
finally determined to stretch the don.
alterations over, a period of four
He is being presented by Harold
years. The sum of $500,000 will be Fielding, London impresario, by
expended each year, and will be arrangement with the Lew & Les¬
taken from the city’s $1,500,000 lie Grade Agency. Anka is by¬
luxury tax collections, paid for passing Glasgow on this trip: He
mostly by visitors who axe. assessed played to SRO biz there last year.

***** SSgSft
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Lou Walters Maps N.Y. Nitery Preem
In April; Eyes Grable for Kickoff

Glasgow, Feb. 25.
Fbur
tor Scotland’s first
fin
FOur tickets for
Royal Variety Performance on July
3 were sold here for* $495 between
them. A couple went for $300.
Bidding took place at an auction
staged at a charity show for the •——r-.A •
Scottish Theatrical & Variety Art-, _
istes’. Benevolent Fund.
Albert Ernefet Pickard, vet show¬
man and former cinema exhib, paid
the $300 for the two tickets.

m

■ -—— -Lou Walters is attempting to get
his New York nitery operation

Rae Quits Toronto Nitery
For Full-lpe Performing

ALBANY SALON THROWS
DANCE STUDIOS A CURB
Albany, Feb.. 25.
Asserting that dance studios, one
of the state’s largest industries,!
were ‘’completely unregulated,”
and that he had received com-;
plaints that studio operators had
•’pressured” students into contracts
requiring the. payment of thou¬
sands of dollars, Assemblyman Mal¬
colm Wilson, Yonkers Republican,
introduced a bill yesterday (Mori.)
requiring the licensing of studioi
arid banning the charging of fees
in excess of $250.
The measure would require
dance studios to pay a $500 license
fee to local authorities, plus one of
$5 for each instructor. It would
void any dance instruction con¬
tract running to more than $250.
Wrisdn, chairman of the Codes
Committee and one of the most inr
fluential members in the lower
house, cited three cases that had
come to his. attention. One was a
woman who agreed to pay approx¬
imately $30 for fdur lessons and
who became involved in a series
of contracts costing her approxi¬
mately $9,000.
Another woman, responding to
an advertisement offering nine
lessons for $18, ended up paying
$5,000 for a so-called “life course.”
It took all her savings and all her
life insurance to inake the pay¬
ments, Wilson said.
A third case was of a blind news¬
stand operator in Yonkers1 who be¬
came obligated to pay $11,000 un¬
der terms of contracts proffered
for his Signature by a professional
dance studio.

Toronto, Feb. 25.
Preferring to be a performer
rather than a businessman, Jackie
Rae has exited the posh Stage Door
nitery here.
He will appear as
singer-patterist on the Jimmy Dean
Show (CBS-TV) March 15, and
ahead of that on the Jack P.aar
Show CNBC-TV).
Kae, who had his own Canadian
Broadcasting Cbrp. weekly variety
show for two seasons, said that “the
oply way to. get. back.. into show
business is to leave night club
manageriierit alone and devote the
time to being a performer.
If
you’re hoping for a break in' New
York; you can’t run back to Toronto
td ruria. night club-and expect the
people down there to keep remembering you ”
'
'
One of the biggest annual productions in Canada, the General
Motors “Motorama,” will contiriue
to be produced by Rae at the Automotive Bldg, of the Cariadian Natiorial Exhibition here.
' ■■-.
nam • nVi

CONEY
S YSTEEPLECHASE
CONEY’S
VV11“*
w
IN FOR FACELIFTING

Steeplechase Pier, Coriey Island,
partially destroyed . by fire last
year, gets a facelifting starting
next month but the job won’t be
completed Until September. This
means efforts to get excursion
boats to Coney won’t materialize
until the 1959 season.
Board of Estimate okayed $250,000 for reconstruction work on the
pier. Formerly 1,250 feet long,
it’ll, end up as a 950-foot attraction
for fishermen and spooners.
Coney Island Chamber of Com^
merce, prexied by . Murray Handwerker, hot dog nabob, meanwhile
is agitating for boardwalk p.a., sys¬
tem with Park Dept., in charge of
area; riot relishing the idea.

is inquiring about Betty Grable,
among others.
It was originally believed that
Walters would only start work on
. refurbishing the new Cafe de Paris
when, he wound up the present
season in the Miami Beach outlet.
However, Walters seems anxious
to get going on the new project.
Orie reason for the hurry lies in
*»<* Itet he. TOiUd .bring Jip
the( present Miami Beach show in**<$ and thus save a considerable
wa(l on production,
- .^Walters, at the same time, expects to take over the - building
around April, and he feels that he
can get started immediately on redecorating the spot. He has re¬
tained Rube Bodenhora to design
the cafe. Rather than get started in
September or October, as was
originally figured, Walters apparoriginaUy
ently feels that he could hit a good
summer. He starts operations at
the. close . of Lent,. hits into the
Pr°P season, and with some hardselling he could make the summer
hold up, and then go into the profitable fall, season with a show that
1135 been partially amortized because of its run in Florida.

Dolores Grajr to Head
, St. L. Globe’s ‘Rhapsody*
St. Louis, Feb. 25.
Dolores Gray, who was head5lined in “Can-Can-’ l^st summer
at the Municipal Opera here, has
been signed as star of*' the GlobeDemocrat’s “Rhapsody of Fashion”
show Friday L28> at Kiel Auditor¬
ium.
Berijamin Rader’s orch will be
on the bandstand. Rader, a local
maestro, has been conductor for
the St. Louis Veiled Prophet Balls
for the last 29 years and hooks as¬
sorted Rader bands at private and
public shindigs throughout town.

FRANKIE
VAUGHAN
VOTED

“SHOW BUSINESS
PERSONALITY OF 1957”
BY THE

VARIETY CLUB OF GREAT BRITAIN
^v
*#

“BEST ACTOR”
“BEST FILM ACTOR”
“BEST ACTRESS”
“MOST PROMISING NEWCOMER”

SIR LAURENCE OLIVIER
ALEC GUINNESS
YVONNE MITCHELL
HEATHER SEARS

Representation:
William Marsh
BERNARD DElfONT OROANIZATI
Morris House, 1-5 Jermyn Streef,
Haymarket,
London,. S.W.l.
CABLE: BERDEl, PICCY, LONDON
TEUPHONE: WHITEHALL 9901
Personal Management
PAUL CAVE,
77, Chancery Lano,
LONDON, W.C.2.
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CU Ganns First Laugh As New
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ltd]
By jack; pitman
Chicago, Feb. 25.
Chicago comes into focus as a
notable spawning site for fresh
young intimery. talent. • Most ob¬
vious examples are Shelley Ber¬
man and the team of Elaine May &
Mike Nichols. Neither act is here
now, although both have spring,
dates at Mister Kelly's, the Rush
St. spa with a rep for showcasing
cerebral comics.
What’s ironic is that while the
tyros collected followings and ro¬
seate press notices here, they could
only go so far without the national
press and video splash available in
N. Y. This situation, in which Chi
farms ’em for Gotham or the Coast,
underscores fact that fame (and
commensurate loot}, is considerably
effected by proximity to national
media.
Berman and Elaine & Mike
successes point up the position
here of the small boite, which is
where the spawning occurs. Best
known cases in point, however,
are George Gobel and Danny
Thomas, who, in their local salad
days, were nabe nitery .fixtures
generating beaucoUp talk and press
encomiums. But the kudos, as
noted, lacked cross-country hook-

BOB
SINGS
at

“The Pink Salon”
Fifth Avenee Hotel

up, and neither comic really made
it till he’d packed up and moved
on.
The smaller (and in many: cases,
offrthe-path) clubs seem to run in
cycles. They’ll sprout in
rash,
with some doomed to an early
quietus. After a bit, a new. out¬
cropping will take up where the
fallen ones left off. Cycle, is
doubtless tied to such things. as
economic conditions and public
mood and maybe, even, bizarre
factors like tides and sunspots.
Reputation the smalleries have
for digging out talent doesn’t ex-:
tend to their tonier numbers,:
though, as witness the policy., of
Kelly’s and the Black Orchid which
play names like Jack E. Leonard,
Jonathan Winters, Mort Sahl, Saf-;
ah Vaughan, etc.
As talent builders, at least a
couple of the Chi intimeries rate
as “bargain basements.” One is
Rush St.’s Cloister Inn, remem¬
bered as Lurlean Hunter’s spring¬
board. The other is the Gate of
Horn, a two-yA'ar-old folkmusic
cellar where Odftta and Bob Gib¬
son have madewblick impressions;
Club has also given exposure to
better established talents such as
Theo Bikel and Martha Schlamme.
But it’s Berman and . Elaine &
Mike who stand Out as worthy
products of the intime situation
here. It’is almost forgotten, that
they were bracketed a couple of
seasons back as part of the Com¬
pass Players at the now-defunct
Offbeat Room, a far .northside in¬
tellectual lair. Troupe did im¬
promptu dramatic, and comedy
sketches based on ideas tossed up
from the audience. Later, when
they sphqtered into distinct acts,
Berman and Elaine & Mike played
separate dates at Easy Street, a
converted coach house which has
since become the setting for. fla¬
menco guitarists. Berman, by the
way, also played the Gate of Horn.

5th Ave* and 9th St.

Wildwood

New York

Continued from page 51

Sam Cooke and Connie Francis,
starting July 18.
Other major spots haven’t
started to buy as yet, but are re¬
portedly on the verge of some
deals.
The earlier talent-shopping start
by the Bolero is caused by the
fact that perhaps a price war for
acts could be averted if Some
dates Were set sufficiently far in
advance. To make it attractive for
some names to come in, a pre¬
mium was ‘ suggested, one that
Would be comparable to a natural
rise for performers who seem to be
catching on.
Mathis and Cook
were put into that category. As
another inducement, probably as a
lure for orthodox niterygoers,
agencies Suggested comics to bol¬
ster the usual run of record names
and also to give the cafes a wider
choice of acts:
At any riate, the runaway sea¬
son, which ended disastrously for
most niteries in the area, is not
likely to materialize this year.

March 1st
P*rsoaal^Maaag»m*nf

EARLE ASSOCIATES
17 East 41th Street
New York
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dren, the McDonalds have more or
less settled down in. the Village
and now run a dance academy.
The Bnshkin Stance
Joe Bushkin came -down from
Vegas enroute home to Manhattan
and played around with the ivories
as if he were Willie Hoppe at a
billiard table. He fitted right into
these Milltown Follies.
Though they had been cooped
Up for hours, the Ellington Ele.gants^-all 14 of them—went on
after midnight acting as fresh as
if they had come out of an oxygen
treatment; But half their audience
was fighting the sandman. Never¬
theless, Duke gave the. ones who
were still awake—and that includ¬
ed the Valiant Phil Harris—every¬
thing.
Altogether, quelle soiree.

Ottawa, Feb. 25.
Legal whirlpools are swirling
around the Supreme Court of . Can¬
ada hearing of what is considered
a tdst case on Montreal’s by-law
shuttering niteries at 2 a. m. The
hearing is . taking . its confused
course in the federal court’s struc¬
ture in OftaWa.
Last April, Montreal city author¬
ities refused restaurant permits to
60 applicants on the grounds that
they were violating the by-law that
requires, restaurants serving liquor
with meals to close at 2 a. m. week¬
days and midnight Saturdays. One
of them, Vic’s Restaurant, contest¬
ed a Quebec provincial court’s de¬
cision upholding the by-law’s valid¬
ity, basing its federal court appeal
on the claim, that the by-law is out¬
side the city’s powers, and asking
ithe court to direct the City of MontreaLto grant a permit.. .
Then- Montreal claimed Vic’s had
been sold, on July 11 last year, to
Pal’s Cafe; Now Pal’s Cafe wants
to be permitted to intervene in the
appeal case and the federal court
has reserved decision. .

0’Brian’o Coos
^5 Continued froln page 51sS5

ing away at three balloons. Guns
were loaded with birdshot, but
after a long, loud barrage, one bal¬
loon was still unscathed.
2. In a William Tell hit, O’Brian
fired at assistant across ring who
Was holding balloons in each out¬
stretched hand. But assistant be¬
came .nervous; When O’Brian fired
a single shot, he burst both bal¬
loons with pins concealed In hands.
3. Same Assistant next mounted
a horse trained to roll onto the
sawdust at the sound, of a pistol
crack. Q’Brian fired—-again and
again. Horse refused to roll/ As¬
sistant finally threw himself off.
4; In . last try, O’Brian appeared
in a buckboard pulled by a pair
of mules. Strumming guitar, he
was getting ready to sing, when
mules bolted out of the arena.
Fans Who have been reading
newspaper features about O’Brian’s ability to draw and hit target
were liberal with goodnatured
boos. But O’Brian as a rodeo
draw is still undisputed. Fat Stock
Show b.o. returns indicate this
year’s show is heading for an alltime attendance record, nudging
out even 1957 when Roy Rogers
headlined with. Trigger. Threeshow total shows 34,400 seats sold
(price range $2.50-$4.25 top).
O’Brlan’s Houston stay began
with arrival at his Shamrock Hil¬
ton headquarters by heliocopter
from Houston International Airport
on Saturday (15). Thousands of
kids in wild west outfits*were on
hand to welcome their hero. ‘‘Fast¬
est gun In the West” made numer¬
ous p.a. along Salt Grass Trail,
route of about 1,500 horsemen who
shiyCred along for three soggy days
in the traditional prelude to the
opening of the Fat Stock Show.
One p.a. in Spring Branch, a
Houston suburb, nearly resulted In
tragedy whffli more stampeding
kids anxioHrto. get a look at!
O’Brian, broRL'.Wough a police
cordon.. Five boysMyere close to
being trampled by horses, but quick
action by riders saved them.
Sharing rodeo billing is Libby
Hprne, 13-year-old thrush, and
Marge Crumbaker Trio, latter wellknown locally for western & Latin
interpretations.
Ji .:
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COLUMBIA (S.C.) AUD’S Tommy Steele Spurns
$40,000 RENOVATION
Columbia, S. €., Feb. 25. .
What Yanks Get—106
A $40,000 refurbishing awaits
London, Feb. 25.
Tommy Steele turned clown
$5,600 a^week for a Palladium seasoh; because he objected; to being
paid'less than was received, by the
average U.S. headliner. His de¬
mand for $10,000 r Weekly was
turned down.
The “British rockster had been
paged for a fortnight’s engagement
at the Palladium to open its vaude
season beginning Easter Monday,
April 7. He’s also turned down an
invitation to participate ih the
“Big Record” teleshow in the U.S.
Steele, who has risen to the
front; rank from obscurity with!
a couple of years, recently com¬
pleted his second starring role in
a British pic and on Thursday (27)
sails for South Africa on the liner
on which he formerly worked as
a $25 a month deck hand. He’s
booked for a six weeks* South Afri¬
can tour at a fee of $14,00Q week¬
ly for himself and his. Steelmen.
His agents, the; Harold Fielding
office, reckon that his earnings this
year from films, stage, etc., will
reach almost' $250,000; Advance
contracts from 1959 to 1961 have
already firmly been signed to
yield over $150,000.
His first film, “The Tommy
Steele Story,” turned out to be
one of the top grossers of the year
on the Associated British circuit—?
and for his starring role in It he
Continued from pas* 51
received a flat fee of $7,000; For
his
second pic, “The Duke Wore
time, paid the cafe off at the rate
Jeans,” he had a participation deat
of $25,000 weekly out of. the pic¬ A third film deal, also involving
ture budget,
participation, is in the works and
Cafeinen argue that the 30-day is due to be closed shortly.
cancellation Is much too inequitable.
They say that not only are they
denied the privilege of cancelling
out on 30-days’ notice by unions
who insist on pay-or-play pacts,
but that payments of the headliner’s salary, in the event can¬
cellation doesn’t come on time,
represents a loss to them. A cafe
op says ho books a topliner in or¬
der to make a profit and at the
same time provide a high degree of
THE GLAMOROUS NEW "
interest in his spot. Cancellation
HOTEL
»
denies both, and even if a cafeman
is paid off—a rare event—the op¬
erator takes *a shellacking when
booking , a substitute show. At the
> Show folks ora raving about the I
same time, having booked, accom¬
ill new Hotel Avery. All new, large, ;
panying talent for the headliner
(generally approved by . the name),
beautifully furnished deluxe rooms s
he is stuck with surrounding con¬
with private bath and televisi
tracts, and therefore is Inhibited
Many Air Conditioned.
in a free choice of a substitute.
AVERT a WASHINGTON SIS.
The bonifaces say that one of the
most damaging results of head-,
liner cancellation is the destruc¬
tion of faith that the public has in
the nitery. With a headliner ad?
vertised to play a specified time,
parties afre booked. With cancella¬
tion, it is. difficult to get the party
to take another date. They have no
guarantee that a second cancella¬
tion will not take place. Again, it
is difficult to get an entire Organi¬
zation to agree to another night, i
Currently
Of course, the agencies have long
contended that the 30-day clause is
necessary since films and televi¬
sion are more vital to the per¬
Completed
former’s career than a nitery date,.
and thus they have to protect their
10 Weak*. CIRCS, Paris
client, who is their primary conTownship Auditorium here this
summer. Funds already have been
set aside for the job on the countyowned building, but Work will be
deferred until the off-season, about
midsummer. The building has served central
South Carolina for. more than a
quarter century. Principal need at
this time is for roof repairs, al¬
though other items are also on the
agenda^ according to manager
Charles O. Gobbel.
Despite Criticism of the struc¬
ture for nearly a decade now by
the morning newspaper’s editorials,
it is turning up with sellout per?
formances at a time when the state
is- suffering economic reversals.
Both Mantovani and. “Back to
Methuselah” sold out this month.
Encouraged promoters hastened to
add “Damn. Yankees” and the Vic¬
tor Borge show to its itinerary on
the strength of the two sellouts.
The House seats 2,800 in re¬
served seats, and has a “crow’s
nest” stone step balcony which ac¬
commodates 500 more.
The auditorium’s board recently
came under fire for placing a 10c
seat tax on all attractions, without
first scaling down its rent schedule
as is customary when such taxes
go into effect. Instead, It collects
the total rent, plus the 10c on
every seat sold. It reports a loss of
money, despite the new tax.

‘Alcatraz’

BOSTON
SMASH HIT *

COLLINS
HILTON ISTANBUL

ANYBODY HERE READ FLEMISH?
"VING MERUN and LYNDA brengen ten verbazlngwalcktnd vloolnumber, dai door zijn
volstrekte nteuwheid ■ • • loer good bevallen!"
BRUSSELS YOERUIT.*
* Translation!
If it wasn't good wo wouldn't put It In.

Mgt. DlrocHoMl Enterprise*
WILLIAM MONNIS AGENCY

Ike Aambf Stan of "WHATS ON TOUt MIND-

Lucille and Eddie ROBERTS
Appooriog Tkroogfc March 3
PALM BEACH TOWERS. Palm loach, Florida Met.M.04*
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Copacabana, N. Y<
Jules PodeU presentation with
Tony Bennett, Rowan & Martin,
Paulette Sisters < 3), Ted Morrell,
Mimi, Danii & Genii Prior, Michael
Dutso & Frank Marti Orchs; pro¬
duction, Doug Coudy; costumes, Sal
Anthony; music & lyrics, Durso,
M<1 Mitchell, Marvin Kahn; $5.50
minimum.

monies, are sold in. showmanly
fashion. A "Shawl” number and
his standard “Security” calypso
rhyming are highlights.' At show
caught, .Martin had to come back
for. several encores, finally adding
several familiars not included in
the planned rundown. Per always
he’s the i authoritative performer,
With, the' graceful, stance arid move¬
ment in the. workout of his vocal
tricks that spell the distaffers and
at?the same time,- set: well With
their escorts. He wraps up. iri this
room.
. Dave Barry is a competent comic,
whose patter is a mixture of the
familiar, the; new and. topical.
When: he hits his carboriing seg¬
ment, he takes over , the auditors
for full returns.. His. Godfrey,
Churchill,, et al are incisive work-,
puts, that wind him .a winner’s palm
payoff.; The MattiSon trio are new
here, and a cinch, to return, going
on the results they garner with
their precision paced, modem-slant
dance pattemings. The big item
for them—and the tablers—is their
telescoping.' of . nuisicomedy click
tunes into a ,medley of dances with
appropriate, .costume changes. It’s
a whirlwind,, original ' idea that
adds up to a near show stop: Due
on the 4th was Sinatra, but: he
can’t make .it until, the 11th—man¬
agement is now trying for Marlene
Dietrich for the week.
Lary.

PtSkilsTf
Blue Angel, N. Y.
Bobby . Short, Orson Bean, Will
Holt, Phyllis Dillon, Bart Howard,
Jimmy Lyon Trio; $5-$6 minimum.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
Compass Players, at the Crystal
Palace last year, "Godot” is adept¬
ly handled by four. off-Broadway
I actors, including Flicker himself as
Pozzo;_ Severn Darden as Gogo,
Peter Bosche asr Lucky, Thomas Aldredge as Didi and a local lad in
the brief role of the Boy. It runs
nightly at .8:30, and customers are
allowed to order drinks during the
play. ..;
Some of them figured that neces¬
sary, but most comments from the
first-nighters were complimentary:
As one, lady put it, “I haven’t the
faintest idea what they’re driving
at, but I’m enjoying: it.”
Advance ticket sales, starting severiaLweeks ago, were even heavier
than anticipated by an optimistic
mariagement, and by that criterion,
they figure on: near-capacity turn¬
outs every night of the month. On
the. basis of the Crystal Palace’s
previous Successful ventures with
off-the-beaten-track entertainment,
that: could be.
Bob.

?5

Crazy Horse, Paris
Paris, Feb. 25.
Lady Phu Qui Cho, Milou Deschamp, Linda Romero, Maestro
Marino, Veronika Baum, Lili Niag¬
ara, Miss Candida, Mac Ronay,
Dodo D’Hambourg, Croque’ Mon¬
sieur (2), Georges Lafaye Co. (4),
Tond & Tudal, Bella Cucullis, Cara
Sirocco, Miss Duzia, Bijou, Bart
Taylor Orch (4); $2.50 minimum.

The. Blue Angel’s current lineup
is in! keeping with its generally
high standards. It’s a mixture of
new and bid, with the staples in¬
cluding the extended terrn of
Bobby Short, the return of prison
Bean and Will Holt, plus a new¬
Jules Podeli’s operation has
comer from San Francisco, Phyllis
v. inning bill entertainmentwise. In
„ Still: having the top peel parlor
Dillon (New Acts):
Tony Bennett, the Copacabana has
in town, savvy director Alain BerShorit continues as a delineator
a singer who has progressed fur¬
nardin also intersperses the imof some of the world’s best pop
ther as a performer than any otljer
drapirigs with fine sight acts to
tunes
culled
frorii
iriusicais.
He
has
male in. the craft during the past
riiake this Western-motifed club a
excellent taste and a pleasant de¬
few years, and in Rowan &r Martin,
regular tourist mecca and with
livery which leaves audiences sat¬
the spot is. showing a team who
plenty of French oglers as well.
isfied. His owri piano accomps give
seem to have hit a style that inThe myriad of clothing doffers are
the act an additional measure of
Uv'-tes ultimate headliner .status.
also, given smart production dress
excitement
Completing .the lineup, are the
and lighting ib make this amusing
Bean
is
a
funny
gerit
with
a
touch
Palette Sisters, a bouncy harmony
as well as eye-popping at times.
of the zany. He generally under¬
SRO is in store for this new. show
trio.:
states his case, which puts him in
that’s strictly for the orbs.
Bennett's ability as a singer is
the lead with the. type of audiences
Picking the most striking strip¬
evident from his floor demeanor as
congregating in the Herbert Jacobypers, Lady Phu Qui Cho assumes
well as his Columbia waxings.. He
Max Gordon hospice. H?s gab is
the lotus position with a deadpan
has a forthright and strong deliv¬
literate and he . gets his laughs Americana, Miami B’ch Oriental passivity and slowly strips
ery and a high melodic content in
quietly with a minimum of pouridto the essentials. Linda Romero
his voice* He has long exceeded
Miami Beach, Feb. 22,
ing...
uses a knowing, friendly leer, as
the . point wliere he needs waxings
. Holt, balladeerlrig with sogae hep ; Deari Martin, Raul & Eva Reyes, she stalks back and forth and then
to sustain himself as a name.
material, is also a first-line enter- J Jackie. Heller, Lee Martin Orch; writhes in a bed. Veronika Baum
In his . current Copa appearance,
tainer in this emporium. His . tunes ! $3.50-$7.50 minimum.,-.
enacts a. seduction on a turning
a new dimension has been added.
are in the . comedy vein with the I
pedestal. Lili -Niagara* behind a
There is a tremendous difference
song of. the subway rider, standing 1.
a*
wire screen, does contorto cavort¬
out bn session . caught.. His own !. This is Dec,n Martins first date ing while stripping for the most
in his presentation inasmuch as he
lias come in with a'complete tympiano accomps help his cause, tret i
since , he splitup with suggestive bit. Miss Candida takes
mendouslv
I Lewis. Impact as a solo marks him a bath and Dodo D’Hambourg
pani. section and ,flutist, whereas
Sands, las Vegas
The backing by the Jimmy Lloiril? ..Mm* prospect for return dates starts bare and gets dressed.
his former appearances were . ac,. Las. Vegas, Feb. 25.
comped only by a guitar. With this
Trio and pianist Bart Howard give in future seasons, if he can arrange
Other cleverly . exposed epider¬
Julius LaRosa, Buddy Hacketti aid and comfort to the entertainers. schedules. He almost didn’t make mises belong to Miss Duzia, Bijou,
new. setup he provides a new and
this appointment in the Bal Masque Cara Sirocco, Bella Cucullis. There
frequently exciting facade with the Texas Copa Girls, Antonio Morelli
Jose.
of the plushery, playing later—and is no. doubt that the strip has been
• wealth of rhythm behind him. Orch (11); produced by Jack Enshorter—engagement than origin¬ raised from libertine appeal to a
However, there is still, some work tr.attet; $3 minimum.
Ritz €arlton, Montreal ally skedded.
to be done on this style.. There are
boite staple.
Montreal, Feb. 18:
^moments when it Sounds like an
Martin’s manner is; in the Gomo
Croque* Monsieur (2) are a mus¬
Julius LaRosa and Buddy Hackett
Jahd Mason, Johnny. Gallant, class; during most of his act, he tachioed male duo doing a strip par¬
affectation rather-than a valid con¬ co-star in a. well-balanced package
tribution to his songs. But in the of song and comedy in Jack Entrat- Paul Notar Trio; $2-$2.50 cover.
sometimes but-relaxes. his tv con¬ ody for yocks, and the rest of the
main, Bennett holds the audience ter’s new Copa Room: offering. Lafrere. The. air of contended ease show is clothed. Tona & Tudal do
in, a 40-minute stanza with, a re¬ Rosa’s riame appears at left in the
Current engagement for Jand gets the auditors into the same a comic 1900s seduction sketch to
prise of some of his hit platters ads, but Hackett gets even by clos¬ Mason in the attractive, downstairs mood for resulting house party ef¬ a flickering light source for fine
and some notable additions. His ing the show.
Ritz* Cafe is her first arid quite a fect that endUries through his plus- results. Mac Ronay does his fey
repertoire is well-rounded, encom¬
LaRosa
a greatly improved change from the usual chanteuse 40 minutes of a mixed-rhythm v/rong-way magico act for laughs.
passing some tunes from his latest performer since his exit from the fourid in this boite. The . change is book. Tongue-in-cheek approach to Maestro Marino bririgs on a pained
album, ^‘Beat of My . Heart," in. [.Godfrey, stanza. He has; developed; refreshing and. Miss: Mason handles intro patter. is: another plus in the longhair conductor with a recalci¬
which he kicked off the new devel¬ a . smoother song . savvy, and is a song iri. pro fashion which pleases, Martin rnelange. Hd eschews, any trant orch and aud. for solid risi¬
opment. in his life, and restating graceful both Vocally and bodily. judging from the reception. .
Straight comedic routines, content¬ bility. Milou Deschamp’s takeoffs
some of the standards that have Repertoire . includes a medley , of
Femme. is something of a. rarity: ing hiiriself—arid the tablers—;with -on Johnnie; Ray and Yank blues
been with him for 16 these many his disclicks, plus: "Cheek'; to in the Ritz Cafe because she sings quietly delivered one-liners on con¬ are too brusque and tasteless for
years. Altogether, a strong turn.
Cheek,” “My Romance,” “Catch a nothing hut English songs and temporaries such as Como and top impact. Georges Lafaye Co. (4)
Rowan & Martin, also repeating Falling Star,” “If I Had You,” steps up general tempo of the.rooiri Crosby, in the main devoting his put their puppets through eye¬
at this spot, look like comers. They “Smack Dab in the . Middle; and with a few belters that are straight attention to the. song-selling job at catching numbers and Bart Taylor
have: a good offbeat style of com¬ “Where Or When.” His act is heavy from Dixie. And no one seems hand.. There’s no attempt at a belt- Orch (4)‘Sup-plies okay dance
Mosk.
edy, ease of projection and likeable on the songs, light on the patter, alarmed by the style switch except, irig style or arrangements, with the music.
mannerisms. Their work is clever, and is expertly guided by 88er Ted ; perhaps, the odd regular long expanded—by seven violiris—Lee
having some nicely executed, bits, Simons and conductor - arranger steeped in the cbrnball. French Martini iriusicrew, setting up mood- Pack’s II, San Francisco
-such as Martin’s heckling of a cafe Nick Perito fronting, the Antonio items that. have been beaten to slanted cleffings for his noodlings
San Francisco, Feb. 18.
singer. They make a most pleasant Morelli house orch (11);
with, currerits and standards. It adds
death over the past seasons..
Impression on the audience:
From a lively operier. Miss: up to a solid arid satisfying, canto
Bobby Troup Trio, Four Preps,
The Paulette Sisters* a comely • Hackett is rewarded by consist¬ Mason moves easily into “Rain or for thri customers whose paim^pay- Herb Barman Trio; $1. door charge
blonde trio, provide a lively open¬ ent solid yocks throughout his 30- Shine” for plaudits;- amuses with offs are huge.
weekdays, $1,50 Weekends.
er. Concentrating; on rhythm num¬ min. turn, arid like his co-stars, is “Average Man” and clicks With a
Jackie Heller sets matters going
bers, they bounce out a series of an improved technician since his tbreharit that is handled with the with his skillfully, breezy intros,
In his first night club appear¬
last
Vegas
visit,
His
grasp
of
the
tunes that set off the show nicely.
finesse of a vet. A brace of ballads leaving the main, warm-up chore, to
Their catalog* comprises a novelty science of comedy comes across follow for an encore and she. bo.vs Raul & Eva Reyes, regular. re¬ ance in this town, Bobby Troup
displays an electric brand of show¬
set including ‘‘Honolulu Rock ’n’ with his good timing: and offbeat out with plenty of applause to a turnees here and per-always, clicks manship
neatly combines all
Roll,” a Polka - tempoed item, delivery. Situatibri-cbriiedy. mono¬ rousing interp of “When the Saints with tfieii*. lively Latino terps and the best which
features of his talent.
"Saints Go Marching In” and logs are combined with one-liners Go Marching In ”•
the ,femriie’s . accented clowning. Without overdoing it; he spotlights
and
Haekett’s
wonderfully
comic
"Crazy People,” sufficient to get
. Johnny Gallant . and the Paul Next in sight, on the. 27th: Jack
of his own numbers in the
the. Copa layout , off on a sprightly face is thrown in for good measure, Notar Trio give the performer, fine Carter, Doretta Morrow and the several
act, plays the piano arid leads the
He bows off. with his w.k. Chine. . support: throughout and alternate
course. .
Beatrice Kraft Dancers.
Lary.
trio
through
instrumental selec¬
Waiter
sketch
to
hefty
laughs
and
The Copa production designed
for customer, dancing. Despite
tions.
Duke. storms,.cold weather an<LAsh Wed¬
by Dpug Coudy. the Marvin Kahn- mitting.
If
there
is
any
proof needed that
Gate
of
Horn,
Chi
Mel Mitchell-rMichael Durso . hum:
nesday which meant no show. Miss
an act can be good jazz and still
hers, along with the Sal Anthony
Siatlcr Hotel, L. A.
Mason, iri until March 5,: is attract¬
. Chicago, Feb. 18,
commercial, this is it, because
costumes, provide a worthy sur¬
ing
okay
business.
Newt,
Los AngelCs, Feb. IS.
.Stan Wilson . (Betty DuPree), Troup sold his songs to the heavy
rounding . show. Ted Morrell and
Paco Amaya & Cairmencita Torres; opening night audience in major
George Arnold's “Rhythm <
Mimi are the production singers
league style* coming back for two
arid Danii & Genii Prior do the Zee,” featuring Mae ■ Edwards, 9165 CIub9 $an Francisco $2 minimum...
Lencore sets and leaving them still
San Francisco, Feb. 18.
dance work. The music is by Durso Larry Ellis, Dorothy . McCusker,
.applauding at the end. Considering
Carl Ravazza, Evers & Delorez,
along with Frank Marti on the re¬ George Zak, Phil Richards, Ice
Folk music is the Gate’s normal that the snow opened with a mini¬
lief.
Jose.
CUbbetts (4), Eddief Bergman Dorothy Dorben Dancers (10) with idiom, and; for the first time an mum of advance ballyhoo, it was a
Jeahnie Johnson, Bob Thompson, Iberian mood has been added. How
Orch. (12); $2-$2.50 cover.
Allen Cole, Alex Duchih Orch (9); strong it Will be here on its own, personal triumph for Troup.
Fontainebleau, M. B’ch
Strong point of the act Is
though, is conjectural, but pairing
Miami Beach, Feb. 23.
George Arnold’s "Rhythm On $1-$1.50 couer.
the flamenco team of Paco Amaya Troup’s song salesmanship which
Tony Martin & Co. with Al Sen- Ice” revue has vacated its longtime
centers
around the way he phrases
Carl Ravazza does a sprightly &. Caririencita Torres with folk- ia lyric rather than any great vocal
dry, Dave Barry, Mattison Trio, lair in Las Vegas to uncork a
Stan Wilson should provide quality. He almost speaks the lyr¬
Murray Schlamm, Sacasas Orch; speedy 50-miriute show in the Stab and twinning job in punching over singer.
the
Gate
with
a
good
payoff.
ler’s Terrace Room.. There’s plenty songs to a pleased crowd. : His 25ics oil occasion, works standing up
$4-$7.50 minimum.
Mining the. folk vein, Wilson digs behind the piano with a handmike
of rhythm, but unfortunately, minute stint. includes his oldtime
“Vieni Su” and: a new, unaccom¬ out sorile brbmidic nuggets, “John and a pencil spot and creates ail
.Arrival, of Tony Martin at La there’s too little ice.
Hemmed iri like Esther Williairis panied version of “Calypso joe” .Henry,” “Frankie and Johnny” and air of intimacy that is rare in a
Ronde of this biggery at this time
for hefty applause. He operates “St. Jairies Infirmary.” He’s an
every season marks the beginning in a bird bath, the 10-meriiber team with a minimum of gab between ingratiating guy with good pipes club:
Choice of material is neatly,
of :the .peak period. This time out, surprisingly comes up with a fair numbers, is rielaxed. and sure- land a fine understanding of what’s
chare
of
excitement,
making
diffi¬
paced with uptempo swingers al-r
eyen with the "unseasonal” weath¬
(except for a couple of soUr subtle and what ain’t in his glenre. ternating with the slow ones. It id
er which had been keeping many cult maneuvers appear even riiore voiced
notes at act’s start) and winds, up His. “ScaiJet Ribbons? effing across not until halfway through thecafegoers conspicuous by their ab¬ dangerous than they would in an with
a nostalgic medley, of. all- with intense poignancy and; wist¬ show that he switches to an instru-t
sence to point of uncomfortable; expensive rink. If there’s a showfulness, as it should. His ^‘Infir¬ merital approach and when he doed
like “My Blue Heaven.”
numbers, the room saw a sellout, stopper iri the 19-act melange, it's timers
Evers
& Delorez are good tight¬ mary” and the othgr chestnuts are so, after having set up the' mood
Arnold
himself,,
hanging
by
his
the black-tie, formal-dress crowd
rope dancers who give the cus¬ properly; wild and mischievous, and feeling, it is very successful.
fCet
around
the
neck
of
cohort
Phil
out in full force for first time this
The Troup combo, in which the
Richards airid twisting and twirling, tomers some thrills and the Doro¬ done to strong and. taut guitaring
year.
thy Dorheri line is ^In top shape that’s aU to the good.
leader plays piano, consists of Cur¬
. They saw a sparkling new act his bead precariously close , to the with a dance solo from Bob Thomp¬
Singer spiced his route at show tis Counce, ace L A, jazz bassist
formed for the Martin melodics, cold,: cold ground.
son arid pleasant, singing contribu¬
Entire group is a refreshing one.. tions frorii Jeahnie Johnsbn (a caught with some calypso froth— and w.k. jazz LP artist, poll winner
one ^ that has been staged to set a
a veteran of the Stan Kenton.
miniature revue, around the song¬ For sheer skating talerit, George looker Avith a strong, dark voice) “Woniari Uglier Than ' You” arid and
ster. It’s a. fast moving; well in¬ Zak stands, out., with speed and and emcee Allen Cole. AlCk DU- “Kitch”—and a gusty' rendering of and Shorty Rogers bands, and San
Francisco
guitarist Eddie Duran.
the
contemporary
lament,
“One
facility,
just
itching
to
go
beyond
tegrated affair that serves to hypo
chin’s .orch. keeps up a lively pace
group went on with less than
the already considerable hold Mar¬ the confines of the tiny floor. Doro¬ for 55-minute show, which will run For My Baby.” Betty DuPi'ee’s bass The
backing is unobtrusively effective, two hours of rehearsal and it’s ai
tin has on the smart crowd he at¬ thy McCusker’s comedy .antics are three weeks;
Stef.
Paco Amayai {troupe topper Car¬ tribute to the versatility of modern
tracts. Utilizing a Latin musical amusing if not rollicking, and Mae
men’s brother) fingers some spir¬ jazzmen that it clicked. Both
combo,, in addition to the half-; Edwards is effective. Emcee, Larry
Counce and Duran are spotted by
dozen extra men added to the regu¬ Ellis lends a pleasant atmosphere Crystal Palace, Sit. Fouls ited guitar solos arid gives well- Troup
iri specialties during the Set.
St. Louis, Feb. 18.
reined backing for Carmencita
lar orch, is a solid idea, with plenty, and pleasing voice to the quick
Repertoire ranges from- oldies
"Waiting jpt Godot?’ (cast of 5) , Torres’ brisk, flamenco terpiing.
south-of-the-border themes now movements behind him: The four
Their virtuosity, sirigly and tan¬ like “Tangerine” through jazz
his. book. Addition of a pair of lovely Ice Cubbetts, attired in ex¬ $1.50 per ticket. v
dem, draw rapt attention and warm standards such as “Midnight Sun”
attractive serioritas to provide at- quisite coverings, da very: little,
and Troup’s own. "Route 66” and
pospbero ..and, dance segments but then there’s not much room
Marking a St. Louis . first for a palming — with . cognoscenti - type "Lemon Twist,” Each one gets a
builds revue atmosphere consider- for them to do anything else.
fullscale dramatic production in a outcries. Seuorita Torres took, two* good pitch from a songwriter .who
ably. .
Top nuriibets in the: fhree-part nitery, Samuel Beckett’s raffish turns in as. many, costumes. She understands what credits ihean.
Martin is currently in top vcical revue are unlike those in large- joke (or something) on the playgoi- makes effective though diminished After a. long draught it looks like
form, which means a full load of scale ice shows, with- a softshoe ing public, opened to a packed use of; castanets and tambourine, Fack’s has a winner in Troup.
throaty, velvety stylings of the hits routine drawing heaviest applause house ait the avant garde Crystal always holding th e focus on her
The Four . Preps, whose disk Of
hes themed, as well as the new on opening night. If the “King and Palace, which plans to run the play, footwork arid gyrations.
.'26 Miles” is currently on the hit
compos in his catalog. The Latino T’ takeoff is Slow iri parts; it makes throughout 'the month.
Gate, incidentally, has switched lists, open the show with some
bus, with the femme dance duo up for it with Zak and Miss Ed¬
Produced arid directed by Theo¬ from a proscenium to a centre floor close: harmony numbers and Herb
and on occasion the additional wards skating to "Shall We Dance.” dore J. Flicker, . who formed the stage, making for greater intimacy.' Barman’s Trio plays for dancing.
Ron.
three musicians joining in for harsuccessful experimental group, the
Pit. ■ *
' Rafe.

variety
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House Reviews
Musie Hall, IV* Y.
“Band Box Revue” produced by
Russell Market. Music Hall Corps
de Ballet, Glee Club, Rockettes,
Symphony Orchestra under the di¬
rection of Raymond Paige. Set¬
tings by James Stewart Mqr.com;
costumes by Frank Spencer and
executed by Leanne Mitchell. “The
Brothers Karamazov” (Metro), re¬
viewed in Variety FeTh l9, ’58.

The running time of “The
Brothers Karamazov”—149 minutes
—has cued the Radio City Music
Hall to present a 22-minute stage
show this session.
Despite the brevity of the live
offerings, it maintains the high
standards of the type of shows that
have become traditional at the
Rockefeller showcase. Individual
acts have been eliminated and the
concentration is on the Corps de
Ballet, the glee club, and the everefficient and impressive Rockettes.
The Russell Markert production
is entitled “Band Box Revue’* and
opens with the MH’s . ballet com¬
pany dancing to music by Tschaikowsky. Patricia Kelly and Jack
Be'aber stand out as the featured
pair.
The glee club gets its oppor¬
tunity in an athletic club locker
room setting and harmonizes ex¬
pertly on “All of You.” Then come
the Rockettes who never fail to
win plaudits of the audience.
Settings and Costumes, as, per
usual, match and even surpass
those of many Broadway musicals,
Holl.

Boblno, Parts
Paris, Feb. 23.
Jacqueline Francois, Trio Raistier, Guy . Beart, Szabo (7). Dieter.
Oswino, Audrey Amo, Barrios Jr.
(3), Capellini's Chimps, PascaTe
Monfclerc, Fred Harvey, Jacqueline
Brunard; $1.50 top.

Smartly gowned and groomed,
Jacqueline Francois is in perfect
voice. Her fine timbres have now
been heightened by a personal note
of warmth, and she is boff with
ballads, engaging in her torchier
and more lowdown moments, and a
cinch to repeat her success in her
coming stateside stints. Deft and
varied songalog, crystal diction,
and ease had her in for much mitts.
Backed by a good show, she looks
to do top biz for two weeks.
Trio Raisner reel off some snap¬
py stuff on classics and pops. Har¬
monica. group has musicianship
plus good production effects and
comic gambits by the little man of
the group. Guy Beart is that new
song wrinkle here—amateur cleffer
whose offbeat, catchy tunes have
caught on and have also brought
him into the singing category.
Though with a high pitched, shaky
voice, he gets depth into his smart
ditties and is rapidly becoming a
disk fave. His songs will likely
cross national boundary lines.
Szabo (7), teeterboard act, is fast
and eye-catching and a fine filler.
Dieter Oswino is a risley turn with
various objects, including a sput¬
nik, for good opener purposes.
Audrey Amo is a comely lass who
does a frenetic dance interlude
after some breathless jwarbling.
Acro-dance and energy have her in
for good response.
Barrios Jr., two men and a girl,
do inspired clowning,, dancing,
singing and instrumental bits to
wrap this into an engaging house
number. Capellini’s Chimps touch
the highlights of various time pe¬
riods via costumes, and score with
the usual shenanigans.
Three song hopefuls wind up this
good bill. Pascale Montclerc tries
a special material interlude but
lacks the breezy personality to go
with it, although her voice is okay.
Fred Haryey essays a Belafonte b?t
via coming out with a liude torso;
but sans the presence, personality
and precision of his mentor he
only looks undressed. He pipes in
a fairly solid baritone but without
distinction. Jacqueline Biunard
sings in many lingos accompanying
herself on accordion. She is bright
and versatile.
Mosk.
Pavilion* Glasgow
Glasow, Feb. 25.
Aly Wilsoh, Freddie Sales, Four
Ramblers, Jimrrfy Neil, Brian Doug¬
las, Eileen Keegan, Patton Bros.
(2), Joy Brennan, Artie Mayne,
Copa Cousins (2), Malcolm MacLean, Pavilion Dancers <8), Billy
Rose Orch.

This is fairly bright layout, but¬
tressed by comedy styles of three

The Dixie Humming Birds (6),
Gospelaires (6), Staple Singers (4),.
Selah Jubilee> Singers (4), Thermpn Ruth, Jewels (4), Maceo
Woods; “Prince of Players” (20th).

different vaude comedians. Given
Ordinarily this Harlem, variety
some added speed-up, bill would house is filled with the younger fry
romp along with greater effect. It attuned to jazz and rock ’n’ roll,
is stronger than those usually seen, but on this occasion. WOV*s Therat this city-center vaudery.
mon Ruth is presenting a Gospel
Aly Wilson, experienced Scot Spiritual Caravan.
comedian who has recently stepped ... Show . opens with Gospelaires,
into leading shows arid is attracting six lads in neat gray suits who do
attention with old-man comedy, more than routine justice to litur¬
Works hard in sketches and scores gical melodies. They have audience
in one aboUt the stand-in who gets shouting “amen” to such’ church
all the donkey chores and never belters as “Sit Down Children,”
the spotlight.
“Walking Up the Kings Highway"
Freddie Sales, English comedian, and “We Are Marching to Zion.”
makes strong impact with' zaniness Staple Singers, -a father, son and
and quick-talking patter, some of two-daughter group from Chicago,
it subtle but nevertheless quickly in clean and reverent fashion de¬
savvied by ©utfroriters used to less liver such worthies as “On Cloudy
sophisticated, fodder. Jimmy Neil, Days,” “Lord is My Shepherd” and
a local funnyman, makes added “Help Me Jesus.” Deserving of
contrast with essentially native special credit is Mazis Staple for
patter and song; he’s well-built, her powerful solo bits.
Selah Jubilee Singers,, four male
ginger-haired, type, looking hand¬
some in gay kilt, and gabbing in voices, also score. Quartet is right
uninhibited natural vein with lotsa on beam with “Beaming From
emphasis oh his unspoiled accent. Heaven,” “Gospel Train” and Jim¬
Should, however, learn to chatter my Mitchell’s ferverit solo of “Get
less rapidly, and add that little ex¬ Right With God.”
The Jewels, three girls in. yellow
tra slickness that would widen ap¬
choir , robes aided by a nine-yearpeal of act
old,
Beulah Hadley, capture the
Brian Douglas, recently estab¬
with their holy versions; of
lished hereabouts via daily tv ap¬ house
“Heavenly Music,” “It’s Praying
pearances in “The One O’clock. Time”
and “I Looked Down the
Gang,” walks on to readymade Line.” Nine-year-old is. definitely a
mitting, but fully justifies this with sockeroo. Maceo Woods, playing a
strong, set of pipes and well-chosen return engagement here,, is a pro¬
songalog, including a palm-garner¬ nounced show-stopper with his in¬
ing “Lady of Spain.”
terpretations of “Amazing Grace”
Four Ramblers are experienced and “What Could I Do?” on the
harmony group. Eileen Keegan is Hammond organ. Star billing is
a peppy songstress, and the two handed Dixie Humming Birds, six
Copa Cousins, blonde and brunet, male voices, pros \ from start to
•add glamor to the song. slotting. .finish. These lads cry out, a la
Patton Bros. (2) fool and tape-dance grand gospel, such as "Christian
with , skill, arid merit bookers* at¬ Automobile,” their Peacock re¬
tentions* Malcolm MacLean plays cording, “All My Troubles Will Be
the accordion as opener'warmup. Over” And other religioso hit
Joy Brennan and Artie Mayne are paraders.
stodges in sketches, latter being an
Thetmon Ruth is strong in Har¬
over-floweiy type with nevertheless lem with his nightly gospel dee jay
worthwhile value as a 'foil. The stint on WQV, a routine he’s been
Pavilion Dancers are adequate line. doing for more than three years.
Billy /Rose batons the house orch. At the Apollo he’s emceeing the
; ' * ’
Gord.
spiritual gathering, in good taste.
For a wrap-up of country’s best
examples of gospel singing, the
romedie-Caamartin,
Apollo Show is heavenly bound.
Paris
Karts.
Paris, Feb. 25.
“Chipoloata ’58,” Bruno Coquatrix presentation of a reVue in two
parts and i4 scenes, by Francis
Blanche and Pierre Dac.with Rene-.
Louis Lafforgue, Billy Neitcioli, Co¬
terie ChevTot, Robert Olivieri, Ricet
Barrier, Blanche, Dac, Michel Emer
Orch (6), Delbecod, Petit Bobo,
Helene Baron, Frank Daubray,
Pierre Laurent, Etienette Clement,
Atmande Vavarre, Bernard Du?
rndine, Nono Zammit, Arlette Bora,
Moustache,. Pauline Carton, Jean
Catmet; directed by Maurice Poggi,
Jacques Chazot; costumes, Paulette
Coquatrixi sets, Georges Arditti;

$2 top.
Bruno Coquatrix, prexy of top
musichall Olympia arid director, qf
nabe house Bobino; has now
turned this'plush little 400-sea ter
into a half-house. That is, the first
part showcases new singers, change
ing every three weeks, while the
second half revue remains un¬
changed. This gives a neat tryout
spot for talents, to be absorbed by
the bigger houses,' and allows its
comic reVue for general pull. This
format might turn It into A staple.
Present show has a fair crop of
chanters, and the revue is risible
enough, for possible longrun
chances.
Singing half hints at a possible
star talent emerging in specialized
singer Behe-Louis Lafforgue and a
good regular in Billy Nencioji (see
New Acts). Colette. Chevrot is a
mannish, looking girl who sings off¬
beat ditties in a zariy pattern with
a breathless voice. Visibly fright¬
ened and ill at ease, there is too
much work to be done here before
this act can become - a qualified
turn. Robert Olivieri has a dulcet
voice, but saccharine songs, to
make him an okay contender for
only. small boites; ditto Ricet Bar¬
rier’s sotto voiced comic ditties.
Revue has plenty of good ideas
but is geared more *for nitery ap¬
peal, due to its need for aUd com¬
plicity than for theatrical aspects.
But good humor and inventiveness
provide enough for audiences look¬
ing for yocks. Francis Blanche has
a natural satirical talent and
Pierre Dac is an oldtimer with the
timing to get the most from his
material.
Michel Emer supplies an ade¬
quate background score arid musi¬
cal direction; and Pauline Carton’s
drolf timing, Jean Carmet’s fey
bad boy and the homogeneity of.
the whole cast wrap this up into
an okay interlude. $2 price is also
right.
Mosk.

PHYLLIS DILLON
Comedy
14 Mins.
Bine. Angel, N. Y;
Phyllis Dillon, newcomer from
the San. Francisco area, " which of
late has become the egghead foun¬
tainhead of the pop arts,/impresses
as an offbeat comedienne;with ma¬
terial aimed for the Upper IQ
levels. Miss Dillon seemingly has
a rich vein of originality and uses
strong means of expression in
order to get over.
!
Unfortunately, the Blue Angel
isn’t the ideal showcase /for her
arts. The display of a leg 'and any
movement other than very polite
gestures seems, much too physical
for this boite. With a room that’s
jumping. Miss Dillon can get
across with extreme impact and,
under circumstances not optimum
for this spot, her efforts can fail
with equal impact. Night caught
her reception was somewhat un¬
flattering.
Miss Dillon does some delicately
poised blue lines in a partial de¬
lineation of A strip, and continuing
with an impression of Eartha Kitt,
slithers on top of the piano in
emulation of Bliss Kitt’s feline
tendencies.
Jose.

A.C. Legit
Continued from page 1

the bank wilMorward a check and
the Legitimate Theatre Committee
will mail out the book.
Utilities, business houses, and
hotels Are now starting to make
purchases by buying blocks of
books paying from $500 to $2,500
for them- Hotels will make them
available, to their guests and the
utilities Will distribute them to em¬
ployees.
. Shows, all of them to be preBroadway openings, Fiore stresses,
will comb In next autumn, and run
through late September, October,
November and December.

Decra Signs Thornhill
Bandleader Claude Thornhill has
bean added to Decca’s talent
roster.
Thornhill, who. has been , free¬
lancing on. various labels recently,
will kick off on Decca with a longplay set.

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF FEBRUARY 26

Numeral* In connection with bills below Indicate opening day of eft: v
whether full or split week
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) independent! <L) Loewi (M) Mq*j>
<P) Paramount! (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; <T> Tivoli; (W> Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall <P> 27
Corps de BaUet
Jack Header
Sondra Barrett
Rockettes
Glee Club
LucUle Manners

Foursome
Renald A Rudy

Roxy 27
Harrison & Kossl
Skating Squires
Roxyettes

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 4
Shirley Bassey
Vic Hyde
Lili Berde
Clifford Guest
Curibas <4)
George Holmes
Neal A Newton
Eleanor Gunter
Joe Martin
Easton Harmonica 3
Jimmy Jeff
David Sterle
Irene Bevani
Rae Morgan

ASTON

SYDNEY
Tivoli IT) 4

Larry Griswold
Johnny Lockwood
Eagle A Man
A Robin*
Rayes & Fayd
Anny Berryer
Medlock A Marlowe
Winnetou A Squaw
B & D Stuchberry
Jimmy Parkinson
Edit Juhasz
Frank Ward

Georg* Meaton

LONDON..
Metropolitan (I) 24

Cort Skiffle
Desmond Lane
Pauline Shepperd
De Vere Dancers
Mike BeU
Barney Powell
Johnny DaUas

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 24

Anne Shelton
Murray Sc Maidl*
Steve Martin
P A N Delrin*
Jimmy Gay
Ron Scott
Der Korda*
Kenways

NORTHAMPTON
Naw (I) 24

Roy Barbour
Metronotes
Burt Brooks

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 24

Harry Bailey
Ronnie Harris
June Wilkinson
Coral Gaye
BiUie Wyner
Two Rexanos

SHEFFIELD
Empir* (M) 24

Dave Morris Earl Sc Elgar
Zio Angels
Pinky Sc Porky
Jimmy Ruddy
Abdulla A Saida

GRANADA .
Walthamstow (I) 24

Winifred AtweU
Cort Skiffle
Cay Kaye Sc Bd.
Len Marten
Bab Dale
Joan Small

NEW YORK CITY
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel Statlar

Xavier Cugat Oro

Hotel Taft

Vlneent Lopez Oro

Hotel St. Regis

Denise Darcel
Milt Shaw Oro
Ray Bari Orr

Latin Quarter

Kirby Stone 4
Beverlee Dennis
Malagon Sis
Peiro Bros.
Chandra Kaly
Martha Ann Bentley
Jamel Twins
India Adams
Bob Kennedy
Jo Lombardi Ora
B Harlowe Ore

La Cupldon

Gretchen Wyler

Old Romanian

Pat Rooney
Marge Cameron
McKenna Lina
Avon Long
Margaret. Tyne*
Iaveme Hutchinson
George Carl

Town A Country

Blackburn Twins
Jerry Collins
Buster BurnellNed Harvey Oro
Sicaris Ore

Viannas* Lantern

Laureanne LeMay
Evelyn Sharpe
Ernest Schoen Or*
Paul Mann

Vlliag* Barn

Billy Kelly
Mae Sagan
Larry McMahon
Irving Harris
Belle Carroll
Piute Pete
Bobby Meyers Oro.

Village Vanouarn

Langston Hiighea
Irwin Corey
Charlie Mingus

Waldorf-Astoria

McGuire Sisters
Emil Coleman Oro
Bela Bahai Oro

CHICAGO
Black Orchid
Mary Kaye Trio
Joe ..ParneUo (3)
Blue Angel
Calypso Extrava¬
ganza"
Princess Abilla A
, King Christian
Lord Christq
Lord Rafael
Candelas Trio
Roger McCall
- Blue Not*
Bob Davis 4
Leon Sash 4

Gat*, of Horn

P Amaya A

Chaz Para*
Sammy Davis Jr.
Chez Adorables 6
Ted Fio Rito Ore

Cloister Inn

Eddie Higgins Trio
Kim Karter
Slim Gaillard

Conrad Hilton

"Big Top"
Glenn & Coleen
Menchassys
Luparesoos
Paul Castle §ellik

, (J. Torres
Stan Wilson'

London Hous*
Carmen CaVallaro 4

Mister Kelly's

Sarah Vaughan
Marx A Frigo (3)

f«lm*r House

Nelson Eddy
Gale Sherwood
Morlldor Trio
Ben Arden Oro

iOS ANGELES
Avanf* Garda
Matt Dennis Trio
Ruth Olay
Shelley Berman

* Ban Blue's

Ben Blue
Kay Cee Jones
Barbara Heller
Sammy Wolf
Lois Ray
Ivan Line Ore

Coconut Grove

Jaye P. Morgan
Four Morgan Bros.
Anthony Allan A
Hodges
Freddy Martin Ore

Crescendo

Mills Bros.
Daye Pell Ore

tarry Potter's
x . si!PP*r Club
Ink Spots .
Boodles Weaver
Miyoshl Yumekl
Johnny O'Neill
Frankie Sands Trio
Paul Hebert Ore

Moulin Rouge

EUa Fitzgerald
Toni Dalli
Donn Arden tin*
Royal Guards
Eddie O'Neill Or*

Slat* Bros.

Lenny Kent
Dick Kallman
The Threesome

Statlar Hotel

Ml Club

Annette Warren
Johnny Walsh

intariud*

The Axidentals
George Kirby
Shelly Manne Oro

Largo

Frances .Faya
Buddy Lester
Eddie Grady Oro

Geo. Arnolds
“Rhythm on lea*
Revue
Ed. Berxman Ora

The Savlll*
Katty Lester
Ben Wrlgley
“Johnny Martinez A
Cheda Ore

1 Y* Llttla Club
Caroline Richter
Randy Sparks

HAVANA
Capri
Wences
Dlahann Carroll
Ethel Martin
Romy Bleu
Dick Curry

•

Nadonat

Patachou .
Parisien Dncrs
Dancing Waters
W. Reyes Ore

Riviera

Vic Daraone
Elena Del Cueto
Manolo Torrent*
Lasker Steinberg
Mercedes ValdCs
Amanda Martinez
Maria Magdalena
Guzman Slngerz
Rivera Ore

SOUTHAMPTON

Grand (I) 24
Harry Rowson
Sylvia Boss
Rhythm Gr

Cabaret KDs
Blue. Angel
Bobby Short
Orson Bean
Will Holt
Phyllis Dillon
Bart Howard
Jimmie Lyon Trio
Bon Soir
Sylvia Syms
Phil Leeds
Jorie Remus
Three Flames
Jimmie .Daniels
Casanova
Jose Duval
Margrit A Adrienne
Chateau Madrid
Carmen Torres
Donay A Winters
Candi Cortez
Ralph' Font Or*
Panchito Ore
Copacauana
Tony Bennett
Rowan .A Marti
Paulette Sis
Ted Morrell
Mimi
DAG Prior
Michael Durso Gro
Frank Marti • Ore
Downstairs Room
Julius Monk
Ronny Graham
Ceil Cabot
EUen Hanley
Jean Arnold
Gerry Matthews
Stan Keen
El Chico
Marisa Terol
Lucerite Tena
Carlos A Myma
Mellitas Del Campo
No 1 Fifth Avp
Cedrone A Mitchell
Bob Downey
Harold Fonvlll*
Joan Bishop
Hotel Pierre
Stanley Melha Oro
Joe Ricardel Ore
Betty Behee .
Hotel Plaza
Jane Morgan
Ted Straeter Oro
Mark Monte Ore
Hotel Roosevelt

Drake Hotel

Pat O'Day '
Jimmy Blade Oro

Reg Priestman
Norman Thorpe

BRITAIN
Hippodrome (I) 24
Phyllis Dixey
Rochelle 3
Nixon Sc Dixon
George & Lydia
Helen Lorraine
Len Marten
EDINBURGH
Empire (Ml 24
David Hughes
Jean Sc Julie
Peter Cavanagh
O'Duffy Bros.
Sally Logan
Nat Gonella
Alex Don
Skylons
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 14
Edmund . Hockridge
Yana
Baker & Douglas
3 Ghezzis
Bassi & June
J Sc P Barbour
A. & V Shelley
GLASGOW
Empire (M) 24
Alma Cogan
Fuller & Jahette
Terry Wayne
3 Brittons
Johnny Stewart
T Sc P Derrick
Johnny Silver
Tattersall Sc Jerry
LEEDS.,
Empire (M> 24
Lonnie Donegan
McAndrews Sc Mills
Billy Baxter
PAP Page
Sinoothey A Layton
Miki A Griff
Carlo. Sis
LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) 24
Vic Oliver
N A N Grant
Wilson
Keppel A Betty
Victor Soverall
Hassani Tr.

Jo Ann McGowan
Fred Napier
Adrian. Swain
Norman Crider
Tune Tattlers 4
Charlie Fisk: Oro

sans Seud
Dick Lea
Dolores Perry
Gloria A Roland*
Rolando La Seri*
Victor Alverez
Miriam Barrens
La Seiie Ore
Ortega Ore .

.

Trapicana

Nat King Col*
Erlinda Cortes
Alberto Rochl
Blanca Varela
Gladya A Freddy
Riveros.
Guaracheros
Monica Castel
Troplcana Ballet
S Suarez Orq.
4 Bomeu Orq

LAS VEGAS
Desert inn
“Newcomers. 1928"
Paul Whiteman
Harry Rlchraan
Rudy Vallee
Buster Keaton
Fifi D'Orsay
Carlton Hayes Ore

Dunes

“Minsky's Folies
International"
Smith A Dale
Joey Faye
Sid Fields
Boubouka
Carol King
Cee Davidson Oro

El Cartas

Dubonnet Trio
Dick Saunders
Marcia Miller
Deedy A Bill

El Rancho Vegas

Sophia Tncker
Vagabond*
Dick Rice Orch

Flamingo

Rltz Bros.
Gogl Grant
Fiamlngoettes
Jack Cathcart Oro

Framont Metal

Nitecaps
Make Believes
The Victors. The Castles

Golden Nugget

Harry Ranch ■
Jig'Adams
Charlie Boyer
L A F Maynard

Riviere

Dennis Day
De Castro Sisters
Novelites
Cavanaughs .
Ray Sinatra Ore

Collins Kids
Four Grads
Camille Williams
Johnny Silver
Les Clark
Jimmy Cross.
Louis Basil Oro
Louis Prima-Keely
Smith
Sands
Julius LaROsa
Buddy Hackett
Bob Kaye
Copa Girls
Antonio Morelli Ore
San Soud
“Midnight in Par
Bobby Morris
Pat Moreno^ ■
Ray Parsons
Sherry ShoneCindy A Alberto
Jeanne Masson
Mile. Zabuda
Bobby Blue Oro

Showboat

Hank Penny
Shirley Scott
Garr. Nelson
6howboat Girls
Vic Artese Ore

Silver Slipper
Hapk Henry
Annie Maloney
Jimmy Shaw
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Sparky Kaye
Mac Dennison
Geo. Redman Or*

Thundarbtrd

Frank Gusto
JoaPornaro

Troplcana

Jayne Mansfield
Mickey Hargitay

.Sahara

Dan Dailey

M1AMI-MIAMI BEACH
Americana
Jack Carter
Doretta Morrow
Beatrice Kraft Dcra
Jackie Heller
Lee Martin Oro
Maya Ore

Avalon ~

Hal Winters
Bobby Dukoff Ore
Anita Boyar
Red Smith 3

Balmoral

Charlie Farrell
Irving Fields 3
Billy MitcheU
Mickey Gentile
Jose Curbelo Oro

Carillloh

Dorothy Samoff
Henny Youngman
Louis Jordan 3
Dick Sterling
Jaques Bonnet Ore

Cafe Da Paris

George Matson
The Szonys
Wiere Bros.
Piroska
Billy Fellows
Jet MacDonald
Dick Estes
Hona Nagy
Chidde James
Doug Scott
Croft Twins
Tinker BeU
Sherry Britton Kingpins
Lyda Fairbanks
Freddie BeU BeUhops

Daauvill*

Donald O'Connor
Sidney MUler

Mr.

Ballantina

DeauvUletea
Red Caps
Tito Puente Oro
Damita Jo

Dl Lido

Bageltime Revu*
Barton Bros.
Eddie Scnaeffer
Lillian Hayes
Kay Carole
Bea Kalmus
Bobby Escota
Bernia. Sager
Caney Ore
Idan Ro*
Nat King Cole
Peggy Ryan A Ray
McDonald
Dorothy Donegan S
Emery Deutsch
Strings
Rascha RodeU
Mai Malkin Ore .
Sonny Kendia Ora
Louis Varona Orb

Empress

Barry Sisters
Larry Bea
Hal Edwards Oro

Fontalnoblaou

Tony Martin
Dave Barry
Mattlson Trio
Sacaaas Ore.
Fupl Campo Ore

Latin Quarter

Milton Berle
Betty Georg*
Metropolitans
DunhiUs
Mltsuoko
Stan Fisher
Quito Clayer#

(Contm^ie4 on page 61)
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Groncbo & Spouse Set

Hollywood, Feb.-25.
The London theatre, which .visiting U.s. playgoers are apt to :
GrouchO and Eden Marx will
regard as a model of decorum, is apparently having another of team up again in summer stock j
its periodic outbreaks of opening-night balcony rowdyism.' On this year, reprising their, star roles
of last year in “Time for Eliza-!
two successive nights recently, premiere performances 'were disbeth.” Husband-and-wife dUp will
rupted, by jeers and bpos from the gallery.
*
open a two-week engagement July
21 in Westport, Conn.
The disturbances; in these cases occurred at .what were gen¬
Groucbo collabed on play with
erally admitted to be poor shows, Anthony Pelisier’s play, “Rose- Norman, Krasna;
land,” .and the John. Cranko-John Addison musical comedy,
“Keep Your Hair On.” Both productions Were doubtful prospects
for success in any case, blit the opening-night abuse may have
hastened the Feb. 15 fold of “Roseland” arid is likely to have a
similar effect oh “Hair.”
'

Opening-night hooliganism of galleryites is a long-standing
■ nuisance in the London theatre. It generally occurs at bad
shows, but in some instances has marred and perhaps even,
ruined the reception of unorthodox or merely subtle plays, re¬
quiring sensitive, perceptive audiences. There "was considerable
unfavorable reaction/last year when loud-voiced galleryites
jeered and howled the opening of a musical, “The Crystal Heart, ■’
into inaudibility. In that case, the show’s star, Gladys Cooper,
remained onstage after the. final curtain to rebuke the offenders.

1JBCITIMATE

P'AfZIETY

For Legit Dates

Force-Draughts 31
Global Yiddish Star
Joseph. Buloff, who’s been
absent from the Broadway
legit scene In recent years, is
keeping, busy outside the U. S.
in Yiddish-language theatrical
productions. This includes a
current appearance ia Tel Aviv
as the lead in the Ohel Theatre
presentation of “Death of
Salesman/’
Last year, he was in South
America where he starred in a
Yiddish, adaptation of “Diary
of Anne Frank.” That assign¬
ment was preceded by anoth¬
er TeT Aviv appearance in a
Yiddish-version of “The Kib¬
itzer.” Buloff, however, had to
cut short /his run in . the pro¬
duction to fill a Hollywood
commitment in: the film ver¬
sion of “Silk' Stockings.”

By JESSE GROSS
The heavy ad-publicity cam¬
paign
for “Body
Beautiful,”
launched shortly after the musi¬
cal’s Broadway opening five weeks
ago, followed an unusual ma¬
neuver on the part of the show’s
producers, Richard Kollmar and
Albert Selden. It involved the'
raising of additional coin to be
used, explicitly for a high-powered
promotion program."
The tuner, which had prac¬
tically ho advance sale, opened to
mixed, reviews. Thus, with two
strikes against them, the pro¬
ducers decided to go all out bn an
ad-publicity drive and succeeded
in raising around $18,000 for that
purpose.
The extra financing, which is
separate from the $300,000 invest¬
ment in the musical, represented
loans from a few investors and
outright contributions by several
parties interested in keeping the
tuner, running. The . latter group
included music publisher Tommy
.Valando, who has the “Body”
score; John Shubert, representing
the Shubert Theatre interests (the
musical is playing the Shuhert’s
Broadway Theatre), and the show’s.
authors, Joseph. Stein and Will
Glickman.
With the additional coin, “Body”
pressagent Frank Goodman has
been conducting an extensive ad¬
vertising campaign in the news¬
papers and on radio and television.
! He’s also been employing other
(Continued on page 61)

Minneapolis, Feb. 25.
Bennie Berger, who refused to
renew his lease on the Lyceum:
Theatre here beyond its Aug. 15
expiration date; has gone to New
Apparently no British management has ever dared to deal York to confer with RKO Theatres
firmly jvlth the traditional “right” of galleryites to boo and jeer, officials about the possibility 4of
although there have been occasional moves to try to limit it to booking touring shows into the
curtain calls.. In New York such incidents are unknown and in¬ local 2,800-seat RKO Orpheum. He.
conceivable. On the- rare occasions any individuals or small hopes to be able to rent the house
groups become noisy, other first-nighters Shush them, and if. the for whatever shows he may be able
disturbance were to continue the offenders would presumably to line up next season.
If a deal, with RKO can’t be
be ejected from the theatre.
worked out, Berger then intends
making a similar pitch to the Unit¬
How old and over-familiar such disorders are in the West End. ed; Paramount, which has two local
is indicated by an article by George Bernard Shaw, at that time loop film, houses,, suitable for legit.
Toronto, Feb. 25.
drama critic of the London Saturday Review, in an article pub¬ They’re the/4,100-seat 'Radio City
lished in 1897. “I know,” he wrote, “that there are gallery-goers and the 2,300-seat State. If Berger
_
Another nabe film house here is
succeeds
in
lining
up
a
theatre,
his
|
switching
to
legit.
It’s the Radio
who contend that if the people who like the play applaud it,
rmvf ctan' .irill . Vtn tn knAlr .os
I,
_i-_
the people who dislike, it should in justice show, by expressing next step will be to book as many City Theatre, which seats around
shows/as
possible
for
next
season
800.
The
initial
booking
will be
their dissatisfaction, that the approval is not unanimous. They
while in New York.
the New Play Society’s annual re¬
might as well contend that: if a gentleman who admires a lady
Accompanying Berger on the vue, “Spring Thaw,” scheduled for
tells her that she has pretty hands, any bystander: who does hot trip is Lowell Kaplan, manager of the first week in April.
admire her should immediately in justice tell her that she has the Lyceum. Berger, who’s been
Meanwhile, the presentation of
a red nose, or that because foolish admirers of actresses throw operating the Lyceum the past a series of imported productions at
bouquets to them, those who think the compliment undeserved three seasons, let his option on the the Avenue Theatre here, which
should throw bad eggs and dead cats. No: hooting must stand house drop when he refused to previously converted from pictures
or fall by its pretension to be a salutary and necessary depart¬ meet ai rental boost from $20,000 to legit, has come .a cropper. The
to $25,000 a year. The theatre has Terry Fisher-Eric Greenwood proj¬
ment of lynch law.
been acquired -by Soul Harbbr, an ect terminated, after the presen
Evangelical group, and will be tation of four offerings, ait a loss
The unsportsmanlike booing and “razzing” of baseball crowds
used for religious meetings.
of approximately $25,000.
Washington, Feb. 25.
In the U.S. is frequently mentioned as one reason many people
U. S. Supreme Court has. been
Shows presented at the Avenue
don’t attend professional games. Some Observers of the London
were “Reluctant Debutante,” star¬ asked -to take jurisdiction in ah
.theatre believe that the rowdyism of West End galleryites is en¬
ring Arthur Treacher; the Irish appeal by the Shubert legit inter¬
couraged by the practice of some of the leading critics and
Players revival of “Three ; Plays By ests to recover $143,069 in income
papers of reporting the incidents with apparent approval; and
Synge/’ following its lengthy off- and excess profits taxes.
Broadway nm; “In Your Hat,” a
Case revolves on whether Select
in some cases even quoting gallery comments as the keynote of I
revue that originated in. an off- Theatres Corp., a Shubert corpora¬
reviews.
tion
which bought the assets of
Broadway
nitery,
and
“View
From
A group of Hollywood-resident
Bridge,” starring Luther Ad¬ bankrupt Shubert Theatres Corp.
film actors, directors and writers the
ler. .
at
the
bottom of the depression in
interested in legit has begun week-,
“View,” which ran five weeks, 1933, came into being in a tax-free
ly studio sessions of acting tech¬ was
the only one of the quartet to reorganization.
nique and may ultimately produce earn
a profit. Fisher, who’s also
Internal Revenue says not, and
plays. Plans are already being
worked out for the U.*of Califor¬ managing director of Canadian The¬ was upheld by the Federal trial
atre
Tours
Ltd.,
which
packages
court
in New York. Action was first
Two AUo Fold Off-Broadway For Combined
nia at Los Angeles to provide facil¬
legit tours, claims the house was brought In 1948 by the Shuberts
ities for the practice sessions.
too
small
for
the
.venture.
on
fiscal
1943 earnings.
Los» of $495,000
Those participating include ac¬
Regarding the upcoming “Thaw”
tors Robert Ryan,. Shirley Macpresentation
at
Radio
City,
Mayor
Laine, Piper Laurie and Robert
There were a rash of legit, clos¬
Simon; directors Daniel Mann and Moore, who’s directed the revue
ings last, weekend, five on Broad¬
Martin Ritt, 'writers Michael almost’ every year since its incep¬
Washington, Feb. 25.
way and four off-Broadway. pf
Blankfort and Millard Kaufman, tion in 1948, will be unable to do
Paul Green is writing a Civil producer Sidney Harmon and a so this season because of other
those, only two were moneymakers,
Berlin, Feb. 25,
While one was a non-commercial, War play with Robert E. Lee as number of others. The group meets commitments. This year the stag¬ 0
“The Diary of Anne Frank” was
cuffo-admission venture. The other its central character.
Thursday evenings in
rented ing chore will .be split up among
six represented a combined loss of
To be called, “The Confederacy,” room, and the tone of the classes Alan Lund, choreography; Andrew the most performed play on Ger¬
MacMillan, songs, and Stan Harris; man-language stage during the
approximately $495,000. The off- it will open this summer near is said to be intensely serious.
l956-’57 season. Runners-up were
Broadway shows involve only those Norfolk, Va., about 30 miles from
The sessions consist mostly of sketches.
incidentally, the lineup of local the John Patrick-Vern Sneider
that operate under, the jurisdiction Williamsburg where two other acting improvisation and then crit¬
film
houses
that
have
gone
legit
also
“Teahouse
of August Moon” and
of Actors Equity,
Green dramas—“The Common icism. However, there are also, dis^
Carl Zuckmayer’s “Devil's Gen¬
Of the flops, four were Broadway Glory” and “The Founders”—are cussions of the legit theatre, with includes the Crest Theatre.
eral.”
Season’s
top playwright was
entries.
The quartet included regular, summer fixtures,
talks on various aspects and. reports;
again William Shakespeare, 24 of
••Compulsion’ ’and three fast folds,
on the Broadway shows from any
^hose
plays
were
performed. The
“Cloud 7,” “Day the Money
participants who have just return¬
figures have just been revealed by
Stopped” and “Portofino.” All four
ed from visits in the east.
Deutscher
Buehnenverein
(German
closed last Saturday night (22).
UCLA is planning to supply stu¬
Stage Society).
“Compulsion,” which had ah .18dio space fbrthe meetings and
Besides
Shakespeare
and
Albert
•
Wallingford,
Conn:,
Feb.
25.
Week run, lost an estimated $80,•probably scenery; lighting, cos¬
Seattle, Feb. 25.
000 oh a $120,000 (including 20%
Backers of the Oakdale piusical Hackett and Frances Goodrich
tumes and props. Also, drama
Under the banner of “Herb school students would be permit¬ Theatre here have just received a (adaptors of “Anne Frank”), only
overcall) investment. .
. “Cloud” is . figured to have Shriher Entertains” the humorist ted to attend the sessions and oc¬ 6% repayment on their investment. five p!aywrights had more than
dropped its entire investment. The is attempting his first One-man casionally act small parts.
The payoff would have represent¬ 1,000 performances. . They were
show, which ran for 11 perform¬ show in. a legit housed He’s set for
ed 20%
the original stake put Lessing, Schiller, Shaw, Goethe
ances, was financed at $88,000, in¬ a week at the Moore Theatre
up to start the local tunetent- in and Gerhart Hauptmann. Some of
(Northwest
Releasing),
and
opens
cluding 10% overcall. “Day,”
1054, but additional, financing was the successful new German authors
which put in four performances,, next Monday (3). Good advance
subsequently required; including were Wittlinger, with more than
sale
is.
reported
for
the
comic
who’s
was capitalized, at $100,000: It’s
about $41,000 ’ for.- plant- improve¬ 250 performances; Ahlsen, with
figured to have dropped about $80,- billed to unveil the full ‘‘gamut, of
ment About $10,000 more , will be more than 200, and Oelschlegel,
Hollywood,
Feb.
25.
his
talents”
in
song;
music
and
000.: “Protofino,” which bowed out
spent for a hot-air blower this with nearly 200. performances.
An original musical version of. year, to enable the spot to extend;
In the opera repertoire, the most
homespun monolog: There’ll be
(Continued; on page 61)
Vicki Baum’s “Grand Hotel” will, its season into the fall.
popular were Mozart, Verdi, Pucci¬
six performances only.
ni, Lortzingv Wagner and Richard
. . Jose Greco show moves into the be world premiered by the LA.
The
Oakdale
canvastop
grossed
Orpheiim tomorrow (Wed.). The Civic Light Opera Assn, this year, about $280,000 in its 14-week sea- Strauss. Most successful among
2,700-seater is . scaled from $4.50. as--part., of its 21st season. It will jj son of 1957, Ben Segal and Bob the still living opera composers
was Carl Orff, with more than 300
j
r. .
With an opening night sellout, take star. Paul Muni in. the role of : „ i,
will be $li;000. Show has been Kringelein,aroundwhosecharacter i teduIe. ^wUh^^'Damn performances.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 25.
book is to be written.
booked for a return on Saturday theproduction
opens July 7 for a/ Yankees” as - the.;^ener May 31,
“Mr. Ambassador,” a spy thriller (1). at the same house with another ,
‘Happy Hunting’ Needs
locaied in a satellite country and sellout anticipated.. Meantime, the five week run, to be followed by a ‘ *
4,012 to Break Even
written by a State Dept, official Greco unit is at the 4,200-seat Coli¬ five week stand in Frisco. After j The2 ? ^6%,nng
$10’000 a
based, partly on. his diplomatic seum Civic auditorium in Spokane that it heads for Gotham where I week for Stars,
“Happy Hunting,” which has re¬
service experiences, overseas; will tonight (Tues.), where near capac¬ Roger Stevens is to be associated • „ . L
, , D
. . j ’paid $285,000 of its’$360,000 investbe produced during March by the ity biz of $12,000 is reported at in its Manhattan bow.
• oambOSClieR KeappOUlted ment, has $5,988 in additional cash
Pittsburgh Playhouse. The author, $4 top.
Luther Davis is writing the book,
Philadelphia, Feb* 25. ( assets, and is expected to earn
Vincent Joyce, was formerly an ac¬
Robert Wright and George Forrest ] Giuseppe Bamboschek, general < additional coin in record album
tor at the Playhouse and also an.
the
music
and
lyrics'
and.
Albert-[manager
and artistic director of j royalties and from stock.
David Winters, ah 18-year-old
announcer at local indie radio sta¬ singer-dancer in the. Broadway pro¬ Marre will direct ^ under: Edwin -j the Philadelphia Grand Opera Co. J Jo Mielziner, who produced the
tion WWSW.
Lester’s
producership.
has
been
renamed
to that post for Ethel Merman starrer, figures that
duction of “West Side Story,” a
Muhi/Who started as a song-andT. the 1958-59 season. Appointed to the musical will ultimately pay off
The meller will be the first orig¬ musical about juvenile delin¬
inal, that Playhouse director Fred quency, was arrested in New York dance man. before turning to the managerial spot at the start of the backers in full. The show had
Burleigh has done at the commu¬ last Saturday (22) on charges Of dranja, will both ring and dance in the current season, Bamboschek a 52-week Broadway run, ending
nity theatre in some years.
narcotics possession.
the murical
conducted all performances here." , last fall.

Set for Legit

Seek Top Court Hearing
On Depression-Created
Shubert Tax Situation

HoIIywoodites Join In
Study of Actor Lore;
Yen Stage Production

Four loss Shows Quit Broadway

‘DIARY,’ TEAHOUSE’
TOP PLAYS IN REICH

Robert E. Lee Play

Oakdale Tnnetent Makes

Shriner’s 1-Man Show Set
In Seattle; Greco Wow 116

S, HOOFS IN
TUNER ’GRAND HOTEL’

STATE DEPT. OFFICIAL
WRITES SPY THRILLER
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‘Yankees’ Tall $37,900
In Charlotte, Richmond

Wednesday, February 26, 1958

On Dips; lady’ $70,100, Telia’ 31G,

Richmond, Feb.. 25.
The bus-and-truck company of
“Damn Yankees” grossed a good
$37,900 last week in a two-way,
six-performance split. The musical
took in $13,900 in two 'perform¬ —-—“—- ■.'
+ 1 .
Chicago, Feb. 25.
ances Monday-Tuesday (17-18) at vt
A, . m
n
Cold snap slowed legit activity
the Ovens Auditorium, Charlotte,
and $24,000 in four performances
Thursday-Saturday (20-22) at the
Boadway took a beating last almost $35,100 on subscription.
three-weeker at the Great North*
Timie Remembered* Morosco (C) Mosque, here.
week, with business dropping sub¬
The tuner grossed $36,400 the
Memphis, Feb 25
ern started slow, despite unanistantially for niost shows. Four (15th wk; 119 p) ($9.60; 946; $43.The bus-and-truck company of mous rayes^ from} the local critics.
entries folded, while another exit¬ 000) (Helen Hayes, Richard Burton, previous week in four-way* eighted town for. a hinterland booking: Susan Strasberg). Previous week, performance split.
“No Time for Sergeants” grossed nf
The grosses for some shows were $39,400; last week, nearly $35,200.
a solid $36,800 last week In a four- J*tllf1hrf
the lowest registered, thus far, on
Two for the Seesaw,-Booth (CD)
way* six performance split. Dates SlSi 8ftS^£PS6.a®iiSf
(6th wk; 44 p) ($6.90; 780; $31,700)
their runs.
.
,
played, with grosses listed parenm
Productions selling out or play¬ (Henry ’ Fonda). : Previous week,
thetically, were as follows:
n
ing to virtual capacity last week $31,800 with one party; last week,
One performance Monday (17),
included ‘‘Dark at the Top of the oyer $31,800, with some parties, j
Lanier
High
School
Auditorium,
nJi
tho
w/rH?11
P1
l
Stairs,” “Entertainer;’ “Jamaica,” | Wert Side Story, Winter Garden
Montgomery, Ala. ($5,200); one takes over the Hayris^
“Look Homeward, Angel,” “Music! (MD) (22d wk; 172 p) ($8.05; -1,404; |
performance Tuesday. (18), MunlclEsthnates for Last Week
Man,” “My Fair Lady ” “Sunrise $63,203). Previous week, $56,300;
pal Auditorium, Jackson. Miss.
Happiest Millionaire, Harris (C)
at Campobello’’ and “Two for the last week, nearly $54,000.
($3,900); two performances Wed- (4th wk) ($5.50; 1,000; $30,500)
Seesaw.”
nesday-Thursday (19-20), Robinson ^Walter. Pidgeon)/Over $19,500 in
Miscellaneous
Auditorium, Little Rock, Ark. first week off Guild; previous Week,
Estimates for. Last Week
Annie. Get Your Gun, City Center
($9,800)* and three performances
«
v,
, _T .,
Keys: C {Comedy), D {Drama), (MD) (1st. wk; 8 p) ($3.80; 3,090;
Friday - Saturday (21-22). Ellis
Marcel Marceau, Great Northern
CD {Comedy-Drama), R {Revue), $61,812). Opened last Wednesday
($4.40; 1,500; $32,250). Opened last
Philadelphia, Feb. 25.
Auditorium, here ($17,900).
MC {Musical-Comedy), MD {Musi¬ (19) to -six affirmative notices
Tuesday (18) to four raves (Cas¬
Business
Was
generally
off
here
cal-DramaO (Opera), OP (Op¬ (Aston, World-Telegram; Atkinson, last week. There were four shows
sidy, Tribune; Harris, Daily News;
Times; Beckley,. Herald Tribune; on the boards. Only one, the hold¬
eretta).
Dettmer, American; Kogan, SunOther parenthetic, designations Coleman, Mirror; MeClain, Jour¬ over “Visit to a Small Planet,” with
Times); almost. $14,300 in; first
nal-American;
Watts,
Post)
and
one
seven performances:
. refer, respectively, to weeksplfiyed,
a
heavy
subscription
advance,
negative (Chapman, News). Over' played to substantial business at
Most Happy Fella, Blackstone
number of performances through
$20,500 for first six performances^; the Forrest, despite cancellation; of
(MD) (3d Wk) ($7; 1,425; $58,700)
last Saturday, top prices (where
Infernal Machine, Phoenix. (D) the Monday night performance.
(Robert Weede). Over'$31,000 on
two. prices are given* the higher, is
subscription week; previous week,
for Friday-Sdiurddy nights and the (3d wk; 24 p) ($4.60; 1,150; $29,392); “Who Was That Lady I Saw You
(June Havoc, John Kerr); Previous With?” slipped in its third tryout
$33,600.
lower for weekhights), number
week, $10,500; last week, around frame at the Shubert, whije “Blue
My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC)
Boston,
Feb.
25.
of seats, capacity gross and stars. $6,500. Closes March 9.
The Hub has one show this (16th wk) ($7; 2,100; $72,979).
Denim,” climbed slightly in its
Price includes 10% Federal and
second breakin stanza at the. Locust. week, the holdover “Much Ado About $70,100, previous week.
Closed
Last
Week
5% City tax, but grosses are net;
$72,600,
“Diary of Anne Frank,” at the About Nothing,” at the Shubert.
Cloud 7, Golden (C) (2d wk; 11 p)
i.e., exclusive of taxes.
The opening of “Jane Eyre” has
-. 1 -■———rr
($5.75-$6.35; 800; $26j)Q0) (Ralph Walnut; got off to a sad start in
Auntie Mame, Broadhurst (C) Meeker, Martha Scott). Previous 'the first round of a two-week re¬ been postponed , from tonight
f
(63d wk; 493 p). ($6.90; 1.214; week, $9,300 for first three per¬ turn run. Future bookings include (Tues.) to next Monday (3) because |U|0||f Kl(f /l /l«
$46,500MGreer Garson). Previous. formances and three previews; last “Long Day’s Journey Into. Night,” John Emery, who’s succeeded Errol 1*1^111
lu VI
week, $46,100; last week, over week, around $5,000. Closed last Locust, March 3; the tryout “Say, Flynn as star, is out ill with the
^
'
.
__ ^
Darling,” Shubert, March 4; “Back
$43,600.
Saturday
(22)
at
an
approximate
Bells Aire Ringing, Shubert (MC) loss of its entire- $88,000 invest-, to Methuselah.” Locust, March .17,
Future bookings include the
. |T|
IPTIVPir -•
.
“I l/vlIVvl) iiivi
(65th Wk); 516 p> ($8.05; 1,453; ment. .
and ‘‘Love Me Little,” Walnut, vaude offering, “International Soiree,” opening at the Wilbur next
$58,101) (Judy Holiday). Previous
March 24.
Compulsion, . Ambassador (D)
Monday (3) for one week; Aiheri_
week, $55,600; last week, over
Estimates for Last Week
(18th wk; 140 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,155;
can Ballet Theatre, opening at tfie
$52:300.
Blue benlm. Locust (2d wk) Shubert the same night, also for
-fn’n Bohinson, grossed, a
Body Beautiful, Broadway (MC) $36,260) (Frank Conroy, Roddy ($4.80;
$43,000). Moderate
<5th wk; 36 p) ($8.05; 1,900; $74,000). McDowell, Dean Stockwell). pre¬ $15,200;.1,580;
week; “Love Me ’Little,” Wil«l1? h™-ThS
previous week, $14,800;. one
bur, March 10, and “Diary of Anne
S.
Previous week, $35,000; last week, vious week, $28,000; last week, al¬ exited Saturday
(22) for New York Frank ” Wilhur Anril 7
drama took m $17,300 in three permost $30,000. Closed last Saturday
nearly $29,200.
formances Monday-Tuesday (17-18)
of Anhe Frank, Walnut Drank Wilbur April 7
Dark at the Top of the Stairs. (22) at an approximate loss. of. (D)Diary
Estimates for Last Week
at the Victoria, Kansas City, and
(1st
wk)
($4.80;
1,340;
$33,000)
$80,000
on
a
$120,000
investment.
Music Box (D) (12th, wk; 92 p)
Time for Sergeants, Colonial $24,80 0 in four performances
Day the Money Stopped, Belasco (Joseph Schildkraut). Return book¬ (C)No (4th
($5J5-$6.90; 1,010; $33,000): Pre¬
wk) ($4.40-$4.90; 1,500; Thursday-Saturday (20-22) at the
of the tourer opened last Feb.
vious week, $33,700, with parties; (D) (1st wk; 4 p) ($5.75; 1,037; ing
$38,958);
Over $28,300; previous Auditorium here.
17
to
unanimous
critical
applause.
last week, almost $32,400, with $31,582) (Richard Basehart). Opened (Murdock,. Inquirer; Gaghan, News; Week, $26,500. Exited Saturday
The play is cun-ent at the Biltlast
Thursday
(20)
to
unanimously
|
parties.
(22),
to
continue
tour. .
more Theatre* Los Angelas.
deSchauensee,
Bulletin);
weak
$12,Entertainer, Royale (CD) (2d wk; unfavorable reviews (Aston, World- i
Much Ado About Nothing, Shu■.
' ' ■'
:
holds this: week.
14 p) ($7.50; 1,050; $43,500) (Lau¬ Telegram; Atkinson* Times; Chap¬ 900;
to a Small Planet, Forrest
rence Olivier* George Relph, man* News; Coleman* Mirror; Kerr, CC)Visit
$50,100)
(Katharine
He(pburhh
(2d
wk)
($4.80;
1,760;
$35,000)
Brenda de Banzie, Joan Plowright). Herald Tribune; McClain, Joumal- (Cyril Ritchard). Over $25,000 on Nearly $29,800 on subscription and
• rt»
m
. m
i
Previous week, $35,500 for first six Aniericah; Watts, Post); almost subscription,.
In l.mCV irVOUt Vv66K!
with Monday night student discounts; ends tour here
performances and one preview" last: $12,500 for. first four performances performance cancelled
_
J .
\
,
;.
when Ritch¬ next Saturday (1).
and two previews. Closed last Sat¬
week, almost $43,700.
was unable to get here from
Fair Game, Longacre (Cl (16th urday (22) at an estimated loss of ard
New
York;
previous
week,
$29,500;
wk; 129 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,101; $32,- $80,000 on a $100,000 investment.
exited Saturday (22), to continue
000) (Sam Levene). Previous week,
Portofino, Adelphi (MC) (1st
(Pia aaa |1T r OITI7C
Errol Flynn exited his starring
$23,000; last week, almost $19,000. wk; 3 p) ($6.90-$8.05; 1,434; $50,000) tour*
III J ullLiu assignment in. “Master of ThornWho ..Was That Lady I Say You
Jamaica, imperial (MC) (17th wk; (Georges Guetary, Helen Gallagher, With?
1alt „
field” at the close of last week’s
(C)
(3d
wk)
($5.40;11,870;
132 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000) (Lena Robert,Strauss). Opened last Fri¬
(Peter Lind Hayes, Mary • Rack to Methuselah, costar- storniy engagement at the Shubert
Horne, Ricardo Montalban); As day (21)|to unanimous, pans (Aston, $45,000)
T^atre hereTThe gross) a miserable
Healy, Ray Walston). Dropped to 3
usual, $63,700.
World-Telegram; Atkinson, Times; $19,500;: previous week, $27,800; and Arthur Treacher, .grossed a $6f300 for seven performances, was
Lil Abner, St. James (MC) (67th Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror;
snappy $40 9Q0 last week in a five- less than the advance sale, the reexited
Saturday
(22)
for
New
York.
wk; 532 p) ($8.05; 1,615; $58,100). Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain,'
Sps
niavSn" with
SrtJh0ri?^Cpec
of numerous
refunds and
canPrevious week, $37,300; last week, Journal-American; Watts, Post); al¬
Dates flayed
grosses uSaA
listed sult
c llation
6f the Saturday
matinee,
over $34,700.?
parenthetically, were as follows:^ The show is scheduled to play Bosmost $8,00Q:for first three perform¬
Long Day’s Journey Into Night, ances.. Closed last' Saturday (22) at
One performance Monday (17), ton this week'
.
Hayes (D> (60th Wk; 362 p) ($6.90; an approximate loss of $225,000 on
Veteran’s Auditorium, Providence,
The Huntington Hartford-John
1,039; $30,000) (Fxedric March, a $230,000 investment.
R. L ($5,700); one ^performance p Mathews, adaptatioh of CharFlorence Eldrl'dge). Previous week,
Tunnel of Love, Beck (C) (52d
Tuesday (18), State, Portland, Me. iotte. Bronte’s novel, “Jane Eyre,”
San Francisco; Feb. 25.
$17,500; last week, over $15,900. wk; 417 p) ($5,75; 1,280; $33,000)
Noel Coward’s two comedies ($5,800); two performances Wed- ^jrew a unanimous panning from
Closes March 29.
(Johnny Carson, Marsha Hunt). (“Present Laughter” and “Nude nesday-Thursday (19-20), Hushnell the local critics. Wrangling in the
Look Back in Anger, Lyceum , Previous week, $8,900; last week, with Violin”) registered a sturdy Auditorium, Hartford ($15,800); cincy dailies between Flynn and
(D) (2.1st wk; 167 p) ($5.75;. 995; over $10,200, Exited last Saturday second week . at the Curran, but one. performance Fnday_(21), Klein Hartford over the quality of the
$26,400)
(Mary Ure. Kenneth (22) for Detroit, having netted ap¬ 20th week of Randolph Hale’s Memoria1 Auditorium, Bridgeport play is also figured to have hurt
Haighl. Previous week, $16,000; last proximately $120,000 thus; far, on Coast \er$ion^of “Tunnel of Love” ($4,600), and two performances business for the Courtney Burr (in
week, nearly $14,000.
a $60,000 investment, Larry Parks at the Alcazar was only tepid.
Saturday (22) Academy of Music, association. with Sterling Produce
Look Homeward, Angel, Barry¬ succeeded Carson late last week.
“Middle of the Night,” starring Brooklyn ($9,000).
tiqns) presentation.
more (D) (13th wk; 100 p). ($6.90;
Ed
w
a
r
d
G.
Robinson*
arrives
_ 7“—~
~
The reaction of the critics TeOpening This Week
1,076; $40,716) (Anthony Perkins,
March 10 at the Curran and Mar¬
Blue
Denim,
Playhouse
(D)
Jo Van Fleet, Hugh Griffith). Pre¬
cel
Marceau’s
one-man
show
opens
vious week, $40,700, with parties; ($5.75-$6:90; 996; $31,500). Barbara March 11 at the Geary. “Visit to
u^l^ lir 1 * hr some, however, who felt the doWnlast week* almpst $39,700, with Wolferman & James Hammerstein a Small Planet,” starring Cyril
noidoyer WCCR in ll.t. heat reviews were directed at.
presentation of Joshua Logan’s Ritchard; is set to open June 26 at
parties.
TToK o*
Flynn’s performance. Before leavWashington,
25.u i "**
Music Man, Majestic (MC) (10th production. of a play by James Leo the Geary. Pre-Broadway runs of
, > *
% Feb.
- itxWT
nig tuvvn, xxcuu.uj.u
uctiiucu to
iu
8*™*
Hartford ..declined,
Herlihy
and
William
Nobel;
pro-:
wk; 76 p) ($8,05; 1,626; $68,658).
“The Marriage?Go-Round,” costarductiorf
financed
at
$80,000,
cost
Previous week, $68,500 with parties; approximately $55,000 to bring in ring Charles Boyer and Claudette of.StHe'T^ad^
oiimhp/nT,3! naV'^T01131 bring a damage suit against the
last week,, nearly $68,900, with after an estimated $5,000 out-of- Colbert,. and “The Warm Penin¬ twow nicely* Costar Melvyn actor for public criticism of the
Julie Harris, are
parties.
-fKas 0UK
Qf ?ntire play* He was quoted as saying that
can .break even at sula,” starring
^th a ruptured blood ves- in/action ag£tist Flynn
be
My Fair Lady* Hellinger (MC) town loss;
for later this year.
$16,000 gross, and net about; scheduled
sel in the nose, Paul Ballantyne through Actoi-Q Fouitv(102d wk: 811 p) ($8.05; 1,551; around
Eestimates for Last Week
$31,500
at
capacity;
opens,
tomor¬
Nude with Violin-Present Laugh¬ honTgd’tir0UgIaL-is resting at his
$68,210) (Edward Mulhare, Salty row night (Thure.).
The cancelled Saturday matinee
ter, Curran. (2d wk) ($4.4b-$4.95;
Ann Houses). Steady at $69,200.
wee^ a?d the shows was attributed t0 Flynn being un1,758; $47,500) (Noel Coward).
^
opening* ongmally able to go on because of laryngitis,
Show is selling 20 balcony seats
Good $33,000; previous week $26,Off-Broadway Shows
^r t^gbt /Tu^s-). has The star, however, appeared for
at each performance to students at
70c a ticket.
Boy Friend, Downtown.. (1-25-58). 000 for. seven performances. De¬ been postponed until next Tuesday the evening performance. The proNew Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD)
•
duction* incidentally, is reverting
Brothers Karamazov* Gate (12- parts March 8 for Huntington
Hartford Theatre; Hollywood.
The Shubert, dark l£st week, re- to the title of the novel on which
(41st wk; 327 p) ($8.06-S9.20: 1,297; .6-57).
Tunnel uf Love* Alcazar. (20th lighted last night (Mon.) with a it’s based,
$59,085) (Gwen Verdon, Thelma
Clerambard, Rooftop (11-7-57);
wk) ($4.40; 1,147; $32,000) (Russell fortnight stand of “Visit to a Small
—:—----Ritter): Previous week, $40,800; last closes March 16.
week, almost.$35,700.
Courageous . One,
Greenwich Nype, William Bishop). So-so Planet,” starring Cyril Ritchard.
SCHEDULED N Y. OPENINGS
$9,200; previous week, $10,000. A return engagement. of “Auntie
Oh, Captain, Alvin (MC) (3d wk; Mews (1-26-58).
BROADWAY
23 p) ($8.35-$9.20; 1,331; $60,000).
Endgame, Cherry Lane (1-28-58). Scheduled to open in Los Angeles Mame,” this time the road com¬
(Theatres Set)
^
pany starring Constance Bennett,
Previous week, $58,900 with parties;
Enemy of the People, Province- Apri 17.
Who Wa# That Lady* Beck r3-3-58>.
also got underway last night at the
Waltz Toreadors*. Coronet (3-4-58).
last week, nearly* $54,000, with town (2-25-58).
Wonderful Town* Center (3r5-S8).
National. The advance on the com¬
parties. /
W
Garden District, York (1-7-58).
Intornational So|rea, Bijou (3-12-58)..
edy* in for a two-week run, was a
Romanoff and Juliet. Plymouth
King’s Standards, Blackfriars (2Methusaleh, Ambassador (3-26-58),
huge $52,000.
Say Darling* ANTA (4,3-58):
(C) (20tlt wk; 156 p) ($5.75-$6.25; 12-58).
Lbs. Angeles, Feb. 25.
Joyce Gronfoli (wk. 4/7-58):
1,062; $36,625) (Peter Ustinov).
Obligatto, Theatre Marquee. (2Estimate
for
Last
Week
Joyce . Grenfell’s
one-Woman
Oklahoma* Center (3-29-58):
Previous, week, $26,000; last week, 18-58).
Love Mo Little* Hayes (4-9-58).
show grossed a moderate $11,500
Waltz of the Toreadors, National
Visit* Lunt-Fontanne (4-14*58).
nearly $23,000.
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-25- in seven performances last week (D) (2d wk) ($4.95-$5.5Q; 1,667;
(Theatres Not Set)
Rope Dancers, Miller’s (D) (14th 55).
at the Huntington Hartford Thea¬ $38,000) (Betty Fields, Lili Darvas).
Plaintiff lit Pretty Hat (wk. 3-17-58).
wk: 109 p) ($5.75-36.90; 944; $27,Closed Last Week
tre:
Solid $29,000, bettering previous
Firstborn (4-29-58).
As You Like It, Hec-kscher (1-20- . “Middle of the Night,” starring week’s $26,300,
850) (Siobhan McKenna, Art Car¬
OFF-BROADWAY
ney). Previous week, $13,800; last 58).
Edward G. Robinson, begins a twoDark of Moon* Carnegie (2-28-58).
Children of Darkness, Circle (2-28-58).
week, nearly $10,700.
Iceman Cometh, Circle in the week run at the Biltmore Theatre
S. N. Behrman’s “The Cold Wind
Power of Dreams* Sullivan St. (3-4-58).
Sunrise at Campobello, Cort (D) . Square (5-8-56).
tonight (Tues.). The Hartford re¬ and the Warm” is scheduled for
Long Gallery, KNA (3-6-58).
(4th wk; 28 p) ($6,90; 1,155; $36,000) i Trial of Dmitri Karamazov, Jail kindles March 10 with Noel Cow¬ Broadway production next season. Stratford (Ont.) Co;, Phoenix (3-18-58).
ard’s “Present Laughter,” alter¬
(Ralph Bellamy). Previous week, j Hus (1-27-58).
rii£:ber‘
^ite?ead’
with
Harold
/
$35,200 on subscription; last week, 1 Winkelberg, Renata (1-14-58).
nating with “Nude With Violin.” Llurman as director.
1 Nouveau Monde, PhoeiUx (4-29-58).

‘Stoiy’ 54G, ‘Aniue’ 20^G, ‘Game' 19G,
Abner $34,700, ‘BeautiTiir $2930

Four-State Toor Pays
‘Sergeants’ Fat $36,800

Denim’ $15,200,

Hepburn, $29^00,
•Sgts.’ $28,300, Hub

I

KI

Thornfieid’ NG $6,300

‘METHlmiFmPY

COWARD HEALTHY 33G,
iOVE’ WEAK $9,200, S.F.

‘Waltz’ Tuneful $29,000
‘Waltz’Tuneful

Grenfell lliG in 7, L.A.

LEGITIMATE

KARrerr

Legit Followup
My Fair

Lady

(HELLINGER THEATRE, N Y.)
As it nears the two-year mark on
Broadway, even with replacements
in every leading part,: “My Fair
Lady” remains one of the top musicals of show biz history. It impresses again as a bnlliant work,
from the original G. B. Shaw comedy, “Pygmalion.” to Moss Hart’s
firm but deft direction of the now
extensively revised cast and even
to the immaculate scenery and
costumes.
But this is not inevitably, quite
the same show that enraptured
first-nighters back on March 15,
:1S56: The audiences, also inevitably, are not quite the same,
either. Everything has lost just a
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Washington's Opera Co.

Aiiatie Maine
(BROADHURST THEATRE)
-No' need to worry about ^Auntie'
Marne.
However Greer Garson’s
characterization may differ from or
be similar . to ..Rosalind Russell’s
signal,^Auntae Marne” remains
Auntie Marne.
.
The frenzied change of costumes
and wigs, demanded..erf the actress
endeavoring to get ^through the
evening as Auntie Marne never
intrudes on Miss Garson’s tanquility or spirited romping, whichever the scene may at the moment
demand. From strawberry blonde
and lounging pajam^ of the openmg cpcktaif pinty. to silver gray
and sari of the dose. Miss Garson
is m personal command of herself,

01 it replacement leads are **

Theatre Guild Strong in PhiDy

iviui

-

Delia Casa’s‘Ariadne’

HaIIjI fjica’c ‘AmiW’
V*®1
* A™0116
Washington, Feb. 25.
Opera Society of Washington,
capital’s infant music group, hit
the jackpot with its receiit threenight run of Richard Strauss’ infrequently
performed
“Ariadne
au^Sos " Take ™ the 1 500-^eat
Lisrier AudiSmWas a bell rine^
in4r
mg $16,000 with, house scaled from
$6
In its second season of local professional opera, effort seems to
have gotten off the ground, thanks
to support of musical and civic
leaders; plus good critical reception. “Ariadne” marked .first time

~

-

_.
. .having nno
Philadelphia, Feb.
25.
The
Guild is
is
{fcf““a“elpllia*
?eb- years
25.
The theatre
Theatre Guild
having one of its
most successful
here, financially as well as artistically. There is already a waiting
list of several hundred fnr
- ? ^
^ waitlng
list of several hundred for next season’s series, without evenYa
hint of as to wha? the rnm^L ^ ,f,n? ffS se£e,s’ ^?oui ^ve"\a
hint of as to what the coming year will offer. If localities had diffi¬
cultv^snaeeihe sea2^
t Wll.1?.ffer- If Iocabtl?® had difficulty
snaggmg
seats for £Slr
Guild shows
this season, ityWjTobibfy
it will probablV
~{%o?se
fSIre
tE"8 ^.season,
get worse before 2,???
it gets better'
better. There
There are
ate now
now 11,600
11,600 subscribers,
subscribers^
Which means
the
Guild
,
can
guarantee
an
incoming
producer $25means^the
an,
$25,000 per
00°
p?£ week
weuek for
*?r two weeks, before he even opens the boxoffice.
Gudd schedule was tough oh
on the public, since the roster inchided such smashes as “West Side Story’’“Look Homeward Ant?
el,” “The Musie Man”and “Suhrire at^Gampo^bellcT’Arwere^W
clean before the first curtain rose
Au were sold
Lewis D Cook th* pniHv
^
TT; organization
-• ... . ■ sells
4, . Sr
-v/iyittiutu
vuc ocat dUdltUV,
Hi^
afterL^ir’
theseat
scarcity,
His organization sells chair after chair, row after row, on the basis
of senioritvN? tfeketsS
ft - T’ °w thlbasis
of seniority. Np tickets are given to the
the agencies.
agencies. A
A subscriber
subscriber is
is
automatically entitled to /en®w
renew the
the same
s^e seats.
seats. The
The Guild
Guild takes
takes
the whole house,
for one row alloted to the producers of
t except
Xcept fof’
musicals^tto make up for the discount) and eight seats put aside
fuC^rD1?]i1\-^0r tbe bo.use* At the Forrest and Walnut St. Theatres
the Guild h?s everything downstairs every night up to the last four
rows, Cook said.
* **

Howes, brought from England to other than her screen personality, has a policy pf no resident com*
• r|._
succeed Julie Andrews as costar At the Broadhurst, she is an ac- pany and no stars.
Singers are
I Pltll KlfrC
with Edward Mulhare, who took tress of verve, style, chorus girl inked for each, production, with
ilt&ll l/llo
over months ago for Rex Harrison; bite, a comedienne of perfect tim- Paul Galloway, organist and choral
‘
.
George Alan Smtih, executive di-1
wil
having previously subbed for him jn§ and extraordinary
extraordihary energy. No director for National Cathedral,
di- also planning to co-produce with
during vacations and a couple of
Mrs. Mmiver
tins, and vive la acting as musical director. Day rector of the American Theatre Alfred Drake:
Drake, a musical tentatively
Miniver this,
tentative
' umerence. ^ ___
_ .. . Thorpe, music critic for Washing- Wing, who’s also a Variety
Happv Joumev.”
brief illnesses..
Vahiety re-1
re- titled.
titled, “The
“The-Happy
Journey ” T)
The
Other lead replacements .indlude
y Cass is still grviog her ton Eyen-ng Star; is g.m,
viewer (GeorJ, is doing the section tuner, which is planned for next
Reginaid Denny for Robert Coote
pfBo&well while
In its initial season, $56 of each on the t Broadway se^on for the season, has book and lyrics by
as Col. Pickering, Ronald Radd for Aunt
re Marne
while ,*l00!'.invested-bv
sted -bv £
erouP of 148 1958 “International Theatre An- Edward Eager.
v
J
A-untie
Mame s Boswell,.
Bosweg, while..
^•■eroub-of.'148-195?
Stanley Holloway as Mrr DboUttle. Polly Rowles as the now .be- ^nn^^w^ rptnr^pl ^nd to date nual<” edited by drama critic HarWalter Stan*#
Viola Roache for Cathleen Nesbitt cupped, now haughty actress, Rob- sponsors was returned, and to date 0m Hobson, of the London Sunday liJSrl-Xr*cas acquir6d !!}e
as Mrs Higgins and Robin Craven ert Smith as the Georgian with a there has been no public appeal Times
>
y legit rights to A Summer for the
for Christopher Hewitt as the Hun- penchant for high: places, Ann for funds. In addition to sponsors,
u ‘ * . _ - h , Q„_oo
Dead
a npvelette by James Leo
garian speech “expert ” There are Summers as his vexed fiancee, there are annual memberships at
th^°
®erUby* which the author will
numerous other changes in sup- Spivy as his mother, pace the large $5 each, and student memberships ductfon of “Th^Enfe^te^e/”He?Hh^Srnnprtbas another
nortina roles and choruses
cast m excellent support.. James at $3 per.
♦ha
♦
?erliby Pr°Perty on tap for proP Miss^ Howes a wellknowrt young Monks, as Auntie Marne’s oh-so_.
-_
!?■ ductl0n' also an adaptation by the
performer in London musicals, if grand gaelic. collaboratoroccasion^
M
V^nnrr
mIs^ Ai^he^im sh?s ana^lss
nf ^
“S£e
fine as EUza Doolittle. If lacking ally seems given to excess, even to Allline Mame FailCy
plLyi4 a Ldl iS thl pfodSion
♦S1%e£Son/
something of'lhe vocal clarity and the Point of aotaJaysMmgan- .
«AA .
nevKSu
15 titled “Crazy
and has never
been a stripper. °“ S2^ation
--V1-4y O^P(at Teast^in^her firsT feW* scenes) deret^dable, and the^ Connecticut ;
the positiveness of Miss Andrews, scene, as a whole, tends to be
^
7 The , amateur
nfrW rights to “Cloud
Mrs. Rose Subber has taken over
her singing is lovely and her play- Jaded.
.
;
Baltimore, Feb. 25.
^
folded on Broadway , last
J^Ldfe?'>-?lniS^a2Way
ast management
management of
of the
the Saul
Saul Subber
Subber
ing more varied, warmer and more . At the preformance seen last
“Auntie Mame,'? starring Con- ^^ayh^glJhi22n™ftf5ctc11
Ticket Agency, N.Y., founded and
emphatic in the key scenes. It re- Thursday (13), Kip McArdle.uh- stance Bennett, grossed a strong chased by the Dramatists Play operated for 47 years by her husmains to be seen whether she will derstudy Jor the part pf the Con-' $41,300 last week at the Ford’s
band, who died recently.. There
grow in the role and become'a star necticut deb, played the . ro^e, fill- Theatre here.
(sbn' Sain* Subbcr» ^ producer of
personality.
V
mg the bill nicely as so-bored _19The comedy is current at the the Shubert Theatre, New Haven,J“Dark at the Top of the Stairs.”
-Mulhare, with ample.timeJo de- year-old Jan. Handzlik and Ray National Theatre, Washington.
and regional, pressagent for the
Samuel French. Inc., has opened
velop in the top-starring part of Fulmer are both good as Auntie
__—• . .,
:
-American
Shakespeare
Festival: a new literary department under
Henry Higgins, gives a thoroughly Marne’s- ward, as boy and. yopng Jory’s <Cat> Elite $18,200
the direction of James Reach,
able performance both vocally and man respectively, and with opt
J
jS*!'bf_ ilfi?A musical version of Aldous
dramatically, without suggesting much to do but look like _an allFor Single Stanza, Det.^
'?* the esophagus and is un- Hu«.ley *s novel, “Brave . New
the style or the aura that made American girl, Patricia Jenkins
Detroit Feb 25
'tk! World/’ is planned for Broadway
Harrison the standout of the;show. .establishes-well.-“Tunnel of Love” starring Larrv Grace-New Haven Hospital. The production late next year by Jose
(Meanwhile; Harrison.
Apropos
McAydles stmt,
doctors claim?
he is responding
Quintero and EHiot Martin.
'(Meanwhile;
Hareisbn: Miss AnApropos. Mis
Mis..McAYdle’s,
stint,. p ^nn^of^ve. sUrring Larry footers
claim) :he
res,
dreAvs,
ine favorably to the
Christopher Fry has completed
dreWS Coote
Coote and
and Holloway
Holloway will
#iU all
all no- pnor annourtcement was^made ^ar^lea“aQ^^sna .niint, is twl
js treatmeid.
ta’sTnFi
recreate their
their original
original roles,m
roles-in the
the to the audience Sa
of the
substitiition,
weejf opening
0Deriihg tomorrow
tomorrow night
nisht (26)
(26) doinJ
o Bcv advance
Kellcy isom
his adaptation of Jean Giradoux’s
recreate
PlavMU
inserfl^ w
? San
workFrancisco
]
upcoming London production of and there was no Playbill inserf.
? P|^ for an indefinite
advanc^ P’ai
“Judith,” which Roger L. Stevens
the^nuisical.)011
Pr° UC 10n ° . ^ What has; happened
the tradi- ^
indefinite March 10
happened to-the
at the
tne Shubert
.indefinite
“Middle of the has under.
the
musical.)
atyne
^uperc for an vinaefinue
i0 opening of “Middli
Under Option.
option
*
Denny, as
as Biggin’s
Biggin’s
aider
and tional “at ^this^ performance
an- -fewhile,
ai^'eanwhile
Hot Tin
*
“Out
Country Club,” by
Tienny,
gigging aider
aider^ and
“Cat on
on a
^
^ the
“put of the Coufitry^lub.Denny,
‘ Meanwhile. “Cat
“Cat
on
a Hot
Tin 5.lght
S?gbt”
the Curran
Curran Theatre
‘
abetter in the Pygmalion.trahsfor- nouncement by the stage manager. j»Q0fV starring Victor Jory left
.
.
Speed Lamkin and Eva. Wolas, has
mation, makes the character hot An actors life.-bemg what 1^ is, town-after a very strong week at * Ge^a|dme Brooks. actress-daugh- been optioned for. Broadway prech,.kw
T,.
_. ier
iw: ui
piez James sentation by John Stlx and Theomerely pompous and rather dense, suen
such acKnowie
acknowledgement, is an imit Vas Yhe s^ond
& dlouiu
Bro5ks vuaiume
C°St^me VTezJ?mes
credit.
Geor.
-g?^ ^a^^ntne esacona• [ E.
but downright fatuous and a bit portant credit,
E- Stroock
stro®ck and
“<• designer Bianca
Blanca dore Kheel.
to^ the Coast last
Ken Baskette, formerly manager
prissy — the difference between
—r——
liams ^iay^in^uccessiv’e11 vears WU' Stroock planed
planed: to
nams play im successive years.
week
to visit
visit the
the parents
parents of
of 0f the Grand Theatre, London,
week to
satire and caricature. Ronald Radd
k t her prospective husband, Herbert
is superb as blissfully amoral
jUlllfc
?AD&S1?SfSt- Sargent, a writer lor the Steve
Alfred P. Doolittle,, lacking somefFigures
deh<
(Figures denote
opening dates)
thing of Holloway’s swaggering in¬
Si snnT^rv ?b€f it wL°/ o?50* Allen tv show, whom she'll marry
liftlnh
(Vlctqr Jory). Stout. March $.
8. Her
Her sister,Gloriastroock,
sister, Gloria Stroock,
Former London actor and Canadividuality, but having an amusL<
LONDON
i_ si,,
liilfn of tha
AllAn series
«orip« diHi- diari touring manager Leslie Yeb
At Drop of Hat,
Fortune (l-24 57>.
is
the wife
the Allen
ing, attractive flavor of his own.
A»
Ha
iBells Ringing, Coliseum (11-14-57).
rector, Leonard Stern.
has
become manager of the AveCraven is magnificently British as
eoy^Frienow:
Boy Friend. Wyndham'S (12-1-53). ,
, Gene Frankel has been set as nue Theatre, a stock operation in
the Hungarian interloper.
Bride &
& Bacheic
Bachelor. Duchess (12-19-56)
u 1115 uuwnp
director of the Seven Arts Theatre Toronto.
Cat on Hot.
Tin Roof, Comedf f1-30,58).
Miss Roache, who took Over;
Cat.on
Hot.Tin
•Dear Delinquent, Aldwych (6-5-57).
(Feb. 2i-March 9)
Academy of the Seven Arts Center,
Kermit Bloomgarden’s proposed
months ago from Miss Nesbitt as
banner
wit^Fa'
Dinner With
Family, New 02-10-57)..
.Auntie Mame (2d Co;) (Constance Ben- N, Y,
Mrs. Higgins, seems slightly more
or"
Rot/white
Dry Rot.
Whitehall m-31-54):
netti—NaUonai* _ Wash.
Wash0 )(2«0inStance
t
^
Broadway production of George W.
nett)—National.
(24-8t.
^ BeU:
rhH.Innk.r
Haymarket 01-2157).
relaxed and subtle than in retroFlowering Cherry,
chen
Back to Methuselah (u^out) (Tyrone
■-Ffy’s Verse drama, Campbell’s novel, “Cry for Happy,”
Free As Air, Savoy (6-6-57).
Power, Taye .Emerson, Arthur Treacher)
The Firstborn,” is planned for will be a musical rather than a
spect, but John Michael King, coh©rib
Me ^lrGoa
Grab Me.
a Gondola, Lyric (12-26-56). .
tinukig in his original role of the
Happiest Mill., <
Cambridge 01-15-57).
oftbAwoSc Aud ’ Gteerfsboro^'^NG^f^s)- Roadway production next April by straight comedy. Burton Lane has
Keep Your Ha,,r
Hair On, Apollo (2-13-58)..
foolishly susceptible Freddie EynsMunicipal Aud.,''Ghariottfe. ’n:c. (26)1 Katharine Cornell find Roger L. been set as composer and Morton
Lady at Wheel, Westminster (2-19-58).
Municipal Aud., Columbia, s.c.
(27); Stevens. The actress will also co- Da Costa as director.
:
fprd-Hill, has become excessively
Lysi^t?itay
v^rk (2-18-58).
Lysistrata, York's
mannered. Philippa Bevans, ReLovebirds, Adel
Adelphi 4-20-57).
BrS H?uU w?m?neitoft c' qiS ^tar
in
the presentation with
Lillian and Dorothy Gish will be
Mousetrap, Amj
Ambassadors (11-25-52).
gina Wallace, Gordon Dilworth,
ter.gNorfoik. Va. (4); G^ss5iemoriai‘Aud°. Anthony Qnayle, who’ll double as ccstarred
In. “Children’s Play*New Crazy. Gang, Vic. Pal. 02-18-56)
house,” Richard Wilbur’s English
Rod McLennan, find Olive Reevespaddle
Paddle <J«nGCa
OWn Canoe, Criterion 02-4-57). Lynchburg, va. (5); Lyric. Baito (6-7); director.
De. .pari
Paris, Wales (4-20-57).
Smith arC convincing: in supportPiaisirs De
VAR®Y JaS^^'sef ateviewed
T. S. Eliot’s “The Elder States- version of Jean Sannent’s Parisian.
Potting Shed, G
Globe (2-5-58).
ing parts:
Potting^
Gat on 1 Hoi Tin Roof (Victor Jory)— man” will be preemed Aug. 25-30 success, which the Playwrights Co.,
Rape of Belt; PlcadiUy (12-12-57).
?‘My Fair Lady” sti» relies on a
m
Piayhouse. wumingtoh by Henry Sherek at the Edinburgh Byant Haliday and Michael Wager,
Repertory, Old Vic (9-18-57).
Phoenix (9-25-57).
sort of continuous charm father
Roar Like a . Dove,
bo'
a^ij:
. ; udi* Bochester International Festival, E. Martin Plan for Broadway early next fall*
S^lad Days. VaudeviUe (8-5-54).
than sock moments or numbers,
«K.d,.Du^i
• Damn Yankees—Ford's, Baito (25-26); Browne will direct the offering,
Leon and Harlan Ware’s “Man
•Share My LeHuce, Garrick: (9-25-57).
but familiarity has enhanced the
Touch of Sun!)
Sun, SaviUe 0-31-58).
Canton* aPe
iA^d*’
Cole Porter has had another op- ?,n a Stick,” recently presented at
Lovo, Majesty's 02-3-57),
appeal of such Alan . Jay Lemer
Tunnel of Love,
p3)f Rey^oids ^d! wfnston-£ilS (4? eration performed on his right leg, the Pqsaderia (Cal.) Playhouse with
Where's Charley, Palace (2-20-58).
and Frederick Loewe song hits as
City Township Aud.. coiumbia (5); Memo/ which he injured in a horseback- stuart Irwin starring, Is planned
^Transferred..
ri^i Aud., spartenburg (6); Tower, Atlanta riding accident in 1937.
for Broadway production next
“Wouldn’t It Be Loverly,” “With a
schedul
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Hunter's Moon, Wint.. Gar«fi (2-26-5$).
Little Bit of Luck,” “I’m an OrdinHunters
Diary of Anno Frank (Joseph Scbiid- : “Jamaica’’ will suspend: its season by Shepard Tranbe. Also
Touch It Light, Strand (24S7-58).
ary Man,” Just Jou Wait,” -‘The
2B&'W»
toauti-^wainuf. pfaiiiy (24-D; Ford's, Baito Broadway run during July to per- contemplated prior to the New
School, Princes (3-4-58).
V .
Ram m Spain ’ (the nearest thing
closed
CLOSED LAST WEEK
tiiappiost Mniiohaira nvait/r
mit costar Lena Horne to take her YoIk stand is is a strawhat tour.
Sailor Beware, Strand
(2-16-55).
to an audience stampeder), “I
f
Harris.
Chi cffi?)
<Walter Pld«eon>- contractual vacation.
George Abbott will direct the
Ha7riT^*q«T,r*contractual
vacation" " "
r
l,n,
rt.i . ,
« .
A T»_3___,
..
.
llinm
C
V—nT-11 1.
Could Have . Danced All Night.”
r
Boston
A Broadway production of Ed- Abram S. Ginnes - Ira Wallach
ON TOUR
TTnho
noue.
... Brass Butterfly
Kuthrflw
^e^titiir^arf^f ¥hyVnf1^^*,58’ ward Owen Marsh’s translation of
(Continued on page 61)
Chalk Garden '
Long Day's journey into Night (2d* Co.) J®sh Anouilh’s “Dinner With the
?
Cupid Is an I
SiS^S^' st* Louls FamUy,” which preemed in London
Deserf SOng ..
D'Oyly Carte Opera
Love Me Little (tryoutZ-^Shubert. New
PlSO^Cd by Robert
Double Cross
Haven (5^).
/• ”
oeri? wew Whitehead for next season.
House By the Lake
(24?/**' “*r€i*u~TGreat Northern,. Chi
Alexander H. Cohen, who has reNo Way to KIM
MERVYN NELSON
Peter Pan
Mlddie of the .Night (Edward G. Robin- Pushed his option on Guy BolSailor Beware
Dlfector, Zlegfleld Follies
so?.)7l?Bt.Iilore’ L-a. (25-8).
ton s Fireworks in the Sun,” has
Sample Spyman
Limited Class
ttiSv
Happy
F«!la-Biackstone.
chi acquired the legit rights to “A
Time and Again
Verdictv Much Ado About Nothing (Katharine ^.esser Lion,” a new noVel by Lane
THEATRE STUDIO of N. Y.
Waltz of the Toreadors
<*<>***•
Kauffmamv scheduled for Febru- :
353 Wost 48th St., Now York, PL 7*380
Women of Twilight
, Jkffi
“y pubUcatlon by Xippincott. He's 1
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^
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British Shows

Tounng Shows

MUSICAL COMEDY
TECHNIQUE CLASS

Air Conditioned

CARNEGIE
RECITAL HALL
Available for Theatrical Productions
July, August, September
_ _
Circle 7-1350

No Tima for Seratantc risrv *
Howard Aud., Ruston, La. (24); Municipal
AUd^, Stoeveport (25-26); Music Hall.
Houston (27-1); White Coliseum. CoUege
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director
MANAGING DIRECTOR
Cincinnati Summer Playhouse

w^ coward>^urram S,F^(243,)*UBhf,r
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ClhClIHlOtl SumiTlGr PlOVllOUSO

Grove (Fla.)

(«)!
Hmit)—shubert, Det. «M).Pa^ s* Marsha

I

*f-Theatr#
Theotr* In th»
tho Round going into Its
its 4th year
year noods
netds topnotch
to handlo complete operation. Advieo
Advise all
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W^fw-to.licindlg
dll
particular*
particulars including date
data of availability, financiat re¬
refluirements,
Now York Interview ar¬
ar«
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waged. Write AL
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Douglas CrawfordSparks
Legit Touring ‘Circuit’ In Pennsylvania Towus |
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Kararnazov,5’ after 32 perform¬
ances. The; combined loss on both
ventures is figured at around $22,000. The non commercial project,
also off-Broadway/ was the N. Y.
Buffalo, Feb. 25.
Melody Fair has returned slights City Shakespeare Festival play se¬
Viking Vexes Angna Enters
t “Wagpn Train” will become a
ly over 100% of its investment on ries, which: ended last Saturday. . A new limited touring circuit :
Angna Enters, whose “First Per- (Pocket Book series starting with
its .1957 summer operation, Proj¬ The Closing production was "As . has been, organized in Pennsyl-!i
You Like It.”
'
; son Plural” was published in 19^7 [ “.Wagon Master” in March, and
ect, capitalized as a limited part¬
yariia and Delaware. It’s a project j
The two; mony.emakers were split of Crawford Associates, a firm1i by Stackpole and is. still in use in j/‘The Scout” in October, Publisher
nership, had a season gross of
colleges for reference and as a sort ! makes it clear that these will not
$450,000 and operating profit, in¬ between Broadway and off’-Broad- formed last January in Reading,. of textbook, is concerned over the ; be rewrites. of the tv scripts but
cluding parking, programs, etc., of way. The. Main Stem entry: was. Pa., by Douglas Crawford, who was i! publication by Viking of a new 1.originals with character arid at$94,000.
I! “Tunnel of Love,” which exited previously assocaited with Playboy; book of the same title, by Dagmar Imosphere “derived” from “Wagon.
Melody Fair group is currently (: Sunday for a Detroit booking after magazine
Godowsky, daughter . of composer ! Train.” Robert Turner is authoring
advertising auditions of local talent a 52-week New York run. The comCrawford has lined up a string Leopold Godowsky. She is particu¬ ! series.
for the 1958. local productions and } edy has thus far earned an approx- of theatres in various Pennsylvania I larly worried because her own new \ Frank Gruber, who’s been scriptfor Toronto Music Fair, under i imate $120,000 profit on a $60,000 cities and Wilmington, Del, for the! book, “Artist’s Life,” to be pub- . ing the tv series, “Tales of Wells
same management.
[• investment.. The off-Broadway en-! booking of legit shows on a split-I lished.in June by Goward-McCann,- ! Fargo” on NBC-TV, will do a Banwill be a sequel to her “First Per¬ jtam paperback based on the video
! try, which also closed Sunday, was | week basis. The first entry to play
son. Plural” arid will include a i story. Bantam plans an extensive
“Iceman . Cometh.” . The profit on j the circuit will be the Stage &
reissue of it as a kind of preface. • promotion campaign with a dethe production, which racked up I Arena Guild of America package
Miss Enters, known as an actress, ! tailed “Read the Rook-See the TV
565 performances, hasri't been de- j of "Vievv From the Bridge,” star¬ .mime and painter as well as an au¬
i Series” kit.
Continued from, page 59.^,, termined yet, according to a man¬ ring Luther Adler. It’s scheduled thor, has been advised by attorneys
to begin a two-week hike March 17 that book titles are not covered
agement representative.:
trezevant To Chi Sun-Times
in
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.
Say Darling
by ,copyright, but is considering
lirick Trezevant, who worked i
Productions scheduled: to follow \ legal action on some other possible
Show is elaborately designed as
public relations for National Assn,
“Yiew”
include
the
.
current
tour-1
grounds.
*
to number Of scenes l18). It’s an
of: Broadcasters until Feb, 15, has
ing edition of; “Damn Yankees” f
intricate job. of tracks, and revolv¬
- joined the Chicago Sun-Times as
and the upcoming second road
Scripps League Adds
ing tables on: a raised stage. Cos¬
Sunday editor and overseer of fea¬
mS Continued froin page’ 60
company of “Auntie Marne/’ Both
Sale of two newspapers, at an tures Vice Emmett Dedmori, who
tumes and lighting get a colorful
price;
to
Scripts recently was upped to managing
play and physical production as a comedy,,. "Drink to Me O nly” shows are booked by Broadway undisclosed
whole is commendable!
Scheduled for ' Broadway produc¬ Theatre Alliance. Crawford is also League brings League’s total dailies editor,
Burrows scripting-staging dual tion early next October by George conteiriplating booking strawhat to 12 and gives small-town chain
Trezevant had been managing
assignment is probably: on top of Ross, in association with John Rob¬ into the theatres and possibly try¬ its first two properties in Cal¬ }
editor of Collier’s at the time of
the problems to this point, but has ert Lloyd:
outs, which would be produced by. ifornia.
Estate of late- Earl J. Fenston ■ the magazine’s demise.
lie still, got problems!
Bone.
Tom Pattefson, founder and. his firm'in partnership with.Froplanning consultarit for the Strat-. mann Associates, the outfit’s new sold the Hanford Sentinel arid The
CHATTER
Santa Maria Times to League. |
ford (Ont.) Shakespearean Festival,; York representative.
Two benllemen Of
Chain also operates papers at !
Irving T. Marsh and Edward
ha? been granted a three-month
Crawford’s staff includes veeVerona
leave of absence 'from the Festival pees Moylan C. Mills and Robert Provo and Logan,-Utah, Bozeman i Ehre edited “Best Sport Stories—
arid Kalispel, Mont.; Coeur d’Alene, ; 1958,” A panorama of the ’57 sports
Toronto, Feb. 17.
to act as coordinator of the Festi¬
Seymour, professional director of (Caldwell, Nampa and Pocatello, ( year, for Dutton, publication in
, Stratford; (Ontario) Shakespearean Fes¬
tival presentation of ..comedy by-WUliam val of the West Indian Arts ' in the Harrisburg (Pa.) Community
Idaho, The Dalles, Ore., and Flag¬ June.
Shakespeare. Staged by Michael Langham; Trinidad.
sets and, costumes, Tanya Moiseiwitsch;.
staff, Ariz.
“Song of Norway” will be given Theatre.
“Gay Canadian Rogues: Swind¬
lighting. William Dale; . music, Louis an al fresco revival-at. the Jones
lers. Golddiggers & Spies” is title
Applebaum; dances, Tom Brown. At Royal
Alexandra Theatre, Toronto,' Feb. 17; '58; Beach (N.Y.); Marine Theatre be¬
• American Heritage’s Sister Mag : of new book by Liberty’s editor,
$4.50 top.
..
ginning next June 19.
American Heritage, the history ’ Frank Rasky, to be published in
Valentine
. .. Eric House
Frederick March and Florence
periodical, is “seriously” mulling a I March by Thomas Nelson & Sons,
Protheus
-- Lloyd Bochncr
Speed.,..v.Douglas Rain Eldridge, costars of the Broadway
sister mag on the arts, culture and (' Emelie Tolley, formerly fabrics
Julia
. ......
Ann Morrish production of "Long Day’s Journey
such. AH figures “it is time to set coordinator of the Celanese Corp.
Lucetta
......... ^.....:.. Helen Burns
Gina
Guardi
Carlos
&
Yvonne
the. rumormongers straight,” since of America, named fabrics editor
Sir Eglamour
, Eric' Christmas Irito Night,” which closes March Martha -Errole
Syd .Stanley . Ore
Antonio. .......-. ,....,. George.McGowan. 24. will repeat their roles in the Walter Nye Ore
Saris. Souei
reports on the companion piece of Seventeen mag. Prior to joining
Panthino
. Powys Thomas Eugene O’Neill drama at the; Edin¬
Lufcern*
Dick HaU
have been flying, and editorial Celanese; she was with Glamour
.SilviaT..... Diana. Maddox
Havana Mardi Graa
Freddy Calo Ore
Thurio
Eric Barry burgh Festival and in London, Diosa' Costello
director Joseph J. Thorndike Jr. and McCall’s.
Saxony
Launce
..........i.
Bruno Gerussi where their stay Will be. limited , to Milt's Velarde
Geisha Girl: Revue
said it is planning to publish the
Duke of MilanDouglas. CampbeU four
Jack Robertson, onetime show
Ming &. Ling
months. r The . Edinburgh Don Casino
new magazine in September, “if. scribe of Glasgow Evening News
Hostess ..
,-. ...... . Amelia Hall
Tonia. Flores
Toy.
&
Wing
..
Lrsula
..:;; Roberta MaxweU opening, skedded for Sept. 8; will Tony & Francella Florence Ahn
we receive favorable reaction to a and formerly editor of Evening
Brigands, . ladies, singers, officers, Jbt preceded by a week’s tune-up Juan Romero
Tony Toyada
test announcement we just mailed News and of Sunday Chronicle,
sailors, flunkeys.
Tong Bros. .
in Newcastle, Eng., beginning Sept. David Tyler.: Ore
to 100,000-people.”
Ore
Kabouki Dncrs.
London, named new editor of Sun¬
1. The London stand is slated to LuiS Varona
Malayan
. Tentative moniker for the new day Mail, Glasgow weekly. He has
Ruth WallisWhy the Stratford (Ontario) start Sept. 18.
Pete Petersen 3
Charles & Faye
periodical, which would appear recently, been writing pillar in that
Shakespeare. Festival has chosen
Bhama
Mama
Henry
Levene
Ore.
Cameron. Mitchell will play the
either
bi-monthly
or
quarterly;
is
Calypso
Revue
;
Sevilla
“Two Gentlemen or Verona” as its Yul Brynneir role in Edwin Lester’s
sheet.
Murray Franklin's
Don Rickies
Horizon, and like AH, , it’ll be hard¬
first touring show. But the revival San Francisco and Los Angeles Terry
Haven
Allen Churchill appraises “Park
Bobby Sherwood
cover (sans advertising); No sub¬
does explain the reluctance of most Civic Light Opera production of Dick Havillahd
Dolores Leigh
Row” via a Rinehart book < March
scription
price
is
set
yet.
Danny
Rogers'
Pete
Brady
3
other producers to present this “King arid I” next.summer. Also on
publication) when that under-theSnuffy MiUer
Marty' Franklin
Shakespearean comedy.
Bob: Senneft '
Brooklyn Bridge site was New
the CLO program will be “Most Roy Sedley
Linda Bishop
Alaska Highway’s Changeover
Murrj A Ruth
The play has been assessed as Happy Fella.”
York’s newspaper row. Same firm
Sue Lawton:
Shelborno
Alaska Highway News got a new bringing out Hollywood scripts**
file first romance in the English
Samuel
Beckett’s
"Endgame” Eddie Bernard'
CappieUos .'
publisher and, policy this month. Charles Grayson’s " novel about
Nautilus
Leonard Young
language, notable for its fairy tale has been banned in. Britain by the
Paul Gray
Len Dawson Ore
Vancouver adman Dan Murray, Spanish bullfighting titled “Arena,”
spontaneity. . The latter quality is Lord Chamberlain..
Marion Colby
Lord Flea Calypso
longtime .with O’Brien Advertising due in June.
missing in. the. current production,
Howard Fast’s dramatization, of
as production chief, has taken over
in and the heavy, humorless per¬ his own novel, "The Unvaiithe Britisfr/Columbia northland’s
formances.
guished,” has been optioned for
Harolds Club
Chuckles
Fort
St, Jhhri 16-page weekly,
Broadway
production
by
Joseph
M;
The only new note, struck by
Phyllis Inez
MapeS: Skyroont
which reports the affairs around
.
>
.
Knox & Korral
stager Michael Langham and de¬ Hyman.
Kay Martin ,
the first leg of,; the highway, from
Marcia A Misters
Sylvia Sidney has been signed 4 Lovers
signer Tanya Moiseiwitich, is the
:. Harrah's
Elliott A "Lawrence Margaret Lally Murray, his mother.
Continued from page 59 —
changing of the play to the color-1 by the producing firrii of Bowden, Debra Hayes 5
Riverside
The newspaper will add eight pages
Kay Starr
ful Regency period rather than the Barr arid Bullock , to star in a sec¬ Jan Stewart 3
and apply for a radio station li¬
Modernaires
Porlofino
Elizabethan era.. That allows for ond road company of “Auntie Mafalda
Holiday
Starlets
cense
this
spring.
Town
of
3,500
sible for this feeble presentation.
bright blues and crimson in. the ! Marne,” to get underway in mid- Kinston Trio
Bill Clifford Ore
has neither radio nor tv, and can Not only is he credited with writ¬
costuming, plus such scenes as the April.
.
receive onlyKIROj Settle, he said. ing the book and most of the lyrics
Legit pressagent Reginald Denarchery contest, a GainsbofoughSAN FRANCISCO
.. MuiTay’s mother, 80 in August, for the offering, but he’s a’so the
1 ike outdoors painting session and enholz, who’ll handle radio-tv pub¬ :. Ann's 440 Club
Earl Fat ha Hines.
founded the Alaska Highway News producer. His true achievement is
the ball, all eye-filling stage»pict licity for the: upcoming Madison Patsy KeUy
Ore
iii 1944, when; though wartime. in having lined up approximately
Muggsy Spanier
tures—done on a proscenium rtage Square Garden, NY,, ystand of the: Inez. Torres
Hungry "I
Fort St. John area was depressed 90 backers to put up $230,000.‘A
Bros. .
rather than the Stratford com- Ringlirig Bros. Barrium & Bailey MarshBackstage
Don Adains
by reason of its isolation.
panys
tradition!
theatre-in-the- Circus, leaves NY. today (Wed.) Joanne Berettasubstantial hunk of that coi was
Gateway Singers
Bemard
Bragg
Jo
Ryder
round—but is not sufficient to for Sarasota, Fla.,' to visit the
raised on the Coast.
Blackhawk
Tom O’Horgan
carry the comedy.
circus’ winter quarters and o:o. re¬ LaVerne
-.. Geo. Opperiheimer’s Book
The tuner, localed in a small
Jack's Waterfront
Baker
Playwright-critic George Oppen- Italian resort town (“Portofino”),
- Easy Street .
Ernestine Anderson
The original five acts: and 20 hearsals of the new edition being
Memry Midgett
Murphy Ore
heimer is finishing his “Theatre j hinges on an inconsequential and
scenes have been cut by Langham prepared for the scheduled six? Turk Fade's
Pat Paulsen
II
Lovers’ Scrapbook” (tentative title) j iricohesive situation involving auto
to two acts, this involving mainly week Garden run, beginning April Frank Wells
- Jazz Showcase
for Viking publication.
Paul Bley 4
a plum-draped exterior with ele¬ 2. Hers due back in N.Y., March 3 Mel Young| racing, romance and an emissary
Preps .
Purple Onion
It’s an al fresco anthology of the. of the devil. There’s nothing in
gant stage levels and a balcony after stopovers in Havana arid Mi¬ Four
Fairmont Hotel.
Lil Greenwood
theatre, including quotes from the book; lyrics (some also w’ritten
for the elopement. The Langham ami.
Lou Gottlieb
Johnny. Mathis
Huntington
Hartford
Produc¬
Jim
Shaw’s
Puppets
E.
Heckscher
Ore
other
writings
on
the
theatre.
Outreatment lets the audience out at
by Sheldon Harnick) or music
345 Club
Gay M's
tions, Inc., has been officially re¬ Bee, . Ray
periheimer is currently drama /composed by Louis Bellson and
10:45.
A Ray K. Jeannie Johnson .
named Bermuda Sales Corp.
critic, of Long Island Newsday.
Allen Cole
Goman
Will Irwin) of value. Some color¬
. The title roles.are played as love¬
Dorothy
Dotben
Joy
Healy
Dncra
6
Jackie Warner has been, set for
ful “Festa” costumes by Michael
sick swains by Lloyd. Bochner and
Ders-aO) .
Wally .Rose Ore
a role in -‘Packaged in Paris/’
Book on Censorship
Travis and a picturesque set by
Alex Dtisbin Ore
Hangover
Eric House. Their ladies in waiting
Marvin Krouse is general man¬
... ‘’Catholic Viewpoint ori Censor¬ Wolfgang Roth are about the only
are acted by Ann Morrish as Julia
ager of the new Palm Beach (Fla.).
ship” .appears March 20 under Hanr commendable features.
. and Diana Maddox, as Silvia.
Musicarnival.
over House. cover. Tome, which ap¬
There’s little the performers can
Two of the principal laugh-get¬
Harold Loeb, who headed his
pends opposition statements by do with the material. Some, how¬
ters are Douglas Rain as Valen¬ own talent agency, has joined
American Civil (Liberties Union ever, show better than others. Of
tine’s servant, Speed,. and Bruno Peter Witt Associates.
-'
Continued from page 57 —^—^ and from' Halper’s wherein John the costarring trio, for instance,.
Gerussi as Launce, the henchman
N. C. Hunter’s ‘‘A Touch of the
of the/ other hapless gentleman of Sun,” which opened last'Jail. 31 at prombtiorial angles, including a 1 Fischer’s anti-Catholic censorship | Robert Strauss fares worse in the
Verona. Also outstanding! in per¬ the Saville Theatre, London, has spread , of guest shots oil tv: for article' appeared, was written by (dual, role of a. padre and devil’s
Harold.. C.- Gardirier, S.J., literary ! agent (possibly because two parts
formance and the wearing of the been optione’d for Broadway pro¬
various members of the show’s editor of America.
instead of one is double jeopardy)
Regency costumes, are Douglas duction by Roger L. ■Stevens,
cast. . Regarding the newspapers,
It inquires into the-roles of the
Campbell as the Duke of Milan and
The adaptation of Dostoievsky’s Goodman has been taking scat¬ National Legion of Decency arid = than do Georges Guetary and
Powis Thomas the unsuccessful “The Possessed,” which, French
[ Helen. Gallagher as the unconvinetered run-of-the-paper ads, cover¬ the film classifications. The Na¬ irig romantic leads.
lover.
playwright-Albert Camus has been
v Langham has evidently taken preparing, some time, may. be pro¬ ing, (besides the draina pages,'the tional Office for Decent Literature
The show, reportedly, underwent
sports
page,: the woman’s, page, in. the field of books and mags, and: ; a thorough “doctoring” before
considerable delight in. his direcr duced simultaneously iri New York
tibn- as has Miss Moiseiwitich ih and Paris next season. The Broad¬ the tv page and in the N. Y. Times, into the Index of Prohibited Books. j Broadway opening.. If the patient
her sets and costumes, but the play way production is planned by Lil¬ page 2.
* was dead on arrival, it was ap‘Watch Your Language’.
The ad-publicity tab on the first
is laborpus. A poor start for the lian Heilman and Lester Ost^rman
I parently a hopeless case. .Opening
Theodore.
M.
Bernstein,
assistant
initial road tour of the Stratford Jr.
full
week
of
the
show’s
Broadway
night there was also some confu¬
v
Festival, particularly for the sched¬
Sidney Sheldon, currently-under rutt .was around $11,000, dropping managing director, of N: Y. Times,: sion as to when the first act was to
uled Broadway invasion.
contract to Paramount as a pro- to aibout .$10,500, the second will* have his “Watch Your Lan¬ end, with the program providing no
McStay.
ducers-writer-director,
plans
to stanza and $5,000 on each of the guage” iri bookstalls. some time in assistance whatsoever on that score.
make his bow as a Broadway pro¬ subsequent frarnes. Of adrpub- May. Published by Channel Press, . Ney, as producer, lifted the clos¬
ducer next season with "The Gypsy licity expense, only $2,500 is in¬ it’s an outgrowth of the “Winners ing notice on the production after
King,” the teinporary title of a mu¬ cluded in the production’s weekly and Sinners” sheet he edits for the being quoted that he would “leave
sical, for which he wrote the book. operating costs. Any profit:on op¬ Tiines in which he gives kudos and it up to the cast” to determine
Leonard Gersbe, having taken erations is being poured back into brickbats to staffers. “Watch Your whether the show should be
Language,” with illustrations, will brought to New York. That was a
;■
i Continued from pace 57
over the assignment originally the promotion fund.
reveal right way with (words from decision that should have been
held
by Alfred Bester, is working
after three performances, lost an
. , The show, which has had a clos¬ as-like to who-whom.
made on a managerial level arid to
estimated $225,000 on a $230,000 in¬ on the . legittuner adaptation of ing notice posted since shortly
the best interests of all concerned
“Destry Rides Again.”
vestment (including 15% overcall).
with, the production. It does not
Jule Styne has purchased, the after its opening, slipped to $29,200.
TV Westerns as Paperbacks
This two off-Broadway f olderoos, rights to Edmund G. Love’s book, last week after grossing between
Current tv westerns are winding help talent to be seen in such
Jess.
which closed last Sunday (23), "Subways Are for Sleeping”;which $33,700 and $35,000 the prior three up as . original paperbacks, a-hew circumstances.
(Closed Saturday (22) after
were “Winkelberg ” after 48 per¬ he intends, producing on. Broadway firames and $25,000 on the - first trend iri publishing circles.
The
NBC-TV
production
of three performances.)
J four performances.;
formances, and ‘Trial of Dmitri I as a musical.

BUFFALO MUSIC TENT
PAYS OFF OVER 100%

Literati

Shows Out of Town

j

Legit Bits

Variety Bills

Shows on B?way

‘Body Beautiful*

( Four Loss Shows
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ta, Barney Balabah’s old hideaway.
Lily Pons took Desert Hot Springs
treatment before going on the road..
Barney Gerard back at his desert
hacienda, first visit since last May.
Joel McCrea and Frances Dee
tried La Paz for a rest from smog.
Patti Page featured at Jimmy
McHugh’s Golden Nugget ball for
charity;
Master of Foxhounds Dan Dailey
couldn’t lead his annual hunt. Sore
throat.. But Wild Bill Elliott and
Howard Hurwith were in the chase.
Bobby Garcia claimed 1*700 mem¬
bers for his “social” club outside
town limits but when the sheriff
said he’d clink even kibitzers no¬
body showed up for opening.

Hollywood

RIAMA. First pic would he Rebate
CasteUani’s “Via dlle. Mantellate.”
Elizabeth Taylor continues to
W. Left Wilder back from Hol¬
(COVent Garden 0135/6/7)
Margrit Weber, SwiSs pianist, confirm that she’ll retire after fin¬
land.
Impresario Maurice . Winniek to
arrives March 2 for tour.
ishing her next two pix: “Cat on a
Earl Revoir in from N. Y. to at¬
Sol Hurok, the perennial talent Hot Tin Roof” and “Don Quixote.” N.Y: over the weekend.for tv dis¬
tend AA meetings.
Scout, oil this week for 11 countries Todd reportedly has postponed cussions andprogramviewing.
Noel Coppleman broke two ribs
Constance Cox’s tv adaptation of
including Sweden and Denmark.
in tumble.
plans for. a Spanish visit ttf seek
Larry Lansburgh back from three
Soviet limousines conspicuous locations on the Cervantes project. J. B. Priestley’s “Angel Pavement”
months in Argentina..
outside Carnegie. Hall Sunday (23)
Marisa Allasio back, from her being Considered as a pic.
when Russian virtuso Leonid Ko¬ U.S. “Seven Hills of Rome;” Says
James H. Hines joined Jess Rank
Frank Ungrow, vice prez of WestAssociates as full partner.
gan fiddled.
she had several offers, is interested, rex, following London confabs, with
Lou Boutin returned to TP A as
The L. Wolfe Gilberts and the in two: a Marlon Brando pic; and co-toppers, headed for similar hud¬
account exec for western divAsion.
Abe Olmans going on a joint trip another item with Robert Mitchum dles bn the Continent.
Anita
Ekberg will do personals
of the Continent and Israel, sail¬ entitled'“The Angry Hills.’’ Locally
Critics’ Circle feted Reg Whitley;
with Bob Hope, to bally “Holiday
ing April 2 on the Queen Elizabeth. she goes into “Venice; the Moon, retired lpng-serVice. film, critic of
in Paris.” ..:
and
You”
next.
the
Daily.
Mirror,
at
a
recent
Thea¬
MCA veepee David A- (Sonny)
Art Linldetter named special
Sam Zimbalist, William Wyler tre Club luncheon.
Werblin back at his. desk after
U S. rep to Brussels World’s Fair
being bedded almost a month with here briefly to o.o. ^ “Ben Hur’>
Eleanor Drew and Jean. Bayless
by State Dept.
preparations before heading back draw femme leads in “School,” new
a virus and flu attack.
Bruce Bennett joined Futura
. After prolonged bout of sub-teen to, Hollywood. Wyler who will be musical. bowing ; at the Princes,
Productions as ftctdr-director-diatemps one of the radio stations back in about six weeks, has taken March 4.
log coach.
By Forrest Duke
making like the robins already a house near Appian Way to be
Robert Parker, manager of the
Fred Brisklri elected to Executive .
(DUdley 2-6100)
; tweeped very gaily* “25 tonight- near studio for the six month grind, Savoy, Exeter, was: liamed A.B.C’s' !
Committee of United Nations Assn,
oh the Metro project.
sunny and warm!"
Dr. Paul Schneider of N. Y. play¬ of L. A.
champion manager for 1957 and
ing tennis daily with Riviera star
was guested. at a luncheon.
Earl Rettig hericeforth will oper¬
Theo Gannon; yet Ad Row exec
ate out of Hollywood for California
last with Weintraub-that-was-agen-r
faberace will top first two-week Ginger Rogers.
Cy, is now resident in Miami Beach
Ted McMichael of the FlamingOL’s National Productions. ,
bill in a new Palladium variety sea¬
Phil Gersdorf remains in Europe
and heads exec committee, of Com- , Hilton Hotels . Corp. has optioned son on April 7- Jerry Lewis is. Merry Macs had his Mom Gertrude
a squate block two streets away
rnunity Concert Assn, there.
up from Burbank to celebrate her to flack “John Paul Jones” for War¬
topper starting April 21.
ner Bros*
It’s Rolf Liebermann, not Lau¬ from Union Square as the site of a
Tessie O^Shea to tour in the 76th’birthday.
Designer Haul Bass copped 10
rence as erratumed in Variety item hew 1,000-room, $23,000,000 hotel Peggy Mount role iii “Sailor Be¬
Phyllis Paul, former Tropicariary
awards in 13th arinual Western
about his “School for Wives” be¬ here,.
ware;” Tour starts at Hanley March . who was a big click when Louis
Jack Erickson, Northern Cali¬ 17, and is Scheduled ‘ for 16-20 Prima called her up to . sing , one Advertising and Editorial Art coin-,
ing the vogue in Europe after a sopetition.
fornia manager for 20th-Fox,. pre¬
what career in U, S. pperatics.
night, is now managed by Lou
Weeks.
Samuel Goldwyn and ^ Jack L.
National Cartoonists Society’s sented the Catholic Entertainment
Michael Anderson, who directed Irwin.
Warner named honorary co-chair¬
Guild a print of “Queen Elizabeth”
annual “Reuben” award will be
“Yangtse Incident" and “Around . Marlene Dietrich, Ginger Rogers. men of 1958 United Jewish Welfare
(1911)
on
behalf
of
the
studio.
made at the Waldorf-Astoria on
Print will start Guild’s; historical the World,” signed an exclusive Lucille Ball, Frank Siriatra arid Fund film. division.,
Tuesday, April 22. The award is
long term contract for Assodated- Julius LaRosa ringsiding at the . Edward Lawrence off to Europe
film library.
;
named in honor of Rube Goldberg.
same time duririg the Louis Prima- to prepi pub-exploitation on Metro’s
British;
;.
Booking mixup for Frisco Opera.
Alexandra Danilova received 7th
David Lowe, Scottish marrket Keely Smith shindig at.the Sahara. “Reluctant Debutante” and “The
House forced Ballet Russe to take
annual Capezio Dance .Award. It’s,
gardener,
appointed
independent
Aaron Weisberg, one of' the Journey,” both set for Continental
its Feb. 18 performance to Berke^
been a year of many sentimental
ley Community Theatre. Concor¬ member of the Cinematograph Sands owners, who also has an irir lensing.7
salutes to this vet “ballerina absoASC kudosed winners of George
dia Choir had lock on Opera House Films Council. Appointment runs terest in the Koko Club in Phoenix,
luto” who made her legit debut in
booked Jerry Lewis in there for a Eastman Awards, including Wil¬
and*. despite promoter Bill King’s till Sept I960. ,
“Oh Captai 1”
pleading* elders of Lutheran EberiDouble Celebration at the Savoy. five-dayer, to be followed by Frank liam Daniels, George Folsey, Hal
Mohr, J. Peverell Marley, James
Met’s Martha . Lipton will repeat ezer Church wouldn’t give it up.
“Free As Air” chalked up its 300th j Sinatra.
Worig Howe, John Seitz, Harold
the Augusta role in. “Ballad of Baby
performance and Vincent Charles,
Rosson, Arthur Edeson, Charles
Doe” which she originated at Cen¬
in the cast, celebrated his 500th
Rosher, Lee Gariries.
tral City, Colorado. It’s opening
stage performance;
Leon Ames, prexy of Screen
item
in
Ford-financed
special
Ronald
Jeans’
new . comedy,
Actors Guild, and Edmund Hart¬
spring season of folk operas at N.Y.
“Double Take,” has been sold for
Continued from page 18 'issssi man, Writers Guild of America,
City Center.
■
j- Continned from page 3 ssjs. production in Berlin* Vienna. The
West, prexy, recently attended na¬
Awards in the 10th annual Cana¬
Hague and Amsterdam within 19 motion; pictures and launching the
dian Film Awards competition will profit margin on the depressed days of its completion. France,. Palace Theatre in Brooklyn. After tional conference on “The Foreign
Aspects of U. S. National. Security”
likely be made sometime in May, gross.
Scandinavia and Italy also angling selling this house at a profit, he in Washington, D. C.
Measures taken by the com¬
according to one of the sponsors,
for rights. No production is yet set became manager of the William
the Canadian Film Institute. Num¬ panies to lower expenditures in for U.K.
:
Fox -Theatre at 110th St. and
ber of entries has doubled over the the States and abroad in part have
Broadway in Manhattan. Later, he
contributed to raising the net-toprevious competition.
managed theatres in Jamaica, St;.
/ (Delaware 74984)
BevHilis Hotel .prexy Hernando gross ratio. At Warner Bros.* for
Louis, Denver and Detroit, also
(and his Marcella) Court right instance, the 1955 gross was $76,working for the KiplarrGoldman
Harmoriicats playing Colomb
By Lary; SoHoway
It (1755 Calais Dr7; Union 5;5389) circuit.
something of a social casualty fol¬ 991,000 and the ratio 5.2%.
Club nabe nitery on the south side*
lowing a 10-day hospitality whirl dropped to 3.7% in 1955 though
King Christian and Princess
After he joined Loew’s, he re¬
The Gary Coopers due here on
fu Gotham by friends and col¬ the gross rose to $77,419,000. In
opened the Aldine, Pittsburgh, Abiiia ankled Blue Angel calypso
leagues. Off to Florida, for a week, 1957, the gross went up further to way to Havana,
turning it into a money-making show.
,
Young • and Rubicam promotion house for the first time. He also
thence Mexico City and- home.
$80,279,000 and the ratio also rose
Chicago Community Theatre do¬
T. J. Mclnemey leaving the to 4.2%. At 20th-Fox, the busi¬ rep Mike Davidson at the Ameri¬ supervised the building of. Loew’s ing “Sign of Jonah” :ai WGN's
cana.
Broadway Assn., as managing di¬ ness volume also has marched up
State, St. Louis, and managed the¬ studio auditorium,.
rector to join the Greater N. Y, steadily, from $115,715,000 in 1954 ' Jerry. Lewis skies in March 2 for atres for the. Loew circuit in Toledo
■' Marjorie .Fullmer,
ex-Chicago
Safety Council, being replaced by to $120*807,000. in 1955 and finally United Jewish Appeal dinner key¬ and . Dayton.
^
Daily News, joined. State Street
Godfrey Stamm, formerly exec sec¬ $122,251,000 in 1956. The ratio of noter appearance.
Iri 1929, Nicholas M. Schenck, Council as associate: director of
retary
of Downtown Brooklyn net to gross was a high 6.8% in
Helen Gahigan Douglas at the then Loew’s prexy, put Sidney in publicity;
..
Assn. Grover M. Moscowitz. son of
1954* then dropped; to 4.9%. of the Algiers, as is Metopera conductor charge of stage presentations for
Osborne Smith, orietiriie member
late Federal Judge Moscowitz, exec
Emerson Buckley.
the eritire chai w In that capacity,
veepee of Downtown Brooklyn following year and went up a
of “Porgy and Bess” cast, playing
Carillon hotel dropped regular he became assistant to Col. Edward
Assn., has taken over Stamm's minor .01% in 1956. The 1957 fig¬
two nights a week at Dante’s In¬
weekly show policy for its Club A.. Schiller,.director of the circuit. ferno;'
ures for 20th aren’t in as yet.
relieving
singer Frank
duties.
The statistics prove the: fallacy Siam and switched to one-nighters; Later, still under Schiller* he took D’Rorie.
Variety Paris correspondent;
over
operation
of
all
Loew’s
thea¬
Dick Havilland to New York
Tom Curtiss — he’s also drama in the thinking of those who aim
French consulate hosted; cocktail
tres
dfitside
of
New
York.
Follow¬
Critic' and editor of the Paris edi¬ for volume without keeping a Cor¬ again, for m0re tv-film work in Nat ing ^his, he was put in charge of party for Marcel Marceau prior to
tion of the
Y. Herald Tribune- responding eye on. costs and other Hiken’s “Magnificent Montague.”
stage presentations at the Capitol opening at Great Northern. Jacques.
in town On his annual midseason factors. They explain the desire,
Eddie Shaffer, the coinic, still Theatre, N. Y. flagship of the. en¬ Restaurant later, tossed an -afterO.o. of the Broadway show scene, now . gradually being; translated, bedded at Mt. Sinai hospital after
theatxe supper.
tire chain during that era.
family visits (his mother is per¬ into action, to cut overhead as ticker trouble hit him, two weeks
Gossipers of three daily gazettes,
With the advent of sound, Sid¬
haps the longest consecutive resi¬ drastically as possible. Without Ac¬ ago:
Irv Kupcinet, Herb Lyon and Tony.
ney,
in
associatiqri
with
Major
Ed¬
dent of the Waldorf Towers) and,
Seville hotel reopened its long
tually impairing efficiency. Some
ward Bowes, produced some short Weitzel, subjecting themselves to
of course,- his traditional reunion; j
closed
Matador
Room
with
Don
feel that there is a good deal more
subjects in N. Y. and made the first probings by a p.r. panel at Pub¬
with longtime pal and mentor
room left for moves in that direc-. Rickies featured and Bobby Sher¬ musical synchronizations for Metro licity Club luncheon.
George Jean Nathan.
wood. .
Gate of Horn, folksong niteiy,
Joseph B. Rosen; Universal’s tion, though it’s readily acknowl¬
N. ..Y- Mirror’s Lee Mortimer films. In 1934, he was assigned to
N. Y. branch manager,- elected edged, of course, that the cost back for a stay at the Eden Roc, radio operations and took charge augmenting its show policy With
president of Cinema Lodge of . B’nai curve alone is but a contributing where
Beldefi
(Rancho Vegas) of Loew’s N,. Y. indie, WHN (now flamenco dancers Paco Amaya
WMGM), and expanded it irito a (brother of. Carmen) and Teresa^
B’rith, he succeeds Robert K. Sha¬ factor and other considerations, Katleman is long-terming it.
piro, managing director of the Par¬ such as the tax structure, loans,
Necessitated a new stage.
•'
Pre-Broadway tryout of British 50,000-watt station.
amount.
Installation of officers diversification expenditures,; etc., play: “Plaintiff In A Pretty Hat”
The Buttery in Ambassador
At the studio in 1939,. Sidney
will be held at an industry-wide also enter the pmfure.
Hotel*
which
hasn’t
used
enter¬
produced
Metro’s
weekly
“Good
liow; at Palm Beach Playhouse;
luncheon April 1 at the Hotel. SlierNext stop for the Glyniis Johns- News” radio show, arid later su¬ tainment for several years, resuriied
atortrAstor. Named veepees were
Hiigh Williams co-starrer is Coco¬ pervised the studio’s operations in with local chirper Rita Raines and
David Picker, Sol Rissner, Maurice
radio, later television. In more re¬ D’Lacy gypsy orch.
nut. Grove Playhouse here.
B;. Leschin, Irving Brown* Joseph
Bob Scobey, whose Frisco Jazz
Tony Martin heads for Havana cent. years* before his retirement,
Margolies, Milt Livingston* Norman
Capri following his current two he. participated in all policy meet¬ Band : ,is currently at Preview
Robbins, Nat Rudich and Jack sss; Continued froln page 2
weeker at the Fontainebleau’s La- ings at the studio. In 1951, he was Lounge, settling his family in Chi¬
Weissman. Jack. H. Hoff berg and
Rori.de.
Marlene Dietrich being named to the studio’s four-man cago subtirb and henceforth will
Abe Dickstein were reelected treas¬ and attorneys Bernard G. Segal pagedto play a week in the plush- executive committee,, others at the work out of the Windy City.
urer and secretary respectively.
and Morton J. Witofsky, plus ! e;ry beginning 4th, with Frank Sin¬ time being former studio, head
Comic .Lenny Collyer toplining
Sacks.
.
•
atra’s one framer on: the 11th al¬ Dote Schkry, E. J. Mannix and Ben new show at suburban Lincolnwood
,
jSacks • left no specific. bequests ready sold out for all dinner shows; Thau.
Inn,, which has changed its name
inasmuch as his primary concern a record here*
Surviving Sidney are his widow, from Hucksters’ Lincolnwood. Ann
at the time the will was; drawn was
By Robert F. Hawkins
former actress Hazel Mooney, to Henry held over from last show.
Geraldine Kay brought in. by
(Foreign Press Chib; tel. 135 906) the well-being of liis mother. The
whom he had been married for 42
Mario Lanza laid up in local remainder of. the family can draw1
years; arid son George, the Colum¬ Goodman (Museum) Theatre for
clinic with what’s termed “phle¬ oil. the estate’s income if in need
bia producer-director; His broth¬ lead in “Great Catherine,’.’ half of
By A. P. Scully
bitis.” said to be consequence of at any time. Upon the death of
er, George Sidney, the comedian, the current George Bernard Shaw
(Fairview A 1828)
double feature. Oilier production
treatment for infected tooth on Mrs. Sacks, the income is. to go to
died in 1945,
Jhck Dempsey’s legs bothering
is “Man of Destiny.”
European concert tour.
his three sisters and brother, him.
Chi Variety Club incepting a se¬
Kurt Ungers being partied here nieces and nephews. Estate com¬
Wayne King relaxing around
ries of luncheons saluting various
along with Myron Karlins. Unger
prises stocks, bonds, various in-, town.
'.'•••
show biz arts. First one, March 6,
moves to London and new UA post,
Page Cavanaugh Trio back at
toasts principals in current legit
while Karlin takes over former’s vestments Which included several
shows here. Shindig to be at Am¬
job as head of. the Italian UA setup. legit shows and - oil ventures, and Desert Inn.
—
■ Continued from page 2
Bing Crosby new •Thiinderbird
bassador East’s Sarah Siddona
Jeoffrey Horne slated to arrive cash. At the time of the filing .of
over the original to avoid scandal Walk. .
.
here soon to prep his role in De- the will, estate was listed at “in golf champ,'
Desi ATnazls party for Boys Club at Court.
Goodman Theatre inaugurated
Laurentiis Prods, tentatively titled excess of $20,000” but estimates
much as $250,000. An netted $17,000;
“The Tempest,” which Alberto run to
Attitude of the prominent royal new series of special lectures. Lead
Villagers
Weeping
crocodile
tears
Lattuada directs. Van Heflin due accounting of the estate is expect¬
fariiily has long been considered a off guester was Dr. Elemer Nagy,
soon too for .same pic.
, ed to be filed in about six months. oyer Florida snows. .
major obstacle to producers plan- opera desigrier and director. UnBiltmpre. pool featuring a mirik
Duilio Coletti back from Barce¬
During his lifetime,. Sacks set
ning a Goya film epic in Spain and coming speakers are playwright Jo¬
chaise
lounge
cover
yet.
lona, where he just finished shoots up the Harry Sacks .Memorial
Escriva-Faraldo
screenplay is first seph Kramm, critic Erie Bentley,
ing “Italians | Are Crazy” with Vic¬ Project (named after his late fath¬ ; Ginriy Simms recovered enough to' be authorized.
and critic Harold Clurman.
tor McLaglen and an international er) at the Einstein Medical Cen¬ to play her out-ofrtown dates.
Herb Rogers, producer of Tent-|
They go fast. Joe Frisco was at
Also unusual, is action of Madrid house and Music Theatres iri High*s
cast. Next could be new version of ter, dedicated , primarily to the
producer Aspa in clearing hfe land Park, dividing his time bei
the Christopher Columbus story. study of blood diseases. Project La Paz only three Weeks ago.
Jeapette
MacDonald
and
Gene
[ Goya property with the Direpcion tween Chi and New York untlj1
Producer Angelo Rizzoli, Cur¬
was given substantial support dur-. Raymond. at Shadow Mountain.
General de Cine, government of- strawhat season begins. He. sold
rently involved in court case with
Arthur Lake and femme around I fice conceding shooting permits, his winter stock theatre in Palm
Gina Lollobrigida, said contemplat¬ ing Sacks’ lifetime. Funds for this
well, in advance of possible produc¬ Springs, Calif, to director Michael
ing a production link with Giuseppe charity are separate and apart Aunt Marion Davies’ Desert Inn.
William Dieterle trying La Quin- tion plans..
Amato to form a new company. from the remainder of the estate.
Ferrell.
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OBUtJARIES
AL LICHTMAN
A1 Lichtman, 70, vet in the; pro¬
duction-distribution field, died: at
his home in Los Angeles Feb. 20,
He had been in poor health for
some time, but had been active
producing “The Young'Lions” for
20th-Fox. Picture was completed
just before-he died;
Detailed story in picture section.

one time headed his. own troupe on
a. tour of South Africa, Australia
and New Zealand.. Most recently
he had been, playing as a continiiling character in the “Topper” telei pix series.. On the motion picture
screen he. was best fcnown for. his
portrayels of bankers, politicians
and business men.
Surviving is his wife.

P'SftttTY
Ford, died Feb. 19 in Washington
after several]years’, illness. In addi¬
tion to her husband, she is sur¬
vived by a daughter.
. Enoch N. Frederickson, 69, re¬
tired exec, died Feb. 18 in Chicago.
He . had headed, his own Chi agency,
in. the ’30s and then worked. .13
years for Leo Burnett Co. Two
daughters and a son survive.
. John E. Ross,, shipper for RKO
Teleradio Service in Albany, died
of a heart attack Feb.. 19 in that,
city. Surviving, are his. Wife, moth¬
er, six sisters and three brothers.

63
dits have been uncommonly genial.;
In the boxscore, the yeas by far
outweigh the nays, as overall the
four watchdogs tallied IS raves
against eight pans and 10 affirma¬
tives to five so-sos. This'does not
include two additional raves for
Ruth Nelson in followup reviews
of “Long Day’s Journey,” when she
replaced Fay Bainter, who was ;
stricken with pneumonia, j
While the critics’ panegyrics are
credited •with having kept the Eu¬
gene O’Neill drama alive, not to
say profitable, the unanimous ap¬
proval of . “Separate Tables” failed
tq touch off a hoxoffic.e. run. Neither
did . negative opinion noticeably
hurt ‘’Happiest Millionaire” or
“Most Happy Fella*” so again:
there’s no meariiring a critic’s in¬
fluence.
Chi had five houses lit concur¬
rently for nearly two months, the
only. legiter not tried being the
Stiidebaker, whose capacity is the
smallest in town, But with “Com¬
pulsion” cancelled after a promised
start, the Erlanger now is Indefi¬
nitely dark for the first; time since
Oct. 14.: Great Northern goes dark
When Marcel Marceau leaves March
8, and the Biackstone has nothing
waiting. tb follow “Most Happy*
Fella.” Only.: house, sure of staying
lit inte the. summer is the Shubert,
.where- “My Fair Lady” is moored.

Maria Schell
Continued from pace. 2
that Miss Schell’s “sweet smile
masks a shrewd business sense.”
•The Schell Smile was very much
in evidence last week when the
actress met the Press in the Metro
executive dining room. During toe
Simple but effectively-staged visit,
MiSs Schell took oh all comers
with the exception of the fellow
who Wanted her views on the ‘sum¬
mit. meeting and disarmament. She
proved herself one of the most
literate and volatile interviewees
reporters remembered meeting.
Among other things. Miss Schell
took issue with the . Time Maga¬
zine article on her, which had
been extremely critical. She said
it had been “very much , on toe
surface” arid that she had been un¬
happy with it. Asked about her
reaction to the “exodus” of Ger¬
man film, stars, the actress said
that she . planned to make pictures
for the German industry in the
future.

Edward Hope Coffey, 62, screen¬
LOUIS K. SIDNEY
|
ROGER STEARNS
Louis
Sidney, 03, ex-Loew s;
Roger Stearns, 56, nitery. pianist, writer and former New York hews-,
theatre and film studio, exec, died former club. Owner and legit actor, paperman, died. Feb: 23 in Holly¬
Feb. 22 in Hollywood.
, died Feb. 20 in Cleveland from a wood* His son survives.
Details in1 Picture, section.:
I heart, attack. Keyboard entertainer,
-—-—fwho.was working at Cleveland, Airr - . Nathan Brown, former owner of.
RtCHARD L. MEALAND
j Pori’s Sk)-Chef cocktail.; room at the Sunset and Columbia Theatres
imDallas, died Feb.. 16 in that.city.
Richard L. Mealand, 53, former
hls, 0d0ea$». Pwned.and oper.
Survived by his Wife, and daughter.
managing director, of Paramount j
-urUbTTn NeNV ^ork
British Productions and author and j.durtng^Wotid- War IL
^
Mrs. Helene Barere, 64, pianist,
magazine editor, died at. his home ‘
era Stearns also; toured
died Feb. 19 in New York. She was
in Old Lyme, Conn., Feb, 22.
ba;f|S wlS* KHha™\e CT the Widow of Pianist Simon Barere.
Mealand resigned the film coni■
Barretts- of Wirnpole
pany post in 1956 due to illness [ Street m addition tp appearing m ;Her son survives,
and an unsuccessful operation, re-j?,everal Ethel Merman musicals,
Gaston Ravel, 80, a . pioneer in
turning to Old Lyme, to resume ] ?0^? in! -linku ^’
^*v^e
writing. His associates reported he i de^ef |n. architecture from Yale the French film industry, died Feb!
suffered a form of cancer beyond :
shifted to music--as a Career, 23 in Nice, France. He was active
“It’s important, not to leave
medical help
Stearns, a. bachelor, is survived. in the production of over 85 films.
home
completely,”
said
Miss;
Borri in Greenfield; Mass,: Mea- by; a brother, sister, nephew and a
Schell, who describes herself as a
Kenneth Tattoh, 27, engineer for
land graduated from the u: of. ?ieceSwiss. “It's no good to become so
San
Francisco
radio
station
KOBY,
Pennsylvania and followed this1
international that one loses one’s
was killed Feb. 11 in an auto acci¬
leo j; McCarthy
with various newspaper assign¬
own national identity.’ Her next
ments, including work on the Paris
Leo J. McCarthy, 63, veteran film dent hear Castro Valley, Cal.
American film will he “Hangman's
edition, of the. New York Herald- exhibitor, and distributor,. died Feb,
Karola Jovanonic, 78, of the
Tree” for Warner’ Bros. She’ll coTribune,
22 in Los Angeles, after a long ill¬
Staatsoper in. Viehna, died recently
He was the author of three pub¬ ness;.'
S=S5 Continued from mice 2 sssss . star with Gary Cooper.
lished novels, the first being "Let . He entered the film industry in in The Austrian capital.
Asked her reaction to her own
Johnston, president of the Motion performance in “Brothers Kara¬
Me Do the. Talking,” which fo¬ 1919, when he became branch man¬
Leslie Walsh, 61, pianist at the
cussed on a literary agent, in 1947. ager for the A. H. Blank, enter¬
Picture'Assn, of America. Show mazov” Miss Schell regretfully de¬
“The First Person,” which \vas prises. Later he was salesman for: Hippodrome. Theatre, Birmingham,
“I haven’t seen the’film
biz was well represented at-the clined.
about a syndicated columnist, ap¬ First. National, Fox* Republic and Eng., died recently in that city*
conference, the turnout including yet,” she explained.
peared in 1950. The third, “Holi¬ PRC films.
Isidor. Philipp, 94, pianist, com¬ BCA’s Gen. David Sarnoff, CBS1'
day, from God,” is to be published
McCarthy was also a longtime
next fall. In .addition he wrote associate of Elmer Rhoden's in the poser and noted teacher, died Feb,.
Dr. Frank StAnton, John Daly (rep-.
MARRIAGES
dozens of short stories for. the , Fox-Midwest Corp. He also was at 20 in Paris.
resenting AB-PT’s Leonard H.
utional. magazines. One of. these,; one time distribution vicepresident
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hegner, son.
Father, 75. of tv. actor*Richard jSoldensoh), Danny Kaye, City In-'
“Always Leave Them Laughing,” for the now defunct PRC. films,
New York, Feb* 17. Father is a
w hich was printed in Collier’s, was
/.
Simmons, died Feb, 16 in Ingle¬ vestment topper Robert W. Dowl-!
pressagent;. mother is ex-dancer
wood, Cal.
expanded by^ Mealand and Max
MARGUERITE SNOW
ing, Loew*s Theatres prexy Leopold Lilli Boitel.
a”dS0Vl V*Warners for
Marguerite Snow; 69, Silent pic-.
Friedman, Theatre Owners of
Dori Anne Grey to Stuart Phil¬
$3o.OOO as a vehicle , for. Milton j ture ^actress, died of. kidney com-:
America chieftain Ernest G. Stell- | lips, New York, Feb. 23. Bride is
„^bls
plications Feb. 17 in Hollywood,
ihgs and Samuel G. Engel, Ed¬ a singer; he’s a composer-arranger.
Tl)re Thl j °| ®roa.dway;
1 One of the top. stars of early films,
mund Hartmann and Leon Ames,:
Jacqueline Durant to . Joel LayMealand, following newspaper•} she appeared in pictures produced
respectively * of the kin, Las Vegas, Feb. 16. Bride’s a
■ Continued from page l’ss presidents
“brk, jmned Cosmopolitan mi an , tiy Taflnhausergiid ..the old Metro
Screen. Producers Guild, Screen tv actress, daughter oMolly O’Day
editorial capacity, was editor in studio: She never made a talking
chief in London of Nash’s Pall picture, having retired in the early tries for the mutual reduction of Writers Guild and Screen Actors. and Jack Durant*
Guild:
Mall Magazine and associate editor ’20s. She once was. wed to the late tariffs.
Roslyn Fink to Gerald J. Barre,
of Good Housekeeping.
James Cruze.
New York, Feb. 15. Bride is sec¬
Since they are. unique American
In 1939 he became Par’s pastern
Surviving is her husband, actor
retary to Fred Hyman, assistant
industries
in
their
dependence
on
story editor and five, years later Neely Edwards.
treasurer of Associated Artists Pro¬
switched to the Hollywood studio
foreign revenue and on 'the main¬
ductions; he’s an attorney;
as; head of the story and writing
tenance of a free, flow of films to
JUTTA WOLF
Margery Clarke to Robert Har¬
Continued from; pace 3 ssss;
departments. He retired to FairJu.tta Wolf, 33; actress Was. found ail parts of the world, the compan¬
low, Vancouver, Fehgfl. He’s direc¬
field; Conn., in 1948 to write and
dead in her New York apartment,
is like an armed camp, Only with¬ tor of radio, with Canadian Broad¬
in 1951 went' back to the film cor¬
Feb. 24. The police listed the death: ies realize that both the mutual aid out the trumpets blaring.
casting Corporation, there.
poration. as managing director of
as . caused by an apparent overdose program and the reciprocal trade
Pattie Beckwith to Seymour
British productions and general
On one side is the musicians, on
of. sleeping tablets; pending an: act work to their benefit.
“Red” Lewis, : Antioch, Cal., Jan.
company, rep in Europe. In addi¬
autopsy. Her last legit appearance
.There are, -of course, no duties the other, the film producers. Both 26. Bride’s a singer; lie’s on the
tion to heading production in Eng¬
land he was in charge of acquiring was. last:. season in - an off-Broad- of consequence on. the Importation factions observing each other cau¬ road with Four Canucks.
talent, and story properties on the way production, of James Joyce’s of motion pictures: from abroad. tiously*: suspiciously, but yet with
Anrie.Donkle to Hugh Aspinwall, ,
“Exiles:”
_Qn the other hand, should the Con¬
Continent.
Her husband, legit stage manager gress refuse to extend the recipro¬ respect as tb the next one’s moves. Chicago, Feb. 19. He’s radio an- ^
Surviving are his widow, Marie;
nouncer on WTTN, Watertown,
Daniel
S.
Broun
survives.
a. daughter, Mrs. Scot Leavitt of
cal trade program, the American The music makers feel they are I Wis.* and former Chi CBS staffer
Hong Kong; his mother, -Mrs.. Ar¬
film industry—being conspicuous right in their demand for a new from 1929-31.“
JOHNNIE EVANS
thur Mealand of Cleveland, two
via its drain on foreign dollar re¬
Elizabeth Moran to John Lane,
Johnnie Evans, 59, manager Of serves—might well' feel the siting contract: with plus benefits, and the
brothers; a sister and a grandchild.
the New York recital department of pf foreign resentment, being l di¬ majors in reply claim they can’t Chicago, Feb. 15. He’s , a riewsman
at CBS in. that city., f
Columbia
Artists
Management, rected not so much against Hally- afford the. musicians’ demands, and
E. K. (TED) O’SHEA
Anita Saitz to Mdrris Yuter,
Edward Kelly (Ted) O’Shea, 61. Inc:, died Feb; 21 in N Y. He joined wood. as against those, who would
that these are unfair.
Philadelphia, Feb. 22. He is Shu¬
a prominent, motion picture: indus¬ Columbia Artists in 1930, and had
hamper the Importation of goods: . Throughout this past weekend bert Theatres’ press agent there.
try figure for 30 years, died . Feb: served fls tour manager for Lawr
from countries whose industries, Local 47 toppers met with their
Selma Walters Mensch to Ben
24. of... cancer at the Millard Fill- fence Tibbett, Oscar Levant and
would be hurt via upped tariffs^.
in ore Hospital, itt Buffalo. He.-had others.
prexy Eliot Daniel, who just re¬ Beyer, New York, Feb. 19. She is
His wife, son, brother and sister
As for the mutual aid program, turned from the Unsuccessful nego¬ an actress;. he a veteran vaudevilofficially retired from business
oniy six weeks ago. More recently survive.
indiistryites are in favor of any¬ tiations in N. Y., anent the union’s lian known as “The Vagabond.”
he had been vice president and
thing that pumps dollar funds move against the major' film lots.
Gisele MacKenzie to Robert
JOHANNES F. BUZIAU
general; manager of Magna Theaabroad: which, in turn, can be top¬ As of flow, all that has happened Shuttleworth, Las Vegas, Feb. 24.
Johannes F. Buziau, 81, Dutch ped by the American companies is that the musicians have walked She is a tv singer; he’s her per¬
t.ies Corp. which with American
Optical
Co.
owns
the
Todd- comic and clown, died, recently in i
the. conversion of their local out of the studios following expira¬ sonal manager.
AO film version of the Rodgers & Amsterdam, Holland, After a long revenues,
tion of their contract last Wednes¬
Hamrnerstein musical, "Oklahoma.” illness. He toured Europe with his
In his comments before the . Con- day (19). Since that time no pickets
O’Shea was in charge of installa¬ act, Professor Ri-ki-ri, and later
tion of some 37 original showings was with, the Whilby Co. that . gress. in the past, Johnston has al¬ have been ordered, by the AFM but
Mr. and Mrs, Pete Martiri, daugh¬
of this film. His background in¬ played the Paris L’Olympia for ways strongly supported. the re¬ toe probability does exist Latter
ciprocal trade program' as a bul¬ move wbuld only be ^aken if or¬ ter. Glasgow, Scotland, recently^
cluded a vice presidency and as^ two months.
He retired in 1940.
wark of film industry policy.
In dered by Federation proxy; James Father is a vaude comedian.
sistant sales managership with Par¬
their, eagerness to export, Ameri¬ C. Petrillo.
amount to which he transferred
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Power, son,
JOSEPH HOLTON
with that company’s absorption of
can film men are aware that they
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touchin the popular music market His .current

albums(a sixth, illustrated at right, is due shortly);
AO feature top standards in very attractive
Instrumental performances^

Gale Storm, and The Hilltoppers.
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